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CUSTOMER SUPPORT 

FaxBACK SYSTEM 

Order documents by phone for prompt delivery to your 
fax machine. You can rely on FaxBACK for the fol
lowing types of information. 

• Product Literature 
• Tools and technical support material 

• Application articles 

• New product announcements 

• Design recommendations 

• Stepping and errata notification 

Just dial 1-800-628-2283 or 916-356-3105 and the user
friendly system will prompt you along. Just have your 
fax number ready. Available 24 hours a day. 

APPLICATIONS SUPPORT HOTLINE 

The Technical Hotline is manned by applications per
sonnel during normal business hours. You can leave a 
message during otT hours or when applications person
nel are already handling calls. The number (U.S. ,and 
Canada) is 1-800-628-8686. AsSistance is also available 
through your local distributor or sales office. 

O~ober 1993 
6rder Number: 2873811-001 

INTEL'S APPLICATION BULLETIN 
BOARD SYSTEM 

Key into our centralized Intel, Applications Bulletin 
Board System and pull up all the latest information in 
Intel's product line. The BBS can provide you with the 
following type of information: 

• software drivers 

• documentation 

• new products 

• tools information 

• firmware upgrades 

• presentations 

• revised sofrware 

Intel's Application Bulletin Board System enables file 
retrieval and message/file exchange with our System 
Operator (Sysop) and File Operators (Fileops). 

Just dial 916-356-3600 on your modem,and the user
friendly system will prompt you along. 

For new users, the first log-in allows you to register 
with the system operator by entering your name and 
location. To access files on the BBS, log in again 24 
hours later. 

For immediate file access, call 1-800-628-8686 or 916-
356-3104. For a listing of mes available on the BBS, call 
FaxBACK at 1-800-628-2283 or 916-356-3105, order 
catalog #6. 

• 'Settings: 9600 baud, N, 8, 1 

• Auto configuration supports 1200 through 9600 
baud MODEMs-
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DATA SHEET DESIGNATIONS 

Intel uses various data sheet markings to designate each phase of the document as it 
relates to the product. The marking appears in the upper, right-hand corner of the data 
sheet. The following is the definition of these markings: 

Data Sheet Marking 

Product Preview 

Advanced Information 

Preliminary 

No Marking 

Description 

Contains information on products in the design phase of 
development. Do not finalize a design with this 
information. Revised information will be published when 
the product becomes available. 

Contains information on products being sampled or in 
the initial production phase of development. * 
Contains preliminary information on new products in 
production. * 
Contains information on products in full production. * 

·Specifications within these data sheets are subject to change without notice. Verify with your local Intel sales 
office that you have the latest data sheet before finalizing a design. 
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infel® 
82430 PClset 

FOR THE Pentium™ PROCESSOR 

• Supports the Pentium™ Processor at • Optional ISA or EISA Standard Bus 
60 MHz or 66 MHz Interface 

• Interfaces the Host and Standard - Single Component ISA Controller 

Buses to the Peripheral Component - Two Component EISA Bus Interface 

Interconnect (PCI) Local Bus Operating - Minimal External Logic Required 

at 30 MHz or 33 MHz • Supports Burst Read and Writes of 
- Up to 132 Mbytes/sec Transfer Rate Memory from the Host and PCI Buses 
- Full Concurrency between CPU Host • Five Integrated Write Posting and Read 

Bus and PCI Bus Transactions Prefetch Buffers Increase CPU and PCI 

• Integrated Cache Controller Provided Master Performance 
for Optional Second Level Cache • Host CPU Writes to PCI in Zero Wait 
-256 Kbyte or 512 Kbyte Cache State PCI Bursts with Optional TRDY # 
- Write-Back or Write-Through Policy Connection 
- Standard or Burst SRAM 

Integrated Tag RAM for Cost Savings • Integrated Low Skew Host Bus Clock • Driver for Cost and Board Space 
on Second Level Cache Savings 

• Provides a 64-Bit Interface to DRAM • PClset Operates Synchronous to the 
Memory 66 MHz CPU and 33 MHz PCI Clocks 
- From 2 Mbytes to 192 Mbytes of 

Main Memory • Byte Parity Support for the Host/PCI 
- 70 ns and 60 ns DRAMs Supported and Main Memory Buses 

• Supports the Pipellned Address Mode 
- Optional Parity on the Second Level 

of the Pentium Processor for Higher 
Cache 

Performance 

The 82430 PClset provides the Host/PCI bridge, cache/main memory controller, and an I/O subsystem core 
(either PCI/EISA or PCI/ISA bridge) for the next generation of high-performance personal computers based 
on the Pentium Processor. System designers can take advantage of the power of the PCI (Peripheral Compo
nent Interconnect) bus for the local I/O while maintaining access to the large base of EISA and ISA expansion 
cards, .and corresponding software applications. Extensive buffering and buffer management within the bridg
es ensures maximum efficiency in all three bus environments (Host CPU, PCI, and EISAIISA Buses). 

The 82430 PClset consists of the 82434LX PCI/Cache/Memory Controller (PCMC) and the 82433LX Local 
Bus Accelerator (LBX) components, plus, either a PCI/ISA bridge ora PCI/EISA bridge. The PCMC and LBX 
provide the core cache and main memory architecture and serve as the Host/PCI bridge. For an ISA-based 
system, the 82430 PClset includes the 82378 System I/O (SIO) component as the PCI/ISA bridge. For an 
EISA-based system, the 82430 PClset includes the 82375EB PCI/EISA Bridge. (PCEB) and the 82374EB EISA 
System Component (ESC). The PCEB and ESC work in tandem to form the complete PCI/EISA bridge. Both 
the ISA and EISA-based systems are shown on the following pages. 

For complete data sheets on all these devices, refer to Order Number 290482 and 290483. 

Pentium is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290481-002 1-1 
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82430 PClset 

82430 PClset EISA Block Diagram 
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82434LX 
PCI/CACHE/MEMORY CONTROLLER (PCMC) 

• Supports the 64-Blt Pentlum™ • Integrated DRAM Controller 
Processor at 60 MHz and 66 MHz - Supports 2 MBytes t,o 192 MBytes of 

• Supports Plpelined Addressing Cacheable Main Memory 
Capability of the Pentium -:' Supports DRAM Access Times of 
Microprocessor 70 ns and 60 ns 

- CPU Writes Posted to DRAM at 
• High Performance CPU/PCI/Memory 4-1-1-1 

Interfaces via Posted-Wrlte/Read- - Refresh Cycles Decoupled from ISA 
Prefetch Buffers Refresh to Reduce the DRAM 

• Fully Synchronous 33 MHz PCI Bus Access Latency 
Interface with Full Bus Master - Refresh by RAS#-Only, or CAS#-
Capability before-RAS#, In Single or Burst of 

Supports the Pentium Processor 
Four • Primary Cache In either Write-Through • Host/PCI Bridge 

or Write-Back Mode - Translates CPU Cycles Into PCI Bus 

• Programmable Attribute Map of DOS 
Cycles 

- Translates Back-to-Back Sequential 
and BIOS Regions for System CPU Memory Writes into PCI Burst 
Flexibility Cycles 

• Integrated Low Skew Clock Driver for - Burst Mode Writes to PCI In Zero PCI 
Distributing 66 MHz Clock Walt States (i.e., Dat,a Transfer Every 

• Integrated Second Level Cache Cycle) 
Controller - Full Concurrency between CPU-to-
-Integrated Cache Tag RAM Main Memory and PCI-to-PCI 

- Write-Through and Write-Back Cache Transactions 

Modes - Full Concurrency between CPU-to-

, - Direct-Mapped Organization Second Level Cache and PCI-to-Main 
Memory Transactions - Supports Standard and Burst SRAMs 

- 256 KByte and 512 KByte Sizes - Same Core Cache and Memory 

- Cache Hit Cycle of 3-1-1-1 on Reads System Logic Design for ISA or EISA 

and Writes Using Burst SRAMs Systems 

- Cache Hit Cycle of 3-2-2-2 on Reads - Cache Snoop Filter Ensures Data 
and 4-2-2-2 on Writes Using Consistency for PCI-to-Maln Memory 

Standard SRAMs Transactions 

• PCMC (208-Pln QFP Package) Uses 5V 
CMOS Technology 

The 82434LX PCI, Cache, Memory Controller (PCMC) integrates the cache and main memory DRAM control 
functions and provides the bus control for transfers between the CPU, cache, main memory, and the Peripher
al Component Interconnect (PCI) Local Bus. The cache controller supports both write-through and write-back 
cache policies and cache sizes of 256 KBytes and 512 KBytes. The cache memory can be implemented with 
either standard or burst SRAMs. The PCMC cache controller integrates a high-performance Tag RAM ·to 
reduce system cost. Up to twelve single-sided SIMMs or six double-sided SIMMs provide a maximum of 192 
MBytes of main memory. The PCMC is intended to be used with the 82433LX Local Bus Accelerator (LBX). 
The LBX provides the Host-to-PCI address path and data p~ths between the CPU/cache, main memory, and 
PCI. The LBX also contains posted write buffers and read-prefetch buffers. Together, these two components 
provide a full function data path to main memory and form a PCI bridge to the CPu/Cache and DRAM 
subsystem. ' 
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82433LX 
LOCAL BUS ACCELERATOR (LBX) 

• Supports the Full 64-Bit Pentium™ • Operates Synchronous to the 66 MHz 
Processor Data Bus at 66 MHz CPU and 33 MHz PCI Clocks 

• Provides a 64-Bit Interface to DRAM • Supports Burst Read and Writes of 
and a 32-Bit Interface to PCI Memory from the Host and PCI Buses 

• Five Integrated Write Posting and Read • Sequential CPU Writes to PCI 
Prefetch Buffers Increase CPU and PCI Converted to Zero Wait State PCI 
Master Performance Bursts with Optional TRDY # 
- CPU-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer Connection 

4 Qwords Deep • Byte Parity Support for the Host and 
- PCI-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer Memory Buses 

Two Buffers, 4 Dwords Each - Optional Parity Generation for Host 
- PCI-to-Memory Read Prefetch Buffer to Memory Transfers 

4 Qwords Deep - Optional Parity Checking for the 
- CPU-to-PCI Posted Write Buffer Secondary Cache Residing on the 

4 Dwords Deep Host Data Bus 
- CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer - Parity Checking for Host and PCI 

4 Dwords Deep Memory Reads 
• Host-to-Memory and Host-to-PCI Write - Parity Generation for PCI to Memory 

Postl!'1g Buffers Accelerate Write Writes 
Performance • 160-Pin QFP Package 

• Dual-Port Architecture Allows • 5V CMOS Technology 
Concurrent Operations on the Host and 
PCI Buses 

Two 82433LX Local Bus Accelerator (LBX) components provide a 64-bit data path between the Host CPU! 
cache and main memory, a 32-bit data path between the Host CPU bus and the PCI Local Bus, and a 32-bit 
data path between the PCI local bus and main memory. The dual-port architecture allows concurrent opera
tions on the Host and PCI Buses. The LBXs incorporate three write posting buffers and two read prefetch 
buffers to increase Pentium processor and PCI Master performance. The LBX supports byte parity for the Host 
and main memory buses. The LBX is intended to be used with the 82434LX PCI/Cache/Memory Controller 
(PCMC). During bus operations between the Host, main memory, and PCI, the PCMC commands the LBXs to 
perform functions such as latching address and data, merging data, and enabling output buffers. Together, 
these three components form a "Host Bridge" which provides a full function dual-port data path interface, 
linking the Host CPU and PCI bus to main memory. 
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82375EB 
PCI/EISA BRIDGE (PCES) 

• Provides the Bridge between ,the PCI 
Bus and EISA Bus 

• 100% PCI and EISA Compatible 
-P.CI'and EISA Master/Slave Interface 
-Directly Drives 10 PCl'Loads and 8 

EISA Slots 
- Supports PCI at 25 MHz to 33.33 MHz ' 

• Data Buffers Improve Performance 
- Four 32-Blt .,CI-to-EISA Posted Write 

Buffers 
- Four 16-Byte EISA-to-PCI Read/Write 
, Line Buffers 
~ EISA-to-PCI Read Prefetch 
- EISA-to-PCI and PCI-to-EISA Write 

Posting 

• Data Buffer Management Ensures Data 
Coherency , 
- Flush Posted Write Buffers 
-- Flush or Invalidate Line Buffers 
-Instruct All, PCI Devices to Flush 

Buffers Pointing to PCI Bus before 
Granting EISA Access to PCI 

• Burst ,Transfers on both the PCI and 
EISA Buses 

• 32-Blt Data Paths 
• Integrated EISA Data Swap' Buffers 

• Arbitration for PCI Devices 
- Supports Six PCI Masters 
- Fixed, Rotating, or a Combination of 

the Two 

• PCI and EISA Address Decoding and 
Mapping 
- Positive Decode of Main Memory 

Areas (MEMCS# Generation) 
, - Four Programmable PCI Memory 

Space Regions 
:-Four Programmable PCI I/O Space 
\ Regions 

• Programmable Main 'Memory Address 
Decoding 
- Main 'Memory Sizes up to 

512 MBytes 
-:"Access ~ttrlbutes for 15'Memory 

Segments in First 1 MByte Of Main 
Memory 

- Programmable' Marn Memory Hole' 

• Integrated 16-Blt BIOS Timer 

• 208~Pln QFP Package 

• 5V CMOS Technology 

The 82375EB PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) provides the master/slave 1unctions on both the Peripheral Compo
nent Interconnect (PCI) Local Bus and the EISA Bus. Functioning as a bridge between the PCI and EISA 
buses, the PCEB provides the address and data paths, bus controls, and ,bus protocol translation for PCI-to
EISA and EISA-to-PCI transfers. Extensive data buffering in both directions increases system performance by 
maximizing PCI and EISA Bus efficiency and allowing Concurrency on ,the 'two buses. The PCEB's buffer 
management mechanism ensures data coherency. The PCEB integrates central bus control functions includ
ing a programmable bus arbiter for the PCI Bus and EISA data swap logic for the EISA Bus. Integrated system 

, functions include PCI parity generation, ~ystem error reporting, and programmable PCI and EISA memory and ' 
I/O address space mapping and decoding. The PCEB also contains a BIOS Timer that can be used to 
implement timing loops. The PCEBis intended to be used with the EISA System Component (ESC) to provide 
an EISA I/O subsystem interface. . 
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82374EB 
EISA SYSTEM CONTROLLER (ESC) 

• Integrates EISA Compatible Bus • Integrates Support Logic for X-Bus 
Controller Peripherals and More 
- Translates Cycles between EISA and - Generates Chip Selects/Encoded 

ISA Bus Chip Selects for Floppy and 
- Supports EISA Burst and Standard Keyboard Controller, IDE, 

Cycles Parallel/Serial Ports, and General 
- Supports ISA No Wait State Cycles Purpose Peripherals 
- Supports Byte Assembly/ - Provides Interface for Real Time 

Disassembly for 8-Bit, 16-Bit and Clock 
32-Bit Transfers - Generates Control Signals for X-Bus 

- Supports Bus Frequency up to Data Transceiver 
8.33 MHz -Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 

• Supports Eight EISA Slots . and Coprocessor Error Reporting 

- Directly Drives Address, Data and • Integrates the Functionality of Two 
Control Signals for Eight Slots 82C59 Interrupt Controllers and Two 

- Decodes Address for Eight Slot 82C54 Timers 
Specific AENs - Provides 14 Programmable Channels 

• Provides Enhanced DMA Controller for Edge or Level Interrupts 

- Provides Scatter-Gather Function - Provides 4 PCI Interrupts Routable 

- Supports Type A, Type B, Type C to Any of 11 Interrupt Channels 

(l;Iurst), and Compatible DMA ...,.. Supports Timer Function for Refresh 

Transfers Request, System Timer, Speaker 

- Provides Seven Independently Tone, Fail Safe Timer, and Periodic 

Programmable Channels CPU Speed Control 

-Integrates Two 82C37 A Compatible • Generates Non-Maskable Interrupts 
DMA Controllers (NMI) 

• Provides High Performance Arbitration - PCI System Errors 

- Supports Eight EISA Masters and - PCI Parity Errors 

PCEB - EISA Bus Parity Errors 

- Supports ISA Masters, DMA - Fail Safe Timer 

Channels, and Refresh - Bus Timeout 

- Provides Programmable Arbitration - Via Software Control 

Scheme for Fixed, Rotating, or • Provides BIOS Interface 
Combination Priority - Supports 512 KBytes of Flash or 

EPROM BIOS on the X-Bus 
- Allows BIOS on PCI 
- Supports Integrated VGA BIOS 

• 208-Pin QFP Package 

• 5V CMOS Technology 

The 82374EB EISA System Component (ESC) provides all the EISA system compatible functions. The ESC, 
with the PCEB, provides all the functions to implement an EISA to PCI bridge and EISA I/O subsystem. The 
ESC integrates the common 1/0 functions found in today's EISA based PC systems. The ESC incorporates the 
logic for an EISA (master and slave) interface, EISA Bus Controller, enhanced seven channel DMA controller 
with Scatter-Gather support, EISA arbitration, 14 channel interrupt controller, five programmable timer/coun
ters, and non-maskable interrupt (NMI) control logic. The ESC also integrates support logic to decode periph
eral devices such as the Flash BIOS, Real Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse Controller, Floppy Controller, two 
Serial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard Disk Drive. 
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82378 
SYSTEM 1/0 (SIO) 

• Provides the Bridge between the PCI 
Bus and ISA Bus. 

Ii 100% PCI and ISA Compatible . 
- PCI and ISA Master/Slave. Interface 
- Directly Drives 10 PCI Loads .and 6 

ISASlots. . 
- Supports PCI at 25 MHz and 

33.33 MHz 
- Supports ISA from 6 MHz to 

8.33 MHz 

• Enhanced DMA Functions 
...; ScatterlGather 
- ~ast DIIIIA Type A, B, and F 
- Compatible DMA Transfers 
- 32-Bit Addressability . 
- Seven lridependently Programmable 

Channels . 
-Functionality of Two 82C37 A DMA 

Controllers 

• Integrated Data Buffers to Improve 
Performance > 

- 8-Byte DMAIISA Master Line Buffer . 
- 32-Blt Posted Memory Write Buffer 

tolSA . 

• Integrated 16-Blt BIOS Timer 

• Arbitration for PCI' Devices 
- Two or" ExternalPCI Masters 

Are Supported . . 
- Fixed, Rotating, or a Combination of 

the Two . . 

• Arbitration for 'ISA Devices 
...... ISA Masters 
- DMA .nd Refresh 

• Utility Bus (X-Bus) Peripheral Support 
- Provides Chip Select Decode 
- Controls Lower X-Bus Data Byte 

Transceiver' 
-Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 

Coprocessor Error Reporting 

• iotegrates the Functionality of One 
82C54 Timer 
- System Timer 

. - Refresh Request 
-Speaker Tone Output 

iI Integrates the Functionality of Two 
82C59 InterrUpt Controllers 
-14 Interrupts Supported 

• Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMI) 
- PCI System. Errors 
--: ISA Parity Errors 

• 208-Pln QFP Package. 
5V CMOS TOIIII!!hn'"IIrfttlv 

The 82378 System 110 (SIO) component provides the bridge between thePCllocal bus and the ISA expansion 
bus. The SIO alsoinlegrates many of the common 1/0 functions found in today's ISA based PGsystemS. The 
SIO incorporates the logiC for a PCI interface (master and sl/ive), ISA interlace (master .and slave), enhanced 
seven channelDMA controlier that Sl,lpports fast OMA transfers and Scatter/Gather, data buffers to isolate the 
PCI bus from the ISA bus and to enhance performance, PCI and ISA arbitration, 14 level interrupt controller, a 
16-bit BIOS timer, three programmable timer/counters, and non-maskable-interrupt (NMI) controllogic. The 
SIO also provides decode for peripheral devices such as the Flash BIOS, Real Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse 
Controller, Floppy Controller, two Serial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard. Disk Drive. 

IMPORTANT...,.READ THIS SECTION BEFORE READING THE REST OF THE DATA SHEET. 
This data sheet describes the 823781B. and 82378ZB componentS, All normal text describes the functional
ity for both components. All features that exist on the 82318ZB are shaded as sholJlln below. 
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82433LX 
LOCAL BUS ACCELERATOR (LBX) 

• Supports the Full 64-Blt Pentlum™ • Operates Synchronous to the 66 MHz 
Processor Data Bus at 66 MHz CPU and 33 MHz PCI Clocks 

• Provides a 64-Bit Interf~ce to DRAM • Supports Burst Read and Wtites of 
and a 32-Bit Interface to PCI Memory from the Host and PCI Buses 

• Five Integrated Write Posting and Read • Sequential CPU Writes to PCI 
Prefetch Buffers Increase CPU and PCI Converted to Zero Wait-State PCI 
Master Performance Bursts with Optional TRDY" 
- CPU-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer Connection 

4 Qwords Deep • Byte Parity Support for the Host and 
- PCI-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer Memory Buses 

Two Buffers, 4 Dwords Each - Optional Parity Generation for Host 
- PCI-to-Memory Read Prefetch Buffer to Memory Transfers 

4 Qwords Deep - Optional Parity Checking for the 
- CPU-to-PCI Posted Write Buffer Secondary Cache Residing on the 

4 Dwords Deep Host Data Bus 
- CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer - Parity Checking for Host .and PCI 

4 Dwords Deep Memory Reads 

• Host-to-Memory and Host-to-PCI Write - Parity Generation for PCI to Memory 
Posting Buffers Accelerate Write Writes 
Performance • 160-Pin QFP Package 

• Dual-Port Architecture Allows • 5V CMOS Technology 
Concurrent Operations on the Host and 
PCI Buses 

Two 82433LX Local Bus Accelerator (LBX) components provide a 64-bit data path between the Host CPUI 
cache and main memory, a 32-bit data path between the Host CPU bus and the PCI local bus, and a 32-bit 
data path between the PCI local bus and main memory. The dual-port architecture allows concurrent opera
tions on the Host and PCI Buses. The LBXs incorporate three write posting buffers and two read prefetch 
buffers to increase Pentium processor and PCI Master performance. The LBX supports byte parity for the Host 
and main memory buses. The LBX is intended to be used with the 82434LX PCI/Cache/Memory Controller 
(PCMC). During bus operations between the Host, main memory, and PCI, the PCMC commands the LBXs to 
perform functions such as latching address and data, merging data, and enabling output buffers. Together, 
these three components form a "Host Bridge" which provides a full function dual-port data path interface, 
linking the Host CPU and PCI bus to main memory. 

Pentium™ is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 
Manufactured and tested for Intel Corporation by lSI logic in accordance with lSI's internal standards. 
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82433LX 

Simplified LBX Block Diagram 
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1.0 ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 

The Local Bus Accelerator (LBX) provides a high 
performance data and address path for the 82430 
PClset. TheLBX incorporates five integrated buffers 
to increase tlJe performance of the Pentium proces
sor and PCI Master devices. Two LBXs in the sys
tem support the following areas: 

1. 64-bit data and 32-bit address bus of the Pentium 
processor, 
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2. 32-bit multiplexed address/data bus of PCI, and 

3. 64-bit data bus of the main memory. 

In addition, the LBXs provide parity support for the 
three areas noted above (discussed further in Sec
tion 1.4). 

I 



1.1 Buffers in the LBX 

The Local Bus Accelerator (LBX) components have 
five integrated buffers designed to increase the per
formance of the Host and PCI Interfaces of the 
82430 PClset. The five· buffers numbered in Figure 
1-1 are described in the following section. 

1. CPU-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer-This 
buffer is 4 awords deep, enabling the Pentium 
processor to write-back a whole cache line in 
4-1-1-1 timing, a total of 7 CPU clocks. 

2. PCI-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer-A PCI 
Master can. post two consecutive sets of 4 
Dwords (total of one cache line) or two single 
non-consecutive transactions. 

1 

MEMORY 
BUS 

2 

40WORDS 

82433LX 

3. PCI-to-Memory Read Prefetch. Buffer-A PCI 
Master to memory read transaction will cause 
this prefetch buffer to read up to 4 Qwords of 
data from memory, allowing up to 8 Dwords to be 
read onto PCI in a single burst transaction. 

4. CPU-to-PCI Posted Write Buffer-The Pentium 
processor can post up to 4 Dwords into this buff
er. The TRDY # connect option allows zero 
wait-state burst writes to PCI,making this buffer 
especially useful for graphic write operations. 

5 .. CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer-This pre
fetch buffer is 4 Dwords deep, enabling faster se
quential Pentium processor reads when targeting 
PCI. 

With the exception of the PCI-to-Memory write buffer 
and the CPU-to-PCI write buffer, the buffers in the 
LBX store data only, addresses are stored in the 
PCMC component. 

HOST BUS 
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Figure 1-1. Simplified Block Diagram of the LBX Data Buffers 
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82433LX 

1.2 'Control Interface Groups 

The LBX is controlled by the PCMCvia the control 
interface group signals. There are three interface 
groups; Host, Memory, and PCI. These control 
groups are signal lines that carry binary codes which 
the LBX internally decodes in order to implement 
specific functions such as latching data and steering 
data from PCI to memory . .The control interfaces are 
described below. 
1. Host Interface Group-These control signals 

are named HIG[4:0} and define a total of 29 dis
crete commands. ThePCMC sends HIG com
mands to direct the LBX to perform functions re
lated to buffering and storing Host data and/or 
address. 

2. Memory Interface Group-These control sig
nals are named MIG[2:0} and define a total of 7 
discrete commands. The PCMC sends MIG com
mands to direct the LBX to perform functions re
lated to buffering, storing, and retiring· data to 
memory. 

3. PCI Interface Group-These control signals are 
named PIG [3:0] and define a total of 15 discrete 
commands. The PCMC sends PIG commands to 
direct the LBXto perform functions related to 
buffering and storing PCI dataand/ or address. 

A[O:15] , 

MD[32:47] D[32:47] 
~, 

1 MOTS]" 
" 

OlOf] 

LOW ORDER LBX 

AD[O:15] 

intel® 
1.3 System Bus Interconnect 
The architecture of the· 82430 PClset splits the 
64-bit memory and host data buses into .Iogical 
halves in order to manufacture LBX devices with 
manageable pin counts. The two LBXs interface to 
the 32-bit PCI AD[31:0} bus with 16 bits each. Each 
LBX connects to 16 bits of the AD[31 :O} bus and 32 
bits of both the MD[0:63] bus and the 0[0:63] bus. 
The lower order LBX (LBXL) connects to the low 
word of the AD[31 :0] bus, while the high order LBX 
(LBXH) connects to the high word of the AD[31:0] 
bus. 

Since the PCI connection for each L.BX falls on 
16-bit boundaries, each LBX does not simply con
nect to either the low Dword or high Dword of the 
Qword memory and Host buses. Instead, the low 
order LBX buffers the first and third words of each 
64-bit bus while the high order LBX buffers the sec
ond and fourth words of the memory and Host bus
es. 

As shown in Figure 1-2, LBXL connects to the first 
and third words of the 64-bit main memory and Host 
data buses. The same device also drives the first 16 
bits of the Host address bus, A[O: 151. The LBXH 
device connects to the second and fourth words of 
the 64-bit main memory and Host data buses. Corre
spondingly, LBXH drives the remaining 16 bits of the 
Host address bus, A[16:31]. 

A[16:31] , 

MD[48:63] 0[48'63] 

MOllr ,: • Ollr 1 
HIGH ORDER LBX 

t 
. AD[16:31] 
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Figure 1·2. Simplified Interconnect Diagram of LBXs to System Buses 
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1.4 PCI TROY # Interface 

The PCI control signals do not interface to the LBXs, 
instead these signals connect to the 82434LX 
PCMC component. The main function of the LBXs 
PCI interface is to drive address and data onto PCI 
when the CPU targets PCI and to latch address and 
data when a PCI Master targets main memory. 

The TROY # option provides the capability for zero
wait state performance on PCI when the Pentium 
processor performs sequential writes to PCI. This 
option requires that PCI TROY # be connected to 
each LBX, for a total of two additional connections in 
the system. These two TROY # connections are in 
addition to the single TROY # connection that the 
PCMC requires. 

D[31:0) 

Ho" { A[15:0) Interface 
HP[3:0) 

4 ~ 

4 ~ 

4 ~ 

Main { MD[31:0) 
Memory 

MP[3:0) Interface 

... ~ 

4 ~ 

HCLK 

R~.t { PCLK 
and 

LP[1:0) Clock 
RESET 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

TEST ~ 

TEST { TSCON ~ 

82433LX 

1.5 Parity Support 

The LBXs support byte parity on the Host bus (CPU 
and second level cache) and main memory buses 
(local DRAM). The LBXs support parity during the 
address and data phases of PCI transactions 
to/from the Host Bridge. 

2.0 SIGNAL DESCRIPTIONS 

This section provides a detailed description of each 
signal. The signals (Figure 2-1) are arranged in func
tional groups according to their associated interface. 

The "#" symbol at the end of a signal name indi
cates that the active, or asserted state occurs when 
the signal is at a low voltage level. When "#" is not 
present after the signal name, the signal is asserted 
when ,at the high voltage level. 

... ~ 

LBX ... 
AD[15:0) 

}PCI 
TROY# Interface 

... HIG[4:0) 

... MIG[2:0) 

4 MOLE 

... PIG[3:0) PCMC 
Interface ... DRVPCI .. 

EOL 

PPOUT 

290478-3 

Figure 2·1. LBX Signals 
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The terms assertion and negation are used exten
sively. This is done to avoid confusion when working 
with a mixture of "active-low" and "active-high" sig
nals. The term assert, or assertion indicates that a 
signal is active, independent of whether that level is 
represented by a high or low voltage. The term ne
gate, or negation indicates that a signal is inactive. 

The following notations are used to describe the sig
nal type. 

in Input is a standard input-only signal. 

out Totem Pole output is a standard active driver. 

tis Tri-State is a bi-directional, tri-state input/out-
put pin. 

2.1 Host Interface Signals 
Signal Type Description 

A[15:0] tis ADDRESS BUS: The bi-directional A[15:0] lines are connected to the address lines of 
the Host bus. The high order lBX (determined at reset time using the EOl signal) is 
connected to A[31 :16], and the low order lBX is connected to A[15:0]. The host 
address bus is commOn with the Pentium processor, second level cache (l2), PCMC 
and the two lBXs. During CPU cycles A[31:3] are driven by the CPU and A[2:0] are 
driven by the PCMC, all are inputs to the lBXs. During inquire cycles the lBX drives 
the PCI Master address onto the Host address .Iines A[31 :0]. This snoop address is 
driven to the CPU and the PCMC by the lBXs to snoop l1 and the integrated second 
level tags, respectively. During PCI configuration cycles bound for the PCMC, the 
lBXs will send or receive the configuration data to/from the PCMC by copying the 
Host data bus to/from the Host address bus. The lBX drives both halves of the Qword 
Host data bus. with data from the 32-bit address during PCMC configuration read 
cycles. The lBX drives the 32-bit address with either the low Dword or the high Dword 
during PCMC configuration write cycles. 

0[31:0] tis HOST DATA: The bi-directional 0[31 :0] lines are connected to the data lines of the 
Host data bus. The high order lBX (determined at reset time using the EOl signal) is 
connected to the Host data bus 0[63:32] lines, and the low order lBX is connected to 
the Host data bus 0[31 :0] lines. The~e pins contain internal pullup resistors. 

HP[3:0] tis HOST DATA PARITY: HP[3:0] are the bi-directional byte parity signals for the Host 
data bus. The low order parity bit HP[O] corresponds to 0[7:0] while the high order 
parity bit HP[3] corresponds to 0[31 :24]. The HP[3:0] signals function as parity inputs 
during write cycles and as parity outputs during read cycles. Even parity is supported 
and the HP[3:0] signals follow the same timings as 0[31 :0]. These pins.contain 

. internal pullup resistors. 

2.2 Main Memory (DRAM) Interface Signals 
Signal Type Description 

MD[31:0] tis MEMORY DATA BUS: MD[31 :0] are the bi-directional data lines for the memory 
data bus. The high order lBX (determined at reset time using the EOl signal) is 
connected to the memory data bus MD[63:32] lines, and the low order lBX is 
connected to the memory data bus MD[31 :0] lines. The MD[31 :0] signals drive data 
destined for either the Host data bus or the PCI bus. The MD[31 :0] signals input data 
that originated from either the Host data bus or the PCI bus. These pins contain 
internal pullup resistors. 

MP[3:0] tis MEMORY PARITY: MP[3:01 are the bi-directional byte enable parity Signals for the 
memory data bus. The low order parity bit MP[OI corresponds to MD[7:0] while the 
high order parity bit MP[3] corresponds to MD[31 :241. The MP[3:0] signals are parity 
outputs during write cycles to memory and parity inputs during read cycles from 
memory. Even parity is supported and the MP[3:0] signals follow the same timings 
as M 0 [31 :0]. These pins contain internal pullup resistors. 
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2.3 PCllnterface Signals 
Signal Type Description 

AO[15:0] tis ADDRESS AND DATA: AO[ 15:0] are bi-directional data lines for the PCI bus. The 
AO[15:0] signals sample or drive the address and data on the PCI bus. The high 
order lBX (determined at reset time using the EOl signal) is connected to the PCI 
bus AO[31:16] lines, and the low order lBX is connected to the PCI AO[15:0] lines. 

!' 
'I 

TROY# in TARGET READY: TROY # indicates the selected (targeted) device's ability to 
complete the current data phase of the bus operation. For normal operation TROY # 
is tied asserted. low. When the TROY # option is enabled in the PCMC (for zero wait 
state PCI burst writes), TROY # should be connected to the PCI bus. 

2.4 PCMC Interface Signals 
Signal Type Description 

HIG[4:0] in HOST INTEfiFACE GROUP: These signals are driven from the PCMC and control 
the Host interface of the lBX. The lBX decodes the binary pattern of these lines to 
perform 29 unique functions. These signals are synchronous to the rising edge of 
HClK. 

MIG [2:0] in MEMORY INTERFACE GROUP: These signals are driven from the PCMC and 
control the memory interface of the lBX. The lBX decodes the, binary pattern of 
these lines to perform 7 unique functions. These signals are synchronous to the 
rising edge of HClK. 

PIG [3:0] in PCIINTERFACE GROUP: These signals are driven from the PCMC and control the 
PCI interface of the LBX. The lBX decodes the binary pattern of these lines to 

. perform 15 unique functions. These signals are synchronous to the rising edge of 
HClK. 

MOLE in MEMORY DATA LATCH ENABLE: During CPU reads from DRAM, the lBX uses a 
clocked register to transfer data from the MO[31 :0] and MP[3:0] lines to the 0[31 :0] 
and HP[3:0] lines. MOLE is the clock enable for this register. Data is clocked into this 
register when MOLE is asserted. The register retains its current value when MOLE is 
negated. 

During CPU reads from main memory, the lBX tn-states the 0[31 :0] and HP[3:0] 
lines on the rising edge of MOLE when HIG[4:0] = NOPC. 

ORVPCI in DRIVE PCI BUS: This Signal enables the lBX to drive either address or data 
information onto the PCI AO[15:0] lines. 

EOl tis END OF LINE: This signal is asserted when ~ PCI master read or write transaction is 
about to overrun a cache line boundary. The low order lBX will have this pin 
connected to the PCMC(internaUy pulled up in the PCMC). The high order lBX 
connects this pin to a pull-down resistor. With one lBX EOl line being pulled down 
and the other lBX EOl pulled up, the lBX samples the value of this pin on the 
negation of the RESET signal to determine if it's the high or low order lBX. 
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2.4 PCMC Interface Signals (Continued) 

Signal Type Description 

PPOUT tIs LBX PARITY: This signal reflects the parity of the 16 AD lines driven from or latched 
into the LBX, depending on the command driven on PIG [3:0]. The PCMC uses PPOUT 
from both LBXs (called PPOUT[1 :0] ) to calculate the PClparity signal in (PAR) for 
CPU to PCI transactions during the address phase of the PCI cycle. The LBX uses 
PPOUT to check the PAR signal for PCI Master transactions to memory during the 
address phase of the PCI cycle. When transmitting data to PCI the PCMC uses PPOUT 
to calculate the proper value forPAR. When receiving data from PClthe PCMC uses 
PPOUT to check the value received on PAR. 

If the L2 cache does not implement parity, the LBX will calculate parity so the PCMC 
can drive the correct value on PAR during L2 reads initiated bya PCI Master. The LBX 
samples the PPOUT signal at the negation of reset and compares that state with the 
state of EOL to determine whether the L2 cache implements parity. The PCMC 
internally pulls down PPOUT[O] and internally pulls up PPOUT[ 1]. The L2 supports 
parity if PPOUT[O] is connected to the high order LBX and PPOUT[ 1] is connected to 
the low order LBX. The L2 is defined to not support parity if these connections are 
reversed, and for this case, the LBX will calculate parity. For normal operations either 
connection allows proper parity to be driven to the PCMC. 

2 5 Reset and Clock Signals 
Signal Type Description 

HCLK in HOST CLOCK: HCLK is input to the LBX to synchronize command and data from the 
host and memory interfaces. This input is derived from a buffered copy of the PCMC 
HCLKx output. 

PCLK in PCI CLOCK: All timing on the LBX PCI interface is referenced to the. PCLK input. All 
output signals on the PCI interface are driven from PCLK rising edges and all input 
signals on the PCI interface are sampled on PCLK rising edges. This input is derived 
from a buffered copy of the PCMC PCLK output. 

RESET in RESET: Assertion of this signal resets the LBX component. After reset has been 
negated the LBX configures itself by sampling the EOL and PPOUT pins. 

LP1 out LOOP 1: Phase Lock Loop Filter pin. The filter components required for the LBX are 
connected to these pins. c. 

LP2 in LOOP 2: Phase Lock Loop Filter pin. The filter components required for the LBX are 
connected to these pins. 

TEST in TEST: The TEST pin must be tied low for normal system operation. 

TSCON in TRI-STATE CONTROL: This Signal enables the output buffers on the LBX. This pin 
must be held high for normal operation. If TSCON is negated, all LBX outputs will tri-
state. 
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3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

3.1 LBX Post and Prefetch Buffers 

This 'section describes the five write posting and 
read prefetching buffers implemented in the LBX. 
The discussion in this section refers to the operation 
of both LBXs in the system. 

3.1.1 CPU·TO·MEMORY POSTED WRITE 
BUFFER 

The write buffer is a queue 4 awords deep, it loads 
awords from the CPU and stores awords to memo
ry. It is 4 awords deep to accommodate write-backs 
from the first or second level caches. It is organized 
as a simple FIFO. Commands driven on the HIG[4:0] 
lines store awords into the buffer, while commands 
on the MIG[2:0] lines retire awords from the buffer. 
While retiring awords to memory, the DRAM control
ler unit of the PCMC will assert the appropriate MA, 
CAS [7:0] #, and WE # signals. The PCMCkeeps 
track of.fuil/empty states, status of the data and ad
dress. 

Byte parity for data to be written to memory is either 
propagated from the host bus or generated by the 
LBX .. The LBX generates parity for data from the 
second level cache when the second level cache 
does not implement parity. 

3_1.2 PCI· TO·MEMORY POSTED WRITE 
BUFFER 

The buffer is organized as 2 buffers (4 Dwords 
each). There is an address storage register for each 
buffer. When an address is stored one of the two 
buffers is allocated and subsequent Dwords of data 
are stored beginning at the first location in that buff
er. Buffers are retired to memory strictly in order, 
aword at a time. 

Commands driven on the PIG[3:0] lines post ad
dresses and data into the buffer. Commands driven 
on HIG[4:0] result in addresses being driven on the 
Host address bus. Commands driven on MIG [2:0] 
result in data being retired to DRAM. 

For cases where the address targeted by the first 
, Dword is odd, i.e., A[2] = 1, and the data is stored 

in an even location in the buffer, the LBX correctly 
aligns the Dword when retiring the data to DRAM. In 
other words the buffer is capable of retiring a aword 
to memory where the data in the buffer is shifted by 
1 Dword (Dword is position 0 shifted to 1, 1 shifted 
to 2 etc.). The DRAM controller of the PCMC asserts 
the correct CAS [7:0] # signals depending on thePCI 
C/BE[3:0] # signals stored in the PCMC for that 
Dword. 

82433LX 

The End Of Line (EOL) signal is used to prevent PCI 
master writes from bursting past the cache line 
boundary. The device that provides "warning" to the 
PCMC is the low order LBX. This device contains the 
PCI master write low order address bits necessary to 
determine how many Dwords are left to the end' of 
the line. Consequently, the LBX protocol uses the 
EOL signal from the low order LBX to provide this 
"end-of-line" warning to the PCMC, so that it may 
retry a PCI master write when it bursts past the 
cache line boundary. This protocol is described fully 
in Section 3.3.6. 

The LBX calculates Dword parity on PCI write data, 
sending the proper value to the PCMC on PPOUT. 
The LBX generates byte parity on the MP signals for 
writing into DRAM. 

3.1.3 PCI·TO·MEMORY READ PREFETCH 
BUFFER 

This buffer is organized as a line buffer (4 awords) 
for burst transfers to PCI. The data is transferred into 
the buffer a aword at a time and read out a Dword at 
a time. The LBX then effectively decouples the 
memory read rate from the PCI rate to increase con
currence. 

Each new transaction begins by storing the first 
Dword in the first location in the buffer. The starting 
Dword for reading data out of the buffer onto PCI 
must be specified within aaword boundary; that is 
the first requested Dwordon PCI could be an even 
or odd Dword. If the snoop for a PCI master read 
results in a write-back from the first or second level 
cache this write-back is sent directly to PCI and 
Memory. The following two paragraphs describe this 
process for cache line write-backs. 

Since the write-back data from the primary cache is 
in linear order, writing into the buffer is straightfor
ward. Only those awords to be transferred onto PCI 
are latched into the PCI-to-Memory read buffer. For 
example, if the address targeted by PCI is in the 3rd 
or 4th aword in the line, the first 2 awords of write
back data are discarded and not written into the 
read buffer. The primary cache write-back is always 
written completely to the CPU-to-Memory posted 
write buffer. 

If the PCI master read data is read from the second 
level cache, it is not written back to memory. Write
backs from the second level cache when using burst 
SRAMs are in Pentium processor burst order, the 
order depending on which aword of the line is tar
geted by the PCI read. The buffer is directly ad-
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dressed when iatching seco.nd level cache write
back data to. acco.mmo.date this burst o.rder. Fo.r ex
ample, if the requested Qwo.rd is Qwo.rd 1, then the 
burst o.rder is 1-0,3-2. Qwo.rd 1 is latched in buffer 
Io.catio.n 0, Qwo.rd 0 is discarded, Qwo.rd 3 is latched 
into. buffer Io.catio.n 2 and Qwo.rd 2 is latched into. 
buffer Io.catio.n 1. 

Co.mmands driven o.n MIG[2:0] and HIG[4:0] enter 
data into. the buffer fro.m the DRAM interface and the 
Ho.st interface (Le., the caches), respectively. Co.m
mands driven o.n the PIG[3:0] lines drive data fro.m" 
the buffer o.nto. the PCI AD[31 :0] lines. 

Parity driven o.n the PPOUT signal is calculated fro.m 
the byte parity received o.n the Ho.st bus o.r the mem
o.ry bus, whichever is the so.urce. If the seco.nd level 
cache is the so.urce o.f the data and it do.es no.t im
plement parity, the parity driven o.n PPOUT is gener
ated by the LBX fro.m the seco.nd level cache data. 

3_1.4 CPU-TO-PCI POSTED WRITE BUFFER 

The CPU-to.-PCI po.sted write buffer is 4 Dwo.rds 
deep. The buffer is co.nstructed as a simple FIFO, 
with so.me perfo.rmance enhancements. An address 
is sto.red in the LBX with each Dwo.rd o.f data. The 
structure o.f the buffer acco.mmo.dates the packetiza
tio.n o.f writes to. be burst o.n PCI. This is acco.m
plished by effectively discarding addresseso.f data 
Dwo.rds driven within a burst. Thus, while an address 
is sto.red fo.r each Dwo.rd, an address is no.t neces
sarily driven o.n PCI fo.r each Dwo.rd. The PCMC de
termines when a burst write may be perfo.rmed 
based o.n consecutive addresses. The buffer also. 
enables co.nsecutive bytes to. be merged within a 
single Dwo.rd, acco.mmo.dating byte, wo.rd, and misa
ligned Dwo.rd string sto.re and string mo.ve o.pera
tio.ns. Qwo.rd writes o.n the Ho.st bus are sto.red 
within the buffer as two. i(1dividual Dwo.rd writes, 
with separate addresses. 

The sto.ring o.f an address with each Dwo.rd o.f data 
allo.ws burst writes to. be retried easily. In o.rder to. 
retry transactio.ns, the FIFO is effectively "backed 
up" by o.ne Dwo.rd. This is acco.mplished by making 
the FIFO physically o.ne entry larger than it is Io.gical
Iy. Thus, the buffer is physically 5 entries deep (an 
entry co.nsists o.f an address and a Dwo.rd o.f data), 
while Io.gically it isco.nsidered full when 4 entries 
have been po.sted. This design allo.ws the FIFO to. 
be backed up o.ne entry when it is Io.gically full. 

Co.mmands driveno.n HIG[4:0] Po.st addresses and 
data into. the buffer, and co.mmands driven o.n 
PIG[3:0] retire addresses and data fro.m the buffer 
and drive them o.nto. the PCI AD[31 :0] lines. As dis
cussed previo.usly, when bursting, no.t all addresses 
are driven o.nto. PCI. 
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Data parity driven o.n the PPOUTsignal is calculated 
fro.m the byte parity received o.n the Ho.st bus. Ad
dress parity driven o.n PPOUT is calculatedfro.m the 
address received o.n the Ho.st bus. 

3.1.5 CPU-TO-PCI READ PREFETCH BUFFER 

This prefetch buffer is o.rganized as a single buffer 4 
Dwo.rds deep. The bufferiso.rganized as a simple 
FIFO. Reads fro.m the buffer are sequential; the buff
er do.es no.t suppo.rt rando.m access o.f its co.ntents. 
To. suppo.rt reads o.f less than a Dwo.rd the FIFO 
read' po.inter can functio.n with o.r witho.ut a pre-incre
ment. The po.inter can also. be reset to. the first entry 
befo.re a Dwo.rd is driven. When a Dwo.rd is read, it is 
driven o.nto. bo.th halves o.f the Ho.st data bus. 

Co.mmands driven o.n the HIG[4:0] lines enable read 
addresses to. be. sent o.nto. PCI, the addresses are 
driven using PIG[3:0] co.mmands. Read data is 
latched into. the LBX by co.mmands driven o.n the 
PIG[3:0] lines and the data is driven o.nto. the ho.st 
data bus using co.mmandsdriven o.n the HIG[4:0] 
lines. 

The LBX calculates Dwo.rd parity o.n PCI read data, 
sending the pro.per value to. the PCMC o.n PPOUT. 
The LBX do.es no.t generate byte parity o.n the Ho.st 
data bus when the CPU reads PCI. 

3.2 LBX Interface Command 
Descriptions 

This sectio.n describes the functio.nality o.f the HIG, 
MIG and PIG co.mmands driven by the PCMC to. the 
LBXs. 

3.2.1 HOST INTERFACE GROUP: HIG[4:0] 

The Ho.st Interface co.mmands are sho.wn in Table 
3-1. These co.mmands are issued by the Ho.st inter
face o.f the PCMC to. the LBXs in o.rder to. perfo.rm 
the fo.llo.wing functio.ns: 

Reads fro.m CPU-to.-PCI read prefetch buffer 
when the CPU reads fro.m PCI. 

Sto.res write-back data to. PCI-to."Memo.ry .read 
prefetch buffer when PCI read address results in 
a hit to. a mo.dified line in the firsto.r seco.nd level 
caches. 

Po.~ts data to. CPU-to.-Memo.ry write buffer in the 
caSe o.f a CPU to. memo.ry write. 

Po.stsdata to. CPU-to.-PCI write buffer in the case 
o.f a CPU to. PCI write. 

Drives Ho.st 'address to. data lines and data to. ad
dress lines fo.r pro.gramming the PCMC co.nfigura
tio.n registers. 
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Table 3·1. HIG Command 

Command Code Description 

NOPC OOOOOb No Operation on CPU Bus 

CMR 11100b CPU Memory Read 

CPRF 00100b CPU Read First Dword from CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer 

CPRA 00101b CPU Read Next Dword from CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer, Toggle A 

CPRB 00110b CPU Read Next Dword from CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer, Toggle B 

CPRa 00111b CPU Read award from CPU-to- PCI Read Prefetch Buffer 

SWBO 01000b Store Write-back Data award 0 to PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer 

SWB1 01001b Store Write-back Data award 1 to PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer 

SWB2 01010b Store Write-back Data award 2 to PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer 

SWB3 01011b Store Write-back Data award 3 to PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer 

PCMWa 01100b Post to CPU-to-Memory Write Buffer aword 

PCMWFa 01101b Post to CPU-to-Memory Write and PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer First Oword 

PCMWNa 01110b Post to CPU-to-Memory Write and PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer Next aword 

PCPWL 10000b Post to CPU-to-PCI Write Low Dword 

MCP3L 10011b Merge to CPU-to-PCI Write Low Dword 3 Bytes 

MCP2L 10010b Merge to CPU-to-PCI Write Low Dword 2 Bytes 

MCP1L 10001b Merge to CPU-to-PCI Write Low Dword 1 Byte 

PCPWH 10100b Post to CPU-to-PCI Write High Dword 

MCP3H 10111 b Merge to CPU-to-PCI Write High Dword 3 Bytes 

MCP2H 10110b Merge to CPU-to-PCI Write High Dword 2 Bytes 

MCP1H 10101b Merge to CPU-to-PCI Write High Dword 1 Byte 

LCPRAD 00001b Latch CPU to PCI Read Address 

DPRA 11000b Drive Address from PCI AID Latch to CPU Address Bus 

DPWA 11001b Drive Address from PCI-to-Memory Write Buffer to CPU Aodress Bus 

ADCPY 11101b Address to Data Copy in the LBX 

DACPYH 11011 b Data to Address Copy in the LBX High Dword 

DACPYL 11010b Data to Address Copy in the LBX Low Dword 

PSCD 01111b Post Special Cycle Data 

DRVFF 111iob Drive FF .. FF (All 1 's) onto the Host Data Bus 

NOTE: 
, All other patterns are reserved. 
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NOPC: No Operation is performed on the. Host bus 
by the LBX hence. it tri-states its Host bU$' drivers. 

CMR: This command effectively drives DRAM data 
onto the Host data bus. The LBX acts as a transpar
ent latch in this mode, depending on MOLE for latch 
control. With the MOLE signal high the CMR· com
mand will cause the LBXs to buffer memory data 
onto the Host bus. When MOLE is low, the LBX will 
drive onto the Host bus Whatever memory data that 
was latched when MOLE was negated. 

CPRF: This command reads the first Oword of the 
CPU-to-PCI read prefetch buffer. The read pointer of 
the FIFO is set to point to the first Dword. The 
Oword is ,driven onto the upper and lower halves of 
the Host data bus. ' 

CPRA: This command increments the read pointer . 
of the CPU-to-PCI read prefetch buffer· FIFO and 
drives that Dword onto the Host bus when it is driven 
after a CPRF or CPRB command. If driven after an
other CPRA command, the LBX drives the current 
Dword while the read pointer of the FIFO is.not iri
cremented. The Dword is driven onto the upper and 
lower halves of the Host data bus. 

CPRB: This command, increments the read pOinter 
of the CPU-to-PCI read prefetch buffer FIFO and 
drives that Oword onto the Host bus when it is driven 
after a CPRA command. If driven after another .. 
CPRB command, the LeX drives the current Dword 
while the read pOinter of the FIFO is not increment
ed. The Dword is driven onto the upper and lower 
halves of the Host data bus. 

CPRQ: This command drives the first Oword stored 
in the CPU-to-PCI read prefetch buffer onto the low
er half of the Host data bus, and drives the second 
Dword onto the upper half of the Host data bus, re~ 
gardless of the state of the read pOinter. The read 
pointer is not affected by this command. 

SWBO: This command stores a Qword from the host 
data lines into location 0 of the PCI-to-Memory.read 
buffer. Parity is either generated for the data or prop-

\ agated from the Host bus based on the state of the 
PROUT signals sampied at the negation of RESET 
when the LBXs were initialized. 

v 

SWB1: This command (similar to SWBO) stores a 
Qword from the host data lines into location 1 of the 
PCI-to-Memory read buffer. Parity is either generat
ed for the data or propagated from the Host Bus 
based on- the state of the PPOUT signal sampled at 
the falling edge of RESET. 

SW82: This commar;ld, (similar to SWBO), stores a 
Qword from the host data lines into location 2,01 the 
PCI~to-Memory read buffer. Parity is either generat-
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, intel~ 
edfor . tl:le data or propagatec;f from the Host Bus . 
based on the state of the PPOUT $ignal sampled at 
the falling edge' of RESET. . 

SWB3: Thiscornmand stores a Qword from the host 
data linesinta location 3 of the PCI-to"Memory read 
buffer. Parity is either generated for the data or prop
agated from the Host Bus based on the state of the 
PPOUT signal sampled at the falling edge of 
RESET. ..,. 

PCMWQ: This command posts one Qword of data 
from the host data lines to the CPU-to-Memory write 
buffer. 

PCMWFQ: If the PCI Memory read address leads to 
a hit on a modified line in the first level cache, a 
write-back is scheduled and this data has to be writ
ten into the CPU-to-Memory write buffer and PCI-to
Memory read buffer at the. same time. The 
write-back. of the first Qword is ,done by this' com
mand to both the buffers. 

PCMWNQ: This command follows the previous,com
mand to store or pOst subsequent write-back 
Owords. . 

PCPWL: This command posts the low Dword of a 
CPU to PCI write. The CPU-ta-PCI write buffer stores 
a Dword of PCI. address for every, Oword of data, 
hence this command also stores the address of the 
low Dword .in the address location for the data. Ad

. dress bit (2) is not stored directly; this command as
sumes a value of 0 for A(2) and this is what is 
stored. 

MCP3L: This command. merges the 3 -most, signifi
cant bytes of the low. Dword of the Host data bus 
into the last Dwordposted to the CPU-to-PCI write 
buffer. The address is not modified. 

MCP2L: This command merges the 2 most signifi~ 
cant bytes of the low Oword of the Host data bus 
into the last Dword posted to the CPU-to-PCI write • 
buffer. The address is not modified. 

MCP1L: This command merges the most significant 
, byte of the low Dword of the Host data bus into the' 

last Dword posted to the CPU-to"PCI' write buffer. 
The address is not modified. 

PCPWH: This command Posts the high Dword 01 a 
CPU to PCI write, with its address, into the address 
location. Hence, to dO.a Qword write PCPWL has to 
be followed by a PCPWH. Address bit (2) is not 
stored directly; this command forces a value of 1 for 
A(2) and this is what is stored .. 

MCP3H: This command merges the 3 mostsignifi
cant bytes of thel:ligh Dword of the Host data bus 
into the last Dword posted to the CPU-to-PCI write' 
buffer. The addre,ss is not modified. 
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MCP2H: This command merges the 2 most signifi
cant bytes of the high Dword of the Host data bus 
into the last Dword posted to the CPU-to-PCI write 
buffer. The address is not modified. 

MCP1H: This command merges the most significant 
byte of the high Dword' of the Host data bus into the 
last Dword posted to the CPU-to-PCI write buffer. 
The address is not modified. 

LCPRAD: This command latches the Host address 
to drive on PCI for a CPU to PCI read. It is necessary 
to latch the address in order. to drive inquire ad
dresses on the Host address bus before the CPU 
address is driven onto PCI. 

DPRA: The PCI Memory read address is latched in 
the PCI AID latch by a PIG command LCPRAD, this 
address is driven onto the Host address bus by 
DPRA. Used in PCI to memory read transaction. 

DPWA: The DPWA command drives the address. of 
the current PCI master write buffer onto the Host 
address bus. This command is potentially driven for 
multiple cycles. When it is no longer driven, the read 
pointer will increment to point to the next buffer, and 
a subsequent DPWA command will read the address 
from that buffer. . 

ADCPY: This command drives the Host data bus . 
with the Host address. The address is copied on the 
high and low halves of the Qword data bus; i.e., 
A[31 :0] is copied onto D[31 :0] and D[63:32]. This 
command is used when the CPU reads from the 
PCMC configuration registers. 
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DACPYH: This command drives the Host address 
bus with the high Dword of Host data. This com
mand is used when the CPU writes to the PCMC 
configuration registers. 

DACPYL: This command drives the Host address 
bus with the low Dword of host data. This command 
is used when the CPU writes to the PCMC configura
tion registers. 

PSCD: This command is used to post the value of 
the Special Cycle code into the CPU-to-PCI posted 
write buffer. The value is driven onto the A[31 :0] 
lines by the PCMC, after acquiring the address bus 
by asserting AHOLD. The value on the A[31 :0] lines 
is posted into the DATA location in the CPU-to-PCI 
posted write buffer. 

DRVFF: This command causes the LBX to drive 
FFFFFFFFh onto the Host data bus. It is used for 
CPU reads from PCI that terminate with master 
abort. 

3.2.2 MEMORY INTERFACE GROUP: MIG[2:0] 

The Memory Interface commands are shown in Ta
ble 3-2. These commands are issued by the DRAM 
controller of the PCMC to perform the following 
functions: 

Retires data from CPU-to-Memory write buffer to 
DRAM. . 

Stores data into PCI-to-Memory read buffer when 
the PCI read address is targeted to DRAM. 

Retires PCI-to-Memory write buffer to DRAM. 

Table 3-2. MIG Commands 

Command Code Description 

NOPM OOOb No Operation on Memory Bus 

PMRFQ 001b Place into PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer First Qword 

PMRNQ 010b Place into PCI-to-Memory Read Buffer Next Qword 

RCMWQ 100b Retire CPU-to-Memory Write Buffer Qword 

RPMWQ 101b Retire PCI-to-Memory Write Buffer Qword 

RPMWQS 110b Retire PCI-to-Memory Write Buffer Qword Shifted 

MEMDRV 111b Drive Latched Data onto Memory Bus for 1 Clock Cycle 

NOTE: 
All other pattern~ are re~erved. 

I 
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NO PM: No Operation on the Memory bus. The LBX 
tri-states its drivers driving the memory bus. 

PMRFQ: The PCI to Memory read address targets 
memory if there is a miss on L 1 and L2 caches. this 
command stores the first aword of data starting at 
the first location in the buffer. This buffer is 8 Dwords 
or 1 cache line deep. 

PMRNQ: This command stores subsequent awords 
from memory starting at the next available location 
in the PCI-to-Memory read buffer. It is always used 
after PMRFa. 

RCMWQ: This command retires one aword from the 
CPU-to-Memory write buffer to DRAM. The address 
is stored in the address queue for this buffer in the 
PCMC. 

RPMWQ: This command retires one aword of· data 
from one line of the PCI-to-Memory write buffer to 
DRAM. When all the valid data in one buffer is re
tired. the next RPMWa (or RPMWaS) will read data 
from the next buffer. 

RPMWQS: This command retires one aword of data 
from one line of PCI-to-Memory write buffer to 
DRAM. For this command the data in the buff.er is 
shifted by one Dword (Dword in position 0 is shifted 
to 1. 1 to 2 etc.). This is because the address target
ed by the first Dword of the write could be an odd 
Dword (i.e .• address bit [2] is a 1). To retire a misa
ligned line this command has to be used for all the 
data in the buffer. When all the valid data in one 
buffer is retired. the next RPMWa (or RPMWaS) will 
read data from the next buffer. 
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MEMDRV: For a memory write operation the data on 
the. memory bus is .required for more than one clock 
cycle hence all DRAM retires are latched and driven 
to the memory bus in subsequent cycles by this 
command. 

3_2_3 PCI INTERFACE GROUP: PIG[3:0] 

The PCI Interface commands are shown in Table 
3-3. These commands are issued. by the PCI Mas
ter/Slave interface of the. PCMC to perform the fol
lowing functions: 

Slave Posts address and data to PCI-to-Memory 
Write Buffer. 

Slave Sends PCI-to-Memory read data on the AD 
bus. 

Slave Latches PCI Master Memory address so 
that it can be gated to the host address bus. 

Master Latches CPU-lO-PCI read data from the 
AD bus. 

Master Retires CPU-to-PCI write buffer. 

Master sends CPU-to~PCI address to the AD bus. 

The PCI AD[31:0j lines are driven by asserting th~ 
signal DRVPCI. This signal is used for both master 
and slave transactions. 

Parity is calculated on either the value being driven 
onto PCI or the value being received on PCI. de
pending on the command. In Table 3-3. the PAR 
column has been included to indicate the value that 
the PPOUT signals are based on. An "I" indicates 
that the PPOUT Signals reflect the parity of the AD 
lines as inputs to the LBX. An "0" indicates that the 
PPOUT signals reflect the value being driven on the 
PCI· AD lines. See Section 3.3.4 for the timing rela
tionship between the PIG[3:0] command. the 
AD[31 :0] lines. and the PPOUT signals. 
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Table 3 .. 3. PIG Commands 

Command Code PAR Description 

PPMWA 1000b I Post to PCI-to-Memory Write Buffer Address 

PPMWD 1001b I Post to PCI-to-Memory Write Buffer Data 

SPMRH 1101b 0 Send PCI Master Read Data High Dword 

SPMRl 1100b 0 Send PCI Master Read Data low Dword 

SPMRN 1110b 0 Send PCI Master Read Data Next Dword 

lCPRF OOOOb I latch CPU Read from PCI into Read Prefetch Buffer First Dword 

lCPRA 0001b I latch CPU Read from PCI into Prefetch Buffer Next Dword, A Toggle 

lCPRB 0010b I latch CPU Read from PCI into Prefetch Buffer Next Dword, B Toggle 

DCPWA 0100b 0 Drive CPU-to-PCI Write Buffer Address 

DCPWD 0101b 0 Drive CPU-to-PCI Write Buffer Data 

DCPWl 0110b 0 Drive CPU-to-PCI Write Buffer Last Data 

DCCPD 1011b 0 Discard Current CPU-to-PCI Write Buffer Data 

BCPWR 1010b 0 Backup CPU-to-PCI Write Buffer for Retry 

SCPA 0111b 0 Send CPU to PCI Address 

lPMA 0011b I latch PCI Master Address 

NOTE: 
All other patterns are reserved. 

PPMWA: This command selects a new buffer and 
places the PCI Master address latch value into the 
address register for that buffer. The next PPMWD 
command posts write data in the first location of this 
newly selected buffer. This command also causes 
the EOl logic to decrement the count of Dwords 
remaining in the line. 

PPMWD: This command stores the value in the AD 
latch into the next data location in the currently se
lected buffer. This command also causes the EOl 
199ic to decrement the count of Dwords remaining in 
the line. 

SPMRH: This command sends the high order Dword 
from the first Qword of the PCI-to-Memory read buff
er onto PCI. This command also causes the EOl 
logic to decrement the count of Dwords remaining in 
the line. 

SPMRL: This command sends the low order Dword 
from the first Qword of the PCI-to-Memory read buff
er onto PCI. This command also selects the Dword 
alignment for the transaction, and causes the EOl 
logic to decrement the count of Dwords remaining in 
the line. 

SPMRN: This command sends the next Dword from 
the Pel-to-Memory read buffer onto PCI. This com
mand also causes the EOl logic to decrement the 
count of Dwords' remaining in the line. This com
mand is used for the second' and all subsequent 
Dwords of the current transaction. 

I 

LCPRF: This, command acquires the value of the 
AD[31:0] lines into the first location in the CPU-to
PCI read prefetch buffer until a different command is 
driven. 

LCPRA: When driven after a lCPRF or lCPRB com
mand, this command latches the value of the 
AD[31:01Iines into the next location ,into the CPU-to
PCI read prefetch buffer. When driven after another 
lCPRA command, this command latches the value 
on ADi31 :0] into the same location in the CPU-to
PCI read prefetch buffer, overwriting the previous 
value. 

LCPRB: When driven after a lCPRA command. this 
command latches the value of the AD[31:0] lines 
into the next location into the CPU-to-PCI read pre
fetch buffer. When driven after another lCPRB com
mand, this command latches the value on AD[31:0] 
into the same location in the CPU-to-PCI read pre
fetch buffer, overwriting the previous value. 

DCPWA: This command drives the next address in 
the CPU-to-PCI write buffer onto PCI. The read 
pOinter of the FIFO is not incremented. 

DCPWD: This command drives the next data Dword 
in the CPU-to-PCI write buffer onto PCI. The read 
pOinter of the FIFO is incremented on the next PClK 
if TROY #I is asserted. 
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DCPWL: This command drives the previous data 
Dword in the CPU-to-PCI write buffer onto PCI. This 
is the data which was driven by the last DCPWD 
command. The read pointer of the FIFO is not incre
mented. 

DCCPD: This command discards the current Dword 
in the CPU-to-PCI write buffer. This is used to clear 
write data when the write transaction terminates with 
Master Abort, where TRDY # is never asserted. 

BCPWR: For this command the CPU-to-PCI write 
buffer is "backed up" one entry such that the ad
dress/data pair last driven with the DCPWA and 
DCPWD commands will be driven again on the 
AD[31:0) lines when the commands are driven 
again. This command is used when the target has 
retried the write cycle. 

SCPA: This command drives the value on the Host 
address bus onto PCI. 

I· I. 
HClK 

LPMA: This command stores the previous AD[31 :0) 
value into the PCI master address latch. If the EOl 
logic determines that the requested Dword is the last 
Dword of a line, then the EOl signal will be asserted; 
otherwise the EOl signal will be negated. 

3.3 LBX Timing.Diagrams 

This section describes the timing relationship be
tween the· lBX control signals and the interface 
buses. 

3.3.1 HIG[4:0) COMMAND TIMING 

The commands driven on HIG[4:0) can cause the 
Host address bus and/or the Host data bus to be 
driven and latched. The following timing diagram il
lustrates· the timing relationship between the driven 
command and the buses. The "Host bus" in the dia
gram could be address and/or data. 

HA[31 :0) IIEIJ}---i--tl ••••• CSOut1!K::II •• f--i---{=:=lln=:::J--,--{ 

HD[63:0) 1 ;:::;:;:::;:;:; ;:::;:;:;:;:;:::::;:::;): ;:;:::) Out In 
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Figure 3·1. HIG[4:0) Command Timing 

Note that the Drive command takes two cycles to 
drive the Host data bus, but only one to drive the 
address. When the NOPC command is sampled, the 
lBX takes only one cyCle to release the Host bus. 

The Drive commands in Figure 3-1 are any of the 
following: 

CMR 
CPRQ 
DACPYH 
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CPRF 
DPRA 
DACPYL 

CPRA 
DPWA 
DRVFF 

CPRB 
ADCPY 

The latch command in Figure 3-1 is any of the fol
lowing: 

SWBO 
PCMWQ 
MCP3L 
MCP3H 

SWB1 
PCMWFQ 
MCP2L 
MCP2H 

SWB2 
PCMWNQ 
MCP1L 
LCPRAD 

SWB3 
PCPWL 
PCPWH 
PSCD 

3.3.2 HIG[4:0) MEMORY READ TIMING 

Figure 3·2 illustrates the timing relationship between 
the HIG[4:0), MIG[2:0), CAS[7:0) #, and MDlE sig· 
nals for DRAM memory reads. The delays shown in 
Figure 3-2 do not represent the actual A.C. timings, 
but are intended only to show how the delay affects 
the sequencing of the signals. 
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Figure 3·2. CPU Read from Memory 

When the CPU is reading from DRAM, the HIG[4:0) 
lines are driven with the CMR command which caus
es the LBX to drive memory data onto the HO bus. 
Until the MO bus is valid, the HO bus will be driven 
with invalid data. When CAs[7:0) # assert, the MO 
bus becomes valid after the DRAM CAs[7:0) # 
access time. The MO and MP lines are directed 
through a synchronous register inside the LBX to the 
HO and HP lines. MOLE acts as a clock enable for 
this register. When MOLE is asserted, the LBX sam
ples the MD and MP lines. When MOLE is negated, 
the MO and HO register retains its current value. 

HCLK 

MIG[2:0] 

The LBX releases the HO bus based on sampling 
the NOPC command on the HIG[4:0) lines and 
MOLE being asserted. By delaying the release of the 
HO bus until MOLE is asserted, the LBX provides 
hold time for the data with respect to the write en
able strobes (CWE[7:0) #) of the second level 
cache. 

3.3.3 MIG[2:0) COMMAND 

Figure 3-3 illustrates the timing of the MIG[2:0) com
mands with respect to the MO bus, CAS [7:0) #, and 
WE#. Figure 3-3 shows the MO bus transitioning 
from a read to a write cycle. 

MO[63:0] 1IT2B=::::§ln~J--L---..L-:---..L-C=:===]Out~===:::::J}--1 

CAS[7:0]# 1 ,-----' 
I-

WE# r-; 
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Figure 3·3. MIG[2:0] Command Timing 
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The Latch command in Figure 3-3 is any of the fol
, lowing: 

PMRFQ PMRNQ 

The Retire command in Figure 3-3 is any of the fol
lowing: 

RCMWQ RPMWQ RPMWQS 

The data on the MD bus is sampled at the end of the 
first cyCle into the LBX based on sampling the Latch 
command. The CAS[7:0] # signals can be negated 
in the next clock. The WE # signal is asserted in the 
next clock. The required delay between the asser
tion of WE # and the assertion of CAS[7:0] # means 
that the MD bus has 2 cycles to turn around; hence 

the NOPM command driven in the· second clock. 
The LBX starts to drive the MD bus based on sam
.pling the Retire command at the end of the third 
clock. After the Retire command is driven for 1 cy
cle, the data is held at the output by the MEMDRV 
command. The LBX releases the MD bus based on 
sampling the NO PM command at the end. of the 
sixth clock. 

3.3.4 PIG[3:0] COMMAND, DRVPCI, AND 
PPOUT TIMING 

Figure 3-4 illustrates the timing of the PIG[3:0] com
mands, the DRVPCI signal, and the PPOUT[1 :0] sig
nal relative to the PCI AD[31:0] lines. 

AD[31:0] I?}::'}::}-· -+--{~out~, J-+---{:=Jin~,cr~in ~2 J--+--1 
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Figure 3-4. PIG[3:0] Command Timing 

The Drive commands in Figure 3-4 are any of the 
following: 

SPMRH 
DCPWA 
SCPA 

SPMRL 
DCPWD 

SPMRN 
DCPWL 

The Latch commands in Figure 3-4 are any of the 
following: 

PPMWA PPMWD LPMA 

The following commands do not fit in either catego
ry, although they function like Latch type commands 
with respect to the PPOUT[1:0] signals. They are 
described in Section 3.3.5. 

LCPRF LCPRA LCPRB 

The DRVPCI signal is driven synchronous to the PCI 
bus, enabling the LBXs to initiate driving the PCI 
AD[31:0] lines one clock after DRVPCI is asserted. 
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As shown in Figure 3-4, if DRVPClis asserted in 
cycle N, the PCI AD[31:0] lines are driven in cycle 
N + 1. The negation of the DRVPCI signal causes 
the LBXs to asynchronously release the PCI bus, 
enabling the LBXS to cease driving the PCI AD[31 :0] 
lines in the same clock that DRVPCI is negated. As 
shown in Figure 3-4, if DRVPCI is negated in cycle 
N, the PCI AD[31 :0] lines are released in cycle N. 

PCI address and data parity is available at the LBX 
interface on the PPOUT lines from.the LBX. The par
ity for data flow from PCI to LBX is valid 1 clock 
cycle after data on the AD bus. The parity for data 
flow from LBX to PCI is valid in the same cycle as 
the data. When the AD[31:0] lines transition from 
input to output, there is no conflict on the parity lines 
due to the dead cycle for bus turnaround. This is 
illustrated in the sixth and seventh clock of Figure 
3-4. 
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3.3.5 PIG[3:0j: READ PREFETCH BUFFER 
COMMAND TIMING 

The structure of the CPU-to-PCI read prefetch buffer 
required special considerations due to the partition 
of the PCMC and LBX. The PCMC interfaces only to 
the PCI control signals, while the LBXs interface only 
to the data. Therefore, it is not possible to latch a 
Oword of data into the prefetch buffer after it is quali
fied by TROY#: instead, the data is repetitively 
latched into the same location until TROY # is sam
pled asserted. Only after TROY # is sampled assert
ed is data valid in the buffer. A toggling mechanism 
is implemented to advance the write pointer to the 
next Oword after the current Oword has been quali
fied by TROY #. 

Other considElrations of the partition are taken into 
account on the Host side as well. When reading 
from the buffer, the command to drive the data onto 
the Host bus is sent before it is known that the entry 
is valid. This method avoids the wait state that would 
be introduced by waiting for an entry's TROY # to be 
asserted before sending the command to drive the 
entry onto the Host bus. The FIFO structure of the 
buffer also necessitates a toggling scheme to ad
vance to the next buffer entry after the current entry 
has been successfully driven. Also, this method 
gives the LBX the ability to drive the same Oword 
twice, enabling reads of less than a Oword to be 
serviced by the buffer; reads of individual bytes of a 
Oword would read the same Oword 4 times. 

I 
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The HIG[4:0j and PIG[3:0j lines are defined to en
able the features described previously. The LCPRF 
PIG[3:0j command latches the first PCI read Oword 
into the first location in the CPU-to-PCI read prefetch 
buffer. This command is driven until TROY # is sam
pled asserted. The valid Oword would then be in the 
first location of the buffer. The cycle after TROY # is 
sampled asserted, the PCMC drives the LCPRA 
command on the PIG[3:0jlines; This action latches 
the value on the PCI AO[31:0j lines into the next 
Oword location in the buffer. Again, the LCPRA com
mand is driven until TROY # is sampled asserted. 
Each cycle the LCPRA command is driven, data is 
.latched into the same location in the buffer. When 
TROY # is sampled asserted, the PCMC drives the 
LCPRB command on the PIG[3:0jlines. This latches 
the value on the AO[31 :Ojlines into the next location 
in the buffer, the one after the location that the previ
ous LCPRA command latched data into. After 
TROY # has been sampled asserted again, the com
mand switches back to LCPRA. In this way, the 
same location in the buffer can be filled repeatedly 
until valid, and when it is known that the location is 
valid, the next location can be filled. 

The commands for the HIG[4:0], CPRF, CPRA, and 
CPRB, work exactly the same way. If the same com
mand is driven, the same data is driven. Driving an 
appropriately different command results in the next 
data being driven. Figure 3-5 illustrates the usage of 
these commands. 
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Figure 3-5. PIG[3:0] CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer Commands 

Figure 3-5 shows an example of how the PIG com
mands function on the PCI side of the LBK The 
LCPRF command is driven on the PIG[3:0] lines un
til TRDY # is sampled asserted at the end of the fifth 
PCI clock. The LCPRA command isthen driven until 
TROY # is again sampled asserted at the end of the 
seventh PCI clock. TROY # is sampled asserted 
again at the end of the eighth PCI clock so LCPRB is 
driven only once. Finally, LCPRA is driven again until 
the last TROY # is asserted, at the end of the tenth 
PCI clock. In this way, 4 Owords are latched in the 
CPU-to-PCI read prefetch buffer. 

Figure 3-5 also shows an example of how the HIG 
commands· function on the Host side .of the LBX. 
Two clocks after sampling the CPRF command, the 
LBX drives the host data bus. The data takes two 
cycles to become stable. The first data driven in this 
case is invalid, since the data has not arrived on PCI. 
The data driven on the Host bus changes in the sev
enth Host clock, since the LCPRF command has 
been driven on theHIG[3:0] lines the previous cycle, 

latching a new value into the first location of the read 
prefetch buffer. At this point the data is not the cor
rect value, since TROY # has not yet been asserted 
on PCI. The LCPRF command is driven again in the 
fifth PCI clock whileTROY# is sampled asserted at 
the end of this clock. The requested data for the 
read is then latched into the first locatio!) of the read 
prefetch buffer' and driven onto the Host data bus, 
becoming valid at the end ofthe twelfth· CPU clock. 
The BRDY # signal can therefore be driven asserted 
in this clock. The following read transaction (issued 
in CPU clock 15) requests the next Oword, and so 
the CPRA command is driven on the HIG[4:0] lines, 
advancing to read the next location in the read pre
fetch buffer. As the correct data is already there, the 
command is drivel) only once for this transaction. 
The next read transaction requests data in the same 
Dword as the previous. Therefore, the CPRA com
mand is driven again, the buffer is not advanced, 
and the same Oword is driven onto the Host bus. 
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3.3.6 PIG[3:01: END"()F-LINE WARNING 
SIGNAL: EOL 

When posting PCI master writes, the PCMC must be 
informed when the line boundary is about to be over
run, as it has no way of determining this itself (recall 
that the PCMC does not receive any address bits 
from PCI). The low order lBX determines this, as it 
contains the low order bits of the PCI master write 
address and also tracks how many Owords of write 
data have been posted. Therefore, the low order 
lBX component sends the "end-of-line" warning to 
the PCMC. This is accomplished with the EOl signal 
driven from the low order lBX to the PCMC. Figure 
3-6 illustrates the timing of this signal: 

1. The FRAME # signal is sampled asserted in the 
first clock. The lPMA command is driven on the 
PIG[3:0j signals to hold the address while it is 
being decoded (e.g., in the MEMCS# decode 
circuit of the 823781B SIO). The first data (00) 
remains on the bus until TROY # is asserted in 
response to MEMCS# being sampled asserted 
in the third clock. 

2. The PPMWA command is driven in response to 
sampling MEMCS# asserted. TROY # is assert
ed in this. cycle indicating that 00 has been 
latched at the end of the fourth clock. The action 
of the PPMWA command is to transfer the PCI 
address captured in the PCI AO latch at the end 

PCLK 

AO[31:0) 

82433LX 

of the first clock to the posting buffer, and open . 
the PCI AO latch in order to capture the data. 
This data will be posted to the write buffer in the 
following cycle by the PPMWOcommand. 

3. The EOl signal is first negated when the lPMA 
command is driven on the PIG[3:0j signals. How
ever, if the first data Oword accepted is also the 
last that should be accepted, the EOl signal will 
be asserted in the third clock. This is the "end-of
line" indication. In this case, the EOl signal is 
asserted as soon as the lPMA command has 
been latched. The action by the PCMC in re
sponse is to deassert TROY # and assert 
STOP # in the fifth clock. Note that the EOl sig
nal is asserted even before the MEMCS# signal 
is sampled asserted in this case. The EOl signal 
will remain asserted until the next time the lPMA 
command is driven. 

4. If the second Oword is the last that should be 
accepted, the EOl Signal will be asserted in the 
fifth clock' to deassert TROY # and assert 
STOP # on the following clock. The EOl Signal is 
asserted in response to the PPMWA command 
being sampled, and relies on the knowledge that 
TROY # for the first Oword of data will be sam
pled asserted by the master in the same cycle (at 
the end of the fourth clock). Therefore, to prevent 
a third assertion of TROY # in the sixth clock, the 
EOl signal must be asserted in the fifth clock. 

FRAME# I~L ____________ --:-___ --:---L._--:----' 

1 

MEMes# 

OEVSEL# 

TROY# 

PIG[3:0) 

STOP# 

SCPA LPMA(l) SCPA 

I 

I 
I 

'----+---------j----+-----+~,--I 
(3) I I (4) I 

PPMWD(DO) 

'---.,-,PP..:;M.:.;.W",A",,(2;.<..) ~X.,-__ I _"X .. --,-PPM'-'--.W_D--,(-,-Dl-,-)_~ 

I \L(~3)~,-~~~~)-,I-------,~r--; 

290478-9 

Figure 3-6. EOLSignal Timing for PCI Master Writes 
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A ,similar sequence is defined for PCI Master Reads. 
While it is possible to know when to stop driving read 
data due to t~ facHhat the read address is latched' 
into the PCMC before any read data is driven on PCI, 

I' 

the use of the EOLsignal for ~CI master reads sim
plifies the logic internal to the PCMC. The following 
diagram illustrates the timing of EOL with respect to 
the PIG[3:0] commands to drive outPCI read data: 

1 

FRAME# '~~--'-----~.-----~-------r------~~~~--~'~I 
1 ( 

MEMCS# ill 

'DEVSEL# 1 , ..... , __ .,--..,--__ ---,.�_, __ --'-__ ,..-__ ~__,_--'~I 

TRDY# I-------+--'-----+---~' 1-1 -----+--,\(1) I, 1(2) 
. 1 ~---il-, --'-----i-'I ::!.....I j , 1 

PIG[3:0) i SCPA i LPMA P) SCP~, SPMR~ SPM~N NO~ ~:::=:::=:::::::::::::r::::\:GEE2 

STOP# 1 1 \~(~1)~~~~(2_)---,. ______ ~ __ ~r-' 

EOL' 1:::}::::}}:::{{:i::{:b::,:}f;::::::::{::){:L::::::l (1 ), i (2) , 1 

290478':'10 

Figure 3-7. EOL Signal Timing for PCI. Master Reads 

Note that unlike the PCI master write sequence, the 
STOP # sigrial is asserted with the last data transfer, 
not after. . 

1. The LPMA command sampled at the end of the 
second clock causes the EOL signal to assert if 
there is only one Oword left in the line, otherwise 
it will be negated. The first TROY # will also be 
the last, and the STOP#, signal will be asserted 
with TRDY#. 

2. The SPMRH command causes tne count of the 
number of Owords left in ttie line to be decre,. 
mented. If this count reaches one, the EOL Signal 
is asserted. The, next TROY # will be the last, and 
STOP,# is asserted witl) TROY#. ' 
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3.4 PLL Loop Filter Components 

As shown in Figure 3-8, loop filter components are 
reqllired on the LBX components. A 6.8 KO 5% re
~istor is connected· between pins LP1 and LP2. Pin 
LP2 has a path to the PLLAGNO pin through a 1000 
,5% series resistor and a 0.01 ,...F 10% series capaci
tor. 

Some circuit boards may require filtering the power 
circuit to the LBX PLL. The circuit shown in Figure 
3-8 will typically enable the LBX PLL to have higher 
noise immunity than without. Pin PLLVDD is connect
,ed to Vcc through a 10 ,...H 10% inductor. The 
PLLVoo and PLLVss pins are bypassed with a 
0.01 ,...F 10% series capacitor. 
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LBX R1 

LP1 

LP2'i---------l R2 

C2 

R1 =6.8KQ 
R2 = 1000 
C2 =0.01I1F 

82433LX 

PLLAGND~-~----~ 

L1 

PLLVDDI---...... -.J 

PLLVSSi---_ ..... 

Vee 
L1 = 10l1H 
C1 = 0.0111F 

290478-11 

Figure 3·8. Loop Filter Circuit 

3.5 PCI Clock Considerations 

There is a 1.25 ns clock skew specification between 
the PCMC and the LBX that must be adhered to for 
proper operation of the PCMC/LBX timing. As 
shown in Figure 3-9 below, the PCMC drives 
PCLKOUT to an external clock driver which supplies 
copies of PCLK to PCI devices, the LBXs, and back 

PCMC 

CLOCK 
DRIVER 

PCLKOUT 

PCLKIN 

to the PCMC. The skew specification is defined as 
the difference in timing between the signal that ap
pears at the PCMC PCLKIN input pin and the signal 
that appears at the LBX PCLK input pin. For both the 
low order LBX and the high order LBX, the PCLK 
rising and falling edges must not be more than 1.25 
ns apart .from the rising and falling edge of the 
PCMC PCLKIN signal. 

LBX 

~TOPCI 
~DEVICES 

PCLK 

-
LBX 

PCLK 

290478-24 

Figure 3·9. PCI Clock Circuit of PCMC and LBX 
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4.0 ELECTRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

4.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Table 4-1 lists stress ratings only. Functional opera
tion at these maximums is not guaranteed. Function
al operation conditions are given in Sections 4.2 and 
4.3. 

Extended exposure to the Absolute Maximum Rat
ings may affect device reliability. 

Case Temperature under Bias ....... O·C to + 85·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 40·C to + 125·C 

Voltage on Any Pin 
, with Respect to Ground ... -0.3V to Vcc + 0.3V 

Supply Voltage 
with RespeCt to Vss ........... -0.3V to + 7.0V 

Maximum Power Dissipation ................ 1.4W 

4.2 Thermal Characteristics 

The LBX is designed for operation at case tempera
tures between, O·C and + 85·C. The thermal resist~ 
ances of the package are given in the following ta
bles. 

Table 4-1. Thermal Resistance Table 

Air Flow Rate 
Parameter (Linear Feet per Minute) 

0 I 400 1 600 

(JJA (·C/W) 51.9 I 37.1 1 34.8 

(JJC ("C/W) 10 
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NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings'" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

4.3 D.C. Characteristics 

Host Interface Signals 
A[15:0](tls), 0[31 :O](t/s), HIG[4:0](tls), HP[3:0](jn) 

Main Memory (DRAM) Interface Signals 
MD[31 :O](tls), MP[3:0](tls), MIG[2:0](jn), MDLE(in) 

PCI Interface Signals 
AD[15:0](tls), TRDY#(in), PIG[3:0](jn), DRVPCI(in), 
EOL(tls), PPOUT(tls) 

Reset and Clock Signals 
HCLK(in), PCLK(in), RESET(in), LP1 (out), LP2(in), 
TEST(in) 

I 
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Table 4·2. LBX D.C. Characteristics 

Functional Operating Range: Vcc = SV ± S%; T c = O·C to + 8S·C 

Symbol Parameter Min· Typical Max Units Notes 

VIL1 Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V 1 

VIH1 Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V 1 

VIL2 Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.3 X. Vcc V 2 

VIH2 Input High Voltage 0.7 x Vcc Vcc + 0.3 V 2 

Vou Output Low Voltage 0.4 V 3 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 2.4 V 3 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage O.S V 4 

VOH2 Output High Voltage Vcc - O.S V 4 

IOL1 Output Low Current 1 mA S 

IOH1 Output High Current -1 mA S 

IOL2 Output Low Current 3 ,mA 6 

IOH2 Output High Current -2 mA 6 

IOL3 Output Low Current 3 mA 7 

IOH3 Output High Current -1 mA 7 

IIH Input Leakage Current +10 /LA 

IlL Input Leakage Current -10 /LA 

CIN Input Capacitance 4.6 pF 

COUT Output Capacitance 4.3 pF 

ClIO I/O Capacitance 4.6 pF 

NOTES: 
1. Vill and VIHl apply to the following signals: AO[15:0]' A[15:0], 0[31:0], HP[3:0], MO[31:0], MP[3:0]. TROY#, RESET, 

HCLK. PCLK. 
2. VIL2 and VIH2 apply to the following signals: HIG[4:0]. PIG[3:0]. MIG[2:0]' MOLE, ORVPCI. 
3. VOll and VOHl apply to the following signals: AO[15:0]. A[15:0]' 0[31:0], HP[3:0]' MO[31:0]. MP[3:0]. 
4. VOl2and VOH2 apply to the following signals: PPOUT. EOL. 
5. lOll and 10Hl apply to the following signals: PPOUT. EOL. 
6. IOl2 and IOH2 apply to the following signals: AO[15:0]. 
7. IOl3 and IOH3 apply to the following signals: A[15:0]' 0[31:0]. HP[3:0], MO[31:0]. MP[3:0]. 

4.3.1 A.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

The A.C. specifications given in this section consist 
of propagation delays, valid delays. input setup re
quirements. input hold requirements. output float de
lays, output enable delays, clock high and low times 
and clock period specifications. Figures 4-1 through 
4-9 define these specifications. Sections 4.3.1 
through 4.3.3 list the A.C. Specifications. 

In Figures 4-1 through 4-9, 'IT = 1.SV for the fOllow
ing signals: MO[31 :0], MP[3:0], 0[31 :0], HP[3:01, 
A[lS:0], AD[lS:01. TROY*", HCLK. PCLK, RESET, 
TEST. 

VT = 2.SV for the following signals: HIG[4:01. 
PIG[3:0], MIG[2:0]' MOLE. ORVPCI, PPOUT, EOL. 
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82433LX intel® 
4.3.2 HOST AND PCI CLOCK TIMING, 66 MHz 
Functional Operating Range' Vee = 4 9V-5 25V' T e = O·C to + 70·C . 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

t1a HCLK Period 15 20 4-6 

t1b HCLK High Time 5 4-6 

t1c HCLK Low Time 5 4-6 

t1d HCLK Rise Time ' 1.5 4-7 

t1e HCLK Fall Time 1.5 4-7 

t1f HCLK Period Stability 100 pS(l) 

t2a PCLK Period 30 4-6 

t2b PCLK High Time 12 4-6 

t2c PCLK Low Time 12 4-6 

t2d PCLK Rise Time 3 4-7 

t2e PCLK Fall Time .3 4-7 

t3 HCL.K to PCLK Skew -7.2 5.8 4-9 

NOTE: 
1. Measured on rising edge of adjacent clocks at 1.5V. 

4.3.3 COMMAND TIMING, 66 MHz 
Functional Operating Range: Vee = 4.9V-5.25V; Te = O·C to + 70·C 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

t10a HIG[4:0] Setup Time to HCLK Rising 5.4 4-3 

t10b HIG[4:0] Hold Time from HCLK Rising 0 4-3 

t11a MIG[2:0] Setup Time to HCLK Rising 5.4 4-3 

t11b MIG[2:0] Hold Time from HCLK Rising 0 4-3 

t12a PIG[3:0] Setup Time to PCL.K Rising 15.6 4-3 

t12b PIG[3:0] Hold Time from PCLK Rising -1.0 4-3 

t13a MOLE Setup Time to HCLK Rising 5.7 4-3 

t13b MOLE HoldTime to HCLK Rising -0.3 4-3 

t14a ORVPCI Setup Time to PCLK Rising 6.5 4-3 

t14b ORVPCI Hold Time from PCLK Rising -0.5 4-3 

t15a RESET Setup Time to HCLK Rising 3.1 4-3 

t15b RESET Hold Time from HCLK Rising 0.3 4-3 
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intel® 
4.3.4 ADDRESS, DATA, TROY"', EOl, TEST, TSCON AND PARITY TIMING, 66 MHz 
Functional Operating Range: VCC = 4 9V-5 25V' Tc = O'C to +70'C , 

Symbol Parameter 

t20a AD[15:0) Output Enable Delay from PCLK Rising 

t20b AD[15:0) Valid Delay from PCLK Rising 

t20c AD[15:0) Setup Time to PCLK Rising 

t20d AD[15:0) Hold Time from PCLK Rising 

t20e AD[15:0) Float Delay from DRVPCI Falling 

t21a TROY'" Setup Time to PCLK Rising 

t21b TROY'" Hold Time from PCLK Rising 

t22a 0[31 :0), HP[3:0) Output Enable Delay from HCLK Rising 

t22b 0131 :0), HP[3:0) Float Delay from HCLK Rising 

t22c 0[31 :0), HP[3:0) Float Delay from MOLE Rising 

t22d 0[31 :0), HP[3:0) Valid Delay from HCLK Rising 

t22f 0[31 :O),HP[3:0) Setup Time to HCLK Rising 

t22g 0[31 :0), HP[3:0) Hold Time from HCLKHising 

t23a HA[15:0] Output Enable Delay from HCLK Rising 

t23b HA[15:0) Float Delay from HCLK Rising 

t23c HA[15:0) Valid Delay from HCLK Ri$ing 

t23cc HA[15:0) Valid Delay from HCLK Rising 

t23d HA[15:0) Setup Time to HCLK Rising 

t23e HA[15:0) Setup Time to HCLK Rising 

t23f HA[15:0) Hold Time from HCLK Rising 

t24a MD[31 :0), MP[3:0) Valid Delay from HCLK Rising 

t24b MD[31 :01. MP[3:0) Setup TIme to HCLK Rising 

t24c MD[31 :0), MP[3:0) Hold Time from HCLK Rising 

t25 EOL, PPOUT Valid Delay from PCLK Rising 

t26a All Outputs Float Delay from TSCON Faliing 

t26b All Outputs Enable Delay from TSCQN Rising 

NOTES: 
1. Min: 0 pF, Max: 50 pF. 
2.0 pF . 

. 3. When NOPC command sampled on previous rising HCLK on HIG[4:0). 
4. CPU to PCI Transfers. 
5. When ADCPY command is sampled on HIG[4:0). 
6.50 pF. . 
7. When DACPYLor DACPYH command is sarr/pled on HIG[4:0). 
8. Inquire cycle. . '. 

I 

Min Max Fleures 

2 4-5 

2 11 4-2 

7 4-3 

0 4-3 

2 10 4-4 

7 4-3 

0 4-3 

0 7.7 4-5 

3.1 15.5 4-4 

2 11.0 4-4 

0 7.7 4-2 

2.7 4-3 

0.3 4-3 

O. 15.2 4-5 

0 15.2 4-4 

0 16.0 4-2 

0 14.5 

15 4-3 

4.1 4-3 

0.3 4-3 

0 12.0 4-2 

4.0 4-3 

0.4 4-3 

2.3 17;2 4-2 

0 30 4·4 

0 30 4-5 
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Notes 
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2 

7 

8 

4 

5 

6 
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4.3.5 HOST AND PCI CLOCK TIMING, 6QMHz 
Functional Operating Range: Vee = SV ±S%; Te = O·C to +8S·C 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

t1a HCLK PeriOd 
, 

16.6 20 4-6 

t1 b HCLK High 1ime S.S 4-6 

t1c HCLK Low Time S.S 4-6 

t1d HCLK Rise Time 1.5 4-7 

t1e HCLK Fall Time 1.S 4-7 

tH HCLK Period Stability 100 ps(1,} 

t2a PCLKPeriod 33.33 4-6 

t2b PCLK High Time 13 4-6 

t2c PCLK Low Time 13 4-6 

t2d PCLK Rise Time 3 4-7 

t2e PCLK Fall Time 3 . 4-7 

t3 HCLK to PCLK Skew -7.2 S.8 4-9 

NOTE: 
1. Measured on rising edge of adjacent clocks at ~.5V. 

4.3.6 COMMAND TIMING, 60 MHz 
Functional Operating Range' Vee = SV ±S%· Te = O·C to +8S·C . 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures· Notes 

t10a HI~[4:0] Setup Tim~ to HCLK Rising 6.0 4-3 

t10b HIG[4:0] Hold Time from HCLKRising 0 4-3 

t11a ; MIG[2:0] Setup,Time to HCLK Rising 6.0 4-3 

t11 b MIG[2:0] Hold Time from HCLK Rising 0 4-3 

t12a PIG[3:0] Setup Time to PCLK Rising 16.0 4-3 

t12b PIG[3:0] Hold Time from PCLK Rising b 4-3 

t13a MOLE Setup Time to HCLK Rising S.9 4-3 

t13b MOLE Hold Time to HCLK Rising -0.3 4-3 

t14a ORVPCI Setup Time to PCLK Rising 7.0 4-3 

t14b ·ORVPCI Hold Time from PCLK Rising . 
-;-O.S 4-3 

t1Sa RESET Setup Time to HCLK Rising 3.4 4-3 

t1Sb RESET Hold Time from HCLK Rising 0.4 4-3 
,. 
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4.3.7 ADDRESS,DATA, TRDY#, EOl, TEST, TSCON AND PARITY TIMING, 60 MHz 
Functional Operating Range: Vee = 5V ± 5%; T e = O°C to + 85°C 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures 

t20a AD[15:0] Output Enable Delay from PCLK Rising 

t20b AD[15:0] Valid Delay from PCLK Rising 

t20c AD[15:0] Setup Time to PCLK Rising 

t20d AD[15:0] Hold Time from PCLK Rising 

t20e AD[15:0] Float Delay from DRVPCI Falling 

t21a TRDY # Setup Time to PCLK Rising 

t21b TRDY # Hold Time from PCLK Rising 

t22a D[31 :0], HP[3:0] Output Enable Delay from HCLK Rising 

t22b D[31 :0], HP[3:0] Float Delay from HCLK Rising 

t22c D[31 :0], HP[3:0] Float Delay from MDLE Rising 

t22d D[31:0], HP[3:0] Valid Delay from HCLK Rising 

t22f D[31 :0],HP[3:0] Setup Time to HCLK Rising 

t22g D[31 :0], HP[3:0] Hold Time from HCLK Rising 

t23a HA[15:0] Output Enable Delay from HCLK Rising 

t23b HA[15:0] Float Delay from HCLK Rising 

t23c HA[15:0] Valid Delay from HCLK Rising 

t23cc HA[15:0] Valid Delay from HCLK Rising 

t23d HA[15:0] Setup Time to HCLK Rising 

t23e HA[15:0] Setup Time to HCLK Rising 

t23f HA[15:0] Hold Time from HCLK Rising 

t24a MD[31 :0], MP[3:0] Valid Delay from HCLK Rising 

t24b MD[31 :0], MP[3:0] Setup Time to HCLK Rising 

t24c MD[31 :0], MP[3:0] Hold Time from HCLK Rising 

t25 EOL, PPOUT Valid Delay from PCLK Rising 

t26a All Outputs Float Delay from TSCON Falling 

t26b All Outputs Enable Delay from TSCON Rising 

NOTES: 
1. Min: 0 pF. Max: 50 pF. 
2.0 pF. 
3. When NOpe command sampled on previous rising HCLK on HIG[4:0]. 
4. CPU to PCI Transfers. 
5. When ADCPY command is sampled on HIG[4:0]. 
6.50pF. 
7. When DACPYL or DACPYH command is sampled on HIGH[4:0]. 
8. Inquire cycle. 

2 4·5 

2 11 4·2 

7 4·3 

0 4·3 

2 10 4·4 

7 4·3 

0 4·3 

0 7.9 4·5 

3.1 15.5 4·4 

2 11.0 4·4 

0 7.8 4·2 

3.4 4·3 

0.3 4·3 

0 15.2 4·5 

0 15.2 4·4 

0 18.5 4·2 

0 15.5 

15.0 4·3 

4.1 4·3 

0.3 4·3 

0 12.0 4·2 

4.4 4·3 

1.0 4·3 

2.3 17.2 4·2 

0 30 4·4 

0 30 4·5 

82433LX 
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2 

3 

2 

7 

8 

4 

5 

6 

2 
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4.3.8 TEST TIMING 
Functional Operating Range: Vee = SV ±S%; Te = DoC to +8SoC 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

t30 All Test Signals Setup Time to HCLK/PCLK 10.0 In PLL Bypass 
Rising Mode 

t3.1 All Test Signals Hold Time to HCLK/PCLK Rising 12.0 In PLL Bypass 
Mode 

t32 TEST Setup Timeto HCLK/PCLK Rising lS.0 

t33 TEST Hold Time to HCLK/PCLK Rising S.O 

t34 PPOUT Valid Delay from PCLK Rising 0.0 SOO In PLL Bypass 
Mode 
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4.3.9 TIMING DIAGRAMS 

Input 

Ii , I I" .. ,., 

l •... j ' •. · .. : .. ·. 

! 
I 

Output 
290478-12 

Figure 4·1. Propagation Delay 

Clock 

Output 

290478-13 

Figure 4·2. Valid Delay from Rising Clock Edge 

Clock 

Input 

290478-14 

Figure 4·3. Setup and Hold Times 
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Input 
_______ 7f. ;':at Delay 

, l~ 9/--.-
Output 

290478-15 

Figure 4·4. Float Delay 

Clock 

Output 

290478-16 

Figure 4·5. Output Enable Delay 

, ...... ---,-Period-----I .. ~I 
290478-17 

Figure 4·6. Clock High and Low Times and Period 
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Figure 4·7. Clock ~Ise and Fall Times 

VT 
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Figure 4·8. Pulse Width • 

Output1 Vr 

Output2 

Figure 4·9. Output to Output Delay 
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5.0 PINOUT AND PACKAGE INFORMATION 

5.1 Pin Assignment 

VOO ~~1l)1 
PPOUT 1""""'~1~ 

EO!., ~~·1l)1I 
VSS ~~·1ij.i 
AD4 ~~1l)1; 
ADS 
AD6 1""""' ....... .,7 
A07 
AD8 
VDD 
AD9 

AB10 A 11 
AD12 
A013 
A014 
A015 

MOLE 
VOO 
VSS 
p~ _ .. ,a, 

DRVPCI __ ,a:4 

PIG3 ........... , .... 
PIG2 0;;;;;=:;;;;;;;;0'''''' 
PIGl --, ... " 
PtGO ........... 147 
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07 __ ''''M VSS __ 149 

VOO 
HPO 

08 
01 
05 
03 --, .... 

010 C:::::II1~R 
015 ===11;7 

,013 
09 

VOO 

Figure 5-1. Pin Assignment 

~gR 
M010 
M017 
MOl 
MD25 

7 .... I=::::JMD9 
M016 
MOO 
M024 
MD8 
MIG2 
MIG1 
MIGO 
HIG4 
HIG3 
HIG2 
HIG1 
HIGO 
VOO 
VSS 
VSS 
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Pin # Name Type 

1 VOD V 

Table 5-1. LBX Numerical Pin Assignment List 

Pin # Name Type 

21 Vss V 

Pin # Name Type 

41 Voo V 

Pin # Name Type 

61 Voo V 1 
'I 

2 VSS ' V 22 Voo V 42 Vss V 62 HIGO I 

3 PLLVOO V 23 020 tis 43 A2 tis 63 HIG1 I 

4 PLLVSS V 24 018 tis 44 A1 tis 64 HIG2 I 

5 PLLAGNO V 25 HP3 tis 45 AO tis 65 HIG3 I 

6 LP2 I 26 022 tis 46 A5 tis 66 HIG4 I 

7 LP1 0 27 HP2 tis 47 A15 tis 67 MIGO I 

8 HCLK I 28 025 tis 48 A13 tis 68 MIG1 I 

9 TEST I 29 017 tis 49 A11 tis 69 MIG2 I 

10 06 tis 30 019 tis 50 A7 tis 70 M08 tis 

11 02 tis 31 023 tis 51 021 tis 71 M024 tis 

12 014 tis 32 A14 tis 52 024 tis 72 MOO tis 

13 012 tis 33 A12 tis 53 027 tis 73 M016 tis 

14 011 tis 34 A8 tis 54 031 tis 74 M09 tis 

15 HP1 tis 35 A6 tis 55 030 tis 75 M025 tis 

16 04 tis 36 A10 tis 56 026 tis 76 MD1 tis 

17 00 tis 37 A3 tis 57 029 tis 77 M017 tis 

18 016 tis 38 A4 tis 58 028 tis 78 M010 tis 

19 TSCON I 39 A9 tis 59 Vss V 79 Vss V 

20 VSS V 40 Voo V 60 Vss V 80 Voo V 

I 
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Table 5-1. LBX NumericalPin Assignment List (Continued) 

Pin # Name Type Pin # Name Type Pin # Name Type Pin # Name Type 

81 Voo V 101 MD21 tis 121 Voo V 141 Vss V 

82 TRDY# I 102 MD14 tis 122 PPOUT tis 142 PCJ,.K I 

83 RESET I 103 MD30 tis 123 EOl tis 143 DRVPCI I 

84 MD26. tis 104 MD6 tis 124 Vss V 144 PIG3 I 

85 MD2 tis 105 MD22 tis 125 AD4 tis 145 PIG2 I 

86 MD18 tis 106 MD15 tis 126 AD5 tis 146 PIG1 I 

87 MD11 tis 107 MD31 tis 127 AD6 tis 147 PIGO I 

88 MD27 tis 108 MD7 tis 128 AD7 tis 148 D7 tis 

89 MD3 tis 109 MD23 tis 129 AD8 tis 149 Vss V 

90 MD19 tis 110 Voo V 130 Voo V 150 Voo V 

91 MD12 tis 111 Vss V 131 AD9 tis 151 HPO tis 

92 MD28 tis 112 MPO tis 132 AD10 tis 152 D8 tis 

93 MD4 tis 113 MP2 tis 133 AD11 tis 153 D1 tis 

94 Voo V 114 MP1 tis 134 AD12 tis 154 D5 tis .. ~ 
95 MD20 tis 115 MP3 tis 135 AD13 tis 155 D3 tis 

96 Vss V 116 ADO tis 136 AD14 tis 156 D10 tis 

97 Vss V 117 AD1 tis 137 AD15 tis 157 D15 tis 

98 MD13 tis 118 AD2 tis 138 MDlE I 158 D13 tis 

99 MD29 tis 119 AD3 tis 139 Voo V 159 D9 tis 

100 MD5 tis 120 Voo V 140 Vss V 160 Voo V 
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Table 5-2. LBX Alphabetical Pin Assignment List 

Name Pin # Type Name Pin # Type Name Pin # Type Name Pin # Type 

AO 45 tis A04 125 tis 08 152 tis 028 58 tis 

A1 44 tis A05 126 tis 09 159 tis 029 57 tis 

A2 43 tis A06 127 tis 010 156 tis 030 55 tis 

A3 37 tIs A07 128 tis 011 14 tis 031 54 tis 

A4 38 tis A08 129 tis 012 13 tis ORVPCI 143 I 

A5 46 tis A09 131 tis 013 158 tis EOl 123 tis 

A6 35 tIs A010 132 tIs 014 12 tis HClK 8 I 

A7 50 tis A011 133 tIs 015 157 tis HIGO 62 I 

A8 34 tIs A012 134 tIs 016 18 tis HIG1 63 I 

A9 39 tis A013 135 tis 017 29 tis HIG2 64 I 

A10 36 tis . A014 136 tIs 018 24 tis HIG3 65 I 

A11 49 tis A015 137 tis 019 30 tis HIG4 66 I 

A12 33 tIs DO 17 tis 020 23 tis HPO 151 tis 

A13 48 tis '01 153 tis 021 51 tis HP1 15 tis 

A14 32 tis 02 11 tis 022 26 tis HP2 27 tis 

A15 47 tis 03 155 tis 023 . 31 tis HP3 25 tis 

ADO 116 tIs D4 16 tis 024 52 tis lP1 7 0 

A01 117 tis 05 154 tis 025 28 tis lP2 6 I 

A02 118 tis 06 10 tis 026 56 tis MOO 72 tis 

A03 119 tis 07 148 tis 027 53 ·t/s M01 76 tIs 
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Table 5-2. LBX Alphabetical Pin Assignment List (Continued) 

Name Pin "" Type Nam, Pin # Type Name Pin #' Type Name Pin # Type 

M02 85 tis M022 105 tIs PIG.1 .146 I Voo 120 V. 

M03 89 tis M023 109 tis PIG2 145 I Voo 121 V 

MD4 93 tis M024 71. tis PIG3 /144 I Voo 130 V 

M05 100 tis M025 75 tis PLLAGNO 5 V Voo 139 V 

M06 104 tis M026 84 tis PLLVoo 3 V Voo 150 V 

M07 108 tis M027 88 tis PLLVss 4 V Voo 160 V 

M08 70 tis M028 92 tis PPOUT 122 tis Vss 2 V 

M09 74 tis M029 99 tis RESET 83 I Vss 20 V 

MD10 78 tis M030 103 tis TEST 9 I Vss 21 V 

M011 87 tis M031 107 tis TROY# 82 I Vss 42 V 

MD12 91 tis MOLE 138 I TSCON 19 I Vss 59 V 

M013 98 tis MIGO 67 I Voo 1 V Vss 60 V 

M014 102 tis MIG1 68 I Voo 22 V Vss 79 V 

M015 106 tis MIG2 69 I Voo 40 V Vss 96 V 

M016 73 tls MPO 112 tis Voo 41 V Vss 97 V 

M017 77 tis MP1 114 tis Voo 61 V Vss 111 V 

M018 86 tis MP2 113 tis . Voo 80 V Vss 124 .V 

M019 90 tis MP3 115 tis Voo 81 V Vss 140 V 

M020 .95 tis PCLK 142 I Voo 94 V Vss 141 V 

M021 101 tis PIGO 147 I Voo 110 V Vss 149 V 
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5.2 Package Information 

E 

~L 
Pin 1 

Table 5·3. Package Information Values 

Symbol Min Max 
Value (mm) Value (mm) 

A 4.01 

A1 0.25 0.36 

A2 3.43 3.66 

B 0.25 0.35 

0 31.60 32.40 

01 27.90 28.10 

03 25.35 

E 32.40 

E1 27.90 28.10 

E3 25.35 

e 0.65 

L 0.60 1.00 

(J 0° 10° 

I 

82433LX 

~A1 
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6.0 TESTABILITY 

6.1 Trl-State Control 

The TSCON pin may be used to help test circuits 
surrounding the LBX. During normal operations, the 
TSCON pin must be tied to Vee or connected to Vee 
through a pull up resistor. All LBX outputs are tri-stat-

. ed when the TSCON pin is held low or grounded. 

6.2 NAND Tree 

A NAND tree is provided in the LBX for Automated 
Test Equipment (ATE) board level testing. The 
NAND tree allows the tester to set the connectivity 
of each of the LBX signal pins. 
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The following steps must be taken to put the LeX 
into PLL bypass mode and enable the NAND tree. 
First, to enable PLL bypass mode"drive RESET in
active, TEST active and the DCPWA command 
(0100) on the PIG[3:0] lines, then drive PCLK from 
low to high. DRVPCI must be held low on all rising 
edges of PCLK during testing in order to ensure that 
the LeX does not drive theAD[15:0] lines. The host 
and memory buses are tri-stated by driving NOPM 
(000) .and NOPC (00000) on the MIG[2:0] and 
HIG[4:0] lines and driving two rising edges on 
HCLK. 

inte!® 
A rising edge on PCLK with RESET high will cause 
the LBXs to exit PLL bypass mode; TEST must re
main high throughout the use of.the NAND tree. The 
combination of TEST and DRVPCI high with a rising 
edge of PCLK must be avoided. TSCON must be 
driven high throughout testing since driving it low 
would tri-state the output of the NAND tree. A 10 ns 
hold time is required on all inputs sampled by PCLK 
or HCLK when. in PLL bypass mode. 

6.2.1 .TEST VECTOR TABLE 

The following test vectors can be applied to the LBX 
to put it into PLL bypass mode and to enable NAND 
Tree testing. 

Table 6-1. Test Vectors to put LBX into PLL Bypass and Enable NAND Tree Testing 

LBX 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Pin/Vector# 

PCLK 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

PIG[3:0] Oh Oh Oh 4h 4h 4h 4h 4h 4h 4h 4h 

RESET 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

HCLK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

MIG[2:0] Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 

HIG[4:0] Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 

TEST 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

DRVPCI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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6.2.2 NAND TREE TABLE 

Table 6-2 shows the sequence of the NANO tree in 
the LBX. Non-inverting inputs are driven directly into 
the input of a NANO gate in the tree. Inverting inputs 

82433LX 

are driven into an inverter before going into the, 
NANO tree. The output of the NAND tree is driven 
on the PPOUT pin. 

Table 6-2_ NAND Tree Sequence 

Order Pin # Signal Non-Inverting Order Pln# Signal Non-Inverting 

1 10 06 Y 33 49 A11 Y 

2 11 02 Y 34 50 A7 Y 

3 12 014 Y 35 51 021 Y 

4 13 012 Y 36 52 024 Y 

5 14 011 Y 37 53 027 Y 

6 15 HP1 Y 38 54 031 Y 

7 16 04 Y 39 55 030 Y 

8 17 00 Y 40 56 026 Y 

9 18 016 Y 41 57 029 Y 

10 23 020 Y 42 58 028 Y 

11 24 018 Y 43 62 HIGO Y 

12 25 HP3 Y 44 63 HIG1 Y 

13 26 022 Y 45 64 HIG2 Y 

14 27 HP2 Y 46 65 HIG3 Y 

15 28 025 Y 47 66 HIG4 Y 

16 29 017 Y 48 67 MIGO N 

17 30 019 Y 49 68 MIG1 N 

18 31 023 Y 50 69 MIG2 N 

19 32 A14 Y 51 70 M08 N 

20 33 A12 Y 52 71 MD24 N 

21 34 A8 Y 53 . 72 MOO N 

22 35 A6 Y 54 73 M016 N 

23 36 A10 Y 55 74 M09 N 

24 37 A3 Y 56 75 MD25 N 

25 38 A4 Y 57 76 M01 N 

26 39 A9 Y 58 77 M017 N 

27 43 A2 Y 59 78 M010 N 

28 44 A1 Y 60 82 TROY# Y 

29 45 AO Y 61 83 RESET N 

30 46 A5 Y 62 84 M026 N 

31 47 A15 Y 63 85 M02 N 

32 48 A13 Y 64 86 M018 N 
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Table 6-2. NAND Tree Sequence (Continued) 

Order Pin# Signal Non-Inverting Order Pin# Signal Non-Inverting 

65 87 MOll N 94 125 A04 Y 

66 88 M027 N 95 126 A05 Y 

67 89 M03 .... N 96 127 A06 .. Y 

68 90 M019 N 97 128 A07 Y 

69 91 M012 N 98 129 A08 Y 

70 92 M028 N 99 131 A09 Y 

71 93 M04 N 100 132 A010 Y 

72 95 M020 N 101 133 A011 Y 

73 98 . M013 N 102 134 A012 Y 

74 99 M029 N 103 135 A013 Y 

75 100 M05 N 104 136 A014 Y 

76 101 M021 N 105 137 A015 Y 

77 102 M014 N 106 138 MOLE Y 

78 103 M030 N 107 143 ORVPCI N 

79 104 M06 N 108 144 PIG3 N 

80 105 M022 N 109 145 PIG2 N 

81 106 M015 N 110 146 PIGl N 

82 lOT M031 N 111 147 PI GO N 

83 108 M07 N 112 148 07. Y 

84 109 M023 N 113 151 HPO Y 

85 112 MPO N 114 152 08 Y 

86 113 MP2 N a5 153 01. Y 

87 114 MPl N 116 154 05 Y 

88 115 MP3 N 117 155 03 Y 

89 116 ADO Y 118 156 010 Y 

90 117 AOl Y 119 157 015 Y 

91 118 A02 Y 120 158 013 Y 

92 119 A03 Y 121 159 09 Y 

93 123 EOl Y 
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7.0 REVISION HISTORY 

The following list represents the key differences between version 001 and version 002 of the 82433LX Local 
Bus Accelerator (LBX) Data Sheet. . 

Section 2.1 Notes added to indicate that the 0[31 :0] and HP[3:0] lines contain internal pull-up resistors. 

Section 2.2 Notes added to indicate that the MO[31 :0] and MP[3:0] lines contain internal pull-up resis
tors. 

Section 2.4 

Section 3.3.2 

Section 4.3 

Section 6.0 

MOLE pin discription has been rewritten. 

Figure 3.2 and the discussion on MOLE functionality has been modified to reflect the synchro
nous path from the memory data bus to the host data bus. 

, The AC Specifications have been separated for 60 MHz and 66 MHz operation. Several 
changes have been made to AC,Specifications. Test timings have been added for operation 
in PLL bypass mode. The 66 MHz AC Specifications have, a different Functional Operating 
Range than the 60 MHz AC Specifications. For 66 MHz operation, Vee ranges between 4.9V 
and 5.45V and the maicimum case temperature is 70·C. 

This section has been split into Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Section, 6.1 describes the Tri-State 
Control function. Section 6.2 is entirely new and describes the details of the NAND Tree in the 
LBX. 
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PCI, CACHE, AND MEMORY CONTROLLER (PCMC) 

• Supports the Full 64-Blt Pentlum™ 
Processor at 60 MHz and 66 MHz 

• SupportsPlpelined Addressing 
Capability of the Pentium Processor 

• High Performance CPU/PCI/Memory 
Interfaces Via Posted-WrlteiRead
Pr~fetch Buffers 

.. Fully Synchronous 33 MHz PCI Bus 
Interface with Full Bus Master 
Capability 

• Supports the Pentium Processor 
Primary Cache In either Write-Through 
or Write-Back Mode 

• Programmable Attribute Map of DOS 
and BIOS Regions for System 
Flexibility 

• Integrated Low Skew Clock Driver for 
Distributing Host Clock 

• Integrated Second Level Cache 
Controller 
-Integrated Cache Tag RAM 
- Write-Through and Write-Back Cache 

Modes 
- Direct-Mapped Organization 
--Supports Standard and Burst SRAMs 
-256 KByte and 512 KByte Sizes 
- Cache Hit Cycle of 3-1-1-1 on Reads 

and Writes Using BurstSRAMs 
- Cache Hit Cycle of 3-2-2-2 on Reads 

and 4-.2-2-2 on Writes Using 
Standard SRAMs 

•. Integrated DRAM Controller 
-Supports 2 MByte to 192 MByte of 

Cacheable Main Memory 
- Supports DRAM Access TImes of 

70 ns and 60 ns 
- CPU' Writes Posted to DRAM at 

4-1-1-1 
:... Refresh Cycles DecouplecL from ISA 

Refresh to Reduce the DRAM 
Access Latency 

-Refresh by RAS#-Only, or CAS#
Before-RAS#, In Single or Burst of 
Four 

• Host/PCI Bridge 
- Translates CPU Cycles Into PCI Bus 

Cycles 
-Translates Back-To-Back Sequential 

CPU Memory Writes into PCI Burst 
Cycles 

- Burst Mode Writes to PCI In Zero PCI 
Walt States (I.e. data transfer every 
cycle) 

- Full Concurrency between Cpu-to
Main Memory and PCI-to-PCI 
Transactions 

- Full Concurrency between CPU-to
Second Level Cache and PCI-to-Maln 
Memory Transactions 

- Same Core Cache and Memory 
. System Logic Design for ISA or EISA 
Systems 

- Cache Snoop FII.er Ensures Data 
Consistency for PCI-to-MalnMemory 
Transactions . 

• PCMC (20S-Pln aFP Package) uses 5V 
CMOS Technology 

The 82434LX PCI, Cache, Memory Controller (PCMC) integrates the cache and main memory DRAM 'control 
functions and provides the bus control for transfers between the CPU, cache, majnmemory, and the Peripher
al Component Interconnect (PCI) Bus. The cache controller supports both write-through and write-back cache 
policies and cache sizes of 256 KBytes and 512KBytes. The cache memory can be implemented with either 
standard or burst SRAMs. The PCMC cache controller integrates a high-performance Tag RAM to reduce 
system cost. Up to tWelve single~sided SIMMs or six double-sided SIMMs provide a maximum of 192 MBytes 
of main memory. The PCMC is intended to be used with the 82433LX Local Bus Accelerator (LaX). The LBX 
provides the Host-to-PCI address path and data paths between the CPU/cache, main memory, and PCI. The 
LBX also contains posted write buffers and read-prefetch buffers. Together, these two components provide a 
full function data path to main memory and form a PCI bridge to the CPU/cache and DRAM subsystem. 

Pentium™ is a trademark of Intel Corporation. . 
·Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners. 
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1.0 ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 

This section provides an 82430 PClset system over
view that includes a description of the bus hierarchy 
and bridges between the buses. An overview of the 
PCMC follows the system overview section. 

1.1 System Overview 

The 82430 PClset provides the Host/PCI bridge, 
cache and main memory controller, and an I/O sub
system core (either PCI/EISA or PCIIISA bridge) for 
the next generation of high-performance personal 
computers based on the Pentium microprocessor. 
System designers can take advantage of the power 
of the PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) lo
cal bus while maintaining access to the large base of 
EISA and ISA expansion cards. Extensive buffering 
and buffer management within the bridges ensures 
maximum efficiency in all three buses (Host CPU, 
PCI, and EISAIISA Buses). 

The 82430 PClset consists of the PCMC and LBX 
components plus either a PCI/ISA bridge or a PCI/ 
EISA bridge. The PCMC and LBX provide the core 
cache and main memory architecture and serves as 
the Host/PCI bridge. For an ISA-based system, the 
82430 PClset includes the Sy'stem I/O (82378IB 
510) component (Figure 1-1) as the PCI/ISA bridge. 
For an EISA-based system, the 82430 PClset in
cludes the PC I-EISA bridge (82375EB PCEB) and 
the EISA System Component (82374EB ESC). The 
PCEB and ESC work in tandem to form the com
plete PCI/EISA bridge. The EISA-based system is 
shown in Figure 1-2. 

1.1.1 BUS HIERARCHY-CONCURRENT 
OPERATIONS 

Systems based on the 82430 PClset contain three 
levels of buses structured in the following hierarchy: 

• Host Bus as the exebution bus 

• PCI' Bus as a primary I/O bus 

• ISA or EISA Bus as a secondary I/O bus 
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This bus hierarchy allows concurrency for simulta
neous operations on all three buses. Data buffering 
permits concurrency for operations that cross over 
into another bus. For example, the Pentium micro
processor could post data destined to the PCI in the 
LBX. This permits the Host transaction to complete 
in minimum time, freeing up the Host Bus for further 
transactions. The Pentium microprocessor does not 
have to wait for the transfer to complete to its final 
destination. Meanwhile, any ongoing PCI Bus trans
actions are permitted to complete. The posted data 
is then transferred to the PCI Bus when the PCI Bus 
is available. The LBX implements extensive buffer
ing for Host-to-PCI, Host-to-main memory, and PCI
to·main memory transactions. In addition, the 
PCEB/ESC chip set and the 510 implement exten
sive buffering for transfers between the PCI Bus and 
the EISA and ISA Buses, respectively. 

Host Bus 

Designed to meet the needs of high-performance 
computing, the host bus features: 

• 64-bit data path 

• 32-bit address bus with address pipelining 

• Synchronous frequencies of 60 MHz and 66 MHz 

• Burst read and write transfers 

• Support for first level and second level caches 

• Capable of full concurrency with the PCI and 
memory subsystems 

• Byte data parity 

• Full support· for Pentium processor machine 
check and DOS compatible parity reporting 

• Support for Pentium processor System Manage
ment Mode (SMM) 
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Figure 1·1. Block Diagram of a 82430 PClset ISA System 

PCI Bus 

The PCI Bus is designed to address the growing in
dustry needs for a standardized local bus that is not 
directly dependent on the speed and the size of the 
processor bus. New generations of personal com
puter system software such as Windows and 
Win-NT with sophisticated graphical interfaces, mul
ti-taSking, and multi-threading bring. new require
ments that traditional PC I/O architectures cannot 
satisfy. In addition to the higher bandwidth, reliability 
and robustness of the 110 subsystem are becoming 
increasingly important. PCI addresses these needs 
and provides a future upgrade path. PCI features in
clude: 

• Processor independent 

• Multiplexed, burst mode operation 

• Synchronous at frequencies up to 33 MHz 

• 120 MByte/sec usable throughput (132 MBytel 
. sec peak) for a 32-bit data path 

• Low latency random access (60 ns write access 
latency to slave registers from a master parked 
9n the bus) . 

• Capable of full concurrency with the processor/ 
memory subsystem 

• Full multi-master capability allowing any p,CI mas
ter peer-to-peer access to any PCI slave 

• Hidden (overlapped). central arbitration 

• Low pin count for cost.effective component pack
aging (multiplexed address/data) 

• Address and data parity 

• Three physical address space,s: memory, 110, 
and configuration 

• Comprehensive support for autoconfiguration 
through a defined set of· standard configuration 
functions. 
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Figure 1-2. Block Diagram of the 82430 PClset EISA System 

ISA Bus 

Figure 1-1 represents a system using the ISA Bus as 
the second level I/O bus. It allows personal comput
er platforms built around thePCI .as a primary I/O 
bus to leverage the large ISA product base. The ISA 
Bus has 24-bit addressing and a 16-bit data path. 

EISA Bus 

Figure 1-2· represents a system using the EISA Bus 
as the second level I/O bus. It allows personal com
puter platforms built around the PCI as a primary I/O 
bus to leverage the large EISAIISA product base. 
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Combinations of PCI and EISA buses, both of which 
can be used to provide expansion functions, will sat
isfy even the most demanding applications. 

Along with compatibility for 16-bit and S-bit ISA hard
ware and software, the EISA bus provides the fol
lowing key features: 

. • 32-bit addressing and 32-bit data path 

• 33 MByte/sec bus bandwidth 

• Multiple b.us master support through efficient arbi
tration 

• Support for autoconfiguration 
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1.1.2 BUS BRIDGES 

Host/PCI Bridge Chip Set (PCMC and LBX). The 
PCMC and LBX enhance the system performance 
by allowing for concurrency between the Host CPU 
Bus and PCI Bus, giving each greater bus through
put and decreased bus latency. The LBX contains 
posted write buffers for Host-to-PCI, Host-to-main 
memory, and PCI-to-main memory transfers. The 
LBX also contains read prefetch buffers for Host 
reads of PCI, and PCI reads of main memory. There 
are two LBXs per system. The LBXs are controlled 
by commands from the PCMC. The PCMC/LBX 
Host/PCI bridge chip set is covered in more detail in 
Section 1.2, PCMC Overview. 

PCI-EISA Bridge Chip Set (PCEB and ESC): The 
PCEB provides the master/slave functions on both 
the PCI Bus and the EISA Bus. Functioning as a 
bridge between the PCI and EISA buses, the PCEB 
provides the address and data paths, bus controls, 
and bus protocol translation for PCI-to-EISA and 
EISA-to-PCI transfers. Extensive data buffering in 
both directions increase system performance by 
maximizing PCI and EISA Bus efficiency and allow
ing concurrency on the two buses. The PCEB's buff
er management mechanism ensures data coheren
cy. The PCEB integrates central bus. control 
functions including a programmable bus arbiter for 
the PCI Bus and EISA data swap buffers for the 
EISA Bus. Integrated system functions include PCI 
parity generation, system error reporting, and pro
grammable PCI and EISA memory and I/O address 
space mapping and decoding. The PCEB also con
tains a BIOS Timer that can be used to implement 
timing loops. The PCEB is intended to be used with 
the ESC to provide an EISA I/O subsystem inter
face. 

The ESC integrates the common I/O functions 
found in today's EISA-based PCs. The ESC incorpo
rates the logic for an EISA Bus controller, enhanced 
seven channel DMA controller with scatter-gather 
support, EISA arbitration, 14 level interrupt control
ler, five programmable timer/counters, and non
maskablE'i-interrupt (NMI) control. The ESC also 
integrates support logic to decode peripheral devic
es (e.g., the flash BIOS, real time clock, keyboard/ 
mouse controller, floppy controller, two serial ports, 
one parallel port, and IDE hard disk drive). 

PCI/ISA Bridge (510): The SIO component pro
vides the bridge between the PCI Bus and the ISA 
Bus. The SIO also integrates many of the common 
I/O functions found in today's ISA-based PCs. The 
SIO incorporates the logic for a PCI interface (mas
ter and slave), ISA interface (master and slave), en
hanced seven channel DMA controller that supports 
fast DMA transfers and scatter-gather, data buffers 
to isolate the PCI Bus from the ISA Bus and 
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to enhance performance, PCI and ISA arbitration, 14 
level interrupt controller, a 16-bit BIOS timer, three 
programmable timer/counters, and non-maskable
interrupt (NMI) control logic. The SIO also provides 
decode for peripheral devices (e.g., the flash BIOS, 
real time clock, keyboard/mouse controller, floppy 
controller, two serial ports, one parallel port, and IDE 
hard disk drive). 

1.2 PCMC Overview 

The PCMC (along with the LBX) provides three basic 
functions: a cache controller, a main memory DRAM 
controller, and a Host/PCI bridge. This section pro
vides an overview of these functions. Note that, in 
this document, operational descriptions assume that 
the PCMC and LBX components are used together. 

1.2.1 CACHE OPERATIONS 

The PCMC provides the control for a second level 
cache memory array implemented with either stan
dard asynchronous SRAMs or synchronous burst 
SRAMs. The data memory array is external to the 
PCMC and located on the Host address/data bus. 
Since the Pentium microprocessor contains an inter
nal cache, there can be two separate caches in a 
Host subsystem. The cache inside the Pentium mi
croprocessor is referred to as the first level cache 
(also called primary or L 1 cache). A detailed descrip
tion of the first level cache is beyond the scope of 
this document. The PCMC cache control circuitry 
and associated external memory array is referred to 
as the second level cache (also called secondary or 
L2 cache). The second level cache is unified, mean
ing that both CPU data and instructions are stored in 
the cache. The PCMC supports both write-through 
and write-back cll-ching policies .. 

The optional second level cache memory array can 
be either 256 KBytes or 512 KBytes in size. The 
cache is direct-mapped and is organized. as either 
8K or 16K cache lines of 32 bytes per line. 

In addition to the cache data RAM, the second level 
cache contains a4K set of cache tags that are inter
nal to the PCMC. Each tag contains an address that 
is associated with the corresponding data sector (2 
lines for a 256 KByte cache and 4 lines for a 512 
KByte cache) and two status bits for each line in the 
sector. 

During .a main memory read or write operation, the 
PCMC first searches the cache. If the addressed 
code or dll-ta is in the cache, the cycle is serviced by 
the cache. If the addressed code or data is not in the 
cache, the cycle is forwarded to main memory. 
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The PCMC second level cache can be configured 
for either a write-through or write-back caching poli
cies. For these two policies, the cache o'peration is 
determined by the CPU read or write cycle as fol
lows: 

Write cycle: If the. caching policy is write-through 
and the write cycle hits in the cache, both the cache 
and main memory are updated. Upon a cache miss, 
only main memory is updated. A new cache line is 
not allocated on a write miss. 

If the caching policy is write-back and the write cycle 
hits in the cache, only the cache is updated; main 
memory is not affected. Upon a cache miss, only 
main memory is updated. A new cache line is not 
allocated on a write miss. 
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Read cycle: Upon a cache hit, the cache operation 
is the same for both write-through and write-back. In 
this case, data is transferred from the cache to the 
CPU. Main memory is not accessed. 

If the read cycle causes a' cache miss, the line con
taining the requested data is transferred from the 
main memory to the cache and to the CPU. In the 
case of a write-back cache, if the cache line fill is to 
a sector containing one or more modified lines, the 
modified lines are written back to main memory and 
the new line is brought into the cache. For a modi
fiedline write-back operation, the PCMC transfers 
the modified cache lines to main memory via a write , 
buffer in the LBX. Before writing the last modified 
line from the write buffer to main memory, the PCMC 
updates the first and second level caches with the 
new line, allowing the CPU access to the requested 
data with minimum latency. 
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1. Cache tags contain an address tag and two status bits for each line in the associated sector. 
2. For the. 256 KByte cache,' A[ 17:6) select a particular tag and associated data sector. Host address line A5 selects a 

particular line within a sector. 
3. For a 512 KByte cache, A[18:7) selects a particular tag and associated data sector. Host address lines A[6:5) select 

a particular line within a sector. 

Figure 1·3. Second Level Cache Organization 
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1.2.1.1 Cache Consistency 

The snoop mechanism in the PCMC ensures data 
consistency between cache (both first level and sec
ond level) and main memory. The PCMC monitors 
PCI master accesses to main memory and when 
needed, initiates an inquire (snoop) cycle to the first 
and second level caches. The snoop mechanism 
guarantees that consistent data is always delivered 
to both the host CPU and PCI masters. 

1.2.2 ADDRESS/DATA PATHS 

Address paths between the CPU/cache and PCI 
and data paths between the CPU/cache, PCI, and 
main memory are supplied by two LBX components. 
The LBX is a companion component to the PCMC. 
Together, they form a Host/PCI bridge. The PCMC 
(via the PCMC/LBX interface signals), controls the 
address and data flow through the LBX's. Refer to 
the LBX data sheet for more details on the address 
and data paths. 

Data is transferred to and from the PCMC internal 
registers via the PCMC address lines. When the 
Host CPU performs a write operation, the data is 
sent to the LBXs. When the PCMC decodes the cy
cle as an access to one of its internal registers, it 
asserts AHOLD to the CPU and instructs the LBX to 
copy the data onto the Host address lines. When the 
PCMC decodes a Host read as an access to a 
PCMC internal register, it asserts AHOLD to the 
CPU. The PCMC then places the register data on its 
address lines and instructs the LBX's to copy the 
data on the Host address bus to the Host data bus. 
When the register data is on the Host data bus, the 
PCMc: negates AHOLD and completes the cycle. 

1.2.2.1 Read/Write Buffers 

The LBX provides an interface for the CPU address 
and data buses, PCI Address/Data bus, and the 
main memory DRAM data bus. There are three post
ed write buffers and two read-prefetch buffers imple
mented in the LBXs to increase performance and to 
maximize concurrency. The buffers are: 

• CPU-to-Main Memory Posted Write Buffer 
(4 Qwords) 

• CPU-to-PCI Posted Write Buffer (4 Dwords) 
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• PCI-to-Main Memory . Posted Write Buffer 
(2 x 4 Dwords) 

• PCI-to-Main Memory Read Prefetch Buffer (line 
buffer, 4 Qwords) 

• CPU-to-PCI Read Prefetch Buffer (4 Dword FIFO) 

Refer to the LBX data sheet for details on the opera
tion of these buffers. 

1.2.3 HOST/PCI BRIDGE OPERATIONS 

The PCMC permits the Host CPU to access devices 
on the PCI Bus. These accesses can be to PCI I/O 
space, PCI memory space, or PCI configuration 
space. 

As a PCI device, the PCMC can be either a master 
initiating a PCI Bus operation or a target responding 
to a PCI Bus operation. The PCMC is a PCI Bus 
master for Host-to-PCI cycles and a target for PCI
to-main memory transfers. Note that the PCMC does 
not permit peripherals to be located on the Host 
Bus. CPU I/O cycles, other than to PCMC internal 
registers, are forwarded to the PCI Bus and PCI Bus 
accesses to the Host Bus are not supported. 

When the CPU initiates a bus cycle to a PCI device, 
the PCMC becomes a PCI Bus master and trans
lates the CPU cycle into the appropriate PCI Bus 
cycle. The Host/PCI Posted write buffer in the LBXs 
permits the CPU to complete CPU-to-PCI Dword 
memory writes in three CPU clocks (1 wait state), 
even if the PCI Bus is currently busy. The posted 
data is written to the PCI device when the PCI Bus is 
available. 

When a PCI Bus master initiates a main memory ac
cess, the PCMC (and LBXs) become the target of 
the PCI Bus cycle and responds to the read/write 
access. During PCI-to-main memory accesses, the 
PCMC automatically performs cache snoop opera
tions on the Host Bus, when needed, to maintain 
data consistency. 

As a PCI device, the PCMC contains all of the re
quired PCI configuration registers. The Host CPU 
reads and writes these registers as described in 
Section 3.0, Register Description. 
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1.2.4 DRAM MEMORY OPERATIONS. 

The PCMC contains a DRAM controller that sup
ports CPU and PCI master accesses to main memo
ry. The PCMC DRAM interface supplies the control 
signals and address lines and the LBXs supply the 
data path. 

The memory array is 64-bits wide and ranges in size 
from 2 MBytes to 192 MBytes. The array can be 
implemented with either single-sided or double-sid
ed SIMMs. DRAM SIMM sizes of 256K x 36, 1 M x 36 
and4t.1) x 36 are supported. DRAM parity is generat
ed for main memory writes and checked for memory 
reads. 

To provide optimum support for the various cache 
configurations, and the resultant mix of bus cycles, 
the system designer can select between O-active 
RAS# and 1-active RAS# modes. These modes af
fecHhe behavior of the RAS# signal following either 
Host-to-main memory cycles or PCI-to-main memory 
cycles. 

The PCMC also provides programmable memory 
and cacheability attributes on 14 memory segments 
of various sizes in the ISA compatibility range (512 
KByte to 1 MByte address range). Access rights to 
these memory segments from the PCI Bus are con
trolled by the expansion bus bridge. 

The PCMC permits a gap to be created in main 
memory within the 1 MByte to 16 MByte address 
range, accommodating ISA devices which are 
mapped into this range (e.g., ISA LAN card or an ISA 
frame buffer). 
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2.0 SIGNAL DESCRI·PTIONS 

This seCtion provides a detailed description of each 
.signal. The signals are arranged in functional groups 
according to their associated ·interfaCe. The states of 
all of the signals during hard reset are provided in 
Section 8.0, System Clocking and Reset. 

The "#" symbol at the end of a signal name indi
cates that the active, or asserted state occurs when 
the signal is at a low voltage level. When" #" is not 
present after the signal name, the signal is asserted 
when at the high voltage level. 

The terms as:;;ertion and negation are used exten
sively. This is done to avoid confusion when working 
with a mixture of "active-low" and "active-high" sig
nals. The term assert, or assertion indicates that a 
signal is active, independent of whether that level is 
represented bya high or low Voltage. The term ne
gate, or negation indicates that a signal is inactive. 

The following notations are used to describe the sig
nal type. 

in Input is a standard input-only signal. 

out Totem pole output is a standard active driv
er. 

old Open drain 

tis Tri-State is a bi-directional, tri-state input! 
output pin. 

s/tls Sustained tri-state is an active low tri-state 
signal owned and driven by one and only 
one agent at a time. The agent that drives a 
slt!s pin low must drive it high for at least 
one clock before letting it float. A new agent 
can not start driving a s/t!s signal any soon
er than one clock after the previous owner 
tri-states it. An external pull-up is required to 
sustain the inactive state until another agent 
drives it and must be provided by the central 
resource. 
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2.1 Host Interface 
Signal Type Description 

A[31:0] tis ADDRESS BUS: A[31 :0] are the address lines of the Host Bus. A[31 :3] are connected 
to the CPU A[31 :3] lines and to the LBXs. A[2:0] are only connected to the LBXs. 
A [18: 7] are connected to an external cache SRAM address latch. Along with the byte 
enable signals, the A[31 :3] lines define the physical area of memory or I/O being 
accessed. 

During CPU cycles, the A[31 :3] lines are inputs to the PCMC. They are used for address 
decoding and second level cache tag lookup sequences. Also during CPU cycles, 
A[2:0] are outputs and are generated from BE[7:0] #. 

During inquire cycles, A[31 :5] are inputs from the LBXs to the CPU and the PCMC to 
snoop the first and the second level cache tags, respectively. In response to a Flush or 
Flush Acknowledge Special Cycle, the PCMC asserts AHOLD and drives the addresses 
of the second level cache lines to be written back to main memory on A [18: 7]. 

During CPU to PCI configuration cycles, the PCMC drives A[31 :0] with the PCI 
configuration space address that is internally derived from the CPU physical 1/0 
address. All PCMC internal configuration registers are accessed via A[31:0]. During 
CPU reads from PCMC internal configuration registers, the PCMC asserts AHOLD and 
drives the contents ofthe addressed register on A[31 :0]. The PCMC then signals the 
LBXs to copy this value from the address lines onto the host data lines. During writes to 
PCMC internal configuration registers, the PCMC asserts.AHOLD and signals the LBXs 
to copy the write data onto the A[31 :0] lines. 

Finally, when in deturbo mode, the PCMC periodically asserts AHOLD and then drives 
A[31 :0] to valid logic levels to keep these lines from floating forBn extended period of 
time. 

A[31 :28]provide hardware strapping options at powerup. For more details on strapping 
options, refer to Section 8.0, System Clocking and Reset. 

BE[7:0]# in BYTE ENABLES: The byte enables indicate which byte lanes on the CPU data bus 
carry valid data during the current bus cycle. In the case of cacheable reads, all 8 bytes 
of data are driven to the Pentium CPU, regardless of the state of the byte enables. The 
byte enable signals indicate the type of special cycle when M/IO# = D/C# = 0 and 
W/R# = 1. During special cycles, only one byte enable is asserted by the CPU. The 
following table depicts the special cycle types and their byte enable encodings: 

Special Cycle Type Asserted Byte Enable 
Shutdown BEO# 
Flush BE1# 
Halt BE2# 
Write Back BE3# 
Flush Acknowledge BE4# 
Branch Trace Message BE5# 

When the PCMC decodes a shutdown special cycle, it asserts AHOLD, drives 
000 ... 000 (the PCI shutdown special cycle encoding) on the A[31 :0) lines and signals 
the LBXs to latch the host address bus. The PCMC then drives a special cycle on PCI, 
signaling the LBXs to drive the latched address (00 ... 00) on the AD[31 :0] lines during 

. , the data phase. The PCMC then asserts INIT for 16 HCLKs . 

In response to flush and flush acknowledge special cycles, the PCMC internally 
inspects the Valid and Modified bits for each of the Second Level Cache Sectors. If a 
line is both valid and modified, the PCMC drives the cache address of the line on the 
A[18:7] and CAA/CAB[6:3] lines and writes the line back to main memory. The valid 
and modified bits are both reset to O. All valid and unmodifed lines are simply marked 
invalid. 

I 
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2.1 Host Interface (Continued) 

Signal Type Description 

BE[7:0j# . in BYTE ENABLES: (Continued) 
In response to a write back special cycle, the PCMC simply returnS BRDY # to the cpu. 
The second level cache will be written back to main memory in response to the 
following flush special cycle. 

I'n response to a halt special cycle, the PCMC asserts AHOLD, drives 000 ... 001 (the . 
PCI halt special cycle encoding) on the A[31 :Ojlines, and signals the LBXs to latch the 
host address bus. The PCMC then drives a special cycle on PCI, signaling the LBXs to 
drive the latched address (00 ... 01) on the AD[31 :Ojlines during the data phase. 

ADS# in ADDRESS STROBE: The Pentium microprocessor asserts ADS# to indicate that a new 
bus cycle is beginning. ADS # is driven active in the same clock as the address, byte 
enable, and cycle definition signals. The PCMC ignores a floating low ADS# that may 
occur when BOFF # is asserted as the CPU is asserting ADS #. 

BRDY# out BURST READY: BRDY # indicates that the system has responded in one of three 
ways: 1) valid data has been placed on the Pentium CPU data pins in response to a 
read, 2) CPU write data has been accepted by. the system, or 3) the system has 
responded to a special cycle. 

NA# out NEXT ADDRESS: The PCMC asserts NA # for one clock when the memory system is 
ready to accept a new address from the CPU, even if all data transfers for the current 
cycle have not completed. The CPU may drive out a pending cycle two clocks after 
NA# is asserted and has the ability to support up to two outstanding bus cycles. 

AHOLD out ADDRESS HOLD: The PCMC asserts AHOLD to force the Pentium microprocessor to 
stop driving the address bus so that either the PCMC or LBXs can drive the bus. During 
PCI master cycles, AHOLD is asserted to allow the LBXs to drive a snoop address onto 
the address bus. If the PCI master locks main memory, AHOLD remains asserted until 
the PCI master locked sequence is complete and the PCI master negates PLOCK #. 

AHO!-D is asserted during all accesses to PCMC internal configuration registers to allow 
configuration register accesses to occur over the A[31 :Ojlines. 

When in deturbo mode, the PCMC periodically asserts AHOLD to prevent the processor 
from initiating bus cycles in order to emulate a slower system. The duration of AHOLD 
assertion in deturbo mode is controlled by the Deturbo Frequency Control Register 
(offset 51 h). When PWROK is negated, the PCMC asserts AHOLD to allow the 
strapping options on A[31 :28j to be read. For more details on strapping optio'ls, see 
Section 8.0, System Clocking and Reset Logic. 

EADS# out EXTERNAL ADDRESS STROBE: The PCMC asserts EADS# to indicate to the 
Pentium microprocessor that a valid snoop address has been driven onto the CPU 
address lines to perform an inquire cycle. During PCI master cycles, the PCMC Signals 
the LBXs to drive a snoop address onto the host address lines and then .asserts 
EADS# to initate a snoop cycle to the primary cache. 

INV out INVALIDATE: The INV signal specifies the final state (invalid or shared) that a first leyel 
cache line transitions to in the event of a cache line hit during a snoop cycle. When 
snooping the caches during a PCI master write, the PCMC asserts INV with EADS#. 
When INV is asserted with EADS#, an inquire hit results in the .line being invalidated. 
When snooping the caches during a PCI master read, the PCMC does not assert INV 
with EADS#. In this case, an inquire cycle hit results in a line transitioning to the shared 
state. 

BOFF# out BACK OFF: The PCMC asserts .BOFF # to force the Pentium CPU to abort all 
outstanding bus cycles that have not been completed and float its bus in the next clock. 
The PCMC uses this signal to force the CPU to re-order a write-back due to a snoop 
cycle around a currently outstanding bus cycle. The CPU remains in bus hold until 
BOFF # is negated. 
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2.1 Host Interface (Continued) 

I 

Signal 

HITMII 

M/IOII 
D/CII 
W/RII 

/ 

Type Description 

in HIT MODIFIED: The Pentium processor asserts HITM II to inform the PCMC that the 
current inquire cycle hit a modified line. HITM II is asserted by the Pentium 
microprocessor two clocks after the assertion of EADS II if the inquire cycle hits a 
modified line in the primary cache. 

in BUS CYCLE DEFINITION (MEMORY/INPUT-OUTPUT, DATA/CONTROL, WRITE/ 
READ): MilO, D/CII and W/RII define Host Bus cycles as shown in the table below. 

M/IOII D/CII W/RII Bus Cycle Type 
Low Low Low Interrupt Acknowledge 
Low Low High Special Cycle 
Low High Low 1/0 Read 
Low High High 110 Write 
High Low Low Code Read 
High Low High Reserved 
High High Low Memory Read 
High High High Memory Write 

Interrupt acknowledge cycles are forwarded to the'PCI Bus as PCI interrupt 
acknowledge cycles (Le. C/BE[3:0] II = 0000 during the address phase). All 1/0 cycles 
and any memory cycles that are not directed to memory controlled by the PCMC DRAM 
controller are forwarded to PCI. The Pentium microprocessor generates six different 
types of special cycles. The special cycle type is encoded on the BE[7:0] II lines. 

HLOCKII in HOST BUS LOCK: The Pentium processor asserts HLOCKII to indicate the current bus 
cycle is locked. H LOCK II is asserted in the first clock of the first locked bus cycle and is 
negated after the BRDY II is returned for the last locked bus cycle. The Pentium 
microprocessor guarantees HLOCK II to be negated for at least one clock between 
back-to-back locked operations. When a CPU locked cycle" is directed to main memory, 
the PCMC guarantees that once the locked operation begins in main memory, the CPU 
has exclusive access to main memory (Le., PCI master accesses to main memory will 
notbe initiated until the CPU locked operation completes). When a CPU locked cycle is 
directed to PCI, the PCMC arbitrates for PLOCKII (PCI LOCK II) before initiating the 
cycle on PCI, except when the cycle is.to the memory range defined by the Frame 
Buffer Range Register and the No Lock Requests bit in that register is set to 1. 

CACHE II in CACHEABILITY: The Pentium processor asserts CACHE II to indicate the internal 
cacheability of a read cycle or that a write cycle is a burst write-back cycle. If the CPU 
drives CACHE II inactive during a read cycle, the returned data is not cached, 
regardless of the state of KEN II. The CPU asserts CACHE II for cacheable data reads, 
cacheable code fetches, and cache line write-backs. CACHE II is driven along with the 
cycle definition pins. 

KEN II out CACHE ENABLE: The PCMC asserts KEN II to indicate to the CPU that the current 
cycle is cacheable. KEN II is asserted for all accesses to memory ranges 0 KBytes-
512 KBytes and 1024 KBytes to the top of main memory controlled by the PCMC when 
the Primary Cache Enable bit is set to 1, except in the following case: KEN II is not 
asserted for accesses to the top 64 KByte of main memory controlled by the PCMC 
when the SMRAM Enable bit in the DRAM Control Register (Offset 57h) is set to 1. 
KEN II is asserted for any CPU access within the range of 512 KBytes-1 024 KBytes if 
the corresponding Cache Enable bit in the PAM[6:0] Registers (offsets 59h-5Fh) is set 
to 1 and the area is not write protected. If the area is write protected and cacheable, 
KEN II is asserted for code read cycles, but is not asserted during data read cycles. 
When the Pentium processor indicates that the current read cycle can be cached by 
asserting CACHE II and the PCMC responds with KEN II, the cycle is converted into a 
burst cache line fill. The CPU samples KEN II with the first of either BRDY II or NA II. 
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2.1. Host Interface (Continued) 

Signal Type Description 

SMIACT# in SYSTEM MANAGEMENT INTERRUPT ACTIVE: The Pentium processor asserts 
SMIACT # to indicate that the processor is operating in System Management Mode 
(SMM). When the SMRAM Enable bit in the DRAM Control Register (offset 57h) is set 
to 1, the PCMC allows CPU accesses to SMRAM as permitted by the SMRAM Space 
Register at configuration space offset 72h. 

PEN# out PARITY ENABLE: The PEN # signal, along with the MCE bit in CR4 of the Pentium 
microprocessor, determines whether a machine check exception will be taken by the 
CPU as a result of a parity error on a read cycle. The PCMC asserts PEN # during 
DRAM read cycles if the MCHK on DRAM/L2 Cache Data Parity Error Enable bit in the 
Error Command Register (offset 70h) is set to 1. The PCMC asserts PEN # during CPU 
second level cache read cycles if the MCHK on DRAM/L2 Cache Data Parity Error 
Enable and the L2 Cache Parity Enable bits in the Error Command Register (offset 70h) 
are both set to 1. 

PCHK# in DATA PARITY CHECK: PCHK # is sampled by the PCMC to detect parity errors on 
CPU read cycles from main memory if the Parity Error Mask Enable bit in the DRAM 
Control Register (offset 57h) is reset to O. PCHK # is sampled by the PCMC to detect 
parity errors on CPU read cycles from the second level cache if the L2 Cache Parity 
Enable bit in the Error Command Register (offset 70h) is set to 1. If incorrect parity was 
detected on a data read, the PCHK# signal is asserted by the Pentium microprocessor 
two clocks after BRDY # is returned. PCHK # is asserted for one clock for each clock in 
which a parity error was detected. 

2.2 DRAM Interface 
Signal Type Description 

RAS[5:0] # out ROW ADDRESS STROBES: The RAS[5:0] # signals are used to latch the row 
address on the MA[10:0] lines into the DRAMs. Each RAS[5:0] # signal corresponds 
to one DRAM row. The PCMC supports up to 6 rows in the DRAM array. Each row is 
eight bytes wide. These signals drive the RAS# lines of the DRAM array directly, 
without external buffers. 

CAS [7:0] # out COLUMN ADDRESS STROBES: The CAS [7:0] # signals are used to latch the 
column address on the MA[1 0:0] lines into the DRAMs. Each CAS [7:0] # signal 
corresponds to one byte of the eight byte-wide array. These signals drive the CAS # 
lines of the DRAM array directly, without external buffers. In a minimum configuration, 

I " 
, 

each CAS [7:0] # line only has one SIMM load, while the maximum configuration has 6 
SIMMloads. 

WE# out DRAM WRITE ENABLE: WE # is asserted during both CPU and PCI master writes to 
main memory. During burst writes to main memory, WE# is asserted before the first 
assertion of CAS [7:0] # and is negated with the last CAS[7:0] #. The WE # signal is 
externally buffered to drive the WE # inputs on the DRAMs. 

MA[10:0] out DRAM MULTIPLEXED ADDRESS: MA[1 0:0] provide the row and column address to 
the DRAM array. The MA[10:0] lines are externally buffered to drive the multiplexed 
address lines of the DRAM array. 
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2.3 Cache Interface 
Signal Type Description 

CALE out CACHE ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE: CALE controls the external latch between the 
host address lines and the cache address lines. CALE is asserted to open the 

'.~:'. II. 

Il··, ,. 

, 

external latch, allowing the host address lines to propagate to the cache address 
lines. CALE is negated to latch the cache address lines. 

CADS[1:0]#, out These pins serve one of two purposes depending on the type of SRAMs used for 
CR/W[1:0]# the second level cache. 

CACHE ADDRESS STROBE: CADS[1 :0] # are used with burst SRAMs. When 
asserted, CADS[1 :0] # cause the burst SRAMs to latch the cache address on the 
rising edge of HCLK. CADS[1 :0] # are glitch-free synchronous signals. 

CADS[1 :0] # functionality is provided when the SRAM type bit in the Secondary 
Cache Control register is set to 1. Two copies of this signal are provided for timing 
reasons only. 

CACHE READ/WRITE: CR/W[1 :0] # provide read/write control to the second level 
cache when using asynchronous dual-byte select SRAMs. This functionality is 
provided when the SRAM Type and Cache Byte Control bits in the Secondary 
Cache Control register are both reset to O. The two copies of this signal are always 
driven to the same logic level. 

CADV[1:0]# out CACHE ADVANCE: CADV[1 :0] # are used with burst SRAMs to advance the 
internal two bit address counter inside theSRAMs to the next address of the burst 
sequence. Two copies of this signal are provided for timing reasons only. The two 
copies are always driven to the same logic level. 

CAA[6:3] out CACHE ADDRESS [6:3]: CAA[6:3] and CAB[6:3] are connected to address lines 
CAB [6:3] A[3:0] on the second level cache SRAMs. CAA[4:3] and CAB[4:3] are used with 

standard SRAMs to advance through the burst sequence. CAA[6:5] and CAB [6:5] 
are used during second level cache write-back cycles to address the modified lines 
within the addressed sector. Two copies of these signals are provided for timing 
reasons only. The two copies are always driven to the same logic level. 

COE[1:0]# out CACHE OUTPUT ENABLE: COE[1 :0] # are asserted when data is to be read from 
the second level cache and are negated at all other times. Two copies of this signal 
are provided for timing reasons only. The two copies are always driven to the same 
logic level. 

CWE[7:0]#, out These pins serve one of two purpQses depending on the type of SRAMs used for 
CBS[7:0] # the second level cache. 

CACHE WRITE ENABLES: CWE[7:0] # are asserted to write data to the second 
level cache SRAMs on a byte-by-byte basis. CWE7 # controls the most significant 
byte while CWEO# controls the least significant byte. These pins act as Cache 
Write Enables (CWE[7:0] #) when using burst SRAMs (SRAM Type bit in SCC 
register is set to 1) or when using asynchronous SRAMs (SRAM Type bit in SCC is 
reset to 0) and the Cache Byte Control bit in the SCC register is set to 1. 

CACHE BYTE SELECTS: The CBS[7:0] # lines provide byte control to the 
secondary cache when using dual-byte select asynchronous SRAMs. These pins 
act as Cache Byte Select lines when the SRAM Type and Cache Byte Control bits in 
the SCC register are both reset to O. 
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2.4 PCI Interface 
Signal Type Description 

C/BE[3:0]# tis PCI BUS COMMAND AND BYTE ENABLES: C/BE[3:0] # are driven by the current 
bus master during the address phase of a PCI cycle to define the PCI command, and 
during the data phase as the PCI byte enables. The PCI commands indicate the 
current cycle type; and the PCI byte enables indicate which byte lanes carry 
meaningful data. C/BE[3:0] # are outputs of the PCMC during CPU cycles that are 
directed to PCI. C/BE[3:0] # are inputs when the PCMC acts as a slave. The 
command encodings and types are listed below. 

C/BE[3:0]# Command 
0000 Interrupt Acknowledge 
0001 Special Cycle 
0010 1/0 Read 
0011 110 Write 
0100 Reserved 
0101 Reserved 
0110 Memory Read 

·0111 Memory Write 
1000 Reserved 
1001 Reserved 
1010 Configuration Read 
1011 Configuration Write 
1100 Memory Read Multiple 
1101 Reserved 
1110 Memory Read Line 
1111 Memory Write and Invalidate 

FRAME# sltls CYCLE FRAME: FRAME # is driven by the current bus master to indicate the 
beginning and duration of an access. FRAME # is asserted to indicate that a bus 
transaction is beginning. While FRAME # is asserted, data transfers continue. When 
FRAME# is negated, the transaction is in the final data phase. FRAME# is an output 
of the PCMC during CPU cycles which are directed to PCI. FRAME # is an input to 
the PCMC when the PCMC acts as a slave. 

IRDY# sltls INITIATOR READY: The assertion of IRDY # indicates the current bus master's 
ability to complete the current data phase. IRDY # works in conjunction with TROY # 
to indicate when data has been transferred. On PCI, data is transferred on each clock 
that both IRDY # and TROY # are asserted. During read cycles, IRDY # is used to 
indicate that the master is prepared to accept data. During write cycles, IRDY # is 
used to indicate that the master has driven valid data on the AD[31 :0] lines. Wait 
states are inserted until both IRDY # and TROY # are asserted together. IRDY # is 
an output of the PCMC when the PCMC is the PCI master. IRDY # is an input to the 
PCMC when the PCMC acts as a slave. 

TRDY# sltls TARGET READY: TROY # indicates the target device's ability to complete the 
current data phase of the transaction. It is used in conjunction with IRDY #. A data 
phase is completed on each clock that TROY # and IRDY # are both sampled 
asserted. During read cycles, TROY # indicates that valid data is present on AD[31 :0] 
lineS. During write cycles, TROY # indicates the target is prepared to accept data. 
Wait states are inserted on the bus until both IRDY # and TROY # are asserted 

.. together. TROY # is an output of the PCMC when the PCMC is the PCI slave. 
I TROY # is an input to the PCMC when the PCMC is a master. 
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2.4 PCllnterface (Continued) 

Signal Type Description 

DEVSEL# sltls DEVICE SELECT: When asserted, DEVSEL# indicates that the driving device has 
decoded its address as the target of the current access. DEVSEL# is an output of 
the PCMC when PCMC is a PCI slave and is derived from the M EMCS # input. 
MEMCS# is generated by the expansion bus bridge as a decode to the main 
memory address space. During CPU to PCI cycles, DEVSEL# is an input. It is used 
to determine if any device has responded to the current bus cycle, and to detect a 
target abort cycle. Master-abort termination results if no subtractive decode agent 
exists in the system, and no one asserts DEVSEL# within a programmed number of 
clocks. 

STOP# sltls STOP: STOP # indicates that the current target is requesting the master to stop the 
current transaction. This signal is used in conjunction with DEVSEL# to indicate 
disconnect, target-abort, and retry cycles. When the PCMC is acting as a master on 
PCI, if STOP # is sampled active on a rising edge of PCLKIN, FRAME# is negated 
within a maximum of 3 clock cycles. STOP# may be asserted by the PCMC in three 
cases. If a PCI master attempts to access main memory when another PCI master 
has locked main memory, the PCMC assertsSTOP# to signal retry. The PCMC 
detects this condition when sampling FRAME # and LOCK # both active during an 
address phase. When a PCI master is reading from main memory, the PCMC asserts 
STOP# when the burst cycle is about to cross a cache line boundary. When a PCI 
master is writing to main memory, the PCMC asserts STOP# upon filling either of the 
two PCI-to-main memory posted write buffers. Once asserted, STOP# remains 
asserted until FRAME# is negated. 

PLOCK# sltls PCI LOCK: PLOCK # is used to indicate an atomic operation that may require 
multiple transactions to complete. PCI provides a mechanism referred to as 
"resource lock" in which only the target of the PCI transaction is locked. The 
assertion of G NT # on PCI does not guarantee control of the PLOCK # signal. 
Control of PLOCK # is obtained under its own protocol. When the PCMC is the PCI 
slave, PLOCK # is sampled as an input on the rising edge of PCLKIN when FRAME # 
is sampled active. If PLOCK # is sampled asserted, the PCMC enters into a locked 
state and remains in the locked state until PLOCK # is sampled negated on a 
following/ising edge of PCLKIN, when FRAME# is sampled asserted. 

REQ# out REQUEST: The PCMC asserts REQ# to indicate to the PCI bus arbiter that the 
PCMC is requesting use of the PCI Bus in response'to a CPU cycle directed to PCI. 

GNT# in GRANT: When asserted, GNT # indicates that access to the PCI Bus has been 
granted to the PCMC by the PCI Bus arbiter. 

MEMCS# in MAIN MEMORY CHIP SELECT: When asserted, MEMCS# indicates to the PCMC 
that a PCI master cycle is targeting main memory. MEMCS# is generated by the 
expansion bus bridge. M EMCS # is sampled by the PCMC on the rising edge of 
PCLKIN on the first and second cycle after FRAME# has been as.serted. 

FLSHREQ# in FLUSH REQUEST: When asserted, FLSHREQ# instructs the PCMC to flush the 
CPU-to-PCI posted write buffer in the LBXs and to disable further posting to this 
buffer as long as FLSHREQ# remains active. The PCMC acknowledges completion 
of the CPU-to-PCI write buffer flush operation by asserting MEMACK #. MEMACK # 
remains asserted until FLSHREQ# is negated. FLSHREQ# is driven by the 
expansion bus bridge and is used to avoid deadlock conditions on the PCI Bus. 

MEMREQ# in MEMORY REQUEST: When asserted, MEMREQ# instructs the PCMC to flush the 
CPU-to-PCI and CPU-to-main memory posted write buffers and to disable posting in 
these buffers as long as MEMREQ# is active. The PCMC acknowledges completion 
of the flush operations by asserting MEMACK #. MEMACK # remains asserted until 
MEMREQ# is negated. MEMREQ# is driven by the expansion bus bridge. 
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2.4 PCI Interface (Continued) 

Signal Type Description 

MEMACK# out MEMORY ACKNOWLEDGE: When asserted, MEMACK# indicates the completion of 
the operations requested by an active FLSHREQ # . andl or MEMREQ # . 

pAR tis PARITY: PAR is an even parity bit across the AD[31 :0) and C/BE[3:0) # lines. Parity 
is generated on all PCI transactions~ As a master; the PCMC generates even parity on 
CPU writes to PCI, based on the PPOUT[1 :0) inputs from the LBXs. During CPU read 

'cycles frompCl, the PCMC checks parity by checking the value sampled on the PAR 
inpLJt with the PPOUT[1 :0) Inputs from the LBXs. As a slave, the PCMC generates 
even parity on PAR, based on the PPOUT[1 :0) inputs during PCI master. reads from 
main memory. During PCI master writes to main memory, the PCMC checks Parity by , 
checking the value sampled on PAR lJ\(ith the PPOUT[1:0) inputs. 

PERR# sltls PARITY ERROR: PERR # may be pulsed. by any agent that detects a parity error 
during an address phase, or by the master or the selected target during any data 
phase in which the AD lines are inputs. The PERR # signal is enabled when the 
PERR # on I=!eceiving Data Parity Error bit inthe Error Command Register (offset 70h) 
and the Parity Error Enable bit in the PCI Command Register (offset 04h) are both set 
to 1. 
When enabled, CPU-to-PCI write data is checked for parity errors by sampling the 
PERR # signal two PCI clocks after data is driven. Also, when enabled, PERR # is 
asserted by the PCMC when it detects a data parity Elrror on CPU read data from PCI 
and PCI master write data to main memory. PERR# is neither sampled nor driven by 
the PCMC when .either the PERR # on Receiving Data Parity Error bit in the Error 
Command Register or the Parity Error Enable bit in the PCI Command Register is . 
res~t to O. 

SERR# old SYSTEM ERROR: SERR # may be pulsed by any agent for reporting errors other 
than parity. SERR # is asserted by the PCMC whenever a serious system error (not 
necessarily a PCI error) occurs. The intent is to have the PCI central agent (for 
example, the expansion bus bridge) assert NMI to the'processor. Control over the 
SERR # signal is provided via the Error Command Register (offset 70h) when the 
Parity Error Enable bit in the PCI Command Register (offset 04h) is set to 1. When the 
SERR # DRAM/L2 Cache Data Parity Error bit is set to 1, .SERR # is asserted upon 
detecting a parity error on CPU read cycles from DRAM. If the L2 Cache Parity bit is 
also set to 1, SERR # will be asserted upon, detecting a parity error on CPU read 
cycles from the second level cache. The Pentium microprocessor indicates these 
parity errors to the PCMC via the PCHK # signal. When the SERR # on PCI Address 
Parity Error bit is set to 1, the PCMG asserts SERR # if a parity error is detected 
during the address phase o,f a PCI master cycle. 

; When the $ERR # on Received PCI Data Parity bit is set to 1, the PCMC asserts 
SERR # if a parity error is detected on PCI during a CPU read from PCI. During CPU to 
PCI write cycles, when the SERR # on Transmitted PCI Data Parity Error bit is set to 
1, the PCMC asserts SERR# in response to sampling RERR# active. When the 
SERR # on Received Target Abort bit is set to 1, the PCMC asserts SERR # when the 
PCMC receives a target abort on a PCMC initiated PCI. cyclEt If the Parity Error Enable 
bit in thePCI Command, Register is reset to 0, SERR # is disabled and is never 
asserted by the PCMC.' 
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2.5 LBX Interface 
Signal Type Description 

HIG[4:0j out HOST INTERFACE GROUP: HIG[4:0j are outputs of the PCMC used to control the 
lBX HA (Host Address) and HD (Host Data) buses. Commands driven on HIG[4:0j 
cause the host data and/ or address lines to be either driven or latched by the lBXs. 
See the 82433LX (lBX) local Bus Accelerator Data Sheet for a listing of the 
HIG[4:0j commands. 

MIG[2:0j out MEMORY INTERFACE GROUP: MIG[2:0j are outputs of the PCMC used to control 
the lBX MD (Memory Data) bus. Commands driven on the MIG[2:0jlines cause the 
memory data lines to be either driven or latched by the lBXs. See the 82433lX (lBX) 
local Bus Accelerator Data Sheet for a listing of the MIG[2:0j commands. 

. MDlE out MEMORY DATA LATCH ENABLE: During CPU reads from main memory, MDlE is 
used to control the latching of memory read data on the CPU data bus. MDlE is 
negated as CAS [7:0j # are negated to close the latch between the memory data bus 
and the host data bus. During CPU reads from main memory, the PCMC closes the 
memory data to host data latch in the lBXs as BRDY # is asserted and opens the 
latch after the CPU has sampled the data. 

PIG[3:0j out PCIINTERFACE GROUP: PIG [3:0j are outputs of the PCMC used to control the lBX 
AD (PCI Address/Data) bus. Commands driven on the PIG[3:0jlines cause the AD 
lines to be either driven or latched. See the 82433lX (lBX) local Bus Accelerator 
Data Sheet for a listing of the PIG[3:0j commands. 

DRVPCI out DRIVE PC I: DRVPCI acts as an output enableforthe lBX AD lines. When sampled 
asserted, the lBXs begin driving the PCI AD lines. When negated, the AD lines on 
the lBXs are tri-stated. The lBX AD lines are tri-stated asynchronously from the 
falling edge of DRVPCI. 

EOl in END OF LINE: EOl is asserted by the low order lBI( when a PCI master read or 
write transaction is about to overrun a cache line boundary. EOl has an internal pull-
up resistor inside the PCMC. The low order lBX EOl signal connects to this PCMC 
input. The high order lBX EOl signal is connected to ground through an external 
pull-down resistor. 

PPOUT[1:0] in PCI PARITY OUT: These signals reflect the parity of the 32 AD lines driven from or 
latched in the lBXs, depending on the command driven on PIG[3:0]. The PPOUTO 
pin has a weak internal pull-down resistor. The PPOUT1 pin has a weak internal pull-
up resistor. 

2.6 Reset and Clock 
Signal Type Description 

HClKOSC in HOST CLOCK OSCILLATOR: The HClKOSC input is driven externally by either a 
60 MHz or 66.667 MHz crystal oscillator. The PCMC generates six copies of HClK 
from HClKOSC (HClKA-HClKF). During power-up, HClKOSC must stabilize for 1 ms 
before PWROK is asserted. If an external clock driver is used to clock the CPU, PCMC, 
lBXs and second level cache SRAMs instead of the HClKA-HClKF outputs, 
HClKOSC must be tied either high or low. 

HClKA- out HOST CLOCK OUTPUTS: HClKA-HClKF are six low skew copies of the host clock. 
HClKF These outputs eliminate the need for an external low skew clock driver. One of these 

outputs drives both the CPU and the PCMC. Thus, the clock skew between the CPU 
and PCMC is kept lower than the skew between the PCMC and other components. 
Another HClK output drives both of the lBXs. The remaining four are used to drive the 
second level cache SRAMs. 
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2.6 Reset and Clock (Continued) 

Signal Type Description 

HCLKIN in HOST CLOCK INPUT: All timing on the host, DRAM and second level cache interfaces 
is based on HCLKIN. If an external clock driver is used to clock the CPU, PCMC, LBXs 
and second level cache SRAMs, the externally generated clock must be connected to 
HCLKIN. During power-up HCLKIN must stabilize for 1 ms before PWROK is asserted. 

CPURST out CPU HARD RESET: The CPURST pin is asserted in response to one of two conditions. 
First, during power-up the PCMC asserts CPURST when PWROK is negated. When 
PWROK is asserted, the PCMC first ensures that it has been initialized before negating 
CPURST. CPURST is also asserted when the System Hard Reset Enable bit in the 
Turbo-Reset Control Register (I/O address OCF9h) is set to 1 and the Reset CPU bit 
toggles from 0 to 1. CPURST is driven synchronously to the rising edge of HCLKIN. 

INIT out INITIALIZATION: INIT is asserted in response to anyone of three conditions. When 
the System Hard Reset Enable bit in the Turbo-Reset Control Register is reset to 0 and 
the Reset CPU bit toggles from 0 to 1, the PCMC initiates a soft reset by asserting INIT. 
The PCMC also initiates a soft reset by asserting INIT in response to a shutdown 
special cycle. In both cases, INIT is asserted for a minimum of 16 Host clocks. If the 
BIST Enable bit and the System Hard Reset Enable bit in the Turbo-Reset Control 
Register are both set to 1, and the Reset CPU bit toggles from 0 to 1, the PCMC will 
assert INIT along with CPURST and will negate INIT one clock after negating CPURST. 
This will force the CPU to execute a Built In Self Test (BIST) prior to the start of 
program execution. 

PWROK in POWER OK: When asserted, PWROK is an indication to the PCMC that ppwer and 
HCLKIN have stabilized for at least 1 ms. PWROK can be driven asynchronously. 
When PWROK is negated, the PCMC asserts both CPURST and PCIRST #. When 
PWROK is driven high, the PCMC ensures that it is initialized before negating CPURST 
and PCIRST#. 

PCLKOUT out PCI CLOCK OUTPUT: PCLKOUT i.s internally generated by a Phase Locked Loop 
(PLL) that divides the frequency of HCLKIN by 2. This output must be buffered 
externally to generate m41tiple copies of the PCI Clock. One of the copies must be 
connected to the PCLKIN pin. 

PCLKIN in PCI CLOCK INPUT: An internal PLL locks PCLKIN in phase with HCLKIN. All timing on 
the PCMC PCI interface is referenced to the PCL.:KIN input. All output signals on the 
PCI interface are driven from PCLKIN rising edges and all input signals on the PCI 
interface are sampled on PCLKIN rising edges. 

PCIRSH out PCI RESET: PCIRST# is asserted to initiate hard reset on PCL PCIRST# is asserted 
in response to one of two conditions. First, during power-up the PCMC asserts 
PCIRST # when PWROK is negated. When PWROK is asserted the PCMC will first 
ensure that it has .been initialized before negating PGIRST #. PCIRST # is also 
asserted when the System Hard Reset Enable bit in the Turbo/Reset Control Register 
is set to 1 arid the Reset CPU bit toggles from 0 to 1. PCIRST:" is driven 
asynchronously. 

TESTEN in TEST ENABLE: TESTEN must be tied low for normal system operation. 
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3.0 REGISTER DESCRIPTION 

The PCMC contains two sets of software accessible 
registers. These registers are accessed via the Host 
CPU 1/0 address space. The 1/0 mapped register 
set contains two control registers that reside in the 
CPU 1/0 space and are used to reset the CPU, en
ableldisable the CPU deturbo mode, and enablel 
disable access to the PCI configuration space (see 
Section 3.1, 1/0 Mapped Registers). The PCMC also 
contains a set of configuration registers that reside 
in PCI configuration space and are used to specify 
PCI configuration, DRAM configuration, cache con
figuration, operating parameters and optional sys
tem features (see Section 3.2, PCI Configuration 
Space). The PCMC internal registers (both 110 
Mapped and Configuration registers) are only acces
sible by the Host CPU and cannot be accessed by 
PCI masters. The registers can be accessed as byte, 
word (16-bit), or Dword (32-bit) quantities. All multi
byte numeric fields use "little-endian" ordering (Le., 
lower addresses contain the.ieast significant parts of 
the field). 

Some of the PCMC registers described in this sec
tion contain reserved bits. These bits are labeled 
"R". Software must deal correctly with fields that are 
reserved. On reads, software must use appropriate 
masks 10 extract the defined bits and not rely on 
reserved bits being any particular value. On writes, 
software must ensure that the values of reserved bit 
positions are preserved. That is, tlile values of re
served bit pOSitions must first be read, merged with 
the new values for other bit positions and then writ
ten back. 

82434LX 

In addition to reserved bits within a register, the 
PCMC contains address locations in the PCI config
uration space that are marked "Reserved" (Table 
3-1). The PCMC responds to accesses to these ad
dress locations by completing the Host cycle. When 
a reserved register location is read, OOOOh is .re
turned. Writes to reserved registers have no affect 
on the PCMC. 

Upon receiving a hard reset via the PWROK signal, 
the PCMC sets its internal configuration registers to 
predetermined default states. The. default state rep
resents the minimum functionality feature set re
quired to successfully bring up the system. Hence, it 
does not represent the optimal system configuration. 
It is the responsibility of the system initialization soft
ware (usually BIOS) to properly determine the 
DRAM configurations, cache configuration, operat
ing parameters and optional system features that 
are applicable, and to program the PCMC registers 
accordingly. 

3.1 1/0 Mapped Registers 

The PCMC contains three registers that reside in the 
CPU 1/0 address space the Configuration Space 
Enable (CSE) Register; the Turbo-Reset Control 
(TRG) Register and the Forward Address Register. 
These registers can not reside in PCI configuration 
space because of the special functions they per
form. The Configuration Space Enable (CSE) Regis
ter enablesldisables the configuration space and, 
hence, can not reside in that space. The TRC Regis
ter enablesldisables deturbo mode which effectively 
slows the processor to accommodate software pro
gram;:l that rely on the slow speed of PC/XT systems 
to time certain events. The Forward Address Regis
ter determines to which of the possible hierarchical 
PCI buses a cycle is directed. . 
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3.1.1 CSE-CONFIGURATION SPACE ENABLE REGISTER 

1/0 Address: OCF8h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: ReadlWrite 

Size: 8 Bits 

CSE is an 8-bit readlwrite register used to enableldisable configuration space access and to access specific 
functions within a PCI agent. The PCMC, as a Host/PCI Bridge, supports multi-function devices on the PCI 
Bus. The function number permits individual configuration spaces for up to eight functions within an agent. The 
register is located in the CPU 1/0 address space. The CSE Register fields are shown in Figure 3-1 and 
described in Table 3-1. 

Bit 

7:4 

3:1 

0 

1-80 

7 

I 
4 3 

KEY I 
1 0 

FN I 0 I 
L Reserved 

'------ Function Number (R/W) 
(Mapped to AD[1 0:8] during 
configuration cycles) 

L...-________ Key (R/W) 

OOOO=Normal Mode 
other=Configuration Mode· 

Figure 3·1. Configuration Space Enable Register 

Table 3·1. Configuration Space Enable Register 

Description 

290479-5 

KEY: Configuration space is mapped into 1/0 space by writing to the Configuration Space Enable 
(CSE) Register. The KEY field selects between normal mode and configuration mode as follows: 

KEY Description 
0000 Normal mode. In this mode; the PCMC translates CPU 110 readlwrite cycles in the COOOh-

CFFFh address range to PCII/O cyCles. 
1000 Configuration mode. In this mode, the PCMC translates CPU 1/0 readlwrite cycles in the 

COOOh-CFFFh address range to PCI configuration readlwrite cycles. 

FN (FUNCTION NUMBER): For multi-function devices, this field selects a particular function within a 
PCI device. During a configuration cycle, bits [3:1] become part of the PCI Bus address and 
correspond to AD[10:8]. 

RESERVED 

I 
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3.1.2 TRC-TURBO-RESET CONTROL REGISTER 

I/O Address: OCF9h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 Bits 

The TRC Register is an 8-bit read/write register that selects turbo/deturbo mode of the CPU, initiates PCI Bus 
and CPU reset cycles, and initiates the CPU Built In Self Test (BIST). TRC is located in CPU I/O address 
space. 

Bit 

7:3 

2 

1 

0 

I 

7 

Reserved. 

4 

Reset CPU (RJW) 
see table 

Bit 

Default 

TurbolDeturbo Mode (RIW) 
1=Oeturbo 
O=Turbo 

System Hard Reset Enable (R/W) 
see table 

Figure 3-2. Turbo-Reset Register 

Table 3-2. Turbo-Reset Register 

Description 

290479-6 

Reset CPU (RCPU): RCPU is used to initiate a hard reset or soft reset to the CPU. During a hard 
reset, the PCMC asserts CPURST and PCIRST #. The PCMC initiates a hard reset when this register 
is programmed for a hard reset or when the PWROK signal is asserted. During a soft reset, the 
PCMCasserts INIT. The PCMC initiates a soft reset when this register is programmed for a soft 
reset and in response to a shutdown spe9ial cycle. 

This bit is used in conjunction 'with bit 3 and bit 1 of this register. Bit 3 and bit 1 must be set up prior 
to writing a 1 to this register. Thus, two write operations are required to initiate a reset using this bit. 
The first write operation programs bit 3 and bit 1 to the appropriate state while setting this bit to O. 
The second write operation keeps the bit 3 and bit 1 at their programmed state (1 or 0) while setting 
this bit to a 1. When RCPU transitions from a 0 to a 1, a hard reset is initiated if bit 1 = 1 and a soft 
reset is initiated if bit 1 = O. In addition, if bit 3 = 1 during a hard reset, the CPU Built In Self Test is 
invoked. 

System Hard Reset Enable (SHRE): This bit is used in conjunction with bit 2 of this register to 
initiate either a hard or soft reset. When SHRE = 1, the PCMC initiates a hard reset to the CPU 
when bit 2 transitions from 0 to 1. When SHRE = 0, the PCMC initiates a soft reset when bit 2 
transitions from 0 to 1. 

Deturbo Mode (OM): This bit enables and disables deturbo mode. When DM = 1, the PCMC is in 
the deturbo mode. In this mode, the PCMC periodically asserts the AHOLD signal to slow down the 
effective speed of the CPU. The AHOLD duty cycle is programmable through the Deturbo 
Frequency Control (DFC) Register. When DM = 0, the deturbo mode is disabled. 

Deturbo mode can be used to maintain backward compatibility with older software packages that 
rely on the operating speed of older processors. For accurate speed emulation, caching should be 
disabled. If caching is disabled during runtime, the following steps should be performed to make 
sure that modified lines have been flushed from the cache to main memory before entering deturbo 
mode. Disable the primary cache via the PCE bit in the HCS Register. This prevents the KEN # 
signal from being asserted, which prevents any further first and second level cache line fills. At this 
point, software executes the WBINVD instruction to flush the caches, and then sets DM to 1. When 
exiting the deturbo mode, the system software must first set DM to 0, then enable first and second 
level caching by writing to the HCS Register. 
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3.1.3 FORW-FORWARD REGISTER 
I/O Address: OCFAh 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 Bits 

This 8-bit register specifies which PCI Bus configuration space is enabled in a multiple PCI Bus configuration. 
The default value for the FORW Register enables the configuration space of the PCI Bus connected. to the 
PCMC. The register field is shown in Figure 3-3 and described in Table 3-3. 

Bit 

7:0 

1-82 

7 o 
Forward Bus Number 

[ 
Forward Bus Number (RIW) 
OOh=No Bus Forwarding 

(Access to PCI Bus connected 
to PCMC) 

Other=Bus Forwarding 
(Bits[7:0] map to AO[23:16]) 

Figure 3-3. Forward Register 

Table 3-3. Forward Register 

Description 

290479-96 

FORWARD BUS NUMBER: When this register is set to OOh, the configuration space of the PCI Bus 
connected to the PCMC is enabled and the PCMC initiates a type 0 configuration cycle. If the value 
of this register is not OOh, the PCMC initiates a type 1 configuration cycle to forward the cycle (via 
one or more PCI/PCI Bridges) to the PCI Bus specified by the contents of this register. For non-zero 
values, bits [7:0] are mapped to AD [23: 16], respectively. The default value for this register is OOh. 

I 



3.2 PCI Configuration Space Mapped 
Registers 

The PCI Bus defines a slot based "configuration 
space" that allows each device to contain up to 256 
8-bit. configuration registers. The. PCI specification 
defines two bus cycles to access the PCI configura
tion space-Conflguratlon Read and Configura
tion Write, While memory and I/O spaces are 
supported by the Pentium microprocessor, configu
ration space is not supported. The PCMC provides 
the mechanism that allows the Host CPU to access 
the PCI configuration space. The bus cycles used to 
access PCMC internal configuration registers are 
described in Section 7.0, PCI Interface. 

3.2.1 HOST CPU I/O SPACE TO PCI 
CONFIGURATION SPACE TRANSLATION 

The PCI speCification defines two bus. cycles to ac
cess the PCI configuration space: Configuration 
Read and Configuration Write. However, today's 
CPUs do not generate these bus cycles. Therefore, 
Host/PCI bridges (e.g., the PCMC) must translate 
either memory or I/O read/write cyCles of certain 
address ranges into PCI configuration cycles. 

The PCMC translates CPU I/O read/write cycles to 
the COOOh-CFFFh address range into PCI configura
tion read/write cycles. A brief description of the 
translation map is provided in the following para
graphs. 

When PCI configuration space is enabled through 
the CSE Register, all I/O read/write cycles to the 
COOOh-CFFFh address range of the I/O space are 
translated to PCI configuration read/write cycles. 
There are two types of configuration cycles (type 0 
and type 1) that differ by the type of address map
ping used to translate the Host I/O cycle to a PCI 
configuration cycle. Type 0 cycles access the con
figuration space of the PCI Bus that is connected to 
the PCMC. Type 1 cycles are used in multiple PCI 
Bus systems to access the configuration space of 
PCI Buses that are not directly connected to the 
PCMC. The value programmed into the PCMC's For
ward Register determines whether the PCMC gener
ates a type 0 or type 1 configuration cycle. 

82434LX 

In a multiple PCI Bus system each bus is assigned a 
bus number. The bus number for the PCI Bus con
nected to the PCMC is hardwired to O. The. PCMC 
uses the Forward Register, Bus Number Register, 
and Subordinate Bus Number Register to forward 
configuration cycles to the appropriate PCI/PCI 
Bridge. The PCMC's Forward Register must be prO
grammed with the desired PCI Bus number. During a 
type 1 configuration cycle, this number is mapped 
into the address of the PCI Bus configuration cycle. 
PCI/PCI Bridges compare this number with the val
ues programmed into their Bus Number and Subor
dinate Bus Number Registers to. determine if the 
configuration cycle is intended for a bus behind that 
particular bridge. If the bridge accepts the cycle, it 
may, in turn, generate either a type 0 or type 1 con
figuration cycle, depending on where the bus is lo
cated in its bus hierarchy. 

Type 0 Configuration Cycles 

For type 0 configuration cycles, AD[ 1 :0] = 00 (Fig
ure 3-4). Host CPU address bits A[7:2] are not trans
lated and become AD[7:2] on the PCI Bus. AD[7:2] 
select one of the 256 8-bit I/O locations in the PCI 
configuration space. The FN field (AD[10:8]) is a 
function number for multi-function devices and cor
responds to bits [3:1] of the Configuration Space 
Enable Register. Host CPU address bits A[11 :8] are 
mapped to an IDSEL input for each of the 16 possi
ble PCI devices. The IDSEL input for each PCI de~ 
vice must be hard-wired to one of the AD[31:16] 
signals· on the PCI Bus. AD16 is reserved for the 
PCMC. While the PCMC does not have an external 
IDSEL input pin, this signal is internally hard-wired to 
AD16. Other devices on the PCI bus should not use 
AD16. 

Type 1 Configuration Cycles 

For type 1 configuration cycles, AD[ 1 :0] = 01 (Fig
ure 3-5). AD[10:2] are generated the same as for 
the type 0 configuration cycle. Host CPU address 
bits A[11 :8] contain the specific device number and 
are mapped to AD[14:11]. AD[23:16] contain the 
bus number of the PCI Bus that is to be accessed 
and corresponds to the Forward Register bits [7:0]. 
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PCI Address 
AO[31:0] 

15 12 11 8 7 
Host Address 

A[1S:2] 

IOSEU Select 

31 

IOSEL# Select 
(Only one "1" and 
AD16 must be 0) Function Number 

(CSE Register Bits [3:11) 

Configuration Register Offset 
(Selects one of 256 8-bit 110 locations) 

2 

Figure 3·4. Host·to·PCI Address Mapping for a Type 0 Configuration Cycle 

PCI Address 
AO[31:0] 

15 12 11 8 7 2 

Host Address 
. A[1S:2] 

Cont. Reg • 
Offset 

ForWard Bus Number 
(FORW Register Bits [7:0]) 

Function Number 
(CSE Register Bits [3: 1]) 

Configuration Register Offset 
(Selects one of 256 8-bit I/O locations) 

Figure 3·5. Host·tO·PCI Address Mapping for a Type 1 Configuration Cycle 
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Table 3-4 shows the PCMC configuration space. 
The following nomenclature is used for access attri
butes. 

R/W Read/Write.' A register·· with this attribute 
can be read and written. 

R/WC Read/Write Clear. A register bit with this at
tribute can be read and written. However, a 
write of a 1 clears (sets to 0) the correspqnd
ing bit and a write of a 0 has no effect. 

RO Read Only. If a register is read only, writes 
to this register have no effect. 

Table 3-4. PCMC Configuration Space 

Address Register Register Name Offset Symbol 

00-01h VID Vendor Identification 

02-03h DID Device Identification 

04-05h I PCICMD Command Register 

06-07h PCISTS Status, Register 

08h RID Revision Identification 

09h RLPI Register-Level Programming Interface 

OAh SCCD Sub-Class Code 

OBh BCCD Base Class Code 

OCh Reserved 

ODh MLT Master Latency Timer 

OEh Reserved 

OFh BIST BIST Register 

10-4Fh Reserved 

50h HCS Host CPU Selection 

51h DFC Deturbo Frequency Control 

52h sec Secondary Cache Control 

53h HBC Host Read/Write Buffer Control 

54h PBC PCI Read/Write Buffer Control 

55-56h Reserved 

57h DRAMC DRAM Control 

58h DT DRAM Timing 

59-5Fh PAM [6:0] Progr!1mmable Attribute Map (7 registers) 

6O-6fih DRB[5:0] ORAM Row Boundary (6 registers) 

66-6Fh Reserved 

10h ERRCMD Error Command 

71h ERRSTS Error Status 

72h SMRS SMRAMSpace 

73-.77h Reserved 

78-79h MSG Memory Space Gap 

7C-7Fh FBR Frame Buffer Range 

80-FFh Reserved 

Aceess 

RO 

RO 

R/W 

RO,R/WC 

RO 

RO 

RO 

RO 

-
R/W 

-
RO 

-
R/IN 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

-
R/W 

R/W 

R1W 

R/W 

-
P./W 

Rlwc 

R/W 

..... 
R/W 

R./W 

-
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3.2.2 VID-VENDOR . IDENTIFICATION REGISTER 

Address Offset: 00-01 h 

Default Value: 8086h 

Attribute: Read Only 

Size: 16 Bits 

. The VID Register contains the vendor identification number. This 16-bit register combined with the Device 
Identification Register uniquely identifies any PCI device. Writes to this register have no effect. 

.-:-15.:-_____ -'-_______ -,-___________ ---=0:.., Bit 

1'-----'--'--_____ 8OI8h-,--_______ -:...l1 Default 

L Vendor Identification Number (RO) 

Figure 3-6. Vendor Identification Register 

Table 3-5. Vendor Identification Register 

Description 

Vendor Identification Number: This is a .16-bit value aSSigned to Intel. 

3.2.3 DID-DEVICE IDENTIFICATION REGISTER 

Address Offset: 02-03h 

Default Value: 04A3h 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read Only 

16 Bits 

290479-8 

This 16-bit register combined with the Vendor Identification Register uniquely identifies any PCI device. Writes 
to this register have no effect. 

r1_5 ________ "--_--------______ -,-..:0..., Bit 

~I __________________ --M,A~--________________ ~I ~uH 
L Device Identiflcetion Number (RO) 

290479-9 

Figure 3-7. Device Identification Register 

Table 3-6. Device Identification Register 

Description 

Device Identification Number: This is a 16-bit value assigned to the PCMC. 
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3.2.4 PCICMD-PCI COMMAND REGISTER 

Address Offset: 04-05h 

Default: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

06h 

Read/Write 

16 Bits 

This 16-bit register provides basic control over the PCMC's ability to respond to PCI cycles. The PCICMD 
Register enables and disables the SERR;!! signal, the parity error signal (PERR;!!), PCMC response to PCI 
special cycles, and enables and disables PCI master accesses to main memory. 

Bit 

15:9 

8 

7 

6 

5:3 

2 

1 

0 

I 

15 9 8 7 6 5 3 2 1 0 Bit 

I R J 01 Rio 1 R 11 11 10 1 Default 

Reserved ---.J 
I 

L 110 Access Enable (RO) 

SERRIt Enable (RIW) 
(PCI access to Host I/O space) 

1=Enabled 
Always disabled 

O=Disabled - Memory Acceaa Enable (RIW) 

Re.erved 
(PCI access to Main Memory) 
1=Enabled 

Parity Error Enable (RIW) 
O=Disabled 

1 =Support parity checking on PCI _ Bua Master Enable (RO) 
O=No parity checking on PCI (PCI Bus master capabiUty for PCMC) 

Reserved - Always enabled 

290479-10 

Reserved. 

Figure 3·8. PCI Command Register 

Table 3·7. PCI Command Register 

Description 

SERR;!! Enable (SERRE): SERRE enables/disa.bles the SERR# Signal. When SERRE = 1 and 
PERRE = 1, SERR # is asserted if the PCMC detects a PCI Bus address/data parity error, main 
memory (DRAM) or cache parity error, or a target abort on a PCMC-initiated PCI cycle and the 
corresponding errors are enabled in the Error-Command Register. When SERRE = 0, SERR # is 
never asserted. 

Reserved. 

Parity Error Enable (PERRE): PERRE controls the PCMC's response to PCI parity errors. This 
bit is a master enable for bit 3 of the ERRCMD Register. This bit must be set to 1 to enable bit 8 
(SERRE) of this register. 

Reserved. 

Bus Master Enable (BME): The PCMC does not support disabling of its bus master capability on 
the PCI Bus. This bit is always set to 1, permitting the PCMC to function as a PCI Bus master. 
Writes to this bit position have no affect. 

Memory Access Enable (MAE): This bit enables/disables PCI master access to main memory 
(DRAM). When MAE = 1, the PCMC permits PCI masters to access main memory if the MEMCS # 
signal is asserted. When MAE = 0, the PCMC does not respond to main memory accesses 
(MEMCS;!! asserted). 

110 Access Enable (IOAE): The PCMC does not respond to PCII/O cycles, hence this command 
is not supported. PCI master access to I/O space on the Host Bus is always disabled. 
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3.2.5 PCISTS-PCI STATUS REGISTER 

Address Offset: 06·07h 
Default Value: 40h 
Attribute: 
Size: 

Read Only, Read/Write Clear 
16 Bits 

'PCISTS is a 16-bit status register that reports the occurrence of a PCI master abort, PCI target abort, and 
DRAM or cache parity error; PCISTSalso indicates the DEVSEL# timing that has been set by the PCMC, 
hardWare. Bits [15:12J are rE!ad/write clear and bits [10:9J are read only. 

Bit 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10:9 
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.15 14 13 

R •• erved 

Signalled Syslem Error (R/WC) 
1 =SERR# q •• erltid by PCIIC 
O"SERR# nol osserled by peMe 

Received Uaeler Aborl (R/WC) 
1 =lIo.l.r Aborl .. 
O=No ma.ler aborl 

11 10 9. 8 7 o Bit 

Dela .. 11 

Dala Parlly Delecled (R/WC) 
1 =PCI Dolo Parily Error Delecled 
O=Na PCI Dolo Parily £rrar Delecled 

DEVSEL# Timing (RO) 
Nol Programmable 

Re •• rved 

Received Ta.gel Abort Slal .. 8 (R/WC) 
.1 =Torgel abort . 
O=Na lorgel oborl 

290479-11 

Figure M. PCI Status Register 

Table 3·8; PCIStatus Register 

Description 

Reserved. , 

Signaled System Error (SSE):When the PCMC asserts the SERR # signal, this bit is also set to 1. 
Software sets SSE to 0 by writing a 1 to this bit. 

Received Master Abort Statu!t (RMAS): When the PCMC terminates a Host-to-PCI transaction 
. (PCMC is aPCI master)which is not a special cycle with a master abort, thiS bit is set to 1, 
Software resets this bit to 0 by writing a 1 to it. 

\ 

Recelv8d Target Abort Status (RTAS): When a PCMC-initiated PCI transaction is terminated with 
it target abort, RTAS is set to 1. The PCMC also asserts SERR# if the SERR# Target Abort bit in 
tl:\e ERRCMD RE1gister is 1. Software resets RTAS to 0 by writing a 1 to it. 

Reserved. 

DEVSEL# Timing (DEVT): This 2-bit field indicates the timing of the DEVSEL#signal when the' 
PCMC responds as a target. The PCI specification defines three allQwable timings for assertion of 
DEVSEL ill: 00 = fast,01 = medium, and 10 = slow (DEVT = 11 is reserved). DEVTindicates 
the slowest time that a device asserts DEVSEL # for any bus command, except configutation read 
and writli' cycles.' Note that these two bits determine the slowest time that the PCMC asserts 
DEVSj:L#. However, the PCMC can also assert DEVSEL # in medium time. The PCMC asserts 
DEVSEL# in response to sampling MEMCS# active. The PCMCsamples MEMCS# one and two 
clocks after FRAME # is sampled asserted. If MEMCS# is sampled active one PCI clock after 
FRAME # is sampled active, then the PCMC Will respond withDEVSEL# in medium time. If 
MEMCS # is sampled active two PCI clocks after FRAME # is sampled active, then the PCMC will 
respond with DEVSEL# in slow time. 

I 
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Table 3-8. PCI Status Register (Continued) 

Bit Description 

8 Data Parity Detected (DPD): This bit is set when all of the following conditions are met: 
1. The PCMC asserted PERR # or sampled PERR # asserted, 
2. The PCMC was the bus master for the operation in which the error occurred, and, 
3. The paritY Error Response bit (Command Register bit 6) is set. 

7:0 Reserved. 

3.2.6 RID-REVISION IDENTIFICATION REGISTER 

Address Offset: 08h 

Default Value: 03h for A-3 Stepping 

,Attribute: Read Only 

Size: 8 Bits 

This register contains the revision number of the PCMC. These bits' are read only and writes to this register 
have no effect. For A-3 Stepping, this value is 03h. 

Bit 

a Bit 

03h I Default 

L ReYision Identification Number (RO) 

Figure 3-10. Revision Identification Register 

Table 3-9. Revision Identification Register 

Description 

29Q4,79-12 

7:0 Revision Identlflcatlon.Number: This is an a-bit value that indicates the revision identification 
number for the PCMC. 

U.7 RLPI-REG1STER-LEVEL PROGRAMMING INTERFACE REGiSTER 

Address Offset: 09h 

Default Value: OOh 
Attribute: 

Size: 

Read Only 

a Bits . 
This read-only register defines the PCMC as having no defined register"level programming interface. 

Bit 

7:0 

I 

7 OBit 

~---------OO-h--------~I 

[ Register-Level Programming Int<lrface (RO) 
290479-98 

Figure 3-11. Register Level Programming Interface Register 

Table 3-10. Register Level Programming Interface Register 

Description 

Register-Level Programming Interface (RLPI): This read-only register defines the PCMC as 
having no defined register-level programming interface. 
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3.2.8 SCCO-SUB-CLASS CODE REGISTER 

Address Offset: OAh 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: ' 

Size: 

Read ,Only 

8 Bits 

This read-only re.gister defines the PCMCas a host bridge. 

7 6 Bit 
~--~~-OO-h------~I 

L Sub-Class Code (RO) 

Figure 3-12. Sub-Class Code Register 

Table 3-11. Sub-Class Code Register 

Description 

290479-99 

Sub-Class Code Register (SCCD): This read-only register defines the PCMC as a host bridge. 

3.2.9 BCCD-BASE CLASS CODE 

Address Offset: OBh 

Default Value: • 06h' 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read Only 

8 Bits 

This read-only register defines the, PCMC as a bridge device. 

7 OBit 

~------'-06-h------~1 

LBO •• Cia •• Cod. 

Figure 3-13. Base Class Code Register 

Table 3-12. BaM Class Code Register 

, Description., 

290479-Al 

Base Class Code Register (BCcD): This read-only register defines the PCMC as a bridge device. 
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3.2.10 MLT-MASTER LATENCY TIMER REGISTER 

Address Offset: ODh 

Default Value: 20h 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 Bits 

82434LX 

ML T is an 8-bit register that controls the amount of time the PCMC, as a bus master, can burst data on PCI. 
ML T is used when the PCMC becomes the PCI Bus master and is cleared and suspended when the PCMC is 
not asserting FRAME #. When the PCMC asserts FRAME #, the counter is enabled and begins counting. If the 
PCMC finishes its transaction before the count expires, the ML T count is ignored. If the count expires before 
the transaction completes the PCMC initiates a transaction termination as soon as its GNT IF is removed. The 
number of clocks programmed in the ML T represents the guaranteed time slice (measured in PCI clocks) 
allotted to the PCMC, after which it must surrender the bus as soon as its GNT # is taken away. The number of 
clocks in the Master Latency Timer is the count value field multiplied by 16. 

Bit 

7:4 

3:0 

l 

4 3 0 Bit 

l Count Value I J Default 
~--.---~---r--~ L L- Reserved 

~oster Latency Count Value (R/W) 
290479-13 

Figure 3-14. Master Latency Timer Register 

Table 3-13. Master Latency Timer Register 

Description 

Master Latency Timer Count Value: If GNT # is negated during a PCMC-initiated PCI burst cycle, 
the PCMC limits the duration of the burst cycle to the number of PCI Bus clocks specified by this 
field, multiplied by 16. 

Reserved. 
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3.2.11 BIST -BIST REGISTER 

Offset: 

Default: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

OFh 
Oh 
Read Only 

8 Bits 

The BIST function is not supported by the PCMC. Writes to this register have no affect. 

Bit 

7 6 5 4 0 Bit 
r--.--~----,-------~--~ 

Default 

BIST Completion Code (RO) 
Not supported 

Reserved 

Start BIST (RO) 
Not supported 

BIST Supported (RO) 
Not supported 

Figure 3·15. BIST Register 

Table 3·14. BIST Register 

Description 

290479-14 

7 BIST Supported: This read only bit is always set to 0, disabling the BIST function. Writes to this bit 
position have no affect. 

6 Start BIST: This function is not supported and writes have no affect. 

5:4 Reserved. 

3:0 Completion Code: This read only field always returns 0 when read and writes have no affect. 
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3.2.12 HC5-HOST CPU SELECTION REGISTER 

Address Offset: 50h 

Default Value: 82h 

Attribute: Read/Write 

8 Bits Size 

The HCS Register is used to specify the Host CPU type and speed. This 8-bit register is also used to enable 
and disable the first level cache. A hard reset selects the Pentium microprocessor as the Host CPU Type 
(bits[7:5) = 100), disables the first level cache, and selects 60 MHz as the Host CPU frequency. 

Bit 

7:5 

4:3 

2 

1 

0 

I 

7 

Host CPU Type (RO) 
100=Pentium Processor 

5 

Reserved 

4 3 2 o Bit 

Default 

Host CPU Frequency (RIW) 
0=60 MHz 
1=66 MHz 

Reserved 

First Level Cache Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290479-16 

Figure 3·16. Host CPU Selection Register 

Table 3·15. Host CPU Selection Register 

Description 

Host CPU Type (HCn: This field defines the Host CPU Type. These bits are hardwired to 100, which 
selects the Pentium microprocessor. All other combinations are reserved. 

Reserved. 

First Level Cache Enable (FLCE): FLCE enables and disables the first level cache. When FLCE = 1, 
the PCMC responds to CPU cycles with KEN # asserted for cacheable memory cycles. When FLCE = 
0, KEN # is always negated. This prevents new cache line fills to either the first level or second level 
caches. 

Reserved. 

Host Operating Frequency (HOF): If this bit is 1, the PCMC supports a 66 MHz CPU. If this bit is reset 
toO, the PCMC supports a 60 MHz CPU. The DRAM refresh rate is adjusted according to the 
frequency selected by this field. 
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3.2.13 DFC-DETURBO FREQUENCY CONTROL REGISTER 

Address Offset: 51 h 

Default Value: aOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: a Bits 

Some software packages rely on the operating speed of the processor to time certain system events. To 
maintain backward compatibility with these software packages, the PCMC provides a mechanism to emulate a 
slower operating speed. This emulation is achieved with the PCMC's deturbo, mode. The deturbo mode is 
enabled and disabled via the OM bit in the Turbo-Reset Control Register. When the deturbo mode is enabled, 
the PCMC periodically asserts AHOLD to slow down ,the effective speed of the CPU. The duty cycle of the 
AHOLD active period is controlled by the DFC Register. ' 

Bit 

7:6 

5:0 

1-94 

7 6 5 0 Bit 

If" -,--0-,'-----R-----,' Default 

L-___ Reserved 

L-_____ Deturbo Mode Fre~uency 

Adjustment Value (R/W) 
290479-17 

Figure 3-17. Deturbo Frequency Control Register 

Table 3-16. Deturbo Frequency Control Register 

Description 

Deturbo Mode Frequency Adjustment Value: This 2-bit value effectively defines the duty cycle of 
the AHOLD signal. The value programmed into this register is compared against a free running a-bit 
counter running at % the CPU clock. When the counter is greater than the value specified in this 
register, AHOLD is asserted. AHOLD is negated when the counter value is equal to or smaller than 
the contents of this register. AHOLD is negated when the counter rolls over to OOh. The deturbo 
emulation speed is directly proportional to the value in this register. Smaller values in this register 
yield slower deturbo emulation speed. Valid combinations for bits [7:6] are 01, 10, and 11. A value of 
00 is reserved and must be written to this field. 

Reserved. 
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3.2.14 SCC-SECONDARY CACHE CONTROL REGISTER 

Address Offset: 52h 

Default: SSS01*10 S = Strapping option 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

a Bits 

82434LX 

This a-bit register defines the secondary cache operations. The see register enables and disables the second 
level cache, adjusts cache size, selects the cache write and allocation policies, and defines the cache SRAM 
type. 

1 

7 6 543 2 o Bit 

Default 

Secondary Cache Size (R/WI 
OO=Cache not populated 
01 =Re.erved 
10=256 KByte. 
11=512 KByte. 

SRAM Typa (R/W) 
1 =Burst SRAM 
O=Standard SRAM 

Secondary Cache AliocaUon 
1 =CACHE# Active or Inactive 
O=CACHE# Activo 

Secondary Cache Enable (R/W) 
1 =Cache enabled 
O=Cache disabled 

Secondary Cache Write Policy (R/W) 
1 =Write-back 
O=Write-\hrough 

A •• erved 

Cache Byte Control 
1 =Byte Write Enable 
O=Byte Select 

Figure 3-18. Secondary Cache Control Register 

290479-18 
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Table 3-17. Secondary Cache Control Register 

Bit Description 

7:6 Secondary Cache Size (SCS): This field defines the size of the second level cache. The values 
sampled on the A[31 :30] lines at the rising edge of PWROK are inverted and stored in this field. 

Bits [7:6] Secondary Cache Size 
00 Cache not populated 
01 Reserved 
10 256 KBytes 
1 1 512 KBytes 

5 SRAM Type (SRAMT): This bit selects between standard SRAMs or burst SRAMs to implement the 
secondary cache. When SRAMT is reset to 0, standard SRAMs are selected. When SRAMT is set to 1, 
burst SRAMs are selected. With burst SRP;Ms, CPU burst read and write cycle latencies are 3-1-1-1. 
With standard SRAMs the CPU burst read latency is 3-2-2-2 and the write latency is 4-2-2-2. The value 
sampled on A29 at the rising edge of PWROK is inverted and stored in this field. 

4 Secondary Cache Allocation (SeA): SCA controls when the PCMC performs line fills in the 
secondary cache. When SCA = 0, secondary cache line fills occur only for cycles where CACHE # is 
active. When SCA = 1 , secondary cache line fills occur for all CPU cycles to cacheable memory 
regardless of the state of CACHE #. 

3 Cache Byte Control (CBC): When programmed for asynchronous SRAMs, this bit defines whether 
the cache uses individual write enables per byte or has a single write enable and byte select lines per 
byte. When set to a 1, write enable control is used. When reset to 0, byte select control is used. 

2 Reserved. 

1 Secondary Cache Write Policy (SCWP): SCWP selects between write-back and write-through cache 
policies for the secondary cache. When SCWP = 0 and the secondary cache is enabled (bit 0 = 1), 
the secondary cache is configured for write-through mode. When SCWP = 1 and the secondary 
cache is enabled (bit 0 = 1), the secondary cache is configured for write-back mode. 

0 Secondary Cache Enable (SCE): SCE enables and disables the secondary cache. When SCE = 1, 
the secondary cache is enabled. When SCE = 0, the secondary cache is disabled. When the 
secondary cache is disabled, the PCMC forwards all main memory cycles to the DRAM interface. Note 
that setting this bit to 0 does not affect existing valid cache lines. If a cache line contains modified 
data, the data is not written back to memory. Valid lines in the cache remain valid. When the 
secondary cache is disabled, the CWE[7:0] # lines will remain inactive. COE[1 :0] # may still toggle. 

When system software disables secondary caching through this register during run-time, the software 
should first flush the second level cache. This process is accomplished by first disabling first level 
caching via the PCE bit in the HCS Register. This prevents the KEN # signal from being asserted, 
which disables any further line fills. At this pOint, software executes the WBINVD instruction to flush 
the caches. When the instruction completes, bit 0 of this register can be reset to 0, disabling the 
secondary cache. The first level cache can then be enabled by writing the PCE bit in the HCS Register. 
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3.2.15 HBC-HOST READ/WRITE BUFFER CONTROL 

Offset: 53h 

Default: OOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 Bits 

The HBC Register enables and disables Host-to-main memory and Host-to·PCI posting of write cycles. When 
posting is enabled, the write buffers in the LBX devices post the data that is destined for either main memory 
or PCI. This register also permits a CPU-to-main memory read cycle to be performed before any pending 
posted write data is written to memory. 

Bit 

7:4 

3 

2 

11 

0 

I 

7 4 3 

Read·around·Write Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Reserved 

2 OBit 

Default 

Host·to-Memory Posting Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Host·to-PCI Posting Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290479-19 

Reserved. 

Figure 3·19. Host Read/Write Buffer Control 

Table 3·18. Host Read/Write Buffer Control 

Description 

Read·Around·Write Enable (RAWCM): If enabled, the PCMC, during a CPU read cycle to memory 
where posted write cycles are pending, internally snoops the write buffers. If the address of the read 
differs from the posted write addresses, the PCMC initiates the memory read cycle .ahead of the 
pending posted memory write. When RAWCM = 0, the pending posted write il)written to memory 
before the memory read is performed. When RAWCM = 1, the PCMC initiates the memory read 
ahead of the pending posted memory writes. 

Reserved. 

Host·to·PCI Posting Enable (HPPE): This bit enables and disables the posting of Host-to-PCI write 
data in the LBX posting buffers. When HPPE = 1, up to 4 Dwords of data can be posted to PCI. 
When HPPE = 0, buffering is disabled and each CPU write does not complete until the PCI 
transaction completes (TRDY # is asserted). 

Host·to·Memory Posting Enable (HMPE): This bit enables and disables the posting·of Host-to-
main memory write data in the LBX posting buffers. When HMPE = 1, the CPU can post a single 
write or a burst write (4 Qwords). The CPU burst write completes at 4·1·1·1 when the second level 
cache is in write-back mode and at 3-1-1-1 when-the second level cache is either disabled or in 
write·through mode. When HMPE = 0, Host·to·main memory posting is disabled and CPU write 
cycles do not complete until the data is written to memory. 
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3.2.16 PBC-PCI READ/WRITE BUFFER CONTROL REGISTER 

Address Offset: 54h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

8 Bits 

The PBC Register enables and disables PCI-to-main memory write posting and permits single CPU-to-PCI 
writes to be assembled into PCI burst cycles. 

Bit 

7:3 

2 

1 

0 

1-98 

7 3 2 o Bit 

R Default 

Reserved PCI-to-MemoryPostlng Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 

LBX. Connected to TRDY#.(R/W) 
1=LBXs are connected to TRDY# 
O=LBXs are not connected to TROY# 

O=Disabled 

PCI Burst Write Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Figure 3-20. PCI Read/Write Buffer Control Register 

Table 3-19. PCI Read/Write Buffer Control Register 

Description 

Reserved. 

290479-20 

LBXs Connected to TROY #: The TROY # pin on the LBXs can be connected either to the PCI 
TROY # signal or to ground. The cycle time for CPU-to-PCI writes is improved if TROY # is 
connected to the LBXs. Since there are two LBXs used in a system, connecting this signal to the 
LBXs increases the electrical loading of TROY # by two loads. When this bit is set to·1, the LBXs are 
externally hardwired to TROY #. This enables the capability of CPU-to-PC I writes at 2-1-1-1 ... (PCI 
clocks). When this bit isreset to 0, the LBXs are.notconnected to TRDY# and CPU-to-PCI writes 
are completed at 2-2-2-2 ... timing. For designs where the LBXs TROY # pin is connected to the PCI 
TROY # signal, this bit must be set to 1 before the CPU writes to PCI. 

PCI Burst Write Enable (PBWE): This bit enables and disables PCI Burst memory write cycles for 
back-to-back sequential CPU memory write cycles to PCI. When PBWE is set to 1 , PCI burst writes 
are enabled. When PBWE is reset to 0, PCI burst writes are disabled and each single CPU write to 
PCI invokes a single PCI write cycle (each cycle has an associated FRAME# sequence). 

PCI-to-Memory Posting Enable (PMPE): This bit enables and disables posting of PCt-to-memory 
write cycles. The posting occurs in a pair of four Dword-deep buffers in the LBXs. When PMPE is set 
to 1, these buffers are used to post PCI-to-main memory write data. When PMPE is reset to 0, PCI 
write transactions to main memory are limited to single transfers .. The PCMC asserts STOP # with 
the first TR.DY # to disconnect the PCI Master. 
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3.2.17 DRAMC-DRAM CONTROL REGISTER 

Address Offset: 57h 

Default Value: 31 h 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

8 Bits 

This 8-bit register controls main memory DRAM operating modes and features. 

7 6 5 4 3 

Parity Error Mask Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

G-Actlve RAS# (R/W) 
1 =()-Active RAS# Mode 
0=1-Active RAS# Mode 

2 OBit 

Default 

Refresh Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Refresh Type (R/W) 
1 =CAS# before RAS# refresh 
O=RAS# only refresh 

Burst of Four Refresh (RIW) 
1 =BlIrst of four refresh 
O=Single refresh 

SMRAM Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

82434LX 
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Figure 3-21. DRAM Control Register 
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Table 3-20. DRAM Control Register 

Bit Description 

7:6 Reserved. 

5 Parity Error Mask (PERRM): When PERRM = 1, parity errors generated during DRAM read cycles 
initiated by either the CPU request or a PCI Master are masked. This bit affects bits 0 and 1 of the Error 
Gommand Register and the ability of the PCMC to respond to PCHK# and assert SERR# when a 
DRAM parity error occurs. When PERRM is resetto 0, parity errors are not masked. 

4 O-Active RAS# Mode: This bit determines if the DRAM page for a particular row remains open (i.e. 
RAS# remains asserted after a DRAM cycle) enabling the possibility that the next DRAM access may 
be either a page hit, a page miss, or a row miss. The DRAM interface is then in l' -active RAS # mode. If 
this bit is resetto 0, RAS # remains asserted after aDRAM cycle. If this bit is set to 1, RAS # is 
negated after every DRAM cycle, resulting in a row miss for every DRAM cycle. The DRAM interface is 
then in O-active RAS# mode. 

" 

3 SMRAM Enable (SMRE): When SMRE is set 1, CPU accesses to a64 KByte block of data at the top 
of memory are qualified with the SMIACT # pin of the CPU. Read and write cycles to this 64 KByte 
block functions normally if SMIACT # is asserted. If SMIACT # is negated when accessing this block, 
the cycle is forwarded to PCI. When SMRE is reset to 0, accesses to the upper 64 KByte block are 
treated normally and SM IACT # has no effect. This bit must be set to 1 to enable the use of the 
SMRAM space register at configuration space offset 72h. 

2 Burst of Four Refresh (BFR): When BFR is set to 1 , ref~eshes are performed in sets of four, at a 
frequency % of the normal refresh rate. The PCMC defers refreshes to idle times, if possible. When 
BFR is reset to 0, single refreshes occur at 15.6 J.ts refresh rate. 

1 Refresh Type (RT): When RT is set to 1, the PCMC uses CAS # before RAS # timing to refresh the 
DRAM array. For this refresh type, the PCMC does not supply refresh addresses. When RT is reset to 
0, RAS# only refresh is used and the PCMC drives refresh addresses on the MA[10:0] lines. RAS# 
only refresh can be used with any type of second level cache configuration (i.e., no second level cache 
is present, or either a burstSRAM or standard SRAM second level cache is implemented). CAS#-
before-RAS # refresh can be enabled when either no second level cache is present or a burst SRAM 
second level cache is implemented. CAS #-before-RAS # refresh should not be used when a standard 
SRAM second level cache is implemented. 

0 Refresh Enable (RE): When RE is set to 1, the main memory array is refreshed as configured via bits 
1 and 2 of this register. When RE is reset to 0, DRAM refresh is disabled. Note that disabling refresh 
results in the loss of DRAM data. 

3.2.18 DT-DRAM TIMING REGISTER 

Address Offset: 58h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 Bits 

This register controls the leadoff latency for CPU DRAM accesses. 

7 o. 

......,---'---R.-----.......,U-' DRAM Leadoff Waitstat. (R/W) 

L-___ ~ __ Reserved 

Figure 3-22. DRAM Timing Register 
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Table 3·21. DRAM Timing Register 

Bit Description 

7:1 Reserved. 

0 DRAM Leadoff Waltstate (DLW): When set, the PCMC will add an extra wait state to all CPU 
DRAM accesses. An extra clock is inserted between when the PCMC drives the column addresses 
and when CAS[7:0] # are asserted. 

3.2.19 PAM-PROGRAMMABLE ATTRIBUTE MAP REGISTERS (PAM[6:0l) 

Address Offset 59h-5Fh 

Default Value: PAMO = OFh, PAM[1:6] = Oh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

The PCMC allows programmable memory and cacheability attributes on 14 memory segments of various sizes 
in the 512 KByte to 1 MByte address range. Seven Programmable Attribute Map (PAM) Registers are used to 
support these features. Three bits are used to specify cacheability and memory attributes for each memory 
segment. These attributes are: 

RE- Read Enable: When RE = 1, the CPU read accesses to the corresponding memory segment are 
directed to main memory. Conversely, when RE = 0, the CPU read accesses are directed to PCI. 

WE- Write Enable: When WE = 1, the CPU write accesses to the corresponding memory segment are 
directed to main memory. Conversely, when WE= 0, the CPU write accesses are directed to PCI. 

CE- Cache Enable: When CE = 1, the corresponding memory segment is cacheable. CE must not be set 
to 1 when RE is reset to 0 for any particular memory segment. When CE = 1 and WE = 0, the 
corresponding memory segment is cached in the first and second level caches only on CPU code read 
cycles. 

The RE and WE attributes permit a memory segment to be Read Only, Write Only, Read/Write, or disabled. 
For example, if a memory segment has RE = 1 and WE = 0, the segment is Read Only. The characteristics 
for memory segments with these read/write attributes are described in Table 3-22. 

Table 3·22. Attribute Definition 

Read/Write 
Definition 

Attribute 

Read Only Read cycles: CPU cycles are serviced by the DRAM in a normal manner. 

Write cycles: CPU initiated write cycles are ignored by the DRAM interface as well as the 
cache. Instead, the cycles are passed to PCI for termination. 

Areas marked as Read Only are cacheable for Code accesses only. These regions may be 
cached in the second level cache, however as noted above, writes are forwarded to PCI, 
effectively write protecting the data. 

Write Only Read cycles: All read cycles are ignored by the DRAM interface as well as the second level 
cache. CPU-initiated read cycles are passed onto PCI for termination. The write only state 
can be used while copying the contents of a ROM, accessible on PCI, to main memory for 
shadowing, a!? in the case of BIOS shadowing. 

Write cycles: CPU write cycles are serviced by the DRAM and cache in a normal manner. 

Read/Write This is the normal operating mode of main memory. Both read and write cycles from the 
CPU and PCI are serviced by the DRAM and cache interface. 

Disabled All read and write cycles to this area are ignored by the DRAM and cache interface. These 
cycles are forwarded to PCI for termination. 

I 
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Each PAM Register controls two regions, typically 16 KByte in size. Each of these regions have a 4-bit field. 
The four bits that control each region have the same encoding and are defined in Table 3-23. 

Table 3-23. Attribute Bit Assignment 

Bits [7,3] Bits [6,2] Bits [5,1] Bits [4,0] 
Description 

Reserved Cache Enable Write Enable Read Enable 

x x 0 0 DRAM disabled, accesses directed to 
PCI 

x 0 0 1 read only, DRAM write protected, 
non-cacheable 

x 1 0 1 read only, DRAM write protected, 
cacheable for code accesses only 

x 0 1 0 write only 

x 0 1 1 read/write, nOr;l-cacheable 

x 1 1 1 read/write, cac~eable 

NOTE: 
To enable PCI master access to the DRAM address space from COOOOh to FFFFFh the MEMCS# 
configuration registers of the ISA or EISA bridge must be properly configured. These registers must 
correspond to the PAM Registers in the PCMC. 

As an example, consider a BIOS thatis implemented on the expansion bus. During the initialization process 
the BIOS can be shadowed in main memory to increase the system performance. When a BIOS is shadowed 
in main memory, it should be copied to the same address location. To shadow the BIOS, the attributes for that 
address range should be set to write only. The BIOS is shadowed by first doing a read of that address. This 
read is forwarded to the expansion bus. The CPU then does a write of the same address, which is directed to 
main memory. After the BIOS is shadowed, the attributes for that memory area are set to read only so that all 
writes are forwarded to the expansion bus. 
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PAM Reg 

PAMO[3:0] 

PAMO[7:4] 

PAM1 [3:0] 

PAM1 [7:4] 

PAM2[3:0] 

PAM2[7:4] 

PAM3[3:0] 

PAM3[7:4] 

PAM4[3:0] 

PAM4[7:4] 

PAM5[3:0] 

PAM5[7:4] 

PAM6[3:0] 

PAM6[7:4] 

I 

PAM6 

PAM5 

PAM4 

PAM3 

PAM2 

PAM1 

PAMO 

Reserved 

/ 

/ 

Write Enable (RJW) 
1=Enable 
O=Oisable 

Read Enable (RJW) 
1=Enable 
O=Oisable 

Offset 

5Fh 

5Eh 

50h 

5Ch 

5Bh 

5Ah 

59h 

Read Enable (RIW) 
1=Enable 
O=Oisable 

Write Enable (RIW) 
1=Enable 
O=Oisable 

C.ache Enable (R/W) 
1=Enable 
O=Oisable 

Reserved 

Figure 3·23. PAM Registers 

Table 3·24. PAM Registers and Associated Memory Segments 

Attribute Bits Memory Segment Comments 

R CE WE RE 080000h-09FFFFh 512K to 640K 

R CE WE RE OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh SIOSArea 

R CE WE RE OCOOOOh-OC3FFFh ISA Add-on BIOS 

R CE WE RE OC4000h-OC7FFFh ISA Add-on SIOS 

R CE WE RE OC8000h-OCSFFFh ISA Add-on SIOS 

R CE WE RE PCCOOOh-OCFFFFh ISA Add-on SIOS 

R CE WE RE ODOOOOh-OD3FFFh ISA Add-on SIOS 

R CE WE RE OD4000h-007FFFh ISA Add-on SIOS 

R CE WE RE 008000h-OOSFFFh ISA Add-on SIOS 

R CE WE RE OOCOOOh-OOFFFFh ISA Add-on SIOS 

R CE WE RE OEOOOOh-OE3FFFh SIOS Extension 

R CE WE RE OE4000h-OE7FFFh SIOS Extension 

R CE WE RE OE8000h-OESFFFh SIOS Extension 

R CE WE RE OECOOOh-OEFFFFh SIOS Extension 

82434LX 
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Offset 

59h 

59h 

5Ah 

5Ah 

5Sh 

5Sh 

5Ch 

5Ch 

50h 

50h 

5Eh 

5Eh 

5Fh 

5Fh 
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DOS Application Area (OOOOOh-9FFFh) 

The 640 KByte DOS application area is split into two regions. The first region is 0 KByte-512 KByte and the 
second region is 512 KByte-640 KByte. Read, write, and cacheability attributes are always enabled and are 
not programmable for the 0 KByte-512 KByte region. 

Video Buffer Area (AOOOOh-BFFFFh) 

This 128 KByte area is not controlled by attribute bits. CPU-initiated cycles in this region are always forwarded 
to PCI for termination. This area is not cacheable. 

Expansion Area (COOOOh-DFFFFh) 

This 128 KByte area is divided into eight 16 KBytesegments. Each segment can be assigned one of four 
Read/Write states: read-only, write-only, read/write, or disabled. Memory that is disabled is not remapped. 
Cacheability status can also be specified for each segment. 

Extended System BIOS Area (EOOOOh-EFFFFh) 

This 64 KByte area is divided into four 16 KByte segments. Each segment can be assigned independent 
cacheability, read, and write attributes. Memory segments that are disabled are not remapped elsewhere. 

System BIOS Area (FOOOOh-FFFFFh) 

This area is a single 64 KByte segment. This segment can be assigned cacheability, read, and write attributes. 
When disabled, this segment is not remapped. 

Extended Memory Area (100000h-FFFFFFFFh) 

The extended memory area can be split into several parts; 

• Flash BIOS area from 4 GByte to 4 GByte-512 KByte (aliased on ISA at 16 MByte-15.5 MByte) 

• DRAM Memory from 1 MByte toa maximum of 192 MBytes 

• PCI Memory space from the top of DRAM to 4 GByte-512 KByte 

• Memory Space Gap between the range of 1 MByte up to 15.5 MByte 

• Frame Buffer Range mapped into PCI Memory Space or the Memory Space Gap. 

On power-up or reset the CPU vectors to the Flash BIOS area, mapped in the range of 4~GByte to 4 GByte-
512 KByte. This area is physically mapped on the expansion bus. Since these addresses are in the upper 
4 GByte range, the request is directed to PCI. 

The DRAM memory space can occupy extended memory from a minimum of 2 MByte up to 192 MBytes. This 
memory is cacheable. 

The address space on PCI between the Flash BIOS (4 GByte to 4 GByte-512 KByte) and the top of DRAM 
(including any remapped memory) may be occupied by PCI memory. This memory space is not cacheable. 
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3.2.20 ORB-DRAM ROW BOUNDARY REGISTERS 

Address Offset: 60-65h 

Default Value: 02h 

Attribute: 

Size: 
Read/Write 

8 Bits 

82434LX 

The PCMC supports 6 rows of DRAM. Each row is 64 bits wide. The DRAM Row Boundary Registers define 
upper and lower addresses for each DRAM row. Contents of these 8-bit registers represent the boundary 
addresses in MBytes. 

DRBO = Total amount of memory in row 0 (in MBytes) 
DRB1 = Total amount of memory in row 0 + row 1 (in MBytes) 
DRB2 = Total amount of memory in row 0 + row 1 + row 2 (in MBytes) 
DRB3 = Total amount of memory in row 0 + row 1 + row 2 + row 3 (in MBytes) 
DRB4 = Total amount of memory in row 0 + row 1 + row 2 + row 3 + row 4 (in MBytes) 
DRB5 = Total amount of memory in row 0 + row 1 + row 2 + row 3 + row 4 + row 5 (in MBytes) 

The DRAM array can be configured with 256K x 36, 1 M x 36 and 4M x 36 SIMMs. Each register defines an 
address range that will cause a particular RAS# line to be asserted (e.g. if the first DRAM row is 2 MBytes in 
size then accesses within the 0 to 2 MBytes range will cause RASO# to be asserted). The DRAM Row 
Boundary (ORB) Registers are programmed with an 8-bit upper address limit value. This upper address limit is 
compared to A[27:20j of the Host address bus, for each row, to determine if DRAM is being targeted. Since 
this value 'is 8 bits and the resolution is 1 MByte, the total bits compared span a 256 MByte space. However, 
only 192 MBytes of main memory is supported. 

Bit 

7:0 

I 

Offset 
r-~~~~~~--~------------, 

ORBS 6Sh 
~--------------------------~ DRB4 64h 

DRB3 63h 

DRB2 62h 

DRB1 61h 

~OO ~ 
/'~------------------------~'\ 

/ \ 
o ~ 

[ Row Boundary Address 
In MBytes (RIW) 

Figure 3-24. DRAM Row Boundary Register 

Table 3-25. DRAM Row Boundary Register 

Description 

290479-23 

Row Boundary Address in MBytes: This 8cbit value is compared against address lines A[27:20j to 
determine the upper address limit of a particular row, i.e., this ORB - previous ORB = row size. Bits 
7,6,4,2 and 0 of DRBO are reserved. Bits 7 and 0 ofDRB1 are reserved and Bit 0 is reserved in 
DRB2 through ORBS. 
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Row Boundary Address in MBytes 

These a-bit values represent the upper address limits of the six rows (Le., this row - previous row = row size). 
Unpopulated rows have a value equal to the previous row (row size = 0). The value programmed into DRB5 
reflects the maximum amount of DRAM in the system. Memory remapped at the top of DRAM, as a result of 
setting the Memory Space Gap Register, is not reflected in the ORB Registers. The top of memory is always 
determined by the value written into DRB5 added to the memory space gap size (if enabled). 

As an example of a general purpose configuration where 3 physical rows are configured for either single-sided 
or double-sided SIMMs, the memory array would be configured like the one shown in Figure 3-25. In this 
configuration, the' PCMC drives two RAS# signals directly to the SIMM rows. If single-sided SIMMs are 
populated, the even RAS# signal is used and the odd RAS# is not connected. If double-sided SIMMs are 
used, bothRAS# signals are used. 

RAS5# --. SIMM-5 Back SIMM-4 Back 
------------- -------------

RAS4# --. SIMM-5 Front SIMM-4 Front 

. ... , DRB5
1 .... DRB4 

RAS3# --. SIMM-3 Back SIMM-2 Back 
------------- -------------

RAS2# --. SIMM-3 Front SIMM-2 Front 

.... , D. RB3.
1 .... DRB2 

RAS1# --. SIMM-1 Back SIMM-O Back 
------------- -------------

RASO# --. SIMM-1 Front SIMM-O Front 

... , I DRB11 

.... DRBO 

290479-24 

Figure 3-25. SIMMs and Corresponding ORB Registers 

The following 2 examples describe how the DRB Registers are programmed for cases of single-sided and 
double-sided SIMMs on a motherboard having a total of 6 SIMM sockets, 
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Example #1 

The memory array is populated with six single-sided 256 KByte x 36 SIMMs. Two SIMMs are required for each 
populated row making each populated row 2 MBytes in size. Filling the array yields 6 MBytes total DRAM. The 
ORB Registers are programmed as follows: 

DRBO= 02h populated 

DRB1 = 02h empty row, not double-sided SIMMs 

DRB2 = 04h populated 

DRB3 = 04h empty row, not double-sided SIMMs 

DRB4 = 06h populated 

DRB5 = 06h empty row, not double-sided SIMMs, maximum memory = 6 MBytes 

Example #2 

As an another example, if the first four SIMM sockets are populated with 2M x 36 double-sided SIMMs and the 
last two SIMMsockets are populated with 4M x 36 single-sided SIMMs then filling the array yields 64 MBytes 
total DRAM. The ORB Registers are programmed as follows: 

DRBO = 08h populated with 8 MBytes, % of the double-sided SIMMs 

DRB1 = 10h the other 8 MBytes of the double-sided SIMMs 

DRB2 = 18h populated with 8 MBytes, % of the double~sided SIMMs 

DRB3 = 20h the other 8 MBytes of the double-sided SIMMs 

DRB4 = 40h populated with 32 MBytes 

DRB5 = 40h empty row, not double-sided SIMMs, maximum memory = 64 MBytes 

_1 1-107 
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3.2.21 ERRCMD-ERROR COMMAND REGISTER 

Address Onset: 70h 

Default Value: OOh 
. . 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 BitS 

The Error Command Register· controls the PCMC responses to various system errors .. Bit 6 of. the PCICMD 
.Register in the master ena!:llefor bit 3 of this register. Bit 6 of the PCICMD Register must be set to 1 to enable 
the error reporting function defined by bit 3 of this register. Bits Sand 8 of the PCICMD Register are the master 
enables'for bits 7,6,5,4 and 1 of thinegister. Both bits 6 and 8 of the PCICMD Register must be set to f to 
enable the error reporting functions defined by bits 7, 6, 5, 4 and 1 of this register. 

1-108 

SERR. on ReCeIVed 
Target Abort (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=DisablEld 

7 

SERRI on Transmitted 
Pel Dabli Parity Error (ANI) 
1=Enabl8d . 
O=Disabled 

6 

SERR. on Transmitted 
pci oata ParIty Error (ANI) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

5 

SERRI on PCI Addresi 
Parity Error (ANI) 
h.Enabled 
O=Disabled 

4 3 2 '0 BH 

'DetauH 

MCHK on DRAM1L2 Cache 
,Dat8 Parity Error 
Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=DisablEid 

SERRI on DRAM1L2 Cache Data 
Parity .Error Enable (RiW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

L2 Cache Parity (RIW) 
1 =L2 cache implements parity (either 

bit 1 or o may apply to L2 reads) 
O=L2 cache does not implement parity 

PERR. on Receiving a 
Data Parity Error (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled . 

290479-25 

Figure 3-26. Error Command Register 

I 
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Table 3-26. Error Command Register 

Bit Description 

7 SERR # on Received Target Abort: When this bitis set to 1 (and bits 6 and 8 o'f the PCICMD 
Register are set to 1), the PCMC asserts SERR # upon receiving a target abort. When this bit is reset 
to 0, the PCMC is disabled from asserting SERR # upon receiving a target abort. 

6 SERR # on Transmitted PCI Data Parity Error: When this bit is set to 1 (and bits 6 and 8 of the 
PCICMD Register are set to 1), the PCMC asserts SERR # when it detects a data parity error as a 
result of a CPU-to-PCI write (PERR # detected asserted). When this bit is reset to 0 the PCMC is 
disabled from asserting SERR # when data parity errors are detected via PERR #. 

5 SERR# on Received PCI Data Parity Error: When this bit is set to 1 (and bits 6 and 8 of the 
PCICMD Register are set to 1), the PCMC asserts SERR # when it detects a data parity error as a 
result of a CPU-to-PCI read (PAR incorrect with received data). In this case, the SERR # signal is 
asserted when parity errors are detected on PCI return data. When this bit is reset to 0, the PCMC is 
disabled from asserting SERR # when data parity errors are detected during a CPU-to-PCI read. 

4 SERR# on PCI Address Parity Error: When this bit is set to 1 (and bits 6 and 8 of the PCICMD 
Register are set to 1), the PCMC asserts SERR # when an address parity error is detected on PCI 
transactions. When this bit is reset to 0, the PCMC is disabled from asserting SERR# when address 
parity errors are detected on PCI transactions. 

3 PERR # on Receiving a Data Parity Error: This bit indicates whether the PERR # signal is 
implemented in the system. When this bit is set to 1 (and bit 6 of the PCICMD Register is also set to 
1), the PCMC asserts PERR # when it detects a data parity error (PAR incorrect with received data), 
either from a CPU-to-PCI read or a PCI master write to memory. When this bit is reset to 0 (or bit 6 of 
the PCICMD Register is reset to 0), the PERR # signal is not asserted by the PCMC. 

2 L2 Cache Parity Enable: This bit indicates that the second level cache implements parity. When 
this bit is set to 1, bit 0 and bit 1 of this register control the checking of parity errors during CPU reads 
from the second level cache. If this bit is 0, parity is not checked when the CPU reads from the 
second level cache (PCHK# ignored) and neither bit 1 nor bit 0 apply. 

1 SERR # on DRAM/L2 Cache Data Parity Error Enable: This bit enables and disables the SERR # 
signal for parity errors on reads from main memory or the second level cache. When this bit is set to 
1 (and bits 6 and 8 of the PCICMD Register are set to 1), and bit 0 of this register is set 1, SERR # is 
enabled upon a PCHK # assertion from the CPU when reading from main memory or the second 
level cache. The processor indicates that a parity error was received by asserting PCHK #. The 
PCMC then latches status information in the Error Status register and asserts SERR #. When this bit 
is reset to 0, SERR # is not asserted upon detecting a parity error. 10 is a reserved combination of 
bits [1 :0] of this register. 

o = 'Disable assertion of SERR# upon detecting a DRAM/second level cache read parity error. 
1 = Enable assertion of SERR# upon detecting a DRAM/second level cache read parity error. 

0 MCHK on DRAM/L2 Cache Data Parity Error Enable: When this bit is set to 1, PEN # is asserted 
for data returned from main memory or the second level cache. The processor indicates that a parity t 
error was received by asserting the PCHK # signal. I n addition, the processor invokes a machine 
check exception if enabled via the MCE bit in CR4 in the Pentium processor. The PCMC then latches 
status information in the Error Status Register. When this bit is reset to 0, PEN # is not .asserted. 10 
is a reserved combination of bits [1 :0] of this register. 
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3.2.22 ERRSTS-ERROR STATUS REGISTER 

Address Offset: 71 h 

. Default Value: ~Oh. 

Attrit)ute: 

Size: 

'. 
Read/Write Clear 

a Bits 

.The Error Status Register is an a-bit register that reports the occurrence of PCI, second level cache, and 
DRAM parity errors. This register also reports the occurrence of a CPU shutdown cycle. 

Bit 

7· 

6 

5:4 

3 

~ 

1 

0 

1-110 

7654.32 OBit 

Raarved 

PCI Tranlmltted DatIl 
Parity Error (RlWC) . 
1 =Data Parity Error 

Default 

Shutdown Cycle 
Detected (RlWC) 
I=Shutdown Cycle 
O=No Shutdown Cycle 

O=No .Data Parity Error Re8erved 

Reserved. 

Rearvad L2 Cache Data Parity Error (RlWC) 
1 =L2 Cache Data Parity Error 
O=No L2 Cache Data Parity Error 

DRAM Data Plrlty Error (RIWC) 
1 =DRAM Data Parity Error . 
O=No DRAM Data Parity Error 

. Figure 3-27. Error Status Register 

Table 3·27 Error Status Register , , 
Description 

, 

290479-26 

PCI Transmitted Data Parity Error: The PCMC sets this bit to a1 when it detects a d~taparity 
error (PERR # asserted) as a result of a CPU-to-PCI write. Software resets this .. bit to 0 by writing a 1 
~~. . 

Reserved. . 
DRAM Data Parity Error: The PCMCsets this bit to a 1 when it detects a paritY error from toe CPU 

-

PCHK # signal resulting from a CPU-to-main memory read. Software resets this bit to 0 by ~riting a 1 
to it. , 

L2 Cache Data Parity Error: The PCMC sets this bit to a 1 when it detects a parity error from the 
CPU PCHK# signal resulting from a CPU read access that hit in the second level cache. Software 
resets this bit to 0 by writing a 1 to it. 

Reserved. 

Shutdown Cycle Detected: The PCMC sets thi!3 bit to a 1 when it detects a shutd0('pn special cycle 
on the Host Bus. Under this condition the PCMC drives a shutdown special cycle on CI and asserts 
INIT. Software resets this bit to 0 by writing a 1 to it. 

I 
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3.2.23 SMRs-5MRAM SPACE REGISTER 

Address Offset: 72h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: R/W 
Size: BBits 

The PCMC supports a 64 KByte SMRAM space which can be selected to reside at the top of main memory, 
AOOOO-AFFFFh or BOOOO-BFFFFh. The SMRAM space defined by this register is not cacheable. This regis
ter defines a mechanism which allows the CPU to execute code out of the SMRAM space at either AOOOOh or 
BOOOOh while accessing the frame buffer on PCI. The SMRAM Enable bit in the. DRAM Control register must 
be set to 1 to enable the features defined by this register. 

Bit 

7:6 

5 

4 

3 

2:0 

I 

Reserved. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 Bit 

Reserved 

Open SMRAM Space (R/W) 
1 = SMRAM Access Open 
o = SMRAM Access in SMM Only 

SMM Base Segment (R/W) 
(See table below) 

'------ LockSMRAM Space (R/W) 
1 = SMRAM Locked 
o = SMRAM Not Locked 

L--_____ Close SMRAM Space (R/W) 

1 = Data Access to PCI 
o = Data Access to SMRAM. 

Figure 3-28. SMRAM Space Register 

Table 3-28. SMRAM Space Register 

Description 

290479-A2 

Open SMRAM Space (OSS): When set to 1, the CPU can access SMRAM space without being in 
SMM mode. That is, access to SMRAM are permitted even with SMIACT# inactive. This bit is 
intended to be used during POST to allow the CPU to initialize SMRAM space before the first SMI# 
interrupt is issued. 

Close SMRAM SPACE (CSS): When this bit is set to 1 and SMRAM is enabled, CPU code accesses 
to the SMRAM memory range are directed to SMRAM in main memory and data accesses are 
forwarded to PCI. This bit allows the CPU to read and write the frame buffer on PCI while executing 
SMM code. When reset to 0, and SMRAM is enabled, all accesses to the SMRAM memory range, 
both code and data, are directed to SMRAM (main memory). 

Lock SMRAM Space (LSS): When set to 1., this bit prevents the SMRAM space from being 
manually opened, effectively disabling bit'5 of this register. Only a power-on reset can reset this bit 
~00. 

SMM Base Segment (SBS): This field defines the 64 KByte base segment where SMRAM is 
located. The memory area defined by this field is non-cacheable. 

Bits SMRAM Location 
000, Top of Main Memory 
001 Reserved 
010 AOOOO":AFFFFh 
011 BOOOO-BFFFFh 

, 

100 Reserved 
101 Reserved 
110 Reserved 
111 Reserved 

1-111 
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3.2.24 MSG-MEMORY SPACE GAP REGISTER 

Address Offset: 78-79h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

16 Bits 

The Memory Space Gap Register defines the starting address and size of a gap in main memory. This register 
accommodates ISA devices that have their memory mapped into the 1 MByte to 15.5 MByte range (e.g., an 
ISA LAN card or an ISA frame buffer). The Memory Space Gap register defines a hole in main memory that 
transfers the cycles in this address space to the PCI Bus instead of main memory. This area is not cacheable. 

The memory space gap starting address must be a multiple of the memory space gap size. For example, a 
2 MByte gap must start at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14 MBytes. 

NOTE: 
Memory that is disabled by the gap created by this register is remapped to the top of memory. This 
remapped memory is accessible, except in the case where this would cause the top of main memory to 
exceed 192 MBytes. 

1·112 

15 14 12 11 87 4 3 0 Bit 
r-~----------~-------------.--------------.----------. 

o o R Default 

Reserved 

Memory Space Gap 
Starting Address (RIW) 
MSGSA=A[23:20] 

'----------------------- Memory Space Gap Size (RIW) 

Memory Space Gap Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

o 0 0 = 1 MBytes 
o 0 1 = 2 MBytes 
o 1 1 = 4 MBytes 
1 1 1 = 8 MBytes 
(all other combinations are reserved) 

Figure 3-29. Memory Space Gap Register 

290479-27 
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Table 3-29. Memory Space Gap Register 

Bit Description 

15 Memory Space Gap Enable (MSGE): MSGE enables and disables the memory space gap. When . 
MSGE is set to 1, the CPU accesses to the address range defined by this register are forwarded to 
PCI bus. The size of the gap created in main memory causes a corresponding amount of DRAM to 
be remapped at the top of main memory (top specified by ORB Registers). If the Frame Buffer 
Range is programmed below 16 MBytes and within main memory space, the MSG register must 
include the Frame Buffer Range. When MSGE is reset to 0, the memory space gap is disabled. 

14:12 Memory Space Gap Size (MSGS): This 3-bit field defines the size of the memory space gap. If the 
Frame Buffer Range is programmed below 16 MBytes and within main memory space, this register 
must include the frame buffer range. The amount of main memory specified by these bits is 
remapped to the top of main memory. 

Bit[14:12] Memory Gap Size 
000 1 MBytes 
001 2 MBytes 
01 1 4 MBytes 
1 1 1 8 MBytes 

(all other combinations are reserved) 

11 :8 Reserved. 

7:4 Memory Space Gap Starting Address (MSGSA): These 4 bits define the starting address of the 
memory space gap in the space from 1 MByte to 16 MByte. These bits are compared against 
A[23:20]. The memory space gap starting address must be a multiple of the memory space gap 
size. For example, a 2 MByte gap must start at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14 MBytes. 

3:0 Reserved. 

I 
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3.2.25 FBR-FRAME BUFFER R~NGE REGISTER 

Address Offset: 7C-7Fh 

Default Value: OOOOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

32 Bits 

This 32-bit register enables and disables a frame buffer area and provides attribute settings for the frame 
buffer area. The attributes defined in this register are intended to increase the performance of the frame buffer. 
The FaR Register can be used to accommodate PCI devices that have their memory mapped onto PCI from 
the top of DRAM to 4 GByte-512 KByte range (e.g., a linear frame buffer). If the Frame Buffer Range is 
located within the 1 MByteto 16 MByte main memory region where DRAM is populated, the Memory Space 
Gap Register must be programmed to include the Frame Buffer Range. 

NOTE: 

31 20 19 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 4 3 0 Bit 
r_----------r-----~r_,_,_--_,_.--r_._--._--_. 

I R 1 0 1 0 1 R" 1010101 Rio I Default 

I I 
Bu".r Offaat (R/W) 
A[31:20) 

Reserved 

Byte Merging (RIW) -
l=Enabled 
O=Dlsabled 

128K VGA Range Atlrlbu\e Enable (RIW) -
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Reserved -

Bufflir IRange (RIW) 
000Cl=1 MB 
0001=2 MB 
0011=4 MB 
0111=8MB 
1111=16MB 

- Reserved 

'-- Tranaperant Buffer 
Wrltae(RIW) 
1 =Rush not required 
O=Flush required 

No LOCK Requests (RIW) -
1 =No LOCK Request enabled 
O=No LOCK Request disabled 

'- CPII-to-PCI Prafatch (RJW) 
1 =Preletch enabled 
O=Preletch disabled 

Figure 3-30. Frame Buffer Range Register 

Memory Space 

o 

Frame Buffer Range 
(1,2,4,8, or 16 MByte 
size within this region) 

290479-29 
Frame buffer must be located above main memory or within the memory space gap. 

Figure 3-31. Frame Buffer Range 
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Bit 

31:20 

19:14 

13 

12 

11 :10 

9 

8 

7 

6:4 

3:0 

I 
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Table 3-30. Frame Buffer Range Register 

Description 

Buffer Offset (BO): BO defines the starting address of the frame buffer address space in 
increments of 1 MByte. This 12-bit field is compared directly against A[31:20]. The frame buffer 
range can either be located at the top of memory, including remapped memory or within the memory 
space gap (I.e., frame buffer range programmed below 16 MByte and within main memory space. 
When these bits are reset to OOOh and bit 12 is reset to 0, all features defined by this register are 
disabled. 

Reserved. 

Byte Merging (BM): Byte merging permits CPU-to-PCI byte writes to the LBX posted write buffer to 
be combined into a single transfer on the PCI Bus, when appropriate. When BM is set to 1, byte 
merging on CPU-to-PCI posted write cycles is enabled. When BM is reset to 0, byte merging is 
disabled. 

128K VGA Range Attribute Enable (VRAE): When VRAE = 1, the attributes defined in this 
register (bits [13, 10:7]) also apply to the VGA memory range of AOOOOh-BFFFFh regardless of the 
value programmed in the Buffer Offset field. When VRAE = 0, the attributes do not apply to the 
VGA memory range. Note that this bit only affects the mentioned attributes of the VGA memory 
range and does not enable or disable accesses to the VGA memory range. 

Reserved. 

No LOCK Requests (NLR): When NLR is set to 1, the PCMC never requests exclusive access to a 
PCI resource via the PCI LOCK # signal in the range defined by this register. When NLR is reset to 
0, exclusiVe access via the PCI LOCK # signal in the range defined by this register is enabled. 

CPU-to-PCI Prefetch (CPP): This bit enables and disables CPU-to-PCI read prefetch. When CPP is 
set to 1, CPU-to-PCI reads cause read prefetching into the 4 Dword-deep buffer in the LBX. When 
CPP is reset to 0, prefetching is disabled. 

Transparent Buffer Writes (TBW): When set to 1, this bit indicates that writes to the Frame Buffer 
Range need not be flushed for deadlock or coherence reasons on synchronization events (i.e., PCI 
master reads, and the FLSHBUF # IMEMREQ# protocol). 

When reset to 0, this bit indicates that upon synchronization events flushing is required for Frame 
Buffer writes posted in the CPU-to-PCI Write Buffer in the LBX. 

Reserved. 

Buffer Range (BR): These bits define the size of the frame buffer address space, allowing up to 
16 MBytes of frame buffer. If the frame buffer range is within the memory space gap, the buffer 
range is limited to 8 MBytes and must be included within the memory space gap size. The bits listed 
below in the Reserved Buffer Offset (BO) Bits column are ignored by the PCMC for the 
corresponding buffer sizes. 

Reserved Buffer 
Bits [3:0] Buffer Size Offset (BO) Bits 
0000 1 MBytes None 
0001 2 MBytes [20] 
0011 4 MBytes [21 :20] 
01 1 1 8 MBytes [22:20] 
1 1 1 1 16 MBytes [23:20] 

(all other combinations are reserved) 
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4.0 PCMC ADDRESS MAP 

Tne Pentium processor has two'distinct physicai ad
dress spaces: Memory and 1/0. The, merrioryad
dress spac,8 is 4 GBytes an~ the 1/0 address space 
is 64KBytes. The PCMCmaps accesses to these 
address spaces as desqiibed in this section. 

4.1 CPU Memory Address Map 

Figure 4-1 shows the address map for the 4 GByte 
" Host CPU l1,lemory address space. Depending on 

the address range and whether a memory gap is 
, enabled via the MSG Register, the PCMC forwards 

CPU memory acoessesto either main 'memory, or 
PCI memory. Accesses forwarded to main memory 

.,GB 

192MB' 

16MByte 

Memory Space Gap End 

Memory Space Gap Base 

1024 KB 

512KB 

. infel~, 
invoke operations on the DRAM interface and ac
cesses forwarded to PCI memory invoke operations 
on Pel. Mapping to the PCI Bus permits PCI or 
EISAIISA Bus-based memory. 

The, main memory size ranges from' 2 to 
192 MBytes. MemOry accesses above 192 MBytes 
are always fOrwarded to PCI. In ,ad~ition, a memory 
gap can be created in the 1 MByte to 1,6 MByte re
gion that provides a window to PCI-baSed memory. 
Th", location and size of the gap is programmable. 
Accesses to addresses in the gap are ignored by the 
DRAM COntroller and forwarded to PCI.' Note that 
CPU memory accesses that are forwarded to PCI 
(inCluding the Memory Space Gap) are not cache
able. Only main memory controlled by the PCMC 
DRAM interface is cacheable. 

Main Memory 

Main Memory 
UpperLlmi~ 

o 
(PC Compatibility Aange) 

290479-91 

Figure 4-1. CPU Memory Address Map-Full Range 
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4.2 System Management RAM
SMRAM 

The PCMC supports the use of main memory as 
System Management RAM (SMRAM) enabling the 
use of System Management Mode. This function is 
enabled and disabled via the DRAM Control Regis
ter. When this function is disabled, the PCMC mem
ory map is defined by the ORB and PAM Registers. 
When SMRAM is enabled, the PCMC reserves the 
top 64 KBytes of main memory for use as SMRAM. 

SMRAM can also be placed at AOOOOh through 
AFFFFh or BOOOOh through BFFFFh via the 
SMRAM Space Register at configuration space off
set 72h. Enhanced SMRAM features can also be 
enabled via the SMRAM Space Register. 

4.3 PC Compatibility Range 

The PC Compatibility Range is the first MByte of the 
Memory Map. The 512 KByte to 1 MByte range is 
subdivided into several regions as shown in Figure 
4-2. Each region is provided with programmable at-

I 
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tributes in the PAM Registers. The attributes are 
Read Enable (RE), Write Enable (WE) and Cache . 
Enable (CE). The attributes determine readability, 
writeability and cacheability of the corresponding 
memory region. When the associated bit in the PAM 
Register is set to a 1, the attribute is enabled and 
when set to a 0 the attribute is disabled. The follow
ing rules apply for cacheability in the first level and 
second level caches: 

1. If RE = 1, WE =1, and CE = 1, the region is 
cacheable in the first level and second level 
caches. 

2. If RE = 1, WE = 0, and CE = 1, the region is 
cacheable only on code reads (i.e., D/C# = 0). 
Data reads do not result in a line fill. Writes to the 
region are not serviced by the secondary cache, 
but are forwarded to PCI. 

The RE and WE bits for each region are used to 
shadow BIOS ROM in main memory for improved 
system performance. To shadow BIOS area, RE is 
reset to 0 and WE is .set to 1. RE is set to 1 and WE 
is reset to o. Any writes to the BIOS area are for
warded to PCI. 
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1024 KB 

960 KB 

896KB 

800KB 

768KB 

640KB 

512KB 

OFFFFFh 

OFOOOOh 
OEFFFFh 

OEOOOOh 
ODFF.FFh 

OC8000h 
OC7FFFh 

OCOOOOh 
OBFFFFh 

OAOOOOh 
09FFFFh 

080000h 
07FFFFh 

0 

Planar BIOS Memory 
(64 KBytes) 

BIOS Extension Memory 
Setup and POST Memory 

PCI Development BIOS Memory 
(64 KBytes) 

ISA Card BIOS & Buffer Memory 
(96 KBytes) 

Video BIOS Memory 
(32 KBytes) 

PCI/ISA Video Buffer Memory 
(128 KBytes) 

HosVPCl/EISA Memory 
(128 KBytes) 

Host Memory 
(512 KBytes) 

Programmable 
Attributes: RE, WE, CE 

Programmable 
Attributes: RE, WE, CE 

Programmable 
Attributes: RE, WE, CE 

Programmable 
Attributes: RE, WE, CE 

ReadlWrite Accesses 
forwarded to PCI Bus 

Programmable 
Attributes: RE, WE, CE 

Fixed Attributes: 
RE, WE, CE 

290479-92 

Figure 4,2_ CPU Memory Address Map-PC Compatibility Range 

4.4 I/O Address Map 

I/O devices (other than the PCMC) are not support
ed on the Host Bus. The PCMC generates PCI .Bus 
cycles for all CPU I/O accesses, except to the 
PCMC internal registers. Figure 4-3 shows the map
ping for the CPU I/O address space. Two PCMC 
registers are located in the CPU I/O address space. 
They are the Configuration Space Enable (CSE) 
Register located at OCF8h and the Turbo-Reset 
Control (TRC) Register located at OCF9h. 

Except for the two above mentioned I/O locations, 
all other CPU I/O accesses are mapped to either 
PCI I/O space or PCI configuration space. If the ac
cess is to PCI I/O space, the PCI address is the 
same as the CPU address. If the access is to PCI 
configuration space, the CPU address is mapped to 
a configuration space address as described in Sec
tion 3.0, Register Description. 
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64KB FFFFh 
PCI 1/0 Space 
(12 KBytes) 

DOOOh 
CFFFh 52KB 

PCI Configuration Space Range 
•••••••• _._ ••••• (4 KBytes) •••••••••••••••• Cl00h 

48KB COOOh 

PCI 1/0 Space BFFFh 

(45K+6 Bytes) 
OCFAh 

(3K-6)B 

(3K-7)B 

(3K-8)B 

Turbo/Reset Control Register 
OCF9h (1 Byte) 

Configuration Space Enable Register 
OCF8h (1 Byte) 
OCF7h 

PCI 1/0 Space 
(3K-8)Bytes) 

o Oh 
290479-93 

Figure 4·3. CPU 1/0 Address Map 

If configuration space is enabled via the CSE Regis· 
ter, the PCMC maps accesses in the address range 
of C100h to CFFFh. to PCI configuration space. Ac· 
cesses to the PCMC configuration register range 
(COOOh to COFFh) are intercepted by the PCMC and 
not forwarded to PCI. If the configuration space is 
disabled in the CSE Register, CPU accesses to the 
configuration address range (COOOh to CFFFh) are 
forwarded to PCII/O space. 

5.0 SECOND LEVEL CACHE 
INTERFACE 

5.1 Cache Overview 

The PCMC integrates a high performance write· 
back/write·through second level cache controller 
providing integrated tags and a full first level and 
second level cache coherency mechanism. The sec· 
ond level cache controller can be configured to sup· 
port either a 256 KByte cache or a 512 KByte cache 
using either synchronous burst SRAMs or standard 
asynchronous SRAMs. The cache is direct mapped 
and can be configured to support either a write·back 
or write·through write policy. Parity on the second 
level cache data SRAMs is optional. 

The PCMC contains 4096 address tags. Each tag 
represents a sector in the second level cache. If the 
second level cache is 256 KByte, each tag repre· 
sents two cache lines. If the second level cache is 
512 KByte, each tag represents four cache lines. 
Thus, in the 256 KByte configuration each sector 
contains two lines. In the 512 KByte configuration, 

each sector contains four lines. Valid and modified 
status bits are kept on a per line basis. Thus, in the 
case of a 256. KByte cache each tag has two valid 
bits and two modified bits associated with it. In the 
case of a 512 KByte cache each tag has four valid 
and four modified bits associated with it. Upon a 
CPU read cache miss, the. PCMC inspects the valid 
and modified bits within the addressed sector and 
writes back to main memory only the lines marked 
both valid and modified. All of the lines in the sector 
are then invalidated. The line fill will then occur and 
the valid bit associated with the allocated line will be 
set. Only the requested line will be fetched from 
main memory and written into the cache. If no write 
back is required, all of the lines in the sector are 
marked invalid. The line fill then occurs and the valid 
bit associated with the allocated line will be set. 
Lines are not allocated on write misses. When a 
CPU write hits a line in the second level cache, the 
modified bit for the line is set. 

The second level cache is optional to allow the 
PCMC to be used in a low cost configuration. A 
256 KByte cache is implemented with a single bank 
of eight 32K x 9 SRAMs if parity is supported or 32K 
x 8 SRAMs if parity is not supported . on the cache. A 
512 KByte cache is implemented with four 64K x 18 
SRAMs if parity is supported or 64K x 16 SRAMs if 
parity is not supported on the cache. Two 74AS373 
latchs complete the cache. Only main memory con· 
trolled by the PCMC DRAM interface is cached. 
Memory on PCI is not cached. 

Figures 5-1 and 5-2 depict the organization of the 
internal tags in the PCMC configured for a 
256 KByte cache and a 512 KByte cache. 
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A[17:6) --+ 
Index 

Tag4K -1 

Tag 4K - 2 

Tag 0 

i 
A[27:18) 

Tag 

i r i r Valid Valid 

Modified Modified 
~~ 

LineO Line.1 
290479-30 

Figure 5-1. PCMC Internal Tags with 256 KByte Cache 

A[18:7] ---+ 
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.--"-____ A[6:5) 

~ .Line. l 
00 01 10 11 

Tag 4K-1 
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I 

Tag 0 
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A[27:19] 

Tag Modified Modified Modified Modified 

~~~~ 
LineO Line1 Line2 Line3 
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Figure 5-2. PCMC Internal Tags with 512 KByte Cache 
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In the 256 KByte cache configuration A[17:6] form 
the tag RAM index. The ten tag bits read from the 
tag RAM are compared against A[27:18] from the 
host address bus. Two valid bits and two modified 
bits are kept per tag in this configuration. Host ad
dress bit 5 is used to select between lines 0 and 1 
within a sector. In the 512 KByte cache configuration 
A[18:7] form the tag RAM index. The nine bits read 
from the tag RAM are compared against A[27:19] 
from the host bus. Four valid bits and four modified 
bits are kept per tag. Host address bits 5 and 6 are 

PCMC ~3 
HA[17:7) 4 ~[17:7) 

82434LX 

used to select between lines 0, 1, 2 and 3 within a 
sector. 

The Secondary Cache Controller Register at offset 
52h in configuration space controls the secondary 
cache size, write and allocation policies, and SRAM 
type. The cache can also be enabled and disabled 
via this register. 

Figures 5-3 through 5-7 show the connections be
tween the PCMC and the external cache data 
SRAMs and latches. 

CALE 1---.1 E 32K X 9 SRAM 

1. 

IOE# 
-=-~ 4 A[14:4) 

CAA/B[6:3) A[3:0) 

C9E(l:0)#-1---------.1 OE# 

-.-eCS# 

CWE7# 

CWE8# 

CWE5#. 
CWE4#. 
CWE3#. 
CWE2# 
CWE1# 
CWEO# 

WE# 0[8:0) HO[83:56), OP7 
WE# 0(8:0) HO[SS:4s), 0P6 

WE# D{8:0) HO[47:40), OPS 
WE# 0[8:0) HO[39:32], OP4 

WElt 0[8:0) f---- HO[31 :24), OP3 
WE# 0[8:0) r--+ HOI23:16), OP2 
WE# D{8:0) ~ HO[1S:8), OP1 
WE# 0[8:0 ~ HD[7:0), OPO 

Figure 5-3. PCMC Connections to 256 KByte Cache with Standard $RAMs 
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WLII 0[8:0] +-+ 
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Figure 5-4. PCMC Connections to 512 KSyte Cache with Dual-Write Enable Standard SRAMs· 
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Figure 5-5. PCMC ,Connections to 512 KByte Cache with Dual-Byte Select SRAMs 
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PCMC 7~73 
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Figure 5·6. PCMC Connections to 256 KByte Cache with Burst SRAMs 
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Figure 5·7. PCMC Connections for 512 KByte Cache with Burst SRAMs' 
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When CALE is asserted, HA[18:7] flow through the 
address latch. When CALE is negated the address is 
captured in the latch allowing th~ processor to pipe
line the' next bus cycle onto the address bus. Two 
copies of CA[6:3], COE#, CADS# and CADV# are 
provided to reduce capacitive loading. Both copies 
should be used when the second level. cache is im
plemented with eight 32K x 8 or 32K x 9 SRAMs. 
Either both' copies or only one copy can be used 
with 64K x 1.8 or 64K x 16 SRAMs as determined by 
the system board layout and timing analysis. The 
two copies are always driven to the same logic .Ievel. 
CAA[4:3] and CAB[4:3] are used to count through 
the Pentium microprocessor burst order when stan
dard SRAMs are used to implement the cache. With 
burst SRAMs, the address counting is provided in
side the SRAMs. In this case, CAA[4:3] and 
CAB[4:3] are only used at the beginning of a cycle 
to load the initial low order address bits into the 
burst SRAMs. During CPU accesses, host address 
lines 6 and 5 are propagated to the CAA[6:5] and 
CAB[6:5] lines and are internally latched. When a 
CPU read cycle forces a line replacement in the sec
ond level cache, all modified lines within the ad
dressed sector are written back to main memory. 
The PCMC uses CAA[6:5] and CAB[6:5] to select 
among the lines within the sector. The Cache Output 
Enables, COE[1:0]# are asserted to enable the 
SRAMs to drive data onto the host data bus. The 
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Cache Write Enables, CWE [7:0] # allow byte control 
during CPU writes to the second level cache. An 
asynchronous SRAM 512 KByte cache can be im
plemented with two' different types of SRAM byte 
control. Figure 5-4 depicts the PCMC connections to 
a 512 KByte cache using 64K x 18 or 64K x 16 
SRAMs with two write enables per SRAM. Each 
SRAM has a high and low write enable.· Figure 5-5 
depicts the PCMC connections to a 512 KByte 

, cache using 64K x 18 or 64K x 16 SRAMs with two 
byte select lines per SRAM. Each SRAM has a high 
and low byte select. The type of cache byte control 
(Write Enable or Byte Select) is programmed in the 
Cache Byte Control bit in the Secondary Cache Coh
trol register at configuration space offset 52h. When 
this bit is reset to 0, Byte Select control is used. In 
this mode, the CBS[7:0] # lines are multiplexed onto 
pins 90, 91 and 95-100 and the CR/W[1 :0] # pins 
are multiplexed onto pins 93 and 94. When this bit is 
set to 1, Byte Write Enable control is. used. In this 
mode, the CWE[7:0] # lines are multiplexed onto 
pins 90, 91 and 95"7100. CADS[1:0]# and 
CADV[1 :0] # are only used with burst SRAMs. The 
Cache Address Strobes, CADS [1 :0] # are asserted 
to cause the burst SRAMs to latch the cache ad
dress at the beginning of a second level cache ac
cess. CADS[1:0]# can be connected to either 
ADSP# or ADSC# on the SRAMs. The Cache Ad
vance signals, CADV[ 1 :0] # are asserted to cause 
the burst SRAMs to advance to the next ad.dress of 
the burst sequence. 
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5.2 Clock latencies 

Tables 5-1 and 5-2 list the latencies for various CPU 
transfers to or from the second level cache for stan
dard SRAMs and burst SRAMs. Standard SRAM ac
cess times of 12 and 15 ns are recommended for 66 
and 60 MHz operation, respectively. Burst SRAM 
clock access times of 8 and 9 ns are recommended 
for 66 and 60 MHz operation respectively. Precise 
SRAM timing requirements should be determined by 
system board electrical simulation with SRAM I/O 
buffer models. 

I 

Table 5-1. Second Level Cache latencies 
with Standard SRAM 

Cycle Type HCLKCount 

Burst Read 3-2-2-2 

Burst Write 4-2-2-2 

Single Read 3 

Single Write 4 

Pipelined Back-to-Back Burst 3-2-2-2/3-2-2-2 
Reads 

Burst Rel:id followed by 3-2-2-2/4 
Pipelined Write 

Table 5-2. Second Level Cache latencies 
with Burst SRAM 

Cycle Type HCLKCount. 

Burst Read 3-1-1-1 

Burst Write 3-1-1-1 

Single Read 3 

Single Write 3 

Pipeliried Back-to-Back Burst 3-1-1-1/1-1'-1-1 
Reads 

Read Followed by Pipelined 3-1-1-1/2 
Write 

82434LX 

5.3 Standard SRAM Cache Cycles 

The following sections describe the activity of the 
second level cache interface when standard asyn
chronous SRAMs are used to implement the cach,e. 

5.3.1 BURST READ 

Figure 5-8 depicts a burst read from the second lev
el cache with standard SRAMs. The CPU initiates 
the rea,d cycle by driving address and status onto 
the bus and asserting ADS#. Initially, the CA[6:3] 
are a propagation delay from the host address lines 
A[6:3]. Upon sampling W/R# active and M/IO# in
active, while ADS# is asserted, the PCMC asserts 
COE # to begin a read cycle from the SRAMs. CALE 
is negated, latching the address lines on the SRAM 
address inputs, allowing the CPU to pipeline a new 
address onto the bus. CA[4:3] cycle through the 
Pentium microprocessor burst order, completing the 
cycle. PEN # is asserted with the first BRDY # and 
negated with the last BRDY # if parity is implement
ed on the second level cache data SRAMs and the 
MCHK DRAM/Second Level Cache Data Parity bit 
in the Error Command Register (offset 7Qh) is set. 
Figure 5-9 depicts a burst read from the second lev
el cache with standard 16- or 18-bit Wide Dual-Byte 
Select SRAMs. A single read cycle from the second 
level cache is very similar to the first transfer of a 
burSt read cycle, CALE is not negated throughout 
the cycle. COE'" is asserted as shown above, but is 
negated with BRDY "'. 

When the Secondary Cache Allocation (SCA) bit in 
the Secondary Cache Control register is set, the 
PCMC will perform a line. fill in the secondary cache 
even if the CACHE # signal from the CPU is inactive. 
In this case, AHOLD is assertej:l to prevent the CPU 
from beginning a new cycle while the second level 
cache line fill is completing. 

Back-to-back pipelined burst reads from the second 
level cache are shown in the Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5·8. CPU Butst Read from Second Level Cache with StandardSRAM 
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Figure 5·9. Burst Read from Second Level Cache with Dual·Byte Select SRAMs 
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. Figure 5-10; Plpelined Back-to-Back Burst Reads from Second Level Cache with Standard SRAM 

Due to assertion of NA #, the CPU drives a new ad
dress onto the bus before the first cycle is complete. 
In this case, the second cycle is a hit in the second 
level cache. Immediately upon completion of the first 
read cycle, the PCMC begins the second cycle. 
When the first cycle completes, the PCMC drives the 
new address to the SRAMs on CA[6:3] and asserts 
CALE. The second cycle is very similar to the first, 
completing at a rate of 3-2-2-2. The cache address 
lines must be held at the SRAM address inputs until 
the first cycle completes. Only after the last BRDY # 
is returned, can CALE be asserted and CA[6:3] be 
changed. Thus, the pipeliried cycle completes at the 
same rate as a non-pipelined cycle. 

5.3.2 BURST WRITE 

A burst write cycle is used to write back a cache line 
from the first level cache to either the second level 
cache or DRAM. Figure 5-11 depicts a burst write 
cycle to the second level cache with standard 
SRAMs. 

J 

The CPU initiates the write cycle by driving address 
and status onto the bus and asserting ADS#. Initial
ly, the CA[6:3] propagate from the host address 
lines A[6:3]. CALE is negated, latching the address 
lines on the SRAM address inputs, allowing the CPU 
to pipeline a new address orito the bus. Burst write 
cycles from the Pentium microprocessor always be
gin with the low order Oword and advances to the 
high order Oword. CWE[7:0] # are generated from 
an internally delayed version of HCLK, providing ad
dress setup time to CWE[7:0] # falling and data set
up time to CWE[7:0] # rising edges. HIG[4:0] are 
driven to PCMWO (Post CPU to Memory Write Buff
er Oword) only when the ~CMC is programmed fora 
write-through write policy. When programmed for 
write-back mode, the modified bit associated with 
the line is set within the PCMC. The single write cy
cle is very similar to the first write of a burst write 
cycle. A burst read cycle followed by a pipe lined 
write cycle with standard SRAMs is depicted in Fig
ure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-11. Burst Write to Second Level Cache with Standard SRAM 
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Figure 5-12. Burst Write to SeCond Level Cache with Dual-Byte SelectSRAMs 
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Figure 5·13. Burst Read followed by Plpelined Write with Standard SRAM 
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5.3.3 CACHE LINE FILL 

If the CPU issues a memory read cycle to cacheable 
memory which is not in the second level cache, a 
first and second level cache line fill occurs. Figure· 
5-14 depicts a CPU read cycle that results in a line 

. fill .into the first and second level caches. 

Figure 5-16.depicts the host bus activity during a 
CPU read cycle which forces a write-back from the , 
second level cache to the. CPU-ta-memory posted 
write buffer as' th~ DRAM read cycle begins. 

The CPU issues a memory read cyCle which misses' 
in the second level cache. In this instance,a modi-

HCLK 

AOS# ~,i 

fied line in the second level cache must be written 
back to main memory before the new line can be 
filled into the cache. The PCMCirispects the valid 
and modified bits for each of the lines within the 
addr'filssed .sector and writes back only the valid 
lines within the sector that are in the modified state. 
During the write-back cycle,.CA[4:3] begin with the 
initial value driven by the, Pentium microprocessor 
and proceed in the Pentium microprocessor burst 
order. CA[6:5] are used to count through the lines 
within the addressed ~ector. When two or more lines 
must be written back to main memory, CA[6:5] 
count in the direction from line 0 to line 3.CA[6:5] 
advance to the next Une to be written' back to main 
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FlgureS-14. Cache Line Fill with Standard SRAM, DRAM Page Hit 
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Figure 5-15. Cache Line Fill with Dual-Byte Select Standard SRAM, DRAM Page Hit 
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Figure 5-16. CPU Cache Read Miss, Write Back, Line Fill with Standard SRAM 

memory, skipping lines which are not modified, Fig
ure 5-16 depicts the case of just one of the. lines in a 
sector being written back to main memory, In this 
case, the el'1tire line can be posted in the CPU-to
Main Memory posted write buffer by driving the 
HIG [4:0] lines. to the PCMWQ command as each 
Qword is read from the cache. At the same time, the 
required DRAM read cycle is beginning. As soon as 
the de-allocated line is written into the posted write 
buffer, the HIG[4:0] lines are driven to CMR (CPU 
Memory Read) to allow data to propagate from the 
DRAM data lines to the CPU data lines. The 
CWE[7:0] # lines· are not generated from a delayed 

version of HCLK (as they are in the case of CPU to 
second level cache burst write), but from ordinary 
HCLK rising edges. CMR is driven on the HIG[4:0] 
lines throughout the DRAM read portion of the cycle. 
With the fourth assertion of BRDY# the HIG[4:0) 
lines change to NOPC. TheLBXs however, do not 
tri-state the host data lines until MDLE rises. 
CWE[7:0] '" and MDLEtrack such that MDLE will 
not rise before CWE[7:0] #. Thus, the LBXs contin
ue to drive the.host data lines until CWE[7:0]#are 
negated. CA[6:3] remain at the valid values until the 
clock after the last BRDY #, providing address hold 
time to CWE[7:0] # rising. 
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PEN# is asserted as shown if the MCHK DRAM/L2 
Cache Data Parity Error bit in the Error Command 
Register (offset 70h) is set. If the second level cache 
supports parity, PEN # is always asserted during 
CPU read cycles in the third clock in case the cycle 
hits in the cache. 

If more than one line must be written back to main 
memory, the PCMC fills the CPU-to-Main Memory 
Posted Write Buffer and loads another Qword into 
the buffer as each Qword write completes into main 
memory. The writes into DRAM proceed as page hit 
write cycles from one line to the next, completing at 
a rate of X-4-4-4-5-4-4-4-5-4-4-4 for a three line 
write-back. All modifed lines except for the last one 
to be written back are posted and written to memory 
before the DRAM read cycle begins. The last line to 
be written back is posted as the. DRAM read cycle 
begins. Thus, the read data is returned to the CPU 
before the last line is retired to memory. 

HCLK 

ADS# 

82434LX 

The line which was written into the second level 
cache is marked valid and unmodified by the PCMC. 
All the other lines in the sector are marked invalid. A 
subsequent CPU read cycle which hits in the same 
sector (but a different line) in the second level cache 
would then simply result in a line fill without any write 
back. . 

5.4 Burst SRAM Cache Cycles 

The following sections show the activity of the sec
ond level cache interface when burst SRAMs are 
used for the second level cache. 

5.4.1 BURST READ 

Figure 5-17 depicts a burst read from the second 
level cache with burst SRAMs. 
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Figure 5-17. CPU Burst Read From Second Level Cache with Burst SRAM 
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The cycle begins with the CPU driving address and 
status onto Host Bus and asserting ADS #. The 
PCMC asserts CADS# and COE# in the second 
clock. After the address is latched by the burst 
SRAMs and the PCMC determines that no write 
back cycles are required from the second level 
cache,CALE is negated. Back-to-back burst reads 
from the second level cache are shown in Figure 
5-18. 

When the Secondary Cache Allocation (SCA) bit in 
the Secondary Cache Control register is set, the 
PCMC will perform a line fill inthe secondary cache 
even if the CACHE # signal from the CPU is inactive. 
In this case, AHOLD is asserted to prevent the CPU 
from beginning a new cycle while the second level 
cache line fill is completing. 

Back-to-back burst reads which hit in the second 
level cache complete at a rate of 3-1-1-1/1-1-1-1 
with burst SRAMs. As the last BRDY#. is being re
turned to the CPU, the PCMC asserts CADS# caus
ing the SRAMs to latch the new address. This allows .. 
the data for the second cycle to be transferred to the. \ 
CPU on the clock after the first cycle completes. 

HCLK 

ADS# 

5.4.2 BURST WRITE 

A burst write cycle is used to write back a line from 
the first level cache to either the the second level 
cache or DRAM. A burst write cycle from the first 
level cache to the second level cache is shown in 
Figure 5-19. 

The Pentium microprocessor always writes back 
lines starting with the low order Qword advancing to 
the high orderQVI(ord. CADS# is asserted in the 
second clock. CWE[7:0] # and BRDY # are assert
ed in the third clock. CADY # assertion is delayed by 
one clock relative to the burst read cycle. HIG[4:0] 
are driven to PCMWQ (Post CPU-to-Memory Write 
Buffer Qword) only when the PCMC is programmed 
for a write-through write policy. When programmed 
for write-back mode, the modified bit associated with 
the line .is set within the PCMC. The single write is 
very similar to the first write in a burst write. CADS# 
is asserted in the second clock. BRDY # and 
CWE[7:0] # are asserted in the third clock. A burst 
read cycle followed by a pipelined single write cycle 
is depicted in Figure 5-20. 
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Figure 5-18. Pipelined Blick-to-Back Burst Reads from Second Level Cache 
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Figure 5-19. Burst Write to Second Level Cache with Burst SRA!III 
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Figure 5-20. Burst Read followed by Pipelined Single Write Cycle with Burst SRAM 
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5.4.3 CACHE LINE FILL 

If the CPU issues a memory read cycle to cacheable 
memory which does not hit in the second level 

cache, a cache line fill occurs. Figure 5·21 depicts a 
first and second level cache line fill with burst 
SRAMs. 
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Figure 5-21. Cache Line Fill with Burst SRAM, DRAM Page Hit, 7-4-4-4 Timing 
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Figure 5-22 depicts a CPU read cycle which forces a write-back in the second level cache. 
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Figure 5-22. CPU Cache Read Miss, Wrlte~Back, Line Fill with Burst SRAM 
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The CPU issues a memory read cycle which misses 
in the second level cache. In this instance, a modi
fied line in the second level cache must be written 
back to mail'l memory before the new line can be 
filled into the cache. The PCMC inspects the valid 
and modified bits for each of the lines within the 
addressed sector and writes back only the valid 
lines within the sector which are marked modified. 
CA[6:5j are used to count through the lines within 
the addressed sector. When two or more lines must 
be written back to main memory, CA[6:5] count in 
the direction from line 0 to line 3 after each line is 
written back. Figure 5-18 depicts the case of just 
one of the lines in a sector being written back to 
main memory. In this case, the entire line can be 
posted in the CPU-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer 
by driving the HIG[4:0j lines to PCMWQ as each 
Qword is read from the cache. At the same time, the 
required DRAM read cycle is beginning. After the de
allocated line is written into the posted write buffer, 
the HIG[4:0jlines are driven to CMR (CPU Memory 
Read) to allow data to propagate from the DRAM 
data lines to the CPU data lines. Figure 5-22 as
sumes that the read from DRAM is a page hit and 
thus the first Qword is already read from the DRAMs 
when the transfer from cache to the CPU to Memory 
posting buffer is complete. The rest of the DRAM 
cycle completes at a -4-4-4 rate. CADY # is asserted 
with the last three BRDY # assertions. CMR is driv
en on the HIG[4:0jlines throughout the DRAM read 
portion of the cycle. Upon the fourth assertion of 
BRDY# the HIG[4:0jlines change to NOPC. 

PEN# is asserted as shown if the MCHK DRAM/L2 
Cache Data Parity Error bit in the Error Command 
Register (offset 70h) is set. If the second level cache 
supports parity, PEN# is always asserted during 
CPU read cycles in clock 3 in case the cycle hits in 
the cache. 

If more than one line must be written back to main 
memory, the .PCMC fills the CPU-to-Main Memory 
Posted Write Buffer and loads another Qword into 
the buffer as each Qword write completes into main 
memory. The writes into DRAM proceed as page hit 
write cycles from one line to the next, completing at 
a rate of X-4-4-4-5-4-4-4-5-4-4-4 for a three line 
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write-back. All modifed lines except for the last one 
to be written back to memory are posted and retired 
to memory before the DRAM read cycle begins. The 
las1 line to be written back is posted as the DRAM 
read cycle begins. Thus, the read data is returned to 
the CPU before the last line is retired to memory. 

The line which was written into the second level 
cache is marked valid and unmodified by the PCMC. 
All the other lines in the block are marked invalid: A 
subsequent CPU read cycle which hits the same 
sector (but a different line) in the second level cache 
results in a line fill without any write-back. 

5.5 Snoop Cycles 

The inquire cycle is used to probe the first level and 
second level caches when a PCI master attempts to 
access main memory. This is done to maintain co
herency between the first and second level caches 
and main memory. When a PCI master first attempts 
to access main memory a snoop request is generat
ed inside the PCMC. The PCMC supports up to two 
outstanding cycles on the CPU address bus at a 
time. Outstanding cycles include both CPU initiated 
cycles and snoop cycles. Thus, if the Pentium micro
processor pipelines a second cycle onto the host 
address bus, the PCMC will not issue a snoop cycle 
until the first CPU cycle terminates. If the PCMC 
were to initiate a snoop cycle before the first CPU 
cycle were complete then for a brief period of time, 
three cycles would be outstanding. ThUs, a snoop 
request is serviced with a snoop cycle only when 
either no cycle is outstanding on the CPU bus or one 
cycle is outstanding. 

Snoop cycles are performed by driving the PCI mas
ter address onto the CPU address bus and asserting 
EADS #. The Pentium microprocessor then per
forms a tag lookup to determine if the addressed 
memory is in the first level cache. At the same time 
the PCMC performs an internal tag lookup to deter
mine if the addressed memory is in the second level 
cache. Table 5-3 describes how a PCI master read 
from main memory is serviced by the PCMC. 
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Table 5-3. Data Transfers for PCI Master Reads from Main Memory 

Snoop Result 
Action 

First Level Cache Second Level Cache 

Miss Miss Data is transferred from DRAM to PCI. 

Miss Hit Unmodified Line Data is transferred directly from second level cache to PCI. 
The line remains valid and unmodified in the second level 
cache. 

Miss Hit Modified Line Data is transferred directly from second level cache to PCI. 
Line remains valid and modified in the second level cache. 
The line is not written to DRAM. 

Hit Unmodified Line Miss Data is transferred from DRAM to PCI. 

Hit Unmodified Line Hit Unmodified Line Data is transferred directly from second level cache to PCI. 
The line remains valid and unmodified in the second level 
cache. 

Hit Unmodified Line Hit Modified Line Data is transferred directly from second level cache to PCI. 
Line remains valid and modified in the second level cache. 
The line is not written to DRAM. 

Hit Modified Line Miss A write-back from first level cache occurs. The data is sent to 
both PCI and the CPU-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer. The 
CPU-to-Memory Posted Write Buffer is then written to 
memory. 

Hit Modified Line Hit Unmodified Line A write-back from first level cache occurs. The data is posted 
to PCI and written into the second level cache. When the 
second level cache is in write-back mode, the line is marked 
modified and is not written to DRAM. When the second level 
cache is in write-through mode, the line is posted and then 

.. written to DRAM . 

Hit Modified Line Hit Modified Line A write-back from first level cache occurs. The data is posted 
to PCI and written into the second level cache. The line is not 
written to DRAM. This scenario can only occur when the 
second level cache is in write-back mode. 
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PCI master write cycles hever result in a write direct
ly into the second level cache. A snoop hit to a modi-

. fied line in either the first level or second leval cache 
results in a write-back of the line to main memory. 
The line is invalidated and the PCI write to main 
memory occurs after the write-back completes. The 

other lines in the sector are not written back to main 
memory or invalidated. A PCI master write snoop hit 
to an unmodified lihe in either the first level or sec
ond level cache results in the line being invalidated. 
Table 5-4 describes the actions taken by the PCMC 
when a PCI master writes to main memory. 

Tabte 5-4. Data Transfer for PCI Master Writes to Main Memory 

Snoop Result 
Action 

First Level Cache Secorid Level Cache 

Miss Miss The PCI master write data is transferred from PCI to DRAM. 

Miss Hit Unmodified Line The PCI master write data is transferred from PCI to DRAM. 
The line is invalidated in the secohd level cache. 

Miss Hit Modified Line A write-back from second level cache to DRAM occurs. The 
PCI master write data is then written to DRAM. The line is 
invalidated in the second level cache. 

Hit Unmodified Line Miss The first level cache line is invalidated. The PCI master write 
data is written to DRAM. 

Hit Unmodified Line Hit Unmodified Line The line is invalidated in both the first level and second level 
caches. The PCI master write data is written to DRAM. 

Hit Unmodified Line Hit Modified Line The first level cache line is invalidated. The second level 
cache line is written back to main memory and invalidated. 
The PCI master write data is then written to DRAM. 

Hit Modified Line Miss The first level cache line is written back to DRAM and 
invalidated. The PCI master write. data is then written to 
DRAM. 

Hit Modified Line Hit Unmodified Line The first level cache line is written back to DRAM and 
invalidated. The second level cache line is invalidated. The 
PCI master write data is then written to DRAM. 

Hit Modified Line Hit Modified Line The first level cache line is written back to ORAM and 
invalidated. The second level cache line is invalidated. The 
PCI master write data is th~n written to DRAM. 

A snoop hit results in one of three transfers, a write
back from the first level cache posted to the LBXs, a 
write-back from the second level cache posted to 
the LBXs or a write-ba~ from· the first level cache 

posted to the LBXs and written to the second level 
cache. A snoop cycle which does not result ina 
write-back is depicted in Figure 5-23. 
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Figure 5-23. Snoop Hit to Unmodified Line in First Level Cache or Snoop Miss 

The PCMC begins to service the snoop request by 
asserting AHOLD,causing the Pentium microproc
essor to tri-state the address bus in the clock after 
assertion. In the case of a PCI master read cycle, 
the PCMC drives the DPRA (Drive PCI Read Ad
dress) command onto the HIG[4:0] lines causing the 
LBXs to .drive the PCI address onto the host address 
bus. For a write cycle, the PCMC drives the DPWA 
(Drive PCI Write Address to CPU Address Bus) com
mand on the HIG[4:0].lines, also causing the LBXs 
to begin driving the host address bus. The PCMC 
then asserts EADS#, initiating the snoop cycle to 
the CPU. The INV signal is asserted by the PCMC 
only during snoops due to PCI master writes. INV 
remains negated during snoops due to PCI master 
reads. If the snoop results in a hit to a modified line 
in the first level cache,. the Pentium microprocessor 
asserts HITM #. The PCMC samples the HITM # sig
nal two clocks after the CPU samples EADS#as
serted t~ determine if the snoop hit in the first level 
cache. By this time the PCMC has completed an 

internal tag lookup to determine if the line is in the 
second level cache. Since this snoop does not result 
in a write back, the NOPC command is driven on the 
HIG[4:0] lines, causing the LBXs to tri-state the ad
dress bus. The sequence ends with AHOLD nega
tion. 

If the Pentium microprocessor asserts ADS # in the 
same clock as the PCMC asserts AHOLD, the 
PCMC will assert BOFF # in two cases. First, if the 
snoop cycle hits a modified line in the first level 
cache, the PCMC will assert BOFF # for 1 HCLK to 
re-order the write-back around the currently sending 
cycle. Second, if the snoop requires a write-back 
from the second level cache, the PCMC will assert 
BOFF # to enable the write-back from the second
ary cache SRAMS. 

Figure 5-24 depicts a snoop hit to a modified line in 
the first level cache due to a PCI master memory 
read cycle. 
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Figure 5-24. Snoop Hit to Modified Line In First Level Cache, Post Memory and PCI 
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The snoop cycle is initiated while a CPU burst cycle 
to the second level cache is completing. The snoop 
cycle begins when the PCMC assertsAHOLD caus
ing the CPU to tri-state the address bus. The PCMC 
drives the DPRA (Drive PCI Read Address) com
mand on to the HIG[4:0] lines causing the LBXs to 
drive the PCI address onto the host address bus. 
The PCMC then asserts EADS #, initiating the snoop 
to the first level cache. INV is not asserted since this 
is a PCI master read cycle. INV is only asserted with 
EADS # when the snoop cycle is in response to a 
PCI master write cycle. As the CPU is sampling 
EADS # asserted, the PCMC latches the address. 
Two clocks later, the PCMC completes the internal 
tag 160kup to determine if the line is in the second 
level cache. In this instance, the snoop hits a modi
fied line in the first level cache and misses in the 
second level cache. Thus, the second level cache is 
not involved in the write-back cycle. The PCMC al
lows the LBXs to stop driving the address lines by 
driving NOPC command on the HIG[4:0] lines. The 
CPU then drives the write-back cycle onto the bus 
by asserting ADS# and driving the write-back data 
on the data lines even though AHOLD is still assert
ed. The write-back into the LBX buffers occurs at a 
rate of 3-1-1-1. The PCMC drives PCMWFQ on the 
HIG[4:0] lines for one clock causing the write data 
to be posted to both PCI and main memory. For the 
next three clocks, the HIG[4:0] lines are driven to 
PCMWNQ, posting the final three Qwords to both 
PCI and main memory. 

A similar transfer from first level cache to the LBXs 
occurs when a snoop due to a PCI master write hits 
a modified line in the first level cache. In this case, 
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the write-back is transferred to the CPU-to-Memory 
Posted Write Buffer. If the line is in the second level 
cache, it is invalidated. The cycle is similar to the 
snoop cycle shown above with two exceptions. the 
PCMC drives the DPWA command on the HIG[4:0] 
lines instead of the DPRA command. During the four 
clocks where the PCMC drives BRDY # active to the 
CPU, it also drives PCMWQ on the HIG[4:0] lines, 
causing the write to be posted to main memory. 

In both of the above cases where a write-back from 
the first level cache is required, AHOLD is asserted 
until the write-back is complete. If the CPU has be
gun a read cycle directed to PCI and the snoop re
sults in a hit to a modified line in the first level cache, 
BOFF # is asserted for one clock to abort the CPU 
read cycle and re-order the write-back cycle before 
the read cycle. 

When a PCI master read or write cycle hits a modi
fied line in the second level cache and either misses 
in the first level cache or hits an unmodified line in 
the first level cache, a write-back from the second 
level cache to th.e LBXs occurs. When a PCI master 
write snoop hits an unmodified line in the second 
level cache and either misses in the first level cache 
or hits an unmodified line in the first level cache, no 
data transfer from the second level cache occurs. 
The line is simply invalidated. In the case of a PCI 
master write cycle, the line is invalidated in both the 
first level and second leve.! caches. In the case of a 
PCI master memory read cycle, neither cache is in
validated. A PCI master read from main memory 
which hits either a modified or unmodified line in the 
second level cache is shown in Figure 5-25. 
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Figure 5-25. Snoop Hit to Modified Line in Second Level Cache, Store in PCI Read Prefetch Buffer 

The snoop request is received as a CPU burst ac
cess to the second level cache is in progress. The 
snoop cycle begins with the PCMC asserting 
AHOLD, causing the CPU to tri-state the Host ad
dress bus. The PCMC drives the DPRA command 
enabling the LBXs to drive the snoop address onto 
the Host address bus. The PCMC asserts EADS#. 
INV is not asserted in this case since the snoop cy
cle"is in response to a PCI master read cycle. If the 
snoop were in response to a PCI master write cycle 
then INV would be asserted with EADS#. Two 
clocks after the CPU samples EADS # active, the 
PCMC completes the internal tag lookup. In this 
case the snoop hit either an unmodified line or a 
modified line' in the second level cache. Since 
HITM # is inactive, the snoop did not hit in the first 
level cache. The PCMC then schedules a read from 
the second level cache to be written to the LBXs. 
When the CPU burst cycle completes the PCMC ne
gates the control signals to the second level cache 

I 

and asserts CALE opening the cache address latch 
and allowing the snoop address to flow through to 
the SRAMs. The second level cache executes a 
read sequence which completes at 3-2-2-2 in the 
case of standard SRAMs and 3-1-1-1 in the case of 
burst SRAMs. During all snoop cycles where a write
back from the second level cache is required, 
BOFF # is asserted throughout the write-back cycle. 
This prevents the deadlock that would occur if the 
CPU is in thi3 middle of a non-postable write and the 
data bus is required for the second level cache 
write-back. 

When using burst SRAMs, the read from the SRAMs 
follows the Pentium processor burst order. However, 
the memory to PCI read prefetch buffer in the LBXs 
is organized as a FIFO and.cannot accept data out 
of order. The SWBO, SWB1, SWB2 and SWB3 com
mands are used to write data into the buffer in as
sending order. In the above example, the PCI master 
requests a data item which hits aword 0 in the 
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cache, thus CA[4:3) count through the following se
quence: 0,1,2,3 (OU; 01,10, 11). If the PCI master 
requests a data item that hits Qword 1, the SWBO 
command is sent via the HIG[4:0) lines to store 
Qword 1 in the first buffer location. The next read 
from the cache is not in ascending order, thus a 
NOPC is sent on tne HIG[4:0) lines. This Qword is 
not posted in the buffer. The next read from the 
cache is to Qword 3. SWB2 is sent on the HIG[4:0) 
lines. The final read from the cache is Qword 2. 
SWB1 is sent on the,HIG[4:0)line$. Thus, Qword 1 
is placed in entry 0 in the bllffer, Qword 2 is placed 
in entry 1 in the buffer- and Qword 3 is placed in entry 
2 in the buffer. The ordering between the Qwords 
read from the cache and the HIG[4:0) commands 
when using burst SRAMs is summarized in 
Table 5-5 .. 

Table 5-5. HIG[4:O) Command Sequence for. 
Second Level Cache to PCI Master 

Read Prefetch Buffer Transfer 

Burst Order HIG[4:0) 
from Cache COmmand Sequence 

0,1,2,3 SWBO, SWB1, SWB2, SWB3 

1,0,3,2 . SWBO; NOPC, SWB2, SWB1 

2,3,0,1 SWBO, SWB1,NOPe, NOpe 

3,2,1,0 SWBO, NOPC, NOPe,. NOPC 
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When using standard asYllchronous SRAMs, the 
read from the SRAMs occurs in a linear burst order. 
Thus, CAA[4:3) and CAB[4:3) count in a linear burst 
order and the Store Write Buffer commands are sent 
in linear order. The burst ends at .the cache line 
boundary and does not wrap around and continue 
With the beginning of the cache line. 

A PCI master write cycle which hits a modified line in 
the second level cache and either hits an unmodified 
line in the first level cache or misses in the first level 
cache will also cause a transfer from the second 
level cache to the LBXs. In this case, the read from 
the SRAMs is posted to main memory and the line is 
invalidated in the second level cache. The cycle 
would differ only slightly from the above cycle. INV 
would be asserted with EADS#. Instead of the 
DPRA command, the PCMC would use the DPWA 
command to drive the snoop address onto the host 
address bus. The write would be posted to the 
DRAM, thus the PCMC would drive the PCMWQ 
command on the HIG[4:0) lines to pO$t the write to 
DRAM. 

A snoop cycle Can result in a write-back from the 
first level cache to both the second leveJ and LBXs 
in the case of a PCI master read cycle which hits Ii 
modified line in the first level cache and hits either a 
modified or unmodified line in the second level 
cache. The line is written to both the second level 
cache and the memory toPCI read prefetch buffer. 
The cycle is shown in Figure 5-26. . 
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Figure 5-26. Snoop Hit to Modified Line in First Level Cache, Write-Back from 
First Level Cache to Second Level Cache and Send to PCI 

This cycle is shown for the case of a second level 
cache with burst SRAMs. In this case, as it com
pletes the second level cache tag lookup, the PCMC 
samples HITM# active. The write-back is written to 
the second level cache and simultaneously stored in 
the memory to PCI prefetch buffer. In the case 
shown in Figure 5-22, the PCI master requests a 
data item which is. contained in aword 0 of the 
cache line. Note that a write·back froll) the first level 
cache always starts with aword 0 and finishes with 
aword 3. Thus the HIG[4:0] lines are sequenced 
through the following order: SWBO, SWB1, SWB2, 
SWB3. If the PCI.master requests a data item which 
is. contained in aword 1, the HIG[4:0] lines se· 
quence t~rough the following order: NOPC, SWBO,' 
SWB1, SWB2. If the PCI master requests a data 
item which is contained in aword 2, the HIG[4:0] 
lines would sequence through the .. following order: 
NOPC, NOPC, SWBO, SWB1. If the PCI master re
quests a data. item which is contained in aword 3, 

the HIG[4:0] lines sequence through the following 
order: NOPC, NOPC, NOPC, SWBO. AHOLD is neg
ated after the write-back cycle is complete. 

If the CPU has begun a read cycle directed to PCI 
and the snoop results ina hit to a modified line in the 
first level cache, BOFF #is asserted for one clock to 
abort· the CPU read cycle and' re-order the write
back cycle before the pending read cycle. 

5.6 Flush, Flush Acknowledge and 
Writ~-Back Special Cycles 

There are three special cycles that affect the ,second 
level cache, flush, flush acknowledge, and write
back. 

If the processor executes an INVD instruction,it will 
invalidate all unmodified first level cache lines and 
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issue a flush special cycle. If the processor executes' 
a WBINVD instruction, it will write-back all modified 
first level cache lines, invalidate the first level cache, 
and issue a write-back special cycle followed by a 
flush special cycle. If the Pentium microprocesor 
FLUSH # pin is asserted, the CPU will write-back all 
modified first level cache lines, invalidate the first 
leyel cache, and issue a flush acknowledge special 
cycle. 

The second level cache behaves the same way in 
response to the flush special cycle and flush ac
knowledge special cycle. Each tag is read and the 
valid and. modified bits are examined. If the line is 
both valid and modified it is written back to main 
memory and the valid bit for that line is reset. All 
valid and unmodified lines are simply marked invalid. 
The PCMC advances to the next tag when all lines 
within the current sector have been examined. 
BRDY # is returned to the Pentium microprocessor 
after all modified lines in the second level cache 
have been written back to main memory and all of 
the valid, bits for the second level' cache are reset. 
The sequence of write-back cycles will only be inter
rupted to service a PCI master cycle. 

The write-back special cycle is ignored by the PCMC 
because all modified lines will be written back to 
main memory by the following flush special cycle. 
Upon decoding a write-back special cycle, the 
PCMC simply returns BRDY # to the Pentium micro
processor. 

6.0 DRAM INTERFACE 

6.1 DRAM Interface Overview 

The PCMC integrates a high performance DRAM 
controller supporting from 2 to 192 MBytes of main' 
memory. The PCMC generates the RAS#, CAS#, 
WE# and multiplexed addresses for the DRAM ar
ray, while the data path to DRAM is provided by two 
82433LX LBXs. The DRAM controller interface is ful
ly configurable through a set of control registers; 
Complete descriptions of these registers are given in 
Section 3,0, Register Description. A brief overview of 
the registers which configure the DRAM interface is 
provided in this section. 

The PCMC controls a 64-bit memory array (72-bit 
including parity) ranging in size from 2 MBytes up to 
192 MBytes. using industry standard 36-bit. Wide 
memory modules with fast page-mode DRAMs. Both 
single- and double-sided SIMMs are supported. The 
eleven multiplexed address lines, MA[10:0j allow 
the PCMC to support 256Kx36, 1 Mx36, and 4Mx36 
SIMMs. The PCMC has six RAS# lines, supporting 
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up to six rows of DRAM. Eight CAS# lines allow 
byte control over the array during read and write op
erations. The PCMC supports 70 and 60 ns DRAMs. 
The PCMC DRAM interface is synchronous to the 
CPU clock and supports page mode accesses to ef
ficiently transfer data i\1 bursts of four Owords. 

The DRAM interface of the PCMC is configured by 
the DRAM Control Mode Register (offset 57h), the 
DRAM Timing Register (offset 58 h) and the six 
DRAM Row Boundary (ORB) Registers (offsets 
60h-65h). The DRAM Control Mode Register con
tains bits to configure the DRAM interface for RAS # 
modes and refresh options. In addition, DRAM Parity 
Error Reporting and System Management RAM 
space can be enabled and disabled. The DRAM 
Timing Register provides control over the lead-off 
latency on all CPU accesses to DRAM. When Sys
tem Management RAM is enabled, if SMIACT # from 
the Pentium processor is, not asserted, all CPU read 
and write accesses to. SMM memory are directed to 
PCI. The SMRAM Space Register at configuration 
space offset 72h provides additional control over the 
SMRAM space. The six ORB Registers define the 
size of each rpw in. the memory array, enabling the 
PCMC to assert the prop'er RAS # line for accesses 
to the array. 

CPU-to-Memory write posting and read-around-write 
operations are enabled and disabled via the Host 
Read/Write Buffer Control Register (offset 53h). 
PCI-to-Memory write posting is enabled and dis
abled via the PCIRead/Write Buffer Control Regis
ter (offset 54h). PCI master reads from main memory 
always result in the PCMC and LBXs reading the 
requested data and prefetching the next seven 
Dwords. 

Seven Programmable Attribute Map (PAM) Regis
ters (offsets 59h-5Fh) are used to specify the 
cacheability and read/write status of the memory 
space between 512 KBytes and 1 MByte. Each PAM 
Register defines a specific address area enabling 
the system to selectively mark specific memory 
ranges as cacheable, read-only, write-only, read/ 
write or disabled. When a memory range is disabled, 
all CPU accesses to that range are directed to PCI. 

Two other registers also affect the DRAM interface, 
th~ Memory Space Gap Register (offsets,78h-79h) 
and the Frame Buffer Range' Register (offsets 

<7Ch-7Fh). The Memory Space Gap Register is used 
to place a logical hole in the memory space between 
1 MByte to 16 MBytes to accommodate memory 
mapped ISA boards. The.Frame Buffer Range Reg
ister, is used to map a linear frame buffer into the 
Memory Space Gap or above main memory. When 
enabled, accesses to these ranges are never direct
ed to the DRAM interface, but are always directed to 
PCI. ' 
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6.2 DRAM Configurations 

Figure 6-1 illustrates a 12-SIMM configuration which supports single-sided SIMMs. 

I 

PCMC 
CAS[7:0)1I 1---------' 

RASO# .-------. 
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Figure 6-1. DRAM Configuration Supporting Single-Sided SIMMs 
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A row in the DRAM array is made up of two SIMMs 
which share a common RAS# line. SIMMO and 
SIMMl are connected to RASO# and therefore, 
comprise row O. SIMM10 and SIMM11 form row 5. 
Within any given row, the two SIMMs must be the 
same size. Among the six rows, SIMM densities can 
be mixed in any order. That is, there are no restric
tions on the ordering of SIMM densities among the 
six rows. 

The low order LBX (LBXL) is connected to byte 
lanes 5, 4, 1, and 0 of the host and memory data 
buses, and the lower two bytes of the PCI AD bus. 

PCMC 

intel® 
The high order LBX (LBXH) is connected to byte 
lanes 7, 6, 3, and 2 of the host and memory data 
buses, and the upper two bytes of the PCI AD bus. 
Thus, SIMMs connected to LBXL are connected to 
CAS [5:4, 1 :0] # and SIMMs connected to LBXH are 
connected to CAS[7:6, 3:2] #. 

The MA[10:0] and WE# lines, are externally buff
ered to drive the large capacitance of the memory 
array. Three buffered copies of the MA[10:0] and 
WE#signals are required to drive the six row array. 
Figure 6-2 illustrates a 6-SIMM configuration that 
supports either single-or double-sided SIMMs. 

CAS[7:0)#!------'------<_--------, 
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RASO# J-,--c---"'--, 
RAS1# 1-------, 
RAS2# 1------; 
RAS3# 1----,----, 
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MA[10:0J 

CAS[7:6,3:2J# CASI5:4,l :OJ# 

RASO#,RAS2# 
'--~t-H .. RAS1#,RAS3# RAS1#,RAS3# 

PCI Address/Data 
AO[31:0) 

A[10:0J 0[31:16J 0[15:0) A[10:0J 0[31:16J 0[15:0] 
WEI OP[3:2J OP[l :0] WEI 0p{3:2J OP[l :0] 

+.-----~~~t ~t 6 MO[31:16J MO[15:0] MO[31:16] MO[lS:0) 
, "LB,XH, MP[3:2] MP[1:0], UIXL MP[3:2J MP[1:0] 

AO[31:16) AO[15:0) 
AO[15:0) t---. 

0[31:16) 0[15:0) 
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0[47:32) 
OP[5:4) 

Figure 6-2. DRAM Configuration Supporting Single- or Double-Sided SIMMs 
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In this configuration, single- and double-sided 
SIMMs can be mixed. For example, if single-sided 
SIMMs are installed into the sockets marked SIMMO 
and SIMM1, then RASO# is connected to the 
SIMMs and RAS1 # is not connected. Row 0 is then 
populated and row 1 is empty. Two double-sided 
SIMMs could then be installed in the sockets 
marked SIMM2 and SIMM3, populating rows 2 
and 3. 

82434LX 

6.3 DRAM Address Translation 

The multiplexed row/column address to the DRAM 
memory array is provided by the MA[10:0] signals. 
The MA[ 10:0] bits are derived from the host address 
bus as defined by Table 6~1. 

Table 6·1 DRAM Address Translation 

Memory Address, MA[10:0] 10 9 8 

Row Address A24 A22 A20 

Column Address A23 A21 A11 

The MA[10:0] lines are translated from the host ad
dress lines A[24:3] for all memory accesses, except 
those targeted to memory that has been remapped 
as a result of the creation of a memory space gap in 
the lower extended memory area. In the case of a 
cycle targeting remapped memory, the least signifi
cant bits come directly from the host address, while 
the more significant bits depend on the memory 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

A19 A18 A17 A16 A15 A14 A13 A12 

A10 A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 

space gap start address, gap size, and the size of 
main memory. 

6.4 Cycle Timing Summary 

The PCMC DRAM performance is summarized in 
Table 6-2 for all CPU read and write cycles. 

Table 6·2. CPU to DRAM Performance Summary 

Cycle Type 
Burst Single Cycle 

Timing Timing 

Read Page Hit 7-4-4-4 7 

Read Row Miss 11-4-4-4 11 

Read Page Miss 14-4-4-4 14 

Posted Write, WT L2 3-1-1-1 3 

Posted Write, WB L2 4-1-1-1 4 

Write Page Hit 10-4-4-4 10 

Write Row Miss 11-4-4-4 11 

Write Page Miss 14-4-4-4 14 

O-Active RAS# 
10-4-4-4 10 

Mode Read 

O-Active RAS# 
10-4-4-4 10 

Mode Write 
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CPU writes to the CPU-to-Memory Posted Write 
Buffer are completed at 3-1-1-1 when the second 
level cache is configured for write-through mode and 
4-1-1-1 when the cache is configured for write-back 
mode. All CPU write lead-off cycles are one clock 
longer than shown in Table 6,2 when the Secondary 
Cache is in write-back mode. When the DRAM lead
off wait state bit in the DRAM Timing Register is set 
to 1,· all CPU-to-DRAM lead-off cycles increase by 
one clock. Table 6-3 shows the refresh performance 
in CPU clocks. 

Table 6-3. Refresh Cycle Performance 

Refresh Hidden RAS# only CAS# before 
Type Refresh Refresh RAS# 

Single 12 13 14 

Burst of Four 48 52 56 

6.5 CPU to DRAM Bus Cycles 

6.5.1 READ PAGE HIT 

Figure 6-3 depicts a CPU burst read page hit from 
DRAM. The PCMC decodes the CPU address as a 

HCLK 

AOS# 

page hit and drives the column address onto the 
MA[10:0] lines. CAS[7:0]# are then asserted to 
cause. the DRAMs to latch the column address.and 
begin the read cycle. CMR (CPU Memory Read) is 
driven on theHIG[4:0] lines to enable the memory 
data to host data path through the LBXs. The PCMC 
advances the MA[1:0j lines through the Pentium 
processor burst order, negating and asserting 
CAS [7:0] # to read each Oword. The host data is 
latched On the falling edge of MOLE, when 
CAS [7:0] # are negated. The latch is opened again 
when MOLE is sampled asserted by the LBXs.The 
LBXs tri-state the host data bus when HIG[4:0] 
change to NOPC and MOLE rises. A single read 
page hit from DRAM is similar to the first read of this 
sequence. The HIG[4:0] lines are driven to NOPC 
when BRDY # is asserted. 

A[31 :3] ])<-:-' ---'''--'---:---:'---'---'-''-'--'----'-_-:--'----:-_'-.,...!---:-_-'-.,...!---':--' >CTI§] 
MA[10:0] ::::::::: :}::::::x' COLI 'X' COL 2 , 'X' COL3' 'X' 'COL4 'x:::::i:::::::: ... I.:.:.: ..... :J: :::::) 

MAB[10:0] b:::::::J:::::::::J :::::;d< dOL l' X' 'cot 2 X' , cot 3 x' 'cot;' xl::: :::,}: :-::.:!: .... ! 

, , , , , , " '" '" , 
, t" I'" I 

, \ .... '-+--11--'· fl'\y.i--I-----J.--JiI'-'l-i --+--+-, Ii''-l-'_+--Iie.-'I , 

,~ 

RAS# 

CAS# 

MO[63:0] 

MOLE I 

HIG[4:0] 

HO[63:0] 

BROY# 

f--+' ""NQ==PC:!::! -+-,' X ' 
, , , 
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Figure 6-3. Burst DRAM Read Cycle-Page Hit 
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6.5.2 READ PAGE MISS 

Figure 6-4 depicts a CPU burst read page miss from 
DRAM. The PCMC decodes the CPU address as a 
page miss and switches from initially driving the col
umn address to driving the row address on the 
MA[10:0] lines. RAs# is then negated to precharge 
the DRAMs and then asserted to cause the DRAMs 
to latch the new row address. The PCMC then 
switches the MA[10:0] lines to drive the column ad
dress and asserts CAS [7:0] #. CMR (CPU Memory 
Read) is driven on the HIG[4:0] lines to enable the 
memory data to host data path through the LBXs. 

HCLK I 

ADS#'\}) 
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The PCMC advances the MA[1 :0] lines through the 
Pentium microprocessor burst order, negating and 
asserting CAS [7:0] # to read each Qword. The host 
data is latched on the falling edge of MDLE, when 
CAs[7:0] # are negated. The latch is dpened again 
when MDLE is sampled asserted by the LBXs. The 
LBXs tri-state the host data bus when HIG[4:0] 
change to NOPC and MDLE rises. A single read 
page miss from DRAM is similar to the first read of 
this sequence. The HIG[4:0] lines are driven to 
NOPC when BRDY # is asserted. 

A[31:3) ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :.: : : : : : : : : ~ 

I 

MA[10:0)1TIillillIXJ< i ROW ADDRESS I I X i COL1 i X i COL 2 I X'--LI ..::C:..=OL::.;3:'-'".JJiX I 
, 

MAB[10:0) {> :~:}}~: 
I 

RAS# i 

CAS#I 

I 
MD[63:0)1 

MDLE I 

HIG[4:0) ! NOPC 

I I 
HD[63:0)I 

BRDY#I 

~d 
I I 

/ I 

! X I 

ROW'ADDRESS I Xl CbL11 Xl Xl 
I I I I I I I "-1---'-'==-""'-'1 

\" I . I 

1\'-rI~~..J 

I. 

ICOl3 I X"-~ ----'�..::c:;:O=-l4~1_~ 
I I I I I I I I I 
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Figure 6-4. DRAM Read Cycle-Page Miss 
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6.5.3 READ ROW MISS 

Figure 6-5 depicts a CPU burst read row miss from 
DRAM. The PCMC decodes the CPU address as a 
row miss and switches from initially driving the col· 
umn address to driving the row address on the 
MA[10:0jlines. The RAS# signal that was asserted 
is negated and the RAS # for the currently accessed 
row is asserted. The PCMC then switches the 
MA[10:0j lines to drive the column address and as
serts CAS[7:0] #. CMR (CPU Memory Read) is driv
en on the HIG[4:0jlines to enable the memory data 
to host data path through the LBXs. The PCMC ad-

I 
HCLK· 

AOSll~ 

vances the MA[1:0j lines through the Pentium mi
croprocessor. burst order, negating and asserting 
CAS [7:0j # . to read each Qword. The host data is 
latched on the falling edge of MOLE, when 
CAS[7:0j # are negated. The latch is opened again 
when MOLE is sampled asserted by the LBXs. The 
LBXs tri-state the host data bus when HIG[4:0j 
change to NOPC and MOLE rises. A single read row 
miss from DRAM is similar to the first read of this 
sequence. The HIG[4:0j lines are driven to NOPC 
when BROY # is asserted. 

A[3l:3) ~ : : :: : : I : : : I :: ::::::: :xq 
MA[10:0) EEffiIIDCj)(j ROW I X I COl 1 I X I goq 

MAB[10:0) :::}}}}:r:::::::)CJ~ ROW! X! COL 1! X! ! coL 2 
1 1 1 1 1 

I X I COl 3 I X i COL 4 i x::(::::::r:::q 

X! !COl3 X! ! COL4 ~ 
.1 

RASII·1 \ 
~1--r-;-~I~--T--Ir-~I--r-;--rI~I--T--r-T--r-~-r-4~ 

\~I~~I~!I\~i~~~rI\~i~~w CAS# 1 

I MO[63:0) "'". ---1..~_l........,.l.........!..-..l...-+--2..-f 
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MOLE i 
HIG(4:0) ! NOPC IX'--:--:--;._;o-...;--:...-;.--;,.......:~:...;--+--;-;-..;---;....--:--.:-.:.!-.....:. 

HD(63:0] ~I +++~~·S:::::,p·::::::E::},p:::::::E:}:,p·::::::B1:=:::<ill.:::.::O::::·C9)rr::~~~!DG$at~Dmm~~ 
I 

BROYI I. 
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Figure 6-5. Burst DRAM Read Cycle-Row Miss 
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6.5.4 WRITE PAGE HIT 

Figure 6-6 depicts a CPU burst write page hit from 
DRAM. The PCMC decodes the CPU write cycle as 
a DRAM page hit. The HIG[4:0] lines are driven to 
PCMWO to post the write to the LBXs. In the figure, 
the write cycle is posted to theCPU-to-Memory 
Posted Write Buffer at 4-1-1-1. The write is posted at 
4-1-1-1 when the second level cache is configured 
for a write-back policy. The write is posted to DRAM 
at 3-1-1-1 when the second level cache is config
ured for a write-through policy. When the cycle is 

HCLK 

ADS# 

82434LX 

decoded as a page hit, the PCMC asserts WE # and 
drives the RCMWO command on MIG[2:0]to enable 
the LBXs to drive the first Owordof the write onto 
the memory data lines. MEMDRV is then driven to 
cause the LBXs to continue to drive the first Oword 
for three more clocks. CAS [7:0] # are then negated 
and asserted to perform the writes to the DRAMs as 
the MA[1 :0] lines advance through the Pentium mi
croprocessor burst order. A single write is similar to 
the first write of the burst sequence. MIG[2:0] are 
driven to NOPM in the clock after CAs[7:0] # are 
asserted. 

Al31 :3] CX'-.I _-'--------'-_-'--------'-_-'-----'-'1 x;:::;;;;;;;;·;·;·········· ........................ ; ... ;.;.;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;:;:;:::::;;,: ";,/,,,;:::},;;;.;;;;; .... ;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;;;;;.;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;,;,;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;,;:;;;;;;;; 
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Figure 6-6. Burst DRAM Write Cycle-Page Hit 
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6.5.5 WRITE PAGE MISS 

Figure 6-7 depicts a CPU burst write page miss to 
DRAM. The PCMC decodes the CPU write cycle as 
a DRAM page miss. The HIG[4:0]Iin.es are driven. to 
PCMWQ to post the write to the LBXs. In the figure, 
the write cycle is posted to the CPU-to-Memory 
Posted Write Buffer at 4-1-1-1. The. write is posted at 
4-1-1-1 when the second level cache is configured 
for a write-back policy. The. write is posted to DRAM 
at 3-1-1-1 when the second level cache is con.fig
ured for a write-through policy. When the cycle is 
decoded as a page miss, the PCMC switches the 
MA[10:0] lines from the column address to the row 
address and asserts WE #. The PCMC drives the 

HCLK 
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RCMWQ command on MIG[2:0] to enable the LBXs 
to drive the first Qword of the Write onto the memory 
data lines. MEMDRV is then driven. to cause the 
LBXs to continue to drive the first Qword. The RAS # 
signal for the currently 'decoded row is negated to 
Precharge the. DRAMs. RAS# is then asserted to 
cause the DRAMs to latch the row address. The 
PCMC then switches the MA[10:0] lines.to the col
umn address and asserts CAS [7:0] # to initiate the 
first write. CAS [7:0] # are then negated and assert
ed to perform the writes to the DRAMs as the 
MA[1 :0] lines advance through the Pentium micro
processor burst order. A single write is similar to the 
first write of the burst sequence. MIG [2:0] are driven 
to NOPM in the clock after CAS[7:0] # are asserted. 
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Figure 6-7. Burst DRAM Write Cycle-Page Miss 
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6.5.6 WRITE ROW MISS 

Figure 6-8 depicts a CPU burst write row miss to 
DRAM. The PCMC decodes the CPU write cycle as 
a DRAM row miss. The HIG[4:0] lines are driven to 
PCMWa to post the write to the LBXs. In the figure, 
the write cycle is posted to the CPU-to-Memory 
Posted Write Buffei' at 4-1-1-1. The write is posted at 
4-1-1-1 when the second level cache is configured 
for a write-back pOlicy. The write is posted to DRAM 
at 3-1-1-1 when the second level cache is config
ured for a write-through policy. When the cycle is 
decoded as a row miss, the PCMC negates the al
ready active RAS# signal, switches the MA[10:0] 
lines from the column address to the row 

HCLK 

ADS# ~ : 
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address and asserts the RAS# signal for the cur
rently decoded row. The PCMC asserts WE# and 
drives the RCMWa command on MIG[2:0] to enable 
the LBXs to drive the first Qword of the write onto 
the memory data lines. MEMDRV is then driven to 
cause the LBXs to continue to drive the first aword. 
The PCMC then switches the MA[10:0] lines to the 
column address and asserts CAS[7:0] # to initiate 
the first write .. CAS[7:0] # are then negated and as
serted to perform the writes to the DRAMs as the 
MA[1 :0] lines advance through the Pentium micro
processor burst order. A single write is similar to the 
first write of the burst sequence. MIG[2:0] are driven 
to NOPM in the clock after CAS[7:0] # are asserted. 
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Figure 6-8. Burst DRAM Write Cycle-Row Miss 
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6.5.7 READ CYCLE, O-ACTIVE RAS# MODE 

When· in O-active RAS # mode, every CPU cycle to 
DRAM rElsults in a RAS# and CAS # sequence. 
RAS# is always negated after a cycle completes. 
Figure 6-9 depicts a CPU burst read cycle from 
DRAM where the PCMC is configured for O-active 
RAS# mode. When in O-active RAS# mode, the 
PCMC defaults to driving the row address on the 
MA[10:0] lines. The PCMC asserts the RAS#"signal 
for the currently decoded row causing the DRAMs to 
latch the row address. The PCMC then switches the 
MA[10:0] lines to drive the column address and as
serts CAS [7:0] #. CMR (CPU Memory Read) is dri-

ADS# 

intel® 
ven on the HIG[4:0] lines to enable the memory 
data to host data path through the LBXs. The PCMC 
advances the MA [1 :0] .Iines through the Pentium mi
croprocessor burst order, negating and asserting 
CAS [7:0] # to read each QWord. The host data is 
latched on the falling edge of MOLE, when 
CAS [7:0] # are negated. The latch is opened again 
when MOLE is sampled asserted by the LBXs. The 
LBXs tri-state the host data bus when HIG[4:0] 
change to NOPC and MOLE rises. A single read row 
miss from DRAM· is similar· to the first read of this 
sequence. The HIG[4:0] lines are driven to NOPC 
when .BRDY# is asserted. RAS# is negated with 
CA1?[7;0]#. 
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Figure 6-9. Burst DRAM Read cycle, O-Active RAS# Mode 
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6.5.8 WRITE CYCLE, G-ACTIVE RAS# MODE 

When in O-active RAS# mode, every CPU cycle to 
DRAM results in a RAS# and CAS# sequence. 
RAS # is always negated after a cycle completes. 
Figure 6-10 depicts a CPU Burst Write Cycle to 
DRAM where the PCMC is configured for O-active 
RAS# mode. The HIG[4:0] lines are driven to 
PCMWQ to post the write to the LBXs. In the figure, 
the write cycle is posted to the CPU-to-Memory 
Posted Write Buffer at 4-1-1-1. The write is posted at 
4-1-1-1 when the second level cache is configured 
for a write-back policy. The write is posted to DRAM 
at 3-1-1-1 when the second level cache is config
ured for a write-through policy. When in O-active 
RAS# mode, the PCMC defaults to driving the row 

I 
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address on the MA[10:0] lines. The PCMC asserts 
the RAS# signal for the currently decoded row 
causing the DRAMs to ~atch the row address. The 
PCMC asserts WE # and drives the RCMWQ com~ 
mand on MIG[2:0] to enable the LBXs to drive the 
first Qword of the write onto the memory data lines. 
MEMDRV is then driven to cause the LBXs to con
tinue to drive the first Qword. The PCMC then 
switches the MA[10:0] lines to the column address 
and asserts CAS[7:0] # to initiate the first write. 
CAS[7:0] # are then negated and asserted to per
form the writes to the DRAMs as the MA[1:0] lines 
advance through the Pentium microprocessor burst 
order. A Single write is similar to the first write of the 
burst sequence. MIG[2:0].are driven to NOPM in the 
clock after CAS[7:0] # are asserted. 
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Figure 6-10. Burst DRAM Write Cycle, O·Actlve RAS# Mode 
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6.6 Refresh 

The refresh of the DRAM array can be performed by 
either using RAS#-only or CAS#-before-RAS# re
fresh cycles. When programmed for CAS#-before
RAS# refresh, hidden refresh cycles are initiated 
when possible. RAS # only refresh can be used with 
any type of second level cache configuration (Le., no 
second level cache is present, or either a burst 
SRAM or standard SRAM second level cache is im
plemented). CAS#-before-RAS# refresh can be en
abled when either no secbnd level cache is present 
or a burst SRAM second level cache is implement
ed. CAS#-before-RAS# refresh should not be used 
when a standard SRAM second level cache is imple
mented. The timing of internally generated refresh 
cycles is derived from HCLK and is independent of 
any expansion bus refresh cycles. 

The DRAM controller contains an internal refresh 
timer which periodically requests the refresh control 
logic to perform either a single refresh or a burst of 
four refreshes. The single refresh interval is 15.6 IA-s. 
The interval for burst of four refreshes is four times 
the single refresh interval, or 62.4 IA-s. The PCMC is 
configured for either single or burst of four refresh 
and either RAS#-only or CAS#-before-RAS# re
fresh via the DRAM Control Register (offset 57h) .. 

To minimize performance impact, refresh cycles are 
partially deferred until the DRAM .interface is idle. 
The deferment of refresh cycles is limited by the 
DRAM maximum RAS# low time of 100 IA-s. Refresh 
cycles are initiated such that the RAS # maximum 
low time is never violated. 
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Hidden refresh cycles are run whenever all eight 
CAS# lines are active when the refresh cycle is in
ternally requested. Normal CAS#-before-RAS# re
fresh cycles are run whenever the DRAM interface is 
idle when the refresh is requested, or when any sub
set of the CAS# lines is inactive as the refresh is 
internally requested. 

To minimize the power surge associated with re
freshing a large DRAM array the DRAM interface 
staggers the assertion of the RAS# signals during 
both CAS#-before-RAS# and RAS#-only refresh 
cycles. The order of RAS# edges is dependent on 
which RAS# was most recently asserted prior to the 
refresh sequence. The RAS# that was active will be , 
the last to be activated during the refresh sequence. 
AIIRAS[5:0j # lines are negated at the end of re
fresh cycles, thus, the first DRAM cycle after a re
fresh sequence is a row miss. 

6.6.1 RAS#-ONLY REFRESH-SINGLE 

~igure 6-11 depicts a RAS #-only refresh cycle when 
the PCMC is programmed for single refresh cycles. 
The diagram shows a CPU read cycle completing as 
the refresh timing inside the PCMC generates a re
fresh request. The refresh address is driven on the 
MA[10:0] lines. Since the CPU cycle was to row 0, 
RASO# is negated. RAS1 # is the first to be assert
ed. RAS2# through RAS5# are then asserted se
quentially while RASO # is driven high, precharging 
the DRAMs in row O. RASO # is then asserted after 
RAS5#. Each RAS# line is asserted for six host 
Clocks. 
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Figure 6·11. RAS#-Only Refresh-Single 
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6.6.2 CAS#-BEFORE-RAS# REFRESH
SINGLE 

Figure 6-12 depicts a CAS#-before-RAS# refresh 
cycle when the PCMC is programmed for single re
fresh cycles. The diagram shows a CPU read cycle 
completing as the refresh timing inside the PCMC 
generates a refresh request. The CPU read cycle is 

HCLK 

I I 

ADS# ~ 

MA[10:0) 

MAB[10:0) 

RASO# 

CAS[7:0)# 

BRDY# I 

less than a Qword, therefore a hidden refresh is not 
initiated. After the CPU read cycle completes, all of 
the RAS# and CAS# lines are negated. The PCMC 
then asserts CAS [7:0] # and then sequentially as
serts the RAS# lines, starting with RAS1 # since 
RASO # was the last RAS # line asserted. Each 
RAS# line is asserted for six clocks. 

Figure 6-12. CAS# -before-RAS# Refresh-Single 
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6.6.3 HIDDEN REFRESH-SINGLE therefore a hidden refresh is initiated .. After the CPU 
read cycle completes. RAS III is negated. but all 
eight CASIII lines remain asserted. The PCMC then 
sequentially asserts the RAS III lines. starting with 
RAS1 III since RASOIII was the last active RASIII 
line. Each RASIII line is asserted for six clocks. 

Figure 6-13 depicts a hidden refresh cycle which 
takes place after a DRAM read page hit cycle. The 
diagram shows a CPU read cycle completing as the 
refresh timing inside the PCMC generates a refresh 
request. The CPU read cycle is an entire Oword, 
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Figure 6-13. Hidden Refresh.~Slngle 
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7.0 PCI INTERFACE 

7.1 PCllnterface Overview 

The PCMC and LBXs form a high performance 
bridge from the Pentium microprocessor to PCI and 
from PCI to main memory. During PCI-to-main mem
ory cycles, the PCMC and LBXs act as a target on 
the PCI Bus, allowing PCI masters to read from and 
write to main memory. During CPU cycles, the 
PCMC acts as a PCI master. The CPU can then read 
and write 110, me~oryand configuration spaces on 
PCI. When the CPU accesses 110 mapped and con
figuration space mapped PCMC registers, the PCMC 
intercepts the cycles and does not forward them to 
PCI. Although these CPU cycles do not result in a 
PCI bus cycle, they are described in this section 
since most of the PCMC internal registers are 
mapped into PCI configuration space. 

7.2 CPU-to-PCI Cycles 

7.2.1 CPU WRITE TO PCI 

Figure 7-1 depicts a series of CPU memory writes 
which are posted to PCI. The CPU initiates the cy
cles by asserting ADS# and driving the memory ad
dress onto the host address lines. The PCMC as
serts NA# in the clock after ADS# allowing" the 
Pentium microprocessor to drive another cycle onto 
the host bus two clocks later. The PCMC decodes 
the memory address and drives PCPWL on the 
HIG[4:0) lines, posting the host address bus and the 
low Dword of the data bus to the LBXs. The PCMC 
asserts BRDY #, terminating the CPU cycle with one 
wait state. Since NA # is asserted in the second 
clock of the first cycle, the Pentium microprOcessor 
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does not insert an idle cycle after this cycle com
pletes, but immediately drives the next cycle onto 
the bus. Thus, the Pentium microprocessor maxi
mum Dword write bandwidth of 89 MBytes/second 
is achieved duringback-to-back Dword writes cy
cles. Each of the following write cycles is posted to 
the LBXs in three clocks. 

The PCMC is parked on PCI and therefore, does not 
need to arbitrate for the bus. When parked, the 
PCMC drives the SCPA command on the PIG[3:0) 
lines and asserts DRVPCI, causing the host address 
lines to be driven on the PCI AD[31:0) lines. After 
the write is posted, the PCMC drives the DCPWA 
command on the PIG [3:0) lines· to drive the previ
ously posted address onto the AD[31 :0) lines. The 
PCMC then drives DCPWD onto the PIG[3:0] lines, 
to drive the previously posted write data onto the 
AD[31 :0) lines. As this is occuring on PCI, the sec
ond write cycle is being posted on the host bus. In 
this case, the second· write is to a sequential and 
incrementing address. Thus, the PCMC leaves 
FRAME# asserted, converting the write cycle into a 
PCI burst cycle. The PCMC continues to drive the 
DCPWD command on the PIG[3:0) Iines.The LBXs 
advance the posted write buffer pointer to point to 
the next posted Dword when DCPWD is sampled on 
PIG[3:0) and TRDY# is sampled asserted. There
fore, if the target inserts a wait state by negating 
TROY #, the LBXs continue to drive the data for the 
current transfer. The remaining writes are posted on 
the host bus, while the PCMC and \,.BXs complete 
the writes on PCI. 

CPU 1/0 write cycles to PCI differ from the memory 
write cycle described here in that I/O writes are nev
er posted. BRDY # is asserted to terminate the cycle 
only after TROY # is sampled asserted, completing 
the cycle on PCI. 

I 
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Figure 7-1. CPU Memory Writes to PCI 
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7.2.2 CPU READ FROM PCI 

Figure 7-2 depicts a CPU read cycle from PCI within 
the Frame Buffer Range. The PCMC decodes the 
cycle and drives the LCPRA command on the 
HIG[4:0j lines, causing the LBXs to latch the read 
address. The HIG[4:0] lines then transition to the 
CPRF command to enable the LBXs to drive the PCI 
read data onto the host data bus. The PCMC.is not 
parked on PCI in this case, and therefore must as
sert REQ# and wait for GNT# to be sampled as
serted before initiating the PCI cycle. When the 
PCMC samples GNT # asserted, it drives SCPRA on 
the PIG[3:0jlines. When the LBXs sample this com
mand, the latched CPU read address is driven on 
the PCI AD[31:0j lines. The PCMC then drives the 
LCPRF command on the PIG[3:0jlines to direct the 

HCLK 

ADS# T\..V . 

intet® 
read data into the first location in the CPU-to-PCI 
read prefetch buffer. Since the read access is to the 
Frame Buffer Range, the PCMC initiates a burst read 
of four Dwords to fill the readprefetch buffer. The 
CPU-to-PCI Prefetch bit in the Frame Buffer Range 
Register (offsets 7Ch c 7Fh) must be set to 1 to en
able the prefetching. The LCPRA command causes 
the next read to be directed to the second location 
in the. prefetch buffer. Changing from LCPRA to 
LCPRB causes the third Dword to be directed to the 
third location in the prefetch buffer. Finally, changing 
from LCPRB back to LePRA causes the fourth 
Dword to be directed to the fourth location in the 
prefretch buffer. The first Dword returned by the tar
get is dirven onto the host data bus and the cycle is 
terminated with BRDY #. If a subsequent read cycle 
hits on of the remaining Dwords in the prefetch buff
er, the read data is driven from the prefetch buffer. 
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Figure 7-2. CPU Read from PCI Frame Buffer Range 
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7.3 Register Access Cycles 

The PCMC contains two registers which are mapped 
into 1/0 space, the Configuration Space Enable 
Register (1/0 port CF8h) and the Turbo-Reset Con
trolRegister (1/0 port CF9h). All other internal 
PCMC configuration registers are mapped into PCI 
configuration space. Configuration space must be 
enabled by writing a non-zero value to the Key field 
in the CSE Register before accesses to these regis
ters can occur. These registers are mapped to loca
tions COOOh through COFFh in PCI configuration 
space. If the Key field is programmed with Oh, CPU 
1/0 cycles to locations COOOh through CFFFh are 
forwarded to PCI as ordinary 1/0 cycles. Externally, 
accesses to the 110 mapped registers and the con
figuration space mapped registers use the same bus 
transfer protocol. Only the PCMC internal decode of 
the cycle differs. NA # is never asserted during 
PCMC configuration register or PCI configuration 
register access cycles. See Section 3.2, PCI Config
uration Space Mapped Registers for details on the 
PCMC configuration space mapping mechanism. 

7.3.1 CPU WRITE CYCLE TO PCMC INTERNAL 
REGISTER 

A write to an internal PCMC register (either CSE 
Register, TRC Register ora configuration space-

----~----~----+_----rJ! 

BRDY# 

82434LX 

mapped register) is shown in Figure 7-3. The cycle 
begins with the address, byte enables and status 
Signals (W/R#, D/C# and M/IO#) being driven to 
a valid state indicating an 1/0 write to either CF8h to 
access the CSE register, CF9h to access the TRC 
Register orCOXXh when configuration space is en
abled to access a PCMC internal configuration regis
ter. The PCMC decodes the cycle and asserts 
AHOLD to tri-state the CPU address lines. The 
PCMC signals the LBXs to copy either the upper 
Dword or the lower Dword of the data bus onto the 
address lines. The PCMC makes the decision on 
which Dword to copy based on the BE[7:0) # lines. 
The HIG[4:0) lines are driven to DACPYH or DAC
PYL depending on whether the lower Dword of the, 
data bus or the upper Dword of the data bus needs 
to be copied onto the address bus. The LBXs sam
ple the HIG[4:0j command, and drive the data onto 
the address lines. The PCMC samples the A[31:0) 
lines on the second rising edge of HCLK after the 
LBXs begin driving the data. Finally, the PCMC ne
gates AHOLD and asserts BRDY #, terminating the 
cycle. 

If the write is to the CSE Register and the Key field is 
programmed to OOOOb then configuration space is 
disabled. If the Key field is programmed to a non
zero value then configuration space is enabled. 
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Figure 7·3. CPU Write to a PCMC Configuration Register 
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7.3.2 CPU READ CYCLE FROM PCMC 
. INTERNAL REGISTER 

A read from an internal PCMC register (either CSE 
Register, TRC Register or 'a configuration space
mapped register) is shown in Figure 7-4. The I/O 
read cycle is from either CF8h to access the CSE 
register, CF9h to access the TRC Register or COXXh 
when configuration space is enabled to access a 
configuration space-mapped register. The PCMC 
decodes the cycle and asserts AHOLD to tri-state 
the CPU address lines. The PCMC then drives the 
contents of the addressed register onto the A[31 :0] 
lines. One byte is enabled on each rising HCLK edge 
for four consecutive clocks. The PCMC signals the 
LBXs that the current cycle is a read from an internal 
PCMC register by issuing the ADCPY command to 
the LBXs over the HIG[4:0] lines. The LBXs sample 
the HIG[4:0] command and copy the address lines 
onto the data lines. Finally, the PCMC negates 
AHOLD, and asserts BRDY # terminating the cycle. 

7.3.3 CPU WRITE TO PCI DEVICE 
CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

In order to write to or read from a PCI device config
uration register the Key field in the CSE register 
must be programmed to a non-zero value, enabling 
configuration space. When configuration space is 
enabled, PCI device configuration registers are ac
cessed by CPU 1/0 accesses within the range of 
CnXXh where each PCI device has a unique non
zero value of n. This allows a separate configuration 
space for each of 15 devices on PCI. Recall that 
when configuration space is enabled, the PCMC 
configuration registers are mapped into 1/0 ports 
COOOh through COFFh. 

HCLK~ 
I , I I 

ADS# :~'-i:---i-

A write to a PCI device configuration register is 
shown in Figure 7-5. The PCMC internally latches 
the host address lines and byte enables. The PCMC 
asserts AHOLD to tri-state the CPU address bus and 
drives the address lines with the translated address 
for the PCI configuration cycle. The translation is de
scribed in Section 3.2, PCI Configuration Space 
Mapped Registers. On theHIG[4:0] lines, the PCMC 
signals the LBXs to latch either the upper Dword of 
the host data bus or the lower Dword of the host 
data bus to be driven onto PCI during the data phase 
of the PCI cycle. On the PIG[3:0] lines, the PCMC 
signals the LBXs to drive the latched host address 
lines on the PCI AD[31 :0] lines. The upper two bytes 
of the address lines are used during configuration as 
IDSEL signals for the PCI devices. The lDSEL pin on 
each PCI device is connected to one of the 
AD[31:17] lines. 

The PCMC drives the command for a configuration 
write (1011) onto the C/BE[3:0]# lines and asserts 
FRAME# for one PCI clock. The PCMC drives the 
PIG [3:0] lines signaling the LBXs to drivEl the con
tents of the PCI write buffer onto the PCI AD[31 :0] 
lines. This command is driven for only one PCI clock 
before returning to the SCPA command on the 
PIG[3:0] lines. The LBXs continue to drive the 
AD[31 :0] lines with the valid write data as long as 
DRVPCI is asserted. The PCMC then asserts 
IRDY # and waits until sampling the TRDY # signal 
active. When TRDY # is sampled asserted, the 
PCMC negates DRVPCI. tri-stating the LBX AD[31 :0] 
lines. BRDY# is asserted for one clock to terminate 
the CPU cycle. 
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Figure 7-4. CPU Read from PCMC Configuration Register 
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Figure 7-5. CPU Write to PCI Device Configuration Register 

7.3.4 CPU READ FROM PCI DEVICE 
CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

In order to write to or read from a PCI device config
uration register the Key field in the CSE register 
must be programmed to a non-zero value, enabling 
configuration space. When configuration space is 
enabled, PCI device configuration. registers are ac
cessed by CPU liD accesses within the range of 
CnXXh where each PCI device has a unique non
zero value of n. This allows a separate configuration 
space for each of 15 devices on PCI. Recall that 
when configuration space is enabl.ed, the PCMC 
configuration registers occupy I/O addresses 
COXXH. 

A CPU read from a PCI device configuration register 
is shown in Figure 7- 6. The PCMC internally latches 

. the host address lines and byte enables. The PCMC 
asserts AHOLD to tri-state the CPU address bus. 
The PCMC drives the address lines with the translat-

I 

ed address for the PCI configuration cycle. The 
translation is described in Section 3.2, PCI Configu
ration Space Mapped Registers. On the PIG [3:0] 
lines, the PCMC Signals the- LBXs to drive the 
latched host address lines on thePCI AD[31 :0] 
lines. The upper two bytes of the address lines are 
used during configuration as IDSEL signals for the 
PCI devices. The IDSEL pin on each PCI device is 
connected to one of the AD[31:17] lines. 

The PCMC drives the command for a configuration 
read (1010) onto the C/BE[3:0] # lines and asserts 
FRAME# for one PCI clock. The PCMC drives the 
PIG [3:0] lines signaling the LBXs to latch the data 
on the PCI AD[31 :0] lines into the CPU-to-PCI first 
read prefetch buffer. The PCMC then drives the 
HIG[4:0] lines signaling the LBXs to drive the data 
from the buffer onto the host data lines. The PCMC 
asserts IRDY # and waits until sampling TROY # ac
tive. After TROY # is sampled active, BRDY # is ,as
serted for one clock to terminate the CPU cycle. 
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Figure 7-6. CPU Read from PCI Device Configuration Register 

During system initialization, the CPU typically at
tempts to read from the configuration space of all 15 
possible PCI devices to detect the presence of the 
devices. If no device is present, DEVSEL # is not 
asserted and the cycle is terminated, returning 
FF ... FFh to the CPU. Figure 7-7 depicts an 

attempted read from a configuration register of a 
non-existent device. If no device responds then the 
PCMC aborts the cycle and sends the DRVFF com
mand over the HIG[4:0jlines causing the LBXs to 
drive FF ... FFh onto the host data lines. 
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Figure 7-7. CPU Attempted Configuration Read from Non-existent PCI Device 
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7.4 PCI-to-Main Memory Cycles 

7.4.1 PCI MASTER WRITE TO MAIN MEMORY 

Figure 7-B.depicts a PCI master burst write to main 
memory. The PCI master begins by driving the ad
dress on the AD[31 :0] lines and asserting FRAME #. 
Upon sampling FRAME # active, the PCMC drives 
the LCPA command on the PIG[3:0] lines causing 
the LBXs to retain the address that was latched on 
the previous PCLK rising edge. The PCMC then 
samples MEMCS# active, indicating that the cycle 
is directed to main memory. The PCMC drives the 
PPMWA command on the PIG[3:0] lines to move 
the latched PCI address into the write buffer address 
register. The PCMC then drives the DPWA com
mand on the HIG[4:0] lines enabling the LBXs to 
drive the PCI master write address onto the host 
address bus. The PCMC asserts EADS# to initiate a 
. first level cache snoop cycle and simultaneously be
gins an internal second level cache snoop cy~le. 
Since the snoop is a result of a PCI master write, 

intel® 
INV is asserted with EADS#. HITM# remains nega
ted and the snoop either hits an unmodified line or 
misses in the second level cache, thus no write-back 
cycles are required. If the snoop hit an unmodi!ed 
line in either the first or second level cache, the line 
is invalidated. The cycle is immediately forwarded to 
the DRAM interface. The four posted Dwords are 
written to main memory as two awords with two 
CAS[7:0] # cycles. In this example, the DRAM inter
face is configured for X-3-3-3 write timing, thus each 
CAS[7:0] # low pulse is two HCLKs in length. 

The PCMC disconnects the cycle by asserting 
STOP# when one of the two four-Dword-deep PCI
to-Memory Posted Write Buffers is full. If the master 
terminates the cycle before sampling STOP# as
serted, then IRDY#, STOP# and DEVSEL# are 
negated when FRAME # is sampled negated. If the 
master intended to continue bursting, then the mas
ter negates FRAME# when it samples STOP# as
serted. IRDY#, STOP# and DEVSEL# are then 
negated one clock later. 

• J-v--V.~~. 
'sno§p Adaresij i r-~--{:i:: ;::1 ::::;:i::::::::i::::::::::i::::::::i:;:::::::(,::;:;:;:::1:::::::::::1 
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Figure 7-8. PCI Master Write to Main Memory-:-Page Hit 
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7.4.2 PCI MASTER READ FROM MAIN 
MEMORY 

Figure 7-9 depicts a PCI master read from main 
memory. The PCI master initiates the cycle by driv
ing the read address on the AD[31 :0] lines and as
serting FRAME #. The PCMC drives the LPMA com
mand on the PIG [3:0] lines causing the LBXs to re
tain the address latched on the previous PCLK rising 
edge. The PCMC drives the DPRA command on the 
HIG[4:0] lines enabling the LBXs to drive the read 
address onto the host address lines. The snoop cy
cle misses in the second level cache and either hits 
an unmodifed line or misses in the first level cache. 

82434LX 

The cycle is then forwarded to the DRAM interface. 
A read of four Qwords is performed. Each Qword is 
posted in the PCI-Memory Read Prefetch Buffer. 
The data is then driven onto PCI in an eight Dword 
burst cycle. If the master terminates the cycle before 
sampling STOP # , then IRDY#, sTOP# and 
DEVsEL# are all negated after FRAME# is sam
pled inactive. If the master intended to continue 
bursting, then the master negates FRAME # when it 
samples STOP # asserted and IRDY#, sTOP# and 
DEVsEL# are negated one clock later. 
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Figure 7-9. PCI Master Read from Main Memory-Page Hit 
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8.0 SYSTEM CLOCKING AND RESET 

8.1 Clock Domains 

The PCMC and LBXs operate based on two clocks, 
HCLK and PCLK. The CPU; second ievel cache, and 
the DI1AM interfaces operate based on HCLK. The 
PCI interface timing is based on PCLK. 

8.2 Clock Generation and Distribution 

Figure 8-1 shows the host clock distribution in the 
CPU, cache and memory subsystem. HCLK is dis
tributed to the CPU, PCMC, LBXs and the second 
level cache SRAMs (in the case of a burst SRAM 
second level cache). . 

The host clock originates from an oscillator which is 
connected to the HCLKOSC input on the PCMC. 
The PCMC generates six low skew copies of HCLI<, 
HCLKA-HCLKF. Clock loading is balanced with 
each HCLK output driving two loads in the system. 

PCMC 

HClKOSC <III 

HCLKIN 

HClKA 

HClKB 

HClKC 

HCLKD 

HClKE 

HClKF t-------

Each clock output should drive a trace of length k 
with stubs at the end of the trace of length I connect
ingto the two loads. The I and k parameters should 
be matched for each of the six clock outputs to mini
mize overall system clock skew. One of the HCLK 
outputs is used to clock the PCMC and the Pentium 
processor. Because the clock driven to the PCMC 
HCLKIN input and the Pentium processor CLK input 
originates with the same HCLK output, clock skew 
between the. PCMC and the CPU can be kept lower 
than between the PCMC and other system compo
nents. Another copy of HCLK is used to clock the 
LBXs. A 256 KByte burst SRAM second level cache 
can be implemented with eight 32K x 9 synchronous 
SRAMs. The four remaining copies of HCLK are· 
used to clock the SRAMs. Each HCLK output drives 
two SRAMs. A 512 KByte second level cache is im
plemented with four 64K x 18 synchronous SRAMs. 
Two of the four extra copies are used to clock the 
SRAMs while the other two are unused. Anyone of 
the HCLK outputs can be used to clock the PCMC 
and Pentium processor, the two LBXs or any pair of 
SRAMs. AU six copies are identical in drive strength. 

I Oscillator I 

EJ CPU 

, 
LBXL 

To Burst SRAMs 

~[d fHCLKl 
~ 
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Figure 8-1. HCLKDIstribution 
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Figure 8-2. PCI Clock Distribution 

Figure 8·2 depicts the PCI clock distribution. 

The PCMC generates PCLKOUT with an internal 
Phase Locked Loop (PLL). The PCLKOUT signal is 
buffered using a single component to produce sev· 
eral low skew copies of PCLK to drive the LBXs and 
other devices on PCI. One of the outputs of the 
clock driver is directed back to the PCLKIN input on 
the PCMC. The PLL locks the rising edges of 
PCLKIN in phase with the rising edges of HCLKIN. 
The PLL effectively compensates for the delay of 
the external clock driver. The resulting PCI clock is 
one half the frequency of HCLK. Timing for all of the 
PCI interface signals is based on PCLKIN. All PCI 
interface inputs are sampled on PCLKIN rising 

I 

edges and all outputs transition as valid delays from 
PCLKIN rising edges. Clock skew between the 
PCLKIN pin on the PCMC and the PCLK pins on the 
LBXs must be kept within 1.25 ns to guarantee prop
er operation of the LBXs. 

8.3 Phase Locked Loop Circuitry 

The PCMC contains two internal Phase Locked 
Loops (PLLs). Loop filters and power supply decou
piing circuitry must be provided externally. Figure 8-3 
shows the PCMC connections to the external PLL 
circuitry. 
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Figure 8-3. PCMC PLL Circuitry Connections 

One of the PCMC internal Phase Locked . Loops 
(PLL) locks onto the HCLKIN input. The PLL is used 
by the PCMC in generating and sampling timing crit
ical signals. An external loop filter is required. The 
PLLARC1 and PLLARC2 pins connect to the exter
nal HCLK loop filter. Two resistors and a capacitor 
form the loop filter. The loop filter circuitry should be 
placed as close as possible to the PCMC loop filter 
pins. The PLL also has dedicated power and ground 
pins, PLLAVDD, PLLAVSS and PLLAGND. These 
power pins require.a low noise supply. PLLAVDD, 
PLLAVSS and PLLAGND must be connected to the 
RC network shown in Figure 8-3. 

The second PCMC internal Phase Locked Loop 
(PLL) locks the PCLKIN input in phase with the 
HCLKIN input. The PLL is used by the PCMC to 
keep the PCI clock in phase with the host clock. An 
external· loop filter is required. The PLLBRC1 and 
PLLBRC2 pins connect to the external PCLK loop 
filter. Two resistors and a capacitor form the loop 
filter. The loop filter circuitry should be placed as 
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close as possible to the PCMC loop filter pins. The 
PLL also, has dedicated power and ground pins, 
PLLBVDD, PLLBVSS and PLLBGND. These power 
pins require a low noise supply. PLLBVDD, 
PLLBVSS and PLLBGND must be connected to the 
RC network shown in Figure 8-3. 

The resistance and capacitance values for the exter
nal PLL circuitry are listed below. 

R1 == 15 KO ±5.% 
R2 = 1000 ±5% 
R3 =330' ±5% 
C1 = 0.047 /LF ±10% 
C2 = 1.0 /LF ±10% 

8.4 System Reset 

Figure 8-4 shows the PCMC system reset connec
tions. The PCMC reset logic monitors PWROK and 
generates CPURST, PCIRST# and INIT. 

I 
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Figure 8-4. PCMC System Reset Logic 

When asserted, PWROK is an indicator to the PCMC 
that VOO and HCLK have stabilized long enough for 
proper system operation. CPURST is asserted to ini
tiate hard reset. INIT is asserted to initiate soft reset. 
PCIRST # is asserted to reset devices on PCL 

Hard reset is initiated by the PCMC in response to 
one of two conditions. First, hard reset is. initiated 
when power is first applied to the system. PWROK 
must be driven inactive and must not be asserted 
until 1 ms after VOO and HCLK have stabilized at 
their A.C. andO.C. specifications. While PWROK is 
negated, the . PCMC will assert CPURST and 

PCIRST#. PWROK can be asserted asynchronous
ly. When PWROK is asserted, the PCMC first en
sures that it has been completely initialized before 
negating CPURST and PCIRST,*. GPURST is nega
ted synchronously to the rising edge of HCLK. 
PCIRST# is negated asynchronously. 

When PWROK is negated, the PCMC asserts 
AHOLO causing the CPU to tri-state the host ad
dress lines. Address lines A[31 :28] are sampled by 
the PCMC on the rising edge of PWROK. A[31 :30] 
are inverted and stored in configuration register 52h 
bits 7 and 6. The A[31 :30] strapping options are de-
picted in Table 8-1. . 

Table 8-1. A[31:30] Strapping Options 

Configuration 
Secondary A[31:30] Register 52h, . 
Cache Size 

Bits [7:6] 

11 00 Cact)e Not Populated 

10 01 Reserved 

01 1(). 256 KB Cache Installed 

00 11 512 KB Cache Installed 
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The value sampled on A29 is inverted inside the 
PCMC and stored in the SRAM Type bit (bit 5) in the 
SCC Register. A28 is required to be pulled high for 
compatibility with future versions of the PCMC. 

The PCMC also initiates hard reset when the System 
Hard Reset Enable bit in the Turbo-Reset Control 
Register (110 address CF9h) is set to 1 and the Re
set CPU bit toggles from 0 to 1. The PCMC drives 

. CPURST and PCIRST # active' for a minimum of 
1 ms. 

infel® , 
Table 8-2 shows the state of all PCMC output and bi
direct.ional signals during hard reset.· During hard re
set both CPURST and PCIRST # are asserted. 
When the hard reset is due to PWROK negation; 
AHOLD is asserted. The PCMC samples the strap
ping options on the A[31 :28] lines O!} th'e rising edge 
of PWROK. When hard reset is initiated via a write to 
the Turbo-Reset Control Register (110 port CF9h) 
AHOLD remains negated throughout the hard reset. 

Table 8-2. Output and I/O Slgl'llil States During Hard Reset 

Signal State 

A[31:0] Input 

AHOLD High/Low 

BOFF# High 

BRDY# High 

CAA[S:3] Undefined 

CAB [6:3] Undefined 

CADS[1:0]# High 

CADV[1:0]# High 

CALE High 

CAS[7:0]# High 

COE[1:0]# High 

CWE[7:01# High 

CIBE[3:0] # Input 

DEVSEL# Input 

DRVPCI Low 

I EADS# ' High 

FRAME# Input 

HIG[4:0] Low 

INIT Low 

INV Low 

Soft reset is initiated by the PCMC in resPOnse to 
one of two conditions. First, when. the System Hard 
Reset Enable bit in the TRC Register is reset to 0, 
and the Reset CPU. bit toggles from 0 to 1, the 
PCMC initiates soft reset by asserting INIT for a 
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Signal State 

IRDY# "Input 

KEN# Undefined 

MA[10:0] Undefined 

MOLE High 

MEMACK# High-Z 

MIG[2:0] Low 

NA# High 

PAR Input 

PEN# High 

PERR# Input 

PLOCK# Input 

PIG3 Low 

PIG [2:0] High 

RAS[5:0]# High 

REQ# High-Z 

SERR# Input 

STOP # Input 

TRDY# Input 

WE# High 

, minimum of 16 HCLKs. Second, tile PCMC initiates 
soft reset upon detecting a shutdown cycle from the. 
CPU. In this case, the PCMC first broadcasts a shut
down special cycle on PCI and th,en asserts INIT for 
a minimum of 16 HCLKs. 



9.0 ELECTRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

9.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Case Temperature under Bias ....... O°C to + 85°C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 55°C to + 150°C 

Voltage on Any Pin 
with Respect to Ground ... - -O.3V to Vcc + O.3V 

Supply Voltage . 
with Respect to V ss ........... - O.3V to + 6.5V 

Maximum Power Dissipation ................ 2.0W 

9.2 Thermal Characteristics 

82 ..... 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice . 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

The PCMC is designed for operation at case temperatures between O°C and 85°C. The thermal resistances of 
the package are given in Table 9-1. 

Table 9-1. PCMC Package Thermal Resistance 

AirFlow 

Parameter Meters/Second (Linear Feet per Minute) 

0(0) I 0.5 (98.4) I 1.0 (196.9) I 2.0 (393.7) I 5.0 (984.3) 

(JJA «C/W) 31 I 27 I 24.5 l 23 I 19 

(JJC «C/W) 8.6 
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9.3 D.C. Characteristics 

Table 9·2. Functional Operating Range (Vcc = 5V·±5%; TCASE = O°C to +S5°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Notes 

V'll. Input Low Voltage -0.3 O.S V Note 1, VCC = 4.75V 

V,Hl Input High Voltage 2.2 VCC + 0.3 V Note 1, VCC = 5.25V 

V,L2 Input Low Voltage -0.3 1.35 V Note 2, VCC = 4.75V 

V,H2 Input High Voltage 3.S5 Vee + 0.3 V Note 2, Vee = 5.25V 

VT1- Schmitt Trigger Threshold 
0.7 1.35 V Note 3, VCC = 5.0V 

Voltage, Falling Edge 

VTa Schmitt Trigger Threshold 
1.4 2.2 V Note 3, Vce = 5.0V 

Voltage, Rising Edge 

VHl Hysteresis Voltage 0.3 1.2 V Note 3,Vce =5.0V 

VT2- Schmitt Trigger Threshold 
1.25 2.3 V Note 3, VCC ':" 5.0V 

Voltage, Falling Edge 

VT2+ Schmitt Trigger Threshold 
2.3 3.7 V Note 3, Vec = 5.0V 

Voltage, Rising Edge 

VH2 Hysteresis Voltage 0.3 1.2 V Note 3, Vce = 5.0V 

VOll Output Low Voltage 0.5 V Note 4 

VOHl Output High Voltage Vec - 0.5 V Note 4 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Note 5 

VOH2 Output High Voltage 2.4 V Note 5 
.. 

lOll Output Low Current 1 mA Note 6 

IOHl Output High Current -1 mA Note 6 

IOL2 Output Low Current 3 mA Note 7 

IOH2 Output High Current -2 mA Note 7 

IOL3 Output Low Current 6 mA NoteS 

IOH3 Output High Current -2 mA NoteS 

IOL4 Output Low Current 3 mA Note 9 

IOH4 Output High Current -1 mA Note 9 

I'H Input Leakage Current +10 /lA 

I,L Input Leakage Current -10 /lA 

C'N Input Capacitance 12 pF Fc = 1 MHz 

COUT Output Capacitance 12 pF Fe = 1 MHz 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance 12 pF Fc = 1 MHz. 

NOTES: 
1. VIl1 and VIH1 ap~ly to the following signals: A[31:0], BE[7:0]#, D/C#,W/R#, MIIO#, HLOCK#, ADS#, PCHK#, 

HITM#, CACHE#, SMIACT#. PCLKIN, HCLKIN, HCLKOSC. FLSHBUF#, MEMCS#. SERR#, PERR#, MEMREQ#, 
GNT#, PLOCK#, STOP#,IRDY#, TRDY#. FRAME#, C/BE[3:0]#. 

2. VIl2 and VIH2 apply to the following signals: PPOUT[l :0], EOL. 
3. VT1-, VTH and VH1 apply to PWROK. VT2-, VT2+ and VH2 apply to TESTEN. 
4. Vou and VOH1 apply to the following signals: HIG[4:0], MIG[2:01. PIG[3:0], DRVPCI, MOLE. 
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5. VOL2 and VOH2 apply to the following signals: REQ#, MEMACK#, FRAME#, C/BE[3:0)#, TRDY#, IRDY#, STOP#, 
PLOCK # , DEVSEL#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, BOFF#, AHOLD, BRDY#, NA#, EADS#, KEN#, INV, A[31:0], 
PCLKOUT, HCLKA • HCLKF, CALE, COE[1:0)#, CWE[7:0)#, CADV[1:0)#, CADS[1:0)#, CAA[6:3], CAB[6:3), 
RAS[5:0)#, CAS[7:0)#, MA[10:0)' WE#. 

6. IOL1 and IOH1 apply to the following signals: HIG[4:0), MIG[2:0)' PIG[3:0), DRVPCI, MDLE. 
7. IOL2 and IOH2 apply to the following signals: C/BE[3:0)#, REQ#, MEMACK#, PCIRST#, MA[10:0], WE#. 
8. IOL3 and IOH3 apply to the following signals: FRAME#, TRDY#, IRDY#, STOP#, PLOCK#, DEVSEL#, PAR, PERR#, 

SERR#. 
9. IOL4 and IOH4 apply to the following signals: BOFF#, AHOLD, BRDY#, NA#, EADS#, KEN#, INV, CPURST, INIT, 

A[31:0), PCLKOUT, CALE, COE[1:0)#, CADS[1:0)#, CADV[1:0)#, CWE[7:0)#, CAA[6:3), CAB[6:3), RAS[5:0]#, 
CAS[7:0)#. 

9.4 A.C. Characteristics 

The A.C. characteristics given in this section consist 
of propagation delays, valid delays, input setup re
quirments, input hold requirements, output float de
lays, output enable delays, output-to-output delays, 

pulse widths, clock high and low times and clock 
period specifications. Figures 9-1 through 9-9 define 
these specifications. Sections 9.4.1 through 9.4.8 list 
the A.C. Characteristics. Output test loads are listed 
in the right column. 

In Figures 9-1 through 9-9, VT = 1.5V for the following signals: 

A[31:01, BE[7:0]#, PEN#, D/C#, W/R#, M/IO#, HLOCK#, ADS#, PCHK#, HITM#, EADS#, BRDY#, 
BOFF#, AHOLD, NA#, KEN#, INV, CACHE#, SMIACT#,INIT, CPURST, CALE, CADV[1:0]#, COE[1:0]#, 
CWE[7:0j#, CADS[1:0j#, CAA[6:31, CAB[6:3j, WE#, RAS[5:0j#, CAS[7:0]#, MA[10:01, C/BE[3:0]#, 
FRAME#, TRDY#, IRDY#, STOP # , PLOCK#, GNT#, DEVSEL#, MEMREQ#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
REQ#, MEMCS#,FLSHBUF#, MEMACK#, PWROK, PCIRST#, HCLKIN, HCLKA-HCLKF, PCLKIN, 
PCLKOUT. 

VT = 2.5V for the following signals: 

PPOUT[1:0l, EOL, HIG[4:01, PIG[3:0], MIG[2:0j, DRVPCI, MDLE. 

9.4.1 HOST CLOCK TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-3. Functional Operating Range (VCC = 4.9V to 5.25V, T CASE = O°C to + 70°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t1a HCLKOSC High Time 6.0 9-6 

t1b HCLKOSC Low Time 5.0 9-6 

t2a HCLKIN Period 15 20 9-6 

t2b HCLKIN Period Stability ±100 ps(1) 

t2c HCLKIN High Time 4 9-6 

t2d HCLKIN Low Time 4 9-6 

t2e HCLKIN Rise Time 1.5 9-7 

t2f HCLKIN Fall Time 1.5 9-7 

t3a HCLKA-HCLKF Output-to-Output Skew 0.5 9-9 OpF 

t3b HCLKA-HCLKF High Time 5.0 9-6 OpF 

t3c HCLKA-HCLKF Low Time 5.0 9-6 OpF 

NOTE: 
1. Measured on rising edge of adjacent clocks at 1.5V. 
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9.4.2 CPU INTERFACE TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-4. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 4.9Vto 5.2SV; T CASE = O·Cto + 70·C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 
t10a ADS#,HITM#, W/R#, M/IO#, 4.6 9-3 

D/C#, HLOCK#, CACHE # , 
BE[7:0] #, SMIACT # Setup Time to 
HCLKIN Rising 

t10b ADS#, HITM#, W/R#, MIIO#, 0.8 9-3 
D/C #, HLOCK #, CACHE #, 
8E[7:0]#, SMIACT# Hold Time from 
HCLKIN Rising , 

t11a PCHK#Setup Time to HCLKIN Rising 4.3 9-3 

t11b PCHK# Hold Time from HCLKIN 1.1 9-3 
Rising 

t12a A[18:3] Rising Edge Setup Time to 4.S 9-3 Setup to HCLKIN Rising 
HCLKIN Rising when ADS # is Sampled 

Active by PCMC. 

t12aa A[18:3] Falling Edge Setup Time to 3.2 9-3 $etup to HCLKIN Rising 
HCLKIN Rising when ADS# is Sampled 

Active by PCMC. 

t12ab A(3t:19]'Rising Edge Setup Time to 4.7 9-3 Setup to HCLKIN Rising. 
HCLKIN Rising , when ADS# is Sampled 

Active by PCMC. 

t12ac A[31 :19] Falling Edge Setup Time to 4.1 9-3 Setup t~ HCLKIN Rising 
HCLKIN Rising , when ADS# is Sampled 

Active by PCMC. 

t12b A[31 :0] Hold Time from HCLKIN O.S .9-3 Hold from HCLKIN Rising 
Rising Two Clocks after ADS # is 

Sampled Active by PCMC. ' 

t12c A[31 :0] Setup Time to HCLKIN Rising 6.S 9-3 Setup to HCLKIN Rising . 
When EADS# is Sampled' 
Active by the CPU. 

t.12d A[31 :0] Hold Time from HCLKIN 1;S 9-3 Hold from HCLKIN Rising 
Rising , when EADS# is Sampled 

Active by the CPU. 

t12e A[31 :0] Output Enable from HCLKIN 0 13 9-S 
I Rising 

t121 A[31 :0] Valid Delay from HCLKIN 1.3 13 9-2 OpF 
Rising 

". 

t12g A[31:0] Float Delay from HCLKIN 0 13 9-4 
Rising 

\ 

t12h A[2:0] propagation Delay from 1 
BE[7:0]# 

16 9-1 OpF 

t13a BRDY # Rising Edge Valid Delay from 1.7 7.8 9-2, OpF 
'HCLKIN Rising' 

t13b BRDY # Falling Edge Valid Delay from 1.7 7.6 9"2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising , -

t14 NA # Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 1.3 7.8 9-2 OpF 
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Table 9-4. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 4.9V to S.2SV; TeASE = O·C to + 70·C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t1Sa AHOLD Valid Delay from 1.3 7.1 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t1Sb BOFF # Valid Delay from 1.8 7.1 9-2 
HCLKIN Rising 

t16a EADS#, INV, PEN#, Valid 1.3 7.4 9-2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t16b CPURST Rising Edge Valid 0.9 7.S 9-2 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t16c CPURST Falling Edge Valid 0.9 7.0 9-2 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t16d KEN# Valid Delay from 1.3 7.6 9-2 
HCLKIN Rising 

t17 INIT High Pulse Width 16 HCLKs 9-8 Soft Reset via TRC 
-S Register or CPU 

Shutdown Special Cycle, 0 pF 

t1B CPURST High Pulse Width 1 ms 9-8 Hard Reset via 
TRC Register, 0 pF 
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9.4.3 SECOND LEVEL CACHE STANDARD .SRAM TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-5. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 4.9V to 5.25V; TeASE = O·Cto + 70°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t20a CAA[6:3]/CAB[6:3] 0 8.5 9-1 OpF 
Propagation Delay from A[6:3] 

t20b CAA[6:3]/CAB[6:3] Valid 0 7.2 9-2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t21a COE[1 :0] # Falling Edge Valid 0 9 9-2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKINRising 

t21b COE[1 :0] # Rising Edge Valid 0 5.5 9-2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t22a CWEI7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # 2 14 9-2 CPU Burst or Single Write to 
Falling Edge Valid Delay from 
HCLKIN Rising 

Second Level Cache, 0 pF 

t22b CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # Rising 3 14 9-2 CPU Burst or Single Write to 
Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Write to Second Level Cache, 
Rising OpF 

t22c CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # Valid 1.4 7.7 9-2 Cache Line Fill, 0 pF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t22d CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # Low 1 HCLK 9-8 OpF 
. Pulse Width 

t22e CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # -1 9-9 Last Write to Second Level 
Driven High before CALE Cache during Cache Line Fill, 
Driven High OpF 

t22f CAA[4:3]/CAB[4:3] Valid 1.5 9-9 CPU Burst Write to 
before CWE[7:0] # Falling Second Level Cache, 0 pF 

t23 CALE Valid Delay from 0 7.5 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t24 CR/W[1 :0] # Valid Delay from 1.5 7.6 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t25 CBS[7:0] # Valid Delay from 1.0 12.0 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising, Reads from 
CacheSRAMs 
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9.4.4 SECOND LEVEL CACHE BURST SRAM TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-6. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 4.9V to 5.25V; TeASE = O·C to + 70·C) 

Symbol Parameter M.ln Max Figure Notes 

t30a CAA[6:3]/CAB[6:3] Propagation Delay from A[6:3] 0 8.5 9-1 OpF 

t30b CAA[6:3] ICAB[6:3] Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 7.0 9-2 OpF 

t31 CADS[1 :0] # Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 1.5 7.7 9-2 OpF 

t32 CADV[1 :0] # Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising , 1.5 7.1 9-2 OpF 

t33 CWE[7:0] # Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 1.0 9.0 9-2 OpF 

t34a COE[1 :0] # Falling Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 9.0 9-2 OpF 

t34b COE[1 :0] # Rising Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 5.5 9-2 OpF 

t35 CALE Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 7.5 9-2 OpF 

9.4.5 DRAM INTERFACE TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-7. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 4.9V to 5.25V; TeASE = O·C to + 70·C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t40a RAS[5:0] # Valid Delay 0 7.5 9-2 50 pF 
from HCLKIN Rising 

t40b RAS[5:0] # Pulse Width 4 HCLKs- 5 RAS # Precharge at Beginning 
High of Page Miss Cycle, 50 pF 

t41a CAS [7:0] # Valid Delay 0 7.5 9-2 50 pF' 
from HCLKIN Rising 

t41b CAS [7:0] # Pulse Width 1 HCLK-5 CAS # Precharge 
High during Burst Cycles, 50 pF 

t42 WE# Valid Delay from 0 21 9-2 50 pF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t43a MA[10:0] Propagation 0 23 9-1 50pF 
Delay from A[23:3] 

t43b MA[10:0] Valid Delay 0 10.1 9-2 50 pF 
from HCLKIN Rising 
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9.4.6 PCI CLOCK TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-8. Functional Operating Range (V cc = 4.9V to 5.25V; T CASE = O·C to + 70DC) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t50a PCLKOUT High Time 13 9-6 20pF 

t50b PCLKOUT Low Time 13 9-6 20pF 

t51a PCLKIN High Time 12 9-6 

t51b PCLKIN Low Time 12 9-6 

t51c PCLKIN Rise Time 3 9-7 

t51d PCLKIN Fall Time 3 9-7 

9.4.7 PCI INTERFACE TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-9. Functional Operating Range (Vcc = 4.9V to 5.25V; T CASE = ODC to + 70DC) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t60a C/BE[3:0)#, FRAME#,TRDY#,IRDY#, 2 11 9-2 Min: 0 pF 
STOP#, PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, Max:50pF 
DEVSEL# Valid Delay from PCLKIN Rising . 

t60b C/BE[3:0)#, FRAME#, TRDY#,IRDY#, 2 9c5 
STOP#, PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#,SERR#, 
DEVSEL# Output Enable Delay from 
PCLKIN Rising 

t60c C/BE[3:0)#, FRAME#, TRDY#,IRDY#, 2 28 9-4 
STOP#, PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
DEVSEL # Float Delay from PCLKIN Rising 

t60d C/BE[3:0)#, FRAME#, TRDY#,IRDY#, 7 9-3 
STOP#, PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
DEVSEL# Setup Time to PCLKIN Rising 

t60e C/BE[3:0)#; FR.A:ME#, TRDY#,IRDY#, 0 9-3 
STOP#, PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
DEVSEL# Hold Time from PCLKIN Rising 

t61a REQ#, MEMACK # Valid Delay from 2 12 9-2 Min: OpF 
PCLKIN Rising Max: 50pF 

t61b REQ#, MEMACK# Output Enable Delay 2 9-5 
from PCLKIN Rising 

t61c REQ#, MEMACK# Float Delay from 2 28 9-4 
PCLKIN Rising 

t62a FLSHREQ#, MEMREQ# Setup Time to 12 9-3 
PCLKIN Rising 

t62b FLSHREQ#, MEMREQ# Hold Time from 0 9-3 
PCLKIN Rising 

t63a GNT # Setup Time to PCLKIN Rising 10 9-3 

t63b GNT # Hold Time from PCLKIN Rising 0 9-3 

t64a MEMCS# Setup Time to PCLKIN Rising 7 9-3 

t64b MEMCS# Hold Time from PCLKIN Rising 0 9-3 

t6S PCIRST # Low PulseWidth 1 ms 9-8 Hard Reset via 
TRC Register, 0 pF 

, 
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9.4.8 LBX INTERFACE TIMING, 66 MHz 

Table 9-10. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 4.9V'to 5.25V; TeAsE = O·C to + 70·C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t70 HIG[4:0] Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0.8 6.5 9-2 OpF 

t71 MIG[2:0] Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0.9 6.5 9-2 OpF 

t72 PIG[3:0] Valid Delay from PCLKIN Rising 0.7 10.9 9-2 OpF 

t73 PCIDRV Valid Delay from PCLKIN Rising 1 13.5 9-2 OpF 

t74a MOLE Falling Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0.6 5.6 9-2. OpF 

t74b MOLE Rising Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0.6 6.8 9-2 OpF 

t75a EOL, PPOUT[1 :0] Setup Time to PCLKIN Rising 7.7 ,9-3 

t75b EOL, PPOUT[1 :0] Hold Time from PCLKIN Rising 1.0 9-3 

9.4.9 HOST CLOCK TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-11. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 5V ± 5%; TeASE = O·C to + 85·C) 

Symbol Parameter Min . Max Figure Notes 

t1a HCLKOSC High Time .6.0 9-6 

t1b HCLKOSC Low Time 5.0 9-6 

t2a HCLKIN Period 16.66 20 9-6 

t2b HCLKINPeriod Stability ±100 ps(1) 

t2c HCLKIN High Time 4 9-6 

t2d - HCLKIN Low Time 4 9-6 

t2e HCLKIN Rise Time .' 1.5 ' 9-7 

t2f HCLKIN Fall Time 1.5 9-7 

t3a HCLKA-HCLKF Output-to-Output Skew 0.5 9-9 OpF 

t3b HCLKA-HCLKF High Time 5.0 9-6 OpF 

t3c HCLKA-HCLKF Low Time 5.0 9-6 OpF 

NOTE: 
1. Measu~ed on rising edge of adjacent'C:locks at t.5V. 
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9.4.10 CPU INTERFACE TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-12. Functional Operating Range (VCC = 5V ±5%; TeASE := O·C to +85·C) 

Symbol parameter Min Max Figure Notes 
t10a ADS#, HITM#, W/R#, MIIO#, 4.6 9-3 

D/C#, HLOCK#, CACHE#, . 
BE[7:0] #, SMIACT # SetupTIme to 
HCLKIN Rising 

t10b ADS#, HITM#, W/R#, MIIO#, 0.8 9-3 
D/C#, HLOCK#, CACHE#, . 
BE[7:'O]#, SMIACT# Hold Time from 
HCLKIN Rising 

t11a PCHK# Setup Tim'eto HCLKIN Rising 4.3. 9-3 

t11b PCHK# Hold Time from HCLKIN 1.1 9-3 
Rising 

t12a A[t8:3] Rising Edge Setup iime to 4.5 9-3 Setup to HCLKIN Rising 
HCLKIN Rising when ADS# is Sampled 

Active by PCMC. 

t12aa A[18:3] Falling Edge Setup TIme to 3.2 9-3 . Setup to HCLKIN Rising 
HCLKIN Rising when ADS# is Sampled' 

Active by PCMC. 

t12ab A[31 :19] Rising Edge Setup TIme to 4.7 9-3 Setup to HCLKIN Rising 
HCLKIN Rising when ADS #is Sampled 

Active by PCMC. 

t12ac A[31:19] Falling Edge Setup Time to 4.1 9-3 Setup to HC!-KIN Rising 
HCLKIN Rising . when ADS# is Sampled 

Active by PCMC. 

t12b A[31 :0] Hold TIme from HCLKIN 0.5 9-3 Hold from HCLKIN Rising 
Rising Two Clocks after ADS# is 

Sampled Active by PCMC. 

t12c A[31 :0] Setup. Time to HCLKIN Rising. ~.5 9-3 Setup to HCLKIN Rising 
; 

when EADS# is Sampled 
, Active by the CPU. 

t12d A[31 :0] HOld Time from HCLKIN 1.5 9-3 Hold from HCLKIN Rising 
Rising when EADS# is Sampled 

Active by the CPU. 

t12e A[31 :0] Output Enable from HCLKIN 0 13 9-5 
Rising 

t12f A[31 :0] Valid Delay from H,CLKIN 1.3 13 . 9-2 OpF 
. Rising 

t12g A[31 :0] Float Delay from HCLKIN 0 13, 9-4 
Rising 

t12h A[2:0] Propagation Delay from 1 16 9-1 OpF 
BE[7:0] # 

t13a . BRDY# Rising Edge Valid Delay frQm 2.1 7.9 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t13b BRDY # Falling I";:dge Valid Delay from 2.1 7.9 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t14 NA# Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 1.4 ' ,'8.4 9-2 OpF 
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Table 9-12. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 5V ± 5%; T CASE = O"C to + 85°C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Flg",re Notes 
t15a AHOLD Valid Delay from 2.0 7.6 9·2 OpF 

HCLKIN Rising 

t15b BOFF#' Valid Delay from 2.0 7.6 9·2 
HCLKIN Rising 

t16a EADS#,INV, PEN#', Valid 2.0 8.0 9·2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t16b CPURST Rising Edge Valid 1.2 7.5 9·2 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t16c CPURST Falling Edge Valid 1.2 7.5 9·2 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising . 

t16d KEN #' Valid Delay from 1.7 8.2 9·2 
HCLKIN Rising 

t17 INIT High Pulse Width 16 HCLKs 9·8 Soft Reset via TRC 
-5 Register or CPU 

Shutdown Special Cycle, 0 pF 

t18 CPURST High Pulse Width 1 ms 9·8 Hard Reset via 
TRC Register, 0 pF 
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9.4.11 SECOND LEVEL CACHE STANDARD SRAM TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-13. Functional Operating Range (V CC = 5V ± 5 %; T CASE = QOC to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t20a CAA[6:3] ICAB [6:3] 0 8.5 9-1 OpF 
Propagation Delay from A[6:3] 

t20b CAA[6:3]/CAB[6:3] Valid 0 7.2 9-2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t21a COE[l :0] # Falling Edge Valid 0 9.0 9-2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t21b COE[l :0] # Rising Edge Valid 0 5.5 9-2 OpF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t22a CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # 2 14 9-2 CPU Burst or Single Write to 
Falling Edge Valid Delay from 
HCLKIN Rising 

Second Level Cache, 0 pF 

t22b CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # Rising 3 15 9-2 CPU Burst or Single Write to 
Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Write to Second Level Cache, 
Rising OpF 

t22c CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # Valid 1.4 7.7 9-2 Cache Line Fill, 0 pF 
Delay from HCLKIN Rising 

t22d CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # Low 1 HCLK 9-8 OpF 
Pulse Width 

t22e CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0],# -1 9-9 Last Write to Second Level 
Driven High before CALE Cache during Cache Line Fill, 
Driven High OpF 

t22f CAA[4:3]/CAB[4:3] Valid 1.5 9-9 CPU Burst Write to 
before CWE[7:0] # ICBS[7:0] # Second Level Cache, 0 pF 
Falling 

t23 CALE Valid Delay from 0 8 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t24 CR/W[ 1 :0] # Valid Delay from 1.5 8.2 9-2 o pF 
. HCLKIN Rising 

t25 CBS[7:0] # Valid Delay from 1.0 12.0 9-2 OpF 
HCLKIN Rising, Reads from 
CacheSRAMs 
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9.4.12 SECOND LEVEL CACHE BURST SRAM TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-14. Functional Operating Range (V CC = 5V ± 5 %; T CASE = OOG to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t30a CAA[6:3]/CAB[6:3] Propagation Delay from A[6:3] 0 8.5 9-1 OpF 

t30b CAA[6:3]/CAB[6:3] Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 8.2 9-2 OpF 

t31 CADS[1 :0] "" Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 1.5 8.2 9-2 OpF 

t32 CADV[1 :0] "" Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 1.5 8.2 9-2 OpF 

t33 CWE[7:0] "" Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 1.0 10.5 9-2 OpF 

t34a COE[1 :0] "" Falling Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 9.5 9-2 OpF 

t34b COE[1 :0] "" Rising Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 6:0 9-2 OpF 

t35 CALE Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0 8.5 9-2 OpF 

9.4.13 DRAM INTERFACE TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-15. Functional Operating Range (Vcc = 5V ± 5%; T CASE = O°C to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t40a RAS[5:0] "" Valid Delay 0 8.0 9-2 50pF 
from HCLKIN Rising 

t40b RAS[5:0] "" Pulse Width 4 HCLKs - 5 RAS""·Precharge at Beginning 
High of Page Miss Cycle. 50 pF 

t41a CAS [7:0] "" Valid Delay 0 8.0 9-2 50 pF 
from HCLKIN Rising 

t41b CAS [7:0] "" Pulse Width 1 HCLK';'5 CAS"" Precharge 
High during Burst Cycles. 50 pF 

t42 WE"" Valid Delay from 0 21 9-2 50pF 
HCLKIN Rising 

t43a MA[10:0] Propagation 0 23 9-1 50pF 
Delay from A[23:3] 

t43b MA[10:0] Valid Delay 0 10.7 9-2 50 pF 
from HCLKIN Rising 

I 
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9.4.14 PCI CLOCK 'TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-16. Functional Operating Range (Vcc· = 5V to ± 5%; TeASE = O°C to + 85°C) 
J 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t50a PCLKOUr High Time 13 9~6 20pF 

t50b PCLKOUT Low Time , 13 9·6 20pF 

t5la PCLKIN High Time . 12 9·6 

t5lb PCLKIN Low Time· 12 9·6 

t5le PCLKIN Rise Time 3 9·7 

t5ld PCLKIN Fall Time 3 9·7 

9.4.15 PCIINTERFACE TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-17. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 5V ±5%; TeASE = O°C to + 85°C) 

Symbol. Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t60a C/BE[3:0]#, FRAME#, TRDY#, IRDY#, 2 11 9·2 Min:OpF 
STOP#,PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
DEVSEL # Valid Delay from PCLKIN Rising 

Max: 50pF 

t60b C/BE[3:0]#, FRAME#, TRDY#,IRDY#, 2 9·5 
STOP#, PLOCK # , PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
DEVSEL# Output Enable Delay from 
PCLKIN Rising 

t60e C/BE[3:0]#, FRAME#, TRDY#, IRDY#, 2 28 9-4 
STOP#, PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
DEVSEL# Float Delay from PCLKIN Rising 

t60d C/BE[3:0]#, FRAME#, TRDY#,IRDY#, 9 9·3 
STOP#,PLOCK#, PAR, PERR#, SERR#, 
DEVSEL # Setup Time to PCLKIN Rising 

t60e C/BE[3:0]#, FRAME#, TRDY#,IRDY#, 0 9~3 

STOP # , PLOCK # , PAR,PERR#, SERR 'II! , 
DEVSEL#Holp Time from PCLKIN Rising 

t61a REQ#, MEMAGK# Valid Delay from , 2 12 9·2 Min:OpF 
PCLKIN Rising Max: 50pF 

t6lb REQ#, MEMACK# Output Enable. Delay 2 9·5 
from PCLKIN Rising 

t6le REQ#, MEMACK # Float Delay from 2 28 9·4 
PCLKIN Rising 

t62a FLSHREQ#, MEMREQ# Setup Time to 12 9·3. 
PCLKIN Rising 

t62b FLSHREQ#, MEMREQ# Hold Time from 0 9·3 
PCLKIN Rising 

t63a GNT# Setup Time to PCLKIN Rising 10 9.3 

t63b GNT# Hold Time from PCLKIN Rising 0 9·3 , . 

t64a MEMCS# Setup. Time to PCLKIN Rising 7 9·3 

t64b MEMCS# Hold Time fromPCLKIN Rising 0 9·3 

t65 PCIRST # Low Pulse Width 1 ms 9·8 Hard Reset via 
, TRC Register, 0 pF 
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9.4.16 LBX INTERFACE TIMING, 60 MHz 

Table 9-18. Functional Operating Range (Vee = 5V ± 5%; TeASE = O·C to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figure Notes 

t70 HIG[4:0] Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0.8 6.7 9·2 OpF 

t71 MIG[2:0] Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0.9 6.5 9·2 OpF 

t72 PIG[3:0] Valid Delay from PCLKIN Rising 1.5 12 9-2 OpF 

t73 PCIDRV Valid Delay. from PCLKIN Rising 1 13 9·2 OpF 

t74a MOLE Falling Edge Valid Delay from HCLKIN Rising 0.6 6.8 9·2 OpF 

t74b MOLE Rising Edge Valid from HCLKIN Rising 0.6 6.8 9·2 OpF 

t75a EOL, PPOUT[1 :0] Setup Time to PCLKIN Rising 7.7 9·3 

t75b EOL, PPOUT[1:0] Hold Time from PCLKIN Rising 1 9·3 

9.4.17 TIMING DIAGRAMS 
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Output 
290479-73 

Figure 9-1. Propagation Delay 

Clock 

Output. 

Hal~ ~:~ ____ _ 

290479-74 

Figure 9-2. Valid Delay from Rising Clock Edge 
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Clock 
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Figure 9-3. Setup and Hold Times 
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Figure 9-4. Float Delay 
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Figure 9-5. Output Enable· Delay 
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Figure 9-6. Clock High and Low Times and Period 
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Figure 9-7. Clock Rise and Fall Times 
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Figure 9-8. Pulse Width 
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Figure 9-9. Output-ta-Output Delay 
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Table 10-1. Alphabetical Pin Assignment 

Signal Pin # Type Signal Pin # Type Signal Pin # Type 

AO 204 tis BEU 57 in CWEO#/CBSO# 100 out 

A1 205 tis BE3# 59 in CWE1 # ICBS1 # 99 out 

A2 206 tis BE4# 55 in CWEU ICBSU 98 out 

A3 12 tis BE5# 54 in CWE3#/CBS3# 97 out 

A4 9 tis BE6# 58 in CWE4#/CBS4# 96 out 

A5 10 tis BE7# 60 in CWE5#/CBS5# 95 out 

A6 11 tis BOFF# 30 out CWE6# ICBS6# 91 out 

A7 14 tis BRDY# 32 out CWE7 # ICBS7 # 90 out 

A8 13 tis CAA3 82 out D/C# 68 in 

A9 16 tis CAA4 80 out DEVSEl# 170 sltls 

A10 15 tis CAA5 78 out DRVPCI 186 out 

A11 18 tis CAA6 76 out EADS# 34 out 

A12 17 tis CAB3 84 out EOl 161 in 

A13 19 tis CAB4 81 out FlSHREQ# 162 in 

A14 21 ' tis CAB5 79 out FRAME# ' 173 sltls 

A15 22 tis CAB6 77 out GNT# 163 in 

A16 201 tis CACHE# 64 in HClKA 42 out 

A17 202 tis CADSO#, CR/WO# 93 out HClKB 41 out 

A18 203 tis CADS1 #, CR/W1 # 94 out HClKC 40 out 

A19 6 tis CADVO# 88 out HClKD 39 out 

A20 7 tis CADV1# 89 out HClKE 38 out 

A21 200 tis CAlE 101 out HClKF 37 out 

A22 4 tis CASO# 135 out HClKIN 50 in 

A23 196 tis CAS1# 137 out HClKOSC 52 in 

A24 3 tis CASU 133 out HIGO 184 out 

A25 8 tis CAS3# 131 out HIG1 183 out 

A26 5 tis CAS4# 136 out HIG2 182 out 

A27 197 tis CAS5# 138 out HIG3 181 out 

A28 2 tis CAS6# 134 out HIG4 180 out 

A29 198 tis CAS7# 132 out HITM# 65 in 

A30 207 tis CBEO# 146 tis HlOCK# 71 in 

A31 199 tis CBE1# 145 tis INIT 26 out 

ADS# 66 in CBEU 144 tis INV 28 out 

AHOlD 33 out CBE3# 143 tis IRDY# 142 sltls 

BEO# 56 in COEO# 87 out KEN# 29 out 

BE1# 53 in COE1# 85 out M/IO# 61 in 

CPURST 25 out 

I 
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Table 10-1. Alphabetical Pin Assignment (Continued) 

Signal Pin # Type Signal Pin # Type Signal Pin # Type 

MAO 122 out PIG3 187 out Voo 86 V 

MA1 121 out PLLAGND 45 V Voo 102 V 

MAiO 110 out PLLARC1 46 in Voo 103 V 

MA2 119 out PLLARC2 48 in Voo 120 V 

MA3 118 out PLLAVDD 49 V Voo 130 V 

MM 117 out PLLAVSS 47 V Voo 139 V 

MA5 116 out PLLBGND 151 V Voo 149 V 

MA6 114 out PLLBRC1 152 in Voo 158 V 

MA7 113 out PLLBRC2 154 in Voo 176 V 

MA8 112 out PLLBVDD 155 V Voo 188 V 

MA9 111 out PLLBV8S 153 V Voo 208 V 

MDLE 185 out PLOCK# 168 sltls Vss 1 V 

MEMACK# 195 out PPOUTO 159 in Vss 24 V 

MEMCS# 164 in PPOUT1 160 in Vss 36 V 

MEMREQ# 165 in PWROK 62 in Vss 44 V 

MIGO 179 out RASO# 127 out Vss 51 V 

MIG1 178 out RAS1# 125 out Vss 75 V 

MIG2 175 out RAS2# 126 out Vss 83 V 

NA# 31 out RAS3# 124 out Vss 92 V 

NC 70 NC RAS4# 128 out Vss 104 V 

NC 105 NC RAS5# 123 out Vss 107 V 

NC 106 NC REQ# 194 out Vss 115 V 

NC 109 NC SERR# 172 slold Vss 129 V 

PAR 171 tis SMIACT# 69 in Vss 140 V 

PCHK# 72 in STOP# 167 sltls Vss 148 V 

PCIRST# 147 out TESTEN 63 in Vss 150 V 

PCLKIN 156 in TRDY# 141 sltls Vss 157 V 

PCLKOUT 174 out Voo 20 V Vss 166 V 

PEN# 27 out VOO 23 V Vss 177 V 

PERR# 169 slold Voo 35 V Vss 189 V 

PIGO 193 out Voo 43 V Vss 190 V 

PIG1 192 out Voo 73 V W/R# 67 in 

PIG2 191 out Voo 74 V WE# 108 out 

1-196 
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Table 10-2. Numerical Pin Assignment 

Pin # Signal Type Pin # Signal Type Pin # Signal Type 

1 VSS V 37 HClKF out 73 Voo V 

2 A28 tis 38 HClKE out 74 Voo V 

3 A24 tis 39 HClKD out 75 VSS V 

4 A22 tis 40 HClKC out 76 CAA6 out 

5 A26 tis 41 HClKB out 77 CAB6 out 

6 A19 tis 42 HClKA out 78 CAA5 out 

7 A20 tis 43 Voo V 79 CAB5 out 

8 A25 tis 44 VSS V 80 CAA4 out 

9 A4 tis 45 PllAGND V 81 CAB4 out 

10 A5 tis 46 PllARC1 in 82 CAA3 out 

11 A6 tis 47 PllAVSS V 83 VSS V 

12 A3 tis 48 PllARC2 in 84 CAB3 out 

13 A8 tis 49 PllAVoo V 85 COE1# out 

14 A7 tis 50 HClKIN in 86 Voo V 

15 A10 tis 51 VSS V 87 COEO# out 

16 A9 tis 52 HClKOSC in 88 CADVO# out 

17 A12 tis 53 BE1# in 89 CADV1# out 

18 A11 tis 54 BE5# in 90 CWE7 # ICBS7 # out 

19 A13 tis 55 BE4# in 91 CWE6#/CBS6# out 

20 Voo V 56 BEO# in 92 VSS V 

21 A14 tis 57 BEU in 93 CADSO#, CR/WO # out 

22 A15 tis 58 BE6# in 94 CADS1 #, CR/W1 # out 

23 Voo V 59 BE3# in 95 CWE5#/CBS5# out 

24 VSS V 60 BE7# in 96 CWE4#/CBS4# out 

.25 CPURST out 61 MIIO# in 97 CWE3#/CBS3# out 

26 INIT out 62 PWROK in 98 CWEUICBS2# out 

27 PEN# out 63 TESTEN in 99 CWE1 # ICBS1 # out 

28 INV out 64 CACHE# in 100 CWEO#/CBSO# out 

29 KEN# out 65 HITM# in 101 CAlE out 

30 BOFF# out 66 ADS# in 102 Voo V 

31 NA# out 67 W/R# in 103 Voo V 

32 BRDY# out 68 D/C# in 104 VSS V 

33 AHOlD out 69 SMIACT# in 105 NC NC 

34 EADS# out 70 NC NC 106 NC ' NC 

35 VOO V 71 HlOCK# in 107 VSS V 

36 VSS V 72 PCHK# in 108 WEt out 

I 
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Table 10-2. Numerical Pin Assignment (Continued) 

Pin" Signal Type Pin.#' Signal . Type Pin #' Signal Type 

109 NC NC 142 IRDY#' sltls 175 MIG2 out 

110 MA10 out 143 CBE3#' tis 176 Voo V 

111 MA9 out 144 CBEU tis 177 Vss V 

112 MA8 out 145 CBE1#' tis 178 MIG1 out 

113 MA7 out 146 CBEO#' tis 179 MIGO out 

114 MA6 out 147 PCIRST#' out 180 HIG4 , out 

115 Vss V 148 Vss V 181 HIG3 out 

116 MA5 out 149 Voo V 182 HIG2 out 

117 MA4 out 150 Vss V 183. HIG1 out 

118 MA3 out 151 PLLBGND V 184 HIGO out 

119 MA2 out 152 PLLBRC1 in 185 MOLE out 

120 Voo V 153 PLLSVSS V 186 DRVPCI out 

121 MA1 out 154 PLLBRC2 in 187 PIG3 out 

122 MAO out 155 PLLBVDD V 188 Voo 'V 

123 RAS5#' out 156 PCLKIN in 189 Vss V 

124 RAS3#' out J57 Vss V 190 Vss V 

125 RAS1#' out 158 Voo V 191 PIG2 out I 

126 RAS2#' out 159 PPOUTO in 192 PIG1 out 

127 RASO#' out 160 PPOUT1 in 193 PIGO out 

128 RAS4#' out 161 EOL in 194 REO#' out 

129 Vss V 162 FLSHREO#' in 195 MEMACK# out 

130 Voo V 163 GNT'f in 196 A23 ,tis 

131 CASU out 164 MEMCS#' in 197 A27 tis 

132 CASU out 165 MEMREO#' in 198 A29 tis 

133 CASU out 166 Vss V 199 A31 tis , 

134 CAS6#' out 167 STOP#' sltls 200 A21 tis 

135 CASO#' out 168 ~PLOCK#' sltls 201 A16· tis 

136 CAS4#' out 169 PERR#' slold 202 A17 tis 

137 CAS1#' out 170 DEVSEL#' sltls 203 A18 tis 

138 CAS5#' out 171 PAR tis 204 AO tis 

139 Voo V 172 SERR#' slold 205 A1 tis 

140 VSs V 173 FRAME#' sltls 206 A2 tis 

141 TROY'#' sltls 174 PCLKOUT out 207 A30 tis 

208 Voo V 
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10.2 Package Ch,racteristics 

J Qu.u.u.o.®..o.u.u.u.u.u.u.u.u.uPP.u.o.o.o.rr.n.o.o.o.«.D.U.O.U.UAUp.rr.UJlo.u.o.u.u.IlQ«.D.o.o.uP l 
290479-83 

Figure 10-2. 208 Pin Quad Flat Pack (QFP) Dimensions 

Symbol Description Value (mm) 

A Seating Height 3.5 (max) 
, 

A1 Stand-off Height 0.35 ±0.1 

A2 P,ackage Height 3.0 (nomimal) 

8 Lead Width 0.18 +0.1/~0.05 

D Package Length and Width, including pins 30.6 ±0.3· 

D1 Package Length and Width, excluding pins 28 ±0.1 

e Linear Lead Pitch 0.5.±0.1 

G Lead Coplanarity 0.1 

L Lead Length )"" "0.5 ±0.2 :'} 

8 Lead Angle 0·-1'0· 
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.11.0 TESTABILITY 

A NAND tree .is provided in the PCMC for Automated 
Test Equipment (ATE) board level testing. The 
NAND tree allows the tester to test the connectivity 
of a subset of the PCMC signal pins. The output of 
the NAND tree is driven on pin 109. The NAND tree 
is enabled when A25 = 0, A26 = 1, and TESTEN 
= 1 at the rising edge of PWROK. PLL Bypass 
mode is enabled when A25 = 1, A26 = 1 and 
TESTEN = 1 at the rising edge of PWROK. In PLL 

Bypass mode, the PCMC A.C. specifications are af· 
fected in the following ways. Output valid delays in· 
crease by 20 ns. All hold times are 20 ns. Setup 
times and propagation delays are unaffected. Input 
clock high and low·times are 100 ns. In both NAND 
tree test mode and PLL Bypass mode, TESTEN 
must remain asserted throughout testing. 

Table 11·1 shows the order of the NAND tree inside 
the PCMC. 

Table 11·1. NAND Tree 

Order Pin # Signal Order Pin # Signal Order Pin # Signal 

1 141 TRDY# 25 199 A31 49 17 A12 

2 142 IRDY# 26 200 A21 50 18 A11 

3 143 CBE3# 27 201 A16 51 19 A13 

4 144 CBE2# 28 202 A17 52 21 A14 

5 145 CBE1# 29 203 A18 53 22 A15 

6 146 CBEO# 30 204 AO 54 53 BE1# 

7 159 PPOUTO 31 205 A1 55 54 BE5# 

8 160 PPOUT1 32 206 A2 56 55 BE4# 

9 161 EOL 33 207 A30 57 56 BEO# 

10 162 FLSHBUF# 34 2 A28 58 57 BE2# 

11 163 GNT# 35 3 A24 59 58 BE6# 

12 164 MEMCS# 36 4 A22 60 59 BE3# 

13 165 MEMREQ# 37 5 A26 61 60 BE7# 

14 167 STOP# 38 6 A19 62 61 M/IO# 

15 168 PLOCK# 39 7 A20 63 64 CACHE # 

16 169 PERR# 40 8 A25 64 65 HITM# 

17 170 DEVSEL# 41 9 A4 65 66 ADS# 

18 171 PAR 42 10 A5 66 67 W/R# 

19 172 SERR# 43 11 A6 67 68 D/C# 

20 173 FRAME # 44 12 A3 68 69 SMIACT# 

21 194 REQ# 45 13 A8 69 71 HLOCK# 

22 196 A23 46 14 A7 70 72 PCHK# 

23 197 A27 47 15 A10 71 63 TESTEN 

24 198 A29 48 16 A9 

Additional Testing Notes: 
1. HCLKOUT[6:11 can be toggled via HCLKIN. 
2. CAx[6:3] are flow through outputs via A[6:3) after PWROK transitions high. 
3. MA[10:0) are flow through outputs via A[13:3) after PWROK transitions high. 
4. CAS[7:0) /I outputs can be tested by performing a DRAM read cycle. 
5. PCLKOUT.can be tested in PLL bypass mode, frequency is HCLK/2. 
6. PCIRST is the NAND Tree output of Tree Cell 6. 
7. INIT is the NAND Tree output of Tree Cell 53. 
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REVISION HISTORY 

The following list represents the key differences between version 001 and version 002 of the 82434LX PCI, 
Cache and Memory Controller (PCMC) Data Sheet. 

Section 2.1 Note added that the SMIACT # signal is qualified with values stored in the SMRAM Space 
Register. 

Section 2.3 CR/W[1 :0] # and CBS[7:0] # are multiplexed onto the CADS[1 :0] # and CWE[7:0] # lines 
respectively. The new signals enable support of 64K x 16/18 asynchronous cache SRAMs 
with dual byte select lines. 

Section 3.1 Changes made to reflect the Function Number field in the CSE Register. The BIST Enable 
bit in the TRC Register is now reserved. 

Section 3.2 Section rewritten to describe Type 0 and Type 1 Configuration Cycles. 

Section 3.2.3 Notes added to bits 6 and 8 in the PCI Command Register Description. 

Section 3.2.4 The description of the DEVSEL# Timing bit in the PCI Status Register has been extended. 

Section 3.2.5 In the PCI Status Register, bit 15 is changed to a reserved bit and bit 8 is the Data Parity 
Detected bit. 

Section 3.2.6 The revision 10 is now 03h. 

Section 3.2.8 The Special Cycle Address Register has been removed from the PCMC, hence this section 
has been removed and replaced with the SCCD Register description. 

Sections 3.2.7 These sections have been added to indicate the RPLI, SCCD and BCCD registers. 
through 3.2.9 

Section 3.2.10 The ML T Register has been truncated to a 4 bit register. 

Section 3.2.12 The Host Operating Frequency field has been shortened from two bits to one bit. 

Section 3.2.11 All bits of this register are Read Only. 

Section 3.2.13 Bits 5 through 0 of the Deturbo Frequency Control Register are now reserved. 

Section 3.2.14 Two new bits are defined in the Secondary Cache Control Register. Bit 4 controls 
Secondary Cache Allocation and bit 3 determines the Cache Byte Control. The description 
for bits 7 and 6 has been modified. Bit descriptions for bits 4 and 3 have been added. A 
clarification has been added to the bit 0 description. When bit 0 is reset to 0, the 
CWE[7:0] # lines will remain inactive, however COE[1 :0] # may toggle. 

Section 3.2.16 Bit 2 description has been extended. If the PCI TROY # signal is connected to the LBXs 
TROY # pin, this bit must be set before the CPU writes to PCI. 

Section 3.2.17 Bits 7 and 6 of the DRAM Control Register have been changed to reserved bits. X-3-3-3 
burst timing is no longer supported. SMRAM Enable bit description has been extended. 

Section 3.2.18 This section covers the new DRAM Timing Register which proviqes additional control over 
the leadoff cycle on reads from DRAM. 

Section 3.2.26 

Section 3.2.21 

Several bits in the ORB Registers are now reserved. 

Note added to indicate that bit 6 and 8 of the PCI Command Register are the master 
enables for bits 7,6,5,4, and t of the Error Command Register. Bit 60f the PCI Command 
Register is the master enable for bit 3 of the Error Command Register. 

Sectibn3.2.22 Bits 5 and 4 of the Error Status Register are now reserved. 

Section 3.2.23 SMRAM Space Register has_been added. 

Section 3.2.24 Notes added to indicate that the Memory Space Gap starting address must be a multiple of 
the Memory Space Gap size. 

Section 3.2.25 Bit 10 of the Frame Buffer Range Register is now reseved. The Read-around-Write feature 
is no longer supported. The Buffer Offset field description has been extended. 
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Section 4.2 Modified to include the features of the SMRAM Space Register. 

Section 5.1 Additions made to describe the new Secondary Cache Allocation register bit and the new 
dual-byte-select SRAM support. Figure 5-5 shows the PCMC connections to dual-byte
select SRAMs. 

Section 5.3.1 Description added for CPU read cycles when the SCA bit in the Secondary Cache Control 
Register is set and CACHE # is inactive. A new figure has been added to depict a CPU read 
cycle with dual-byte-select SRAMs. 

Section 5.3.2 A new figure has been added to depict a CPU write cycle with dual-byte-select SRAMs. 

Section 5.3.3 Anew figure has been added to depict a cache line fill with dual-byte-select SRAMs. 

Section 5.4.1 Description added for CPU read cycles when the SCA bit in the Secondary Cache Control 
Register is set and CACHE # is inactive. 

Section 6.0 All references to X-3-3-3 burst timing have been removed throughout the DRAM interface 
section. 

Section 6.4 Paragraph modified for clarification. 

Section 6.6 Description added on when CAS#-before-RAS# refresh can be used. 

Section 7.3.1 The figure which depicts a write cycle to a PCMC internal configuration register has been 
modified. 

Section 7.3.2 The figure which depicts a read cycle from a PCMC internal configuration register has been 
modified. 

Section 7.4.1 

Section 8.3 

Section 8.4 

Section 9.4 

Section 11.0 

1-202 

The figure which depicts a PCI master write to main memory ha~ been modified. 

Modifications made to the Phase Locked Loop circuitry. 

The strapping options on A[31 :29] have been changed. The values sampled on these lines 
are inverted and then stored in the Secondary Cache Control Register. References to the 
BIST Enable bit and the invoking of BIST in the CPU have been removed. Table 8-2 now 
indicates that INIT is always driven low during hard reset. 

The A.C. Specifications have been separated for 60 and 66 MHz operation. Several changes 
have been made to the A.C. Specifications. The 66 MHz A.C. Specifications have a different 
Functional Operating Range than the 60 MHz A.C. Specifications. For 66 MHz operation, 
Vee ranges between 4.9 and 5.25 Volts and the maximum case temperature is 70°C. 

This section has been added to document the testability features of the PCMC. This section 
includes the details of PLL Bypass mode and the NAND Tree inside'the PCMC. The effect of 
PLL Bypass mode on A.C. Specifications is detailed. ' 
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82420 PClset 
Intel's 82420 PClset enables workstation level of performance for Intel486TM CPU desktop systems. The 
Peripheral Component Interconnect Bus (PCI) is driving a new architecture for PC's-eliminating the I/O 
bottleneck of standard expansion busses. PCI provides a glue less interface for high performance peripherals 
such as graphics, SCSI, LAN and video to be placed onto a fast local bus. By utilizing this technology and 
incorporating read/write bursts along with write buffers into the 82420 PClset, a new level of performance is 
now possible for today:s Intel486 CPU desktop systems. 

The Intel 82420 PClset is comprised of three components: the 82424 Cache DRAM Controller (CDC), the 
82423 Data Path Unit (DPU), and the 82378 System I/O (SIO). The CDC and DPU provide the core system 
architecture while the SIO is a PCI master/slave agent which bridges the core architecture to the ISA standard 
expansion bus. Intel also offers two components, the 82374EB (ESC) and 82375EB (PCEB), that work in 
conjunction to bridge the PCI bus to the EISA expansion bus. Refer to the ESC and PCEB data sheets for 
information regarding the EISA bridge components. 

The chip set supports the Intel486 CPU family as well as the write-back caching capability of Intel's future 
OverDrive™ processor for the Intel486 DX2 CPU. The high performance memory subsystem supports concur
rent operation between PCI bus masters while the CPU accesses memory. An integrated second level cache 
can be programmed for write-through or write-back operation. 

82420 PClset 

~c;c;;-e ;RA~ : 
164KB • 512KB I 
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Intel486 and OverDrive are trademarks, of Intel Corporation. 
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82420 PClset 

Product Highlights 

82424-Cache DRAM Controller (CDC) 
• Concurrent Linefill during Copyback 

Cycles 

• Supports Intel486 CPU FalTlily and 
OverDrive Processors 

• Supports Future OverDrive Upgrade 
Processor in Write-Back Cache Mode 

• 64K-512K Level 2 Cache Support 

• Level 2 Cache Configurable as Write
Back or Write-Through 

• 208-PinQFP Package 

82423--Data Path Unit (DPU) 
• Highly Integrated 

• Four Dword Write Buffers 

• Zero Wait States for CPU Write Cycles 

• PCI Burst Write Capability 

• 160-Pin QFP Package 

Product Description 

82378-System 110 Component (SIO) 
• Supports Fast DMA Type A, B, or F 

Cycles· 

• Supports DMA Scatter/Gather 

• Arbitration Logic for Four PCI Masters 

• Reusable across Multiple Platforms 

• Directly Drives Six ExternallSA Slots 

• Integrates Many of Today's Commcm 
I/O Functions 

• 208-Pin QFP Package 

The 82424 Cache DRAM Controller (CDC) is a single-chip bridge from the CPU to the PCI bus. It provides the 
integrated functionality of a second level cache controller, a DRAM controller, and a PCI bus controller. It also 
features an optimized memory subsystem. The CDC is a dual ported device with one port as the host port and 
the other.as the PCI port. 

The 82423 Data Path Unit (DPU) integrates the host data, memory data, and PCI data interface, DPU controll 
parity and four deep posted write buffers. With glue and buffers integrated directly into the DPU, the Intel 
82420 PClset reduces board space requirements. The DPU's posted write bufferS allow CPU write cycles to be 
executed as 0 wait states. 

The 82378 System 1/0 (SIO) is a dual ported device which acts as a bridge between the PCI and standard ISA 
1/0 bus. The SIO integrates the functionality of an ISA controller, PCI controller, fast 32-bit DMA controller, 
and standard system 1/0 functions. 
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82423 
DATA PATH UNIT (DPU) 

• A 32-blt High Performance Host/PCI! • Byte Parity Support for the Host and 
Memory Data Path Memory Buses 

• Operates Synchronous to the CPU and - Optional Parity Generation for Host-

PCI Clocks to-Memory Transfers 
- Optional Parity Checking for the 

• Dual-Port Architecture Allows Secondary Cache Residing on the 
Concurrent Operations on the Host and Host Data Bus 
PCI Buses - Parity Checking for Host and PCI 

• Burst Read of Memory from the Host Memory Reads 
and PCI Buses - Parity Generation for PCI-to-Memory 

Host-to-Memory and Host-to-PCI Post 
Writes • Buffers Permit Zero Walt State Write • Force Bad Parity to Memory Capability 

Performance for Diagnostic Purposes 

The 82423 Data Path Unit (DPU) provides the 32-bit data path connections between the HOst (CPU/cache), 
main memory, and the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Bus. The dual-port architecture allows con
current operations on the Host and PCI Buses. Two 4-Dword deep Post buffers permit Host posting of data to 
main memory and the PCI Bus. The DPU supports byte parity for the Host and main memory buses. The DPU 
is intended to be used with the 82424 Cache DRAM Controller (CDC). During bus operations between the 
Host, main memory, and PCI, the CDC provides the address paths and bus controls. The CDC also controls 
the data flow through the DPU. Together, these two chips provide a full function dual-port data path connec
tion to main memory and forms a Host/PCI bridge. 

I 

Host HOPO {

HO{31:001 

Interface HOP 1 
HOP2 
HOP3 

,Main MOPO {

IoIO[31:001 

Memory MOP1 
Interface MOP2 

MOP3 

Reset { ::= 
and RST# 

Clock 
FPE 

Pt.lODE 

IROY# PCI 

AO[31:001} 

TROY# Interface 

OEVSL# 

PM/H# 
PSTB# 
PW/R# 

MH/P# 
MSTB# 
MR/W# 

HM/P# 
HSTB# 
HW/R# 

OPUPE# 
PCIOP 

CDC 
Interface 
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IMPORTANT-READ THIS SECTION BEFORE READING THE REST OF THE DATA SHEET. 

This data sheet describes the 82423TX and 82423ZX components. All normal text describes the function
ality for both components. All features that exist on the 82423ZX are shaded as shown below. 
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82420 PClset 

82424 
CACHE AND DRAM CONTROLLER (CDC) 

• Supports 25/33/11 MHz Intel486TM SX, 
Intel487TM SX, Intel486 DX, Intel486 
DX2, OverDrive™ for Intel486 and 
OVerDrive for DX2 Processors 

• Fully Synchronous, 25/33 MHz PCI Bus 
Capable of Supporting Bus Masters 

• Supports OverDrive Upgrade Socket, 
Including OverDrive for DX2 in Write
Back Mode 

• Programmable Attribute Map fo~ First 1 
MByte of Main Memory 

• Posted Write Buffers for Improved 
Performance 

• Integrated DRAM Controller 
- 2 to 160 MByte Main Memory using 

70 ns fast Page Mode SIMM Memory 
- Decoupled Refresh Cycles to 

Reduce DRAM Access Latency 
- Burst Mode PCI Accesses to DRAM 

Supported at the Rate of x-3-3-3-3-3 

• Integrated Cache Controller 
- Write-Through and Write-Back Cache 

Options . 
-64 KB, 128 KB,256 KB and 512 KB 

Cache Sizes using Standards 'SRAMs 
- Burst Line Fill of 2-1-1-1 from 

SecondaryCaCi:he al25 and 33 MHz 
~~'.':~" ,'I"'.'.,\!~.··""· ,:1"""""',.. _ifM\'. ~,::::m ~:,:::; .':::'._, ,)ilil\", __ <.""." ~:!::::" ,,<'''-'':';'''',o_X: ":'-.x.,., ,_, 

- Zero Wait State Write to L2 Cache 
for a Cacche Write Hit 

- Main Memory Posting at Zero Wait 
States, Enabling Optimum Write
Through Cache Performance 

- Concurrent Cache Line' Replacement 
from Secondary Cache in Write-Back 
Mode 

• PCI Bridge 
- Translates CPU Cycles into PCI Bus 

Cycles 
- Translates Back-to-Back Sequential 

Memory Write Cycles into PCIBurst 
Cycles 

- Separate PCI-to-Main Memory Port 
Allows Concurrentllndependent CPU 
and PCI Bus Operations 

-Integrated Snoop Filter 

The 82424 Cache DRAM Controller (CDC) integrates the cache and main memory DRAM control functions 
and provides the address paths and bus control for transfers between the Host (CPU/cache), main memory, 
and the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Bus. The Dual-ported architecture permits concurrent oper
ations on the Host and PCI Buses. The cache controller supports both write-through and write-back cache 
policies and cache sizes from 64 to 512 KBytes. The cache memory can be implemented using standard 
asynchronous SRAMs. The dual-ported main memory DRAM controller ,interfaces DRAM to the Host Bus and 
the PCI Bus. The CDC supports, a two-way interleaved DRAM organization for optimum performance. Up to 
eight single sides SIMMs or four dual sided SIMMs provide a maximum of 160 MBytes of main memory. The 
CDC is intended to be used with ,the 82423 Data Path Unit (DPU). The DPU provides ,32-bit data paths 
between the Host, main memory, and the PCI. Together, these two components provide a full function dual
port data path connection to main memory and form a Host/PCI Bridge. 

This data sheet describes the 82424TX,82424ZXand 82424ZX-50 components. All normal text describes the 
functionality for all three components. All features that exist on the 82424ZX and 82424ZX-50 are shaded as 
shown below. 

All features that exist only on the 82424ZX-50 are shaded as shown below. 
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intel~ 82420 pelset 

_CPURST PCIRsn 
A[31:2) AD[31:0) 
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(L2) 

CALE Cache CLK1E 
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Control CLK1F 
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TWEII DPUPEI 
TOEII PCIDP 

DIRTYD HW/RII 
DWEll HM/PII 

DIRTYQ 
DPU HSTB. 

MA[10:1) Control PW/RII 
OMAO Interface PM/HII 
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RAS[3:0)1I Control MR/W. - Interface 
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MH/P# 

WEll MSTBII 
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Simplified CDC Block Diagram 
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82378 
SYSTEM 1/0 (SIO) 

• . Provides the Bridge between the PCI 
Bus and ISA Bus 

• 100% PCI and ISA Compatible 
- PCI and ISA Master/Slave Interface 
- Directly Drives 10 PCI Loads and 6 

ISA Slots 
- Supports PCI at 25 MHz to 33.33 MHz 
. - Supports ISA from 6 MHz to 

8.33 MHz 

• Enhanced DMA Functions 
- Scatter/Gather 
- Fast DMA type A, B, and F 

. - Compatible DMA Transfers 
- 32-Bit Addressability 

. - Seven Independently Programmable 
Chjlnnels 

- Functionality of Two 82C37 A DMA 
. Controllers 

• Integrated Data Buffers to Improve 
Performance 
- 8-Byte. DMAIISA Master Line Buffer 
- 32-Bit Posted Memory Write Buffer 

to ISA '. 

• Arbitration for. PCI Devices 
- Two or _ External PCI Masters 

are Supported ; 
- Fixed, Rotating, or a Combination of 

the Two 

• Arbitration for ISA Devices 
':"'ISA Masters 
- DMA and Refresh 

• Integrated 16-Bit BIOS Timer 

• Utility Bus (X-Bus) Peripheral Support 
- Provides Chip Select Decode 

"-Controls Lower X-Bus Data Byte 
Transceiver 

-Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 
Coprocessor Error Reporting 

• Integrates the Functionality of One 
82C54 Timer 
- System Timer 
- Refresh Request 
- Speaker Tone Output 

• Integrates the Functionality of Two 
I 82C59 Interrupt Controllers 
-14 Interrupts Supported 

• Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMI) 
- PCI System Errors 
-ISA. Parity Errors ' 

• 208-Pin QFP Package 

The 82378 System I/O (SIO) component provides the bridge between the PCllocal bus and the ISA expansion 
bus. TheSIO also integrates many of the common lIO functions found in today's ISA based PC systems. The 
SIO incorporates the logic for a PCI interface (master and slave), I$A interface (master and slave), enhanced 
seven channel DMA controller that supports fast DMA transfers and Scatter/Gather, data buffers to isolate the 
PCI bus from the ISA bus and to enhance performance; PCI and,lSA arbitration, 14 level interrupt controller, a 
16-bit 810S timer, three programmable timer/counters, and non-maskable-interrupt (NMI) control logic, The 
SIO also provides decode for peripheral devices such as the Flash 810S, Real Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse 
Controller, Floppy Controller, tWo l?erial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard Disk Drive. 

. . 
This data sheet describes the 8237f318 and .82338Z8 components. All normal teid describes the functionality 
for both components. All features that .exist on the 82378Z8 are shaded as shown lJelow. 
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82420 pel.et 
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82374EB 
EISA SYSTEM CONTROLLER (ESC) 

• Integrates EISA Compatible Bus • Integrates Support Logic for X-Bus 
Controller i'eripherals and More 
- Translates Cycles between EISA and - Generates Chip Selects/Encoded 

ISA Bus Chip Selects for Floppy and 
;.... Supports EISA Burst and Standard Keyboard Controller, IDE, 

Cycles Parallel/Serial Ports, and General 
- SupportslSA No Wait State Cycles Purpose Peripherals 
- Supports Byte Assembly/ - Provides Interface for Real Time 

Disassembly for 8-Blt, 16-Bit and Clock 
32-Bit Transfers - Generates Controt Signals for X-Bus 

- Supports Bus Frequency up to Data Transceiver 
8.33 MHz -Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 

• Supports Eight EISA Slots and Coprocessor Error Reporting 

- Directly Drives Address, Data and • Integrates the Functionality of Two 
Control Signals for Eight Slots 82C59 Interrupt Controllers and Two 

- Decodes Address for Eight Slot 82C54 Timers 
Specific AENs -Provides 14 Programmable Channels 

• Provides Enhanced DMA Controller for Edge or Level Interrupts 

- Provides Scatter-Gather Function - Provides 4 PCI Interrupts Routable 

- Supports Type A, Type B, Type C to Any of 11 Interrupt Channels 

(Burst), and Compatible DMA - Supports Timer Function for Refresh 

Transfers Request, System Timer, Speaker 

- Provides Seven Independently Tone, Fall Safe Timer, and Periodic 

Programmable Channels CPU Speed Control 

:-Integrates Two 82C37A Compatible • Generates Non-Maskable Interrupts 
DMA Controllers (NMI) 

• Provides High Performance Arbitration . - PCI System Errors 

- Supports Eight EISA Masters and - PCI Parity Errors 

PCEB - EISA Bus Parity Errors 

:-Supports ISA Masters, DMA -Fail Safe Timer 

Channels, and Refresh - Bus Timeout 

- Provides Programmable Arbitration - Via Software Control 

Scheme for Fixed, Rotating, or • Provides BIOS Interface 
Combination Priority - Supports 512 KBytes of Flash or 

EPROM BIOS on the X~Bus 
- Allows BIOS on PCI 
- Supports Integrated VGA BIOS 

• 208-Pin QFP Package 

• 5V CMOS Technology 

The 82374EB EISA System Component (ESC) provides all the EISA system compatible functions. The ESC, 
with the PCEB, provides all the functions to implement an EISA to PCI bridge and EISA I/O subsystem. The 
ESC integrates the common I/O functions found in today's EISA based PC systems. The ESC incorporates the 
logic for an EISA (master and slave) interface, EISA Bus Controller, enhanced seven channel DMA controller 
with Scatter-Gather support, EISA arbitration, 14 channel interrupt controller, five programmable timer/coun
ters, and non-maskable interrupt (NMI) control logic. The ESC also integrates support logic to decode periph
eral devices such as the Flash BIOS, Real Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse Controller, Floppy Controller, two 
Serial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard Disk Drive. 
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82375EB 
PCI/EISA BRIDGE (PCEB) 

Provides the Bridge between the PCI • 32-Bit Data Paths 
Bus and EISA Bus • Integrated EISA Data Swap Buffers 
100% PCI and EISA Compatible • Arbitration for PCI Devic~s 
- PCI and EISA Master/Slave Interface 
- Directly Drives 10 PCI Loads and 8 

- Supports Six PCI Masters 
- Fixed, Rotating, or a Combination of 

EISA Slots the Two 
- Supports PCI at 25 MHz to 33 MHz 

Data Buffers Improve Performance • PCI and EISA Address Decoding and 
Mapping 

- Four 32-Bit PCI-to-EISA Posted Write. - Positive Decode of Main Memory 
Buffers Areas (MEMCS# Generation) 

- Four 16-Byte EISA-to-PCI Read/Write - Four Programmable PCI Memory 
Line Buffers 

- EISA-to-PCI Read Prefetch 
Space Regions 

- Four Programmable PCI I/O Space 
- EISA-to-PCI and PCI-to-EISA Write Regions 

Posting 

Data Buffer Management Ensures Data • Programmable Main Memory Address 
Decoding 

Coherency - Main Memory Sizes up to 
- Flush Posted Write Buffers 512 MBytes 
- Flush or Invalidate Line Buffers -Access Attributes for 15 Memory 
-Instruct All PCI Devices to Flush Segments in First 1 MByte of Main 

Buffers POinting to PCI Bus before Memory 
Granting EISA Access to PCI - Programmable Main Memory Hole 

Burst Transfers on both the PCI and • Integrated 16-Bit BIOS Timer 
EISA Buses 

• 208-Pin QFP Package 

• 5V CMOS Technology 

The 82375EB PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) provides the master/slave functions on both the Peripheral Comp()~ 
nent Interconnect (PCI) Local Bus and the EISA Bus. Functioning as a bridge between the PCI and EISA 
buses, the PCEB provides the address and data paths, bus controls, and bus protocol translation for PCI-to
EISA and EISA-to-PCI transfers. Extensive data buffering in both directions increases system performance by 
maximizing PCI and EISA Bus efficiency and allowing concurrency on the two buses. The PCEB's buffer 
management mechanism ensures data coherency. The PCEB integrates central bus control functions includ
ing a programmable bus arbiter for the PCI Bus and EISA data swap logic for the EISA Bus. Integrated system 
functions include PCI parity generation, system error reporting, and programmable PCI and EISA memory and 
I/O address space mapping and decoding. The PCEB also contain.s a BIOS Timer that can be used to 
implement timing loops. The PCEB is intended to be used with the EISA System Component (ESC) to provide 
an EISA I/O subsystem interface. 
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82423 
DATA PATH UNIT (DPU) 

• A 32-Blt High Performance Host/PCI! 
Memory Data Path 

• Operates Synchronous to the CPU and 
PCI Clocks 

• Dual-Port Architecture Allows 
Concurrent Operations on the Host and 
PCI Buses 

.• Burst Read of Memory from the Host 
and PCI Buses 

• Host-to-Memory and Host-to-PCI Post 
Buffers Permit Zero Walt State Write 
Performance 

• Byte Parity Support for the Host and 
Memory Buses 
- Optional Parlty.Generatlon for Host

to-Memory Transfers 
- Optional Parity Checking for the 

Secondary Cache Residing on the 
Host Data Bus 

- Parity Checking for Host and PCI 
Memory Reads . 

- Parity Generation for PCI-to-Memory 
Writes 

• Force Bad Parity to Memory Capability 
for Diagnostic Purposes 

The 82423 Data Path Unit (DPU) provides the 32-bit data path connections between the Host (CPU/cache), 
main memory, and the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Bus. The dual-port architecture allows con
current operations on the Host and PCI .Buses. Two 4-Dword deep Post buffers permit Host posting of data to 
main memory and the PCI Bus. The DPU supports byte parity for the Host and main memory buses. The DPU 
is intended to be used with the 82424 Cache DRAM Controller (CDC); During bus operations between the 
Host, main memory, and PCI, the CDC provides the address paths and bus controls. The CDC also controls 
the data flow through the DPU. Together, these two chips provide a fun function dual-port data path connec
tion to main memory and form a Host/PCI bridge. 

Host . HOPO ..... -M {

HO[31:00J 

Interface HOPl +--.... 
HOP2 +--.... 

. HOP3 ..... --I~ 

Main MOPO +-_ .... {
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Interface MOP2 ... _ .... 

Reset { 
and· . 

Clock 

MOP3 ... - .... 

:RC~L~K~~!!:I 
RST#--.... 

FPE-..,.... .... 
PMOOE--.... 

.... -- IROy#PCI 

AO[31:00J} 

1+--- TROY#. Interface 
....--OEVSL# . 

.... --PM/H# 

.... --- PSTB# 
1+--- PW/R# 

....--MH!P# 

....--MSTB# 
1+--- MR/W# 

..... --HM!P# 

.... --HSTB# 
1+---- HW!R# 

1---+ OPUPE# 
1---+ PCIOP 

CDC 
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ality for both components. All features that exist on the 82423ZX are shaded as shown below. 
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82424 
CACHE AND DRAM CONTROLLER (CDC) 

• Supports 25 MHz/33 MHz/50 MHz • Integrated Cache Controller 
Intel486™ SX, Intel487TM SX, - Write-Through and Write-Back Cache 
Intel486 DX,Intel486 DX2, Options 
OverDrlve™ for Intel486 and -64 KB, 128 KB, 256 KB and 512 KB 
OverDrive for DX2 Processors Cache Sizes using Standard SRAMs 

• Fully Synchronous, 25 MHz/33 MHz PCI - Burst Line Fill of 2-1-1-1 from 

Bus Capable of Supporting Bus ::c:~=~at 2,5~HZ and 
Masters . . ........ "II1II_ 

- Zero Walt State Write to L2 Cache 
• Supports OverDrive Upgrade Socket, for a Cache Write Hit 

Including OverDrive for DX2 In Wrlte- - Main Memory Posting at Zero Walt 
Back Mode States, Enabling. Optimum Write-

• Programmable Attribute Map for First Through Cache Performance 
1-Mbyte of Main Memory - Concurrent Cache Line Replacement 

• Posted Write Buffers for Improved 
from Secondary Cache in Write-Back 

Performance 
Mode 

Integrated DRAM Controller • PCI Bridge • - Translates CPU Cycles Into PCI Bus 
- 2-Mbyte to 160-Mbyte Main Memory Cycles 

using 70 ns Fast Page Mode SIMM - Translates Back-ta-Back Sequential 
Memory Memory Write Cycles Into PCI Burst 

- Decoupled Refresh Cycles to Cycles 
Reduce DRAM Access Latency - Separate PCI-to-Maln Memory Port 

- Burst Mode PCI Accesses to DRAM Allows Concurrent/Independent CPU 
Supported at the Rate of x-3~3-3-3-3 and PCI Bus Operations 

"":'Integrated . Snoop Filter 

The 82424 Cache DRAM Controller (CDC) integrates the cache and main memory DRAM control functions, 
and provides the address paths and bus control for transfers between the Host (CPU/cache), main memory, 
and the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Bus. The Dual·ported architecture permits concurrent oper· 
ations on the Host and PCI Buses. The cache controller supports both write·through and write·back cache 
policies and cache sizes from 64 Kbytes to 512 Kbytes. The cache memory can be implemented using 
standard asynchronous SRAMs. The dual·ported main memory DRAM controller interfaces DRAM to the Host 
Bus and the PCI Bus. The CDC supports a two·way interleaved DRAM organization for optimum performance. 
Up to eight single sided SIMMs or four dual sided SIMMs provide a maximum of 160 Mbytes of main memory. 
The CDC is intended to be used with the 82423 Data Path Unit (DPU). The DPU provides 32-bit data paths 
between the Host, main memory, and the PCI. Together, these two components provide a full function dual· 
port data path connection to ma.in memory and form a Host/PCI Bridge. 

This data sheet describes the 82424TX, 82424ZX and 82424ZX-50 components .. AII normal text describes the functionality for 
all three components. All features that exist on the 82424ZX and 82424ZX-50 are shaded as shown below. 

All features that exist only on the 82424ZX-50 are shaded as shown below. 
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82424 PClset infel~ 
Simplified CDC Block Diagram 
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· +-.1 In-e-® 
82420/82430 PClset BRIDGE COMPONENT 

82378 FOR ISA BUSES • Data Buffers Improve Performance 

• Provides the Bridge between the PCI • Data Buffer Management Ensures Data 
Bus and ISA Bus Coherency 

• 100% PCI and ISA Compatible • Burst Transfers on both the PCI and 

• Enhanced DMA Functions EISA Buses 

• Integrated Data Buffers to Improve • 32-Bit Data Paths 

Performance • PCI and EISA Address Decoding and 

• Integrated 16-bit BIOS Timer Mapping 

• Arbitration for PCI Devices • Programmable Main Memory Address 
Decoding 

• Arbitration for ISA Devices 
Integrated EISA Compatible Bus • • Integrates the Functionality of One Controller 

82C54 Timer 
Supports Eight EISA Slots • • Integrates the Functionality of Two 
Provides Enhanced DMA Controller 82C59 Interrupt Controllers • 

• Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMI) • Provides High Performance Arbitration 

• Integrates Support Logic for X-Bus 

82374EB (ESC) Component/82375EB 
Peripheral and more 

(PCEB) Component • Integrates the Functionality of Two 
82C59 Interrupt Controllers and Two • Provides the Bridge between the PCI 82C54 Timers 

Bus and EISA Bus 

100% PCI and EISA Compatible • Generates Non-Maskable Interrupts • • Provides BIOS Interface 

The 82420/82430 PClset Bridge components provide a bridge between the PCI to either EISA or ISA buses. 
The 82378 provides the bridge between PCI bus and the-ISA bus while the 82374EB and 82375EB together 
provide the bridge between the PCI bus and the EISA bus. 

The SIO integrates many of the common .1/0 functions found in todays ISA based PC systems. The SIO 
incorporates the logic for a PCI interface master and slave), ISA interface (master and slave), enhanced seven 
channel DMA controller and support for other decode logic. 

The 82374EB EISA System Component (ESC) and 82375EB PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) together provide the 
EISA system compatible master/slave functions on both the PCI Local Bus and the EISA Bus and the com
mon I/O functions found in today's EISA systems. The ESC incorporates the logic for an EISA (master and 
slave) interface,EISA bus controller, enhanced seven channel DMA controller with Scatter-Gather support, 
EISA arbitration, 14 channel interrupt controller, five programmable timer/counters and non-maskable control 
logic. The ESC also integrates support logic to decode peripheral devices such as the Flash BIOS, Real Time 
Clock, Keyboard/Mouse Controller, Floppy Controller, two Serial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard Disk 
Drive. The PCEB provides the address and data paths, bus controls, and bus protocol translation for PCI-to
EISA and EISActo-PCI transfers. Extensive data buffering in both directions increases system performance by 
maximizing PCI and EISA Bus efficiency and allowing concurrency on the two buses. The PCEB integrates 
central bus control functions, PCI parity generation, system error reporting, and programmable PCI and EISA 
memory and 1/0 address space mapping and decoding. 
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82378 
SYSTEM 1/0 (SIO) 

Provides the Bridge between the PCI • Arbitration for ISADevl~es 
Bus and ISA Bus ..... ISAMasters 

100% PCI and ISACompatlble - DMA and Refresh 

- PCI and ISA Master/Slave Interface • Utility Bus (X-Bus) Peripheral Support 
-Directly Drives 10 PCll.,.oads and 6 - Provides Chip Select Decode 

ISA Slots - Controls Lower X-Bus Data Byte 
- Supports PCI at 25 MHz and Transceiver . . 

33.33 MHz -Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 
- Supports ISA from 6 MHz to Coprocessor Error Reporting 

8.33 MHz • Integrates the Functionality of One 
Enhanced DMA Functions 82C54 Timer 
- Scatter/Gather - System Timer 
- Fast DMA Type A, B, and F - Refresh Request 
- Compatible DMA Transfers - Speaker Tone Output 
- 32-Blt Addressabllity • Integrates the Functionality of Two 
- Seven Independently Programmable 82C59 Interrupt Controllers 

Channels ';";"14 Interrupts Supported 
- Functionality of Two 82C37 A DMA 

Controllers· • Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMI) 

Integrated Data Buffers to Improve 
- PCI System Errors 

Performance 
-ISA Parity Errors 

- 8-Byte DMAIISA Master Line Buffer • 208-Pln QFP Package 
- 32-Blt Posted Memory Write Buffer 

to ISA 

Integrated 16-Blt BIOS Timer 

Arbitration for PCI Devices 
- Two or _ ExternalPCI Masters 

Are Supported 
- Fixed, Rotatlng~ or a Combination of 

the Two 

The 82378 System 1/0 (SIO) component provides the'bridge between the PCllocal bus and the ISAexpansion 
bus. The SIO also integrates many of the common I/O functions found in today's ISA based PC systems. The 
SIO incorporates the logic for a PCI interface (master and slave), ISA interface (master Iilnd slave), enhanced 
seven channel DMA controller that supports fast DMA transfers .and Scatter/Gather, data buffers to isolate the 
PCI bus from the ISA bus and to enhance performance, PCI and ISA arbitration, 14 level interrupt controller, a 
16-bit BIOS timer, three programmable timer/counters, and non-maskable-interrupt (NMI) control logic. The 
SIO also provides decode for peripheral devices such as the Flash BIOS, Real Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse 
Controller, Floppy Contro/ler, two Serial Ports, one Parlilllel Port, and tOE Hard Disk Drive. 

IMPORTANT-READ THIS SECTION BEFORE READING THE REST OF THE DATA SHEET. 

This data sheet describes the 823781B and 82378ZB components. All normal text describes the functional
Ity for both components. All features that exist on the 82378ZB are shaded as shown below. 
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82374EB 
EISA SYSTEM COMPONENT (ESC) 

• Integrates EISA Compatible Bus • Integrates Support Logic for X-Bus 
Controller Peripheral and More 
- Translates Cycles between EISA and - Generates Chip Selects!Encoded 

ISA Bus Chip Selects for Floppy and 
- ~upports EISA Burst and Standard Keyboard Controller, IDE, Parallel! 

Cycles Serial P.orts, and General Purpose 
- Supports ISA No wait State Cycles Peripherals 
-Supports Byte Assembly! - Provides Interface for Real Time 

Disassembly for 8-, 16- and 32-Bit Clock 
Transfers - Generates Control Signals for X-Bus 

- Supports Bus Frequency up to . Data Transceiver 
8.33 MHz -Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 

• Supports Eight EISA Slots and Coprocessor Error Reporting 

- Directly Drives Address, Data and • Integrates the Functionality of Two 
Control Signals for Eight Slots 82C59 Interrupt Controllers and Two 

- Decodes Address for Eight Slot 82C54 Timers 
Specific AENs - Provides 14 Programmable Channels 

• Provides Enhanced DMA Controller for Edge or Level Interrupts 

~ Provides Scatter-Gather Function - Provides 4 PCI Interrupts Routlble to 

- Supports Type A, Type B, Type C Any of 11 Interrupt Channels 

(Burst), and Compatible DMA - Supports Timer Function for Refresh 

Transfers Request, System Timer, Speaker 

- Provides Seven Independently Tone, Fail Safe Timer, and PeriodiC 

Programmable Channels CPU Speed Control 

-Integrates Two 82C37 A Compatible • Generates Non-Maskable Interrupts 
DMA Controllers (NMI) 

• Provides High Performance Arbitration - PCI System Errors 

- Supports Eight EISA Masters. and - PCI Parity Errors 

PCEB - EISA Bus Parity Errors 

- Supports ISA Masters, DMA - Fail Safe Timer 

Channels, and Refresh - Bus Timeout 

- Provides Programmable Arbitration - Via Software Control 

Scheme for Fixed, Rotating, or • Provides BIOS Interface 
Combination Priority -Supports 512 Kbytesof Flash or 

EPROM BIOS on the X-Bus 
- Allows BIOS on .PCI 
- Supports Integrated VGA BIOS 

• 208-Pin QFP Package 

The 82374EB EISA System Component (ESC) provides all the EISA system compatible functions. The ESC 
with the PCEB provide all the functions to implement an EISA to PCI bridge and EISA I/O subsystem. The ESC 
integrates the common I/O functions found in today's EISA based PC systems. The ESC incorporates the 
logic for a EISA (master and slave) interface, EISA Bus Controller, enhanced seven channel DMA controller 
with Scatter-Gather support, EISA.arbitration, 14 channel interrupt controller, five programmable timer/coun
ters. and Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) control logic. The ESC also integrates support logic to decode periph
eral devices such as the Flash BIOS, Real Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse Controller, Floppy Controller, two 
Serial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard Disk Drive. 
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82375EB 
PCI/EISA BRIDGE (PCEB) 

Provides the Bridge between the PCI • 32-Bit Data Paths 
Bus and EISA Bus • Integrated EISA Data Swap Buffers 
100% PCI and EISA Compatible • Arbitration for PCI Devices 
- PCI and EISA Master/Slave Interface - Supports Six PCI Masters 
- Directly Drives 10 PCI Loads and 8 - Fixed, Rotating, or a Combination of 

EISA Slots the Two 
-Supports PCI at 25 MHz to 33 MHz 

Data Buffers Improve Performance • PCI and EISA Address Decoding and 
Mapping 

- Four 32-Bit PCI-to-EISA Posted Write - Positive Decode of Main Memory 
Buffers Areas (MEMCS# Generation) 

- Four 16-Byte EISA-to-PCI Read/Write - Four Programmable PCI Memory 
Line Buffers Space Regions 

- EISA-to-PCI Read Prefetch - Four Programmable. PCI I/O Space 
- EISA-to-PCI and PCI-to-EISA Write Regions 

Posting 

Data Buffer Management Ensures Data • Programmable Main Memory Address 
Decoding 

Coherency - Main Memory Sizes up to 512 Mbytes 
- Flush Posted Write Buffers -Access Attributes for 15 Memory 
- Flush or Invalidate Line Buffers Segments in First 1 Mbyte of Main 
-Instruct All PCI Devices to Flush Memory 

Buffers Pointing to PCI Bus before - Programmable Main Memory Hole 
Granting EISA Access to PCI 

Burst Transfers on both the PCI and • Integrated 16-Bit BIOS Timer 

EISA Buses • 208-Pin OFP Package 

• 5V CMOS Technology 

The 82375EB PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) provides the master/slave functions on both the Peripheral Compo
nent Interconnect (PCI) Local Bus and the EISA Bus. Functioning as a bridge between the PCI and EISA 
buses, the PCEB provides the address and data paths, bus controls, and bus, protocol tranSlation for PCI-to
EISA and EISA-to-PCI transfers. Extensive data buffering in both directions increases system performance by 
maximizing PCI and EISA Bus efficiency and allowing concurrency on the two buses. The PCEB's buffer 
management mechanism ensures data coherency. The PCEB integrates central bus control functions includ
ing a programmable bus arbiter for the PCIBus and EISA data swap logic for the EISA Bus. Integrated system 
functions include PCI parity generation, system error reporting, and programmable PCI and EISA memory and 
I/O address space mapping and decoding; The PCEB also contains a BIOS Timer that can be used to 
implement timing loops. The PCEB is intended to be used with the EISA System Component (ESC) to provide 
an EISA I/O sUbsystem interface. 
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, 82374EB 
EISA SYST.EM COMPONENT (ESC) 

• Integrates EISA Compatible Bus 
Controller 
-Translates Cycles between EISA and 

ISA Bus . 
- Supports EISA Burst and Standard 

Cycles 
- Supports ISA No Walt State Cycles 
- Supports Byte Assemblyl . 

Disassembly for 8-, 16- and 32-Blt 
Transfers 

- Supports Bus Frequency up to 
8.33 MHz . 

• Supports Eight EISA slots 
- Directly Drives Address, Data and 

Control Signals for Eight Slots 
- Decodes Address for Eight Slot 

Specific AENs 
• Provides Enhanced DMA Controller 

- Provides Scatter-Gather Function 
- Supports Type A, Typ.e B, Type C 

(Burst), and Compatible DMA 
Transfers 

- Provides Seven Independently 
Programmable Channels 

-Integrates Two 82«37 A Compatible 
. DMA Controllers 

• Provides High Performance Arbitration 
- Supports Eight EISA Masters and 
. I'CEB 

- Supports ISA Masters, DMA 
. Channels, and Refresh 

- Provides Programmable. Arbitration 
Scheme for Fixed, Rotating, or 
Combination Priority 

• 5V CMOS Technology 

• Integrates Support Logic for X-Bus 
Peripheral and More 
- Generates Chip Selects/Encoded 

Chip Selects for Floppy and 
Keyboard Controller; IDE, Parallell 
Serial Ports, and General Purpose 
Peripherals. 

- Provides Interface for Real Time 
Clock 

- Generates Control Signals for X-Bus 
Data Transceiver 

-Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 
and Coprocessor Error Reporting 

• Integrates the Functionality Of two 
82C59 Interrupt Controllers and two 
82C54 Timers 
-Provides 14 Programmable Channels 

for Edge or Level Interrupts 
- Provides 4 PCI Interrupts Routlble to 

Any of 11 Interrupt Channels . 
- Supports Timer Function for Refresh 

. Request, System Timer, Speaker 
Tone, Fall Safe Timer, and Periodic 
CPU Speed Control 

• Generates Non-Maskable Interrupts 
(NMI) 
- PCI System Errors 
- PCI Parity Errors 
- EISA Bus Parity Errors 
- Fall Safe Timer 
- Bus Timeout 
- Via Software Control 

• Provides BIOS . Interface 
-Supports 512 Kbytes of Flash or 

EPROM BIOS on the X-Bus 
-Allows BIOS on PCI 
--Supports Integrated VGA BIOS I. 20.8-Pln QFPPackage . 

The 82374EB EISA System Component (ESC) provides all the EISA systelTlcompatible functions. The ESC 
with thiil PCEB provide all the functions.to implement an EISA to PCI bridge andEISA I/O subsystem. The ESC 
integrates the common 110 functions found in today's EISA based PC systems. The ESC incorporates the 
logic for a EISA (master and slave) interface, EISA Bus ContrOller, enhanced seven channel DMA controller 
with Scatter-Gather support, EISA arbitration, 14 channel interrupt controller,five programlTlable timer/coun
ters, and non-maskable-interrupt (NMI) control logic. The ESC also integrates support logic to decode periph
eral devices such as the Flash BIOS, R~I Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse Controller, Floppy ContrOller, two . 
Serial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard Disk Drive. 

'Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners. 
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'1.0 ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 

The PCI-EISA bridge chip set provides an 1/0 sub
system core for the next generation of high-perform
ance personal computers (e.g., those based on the 
Intel486TM or Pentium™ CPU). System designers 
can take advantage of the power of the PCI (Periph
eral Component Interconnect) for the local I/O bus 
while maintaining access to the large base of EISA 
and ISA expansion cards, and corresponding soft
ware applications. Extensive buffering and buffer 
management within the PCI-EISA bridge ensures 
maximum efficiency in both biJs environments. 

The chip set consists Qf two components-the 
82375EB, PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) and the 
82374EB, EISA System Component (ESC). These 
components work in tandem to provide an EISA I/O 
subsystem interface for personal .computer plat
forms based on the PCI standard. This section pro
vides an overview of the PCI and EISA Bus hierarchy 
followed by an overview of the PCEB and ESC com
ponents. 

Bus Hlerarchy--concurrent Operations 

Figure 1-0 shows a' block· diagram of a typical sys
tem using the PCI-EISA Bridge chip set. The system 
contains three levels of buses structured in the fol
lowing hierarchy: 

- Host Bus as the execution bus 

- PCI Local Bus as a primary 110 bus 

- EISA Bus as a secondary I/O bus 
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This bus hierarctly allows concurrency for simulta
neous operations on all three bus environments. 
Data buffering permits concurrency for operations 
that cross over into another bus environment. For 
example, a PCI device could post data into the 
PCEB, permitting the PCI Local Bus transaction to 
complete in a minimum time and freeing up the PCI 
Local Bus for further transactions. The PCI device 
does not have to wait for the transfer to complete to 
its final destination. Meanwhile, any ongoing EISA 
Bus transactions) are permitted to complete. The 
posted data is then transferred to its EISA Busdesti
nation when the EISA Bus is available .. The PCI
EISA Bridge chip set implements extensive buffering 
for PCI-to-EISA and EISA-to-PCI bus transactions. In 
addition to concurrency for the operations that'cross 
bus environments, data buffering allows the fastest 
operations within a Particular bus environment (via 
PCI burst transfers and EISA burst transfers). 

The PCI local bus with 132 MByte/sec and EISA 
with 33 MByte/sec peak data transfer rate represent 
bus environments with significantly different band
widths. Without buffering, transfers that cross the 
single bus environment are performed at the speed 
of the slower bus .. Data buffers provide a mechanism 
for data rate adoption so that the operation of the 
fast bus environment (PCI), i.e., usable bandwidth, is 
not significantly impacted by the slower bus environ
ment (EISA). 
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PCI Local Bus ability and robustness of the I/O subsystem is be

The PCI Local Bus has been defined to address the 
growing industry needs for a standardized local bus 
that is not directly dependent on the speed and the 
size of the processor bus. New generations of per
sonal computer system software such as Windows 
and Win-NT with sophisticated graphical interfaces, 
multi-tasking and multi-threading bring new require
ments that traditional PC I/O architectures can not 
satisfy. In addition to the higher bandwidth, reli-

I 

coming increasingly important. The PCI environment 
addresses these needs and provides an upgrade 
path for the future. PCI features include: 

• Processor independent 

• Multiplexed, burst mode operation 

• Synchronous at freCluencies from 
20 MHz-33 MHz 

• 120 MByte/ sec usable throughput 
(132 MByte/sec peak) for 32-bit data path 
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• 240 MByte/sec usable throughput 
(264 MByte/sec peak) for 64,bit data path 

• Optional 64-bit data path with operations that are 
transparent with the 32-bit data path 

• Low latency random access (60 ns write access 
latency to slave registers from a master parked 
on the bus) 

• Capable of full concurrency with processor/mem
ory subsystem 

• Full multi-master capability allOwing any PCI mas
ter peer-to-peer access to any PCI slave 

• Hidden (overlapped) central arbitration 

• Low pin count for cost effective component pack
aging (address/data multiplexed) 

• Address and data parity 

• Three physical address. spaces: memory, liD, 
and configuration 

• Comprehensive support for autoconfiguration 
through a defined set of standard configuration 
functions 

System partitioning shown in Figure 1-0 illustrates 
how the PCI can be used as a common interface 
between different portions of a system platform that 
are typically supplied by the chip set vendor. These 

. portions are the Host!PCIBridge (including a main 
memory DRAM controller and an optional L2 cache 
controller) and the PCI-EISA Bridge. Thus, the PCI 
allows a system I/O core design to be decoupled 
from the processor/memory treadmill, enabling the 
I/O core to provide maximum benefit over multiple 
generations of processor/memory technology. For 
this reason, the PCI-EISA Bridge can be used with 
different processors (Le., derivatives of the Intel486 
or the new generation of processors, such as the 
Pentium processor). Regardless of the new require
ments imposed on· the processor side of the Host! 
PCI Bridge (e.g., 64-bit data path, 3.3V interface, 
etc.) the PCI side remains unchanged which allows 
reusability not only of the rest of· the platform chip 
set (Le., PCI-EISA" Bridge) but also of all other I/O 
functions interfaced at the PCI level.· These func
tions typically include graphics, SCSI, and LAN. 

EISA Bus 

The EISA bus in the system shown in the Figure 1-0 
represents a second level I/O bus. It allows person
al computer platforms built around the PCI as a pri
mary I/O bus to leverage the large EISAIISA prod
uct base. Combinations of PCI and EISA buses, both 
of which can be used to provide expansion func
tions, will satisfy even the most demanding applica
tions; 
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Along with compatibility with 16-bit and 8-bit ISA 
hardware and software, the EISA bus provides the 
following key features: 

• 32-bitaddressing and 32-bit data path 

• 33 MByte/sec bus bandwidth 

• Multiple bus master support through efficient arbi
tration 

• Support for autoconfiguration 

"Integrated Bus Central Control Functions 

The PCI-EISA Bridge chip set integrates central bus 
functions on both the PCI and· EISA Buses .. For the 
PCI Local Bus, the functions include PCI. Local Bus 
arbitration and default bus driver. For the EISA Bus, 
central functions include the EISA Bus controller 
and EISA arbiter are integrated in the ESC compo
nent and EISA Data Swap Logic is integrated in the 
PCEB. 

Integrated System Functions 

The PCI-EISA Bridge chip set integrates system 
functions including PCI parity and: system errors re
porting, buffer coherency management protocol, PCI 
and EISA memory and I/O address space mapping 
and decoding. For maximum flexibility all of these 
functions are programmable allowing for variety of 
optional features. 

1.1 peEB Overview 

The PCEB provides the interface (bridge) between 
PCI and EISA buses by translating bus protocols in 
both directions. It uses extensive buffering on both 
the PCI and EISA interfaces to allow concurrent bus 
operations. The PCEB also implements the PCI cen
tral support functions (e:g., PCI arbitration, error sig
nal support, and subtractive decoding) .. The. major 
functions provided by the PCEB are described in this 
secti.on. 

PCILocal Bus Interface 

The PCEB can be either a master or slave on the 
PCI Local Bus and supports bus frequencies from 25 
MHz to 33 MHz. For PCI-initiated transfers, the 
PCES can only be a slave. The PCEB becomes a 
slave when . it positively decodes the cycle. The 
PCEB also becomes. a slave for unclaimed cycles on 
the PCI Local Bus. These unclaimed cycles are ei
ther negatively or subtractively decoded by the 
PCEB and forwarded to the EISA Bus. 

As a slave, the PCEBsupports single cycle transfers 
for memory, I/O, and configuration operations and 
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burst cycles for memory operations. Note that, burst 
transfers cannot be performed to the PCEB's inter
nal registers. Burst memory write cycles to the EISA 
Bus can transfer up to four Dwords, depending on 
available space in the PCEB's Posted Write Buffers. 
When space is no longer available in the buffers, the 
PCEB terminates the transaction. This supports the 
Incremental Latency Mechanism as defined in the 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Specifica
tion. Note that, if the Posted Write Buffers are dis
abled, PCI burst operations are not performed and 
all transfers are single cycle. 

For EISA-inititated transfers to the PCI Local Bus, 
the PCEB is a PCI master. The PCEB permits EISA 
devices to access either PCI memory or 1/0. While 
all PCI 1/0 transfers are single cycle, PCI memory 
cycles can be either single cycle or burst, depending 
on the status of the PCEB's Line Buffers. During 
EISA reads of PCI memory, the PCEB uses a burst 
read cycle of four Dwords to prefetch data into a 
Line Buffer. During EISA-to-PCI memory writes, the 
PCEB uses PCI burst cycles to flush the Line Buff
ers. The PCEB contains a programmable Master La
tency Timer that provides the PCEB with a guaran
teed time slice on the PCI Local Bus, after which it 
surrenders the bus. 

As a master on the PCI Local Bus, the PCES gener
ates address and command signal (C/BE#) parity 
for read and write cycles, and data parity for write 
cycles. f:!.s a slave, the PCEB generates data parity 
for read cycles. Parity checking is not supported. 

The PCEB, as a resource, can be locked by any PCI 
master. In the context of locked cycles, the entire 
PCEB SUbsystem (including the EISA Bus) is consid
ered a single resource. 

PCI local Bus Arbitration 

The PCI arbiter supports six PCI masters-:-the Host/ 
PCI bridge, PCEB, and four other PCI masters. The 
arbiter can be programmed for twelve fixed priority 
schemes, a rotating scheme, or a combination of the 
fixed and rotating schemes. The arbiter can be pro
grammed for bus parking that permits the Host/PCI 
Bridge default aCcess to the PCI Local Bus when no 
other device is requesting service. The arbiter also 
contains an efficient PCI retry mechanism to mini
mize PCI Local Bus thrashing when the PCEB gen
erates a retry. The arbiter can be disabled, if an ex
ternal arbiter is used. 

EISA Bus Interface 

The PCEB contains a fully EISA-compatible master 
and slave interface. The PCEB directly drives eight 
EISA slots without external data or address buffer
ing. The PCEB is only a master or slave on the EISA 
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Bus for transfers between the EISA Bus and PC. 
Local Bus. For transfers contained to the EISA Bus, 
the PCEB is never a master or slave. However, the 
data swap logic contained in the PCEB is involved in 
these transfers, if data size translation is needed. 
The PCEB also provide support for 1/0 recovery. 

EISAIISA masters and DMA can access PCI memo
ry or 1/0. The PCEB only forwards EISA cycles to 
the PCI Local Bus if the address of the transfer 
matches one of the address ranges programmed 
into the PCEB for EISA-to-PCI positive decode. This 
includes the main memory segments used for gener
ating MEMCS# from the EISA Bus, one of the four 
programmable memory regions, or one of the four 
programmable 1/0 regions, For EISA-initiated ac
cesses to the PCI Local Bus, the PCEB is a slave on 
the EISA Bus. 1/0 accesses are always non-buff
ered and memory accesses can be either non-buff
ered or buffered via the Line Buffers. For buffered 
accesses, burst cycles are supported. 

During PCI-initiated cycles. to the EISA Bus, the 
PCEB is an EISA master. For memory write opera
tions through the Posted Write Buffers, the PCEB 
uses EISA burst transfers, if supported by the slal(e, 
to flush the buffers. Otherwise, single cycle transfers 
are used. Single cycle transfers are used'for all 1/0 
cycles and memory reads. 

PCI/EISA Address Decoding 

The PCEB contains two address decoders-one to 
decode PCI-initiated cycles and the other to decode 
EISA-initiated cycles. The two decoders permit the 
PCI and EISA Buses to operate concurrently. 

The PCEB can also be programmed to provide main 
memory address decoding on behalf of the Host/ 
PCI bridge. When programmed, the PCEB monitors 
the PCI and EISA bus cycle addresses, and gener
ates a memory chip select signal (MEMCS#) indi
cating that the current cycle is targeted to main 
memory residing behind the Host/PCI bridge. Pro
grammable features' include, readlwrite attributes 
for specific memory segments and the enabling/dis
abling of a memory hole. If MEMCS# is not used, 
this feature can be disabled. 

In addition to the main memory address decoding, 
there are four programmable memory regions and 
four programmable 1/0 regions for EISA-initiated cy
cles. EISAIISA master or DMA accesses to one of 
these regions are forwarded to the PCI Local Bus. 

Data Buffering 

To isolate the slower EISA Bus from the PCI Local 
Bus, the PCEB provides two types of data buffers. 
Buffer management control guarantees data coher
ency. 
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Four Oword wide Posted Write Buffers permit post
ing of PCI-initiated memory write cycles to the EISA 
Bus. For EISA-initiated cycles to the PCI Bus, there 
are four 16-byte wide Line Buffers. These buffers 
permit prefetching of PCI memory read data and 
posting of PCI memory write data. 

By using burst transactions to fill or flush these buff
ers, if appropriate, the PCEB maximizes bus efficien
cy. For example, an EISA device could fill a Line 
Buffer with byte, word, or Oword transfers and the 
PCEB would use a PCI burst cycle to flush the filled 
line to PCI memory. 

BIOS Timer 

The PCEB has a 16-bit BIOS Timer. The timer can 
be used by BIOS software to implement timing 
loops. The timer count rate is derived from the EISA 
clock (BCLK) and has an accuracy of ± 1 JLs. 

1.2 ESC Overview 

The ESC implements system functions (e.g., timer/ 
counter, OM A, and interrupt controller) and EISA 
subsystem control functions (e.g., EISA bus control
ler and EISA bus arbiter). The major functions pro
vided by the ESC are described in this section. 

EISA Controller 

The ESC incorporates a 32-bit master and an 8-bit 
slave. The ESC directly drives eight EISA slots with
out external data or address buffering. EISA system 
clock (BCLK) generation is integrated by dividing the 
PCI clock (divide by3 or divide by 4) and wait state 
generation is provided. The AENx and MACKx sigc 
nals provide a direct interface to four EISA slots and 
supports eight EISA slots with encoded AENx and 
MACKxsignals. 

The ESC contains an 8-bit data bus (lower 8 bits of 
the EISA data bus) that is used to program the 
ESC's internaLregisters. Note that for transfers be
tween the PCI and EISA Buses, the PCEB provides 
the data path. Thus, the ESC does not require a full 
32-bit data bus. A full 32-bit address bus is provided 
and is used during refresh cycles and for OMA oper
ations. 

The ESC' performs cycle translation between the 
EISA Bus and ISA Bus. For mis-matched master/ 
slave combinations, the ESC controls the data swap 
logic that is located in the PCEB. This control is pro
vided through the PCEB/ESC interface. 
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DMA Controller 

The ESC incorporates the functionality of two 82C37 
OMA controllers with seven independently program
mable channels. Each channel can be programmed 
for 8-bit or 16-bit OMA device size, and ISA-compati
ble, type "A", type "B", or type "C" timings. Full 
32-bitaddressing is provided. The OMA controller is 
also responsible for generating refresh, cycles. 

The DMA controller supports an enhanced feature 
called scatter/gather. This feature provides theca
pability of transferring multiple buffers between 

. memory and I/O without CPU intervention. In scat
ter/gather mode; the DMA can read the memory 
address and word count from an array of buffer de
scriptors, located in main memory, called the scat
ter/gather descriptor (SGO) table. This allows the 
DMA controller to sustain OMA transfers until all of 
the buffers in the SGO table are handled. 

Interrupt Controller 

The ESC contains an EISA compatible interrupt con
troller that incorporates the functionality of two 
82C59 Interrupt Controllers. The two interrupt con
trollers are cascaded providing 14 external and two 
internal interrupts. 

TImer/Counter 

The ESC provides two 82C54 compatible timers 
(Timer 1 and Timer 2); The counters in Timer 1 sup
port the system timer interrupt (IRQO#), refresh re
quest, and a speaker tone output (SPKR). The coun
ters in Timer' 2 support fail-safe timeout functions 
and the CPU speed control. 

Integrated Support Logic 

To minimize the chip count for board designs, the 
ESC incorporates a number .of extended features. 
The ESC provides support for AL T A20 
(Fast A20GATE) and ALTRST with I/O Port 92h. 
The ESC generates the control signals for SA ad
dress buffers and X-Bus buffer. The ESC also pro
vides chip selects for BIOS, the keyboard controller, 
the floppy disk controller, and three.general purpose 
devices. Support for generating chip selects with an 
external decoder is provided for IDE, a parallel port, 
and a serial port. The ESC provides support for a 
PCI AT compatible coprocessor interface and IRQ13 
generation. 
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2.0 SIGNAL DESCRIPTION 

This section provides a detailed description of each 
signal. The signals (Figure 2-1) are arranged in func
tional group according to their associated interface. 

The" #" symbol at the end of a signal indicates that 
the active, or asserted state occurs when the signal 
is at a low voltage level. When "#" is not presented 
after the Signal name, the signal is asserted when at 
the high voltage level. 

The terms assertion and negation are used exten
sively. This is done to avoid confusion when working 
with a mixture of "active-low" and "active-high" sig
nals. The term assert, or assertion indicates that a 
signal is active, independent of whether that level is 
represented by a high or low voltage. The term ne
gate, or negation indicates that a Signal is inactive. 

2.1 PCI Local Bus Interface Signals 
Pin 

Type 
Name 

82374EB 

The following notations are used to describe the sig
nal type. 

in Input is a standard input-only signal. 

out Totem Pole Output is a standard active driv
er. 

old Open Drain InputiOutput. 

tI s Tri-State is a bi-directional, tri-state inputl out
put pin. 

sltls ,Sustained Tri-State is an active low tri-state 
signal owned and driven by one and only one 
agent at a time. The agent that drives a sltls 
pin low must drive it high for at least one 
clock before letting it float. A new agent can 
not start driving a sltls signal any sooner 
than one clock after the previous owner tri
states it. A pull-up sustains the inactive state 
until another agent drives it and is provided 

. by the central resource. 

Description 

PCICLK in PCI CLOCK: PCICLK provides timing for all transactions on the PCI Local Bus. The 
ESC uses the PCI Clock (PCICLK) to generate EISA Bus Clock (BCLK). The PCICLK 
is divided by 3 or 4 to generate the BClK. The EISA Bridge supports PCI Clock 
frequencies of 25 MHz through 33 MHz. 

PERR# in PARITY ERROR: PERR # indicates a data parity error. PERR # may be pulsed 
active by any agent that detects an error condition. Upon sampling PERR # active, 
the ESC generates an NMI interrupt to the CPU. 

SERR# in SYSTEM ERROR: SERR # may be pulsed active by any agent that detects an error 
condition. Upon sampling SERR # active, the ESC generates an NMI interrupt to the 
CPU. 

RESET# in SYSTEM RESET: RESET # forces the entire ESC chip into a known state. All 
internal ESC state machines are reset and all registers are set to their default values. 
RESET # may be asynchronous to PCICLK when asserted or negated. Although 
asynchronous, negation must be a clean, bounce-free edge. The ESC uses RESET 
to generate RSTDRV signal. 

I 
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2.2 EISA Bos Interface Signals 
, Pin 

Type Description 
Name 

BCLKOUT out EISA BUS CLOCK OUTPUT: BClKOUT is typically buffered to create EISA Bus 
Clock (BCLK). The BCLK is the system clock used to synchronize events on the 
EISAIISA bus. The BCLKOUT is generated by dividing the PCIClK. The ESC 
uses a divide by 3 or divide by 4 to generate the BCLKOUT. 

BCLK in EISA BUS CLOCK: BCLK is an input to the ESC device. This ESC uses the 
BCLK to synchronize events on the EISA bus. The ESC generates or samples all 
the EISAIISA bus signals on either the rising or the falling edge of BCLK. 

LA[31 :271 # I tis EISA ADDRESS BUS/CONFIGURATION RAM PAGE ADDRESS: These are 
CPG[4:0] multiplexed signals. These signals behave as the EISA address bus under all 

conditions except during access cycle to the Configuration RAM. 
I EISA ADDRESS BUS: LA[31 :27] # are directly connected to the EISA address 

bus. The ESC uses the address bus in conjunction with the BE[3:0] # signals as 
inputs to decode accesses to its internal resources except in OMA and Refresh 
modes. During OMA and Refresh modes, these are outputs, and the ESC uses 
these signals in conjunction with BE [3:0] # to drive Memory address. 

CONFIGURATION RAM PAGE ADDRESS: CPG[4:0] are connected to 
Configuraticm SRAM address lines. During 110 access to 0800h-08FFh, the ESC 
drives these signals with the configuration page address (the value contained in 
register OCOOh). The Configuration RAM Page Address function can be disabled 
by setting Mode Select register bit 5 = O. 

LA [26:24] # tis EISA ADDRESS BUS: These signals are directly connected to the EISA address 
and bus. The ESC uses the address bus in conjunction with the BE[3:0] # signals as 

lA[23:2] inputs to decode accesses to its internal resources except in OMA and Refresh 
modes. During OMA and Refresh modes, these are outputs, and the ESC uses 
these signals in conjunction with BE[3:0] # to drive Memory address. 

BE[3:0j# tis BYTE ENABLES: BE[3:0] # signals are directly connected to the EISA address 
bus. These signals indicate which byte on the 32~bit EISA data bus are involved 
in the current cycle. BE[3:0] # are inputs during EISA master cycles which do not 
require assembly/disassembly operation. For EISA master assemblyl 
disassembly cycles, ISA master cycles, OMA, and Refresh cycles BE[3:0] # are 
outputs. 

BEO#: Corresponds to byte lane 0-SO[7:0] 

BE1 #: Corresponds to byte lane 0-SO[15:8] 
, 

BE2#: Corresponds to byte lane 0-SO[23:16] 

BE3#: Corresponds to byte lane 0-SO[31 :24] 

M/IO# tis MEMORY OR 110 CYCLE: M/IO# signal is used to differentiate between 
memory cycles and 110 cycles on the EISA bus. A High value on this signal 
indicates a memory cycle, and a Low value indicates an 1/0 cycle. M/IO# is an 
input to the ESC during EISA master cycles, andM/IO# is an output during ISA, 
OMA, and ESC initiated Refresh cycles.M/IO# is floated during ISA master 
initiated Refresh cycles. 

W/R# tis WRITE OR READ CYCLE: W/R# signal is used to differentiate betweenwrite 
and read cycles on the EISA bus. A High value on this signal indicates a Write 
cycle, and a Low value indicates a Read cycle. W fR # is an input to the ESC 
during EISA master cycles, and W/R# is an output during ISA, OMA, and 
Refresh cycles. 
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2.2 EISA Bus Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Type Description Name 

EX32 # old EISA 32-BIT DEVICE DECODE: EX32 # signal is asserted by a 32-bit EISA slave 
device. EX32# assertion indicates that an EISA device has been selected as a ~ slave, and the device has a 32-bit data bus size. The ESC uses this signal as an 
input as part of its slave decode to determine if data size translation andlor cycle \ 

translation is required. EX32# is an output of the, ESC during the last portion of 

.I 
the mis-matched cycle. This is an indication to the backed-off EISA master that 

, the data translation has been completed. The backed-off EISA master uses this 
signal to start driving the EISA bus again. 

EX16# old EISA 16-BIT DEVICE PECODE: EX16# signal is asserted by a 16-bit EISA slave 
device. EX16# assertion indicates that an EISA device has been selected as a 
slave, and the device has a 16-bit data bus size. The ESC uses this signal as an 
input as part of its slave decode to determine if data size translation andlor cycle 
translation is required. EX16# is an output of the ESC during the last portion of 
the mis-matched cycle. This is an indication to the backed-off EISA master that 
the data translation has been completed. The backed-off EISA master uses this 
signal to start driVing the EISA bus again. 

START # tis START CYCLE: START # signal provides timing control at the start of an EISA 
cycle. START" is asserted for one BCLK. START" is an input to the ESC during 
EISA master cycles except portions of the EISA master to mis~matched slave ' 
cycles where it becomes an output. During ISA, DMA, and Refresh cycles, , 
START # is an output. 

CMD# out COMMAND: CMD# signal provides timing control within an EISA cycle. The ESC 
is a central resource of the CMD# signal, and the ESC generates CMD# during 
all EISA cycles. CMD# is asserted from the rising edge of BCLK simultaneously 
with the negation of START # , and remains asserted until the end of the cycle. 

EXRDY old EISA READY: EXRDY signal is deasserted by EISA slave devices to add wait 
i 

states toa cycle. EXRDY is an input to the ESC for EISA master cycles, ISA I 
master cycles, and DMA cycles where an EISA slave has responded with EX32# I 

or EX16# asserted. The ESC samples EXRDY on the falling edge of BCLK after 
CMD# is asserted (except dlJring DMA compatible cycles). During DMA 
compatible cYcles, EXRDY is li\ampled on the second falling edge of BCLK after 
CMD# is driven active. For all types of cycles if EXRDY is sampled inactive, the 
ESC keeps sampling it on every falling edge of BCLK #. EXRDY is an output for 
EISA master cycles decoded as accesses to the ESC internal registers. ESC 
forces EXRDY low for one BCLK at the start of a potential DMA burst write cycle 
to insure that the initial write data is held long enough to be sampled by the 
memory slave. 

SLBURST# in SLAVE BURST: SLBURST # signal is asserted by an EISA slave to .indicate that 
the device is capable of accepting EISA burst cycles. The ESC samples 
SLBURST # on the rising edge of BCLK at the end of START # for all EISA 
cycles. During DMA cycles, the ESC samples SLBURST # twice; once on the 
rising edge of BCLK at the beginning of START # and again on the rising edge of 
BCLK at the end of START #. 

MSimRST# tis MASTER BURST: MSBURST # signal ,is asserted by an EISA master to indicate 
EISA burst cycles. MSBURST # is asserted by an EISA master in response to an 
asserted SLBURST # signal. The ESC samples SLBURST # on the rising edge of 
BCLK that CMD # is asserted. If asserted, the ESC samples SLBURST # on all 
subsequent rising edges of BCLK until sampled negated. The ESC keeps CMD# 
asserted during Burst cycles, MSBURST # is an output during DMA burstcyri1es. 
The ESC drives MSBURST # active on the falling edge of BCLK, one half BCLK 
after SLBURST # is sampled active at the end of START # . 
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2.2 EISA Bus Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Type Description 
Name 

MASTER16# in MASTER 16-BIT: MASTER16# is asserted by a 16-bit EISA Bus master or an 
ISA Bus master device.to indicate that it has control of the EISA Bus or ISA Bus. 
The ESC samples MASTER16# 'on the rising edge of BCLK that START# is 
asserted. If MASTER 16 # is sampled asserted, the ESC determines that a 16-bit 
EISA Bus master or an ISA Bus master owns the Bus. If MASTER16# is 
sampled negated at the first sampling pOint, the ESC will sample MASTER 16 # 
a second time on the rising edge of BCLK at the end of START # .If ' 
MASTER16# is sampled asserted here, the ESC determines that a 32-bit EISA 
Bus master has downshifted to a 16-bit BUS master, and thus, the ESC will 
disable the data size translation function. 

50[7:0] tis SYSTEM DATA: 50[7:0] signals are directly. connected to the System Data bus. 
The 50[7:0] pins are outputs during I/O reads when the ESC internal registers 
are ,being accessed and during interrupt acknowledge cycles. The 50[7:0] pins 
are input during I/O write cycles when the ESC internal registers are being 
accessed. 

2.3 ISA Bus Signals 
Pin 

Type Description Name 

BALE out BUS ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE: BALE signal is asserted by the ESC to indicate 
that an address (SA[19:0], LA[23:17]), AEN and SBHE#, signal lines are valid. The 
LA[23:17] address lines are latched on the trailing edge of BALE. BALE remains 
active throughout OMA and ISA Master cycles and Refresh cycles. 

SA[1:0] tis ISA ADDRESS BITS 0 AND 1: SA[1 :0] are the least significant bits of the ISA 
address bus.SA[1 :0] are inputs to the ESC dUringlSA master cycles except during 
ISA master initiated Refresh cycl!!ls. The ESC uses the SA[1:0] in conjunction with 
SBHE#.to generate BE[3:0]# on the EISA bus. Th!!l SA[1:0] are outputs of the ESO 
during EISA master cycles and OMA cycles. The ESC generates these from 
BE[3:0]#. 

SBHE# tis ISA BYTE HIGH ENABLE: SBHE # signal indicates that the high byte on the ISA data 
bus (SO[15:81) is valid.SBHE# is an input to the ESC during ISAmast!!lr cycles, 
except during ISA master initiated Refre~h cycles. The ESC uses the SBHE # in 
conjunction with SA[1 :0] to generate BE[3:0] # on the EISA bus. SBHE# is an output 
during EISA master and OMA cycles. . 

M16# old MEMORY CHIP SELECT 16: M16# is an input when the ESC component owns the 
ISA bus. M16# is an output when an externallSA bus Master owns the ISA bus. The 
ISA slave memory drives this signal Lowif it is a 16-bitmemorydevice. For ISA to 
EISA translation cycles, the ESC combinatorially asserts M16 # if either EX32 # or 
EX16.# are asserted. This signal has an external pull-up~resistor. 

1016# old· 16-BIT I/O CHIP SELECT: i016# signal is used to indicate a 16-bit I/O bus cycle. 
This signal is asserted by the 110 devices to indi.cate that they support 16-bit 110 bus 
cycles. All I/O accesses to the ESC registers are run as 8~bit 110 bus cycles. This 
signal has an external pull~up resistor. 

MRDC# tis . MEMORY READ: tylROC # signal indicates a re.ad cycle to the ISA memory devices. 
MROC#is the command to a memory slave that it may driye data onto the ISA data 

. bus. MROC# is an output when th!ilES9 owns the ISA bus. MRDC# is a!l input when 
. an externallSA Bus master owns the ISA Bus. This Signal is driven by the ESC during 
refresh cycles. 
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2.3 ISA Bus Signals (Continued) 

Pin 
Type Description 

Name 

MWTC# tis, MEMORY WRITE: MWTC# signal indicates a write cycle to the ISA memory 
devices. MWTC# is the command to a memory slave that it may latch data from the 
ISA data bus. MWTC# is an output when the ESC owns the ISA bus. MWTC# is an 
input when an ISA Bus master owns the ISA Bus. ' 

SMROC# out SYSTEM MEMORY READ: SMROC# signal is asserted by the ESC to request a 
memory slave to drive data onto the data lines. SMROC# indicates that the 
memory read cycle is for an address below the 1 Mbyte range on the ISA bus. This 
signal is also asserted during refresh cycles. 

SMWTC# out SYSTEM MEMORY WRITE: SMWTC# signal is asserted by the ESC to request a 
memory slave to accept data from the data lines. SMWTC# indicates that the 
memory write cycle is for an address below the 1 Mbyte range. 

10RC# tis 110 READ: 10RC# is the command to an ISA I/O slave device that it may drive 
data on to the data bus (SO[15:'O)). The device must hold the data valid until. after 
10RC# is negated. 10RC# is an output when the ESC component owns the ISA 
bus. 10RC# is an input when an ISA Bus master owns the ISA Bus. 

10WC# tis 110 WRITE: 10WC# is the command to an ISA I/O slave device that it may latch 
data from the ISA databus (50[15:0)). 10WC# is an output when the ESC 
component owns the ISA Bus. 10WC# is an input when an ISA Bus master owns 
the ISA Bus. 

CHROY old 110 CHANNEL READY: CHROY when asserted anows ISA Bus resources request 
additional time (wait states) to complete the cycle. CHROY is an input when the 
ESC owns the ISA Bus. CHROY is an input to the ESC during compatible OMA 
cycles. CHROY is an output during ISA Bus master cycles to PCI slave or ESC 
internal register. The ESC will ignore CHROY for ISA-Bus master accessing an ISA-
Bus slave. 

10CHK# in 110 CHANNEL CHECK: 10CHK# can be asserted by any resource on the ISA Bus. 
When asserted, it indicates that a parity or an uncorrectable error has occurred for a 
device or memory on the ISA Bus. A NMI will be generated to the CPU if enabled. 

NOWS# old ZERO WAIT STATES: NOWS# indicates that a peripheral device wishes to 
execute a zero wait state bus cycle (the normal default 16-bit ISA bus memory or 
I/O cycle is 3 BClKS). When NOWS# is asserted, a 16-bit memory cycle will occur 
in two BClKs and a 16-bit I/O cycle will occur in three BClKs. When NOWS# is 
asserted by an 8-bit device the default 6 BClKs cycle is shortened to 4 or 5 BClKs. 

NOWS# is an input when the ESC is performing bus translation cycles. NOWS# is 
an output when the ESC internal registers are accessed. 

If CHROY and NOWS# are both asserted during the same clock then NOWS# will 
be ignored and wait states will be added as a function of CHROY (CHROY has 
precedence over NOWS#). 

OSC in OSCILLIATOR: OSC is the 14.31818 MHz signal with 50% duty cycle. OSC is used 
by the ESC timers. 

RSTDRV out RESET DRIVE: RSTORV is asserted by the ESC. An ass~rted RSTORV causes a 
hardware reset of the devices on the ISA Bus. RSTORV is asserted whenever the 

" RESET # input to the ESC is asserted. 
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. 2.3 ISA Bus Signals (Continued) 

Pin Typ. Description Name 

REFRESH#< tis REFRESH: REFRESH # is used QY the ESC as an output to indicate when a 
refresh cycle is in progress. It should be used to enable the SA[15:0] address to 
the row address inputs of all banks of dynamic memory on the ISA bus so that 
when MRDC# goes active, the entire expansion bus dynamic memory is 
refreshed. Memory slaves must not drive any data onto the bus during refresh 
and should not add wait states since this will affect the entire system throughput. 
As an output, this signal is driven directly onto the ISA bus: This signal is an 
output only when the ESC DMA Refresh is a master on the bus responding to an 

, 

internally generated request for Refresh. Upon RESET this pin will tri-$tate. Note 
that address lines [15:8] are driven during refresh, but the value is meaningless 
and is not used to refresh ISA bus memory. -
REFRESH# may be asserted by an expansion bus adapter acting as a 16-bit ISA 
bus master. 

AEN# out ADDRESS ENABLE: AEN # is driven high for Bus master cycles. AEN # is driven 
low for DMA cycles and Refresh cycles. AEN# is used to disable I/O devices 
from responding to DMA and Refresh cycles. System designs which do not use 
the slots specific AENs (AEN[4:1 l!EAEN [4:1]) provided by the ESC can use the 
AEN # signal to generate their own slot specific AENs. 

AEN[4:1]1 out These pins have a slightly different function depending on the ESC configuration 
EAEN[4:1] (Mode Select register pit 1 and bit 0). 

SLOT SPEOIFIC ADDRESS ENABLE: If the E'SC is programmed to support 4 
EISA slots, these signals function as810t Specific Address Enables (AEN[4:1])~ 
ENCODED SLOT SPECIFIC ADDRESS ENABLE: If the ESC has been 
programmed to support more than 4 EISA slots; then these signals behave as 
Encoded Address Enables (EAEN[4:1]). A discrete decoder is required to 
generate slot specific AENs. 
Refer to section 5.8.1 AEN GENERATION for a detailed description of these 
signals. . . 
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2.4 DMA Signal Description 
Pin 

Type Description 
Name 

DREO[7:5,3:01 in DMA REQUEST:DREO signals are either used to request DMA service from 
the ESC or used to gain control of the ISA Bus by a ISA Bus master. The 
active level (high or low) is programmed in the Command registers. When the 
Command register Bit 6 is programmed to 0, DREO are asserted high, 
otherwise the DREO are asserted low. All inactive to active edges of DREO 
are assumed to be asynchronous. The request must remain asserted until the 
appropriate DACK is negated. At power-up and after RESET, these lines 
should be low (negated). 

DACK# [7:5,3:01 out DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: DACK # indicates that a request for DMA service 
from the DMA subsystem has been recognized or that an ISA Bus master has 
been granted the bus. The level of the DACK lines when asserted may be 
programmed to be either high or low. This is accomplished by programming 
the DMA Command register. These lines should be used to decode the DMA 
slave device with the IORC# or IOWC# line to indicate selection. If used to 
signal acceptance of a bus master request, this signal indicates when it is 
legal to assert MASTER 16 #. If the DMA controller has been programmed for 
a timing mode other than compatible mode, and another device has 
requested the bus, and a 4 ,..,S time has elapsed, DACK # will be negated and 
the transfer stopped before the transfer is complete. In this case, the transfer 
will be restarted at the next arbitration period in which the channel wins the 
bus. Upon reset these lines are negated. 

EOP tis END OF PROCESS: EOP pin acts in one of two modes, and it is directly 
connected to the TC line of the ISA Bus. In the first mode, EOP-In, the pin is 
an input and can be used by a DMA slave to stop a DMA transfer. In the 
second mode, TC-Out, it is used as a terminal count output by DMA slaves. 
An active pulse is generated when the byte counter reaches its last value. 

EOP-IN MODE: During DMA, for all transfer types, the EOP pin is sampled by 
the ESC. If it is sampled asserted, the address bus is tri-stated and the 
transfer is terminated, 

TC-OUT MODE: The EOP output will be asserted after a new address has 
been output if the byte count expir,es with that transfer. The EOP (TC) will stay 
asserted until AEN # is negated unless AEN is negated during 'an 
autoinitialization. EOP (TC) will be negated before AEN is negated during an 
autoinitialization. 

INTOUT MODE: In this mode the EOP signal has the same behavior as fhe 
Chaining Interrupt or the Scatter-Gather interrupt to the host processor 
(IR013). If a scatter-gather or chaining buffer is expired, EOP will go active on 
the falling edge of BCLK. Only the currently active channel's interrupt will be 
reflected on this pin. Other channel's with active interrupts pending will not 
affect the EOP pin. 

Whenever all the DMA channels are not in use, the EOP pin is kept in output 
mode and negated. After reset, the EOP pin is kept in output mode and 
negated. 
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2.5 EISA Arbitration Signals 
Pin 

Name 

MREQ[3:0]# 

MREQ[7:4] #l 
PIRQ[0:3]# 

" 

, 

MACk[3:0] # / 
EMACK[3:0] 

1-242 

Type Description 

in MASTE~ REQUEST:, MREQ[3:0] # are slot specific signals used by EISA bus 
masters to request bus access. MREQ# once asserted, must remain asserted 
until the corresponding MACK# is asserted. The MREQ# is negated on tl)e 
falling edge of BCLK slightly before the end of a master transfer. The LA[ 1. 
BE[ ]#, MIIO#, and W/R# lines should be floated on or before the rising edge 
of BCLK after MREQ# is negated. The end of the last bus cycle is derived from 
CMD# in this case., The MREQ# signals are asserted on the falling edge of 
BCLK. MREQ# is always sampled on the, rising edge of BCLK. MREQ# is 
synchronous with respect to BCLK. After asserting MREQ#, thE! corresponding 
master must not assert MR~Q# until 1.5 BCLKs after CMD# is negated. 

in These pins behave in one of two modes depending on the state of the Mode 
Select register bit 1 and bit o. 
MASTER REQUEST: MREQ# lines are slot specific signals used by EISA bus 
masters to request bus access. This signal behaves in the same manner as 
MREQ[3:0] # signals. 

PCIINTERRUPT REQUEST: PIRQ# are used to generate Ilsynchronous 
interrupts to the CPU via the Programmable Interrupt Controller (82C59) 
integrated in the ESC. These signals are defined as level sensitive and are 
asserted low. The PIi=lQx# can be shared with PC compatible interrupts 
IRQ3:IRQ7,IRQ9:IRQ15. The PIRQx# Route Control Register determines 
which PCI interrupt is shared with which PC compatible interrupt. 

Pins 
Register 

MREQ7#/ MREQ6#/ MREQ5#/ M~EQ4#/ Bit[1:0] 
PIRQO# PIRQ1# PIRQ2# PIRQ3# 

00 PIRQO# PIRQ1# PIRQ2# PIRQ3# 
,01 PIRQO# PIRQ1# MREQ5# MREQ4# 
10 PIRQO# MREQ6# MREQ5# MREQ4# 
11' MREQ7# MREQ6# MREQ5# MREQ4# 

out These pins behave in one of two modes depending on the state of the Mode 
Select register bit l' and bit O. If the ESC is programmed to support 4 EISA slots, 
then these pins are used as MACK #. If the ESC is programmed to support 
more than 4 EISA slots, then these pins are used as EMACK # 

MASTER ACKNOWLEDGE: The MACK[3:0]# Signals are asserted from the 
rising edge of BCLK at which time the bus master may begin driving the LA[], 
BE[ J#, MIIO#, and W/R# lines on the next falling edge of BCLK. MACK# 
will stayass,erted until the rising edge 'of BCLK when MREQ# is sampled 
negated. MACK # is sampled by EISA Bus masters on the falling edge of BCLK. 
If another device has requested the bus, MACK # will be negated before 
MREQ# is negated. When MACK# is negated, the granted device has a 
maximum of 8 ,""S to negate MREQ# and begin a final bus cycle. The ESC may 
negate the MACK # signal a minimum of one BCLK after asserting it if another 
device (or refresh) is requesting the bus. Upon reset MACK# is negated. 

ENCODED MASTER ACKNOWLEDGE: EMACK # behaves like MACK#. The 
difference is that a discrete decoder is required to generate MACK # for the 
EISA Bus masters. 

Refer to Section 5.8.2 MACK Generation for details. 
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2.6 Timer Unit Signal 
Pin 

Type Description 
Name 

SPKR out SPEAKER DRIVE: SPKR is the output of Timer 1, Counter 2 and is .. AN Oed" with 
Port 061 h Bit 1 to provide Speaker Data Enable. This signal drives an external 
speaker driver device, which in turn drives the ISA system speaker. SPKR has a 
24 mA drive capability. Upon reset, its output state is O. 

SLOWH# out SLOW DOWN CPU: SLOWH # is the output of Timer 2, Counter 2. This counter is 
used to slow down the main CPU of its execution via the CPU's HOLD pin by pulse 
width modulation. The first read of I/O register in the 048h-04Bh range will enable 
SLOWH # signal to follow the output of the Timer 2, Counter2. Upon reset, 
SLOWH # is negated. This signal requires an external pull-up resistor 
(8 Kn-10 Kn). 

2.7 Interrupt Controller Signals 
Pin 

Type Description 
Name 

IRQ[15:91, in INTERRUPT REQUEST: IRQ These signals provide both system board 
IRQ8#, components and EISA bus 1/0 devices with a mechanism for asynchronously 
IRQ[7:3,1] interrupting the CPU. The assertion mode of each interrupt can be programmed to 

be edge or level triggered. 

An asserted IRQ input must remain asserted until after the falling edge of INTA #. If 
the input is negated before this time, a DEFAULTIRQ7 will occur when the CPU 
acknowledges the interrupt. (Refer to Section 9.12.7.) 

INT out CPU INTERRUPT: INT is driven by the ESC to signal the CPU that an Interrupt 
request is pending and needs to be serviced. It is asynchronous with respect to 
BCLK or PCICLK and it is always an output. The interrupt controllers must be 
programmed following a reset to ensure that this pin takes on a known state. Upon 
reset the state of this pin is undefined. 

NMI out NON-MASKABLE INTERRUPT: NMI is used to force a non-maskable interrupt to 
the CPU. The CPU registers an NMI when it detects a rising edge on NMI. NMI will 
remain active until a read from the CPU to the NMI register at port 061 h is detected 
by the ESC. This signal is set to low upon reset. 

I 
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2.8 ESC/PCEB Interface Signals 

2.8.1 ARBITRATION AND INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE CONTROL 

Pin 
Type Description 

Name 

EISAHOlD out EISA HOLD: EISAHOlD is used to request control of the EISA bus from its default 
owner, PCES. This signal is synchronous to PCIClK and is asserted when 
RESET # is asserted. 

EISAHlDA in EISA HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE: EISAHlDA is used by the PCES to inform the ESC 
that it has been granted ownership of EISA bus. This signal is synchronous to 
PCIClK. 

PEREQ#I in PCI TO EISA REQUEST OR INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE: PEREQ# IINTA# is 
INTA# a dual function signal. The context of the signal pin is determined by the state of 

EISAHlDA signal. 

When EISAHlDA is deasserted(O) this signal has the context of Interrupt 
Acknowledge Le., if PEREQ# IINTA # is asserted it indicates to the ESC that 
current cycle on the EISA is an interrupt acknowledge. 

When EISAHlDA is asserted (1) this signal has the context of PCI-to-EISA 
Request i.e., if PEREQ # liNT A # is asserted it indicates to the ESC that PCES 
needs to obtain the ownership of the EISA bus on behalf of a PCI. agent. 

This signal is synchronous to the PCIClK and it is driven inactive when PCIRST is 
asserted. 

2.8.2 PCEB· BUFFER COHERENCY CONTROL 

Pin 
Type Description 

Name 

NMFlUSH# tis NEW MASTER FLUSH: NMFlUSH# is a .bi-directional signal which is used to 
provide handshake between PCES and ESC to control flushing of system buffers 
on behalf of EISA masters. 

During an EISA bus ownership change, before ESC can grant the bus to the EISA 
master (or DMA) it mustensure that system buffers are flushed and buffers 
pointing (potentially) towards EISA subsystem are disabled. The ESC asserts 
NMFlUSH # signal for one pcr clock indicating the request for system buffer 
flushing. (After driving NMFlUSH # asserted for 1 PCI clock the ESC tri-states 
NMFlUSH # signal.) When PCES samples NMFlUSH # asserted it starts 
immediately to drive NMFlUSH # asserted and initiates internal and external 
requests for buffer flushing. After all buffers have been flushed (indicated by the 
proper handshake signals) the PCES negates NMFlUSH # for 1 PCI clock and 
stops driving it. When ESC samples signal deasserted that indicates that all 
system buffers are flushed, it grants EISA bus to an EISA master (or DMA). The 
ESC resumes responsibility of default NMFlUSH # driver and starts driving 
NMFlUSH # deasserted until the next time a new EISA master (or DMA) wins 
arbitration. 

This signal is synchronous with PCIClK and will be driven negated by the ESC at 
reset. 

INTCHIPO tis INTER CHIP 0: INTCHIPO is a reserved signal. The INTCHIPO output of the ESC 
should be connected to the INTCHIPOinput of the PCES for proper device 
operation. 
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2.8.3 DATA SWAP BUFFER CONTROL 

Pin 
Type Description 

Name 

SOCPYEN01# out COpy ENABLE: These active low signals perform byte copy operation on the 
SOCPYENOU EISA data bus (SO). These signal are active during mis-matched cycle, and 
SOGPYEN03# . they are used by the PCEB to enable byte copy operation between SO data 

SOCPYEN13# byte lanes 0, 1, 2, and 3 as follows: . 

SOCPYEN01 # Copy between Byte Lane 0(50[7:0)) and Byte Lane 
1 (50[15:8)) 

SOCPYENOU Copy between Byte Lane 0(50[7:0)) and Byte Lane 
2(50[23:16)) . . 

SOCPYEN03# Copy between Byte Lane 0(50[7:0)) and Byte Lane 
3(50[31 :24)) 

SOCPYEN13# Copy between Byte Lane 1(50[15:8)) and Byte Lane 
3(50[31 :24)) 

SOCPYUP out SYSTEM (DATA) COpy UP: SDCPYUP is used to control the direction of the 
byte copy operation. A High on the signal indicates a COpy UP operation 
where the lower byte lower word of the SO data.bus is copied on to the higher 
byte or higher word of the bus. A Low on the sighal indicates a COpy DOWN 
operation where the higher byte(s) of the data bus are copied on, to the lower 
byte(s) of the bus. The PCEB uses the signal to perform the actual data byte 
copy operation during mis-matched cycles. 

SOOE[2:0] # . out SYSTEM DATA OUTPUT ENABLES: SDOE# enables the SO data output of 
the PCEB Oata Swap Buffers on to EISA bus. The ESC activates these signals 
only during mis-matched cycles. The PCEB uses these Signals to enable the 

i SO data buffers as follows: 

SOOEO# Enables byte lane 0 50[7:0] 

SOOE1 # Enables byte lane 150[15:8] 

SOOE2# Enables byte lane 2 50[23:16] and byte lane 3 50[31 :24] 

SOLE [3:0] # out SYSTEM DATA LATCH ENABLES: SOLE[3:0] # enable the latching of EISA 
data bus. These signals are activated only during mis-matched cycles except 
PCEB initiated write cycle. The PCEB useS these signals to latch the SO data 
bus as follows: 

SOLEO# Latch byte lane 0 50[7:0] 

SOLE1# Latch byte lane 0 50[15:8] 

SOLE2# Latch byte lane 0 SD[23:16] 

SOLE3# Latch byte lane 0 50[31 :24] 
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2.9 Integrated Logic Signals 

2.9.1 EISA ADDRESS BUFFER CONTROL 

Pin Type Description Name 

SALE # out SA LATCH ENABLE: SALE # is directly connected to, F543s which buffer the LA 
addresses from the SA addresses. The rising edge of SALE # latches the LA 
address Bit LA[19:2j to the SA address Bit SA[19:2j. / , 

LASAOE# out LA, TO SA ADDRESS OUTPUT ENABLE: LASAOE # is directly connected to the 
SA output buffer enables of the F543s. The ESC asserts LASAOE # during EISA 
master cycles. When LASAOE # is asserted, the LA to SA output buffers of the 
F543s are enabled. 

SALAQE# out SA TO LA ADDRESS OUTPUT ENABLE: SALAOE # is connected to the LA 
output buffer enables of the F543S. This signal functionally is the exact opposite of 
LASAOE # signals. The ESC asserts SALAOE # during ISA master cycles. When 
LASAOE # is asserted, the SA to LA output buffers of the F543s are enabled. 

2.9.2 ,COPROCESSOR INTERFACE 

Pin Type Description Name 

FERR# in NUMERIC CO·PROCESSOR Ei=lROR: FERR # Signal is tied to the Co-processor 
error signal of the CPU. If FERR# is asserted (Co-processor error detected by th,e 
CPU), ~n internallRQ13 is be generated and the INT from the ESC will be asserted. 

JGNNE# out IGNORE ERROR: IGNNE # is tied to the ignore numeric error pin of the CPU. 
IGNNE# is asserted and internallRQ1,3 is negated from the falling edge of 10WC# 
during an 1/0 write to location OOFOh. IGNNE # will remain asserted until FERR # is 
negated. Upon reset, this signal is driven negated (high). 

29 3 BIOS INTERFACE ' .. " 

Pin -

Name Type Description 

LBIOSCS# out LATCHED BIOS CHIP·SELECT: LBIOSCS# indicates that the current address is 
for the system BIOS. The ESC generates this sIgnal by decoding the EISA LA 
addresses. The ESC uses a transparent I,atch to latch the decoded signal. The 
LBIOSCS# is latched on the falling edge of BALE arid qualified with REFRESH #. 
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2.9.4 KEYBOARD CONTROLLER INTERFACE 

Pin 
Type Description 

Name 

KYBDCS# out KEYBOARD CHIP SELECT: KYBDCS# is connected to the chip select of the 82C42. 
KYBDCS# is active for 1/0 addresses 0060h-0064h. 

ALTRST# out ALTERNATE RESET: AL TRST # is used to reset the CPU under program control. 
This signal is AND'ed together externally with the reset signal (RST AR #) from the 
keyboard controller to provide a software means of resetting the CPU. This provides a 
faster means of reset than is provided by the Keyboard controller. Writing a 1 to Bit 0 
in the Port 92 register will cause this signal to pulse active (low) for approximately 4 
BCLK's. Before another AL TRST # pulse can be generated, Bit 0 must be written back 
to a o. Upon RESET, this signal is driven high (Bit 2 in the Port 92 register is reset low). 

ALTA20 out ALTERNATE A20: AL T A20 is used to force A20M # to the CPU low for support Of real 
mode compatible software. This signal is externally OR'ed with the ALTA20 signal 
from the Keyboard controller and CPURST to control the A20M # input of the CPU. 
Writing a "0" to Bit 1 of Port 92h register will force AL T A20 inactive (low). This in turn 
will drive A20M# to the CPU low, if A20GATE from the keyboard controller is also low. 
Writing a "1" to Bit 1 of the Port 92h register will force AL TA20 active (high), which in 
turn will drive A20M # to the CPU high, regardless of the state of AL T A20 from the 
keyboard controller. Upon reset, this signal is driven low . 

ABFULL in . AUXILIARY BUFFER FULL: ABFULL is tied directly to the ABFULL signal on the 
keyboard controller on the system board. This signal indicates that the keyboard 
controller auxiliary buffer for the mouse interface is full. If the Mouse Interrupt Function 
bit (offset 4Dh bit 4) is enabled, then the ABFULL signal is connected to the internal 
IRQ12 (IRQ12 is also available for external use). On a low to high transition on 
ABFULL the internallRQ12 is asserted (the internallRQ12 transitions from low to high 
if the IRQ12 in the Interrupt controller is programmed for edge triggered mode, the 
internallRQ12 is asserted low if the IRQ12 in the interrupt controller is programmed 
for level triggered mode. A low to high transition on ABFULL will be latched by the 
ESC. This high level will remain latched internally until an 1/0 read to port 60h (falling 
edge of 10RC#) or reset (RESET#) has been detected. If this function is not used, 
ABFU LL should be tied low through a 1 k resistor. 
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2.9.5 REAL TIME CLOCK INTERFACE 

Pin 
Type Description 

Name 

RTCALE out REAL TIME CLOCK ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE: RTCALE is directly connected to 
the system Real Time Clock. The RTC uses this signal to latch the appropriate 
memory address. A write to port 070h with the appropriate Real Time Clock memory 
address that will be written to or read from will cause RTCALE to go active. 

RTCRD# tis REAL TIME CLOCK READ COMMAND/PCIINTERRUPT REQUEST 3: When 
IPIRQ3# functioning as RTCRD #, this signal is asserted for 1/0 reads from address 0071 h. If 

the Power On Password protection is enabled (1/0 Port 92h bit 3 = 1), then for 
accesses to RTC addresses 36h-3Fh (Port 70h) RTCRD # will not be asserted. 

See Section 3.1.3, Mode Select Register Description, for details on alternative 
function of this signal. 

NOTE: 
External pull-up resistor (10 K!l-20 K!l) must be added to this signal to support 
alternative function Le., PIRQ3 #. 

RTCWR# tis. REAL TIME CLOCK WRITE COMMAND/PCIINTERRUPT REQUEST 2: When 
IPIRQU functioning as RTCWR #, this signal is also asserted for I/O writes to address 

0071 h. If the Power On Password protection is enabled (1/0 Port 92h bit 3 == 1), 
then for accesses to RTC addresses 36h-3Fh (Port 70h), RTCWR # will ncit be 
generated. 

See Section 3.1.3, Mode Select Register Description, for details on alternative 
function of this signal. 

NOTE: 
External pull-up resistor (10 K!l-20 K!l) must be added to this signal to support 
alternative function, Le., PIRQ2 #. 

( 
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2.9.6 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER INTERFACE 

Pin 
Name 

FDCCS# 
IPIRQ1 # 

DSKCHG 

Type Description 

tis FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER CHIP SELECT IPCIINTERRUPT REQUEST 1: This 
signal pin has a dual function. As FDCCS #, it is an active .low output signal asserted 
for 1/0 decode of the floppy disk 1/0 register space. When functioning as FDCCS#, 
this signal is also assertl'ld whenever IDECS1 # is decoded. 

in 

See Section 3.1.3, Mode Select Register Description, for details on alternative 
function of this signal. 

NOTE: 
External pull-up resistor (10 KG-20 KG) must be added to this signal to support 
alternative function i.e., PIRQ1 #. 

DISK CHANGE: DSKCHG signal is tied directly to the DSKCHG signal of the floppy 
controller. This signal is inverted and driven onto system data line 7 (SD7) during 
1/0 read cycles to floppy address locations 3F7h (primary) or 377h (secondary) as 
indicatec;! by the table below. 

NOTE: 
The primary and secondaryloclltions are programmed in the 
X-Bus Address Decode EnablelDisable Register "A". 

FDCCS# IDECSx# State of SD7 (output) State of XBUSOE4I 

Decode 
Enabled 
Enabled 
Disabled -
Disabled 

Decode 
Enabled 
Disabled 
Enabled 
Disabled 

Tri-stated 
Driven via DSKCHG 
Tri-stated 
Tri-stated 

NOTE: 

Enabled 
'Disabled 
Disabled (note) 
Disabled 

This mode is not supported because of potential contention 
between the X-Bus buffer and a floppy on the ISA bus 
driving the system bus at the same time during shared 1/0 
accesses. 

This signal is also used to determine if the floppy controller is present on the X-Bus. 
It is sampled on the trailing edge of RESET, and if high,. the floppy is present For 
systems that do not support a floppy via the ESC, this pin should strapped low.' If 
sampled low, the SD7 function, and XBUSOE# will not be enabled for accesses to 
the floppy disk controller. 

DUGHT# tis FIXED DISK ACTIVITY LIGHT fPCllNTERRUPT REQUEST 0: This signal pin has 
Ii dual function. As OUGHT #, it is used to control the fixed disk X light. When low, 
the light is on, When high, the light is off. If either Bit 6 or Bit 7 of the Port 92 register 
is set to a 1 (Bit 6 and 7 are internally NOR'ed together), OUGHT # is driven active 
(low). Setting both Bits 6 and 7 low will cause OUGHT #' to be driven high .. 

IPIRQO# 

See Section 3.1.3., Mode Select Register Description, for details on alternative 
function of this Signal. . 

NOTE: 
An external pull-up resistor (10 KG-go KG) must be added to this signal to support 
alternative function, i.e., PIRQO # . . 
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2.9.7 CONFIGURATION RAM INTERFACE 

Pin Type Description 
Name 

CRAMRD# out CONFIGURATION RAM READ COMMAND: CRAMRD# is connected directly to 
the system Configuration RAM. The ESC asserts CRAMRD# for I/O reads from 
the address range programmed into the low and high bytes of the configuration 
RAM command registers. 

CRAMWR# out CONFIGURATiON RAM WRITE COMMAND: This is an active Low output. 
CRAMWR # is connected directly to the system Configuration RAM. The ESC 
activates CRAMWR# for I/O writes to the address range programmed into the 
low and high bytes Of the configuration RAM command registers. 

2.9.8 X-BUS CONTROL AND GENERAL PURPOSE DECODE 

Pin Type Description 
Name 

XBUSTR# out X-BUS DATA TRANSMIT/RECEIVE: This signal is tied directly to the direction 
control of a 74F245 that buffers the X-Bus data, XD[7:0], from the system data 
bus, SD[7:0]. XBUST /~ # is driven high (transmit) during I/O and memory read 
cycles for EISA and ISA masterS. For DMAcycles (channel 2 only), XBUST /R # 
is driven high for the following cases: 
t. Memory Read,lIO Write cycles where LBIOSCS# is asserted. 
2. I/O Read, Memory Write cycles where Digital Output Register bit 3 is set to 

111 u • I , 
XBUST /R # is driven low (receive) under all other conditions. 

XBUSOE# out X-BUS DATA OUTPUT ENABLE: This signal is tied directly to the-output 
enable of a 74F245 that buffers the X-Bus data, XD[7:0], from the system data 
bus, SD[7:0]. 
For EISA and ISA master memory read pr write cycles, XBUSOE # is asserted 
when LBIOSCS# is asserted. Otherwise, XBUSOE# is not asserted. 
For EISA and ISAmaster I!Oread or write cycles, XBUSOE# is asserted if an 
ESC supported X-Bus device has been decoded, and the decoding for that 
device has been enabled via the proper configuration registers. An exception to 
this is during an I/O read access to floppy location 3F7h (primary) or 377h 
(seCondary) if the IDE decode space is disabled (i.e., IDE is not present on the 
X-Bus). In this case, XBUSOE # will not be asserted. XBUSOE # will al,so not be 
asserted during an I/O access to the floppy controller if DSKCHG is sampled 
low at reset. 
XBUSOE #. is not asserted during DMA cycles, except for channel 2 DMA. For 
channel 2 DMA, XBUSOE # is asserted unless the Digital Output Register bit 3 
is cleared (set to "0") and LBIOSCS# is not. asserted. 

GPCS[2:0] # / . out These are dual function signals. The function of these pins is selected through 
ECS[2:0] the Mode Select Register bit 4. 

GENERAL PURPOSE CHIP SELECT: GPCS[2:0] # are Chip Selects for 
peripheral devices. The peripl'1eral devices can be mapped in the I/O ral')ge by 
programming the General Purpose Chip Select Base Address registers and 
General Purpose Mask registers (offset 64h-6Eh). 
ENCODED CHJP SELECT: ECS[2:0] provide encoded chip select decoding for 
serial ports, parallel port, IDE and general purpose devices. The device chip 
sel.ects for the peripheral devices are generated by using a F138 with ECS[2:0] 
as inputs. 
Refer to Section 11.9 for details. 
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2.10 Testing 
Pin 

Type Description 
Name 

TEST# in TEST: TEST # is used to tristate all of the outputs. During normal operation this pin 
should be tied to ground. 

NOTE: 
All pins designated as NC (No Connect) require individual pull-up resistors (8K-l0 KO). 

3.0 ESC REGISTER DESCRIPTION 

The ESC contains ESC configuration registers, DMA 
registers, Timer Unit registers, Interrupt Unit regis
ters, and EISA configuration registers. All of the reg
isters are accessable from the EISA bus. During a 
reset the ESC sets its internal registers to predeter
mined default states. The default values are indicat
ed in the individual register descriptions. 

3.1 ESC Configuration Registers 

ESC configuration registers are accessed through 
an indexing scheme. The index address register is 
located at I/O address 0022h, and the index data 
register is located at I/O address 0023h. The offset 
(data) written into the index address register selects 
the desired configuration register. Data for the se
lected configuration register can be read from or 
written to by performing a read or a write to the index 
data register. See Table 4-3 for a summary of config
uration register index addresses. 

7 

OOh 

3.1.1 ESCID-ESC ID REGISTER 

Register Name: ESC 10 

Register Location: 02h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

Since the ESC configuration registers are accessed 
by the index addressing mechanism using I/O Ports 
22h, and 23h, itis possible that another device in the 
system might use the same approach for configura
tion. In order to avoid contention with similar index 
register devices, the 10 register must be written with 
OFh. The ESC will not respond to accesses to any 
other configUration register until the 10 byte has 
been written in the ESC 10 Register. 

o Bit 

Default 

L ESC ID Byte(RO) 

Bit # 

7:0 

I 

A value of OFh enables access to 
ESC configuration registers 

Figure 3·1. ESC ID Regi~ter 

Table 3·1. ESC ID Register 

Description 

290476-3 

ESC ID BYTE: These bits must be written to a value of OFh before the ESC will respond to any 
other configuration register access. After a reset has occurred all of the configuration registers, 
except this register, are disabled. 
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3.1.2 RID-REVISION ID REGISTER This a·bit register contains device stepping informa· 
tion. Writes to this register have no effect. 

Register N!lme: Revision ID 

Register Offset: oah 

Default Value: Revision Identification Number 

Attribute: Read only 

Size: a bits 

7 0 Bit 

I Revision Number I Default 

L Revision 10 Byte(RO) 
290476-4 

Figure 3-2. Revision ID Register 

Table 3-2. Revision ID Register 

Bit # Description 

7:0 REViSioN ID BYTE: These bits contain the stepping information about the device. The register is 
hardwired during manufacturing. The register is read only. Writes have no affect on the register 
value. 

3.1.3 MS-MODE SELECT REGISTER This register selects the various functional modes of 
the ESC. 

Register Name: Mode Select 

Register Location: 40h 

Default Value: 20h 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

a bits 

~~~~~~~~~~~ BH 

1·252 

Reserved 

MREQ[7:4]#lPIRQ[3:O]' Enable 
1 = MREQ[7:4)#/PIRQ[3:0)# enabled 
o - MREQ[7:4)#/PIRQ[3:0)# disabled 

Configuration Ram Address ( 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

General Purpose 
Chip Selects (R/W) 
1 =ECS[2:0) pins enabled 
O=GPCS[2:0)# pins enabled 

DelauH 

PIRQd MuxlMapplng Control 
See description and table below 

System Error (R/W) 
1 = SERR# generated NMI enabled 
o = SERR# generated NMI disabled and clear 

Figure 3-3. Mode Select Register 
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Table 3-3. Mode Select Register 

Bit # Description 

7 RESERVED. 

6 MREQ[7:4] # IPIRQ[3:0] # ENABLE: This bit is used to enable the selected MREQ[7:4] # I 
PIRQ[3:0] # functionality. The default value for this bit is O. 

5 CONFIGURATION RAM ADDRESS: This bit is used to enable or disable the Configuration RAM 
Page Address (CPG [4:01) generation. If this bit is set to 1, accesses to the Configuration RAM 
space will generate the RAM page address on the LA[31 :27] # pins. If this bit is set to 0, the 
CPG[4:0] signals will not be activated. The default for this bit is "1 ". 

4 GENERAL PURPOSE CHIP SELECTS: This bit is used to select the functionality of the 
GPCS[2:0] # IECS[2:0) pins. If the bit is set to 0, the GPCS[2:0] # functionality is selected. If the 
bit is set to 1, the ESC[2:0] functionality is selected. 

3 SYSTEM ERROR: This bit is used to disable or enable the generation of NMI based on SERR # 
signal pulsing active. 

2:0 PIRQx# MUX/MAPPING CONTROL: These bits select muxing/mapping of PIRQ[3:0] # with 
MREQ[7:4] # and group of X-Bus signals (DUGHT#, FDCCS#, RTCWR#, RTCRD#). Different 
bit combinations select the number of EISA slots or group of X-Bus signals which can be 
supported with the certain number of PIRQx# signals by determining the functionality of pins: 

AEN[4:1]1EAEN[4:1] 
MACK[3:0] # IEMACK[3:0] 
MREQ[7:4] # IPIRQ[3:0] # 
DUGHT # IPIRQO # 
FDCCS# IPIRQ1 # 
RTCWR #lPIRQU 
RTCRD# IPIRQ3# 

For details see Table 3-4. 

Default = OOOb 

Table 3-4. PIRQx# Mux/Mapplng Control 

Configuration Signal Function 

Bits [2:0] AEN[4:1]1 MACK[3:0] # I MREQ[7:4]/# DUGHT#I FDDCS#I RTCWR#I RTCRD#I 
EAEN[4:1]# EMACK[3:0] PIRQ[0:3]# PIRQO# PIRQ1 # PIRQ2# PIRQ3# 

000 EAEN[4:1]# EMACK[3:0] # MREQ[7:4]# PIRQO# PIRQ1 # PIRQU PIRQ3# 

001 EAEN[4:1] # EMACK[3:0] # MREQ[7:4]# PIRQO# PIRQ1 # RTCWR# RTCRD# 

010 EAEN[4:1]# EMACK[3:0] # MREQ[7:4]# PIRQO# FDDCS# RTCWR# RTCRD# 

011 EAEN[4:11# EMACK[3:0] # MREQ[7:4]# DUGHT# FDDCS# RTCWR# RTCRD# 

100 AEN[4:1] MACK[3:0] # PIRQ[0:3]# DUGHT# FDDCS# RTCWR# RTCRD# 
-

101 EAEN[4:1]# EMACK[3:0] # PIRQO#, DUGHT# FDDCS# RTCWR# RTCRD# 
PIRQ1#, 
MREQ5#, 
MREQ4# 

110 EAEN[4:1] # EMACK[3:0] # PIRQO#, DUGHT# FDDCS# RTCWR# RTCRD# 
MREQ6#, 
MREQ5#, 

, MREQ4# 

111 EAEN[4:1]# EMACK[3:0] # MREQ[7:4]# DUGHT# FDDCS# RTCWR# RTCRD# 

I 
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3.1.4 BIOSCSA-BIOS CHIP SELECT 

REGISTER 
The LBIOSCS# signal is used to decode access to 
the motherboard BIOS. The ESC decodes memory 
access to the following address ranges, and if the 
range has been enabled the LBIOSCS# signal is 
always asserted for memory reads in the enabled 
BIOS range. If the BIOS Write Enable bit is set in the 
configuration register BIOSCSB, the LBIOSCS# is 
also asserted for memory write cycles. 

Register Name: BIOS Chip Select A 

Register Location: 42h, 43h 

Default Value: 10h, OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7:6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1-254 

Read/Write 

S bits 

7 6 5 4 3 2 OBit 
.-----.--.--,-~--,-~r-~ 

Enlarged BIOS (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

High BIOS (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

Low BIOS 1 (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Low BIOS 2 (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Low BIOS 3 (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Low BIOS 4 (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Figure 3-4. BIOSCSA Register 

Table 3-5. BIOSCSA Register 

Description 

RESERVED. 

290476-6 

ENLARGED BIOS: During Memory access to locations FFFSOOOOh-FFFDFFFFh with this bit set, 
LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory read cycles. If bit 3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS# 
will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

HIGH BIOS: During Memory access to locations OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh, FFOOOOh-FFFFFFh, 
FFFFOOOOh-FFFFFFFFh with this bit set, LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory read cycles: If 
bit.3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS # will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

LOW BIOS 4: During Memory access to locations OECOOOh-OEFFFFh, FFEECOOOh-
FFEEFFFFh, FFFECOOOh-FFFEFFFFh with this bit set, LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory 
read cycles. If bit 3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOS9S # will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

LOW BIOS 3: During Memory access to locations OESOOOh-OEBFFFh, FFEESOOOh-
FFEEBFFFh, FFFESOOOh-FFFEBFFFh with this bit set, LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory 
read cycles. If bit 3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS# will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

I 
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Table 3-5. BIOSCSA Register (Continued) 

Bit # Description 

1 LOW BIOS 2: During Memory access to locations OE4000h-OE7FFFh, FFEE4000h-
FFEE7FFFh, FFFE4000h-FFFE7FFFh with this bit set, LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory 
read cycles. If bit 3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS# will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

0 LOW BIOS 1: During Memory access to locations OEOOOOh-OE3FFFh, FFEEOOOOh-
FFEE3FFFh, FFFEOOOOh-FFFE3FFFh with this bit set, LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory 
read cycles. If bit 3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS# will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

3.1.5 BIOSCSB-BIOS CHIP SELECT 
REGISTER 

The LBIOSCS# signal is used to decode access to 
the motherboard BIOS. The ESC decodes memory 
access to the following address ranges, and if the 
range has been enabled the LBIOSCS#signal is 
always asserted for memory reads in the enabled 
BIOS range. If the BIOS Write Enable bit is set in the 
configuration register BIOSCSB, the LBIOSCS# is 
also asserted for memory write cycles. 

Register Name: BIOS Chip Select B 

Register Location: 42h, 43h 

Default Value: 10h, OOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 bits 

Bit # 

7:4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

I 

OBit 
r---~------~~--~~~~ 

5 4 3 2 

Default 

BIOS Write Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 

Low VGA BIOS (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

O=Disabled High VGA BIOS (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

RESERVED. 

16 Meg BIOS (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Figure 3-6. BIOSCSB Register 

Table 3·6. BIOSCSB Register 

Description 

290476-7 

BIOS WRITE ENABLE: When enabled LBIOSCS# is asserted for memory read AND write cycles 
for addresses in the decoded and enabled BIOS range, otherwise LBIOSCS# is asserted for 
memory read cycles ONLY. 

16 MEG BIOS: During Memory access to locations FFOOOOh-FFFFFFh with this bit set, 
LBIOSCS# will be. asserted for memory read cycles. If bit 3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS# 
will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

HIGH VGA BIOS: During Memory access to locations OC4000h-OC7FFFh with this bit set, 
LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory read cycles. If bit 30f BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS# 
will be asserted for write cycles as well. 

LOW VGA BIOS: During Memory access to locations OCOOOOh-OC3FFFh with this bit set, 
LBIOSCS# will be asserted for memory read cycles. If bit 3 of BIOSCSB is set, then LBIOSCS# 
will be asserted for write cycles as well. 
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3.1.6 CLKDIV-EISA CLOCK DIVISOR 
REGISTER 

This register is used to select the integer value used 
to divide the PCI clock (PCICLK) to generate the 
EISA Bus Clock (BCLK). In addition, the register pro
vides a bit to enable/disable the ABFULL function, 
and a bit to enable/disable the co-processor error 
support. 

Register Name: EISA Clock Divisor 

Register Location: 4Dh 

Default Value: xxOOxOOOb 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit 111 

7:6 

5 

4 

3 

2:0 

1-256 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

7 6 5 4 3 2 OBit 
~----~--T-~---r---------, 

Co-processor Error (RJW) 
1 = Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Mouse Interrupt (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

Clock Divisor (RJW) 
000 = 4 (33.33Mhz) 
001 = 3 (25Mhz) 
010 = Reserved 

Reserved 011 = Reserved 
1 xx = Reserved 

Figure 3-6. EISA Clock Divisor Register 

Table 3-7. EISA Clock Divisor Register 

Description 

RESERVED. 

290476-8 

CO-PROCESSOR ERROR: The state of this bit determines if the FERR 111 signal is connected to 
the ESC internailROt3 interrupt signal. If this bit is set to \'1", the ESC will assert IR013 to the 
interrupt controller if FERR 111 signal is asserted. If this bit is set to "0", then the FERR # signal is 
ignored by the ESC (Le., this signal is not connected to any logic in the ESC). 

MOUSE INTERRUPT: The state of this bitdetermines if the ABFULL signal is connected to the 
ESC internallR012 interrupt signal. If this bit is set to "1", a low to high transition on the ABFULL 
signal will generate interrupt on the IR012 signal. If this bit is set to "0", then the ABFULL signal is 
ignored by the ESC (i.e., this signal is not connected to any logic in the ESC). 

RESERVED. 

CLOCK DIVISOR: These bits are used to select the integer that is used to divide the PCICLK 
down to generate the BCLK. Upon reset, these bits are set to OOOb (divisor or 4). 

Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Divisor BCLK 

0 0 0 4 (33.33 MHz) 8.33 MHz 
0 0 1 3 (25 MHz) 8.33 MHz 
0 1 0 Reserved 
0 1 1 Reserved 
1 x x Reserved 

, 

I 



3.1.7 PCSA-PERIPHERAL CHIP SELECT A 
REGISTER 

R'egister Name: Peripheral Chip Select A 

Register Location: 4Eh 

Default Value: xx000111 b 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

82374EB 

This register is used to enable or disable accesses 
to the RTC, Keyboard Controller, Floppy Disk con
troller, and IDE. Disabling any of these bits will pre
vent the chip select and X-Bus transceiver control 
signal (XBUSOE #) for that device from being gener
ated. This register is also used to select which ad
dress range (primary or secondary) will be decoded 
for the resident floppy controller and IDE. It also 
allows control of where keyboard controller is 
physically located (X-Bus or elsewhere). This in
sures that there is no contention with the X-Bus 
transceiver driving the system data bus during read 
accesses to these devices. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 OBit 
'--'--'--'--'--'--'-~r-~ 

I 

Reserved 

Keyboard Controller, Mapping 
1 = Keyboard Controller location on X-Bus 
0= Keyboard Controller not located 

on X-Bus 

Floppy Disk and IDE (RIW) 
1 =Secondary 'address space 
O=Primary address space 

IDE Decode (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

RTC Decode (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Keyboard Controller Decode (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Floppy Disk Decode (R/W) 
(3F2h-3F7h) or (372h -377h) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Floppy Disk Decode (R/W) 
(3FOh-3F1 h) or (370h-371 h) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290476-9 

Figure 3-7. PCSA Register 
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Table 3·8 PCSA Register 

Bit # Description 

7 RESERVED. 

6 KEYBOARD CONTROLLER MAPPING: 
o = keyboard controller mapped to the X-Bus 
1 = keyboard controller not mapped to the X-bus 
DEFAULT = 0 

When bit is "0", the Keyboard Controller encoded chip-select signal and the X-Bus transceiver 
enable (XBUSOE #) will be generated for accesseS to address locations 60h, 62h, 64h and 66h. 
When bit is a "1", the Keyboard Controller chip-select signals will be generated for accesses to 
address locations 60h, 62h, 64h and 66h, but the X-Bus transceiver (XBUSOE#) will be disabled. 
Bit 1 must be a "1"for either value of this configuration bit to decode an access to locations 60h, 
62h, 64h, and 66h. 

5,3:2 FLOPPY DISK AND IDE, FLOPPY DISK DECODES: Bits 2 and 3 are used to enable or disable 
the floppy locations as indicated. Bit 2 defaults to enabled (1) and bit 3 defaults to disabled (0) 
when a reset occurs. Bit 5 is used to select between the primary and secondary address range 
used by the Floppy Controller and the IDE. Only primary or only secondary can be programmed at 
anyone time. This bit defaults to primary (0). 

The following table shows how these bits are used to select the floppy controller: 

Address Bit 2 Bit 3 BitS DSKCHG . FDCCS# 

X X X X 0 1 
3FOh,3F1h X 1 0 1 0 
3F2h-3F7h 1 X 0 1 o (note) 
370h,371h X 1 1 1 0 
372h-37Fh 1 X 1 1 o (note) 

NOTE: . 
If IDE decode is enabled, all accesses to locations 03F6h and 03F7h (primary) or 0376h and 
0377h (secondary) will result in decode for IDECS1 # (FDCCS# will not be generated). An 
external AND gate can be used to tie IDECS1 # and FDCCS# together to insure that the floppy is 
enabled for these accesses (refer to Figure 17-1). 

4 IDE DECODE: Bit 4 is used to enable or disable IDE locations 1 FOh-1 F7h (primary) or 170h-
177h (secondary) and 3F6h, 3F7h (primary) or 376h, 377h (secondary). When this bit is set to 0, 
the IDE encoded chip select signals and the X-Bus transceiver Signal (XBUSOE #) are not 
generated for these addresses. 

1 KEYBOARD CONTROLLER DECODE: Enables (1) or disables (0) the Keyboard Controller 
address locations 60h, 62h, 64h, and 66h. When this bit is set to 0, the Keyboard Controller 
encod(;ld chip select signals and the X-Bus transceiver signal (XBUSOE #) are not generated for 
these locations. 

NOTE: 
The value of this bit will affect control function (keyboard controlling mapping) provided by bit 6 of 
the same register. 

0 REAL TIME CLOCK DECODE: Enables (1) or disables (0) the RTC address locations 70h"':.77h. 
When this bit is set to 0, the RTC encoded chip select signals RTCALE, RTCRD, RTCWR #, and 
XBUSOE # Signals are not generated for these addresses. 
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3.1.8 PCSB-PERIPHERAL CHIP 
SELECT B REGISTER 

82374EB 

Register Name: Peripheral Chip Select B 

This register is used to enable or disable generation 
of the X·Bus transceiver signal (XBUSOE#) for ac· 
cesses to the serial ports and parallel port locations .. 
When disabled. the XBUSOE # signal for that device 
will not be generated. Register Location: 4Fh 

Default Value: CFh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

8 bits Size: 

Bit # 

7 

6 

5:4 

3:2 

1 :0 

I 

7 6 5 4 3 2 Bit 

CRAM Decode (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Port 92h Decode (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

Serial Port A Address Decode (R/W) 
COM1, COM2 

Serial Port B Address Decode (R/W) 
COM1. COM2 

Parallel Port Decode (RIW) 
LPT1, LPT2,LPT3 

290476-10 

Figure 3-8. Peripheral Chip Select B Register 

Table 3-9. Peripheral Chip Select B Register 

Description 

CRAM DECODE: This bit is used to enable (1) or disable (0) I/O write accesses to location OCOOh 
and I/O read/write accesses to locations 0800h·08FFh. The configuration RAM read and write 
(CRAMRD #. CRAMWR #) strobes are valid for accesses to 0800h·08FFh. 

Port 92 DECODE: This bit is used to disable (0) access to Port 92. This bit defaults to enable (1,) 
atPCIRST. a 
PARALLEL PORT DECODE: These bits are usltto select which Parallel Port address range 
(LPT1. 2. or 3) is decoded. 

BitS Bit 4 
0 0 LPT1 (3BCh-3BFh) 
0 1 LPT2 (378h-37Fh) 
1 0 LPT3 (278h-27Fh) 
1 1 Disabled 

SERIAL PORT B ADDRESS DECODE: If either COM1 or COM2 address ranges are selected. 
these bits default to disabled upon PCIRST. 

Bit 3 Bit 2 
0 0 3F8h-3FFh (COM1) 
0 1 2F8h-2FFh (COM2) 
1 0 Reserved 
1 1 Port A disabled 

SERIAL PORT A ADDRESS DECODE: If either COM1 or COM2 address ranges are selected. 
these bits default to disabled upon PCIRST. 

Bit 1 Bit 0 
0 0 3F8h~3FFh (COM1) 
0 1 2F8h-2FFh (COM2) 
1 0 Reserved 
1 1 Port A disabled 

1·259 
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3.1.9 EISAID[4:11-EISA ID REGISTERS 

Register Name: EISA ID Register (Byte 1, Byte 2, 
Byte 3, Byte 4) 

These 8-bit registers contain the. EISA motherboard 
ID. The data in the register is reflected on the data 
bus for 1/0 cycles addressed to OC80h-OC83h re
spectively. 

Register Offset: 50h, 51 h, 52h, 53h 

Default Value: OOh, OOh, OOh, OOh 

Attribute: ReadlWrite only 

Size: 8 bits 

7 

Bit # 

OOh 

L 

o Bit 

Default 

EISA ID Bytes(RIW) 
Contains the Motherboard ID 

Figure 3-9. EISA ID Registers 

Table 3-10 EISA ID Registers 

Descriptio!'! 

290476-11 

, 

7:0 EISA ID BYTE: These bits contain the EISA Motherboard ID information. On power-up these bits 
default to OOh. These bits are written witt) the ID value during configuration. The va.lue of these 
bits are reflected in 1/0 registers OC80h-OC83h. 

1-260 
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3.1.10 SGRBA-SCATTER-GATHER RELOCATE 
BASE ADDRESS REGISTER 

The value programmed in this register determines 
the high order 1/0 address of the S-G registers. The 
default value is 04h. 

Register Name: S-G Relocate Base Address 

Register Location: 57h 

Default Value: 04h 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7:0 

ReadlWrite 

8 bits 

7 OBit r------------------------, 
04h 

L 
Default 

9-G Relocate Byte(R/W) 
Determines byte 1 of the 1/0 
address for the Scatter 
Gather Registers 

Figure 3-10. 9-G Relocate Base Address Register , . 
Table 3-11. S-G Relocate Base Address Register 

Description 

290476-12 

s-G RELOCATE BYTE: These bits determine the 110 location of the Scatter-Gather Registers. 
The Scatter-Gather register relocation range is xx1 Oh-xxSFh (default 041 Oh - 04~Fh). These bits 
determine the Byte 1 of the 1/0 address. Address signals LA[15:8j are compared against the 
contents of this register (Bit[7:0]) to determine 1/0 accesses to the Scatter-Gather registers. The 
default on power-up is 04h. 
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3.1.11 PIRQ[O:3)#-PIRQ ROUTE 
CONTROL REGISTERS 

Register Name: PIRQO#, PIRQ1 #, PIRQ2#, 
PIRQ3# Route Control 

These registers control the routing Qf PCI Interrupts 
(PIRQ[O:3)#) to the PC compatible interrupts. Each 

. PCI interrupt can be independently routed to 1 of 11 
compatible interrupts. 

Register Loc;ition: 60h, 61 h, 62h, 63h 

Default Value:.BOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7 

6:0 

7 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

6 5 

11 I 0 0 

4 

0 

3 2 1 0 Bit 

0 0 0 o I Default 

L IRQx# Routing Bits 

'- Routing of Interrupts (RIW) 
1=Disabled 
O=Enabled 

Bits 
0000000 
0000001 
0000010 
0000011 
0000100 
0000101 
0000110 
0000111 
0001000 
0001001 
0001010 
0001011 
0001100 ... 
0001101 
0001110 
0001111 

0010000 
to 

1111111 

Figure 3-11. PIRQ Route Control Registers 

Table 3-12. PIRQ Route Control Register 

Descripti!)n 

IRQx# 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
IRQ3 
IRQ4 
IRQ5 
IRQ6 
IRQ? 
Reserved 
IRQ9 
IRQ10 
IRQ11 
IRQ12 
Reserved 
IRQ14 
IRQ15 

Reserved 

. 290476-13 

ROUTING OF INTERRUPTS:' When enabled this bit routes the PCllnterrupt signal to the PC 
compatible interrupt ~ignal specified in bits[6:0). After a reset or a power-on this bit is disabled 
(setto 1). 

IRQx# ROUTING BITS: These bits specify which IRQ Signal to generate when the PCllnterrupt 
for this register has been triggered. 

I 
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3.1.12 GPCSLA[2:0j-GENERAL PURPOSE 
CHIP SELECT LOW ADDRESS 
REGISTER 

This register contains the low byte of the General 
Purpose Peripheral mapping address. The contents 
of this register are compared with the LA[7:0j ad
dress lines. The contents of this register. the 
GPCSHA Register and the GPCSM Register control 
the generation the GPCS[2:0j # signal or the 
ESC[2:0j signal (101. 110 combination). If Mode Se
lect Register (offset 40h) bit 4 = 1. offset register 
6Ch is ignored. 

Register Name: General Purpose Chip Select 
Low Address 

Register Location: 64h. 68h. 6Ch 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

OOh 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

7 OBit 
r---------------------~ 

OOh I Default 

L GPCS Low Address Byte(RJW) 
Compared with LA[7:0j to generate 
the GPCS[2:0j# signal 

290476-14 

Figure 3-12. General Purpose Chip Select Low Address Byte Register 

Table 3-13. General Purpose Chip Select Low Address Byte Register 

Description 

7:0 GPCS LOW ADDRESS BYTE: The contents of these bits are compared with the address lines 
LA[7:01 to generate the GPCS[2:0j # signal or the ECS[2:0j combination for this register. The 
mask register (GPCSM [2:0)) determines which bits to use during the comparison. 

I 
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3.1.13 GPCSHA[2:0]-GENERAL PURPOSE 
CHIP SELECT HIGH ADDRESS 
REGISTER 

Register Name: General Purpose Chip Select 
High Address 

This register contains the high byte of the General 
Purpose Peripheral mapping address. The contents 
of this register are compared with the LA[15:8] ad
dress lines. The contents of this register, the 
GPCSLA Register and the GPCSM Register control 
the generation the GPCS[2:0] # signal or the 
ESC[2:0] signal (101, 110 combination). If Mode Se
lect Register (offset 40h) bit 4 = 1, offset register 
6Dh is ignored. 

Register Location: 65h, 69h, 6Dh 

Default Value: COh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7:0 

1-264 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

7 OBit 
r------C-o-h----'------,I Default 

C GPCS High Address Byte(RIW) 
Compared with LA[15:8] to generate 
the GPCS[2:0j# signal 

290476-15 

Figure 3-13. General Purpose Chip Select High Address Byte Register 

Table 3-14. General Purpose Chip Select High Address Byte Register 

Description 

GPCS HIGH ADDRESS BYTE: The contents of these bits are compared with the address lines 
LA[15:S] to generate the GPCS[2:0] # signal or the ECS[2:0] combination for this register. 

I 
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3.1.14 GPCSM[2:0j-GENERAL PURPOSE CHIP 
SELECT MASK REGISTER 

This register contains the mask bits for determining 
the address range for which the GPCSx# signals 
are generated. If a register bit is set to a 1 then the 
corresponding bit in the GPCSL register is not com
pared with the address signal in the generation of 
the GPCSx# signals. If Mode Select Register (offset 
40h) bit 4 = 1, offset register 6Eh is ignored. 

Register Name: 

Register Location: 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

General Purpose 
Mask Register 

66h, 6Ah, 6Eh 

OOh 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

Chip Select 

7 OBit 
....------O-O-h--------., Default 

L GPCS Mask Register (R/W) 
Determines what bits to compare 
GPCSL register with LA[7:0j 

Figure 3-14. General Purpose Chip Select Mask Register 

Table 3-15. General Purpose Chip Select Mask Register 

Description 

,290476-16 

7:0 GPCS MASK REGISTER: The contents of these bits are used to determine which bits to compare 
GPCSLA[2:0j with the address lines LA[7:0]. A "1" bit means the bit should not be compared. 
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3.1.15 GPXBC-GENERAL PURPOSE 
PERIPHERAL X·BUS CONTROL 
REGISTER 

Register Name: General Purpose Peripheral 
, X-Bus Control 

Register Location: 6Fh 

Default Value: xxxx xOOOb 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

The register controls the generation of the X-Bus 
buffer output enable (XBUSOE#) signal for I/O ac
cesses to the peripherals mapped in the General 
Purpose Chip Select address decode range. This 
register determines if the General Purpose Peripher
al is placed on the X-Bus or not. If the General Pur
pose Peripheral is on the X-Bus, then the corre
sponding bit is set to "1". Otherwise the bit is set to 
"0". 

765432 0 Bit 
r---------~-.--r_,--, I A I 0 I Q I 0 I Default 

Reserved -----II L XBUSOE# Generation for GPCSO# (R/W) 
1=Enabled 

XBUSOE# Generation for GPCS2# (R/W) -
1=Enabled 

O=Disabled 

O=Disabled 
L.- XBUSOE# Generation for GPCS1# (R/W) 

1=Enabled 

Bit # 

7:3 

2 

1 

0 

1-266 

O=Disabled 

Figure 3-15. General Purpose Peripheral X-Bus Control Register 

Table 3-16. General Purpose Peripheral X-Bus Control Register 

Description 

RESERVED. 

290476-17 

XBUSOE# GENERATION FOR GPCS2#: When this'bit is enabled XBUSOE# will be generated 
when GPCS2# is generated. 

XBUSOE# GENERATION FOA GPCS1 #: When this bit is enabled XBUSOE# will be generated 
when GPCS1 # is generated. 

XBUSOE# GENERATION FOR GPCSO#: When this bit is enabled XBUSOE# will be generated 
when GPCSO# is generated. 

I 



3.1.16 TEST CONTROL REGISTER 

Register Name: Test Control Register 

Register Location: 88h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

This register provides control for ESC manufacturing 
test modes. The functionality of this register is re
served. 

3.2 DMA Register Description 

The ESC contains DMA circuitry that incorporates 
the functionality of two 82C37 DMA controllers 
(DMA1 and DMA2). The DMA registers control the 
operation of the DMA controllers and are all accessi
ble from the EISA Bus. This section describes the 
DMA registers. Unless otherwise stated, a reset sets 
each register to its default value. The operation of 
the DMA is further described in Chapter 6.0, DMA 
Controller. 

DACK# Assert Level (R/W) 
1 =Active High 
O=Active Low 

7 6 5 

DREQ Sense Assert Level (R/W) 
1 =Active Low 
O=Active High 

Reserved 

3.2.1 DCOM-COMMAND REGISTER 

Register Name: DMA Command 

Register Location: 08h-Channels 0-3 
ODOh-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: OOOOOOOOb 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Write Only 

8 bits 

82374EB 

This 8-bit register controls the configuration of the 
DMA. It is programmed by the microprocessor in the 
Program Condition and is cleared by reset or a Mas
ter Clear instruction. Note that disabling Channels 
4-7 will also disable Channels 0-3, since Channels 
0-3 are cascaded onto Channel 4. The DREQ and 
DACK # channel assertion sensitivity is assigned by 
channel group, not per individual Channel. For priori
ty resolution the DMA consists of two logical chan
nel groups-Channels 0-3 (Controller 1-DMA 1) 
and Channels 4-7 (Controller 2-DMA2). Both 
groups may be assigned fixed priority, one group 
can be assigned fixed priority and the second rotat
ing priority, or both groups may be assigned rotating 
priority. A detailed description of the channel priority 
scheme is found in the DMA functional description, 
Section 6.5. Following a reset or DMA Master Clear, 
both DMA-1 and DMA-2 are enabled in fixed priority, 
the DREQ sense level is active high, and the 
DACK# assertion level is active low. 

4 3 2 o Bit 

Default 

Reserved 

DMA Channel Group Enable (R/W) 
1=Disabled 
O=Enabled 

Reserved 

DMA Group Arbitration (R/W) 
1 =Rotating Priority 
O=Fixed Priority 

290476-18 

Figure 3-16. DMA Command Register 
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Table 3-17. DMA Command Register 

Bit # Description 

7 DACK # ASSERT LEVEL: Bit 7 controls the DMA channel request acknowledge (DACK #). 
assertion level. Following reset, the DACK# assertion level is active low. The low level indicates 
recognition and acknowledgement of the DMA request to the DMA slave requesting service. 
Writing a 0 to Bit 7 assigns active low as the assertion level. When a 1 is written to this bit, a high 
level on the DACK # line indicates acknowledgement of the request for DMA service to the DMA 
slave. 

6 DREQ SENSE ASSERT LEVEL: Bit 6 controls the DMA channel request (DREQ) asse.rtion detect 
level. Following reset, the DREQ sense assert level is active high. In this condition, an active high 
level sampled on DREQ is decoded as an active DMA channel request. Writing a 0 to Bit 6 
assigns active high as the sense assert level. When a 1 is written to this bit, a low level on the 
DREQ line is decoded as an active DMA channel request. 

5,3,1:0 RESERVED: Must be O. 

4 DMA GROUP ARBITRATION: Each channel group is individually assigned either fixed or rotating 
arbitration priority. At reset, each group is initialized in fixed priority. Writing a 0 to Bit 4 assigns 
fixed priority to the channel group, whi.le writing a 1 assigns rotating priority to the group. 

2 DMA GROUP ENABLE: Writing a 1 to this bit disables the DMA channel group, while writing a 0 
to this bit enables the DMA channel group. Both channel groups are enabled following reset. 
Disabling Channel group 4-7 also disables Channel group 0-3, which is cascaded through 
Channel 4; 

3,2.2 DCM-DMA CHANNEL MODE REGISTER Each channel has a 6-bit Mode register associated 
with it. The Mode registers provide control over DMA 
Transfer type, transfer mode, address increment! 
decrement, and autoinitialization. When writing to 
the register, Bits [1 :0] determine which channel's 
Mode register will be written and are not stored. 
Only Bits [7:2] are stored in the mode register. This 
register is set to the default value upon reset and 
Master Clear. Its default value is Verify transfer, Au
toinitialize disable, Address increment, and Demand 
mode. Channel 4 defaults to cascade mode and 
cannot be programmed for any mode other than 
cascade mode. 

Register Name: DMA Cha.nnel Mode 

Register Location: OBh-Channels 0-3 
OD6h-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: OOOOOOxxb 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Write Only 

6 bits 

7 6 5 4 3 2 OBit 
r-~--~~~~----~----' 

1-268 

DMA Transfer Mode 
00 = Demand Mode 
01 = Single Mode 
10 = Block Mode 
11 '" Cascade Mode 

Address IncrementlDecrement Select 
1 = Decrement 
o = Increment 

Autoinitialize 
1 = Enabled 
0= Disabled 

Default 

DMA Channel Select 
00 = Channel 0 or 4 
01 = Channel 1 or 5 
10 = Channel 2 or 6 
11 = Channel 3 or 7 

DMA Transfer Type 
00 = Verify Transfer 
01 = Write Transfer 
10 = Read Transfer 
11 = Illegal 
xx = if bits 6 and 7 are 1 

290476-19 

Figure 3-17. DMA Channel Mode Register 
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Table 3-18. DMA Channel Mode Register 

Bit # Description 

7:6 DMA TRANSFER MODE: Each DMA channel can be programmed in one of four different modes: 
single transfer, block transfer, demand transfer and cascade. 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Transfer Mode 
0 0 Demand mode 
0 1 Single mode 
1 0 Block mode 
1 1 Cascade mode 

5 ADDRESS INCREMENT IDECREMENT SELECT: Bit 5 controls address increment/decrement 
during multi-byte DMA transfers. When bit 5 = 0, address increment is selected. When bit 5 = 1, 
address decrement is selected. Address increment is the default after a PCIRST # cycle or 
Master Clear command. 

4 AUTOINITIALIZE ENABLE: When bit 4 = 1, the DMA restores the Base Page, Address, and 
Word count information to their respective current registers following a terminal count (TC). When 
bit 4 = 0, the autoinitialize feature is disabled and the DMA does not restore the above mentioned 
registers. A PCIRST # or Master Clear disables autoinitialization (sets bit 4 to 0). 

3:2 DMA TRANSFER TYPE: Verify, write and read transfer types are available. Verify transfer is the 
default transfer type upon PCIRST # or Master Clear. Write transfers move data from an 1/0 
device to memory. Read transfers move data from memory to an I/O device. Verify transfers are 
pseudo transfers; addresses are generated as in a normal read or write transfer and the device 
responds to EOP etc. However, with Verify transfers, the ISA memory and I/O cycle lines are not 
driven. Bit combination 11 is illegal. When the channel is programmed for cascade ([7:6] '= 11) 
the transfer type bits are irrelevant. 

Bit 3 Bit 2 Transfer Type 
0 0 Verify transfer 
0 1 Write transfer 
1 0 Read transfer 
1 1 -Illegal 

1:0 DMA CHANNEL SELECT: Bits [1 :0] select the DMA Channel Mode Register that will be written 
by bits [7:2]. 

Bit ~ Bit 0 Channel 
0 0 Channel 0 (4) 
0 1 Channel 1 (5) 
1 0 Channel 2 (6) 
1 1 Channel 3 (7) 
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3.2.3 DCEM-DMA CHANNEL EXTENDED 
MODE REGISTER 

Register Name: DMA Channel Extended Mode 

Register Location: 040Bh-Channels 0-3 
04D6h-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

OOOOOOxxb 

Write Only 

6.bits 

Each channel has a 6-bit Extended Mode register' 
associated with it. The register is used to program 
the DMA device data size, timing mode, EOP input! 
output selection, and Stop register selection. When 
writing to the register, Bits [1 :0] determine which 
channel's Extended Mode register will be written 
and are not stored. Only Bits [7:2] are stored in the 
extended mode register. Four timing modes are 
available: ISA-compatible, A, B, and Burst. 

inteJ® 
The default bit values for each DMA group are se
lected. upon reset. A Master Clear or any other pro
gramming sequence will not set the default register 
settings. The default. programmed values for DMA 1 
Channels 0-3 are 8-bit 110 Count by Bytes, Compat
ible timing, and EOP output. The default values for 
DMA2 Channels 4-7 are 16-bit 110 Count by Words 
with shifted address, Compatible timing, and EOP 
output. These default settings provide a rigorous 
ISA-compatible DMA implementation. 

NOTE: 
DMA1/DMA2 refer to the original PC-AT implemen
tation which used two discrete 8237 DMA control
lers. In this context, DMA 1 refers to DMA Channels 
0-3 and DMA2 refers to DMA'Channels 4-7. The 
PC-AT used Channel 4 (Channel 0 of DMA2) as a 
cascade channel for DMA 1. Consequently, Channel 
4 is not used in compatible DMA controllers al-· 
though the compatible DMA registers are kept to 
maintain compatibility with the original PC-AT. Be
cause Channel 4 is not used, the DMA controller 
does not support extended registers for Channel 4. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 Bit 

Default 
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EOP InputlOutput(WO) 
1 = Input 
0= Output 

Stop Register(WO) 
1 .. Enabled 
0= Disabled 

DMA CyCle Timing Mode(WO) 
00 = Compatible Timing 
01 = Type A 
10=TypeB 
11 = Type C (Burst) 

DMA Channel Select(WO) 
00 = Channel 0 or 4 
01 = Channel 1 or 5 
10= Channel 2 or 6 
11 = Channel 3 or 7 

Addressing Mode(WO) 
00 = a-bit 110, count by bytes 
01 = 16-bit 110, count by words 
10 = 32-bit 110, count by bytes 
11 = 16-bit 110, count by bytes 
(Defaults:DMA1=00, DMA2=01) 

290476-20 

Figure 3-18. DMA Channel Extended Mode Register 
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Table 3·19. DMA Channel Extended Mode Register 

Bit # Description 

7 EOP INPUT/OUTPUT: Bit 7 of this register selects whether or not the Stop registers associated 
with this channel are to be used. Normally the Stop Registers will not be used. This function was 
added to help support data communication or other devices that work from a ring buffer in 
memory. Upon reset, the Bit 7 is set to "O"·Stop register disabled. The detailed Stop register 
functional description discusses the use of the Stop registers. 

6 STOP REGISTER: Bit 6 of the Extended Mode register selects whether the EOP signal is to be 
used as an output during DMA on this channel or an input. EOP will generally be used as an 
output, as was available on the PCAT. The input function was added to support Data 
Communication and other devices that would like to trigger an autoinitialize when a collision or 
some other event occurs. The direction of EOP is switched when DACK is changed (when a 
different channel wins the arbitration and is granted the bus). There may be some overlap of the 
ESC driving the EOP signal along with the DMA slave. However, during this overlap both devices 
will be driving the signal to a low level (negated). For example, assume Channel 2 is about to go 
inactive (DACK negated) and channel 1 is about to go active. If Channel 2 is programmed for 
"EOP OUT" and Channel 1 is programmed for "EOP IN""when Channel2's DACK is negated 
and Channel 1's DACK is asserted, the ESC may be driving EOP to a low value on behalf of 
Channel 2 at the same time the device connected to Channel 1 is driving EOP in to the ESC, also 
at an inactive level. This overlap will only last until the ESC EOP output buffer is tri·stated, and will 
not effect the DMA operation. Upon reset, the value of Bit 6 is 0 (EOP output selected). 

5:4 DMA CYCLE TIMING MODE: The ESC supports four DMA transfer timings: ISA·compatible, Type 
A, Type B, and Burst. Each timing and its corresponding code are described below. Upon reset, 
compatible timing is selected and the value of these bits is "00". The cycle timings noted .below 
are for a BCLK (8.33 MHz, maximum BCLK frequency). DMA cycles to ISA expansion bus 
memory will default to compatible timing if the channel is programmed in one of the performance 
timing modes (Type A, B, or Burst). 

00 Compatible Timing 
DMA slaves on the ISA bus may run compatible DMA cycles. Bits [5:4] must be programmed 
to "00". Compatible timing is provided for DMA slave devices, which, due to some design 
limitation, cannot support one of the faster timings. Compatible timing runs at 9 BCLKs (1080 
nslsingle cycle) and 8 BCLKs (960 ns/cycle) during the repeated portion of a BLOCK or 
DEMAND mode transfers. 

01 Type "A" Timing 
Type "A" timing is provided to allow shorter cycles to EISA memory. If ISA memory is 
decoded, the system automaticailly reverts to ISA DMA type compatible timing on a cycle·by· 
cycle basis. Type "A" timing runs at 7 BCLKs (840ns/single cycle) and 6 BClKs(720 nsl 
cycle} during the repeated portion of a BLOCK or DEMAND mode transfer. Type "A" timing 
varies from compatible timing primarily in shortening the memory operation to the minimum 
allowed by system memory. The 110 portion of the cycle (data setup on write, 1/0 read access 
time} is the same aswith compatible cycles. The actual active command time.is shorter, but it 
is expected that the DMA devices which provide the data access time or write data setup time 
should not require excess lOR # or lOW # command active time. Because of this, most ISA 
DMA devices should be able to use type "A" timing. 

10 Type "B" Timing 
Type "B" timing is provided for 8-bit and 16-bit ISA or EISA DMA devices which can accept 
faster I/O timing. Type "B" only works with EISA memory. Type "B" timing runs at 6 BCLKs 
(720 ns/single cycle) and 4 BCLKs (480 ns/cycle) during the repeated portion of a BLOCK or 
DEMAND mode transfer. Type "B" timing requires faster DMA slave devices than compatible 
timing in that the cycles are shortened so that the data setup time on 1/0 write cycles is 
shortened and the I/O read access time is required to be faster. Some of the current ISA 
devices should be able to support type "B" timing, but these will probably be more recent 
designs using relatively fast technology. 
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Table 3·19. DMA Channel Extended Mode Register (Continued) 

Bit # Description 

5:4 DMA CYCLE TIMING MODE: (Continued) 
11 Type "C" Timing (Burst) 

Burst timing is provided for high performance EISA DMA devices. The DMA slave device 
needs to monitor the EXRDY and 10RC# or 10WC# signals to determine when to change the 
data (on writes) or sample the data (on reads). This timing will allow up to 33 MBytes per 
second transfer rate with a 32-bit DMA device and 32-bit memory. Note that 8-bit or 1S-bit 
DMA devices are supported (through the programmable Address size) and that they use the 
"byte lanes" natural to their size for the data transfer. As with all bursts, the system will revert 
to two BCLK cycles if the memory does not support burst. When a DMA burst cycle accesses 
non-burst memory and theOMA cycle crosses a page boundary into burstable memory, the 
ESC will continue performing non-burst cycles. This will not cause a problem since the data is 
still transferred correctly. 

3:2 ADDRESSING MODE: The ESC supports 8-, 1S-, and 32-bit DMA device data sizes. The four 
data size options are programmable with Bits [3:2). Both the8-bit 110, "Count By Bytes" Mode 
and the 1S-bit I/O, "Count By Words" (Address Shifted) Mode are ISA compatible. The 1S-bit and 
32-bit liD, "Count By Bytes" Modes are EISA extensions. Byte assembly/disassemblyis 
performed by the EISA Bus Controller. Each of the data transfer size modes is discussed below. 

1:0 
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00 8-bitllO, "Count By Bytes" Mode 
In 8-bit I/O, "count by bytes" mode, the address counter can be programmed to any address. 
The count register is programmed with the "number of bytes minus 1" to transfer. I 

01 1S-bit liD, "Count By Words" (Address Shifted) Mode 
In "count by words" mode (address shifted), the address counter can be programmed to any 
even address, but must be programmed with the address value shifted right by one bit. The 
Page registers are not shifted during DMA transfers. Thus, the least significant bit of the Low 
Page register is ignored when the address is driven out onto the bus. The Word Count register 
is programmed with the number of words minus 1 to be transferred. 

10 32-Bit I/O, "Count By Bytes" Mode 
In 32-bit "count by bytes" mode, the address counter can be programmed to any byte 
address. For most DMA devices, however, it should only be programmed to a Dword aligned 
address. If the starting address is not Dwordaligned then the DMA controller will do a partial 
Dword transfer during the first and last transfers if necessary. The bus controller logic will do 
the byte/word assembly necessary to read or write any size memory device and both the 
DMA and bus controllers support burst for this mode. In this mode, the Address register is 
usually incremented or decremented by four and the byte count is usually decremented by 
four. The Count register should be programmed with the number of bytes to be transferred 
minus 1. 

11 1S-Bit I/O, '.'Count By Bytes" Mode 
In 1S-bit "count by bytes" mode, the address counter can be programmed to any byte 
address. For most DMA devices, however, it should be programmed only to even addresses. 
If the address is programmed to an odd address, then the DMA controller will do a partial word 
transfer during the first and last transfer if necessary. The bus controller will do the byte/word 
assembly necessary to write any size memory device. In this mode,the Address register is 
incremented or decremented by two and the byte count is decremented by the number of 
bytes transferred during each bus cycle. The Word Count register is programmed with the 
"number of bytes minus 1" to be transferred. ThiS mode is offered as an extension of the two 
ISA compatible modes discussed above. This mode should only be programmed for 1S-bit ISA 
DMAslaves. 

DMA CHANNEL SELECT: Bits [1 :0) selects the particular channel thatwill have its DMA Channel 
Extend Mode Register programmed with bits [7:2). 

Bit 1 Bit 0 Channel 
o 0 Channel 0 (4) 
o 1 Channel 1 (5) 
1 0 Channel 2 (S) 
11 Channel 3 (7) 

I 
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3.2.4 DR-DMA REQUEST REGISTER as though DREQ[x] is asserted. These requests are 
non-maskable and. subject to prioritization by the Pri
ority Encoder network (refer to the Channel Priority 
Functional Description). Each register bit is set or 
reset separately under software control or is cleared 
upon generation of Ii TC. The entire register is 
cleared upon reset or a Master Clear. It is not 
cleared upon a RSTDRV output. To set or reset a 
bit, the software loads the proper form of the data 
word. Bits [1 :0] determine which channel Request 
register will be written. In order to make a software 
request, the channel must be in Block Mode. The 
Request register status for DMA1 and DMA2 is out
put on Bits [7:4] of a Status register read to the ap
propriate port. 

Register Name: DMA Request 

Register Location: 09h-Channels 0-3 
OD2h-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: OOOOOOxxb 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Write Only 

4 bits 

Each channel has a Request bit associated with it in 
one of the two 4-bit Request registers. The Request 
register is used by software to initiate a DMA re
quest. The DMA responds to the software request 

7 6 5 4 3 2 

R 

o Bit 

JO xx I Default 

ReL..s-erv-e-d-~-"-----""'-r-'--"T'L-"" DMA Channel Select(WO) 

Bit # 

7:3 

2 

00 = Channel 0 or 4 
DMA Channel Service Request(WO) 01 = Channel 1 or 5 
1 = Set request bit 10 = Channel 2 or 6 
o = Reset request bit 11 = Channel 3 or 7 

RESERVED: (must be 0) 

Figure 3·19. DMA Request Register 

Table 3·20. DMA Request Register 

Description 

290476-21 

DMA CHANNEL SERVICE REQUEST: Writing a 0 to Bit 2 resets the individual software DMA 
channel request bit. Writing a 1 to Bit 2 will set the request bit. The request bit for each DMA 
channel is reset to 0 upon a reset or a Master Clear. 

1:0 DMA CHANNEL SELECT: Bits [1 :0] select the DMA channel mode register to program with bit 2. 

Bit 1 BitO Channel 
0 0 Channel 0 
0 1 Channel 1 (5) 
1 0 Channel 2 (6) 
1 1 Channel 3 (7) 

I 
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3.2.5 MASK REGISTER-WRITE SINGLE MASK 
BIT 

Register Name: 

Register Location: 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Mask Register-Write 
Mask Bit 

OAh-Channels 0-3 
OD4h-Chlmnels 4-7 

000001xxb 

Write Only 

1 bit! channel 

Single 

Each DMA channel has a mask bit that can disable 
an incoming DMA channel service request DREO[x] 
assertion. Two 4-bit registers store the current mask 
status for DMA 1 and DMA2. Setting the mask bit 
disables the incoming DREO[x] for tha:t channel. 

Clearing the mask bit enables the incoming 
DREO[x]. A channel's mask bit is automatically set 
when. the Current Word Count register reaches ter
minal count (unless the bhannel is programmed for 
autoinitialization). Each mask bit may also be set or 
cleared under software control. The entire register is 
also set by a reset or a Master Clear. Setting the 
entire register disables all DMA requests until a clear 
Mask register instruction allows them to occur. This 
instruction format is similar to the format used with 
the Request register. 

Individually masking DMA Channel 4 (DMA control
ler 2, Channel 0) will automatically mask DMA Chan
nels [3:0], as this Channel group is logically cascad
ed onto Channel 4. Setting this mask bit disables the 
incoming DREO's for Channels [3:0]. 

765432 0 Bit 

Bit # 

7:3 

2 

1:0 
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.-----R ----.J-1 I'---x---'x I Default 

Reserved :oJ L DMA Channel Select (WO) 
00 = Channel 0 or 4 

DMA Channel Mask Set/Clear (WO) 01 = Channel 1 or 5 
1 = Set mask bit 10 = Channel 2 or 6 
o = Clear mask bit 11 = Channel 3 or 7 

RESERVED: (must be 0) 

Figure 3-20. Mask Register Single Bit 

Table 3-21. Mask Register Single Bit 

Description 

290476-22 

DMA CHANNEL MASK SET ICLEAR: Writing a 1 to Bit 2 sets the mask bit and disables the 
incoming DREO for the selected channel. Writing a 0 to Bit 2 clears the mask bit and enables the 
incoming DREO for the elected channel. 

DMA CHANNEL SELECT: Bits [1 :0] select the DMA Channel Mode Register to program with 
bit 2. 

Bit 1 Bit 0 Channel 
0 0 Channel 0 (4) 
0 1 Channel 1 (5) 
1 0 Channel 2 (6) 
1 1 Channel 3 (7) 

I 



3.2.6 MASK REGISTER-WRITE ALL MASK 
REGISTER BITS 

Register Name: Mask Register-Write All Mask 
Register Bits 

Register Location: OFh-Channels 0-3 
ODEh-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: 00001111 b 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

4 bits 

This command allows enabling and disabling of in
coming DREQ assertions by writing the mask bits for 
each controller, DMA 1 or DMA2, simultaneously 
rather than by individual channel as is done with the 
"Write Single Mask Bit" command. Two 4-bit regis
ters store .the current mask status for DMA 1 and 
DMA2. Setting the mask bit disables the incoming 
DREQ[x] for that channel. Clearing the mask bit en
ables the incoming DREQ[x]. Unlike the "Write Sin
gle Mask Bit" command, this command inciudes a 

7 6 5 

Channel 3 or 7 Mask bit (RIW) 
1 =Set Mask bit 
O=Clear Mask bit 

Channel 2 or 6 Mask bit (RIW) 
1 =Set Mask bit 
O=Clear Mask bit 

82374EB 

status read to check the current mask status of the 
selected DMA channel group. When read, the mask 
register current status appears on Bits [3:0]. A chan
nel's mask bit is automatically set when the Current 
Word Count register reaches terminal count (unless 
the channel is programmed for autoinitialization). 
The entire register is also set by a reset or a Master 
Clear. Setting the entire register disables all DMA 
requests until a clear Mask register instruction al
lows them to occur. 

Two important points should be taken into consider
ation when programming the mask registers. First, 
individually masking DMA Channel 4 (DMA control
ler 2, Channel 0) will automatically mask DMA Chan
nels [3:0], as this channel group is logically cascad
ed onto Channel 4. Second, masking off DMA con
troller 2 with a write to port ODEh will also mask off 
DREQ assertions from DMA controller 1 for the 
same reason: when DMA Channel 4 is masked, so 
are DMA Channels 0-3. 

Bit 

Default 

Channel 0 or 4 Mask bit (RIW) 
1 =8et Mask bit 
O=Clear Mask bit 

Channel 1 or 5 Mask bit (RIW) 
1 =8et Mask bit 
O=Clear Mask bit 

290476-23 

Figure 3-21. Mask Register All Bits 

Table 3-22 Mask Register All Bits 

Bit # Description 

7:4 RESERVED: Must be 0 

3:0 CHANNEL MASK BITS: Setting the bit(s) to a 1 disables the corresponding DREQ(s). Setting the 
bit(s) to a 0 enables the corresponding DREQ(s). Bits [3:0] are set to 1 upon PCIRST # or Master 
Clear. When read, bits [3:0] indicate the DMA channel [3:0] ([7:4]) mask status. 

Bit Channel 
0 0(4) 
1 1 (5) 
2 2 (6) 
3 3 (7) 

NOTE: I 

Disabling channel 4 also disables channels 0-3 due to the cascade of DMA1 through channel 4 
of DMA2. 
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3.2.7 D5-"-I)MA STATUS REGISTER , Each DMA controller has a read-only Status register. 

Register Name: Status 
A Status register read is used when determining 
which channels have reached terminal count and 
which channels have a pending DMA request. Bits 
[3:0] are set every time a TC is reached by that 
channel. These bits are cleared upon reset and on 
each Status Read. Bits [7:4] are set whenever their 
corresponding channel is requesting service. 

Register Location: 08h-Channels 0-3 
ODOh-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7:4 

3:0 
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Read Only 

8 bits 

7 

Request Status(RO) 

6 5 

0000 

] 
1 = DREQ request pending 
o = no request pending 

4 3 2 0 Bit 

0000 Default 

[ 
Terminal Count (RO) 
1 =Reached TC 
O=Not atTC 

Figure 3-22. DMA Status Register 

Table 3-23 DMA Status Register 

DesCription 

290476-24 

REQUEST STATUS: When a valid DMA request is pending for a channel (on its DR EO signal 
line), the corresponding bit is set to 1. When a DMA request is not pending for a particular 
channel, the corresponding bit is set to O. The so'urce of the DREO may be hardware, a timed-out 
block transfer, or a software request. Note that channel 4 does not have DREO or DACK lines, so 
the response for a read of DMA2 status for channel 4 is irrelevant. 

Bit Channel 
4 0 
5 1 (5) 
6 2(6) 
7 3(7) 

TERMINAL COUNT STATUS: When a channel reaches terminal count (TC), its status bit is set to 
1. If TC has not been reached, the status bit is set to O. Note that channel 4 is programmed for 
cascade, and is not used for a DMA transfer. Therefore, the TC bit response for a status read on 
DMA2 for channel 4 is irrelevant. 

Bit Channel 
0 0 
1 1 (5) 
2 2 (6) 
3 3 (7) 

I 



3.2.8 DMA BASE AND CURRENT ADDRESS 
REGISTER (8237 COMPATIBLE 
SEGMENT) 

Register Name: DMA Base and Current Address 
Register (8237 Compatible Seg
ment) 

Register Location: OOOh-DMA Channel 0 
002h-DMA Channel 1 
004h-DMA Channel 2 
006h-DMA Channel 3 
OCOh-DMA Channel 4 

.. OC4h-DMA Channel 5 
OC8h-DMA Channel 6 
OCCh-DMA Channel 7 

Default Value: OOOQh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 16 bits per channel 

Each channel has a 16-bit Current Address register. 
This register holds the value of the 16 least signifi
cant bits of the full 32-bitaddress used during DMA 
transfers. The address is automatically incremented 
or decremented after each transfer and the interme
diate values of the address are stored in the Current 
Address register during the transfer. This register is 
written to or read from by the microprocessor or bus 
master in successive 8-bit bytes. The. programmer 
must issue the "Clear Byte Pointer Flip-Flop" com-

15 

OOOOh 
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mand to reset the internal byte pointer and correctly 
align the write prior to programming the Current ad
dress register. After clearing the Byte pointer Flip
flop, the first write to the Current Address port pro
grams the low byte, Bits [7:0), and the second write 
programs the high byte, Bits [15:8). This procedure 
applies for read cycles also. It may also be re-initial
ized by an autoinitialize back to its original value. 
Autoinitialize takes place only after a TC or EOP. 

Each channel has a Base Address register located 
at the same port address as the corresponding Cur
rent Address register. These registers store the orig
inal value of their associated Current registers. Dur
ing autoinitialize these values are used to restore the 
Current registers to their original values. The Base 
registers are written simultaneously with their corre
sponding Current register in successive 8-bit bytes 
by the microprocessor. The Base registers cannot 
be read by any external agents. 

In Scatter-Gather Mode these registers store the 
lowest 16 bits of the current memory address. Dur
ing a Scatter-Gather transfer the DMA will load a 
reserve buffer into the base memory address regis
ter. 

In Chaining Mode, these registers· store the lowest ,: 
16 bits of the current memory address. The CPU will 
program the base register set with a reserve buffer. 

o Bit 

Default 

L Base and Current Address(R/w) 
DMA Channel Base and 
Current Address Value 

Bit # 

15:0 

I 

Figure 3·23. DMA Base and Current Address Register 

Table 3·24. DMA Base and Current Address Register 

Description 

290476:"25 

BASE AND CURRENT ADDRESS:. These bits represent the 16 least significant address bits used 
during DMA transfers. Together with the DMA Low Page register, they help form the ISA-
compatible 24-bit DMA address. As an extension of the ISA compatible functionality, the DMA 
High Page register completes the 32-bit address needed when implementing ESC extensions 
such as DMA to the PCI bus slaves that can take advantage of full 32-bit addressability. Upon 
reset or Master Clear, the value of these bits is OOOOh. 
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3.2.9 DMA BASE AND CURRENT BYTE/WORD 
COUNT REGISTER (8237 COMPATIBLE 
SEGMENT) 

Register Name: DMA Base and Current Byte/ 
Word Count Register' (8237 
Compatible Segment) 

Register Location: 001 h-DMA Channel 0 
003h-'-DMA Channel 1 
OOSh-DMA Channel 2 
007h-DMA Channel 3 
OC2h-DMA Channel 4 
OC6h-'-DMA Channel S 
OCAh-DMA Channel 6 
OCEh-DMA Channel 7 

Default Value: OOOOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 16 bits per channel 

Each channel has a 16·bit CUrrent Byte/Word Count 
register. This register determines. the lower 16 bits 
for thenumberof transfers to be performed. There is 
a total of 24 bits in the Byte/Word Count registers. 
The uppermost 8 bits are .in the High Byte/Word 
Count register. The actual number of transfers will 

of be one more than the number programmed in the 
Current Byte/Word Count register (i.e., programming 
a count of 100 will rasult in 101 transfers). The bytel 

. word count is decremented after each transfer. The 
intermediate value of the byte/word count is stored 
in the register during the transfer. When the value in 
the register goes from zero to OFFFFFFh, a TC will 
be generatea. 

15 

OOOOh 

. Following the ena of a DMA service it may also be 
re-initializea by an autoinitialization back to· its origi
nal value. Autoinitialize can occur only when a TC 
occurs. If it is not autoinitializea, this register will 
have a count of FFFFh after TC. 

When the Extenaea Moae register is programmea 
for "count by wora" transfers tolfrom a 16-bit I/O, 
with shiftea aaaress, the Byte/Wora count will indi
cate the number of 16-bit woras to be transferrea. 

When the Extenaea Moae register is programmea 
for "count by byte" transfers, the Byte/Wora Count 
will inaicate the number of bytes to betransferrea. 
The number of bytes aoes not neea to be a multiple 
of the transfer size in this case. . 

Each channel has a BaSe Byte/Wora Count register 
locatea at the same port aaaress as the correspona
ing Current Byte/Wora Count register. These regis
ters store the original value of their ass.ociatea Cur
rent registers. During Autoinitialize these values are 
usea to restore the Current registers to their original 
values. The Base registers cannot be. reaa by any 
external agents. . 

In Scatter-Gather moae these registers store the 
lowest 16 bits of the current Byte/Wora Count. Dur
ing a Scatter-Gather transfer the DMA will loaa a 
reserve buffer into the base Byte/Wora Count regis
ter. 

In Chaining Mode these registers store the lowest 
16 bits of the current Byte/Wora Count. The CPU 
will then program the base register set with a re
serve buffer. 

o Bit 

Default 

L Base and Current ByteIWord Count(R/W) 
DMA Channel Base and 

Bit # 

15:0 
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Current Byte/Word Count Value 

Figure 3-24. DMA Base and Current Byte/Word Count Register 

Table 325 DMA Base and Current Byte/Word Co t Re . t - un gls er 

Description 

290476-26 

BASE AND CURRENT BYTE/WORD COUNT: These bits represent the lower 16 byte/wora 
count bits usea when counting aown a DMA transfer. Upon reset or Master Clear the value of 
these bits is OOOOh. . ' 
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3.2.10 DMA BASE AND CURRENT HIGH BYTE/ 
WORD COUNT REGISTER DMA BASE 
HIGH BYTE/WORD COUNT REGISTER 

Register Name: DMA Base and Current High 
Byte/Word Count (Read/Write) 
DMA Base High Byte/Word 
Count (Write Only) 

Register Location: 401 h-DMA Channel 0 
403h-DMA Channel 1 
405h-DMA Channel 2 
407h-DMA Channel 3 
4C6h-DMA Channel 5 
4CAh-DMA Channel 6 
4CEh-DMA Channel 7 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 bits per channel 

Each channel has a 8-bit Current High Byte/Word 
Count register. This register provides the uppermost 
8 bits for the number of transfers to be performed. 
The byte/word count is decremented after each 
transfer. The intermediate value of the byte/word 
count is stored in the register during the transfer. 
When the value in the register goes from zero to 
FFFFh, a TC may be generated. 

Following the end of a DMA service it may also be 
re-initialized by an Autoinitialization back to its origi
nal value. Autoinitialize can occur only when a TC 
occurs. If it is not Autoinitialized, this register will 
have a count of FFFFh after TC. 

The High Byte/Word Count register must be the last 
Byte/Word Count register programmed. Writing to 

7 o 
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the 8237 Compatible Byte/Word Count registers will 
clear the High Byte/Word Count register to OOh. 

When the Extended Mode register is programmed 
for "count by word" transfers to/from a 16-bit I/O, 
with shifted address, the Byte/Word count will indi
cate the number of 16-bit words to be transferred. 

When the Extended Mode register is programmed 
for "count by byte" transfers, the Byte/Word Count 
will indicate the number of bytes to be transferred. 
The number of bytes does not need to be a multiple 
of the transfer size in this case. 

Each channel has a Base High Byte/Word Count 
register located at the same port address as the cor
responding Current High Byte/Word Count register. 
These registers store the original value of their asso
ciated Current registers. During autoinitialize these 
values are used to testore the Current registers to 
their original values. Normally, the Base registers are 
written simultaneously with their corresponding Cur
rent register in successive 8-bit bytes by the micro
processor. However, in Chaining Mode only the 
Base register set is programmed and the Current 
register is not affected. The Base registers cannot 
be read by any external agents. 

In Scatter-Gather mode these registers store the 
lowest 8 bits of the current High Byte/Word Count. 
During a Scatter·Gather transfer the DMA will load a 
reserve buffer into the base High Byte/Word Count 
register. 

In Chaining Mode these registers store the lowest 
8 bits of the current High Byte/Word Count. The 
CPU will then program the base register set with a 
reserve buffer. 

Bit 

Default 

Base and Current High ByteJWord Count(R/w) 
DMA Channel Base and 

Bit # 

7:0 

I 

Current High ByteIWord Count Value 

Figure 3-25. DMA Base and Current High Byte/Word Count Register 

Table 3-26. DMA Base and Current High Byte/Word Count Register 

Description 

290476-27 

BASE AND CURRENT HIGH BYTE/WORD COUNT: These bits represent the 8 high order byte/ 
word count bits used when counting down a DMA transfer. Upon reset or Master Clear the value 
of these bits is OOh. ' 
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3.2.11 DMA MEMORY LOW PAGE REGISTER 
DMA MEMORY BASE LOW PAGE 
REGISTER 

Register Name: DMA Memory Low Page 
(Read/Write) 
DMA Memory Base Low Page 
(Write Only) 

Register Location: 087h-DMA Channel 0 
083h-DMA Channel 1 
081 h-DMA Channel 2 
082h-DMA Channel 3 
08Bh-DMA Channel 5 
089h-DMA Channel 6 
08Ah-DMA Channel 7 

Default Value: OOh 

Size: 8 bits per channel 

Each channel has an 8-bit Low Page register associ
ated with it. The DMA memory Low Page register 
contains the eight second most-significant bits of the 
32-bit address. It works in conjunction with the DMA 
controller's High Page register and Current Address 
register to define the complete (32-bit) address for 
the DMA channel. This a-bit register is read or writ
ten directly by the processor or bus master. It may 

7 

QOh 

intel® 
also be re-initialized by an Autoinitialize back to its 
original value: Autoinitialize takes place only after .a 
TC or EOP. 

Each channel has a Base Low Page Address regis
terlocated at the same port address as the corre
sponding Current Low Page register. These registers 
store the original value of their associated Current 
Low Page registers. During autoinitialize. these val
ues are used to restore the Current Low Page regis
ters to their original values. The 8-bit Base Low Page 
registers are written simultaneously with their corre
sponding Current Low Page register by the micro
processor. The Base Low Page registers cannot be 
read by any external agents. 

During Scatter-Gather these registers store the 
8 bits from the third byte of the current memory ad
dress. During a Scatter-Gather transfer the DMA will 
load a reserve buffer into the base memory address 
register. 

In Chaining Mode these registers store the a bits 
from the third byte of the current memory address. 
The CPU will program the base register set with a 
reserve buffer. 

Bit 

Default 

L DMA Low Page and Base Low. Page 
Eight second most significant bits 
of the full 32-bit address 

Bit # 

7:0 

1-280 

Figure 3-26. DMA Memory Low Page and Base Low Page Register 

Table 3-27 DMA Memory Low Page and Base Low Page Register 

Description 

290476-28 

DMA LOW PAGE AND BASE LOW PAGE: These bits represent the eight second most-
significant address bits when forming thefuU 32-bit address for a DMA transfer. Upon reset or 
Master Clear, the value of these bits is OOh. 
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3.2.12 DMA PAGE REGISTER 

Register Name: DMA Page (Read/Write) 

These registers .have no effect on the DMA opera
tion. These registers provide extra storage space in 
the 1/0 space for DMA routines. 

Register Location: 080h. 84h. 8Sh. 86h. 88h. 8Ch. 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

8Dh.8Eh 

xxh 
ReadlWrite 

8 bits 

7 o 

xxh 

Bit 

Default 

DMA Page(RIW) 
No function 

Figure 3-27. DMA Page Register 

Table 3-28. DMA Page Register 

Description 

290476-29 

7:0 DMA PAGE: These bits have no effect on the DMA operation. These bits only provide storage 
space in the 1/0 map. 
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3.2.13 DMA LOW PAGE REFRESH REGISTER The contents of this register are driven on the ad
dress byte 2 (LA[23:16] #) during Refresh cycles. 

Register Name: OMA Low Page Refresh 

Register Location: 08Fh 

Default Value: xxh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

7 OBit 
r-------------------------~ 

xxh Default 

c· DMA Low Page Refresh(RIW) 
The value is driven on LA[23: 16]# 
during Refresh 

Flgure3-28.DMA Low Page Refresh Register 

Table 3-29. DMA Low Page Refresh Register 

Description 

290476-30 

7:0 DMA LOW PAGE REFRESH: The contents of the bits are driven on to the address bus during 
refresh. 

I 



3.2.14 DMA MEMORY HIGH PAGE REGISTER 
DMA MEMORY BASE HIGH PAGE 
REGISTER 

Register Name: DMA Memory High Page 
(Read/Write) 
DMA Memory. Base High Page 
(Write Only) 

Register Location: 0487h-DMA Channel 0 
0483h-DMA Channel 1 
0481h-DMA Channel 2 
0482h-DMA Channel 3 
048Bh-DMA Channel 5 
0489h-DMA Channel 6 
048Ah-DMA Channel 7 

Default Value: OOh 

Size: 8 bits per channel 

Each channel has an 8-bit High Page register. The 
DMA memory High Page register contains the eight 
most-significant bits oUhe 32-bit address. It works in 
conjunction with the DMA controller's Low Page reg
ister. and Current Address register to define the· com
plete (32-bit) address for the DMA channels and cor
responds to the "Current Address" register for each 
channel. This 8-bit register is read or written directly 
by the processor or bus master. It may also be re-ini
tialized by an Autoinitialize back,to its original value. 
Autoinitialize takes place only after aTC or EOP. 

This register is reset to OOh during the programming 
of both the low p,age register and the Current Ad
dress register. Thus, if this register is not pro
grammed after the other address and Low Page reg
isters are programmed, then its value will be zero. In 
this case, the DMA channel will operate the same as 

7 

OOh 

82374EB 

an 82C37 (from an addressing standpoi,nt). This is 
the address compatibility mode. 

If the high 8 bits of the address are programmed 
after the other addresses, then the channel will 
modify its operation to increment (or decrement) the 
entire 32-bit address. This is unlike the 82C37 
"Page" register in the original PCs which could only 
increment to a 64k boundary (for 8-bit channels) or 
128k (for 16-bit channels). This is extended address 
mode. In this mode, the ISA bus controller will gen
erate the Signals MEMR # and MEMW II only for ad
dresses below 16 Mbytes. 

Each channel has a Base High Page Address regis
ter located at the same port address as the corre
sponding Current High Pa~e Address register. 
These registers store the original value of their asso
ciated Current registers. During Autoinitialize these 
values are .used to restore the Current registers to 
their original values. The 8-bit Base. High Page regis
ters are written simultaneously with their corre
sponding Current register by the microprocessor. 
The Base registers cannot be read by any external 
agents. 

During Scatter-Gather these registers store the· 
8 bits from the highest byte of the current memory 
address. During a Scatter-Gather transfer the DMA 
will load a reserve buffer into the base memory ad
dress register. 

In Chaining Mode these registers store the 8 bits 
from the highest byte of the current memory ad
dress. The CPU will program the base register set 
with a reserve buffer. 

o Bit 

Default 

L DMA High Page and Base High Page 
Eight most significatitbits 

Bit # 

7:0 

I 

of·the full 32-bit address 

Figure 3-29. DMA Memory High Page and Base High Page Register 

Table 3-30 DMA Memory High Page and Base High Page Register 

Description 

290476.-31 

DMA HIGH PAGE AND BASE HIGH PAGE: These bits represent the eight most-significant 
address bits when forming the full 32-bit address for a DMA transfer. Upon reset or Master Clear,. 
the value of these bits is OOh. 
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3.2.15 DMA HIGH PAGE·REGISTER REFRESH The contflnts of this register are driven on. the ad
dress byte 3 (LA[31 :241 #} during Refresh cycles. 

Register Name: DMA High Page Register Re
fresh (Read/Write) 

. RegistE!r Location: 048Fh 

Def~ult Value: xxh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

BIU 
\ 

Read/Write ' 

8 bitS per channel 

7 OBit 
r-------------~----------~ 

xxh 

L 
Default 

DMA High Page Refresh(RIW) 
The value is driven on LA[31 :24]# 
duril19 Refresh . 

Figure 3-30. OMA High Page Refresh Register 

Table 3-31. DMA High Page Refresh Register 

Descriptio., 

290476-32 

7:0 .' DMA HIGH PAGE REFRESH: The contents of the bits are driven on to the address bus during 
refresh. " . . 
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3.2.16 STOP REGISTERS Default Value: See Below 

Read/Write 

See Below 

Attribute: 

Size: 
Register Name: Stop Registers 
Register Location: 

I 

04EOh-CHO Stop Reg Bits [7:2] 
04E1 h-CHO Stop Reg Bits [15:8] 
04E2h-CHO Stop Reg Bits [23:16] 
04E4h-CH1Stop Reg Bits [7:2] 
04E5h-CH1 Stop Reg Bits [15:8] 
04E6h-CH1 Stop Reg Bits [23:16] 
04E8h-CH2 Stop Reg Bits [7:2] 
04E9h-CH2 Stop Reg Bits [15:8] 
04EAh-CH2 Stop Reg Bits [23:16] 
04ECh-CH3 Stop Reg Bits [7:2] 
04EDh-CH3 Stop Reg Bits [15:8] 
04EEh-CH3 Stop Reg Bits [23:16] 
04F4h-CH5 Stop Reg Bits [7:2] 
04F5h-CH5 Stop Reg Bits [15:8] 
04F6h-CH5 Stop Reg Bits [23:16] 
04F8h-CH6 Stop Reg Bits [7:2] 
04F9h-CH6 Stop Reg Bits [15:8] 
04FAh-CH6 Stop Reg Bits [23:16] 
04FCh-CH7 Stop Reg Bits [7:2] 
04FDh-CH7 Stop Reg Bits [15:8] 
04FEh-CH7 Stop Reg Bits [23:16] 

23 16 15 

The Stop registers are used to support a common 
data communication structure, the ring buffer. The 
ring buffer data structure and Stop register operati~n 
are described in Section 6.7.4. The Stop registers, In 
conjunction with a channel's Base and Current ad
dress and byte count registers, are used to define a 
fixed portion of memory for use by the ring buffer 
data structure. Following a reset, these registers are 
all reset to "0". 

8 7 2 0 
~------~----.--.-. 

II 000000 1...--__ DO_h __ ---'1 I DOh x x 

Bit 

Default 

Bit # 

23:2 

Upper Stop Bits(RIW) Mid Stop Blts(RIW) Lower Stop Blts(RIW) 
Bits 1 and 0 are not used 

Figure 3·31. Stop Registers 

Table 3·32 Stop Registers 

Description 

290476-33 

UPPER, MID, LOWER STOP BITS: These 22 bits provide the Stop Address. If the Stop function 
is enabled then the channel will Stop whenever its Memory Address matches the Stop Address. 
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3.2.17 CHAINING MODE REGISTER Each channel has a Chaining Mode register. The 

Chaining Mode register enables or disables DMA 
buffer chaining and indicates when the DMA Base 
registers are being programmed. When writing to the 
register,Bits [1 :0] determine which channel's Chain
ing Mode register to program. The. chaining status 
and interrupt status for all channels can be deter
mined by reading the Chaining Mode Status, Chan
nel Interrupt Status, and Chain Buffer Expiration 
Control registers. The Chaining Mode register is re
set to zero upon reset, access (read or write) of a 
channel's Mode register or Extended Mode register, 
or a Master Clear. The values upon reset are disable 
chaining mode and generate IRQ13. 

Register Name: Chaining Mode Register 

Register Location: 040Ah-Channels 0-3 
04D4h-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: OOOOOOxxb 

Attribute: Write Only 

Size: 8 bits 

Bit # 

7:5 

4 

3 

2 

1:0 

1-286 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o Bit 

Default 

DMA Channel Select(WO) 
00 = Channel 0 or 4 

Buffer Expired Signal(WO) 
1 = Generate TC 
0= Generate IRQ13 

. Base Register Programming(WO) 
1 = Programming Complete 
o = Don't Start Chaining 

01 = Channel 1 or5 
10 = Channel 2 or 6 
11 = Channel 3 or 7 

Buffer Chaining Mode(WO) 
1 = Enable Chaining 
o = Disable Chaining 

Figure 3-32. Chaining Mode Register 

Table 3-33 Chaining Mode Register 

Description 

RESERVED: (must be 0) 

290476-34 

BUFFER EXPIRED SIGNAL: After one of the two buffers in the DMA expires then the DMA will 
inform the CPU thatthe next buffer should.be loaded into the base register set. This bit 
determines whether IRQ13 or EOP should be used to inform the CPU that the buffer is complete. 

BASE REGISTER PROGRAMMING: After the reserve buffer's address and word count are 
written to the base register set, this bit should be set to 1 to inform the DMA that the second 
buffer is ready for transfer. 

BUFFER CHAINING MODE: Bit 2 enables the chaining mode logic. If the bit is set to 1 after the 
initial DMA address and word count are programrned, then the Base address and word count are 
available for programrning the next buffer in the chain. 

DMA CHANNEL SELECT: Bits [1 :0] select the DMA channel mode register to program with Bits 
[4:2]. 

I 
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3.2.18 CHAINING MODE STATUS REGISTER This register is read only and is used to determine if 
chaining mode for a particular channel is enabled or 
disabled. A "1" read in this register indicates that 
the channel's chaining mode is enabled. A "0" indio 
cates that the chaining mode is disabled. All Chain· 
ing mode bits are disabled after a reset with reset. 
After the DMA is used in Chaining mode the CPU will 
need to clear the Chaining mode enable bit if non· 
Chaining mode is desired. 

Register Name: Chaining Mode Status Register 

Register Location: 04D4h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

Read Only 

8 bits 

7 

OOh 

L 

o Bit 

Default 

Chaining Mode Status(RO) 
1 = Chaining Disabled 
o = Chaining Enabled 

Note: Bit 4 does not reflect channel 4's status 

Figure 3·33. Chaining Mode Status Register 

Table 3-34. Chaining Mode Status Register 

Description 

290476-35 

7:5,3:0 CHAINING MODE STATUS: If this bit is set to 1 then this channel has chaining enabled by 
writing 1 to Bit 2 of the Chaining Mode Register; This bit can be reset to 0 by either writing a Oto 
Bit 2 of the Chaining Mode Register or reset being asserted or by a Master Clear Command. 

I 
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3_2.19 CHANNEL INTERRUPT STATUS 
REGISTER 

Channel Interrupt Status is a read only register and 
is used to indicate the source (channel) of a DMA 
chaining interrupt on IRQ13. The DMA controller as
serts IRQ13 after reaching terminal count, with 
chaining mode enabled. It does not assert IRQ13 
during the initial programming sequence that loads 
the Base registers. After a reset, a read of this regis
ter will produceOOh. 

Register Name: Channel Interrupt Status 

Register Location: 040Ah 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7:5,3:0 

1-288 

Read Only 

8 bits 

7 

OOh 

L 
o Bit 

Default 

Channel Interrupt Status(RO) 
1 = Channel has an interrupt 
0= No Interrupt 

Note: Bit 4 does not reflect channel 4's status 

Figure 3·34. Channel Interrupt Status Register 

Table 3~35. Channel Interrupt Status Register 

Description 

290476-36 

CHAINING INTERRUPT STATUS: When a channel interrupt status read returns a "0", 
Bit [7:5,3:0] indicates that channel did nolassert IRQ13. When a channel interrupt status read 
returns a "1", then that channel asserted IRQ13 after reaching a Terminal Count. 

I 
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3.2.20 CHAIN BUFFER EXPIRATION CONTROL 
REGISTER 

This register is read only and reflects the outcome of 
the expiration of a chain buffer. A Chain Buffer Expi
ration Control register bit with 0 indicates the DMA 
controller asserts IR013 when the DMA controller 
reaches terminal count. A "1" indicates the DMA 
controller asserts TC when the DMA controller 
reaches terminal count. This bit is programmed in Bit 
4 of the Chaining Mode register. 

Register Name: Chain Buffer Expiration Control 

Register Location: 040Ch 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7:5,3:0 

I 

Read Only 

8 bits 

7 

OOh 

L 

o Bit 

Default 

Channel Buffer Expired(RO) 
1 = Assert EOP at TC 
0= IRQ13 asserted at TC 

Note: Bit 4 does not reflect channel 4's status 

Figure 3·35. Chain Buffer Expiration Control Register 

Table 3·36. Chain Buffer Expiration Control Register 

Description 

290476-37 

CHAINING BUFFER EXPIRED: When a chain buffer expiration control read returns "0", Bit 
[7:5, 3:0] indicates that Channel [7:5, 3:0] will assert IR013 when the DMA channel reaches 
terminal count. When a chain buffer expiration control read returns "1", Bit [7:5,3:0] indicates 
that Channel [7:5, 3:0] will assert TC when the DMA controller reaches terminal count. This bit 
will reset to 0 following a reset. 
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3.2.21 SCATTER-GATHER COMMAND 
REGISTER 

Register Name: Scatter-Gather Command 

Register Location: 0410h-Channels 0 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

0411 h-Channels 1 
0412h-Channels 2 
0413h-Channels 3 
0415h-Channels 5 
0416h-Channels 6 
0417h-Channels 7 

OOxxxxOOb 

Write Only, Relocateable 

8 bits 

The Scatter-Gather command register controls op
eration of the Descriptor Table aspect of S-G trans
fers. The S-G command register is write only. The 
current S-G transfer status can be read in the S-G 
channel'S corresponding S-G Status register. The 
S-G command register· can initiate a S-G transfer, 
and stop a transfer. 

Scatter-Gather commands are issued with com
mand codes. Bits [1 :0) are used to implement the 
code mechanism. The S-G codes are describ~d in 
the table below. Bit 7 is used to control the IRQ131 
EOP assertion that follows a terminal count. Bit 6 
controls the effect of Bit 7. Common Scatter-Gather 
command writes are listed in Table 3-37. 

7 6 5 

intel® 
Table 3-37. Scatter-Gather Command Bits 

Command 
Bits 

7654 3210 

No S-G Operation 0000 OOOOb 
(S-G NOOP) 

StartS-G xxOO 0001b 

StopS-G xxOO 0010b 

Issue IRQ13 on Terminal 0100 OOxxb 
Count 

Issue EOP on Terminal Count 1100 OOxxb 

Note that the "x" don't care states in Table 3-37 
do not preclude programming those bits during 
the command write. For instance, for any S-G com
mand code on Bits [1:0), an optional selection of 
IRQ13 or EOP can take place if Bit 7 is set to 1 and 
the appropriate choice is made for Bit 6. All O's in the 
command byte indicate an S-G NOOP: no S-G com
mand is issued, and EOP/IRQ13 modification is dis
abled. Note that an EOP/IRQ13 modification can be 
made while disabling the S-G· command bits 
(6its[1 :0] = OOb); conversely, an S-G command may 
be issued while EOP/IRQ13 modification is disabled 
(Bit 6= ~b). After a reset, or Master Clear, IRQ13 is 
disabled and EOP is enabled. 

The Start command assumes the Base and Current 
registers are both empty and will request a prefetch 
automatically. It also sets the status register toS-G 
Active, Base Empty, Current Empty, not Terminated, 
and Next Null Indicator to o. The EOP/IRQ13 bit will 
still reflect the last value programmed. 

432 0 Bit 
r--r-.-----------r----, 

EOPIIRQ13 Selection (WO) 
1 =Assert EOP on TC 
O=Assert IRQ13 on TC 

R Default 

S-G Command Code (WO) 
00 = No S-G operation 
01 = Start S-G 

Reserved 10 = Stop S-G 

Enable IRQ13/EOP Programming(WO) 
l=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290476-38 

Figure 3-36. Scatter-Gather Command Register 
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Table 3-38. Scatter-Gather Command Register 

Bit # Description 

7 EOP/IRQ13 SELECTION: Bit 7 is used to select whether EOP or IRQ will be asserted at 
termination caused by the last buffer expiring. The last buffer can be either the last buffer in the 
list or the last buffer loaded in the DMA while it is suspended. If this bit is set to 1 then EOP will be 
asserted whenever the last buffer is completed. If this bit is set to 0 then IRQ13 will be asserted 
whenever the last buffer is completed. 

EOP can be used to alert an expansion bus 1/0 device that a scatter-gather termination condition 
was reached; the 1/0 device in turn can assert its own interrupt request line, and invoke a 
dedicated interrupt handling routine. IRQ13 should be used whenever the CPU needs to be 
notified directly. 

Following reset, or Master Clear, the value stored for this bit is 0, and IRQ13 is selected. Bit 6 
must be set to a 1 to enable this bit during an S-G Command register write. When Bit 6 is a 0 
during the write, Bit 7 will not have any effect on the current EOP IIRQ13 selection. 

6 ENABLE IRQ13/EOP PROGRAMMING: Enabling IRQ13/EOP programming allows initialization 
or modification of the S-G termination handling bits. If Bit 5 is reset to "0", Bit 7 will not have any 
affect on the state of IRQ13 or EOP assertion. When Bit 5 is set to a "1", Bit 7 determines the 
termination handling following a terminal count. 

5:2 RESERVED. 

1:0 S-G COMMAND CODE: 
00 = No S-G command operation is performed. Bits[7:5] may still be used to program 

EOP/IRQ13 selection. 

01 = The Start command initiates the scatter-gather process. Immediately after the Start 
command is issued a request is issued to fetch the initial buffer to fill the Base Register set 
in preparation for performing a transfer. The Buffer Prefetch request has the same priority 
with respect to other channels as the DREQ it is associated with. Within the channel, 
DREQ is higher in priority than a prefetch request. 

10 = The Stop command halts a Scatter-Gather transfer immediately. When a Stop command is 
given, the Terminate bit in the S-G Status register and the DMA channel mask bit are both 
set. 

11 = Reserved 
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The S-G Status register contains information on the 
S-G transfer status. This register maintains dynamic 
status information on S-G Transfer Activity, the Cur
rent and Base Buffer state, S-G Transfer Termina
tion, and the End of the List indicator. 

3_2.22 SCATTER-GATHER STATUS REGISTER 

Register Name: Scatter-Gather Status 

Register location: Channels 0 
0419h-'-Channels 1 
041 Ah-Channels 2 
041 Bh-Channels 3 
041 Dh-Channels 5 
041 Eh-Channels 6 
041 Fh-Channels 7 

Default Value: 08h 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read Only, Relocatable 

8 bits 

Next Link Null Indicator(RO) 
1 =End of Link List 
O=Not the End of Link List 

7 6 5 

Reserved 

IRQ13 or EOP on Last Buffer(RO) 
1=EOP . 
O=IRQ13 

The Scatter-Gather Status register provides Scatter
Gather process status informatiQn to the CPU or 
Master. An Active bit is set to 1 after the S-G Start 
command is issued. The Active bit will be 0 before 
the initial Start command, following a terminal count, 
and after an S-G Stop command is issued. The Cur
rent Buffer and Base Buffer State bits indicate 
whether the corresponding register has a buffer 
loaded. It is possible for the Base Buffer State to be 
set while the Current Buffer State is cleared. When 
the Current Buffer transfer· is complete, the Base 
Buffer will not be moved into the Current Buffer until 
the start of the next data transfer. Thus, the Current 
Buffer State is empty (cleared), while the Base Buff
er State is full (set). The Terminate bit is set active 
after a Stop command, after TC for the last buffer in 
the list and both Base and Current buffers have ex
pired. The EOP and IRQ13 bits indicate which end of 
process indicator will be used to alert the system of 
an S-G process termination. The EOl status bit is 
set if DMA controller has loaded the last buffer of 
the Link List. 

4 3 2 o Bit 

Default 

S-G Active (RO) 
1=Active 
O=Not Active 

Reserved 

SaG Current Buffer State(RO) 
1=Loaded 
O=Empty 

Reserved - SaG Base Buffer State(RO) 
1=Loaded 
O=Empty 

290476-39 

Figure ~-37. S~atter-Gatl'ler Status Register 
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Table 3-39. Scatter-Gather Status Register 

Bit # Description 

7 NEXT LINK NULL INDICATOR: If the Next SGD fetched from memory during a fetch operation 
has the EOl value (1), the current value of the Next Link register is not overwritten. Instead, Bit 7 
of the channel's S-G Status register, the Next Link Null indicator, is set to a "1". If the fetch 
returns a EOl value not equal to (1), this bit is reset to "0". This status bit is written after every 
fetch operation. Following reset, or Master Clear, this bit is reset to "0". This bit is also cleared by 

! i 

an S-G Start Command Write. 

6 RESERVED. 

5 IRQ13 OR EOP ON LAST BUFFER: When the IRQ13/EOP status bit contains a "1", EOP was 
either defaulted to at reset or selected through the S-G Command register as t.he S-G process 
termination indicator. EOP will be issued to alert the system when a terminal countoccurs or 
following the Stop Command. When this bit is returned as a "0", an IRQ13 will be issued to alert 
the CPU of this same status. 

4 RESERVED. 

3 S-G BASE BUFFER STATE: When the Base Buffer status bit contains a "0", the Base Buffer is 
empty. When the Base Buffer Status bit is set to "1", the Base buffer has a buffer link loaded. 
Note that the Base Buffer State may be set while the Current buffer state is cleared. This 
condition occurs when the Current Buffer expires following a transfer; the Base Buffer will not be 
moved into the Current Register until the start of the next DMA transfer. 

2 5-G C.URRENT BUFFER STATE:When the Current Buffer status bit contains a "0", the Current 
Buffer is empty. When the Current Buffer status bit is set to "1", the Current Buffer has a buffer 
link loaded and is considered full. Following reset, Bit 2 is reset to "0". 

1 RESERVED. 

0 S-G ACTIVE: The Scatter-Gather Active bit indicates the current S-G transfer status. Bit 0 will be 
a 1 after a S-G Start Command is issued. Bit 0 will be a 0 before the Start command is issued. Bit 
o will be a 0 after terminal count on the last buffer on the channel is reached. Bit 0 will also be a 0 
after a S-G Stop command has been issued. Following reset, or Master Clear, this bit is reset to 
"0". 

I 
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3.2.23 SCATTER-GATHER DESCRIPTOR 
TABLE POINTER REGISTER 

Register Name: Scatter-Gather Descriptor Table 
Pointer 

Register location: 0420h-0423h-Channels 0 
0424h-0424h-Channels 1 
0428h-042Bh-Channels 2 
042Ch-042Ch-Channels 3 
0434h-0437h-Channels 5 
0438h-043Bh-Channels 6 
043Ch-043Fh-Channels 7 

Default Value: See below 

Attribute: Read/Write, Relocatable 

Size: 32 bits 

The SGD Table Pointer register contains the 32-bit 
pointer to the first SGD entry in the SGD table in 
memory. Before the start of a S-G transfer, this reg
ister should have been programmed to point to the 
first SGD in the SGD table. Following a "Start" com
mand, it initiates reading the first SGD entry by point
ing to the first SG D entry to be fetched from the 

intel® 
memory. Subsequently, at the end of the each buffer 
block transfer, the contents of the SGD table pointer 
registers are incremented by 8 until the end of the 
SGD table is reached. 

When programmed by the CPU, the SGD Table 
Pointer Registers can be programmed with a single 
32-bit PCI write. 

NOTE: 
The PCEB .and EISA Bus Controller will split 
the 32-bit write into four 8-bit writes. 

Following a prefetch to the address pOinted to by the 
. channel's SGD table pointer register, the new Mem

ory Address is loaded into the Base Address regis
. ter, the new Byte Count is loaded into the Base Byte 
Count register, and the newly fetched Next SGD re
places the current Next SGD value. 

The end of the SGD table is indicated by a End of 
Table field having a MSB equal to 1. When this value 
is read during a SGD fetch, the current SGD value is 
not replaced. Instead, .Bit 7 of the channel's status 
register is set to a 1 when the EOl is read from 
memory. 

Table 3~40. Scatter-Gather Table Pointer Register 

Bit # Description 

31:0 SGD TABLE POIN-TER: The SGD table pOinter register contains a 32-bit pointer to the main 
memory location where the software maintains the Scatter-Gather Descriptors for the linked-list 
buffers. These bits are translated into A[31:o1 signals for accessing memory on the PCI. . 
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3.2.24 CLEAR BYTE POINTER FLIP-FLOP 
REGISTER 

Register Name: Clear Byte Pointer Flip-Flop 

Register Location: OOCh-Channels 0-3 
OD8h-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

xxh 
Write Only 

n/a 

This command is executed prior to writing or reading 
new address or word count information to the DMA. 
This initializes the flip·flop to a known state so that 
subsequent accesses to register contents by the mi· 
croprocessor will address upper and lower bytes in 
the correct sequence. 

7 
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The Clear Byte Pointer command clears the internal 
. latch used to address the upper or lower byte of the 
16·bit address and Word Count registers. The latch 
is also cleared at power on by reset and by the Mas· 
ter Clear command. The Host CPU may read or write 
a 16·bit DMA controller register by performing two 
consecutive accesses to the I/O port. The Clear 
Byte Pointer command precedes the first access. 
The first I/O write to a register port loads the least 
significant byte, and the second access automatical
ly accesses the most significant byte. 

When the Host CPU is reading o~ writing DMA' regis
ters, two Byte Pointer Flip-Flops are used; one for 
Channels 0-3 and one for Channels 4-7. Both of 
these act independently. There are separate soft
ware commands for clearing each of them (OCh for 
Channels 0-3, OD8h for Channels 4-7). 

o Bit 

L..I_. _____ x_x ... h ___ :......:..._--ll ,Default 

L Clear Byte Pointer FF(WO) 
No specific pattern. 
Software write only. 

Bit # 

7:0 

I 

Figure 3-38. Clear Byte Pointer Flip-Flop Register 

Table 3-41 Clear Byte Pointer Flip-Flop Register 

DeSCription 

290476-40 

.' 

CLEAR BYTE POINTER FF: No specific pattern. Command enabled with a write to the I/O port 
address. 
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3.2.25 DM~MA MASTER CLEAR REGISTER This software· instruction has the same effect as the 
hardware Reset. The Command, Status,· Request, 
and Internal First/Last Flip-Flop registers are 
cleared and the Mask register is set. The DMA con
troller will enter the idle cycle . 

Register Name~ . Master Clear 

Register Location: .o.oDh-Channels .0-3 
.oDAh-Channels 4-7 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

xxh 
Write Only 

nla 

There are two independent Master Clear Com
mands, .oDh which acts on Channels .0-3, and QDAh 
which acts on Channels 4-.7. 

1-296 

7 OBit 
~---------·-xx~h----------~I ~uH 

L Master Clear(WO) 
No specific pattern. 
Software write only. 

Figure 3-39.DMA Master Clear Register 

Table 3·42. DMAMaster Clear Register 

Description 

290476-41 

MASTER CLEAR: No specific pattem. Command enabled with a write to the 1/0 port address. 
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3.2.26 [)CM-DMA CLEAR MASK REGISTER This command ciears the mask bits of all four chan
nels, enabling them to accept DMA requests. 1/0 
port OEh is used for Channels 0-3 and 110 port 
ODCh is used for Channels 4-7. 

Register Name: Clear Mask 

Register Location: Port Address: 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

OOEh-Channels 0-3 
ODCh-Channels 4-7 

xxh 
Write Only 

nla 

7 

xxh 

L 

o Bit 

Default 

Clear Mask Register(WO) 
No specific pattern. 
Software write only. 

Figure 3-40. DMA Clear Mas~ Register 

Table 3-43. DMA Clear Mask Register 

Description 

290476-42 

CLEAR MASK: No specific pattern. Command enabled with a write to the 1/0 port address. 
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3.3 Timer Unit Registers 

The ESC contains five counters that are equivalent 
to those found in the 82C54 Programmable .Interval 
Timer. The Timer registers control these counters 
and can be accessed from the EISA Bus via I/O 
space. This section describes the counter/timer reg
isters on the ESC. The counter/timer operations are· 
further described in Chapter 8.0,lnte!""al Timers. 

·3.3.1 TCW-TIMER CONTROL WORD 
REGISTER, 

Register Name: Timer 1 and Timer 2 Control 
Word 

Register Location: 043h-Timer 1 
04Bh-Timer 2 

DefaullValue: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

xxh 
Write Only 

8 bits 

The Tir:ner Control Word specifies the counter selec
tion, the operating mode, thl;l counter byte program
ming order and size of the COUNT value, and 
whether it counts down in a 16-bit or binary-coded 
decimal (BCD) format. After writing the control word, 
a new count may be written at any time. The new 
value will take effect according to the programmed 
mode. 

There are six. programmable counting modes. Typi
cally, the ESC Timer Unit COLinters o and 2 are pro~ 
grammec;l for Mode 3; the Square Wave Mode, while 
Counter r is programmed in Mode 2, the Rate Gen
erator Mode. 

Two special commands are selected throwgh the 
Control Word Register; The Counter Latch Com
mand is selected when Bits[5:4] are both "0". The 
Read-Back Command is selected when Bits[7:6] are 
both "1". When either of these two commands are 
selected with the Control Word Register, the mean
ing of the other bits in the register changes. Both of 
these special commands, and the respective chang
es they make to the bit definitions in this register, are 
covered in detail under separate register descrip
tions later in this section. 

Bits 4 and 5 are also used to select the count regis
ter programming mode. The programming process is 
simple: 

1. Write a control word. 

2. Write an initial count for each counter. 

3. Load the LSB, MSB, or LS8 then ~SB. 

The read/write selection chosen with the control 
word dictates the programming, sequence that must 
follow when initializing the specified counter.' 

76 s- 432 0 Bit 
r-----~----T-------~~ 

Default 

Counter Selection(WO) 
OO=Seiect Counter 0 

BinarylBCD Countdown Type(WO) 
1=BCD 

01 =Select Counter 1 
10=Select Counter 2 
11 =Read Back Command 

ReadlWrite(WO) 
OO=Counter Latch Command 
01 =RIW Least Significant Byte (LSB) 
10=RIW Most Significant Byte (MSB) 
11 =RIW LSB then MSB 

O=Binary 

. Counter Mode Selection(WO) 
OOO=ModeO 
001=Mode1 
x10=Mode 2 
x11=Mode 3 
100:;Mode II-
101=Mode 5 

Note: These bits are undefined following a RESET or power-up. The controller 
must be programmed to initialize these bits. 

Flgur.e 3~41.Timer Control Word Register 

29047&-43 
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If a counter is programmed to read/write two-byte 
counts, the following' precaution applies: A program 
must not transfer control between' writing the first 
and second byte to another routine which also writes 
into that same counter. Otherwise, the counter will 
be loaded with an incorrect count. The count must 
always be completely loaded with both bytes. 

Following reset, the control words for each register 
are undefined. You must program each timer to 
bring it into a known state. However, each counter 
OUT signal is reset to 0 following reset. The SPKR 
output, interrupt controller input IROO (internal), Bit 5 
of port 061 h, and the internally generated Refresh 
request are each reset to 0 following reset. 

Bits 6 and 7 are'also used to select the counter for 
the control word you are writing. 

Table 3-44. Timer Control Word Register 

Bit # Description 

7:6 COUNTER SELECT: The Counter Selection bits select the counter the control word acts upon as 
shown below. The Read Back Command is selected when bits[7:6] are both 1. 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Function 
0 0 Counter 0 select 
0 1 Counter 1 select 
1 0 Counter 2 seleqt 
1 1 Read Back Command (see Section 3.3.2) 

5:4 ,READ/WRITE SELECT: Bits [5:4] are the read/write control bits. The Counter Latch Command 
is selected when bits[5:4] are both o. The read/write options include read/write least significant 
byte, read/write most significant byte, or read/write theLSB and then the MSB. The actual 
counter programming is done through the counter I/O port (040h, 041 h, and 042h for counters 0, 
1, and 2, respectively). 

BitS Bit 4 Function 
0 0 Counter Latch Command (see Section 3.3.3) 
0 1 R/W Least Significant Byte (LSB) 
1 0 R/W Most Significant Byte (MSB) 
1 1 R/W LSB then MSB 

3:1 COUNTER MODE SELECTION: Bits [3:1] select one of six possible modes of operation for the 
counter as shown below. 

Bit 3 BIt2 Bit 1 Mode Function 
0 0 0 0 Out signal on end of count (= 0) 
0 0 1 1 Hardware retriggerable one-shot 
X 1 0 2 Rate generator (divide by n counter) 
X 1 1 3 Square wave output 
1 0 0 4 Software triggered strobe 
1 0 1 5 Hardware triggered strobe 

0 BINARY/BCD COUNTDOWN SELECT: When bit 0 == 0, a binary countdown is used. The largest 
possible binary count is 216. When bit 0 = 1, a binary coded decimal (BCD) count is used. The 
largest BCD count allowed is ,1 04. . ' 
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3.3.2 TIMER READ BACK COMMAND 
REGISTER 

Register Name: Timer Read Back Command 

Register'Location: 043h-Tim~r 1 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

04Bh-Timer 2 

xxh 

Write Only 

8 bits 

The .Read-Back command is. used to determine the 
count value, programmed mode, and current states 

. of the OUT pin and Null Count flag of the seiected 
counter or counters. The Read-Back command is 
written to the Control Word register, which latches 
the current states of the above mentioned variables. 
The value of the counter and its status may then be 
read by I/O access to the counter address. 

Status and lor count may be latched on one, two, or 
all three of the counters by selecting the coUnter· 
during the write. The. Count latched Will stay latched 
until read, regardless of further latch commands. 
The count must be read before newer latch com
mands latch a new count.The Status latched by the 
read-back command will also remain latched. untii 

Read Back Command{WO) 
Must be 11 to designl!lte 
this command 

7 6 5 

Latch Status of .Seiected Counters (WO) 
1=00 not latch 
O=Latch status 

LatchCount of Selected Counters (WO) 
1=00 not latch . 
O=La~ch count 

after a read to the counter's I/O port. To reiterate, 
the S~atus. and Count are unlatched only after a 
counter read of the Status register, the Count regis
ter, or the Status and Count register in succession. 

Both count and status of the selected counter(s) 
may be latched simultaneously by setting ~oth the 
COUNT# and STATUS# Bits [5:4] = OOb. This is 
funetionally the.same as issuing. two consecutive, 
separate read-back commands. As stated above, if 
multiple count and/or status read-back commands 
are issued to the same counter(s) without any inter
vening reads, all but the first are ignored. 

If both count and status of a counter are latched, the 
first read operation from that counter will return the 
latched status, regardless of which was latched first. 
The next one or two reads (depending on whether 
the counter is programmed for one or two byte 
counts) return the latched count. Subsequent reads 
return an unlatChed count. 

A register description of the Status Byte read follows 
later in this Section. Note that bit definitions for a 
write to this port changed when the read~back com
mand was selected, when compared to a normal 
control word write to this same. port. 

4 3 Bit 

befaolt 

Reserved 
Counter O{WO) 
1 =Select counter 

. 0=00 not select counter 
Counter 1{WO) 

. 1 =Seled coiJnter 
0=00 not select counter 

Counter 2(WO) . 
1 =Selecl counter 
0=00 not select counter 

Note: These bits are undefihed following a RESETor power-up. Thecontroller 
must be. programmed to initialize these bits. -

290476-44 

Figure 3-42. Timer Read Back Command Register 
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Table 3-45. Timer Read Back Command Register 

Bit" Description 

7:6 READ BACK COMMAND: When Bits[7:6] are both "1", the read-back command is selected 
during a write to the control word. The normal meanings (mode, countdown, r/w select) of the bits 
in the control register at I/O address 043h change when the read-back command is selected. 
Following the read-back command, I/O reads from the selected counter's I/O addresses produce 
the current latch status, the current latched count, or both if Bits 4 and 5 are both "0". 

5 LATCH STATUS OF SELECTED COUNTERS: When Bit 5 is a "1", the Current Count value of 
the selected counters will be latched. When Bit 4 is'a "0", the Status will not be latched. 

4 LATCH COUNT OF SELECTED COUNTERS: When Bit 4 is a "1", the Status of the selected 
counters will be latched. When Bit 4 is a "0", the Status will not be latched. The Status byte 
format is described in the next register description. 

3 COUNTER 2: Counter 2 is selected for the latch command selected with Bits 4 and 5 if Bit 3 is a 
"1". If Bit 3 is a "0", Status and/or Count will not be latched. 

2 COUNTER 1: Counter 1 is selected for the latch command selected with Bits 4 and 5 if Bit 2 is a 
"1". If Bit 2 is a "0", Status and/or Count will not be latched. 

1 COUNTER 0: Counter 0 is selected for the latch command selected with Bits 4 and 5 if Bit 1 is a 
"1". If Bit 1 is a "0", Status and/or Count will not be latched. 

0 RESERVED: Must be O. 
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3.3.3 COUNTER LATCH COMMAND REGISTER 

Register Name: Counter Latch Command 

Register Location: 043h-'-Timer 1 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

04Bh-'-Timer 2 

xxh 
Write Only 

8 bits 

The Counter Latch command latches the current 
count value at the time the command is received. 

. This command is used to insure that the count read 
from the counter is accurate (particularly when read
ing a two-byte count). The count value is thEm read 
from each counter's Count register. One, tWo or all 
three counters may be latched with one counter 
latch command. 

If a Counter is latched once and. then, some time 
later, latched again before the count is read, the 
second Counter Latch Command is ignored. The 
counUead will be the count at the time the first 
Counter Latch Command was issued. 

The count must be read according to the pro
grammedformat. Specifically, if the ,Counter is pro
grammed for two byte counts, two bytes must· be 
read. The two bytes do.not haveto be read one right 
after the other; read, write, or programming opera
tions for other Counters may be inserted between 
them. . 

One precaution is worth noting. If a Counter is pro-
. grammed to read/write two-byte oounts, a program 

must not transfer control between reading the first . 
and second byte to another routine which also reads 
from that same Counter. Otherwise,an incorrect 
count will be. read. Finish reading' the latched two
byte count before transferring control to another rou
tine. 

Note that bit definitions for a write to this port have 
changed when the read-ba.ck command was select
ed, when compared to a normal control word write to 
this same port. 

OBit 
r--r--~----~------~~ 

Counter OUT Pin State(RO) 
1 =OUT pin is high 
O=OUT pin is low 
Count Register Status(RO) 
1=contents not moved into CE(null count) 
O=contents are moved into CE 

ReadIWrlte Status(RO) 
OO=Counter Latch Command 
01=RIW Least Significant Byte (LSB) 
10=RIW Most Significant Byte (MSB) 
11 =RIW LSB then MSB 

Default 

Countdown Type Status(RO) 
1 =BCD Selected 
O=Binary Selected 

Mode Selection Status(RO) 
OOO=Mode 0 Selected 
001=Mode.1 Selected 
x10=Mode 2 Selected 
x11 =Mode 3 SElI&eted 
100=Mode 4 Selected 
101=Mode 5 Selected 

,Note: The "x· bits are undefined following a RE;SET or power-up. Thecontroller 
must be programmed to initialize these bits. 

290476-45 

Figure 3~43. Counter Latch Command Register 
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Table 3-46. Counter Latch Command Register 

Bit # Description 

7:6 COUNTER SELECTION: Bits 6 and 7 are used to select the counter for latching. 

Bit7 Bit 6 Function 
a a Latch counter a select 
a 1 Latch counter 1 select 
1 a Latch counter 2 select 
1 1 Read Back Command select 

5:4 SPECIFIES COUNTER LATCH COMMAND: When Bits[5:4] are both "0", the Counter Latch 
command is selected during a write to the control word. The normal meanings (mode, countdown, 
rlw select) of the bits in the control register at 1/0 address 043h change when the Counter Latch 
command is selected. Following the Counter Latch command, 1/0 reads from the selected 
counter's 1/0 addresses produce the current latched count. 

3:0 RESERVED: Must be O. 

3.3.4 TIMER STATUS BYTE FORMAT 
REGISTER 

Register Name: Timer Status Byte Format 

Register Location: 040h-Timer 1, Counter a 
041 h-Timer 1, Counter 1 
042h-Timer 1, Counter 2 
048h-Timer 2, Counter a 
04Ah-Timer 2, Counter 2 

Default Value: Oxxxxxxxb 

Attribute: Read Only 

Size: 8 bits per counter 

I 

Each Counter's Status Byte may be read following a 
Timer Read-Back Command. The Read-Back com
mand is programmed through the counter control 
register. If "Latch Status" is chosen as a Read-Back 
option for a given counter, the next read from the 
counter's 1/0 port address returns the Status byte. 

The Status byte returns the countdown type, either 
BCD or binary; the Counter Operational Mode; the 
ReadlWrite Selection status; the Null count, also re
ferred to as the Count Register Status; and the cur
rent State of the counter OUT pin. 
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7 6 5 4 3 2 o Bit 

xx 

Counter Selection(WO) J 
OO:latch Counter 0 

xx R I Default 

L [ Reserved 

. Specifies Counter Latch Command 
Must be 00 to designate command 

01 =Iatch Counter 1 
10=latch Counter 2 
11 =Select Read Back Command 

Bit # 

7 

6 

5:4 

3:1 

0 

1-304 

Note: The "x" bits are undefined following a RESET or power~up. The controller 
must be programmed to initialize these bits. 

Figure 3-44. Timer Status Byte Format Register 

Table 3-47. Timer Status Byte Format Register 

Description 

290476-46 

COUNTER OUT PIN STATE: When this bit is a "1", the OUT pin of the counter is also a "1". 
When this bit is a "0", the OUT pin of the counter is also a "0". 

COUNT REGISTER STATUS: Also referred to as Null Count, indicates when the last count 
written to the Count Register (CR) has been loaded into the counting element (CE). The exact 
time this happens depends on the counter Mode and is described in the Mode definitions, but until 
the count is loaded into the counting element (CE), it can't be read from .the counter. If the count 
is latched or read before the load time, the count value returned will not reflect the new count 
written to the register. When Bit 6 is a "0", the count has been transferred from CR to CE and is 
available for reading. When Bit 6 is a "1", the Null count condition exists. The count has not been 
transferred from CR to CE and is not yet available for reading. 

READ/WRITE STATUS: Bits[5:4j reflect the read/write selection made through Bits[5:4] of the 
control register. The binary codes returned during the status read match the codes used to 
program the counter read/write selection. 

MODE SELECTION STATUS: Bits[3:1] return the counter mode programming. The binary code 
returned matches the code used to program the counter mode, as listed under the bit function 
above. 

COUNTDOWN TYPE STATUS: Bit 0 reflects the current countdown type, either 0 for binary 
countdown or a 1 for binary coded decimal (BCD) countdown. 

I 
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3.3.5 COUNTER ACCESS PORTS 

Register Name: \ Counter Access Ports 

Register Location: 040h-Timer 1, Counter 0 
041 h-Timer 1, Counter 1 
042h-Timer 1, Counter 2 
048h-,-Timer 2, Counter 0 
04Ah-Timer 2, Counter 2 

Each of these 1/0 ports is used for writing count 
values to the count registers; reading the current 
c~unt value from the counter by either an 1/0 read, 
after a counter·latch command, or after a read·back 
command; and reading the Status byte following a 
read·back command. 

Default Value: xxh . 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Bit # 

7:0 

I 

ReadlWrite 

8 bits per counter 

7 OBit 
r---~----~--------~ 

xxh 

L 
Default 

Counter Access (RIW) 
Writes to counters, reads from 
both counters and status. 

Note; Th~se bits are undefined following a RESET orpoWer"up. The 
controller must be programmed to initialize theSe bits. 

( 290476-47 

Figure 3·45. Counter Access Ports Register 

Table 3-48. Counter Access Porta Register 

Description 

COUNTER ACCESS: Each counter 1/0 port addre.ss IS used to program the 16·bit count register. 
The order of programming, either LSB only, MSB only, or LSB then MSB, is defined witli the 
Counter Control register at 1/0 port address 043h. The counter 1/0 port is also used to read the 
current count from the count register, and return the status of the counter programming following 
a read·back command. . 
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3.4 Interrupt Contro~ler Registers 

The ESC contains an EISA compatible interrupt con
troller that incorporates the functionality of two 
82C59 interrupt controllers. The interrupt registers 
control the operation of the interrupt controller and 
can be accessed from the EISA Bus via 1/0 space. 
This section describes the Interrupt registers. The 
operation of the Interrupt Controller is described in 
Chapter 9.0. 

3.4.1 ICW1-INITIALIZATIONCOMMAND 
WORD 1 " 

Register Name: Initialization Command Word 1 ' , 

Register location: 020h-INT CNTRl-1 
OAOh-INT CNTRl-2 

Default Value: xxh 
Attribute: Write Only 

Size: 8 bits per controlle,r 

A write to Initialization Command Word One starts 
the interrupt controller initialization sequence. Ad
dresses020h and OAOh are referred to as the base 
addrElsses of CNTRl-1 and CNTRl-2 respectively. 

An 1/0 write to the CNTRl-1 or CNTRl-2 b~se ad
dress with Bit 4 equal to 1 is interpreted as ICW1. 
For ESC-based EISA systems, three I/O writes to 
"base address + 1" must follow the ICW1. The first 
write to "base address +1" performs ICW2, the 
second write perfOriTlS ICW3, and the third write per-
forms ICW4. ' 

ICW1 starts the initialization sequence during which 
the following automatically occur: ' 

1. The edge sense circuit is reset, which means that 
following initialization, an interrupt request (IRQ) 
inpUt must make a low-to-high transition to gener
ate an interrupt. 

2. The Interrupt Mask register is cleared. 

3. IRQ7input is assigned priority 7. 

4. The slave mode address is set to 7. 

5. Special Mask Mode is cleared and Status Read is 
set to IRA. 

S. If 1C4 was set to "0", then all functions selected 
by ICW4 are set to zero. However, ICW4 must be 
programmed in the ESC implementation of this 
interrupt controller, and IC4must be set to a "1". 

ICW1 has three significant functions within the ESC 
interrupt controller configuration. ICW4 is needed, 
so Bit 0 must be programmed to a "1". There are 
two interrupt controllers in the syst$m, so Bit 1, 
SNGl, must. be programmec;l to aO on both CNTRl-
1 and CNTRl-2, to indicate a cascade configuration. 
Bit 4 must be a 1 when programming ICW1. OCW2 
and OCW3 are also addressed at the same port as 
ICW1. This bit indicates that ICW1, and not OCW2 or 
OCW3, will be programmed during the write to this 
port. 

Bit 2, ADI, and Bits [7:5],.A7-A5, are specific to an 
MSC-85 implementation. These bits are not used by 
the ESC interrupt controllers. Bits [7:5,2] should 
each be initialized to "0 ... , 

76 5 43210 Bit 

1-30S 

Reserved ' 

ICW/OCW select (WO)' 
1=ICW1 command word 
O~estinationnot ICW1 

I 

Reserved 

Default 

1C4 • ICW4 Write Requlred(WO) 
1 =ICW4 needed 
O=Reserved by E:8C 

SNGL • Single or Cascade(WO) 
1=8lngle Controller 
O=Cascade Mode 

290476-48 

Figure 3-46. Initialization Command Word 1 Register 
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Table 3·49. Initialization Command Word 1 Register 

Bit # Description 

7:5 RESERVED: A7-A5 are MCS-B5 implementation specific bits. They are not needed by the ESC. 
These bits should be OOOb when programming the ESC. 

4 ICW/OCW SELECT: Bit 4 must be a 1 to select ICW1. After the fixed initialization sequence to 
ICW1, ICW2, ICW3, and ICW4, the controller base address is used to write to OCW2 and OCW3. 
Bit 4 is a 0 on writes to these registers. A 1 on this bit at any time will force the interrupt controller 
to interpret the write as an ICW1. The controller will then expect to see ICW2, ICW3, and ICW4. 

3 RESERVED: This bit is not used in the ESC. 

2 RESERVED: ADI: Ignored for the ESC. 

1 SNGL: This bit must be programmed to a 0 to indicate that two interrupt controllers are operating 
in cascade mode on the ESC. 

0 IC4: This bit must be set to a "1". IC4 indicates that ICW4 needs to be programmed. The ESC 
requires that ICW4 be programmed to indicate that the controllers are operating in an BOxB6 type 
system. 

3.4.2 ICW2-INITIALIZATION COMMAND 
WORD 2 

ICW2 is used to initialize the interrupt controller with 
the five most significant bits of the interrupt vector 
address. The value programmed for Bits[7:3] is used 
by the CPU to define the base address in the inter
rupt vector table for the interrupt routines associated 
with each IRQ on the controller. Typical ISA ICW2 
values are 04h for CNTRL-1 and 70h for CNTRL-2. 
Section 9.B.1 of the Interrupt Unit Functional De
scription contains a table detailing the interrupt vec
tors for each interrupt request level, as they would 
appear when the vector is driven onto the data bus. 

Register Name: Initialization Command Word 2 

Register Location: 021h-INT CNTRL-1 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

I 

OA 1 h-INT CNTRL-21 

xxh 
Write Only 

B bits per controller 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o Bit 

I xxxxx I xxx I Default 
~-----.------~--,---~ 

L- Interrupt Request Level(WO) 
Must be O's on write. 

'- Interrupt Vector Base Address(WO) 
Five most-significant bits of interrupt 
vector address. 

Note: These bits are undefined following a RESET or power-up. The 
controller must be programmed to initialize these bits. 

Figure 3·47. Initialization Command Word 2 Register 

290476-49 
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Table 3-50. Initialization Command Word 2 Register 

Bit # Description 

7:3 INTERRUPT VECTOR BASE ADDRESS: Bits [7:3] define the b\ise address in the interrupt 
vector table for the interrupt routines associated with each interrupt request level input. For 
CNTRL·1, a typical value is 00001 b, and for CNTRL·2, 10000b. 

The interrupt controller combines a binary code representing the interrupt level to receive service 
with this base address to form the interrupt vector that is driven out onto the bus. For example, the 
complete interrupt vector for IRO[O] (CNTRL-1), would be 0000 1000b (CNTRL-1 [7:3] = 00001 b 
and OOOb representing IRO[O]). This vector is used by the CPU to point to the address information 
that defines the start of the interrupt routine. 

2:0 INTERRUPT REQUEST LEVEL: When writing ICW2, these bits should all be "0". During an 
interrupt acknowledge cycle, these bits will be programmed by the interrupt controller with the 
interrupt cot:te representing the interrupt level to be serviced. This interrupt code is combined with 
Bits [7:3] to form the complete interrupt vector driven onto the data bus during the second INT A # 
cycle. The table in Section 9.8.1 outlines each of these codes. The code is a simple three bit 
binary code: OOOb represents IROO (IR08), 001 b IR01 (IR09), 01 Ob IR02 (IR010), and so on 
until 111 b IR07 (IR015). 

3.4.3 ICW3-INITIALIZATION COMMAND 
WORD 3 (MASTER) 

The meaning of ICW3 differs between CNTRL-1 and 
CNTRL-2. On CNTRL-1, the master controller, ICW3 
indicates which CNTRL-1 IRO line physically con
nects the INT output of CNTRL-2 to CNTRL-1. ICW3 
must be programmed to 04h, indicating the cascade 
of the CNTRL-2 INT output to the IRO[21 input of 
CNTRL-1. 

Register Name: Initialization Command Word 3-
Controller 1-Master Unit 

Register Location: 021 h-INT CNTRL-1 

Default Value: xxh 

Attribute: 

Size: 
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Write Only 

8 bits 

7 

xxh 

L 

An interrupt request on IR02 causes CNTRL-1 to 
enable CNTRL-2 to present the interrupt vector ad
dress during the second interrupt acknowledge cy
cle. 

o Bit 

Default 

Cascade Interrupt Controller IRQs (WO) 
1=Controller connected to IRQ[x] input 
O=Controlier not connected to IRQ[x] input 

Note: These bits are undefined following a RESET or power-up. The 
controller must be programmed to initialize these bits. 

290476-50 

Figure 3-48. Initialization Command Word 3 Register (Master) 
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Bit # 

7:3,1:0 

2 

I 
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Table 3-51. Initialization Command Word 3 Register (Master) 

Description 

CASCADE INTERRUPT CONTROLLER IRQs: Bits [7:3] and Bits [1:0] must be programmed to 
"0". 

CASCADE INTERRUPT CONTROLLER IRQs: Bit 2 must always be programmed to a "1". This 
bit indicates that CNTRL-2, the slave controller, is cascaded on interrupt request line two 
(IRQ[2]). When an interrupt request is asserted to CNTRL-2, the IRQ goes through the priority 
resolver. After the slave controller priority resolution is finished, the INT output of CNTRL-2 is 
asserted. However, this INT assertion does not go directly to the CPU. Instead, the INT 
assertion cascades into IRQ[2] on CNTRL-1. IRQ[2] must go through the priority resolution 
process on CNTRL-1. If it wins the priority resolution on CNTRL-1 and the CNTRL-1 INT signal 
is asserted to the CPU, the returning interrupt acknowledge cycle is really destined for CNTRL-
2. The interrupt was originally requested at CNTRL-2, so the interrupt acknowledge is destined 
for CNTRL-2, and not a response for IRQ[2] on CNTRL-1. 

When an interrupt request fromIRQ[2] wins the priority arbitration, in reality an interrupt from I 

CNTRL-2 has won the arbitration. Because Bit 2 Of ICW3 on the master is set to "1", the master 
knows which identification code to broadcast on the internal cascade lines, alerting the slave 
controller that it is responsible for driving the interrupt vector during the second INT A # pulse. 
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3.4.4 ICW3-INITIALIZATION COMMAND 
WORD 3 (SLAVE) 

Register Name: Initialization Command Word 3-
Controller 2-Slave Unit 

Register location: INT CNTRl-2 Port Address
OA1h 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

xxh 
Write Only 

8 bits 

On CNTRl-2 (the slave controller), ICW3 is the 
slave identification code broadcast by CNTRl-1 
from the trailing edge of the first INTA# pulse to the 
trailing edge of the second INTA# pulse. CNTRl-2 
compares the value programmed in, ICW3 with the 
incoming identification code. The code is broadcast 
over three ESC internal cascade lines. ICW3 must 
be programmed to 02h for CNTRl-2. When 010b is 

76 5 4 3 2 o 

broadcast by CNTRl-1 during the INTA# sequence, 
CNTRl-2 assumes. responsibilitY for broadcasting 
the interrupt vector during the second interrupt ac
knowledge cycle. 

As an illustration, consider an interrupt request on 
IRO[2] of CNTRl-1. By definition,a request on 
IRO[2] must have been· asserted by CNTRl-2. If 
IRO[2] wins the priority resolution on CNTRl"1, the 
interrupt acknowledge cycle returned by the CPU 
following the interrupt is destined for CNTRl-2, not 
CNTRl-1. CNTRl-1 will see the INTA# signal, and 
knowing that the actual destination is CNTRl-2, will 
broadcast a slave identification code across the in
ternal cascade lines. CNTRl-2 will compare this in
coming value with the 010b stored in ICW3. Follow
ing a positive decode of the incoming message from 
CNTRl-1, CNTRl-2 will drive the appropriate inter
rupt vector onto the data bus during the second in
terrupt acknowledge cycle. 

Bit 

rL-___ x_xx .... x_x ___ .JI __ x_xr-x_---..J1 Default 

L- Slave Identification Code(WO) 
010b identifies the IRQ line that 
CNTRL-2 is cascaded on. 

Bit # 

7:3 

2:0 
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L- Reserved 

Note: These bits are undefined following a RESET or power-up. The 
controller must be programmed to initialize these bits. 

Figure 3.49. Initialization Command Word 3 Register (Slave) 

Table 3.52. Initialization Command Word 3 Register (Slave) 

Description 

RESERVED: Must be O. 

290476-51 

SLAVE IDENTIFICATION CODE: The Slave Identification code must be programmed to 010b 
during the initialization sequence. The code stored in ICW3 is compared to the incoming slave 
identification code broadcast by the master controller during interrupt acknowledge cycles. 
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3.4.5 ICW4-INITIALIZATION COMMAND 
WORD 4 

Register Name: Initialization Command Word 4 

Register Location: 021h-INT CNTRL·1 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

OA 1 h-INT CNTRL-2 

xxh 
Write Only 

8 bits 

Both ESC interrupt controllers must have ICW4 pro
grammed as part of their initialization sequence. 
Minimally, the microprocessor mode bit, Bit 0, must 
be set to a 1 to indicate to the controller that it is 
operating in an 80x86 based system. Failure to pro-
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gram this bit will result in improper controller opera
tion during interrupt acknowledge cycles. Additional
ly, the Automatic. End of Interrupt (AEOI) may be 
selected, as well as the Special Fully Nested Mode 
(SFNM) of operation. 

The default programming for ICW4 is 01 h, which se
lects 80x86 mode, normal EOI, buffered mode, and 
special fully nested mode disabled. 

Bits 2 and 3 must be programmed to 0 for the ESC 
interrupt unit to function correctly. 

Both Bit 1, AEOI, and Bit 4, SFNM, can be pro
grammed if the system developer chooses to invoke 

. either mode. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 . 0 Bit 

I 

Default 

Reserved 

SFNM - Special Fully Nested Mode (WO) . 
1=Enabled 

Microprocessor Mode(WO) 
1 =80x86 system 
O=MSC-85 system 

O=Disabled Master/Slave Buffer Mode(WO) 
Ox=Non buffered mode 
10=Buffer mode/slave 

AEOI - Automatic End of Interrupt(WO) 
1=Auto EOI 
O=Normal EOI 

Bit # 

7:5 

4 

3:2 

1 

0 

11 =Buffer mode/master 

Figure 3-50. Operation Control Word 1 Register 

Table 3-53. Operation Command Word 1 Register 

Description 

RESERVED: Must be O. 

290476-52 

SFNM: Bit 4, SFNM, should normally be disabled by writing a 0 to this bit. If SFNM = .1, the 
special fully nested mode is programmed. 

MASTERISLA VE BUFFER MODE-BUF: Bit 3, BUF, must be programmed to 0 for the ESC. This 
is non-buffered mode. As illustrated in Figure 3-50, different programming options are offered for 
Bits 2 and 3. However, within the ESC interrupt unit, Bits 2 and 3 must always be programmed to 
OOb. 

AEOI: Bit 1, AEOI, should normally be programmed to "0". This is the normal end of interrupt. If 
AEOI = 1, the automatic end of interrupt mode is programmed. . 

MICROPROCESSOR MODE: The Microprocessor Mode bit must be programmed to 1 to indicate 
that the interrupt controller is operatip9 in an.80x86 based system. Never program this bit to "0". 
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3.4.6 OCW1-oPERATION CONTROL WORD 1 

Register Name: Operation Control Word 1 

Register Location: 021 h-INT CNTRL-1 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

OA 1 h-INT CNTRL-2 

xxh 
Read/Write 

8 bits 

OCW1 sets and clears the mask bits in the interrupt 
Mask register (IMR). Each interrupt request line may 
be selectively masked or unmasked any time after 
initialization. A single byte is written to this register. 
Each bit position in the byte represents the same
numbered channel: Bit 0 = IRQ[O], Bit 1 = IRQ[1) 
and so on. Setting the bit to a 1 sets the mask, and 
clearing the bit .to a 0 clears the mask. Note that 

7 

OOh 

L 

masking IRQ[2] on CNTRL-1 will also mask all of 
controller 2's interrupt requests (IRQ8-IRQ1S). 
Reading OCW1 returns the controller's mask regis
ter status. 

The IMR stores the bits which mask the interrupt 
lines to be masked. The IMR operates on the IRR. 
Masking of a higher priority input will not affect the 
interrupt request lines of lower priority. 

Unlike status reads of the ISR and IRR, for reading 
the IMR, no OCW3 is needed. The output data bus 
will contain the IMR whenever I/O read is active and 
the I/O port address is 021h or OA1h (OCW1). 

All writes to OCW1 must occur following the ICW1-
ICW4 initialization sequence, since the same I/O 
ports are used for OCW1, ICW2, ICW3 and ICW4. 

o Bit 

Default 

Interrupt Request Mask (R/W) 
1 =Set IRQ[x] mask 
O=Reset IRQ[x] mask 

290476-53 

Figure 3-51. Operation Control Word 1 Register 

Table 3-54. Operation Control Word 1 Register 

Bit # Description 

7:0 INTERRUPT REQUEST MASK: When a 1 is written to any bit in this register, the corresponding 
IRQ[x) line is masked. For example, if Bit 4 is set to a "1 ", then IRQ[4) will be masked. Interrupt 
requests on IRQ[4) will not set Channel4's interrupt request register (IRR) bit as long as the 
channel is masked. 

When a 0 is written to any bit in this register, the corresponding IRQ[x) mask bit is cleared, and 
interrupt requests will again be accepted by the controller. 

Note that masking IRQ[2) on CNTRL-1 will also mask the interrupt requests from CNTRL-2, which 
is physically cascaded to IRQ[2). 
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3.4.7 OCW2-oPERATION CONTROL WORD 2 three high order bits in an OCW2 write represent the 
encoded command. The three low order bits are 
used to select individual interrupt channels during 
three of the seven commands. The three low order 
bits (labeled L2, II and lO) are used when Bit 6, the 
Sl bit, is set to a 1 during the command. 

Register Name: Operation Control Word 2 

Register location: 020h-INT CNTRl-1 
OAOh-INT CNTRl-2 

Default Value: xxh 
Attribute: 

Size: 

Write Only 

8 bits 

OCW2 controls both the Rotate Mode and the End 
of Interrupt Mode, and combinations of the two. The 

Following a reset and ICW initialization, the control· 
ler enters the fully nested mode of operation. Non
specific EOI without rotation is the default. Both 
rotation mode and specific EOI mode are disabled 
following initialization. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 OBit 
r-------~------r-------~ I xxx I xx I xxx J ee'fault 

Rotate and EOI Codes(WO) ~ L Interrupt Level Select(WO) 
Bit5-EOI, Bit6-SL, Bit7-R(rotate) OOO-IROO,IR08 
001-Non specific EOI 001-IR01,IR09 
011-Specific EOI 01 O-IR02,IROl 0 
1 01-Rotate on non specific EOI 011-IR03,IROll 
100-Rotate in Auto EOI (set) , 100-IR04,IR012 
OOO-Rotate in Auto EOI (clear) 101-IR05,IR013 
lll-Rotate on Specific EOI command' 110-IR06,IR014 
110-Set Priority Command' lll-IR07,IR015 
010-No Op '-- OCW2 Select (WO) 

OO=Selecl OCW2 
, Interrupt level Select is used 

290476-54 

Figure 3-52. Operation Control Word 2 Register 
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Table 3-55 Operation Control Word 2 Register , 

BIU Description 

7:5 ROTATE AND EOI CODES: R, SL, EOI-These three bits control the Rotate and End of Interrupt 
modes and combinations of .the two. A chart of these combinations is listed above under the bit 
definition. 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Function 
0 0 1 Non-specific EOI command 
0 1 1 Specific EOI Command 
1 0 1 Rotate on Non-Specific EOI Command 
1 0 0 Rotate in Auto EOI Mode (Set) 
0 0 0 Rotate in Auto EOI Mode (Clear) 
1 1 1 Rotate on Specific EOI Command' 
1 1 0 Set Priority Command' 
0 1 0 No Operation 

*LO-L2 Are Used 

4:3 OCW2 SELECT: When selecting OCW2, Bits 3 and 4 must both be "0". If Bit 4 is a "1", the 
interrupt controller interprets the write to this port as an ICW1. Therefore, always ensure that 
these bits are both 0 when writing an OCW2. 

2:0 INTERRUPT LEVEL SELECT (L2, L 1, LO): L2, L 1, and LO determine the interrupt level acted 
upon when the SL bit is active. A simple binary code, outlined above, selects the channel for the 
command to act upon. When the SL bit is inactive, these bits do not have a defined function; 
programming L2, L 1 and LO to 0 is sufficient in this case. 

Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Interrupt Level 
0 0 0 IRQ 0(8) 
0 0 1 IRQ 1(9) 
0 1 0 IRQ 2(10) 
0 1 1 IRQ3(11) 
1 0 0 IRQ 4(12) 
1 0 1 IRQ 5(13) 
1 1 0 IRQ 6(14) 
1 1 1 IRQ 7(15) 

3.4.8 OCW3-0PERATION CONTROL WORD 3 Second, the Poll Mode is enabled when a write to 
OCW3 is issued with Bit 2 equal to "1". The next I/O 
read to the interrupt controller is treated like an inter
rupt acknowledge; a binary code representing the 
highest priority level interrupt' request is. released 
onto the bus. 

Register Name: Operation Control Word 3 

Register Location: 020h-INT CNTRL-1 
OAOh-INT CNTRL-2 

Default Value: 

Attribute: 

Size: 

x01xxx10b 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

OCW3 serves three important functions; Enable 
Special Mask Mode, Poll Mode control, and IRR/ 
ISR register read control. 

First, OCW3 is used to set or reset the Special Mask 
Mode (SMM). The Special Mask Mode can be used 
by an interrupt service routine .to dynamically alter 
the system priority structure while the routine is exe
cuting, through selective enabling/disabling of the 
other channel's mask bits. 

1-314 

Third, OCW3 provides control for reading the In
Service Register (ISR) and the Interrupt Request 
Register (IRR). Either the ISR or IRR is selected for 
reading with a write to OCW3. Bits 0 and 1 carry the 
encoded command to select either register. The 
next I/O read to the OCW3 port address will return 
the register status specified during the previous 
write. The register specified for a status read is re
tained by the interrupt controller. Therefore, a write 
to OCW3 prior to every status read command is un
necessary, provided the status read desired is from 
the register selected with the last OCW3 write. 
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7 6 5 4 3 2 

Reserved 

82374EB 

Bit 

Default 

Register Read Command(RIW) 
OO=No Action 
OO=No Action 

SMM - Special Mask Mode(RIW) 
1 =Set Special Mask Mode 
O=Reset Special Mask Mode 

10=Read IRQ Register 
11 =Read IS Register 

Poll Mode Command(RIW) 
O=No Poll Command 

Bit # 

7 

6 

5 

4:3 

2 

1:0 

Enable Special Mask Mode(RIW) 
1 =Enable Bit 6 to set or reset SMM 
O=DisableBit 6 for SMM 

1 =Poll Command 
OCW3 Select(RIW) 
01 =Select OCW3 

Note: The "x" bits are undefined following a RESET or power-up. The 
controller must be programmed to initialize these bits. 
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Figure 3-53. Operation Control Word 3 Register 

Table 3-56. Operation Control Word 3 Register 

Description 

RESERVED: Must be O. 

SMM: If ESMM = 1 and SMM = 1 the interrupt Controller will enter Special Mask Mode. If 
ESMM = 1· and SMM = 0 the Interrupt Controller will revert to normal mask mode. When 
ESMM = 0, SMM has no effect. 

ENABLE SPECIAL MASK MODE: When this bit is set to 1 it enables the SMM bit to set or reset 
the Special Mask Mode. When ESMM = 0 the SMM bit becomes a "don't care". 

OCW3 SELECT: When selecting OCW3, Bit 3 must be a 1 and Bit 4 must be "0". If Bit 4 is a "1", 
the Interrupt Controller interprets the write to this port CiS an ICW1. Therefore, always ensure that 
Bits[4:3] are "01 b" when writing an OCW3. 

POLL MODE COMMAND: When Bit 2 is a "0", the Poll command is nbt issued. When Bit 2 is a 
"1", the next I/O read to the Interrupt Controller is treated as an Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. An 
encoded byte is driven onto the data bus, representing the highest priority level requesting 
~~ -
REGISTER READ COMMAND: Bits [1 :0] provide control for reading the In-Service Register (ISR) 
and the Interrupt Request Register (IRR). When bit 1 = 0, bit 0 will not affect the register read 
selection. When bit 1 = 1, bit o selects the register status returned following an OCW3 read. Ifbit 
o = 0, the IRR will be read. If bit 0 = 1, the ISR will be read. Following ICW initialization, the 
default OCW3 port address read will. be "read IRR". To retain the current selection (read ISR or 
read IRR), always write aO to bit 1 when programming this register. The selected register can be 
readrepeatedly without reprogramming OCW3. To select a new status register, OCW3 must be 
reprogrammed prior to attempting the read. 

Bit 1 Bit 0 Function 
0 0 No Action 
0 1 No Action 
1 0 Read IRQ Register 
1 1 Read IS Register 
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3.4.9 EDGE/LEVEL CONTROL REGISTER 

Register Name: Edge/Level Control 

Register Location: 04DOh-INT CNTRL-1 
04D1h-INT CNTRL-1 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: 

Size: 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

7 

OOh 

The Edge/Level Control Register is used to set the 
interrupts to be triggered by either the signal edge or 
the logic level. INTO, INT1, INT2, INT8, INT13 must 
be set to edge sensitive. After a reset all the INT 
signals are set to edge sensitive. Table 3-57 shows 
which bit numbers represent the various INT signals. 

o Bit 

Default 

Edge/Level Control{R/W) 
Bit Port 0400h Port 0401 h 
o INTO INTB 
1 INT1 INT9 
2 INT2 INT10 
3 INT3 INT11 
4 INT4 INT12 
5 INT5 INT13 
6 INT6 INT14 
7 INT? INT15 

290476-56 

Figure 3-54. Edge/Level Select Register 

Table 3-57. Edge/Level Select Register 

Bit # / Description 

7:0 EDGE/LEVEL SELECT: The bits select if the interrupts are triggered by either the signal edge or 
the logic level. A 0 bit represents an edge sensitive interrupt, and a 1 is for level sensitive. Bit[2:0] 
and bit 13 are must always be set to o. After a reset or power-on these registers are set to OOh. 
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3.4.10 NMI STATUS AND CONTROL REGISTER 

Register Name: NMI Status and Control 

flegister Location: 061 h 

Default Value: OOh 

Attribute: Read/Write 

8 bits Size: 

This register is used to check the status of different 
system components, control the output of the 
Speaker Counter (Timer 1, Counter 2), and gate the 
counter output that drives the SPKR signal. 

Bits 4, 5, 6, and 7 are read-only. When writing to this 
port, these bits must be written as O's. Bit 6 returns 
the IOCHK# NMI status. This input signal comes 
from the EISA bus. It is used for parity errors on 
memory cards plugged into the bus, and for other 
high priority interrupts. The current status of Bit 3 
enables or disables this IOCHK# NMI source. Bit 5 
is the current state of the OUT pin of Timer 1, Coun
ter 2. Bit 4 toggles from 1-0 or from 0-1 after every 

System Board Error (RO) 
1=PERR# is low (active), NMI requested 
O=No PERR# from System Board 

IOCHK# NMI Source(RO) 
1=IOCHK# is low(active), NMI requested 
O=No NMI interrupt from IOCHK# 

Timer. 1, Counter 2 OUT (RO) 
1 =Out value is 1 
O=Out value is 0 

Refresh Cycle Toggle (RO) 
Toggles every Refresh cycle 

82374EB 

Refresh cycle. Following reset, Bits 4 and 6 are both 
"0". Bit 5 is undetermined until Counter 2 is properly 
programmed. Bit 7 returns the PCI System Board 
Parity Error status (PERR#). If "0", Bit 7 indicates 
that PERR # was not pulsed active by aPCI agent. If 
"1", Bit 7 indicates that PERR# was pulsed active 
by a PCI agent and that an NMI will be issued to the 
CPU. This NMI can be disabled with Bit 2 of this 
register. 

Bits 0-3 are both read and write. Bit 0 is the GATE 
input signal for Timer 1, Counter 2. The GATE input 
is used to disable counting in Counter 2. The Coun
ter 2 output is ANDed with Bit 1 to form the SPKR 
output signal. Bit 1 gates the Counter 2 OUT value. 
When Bit 1 is disabled, the SPKR Signal is disabled; 
when Bit 1 is enabled, the SPKR output follows the 
value at the OUT pin of Counter 2. The Counter 2 
OUT pin status can be checked by reading port 
061 h and checking Bit 5. Bit 2 is used to enable the 
system board error (ERR#) Signal. Bit 3 enables or 
disables the incoming IOCHK# NMI signal from the 
expansion bus. Each of these Bits is reset to 0 fol
lowing reset. 

Bit 

Default 

Timer 1, Counter 2 Gate Enable(RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Speaker Data Enabled(RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

PCI System Board Error(RIW) 
1=PERR# Disabled and Cleared 
O=PERR# Enabled 

IOCHK# NMI Enable(RIW) 
1 =Disabled and Cleared 
O=Enabled 

290476-57 

Figure 3-55. NMI Status and Control Register 
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Table 3·58. NMI Status and Control Register 

Bit # Description 

7 SYSTEM BOARD ERROR: Bit 7 is set if a system board agent (PCI devices or main memory) 
detects a system board error and pulses the PCI ERR # line. This interrupt is enabled by setting 
Bit 2 to "0". To reset the interrupt, set Bit 2 to 0 and then set it to "1". This bit is read-only. When 
writing to port 061 h, Bit 6 must be a "0". 

6 IOCHK # NMI SOURCE: Bit 6 is set if an expansion board asserts IOCHK # on the ISA/ESC bus. 
This interrupt is enabled by setting Bit 3 to "0". To reset the interrupt, set Bit 3 to 0 and then set it 
to "1". This bit is read-only. When writing to port 061 h, Bit 6 must be a "0". 

5 TIMER 1, COUNTER 2: The Timer 1, Counter 2 OUT signal state is reflected in Bit 5. The value on 
this bit following a read is the current state of the Counter 2 OUT signal. Counter 2 must be 
programmed following a reset for this bit to have a determinate value. Bit 5 is read-only. When 
writing to port 061 h, Bit 5 must be a "0". 

4 REFRESH CYCLE TOGGLE: The Refresh Cycle Toggle signal toggles from either 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 
following every refresh cycle. This bit is a 0 following reset. This bit is read-only. When writing to 
port 061 h, Bit 4 must be a "0". 

3 IOCHK# NMI ENABLE: When Bit3 isa "1",IOCHK# NMl's are disabled and cleared, and when 
Bit 3 is a "0", IOCHK# NMl's are enabled. Following'reset, Bit 3 is reset to 0 and IOCHK# NMl's 
are enabled. 

2 PCI SYSTEM BOARD ERROR: When Bit 2 is a "1", the system board error is disabled and 
cleared. When Bit 2 is a "0", the system board parity error is enabled. Following reset, Bit 2 is a 
"0", and system board errors are enabled. 

1 SPEAKER DATA ENABLE: Speaker Data Enable is ANDed with the Timer 1, Counter 2 OUT 
signal to drive the SPKR output signal, When Bit 1 is a "0", the result of the AND is always 0 and 
the SPKR output is always "0". W!'!en Bit 1 is a "1", the SPKR output is equivalent to the Counter 
2 OUT signal value. Following reset, Bit 1 is a 0 and the SPKR output is low. 

0 TIMER 1, COUNTER 2 GATE ENABLE: When BitO is a "0", Timer 1, Counter 2 counting is 
disabled. Counting is enabled when Bit 0 is a "1". This bit controls the GATE input to Counter 2. 
Following reset, the value of this bit is 0 and counting is disabled. 
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3.4.11 NMI CONTROL AND REAL-TIME CLOCK 
ADDRESS 

The Mask register for the NMI. interrupt is at I/O ad
dress 070h. The most-significant bit enables or dis
ables all NMI sources including PERR #, SERR #, 
10CHK#, Fail-Safe Timer, Bus Timeout, and the 
NMI Port. Write an 80h to port 70h to mask the NMI 
signal. This port is shared with the real-time clock. 
The real-time clock uses the lower six bits of this 
port to address memory locations. Writing to port 
70h sets both the enable/disable bit and the memo
ry address pointer. Do not modify the contents of 
this register without considering the effects on the 
state of the other bits. 

Register Name: NMI Enable/Disable and Real-
Time Clock Address 

Register Location: 070h 

Default Value: See below 

Attribute: Write Only 

Size: 8 bits 

7 6 5 

~I 
NMI Enable(WO):OJ 
1=Disabled 
O=Enabled 

4 3 2 o Bit 

xxxxxxx I Default 

[ Real-Time Clock Address(WO) 
RTe Memory Addressing 

Note: The "x" bits are undefined following a RESET or power-up. The controller 
must be programmed to initialize these bits. 
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Bit # 

7 

6:0 

I 

Figure 3-56. NMI Control and Real-Time Clock Address 

Table 3-59. NMI Control and Real-Time Clock Address Register 

Description 

NMI ENABLE: Setting Bit 7 to a 1 will disable all NMI sources. Resetting the bit to a 0 enables the 
NMI interrupt. 

REAL-TIME CLOCK ADDRESS: Used by the Real-Time Clock on the Base I/O component to 
address memory locations. Not used for NMI enabling/disabling. 
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3.4.12 NMI EXTENDED STATUS AND 
CONTROL REGISTER 

Register Name: NMI Extended Status and Con
trol 

Register Location: Port address-0461 h 

Default Value: See below 

. Attribute: Read/Write 

Size: 8 bits 

This register is used to check the status of different 
system components, control the output of the 
Speaker Counter (Timer 1, Counter 2), and gate the 
counter output that drives the SPKR signal. 

7 6 5 4 

Fall-Safe Timer Status (RO) __ ---I 
1=NMI requested from timer 
O=No Fail Safe Timer NMI 

Bus Timeout Status(RO) 
1 =8 J.t.S or 32 jJ.S Bus Timeout has occurred 
O=No Bus Timeout 

Software NMI Status(RO) 
1=NMI port NMI pending 
O=No write to NMI port 

Bus Timeout Status(RO) 
1 =8 jJ.S Bus Timeout occurred 
O=No Bus Timeout 

Bits 4, 5, 6, and 7 are read-only. Bits 0-3 are both 
read and write. When writing to this port, these bits 
must be written as O's. Bit 7 returns the Fail-Safe 
Timer Status. This input comes from Timer 2, Coun
ter O. The current status of Bit 2 enables or disables 
this Fail-Safe Timer NMI source. Bit 6 returns the 
Bus Timeout Status. Bit 6 is set if either a 64 BCLK 
or a 256 BCLK occurs. The current status of Bit 3 
enables or disables this Fail-Safe Timer NMI source. 
If NMI is caused by a Bus Timeout, Bit 4 distin
guished between the 8 J.t.s (64 BCLK) and 32 J.t.s 
(256 BCLK) timeout. Bit 5 is the current state of an 
110 write to port 0462h. The current status of Bit 1 
enables or disables Software generated NMI. Bit 0 
controls the state of the RSTDRV output signal. If Bit 
o is set to "1", the RSTDRV signal is asserted and a 
system bus reset is performed. Bit 0 should be set 
long enough (>8 BCLKs) for the system bus devic
es to be properly reset. 

Bit 

Default 

Bus Reset(R/W) 
1 =Bus Reset Active (RSTDRV) 
O=Normal Bus Reset function 

Software NMI Enable(R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Fall-Safe NMI Enable(R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled and Cleared 

Bus Timeout Enable(RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled and Cleared 

290476-59 

Figure 3·57. NMI Extended Status and Control Register 
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Table 3·60. NMI Extended Status and Control Register 

Bit # Description 

7 FAIL·SAFE TIMER STATUS: This bit indicates the status of the Fail-Safe Timer. When Timer 2, 
Counter 0 count expires, this bit is set to a 1 if Bit 2 has previously been set to "1". A value of 0 
indicates that the current NMI was not caused by the Fail-Safe Timer. A value of 1 indicates. that 
the Fail-Safe timer has timed out. 

6 BUS TIMEOUT STATUS: This bit indicates the status of Bus master timeout logic. If this bit is "0", 
the Bus Master timeout logic has not detected a bus timeout. If this bit is "1", the bus master 
timeout logic has detected a bus timeout. 

5 SOFTWARE NMI STATUS: This bit indicates the status of the Software NMI port writes. A write 
to I/O port 0462 of any value will set this bit to 1 if Bit 1 is set to "1". If this bit is "0", the current 
NMI was not caused by a write to the NMI Port. If this bit is "1", the current NMI was caused by a 
write to the NMI Port. I 

4 BUS TIMEOUT STATUS: This bit indicates the status of the 8 /Ls EISA Bus master timeout event. 
If the bit is "0", the current NMI was not caused by the 8 /Ls EISA bus master timeout. If this bit is 
"1", the current NMI was caused by this bus timeout. 

3 BUS TIMEOUT ENABLE: This bit enables/disables NMI EISA bus timeout. If this bit is "0", an 
NMI will not be generated for bus timeout. Also the NMI condition caused by the Bus timeout will 
be cleared. If this bit is 1 an NMI will be generated when Timer 2 Counter 0 count expires. 

2 FAIL·SAFE NMI ENABLE: This bit enables/disables NMI when the Fail-Safe Timer times out. If 
this bit is "0", an NMI will not be generated when the Timer 2 Counter 0 count expires. Also the 
NMI condition caused by the Fail-Safe Timer will be cleared. If this bit is 1 an NMI will be 
generated when Timer 2 Counter 0 count expires. 

1 SOFTWARE NMI ENABLE: This bit enables/disables software generated NMI. If this Bit is "0", a 
write to I/O port 0462h will not generate an NMI. If this bit is 1, NMI will be generated for a write to 
I/O port 0462h. 

0 BUS RESET: When Bit 0 is a "0", RSTDRV signal functions as a normal reset drive signal. When 
Bit 0 is "1", the RSTDRV signal is asserted. Following reset, Bit 0 is a "0" and the RSTDRV 
output is low. 

I 
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3.4.13 SOFTWARE NMI GENERATION 

Register Name: Software NMI Generation 

A write to this port with any data will cause an NMI. 
This port provides a software mechanism to cause 
an NMI if interrupts are enabled. 

Register Location: 462h 

Default Value: xxh 

Attribute: Write Only 

Size: 8 bits 

Bit # 

7 0 B" 
rc--------XX-h--O"'----..., Default 

L Software NMI port(WO) 
No specific pattern. 
Software write only. 

Figure 3-58. Software NMI Generation Register 

Table 3-61. Configuration RAM Page Register 

Description 

290476-60 

7:0 SOFTWARE NMI PORT: The bit pattern is not specific. A write to this port will generate a 
Software NMI if enabled. 
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3.5 EISA Configuration, Floppy 
Support, and Port 92h 

82374EB 

3_5_1 CONFIGURATION RAM PAGE REGISTER 

This register contains the Configuration RAM Page 
address. During accesses to the Configuration RAM 
(0800h-08FFh), the ESC drives the CPG[4:0) sig
nals with the value of Bits[4:0) of this register. The 
CPG[4:0) signals are connected to address pins 
ADDR[12:8) of the Configuration RAM. 

Register Name: Configuration RAM Page 

Register Location: OCOOh 

Default Value: xxxOOOOOb 

Attribute: 

Size: 

BIt#' 

7:5 

4:0 

J 

Read/Write 

8 bits 

7 6 5 

I R 

Reserved =o=J 

4 3 2 o Bit 

00000 I Default 

[ CRAM Page Address (RJW) 
The value is driven onto CPG[4:0] signals 
during accesses to Configuration Ram 

290476-61 

RESERVED. 

Figure 3-59. Configuration RAM Page Register 

Table 3-62. Configuration RAM Page Register 

Description 

CRAM PAGE ADDRESS: The value of these bits selects a specific page from the Configuration 
RAM space. The SA[7:0) addresses select the location within this page during I/O accesses to 
the Configuration RAM. 
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3.5.2 DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER 

Register Name: . Digital Output 

Register Location: 03F2h (Primary), 0372h 
(Secondary) 

Default Value: xxxxOxxxb 

Write only 

8 bits 

This register is used to prevent XBUSOE # from re
sponding to DACK2#during a DMA read access to 
a floppy controller on the ISA bus. If a second floppy 
(residing on the ISA bus) is usingDACK2#' in con
junction with a floppy on the X-Bus, this prevents the 
floppy on the X-Bus and the X-Bus transceiver from 
responding to an access targeted for the floppy on 
the ISA bus. This register is also located in the flop
py controller device. 

Attribute: 

Size: 

7 6 5 4 321 o Bit 

xxxx Default 

Not Used 
I Dc ~ L NotUsed 

DMA Enable(WO) 

Bit # 

7:4 

3 

2:0 

1-324 

1 =Assertion of DACK# will result in XBUSOE# 
being asserted 
(j::::DACK# will have no effect on XBUSOE# 

Figure 3-60. Digital Output Register 

Table 3-63 Digital Output Register 

Description 

290476-62 

NOT USED: These bits exist in the 82077 FDC. Refer to the 82077 data sheet for further details. 

DMA ENABLE: When this bit is a 1, the assertion of DACK # will result in XBUSOE #' being 
asserted. If this bit is 0, DACK2 # has no effect on XBUSOE #. This port bit also exists on the 
82077 FDC. This bit defaults to disable (0). 

NOT USED: These bits exist in the 82077 FDC. Refer to the 82077 data sheet10r further details. 
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3.5.3 PORT 92 REGISTER This register is used to support the alternate reset 
(AL TRST #), alternate A20 (AL TA20), power-on 
password protection, and fixed disk light function 
(DUGHT #). This register is only accessible if Bit 6 in 
the Peripheral Chip Select Enable B Register is set 
to "1". 

Register Name: Port 92 

Register Location: 92h 

Default Value: 00100100b 

Attribute: Read/Write 

8 bits Size: 

I 

75432 OBit 
.-~-r-.--r-'--r-.~ 

Default 

Fixed Disk Activity Light (RIW) ALTRST# Slgnal(RIW) 
1 =Signal is pulsed OO=Disk activity light is off (DUGHT# high) 
O=Allows signal to be pulsed 1x or x1=Disk activity light is on (DUGHT# low) 

Bit # 

7:6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

Reserved 

Not Used 

Power on Password Protection(RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

ALTA20 Signal (RJW) 
1 =Driven Actve 
O=Driven Inactive 

Reserved 

290476-63 

Figure 3·61. Port 92 Register 

Table 3·64. Port 92 Register 

Description 

FIXED DISK ACTIVITY LIGHT: These bits are used to turn the Fixed Disk Activity Light on and 
off. When either of these bits are set to a 1, the light is turned on (DUGHT # driven active). To turn 
the light off, both of these bits must be O. 

RESERVED: This bit is reserved and will always return a 1 when read. 

NOT USED: This bit is not used and will always return a 0 when read. 

POWER ON PASSWORD PROTECTION: A 1 on this bit enables power-on password protection 
by inhibiting accesses to the RTC memory for RTC addresses (port 70h) from 36h to 3Fh. This is 
accomplished by not generating RTCRD # and RTCWR # signals for these accesses. ' 

RESERVED: This bit is reserved and will always return a 1 when read. 

AL T A20 SIGNAL: Writing a 0 to this bit causes the AL T A20' Signal to be driven low. Writing a 1 to 
this bit causes the AL T A20 Signal to be driven high. 

AL TRST # SIGNAL: This read/write bit provides an alternate system reset function. This function 
provides an alternate means to reset the system CPU to effect a mode switch from Protected 
Virtual Address Mode to the Real Address Mode. This provides a faster means of reset than is 
provided by the Keyboard controller. This bit is set to a 0 by a system reset. Writing a 1 to this bit 
will cause the AL TRST # signal to pulse active (low) for approximately 4 SYSCLK's. Before 
another AL TRST # pulse can be generated, this bit must be written back to a O. 
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3.5.4 LAST EISA BUS MASTER GRANTED 
REGISTER 

Register Name: Last EISA Bus Master Granted 

Register Location: 0464h 

Default Value: xxh 

Attribute: Read Only 

Size: 8 bits 

7 

xxxxxxxxb 

L 

This register contains information about which EISA 
. bus master most recently had control of the EISA 
bus. A bit read of 0 indicates that the corresponding 
slot most recently was granted the bus. 

o Bit 

Default 

LaslEISA Bus Master(RO) 
A bit[x] value .of 1 indicates that 
slot[x] was most recently granted 
the bus 

290476-64 

. Figure 3·62. Last EIS~ Bus Master Register 

Table 3·65 Last EISA Bus Master Register 

Bit # Description 

7:0 LAST EISA BUS MASTER: A value of 1 is placed in the bit position of the most recently granted 
EISA Bus Master. 
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4.0 ADDRESS DECODING 

The ESC contains an address decoder to decode 
EISAIISA master cycles. The ESC address decoder 
uses the address line LA[31:2], and byte enable 
BE[3:0] # to decode EISA master cycles. For ISA 
master cycles, the ESC uses address line LA[31:21, 
SA[1 :0], and high byte enable SHBE# for address 
decode. 

The ESC decodes the following set of addresses. 

1. BIOS memory space. 

,2. liD addresses contained within the ESC. 

3. Configuration registers. 

4. X-Bus Peripherals 

4.1 BIOS Memory Space 

The ESC supports a total of 512 Kbytes of BIOS. 
The ESC will assert the LBIOSCS# signal for mem
ory cycles decoded to be in the BIOS space. The 
512 Kbytes of BIOS includes the conventional 128 
Kbytes of BIOS and 384 Kbytes of enlarged BIOS. 

The 128 Kbytes conventional B,IOS memory space 
is mapped at 1 MB boundary between memory ad
dress OOOEOOOOh-OOOFFFFFh. The 128K conven
tional BIOS memory space is split into one 64K re
gion, and four 16K regions. These regions are Low 
BIOS region 1 (000EOOOOh-000E3FFFh), Low BIOS 
region 2 (000E4000h-000E7FFFh), Low BIOS re
gion 3 (000E8000h-000EBFFFh), and Low BIOSre
gion 4 (OOOECOOOh-OOOEFFFFh)and High BIOS re
gion (OOOFOOOOh-OOOFFFFFh). The ESC will assert 

I 
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the LBIOSCS# signal for memory cycles to these 
regions if the corresponding configuration bits in the 
BIOS Chip Select A register are set to enable (see 
Table 4-1). 

The conventional BIOS is aliased at multiple memo
ry regions. The aliased memory regions are at 
16 MB boundary (High BIOS only), 4 GB minus 1 M 
boundary, and 4 GB boundary. The ESC will assert 
LBIOSCS# for memory cycles to these aliased re
gions ifthe corresponding configuration bits in the 
BIOS Chip Select B register are also set to enable 
(see Table 4-1). 

The ESC supported VGA BIOS on the motherboard 
by aliasing the VGA BIOS region to the conventional 
BIOS region. The VGA BIOS is accessed at memory 
region 0000COOOOh-0000C7FFF. The VGA BIOS 
region is divided into a Low VGA region 
(000COOOOh-000C3FFFh) and a High· VGA region 
(000C4000h-000C7FFFh). If the BIOS Chip Select 
B register bit 0 (Low VGA BIOS Enable) and bit 1 
(High VGA BIOS Enable) are set to enable, memory 
accesses to Low VGA BIOS region and High VGA 
BIOS region will be aliased to conventional Low 
BIOS region 1 and Low BIOS region 2 respectively, 
and the ESC will assert LBIOSCS# 

The ESC supports the 384 Kbytes of enlarged BIOS 
as specified by the PCI specification. This 384 Kbyte 
region is mapped in memory space below the 4G 
aliased conventional BIOS. The enlarged BIOS is 
accessed between FFF80000h-FFFDFFFFh mem
ory space. If the enlarged BIOS is enabled in the 
BIOS Enable Chip Select 1 register bit 5 (Enlarged 
BIOS Enable), the ESC will assert LBIOSCS# signal 
for accesses to this region. 

1-3~7 
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1-328 

4GB 

4GB-64KB 

4GB-128KB 

4GB-512KB 

4GB-1MB 

4GB-(1 MB-64KB) 

4GB-(1 MB-128KB) 

16MB 

16MB-64KB 

1MB 

960KB 

896KB 

800KB· 
768KB 

Figure 4-1.8105 Memory Map 

FFFFFFFFh 

FFFEFFFFh 

FFFDFFFFh 

FFF80000h 

FFEFFFFFh 
FFEFOOOOh 
FFEEFFFFh 

FFEEOOOOh 

OOFFFFFFh 

OOFFOOOOh 

OOOFFFFFh 
OOOFOOOOh 
OOOEFFFFh 
OOOEOOOOh 

OOOC7FFFh 
OOOCOOOOh 

290476-65 
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Table 4-1. BIOS Chip Select Enable Table 

Low Low Low Low High ENL Low High 16M 
BIOS BIOS BIOS BIOS VGA VGA LBIOSCS# Memory Address Range 

En En En En BIOS BIOS BIOS BIOS BIOS Asserted 
1 2 3 4 En En 

En En 
En 

OOOCOOOOh to 000C3FFFh x x x x x x 0 x x No 
x x x x x x 1 x x Yes 

000C4000h to 000C7FFFh x x x x x x x 0 x No 
x x x x x x x 1 x Yes 

OOOEOOOOh to 000E3FFFh 0 x x x x x x x x No 
1 x x x x x x x x Yes 

000E4000h to 000E7FFFh x 0 x x x ,x x x x No 
x 1 x x x x x x x Yes 

000E8000h to OOOEBFFFh x x 0 x x x x x x No 
x x 1 x x x x x x Yes 

OOOECOOOh to OOOEFFFFh x x x 0 x x x x x No 
x x x 1 x x x x x Yes 

OOOFOOOOh to OOOFFFFFh x x x x 0 x x x x No. 
(960 KB to 1 MB) x x x x 1 x x x x Yes 

OOFFOOOOh to OOFFFFFFh x x x x x x x x 0 No 
(16 MB-64 KB to 16 MB) x x x x 0 x x x 1 No 

x x x x 1 x x x 1 Ye~ 

FFEEOOOOh to FFEE3FFFh 0 x x x x x x x x No 
1 x x x x x x x x Yes 

FFEE4000h to FFEE7FFFh x 0 x x x x x x x No 
x 1 x x x x x x x Yes 

FFEE8000h to FFEEBFFFh x x 0 x x x x x x No 
x x 1 x x x x x x Yes 

FFEECOOOh to FFEEFFFFh x x x 0 x x x x x No 
x x x 1 x x x x x Yes 

FFEFOOOOh to FFEFFFFFh x x x x 0 x x x x No 
x x x x 1 x x x x Yes 

FFF80000h to FFFDFFFFh x x x x x 0 x x x No 
(4 GB-512 KB to 4G-128 KB) x x x x x 1 x x x Yes 

FFFEOOOOh to FFFE3FFFh 0 x x x x x x x x No 
1 x x x x x x x x Yes 

FFFE4000h to FFFE7FFFh x 0 x x x x x x x No 
x 1 x x x x x x x Yes 

FFFE8000h to FFFEBFFFh x x 0 x x x x x x No 
x x 1 x x x x x x Yes 

FFFECOOOh to FFFEFFFFh x x x 0 x x x x x No 
x x x 1 x x x x x Yes 

FFFFOOOOh to FFFFFFFFh x x x x 0 x x x x No 
x x x x 1 x x x x Yes 

NOTES: 
1, "x" in the above table represents a don't care condition. 
2. All the region control bits for the BIOS space are in the BIOS Chip Select A register and BIOS Chip Select 2 register at 
configuration offsets 42h and 43h respectively. 

I 
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4.2 I/O Addresses Contained within 
the ESC 

exception of DMA Scatter-Gather registers. The 
DMA Scatter-Gather registers default to the I/O ad
dresses 041 Oh to 043Fh upon reset. These registers 
can be relocated by programming the Scatter-Gath
er Relocate Base Address register. The DMA Scat
ter-Gather registers can be ,relocated to I/O ad
dresses range xx10h-xx3Fh. 

The ESC integrates functions like DMA, Programma
ble Interrupt Controller, and Timers. All the compati
bility registers associated with these functions are 
also integrated into the ESC. The ESC also inte
grates some additional registers like EISA System ID 
register in order to reduce the overall ,Chip count in 
the system. 

All the registers integrated in the ESC are located in 
the I/O range. These are 8-bit registers and are ac
cessed through the ESC EISA interface. The ESC 
internal registers are at fixed I/O locations with the 

Registers at I/O addresses 70h, 372h, and 3F2h are 
shared n:!gisters between ESC and external logic. 
Port 70h is duplicated in the Real Time Clock logic. 
Bit 3 of ports 372h and 3F2h reside in the ESC and 
the other bits reside in the Floppy Disk Controller. 

Address 
Port 

FEDC BA9S 7654 

OOOOh 0000 0000 OOOx 

0001h 0000 0000 OOOx 

0002h 0000 0000 OOOx 

0003h 0000 0000 OOOx 

0004h 0000 0000 OOOx 

0005h 0000 0000 OOOx 

0006h 0000 0000 OOOx 

0007h '0000 0000 OOOx 

0008h 0000 0000 OOOx 

0009h 0000 0000 OOOx 

OOOAh 0000 0000 OOOx 

OOOBh 0000 0000 OOOx 

OOOCh 0000 0000 OOOx 

OOODh 0000 0000 OOOx 

OOOEh 0000 0000 OOOx 

OOOFh 0000 0000 OOOx 

0020h 0000 0000 001x 

0021h 0000 0000 001x 

0022h 0000 0000 0010 

0023h 0000 0000 0010 

0040h 0000 0000 010x 

0041h 0000 0000 010x 

0042h 0000 0000 010x 

0043h 0000 0000 010x 

0048h 0000 0000 010x 
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Table 4-2 documents the I/O address to the ESC 
internal registers. 

Table 4-2. ESC I/O Register Address Map 

Type Name Block 
3210 

0000 R/W DMA 1 CHO Base and Current Address DMA 

0001 R/W DMA 1 CHO Base and Current Count DMA 

0010 R/W DMA 1 CH 1 Base and Current Address DMA 

0011 R/W DMA1 CH1 Base and Current Count DMA 

0100 R/W DMA 1 CH2 Base and Current Address DMA 

0101 R/W DMA 1 CH2 Base and Current Count DMA 

0110 R/W DMA 1 CH3 Base and Current Address DMA 

0111 R/W DMA 1 CH3 Base and Current Count DMA 

1000 R/W DMA 1 Status(r) Command(w) Register DMA 

1001 WO DMA 1 Write Request Register DMA 

1010 WO DMA 1 Write Single Mask Bit DMA 

1011 WO DMA 1 Write Mode Register DMA 

1100 WO DMA 1 Clear Byte Pointer , DMA 

1101 WO DMA 1 Master Clear DMA 

1110 WO DMA 1 Clear Mask Register DMA 

1111 R/W DMA 1 Read/Write All Mask Register Bits DMA 

xxOO R/W INT 1 Control Register PIC 

xx01 R/W INT 1 Mask Register PIC 

0010 R/W Configuration Address Index Register CONF 

0011 R/W Configuration Data Index Register CONF 

0000 R/W Timer 1-Counter a System Clock TC 

0001 R/W Timer 1-Counter 1 Refresh Request TC 

0010 R/W Timer 1 Counter 2 Speaker Tone TC 

0011 WO Timer 1 Command Mode Register! TC 

1000 R/W Timer 2-Counter a Fail-Safe Timer TC 
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Table 4·2. ESC I/O Register Address Map (Continued) 

Address 
Port Type Name Block 

FEDC BA9S 7654 3210 

0049h 0000 0000 010x 1001 R/W Timer 2 Counter i-Reserved TC 

004Ah 0000 0000 010x 1010 R/W Timer 2 Counter 2 CPU Speed Control TC 

004Bh 0000 0000 010x 1011 WO Timer 2 Command Mode Register TC 

0061h 0000 0000 0110 OOx1 R/W NMI Status and Control Control 

0070h* 0000 0000 0111 OxxO /WO NMI Mask Register Control 

0080h 0000 0000 100x 0000 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

0081h 0000 0000 100x 0001 R/W DMA Channel 2 Page Register DMA 

0082h 0000 0000 1000 0010 R/W DMA Channel 3 Page Register DMA 

0083h 0000 0000 100x 0011 R/W DMA Channel 1 Page Register DMA 

0084h 0000 0000 100x 0100 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

0085h 0000 0000 100x 0101 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

0086h 0000 0000 100x 0110 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

0087h 0000 0000 100x 0111 R/W DMA Channel 0 Page Register DMA 

0088h 0000 0000 100x 1000 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

0089h 0000 0000 100x 1001 R/W DMA Channel 6 Page Register DMA 

008Ah 0000 0000 100x 1010 R/W DMA Channel 7 Page Register DMA 

008Bh 0000 0000 100x 1011 R/W DMA Channel 5 Page Register DMA 

008Ch 0000 0000 100x 1100 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

008Dh 0000 0000 100x 1101 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

008Eh 0000 0000 100x 1110 R/W DMA Page Register- Reserved DMA 

008Fh 0000 0000 100x 1111 R/W DMA Refresh Page Register DMA 

0092h 0000 0000 1001 0010 R/W System Control Port Control 

OOAOh 0000 0000 101x xxOO R/W INT 2 Control Register PIC 

OOA1h 0000 0000 101x xx01 R/W INT 2 Mask Register PIC 

OOCOh 0000 0000 1100 OOOx R/W DMA2 CHO Base and Current Address DMA 

00C2h 0000 0000 1100 001x R/W DMA2 CHO Base and Current Count DMA 

00C4h 0000 0000 1100 010x R/W DMA2 CHi Base and Current Address DMA 

00C6h 0000 0000 1100 011x R/W DMA2 CHi Base and Current Count DMA 

00C8h 0000 0000 1100 100x R/W DMA2 CH2 Base and Current Address DMA 

OOCAh 0000 0000 1100 101x R/W DMA2 CH2 Base and Current Count DMA 

OOCCh 0000 0000 1100 110x R/W DMA2 CH3 Base and Current Address DMA 

OOCEh 0000 0000 1100 111x R/W DMA2 CH3 Base and Current Count DMA 

OODOh 0000 0000 1101 OOOx R/W DMA2 Status(r) Command(w) Register DMA 

00D2h 0000 0000 1101 001x WO DMA2 Write Request Register DMA 

00D4h 0000 0000 1101 010x WO DMA2 Write Single Mask Bit DMA 

00D6h 0000 0000 1101 011x WO DMA2 Write Mode Register DMA 
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Table 4·2. ESC 1/0 Register Address Map (Continued) 

Address 
Port Type Name Block 

FE DC BA9S 7654 3210 

00D8h 0000 0000 1101 100x WO DMA2 Clear Byte Pointer DMA 

OODAh 0000 0000 1101 101x WO DMA2 Master Clear DMA 

OODCh 0000 0000 1101 110x WO DMA2 Clear Mask Register DMA 

OODEh 0000 0000 1101 111x R/W DMA2 Read/Write All Mask Register Bits DMA 

OOFOh 0000 0000 1111 0000 WO Reset IR013 IR013 

0312h & 0000 0011 0111 0010 WO Secondary Floppy Disk Digital Output Register FDCCS# 

03F2h & 0000 0011 1111 0001 WO Primary Floppy Disk Digital Output Register FDCCS# 

0400h 0000 0100 0000 0000 R/W Reserved DMA 

0401h 0000 0100 0000 0001 R/W DMA 1 CHO Base/Current Count DMA 

0402h 0000 0100 0000 0010 R/W Rese'rved DMA 

0403h 0000 0100 0000 0011 R/W DMA 1 CHi Base/Current Count DMA 

0404h 0000 0100 0000 0100 R/W Reserved DMA 

0405h 0000 0100 0000 0101 R/W DMA 1 CH2 Base/Current Count DMA 

0406h 0000 0100 0000 0110 R/W Reserved DMA 

0407h 0000 0100 0000 0111 R/W DMA 1 CH3 Base/Current Count .DMA 

0408h 0000 0100 0000 1000 R/W Reserved DMA 

0409h 0000 0100 0000 1001 R/W Reserved DMA 

040Ah 0000 0100 0000 1010 R/W DMA Chaining Mode Status/Interrupt Pending DMA 

040Bh 0000 0100 0000 1011 WO DMA 1 Extended Mode Register DMA 

040Ch 0000 0100 0000 1100 WO Chaining Buffer Control Register DMA 

040Dh 0000 0100 0000 1101 R/W Reserved DMA 

040Eh 0000 0100 0000 1110 R/W Reserved DMA 

040Fh 0000 0100 0000 1111 R/W Reserved DMA 

0410h 0000 0100 0010 0000 WO DMA CHO S-G Command Register DMA 

0411h 0000 0100 0010 0001 WO DMA CHi S-G Command Register DMA 

0412h 0000 0100 0010 0010 WO DMA CH2 S-G Command Regsiter DMA 

0413h 0000 0100 0010 0011 WO DMA CH3 S-G Command Register DMA 

0415h 0000 0100 0010 0101 WO DMA CH5 S-G Command Register DMA 

0416h 0000 0100 0010 0110 WO DMA CH6 S-G Command Register DMA' 

0417h 0000 0100 0010 0111 WO DMA CH7 S-G Command Register DMA 

0418h 0000 0100 0010 1000 WO DMA CHO S-G Status Register DMA 

0419h 0000 0100 0010 1001 WO DMA CHi S-G Status Register DMA 

041Ah 0000 0100 0010 1010 WO DMA CH2 S-G Status Register DMA 

041Bh 0000 0100 0010 1011 WO DMA CH3 S-G Status Register DMA 

041Dh 0000 0100 0010 1101 WO DM~ CH5 S-G Status Register DMA 

041Eh 0000 0100 0010 1110 WO DMA CH6 S-G Status Register DMA 
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Table 4·2. ESC I/O Register Address Map (Continued) 

Address 
Port Type Name Block ~ FEDC BA98 7654 3210 

"11 

041Fh 0000 0100 0010 1111 WO DMA CH7 S-G Status Register DMA 

0420h 0000 0100 0010 0000 RO DMA CHO S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0421h 0000 0100 0010 0001 RO DMA CHO S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0422h 0000 0100 0010 0010 RO DMA CHO S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0423h 0000 0100 0010 0011 RO DMA CHO S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

• 
0424h 0000 0100 0010 0100 RO DMA CH1 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0425h 0000 0100 0010 0101 RO DMA CH1 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0426h 0000 0100 0010 0110 RO DMA CH 1 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 
" 

0427h 0000 0100 0010 0111 RO DMA CH1 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA , 
0428h 0000 0100 0010 1000 RO DMA CH2 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0429h 0000 0100 0010 1001 RO DMA CH2 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

042Ah 0000 0100 0010 1010 RO DMA CH2 S~G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA , 

042Bh 0000 0100 0010 1011 RO DMA CH2 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

042Ch 0000 0100 0010 1100 RO DMA CH3 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

042Dh 0000 0100 0010 1101 RO DMA CH3 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

042Eh 0000 0100 0010 1110 RO DMA CH3 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

,042Fh Oooci 0100 0010 1111 RO DMA CH3 S-G DeSCriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0434h 0000 0100 0011 0100 RO DMA CH5 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0435h 0000 0100 0011 0101 RO DMA CH5 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register f DMA 

0436h 0000 0100 0011 0110 RO DMA CH5 S-G DescriptorPointer Register DMA 

0437h 0000 0100 0011 0111 RO DMA CH5 S-G.Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0438h 0000 0100 0011 1000 RO DMA CH6 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0439h 0000 0100 0011 1001 RO DMA CH6 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

043Ah 0000 0100 0011 1010 RO DMA CH6 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

043Bh 0000 0100 0011 1011 RO DMA CH6 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

043Ch 0000 0100 0011 1100 RO DMA CH7 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

043Dh 0000 0100 0011 1101 RO DMA CH7 S-G Descriptor pointer Register DMA 

043Eh 0000 0100 0011 1110 RO OMA CH7 S-G Descriptor POinter Register DMA 

043i=h 0000 0100 0011 1111 RO DMA CH7 S-G Descriptor Pointer Register DMA 

0461h 0000 0100 0110 0001 R/W Extended NMI and Reset Control Control 

0462h' 0000 0100 0110 0010 R/W NMI 1/0 Interrupt Port Control 

0464h' 0000 0100 0110 0100 RO Last EISA Bus Master Granted (l) , Control 

0480h 0000 0100 1000 0000 R/W Reserved DMA 

0481h 0000 0100 1000 0001 R/W DMA CH2 High Page Register DMA 

0482h 0000 0100 1000 0010 R/W DMA CH3 High Page Register DMA, 

0483h 0000 0100 1000 0011 R/W DMA CH1 High Page Register,' DMA " 
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Table 4-2. ESC 1/0 Register Address Map (Continued) 

Address 
Port Type Name Block 

FE DC BA9S 7654 3210 

0484h 0000 0100 1000 0100 R/W Reserved DMA 

0485h 0000 0100 1000 0101 R/W Reserved DMA 

0486h 0000 0100 1000 0110 R/W Reserved I DMA 

0487h 0000 0100 1000 0111 R/W DMA CHO High Page Register DMA 

0488h 0000 0100 1000 1000 R/W Reserved DMA 

0489h 0000 0100 1000 1001 R/W DMA CH6 High Page Register DMA 

048Ah 0000 0100 1000 1010 R/W DMA CH7 High Page Register DMA 

048Bh 0000 0100 1000 1011 R/W DMA CH5 High Page Register DMA 

048Ch 0000 0100 1000 1110 R/W Reserved DMA 

048Dh 0000 0100 1000 1101 R/W Reserved DMA 

048Eh 0000 0100 1000 1110 R/W Reserved DMA 

048Fh 0000 0100 100x 1111 R/W DMA Refresh High Page Register DMA 

04C2h .0000 0100 1100 0010 R/W Reserved DMA 

04C6h 0000 0100 1100 0110 R/W DMA CH5 High Base and Current Count Register DMA 

04CAh 0000 0100 1100 1010 R/W DMA CH6 High Base and Current Count Register DMA 

04CEh 0000 0100 1100 1110 R/W DMA CHi High Base and Current Count Register DMA 

04DOh 0000 0100 1101 0000 R/W INT-1 Edge/Level Control Register PIC 

04D1h 0000 0100 1101 0001 R/W INT-2 Edge/Level Control Register PIC 

04D2h 0000 0100 1101 0010 R/W Reserved DMA 

04D3h 0000 {)100 1101 0011 R/W Reserved DMA 

04D4h 0000 0100 1101 0100 R/W DMA2 Chaining Mode DMA 

04D5h 0000 0100 1101 1001 R/W Reserved DMA 

04D6h 0000 0100 1101 0010 WO DMA2 Extended Mode Register DMA 

04D7h .0000 0100 1101 0111 R/W Reserved DMA 

04D8h 0000 0100 1101 1000 R/W Reserved DMA 

04D9h 0000 0100 1101 100~ R/W Reserved DMA 

04DAh 0000 0100 1101 .1010 R/W Reserved DMA 

04DBh 0000 0100 1101 1011 R/W Reserved DMA 

04DCh 0000 0100 1101 1100 R/W Reserved DMA 

04DDh 0000 0100 1101 1101 R/W. Reserved DMA 

04DEh. 0000 0100 1101 1110 R/W Reserved DMA 

04DFh 0000 0100 1101 1111 R/W Reserved DMA 

04EOh 0000 0100 1110 0000 R/W DMA CHO Stop Register Bits [7:2] DMA 

04E1h 0000 0100 1110 0001 R/W DMA CHO Stop Register Bits [15:8] DMA 

04E2h 0000 0100 1110 0010 R/W DMA CHO Stop Register Bits [23:16] DMA 

04E3h 0000 0100 1110 0011 R/W Reserved DMA 
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Table 4-2. ESC 1/0 Register Address Map (Continued) 

Port 
Address 

Type Name Block 
FEDC BA9S 7654 3210 

Q4E4h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 0'10'0' R/W DMA CH1 Stop Register Bits [7:2] DMA 

Q4E5h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 0'10'1 R/W DMA CH 1 Stop Register Bits [15:8] DMA 

Q4E6h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 0'110' R/W DMA CH 1 Stop Register Bits [23: 16] DMA 

Q4E711 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 0'111 R/W Reserved DMA 

Q4E8h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 10'0'0' R/W DMA CH2 Stop Register Bits [7:2] DMA 

Q4E9h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 10'0'1 R/W DMA CH2 Stop Register Bits [15:8] DMA 

O'4EAh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 10'10' R/W DMA CH2 Stop Register Bits [23:16] DMA 

O'4EBh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 10'11 R/W Reserved DMA 

O'4ECh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 110'0' R/W DMA CH3 Stop Register Bits [7:2] DMA 

O'4EDh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 110'1 R/W DMA CH3 Stop Register Bits [15:8] DMA 

O'4EEh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110' 1110' R/W DMA CH3 Stop Register Bits [23: 16] PMA 

O'4EFh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1110 1111 R/W Reserved DMA 

Q4FO'h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 0'0'0'0' R/W Reserved DMA 

O'4F1h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 0'0'0'1 R/W Reserved DMA 

O'4F2h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 0'0'10' R/W Reserved OMA 

O'4F3h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 0'0'11 R/W Reserved DMA 

O'4F4h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 0'10'0' R/W DMA CH5 Stop Register Bits [7:2] DMA 

O'4F5h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 0'10'1 R/W DMA CH5 Stop Register Bits [15:8] DMA 

Q4F6h 0'0'0'0' . 0'10'0' 1111 0'110' R/W DMA CH5 Stop Register Bits [23:16] DMA 

O'4F7h 0'0'00' 0'10'0' 1111 0'111 R/W Reserved DMA 

Q4F8h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 10'0'0' R/W DMA CH6 Stop Register Bits [7:2] DMA 

Q4F9h 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 10'0'1 R/W DMA CH6 Stop Register Bits [15:8] DMA 

Q4FAh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 10'10' R/W DMA CH6 Stop Register Bits [23:16] DMA 

Q4FBh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 10'11 R/W Reserved DMA 

Q4FC 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 110'0' R/W DMA CH7 Stop Register Bits [7:2] DMA 

Q4FDh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 110'1 R/W DMA CH7 Stop Register Bits [15:8] DMA 

O'4FEh 0'0'0'0 0'10'0' 1111 0'111 R/W DMA CH7 Stop Register Bits [23:16] DMA 

04FFh 0'0'0'0' 0'10'0' 1111 1111 R/W Reserved DMA 

QCOOh 0'0'0'0' 110'0' 0'0'0'0' 0'0'0'0' R/W Configuration RAM Page Register Conf 

QC8Qh 0'0'0'0' 110'0' 10'0' 0'0'0'0' RD System Board ID Byte Lane 1 Bits [7:0'] Board 10 

QC81h .0'0'0'0' 1100' 10'0' 0'0'0'1 RD System Board ID Byte Lane 2 Bits [15:8] Board ID 

QC82h 0'0'0'0' 110'0' 10'0' 0'0'10' RD System Board ID Byte Lane 3 Bits [23:16] Board ID 

QC83h QQqQ 110'0' 10'0'0' 0'0'11 RD System Board.ID Byte Lane 4 Bits [31:24] Board ID 

NOTES: 
'Port 70h resides in the ESC, in addition the lower 7 bits of Port 70h resi~e in Real Time Clock. 
& Bit 3 of ports 372h and 3F2h reside in the ESC while the other bits reside on the ISA bus, t 
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4.3 Configuration Addresses 

ESC configuration registers are accessed through 
I/O registers 22h and 23h. These I/O registers are 
used as index address register (22h) and index data 
register (23h). The ihd~x address register is used to 
write the configuration' register address .. The data 
(configuration register address) in register 22h is 
used to decode a configuration register. The select
edconfiguration register can be read or written to by 
performing a read or a write operation to the index 
data register at I/O address 23h. ' 

Table 4~3. Configuration Register Index Address 

Configuration 
Abbreviation Register Name 

Offset 

OOh-01h Reserved 

02h ESCIO ESC 10 

03h-07h, Reserved 

08h RID Revision 10 

09h-3Fh Reserved 

40h MS Mode Select 

41h Reserved 

42h BIOSCSA BIOS Chip 
, Select A 

43h BIOSCSB BIOS Chip 
SelectB 

44h-4Ch Reserved 

40h CLKOIV BCLKClock 
Divisor 

4Eh PCSA Peripheral Chip 
Select A 

4Fh PCSB Peripheral Chip' 
SelectB 

50h EISAI01 EISA 10 Byte 1 

51h EISAI02 EISA 10 Byte 2· 

52h EISAI03 EISAIO Byte 3 

53h EISAID4 EISA 10 Byte 4 

54h-56h Reserved 

57h SGRBA Scatter"Gather 
Relocate Base 
Address 

58h-59h Reserved 

60h ,PIRQRCO PIRQO# Route 
Control 

61h PIRQRC1· PIRQ1 # Route 
Control 
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Table 4-3. Configuration Register 
. Index Addr,ess (Continued) 

Configuration 
Abbreviation Register Name 

Offset 

62h PIRQRC2 PIRQ2# Route 
Control 

63h PIRQRC3 PIRQ3 # Route 
Control 

64h 
, 

GPCSLAO General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 0 Base 
Low Address 

65h GPCSHAO ' General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 0 Base 
High Address 

66h GPCSMO General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 0 Mask 

67h , Reserved 

68h GPCSLA1 General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 1 Base 
Low Address 

69h GPCSHA1 General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 1 Base 
High Address 

6Ah GPCSM1 General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 1 Mask 

6Bh Reserved 

6Ch GPCSLA2 General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 2 Base 
Low Address 

60h GPCSHA2 General 
P~rpose Chip 
Select 2 Base 
High Address 

6Eh GPCSM2 General 
Purpose Chip 
Select 2 Mask 

6Fh GPXBC General 
Purpose 
Peripheral 
X-Bus Control 

70h-87h Reserved 

88h TSTC Test Control 

89h-9Fh Reserved 

I 



· 4.4 X-Bus Peripherals 

The ESC generates chip selects for certain functions. 
that typically reside .()n the X-Bus. The ESC asserts 
the chip selects combinatorially from the LA ad
dresses. The ESC generates chip select signals for 
the Keyboard Controller, Floppy Disk Controller, 
IDE, Parallel Port, Serial Port, and General Purpose 
peripherals. The ESC also generates read and write 
strobes for Real Time Clock and Configuration RAM. 
The read and write strobes are a function of lA ad
dresses, the ISAread and write strobes (IORC# and 

I 
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10WC#), and BClK. All of the peripherals supported 
by the. ESC are at fixed I/O addresses with. the ex
ception of the general purpose peripherals. The ESC 
support for these peripherals can be enabled or dis
abled through configuration registers Peripheral 
Chip Select A and Peripheral Chip Select B. The 
general purpose peripherals are mapped to I/O ad
dresses by programming a set of configuration regis
ters: General Purpose Chip Select. x Base low Ad
dress register, General Purpose Chip Select x Base 
High Address register, and General Purpose Chip 
Select x Mask register. 
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Table 4-4. X-Bus Chip Selects Decode 

Port FEDC BA9S 7654 3210 R/W Name Chip Select 

0060h 0000 0000 0110 OOxO R/W Keyboard Controller KYBDCS# 

0064h 0000 0000 0110 01xO R/W Keyboard Controller KYBDCS# 

0070h 0000 0000 0111 OxxO W Real Time Clock RTCALE 

0071h 0000 0000 0111 Oxx1 R/W Real Time Clock RTCWR # IRTCRD# 

0170h 
IDE Controller ECS[2:0j = 011 to 0000 0001 0111 Oxxx R/W 
O-Secondary (IDECSO#) 

0177h 

01FOh 
IDE Controller ECS[2:0j = 011 

to 0000 0001 1111 Oxxx R/W 
O-Primary (IDECSO#) 01F7h 

0278h 1000 
ECS[2:0) =010 

to 0000 0010 0111 to R/W Parallel Port LPT3 
(LPTCS#) 

027Bh 1011 

02F8h I ECS[2:0) = OOx 
to 0000 0010 1111 xxxx R/W Serial Port COM2 

(COMxCS#) 02FFh 

0370h 0000 
Floppy Disk Controller-

to 0000 0011 0111 to R/W FDCCS# 
0357h 0101 

Secondary 

0376h 0000 0011 0111 0111 R/W JOE Controller ECS[2:0) = 100 
1-Secondary (IDECS1 #) 

0377h 0000 0011 0111 0110 R/W IDE Controller ECS[2:0) = 100 
1-Secondary (IDECS1 #) 

0377h 0000 0011 0111 0111 R/W Floppy Disk Controller-
FDCCS# 

Secondary 

0378h 0000 0011 0111 1000 ECS[2:0) = 01 0 
to to R/W Parallel Port LPT2 

(LPTCS#) 
037Bh 1011 

03BCh 
ECS[2:01=010 to 0000 0011 1011 11xx R/W Parallel Port LPT1 

(LPTCS#) 
03BFh 

03FOh 0000 R/W 
Floppy Disk Controller-

to 0000 0011 1111 to FDCCS# 
0375h 0101 

Primary 

03F6h 0000 0011 0111 0110 R/W IDE Controller ECS[2:0) = 100 
1-Primary (IDECS1 #) 

03F7h 0000 0011 0111 0111 R/W IDE Controller ECS[2:0) = 100 
1-Primary (IDECS1 #) 

03F7h 0600 0011 0111 0111 R/W Floppy Disk Controller-
FDCCS# 

Secondary 

03F8h 
ECS[2:0) = OOx 

to 0000 0011 1111 1000 R/W Serial Port COM 1 
(COMxCS#) 

03FFh 

0800h 
Configuration 

to 0000 1000 xxxx xxxx W/R CRAMWR# ICRAMRD# 
08FFh 

RAM 
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.5.0 EISA CONTROLLER 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

5.1 Overview 

The EISA controller in the ESC provides Master/ 
Slave EISA interface function for the ESC internal 
resources. In addition, the ESC acts as an EISA cen
tral resource for the system. As a system central 
resource, the EISA controller is responsible for gen
erating the translation control Signals necessary for 
bus-to-bus transfers. This .translation includes trans
fer between devices on EISA Bus and ISA Bus and 
transfers between different size master device and 
slave device: The EISA controller generates the 
control Signals for EISA Data SWap Buffers integrat
ed in the PCEB. The ESC EISA interface generates 
cycles for DMA transfers, and refreSh. The ESC in
ternal registers are accessed through the EISA slave 
interface. The ESC is responsible for supporting the 
following: 

Service EISA Master cycles to: 

- EISA slaves devices. 

- ISA slave devices. 

- ESC internal registers. 

Service ISA Master cycles to: 

- EISA slave devices. 

- ISA (mis-matched) slave devices. 

- ESC internal registers. 

Service DMA cycles: 

- From/to DMA slave on the EISA bus to/from 
memory on the EISAIISA bus. 

- From/to DMA slave on the ISA bus to/from 
memory on the EISAIISA bus. 

- From/to DMA slave on the EISAIISA bus tot 
from memory on the PCI bus. 

Service REFRESH cycles : 

The EISA controller will service the refresh cycle 
by generating the appropriate address and com
mand signals. These cycles are initiated by either 
the ESC internal refresh logic or by an external 
ISA Bus Master. 

Generates DATA SWAP BUFFER ~ntrol: , 

I 

. Th~ EISA controller generates the control signals 
for. the data bus swap control (assembly/disas
sembly) and swapping process to support data 
size mismatches of the devices on the EISA and 
ISA' buses. The' actual data steering and swap
ping is performed by the PCEB. 
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Generate WAIT STATES: 

The wait state generator is responsible for gener
ating the wait states based on the sampling of the 
EXRDY, CHRDY, NOWS# and the default wait 
states. The default wait state depends on the cy
cle type. 

5.2 Clock Generation 

The ESC generates the EISA Bus clock. The ESC 
uses a divider circuit to generate the EISA Bus 
clock. The ESC supports PCI bus frequencies be
tween 25 MHz and 33 MHz. The PCI clock is divided 
by 3 or 4 by the clock generation logic in the ESC. 
The EISA Clock Divisor register bits [2:0] select the 
divide value. 

The ESC provides the EISA Bus clock as the 
BCLKOUT output. Although the ESC is capable of 
driving 240 pF load on the BCLKOUT .pin, it is rec
ommended that this Signal be buffered to produce 
the EISA BCLK signal. 

The ESC EISA control logic and EISA interface is 
synchronous to the BCLK input. A maximum delay of 
15 ns is allowed between the BCLKOUT output and 
the BCLK input for proper device functionality. 

Table 5-1. PCIClK and BClK 
Frequency Relationship 

PCIClK DIVISOR 
(MHz) (programmable) 

25 .\ 3 
30 4· 

33.3 4· 

NOTE: 

BClK 
(MHz) 

8.33 
7.5 

8.33 

·The ESC wakes up after reset with a default divisor value 
of 4. 

5.2.1 CLOCK STRETCHING 

The ESC is capable of stretching EISA Bus clock 
(BCLKOUn for PCEB generated EISA cycles. The 
ESC stretches the EISA Bus clock (BCLKOUn in 

,order to minimize the synchronization penalty be
tween PCI clock and EISA clock for accesses to 
EISA Bus by PCI agents. The peEB initiates an EISA 
cycle by asserting START # . synchronous to 
PCICLK. The ESC ensures the START # minimum 

. pulse width is met by stretching the EISA Bus clock 
low time .. 

The ESC samples START # on every PCICLK when 
the PCEB has the EISA Bus. After sampling 
START # asserted, the ESC delays the rising edge 
of BCLKOUT until the START # has met the 115 ns 
minimum pulse width specification. 
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PCICLK 

BCLKOUT 
L __ 

,STARTH 

CMD# 
I 

STARTH Sampled By ESC (_ I 
I 

BCLKOUT Stretched By ESC < .. - ... 1 

290476-66 

Figure 5-1. BCLK Stretching 

5.3 EISA Master Cycles 

EISA Master cycles are initiated on the EISA bus by 
an EISA Master (including. PCES for PCI agents). 
These cycles are accesses to the following resourc
es: 

- EISA slaves devices (including PCES for PCI 
agents) 

- ISA slave devices 

-' ESC internal registers (8-bit· EISA Slave) 

An EISA master gains control of the bus by asserting 
MREQx# (PEREQ# in case of PCES) to the ESC. 
The ESC, after performing the necessary arbitration, 
asserts the corresponding MACKn # (negates 
EISAHOLD.in case of the PCES). Refer to Chapter 
7.0 for arbitration protocol. 

In response to receiving the acknowledge signal, the 
EISA Master starts the cycle by driving the bus with 
LA[31:02], SE[3:0], W/A, and MilO. The EISA Mas
ter then asserts START # to indicate the beginning 
of the current cycle. A 16-bit EISA Master will also 
assert MASTER16# at this time. The ESC gener
ates SSEH #, Sl, and SO .signals from the SE[3:0] # 
signals. 

5.3.1 .EISA MASTER TO 32-BIT EISA SLAVE 

An EISA slave after decoding its address asserts 
EX32# or EX16#. The EISA master and the ESC 
use these Signals to determine th.e EISA slave data 
size. The 32-bit or 16-bit EISA master continueS with 
the cycles if EX32 # or EX16# is asserted respec
tively. The ESC acts as a central resources for the 
EISA master and generates CMD# for the cycles. 
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The ESC asserts CMD# on the same SCLK edge 
that START# is negated. The ESC monitors the 
EXRDY signal on the EISA bus to determine when to 
negate the CMD#, An EISA Slave can extend the 
cycle by negating EXRDY. EISA specifications re
quire that EXRDY not be held negated for more than 
2.5 JLs. A burstable EISA slave asserts SLSURST# 
signal the same time the slave decodes its address. 
The EISA master will sample SLBURST # and as
sert MSBURST#if it is capable of bursting. The 
ESC keeps the CM'D # asSerted during a burst EISA 
transfer. The ESC deasserts CMD# to indicate the 
end of the burst transfer after the EISA master deas
serts MSSURST #. 

If EX16# is asserted, a 32-bit EISA master backs-off 
the bus by floating SE[3:0]# and START# (see 
Section 5.3.4). The ESC acts as a central resource 
for the EISA master in this case and takes over the 
mastership of the EISA bus by deriving START#, 
CMD #, and the appropriate byte enables. The ESC 
generates the necessary translation cycles for the 
EISA master and returns the bus ownership to the 
master by asserting EX32# and EX16#. The ESC 
monitors the EXRDY signal on the EISA bus to de
termine when to negate the GMD#. An EISA Slave 
can extend the cycle by negating EXRDY. EISA 
speCification require that EXRDY not be held negat
ed for more than 2.5 JLs. A burstable EISA slave will 
assert SLBURST # signal the. same time when its 
address is decoded. The EISA master will sample 
SLSURST# and assert MSSURST# if it is capable 
of bursting. The ESC keeps the CMD # asserted dur-' 
ing a burst EISA transfer. The ESC deasserts CMD# 
to indicate the end of the burst transfer after' the 
EISA master deasserts MSBURST #. 

I 
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BCLK 
I : 

LA[31 :2]. M-10 {@?:F:~trnm:itiX,-;--....;...--+---,Xl;lWW~I11iM~lWG= 
I : - . I : I 

BE#[3:0] (;tll;:if?IiilidtMliiX XttlIm!nWWtimc:::= 
I I I I 

W-R Gl%Ij~tg'i%ilgimiiIHIX ~li.@11n:i.lF@mcr= 
I I 

STARn ; \:1 :L 
I I I I 

CMD# AJMf~m:ii?~;m:mnlf7 : \ I: r 
EX32#, EX16# Awtl:tIW;tttifM::n!tt( :*>. ~ A1W:W:t,igit:iW{i;,W;tWi!\ 

EXRDY : . : '---1 : 
I I I I. I 

READ DATA <Wj:nllf@Umnrm:!':W{UtmmltNw;WW@irIM@ic:Jlill 

WRITE DATA (i;nlMftll@lllWiM#lii!nWjtkIIi.!WIlWl;WmW¥)(i-'----:--+--
290476":67 

Figure 5~2. Standard EISA Master to EISA Slave Cycle 

BCLK 

LA[31:2] M-10 ~~ ,---,-_..:..:1---o---J 
. . 

BE[3:0]# ft}}!lt}ttl}tlH 1: ~ 
. .. 

STARn :L-J . . . 

\~ __ ~1~: ~~~~~~a~ 

EX 32#, EX16# LlWl):::lMj:lm%l::WM:t:NJ\ .... 
, .. , 

EXRDY B:::tmIWi:m@i(::tJJjimw:@@}:WW:::;:il : 
. 

MSBURSn : \ .... _. ___ .....J: r-
SLBURSn bJ:::lJW:\lWlf:JJtr:::lMA; . . .. 

READ DATA -~~---~~ 

WRITE DATA -~-~--'-: -{(=J1::.=.>--QJ--CD-
290476-66 

Figure 5-3. Burst EISA Master to EISA Slave Cycle 
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5.3.2 EISA MASTER TO 16-BIT ISA SLAVE 

An ISA slave, after decoding its address, asserts 
M16# or 1016#. The ESC monitors the EX32#, 
EX16#, M16#,and 1016# signals to determine the 
slave type. If EX32# and EX16# are negated and 

. M16# or 1016# is asserted; the ESC performs ISA 
translation cycles for the EISA Bus master by gener
ating BALE, MRDC#, MWRC#, 10RC#, 10WC# 

. signals as appropriat~. The IsA slave can add wait 
states by negating CHRDY. The ESC samples 
CHRDY and translate it into EXRDY. 

5.3.3 EISA MASTER TO 6-BIT EISAIISA 
SLAVES 

An 8-bit slave does not positively acknowledge its 
selection by asserting any signal. The absence of an 
asserted EX32#, EX16#, M16#, and 1016# indio 
cate to the ESC that an 8-bit device has been select
ed. The EISA master is backed-off the bus, and the 
ESC takes over mastership of 'the EISAIISA bus. 
The ESC will run 8-bit translation cycles on the bus 
by deriving th~ EISA control signals and the ISA 
control signals. A slave can extend the cycles by 
negating EXRDYor CHRDY signals; 

BCLK 

The ESC (Internal Register) is accessed as an 8-bit 
slave. . 

~.3.4 EISA MASTERBACK-oFF 

During EISA master transfer where the master and 
slave size is mis-matched, the EISA master· is reo 
quired to back-off the bus on the first falling edge of 
BCLK after START # ,is negated: The EISA master 
floats its START #, BE[3:0] #, and data lines at this 
time .. This allows the ESC to perform a translation 
cycle. The master must back-off the. bus if a master! 
slave data size mis-match is determined, regardless 
if data size translation is performed. At the end of 
the data size translation or transfer cycle, control is 
transferred back to the bus master by the ESC by 
driving EX32# and EX16# active.on the falling edge 
of BCLK, before the rising edge of BCLK that the 
last CMD# i$ negated. An additional BCLK is added, 
at the end of the transfer to allow the exchanging of 
cycle control to occur. 
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5.4 ISA Master Cycles 

ISA cycles are initiated on the ISA bus by an ISA 
master. These cycles are accesses to the following 
system resources: 

- EISA slaves devices (including PCEB for PCI 
agents). 

- ISA slave devices. 

- ESC internal registers (a-bit EISA Slave). 

The ISA Master initiates such a cycle by asserting 
the DREQx# line to the ESC. The. ESC, after per
forming the necessary arbitration, asserts the corre
sponding DACKx # line. Upon receiving an acknowl
edge from the ESC, the ISA master asserts the 
MASTER16# signal line to indicate that it has con
trol of the ISA bus and a cycle on the ISA bus will 
take place. 

The ESC translates the ISA address signals 
SBHE #, SA 1, and SAO to EISA byte enables 
BE[3:0j#. 

5.4.1 ISA MASTER TO 32-BIT/16-BIT EISA 
SLAVE 

An EISA slave will decode the address to determine 
if it has been selected. In response to a positive de
code, the EISA slave will assert EX32# or EX16#. 

BCLK 
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The ESC samples these signals to determine if an 
EISA Slave has been selected. If these signals are 
asserted, the ESC will perform ISA to EISA cycle 
translation by driving the EISA control signals. 

The ISA Master asserts one of the ISA command 
signals MRDC#, MWTC#, 10RC# or 10WC# de
pending on whether or not the access is to a memo
ry, an I/O device or an I/O register. The ISA com
mand signals will remain active until the end of the 
cycle. The ESC will generate the EISA translation by 
generating the EISA control signals; START #, 
CMD#, M/IO#, and W/R#. 

The EISA slave can add wait states by negating 
EXRDY. The ESC samples EXRDY and translates it 
into CHRDY. The ESC will also generate the control 
Signals to steer the data to the appropriate byte 
lanes for mis-matched cycles. 

5.4.2 ISA MASTER TO 16-BIT ISA SLAVE 

An ISA Master initiates cycles to ISA slave devices. 
These cycles are either memory read/write or I/O 
read/write. The ISA bus Master is assumed to be 
16-bitdevice, and it can access either a-bit or 16-bit 
slave devices that reside on the ISA-bus. A 16-bit 
ISA slave device will respond to a valid address by 
asserting M16# for memory cycles and 1016# for 
I/O cycles. 

The ESC is inactive during ISA Master cycles where 
either M16# or 1016# is sampled asserted. 

BALE ~1 ______ -L __ ~r---\~. ______ ~ ______ ~ ________ L--

I 

LA[23:17] 
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Figure 5-5. ISA Master to 16-Bit ISA Slave Cycles (3 BCLKs) 
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Figure 5-6. ISA Master to 16-Blt ISA Slave Extended Cycle (4 BCLKs) 

5.4.3 ISA MASTER TO 8-BIT EISAIISA SLAVE 

An 8-bit· slave does not positively acknowledge its 
selection by asserting any signal. The absence of an 
asserted EX32#, EX16#, M16#, and 1016# indi
cate to the. ESC that an 8-bit device has been select
ed. The EISA master is backed-off the bus,and the 
ESC takes over mastership of the· EISAIISA bus. 
The ESC will run 8-bit translation cycles on the bus 
by deriving the. EISA control Signals and thelSA 
control signals. A slave can extend· the cycles by 
negating EXRDY or CHRDY Signals. 

The ESC (Internal Register) is accessed as an 8-bit 
slave. 

5.4.4 ISA WAIT STATE GENERATION 

There are three sources that can affect the genera
tion of wait states for ISA cycles. The first is the 
default wait states, which determines the standard 
or default ISA bus cycle in the absence of any re
sponse from the slave. The second is cycle exten
Sion, which is indicated by the· slave pulling the 
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CHRDY signal line inactive (low). The CHRDY is 
high by default due to a pull-up resistor. Thus, the 
cycle will be extended until the CHRDY is returned 
to its active high value. The third way to change the 
number of wait states is when the slave asserts the 
NOWS# signal which makes the cycle shorter than 
the default or standard cycle. 

ISA Memory slaves (8 bits and 16 bits) and ISA 1/0 
slaves (only 8 bits) can shorten their default cycles 
by asserting the NOWS# signal lines. A 16-bit I/O 
slave,cannot shorten its default cycles. 

When NOWS # is asserted at the same time the 
CHRDY is negated by the ISA slave device, 
NOWS # will be ignored and wait states will be add
ed. (Le.; CHRDY has precedence over NOWS#.) 

DMA devices (1/0) cannot add wait states, but mem
ory can. 

Table 5-2 shows the number of BCLKs for each cy
cle type (Memory, 1/0, DMA), default, wait states 
added and with NOWS# asserted. 

I 
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Table 5·2. Number of BCLKs for ISA Master Cycles 

No Walt State 
Standard 

One Walt State 
CHRDY= 1 

Cycle Type Bus NOWS# = 0 CHRDY = 0 
NOWS# = 1 Size 

Number of BCLKs 

Memory Read/Write 16 2 3 4 

Memory Read/Write 8 4,5 6 7 

I/O Read/Write 16 3 3 4 

I/O Read/Write 8 4,5 6 7 

DMA Compatible 8/16 8 8 10 

DMA Type A* 8/16 NA 6 7 

DMATypeB* 8/16 NA 4 5 

DMATypeCt 8/16 NA 2 3 

NOTES: 
• If ISA memory responds. the ESC will extend the cycle by 1 BClK. 
t If ISA memory responds, the ESC will use DMA Type B read cycle timing. 

5.5 Mis-Match Cycles 

Data size translation is performed by the ESC for all 
mis-matched cycles. A; mis-matched cycle is defined 
as a cycle in which the bus master and bus slave do 
not have equal data bus sizes (e.g., a 32-bit EISA 
master accessing a.16-bit ISA slave). The data Size 
translation is performed in conjunction with the 

PCEB. The ESC generates the appropriate cycles 
and data steering control signals for mis-matched 
cycles. The PCEB uSeS the data steering cOntrol sig
nals froin the ESC to latch and redirect the data to 
the appropriate byte lanes. The ESC will perform 
one or more of the following operations depending 
on the master and slave type, transfer direction, and 
the number of byte enables active. 

Table 5-3. Mis-Match Master Slave Combinations 

Master Type 
Slave Type 

32·BltEISA 16·BiIEISA 16-BitISA 8-Bit EISA/ISA 

32-Bit EISA with Standard Match Mis-Match Mis~Match Mis-Match 
16-Bit Downshift Burst Match Match NA NA 

32-Bit EISA Standard Match Mis-Match Mis-Match Mis-Match 
Burst . Match tilA NA NA 

16-Bit EISA Standard Mis-Match Match Mis-Match Mis-Match 
Burst Mis-Match Match NA NA 

NOtE: 
NA: Not Applicable. The cycle will never occur. 
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5.6 Data Swap Buffer Contr.ol Logic 

For all mis-matched cycles, the ESC is responsible 
for performing data size translations. The ESC per
forms these data size translations by either becom
ing the master of the EISA/ISA Bus (see Section 
5.3.4) or by directing the flow of data to the appropri
ate byte lanes. In both cases, the ESC generates 
Data Swap Buffer control signals. to perform data 
size translation. 

- SDCPYEN[13, 3:1] 

- SDCPYUP 

- SDOE[2:0]# 

- SDLE[3:0] # 

The Data Swap Buffers are integrated in the PCEB 
(see PCEB data , sheet Chapter 8.0 for Data Swap 
Buffer function description). 

The data size translation cycles consist of one or 
combinations of Assembly, Disassembly, Copy Up/ 
Down, and Redrive. 

Assembly 

This occurs during reads when an EISA master data 
size is greater than the slave data size. ISA masters 
are required to perform. assemble when accessing 
8-bit slaves. Assembly consists of two, three, or four 
cycles depending on the master data size, slave 
data size, and number of active byte enables. During 
the assembly process, the data is latched into the 
PCEB data latch/buffers. Thisdata is driven or redri
ven on to the EISA bus during the last cycle. The 
master. after initiating the cycle backs-off the bus 
(see the EISA master back-off section for details) 
when a mis-matched is detected. The ESC becomes 
the bus master and runs the appropriate number of 
cycles. At the end of the last cycle, the ESC trans
fers the control of bus back to the original master. 

Disassembly 

This occurs during writes when the EISA master 
data size .is greater than the slave data size. ISA 
masters are required to perform disassemble when 
accessing8-bit slaves. Disassembly consists of two, 
three, or four cycles depending on the master data 
size, slave data size, and number of active byte en
ables. During the disassembly process, the data is 
latched in the PCEB latch/buffers on the first cycle. 
This data is driven or redriven on to the EISA bus on 
subsequent cycles; The master after initiating thecy
cle backs-off the bus (see the EISA master back-off 
section for details) when a mis-matched is detecfed. 
The ESC becomes the bus. master and runs theap
propriate number of cycles. At the end of the last 
cycle, the ESC transfers the control of bus back to 
the original master. 
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intel® 
Copy-Up 

This occurs during reads when the master data size 
is greater than the slave data size and during writes 
when the master data size is smaller than the slave 
data size. The copy-up function is used for cycles 
with and without'assembly/disassembly. 

Copy-Down 

This occurs during writes when the master data size 
is greater than the slave data size and during reads 
when the master data size is smaller than the slave 
data size. The copy-down function is used for cycles 
with and without assembly/disassembly. 

Re-Drlve 

This occurs during reads and writes when both the 
master and slave are on the EISAIISA bus and the 
PCEB is neither a master nor a slave. The re-drive 
function is always performed in conjunction with as
sembly/disassembly. During the assembly process, 
the last cycle is a re-drive cycle. During disassembly, 
all the cycles except the first cycle are re-drive cy
cles. 

5.7 ServicingDMA Cycles 

The ESC is responsible for performing DMA trans
fers. If the memory is determined (EX32 # or EX16 # 
asserted) to be on the EISA bus, the DMA cycle can 
be "A", "B", or "C" type. If the memory is deter
mined to be on the ISA bus, then theDMA cycle will 
run as a compatible cycle. The DMA transfers are 
described in detail in Section 8.0. 

5.8 Refresh Cycles 

The ESC support refresh cycles on the EISAIISA 
bus. The ESC asserts the REFRESH # signal to indi
cate when a refresh cycle is in progress. Refresh 
cycles are generated by two sources: the refresh 
unit inside the ESC or an external ISA bus masters. 
The EISA bus controller will enable the address lines 
LA[15:2] and the BE[3:0] #. The High and Low Page 
register contents will also be placed· on the 
LA[31:16] bus during refresh. Memory, slaves on the 
EISAIISA bus must not drive any data onto the data 
bus during the refresh cycle. Slow memory slaves on 
the EISA/ISA may extend the refresh cycle by nega
ting the EXRDY or CHRDY Signal respectively. The 
refresh cycles are also described in Section 6.11. 
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5.9 EISA Slot Support 

The ESC support up of 8 EISA slots. The ESC pro
vides support for the 8 slots as follows: 

- The ESC address and data output buffers direct
ly drive 240 pF capacitive load on the Bus. 

- The ESC generates slot specific AENx signals. 

- The ESC supports EISA masters in all 8 slots. 

82374EB 

The ESC generates encoded AENs and encoded 
Master Acknowledge signals for 8 slots and 8 mas
ters. These signals must be decoded on the system 
board to generate the slot specific AENx signals and 
MACKx'* signals. The ESC can be programmed 
through Mode Select register bit[1:0] to directly gen
erate these signals for 4 slots and 4 masters. 

5.9.1 AEN GENERATION 

The ESC directly generates the slot specific AEN 
signals if the ESC is configured to support 4 AENx. 

Table 5-4. AEN Generation 

CYCLE A15:A12 A11:A8 A7:A4 A3:AO AEN4 AEN3 AEN2 AEN1 

DMA xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 1 1 1 1 

1/0 0000 xxOO xxxx xxxx 1 1 1 1 

1/0 0001 xxOO xxxx xxxx 1 1 1 0 

I/O 0010 xxOO xxxx xxxx 1 1 0 1 

1/0 0011 xxOO xxxx xxxx 1 0 1 1 

1/0 0100 xxOO xxxx xxxx 0 1 1 1 

1/0 0101 
to xxOO xxxx xxxx 1 1 1 1 

1111 

110 xxxx xX01 xxxx xxxx ·0 0 0 0 

'1/0 xxxx xx10 xxxx xxxx 0 0 0 0 

1/0 xxxx xx11 xxxx xxxx 0 0 0 0 

MEM xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 0 0 0 0 
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If the ESC is programmed to support more than 4 
EISA AENx, the ESC will generate Encoded AEN 

signals. Discrete logic like aF138 is required to gen
erate the slot specific AENs. 

Table 5-5. Encoded AEN (AEN) Generation 

CYCLE A15:A12 A11:A8 A7:A4 A3:AO EAEN4 EAEN3 EAEN2 EAEN1 

DMA xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

110 0000 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

1/0 0001 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

1/0 0010 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

110 0011 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

I/O 0100 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

I/O 0101 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

I/O 0110 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

I/O 0111 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

I/O 1000 xxOO xxxx xxxx 

I/O 1001 
to xxOO xxxx xxxx 

1111 

I/O xxxx xx01 xxxx xxxx 

110 xxxx xx10 xxxx xxxx 

I/O xxxx xxii xxxx xxxx 

MEM xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

NOTE: 
EAEN[4:1] combinations not specified in the table are Reserved. 

5.9.2 MACKx# GENERATION 

The ESC generates the EISA Master Acknowledge 
signals if the ESC is configured to directly support 4 
masters through the Mode Select Register bit[ 1 :0 l. 
In this case the ESC generates MACKx#s for Mas
ter 0-3 .. 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

If the ESC is programmed to support more than 4 
EISA slots, the ESC will generate Encoded 
(E)MACKx#s. Discrete logic like a F138 is required 
to generate the MACKx # s for the Masters. 

Table 5-6. Encoded MACK# (EMACKx#) Generation 

EMACK[4:1l MACK7# MACK6# MACK5# MACK4# MACK3# MACK2# MACK1# MACKO # 

0000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

0001 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 

0010 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

0011 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

0100 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

0101 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

0110 1 0 1 1 1 1· 1 1 

0111 0 1 1 1 1 /1 1 1 

1111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

NOTE: 
EMACK[4:1] combinations 1000-1110 are Reserved. 
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6.0 DMA CONTROLLER 

6.1 DMA Controller Overview 

The DMA circuitry incorporates the functionality of 
two 82C37 DMA controllers with seven indepen
dently programmable channels, (Channels 0-3 and 
Channels 5-7). DMA Channel 4 is used to cascade 
the two controllers together and will default to cas
cade mode in the Mode register. In addition to ac
cepting requests from DMA slaves, the DMA also 
responds to requests that are initiated by software. 
Software may initiate a DMA service request by set
ting any DMA Channel Request register bit to a 1. 
The DMA controller for Channels 0-3 is referred to 
as "DMA-1" and the controller for Channels 4-7 is 
"DMA-2". 

Channel 0 

Channell 

Channel 2 DMA-l -
Channel 3 

I Channel 4 
" 

ChannelS 

Channel 6 DMA-2 

Channel 7 
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Figure 6-1. Internal DMA Controller 

Each DMA channel can be programmed for 8-bit or 
16-bit DMA device size. Each channel can also be 
programmed for compatibility, Type "A", Type "B", 
or Type "C" (burst transfer) timings. Each DMA 
channel defaults to the PC-AT compatible settings 
for DMA device size: channels [3:0] default to 8-bit, 
count-by-bytes transfers, while channels [7:5] de
fault to 16-bit, count-by-words (address shifted) 
transfers. The ESC provides the timing control and 
data size translation necessary for DMA transfers 
between EISAIISA agents of mismatched bus sizes. 

The DMA Controller supports full 32-bit addressing. 
Each channel includes a 16-bit ISA compatible Cur
rent register which holds the 16 least-significant bits 
of the 32-bit ,address, and an ISA compatible Low 
Page register which contains the eight second most 
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significant bits. An adclitional High Page register con
tains the eight most significant bits of the 32-bit ad
dress. The address counter can be programmed as 
either 16-bit compatible address counter or a full 
32-bit address counter. 

The channels can also be programmed for any of 
four transfer modes. The transfer modes include sin
gle, block, demand, or cascade. Each of the three 
active transfer modes (single, block, and demand), 
can perform three different types of transfers (read, 
write, or verify). 

The DMA Controller also features refresh address 
generation, and auto"initialization following a DMA 
termination. EISA compatible buffer chaining is in
cluded as well as Stop registers to support ring buff
er structures. 

Scatter-Gather reduces CPU overhead by eliminat
ing reprogramming of the DMA and 1/0 between 
buffers as well as reducing the number of interrupts. 

The DMA Controller includes the EISA Bus arbiter 
which works with the PCEB's PCI bus arbiter. The 
arbiter determines which requester from among the 
requesting DMA slaves, EISA bus masters, the PCI 
bus, or Refresh should have the bus. 

The DMA Controller is at any time either in master 
mode or slave mode. In master mode, the DMA con
troller is either servicing a DMA slave's request for 
DMA cycles, allowing an ISA master to use the bus 
via a cascaded DREQ signal, or granting the bus to 
an EISA master via MREQ#/MACK#. In slave 
mode, the ESC monitors both the EISA bus decod
ing and responding to 1/0 read and write commands 
that address its registers. 

When the DMA is in master mode and servicing a 
DMA slave, it works in conjunction with the ESC 
EISA bus controller to create bus cycles on the EISA 
bus. The DMA places addresses onto the internal 
address bus and the bus controller informs the DMA 
when to place a new address on the internal bus. 

6.2 DMA Transfer Modes 

The channels can be programmed for any of four 
transfer modes. The transfer modes include single, 
block, demand, or cascade. Each of the three active 
transfer modes (single, block, and demand), can 
perform three different types of transfers (read, 
write, or verify). The ESC does not support memory 
to memory transfers. 
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6.2.1 SINGLE TRANSFER MODE 

In Single Transfer mode the DMA is programmed to 
make one transfer only. The bytelword count will be 
decremented and the address decremented or in
cremented following each transfer. When the bytel 
word count "rolls over" from zero to FFFFFFh, or an 
external EOP is encountered, a Terminal Count (TC) 
will load a new buffer via Scatter-Gather, buffer 
chaining or autoinitialize if it is programmed to do so. 

DREQ must be held active until DACK becomes ac
tive in order to be recognized. If DREQ is held active 
throughout the single transfer, the bus will be re-' 
leased to the CPU after a single transfer. With the 
DREQ asserted high, the DMA 110 device will rearbi
trate for the bus. Upon winning the bus, another sin
gle transfer will be performed. This allows other bus 
masters a chance to arbitrate for, win, and execute 
cycles on the EISA Bus. 

6.2.2 BLOCK TRANSFER MODE 

In Block Transfer mode the DMA is activated by 
DREQ to continue making transfers during the serv
ice until a TC, caused by either a bytelword count 
going to FFFFFFh or an external EOP, is encoun
tered. DREQ need only be held active until DACK 
becomes active. If the channel has been pro
grammed for it, a new buffer will be loaded by Scat
ter-Gather, buffer chaining or Auto-initialization at 
the end of the service. In this mode, it is possible to 
lock out other devices fora period of time (including 
refresh) if the transfer count is programmed to a 
large number and Compatible timing is selected. 
Block mode can effectively be used with Type "A", 
Type "B", or Burst timing since the channel can be 
interrupted through the 4 p.s timeout mechanism, 
and other devices (or Refresh) can arbitrate for and 
win the bus. See Chapter 7.0 on the EISA Bus Arbi
tration for a detailed description of the 4 p's timeout 
mechanism. 

6.2.3 DEMAND TRANSFER MODE 

In Demand Transfer mode the DMA channel is pro
grammed to continue making transfers until a TC 
(Terminal Count) is encountered or an external EOP 
is encountered, or until the DMA 110 device pulls 
DREQ inactive. Thus, transfers may continue until 
the 110 device has exhausted its data capacity. After 
the 110 device catches up, the DMA service is re-es
tablished when the DMA 110 device reasserts the 
channel's DREQ. During the time between services 
when the system is allowed to operate, the interme
diate values of address and bytelword count are 
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stored in the DMA controller Current Address and 
Current BytelWord Count registers. A TC can cause 
a new buffer to be loaded via Scatter-Gather, buffer 
chaining or Autoinitialize at the end of the service if 
the channel has been programmed for it. 

6.2.4 CASCADE MODE 

This mode is used to cascade more than one DMA 
controller together for simple system DMA requests 
for the additional device propagate through the pri
ority network circuitry of the preceding device. The 
priority chain is preserved and the new device must 
wait for its turn to acknowledge requests. Within the 
ESC architecture, Channel 0 of DMA Controller two 
(DMA-2, Ch 4) is used to cascad,e DMA Controller 
one (DMA-1) to provide a total of seven DMA chan
nels. Channel 0 on DMA-2 (labeled Ch 4 overall) 
connects the second half of the DMA system. This 
channel is not available for any other purpose. 

In Cascade Mode, the DMA Controller will respond 
to DREQ with DACK, but the ESC will not drive the 
bus. 

Cascade mode is also used to allow direct access of 
the system by' 16-bit bus masters. These devices 
use the DREQ and DACK signals to arbitrate for the 
system bus and then they drive the address and 
command lines to control the bus. The ISA master 
asserts its ISA master request line (DREQx) to the 
DMA internal arbiter. If the ISA master wins the arbi
tration, the ESC responds with an ISA Master Ac
knowledge (DACKx) signal active. Upon sampling 
the DACKx line active, the ISA Master asserts MAS
TER16# signal and takes control of the EISA bus. 
The ISA Master has control of the EISA Bus, and the 
ISA Master may run cycles until it negates the MAS
TER16# signal. 

6.3 DMA Transfer Types 

Each of the three active transfer modes (Single, 
Block, or Demand) can perform three different types 
of transfers. These transfers are Read, Write and 
Verify. 

Write Transfer 

Write transfers move data from an EISAIISA 110 de
vice to memory located on EISAIISABus or PCI Lo
cal Bus. The DMA indicates the transfer type to the 
EISA bus controller. The bus controller will activate 
10RC# and the appropriate EISA control signals 
(M/IO# and W/R#) to indicate a memory write. 
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Read Transfer 

Read transfers move data from EISAIISA or PCI 
memory to an EISAIISA I/O device. The DMA indi
cates the transfer type to the EISA bus controller. 
The bus controller will activate 10WC# and the ap
propriate EISA control Signals (M/IO# and W/R#) 
to indicate a memory read. 

Verify Transfer 

Verify transfers are pseudo transfers. The DMA con
troller operates as in Read or Write transfers, gener
ating addresses and producing TC, etc. However, 
the ESC does not assert the memory and I/O con
trol signals. Only the DACK signals are asserted. In
ternally the DMA controller will count SCLKs so that 

,the DACK signals have a defined pulse width. This 
pulse width is nine SCLKs long. If Verify transfers 
are repeated during Siock or Demand DMA re-

BCLK 

W/R# 

START# 

CMO# 
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quests, each additional pseudo transfer will add 
eight SCLKs. The DACK signals will not be toggled 
for repeated transfers. 

6.4 DMA Timing 

The ESC DMA provides four transfer timings. In ad
dition to the compatible timings, the ESC DMA pro
vides Type "A", Type "S", and Type "c" (Surst) 
timings for I/O slave devices capable of running at 
faster speeds. 

6.4.1 COMPATIBLE TIMINGS 

Compatible timing is provided for DMA slave devic
es. Compatible timing runs at 9 SCLKs (1080 ns/sin
gle cycle) and 8 SCLKs (960 ns/cycle) during the 
repeated portion of a Siock or Demand mode trans
fers. 

MROC# :\~~r-~+-~+-~~~~ 
I I I 

IOWC# : : \L..";'--+'-: ---;_-+-~-+_-'-~; I 
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Figure 6-2a. Compatible DMA Read Transfer (8 BClKs) 
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Figure 6-2b. Compatible DMA Write Transfer (8 BClKS) 
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6.4.2 TYPE "A" TIMING TYpe "An timing varies from compatible timing pri
marily in shortening the memory operation to the 
minimum allowed by system memory. The 110 por
tion of the cycle (data setup on write, 110 read ac
cess time) is the same as with compatible cycles. 
The actual active command time is shorter, but it is 
expected that the DMA devices. which. provide the 
data access time or write data setup time should not 
require excess 10RC# or 10WC# command active 
time .. Because of this, most DMA devices should be 

Type "An timing is provided to allow shorter cycles 
to EISA memory. 

NOTE: 
Main memory behaves like EISA memory be
cause the PCEB has an EISA slave interface. 

Type "An timing runs at 7 BClKs (840 ns/single cy, 
cle) and 6 BClKs (720 ns/cycle) during the repeat
ed portion of a. ,Block or" Demand mode transfer. 

able to use type "An timing. ' 

BClK 
1 I I I 

Addr IIII<...L.: _ ..... :_--1..: I_-l,:~.' _.J.,...;.---1.--..J' )(:i!*:;:@~:::i.:I:miJ] 
I I .1 

W/R# \~~~:-~~:~,~-4:-~4-~~---T-~~--
I I I ' 1 

START#. ~r--.----r---.----,:--~~--~ 
I 1 

CMD# " \'-"--,,;--..;....,.-4--..;.....-\-...; • .,.J(' " I 
I I 

-.-~-T---~I,.\ Inl,----+-~~~ 
1 1... --"--,...-. J..: _:--,".J-~, I 

-+--;--+--'--"'"': \<-;...: -4 __ +-~: __ ~--JIr'.'---;-: ---i.--J..r --:.-"-; --. 
(;::ml:::r::IM:~:t:;ll:::M::'mr:~~:::~~::::::HX :: ' !)@Mntrit!;r:::;::!:nll::i:::~ 

MRDC# 

10WC# 

8D[32:0] 

I, 

Figure 6-38. Type "A" DMA Read Transfers (6 BClKS) 
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6.4.3 TYPE "8" TIMING 

Type "8" timing is provided for 8-bitl16-bit DMA de
vices which can' accept faster I/O timing. Type "8" 
only works with fast system memory. Type "8" tim
ing runs at 6 8ClKs (720 ns/single cycle) and 4 
8ClKs (480 ns/cycle) during the repeated portion of 
a 810ck or Demand mode transfer. Type "8" timing 

BCLK 

82374EB 

requires faster DMA sl,we devices than compatible 
timing in that the cycles are shortened so that the 
data setup time on I/O write cycles is shortened and 
the I/O read access time is required to be faster. 
Some of the current ISA devices should be able to 
support type "8" timing, but these will probably be 
more recent designs using relatively fast technology. 

I I 

I 

Addr <::t'i1XI....r-: ~""""'---"-""--~~--r-~: X~:::!:::~:::i:::=::::.:=:::::=:iH;:=ii::=:1:::=:·::::::1 

W/R# 

8TART# 

CMO# 

MROC# 

IOWC# 

. I 

~ 

'---__ .L...J! I 
I 

80[32".0] 1;""':.'.:. ··.=··,V=· .. ·· """';"""'i'=:"""·'·J=' ==""~.... r---;"--,,,,-~-;,:,,\( ..•.... , ... , ....... ,,; .. ,.. "'; ....•.. '\f ·.·:::::t:: {,j>' .:.'.:.: .•. :.' .••• '.,'.1 
'\ ~(f}' :::::(:::::::::: {~:~:~:;:;. .A ... ;.::;...... :.;.;-:.:': :.;-:-:::.:-:.:.::: . 
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Figure 6-4a. Type "8" DMA R.ead Transfer (4 8CLKS) 
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6.4.4 TYPE "C" (BURST) TIMING 

Type ."C" (burst) timing is provided for EISA DMA 
devices. The· DMA slave device needs to monitor· 
EXRDY and IORC# or IOWC# Signals to determine 
when to change the data (on writes) or sample the 
data (on reads). This timing will allow up to 
33MBytes per second transfer rate with a 32-bit 
DMA device and 32-bit memory, Note that 8-bit or 
16-bit DMA.devicesare supported (through the pro-

I. 

grammable DMA address increment) and that they 
use the "byte lanes" natural to their size for the data 
transfer. As with all bursts, the system will revert to 
two BCLK cycles if the memory does not support 
burst. When a DMAburst cycle accesses non-burst 
memory and the DMA cycle crosses a page· bounda
ry into burstable memory, the ESC will continue per
forming standard· (non-burst) cycles. This will not 
cause a problem since the data is transferred cor
rectly. 

I I 

SLBURST# 

MSBURST# 

W/R# 

START# 

MROC# 

IOWC# 

. SO[32:0] 
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&.5 Channel Priority 

For priority resolution the DMA consists of two logi
cal channel groups-channels 0-3 and channels 
4-6. Each group may be in either Fixed or Rotate 
mode,as determined by the Command register. 

For arbitration purposes, the source of the DMA re
quest is transparent. DMA 110 slaves normally as
sert their DREQ line to arbitrate for DMA service. 
However, a software request for DMA service can 
be presented through each channel's DMA Request 
register. A software request is subject to the same 
prioritization as . any hardware request. Please see 
the detailed .register description in Section 3.2 for 
Request Register programming information. 

Fixed Priority 

The initial fixed priority structure is as follows: 

Table 6·1. Initial Fixed 
Priority Structure 

High Priority Low Priority 

(0, 1; 2,3) 5, 6, 7 

The fixed priority ordering is 0,1,2,3,5,6, and 7. In 
this scheme, Channel 0 has the highest priority, and 
Channel 7 has the lowest pric;>rity. Channels [3:0] of 
DMA-1 assume the priority position of Channel 4 in 
DMA-2, thus taking priority over Channels 5; 6, and 
7. 

Rotating Priority 

ROtation allows for "fairness" in priority resolution. 
The priority chain rotates so that the last channel 
serviced is assigned the lowest priority in the Chan
nel group (0-3, 5-7). 

Channels 0-3 rotate as a group of 4. They are ai
. ways placed between Channel: 5 and Channel 7 in 
the priority list. 

Channel 5'-7 rotate as part of a group of 4. That is, 
Channels (5-7) form the first three partners in the 
rotation, while Channel group (0-3) comprises the 
fourth position in the arbitration. 

Table 6-2 demonstrates rotation priority: 
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Table 6-2. Rotating Priority Example 

Programmed 
Action 

Priority 

Mode Hlgh ••• Low 

Group (0-3) 1. Initial Setting (0,1,2,3),5,6,7 
is in rotation 
mode. 

Group (4-7) 2. ·After servicing (3,0,1,2),5,6,7 
is infixed channel 2 
mode. 

3. After servicing (0, 1, 2, 3), 5, 6, 7 
channel 3 

Group (0-3) 1. Initial Setting (0, 1, 2, 3);5, 6, 7 
in rotation 
mode. 

Group (4-7) 2. After servicing 5,6,7, (1, 2, 3, 0) 
is in rotation channel 0 
mode. 

3. After servicing 6,7, (1, 2, 3, 0), 5 
channel 5 

(note that the 4. After servicing 7, (1, 2, 3, 0), 5, 6 
first servicing channel 6 
of channel 0 

5. After serviCing (1,2,3,0),5,6,7 caused 
double channel 7 

rotation). 

&.& Scatter-Gather Functional 
Description 

Scatter-Gather provides the capability of transferring· 
multiple buffers between memory and 110 without 
CPU intervention. In Scatter-Gather, the DMA can 
read the memory address and word count from an 
array of buffer deSCriptors called the Scatter-Gather 
Descriptor (SGD) Table. This allows the DMA to sus
tain DMA transfers until all buffers in the Scatter
Gather Descriptior Table are transferred .. 

The Scatter-Gather Command register and Scatter
Gather Status register are used to control the opera
tional aspect of Scatter-Gather transfers (see 
Section 3.2 for details of these registers). The 
Scatter-Gather Descriptior Next. Link register holds 
the address of the next· buffer. descriptor in the 
Scatter-Gather Descriptor Table. 

The next. buffer descriptor is fetched from the Scat
ter-Gather Descriptor Table by a DMA read transfer. 
DACK # will not be asserted for this transfer be
cause the I/O device is the DMA itself and the 
DACK is internal to the ESC. The ESC will assert 
10WC# for these bus cycles like any other DMA 
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transfer. The ESC will behave as an 8-bit I/O slave 
and will run type "B" timings for a Scatter-Gather 
buffer descriptor transfer. EOP will be asserted at 
the en'd of the transfer. 

To initiate a typical Scatter-Gather transfer between 
memory and I/O device following steps involved: 

Software prepares a Scatter-Gather Descriptor 
(SGD) Table in system memory. Each Scatter
Gather descriptor is 8 bytes long and consists of 
an address pointer to the starting address and 
the transfer count of the memory buffer to be 
transferred. In any given SGD Table, two consec
utive SGDs are offset by 8 bytes and are aligned 
on a 4-byte boundary. 

Each Scatter-Gather Descriptor for the linked list 
must contain the follo~ing information: 

a) Memory Address (buffer start) 4 bytes 

b) Byte Count (buffer size) 3 bytes 

c) End of Link List 1 bit (MSB) 

Initialize DMA Mode and Extended Mode registers 
with transfer specific information like 8-bitl16-bit I/O 
device, Transfer Mode, Transfer Type, etc. 

Software provides the starting address of the Scat
ter-Gather Descriptor Table by loading the Scatter
Gather Descriptor Table Pointer register. 

Engage the Scatter-Gather machine by writing a 
Start command to the Scatter-Gather Command 
register. 

The Mask register should be cleared as the last step 
of programming the DMA register set. This is to pre
vent DMA from starting a transfer with a partially 
loaded command description. ' 

Once the register set is Ipaded and, the channel is 
unmasked, the DMA will generate an internal re
quest to fetch the first buffer from the Scatter-Gath-
er Descriptor Table. . 

The DMA will then respond to DREQ or software, 
requests. The first transfer from the first buffer will 
move the memory address and word count from the 
Base register set to the Current register set. As long 
as Scatter-Gather is active and the ,Base register set 
is not loaded and the last buffer has not been 
fetched, the channel will generate a request to fetch 
a reserve ,buffer into the Base register set. The re
serve buffer is loaded to minimize latency problems 
going from one buffer to another. Fetching a reserve 
buffer has a lower priority than completing DMA for 
the channel. 

The DMA controller will terminate a Scatter-Gather 
cycle by detecting an End of List (EOl) bit in the 
SGD. After the EOl bit is detected, the channel will 
transfer the buffers in the Base and Current register 
sets if they are loaded. At Terminal Count the chan
nel will assert EOP or IRQ13 depending on its pro
gramming and set the Terminate bit in the Scatter
Gather Status register. The Active bit in the 
Scatter-Gather Status register will be, reset and the 
channel's Mask bit will be set. 

The above discussion describes how to accomplish 
a Scatter-Gather transfer in Demand Mode. For 
Block Mode transfers, a slightydifferent method is 
required. The following describes a Block Mode 
transfer: 

- Program Scatter-Gather information 

- Enable Scatter-Gather via Command Register 

- Kick-off DMA device 

- Poll DMA status register for active DREQ 

- Set software request bit 

- Remove channel mask 

.-....;::b,Lvt.:.;:e......:3'--_--=:;..,bvt""'e"-' c=.2 __ ....;::b,Lvt.:.;:e....;::1 ___ b",",ytc.:.e=-....:..O -----1,.:-:Ad=dress 

Dword 0 Memory Address 

Dword 1 EOl I RESERVED 1 Byte Count 

, Figure 6-6. Scatter-Gather Descriptor Format 
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MEMORY BUFFERS 

BYTE COUNT 

BYTE COUNT 

BYTE COUNT 

290476-79 

Figure 6-7. Link List Example 

6.7 Register Functionality 

Please see Section 3.2 for detailed information on 
register programming, bit definitions, and default val
ues/ functions after a reset. 

DMA Channel 4 is used to cascade the two DMA 
controllers together and should not be programmed 
for any mode other than cascade. The Mode register 
for Channel 4 will default to cascade mode. Special 
attention should also be taken when programming 
the Command and Mask registers as related to 
Channel 4 (refer to the Command and Mask register 
descriptions, Section 3.2). 

6.7.1 ADDRESS COMPATIBILITY MODE 

Whenever the DMA is operating in Address Compat
ibility mode, the addresses do not increment or dec
rement through the High and Low Page registers, 
and the high page register is set to OOh. This is com
patible with the 82C37 and Low Page register imple
mentation used in the PC AT. This mode is set when 
any of the lower three address bytes of a channel 
are programmed. If the upper byte of a channel's 

I 

address is programmed last, the channel will go into 
Extended Address Mode. In this mode, the high byte 
may be any value and the address will increment or 
decrement through the entire 32-bit address. 

After reset is negated all channels will be set to 
Address Compatibility Mode. The DMA Master Clear 
command will also reset the proper channels to Ad
dress Compatibility Mode. The Address Compatibil
ity Mode bits are stored on a per channel basis. 

6.7.2 SUMMARY OF THE DMA TRANSFER 
SIZES 

Table 6-3 lists each of the DMA device transfer 
sizes. The column labeled "Word Count Register" 
indicates that the register contents represent either 
the number of bytes to transfer or the number of 
16-bit words to transfer. The column labeled "Cur
rent Address Register Increment/Decrement" indi
cates the number added to or taken from the 
Current Address register after each DMA transfer 
cycle. The Mode Register determines if the Current 
Address register will be incremented or decrement
ed. 
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Table 6-3. DMA Transfer Size 

DMADevice Word 
Current 

Date Size and Count 
Address 

Word Count Register 
Increment/ 
Decrement 

8·Bit 1/0, Count By Bytes 1 
Bytes 

16-Bit 1/0,Count By Words 1 
Words (Address 
Shifted) 

16'Bit 1/0,Count By Bytes 2 
Bytes 

32·Bit 1/0,Count By Bytes 4 
Bytes 

6.7.3 ADDRESS SHIFTING WHEN 
PROGRAMMED FOR 16-BIT I/O COUNT 
BY WORDS 

To maintain compatibility with the implementation of 
the DMA in the PCI AT which used the 82C37, the 
DMA will shift the addresses when the Extended 
Mode register is programmed for, or defaulted to, 
transfers tolfrom a 16-bit device count-by-words. 
Note that the least significant bit of the Low Page 
register is dropped in 16-bit shifted mode. When pro
gramming the Current Address register while the 
DMA channel is in this mode, the Current Address 
must be programmed to an even address with the 
address value shifted right by one bit. The address 
shifting is shown in Table 6-4. 

intel® 
6.7.4 STOP REGISTERS (RING BUFFER DATA 

STRUCTURE) 

To support a common data communication data 
structure, (the ring buffer), a set of DMA registers 
have been provided. These registers are called Stop 
registers. Each channel has 22. bits of register loca
tion associated with it. The 22 bits are distributed 
between three different registers (one six-bit and 
two eight-bit). The Stop registers can be enabled or 
disabled by writing to the channel's corresponding 
Extended Mode register. 

The ring buffer data structure reserves a fixed por
tion of memory, on Dword boundaries, to be used for 
a DMA channel. Consecutively received frames or 
other data structures are stored sequentially within 
the boundaries of the ring buffer memory. 

The beginning and end of the ring buffer area is de
fined in the Base Address register and the Base Ad
dress register + fhe Base Byte/Transfe'rCount. The 
incoming frames (data) are deposited .in sequential 
locations of the dng buffer. When the DMA reaches 
the end of the ring buffer, indicating the byte count 
has expired, the DMA controller (if so programmed) 
will Autoinitialize. Upon autoinitialization, the Current 
Address register will be restored from the Base Ad
dress register, taking the process back to the start of 
the ring buffer. The DMA will then be available to 
begin depositing the incoming bytes in the ring buff
ers sequential locations, providing that the CPU has 
read the data that was previously placed in those 
locations. The DMA determines that the CPU has 
read certain data by the value that the CPU writes 
into the Stop register. 

Table 6-4. Address Shifting in 16-Bit I/O DMA Transfers 

8-Bit I/O 
16-Bit I/O 16-Bit I/O 32-Bit I/O 

, Output 
Programmed 

Programmed Programmed Programmed 
Address Address Address Address 

Address 
(Shifted) (No Shift) (No Shift) 

AD AD "0" AD AD 
A[16:1] A[16:1] A[15:D] A[16:D1] A[16:D1] 

A[31 :17] A[31:17] A[31:17] A[31:17] A[31:17] 

NOTE: 
The least significant bit of the Low Register is dropped in 16-bit shifted mode. 
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Once the data of a frame is read by the CPU, the 
memory location it occupies becomes available for 
other incoming frames. The Stop register prevents 
the DMA -from over writing data that has not yet 
been read by the CPU. After the CPU has read a 
frame from memory it will update the Stop register to 
point to the location that was last read. The DMA will 
not deposit data into any location beyond that point
ed to by the stop register. The last address trans
ferred before the channel is masked is the first ad
dress that matches the Stop register. 

For example: 

If the stop register = 00001 Ch, the last three trans
fers will be: 

Table 6-5. Stop Register Functionality Example 

By Bytes ByWords ByWords 

Increment XXOOO01Ah XXOOO018h XXOOO018h 
XXOOO01Bh XXOOO01Ah XXOOO01Ah 
XXOOO01Ch XXOOO01Ch XXOOO01Ch 

Decrement XXOOO021h XXOOO023h XXOOO023h 
XXOOO020h XXOOO021h XXOOO021h 
XXOOO01Fh XXOOO01Fh XXOOOO1Fh 

The ~top registers store values to compare against 
LA[23:2] only, so the size of the ring buffer is limited 
t016 MBytes. 

6.7.5 BUFFER CHAINING MODE AND STATUS 
REGISTERS 

The Chaining Mode registers are used to implement 
the buffer chaining mode of a channel. The buffer 
chaining mode is useful when transferring data from 
a peripheral to several different areas of memory 
with one continuous transfer operation. Four regis
ters are used to implement this function: the Chain
ing Mode register, the Chaining Mode Status Regis
ter, the Channel Interrupt Status register, and the 
Chain Buffer Expiration Control register. 

The Chaining Mode register controls the buffer 
chaining initialization. Buffer chaining mode can be 
enabled or disabled. A Chaining Mode bit is used to 
indicate if Base register programming is complete 
and chaining can begin,' or to hold off chaining be
cause the Base registers still need programming. 
Another' bit dictates the buffer expiration response , 
by indicating whether an IR013 or EOP should be 
issued when the buffer needs reprogramming. 

The Chaining Mode Status Register indicates wheth
ereach channel's chaining mode is enabled or dis-
abled. . 
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The Channel Interrupt Status Register indicates the 
channel Source of a DMA chaining interrupt on, 
IR013. The CPU can read this register to determine 
which channel asserted IR013 following a buffer ex
piration. 

The Chain Buffer Expiration Control Register is a 
read only register that reflects the outcome after the 
expiration of a chain buffer. If a channel bit is set to 
0, IR013 will be activated following the buffer expira
tion. If a channel bit is set to 1, EOP will be asserted 
following the buffer expiration. 

6.7.6 AUTOINITIALIZE 

By programming a bit in the Mode register, a chan
nel may be set up as an Autoinitialize channel. Dur
ing Autoinitialize initialization, the original values of 
the Current page, Current address and Current 
Byte/Word Count registers are automatically re
stored from the Base Address; and Word count 
registers of that channel following TC. The Base reg
isters are loaded simultaneously with the Current 
registers by the microprocessor and remain un
changed throughout the DMA service. The mask bit 
is not .set when the channel is in Autoinitialize. Fol
lowing Autoinitialize the channel is ready to perform 
another DMA service, without CPU intervention, as 
soon as a valid DREO is de.tected. 

NOTE: 
Autoinitialize will not function if the channel is also 
programmed for Scatter-Gather or buffer chaining. 
Only one of these features should be enabled at a 
time. 

6.8 Software Commands 

These are additional special software' commands 
which can be executed in the Program Condition. 
They do not depend on any specific· bit pattern on· 
the data bus. The three software commands are:' 

1. Byte Pointer Flip-Flop 

2. Master Clear, and 

3. Clear Mask Register. 

6.8.1 CLEAR BYTE POINTER FLIP-FLOP 

This command is executed prior to writing or reading 
new address or word count information to the DMA. 
This initializ!"s the flip-flop to a known state so that 
subsequent accesses to register contents by the mi
croprocessor will address upper and lower bytes in 
the correct sequence. ' 
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When the CPU is reading or writing OMA registers, 
two Byte Pointer Flip-Flops are used; one for Chan
nels 0-3 and one for Channels 4-6. Both of these 
act independently. There are separate software 
commands for clearing each of them (OCh for Chan
nels 0-3, OOSh for Channels 4-7). 

An additional Byte Pointer Flip-Flop has been added 
for use when EISA masters are reading and writing 
OMA registers. (The arbiter state will be used to de
termine the current master of the bus.) This Flip-Flop 
is cleared when an EISA Master performs a write to 
either OOCh or OOSh. There is one Byte Pointer Flip
Flop per eight OMA channels. This Byte Pointer was 
added to eliminate the problem of the CPU's byte 
pointer getting out of synchronization if an EISA 
Master takes the bus during the CPU's OMA pro
gramming. 

6.8.2 OMA MASTER CLEAR 

This software instruction has the same effect as the 
hardware Reset. The Command, Status, Request, 
and Internal First/Last Flip-Flop registers are 
cleared and the Mask register is set. The OMA Con
troller will enter the idle cycle. 

There are two independent Master Clear Com
mands, OOh which acts on Channels 0-3, and OOAh 
which acts on Channels 4-6. 

6.8.3 CLEAR MASK REGISTER 

This command clears the mask bits of all four chan
nels, enabling them to accept OMA requests. liD 
port OOEh is used for Channels 0-3 and I/O port 
OOCh is used for Channels 4-6. 

6.9 Terminal Count/EOP Summary 

This is a summary of the events that will happen as 
a result of .a terminal count or external EOP when 
running OMA in various modes. 
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Table 6-6. Terminal CountlEOP Summary Table 

Conditions 
I 

AUTOINIT No 

Event 

Word Counter Expired Yes X 

EOP Input X Asserted 

Result 

StatusTC set 

Mask set 

SW Request elr 

Current Register -
NOTES: 
load = Load Current From Base 
"-" = No Change 
X = Don't Care 
elr = Clear 

6.10 Buffer Chaining 

set 

set 

elr 

-

Yes 

Yes X 

X Asserted 

set set 

- -
elr elr 

load load 

The buffer chaining mode of a channel is useful for 
transferring data from a peripheral to several differ
ent areas of memory within one transfer operation 
(from the OMA device's viewpoint). This is accom
plished by causing the OMA to interrupt the CPU for 
more programming information while the previously 
programmed transfer is still in progress. Upon com· 
pletion of the previous transfer, the OMA controller 
will then load the new transfer information automati
cally. In this way, the entire transfer can be complet
ed without interrupting the operation of the OMA de· 
vice. This mode is most useful for OMA single-cycle 
or demand modes where the transfer process allows 
time for the CPU to execute the interrupt routine. 

The buffer chaining mode of a channel may be en
tered by programming the address and count of a 
transfer as usual. After the initial address and count 
is programmed, the Base registers are selected via 
the Chaining Mode register Chaining Mode Enabled 
bit. The address and count for the second transfer 
and both the Chaining Mode Enabled· and the Pro
gram Complete bit of the Chaining Mode register 
should be programmed at this point, before starting 
the OMA process. When, during the OMA process, 
the Current Buffer is expired, the Basel address, 
Page, and Count registers will be transferred to the 
Current registers and a signal that the buffer has 
been expired is sent to the programming master. 
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This signal will be an IRQ13 if the master is the CPU, 
or a TC if the programming master is an EISA Mas
ter device. The type of programming master is indi
cated in the DMA's Chaining Mode Register, Bit 4. If 
the CPU is the programming master for the Channel, 
TC will be generated only if the Current buffer ex
pires and there is no Next Buffer stored in the Base 
registers. 

Upon the expiration of a Current Buffer, the new 
Base register contents should be programmed and 
both the Chaining Mode Enabled and Program com
plete bits of the Chaining Mode register should be 
set. This resets the interrupt, if the CPU was the 
programming master, and allows for the next Base 
register to Current register transfer. If the Program 
Complete bit is not set before the current transfer 
reaches TC, then the DMA controller will set the 
Mask Bit and the TC bit in the Status register and 
stop transferring data. In this case, an over-run is 
likely to occur. To determine if this has, a read of 
either Status register or the Mask register can be 
done (the Mask register has been made readable). If 
the channel is masked or has registered a TC, the 
DMA channel has been stopped and the full ad
dress, count, and chaining mode must be pro
grammed to return to normal operation. 

Note that if the CPU is the programming master, an 
interrupt will only be generated· if a Current Buffer 
expires and chaining mode is enabled. It will not oc
cur during initial programming. The Channel Interrupt 
Status register will indicate pending interrupts only. 
That is, it will indicate an empty Base register with 
Chaining Mode enabled. When Chaining mode is en
abled, only the Base registers are written by the 
processor, and only the Current registers can be 
read. The Current registers are only updated on a 
TC. 

6.11 Refresh Unit 

The ESC provides an EISA Bus compatible refresh 
unit that provides 14 bits of refresh address for 
EISAIISA bus DRAMS that do not have their own 
local refresh units. The refresh system uses the 
combined functions of the Interval Timers, the DMA 
Arbiter, DMA address counter, and EISA Bus Con
troller. Functionally, the Refresh unit is a SUb-section 
of the ESC DMA unit. The DMA Address Counter is 

. used to increment the Refresh Address register fol
lowing each refresh cycle. Interval Counter 1, Timer 
1 generates an internEli refresh request. The DMA 
Arbiter detects a Refresh signal from either the 
Counter/Timer or the REFRESH# input and deter
mines .when the refresh will be done. The DMA 
drives the refresh address out onto the LA address 
bus. The cycle is decoded and driven onto the EISA 
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address bus by the EISA Bus Controller. The ESC 
EISA Bus Controller is responsible for generating 
the EISA cycle control signals. Timer 1 Counter 1 
should be programmed to provide a refresh request 
about every 15 ,""S. 

Requests for refresh cycles are generated by two 
sources: the ESC (Timer 1 Counter 1), and 16-bit 
masters that activate REFRESH # when they own 
the EISA bus. 

If a 16-bit ISA bus master holds the bus longer than 
15 ,""S, it must initiate memory refresh cycles. If the 
ISA Master initiates a Refresh cycle while it owns 
the bus, it floats the address lines and cycle control 
signals and asserts REFRESH # to the ESC. The 
ESC EISA Bus Controller generates the cycle con
trol signals and the ESC DMA Refresh unit supplies 
the refresh address. The ISA Master must then wait 
one BCLK after MRDC#is negated before floating 
REFRESH # and driving the address lines and con
trol signals. 

Typically, the refresh cycle length is five BCLK's. 
The I/O slave can insert one wait state to extend the 
cycle to six BCLK's by asserting CHRDY. The ESC 
EISA Bus Controller, upon seeing REFRESH #, 
knows to run refresh cycles instead of DMAcycles. 

7.0 EISA BUS ARBITRATION 

The ESC receives requests for EISA Bus ownership 
from several different sources; from DMA devices, 
from the Refresh counter, from EISA masters and 
from PCI agents. PCI agents requesting the EISA 
Bus request the EISA Bus through the PCEB. Addi
tionally, 16-bit ISA Masters may request the bus 
through a cascaded DMA channel (see the Cascade 
mode deSCription in Section 6.2.4). 

7.1 Arbitration Priority 

At the top level of the arbiter, the ESC uses a three 
way rotating priority arbitration method. On a fully 
loaded bus, the order in which the devices are grant
ed bus access is independent of the order in which 
they assert a bus request. since devices are serv
iced based on their position in the rotation. The arbi
tration scheme assures that DMA channels and 
EISA masters are able to access the bus with mini
mal latency. 

The PCES and EISA Masters share one of the slots 
in the three way rotating priority scheme. This shar
ing is a two way rotation between the CPU and EISA 
Masters as a group. In this arbitration scheme, the 
PCEB acts on behalf of the CPU and all other PCI 
masters. 
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EISA Masters have a rotating priority structure which 
can handle up to eight master requests. 

The next position in the top level arbiter is occupied 
by the DMA. The DMA's DREQ lines can be placed 
in either fixed or rotating priority. The default mode is 
fixed and by programming the DMA Command regis
ters, the priority can be modified to rotating priority 
mode. 

7.2 Preemption 

An EISA compatible arbiter ensures that minimum 
latencies are observed for both EISA DMA devices, 
and EISA Masters. 

7.2.1 PCEB EISA BUS ACQUISITION AND 
PCEB PREEMPTION . 

EISA Bus arbitration is intended to be optimized for 
CPU access to the EISA bus. Since the CPU access
es the EISA Bus through the PCEB, the PCEB is 
assumed to be the default owner of the EISA bus. 
The arbitration interface between the PCEB and the 
ESC is implemented as a HOLD/HLDA (EISAHOLDI 
EISAHLDA) pair. 

:_-'---;-..J! 

If a PCI cycle requires access to the EISA Bus while 
EISAHLDA signal is asserted (EISA Bus busy) the 
PCI cycle is retried, and the PCEB requests the EISA 
bus by asserting PEREQ#. The ESC, after sampling 
PEREQ# asserted, preempts the current owner of 
the EISA Bus. The ESC grants the EISA Bus by neg
ating EISAHOLD signal. 

The ESC asserts EISAHOLD to the PCEB when the 
ESC needs to acquire the ownership of the EISA 
bus. While EISAHOLO is asserted, the arbitration 
process is dynamic and may change, Le., the ESC is 
still accepting EISA Bus requests. When the PCEB 
returns ElSAH LOA, the arbiter freezes the arbitration 
process and determines the winner. If the new win
neris an EISA Master or DMA channel, the ESC will 
assert NMFLUSH #. The ESC tri-states the 
NMFLUSH# output driver on the following clock. 
The PCEB holds NMFLUSH# asserted until all buff
ers are flushed. After all buffers are .. flushed, the 
PCEB negates NMFLUSH # and then tri-state the 
output buffer. After sampling NMFLUSH # negated, 
the ESC resumes driving NMFLUSH # on the next 
PCI clock. This way the ESC does not assert 
MACK # or DACK# until the PCEB acknowledges 
that all line buffers have been flushed. 

290476-80 

Figure 7-1. EISA Arbitration 
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Figure 7·2. peEB Preemption 

7.2,2 EISA MASTER PREEMPTION 

EISA' specification requires that EISA Masters must 
release the bus within 64 BCLKs (81's) after the 
ESC negates MACKx #. If the bus master attempts 
to start a new bus cycle after this timeout period,a 
bus timeout (NMI) is generated and the RSTDRV is 
asserted to Jeset the offending bus master. 

7.2.3 DMA PREEMPTION 

A DMA slave device that is not programmed for 
compatible timing is preempted from the EISA Bus 
by another device that requests use of the bus. This 
will occur regardless of the priority of the pending 
request. For DIIiIA devices not using compatible tim
ing mode, the DMA controller stops the DMA trans
fer and releases the bus within 32 BCLK (41'S) of a 
preemption request. Upon the expiration of the 4 I's 
timer, the DACK is negated after the current DMA 
cycle has completed. The EisA Bus then arbitrated 
for and granted to the highest priority requester. This 
feature allows flexibility in programming the DMA for 
long transfer sequences in a performance timing 
mode while guaranteeing that vital system services 
such as R.afresh are allowed access to the expan
sion bus. 

I 

The .4 I's timer is not used in compatible timing 
mode. It is only used for DMA channels programmed 
for Type "A", Type "B", or Type "c" (Burst) timing. 
The 4 I's timer is also not used for 16-bit ISA mas
ters cascaded through the DMA DREQ lines. 

If the DMA channel that was preempted by the 41'S 
timer is operating in Block mode, an internal bit will 
be set so that the· channel will be arbitrated for 
again, independent of the state of DREQ. 

..; 7.3 Slave Tlmeouts 

A slave which does not release EXRDY or CHRDY 
can cause the CMD# active time to exceed 256 
BCLKs (32 I's). The ESC does not monitor EXRDY 
orCHRDY for this timeout. Typically ttl is function is 
provided in a system through a third party add~in 
card. The add-in cards which monitor .EXRDY or 
CHRDY assert IOCHK signal when the 256 BCLK 
count expires. The ESC in response asserts NML 

The only way that a 16-bitlSA Master can be pre
empted from the EISA bus is if it exceeds the 256 
BCLK (32 I's) limit on CMD#active. 
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7.4 Arbitration During Non-Maskable 
Interrupts 

If a non-maskable iritertupt(NMI) is pending at the 
PCEB, and the PCEB is requesting the bus, the DMA 
and EISA Masters will be bypassed each time thlilY 
come up for rotation; This gives the PCEB the EISA 
Bus bandwidth on behalf of the CPU to process the 
interrupt as fast as possible. 

8.0 INTERVAL TIMERS 

The ESC contains five counter/timers that are 
equivalent to those found in the 82C54 programma
ble interVal timer. The five counters are contained in 
two separate ESC timer units; referred to as Timer 1 
and Timet 2. The ESC uses the Timers to implement 
key EISA system functions. Timer 1 contains three 
counters, and Timer 2 contains two counters. EISA 
sy~tems do not use the middle counter on Timer 2. 

Interval Timer 1, Counter 0 is connected to the inter~ 
rupt controller IROO and :provides a system timer in
terruptfor a time-of-day; ,diskette time-out, or other 
system timing functions. Counter 1 generates a re
fresh-request signal and Counter 2, generates the 
tone for the speaker. 

Interval Timer 2, Counter 0 implements,a fail safe 
timer. Counter 0 generates NMI at regular intervals, 
thus preventing the system from locking up. Counter 
1 is not used. Counter 2 is used to slow down the 
CPU by means of pulse-width modulation. The out
put of Timer-2 Counter 2 is tied to the SLOWH# 
signal. ' 

Table 8-1. Interval Timer Functions 

Interval nmer Functions 

Function CO,imterO Counter 0 
System flmer Fall-Safe nmer 

Gate Always On Always On 
Clock In 1.193 MHz (OSC/12) 0.298 MHz (OSC/48) 
Out INT-1IRQO NMI Interrupt 

Counter 1 
Refresh Request 

Gate' Always On 

Clock In 1.193 MHz (OSC/12) 
Out Refresh Request 

Counter 2 Counter 2 
I . 

Gate Programmable Refresh Request 
Port61h 

Clock In 1.193 MHz (OSC/t2) 8 MHz .(BCLK) 
Out Speaker CPU Speed Control ' 

(SLOWH#) 
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8.1 Interval Timer Address Map 

The following table shows the I/O address map of 
the interval timer counters: 

Table 8-2. Interval Timer 1/0 Address Map 

1/0 Port 
Register Description 

Address 

040h Timer 1 , System Timer (Counter 0) 

041h Timer 1, Refresh Request 
(Counter 1) 

042h Timer 1, Speaker Tone (Counter 2) 

043h Timer 1, Control Word Register 

048h Timer 2, Fail-Safe Timer (Counter 0) 

049h Timer 2, Reserved 

04Ah Timer 2, CPU Speed Control 
(Counter 2) 

04Bh Timer 2, Control Word Register 

Timer 1-Counter 0, System Timer 

This qounter functions as the system timer by con- , 
trolling the state of IRO[O] and is typically pro
grammedfor Mode 3 operation. The counter produc
esa square wave with a period equal to the prt;>duct 
of the counter period (838 ns) and the initial count 
value. The, counter loads the initial count value one 
counter period after software writes the count value 
to the counter I/O address. The counter initially as
serts IRO[O] and decrements the count value by two 
each counter period" The counter negates IRO[O] 
when the count value reaches O. It then reloads the 
initial count value and again decrements the initial 
count value by tWo each counter period. The, counter 
then asserts IRO[O] when the count value reaches 
"0", reloads the initial count value, and repeats the 
cycle, alternately asserting and negating IRO[O]. 

Timer 1-Counter 1, Refresh Request Signal 

This counter provides the Refresh Request signal 
and is tYpically .programmed for Mode ,2 operation. 
The counter negates Refresh Request for one coun
ter period (833 ns) during each count cycle. The ini
tial count value is loaded one counter period after 
being written to the counter I/O addresS. The coun
ter initially asserts Refresh Request; and negates it 
for 1 'counter period when the count value reaches 
1. Th,e counter then' asserts Refresh Request and 
continues counting from the initial count value. 
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Timer 1-Counter 2, Speaker Tone 

This counter provides the speaker tone and is typi
cally programmed for Mode 3 operation. The coun
ter provides a speaker frequency equal to the coun
ter clock frequency (1.193 MHz) divided by the initial 
count value. The speaker must be enabled by a 
write to port 061h (see Section 3.7 on the NMI 
Status and Control ports). 

Timer 2-counter 0, Fall-Safe Timer 

This counter functions as a fail-safe timer by pre
venting the system from locking up. This 'counter 
generates an interrupt on the NMI line as the count 
expires by setting bit 7 on Port 0461. Software rou
tines can avoid the Fail-Safe NMI by resetting the 
counter before the timer count expires. 

Timer 2-Counter 2, CPU Speed Control 

This counter generates the SLOWH # to the CPU 
and is typically programmed for Mode 1 operation. 
The counter is triggered by the refresh request sig
nal generated by Timer. 1~ounter 1 only. If the 
counter is programmed, the counters SLOWH # out
put will stop the CPU for the programmed period of 
the. one-shot every time a refresh request occurs. 
This counter is not configured or programmed until a 
speed reduction in the system is required. 

8.2 . Programming the Interval Timer 

The counter/timers are programmed by 110 acce$S
es and are addressed as though they are contained 
in two separate 82C54 interval timers, Timer 1 con
tains three counters and Timer 2 contains two coun
ters. Each Timer is controlled by a separate Control 
Word register. 

The interval timer is an I/O-mapped device. Several 
commands are available: 

• The Control Word Command specifies: 
-which counter to read or write 
-the operating mode 
-the count format (binary or BCD) 

• The Counter Latch Command latches the current 
count so that it can be read by the system. The 
countdown p,rocess continues. 

• The Read Back Command reads the count value, 
programmed mode, the current state of the OUT 
pins, and the state of the Null Count Flag of the 
selected counter. 

I 
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The ReadlWrite Logic selects the Control Word reg
ister during an 1/0 write when address lines A 1, AO 
= 11. This condition occurs during an 1/0 write to 
port addresses 043h and. 04Bh, the addresses for 
the Control Word Register on Timer 1 and Control 
Word Register on Timer 2 respectively. If the CPU 
writes to port 043h or port 04Bh, the data is stored in 
the respective Control Word Register and is inter
preted as a Control Word used to define the opera-
tion of the Counters. . 

The Control Word Register is write-only. Counter 
Status information is available with the Read-Back 
Command. 

Table 8-3 lists the six operating modes for the inter
val counters. Section 8.4 describes each mode's 
function in detail. 

Table 8·3. Counter Operating Modes 

Mode Function 

0 Out signal on end of count (= 0) 

1 Hardware retriggerable one-shot 

2 Rate generator (divide by n counter) 

3 Square wave output 

4 Software triggered strobe 

5 . Hardware triggered strobe 

Because the timer counters wake up in an unknown 
state after power-up, multiple refresh requests may 
be queued up. To avoid possible multiple refresh cy
cles after power-up, program the timer counter im
mediately after power-up. 

Write Operations 

Programming the interval timer is a simple process: 

1. Write a control word. 

2. Write an initial count for each counter. 

3. Load the least andlor most significant bytes (as 
required by Control Word Bits 5, 4) of the 16-bit 
counter. 

The programming procedure for the ESC timer units 
is very flexible. Only two conventions need to be 
observed. First, for each Cqunter, the Control Word 
must be written before the initial count is written. 
Second,·the initial count must follow the count for
mat specified in the Contrpl Word (least Significant 
byte only, most significant byte only, or least signifi
cant byte and then most significant byte). 
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Since the Control Word Register and' the three 
Counters have separate addresses (selected by the 
Al, AO inputs); and each Control Word specifies the 
Counter it applies to (SCO, SC1 bits), no special in
struction sequence is required. Any programming 
sequence that follows the conventions above is ac-
ceptable. ' 

A new initial count may be written to a Counter at 
any time without affecting the Counter's pro
grammed Mode in'any way. Counting will be affected 
as described in the Mode definitions. The new count 
must follow the programmed count format. 

If a Counter is programmed to' read/write two-byte 
counts, the following precaution applies: A program 
must not transfer control between writing the first 
and second byte to another routine which 'also writes 
into that same Counter. Otherwise, the Counter will 
be loaded with an incorrect count. 

Interval Timer Control Word Format 

'The Control Word specifies the counter, the operat
ing mode, the order and size of the COUNT value, ' 
and,whether it counts down in a 16-bit or binary-cod
ed decimal' (BCD) format. After writing the control 
word, a new count may be written at any time. The 
new value will take effect according to the pro
grammed mode. 

If a counter is programmed to read/write two-byte 
counts, the following precaution applies: A program 
must not transfer control betwe.en writing the first 
and seCond byte to another routine which also writes 
into that same counter. Otherwise, the counter will 
be loaded with an incorrect count. The' count must 
always be completely loaded with both bytes. 

Read Operations 

It is often desirable to read the value of a Counter 
without disturbing the count in progress. This is easi
ly done in the ESC timer units. 

There are three possible methods for reading the 
counters: a simple read operation, the Counter 

. Latch Command, and the Read-Back Command. 

Counter 1/0 Port Read 

The first method is to perform a simple read opera, 
tion. To read the. Counter the CLKinput of the se
lected Counter must be inhibited by using either the 
GATE input or external logic. Otherwise, the count 
may be in the process of changIng when it is read, 
giving an undefined result. When reading the count 
value directly, follow the format programmed in the 
control register: read LSB, read MSB; ,or read LSB 

then MSB. Within the ESC timer unit, the GATE input 
on Timer 1 Counter 0, Counter 1 and Timer 2 Coun
ter 0 are tied high. Therefore, the direct .register read 
should not be used on these two counters. The 
GATE input of Timer 1 Counter 2 is controlled 
through I/O port 061h. If the GATE is disabled 
through this register, direct I/O reads of port 042h 
will return the current count value. 

Counter. Latch Command 

The Counter Latch command latches the count at 
the'time the command is received. This command is 
used to insure that the count read from the counter 
is accurate (particularly when reading a two-byte 
count). The count value is then read from each 
counter's Count register as was programmed by the 
Control register. 

The selected Counter's OUtPllt latch (OL) latches the 
count at the time the Counter Latch Command is 
received. This count is held in the latch until it is read 
by the CPU (or until the Counter is reprogrammed). 
The count is then unlatched automatically and the 
OL returns to "following" the counting element (CE). 
This allows reading the contents of the Counters 
"on the fly" without affecting counting in progress. 
Multiple Counter Latch Commands may be used to 
latch more than one Counter. Each latched Coun
ter's OL holds its count until it is read. Collnter Latch 
Commands do not affect the programmed Mode of 
the Counter in any' way. The Counter Latch Com
mand can be used for each counter in the ESC timer 
unit. ' 

If a Counter is latched and then, some time later, 
latched again before the count ,is read, the second 
Counter Latch Command is ignored. The count read 
will be the count at the time the first Counter Latch 
Command was issued. 

With either method, the count must be read accord
ing to the programmed format; specifically, if the 
Counter is programmed for two byte counts, two 
bytes must be read. The two bytes do not have to be 
read one right after the other; read, write, or pro
gramming operations for other Counters may' be in
serted between them. 

Another featUre of the ESC timer unit is that reads 
and writes of the same Counter may be interleaved. 
For example, if the Counter is programmed for two 
byte, counts; the following sequence is valid: 

1. Read least significant byte. 

2. Write new least significant byte. 

3. Read most significant byte. 

4. Write new ,most significant byte. 
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One precaution is worth noting. If a Counter is pro
grammed to readlwrite two-byte counts, a program 
must not transfer control between reading the first 
and second byte to another routine which also reads 
from that same Counter. Otherwise, an incorrect 
count will be read. 

Read Back Command 

The third method uses the Read-Back command. 
The Read-Back command is used to determine the 
count value, pr~grammed mode, and current states 
of the OUT pin and Null Count flag of the selected 
counter or counters. The Read-Back command is 
written to the Control Word register, which causes 
the current states of the above mentioned variables 
to be latched. The value of the counter and its status 
may then be read by 1/0 access to the counter ad
dress. 

The read-back command may be used to latch multi
ple counter output latches (Ol) by setting the 
COUNT # bit 05 = 0 and selecting the desired 
counter(s). This single command is functionally 
equivalent to several counter latch commands, one 
for each counter latched. Each counter's latched 
count is held until it is read (or the counter is repro
grammed). Once read, a counter is automatically un
latched. The other counters remain latched until 
they are read: If multiple count read-back commands 
are issued to the same counter without reading the 
count, all but the first are ignored; i.e., the count 
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which will be read is the count at the time the first 
read-back command was issued. 

The read-back command may also be used to latch 
status information of selected counter(s) by setting 
STATUS# bit 04 = O. Status must be latched to be 
read. The status of a counter is accessed by a read 
from that counter's 1/0 port address. 

If multiple counter status latch operations are per
formed without reading the status, all but the first are 
ignored. The status returned from the read is the 
counter status at the time the first status read-back 
command was issued. 

Both count and status of the selected counter(s) 
may be latched simultaneously by setting both the 
COUNT# and STATUS# bits [5:4] = OOb. This. is 
functionally the same as issuing two consecutive, 
separate read-back commands. The above discus
sions apply here also. Specifically, if multiple count 
andlor status read-back commands are issued to 
the same counter(s) without any intervening reads, 
all but the first are ignored. 

If both count and status of a counter are latched the 
first read operation from that counter will retur~ the 
latched status, regardless of which was latched first. 
The next one or two reads (depending on whether 
the counter is programmed for one or two type 
counts) return the latched count. Subsequent reads 
return unlatched count. 
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9.0 INTERRUPT CONTROLLER 

The ESC provides ail EISA compatible interrupt con
troller which incorporates the functionality of two 
82C59 interrupt controllers. The two controllers are 
cascaded so that 14 external and two internal inter
rupts are possible. The master interrupt controller 
provides IRO [7:01 and the slave interrupt controller 
provides IRO [15:81 (see Figure 9-1). The two inter
nal interrupts are used for internal functions only and 
are not available at the chip periphery. IR02 is used 
to cascade the two controllers together and IROO is 
used as a system timer interrupt and is tied to Inter-

0 Timer 1 Counter 0 
IR01 ~ 1 

IR03 
IRQ4 
IR05 
IR06 
IR07 

IR08# 
IRQ9 

IR010 
IR011 

IR012 or ABFULL 
IR013 or FERR# 

IR014 
IR015 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

0# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

val Timer 1, Counter o. The remaining 14 interrupt 
lines (IRQ1, IRQ3-IR015) are available for external 
system interrupts. Edge or level sense selection is 
programmable on a by-controller basis. 

The Interrupt Controller consists of two separate 
82C59 cores. Interrupt Controller 1 (CNTRL-1) and 
Interrupt Controller 2 (CNTRL-2) are initialized sepa
rately, and can be programmed to operate in differ
ent modes. The default settings are: 80x86 Mode, 
Edge Sensitive (IROO-15) Detection, Normal EOI, 
Non-Buffered Mode, Special Fully Nested Mode dis
abled, and Cascade Mode. CNTRL-1 is connected 
as the Master Interrupt Controller and CNTRL-2 is 
connected as the Slave Interrupt Controller. 

82C59 
CORE 

CONTROLLER 1 

(MASTER) 

82C59 
CORE 

CONTROLLER 2 

(SLAVE) 

(INTR) 

(INTR) 

I NT 
CPU) (TO 

290476-82 

Figure 9-1. Block Diagram of The Interrupt Controller 
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Table 9-1 lists the liD port address map for the in
terrupt registers: 

Table 9-1.110 Address Map 

Interrupts 
I/O # of 

Register 
Address Bits 

IRO[7:0) 0020h' a CNTRL-1 Ccmtrol 
Register 

IRO[7:0) 0021h a CNTRL-1 Mask 
Register 

IRO[7:0) 04DOh a CNTRL-1 Edge/ 
Level Control 
Register 

IRO[15:a) OOAOh a CNTRL-2 Control 
Register 

IRO[15:a) OOA1h a CNTRL-2 Mask 
Register 

IRO[15:a) 04D1h a CNTRL-2 Edge/ 
Level Control 
Register 

IROO, and IR02 are connected to the interruPt con
trollers internally. The other interrupts are always 
generated externally.IR012 and IR013 may be gen
erated internally through the ABFULL and FERR# 
signals respectively. 
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Table 9-2. Typical Interrupt Functions 

TypiCal 
Priority Label Controller Interrupt 

Source 

1 IROO 1 Interval Timer 1, 
Counter 0 OUT 

2 IR01 1 Keyboard 

3-10 IR02 1 Interrupt from 
Controller 2 

3 IRoa# 2 Real Time Clock 

4 IR09 2 Expansion Bus Pin 

I 
B04 

5 IR010 2 Expansion Bus Pin 
003 

6 IR011 2 Expansion Bus Pin 
004 

7 IR012 2 Expansion Bus Pin 
005 

a IR013 2 90processor Error, 
Chaining 

9 IR014 2 Fixed Disk Drive 
Controller 
Expansion Bus Pin 
007 

10 iR015 2 Expansion Bus Pin 
.006 

11 IR03 1 Serial Port 2, 
Expansion Bus 
B25 

12 IR04 1 Serial Port 1,· 
Expansion Bus. 
B24 

13 IR05 1 Parallel Port 2, 
. Expansion Bus 
B23 

14 IR06 1 Diskette Controller, 
Expansion Bus 
822 

15 IR07 1 Parallel Port 1, 
Expansion Bus 
821 
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9.1Int~rruptContro"er Internal 
Registers . 

Several r~isters are contained internally within 
each 82C59. The interrupts at the IRQ input lines are 
handled by two registers in cascade, the Interrupt 
Request Register (IRR) and the In-Ser'vice Register 
(ISR). The IRR is used to store.all the interrupt levels 
which are requestingse!"Vice and the ISR is used to 
store aU the interrupt levels which are being 'serv
iced.' 

Internal circuitry deterrnines the priorities of the bits 
set in the .IRR. The highest priority is selected and 
strobed into the corresponding bit of the ISR during' 
Interrupt Acknowledge iCycles. 

The Interrupt Mask Register (IMF;l) stores the bits 
which mask the Incoming interrupt lines. The' IMR 
operates on the IRR. Masking of a higher priority 
input will not affect the interrupt request lines of low-
er priority inputs. ' . 

9.2 Interrupt Sequence 

The powerful features of the Interrupt Controller in a 
microcomputer system are its programmability and 
the interrupt routine addressing capability. The latter 
allows direct or indirect jumping to the specific inter
rupt routine requested without any polling of the .in
terrupting devices. The following shows the interrupt 
sequence for anx86 type system (the 8080 mode of 
the interrupt controller must never be selected when 
programming the ESC). . 

Note that externally, the interrupt acknowledge cycle 
sequence appear& different than in a traditional dis
crete 82C59 implementation. However, the tradition
al interrupt acknowledge sequence is generated 
within the .ESC and it is an EISA compatible imple
mentation. 

1. One or more of the Interrupt Request (IRQ[x]) 
lines are raised high, setting the corresponding 
IRR bit(s). ' 

2. The Interrupt Controller evaluates these re
quests, and sends an INT to the CPU, ,if appropri
ate. 

3. The CPU acknowledges the INT and responds 
with. an interrupt acknowledge cycle. This cycle is 
translated into a PCI bus command. This PCI 
command is broadcast over the PCI bus as a sin
gle cycle as opposed to the two cycle method 
typically used. 

4. Upon xeceiving an interrupt. acknowledge cycle 
from the CPU over the PCI, the PCEB converts 
the single cycle'into an INTA# pulse to the ESC. 
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The ESC uses the INTA# pulse to generate the 
two cycles that the internal 8259 pair canre
spond to with the expected interrupt vector. The 
cycle conversion is performed by a functional 
block in the ESC Interrupt Controller Unit. The 
internally generated interrupt acknowledge cycle 
is completed as soon as possible as the PCI bus 
is held in wait states until the interrupt vector data' 
is returned. Each, cycle appears as an interrupt 
acknowledge pulse on the INTA# pin of the cas
caded interrupt controllers. These two pulses are 
not observable at the ESC periphery. 

5. Upon receiving the first internally generated in~r
rupt acknowledge, the highest priority ISR bit is 
set and the corresponding' IRR bit is reset. The 
Interrupt Controller does not drive the Data Bus 
during this cycle. On the trailing edge of the first 
cycle pulse, a slave identification code is broad
cast by the master to the slave on a private, inter
nal three bit wide bus. The slave controller uses 
these bits to determine if it must respond with an 
interrupt vector during the second INTA# cycle. 

6. Upon receiving the second internally generated 
interrupt acknowledge, the Interrupt Controller re
leases an 8-bit pointer (the interrupt vector) onto 
the Data Bus where it is read· by the CPU. 

7. This completes the interrupt cycle. In the AEOI 
mode the ISR bit is reset at the end of the sec
ond interrupt acknowledge cycle pulse. Other
wise, the ISR bit remains set until an appropriate 
EOI command is issued at the end of the inter
rupt subroutine. 

If no interrupt request is present at step four of either 
sequence (i.e., the request was too short in duration) 
the Intern,Jpt Controller will issue an interrupt level 7. 

9.3 80x86 Mode 

When initializing the control registers of the 82C59, 
an option exists in Initialization· Control Word Four 
(ICW4) to select either an SOxS6 or an MSC-85 mi~ 
croprocessor based system; The interrupt acknowl
edge cycle is different in an MSC-85 based system 
than in the 80x86 based system: the interrupt ac
knowledge takes three INTA# pulses with the MSC-
85, rather than the two pulses with the 80x86. The 
ESC is used only in an SOx86 based system. You 
must program each interrupt controller's ICW4bit-O, 
to a "1" to indicate that the interrupt cOntroller is 
operating in an 80x86 based system. This setting 
ensures proper operation during an. interrupt ac
knowledge. 
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9.4 ESC Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle 

As discussed, the CPU generates an interrupt ac
knowledge cycle that is translated into a single PCI 
command and broadcast across the PCI bus to the 
PCEB. The PCEB pulses the INTA# signal to the 
ESC. The ESC Interrupt Unit translates the INTA# 
signal into the two INTA# pulses expected by the 
interrupt controller subsystem. The Interrupt ContrOl
ler uses the first interrupt acknowledge cycle to in
ternally freeze the state of the interrupts for priority 
resolution. The first controller (CNTRL-1), as a mas
ter, issues a three bit interrupt code on the cascade 
lines to CNTRL-2 (internal to the ESC) at the end of 
the INTA# pulse. On this first cycle the interrupt 
controller block does not issue any data to the proc
essor and leaves its data bus buffers disabled. 
CNTRL-2 decodes the information on the cascade 
lines, compares the code to the byte stored in Initial
ization Command Word Three (ICW3), and deter
mines if it will have to broadcast the interrupt vector 
during the second interrupt acknowledge cycle. On 
the second interrupt acknowledge cycle, the master 
(CNTRL-1) or slave (CNTRL-2), will send a byte of 
data to the processor with the acknowledged inter
rupt code composed as follows: 

Table 9-3. Content of Interrupt Vector 
Byte for 80x86 System Mode 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

IRO?,15 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 1 

IR06,14 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 1 

IR05,13 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 0 

IR04,12 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 0 

IR03,11 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 1 

IR02,10 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 1 

IR01,9 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 0 

IROO,S T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 0 

NOTE: 

DO 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

T7 - T3 -represent the interrupt vector address (refer to Sec
tion 3.7, ICW2 register description). 

The byte of data released by the interrupt unit onto 
the data bus is referred to as the "interrupt vector". 
The format for this data is illustrated on a per-inter
rupt basis in Table 9-3. 

9.5 Programming the Interrupt 
Controller. 

The Interrupt Controller accepts two types of com
mand words generated by the CPU or bus master: 
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1. Initialization Command Words (ICWs): Before 
normal operation can begin, each Interrupt Control
ler in the system must be initialized. In the 82C59, 
this is a two to four byte sequence. However, for the 
ESC, each controller must be initialized with a four 
byte sequence. This four byte sequence is required 
to configure the interrupt controller correctly for the 
ESC implementation. This implementation is EISA
compatible. 

The four initialization command words are referred 
to by their acronyms: ICW1, ICW2, ICW3, and ICW4. 

The base address for each interrupt controller is a 
fixed location in the I/O memory space, at 0020h for 
CNTRL-1 and at OOAOh for CNTRL-2. 

An I/O write to the CNTRL-1 or CNTRL-2 base ad
dress with data bit 4 equal to 1 is interpreted as 
ICW1. For ESC-based EISA systems, three I/O 
writes to "base address + 1" (021h for CNTRL-1 
and OAOh for CNTRL-2) must follow the ICW1. The 
first write to "base address + 1 n (021 h/OAOh) per
forms ICW2, the second write performs ICW3, and 
the third write performs ICW4. 

ICW1 starts the initialization sequence during which 
the following automatically occur: 

1. Following initialization, an interrupt request (IRO) 
input must make a low-to-high tranSition to gener
ate an interrupt. 

2. The Interrupt Mask Register is cleared. 

3. IR07 input is assigned priority 7. 

4. The slave mode address is set to 7. 

5. Special Mask Mode is cleared and Status Read is 
set to IRA. 

ICW2 is programmed to provide bits [7:31 of the in
terrupt vector that will be released onto the data bus 
by the. interrupt controller during an interrupt ac
knowledge. A different base [7:3] is selected for 
each interrupt controller. Suggested values for a typ
ical EISA system are listed in Table 9-4. 

ICW3 is programmed differently for CNTRL-1 and 
CNTRL-2, and has a different meaning for each con
troller. 

For CNTRL-1, the master controller, ICW3 is used to 
indicate which IROx input line is used to cascade 
CNTRL-2, the slave controller. Within the ESC inter
rupt unit, IR02 on CNTRL-1 is used to cascade the 
INT output of CNTRL-2. Consequently, bit-2 of ICW3 
on CNTRL-1 is set to a 1, and the other bits are set 
to O's. 
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For CNTRL-2, ICW3 is the slave identification code 
used during an interrupt acknowledge cycle. 
CNTRL-1 broadcasts a code to CNTRL,2 over three 
internal cascade lines if an IRQ[x1 line from 
CNTRL-2 won the priority arbitration on the master 
controller and was granted an interrupt acknowledge 
by the CPU. CNTRL-2 compares this identification 
code to the value stored in ICW3, and if the code is 
equal to bits [2:01 of ICW3, CNTRL-2 assumes re
sponsibility for broadcasting the interrupt vector dur
ing the second interrupt acknowledge cycle pulse. 

ICW4 .must be programmed on both controllers. At 
the very least, bit 0 must be set to a 1 to indicate that 
the controllers are operating in an 80x86 system. 

2. Operation Command Words (OCWs): These 
are the command words which dynamically repro
gram the Interrupt Controller to operate in various 
interrupt modes. . 

Any interrupt lines can be masked by writing an 
OCW1. A 1 written in any bit of this command word 
will mask incoming interrupt requests on the corre~ 
sponding IRQx line; 

OCW2 is used to control the rotation of interrupt pri
orities when operating in the rotating priority mode 
and to control the End of Interrupt (EOI) function of 
the controller. 

OCW3 is used to set up reads of the ISR and IRR, to 
enable or disable the Special Mask Mode (SMM), 
and to set up the interrupt controller in polled inter
rupt mode. 

The OCWs can be written into the Interrupt Control
ler any time after initialization. Table 9-4 shows an 
example of typical values programmed by the BIOS 
at power-up for the ESC interrupt controller. 
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Port 

020h 
021h 

021h 

021h 

021h 

400h 

OAOh 
OA1h 

OA1h 

OA1h 
401h 

OA1h 

Table 9.4. Suggested Default Values 
for Interrupt Controller Registers 

Value Description of Contents 

11h CNTLR-1, ICW1 
08h CNTLR-1, ICW2 Vector Address 

forOOO020h 
04h CNTLR-1, ICW3 Indicates Slave 

Connection 
01h CNTLR-1, ICW3 ICW4 8086 

Mode 
B8h CNTLR-1, Interrupt Mask (may 

vary) 
OOh CNTLR-1, Edge/Level Control 

Register 
11h CNTLR-2, ICW1 
70h CNTLR-2, ICW2 Vector Address 

forOO01COh 
02h CNTLR-2, ICW3 Indicates Slave 

10 
01h CNTL4-2, ICW4 8086 Mode 
OOh CNTLR-2, Edge/Level Control 

Register 
BOh CNTLR-2, Interrupt Mask (may 

vary) 

The following flow chart illustrates the sequence 
software must follow to load. the interrupt controller 
Initialization Command Words (ICWs). The se
quence must be executed for CNTRL-1 and CNTRL-
2. After writing ICW1, ICW2, ICW3, and ICW4 must 
be written in order. Any divergence from this se
quence, such as an attempt to program an oew, will 
result in improper initialization of the interrupt con
troller and unexpected, erratic system behavior. It is 
suggested that CNTRL-2 be initialized first, followed 
by CNTRL-1. 

In the ESC, it is required that all four Initialization 
Command Words (ICWs) be initialized. Also, as 
shown in Figure 9-3, all ICWs must be programmed 
prior to programming the OCWs. 
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I/O Address 

CNTRL-1 CNTRL-2 Specjal Condjtions 

IN CASCADE 
MODE? 

READY TO ACCEPT 
INTERRUPT REQUESTS 

020h OAOh 

021h OA1h 

021h OAlh 

021h OA1h 

" 

04=1 

Must immediately follow 
ICW1 Access 

, Must Immediately follow 
ICW2Access 

, ' 

, : Must immediately follow 
ICW3Access 

290476-83 

Figure 9-2. Initialization Sequence for ESC Initialization CC)mmand Words (ICWs) 

9.6 End-of-Interrupt Operation 

9.6.1 END OF INTERRUPT (EOI) 

The In Service (IS) bit can be reset either automati· 
cally following thetraiiing edge of the second inter· 
nai INTA# pulse (when AEOI bit in ICW1 is set) or 
by a command word that must be issued tothe Inter· 
r.upt Controller before returning from a service rou· , 

' tine (EOI command). An EOI command must be is
sued twice with this cascaded interrupt controller 
configuration, once for the master and once for the 
slave. 

I 

There are two forms of EOii::ommands: Specific and 
Non-Specific. When the interrupt Controller is oper· 
ated in modes which preserve the fully nested struc· 
ture, it can determine which IS bit to reset on EOI. 
When a Non-Specific EOI command.is issued, the 
Interrupt Controller will automatically reset the high· 
est IS bit of those tHat are set, since in the fully 
nested mode the highest IS leve~ was necessarily 
the last level acknowledged and serviced. A non
specific EO.! can be issued with OCW2 (EOI = 1, 
SL = 0, R = 0). 
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When a mode is used which may disturb the fully 
nested structure, the Interrupt Controller may no 
longer be. able to determine the last level acknowl
edged. In this case a Specific End of Interrupt must 
be issued which includes as part of the command 
the IS level to be reset. A specific EOI can be issued 
with OCW2 (EOI = 1, SL = 1, R = 0, and LO-L2 is 
the binary level of the IS bit to be reset). 

It should be noted that an IS bit that is masked by an 
IMR bit will not be cleared by a non-specific EOI if 
the Interrupt Controller is in .the Special Mask Mode. 

9.6.2 AUTOMATIC END OF INTERRUPT (AEOI) 
MODE 

If AEOI = 1 in ICW4; then the Interrupt Controller 
will operate in AEOI mode continuously until repro
grammed by ICW4. Note that reprogramming ICW4 
implies that ICW1, ICW2, and ICW3 must be repro
grammed first, in sequence. In this mode the Inter
rupt Controller will automatically perform a non-spe
cific EOI operation at the trailing edge of the last 
interrupt acknowledge pulse. Note that. from a sys
tem standpoint, this mode should be used only when 
a nested multilevel interrupt structure is not required 
within a single Interrupt Controller. The AEOI mode 
can only be used in a master Interrupt Controller and 
not a slave (on CNTRL-1 but not CNTRL-2). 

9.7 Modes of Operation 

9.7.1 FULLY NESTED MODE 

This mode is entered after initialization unless anoth
er mode is programmed. The interrupt requests are 
ordered in priority from 0 through 7 (0 being the high
est). When an interrupt is acknowledged the highest 
priority request is determined and its vector placed 
on the bus. Additionally, a bit of the Interrupt Service 
register (lS[0:7]) is set. This IS bit remains set until 
the microprocessor issues an End of Interrupt (EOI) 
command immediately before returning from the 
service routine. Or, if the AEOI (Automatic End of 
Interrupt) bit is set, this IS bi.t remains set until the 
trailing edge of the second internal INTA#. While 
the IS. bit is set, all further interrupts of the same or 
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lower priority are inhibited, while higher levels will 
generate an interrupt (which will be acknowledged 
only if the microprocessor internal Interrupt Enable 
flip-flop has been re-enabled through software). 

After the initialization sequence, IROO has the high
est priority and IR07 the lowest. Priorities can be 
changed, as will be explained, in the rotating priority 
mode. 

9.7.2 THE SPECIAL FULLY NESTED MODE 

This mode will be used in the case of a big system 
where cascading is used, and the priority has to be 
conserved within each slave. In this case the special 
fully nested mode will be programmed to the master 
(using ICW4). This mode is similar to the normal 
nested mode with the following exceptions: 

• When an interrupt request from a certain slave is 
in service, this slave is not locked out from the 
master's priority logic and further interrupt re
quests from higher priority IRO's within the slave 
will be recognized by the master and will initiate 
interrupts to the processor. (In the normal nested 
mode a slave is masked out when its request is in 
service and no higher requests from the same 
slave can be serviced.) 

• When exiting the Interrupt Service routine the 
software has to check whether the interrupt serv
iced was the only one from that slave. This is 
done by sending a non-specific End of Interrupt 
(EOI) command to the slave and then reading its 
In-Service register and checking for zero. If it is 
empty, a non-specific EOI can be sent to the 
master too. If not, no EOI should be sent. 

9.7.3 AUTOMATIC ROTATION (EQUAL 
PRIORITY DEVICES) 

In some applications there are a number of interrupt
ing devices of equal priority. Automatic rotation 
mode provides for a sequential a-way rotation. In 
this mode a device receives the lowest priority after 
being serviced. In the worst case, a device request
ing an interrupt will have. to wait until each of seven 
other devices are serviced at most once. Figure 9-3 
shows an example of automatic rotation. 
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If the priority and "in service'" status is: 

Before Rotate (IR04 the highest priority requiring service) 

IS7 IS6 ISS IS4 IS3 IS21S1 ISO 

"IS" Status 1 0 1 1 I 0 11 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Priority I 2= I I 
Status 7 6 5 4 

Lowest 
Priority 

3 2 1 1 0 I 
CHighest 

Priority 

After Rotate (IR04 was serviced, all other priorities rotated correspondingly) 

IS7 IS6 ISS IS4 IS3 182 IS1 ISO 

"IS" Status 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Priority 
Status L.---'---'--r-'--,-....I...----''--'-~-.L...-..:.--' 

, 290476-84 

Figure 9-3. Automatic Rotation Mode Example 

There are two ways to accomplish Automatic Rota
tion using OCW2, the Rotation on Non-Specific EOI 

, Command (R = 1, SL = 0, EOI = 1) and the Ro
tate in Automatic EOI Mode which is set by (R = 1, 
SL = 0, EOI = 0) and cleared by (A = 0, SL = 0, 
EOI = 0). 

9.7.4 SPECIFIC ROTATION 
(SPECIFIC PRIORITY) 

The programmer can change priorities by program
ming the bottom priority and thus fixing a" other pri
orities. For example, if IRQ5 is programmed as the 
bottom priority device, then IAQS wi" be the highest 
priority device. 

The Set Priority command is issued in OCW2 where: 
A = 1, SL = 1; LO-L2 is the binary priority level 
code of the bottom priority device. See the register 
description for the bit definitions. 

, , Note that in this mode internal status, is updated by 
, software control duringOCW2. However, it is inde

pendent of the End of Interrupt (EOI) command 
(also executed by OCW2). Priority changes can be 
executed during an EOI command by using the Ro
tate on Specific EOI command in OCW2 (R = 1, 
SL = 1, EOI = 1 and LO-l2 = IRQ level to receive 
bottom priority). ' 

L 

9.7.5 POLL COMMAND 

The Polled Mode can be used to conserve space in 
the interrupt vector table. Multiple interrupts that can 
be serviced by one interrupt service routine do not 
need separate vectors if the service routine uses the 
po" command. 

The Polled Mode can also be used to expand the 
number of interrupts. The polling, interrupt service 
routine can call the appropriate service routine, in
steadof providing the interrupt vectors in the vector 
table. 

In this mode the ,INT output is not used and the mi
croprocessor internal Interrupt ,Enable flip-flop is re
set, disabling its interrupt input. Service to devices is 
achieved by sOftware using a Poll command. 

The Poll command is i!?sued by setting P = 1 in 
OCW3. The Interr~pt Controller treats the next 110 
read pulse to the Interrupt Controller as an interrupt 
acknowledge, sets the appropriate IS bit if there is a 
request, and reads the priority level. Interrupts are 
frozen from the 110 write to the 1/0 read. 
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The word enabled onto the data bus during 110 read is: 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

1 
I 

W2 W1 WO 

290476-85 

NOTES: 
WO-W2: Binary code of the highest priority level requesting service. 
Bit 07-1: Equal to "1" if there is an interrupt. 

Figure 9-4. Polled Mode 

This mode is useful if there is a routine command 
common to several levels so that the INTA# se
quence is not needed (saves ROM space). 

9.7.6 CASCADE MODE 

The Interrupt Controllers in the ESC system are in
terconnected in a cascade configuration with one 
master and one slave. This configuration can handle 
up to 15 separate priority levels. 

The master controls the slaves through a three line 
internal cascade bus. When the master drives 010b 
on the cascade bus, this bus acts like a chip select 
to the slave controller. 

In a cascade configuration, the slave interrupt out
puts are connected to the master interrupt request 
inputs. When a slave request line is activated and 
afterwards acknowledged, the master will enable the 
corresponding slave to release the interrupt vector 
address during the second INTA# cycle ofthe inter
rupt acknowledge sequence. 

Each Interrupt Controller in the cascaded system 
must follow a separate initialization sequence and 
can be programmed to work in a different mOde. An 
EOI command must be issued twice: once for the 
master and once for the slave. 

9.7.7 EDGE AND LEVEL TRIGGERED MODES 

There are two ELCR registers, one for each 82C59 
bank. They are located at I/O ports 04DOh (for the 
Master Bank, IRQ[0:1,3:7]) and 04D1h (for the 
Slave Bank, IRQ[8#:15». They allow the edge and 
level sense selection to be made on an interrupt by 
interrupt basis instead of on a complete bank. Only 
the interrupts that connect to the EISA bus may be 
programmed for level sensitivity. That is IRQ 
(0,1,2,8 #,13) must be programmed for edge sensi
tive operation. The L TIM bit is disabled in the ESC. 
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The default programming is equivalent to program
ming the L TIM bit (ICW1 bit 3) to a O. 

If an. ELCR bit is equal to "0", an interrupt request 
will be recognized by a low to high transition on the 
corresponding IRQ input. The IRQ input can remain 
high without generating another interrupt. 

If an ELCR bit is equal to "1 ", an interrupt request 
will be recognized by a "low" level on the corre
sponding IRQ input, and there is no need for an 
edge detection. For level triggered interrupt mode, 
the interrupt request signal must be removed before 
the EOI command is issued or the CPU interrupt 
must be disabled. This is necessary to prevent a 
second interruptfromoccurring. 

In both the edge and level triggered modes the IRQ 
inputs must remain active until after the falling edge 
of the firstlNTA #. If the IRQ input goes inactive 
before this time a DEFAULT IRQ7 will occur when 
the CPU acknowledges the interrupt. This can be a 
useful safeguard for detecting interrupts caused by 
spurious noise glitches on the IRQ inputs. To imple
ment this feature the IRQ? routine is used for "clean 
up" simply executing a return instruction, thus ignor
ing the interrupt. If IRQ7is needed for other purpos
es a default IRQ? can still be detected by reading 
the ISA. A normal IRQ? interrupt will set the corre
sponding ISR bit, a default IRQ7 won't. If a default 
IRQ7 routine occurs during a normal IRQ7 routinl;!, 
however, the ISR will remain set. In this case it is 
necessary to keep track of whether or not the IRQ7 
routine was previously entered. If another IRQ? oc
curs it is a default. 

IRQ13 still appears externally to be an edge sensi
tive interrupt even though it is shared internally with 
the Chaining interrupt. The Chaining interrupt. is 
ORed after the edge sense logic. 
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9.8 Register Functionality 

For a detailed description of the Interrupt Controller 
register set, please. see Section 3.4, Interrupt Unit 
Register description. 

9.8.1 INITIALIZATION COMMAND WORDS 

Four initialization command words (ICWs) are used 
to initialize each interrupt controller. Each controller 
is initialized separately. Following this initialization 
sequence, the interrupt controller is ready to accept 
interrupts. 

9.8.2 OPERATION CONTROL WORDS (OCWS) 

After the Initialization Command Words (ICWs) are 
programmed into the Interrupt Controller, the chip is 
ready to accept interrupt requests at its input lines. 
However, Interrupt Controller operation can be dy· 
namically modified to fit specific software/hardware 
expectations. Different modes of operation are dy
namically selected following initialization through the 
use of Operation Command Words (OCWs). 

9.9 Interrupt Masks 

9.9.1 MASKING ON AN INDIVIDUAL 
INTERRUPT REQUEST BASIS 

Each Interrupt Request input can be masked individ
ually by the Interrupt Mask register (IMRj. This regis
ter is programmed through OCW1. Each bit in the 
IMR masks one interrupt channel if it is set to a "1". 
Bit ° masks IRQO, Bit 1 masks IRQ1 and so forth. 
Masking an IRQ channel does not affect the other 
channel's operation, with one notable exception. 
Masking IRQ[2] on CNTRL-1 will mask off all re
quests for service from CNTRL-2. The CNTRL-2 INT 
output is physically connected to the CNTRL-1 
IRQ[2] input. 

9.9.2 SPECIAL MASK MODE 

Some. applications may require an interrupt service 
routine to dynamically alter the system prioritystruc
ture during its execution under software control. For 
example, the routine may wish to inhibit lower priori
ty requests for a portion of its execution but enable 
some of them for another portion. 

The difficulty here is that if an Interrupt Request is 
acknowledged and an End of Interrupt command did 
not reset its IS bit (Le., while executing a service 
routine); the Interrupt Controller would have inhibited 
all lower priority requests with no easy way for the 
routine to enable them. 
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The Special Mask Mode enables all interrupts not 
masked by a bit set in the Mask Register. Interrupt 
service routines that require dynamic alteration of 
interrupt priorities can take advantage of the Special 
Mask Mode. For example, a service routine can in
hibit lower priority requests during a part of the inter
rupt service, then enable some of them during an
other part. 

In the Special Mask Mode, when a mask bit is set in 
OCW1, it inhibits further interrupts at that level and 
enables interrupts from all other levels (lower as well 
as higher) that are not masked. 

Thus, any interrupts may be selectively enabled by 
loading the Mask register with the appropriate pat
tern. 

Without Special Mask Mode, if an interrupt service 
routine acknowledges an interrupt without issuing an 
EOI to clear the IS bit, the interrupt controller inhibits 
all lower priority requests. The Special Mask Mode 
provides an easy way for the interrupt service rou
tine to selectively enable only the interrupts needed 
by loading the Mask register. 

The special Mask Mode is set by OCW3 where: 
SSMM = 1, SMM = 1, and cleared where SSMM = 
1,SMM = O. 

9.10 Reading the Interrupt Controller 
Status 

The input status of several internal registers can be 
read to update the user information on the system. 
The Interrupt Request Register (IRR) and In-Service 
Register (lSR) can be read via OCW3, as discussed 
in Section 3.7. The Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) is 
read via a read of OCW1, as discussed in Section 
3.7. Here are brief descriptions of the ISR, the IRR, 
and the IMR. 

Interrupt Request Register (IRR): 8-bit register which 
contains the status of each interrupt request line. 
Bits that are clear indicate interrupts that have not 
requested service. The Interrupt Controller clears 
the IRR's highest priority bit during an interrupt ac
knowledge cycle. (Not affected by IMRl. . 

In-Service Register (ISR): 8-bit register indicating the 
priority levels currently receiving. service. Bits that 
are set indicate interrupts that have been acknowl-. 
edged and their interrupt service routine started. Bits 
that are cleared indicate interrupt requests that have 
not been acknowledged, or interrupt request lines 
that have not been asserted. Only the highestpriori
ty interrupt service routine executes at any time. The 
lower priority interrupt services are suspended while 
higher priority interrupts are serviced. The ISR is up
dated when an End of Interrupt Command is issued. 
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Interrupt Mask Register (IMR): 8-bit register indicat
ing which interrupt request lines are masked. 

The IRR can be read when, prior to the 1/0 read 
cycle, a Read Register Command is Issued with 
OCW3 (RR = 1, RIS = 0). 

The ISR can be read when, prior to the 110 read . 
cycle, a Read Register Command is issued with 
OCW3 (RR = 1, RIS = 1). 

, 
The interrupt controller. retains the ISRIIRR status 
read selection following each write to OCW3. There
fore, there is no need to write an OCW3 beforeev
ery status read operation, as long as the current 
status read corresponds to the previously selected 
register. For example, if the ISR is selected for 
status read by an OCW3 write, the ISR can be read 
over and over again without writing to OCW3 again. 
However, to read the IRR, OCW3 will have to be 
reprogrammed for this status read prior to the 
OCW3 read to check the IRR. This is not true when 
poll mode is used. POlling Mode overrides status 
read when P = 1, RR = 1 in OCW3. 

After initialization, the Interrupt Controller is set to 
read the IRR. 

As stated, OCW1 is used for reading the IMR. The 
output data bus will contain the IMR status whenev
er 1/0 read is active. The address is 021 h or 061 h 
(OCW1). 

9.11 Non-Maskablelnterrupt (NMI) 

An NMI is an interrupt requiring immediate attention 
and has priority over the normal interrupt lines 
(IRQx). The ESC indicates error conditions by gener
ating a non-maskable interrupt. 

The ESC generates NMI interrupts based on the fol
lowing Hardware and Software events. 

Hardware Events: 

1. Motherboard Parity Errors. 

Memory parity errors for the motherboard memo
ry. These errors are reported to the ESC through 
the PERR # signal line. 

2. System Errors. 

System error on the motherboard. The system 
board uses the SERR # signal to indicate system 
errors to the ESC. 
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3. Add-In Board Parity Errors. 

Parity errors on the add-in memory boards on the 
EISA expansion bus. 10CHK# signal on the EISA 
bus is driven low by the add-in board logic when 
this error occurs. 

4. Fail-Safe Timer Timeout. 

Fail-Safe Timer (Timer 2, Counter 0) count ex
pires.lf this counter has been set and enabled, 
and the count expires before a software routine 
can reset the counter. 

5. Bus Timeout. 

An EISA bus Master or Slave exceeds the alloe 

cated time on the bus. A bus timeout occurs if an 
EISA Master . does not relinquish the bus 
(MREQ# negated) within 64 BCLKS after it has 
been preempted (MACK# negated). A bus time
out also occurs. if a memory slave extends the 
cycle (CHRDY negated) long enough to keep 
CMD# asserted for more than 256 BCLKS. The 
DMA controller does not cause a bus timeout. 
The ESC asserts RESDRV when a bus timeout 
occurs. 

Software Events: 

1. Software Generated NMI. 

If an 1/0 Write access to Port 0462h occurs. The 
data value for this write is a don't care. 

The NMI logic incorporates four different 8-bit regis
ters. These registers are used .by the CPU to deter

. mine the source of the interrupt and to enable or 
disablel clear the interrupts. Please see Section 3.4, 
Interrupt Unit Register description, for the register 
details. 

Table 9-5. NMI Register 1/0 Address Map 

1/0 Port Address Register Description 
... 

0061h NMI Status Register 

0070h NMI Enable Register 

0461h Extended NMI Register 

0462h Software NMI Register 
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Table 9-6. NMI Source Enable/Disable 
and Status Port Bits 

NMISource 
1/0 Port Bit for 1/0 Port Bit for 
Status Reads Enable/Disable 

PERR# Port 0061 h, Bit 7 Port 0061 h, Bit 2 

IOCHK# Port 0061 h, Bit 6 Port 0061 h, Bit 3 

Fail-Safe Port 0461 h, Bit 7 Port 0461 h, Bit 2 

Bus Timeout Port 0461 h, Bit 6 Port 0461 h, Bit 3 

Write to Port 0461 h, Bit 5 Port 0461 h, Bit 1 
Port0462h 

The individual enable/disable bits clear the NMI de
tect flip-flops when disabled. 

All NMI sources can be enabled or disabled by set
ting Port 070h bit [7]. This disable function does not 
clear the NMI detect Flip-Flops. This means, if NMI 
is disabled then enabled via Port 070h, then an NMI 
will occur when Port 070h is re-enabled if one of the 
NMI detect Flip-Flops had been previously set. 

To ensure that all NMI requests are serviced, the 
NMI service routine software needs to incorporate a 
few very specific requirements. These requirements 
are due to the edge detect circuitry of the host mi-

r-- EISAHOLD 

PCEB EISAHOLDA 

NMFLUSH# • 
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croprocessor, 80386 or 80486. The software flow 
would need to be the following: 

1. NMI is detected by the processor on the rising 
edge of the NMI input. 

2. The processor will read the status !ltored in port 
061h and 0461h to determine what sources 
caused the NMI. The processor may then reset 
the register bits controlling the sources that it has 
determined to be active. Between the time the 
processor reads the NMI sources and resets 
them, an NMI may have been generated by an
other source. The level of NMI will then remain 
active. This new NMI source will not be recog
nized by the processor because there was no 
edge on NMI. 

3. The processor must then disable all NMI's by 
writing bit [7] of port 070H high and then enable 
all NMI's by writing bit [7] of port 070H low. This 
will cause the NMI output to transition low then 
high if there are any pending NMI sources. The 
CPU's NMI input logic will then register a new 
NMI. 

10.0 PCEB/ESCINTERFACE 

The PCEB/ESC interface (Figure 10-1) provides the 
inter-chip communications between the PCEB and 
ESC. The interface provides control information be
tween the two components for pel/EISA arbitration, 
data size translations (controlling the PCEB's EISA 
data swap buffer), and interrupt acknowledge cy
cles. 

,---

ESC 

• 
PEREQ#/INTA# 

SDCPYEN[13,03:01j# 

SDCPYUP 

SDOE[2:0j# 

SDLE[3:0j# 
L--- -~-

290476-86 

Figure 10-1. PCEB/ESC Interface Signals 
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10.1 Arbitration Cc;mtrol Signals 

The PCEB contains the arbitration circuitry for the 
PCI Local Bus and the ESC contains the arbitration 
circuitry for the EISA Bus. The PCEB/ESC Interface 
contains a. set of arbitration control signals (EISA
HOLD, EISAHOLDA, NMFLUSH#, and PEREQ#/ 
INTA#) that synchronize bus arbitration and owner
ship changes between the two bus environments. 
The signals also force PCI device data buffer flush
ing, if needed, to maintain data coherency during 
EISA Bus ownership changes. 

The PCEB is the default owner of the EISA Bus. If 
another EISA/ISA master or DMA wants to use the 
bus, the ESC asserts EISAHOLD to instruct the 
PCEB to relinquish EISA Bus ownership. The PCEB 
completes any current EISA Bus transaction, tri
states its EISA Bus signals, and asserts EISAHOLDA 
to inform the ESC that the PCEB is off the bus. 

For ownership changes, other than for a refresh cy
cle, the ESC asserts the NMFLUSH # signal to the 
PCEB (for one PCICLK) to instruct the PCEB to flush 
its Line Buffers pointing to the PCI Local Bus. The 
assertion of NMFLUSH # also instructs the PCEB to 
initiate flushing and to temporarily disable system 
buffers on the PCI Local Bus (via MEMREQ#, ME
MACK, and FLSHREQ#). The buffer flushing main
tains data coherency, in the event that the new EISA 
Bus master wants to access the PCI Local Bus. 

PCICLK 
I I 
I I 

ESC I I 
Negates I I 

\\ I 
NMFLUSH# I 

\ 
ESC PCEB 

Asserts Samples 
Asserted 

and 
Asserts 

4 
Driven By ESC 

~4 

Buffer flushing also prevents dead-lock conditions 
between the PCI Local Bus and EISA Bus. Since the 
ESC/PCEB does not know ahead of time, whether 
the new master is going to access the PCI Local Bus 
or a device on the EISA Bus, buffers pointing to the 
PCI Local Bus are always flushed when there is a 
change of EISA Bus ownership, except for refresh 
cycles. For refresh cycles, the ESC controls the cy
cle and, thus, knows that the cycle is not an access 
to the PCI Local Bus and does not initiate a flush 
request to the PCEB. After a refresh cycle, the ESC 
always sUrrenders control of the EISA Bus back to 
the PCEB. 

NMFLUSH# is a bi-directional signal that is negated 
by the ESC when buffer flushing is not being 
requested. The ESC asserts NMFLUSH # to 
request buffer flushing. When the PCEB samples 
NMFLUSH# asserted, it starts driving the signal in 
the asserted state and begins the. buffer flushing 
process. (The ESC tri-states NMFLUSH# after as
serting it for the initial 1 PCICl:K period.) The PCEB 
keeps NMFLUSH# .asserted until all buffers are 
flushed and then it negates the signal for 1 PCICLK. 
When the ESC samples NMFLUSH # negated, it 
starts driving the signal.in the negated state, com
pleting the handshake. When the ESC samples 
NMFLUSH# negated,) it grants ownership to the 
winner of the EISA Bus arbitration (at the time 
NMFLUSH# was negated). Note that for a refresh 
cycle, NMFLUSH# is not asserted by the. ESC. 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I ESC 

I I I Negates 
I I / \ I I , i 

PCEB PCEB ESC 

. Keeps Negates Samples 

Assert.ed Negated 
and 

Negates 

Driven By PCEB ~ 4 Driven By ESC ~ 

290476-87 

Figure 10-2. NMFLUSH# Protocol 
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When the EISA master completes its transfer and 
gets off the bus (i.e., removes its request to the 
ESC), the ESC negates EISAHOLD and the PCEB, 
in turn, negates EISAHOLDA. At this point, the 
PCEB resumes its default ownership of the EISA 
Bus. 

If a PCI master requests access to the EISA Bus 
while the bus is owned by a master other than the 
PCEB, the PCEB retries the PCI cycle and requests 
ownership of the EISA Bus by asserting PEREQ#/ 
INTA# to the ESC. PEREQ# /INTA# is a dual func
tion signal that is a PCEB request for the EISA Bus 
(PEREQ# function) when EISAHOLDA is asserted. 
In response to the PCEB request for EISA Bus own
ership, the ESC removes the grant to the EISA mas
ter. When the EISA master completes its current 
transactions and relinquishes the bus (removes its 
bus request), the ESC negates EISAHOLD and the 
PCEB, in turn, negates EISAHOLDA. At this point, a 
grant can be given to the PCI device for a transfer to 
the EISA Bus. Note that the INTA# function of the 
PEREQ#/INTA# signal is described in Section 
10.3, Interrupt Acknowledge Control. 

10.2 EISA Data Swap Buffer Control 
Signals 

The cycles in the EISA environment may require 
data size translations before the data can be trans
ferred to its intermediate or final destination. As an 
example, a 32-bit EISA master write cycle to a 16-bit 
EISA slave requires a disassembly of a 32-bit Dword 
into 16-bit Words. Similarly, a 32-bit EISA master 
read cycle to a 16-bit slave requires an assembly of 
two 16-bit Words into a 32-bit Dword. The PCEB 
contains EISA data swap buffers to support data 
size translations on the EISA Bus. The operation of 
the data swap buffers is described in the PCEB data 
sheet. The ESC controls the operation of the 
PCEB's data swap buffers with the following PCEB/ 
ESC interface signals. These signals are outputs 
from the ESC and are inputs to the PCEB. 

• SDCPYEN [13,3: 1] # 

• SDCPYUP 
• SDOE[2:0] # 

• SDLE[3:0]# 

Copy Enable Outputs (SDCPVEN[13,3:1] #) 

These signals enable the byte copy operations 
between data byte lanes 0, 1, 2 and 3 as shown in 
the Table 10-1. ISA master cycles do not perform 
assembly/disassembly operations. Thus, these cy
cles use SDCPYEN [13,3: 1] # to perform the byte 
routing and byte copying between lanes. EISA mas
ter cycles however, can have assembly/ 

I 
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disassembly operations. These cycles use 
SDCPYEN[13,3:1] # in conjunction 'with SDCPYUP 
and SDLE[3:0] #. 

Table 10-1. Byte Copy Operations 

Signal Copy between Byte Lanes 

SDCPYEN01# Byte 0 (bits [7:0)) 
and Byte 1 (bits [15:8)) 

SDCPYEN02# Byte 0 (bits [7:0)) 
and Byte 2 (bits [23:16)) 

SDCPYEN03# Byte 0 (bits [7:0)) 
and Byte 3 (bits [31 :24]) 

SDCPYEN13# Byte 1 (bits [15:8)) 
and Byte 3 (bits [31 :24)) 

System Data Copy Up (SDCPVUP) 

SDCPYUP controls the direction of the byte copy 
operations. When SDCPYUP is asserted (high), ac
tive lower' bytes are copied onto the higher bytes. 
The direction is reversed when SDCPYUP is negat
ed (low). 

System Data Output Enable (SDOE[2:0] #) 

These signals enable the output of the data swap 
buffers onto the EISA Bus (Table 10-2). SDOE[2:0] 
are re-drive signals in case of mis-matched cycles 
between EISA to EISA, EISA to ISA, ISA to ISA and 
the DMA cycles between the devices on EISA. 

Table 10-2. Output Enable Operations 

Signal Byte Lane 

SDOEO# Applies to Byte 0 (bits [7:0)) 

SDOE1# Applies to Byte 1 (bits [15:8)) 

SDOE2# Applies to Byte 2 and Byte 3 (bits [31:16)) 

System Data to Internal (PCEB) Data Latch 
Enables (SOLE [3:0] #) 

These signals latch the data from the EISA Bus into 
the data swap latches. The data is then either sent 
to the PCI Local Bus via the PCEB or re-driven onto 
the EISA Bus. SDLE[3:0] # latch the data from the 
corresponding EISA Bus byte lanes during PCI reads 
from EISA, EISA writes to PCI, DMA cycles between 
an EISA device and the PCEB. These signals also 
latch data during mismatched cycles between EISA 
to EISA, EISA to ISA, ISA to ISA, the DMA cycles 
between the devices on EISA, and ahy cycles that 
require copying of bytes, as opposed to copying and 
assembly/disassembly. 
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10.3 Interrupt Acknowledge Control 

PEREQ#/INTA# (PCI to EISA Request or Interrupt 
Acknowledge) is a dual function signal and the se
lected function depends on the status of EISAHLDA. 
When EISAHLDA is negated, this signal is an inter
rupt acknowledge (INTA#) and sup~orts interru~t 
processing. If interrupt acknowledge IS enabled v~a 
the PCEB's PCICON Register and EISAHOLDA IS 

negated, the PCEB asserts PEREC?#/I~TA# "Yhen 
a PCI interrupt acknowledge cycle IS being serviced. 
This informs the ESC that the forwarded EISA 1/0 
read from location 04h is an interrupt acknowledge 
cycle. Thus, the ESC uses this signal to distinguish 
between a request for the interrupt vector and a 
read of the ESC's DMA register located at 04h. The 
ESC responds to the read request by placing the 
interrupt vector on SD[7:0]. 

11.0 INTEGRATED SUPPORT LOGIC 

The ESC integrates support logic for assorted fu~c
tions for a typical EISA system board. The follOWing 
functions are directly supported by the ESC. 

- EISA Address Buffer Control 

- Coprocessor Interface 

LA[16:2] 

~ 
LASAOE# 

~ 

A 

- BIOS Interface 

- Keyboard Controller Interface 

- Real Time Clock Interface 

- Floppy Disk Controller Interface 

- Configuration RAM Interface 

- X-Bus and IDE Decode 

11.1 EISA Address Buffer Control 

The EISA Bus consists of unlatched addresses 
(LA[31 :2]) and latched addresses (SA[19:2]). EISA 
devices. generate or monitor LA addresses, and ISA 
devices generate or monitor SA addresses. Three 
Discrete F543s are used to generate the SA address 
from LA and LA addresses from SA addresses (see 
Figure 11-1). The ESC generates the control signals 
SALE #, LASAOE #, and SALAOE # for the F543s. 
These signals control the direction of the address 
flow. For EISA master, DMA, and Refresh cycles, 
the LA addresses are generated by the master de
vice, and the SA addresses are driven by the F543s. 
For ISA master devices, the SA addresses are gen
erated by the master device, and the LA addresses 
are driven by the F543s. 

2 F543s 

B~ 
LEAB# 

OEAB# 

OEBA# 

1 F543s 

~A B SA[19:17] . r------'--' 
SALE# LEAB# 

LASAOOi OEAB# 

T OEBA# 

290476-88 

Figure 11-1. EISA Address Buffers 
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Signal 

SALE # 

LASAOE# 

SALAOE# 

Table 11·1. EISA Address 
Buffer Control Function 

Cycle Type 

EISA ISA 
DMA 

Master Master 

Pulses Low Pulses 

Low High Low 

High Low High 

11.2 Coprocessor Interface 

Refresh 

Pulses 

Low 

High 

The numeric coprocessor interface is designed to 
. support PCI AT compatible numeric ?~process?r ex

ception handling. The EISA Clock Dlvlsor.conflgura
tion register bit 5 needs to be set to a 1 In order to 
enable the coprocessor error support in the ESC. 
The coprocessor interface consists of FERR # sig
nal and IGNNE# signal. The FERR# signal and 
IGNNE# signals are connected directly to the Float
ing Point Error pin and Ignore Floating Point Error 
pin of the CPU respectively. 

Whenever an error during computation is detected, 
the CPU asserts the FERR # signal to the ESC. The 
ESC internally generates an interrupt on the IRQ13 
line of the integrated Interrupt Controller. The result 
is a asserted INT signal to the CPU. 

When the ESC detects an I/O write to the internal 
port OOFOh, the ESC deasserts the internal IRQ13 
line to the integrated Interrupt Controller. At the 
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same time the ESC asserts the IGNNE# signal. The 
ESC keeps the IGNNE# signal asserted until the 
FERR # signal is negated by the CPU. 

If the coprocessor error support is enabled in the 
EISA Clock Divisor configuration register then the 
ESC IRQ13 pins cannot be used, and this pin should 
be tied to ground. 

11.3 BIOS Interface 

The ESC supports a total of 512 Kbytes of BIOS 
memOfY. The E. SC asserts the LBIOSCS# signal for 
EISA br ISA memory cycles decoded to be in the 
BIOS space. The 512 Kbytes of BIOS includes the 
conventional 128 Kbytes of BIOS and 384 Kbytes of 
enlarged BIOS. The 128 Kbytes of conventional 
BIOS is divided into multiple regions. Each region 
can be independently enabled or disabled by setting 
the appropriate bits in the BIOS Chip Select A regis
ter and BIOS Chip Select B register. The 128 Kbytes 
of conventional BIOS is also aliased at different lo
cations within the memory space. Refer to Section 
4.1, BIOS Memory Space, for details. 

The ESC generates the LBIOSCS# signal by inter
nally latching the output of the BIOS address de
code with BALE signal. The ESC asserts the 
LBIOSCS# for all read cycles in the enabled BIOS 
memory space. The ESC will assert LBIOSCS# sig
nal for write cycles in the enabled BIOS memory 
space only if the BIOS Chip Select B register bit 3 is 
set to 1 (BIOS write enable). 

FERR# ~t------------~ 
intemallRQ13# L 

l 

INT 

IGNNE# 

lowe# 
(write to FOh) 

290476-89 

Figure 11·2. Coprocessor Interface Waveform 
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11.4 Keyboard Controller Interface 

The ESC provides a complete inferface to a glueless 
interface to a Sx42 Keyboard Controller. The ESC 
Keyboard Controller interface consists of Keyboard 
Controller Chip Select (KYBDCS #) signal, Mouse in
terrupt (ABFULL) signal. The ESC also supports the 
fast Keyboard commands for CPU reset (AL TRST #) 
and. address A20 enable (AL T A20) by integrating 
Port 92h. 

The ESC asserts the. KYBDCS# signal for 1/0 cy
cles to addresses 60h and 64h if the Peripheral Chip 
Select A register bit 1 is set to 1. The ESC uses the 
ABFULL signal to internally generate an interrupt re
quest to the integrated Interrupt Controller on the 
IRQ12 line if EISA Clock Divisor register bit 4 is set 
to 1 (Mouse Interrupt Enable). A low to high tran
sition on the ABFULL signal is internally latched by 
the ESC. The high level on this latch remains until a 
write to 1/0 port 60h is detected or the ESC is reset. 

The AL TRST # is used to reset the CPU under soft
ware control. The ESC AL TRST # signal needs to be 
AND'edexternally with the reset signal from the key
board controller. A write to the System Control regis
ter (092h) bit 0 to set the bit to a 1 from a 0 causes 
the ESC to pulse the AL TRST # signal. The 
ALTRST# signal is asserted for approximately 4 
BCLKs. The ESC will not pulse the AL TRSr # signal 
if bit 0 has previously been set to a 1. 

11.5 Real Time Clock 

The ESC provides a glue less interface for the Real 
Time Clock in the system. The ESC provides a Real 
Time Clock Address Latch Enable signal (RTCALE). 
a Real Time Clock read Strobe (RTCRD#). and a 
Real Time Clock Write strobe (RTCWR #). The ESC 
pulses the RTCALE signal asserted for one arid a 
half BCLKs when an 1/0 write to address 70h is de- . 
tected. The ESC asserts RTCRD# signal and 
RTCWR# signal for 1/0 read and write accesses to 
address 71 h respectively. 

The ESC also supports the power-on password pro
tection through the Real Time Clock. The power-on 
password protection is enabled by setting the Sys-

. tem Control register 092h bit 3 to a 1. The ESC does 
not assert RTCRD# Signal or RTCWR# signal for 
1/0 cycles to 71 h if the accesses are addressed to 
Real Time Clock addresses (write to 70h) 36h to 3Fh 
if the power-on password protection is enabled. 
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11.6 Floppy Disk Control Interface 

The ESC supports interface to the S2077(SL) Floppy 
Disk Controller chip. The ESC provides a Floppy 
Disk Controller Chip Select signal (FDCCS#). The 
ESC also provides a buffered Drive Interface 
(DSKCHG#) signal. In addition. the ESC generates 
the control for the disk light. 

The ESC supports both the primary address range 
(03FOh-03F7h) and secondary address range 
(0370h-0377h) of the Floppy Disk Controller. The 
state of Peripheral Chip Select A register bit 5 deter
mines which address range is decoded by the ESC 
as access to Floppy Disk Controller. If bit 5 is set to 
O. the ESC will decode the primary Floppy Disk Con
troller address range. If bit 5 is set to 1. the ESC will 
decode the secondary Floppy Disk Controller ad
dress range. 

The ESC supports the Drive Interface signal. During 
I/O accesses to address03F7h (primary) or 0377h 
(secondary), the ESC drives the inverted state of the 
DSKCHG# signal on to the SD7 data line. The ESC 
uses the DSKCHG# signal to determine if the Flop-. 
py Disk Controller is present on the X-Bus. If the 
DSKCHG # signal is sampled low during reset. the 
ESC will disable Floppy Disk Controller support. 

The. ESC also supports the Disk Light function by 
generating the DUGHT# Signal. If System Control 
092h register bit 6 or bit 7 is set to a 1, the ESC will 
assert the OUGHT # signal. 

11.7 Configuration RAM Interface 

The ESC provides the control signals for S Kbytes of 
external configuration RAM. The configuration RAM 
is used for storing EISA configuration system param
eters. The configuration RAM is 1/0 mapped be
tween location OSOOh-OSFFh. Due to the 1/0 ad
dress constraint (256 byte addresses for S Kbytes of 
RAM). the configuration RAM is organized in 32 
pages of 256 bytes each. The 1/0 port OCOOh is 
used to store the configuration RAM page address. 
The ESC integrates this port as Configuration. RAM 
Page register. During a read or a write to the config
uration RAM address space OSOOh-OSFFh. the ESC 
drives the configuration RAM page address by plac
ing the content of the Configuration RAM Page Ad
dress register bits[4:0] on the EISA Address line 
LA[31 :27] #. The ESC will also assert the 
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CRAMRD# signal or the CRAMWR# signal·for I/O 
read and write accesses to I/O address 0800h-
08FFh. The ESC will only generate the configuration 
RAM page address and assert the CRAMRD# sig
nal and CRAMWR # signal if the Peripheral Chip Se
lect B register bit 7 is set to 1. 

11.8 General Purpose Peripherals, 
IDE, Parallel Port, and Serial Port 
Interface 

The ESC provides three dual function pins 
(GPCS[2:0] "", ECS[2:0]). The functionality of these 
pins is selected through the configuration Mode Se
lect register bit 4. If Mode Select register bit 4 is set 
to 0 the general purpose chip select functionality is 
selected. If Mode Select register bit 4 is set to 1, the 
encoded chip select functionality is selected. 

In general purpose chip select mode, the ESC gen
erates three general purpose chip selects 
(GPCS[2:0] #). The decode for each general pur
pose chip selects is programmed through a set of 
three configuration registers; General Purpose Chip 
Select x Base Low Address register, General Pur7 
pose Chip Select x Base High Address register, and 
General Purpose Chip Select x Mask register. Each 
General Purpose Peripheral can be mapped any
where in the 64 Kbytes of I/O address. The general 
purpose peripheral address range is programmable 
from 1 byte to 256 bytes with 2" granuality. 

, 

F138 
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In encoded chip select mode (ESC[2:0]), in addition 
to decoding the general purpose chip select 0 ad
dress and general purpose chip select 1 address, 
the ESC also decodes IDE, Parallel Ports, and Serial 
Ports addresses. The encoded chip select mode re
quires an external decoder like a F138 to generate 
the device chip selects from the ESC[2:0] Signals. 

The ESC generates encoded chip selects for two 
Serial Ports, COMACS# (ECS[2:0] =000) and 
COMBCS# (ESC[2:0]=001). The ESC supports 
Serial Port COM1 and Serial Port COM2. Accesses 
to Serial Port COM1 or Serial Port COM2 are individ
ually programmed through Peripheral Chip Select B 
register bits [0:3] to generate an encoded chip se
lect for COMACS# or COMBCS#. 

Table 11·2. Encoded Chip Select Decode 

ESC2 ESC 1 ESCO PERIPHERAL CS 

0 0 0 COMACS# 

0 0 1 COMBCS# 

0 1 0 LPTCS# 

0 1 1 IDECSO# 

1 0 0 IDECS1# 

1 0 1 GPCSO# 

1 1 0 GPCS1# 

1 1 1 Idle Sta:te 

Refer to Section 4.5 for the address decode of the 
peripheral chip selects 

~A 
VOl-- COMACS. 
V1 COMBCS. 

~B 
V21-- LPTCS# 
V3 IDECSO# 

~ 
V41--IDECS1# 
V5 GPCS1# C V61-- GPCS1# 
Y7 

290476"'90 

Figure 11·3. Encoded Chip Select Decoder Logic 
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11.9 X-Bus Control and General 
Purpose Decode 

The X-Bus is a secondary data bus buffered from 
the EISA Bus. The X-Bus is used to interface with 
peripheral devices that do not require a high speed 
interface. Typically a discrete buffer device like a 
F245 is used to buffer the EISA Bus from the X-Bus. 
The ESC provides two control Signals, XBUSTR # 
and XBUSOE#, for the discrete F245 buffer. 

The XBUSTR# signal controls the direction of the 
data flow of the F245. When the XBUSTR # signal is 
high, the data direction of the F245 buffer is from the 
XO[7:0) bus to the SO[7:0] bUS. The ESC drives the 
XBUSTR# signal high during EISA master 1/0 read 
cycles, ISA master 1/0 read cycles, OMA write cy
cles (write to memory), and memory read cycles de
coded to be in the X-Bus BIOS address space. The 

ESC also drives the XBUSTR # signal high for OMA 
reads (reads from memory/writes to 1/0) from the 
X-Bus BIOS address space. The X-Bus BIOS ad
dress space is defined as the enabled regions and 
enabled aliases of the BIOS memory space. See 
Section 4.1, BIOS Memory Space, for detailed de
scription of the BIOS memory map and the configu
ration bits. 

The XBUSOE # signal controls outputs of the F245. 
When the XBUSOE # Signal is asserted, the F245 
drives its A buffers or B buffers depending on the 
state of the XBUSTR # signal. The ESC asserts the 
XBUSOE# signal for 1/0 cycles decoded to be in 
the address range of the peripherals supported by 
the ESC if these peripherals are enabled in the Pe
ripheral Chip Select A register and Peripheral Chip 
Select B register. 

F245 
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XO[7:0] SO[7:0] 
EISA BUS B[8:1] A[8:1] X BUS 

OIR G# 

XBUSTR#I I XBUSOE# 

Figure 11-4. X~BU8 Data Buffer 
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12.0 ELECTRICAL 

CHARACTERISTICS 

12.1 Maximum Ratings 

Case Temperature Under Bias ... - 6S·C to + 11 O·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 6S·C to + 1S0·C 

Supply Voltages 
with Respect to Ground ... -O.SV to Vee + O.SV 

Voltage On Any Pin ......... -O.SV to Vee + O.SV 

Power Dissipation .......... :. o. 70W Fully Loaded 
....................... O.SSW with Four Slots 

12.2 D.C. Characteristics 

12.2.1 JUNCTION TEMPERATURE 
. SPECIFICATIONS 

The junction temperature for the ESC is + 93·C with 
a case temperature of 8S·C. To guarantee device 
operation at +8S·C case temperature the ambient 

, temperature allowable is shown in Table 12-1. 

12.2.2 EISA BUS D.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

EISA Signats 
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NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposu.re beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

Table 12-1. ESC Maximum Allowable Ambient 
Temperaturel Air Flow Rates 

EISA Stili 100 200 400 
Loading Ifpm Ifpm Ifpm 

4 Slots 63·C 66·C 69·C 72·C 

8 Slots S6"C 60·C 63·C 67·C 

BCLKOUT(out), BCLK(in), LA[31 :27] # ICPG [4:0] (tis), LA[26:2](tls), BE [3:0] # (tis), M/IO# (tis), W IR # (tis), 
EX32#(0/d), EX16#(0/d), STARH(tls), CMD#(out), EXRDY(o/d), SLBURST#(in), MSBURST#(tls), 
MASTER16#(in), SO[7:0](tls) . 

ISASlgnals 

BALE(out); SA[1:0](tls), SBHE#(tls), M16#(0/d), 1016#(o/d), MRDC#(tls), MWTC#(tls), SMRDC#(out), 
SMWTC#(out), 10RC#(tls), 10WC#(tls), CHRDY(o/d), 10CHK#(in), NOWS#(o/d), OSC(in), 'RSTDRV(out), 
REFRESH#(tls), AEN#(out), AEN[4:1]/EAEN[4:1](out) , 

DMA and Arbitration Signals 

DREO[3:0,7:S](in), DACK[3:0,7:S] # (out), EOP(t/s), MREO[3:0] #(in), MREO[7:4] # IPIRO[0:3] # (in), 
MACK[3:0] # IEMACK[3:0](out) 

X-Bus and Integrated Logic Signals 

SPKR(out),SLOWH#(out), IRO[1S:1](in), INT(out), NMI(out), SALE#(out), LASAOE#(out), SALAOE#(out), 
FERR#(in), IGNNE # (out), LBIOSCS # (out), KYBDCS#(out), ALTRST#(out), ALTA20(out), ABFULL(in), 
RTCALE(out), RTCRD#(out), RTCWR#(out), FDCCS#{out), DSKCHG(in), DLlGHT#(out), CRAMRO#(out), 
CRAMWR # (out), XBUSTR # (out), XBUSOE# (out), GPCS[2:0] # IECS[2:0](out) 

Interchlp Signals 

EISAHOLD(out), EISAHLDA(in), PEREO # II NT A # (in), NMFLUSH # (t/ s), SDCPYEN [13:01] # (out), 
SDCPYUP(out), SDOE[2:0] # (out), SDLE[3:0] # (out) 

I 
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Table 12-2. EISA Bus D.C. Specifications (Yoo = 5V ±5%, Tease = O"C to +8soq 

Symbol Paranleter " Min Max Test Conditions NQtes 

VI\.1 Input LOw Voltage O.8V 

'VIH1 Input High Voltage 2.0V 

VIL2 Input LoW Voltage 0.8V 1 

VIH2 Input High Voltage Ycc - 0.8V 1 

Vou Output Low Voltage 0.45V IOL = 24mA 2 

VOHl Output High Voltage 2.4V IOH = -5.0mA 2 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage 0.45V IOL=1mA 3 

VOH2 Output High Voltage VCC - O.45V IOH = -1 mA 3 

VOL3 . Output Low Voltage O.45V IOL = 8.0mA 4 

,VOH3 Output High Voltage 2.4V IOH. = - 2.0 mA 4 

III Input Leakage Current ±15,...A OV.( VIN < Vee 

ILO Output Leakage Current ±15 JAA 0.45V < YIN < VCC 

CIN Capacitance Input 8pF 

COUT Capacitance Output 15pF @1 MHz 

lee V cc Supply Current TBD TBD 

NOTES: 
1. All EISA Bus signals use VIl1, VIHlfor inputleve!s except for the Interchip signals: SOCPYEN#, SDCPYUP, SDOE#, 
SOLE#, EISAHOLO, EISAHLOA, PEFlEQ#IINTA#,INTCHIPO, NMFLUSH#~ 
2. BALE, BCLKOUT, SE[3:0]#, CHROY, CMO#, EOP, EX16#, EX32#, EXROY,I016#,IORC#,IOWC#, LA[31:2], M16#, 
MIIO#, MRDC#, MSeURST.#, "MWTC#, REFFlESH#, RSTDRV, SA[1:0], SBHE#, SO[7:0], SMROC#, SMWTC#., 
START#, W/R#, SPKR#. ' '. .' , 
3. ALTA20, AEN[4:1), ALTRST.#, CRAMRO#, CRAMWT#, INT, pLIGHT, EISAHOLD, FOCCS#' 10ECS#, IGNNE#, 
KEYBOCS#, LASAOE#, LBIOSCS4t, NMF!-USH#, RTCALE, RTCRO#, RTCWR#, SALAOE#, SALE # , 
SOCPYEN[13:01)#, SQCPYUP, SOLE[3:0)#, SDOE[2:0)#, SLOWH#, XBUSOE#, XBUSTR#. 
4. DACK[7:5,3:0), MACK[7:0] #;' . 
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12.2.3 PCI LOCAL BUS D.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

PCI System Signals . 

PCICLK(in), RESET(in) 

PCI Shared Signals 

PERR # (in), SERR # (in) 

82374EB 

Table 12-3. PCI Local Bus D.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, T case = erc to + 85'C) 

Symbol· Parameter 

VIL Input Low Voltage 

. VIH Input High Voltage 

IlL Lpw-Levellnput Current 

IIH High-Level Input Current 

CliO Input/Output Capacitance 

CCLK PCICLK Signal Input Capacitance 

Icc V cc Supply Current 

12.3 A.C. Characteristics 

In Tables 12-5 through 12-10, the Symbol column 
shows the timing variable used in the A.C. timing 
waveforms. The parameter column contains the de
scription of the timing and its reference signal. If the 
timing is for a particular bus cycle, the cycles will be 
listed in parenthesis. Burst cycles include standard· 
timings for their requirements. The Min column lists 
either the minimum delay time, setup time, or hold 
time requirement in nano-seconds unless stated oth-

Min Max Test Conditions 

0.8V 

2.0V 5.5V 

-70,...A VIN = 0.5V 

-70,...A VIN = 2.7V 

10pF @1 MHz 

17pF @1 MHz 

TBD TBD 

erwise. The Max column lists the maximum delay'· 
time also in nano-seconds. The Figure column 
shows what A.C. timing waveforms the parameter 
can be found. The Note column may contain a num
ber to refer to a specific note found at the end of the 
table. 

The A.C. specifications are based upon the specified 
capacitive loading values in Table 12-4. The mini
mum capacitive loading value is 50 pF for all signals. 

Table 12-4. Capacitive Loading Table 

Signals Loading 

BALE, BCLKOUT, BE[3:0]#, CHRDY. CMD#, EOP, EX16#, EX3U, EXRDY, 1016#, 240pF 
IORC#,IOWC#,LA[31:2], M16#, M/IO#, MRDC#, MSBURST#, MWTC#, REFRESH#, 
RSTDRV, SA[1:0], SBHE#, SD[7:0] , SMRDC#, SMWlC#, START#, W/R# 

ALTA20, AEN[4:1], ALTRST#, CRAMRD#, CRAMWT#,INT, OUGHT, FDCCS#,IDECS#, 50pF 
IGNNE#, KEYBDCS#, LASAOE#, LBIOSCS#, NMFLUSH#, RTCALE, RTCRD#, 
RTCWR #, SALAOE #, SALE #, SLOWH #, SPKR, XBUSOE #, XBUSTR #, PCICLK, RESET, 
PERR#, SERR# . 

, 
DAC~[7:5,3:0], MACK[7:0] # 120pF 

EISAHOLD, SDCPYEN[13:1] #, SDCPYUP, SDLE[3:0] #, SDOE[2:0] # 30pF 

I 
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12.3.1 CLOCK SIGNALS A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

t1a,t2a 

t1b,t2b 

0.8v 

t1c,t2c. 
290476-92 

Figure 12-1. Clock Timings 

~J"\p \~ __ ~. ~'--__ --..JI PCICLK 

BCLKOUT 

BCLK ~ __ -J/r-------------------~\~ ____ ~ ______________ ~~ 

290476-93 

Figure 12-2. BCLKOUT and BCLK 
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Table! 12-5. Clock Signals A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = O°C to + S5°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

PCIClK(1) 

t1a Cycle Time 30 12·1 

t1b High Time (at 2.0V) 40%' Tcyc 12·1 

t1c Low Time (at O.SV) 40%' Tcyc 12·1 

t1d Rise Time (O.SV to 2.0V) 3 12·1 

t1e Fall Time (2.0V to O.SV) 3 12-1 

BClK, BClKOUT 

t2a Clock Period (O.SV to O.SV) 120 12·1 

t2b Low Time (at O.SV) 55 12·1 

t2c High Time (at 2.0V) 56 12-1 

t2d Rise Time (O.SV to 2.0V) 7 12·1 

t2e Fall Time (2.0V to O.SV) 6 12·1 

t3a BCLKOUT Delay from PCICLK Rising (240 pF) 5 17 12·2 

t3b BCLKOUT Delay from PCICLK Rising (30 pF) 2 9 12·2 

t3c BCLK Setup to PCICLK Rising 4 12·2 

t3d BCLK Hold from PCICLK Rising 4 12·2 

OSC 

t2a Clock Period (O.SV to O.SV) 65 70 12·1 

t2b Low Time (O.SV) 20 12·1 

t2c High Time (2.0V) 20 12·1 
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12.3.2 A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 12-6. EISA Interface A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = O°C to + S5°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

EISA MASTER 

BE [3:0] # 

t4a Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling (Assembly, 1 30 12-6,7,S 
Disassembly) 

t4b Setup to BCLK Rising SO 12-3 

t4c Setup to BCLK Falling (Burst) 30 12-9 

t4d Hold from BCLK Rising 20 12-3 

t4e Hold from BCLK Falling (Burst) 2 12-9 

SAO, SA1, SBHE# 

t5 Valid Delay from BC!_K Falling 30 12-3 

M/IO# 

t6a Setup to BCLK Rising SO 12-3 

t6b Hold from BCLK Rising 20 12-3 

W/R# 

t7a Setup to BCLK Falling 25 12-3 

t7b Hold from BCLK Rising 20 12-3 

MASTER16# 

tSa Setup to BCLK Rising 17 12-10 

tSb Hold from BCLK Rising 0 12-10 

MRDC#, MWTC#, IORC# ,IOWC#, SMRDC#, SMWTC# 

t9a Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling 2 30 12-11 

't9b IOWC# Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling 3.5 25 12-11 

START # 

t10a Delay from BCLK Rising 1 25 12-4,6,7 

t10b Setup to BCLK Rising 23 12-3 

t10c Hold from BCLK Rising 0 12-3 

t10d Pulsewidth Tper-5 12-4,6,7 

t10e START # Setup to PCICLK Rising 9 

CMD# 

t11 Delay from BCLK Rising 1 30 12-3 

BALE 

t12 Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling 1 20 12-3 

MSBURST# 

t13a Setup to BCLK Falling 12 12-12 

t13b Hold from BCLK Falling 20 12-12 
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Table 12-6. EISA Interface A.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ±5%, Tease = O°C to + 85°C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

EISA MASTER (continued) 

EX32#, EX16# 

t14a Valid Delay trom BCLK Falling (End ot Backott) 3 32 12-6 

t14b Setup to BCLK Rising 25 12-3 

t14c Hold from BCLK Rising 55 12-3 

t14d Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End ot Backott) 2 19 12-6 

1016# 

t15a Setup to BCLK Falling 20 12-13 

t15b Hold from BCLK Falling 20 12-13 

M16# 

t16a Setup to BCLK Rising 18 12-14 

t16b Hold from BCLK Falling 0 12-14 

NOWS# 

t17a Setup to BCLK Falling 10 12-15 5 

t17b Hold from BCLK Falling 20 12-15 5 

CHRDY 

t18a Negate Setup to BCLK Falling 7 12-18 

t18b Assert Setup to BCLK Rising 10 12-18 

t18c Negated Pulsewidth 10 12-18 

EXRDY# 

t19a Setup to BCLK Falling 13 12-19 

t19b Hold trom BCLK Falling 0 12-19 

ISAMASTER 

BE[3:0] # 

t20 Valid Delay from SA[1 :0], SBHE# Valid 60 12-4 

MilO, W/R 

t21 Delaytrom IORC#,IOWC#, MRDC# Asserted 40 12-4 

SM.RDC#, SMWTC# 

t22 Delay from MRDC#, MWTC# Asserted 0 25 12-4 

START # 

t23a Delay trom BCLK Rising 1 25 12-4 

t23b Pulsewidth Tper-5 12-4 
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Table 12·6. EISA Interface A.C. Specifications (V DD = 5V ± 5 %, T case = O°C to + 85°C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

ISA MASTER (Continued) 

CMD# 

t24a Delay from BCLK Rising 1 30 12-4 

t24b Delay from MRDC#, IORC# Rising (Read) 0 30 12-4 

1016#, M16# 

t25 Delay from EX32 #, EX16 # Asserted 50 12-4 

CHRDY 

t26a Negate Delay from MRDC#, MWTC#, IORC#, IOWC# 60 12-4 

t26b Float Delay from BCLK Falling 15 12-4 

DMACYCLES 

LA[31:2] 

t27a Delay from BCLK Falling (DMA "C") 2 30 12-19 

t27b Delay from BCLK Falling (DMA "A, B", Refresh) 50 12.-18 

BE [3:0] # 

t28a Delay from BCLK Falling (DMA "C") 2 30 12-19 

t28b Delay from BCLK Falling (DMA "A, B", Refresh) 50 12-18 

SAO, SA1, SBHE# 

t29 Delay from BCLK Falling (DMA "A, B", Refresh) 50 12-18 

REFRESH# 

t30a Delay from BCLK Rising 50 12-25 

t30b Setup to BCLK Rising 18 . 12-25 

t30c Hold from BCLK Rising 3 12-25 
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Table 12-6. EISA Interface A.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ± 5%. T case = O°C to + 85°C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max. Figures Notes 

OMA CYCLES (Continued) 

AEN#, AEN[4:1]/EAEN[4:1] 

t31 Delay from SCLK Falling 50 12-18 

MilO, W/R 

t32 Delay from SCLK Falling (DMA "A. S". Refresh) 1 50 12-18 

MROC#, MWTC#, IORC#, IOWC#, SMROC#, SMWTC# 

t33a Delay from SCLK Rising/Falling 2 30 12-11 

t33b IOWC # Delay from SCLK Rising 3 25 12·11 

START # 

t34a Delay from SCLK Rising 1 25 12·18 

t34b Pulsewidth Tper-5 12·18 

CMO# 

t35 Delay from SCLK Rising/Falling 1 30 12-18 

SLBURST# 

t36a Setup to SCLK Rising (DMA "C") 15 12-19 

t36b Hold from SCLK Rising (DMA "C") 25 12-19 

MSBURST# 

t37 Delay from SCLK Falling (DMA "C") 1 30 12.~19 

EXROY# 

t38a Valid Delay from SCLK Rising 1 32 12·20 

t38b Setup to SCLK Falling 13 12-17 

t38c Hold from SCLK Falling 0 12·17 

t38d Float Delay from SCLK Falling 2 30 12·20 

EOP 

t39a Delay from SCLK (DMA "A. S") 40 12·21 

t39b Setup to SCLK Rising (EOPIN Mode) 15 12·21 

t39c Hold from SCLK Rising (EOPIN Mode) 15 12-21 

t39d Float Delay from DACK# Rising (DMA "A. S") 30 12-21 

SLAVE ACCESS 

SO [7:0] 

t40a Valid Data Delay from SCLK Rising (Read) 60 12-22 

t40b Setup to SCLK Rising (Write) 15 12-22 

t40c Hold from SCLK Rising (Write) 5 12·22 

t40d Float Delay from CMD# Negated (Read) 30 12-22 

NOWS# 

t41 Asserted from LA Valid 60 12'23 

CPG[4:0] # 

t42 Valid Delay from LA Valid 60 12·23 4 
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Table 12-7. Data Swap Logic A;C. Specifications (V DO = 5V ±.5 % , Tease = O°C to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

SDCPYEN[13:1] # 

t43a Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling (Standard Mismatch, 5 25 1.2-5,6 
Assembly) 

t43b Negate Delay from BCLK Rising (Disassembly) 25 '12-7 

t43c Assert Delay from BCLK Falling (Disassembly) 19 12-7 

t43d Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling (Burst Mismatch) 5 15 12-9 

t43e Valid Delay from 1016 # Asserted (ISA 16-Bit Slave) 20 12-24 

t43f SDCPYUP Setup to SDCPYEN[13:1] # Valid 0 12-26 

t43g Delay from MRDC#, MWTC#, 10RC#, 10WC# 2 20 12-25 
Asserted/Negated (ISA Mismatch) 

SDCPYUP 

t44a Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling (Standard Mismatch, 2 25 12-5,6 
Assembly, Disassembly) 

t44b Delay from MWTC#, 10WC#Asserted/Negated 2 20 12-26 
(lSA Mismatch) 

SDLE[3:0] # 

t45a Assert Delay from BCLK Rising (Assembly) 1 25 12-6 

t45b Deassert Setup to CMD# Negated (Assembly) 2 12-6 

t45c Deassert Setup to SDCPYEN[13:01] # Negated 2 12.-6 
(Assembly) 

t45d Delay from BCLK Falling (Disassembly) 25 12-8 

SDOE[2:0] # 

t46a Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling (Redrive) 1 12.5 12-6 3 

t46b Delay from BCLK Rising/Falling (Disassembly) 1 25 12-8 

t46c Assert Delay from BCLK Falling (Disassembly) 1 21 12-8 

Table 12-8. Arbitration, Tfmer, Interrupt A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = O°C to + 85°C) 

Symbol 1 Parameter I Mini Max I Figures I Notes' 

MREQ[7:0] # 

t47a .1 Setup to BCLK Rising I 17 I I 12-27 I 
t47b I Hold from BCLK Rising 1 15 j 1 12-27 I 
MACK[3:0] # IEMACK[3:0] 

t48a I Delay from BCLK Rising I I 40 I 12-27 I 
t48c J Delay from MREQx# Rising I 240 I I 12-27 I 
DREQ[7:5,3:0] 

t49a I Setup to BCLK Rising 1 15 j I 12-4,27 I 
t49b J Hold from BCLK Rising I 15 I I 12-4,27 I 
DACK[7:5,3:0] # 

t50a I Delay from BCLK Rising 1 J 50 I 12-4,27 I 
t50b 1 Delay from DREQ Falling I 240 I j 12-4,27 j 
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Table 12·8. Arbitration, Timer, Interrupt A.C. Specifications 
(Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = O°C to + 85°C) (Continued) 

82374EB 

Symbol I Parameter I Min I Max I Figures I Notes 

INT 

t51a I Delay from PIRQ[0:3), IRQ[15:1), OSC, BCLK, FERR# I I 200 I 12-28 j 
t51b I Delay,from ABFULL Asserted I I 100 I 12-28 I 
NMI 

t52 I Delay from IOCHK, SERR # Asserted I I 200 I 12-29 I 
RSTDRV 

t53 .l Delay from RESET # Asserted/Negated I I 100 I 12-29 I 
SLOWH# 

t54 I Delay from BCLK Falling I I 200 I 12-28 I 
SPKR 

t55a t Delay from BCLK Falling I I 100 I 12-28 I 
t55b I Delay from OSC Rising J I 200 I 12-28 I 

Table 12·g.lnterchlp Signals A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = O"C to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

EISAHOLD 

t56 Delay from PCICLK Rising 4 15 

EISAHOLDA 

t57a Setup to PCICLK Rising 9 

t57b Hold from PCICLK Rising 2 

PEREQ#/INTA# 

t58a Setup to PCICLK Rising 9 

t58b Hold from PCICLK Rising 2 

NMFLUSH# 

t59a Delay'from PCICLK Rising (Request from ESC) 4 15 

t59b Setup from PCICLK Rising (Acknowledge from PCEB) , 9 

t59c Hold from PCICLK Rising (Acknowledge from PCEB) 2 

Table 12·10. Integrated Logic Support Signals 
A.C.Speclflcatlons(Voo = 5V ±5% Tease = O"Cto +85°C) , 

Symbol Parameter Min, Max 

EISA ADDRESS BUFFER CONTROL (SALE #, LASAOE#, SALAOE#) 

t60a ' SALE # Negate Delay from BCLK Rising (DMA Master) , 1 38 

t60b SALE # ,Assert DelaY from BCLK Rising (DMA Master) ,1, 38 

t60c SALE# Delay from BCLK Falling/Rising 1 14 
(EISA Master, DMA Assembly/Disassembly) 

t60d ' SALE # Delay from BCLK Rising (ISA Master) 1 38 

t61a LASAOE # Delay from BCLK Rising 30 

t61b SALAOE # Delay from BCLK Rising 35 

t61c SALAOE # Negate Delay from REFRESH # Asserted 35 

L 

Figures 

12-30 

12-30 

12-30 

12-30 

12-30 

12-31 

12-31 

.12-31 ' 

Figures 

12~32 

12-32 

12-3 

12-4 

12-4 

12-4 

12-25 

Notes 

Notes 

2 
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Table 12·10. Integrated Logic Support Signals 

- , A C Specifications (VDD = 5V + 5% T case = O°C to + 85°C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

COPROCESSOR INTERFACE (FERR#, IGNNE#) 

t62a Asserted Delay from IOWC # Asserted 100 12-33 

t62b Deassert Delay from FERR # Negated 100 12-33 

CHIP SELECTS (LBIOSCS#, KYBDCS#, FDCCS#, GPCS[2:0] # IECS[2:0] #) 

t63 Delay from LA Valid and BALE Asserted 60 12-34 

KEYBOARD CONTROLLER (AL TRST #, AL TA20, ABFULL) 

t64a AL TRST # Asserted Pulsewidth 480 12-35 

t64b AL TA20 Delay from BCLK Rising 50 12-35 

REAL TIME CLOCK (RTCRD #, RTCWR #, RTCALE) 

t65a RTCALE Delay from BCLK Rising 40 12-36 

t65b RTCRD# Assert Delay from XBUSTR# Negated 50 12-36 

t65c RTCRD# Deassert Delay from IORC# Negated 30 12-36 

t65d RTCWR # Assert Delay from IOWC # Asserted 50 12-36 

t65e RTCWR # Deassert Delay from BCLK Rising 50 12-36 

CONFIGURATION RAM (CRAMRD#, CRAMWR#) 

t66a CRAMRD# Assert Delay from XBUSTR# Negated 50 12-36 

t66b CRAMRD# Deassert Delay from IORC# Negated 30 12-36 

t66c CRAMWR# Assert Delay from IOWC# Asserted 50 12-36 

t66d CRAMWR # Deassert Delay from BCLK Rising 50 12-36 

X·BUS CONTROL (XBUST IR #, XBUSOE #) 

EISA, ISA MASTER 

t67a XBUSTfR# Delay from IORC#, IOWC#, MRDC#, 20 12-36,37 
MWTC# 

t67b XBUSOE# Delay from IORC#, IOWC#, MRDC#, 35 12-37 
MWTC# 

t67c XBUST fR # Hold from IORC#, IOWC#, MRDC#, 25 110 12-37 
MWTC# Inactive 

t67d XBUSOE# Inactive Delay from IORC#, IOWC#, 29 115 12-37 
MRDC#, MWTC# Inactive 

t67e XBUSOE # Active Delay from XBUST fR # Active 3 12 12-37 

t67f XBUST fR # Inactive Delay from XBUSOE # Inactive 10 40 12-37 
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Table 12-10. Integrated Logic Support Signals 
A.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ± 5%, Tease = O°C to + 85°C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

DMA 

t67g XBUST fR # Active Delay from DACK2 Active 25 12-38 

t67h XBUSOE# Active Delay from DACK2 Active 37 12-38 

t67i XBUST fR # Inactive Delay from DACK2 Inactive 25 12-38 

t67j XBUSOE # Inactive Delay from DACK2 Inactive 10 65 12-38 

t67k XBUSOE # Active Delay from XBUST fR # Active 3 16 12-38 

t671 XBUST fR # Inactive Delay from XBUSOE # Inactive 9 40 12-38 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER (DSKCHG) 

t68a DSKCHG Valid to SD7 Valid 25 12-39 

t68b IORC# Asserted to SD7 Driven 35 12-39 

t68c IORC # Negated to SD7 Floated 25 12-39 

NOTES: 
1. PCICLK input must meet PCI Specification requirements for clock skew. 
2. For DMA type "A, B" read cycles SALE# is asserted for one BCLK. For DMA compatible read, type "B" write, type "c" 

read and write SALE# is asserted for two BCLKs. For DMA compatible write, and type "A" write SALE# is asserted for 
three BCLKs. 

3. For EISA red rive cycles SDOE is negated on the first rising edge of BCLK. For DMA type "B" redrive cycles SDOE is 
negated on the second falling edge of BClK. For DMA type "c" redrive cycles SDOE is negated on the third falling 
edge of BCLK. 

4. The CPG[4:0] signals are shared with LA[31 :27] # and are outputs only during 1/0 access to 0800h·08FFh. 
5. For an 8·bit ISA slave, NOWS# is sampled starting on the second falling edge of BCLK after CMD# is asserted. 16·bit 

ISA slaves are sampled starting on the first falling edge of BCLK after CMD# is asserted. 

12.3.3 A.C. TIMING WAVEFORMS 

BCLK f I. 
STARTII ______ ...---t1o~.:===+J,t~10~b-~==~---~==~ 

t11H 
CMD# 

t6b--'l 
1:,: ,::::::::::,::::::::,::,::::::,::,,:,:::::::::,,::::.,.: .......... . 

~ t4b t4d---t 
BE[3:0j# :"':"':"':"':':""':"':""""':-:':::'::::':::::.,:::-:.: ... , ....... . 1:' :::::::':':::,:::::::::,:,:,:':':::::::,:".,.,.: ........... . 

WIR# 

SAO,SA1,SBHE# 

BALE 

Slave Size( 1) 

Data 

,....t7.~ ____ t7b-..-.j 
;:::::.:;:::::::;::;:::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;::::: .::::;:;:::::;::.:::::::::::.:.:: ........... . 

r;--
----------tJ ... t14b~rro__--tt1~4c--.... ----------

I 

SOc t60c 
t ~r- ~ r-

---------~\~ __ ~fr--------------
290476-94 

NOTE: 
1. EX32#, EX16# 

Figure 12-3. EISA Master Cycle 

I 
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BCLK 
OREQ 
~ ~ ~~ 

OACK_ 

BALE 
MWTC_, IOWCll 

MR~,IORC_ 

SMR~, SMWTCI/ 
SAO, SA 1, SBHE_ 

BE[3:01_ 

MIIO,W/R 
EX32_, EX16IJ 

M16IJ 

STARn 

tSOal....j 

120,-/ 

t2sl.-.i 

I. 

~ 

<121+/ 

123a /S=-t23b-. 

~~ t24a~ 
CMO_(1) 

CMO_(2) 

CHROY 
EXROY 

t24b --}-

NOTES: 

SALE_ 

LASAOEII 

SALAOEII 

t26a ---I t26b1..../ 

\6Od ~ 

161 a ~ 

161b ~ 
\ 

1. CMD# negation during write cycles is triggered off of BCLK rising. 
2. CMD# negation during read cycles is triggered off of MRDC#, IORC#. 

BCLK / 

STARn 

CM~ 

EX1611 

EX3211 

SDCPyuP 

SOCPYEN[13:01]11 

\ 

Figure 12-4. ISA Master Cycle 

"--..... \ ,,---,\ 

\ 

1448-0/ 
\ 

10-143&-0/ 

I 

J 

150b 

I 

1,.143a -I Matched soze determined 
SDCPYEN[13:01]11(1 ) \ .... __ ...If 

NOTE: 

-/ 

'-

-

\ 

144a rr-
143&Y , 

290476-96 

1. The copy buffers are enabled until the ESC can determine that the master and slave sizes match. At this time the 
copy buffers are disabled. 

Figure 12-5. Mismatch 
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r-1451> 
CMD# II 

LA[31:2) ----{====t:===t:===::t=:t=:t=:t=j-
Data ------I--C:::t:)--+--¢:::::t>r-~~ 

145a -I 1 ...... 145<: 

SDLE[3:0)# \ 
1468 

SDOE#(3:0) 

SDCPVUP \ 

1438 I.-.j 1438'-' 
SDCPVEN[13:01)# \ 

1148 Y 114d--l 
EX~# -----~------------------------~\~ ______ ~,____ 

BCLK 

START# 

CMD# 

BE[3:0)# 

Figure 12-6. Assembly with Redrlve 

Figure 12-7. DMA Assembly, Disassembly 

290476-97 

290476-96 
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BCLK 

STARn 

CMD# 

BE[3:0]# 

Data 

SDLE[3:0]# 

SDOE[2:0]# 

SDCPYEN[13:01]# 

EX32# 

BCLK 

STARn 

CMD# 

BE[3:0]# 

~ 
,...----,. 
,~ ,'-----' 

t1 oa~ r.-11 Cd __-..j 

\ 

14a·~ 

X 

l45d <.-1 145dY 

l46b .., .' 146c .--1 l46b -I 
x 

1430 --I 143b ~ 
\ 

t1.~ t14d -I, 
\------', 

.290476-99 

Figure 12·8. Disassembly 

Data ------------~=========xc====~xc======c=== 
290476-AO 

Figure 12·9. Burst Mismatch 

ST:::~. ~:.' .' 
CMD# 

MASTER16# ~ ,,..---------------\\ ,1-----
HI-bil EISA Master 32 10 16 downshift 

290476-A1 

Figure 12·10. MASTER16# Signal 
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BCLK I 

lOWell 

IOWC#1 

IORC# 

IORelI1 

IORelI2 

IORC#3 

J 

82374EB 

\" .. _____ f \ I \~ __ f \"",_--,1 

EISA Master cycle. 

OMA (ALL) cycles 

EISA Master cycles 

DMA (General) 

DMA(Msmory ,.. VOl 

\~------------------~,--
290476·A2 

Figure 12·11a.IORC#, IOWC# Signals 

\ I 

-"I 
""'---------------~;--

\"",_--,f 

EISA to B-bIIISA 

EISA to 18-b11ISA 
AROMA 

EISA 10 B-bIIISA 

\ 

DIM 1ype 'A','S'. (Msmory ,.. VOl 

DMA (General), 1ype 'C', Relrssh 

EISA 10 18-b11ISA 

Figure 12·11b. MRDC#, MWTC# Signals 

290476-A3 
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BCLK / 

SMWTC# 

.SMWTC#1 

SMRDC# 

SMRDC#1 

SMRDC#2 

BCLK I 
START# "\ 

CMo# . 

MSBURsn 

SLBURST# 

BCLK 

STARn 

CMD# 

1016# 

,,'------/ , 

tge,t33a 
'--________________ ~r__ 

''-------I 
EISA to 8-bit ISA 

EISA to 1 B-bit ISA 

All DMA. 

EISA to B·bft ISA 

,'------

DMA type 'A','B' (Memory >= VOl 

DMA (General), Refresh 

EISA to 16-bit ISA 

290476-A4 

Figure 12-11c. SMRDC#, SMWTC# Signals (EISA Master Cycles) 

\ I \ [ki , rl \ s= J 

\ 

\ I 
\ I 

290476-A5 

Figure 12-12. EISA Burst Cycle 

. 

, . 
\ I 

290476-A6 

Figure 12~13.I016#Slgnal 

BCLK I \1...-:--_-' \ tt1Be, j r. t16bj J \\:..';...' _---J1 
START# ------""'\\'_~ ___ _.,._+~-....J/r-----,.--I-+----------

M16# -------'-----~\'_ __ ' __ ~--J/r----~-~--

290476-A7 

Figure 12-14. M16# Signal 
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\~-----'/ ,'-----'/ ,'--__ ..J/ 

\'-------....I~ 
BCLK / 

START# 

CMD# 

NOWS# 

f""t"~j S 
----------------------------~--------~\ ,-----

BCLK 

START# 

CMD# 

CHRDY 

Figure 12-15. NOWS# Signal 

11 

"----1 

Figure 12-16. EISA Master to ISA Slave (CHRDY) 

290476-A8 

290476-A9 

Fq.a'l38b =. b.~ 
ST~ J ___ '_~_-_-_~~....I~'_ _____ \~~~~~~{~~~----------.-+-/--~'~~~~~::r-----L-
EXRDY# ---------..-....:.-----" /'r------------

BCLK 

DREQx 

AENx 

OACKx# 

LA(31 :21. MIlO 

SA[1 :OI.SBHE#.BE[3:01 

W/R 

STARn 

CMD# 

290476-BO 

Figure 12-17. EISA Slave (EXRDY) 

t3S r-
''--__ -If 

290476-B1 

Figure 12-18. DMA Cycle (General) 
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BCLK 

START# 

CMD# 

LA[31 :2j,BE[3:0)# 

SLBURST# 

MSBURST# 

BCLK 

STARn 

CMD# 

EXRDY# 

137 137 
\~ __________________ -Jr---

290476-82 

Figure 12·19. DMA Burst Cycle (Type "C") 

290476-133 

Figure 12.2~. DMA Master Burst Write Cycle 

BCLK ,,...---l:r====.~t39~b=~~=' ==_I~ ___ . _-t-__ -.J'r--------"""'--
EOP(1) ( ) L 

-139al----->l·1 
EOP(2) 

DACKx# 

____________ ----------__ ~-_----------Jr----
--------------------~, I, 139d 

EOP(3) 

290476-84 

Figure 12·21. EOP Signal 

,. ..... ·t4Ob- ...... +14Ocoj 
BCLK , ,'-_-'--_-', \ ..... ___ -'1,----"""\' i , 

CMD# ------------"""\\ ..... ----------rl----~--~r-- I 
t40a LI t40d L-..r ! 

SD[7:0)(read) 

SD[7:0)(write) 

1-406 

.~--~------~----~--c===~==~~ 
--------~~------------~====~~ 

290476-85 

Figure 12·22. SD[7:0] Signals 
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LA(19:2) 

NOWS. 

CPG[4:0)' 

Figure 12-23. NOWS#, CPG[4:0) # Signals 

BCLK/ \ I \ I \ 
STARn \ I 

CMD. \ 
10161t \ 

SOCPVEN{13.03.01)' , x 

NOT~ . 
SOCPVEN02" is handled the same for 8-bit and 16·bit slaves. 1016# does not change this signal. 

1 

BCLK / 

REFRESI-!.(input) 

SALAOE. 

REFRESH'(output) 

Figure 1,2-24. EISA or,DMA Master Read from 16-81t ISA 1/0 

\ ~lfJOcl \ 1 

l 161c ) l_~ 
\ 

Figure 12-25. REFRESH# Signal 

Figure 12-26.ISA Mism~tch 

82374EB 

I· 
I' 

290476-86 I 

I 
I 

, ,.. 
I 
I 

7 
290476-87 

\ '--__ --'r 

290476-88 

290476-89 
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BCLK 

MREQ1#t 

MACK1# 

MREQ2# 

MACK2# 

ORQl 

DACK1# 

BCLK 1 
asc I 

SLOWH# 

SPKR 

INTI 

IRQ[15:1 ).PIRQ[3:0) 

FERR# 

ABFULL 

IOCHK 

SERR# 

NMI 

RESET# 

l---I48b --
r-~-------------. 

290476-CO 

Figure 12-27. DMA and EISA Arbitration 

\~: ______ ~ ______________ ~r-

1-------155 --- .. --1 
<----1558- ---I 

--E-~~~]~. -
, 

290476-C1 

Figure 12-28. Timers and Interrupts 

~~--~/~----------

. ,'-'----...... ----'--------1.' 
LISa--.! LIS3------>I 

RSTDRV __________ ..JI \ .... ____ _ 

290476-C2 

Figure 12-29. NMI and RSTDRV 
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PCICLK 

L IS64 
EISAHOLD i----+----I--I----I-----\...-_______ -I-__ -I-

EISAHOLDA 

PEREQ#/INTA# 
PEREQ# 

\~--------------~, \~ ___ IN_T_A#_ 

290476-C3 

Figure 12-30. EISAHOLD Signals 

1

----. . IS9b---+. --t59C-1 PCICLK, \\.. ____ ---', \\.. ____ ---', \ , \'-____ r-
L ,s9a .-~ 

NMFLUSH# \\.. _____________ ~, 

ESC PCES 

Figure 12-31. Flush Request 

BCLK 

SALE# 

START# 

SALE#1 

START#1 

I 
SALE#2 ~ __________ ~ __ ~ ______ ~r-

START#2 ,'-__ -'---.Jr-

Figure 12-32. SALE for DMA Cycles 

ESC 

290476-C4 

Type A read 
Type S read 

Compatible read 
Type Swrile 
Type C read/write 

Compatible write 
Type A write 

290476-C5 

FERR# ~'-___ ~ ___ ----____ ~ __ ~ ______ ~, 

IRQ13 _____ ---', \ I 
-------------------........ ----~-+F:..-.;.· . .,!!t62=::. a~. --.-..-;'1 Lt62H IGNNE# \~ ______ __' __ _'r 

IOWC# \\.. _____________________ _ 

Figure 12-33.IGNNE# Signal 
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LA[31:2] 

BALE 

Chip Seleet# (1) 

NOTE: 
1, LBIOSCS#, KEYBDCS#, FDCCS#, GPCS[2:0]#/ECS[2:0]#, 

Figure 12-34. Chip Select 

'--_____ -'1 

ALTRsn 
__________ tl·~---------------~a----------------~·1 

\~--~--------------------~--------------~,----
290476-C8 

Figure 12-35. Keyboard Controller Signals 

BCLK 

RTCALE 

IOWCN ~~--------------________________ ~ ________ ~r--

t65d,t66c L"I 
RTCWRN, CRAMWRN \'---_________________ ~ ______ ......J 

IORCN t67al'--.~-I-------------------------------t6.....J7ar~ 

t65b,t66aL ~ t65c,t66b C'I '--
\ r--

XBUSTR# 

RTCRON, CRAMRO# 
290476-C9 

Figure 12-36. Real Time Clock and Configuration RAM Signals 

I 
IORC#,IOWC#, t.lRDC#, MWTC# 

XBUST/R# i;:;:;;[;;;;;'[:;::~i;::;;;i;;~;i:::;::[l:;::;[l:::;;:i::;::'~;:;;i;;jj[;:;;:[l:;:;;;.: ----------+-:-__ ~mI!E 
1670-' 167. 167d 167f 

XBUSOE# I 

I---t67b-
290476-DO 

Figure 12-37. X-Bus Buffer Signals 

DACK2# 

XBUST /R# ;:;;;;':;:::::;:'::::':::::::;:'::'@:':":;:::;::''';: :m:,::::::":,,,,::' 
1679 J 167k 167j 

XBUSOE# I 

-167h- ~1671-

290476-04 
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Figure 12-38. X-Bus Buffer Signals 
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OSKCHG ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~X:::::::::::::::::::::: 
IORCit 1~. -16-8b---o/----+-b---oi-----.:-'L~ 

S07 -----------==--{(,',Z"""Z" ,["",·["""[",,,Z' ,'E"",'3",'"E"""2"""].",,xt::::::::==S>--
290476-01 

Figure 12·39. DSKCHG Signal 

12.4 NAND Tree 

A NAND Tree is provided primarily for VILIVIH test· 
ing. The NAND Tree is also useful for Automated 
Test Equipment (ATE) at board level testing. The 
NAND Tree allows the tester to test the solder con· 
nections for each individual signal pin. 

The TEST # pin, along with IR05 and IR03, acti
vates the NAND Tree. Asserting TEST # causes the 
output pulse train to appear on the EISAHOLD pin. 
IR05 must be driven high in order to enable the 
NAND Tree. The assertion of IR03 causes the ESC 
to disable its buffers. 

I 

The sequence of the ATE test is as follows: 

1. Drive TEST # low, IR03 high, and IR05 high. 

2. Drive each pin that is a part of the NAND Tree 
high. Please note that not every pin is included in 
the tree. See the table below for details. 

3. Starting at pin 165 (OUGHT #) and continuing 
with pins 167,168, etc., individually drive each pin 
low. Expect EISAHOLD to toggle after each corre
sponding input pin is toggled. The final pin in the 
tree is pin 100 (EISAHLDA). Not every pin is tog
gled in sequential order. Please refer to the table 
for tree ordering. When IR03 is driven low, the 
test mode is exited, and the ESC's buffers will be 
enabled. 

4. Before enabling the ESC's buffers (via IR03), turn 
off tester drivers. 

5. Reset the ESC prior to proceeding with further 
testing. 
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NAND Tree Cell Order: 

Pin Pin Pin Pin Pin Pin 
# Name # Name # Name 

165 DLlGHT#(1) 180 START # 31 LA3 
167 FDCCS# 186 EXRDY 32 LA22 
168 RTCWR# 187 EX32# 33 LA2 
169 RTCRD# 188 EX16# 34 LA21 
102 INTCHIPO 189 SLBURST# 36 LA20 
106 REFRESH# 190 EOP 40 LA19 
107 NC 191 SPKR 42 MREQ7 # IPIRQO# 
108 NC 193 IRQ8# 43 LA18 
109 NC 194 IRQ13 44 MREQ6 # IPIRQ1 # 
110 10CHK# 195 IRQ1 45 LA17 
111 RSTDRV 197 DREQO 46 MREQ5 # IPIRQ2 # 
112 IRQ9, 198 MRDC# 47 MREQ4# IPIRQ3# 
113 DREQ2 200 MWTC# 48 MREQ3# 
114 NOWS# 201 DREQ5 49 MREQ2#' 
115 CHRDY 203 DREQ6 50 MREQ1 # 
116 SMWTC# 205 DREQ7 50 MREQQ# 
121 SMRDC# 206 MASTER16# 55 BEO# 
122 10WC# 3 LA31#/CPG4 56 BE1# 
123 10RC# 4 LA30#/CPG3 57 BE2# 
125 DREQ3 5 LA29#/CPG2 58 BE3# 
127 DREQ1 "6 LA28#/CPG1 59 SDO 
135 IRQ7 7 LA27#/CPGO 60 SD1 
136 IRQ6 8 LA26# 61 SD2 
141 BALE 10 LA25 # 63 SD3 
142 OSC 11 LA24# 64 SD4 
143 SA1 12 LA16 65 SD5 
144 SAO 13 LA15 66 SD6 
145 M16# 15 LA14 67 SD7 
146 SBHE# 16 LA13 70 W/R# 
147 1016# 17 LA12 71 M/IO# 
148 IRQ10 19 LA11 72 MSBURST# 
149 IRQ11' 20 LA10 91 FERR# 
150 IRQ12 21 LA9 95 RESET# 
151 IRQt5 22 LA8 96 PERR# 
152 IRQ14 23 LA7 97 SERR# 
164 CRAMRD# 24 LA6 98 NMFLUSH# 
166 DSKCHG 28 LA5 99 PEREQ#/INTA# 
171 ABFULL 29 LA4 138 IRQ4 
179 CMD# 30 LA23 139 IRQ3(2~ 

100 EISAHLDA(3) 
NOTES: 
1. First Pin in NAND Tree 
2. Enables ESC's Buffers When "0" 
3. Last Pin in NAND Tree 

+5V 

Cell 1 

• • \ • to EISAHOLD 

Pin 100 (EISAHLOA) 
290476-D5 

FiglJre 12-40. NAND Tree 
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13.0 PINOUT AND PACKAGE INFORMATION 

The ESC package is a 20B-pin plastic Quad flat pack (PQFP). The package signals are shown in Figure 13-1 
and listed in Tables 13-1 and 13-2. 

13.1 Pinout and Pin Assignment 

ESC 

Figure 13-1. ESC Package Pinout 

I 

VDD 
GPCSOII/ECSO 

~~~ 
IRQ •• 
IRQ. 5 

1~81~ 
IRQ.O 
ID.fUI 
SBHE. 
M.fUI 
SAO 
SA. 

~ 
DACK2' 
IROO 

1~8$ 
1RQ6 
IRQ7 
AENfI 
NC 
NC 
VDD 
VSS 
~LK 
OREQ. 

~: 
DACK30 
10RC0 

290476-D2 
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Table 13·1. ESC Alphabetical Pin Assignment ' 

Name, Pin # Type Name Pin # Type Name PJn # Type 

ABFULL 171 in EOP 1'90 tis LA8 22 tis 
AEN# 134 out EX16# 188 old LA9 21 tIs 

AEN1/EAEN1 120 out EX32 # 187 old , LA10 20 tis 
AEN2/EAEN2 119 out EXRDY 186 old LA11 19 tis 
AEN3/EAEN3 118 out FDCCS# 167 out LA12 17 tis 
AEN4/EAEN4 117 .out 'FERR# 91 in LA13 16 tis 
ALTA20 94 out GPCSO# IECSO 155 out LA14 15 tis 

ALTRSH 93 out GPCS1 # IECS1 159 out LA15 13 tis 
BALE 141 out GPCS2#/ECS2 160 out LA1e 12 tis 
BCLK. 128 in IGNNE# 92 out LA17 45 tIs 
BCLKOUT 178 out INT 89 out LA18 43 tIs 
BEO# 55 tIs INTCHIPO 102 tis LA19 40 tis 
BE1# 56 tis 1016# 147 old LA20 36 tis 
BE2# 57 tIs 10CHK# 110 in LA21 34 tIs 
BE3# 58 tis 10RC# 123 tis LA22 32 tis 

CHRDY 115 old 10WC# 122 tis LA23 30 . tis 

CMD# 1"79 out IRQ1 195 in LA24# 11 tis 
CRAMRD# 164 out IRQ3 139 in LA25# 10 till 
CRAMWR# 163 out IRQ4 138 in LA26# 8 tis . 

DACKO# 196 out IRQ5 137 in LA27#/CPGO 7 tis 
DACK1# 126 out IRQ6 136 in LA28#/CPG1 6 tis 
DACK2# 140 out IRQ7 135 in LA29# ICPG2 5 tIs 
DACK3# 124 out IRQ8# 193 in LA30#/CPG3 A tis 
DACK5# 199 out IRQe 112 in LA31#/CPG4 3 tIs 
DACK6# 202 out IRQ10 148 in LASAOE# 175 out 
DACK7# 204 out IRQ11 149 in LBIOSCS# 173 out 
DUGHT# 165 out IRQ12 150 in M16# 145 old 
DREQO 197 in IRQ13 194 in MIIO# 71 tis 
CREQ1 127 in IRQ14 152 in MACKO # I 41 out 
DREQ2 113 in IRQ15 151 in EMACKO 

DREQ3 125· in KYBDCS# 172 out MACK1#1 38 out 
EMACK1 

DREQ5 201 in LA2 33 tis 
MACK2#1 37 out 

DREQ6 . 203 in LA3 31 tis EMACK2 
DREQ7 205 in LA4 .29 tis MACK3#1 207 out 
DSKCHG 166 in LA5 28. tis EMACK3 

EISAHLbA 100 in . LA6 24 tis MASTER16# 206 in 

EISAHOLD 101 out LA7 23 tis 
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Table 13-1. ESC Alphabetical Pin Assignment (Continued) 
Name Pin # Type Name Pin # Type Name' Pin # Type 

MRDC# 198 tis SA1 143 tis Voo 39 V 
MREQO# 51 in SALAOE# 174 out Voo 52 V 
MREQ1# 50 in SALE # 176 out Voo 53 V 
MREQ2# 49 in SBHE# 146 tis Voo 68 V 
MREQ3# 48 in SDO 59 tis Voo 79 V 
MREQ4#1 47 in SD1 60 tis Voo 104 .V 
PIRQ3# SD2 61 tis Voo 105 V 
MREQ5#1 46 in 
PIRQU SD3 63 tis Voo 131 V 

MREQ6#1 44 in SD4 64 tis Voo 156 V 

PIRQ1# SD5 65 tis Voo 157 V 

MREQ7#1 , 42 in SD6 66 tis Voo 181 V 
PIRQO# SD7 67 tis Voo 208 V 
MSB.URST# 72 tis SDCPYEN01# 83 out Vss 2 V 
MWTC# 200 tis SDCPYEN02# .82 out Vss 9 V 
NC 107 NC SDCPYEN03# 81 . out Vss 18 V -
NC 108 NC SDCPYEN13# 80 out Vss 26 V 
NC 109 NC SDCPYUP 76 out Vss 27 V 
NC 132 NC SDLEO# 84 out Vss 35 V 
NC 133 NC SDLE1# 85 out Vss 54 V 
NC 184 NC SDLE2# 86 out Vss 62 V 
NC 185 NC SDLE3# 87 out Vss 69 V 
NMFLUSH# 98 tis SDOEO# 75 out Vss 77 V 
NMI 90 out SDOE1# 74 out Vss 78 V 
NOWS# 114 old SDOEU 73 out Vss 88 V 
OSC 142 in SERR# 97 in Vss 103 V 
PCICLK 153 in SLBURST# 189 in Vss 129 V 
PEREQ# IINTA# 99 in SLOWH# 192 out Vss 130 V 
PERR# 9.6 in SMRDC# 121 out Vss 158 V 
REFRESH # 106 tis SMWTC# 116 out Vss 177 V 
RESET # 95 in SPKR 191 out Vss 182 V 
RSTDRV 1.11 out START # 180 tIs Vss 183 V 
RTCALE 170 out TEST # 154 in W/R# 70 tis 
RTCRD# 169 out Voo 1 V XBUSOE# 161 out 
RTCWR# 168 out Voo 14 V XBUSTR# . 162 out 
SAO 144 tis Voo 25 V'. 

NOTE: 
NC pins require .individual pull-up resistors of 8K -10K. 
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Table 13-2. ESC Numerical Pin Assignment 

Pin # Name Type Pin # Name Type . Pin # Name Type 

1 VOO V 37 MACKUI out 68 VOO V 
2 Vss V EMACK2 69 VSS V 
3 LA31#/CPG4 tis 38 MACK1#1 out 

EMACK1 
70 W/R# tis 

4 LA30#/CPG3 tis 

5 LA29#/CPG2 tis 
39 VOO Vi 

40 LA19 tis 

71 MIIO# tis 

72 MSBURST#. tis 

6 LA28#/CPG1 tis 
41 MACKO#I 

73 
out 

SOOEU out 

7 LA27# ICPGO tis EMACKO 74 SOOE1# out 

8 LA26# tis 42 MREQ7#1 in 75 SOOEO# o~t 

9 Vss V PIRQO# 76 SOCPYUP out 

10 LA25# tis 43 LA18 tis 77 VSS V 
11 LA24# tis 

12 LA16 tis 

44 MREQ6#1 in 
PIRQ1# 

78 VSS V 
79 VOO V 

13 LA15 tis 
45 LA17 tis 

80 SOCPYEN13# out 

14 VOO ; V 
46 MREQ5#1 in 

PIRQU 81 SOCPYEN03# out 

15 LA14 tis 47 
/ 

MREQ4#1 in 82 SDCPYEN02# out 

16 LA13 tis PIRQ3# 83 SDCPYEN01# out 

17 LA12 tis 48 MREQ3# in 84 SOLEO# out 

18 VSS V 49 MREQ2# in . 85 SOLE1# out 

19 LA11 tis 50 MREQ1# in 86 SOLEU out 

20 LA10 tis 51 MREQO# in 87 SOLE3# out 

21 LA9 tis 52 VOO V 88 VSS V 
22 LA8 tis 53 Voo V 89 INt out 

23 LA7 tis 54 VSS V 90 NMI out 

24 LA6 tis 55 BEO# tis 91 FERR# in 

25 VOO Y 56 BEU tis 92 IGNNE# out 

26 VSS V 57 BE2# tis 93 ALTRST# out 

27 VSS V 58 I BE3,# tis 94 ALTA20 out 

28 LA5 tis 59 SOO tis 95 RESET # in 

29 LA4 tis 60 S01 tis 96 PERR# in 

30 LA23 tis 61 S02 tis 97 SERR# in 

31 LA3 tis 62 Vss V 98 NMFLUSH# tis 

32 LA22 tIs 63 S03 tis 99 PEREQ#I in 

33 LA2 tis 64 S04 tis INTA# 

34 LA21 tis 65 S05 tis 100 ElSAH LOA in 

35 VSS V 66 SOS tis 101 EISAHOLO out 

36 LA20 tis 67 S07 tis 102 INTCHIPO tis 

NOTE: 
NC pins require individual pull-up resistors of BK-10K. 
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Table 13-2. ESC Numerical Pin Assignment (Continued) 

Pin # Name Type Pin # Name Type Pin # Name Type 

103 VSS V 139 IR03 in 175 LASAOE# out 

104 VOO V 140 DACKU out 176 SALE # out 

105 VOO V 141 BALE out 177 Vss V 

106 REERESH# tis 142 OSC in 178 BCLKOUT out 

107 NC NC 143 SA1 tis 179 CMD# out 

108 NC NC 144 SAO tis 180 START # tis 

109 NC NC 145 M16# old 181 Voo V 

110 10CHK# in 146 SBHE# tis 182 Vss V 

111 RSTDRV out 147 1016# old 183 Vss V 

112 IR09 in 148 IR010 in' 184 NC NC 

113 DRE02 in 149 IR011 . ' 
10 185 NC NC 

114 NOWS# old 150 IR012 in 186 'EXRDY old 

·115 CHRDY old 151 IR015 in 187 EX3U old 

116 SMWTC# out 152 IR014 in 188 EX16# old 

117 AEN4/EAEN4 out 153 PCICLK in 189 SLBURST# in 

118 AEN3/EAEf'j3 out 154 TEST # in 190 EOP tis 

119 AEN2/EAEN2 out 155 GPCSO#/ECSO out 191 S~KR out 

120 AEN1/EAEN1 out 156 Voo V 192 SLOWH# out 

121 SMRDC# out 157 Voo .V 193 IR08# in 

122 10WC# tis 158 Vss V 194 IR013 in 

~23 10RC# tis 159 GPCS1 # IECS1 out 195 IR01 in 

124 DACK3# out 160 GPCS2#1ECS2 out 196 DACKO#' out 

125 DRE03 in 161 XBUSOE# 
'. 

out 197 DREOO in 

126 DACKU out 162 XBUSTR# out 198 MRDC# tis 

127 DRE01 in 163 CRAMWR# out 199 DACK5# out 

128 BCLK in 164 CRAMRD# out 200 MWTC# tis 

129 Vss V 165 DUGHT# out 201 DREQ5 in 

130. Vss V 166 DSKCHG in 202 DACK6# ,out 

131 Voo V 167 FDCCS# out 203 DREQ6 in ' 

132 NC NC 168 RTCWR# out 204 DACK7# out 

133 NC NC 169 RTCRD# out 205 DREO? in 

134 AEN'# out 170 RTCALE out 206 MASTER16# in 

135 IFI07 in 171 ABFULL in 207 MACK3#1 out 

136 IR06 in 172 KYBDCS# out EMACK3 

'·137 IR05 in 173 LBIOSCS# out 208 Voo V 

138 IR04 in 174 SALAOE# out 

I 
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13.2 Package CharaCierlstlcs 

~----------~.~~In---------~ 

157 

I 

. , 
,I 

I 

208 

F8'0:0'1~ 
. ~ . . 25.35 (ref)------i 

156 .. 1051 _._._._._._-_._ .. 

52 
• Note Height Measurements same 
as Width Measurements 

104 00 Min~ 0.305:tO.055 
.1 /5°Max . J.. 

\ -.. 
0.50:0.10-/ . 0.50 

53 

JJIDi1:&.'0 1 3.86 Max 

. * 
l--.lle- O~.05 

0.076 Max 

J G.o.m . . .W.uO t 
Tolerance Window for 
Lead Skew from Theoretical 
True Position 

~O.10Max 
290476-03 

Figure 13-2. Packaging Dimension Information 

14.0 REVISION HISTORY 

The following list represents the key differences be
tween version -001 and -002 of the 82374EB EISA 
System· Component (ESC) data sheet. 

Section 2.6 The external· pull-up resistor require
ment was added to SLOWH # Signal 

. desCiription. 
Section 2.9.5 The RTCRO#. RTCWR # signal de

scriptions were modified. 

Section 2.9.6 The FOCCS#. OLlGHT# signal de
scriptionswere modified: 

Section 2.9.8 The XBUST IR #, XBUSOE # signal 
Qescriptions were modified. 
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Section 2.10 The external pull-up resistor require
ment was added for all pins desig
nated as NC (no-connect). 

Section 3.1.3 Tne 'Mode Select Register was. re
defined. Option for routing 
PIRQ[3:0] # to unused· X-Bus sig
nals added. 

Section 3.1.7 The Peripheral Chip Select A regis
ter description was modified'. Previ
ously reserved bit 6 defined as Key
board Controller Mapping. 

Section 6.6 The method· for accomplishing 
block . mode . Scatter-Gather trans
fers was added. 

Section 12.3.2. The AC Specifications were modi
fied and added . 

. Section 12.4 NAND Tree information added. 
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82375EB 
PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) 

• Provides the Bridge Between the PCI • 32-Bit Data Paths 
Bus and EISA Bus • Integrated EISA Data Swap Buffers 

• 100% PCI and EISA Compatible • Arbitration for PCI Devices 
- PCI and EISA Master/Slave Interface - Supports Six PCI Masters 
- Directly Drives 10 PCI Loads and - Fixed, Rotating, or a Combination of 

8 EISA Slots the Two 
- Supports PCI at 25 MHz to 33 MHz 

Data Buffers Improve Performance • PCland EISA Address Decoding and • Mapping 
- Four 32-bit PCI-to-EISA Posted Write - Positive Decode of Main Memory 

Buffers Areas (MEMCS# Generation) 
- Four 16-byte EISA-to-PCI Read/Write - Four Programmable PCI Memory 

Line Buffers Space Regions 
- EISA-to-PCI Read Prefetch - Four Programmable PCI I/O' Space 
- EISA-to-PCI and PCI-to-EISA Write Regions 

Posting 

Data Buffer Management Ensures Data • Programmable Main Memory Address • Decoding 
Coherency - Main Memory Sizes Up To 
- Flush Posted Write Buffers 512 MBytes 
- Flush or Invalidate Line Buffers - Access Attributes for 15 Memory 
- System-Wide Data Buffer Coherency Segments in First 1 MByte of Main 

Control Memory 

• Burst Transfers on both' the PCI and - Programmable Main Memory Hole· 
EISA Busses • Integrated 16-bit BIOS Timer 

The 82375EB PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) provides the masterlslave functions on both the Peripheral Compo
nent Interconnect (PCI) Bus and the EISA Bus. Functioning as a bridge between the PCI and EISA buses, the 
PCEB provides the address and data paths, bus controls, and bus protocol translation for PCI-to-EISAand 
EISA-to-PCI transfers. Extensive data buffering in both directions increases system performance by maximiz
ing PCI and EISA Bus efficiency and allowing concurrency on the two buses. The PCEB's buffer management 
mechanism ensures data coherency. The PCEB integrates central bus control functions including a program
mable bus arbiter for the PCI Bus and EISA data swap buffers for the EISA Bus. Integrated system functions 
include PCI parity generation, system error reporting, and programmable PCI and EISA memory and 1/0 
address space mapping and decoding. The PCEB also contains a BIOS Timer that can be used to implement 
timing loops. The PCEB is intended to be used with the EISA System Component (ESC) to provide an EISA 
1/0 \>ubsystem interface. 

• Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners. 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290477-002 1-419 
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1.0 ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 

The PCI-EISA bridge chip set provides' an I/O sub· 
system core for the next generation of high-perform
ance personal.computers (e:g., those based on the 
Intel486™ or Pentium™ proeessor). System de
si~ners can take advantage of the power of the PCI 
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) for the ,local 
I/O bus while maintaining access to the large base 
of EISA and ISA expansion cards, and correspond
ing software applications. Extensive buffering and 
buffer management within the PCI-EISA bridge, en
sures maximum efficiency in both bus environments. 

,The chip set conSists' of ,two component&-the 
82375EB PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) and the 82374EB 
EISA System Component (ESC). These components 
work in tandem to provide an EISA I/O subsystem 
interface for personal computer platforms based on 
the PCI standard. This section provides an overview 
of the PCI and EISA Bus hierarchy followed by an 
overview of the PCEB and ESC components. 

, Bus Hlerarchy-Concurrent Operations 

Figure 1-0 shows a block diagram of a typical sys
tem using the PCI-EISA Bridge chip set. The system 
contains three levels of buses,structured in the fol-
lowing hierarchy: , 

- Host Bus as the execution bus 

- PCI Bus as a primary I/O bus 

- EISA Bus as a secondary I/O bus 

1-424 

infel~ 
This bus hierarchy allows concurrency for simulta
n'eous operations on all three bus environments. 
Data buffering, permits concurrency for operations \ 
that crossover into another bus environment. For ex
ample, a PCI device could post data destined to 
EISA into the PCEB. This permits the PCI Bus trans
action to complete in a minimum time, freeing up the 
PCI Bus for further transactions. The PCI device 
does not have to wait for the transfer to complete to 
its final destination. Meanwhile, any ongoing EISA 
Bus transactions are permitted to complete. The 
posted data is then transferred to its EISA Bus desti
nation when the EISA Bus is available. The PCI
EISA Bridge chip set implements extensive buffering 
for PCI-to-EISA and EISA-to-PCI bus transactions. In 
addition to concurrency for the operations that cross 
bus environments, data buffering allows the fastest 
operations within a particular bus environment (via 
PCI burst transfers and EISA burst transfers). 

The PCI with 132 MByte/sec and EISA with 
33 MByte/sec peak data transfer rates represent 
bus environments with significantly different band
widths. Without buffering, transfers that cross the 
,single bus 'environment are performed at the speed 
of the slower bus. Data buffers provide a mechanism 
for data rate adoption so that the operation of the 
fast bus environment (PCI), i.e., llsable bandwidth, is 
not significantly impacted by the slower bus environ" 

. ment (I::ISA). 
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.PCIBus 

The PCI Bus has been defined to address the grow
ing industry needs for a standardized local bus that 
is not directly dependent on the speed and the size 
of the processor bus. New generations of personal 
computer system s'Ofuivare such as Windows· and 
Win-NT" with sophisticated graphical interfaces, 
multi-tasking and multi-threading bring new require
ments that traditional PC I/O architectures can not 
satisfy. In addition to the higher bandw,idth, reliability 
and robustness of the I/O subsystem are becoming 
increasingly important. The PCI environment ad
drElsses these needs and provides an upgrade path 
for the future. PCI features include: 

• Processor' independent 

• Multiplexed, burst mode operation 

• Synchronous up to 33 MHz 

• 120 MByte/sec usable throughput (132 MByte/ 
sec peak) for 32-bit data path 

• 240 MByte/sec usable throughput (264 MByte/ 
sec peak) for 64-bit data path 

• Optional 64-bit data path with operations that are 
transparent with the 32-bit data path 

• Low latency random access (60 ns write access 
latency to slave registers from a master parked 
on the bus) . 

• Capable offull concurrency with processor/mem
ory subsystem 

• Full mUlti-master capability allowing any PCI mas
ter peer-to-peer access to any PCI slave 

• HiddEln (overlapped) central arbitration 

• Low pin count for cost effective component pack
aging (multiplexed address/data) 

• Address and data parity 

• Three physical address spaces: memory, I/O" 
. and configuration 

• Comprehensive support for autoconfiguration 
through a defined set of standard configuration 
functions 

System partitioning shown in Figure 1-1 illustrates 
how the PCI can be used as a common interface 
between different portions of a system platform that 
are typically supplied by the chip set vendor. These . 
portions are the Host/PCI Bridge (including a main 
memory DRAM controller and an optional secondary 
cache controller) and the PCI-EISA Bridge. Thus, the 
PCI allows a system i/O core design to be decou~ 
pled from the processor/memory treadmill, enabling 
the I/O core to provide maximum benefit over multi
ple generations of processor/memory technology. 
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. For this reason, the RCI-EISA Bridge can. be used 
with different processors (i.e., derivatives of the 
Intel486 CPU or the new generation processors, 
such as the Pentium processor). 

Regardless of the new requirements imposed on the 
processor side of the Host/PCI Bridge (e.g., 64-bit 
data path, 3.3V interface, etc.) the PCI side remains 
unchanged. This standard PCI environment allows 
reusability, not only of the rest of the platform chip 
set (I.e., PCI-EISA Bridge). but also of all other I/O 
functions interfaced at the PCI level. These func
tions typically include graphics,SCSI, and LAN. 

EISA Bus 

The EISA bus in the system shown in the Figure 1-1 
represents a second level I/O bus. It allows person
al computer platforms built around the PClas a pri
mary I/O bus to leverage the large EISAIISA prod
uct base. Combinations of PCI and EISA buses, both 
of which can be used to provide expansion func
tions. will satisfy even the most demanding applica
tions. 

Along with compatibility for 16-bit and 8-bit ISA hard
ware. and software, the EISA bus provides the fol
lowing ~ey features: 

• ,32-bit addressing and 32-bit data path 

• 33 MByte/sec bus bandwidth 

• Multiple bus master support through efficient arbi
, tration 

• Support for autoconfiguration 

Integrated Bus Central Control Functions 

The PCI-EISA Bridge chip set integrates central bus 
functions on both the PCI and EISA Buses. For the 
PCI, th.e functions include PCI bus arbitration and 
default· bus driver. For the EISA Bus, central func
tions include the EISA Bus controller and EISA arbi-. 
ter . that are integrated in the ESC component and 

, EISA datil swap buffers that are integrated in the 
PCEB,. 

Integrated System Functions 

The PCI-EISA Bridge chip set integrates system 
functions including PCI parity and system errorre
p.orting, buffer coherency management protocol, PCI 
and EISA memory and 1/0 address space mapping 
and decoding. For maximum flexibility, all of these 
functions are programmable allowing for ,variety of 
optional features. 
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1.1 peEB Overview 

The PCEB and ESC form a PCI-EISA Bridge chip 
set. The PCEB/ESC interface provides the inter-chip 
communications between these two devices. The 
major functions provided by the PCEB are described 
in this section. 

PCI Bus Interface 

The PCEB can be either a master or slave on the 
PCI Bus and supports bus frequencies from 25 MHz 
to 33 MHz. For PCI-initiated transfers, the PCEB can 
only be a slave. The PCEB becomes a slave when it 
positively decodes the cycle. The PCEB also be
comes a slave for unclaimed cycles on the PCI Bus. 
These unclaimed cycles are either negatively or sub
tractively decoded by the PCEB and forwarded to 
the EISA Bus. 

As a slave, the PCEB supports single cycle transfers 
for memory, 1/0, and configuration operations and 
burst cycles for memory operations. Note that burst 
transfers cannot be performed to the PCEB's inter
nal registers. Burst memory write cycles to the EISA 
Bus can transfer up to four Dwords, depending on 
available space in the PCEB's Posted Write Buffers. 
When space is no longer available in the buffers, the 
PCEB terminates the transaction. This supports the 
Incremental Latency Mechanism as defined in the 
PCI Specification. Note that, if the Posted Write Buff
ers 'are disabled, PCI burst operations are not per
formed and all transfers are single cycle. 

For EISA-initiated transfers to the PCI Bus, the 
PCEB is a PCI master. The PCEB permits EISA de
vices to access either PCI memory or 1/0. While all 
PCI 1/0 transfers are single cycle, PCI memory cy
cles can be either single cycle or burst, depending 
on the status of the PCEB's Line Buffers. During 
EISA reads of PCI memory, the PCEB uses a burst 
read cycle of four Dwords to prefetch data into a 
Line Buffer. During EISA-to-PCI memory writes, the 
PCEB uses PCI burst cycles to flush the Line Buff
ers. The PCEB contains a programmable Master La
tency Timer that provides the PCEB with a guaran
teed time slice on the PCI Bus, after which it surren
ders the bus. 

As a master on the PCI Bus, the PCEB generates 
address and command signal (C/BE#) parity for 
read and write cycles, and data parity for write cy
cles. As a slave, the PCEB generates data parity for 
read cycles. Parity checking is not supported. 
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The PCEB, as a resource, can be locked by any PCI 
master. In the context of locked cycles, the entire 
PCEB subsystem (including the EISA Bus) is consid
ered a single resource. 

PCI Bus Arbitration 

The PCI arbiter supports six PCI masters-The 
Host/PCI bridge, PCEB, and four other PCI masters. 
The arbiter can be programmed for twenty-four fixed 
priority schemes, a rotating scheme, or a combina
tion of the fixed and rotating schemes. The arbiter 
can be programmed for bus parking that permits the 
Host/PCI Bridge default access to the PCI Bus when 
no other device is requesting service. The arbiter 
also contains an efficient PCI retry mechanism to 
minimize PCI Bus thrashing when the PCEB gener
ates a retry. The arbiter can be disabled, if an exter
nal arbiter is used. 

EISA Bus Interface 

The PCEB contains a fully EISA-compatible master 
and slave interface. The PCEB directly drives eight 
EISA slots without external data or address buffer
ing. The PCEB is only a master or slave on the EISA 
Bus for transfers between the EISA Bus and PCI 
Bus. For transfers contained to the EISA Bus, the 
PCEB is never a master or slave. However, the data 
swap buffers contained in the PCEB is involved in 
these transfers, if data size translation is needed. 
The PCEB also provides support for 1/0 recovery. 

EISAIISA masters and DMA can access PCI memo
ry or 1/0. The PCEB only forwards EISA cycles to 
the PCI Bus if the address of the transfer matches 
one of the address ranges programmed into the 
PCEB for EISA-to-PCI positive decode. This includes 
the main memory segments used for generating 
MEMCS# from the EISA Bus, one of the four pro
grammable memory regions, or one of the four pro
grammable 1/0 regions. For EISA-initiated accesses 
to the PCI Bus, the PCEB is a slave on the EISA 
Bus. 1/0 accesses are always non-buffered and 
memory accesses can be either non-buffered or 
buffered via the Line Buffers. For buffered accesses, 
burst cycles are supported. 

During PCI-initiated cycles to the EISA Bus, the 
PCEB is an EISA master. For memory write opera
tions through the Posted Write Buffers, the PCEB 
uses EISA burst transfers, if supported by the slave, 
to flush the buffers. Otherwise, single cycle transfers 
are used. Single cycle transfers are used for all 1/0 
cycles and memory reads. 
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PCI/EISA Address Decoding 

The PCEB contains two address decoders-one to 
decode PCI-initiated cycles and the other to decode 
EISA-initiated cycles. The two decoders permit the 
PCland EISA Buses to operate concurrently. 

The PCEB can also be programmed to provide main 
memory address decoding on behalf of the Host! 
PCI bridge. When programmed, the PCEB monitors 
the PCI and EISA bus cycle addresses, and gener
ates a memory chip select signal (MEMCS#) indi
cating that the current cycle is targeted to main 
memory residing behind the Host!PCI bridge. Pro
grammable features include, read/write attributes 
for specific memory segments and the enabling/dis
abling of a memory hole. If not used, the MEMCS# 
feature can be disabled. 

In addition to the main memory address decoding, 
there are four programmable memory regions and 
four programmable I/O regions for EISA-initiated cy
cles. EISAIISA master or DMA accesses to one of 
these regions are forwarded to the PCI Bus. 

Data Buffering 

To isolate the slower EISA Bus from the PCI Bus, 
the PCEB provides two types of data buffers. Buffer 
management control guarantees data coherency. 

Four Dword wide Posted Write Buffers permit post
ing of PCI-initiated memory write cycles to the EISA 
Bus. For EISA-initiated cycles to the_ PCI Bus, there 
are four 16-byte wide Line Buffers. The Line Buffers 
permit prefetching of read data from PCI memory 
and posting of data being written to PCI memory. 

By using burst transactions to fill or flush these buff
ers, when appropriate, the PCEB maximizes bus effi
ciency. For example, an EISA device could fill a Line 
Buffer with byte, word, or Dword transfers and the 
PCEB would use a PCI burst cycle to flush the filled 
line to PCI memory. . 
BIOS Timer 

The PCEB has a .16-bit BIOS Timer. The timer can 
be used by BIOS software to implement timing 
loops. The timer count rate is derived from the EISA 
clock (BCLK) and has an accuracy of ± 1 fLs. 

1.2 ESC Overview 

The PCEB and ESC form a PCI-EISA bridge. The 
PCEB/ESC interface provides the inter-chip commu
nications between these two devices. The· major 
functions provided by the ESC are described in this 
section. 
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EISA Controller 

The ESC incorporates a 32-bit master and an 8-bit 
slave. The ESC directly drives eight EISA slots with
out external data or address. buffering; EISA system 
clock (BCLK) generation is integrated by dividing the 
PCI clock (divide by 3 or divide by 4) and wait state 
generation is provided. The AENx and MACKx sig
nals provide a direct interface to four EISA slots and 
supports eight EiSA slots with encoded AENx anel 
MACKx signals. 

The ESC contains an 8-bit data bus (lower 8 bits of 
the EISA data bus) that is used to program the 
ESC's internal registers. Note that for transfers be
tween the PCI and EISA Buses, the PCEB provides 
the data path. Thus, the ESC does not require a full 
32-bit data bus. A full 32-bit address bus is provided 
and is used during refresh cycles and for DMA oper
ations. 

The ESC performs cycle translation between the 
EISA Bus and ISA Bus. For mis-matched master/ 
slave combinations, the ESC. controls the data swap 
buffers that are located in the PCEB. This control is 
provided through the PCEB/ESC interface. 

DMA Controller 

The ESC incorporates the functionality of two 82C37 
DMA controllers with eight independently program
mable channels. Each channel can be programmed 
for 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit DMA device size, and ISA
compatible, type "A", type "B", or type "c" timings. 
Full 32-bit addressing is provided. The DMA control
ler is also responsible for generating refresh cycles. 

The DMA controller supports. an enhanced feature 
called scatter/gather. This feature provides the ca
pability of transferring multiple buffers between 
memory and I/O without CPU intervention. In scat
ter / gather mode, the DMA can read the memory 
address and word count from an array of buffer de
scriptors, located in main memory, called the scat
ter/gather descriptor (SGD) table. This allows the 
DMA controller to sustain DMA transfers until all of 
the buffers in the SGD table are handled. 

Interrupt Controller 

The ESC contains an EISA compatible interrupt con
troller that incorporates the functionality of two 
82C59 Interrupt Controllers. The two interrupt con
trollers are cascaded providing 14 external and two 
internal interrupts. 
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TimerlCounter 

. The ESC provides two 82C54 compatible timers 
(Timer 1 and Timer 2). The counters in Timer 1 sup
port the system timer interrupt (IRQO#), refresh re
quest, and a speaker tone output (SPKR). The coun
ters in Timer 2 support fail-safe time-out functions 
and the CPU speed control. . 

Integrated Support Logic 

To minimize thE! chip count for board designs, the 
ESC incorporates a number of extended features. 
The ESC provides support for AL TA20 (Fast 
A20GATE) and ALTRST with 1/0 Port 92h. The 
ESC generates the control signals for SA address 
buffers and X-Bus buffer. The ESC also provides 
chip selects for BIOS, the keyboard controller, the 
floppy disk controller, and three general purpose de
vices. Support for generating chip selects with an 
external decoder is provided for IDE, a parallel port, 
and a serial port. The ESC provides support for a 
PCI AT compatible coprocessor interface and IRQ13 
generation. 

2.0 SIGNAL DESCRIPTION 

This section provides a detailed description of each 
signal. The signals are arranged in functional groups 
according to their associated interface. 
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The "#" symbol at the end of a signal name indi
cates that the active, or asserted state occurs when 
the signal is at a low voltage level. When "#" is not 
present after the signal name, the signal is asserted 
when at the high voltage level. 

The terms assertion and negation are used exten
sively. This is done to avoid confusion when working 
with a mixture of "active-low" and "active-high" sig
nals. The term assert, or assertion indicates that a 
signal is active, independent of whether that level is 
represented by a high or low voltage. The term ne
gate, or negation indicates that a signal is inactive. 

The following notations are used to describe the sig
nal type. 

in Input is a standard input-only signal. 

out Totem Pole output is a standard active driv
er. 

slold Sustained Open Drain input!output 

tis Tri-State is a bi-directional, tri-state input! 
output pin. 

sltls Sustained Tri-State is an active low tri-state 
signal owned and driven by one and only 
one agent at a time. The agent that drives a 
slt!s pin low must drive it high for at least 
one clock before letting it float. A new agent 
can not start driving a sltls signal any soon
er than one clock after the previous owner 
tri-states it. An external pull-up is required to 
sustain the inactive state until another agent 
drives it and must be provided by the central 
resource. 
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2.1 PC B I us Interface s ignals 
Pin Name Type Description 

PCICLK in PCI CLOCK: PCICLK provides timing for all transactions on the PCI Sus. All other 
PCI signals are sampled on the rising edge of PCICLK and all timing parameters are 
defined with respect to this edge. Frequencies supported by the PCES range from 
25 MHz to 33 MHz. 

PCIRSH in PCI RESET: PCIRST # forces the PCES into a known state. All tis and sltls 
signals are forced to a high impedance state, and the slold signals are allowed to 
float high. The PCES negates aU GNT # lines to the PCI Sus and the PCES negates 
its internal request. The PCES drives AD[31 :0], C/SE[3:0] #, and PAR during reset 
to keep these signals from floating (depending on the state of CPUREQ# and 
REQ1 #-as described in the following paragraph). 

As long as PCIRST # is asserted and CPUREQ# is high, the PCES drives the 
AD[31 :0] signals to keep them from floating. If CPUREQ# is low and REQ1 # is 
low, the PCES does not drive AD[31 :0] while PCIRST # is asserted. If CPUREQ# is 
low and REQ1 # is high, the PCES drives AD[31 :0] while PCIRST # is asserted. 

All PCES registers are set to their default values. PCIRST # may be asynchronous 
to PCICLK when asserted or negated. Although asynchronous, the negation of 
PCIRST# must be a clean, bounce-free edge. PCIRST# must be asserted for a 
minimum 1 ms, and PCICLK must be active during the last 100 /A-s of the PCIRST # 
pulse. 

AD[31:0] tis ADDRESS AND DATA: AD[31 :0] is a multiplexed address and data bus. During the 
first clock of a transaction, AD[31:0] contain a physical address. During subsequent 
clocks, AD[31 :0] contain data. 

A PCES bus transaction consists of an address phase followed by one or more data 
phases. Little-endian byte ordering is used. AD[7:0] define the least significant byte 
(LSS) and AD[31 :24] the most significant byte (MSS). The information contained in 
the two low order address bits varies by address space. In the 110 address space, 
AD[1 :0] are used to provide full byte address .. In the memory and configuration 
address space, AD[1 :0] are driven "00" during the address phase. The other three 
encodings are reserved. See Section 5.0, PCllnterface for more details. 

When the PCES is a target, AD[31 :0] are inputs during the address phase of a 
transaction. During the following data phase(s), the PCES may be asked to supply 
data on AD[31 :0] as for a PCI read, or accept data as for a PCI write. As an Initiator, 
the PCES drives a valid address on AD[31:0] (with exceptions related to AD[1:0j) 
during the address phase, and drives write or latches read data on AD[31 :0] during 
the data phase. 

As long as PCIRST # is asserted and CPUREQ # .is high, the PCES drives the 
AD[31 :0] signals to keep them from floating. If CPUREQ# is low and REQ1 # is 
low, the PCES does not drive AD[31 :0] while PCIRST # is asserted. If CPUREQ# is 
low and REQ1 # is high, the PCES drives AD[31:0] while PCIRST# is asserted. 

When the internal arbitefis enabled (CPUREQ# sampled high at the time when 
PCIRST # is negated), the PCES acts as the central resource responsible for driving 
the AD[31 :0] signals when no one is granted the PCI Sus and the bus is idle. When 
the internal arbiter is disabled, the PCES does not drive AD[31 :0] as the central 
resource. The PCES is always responsible for driving AD[31 :0] when it is granted 
the bus (PCESGNT # and idle bus) and as appropriate when it participates in bus 
transactions. During reset, these signals are tri-stated. 
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2.1 PCI Bus Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Type Description 

C/BE[3:0] II tis BUS COMMAND AND BYTE ENABLES: The command and byte enable signals 
are multiplexed on the same PCI pins. During the address phase of a transaction, 
C/BE[3:0] II define the bus command for bus command definitions. During the 
data phase, C/BE[3:0] II are used as Byte Enables. The Byte Enables determine 
which byte lanes carry meaningful data. C/BE[O] II applies to byte 0 and 
C/BE[3] II to byte 3. C/BE[3:0] II are not used for address decoding. 

The PCEB drives C/SE[3:0] II as an initiator of a PCI Sus cycle and monitors 
C/SE[3:0] II as a target. 

As long as PCIRSTII is asserted and CPUREQII is high, the PCES drives 
C/SE[3:0] II to keep them from floating. If CPUREQII is low and REQ1 II is low, 
the PCES does not drive C/BE[3:0] II while PCIRSTllis asserted. If CPUREQII is 
low and REQ1 II is high, the PCES drives C/SE[3:0] II while PCIRSTII is 
asserted. 

When the internal arbiter is enabled (CPUREQII sampled high at the time when 
PCIRSTII is negated), the PCES acts as the central resource responsible for 
driving the C/BE[3:01 II signals when no device is granted the PCI Bus and the 
bus is idle. When the internal arbiter is disabled, the PCES does not drive 
C/SE[3:0] II as the central resource. The PCES is always responsible for driving 
C/SE[3:0] II when it is granted the bus (PCESGNT II and idle bus) and as 
appropriate when it is the master of a transaction. During reset, these signals are 
tri-stated. 

FRAME# sltls FRAME: FRAME II is driven by the current initiator to indicate the beginning and 
duration of an access. FRAME II is asserted to indicate that a bus transaction is 
beginning. During a transaction, data transfers continue while FRAME# is 
asserted. When FRAMEII is negated, the transaction is in the final data phase. 
FRAMEII is an input when the PCES is the target. FRAMEII is an output when 
the PCES is the initiator. During reset, these signals are tri-stated. 

TROY II sltls TARGET READY: TROY if, as an output, indicates the PCES target's ability to 
complete the current data phase of the transaction. TROY II is used in 
conjunction with IRDY II . A data phase is completed on any clock that both 
TROY II and IRDY II are sampled asserted. When PCEB is the target during a 
read cycle, TROY II indicates that the PCES has valid data present on AD[31 :0]. 
During a write, it indicates that the PCES, as a target, is prepared to latch data. 
TROY II is an input to the PCES when the PCES is the initiator. During reset, 
these signals are tri-stated. 

IRDYII sltls INITIATOR READY: IRDY II, as an output, indicates the PCES initiator's ability to 
complete the current data phase of the transaction. IRDY II is used in conjunction 
with TROY II. A data phase is completed on any clock that both IRDY # and 
TROY II are sampled asserted. When PCES is the initiator of a write cycle, 
IRDY II indicates that the PCES has valid data present on AD[31 :0]. During a 
read, it indicates the PCES is prepared to latch data. IRDY II is an input to the 
PCES when the PCES is the target. During reset, these signals are tri-stated. 

STOP II sltls STOP: As a target, the PCES asserts STOP# to request that the master stop the 
current transaction. When the PCES is an initiator, STOPII is an input. As an 
initiator, the PCES stops the current transaction when STOP II is asserted. 
Different semantics of the STOP II signal are defined in the context of other 
handshake signals (TROY II and OEVSEL II). During reset, these signals are tri-
stated. 
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2.1 PCI Bus Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Type Description 

PLOCK# sltls PCI LOCK: PLOCK # indicates an atomic operation that may require multiple 
transactions to complete. PLOCK # is an input when PCES is the target and output 
when PCES is the initiator. When PLOCK # is sampled negated during the address 
phase of a transaction, a PCI agent acting as a target will consider itself a locked 
resource until it samples PLOCK# and FRAME# negated. When other masters 
attempt accesses to the PCES (practically to the EISA subsystem) while the PCES 
is locked, the PCES responds with a retry termination. During reset, this signal is 
tri-stated. 

IDSEL in INITIALIZATION DEVICE SELECT: IDSEL is used as a chip select during 
configuration read and write transactions. The PCES samples IDSEL during the 
address phase of a transaction. If the PCES samples IDSEL asserted during a 
configuration read or write, the PCES responds by asserting DEVSEL# on the next 
cycle. 

DEVSEL# sltls DEVICE SELECT: The PCES asserts DEVSEL# to claim a PCI transaction as a 
result of positive, negative, or subtractive decode. As an output, the PCES asserts 
DEVSEL# when it samples IDSEL asserted during configuration cycles to PCES 
configuration registers. 

As an input, DEVSEL # indicates the response to a PCES-initiated transaction. The 
PCES, when not a master, samples this signal for all PCI transactions to decide 
whether or not to negatively or subtractively decode the cycle (except for 
configuration and special cycles). During reset, this signal is tri-stated. 

PAR tis PARITY: PAR is even parity across AD[31 :0] and C/SE[3:0] #. When acting as a 
master, the PCES drives PAR during the address and write data phases. As a 
target, the PCES drives PAR during read data phases. 

As long as PCIRST # is asserted and CPUREQ# is high, the PCES drives the PAR 
signal to keep it from floating. If CPUREQ# is low and REQ1 # is low, the PCES 
does not drive PAR while PCIRST# is asserted. If CPUREQ# is low and REQ1 # 
is high, the PCES drives PAR while PCIRST# is asserted. 

When the internal arbiter is enabled (CPUREQ# sampled high at the time when 
PCIRST# is negated), the PCES acts as the central resource responsible for 
driving the PAR signal when no other device is granted the PCI Sus and the bus is 
idle. When the internal arbiter is disabled, the PCES does not drive PAR as the 
central resource. The PCES is always responsible for driving PAR when it is 
granted the bus (PCESGNT # and idle bus) and as appropriate when it is the 
master of a transaction. 

Note that the driving and tri-stating of the PAR signal is always one clock delayed 
from the corresponding driving and tri-stating of the AD[31 :0] and C/SE[3:0] # 
signals. During reset, this signal is tri-stated. 

PERR# s/o/d PARITY ERROR: PERR # reports data parity errors on all transactions, except 
special cycles. This signal can only be asserted (by the agent receiving data) two 
clocks following the data (which is one clock following the PAR signal that covered 
the data). The duration of PERR # is one clock for each data phase that a data 
parity error is detected. (If multiple data errors occur during a single transaction the 
PERR # signal is asserted for more than a single clock.) PERR # must be driven 
high for one clock before being tri-stated. During reset, this signal is tri-stated. 
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2.2 PCI Arbiter Signals 
Pin Name Type DesCription 

CPUREQ# in CPU REQUEST: CPUREQ# has the following functions: 

1. CPUREQ# is used to determine if the PCEB needs to drive the AD, C/BE#, 
and PAR signals while PCIRST # is asserted. As long as PCIRST # is asserted 
and CPUREQ# is high, the PCEB drives the AD, C/BE#, and PAR signals to 
keep them from floating. If CPUREQ# is low and REQ1 # is low,the PCEB 
does not drive these signals while PCIRST# is asserted. If CI;'UREQ# is low 
and REQ1 # is high, the PCEB drives these signals while PCIRST# is 
asserted. 

2. If CPUREQ# is sampled high when PCIRST# makes a low-to-high transition, 
the internal arbiter is enabled. If it is sampled low, the internal arbiter is 
disabled. This requires system logiq to drive the CPUREQ# during PCIRST# 
to determine the PCI arbiter configuration. 1 

3. When the PCEB's internal PCI arbiter is enabled, this signal, if asserted, 
indicates that the Host CPU requests use of the pcl Bus. ifthe internal arbiter 
is disabled, this signal is meaningless after reset. 

REQ1# in REQUEST-1: REQ1 # provides the following two functions: 

1. REQ1 # is used, along with CPUREQ#, to determine if the peEB will drive 
AD, C/BE#, and PAR during reset. If CPUREQ# is low and REQ1 # is low, 
the PCEB does not drive AD, C/BE #, and PAFi while PCIRST # is asserted. If 
CPUREQ# is .Iow and REQ1 # is high while PCIRST # is asserted, the PCEB 
drives the AD, C/BE #, and PAR signals during reset. 

2. If the PCEB's internal arbiter is enabled, this signal is configured as REQ1 # . 
An active low assertion indicates that master-1 requests the PCI Bus. If the 

. internal arbiter is disabled, this pin is meaningless after reset. 

REQO#! in REQUEST-O OR PCEB GRANT: REQO# IPCEBGNT # is a dual function pin. If 
PCEBGNT# the PCEB's internal arbiter is enabled, this pin is configured as RE9Q#. An active· 

low assertion indicates that master-O requests the PCI Bus. If the internal arbiter 
is disabled, this pin is configured as PCEBGNT # which, when asserted, indicates 
the external PCI arbiter has granted use of the bus to the PCEB. 1, 

REQ[2:3)# in REQUEST: If the PCEB's internal arbiter is enabled, these signals are configured 
as REQ2 # and REQ3 #. A bus master asserts the corresponding request signal 
to request tl'\e PCI Bus. If the internal arbiter is disabled, these signals are 
meaningless after reset. 

CPUGNT# out CPU GRANT: If the PCES's internal arbiter is enabled, this signal is configured 
as CPUGNT #. the PCEB's internal arbiter asserts CPUGNT # to indicate that 
the CPU master (Host Bridge) has been granted the PCI Bus. If the internal 
arbiter is disabled, this pin is meaningless. Dl,lring PCI reset, CPUGNT # is tri-
stated. This signal requires an external pull-up resistor. 

GNTO#! out GRANT"O OR PCEB REQUEST: GNTO# IPCEBREQ# is a dual function pin. If 
PCEBREQ# the PCEB's internal arbiter is enabled, this pin is configured'as GNTO #. The 

PCEB's internal arbiter asserts GNTO# to indicate that master;:O (REQO#) has 
been granted thePCI Bus. If the internal arbiter is disabled, this pin is configured 
as PCEBREQ#. The PCEB asserts PCEBREQ# to request the PCI Bus. During 
PCI reset, this signal is tri-stated. This Signal requires an external pull-up resistor. 
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2.2 PCI Arbiter Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Type Description 

GNT1#/ out GRANT-1 OR RESUME: GNT1 # / RESUME# is dual function pin. If the PCES's 
RESUME# internal arbiter is enabled, this pin is configured as GNT1 #. The PCES's internal 

arbiter asserts GNT1 # to indicate that master-1 has been granted the PCI Sus. If 
the internal arbiter is disabled, this pin is configured as RESUME #. The PCES 
asserts RESUME # to indicate that the conditions causing the PCES to retry the 
cycle have passed. During PCI reset, this signal is tri-stated. This signal requires 
an external pull-up resistor. 

GNT[2:3j# out GRANT: If the PCES's internal arbiter is enabled, these pins are configured as 
GNT2i# and GNT3 #. The PCES's internal arbiter drives these pins low to indicate 
that the corresponding initiator (REQ2 # or REQ3 #) has been granted the PCI 
Sus. During PCI reset, these signals are tri-stated. This signal requires an external 
pull-up resistor. 

MEMREQ# out MEMORY REQUEST: If the PCES is configured in Guaranteed Access Time 
(GAT) Mode, MEMREQ# is asserted when an EISA device or DMArequests the 
EISA Sus. The PCES asserts this signal (along with FL.,SHREQ #) to indicate that 
the PCES requires ownership of main memory. The PCES asserts FLSHREQ# 
concurrently with asserting MEMREQ #. MEMREQ # is high upon reset. 

FLSHREQ# MEMREQ# Meaning 
1 1 Idle 
0 1 Flush buffers pointing towards PCI to avoid ISA 

deadlock 
1 0 Reserved 
0 0 GAT mode. Guarantee PCI Sus immediate access 

to main memory (this mayor may not require the 
PCI-to-main memory buffers to be flushed first 
depending on the number of buffers). 

This signal is synchronous to the PCI clock. During reset, this signal is high. 

FLSHREQ# out FLUSH REQUEST: FLSHREQ # is asserted by the PCES to command all of the 
system's posted write buffers pointing towards PCI to be flushed. This is required 
before granting the EISA Sus to anEISA master or the DMA. This signal is 
synchronous to the PCI clock. During reset, this signal is l1igh. 

MEMACK# in MEMORY,ACKNOWLEDGE: MEMACK # is the response handshake that 
indicates to the PCES that the function requested over the MEMREQ# and/or 
FLSHREQ# signals has been completed. 

If the PCES is configured for Guaranteed Access Time Mode through the Arbiter 
Control Register, and both MEMREQ# and FLSHREQ# are asserted, the 
assertion of MEMACK# indicates to the PCES that ownership of main memory 
has been granted and that all system buffers have been flushed and temporarily 
disabled. 

If FLSHREQ# is asserted and MEMREQ# is not asserted (with GAT mode being 
either enabled or disabled), the assertion of MEMACK # indicates that the 
system's posted write buffers pointinll towards PCI are flushed and temporarily 
disabled, and the EISA Sus can be granted to an EISA master or DMA. 

This signal is synchronous to the PCI clock. 
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2.3 Address Decoder Signals 
Pin Name Type Description 

MEMCS# out MEMORY CHIP SELECT: MEMCS# is a programmable address decode signal 
provided to a Host CPU bridge. A Host bridge can use MEMCS# to forward a PCI 
cycle to the main memory behind the bridge. MEMCS # is asserted one PCI clock 
after FRAME # is sampled asserted (address phase) and is valid for one clock cycle 
before being negated. MEMCS# is high upon reset. 

PIODEC# in PCII/O SPACE DECODER: PIODEC# can be used to provide arbitrarily complex 
EISA-to-PCII/O address space mapping. This signal can be connected to the 
decode select output of an external 1/0 address decoder. When PIODEC# is 
asserted during an EISA 1/0 cycle, that cycle is forwarded to the PCI Bus. 

Note that an external pull-up resistor is required if this input signal is not used (i.e., 
not driven by the external logic). 

2.4 EISA Interface Signals 
Pin Name Type Description 

BClK· in BUS CLOCK: BClK is the system clock used to synchronize events on the EISA 
Bus. The ESC device generates BClK (BClKOUT), which is a divided down clock 
from a PCIClK. BClK runs at a frequency that is dependent on PCIClK and a 
selected division factor (within the ESC). For example, a 25 MHz PCIClK and a 
division factor of 3 results in an 8.33 MHz BClK. 

START # tis START: START # provides timing control at the start of the cycle and remains 
asserted for one BClK period. 

When the PCEB is an EISA master, START # is an output signal. START # is 
asserted after LA[31:24] #, lA[23:2] and M/IO# become valid. START# is 
negated on the rising edge of the BClK, one BClK after it was asserted. The trailing 
edge of START # is always delayed from the rising edge of BClK. 

When the PCEB is an EISA master, for cycles to a mismatched slave (see note at 
the .end of this section), START # becomes an input signal at the end of the first 
START # phase and remains an input until the negation of the last CMD #. The ESC 
gains the control of the transfer and generates START # . 

When the PCEB is an EISA slave, START # is an input signal. It is sampled on the 
rising edge of BClK. 

Upon PCIRST #, this signal is tri-stated and placed in output mode. 
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2 4 EISA Interface Signals (Continued) . 
Pin Name Type Description 

CMD# in COMMAND: CMD# provides timing control within the cycle. In all cases, CMD# is 
an inputtothe PCEB from the ESC. CMD# is asserted from the rising edge of 
BClK, simultaneously with the negation of START #, and remains asserted until the 
end of the cycle. 

M/IO# tis MEMORY OR 1/0: M/IO# identijies the current cycle as a memory or an 1/0 cycle. 
M/IO# is pipelined from one cycle to the next and must be latched by the slave. 
M/IO# ;= 1 indicates a memory cycle and M/IO# ;= 0 indicates an I/O cycle. 

When the PCEB is an EISA master, the M/IO#is an output signal. When the PCEB 
is an EISA slave, M/IO# is an input signal. The PCEB responds as an EISA slave 
for both memory and 1/0 cycles. Upon PCIRST #, this signal is tri-stated and is 
placed in output mode. 

W/R#, tis WRITE OR READ: W IR # identifies the cycle as a write or a read cycle. The W IR # 
signal is pipelined from one cycle to the next and must be latched by the slave. 
W IR # ;= 1 indicates a write cycle and W IR # = 0 inQicates a read cycle. 

When the PCEB is an EISA master, W IR # is an output signal. When the PCEB is an 
EISA slave, W IR # is an input signal. Upon PCIRST #, this signal is tri-stated and 
placed in output mode. 

EXRDY od EISA READY: EXRDY is used by EISA 1/0 and memorY slaves to request wait 
states during a cycle. Each wait state is a BCLK period. 

The PCEB, as an EISA master or slave, samples EXRDY. As an input, the EXRDY is 
sampled on the falling edge of BCLK after CMD# has been asserted, and if 
inactive, each falling edge thereafter. 

When PCEB is an EISA slave, it may drive EXRDY low to introduce wait states. 
During reset, this signal is not driven. 

EX32# od EISA 32-BIT: EX32 # is used by the EISA slaves to indicate support of 32-bit 
transfers. When the PCEB is an EISAmaster, .it samples EX32 # on the same rising 
edge of BCLK that START # is negated. 

During mismatched cycles (see note at the end of this section), EX32 # (and 
EX16 #) is used to transfer the control back to the PCEB. EX32 # (along with 
EX16#) is asserted by the ESC on the falling edge of BCLK before the rising edge 
of the BCLK when the last CMD # is negated. This indicates that the cycle control is 
transferred back to the PCEB. 

As an EISA slave, the PCEB always drives EX32 # to indicate 32-bit support for 
EISA cycles. During reset, this signal is not driven. 

EX16# in EISA 16·BIT: EX16# is used by the EISA slaves to indicate their sopport of 16-bit 
transfers. As an EISA master, the PCEB samples EX16# on the same rising edge of 
BCLK that START # is negated. 

During mismatched cycles (see note at the end of this section), EX16# (and 
EX32#) is used to transfer the control back to the PCEB. EX16# (along with 
EX32 #) is asserted by the ESC 'on the falling edge of the BCLK before the rising 
edge of the BCLK when the last CMD# is negated. This indicates that the cycle 
control is transferred back to the PCEB. 

As an EISA slave, the PCEB never asserts EX16#. 
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2.4 EISA Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Type Description 

MSSURST# tis MASTER BURST: MSSURST # is an output when the PCES is an EISA master 
and an input when the PCES is a slave. 

As a master, the PCES asserts MSSURST # to indicate to the slave that the next I " ' ~ 

cycle is a burst cycle. If the PCES samples SLSURST # asserted on the rising 
edge of SCLK after START # is asserted, the PCES asserts MSSURST # on the 
next SCLK edge and proceeds with the burst cycle. 

As a slave, the PCES monitors this signal in response to the PCES asserting 
SLSURST #. The EISA master asserts MSSURST # to the PCES to indicate that 
the next cycle is a burst cycle. As a slave, the PCES samples MSSURST # on the 
rising edge of SCLK after the rising edge of SCLK that CMD# is asserted by the 
ESC. MSSURST # is sampled on all subsequent rising edges of BCLK until the 
signal is sampled negated. The burst cycle is terminated on the rising edge of 
SCLK when MSSURST # is sampled negated, unless EXRDY is sampled 
negated on the previous falling edge of SCLK. During reset, this signal is tri-
stated. 

SLSURST# tis SLAVE BURST: SLSURST # is an input when the PCES is an EISA master and 
an output when the PCES is a slave. 

When the PCES is a master, the slave indicates that it supports burst cycles by 
asserting SLSURST # to the PCES. The PCES samples SLSURST # on the 
rising edge of SCLK atthe end of START # for EISA master cycles. 

When the PCES is an EISA slave, this signal is an output. As a slave, the PCES 
asserts this signal to the master indicating that the PCES supports EISA burst 
cycles. During reset, this signal is tri-stated. 

LOCK # tis LOCK: When asserted, LOCK# guarantees exclusive memory access. This 
signal is asserted by the PCES when the PCI master is running locked cycles to 
EISA slaves. When asserted, this signal locks the EISA subsystem. 

LOCK # can also be activated by a device on the EISA Sus. This condition is 
propagated to the PCI Sus via the PLOCK # signal. During reset, this signal is tri-
stated. 

SE[3:0]# tis BYTE ENABLES: SE[3:0] # identify the specific bytes that are valid during the 
current EISA Sus cycles. When the PCES is an EISA master and the cycles are 
directed to a matched slave (slave supports 32-bit transfers), the SE[3:0] # are 
outputs from the PCES; 

When the cycles are directed to a mis-matched slave (slave <;Ioes not support 
32-bit transfers-see note at the end of this section), theSE[3:0] # are floated 
one and half SCLKs after START # is asserted. These signals become inputs 
(driven by the ESC) for the rest of the cycle. 

SE[3:0] # are pipelined signals and must be latched by the addressed slave. 
When the peES is an EISAIISAIDMA slave, SE[3:0] # are inputs to the PCES. 

Upon PCIRST #, these signals are tri-statedand placed in output mode. 
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2.4 EISA Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Type Description 

LA[31 :24] #, tis LATCHABlE ADDRESS: LA[31:24] # and LA(23:2] are the EISA address 
LA [23:2] signals. When the PCEB is an EISA master, these signals are outputs from the 

PCEB. These addresses are pipelined and must be latched by the EISA slave. 
LA [31 :24] # and LA [23:2] are valid on the falling' edge of START #. Note that the 
upper address bits are inverted before being driven on LA [31 :24] #. The timing 
for LA[31 :24] # and LA[23:2] are the same . 

. When the PCEB is an EISA slave, these signals are inputs and are latched by the 
PCEB. 

For 110 cycles, the PCEB, as an EISA master, floats LA[31 :24] # to allow for 
ESC's address multiplexing (during I/O cycle to configuration RAM). LA [23:2] are 
actively driven by the PCEB.For memory cycles, the PCEB as an EISA master, 
drives the LA address lines. During reset, these signals are tri-stated. 

SD[31:0] tis SYSTEM DATA: SD[31 :0] are bi-directional data lines that transfer data 
between the PCEB and other EISA devices. Data transfer between EISA and PCI 
devices use these signals. The data swapping logic in the PCEB ensures that the 
data is available on the correct byte lanes for any given transfer. During reset, 
these signals are tri-stated. 

REFRESH # in REFRESH: When asserted, REFRESH # indicates to the PCEB that the current 
cycle on the EISA Bus is a refresh cycle. It is used by the PCEB decoder to 

'. distinguish between EISA memory read cycles and tefresh cycles. 

NOTE: 
Mis-matched Cycles. When the PCEB is an EISA master, cycles to the slaves, other than 32 bits transfers, 
are considered a mis-matched cycle. For mis-matched cycles, the PCEB backs off the EISA Bus one and 
half BCLKs after it asserted START # by releasing (floating) START #, BE [3:0] # and the SD[31 :0] lines. 
The ESC device then takes control of the transfer. The ESC controls the transfer until the last transfer. At 
the end of the last transfer, control is transferred back to the PCEB. The ESC transfers control back to the 
PCEB by asserting EX32# and EX16# on the falling edge of BCLK before the rising edge of BCLK when 
the last CMD# is negated. 

2.5 ISA Interface Signals 

An ISA interface signal is included to improve the PCEB's handling of I/O cycles on the EISA side of the 
bridge. This signal permits ISA masters to address PCII/O slaves using the full 16-bit bus size. The signal also 
allows the. PCEB to identify 8-bit I/O slaves for purposes of generating the correct amount of I/O recovery. 

Pin Name Type Description 

1016# old l6-BIT 110 CHIP SELECT: As an EISA slave, the PCEB asserts 1016# when 
PIODEC# is asserted or an I/O cycle to PCI is detected. 

As an EISA master, the PCEB uses 1016 # as an input to determine the correct 
amount of I/O recovery time from the I/O .Recovery Time (IORT) Register. This 
register contains bit-fields that are used to program recovery times for 8-bit and 
16-bit 110. When 1016 # is asserted, the recovery time programmed into the 16-bit 
110 field (bits [1 :0]), if,enabled, is used. When 1016# is negated, the recovery time 
programmed into the 8-bit I/O field (bits [5:3]), if enabled, is used. 

This signal must have an external pull-up resistor. During reset, this signal is not 
driven. 
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2.6 PCEB/ESC Interface Signals 
Pin Name Type Description 

ARBITRATION AND INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE CONTROL 

EISAHOLD in EISA HOLD: EISAHOLD is used by the ESC to request control of the EISA Bus 
from the PCEB. This signal is synchronous to PCICLK and is driven inactive when 
PCIRST# is asserted. 

EISAHLDA out EISA HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE: The PCEB asserts EISAHLDA to inform the ESC 
that it has been granted ownership of the EISA Bus. This signal is synchronous to 
the PCICLK. During PCIRST #, this signal is low. 

PEREQ#I out PCI-TO-EISA REQUEST OR INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE: PEREQ# IINTA# 
INTA# is a dual-function signal. The signal function is determined by the state of 

EISAHLDA signal. 

When EISAHLDA is negated, this signal is an interrupt acknowledge (Le., 
PEREQ#/INTA# asserted indicates to the ESC that the current cycle on the 
EISA is an interrupt acknowledge). 

When EISAHLDA is asserted, this signal is a PCI-to-EISA request (Le., 
PEREQ # liNT A # asserted indicates to the ESC that th~ PCEB needs to obtain 
the ownership of the EISA Bus on behalf of a PCI agent). 

This signal is synchronous to the PCICLK and it is driven inactive when PCIRST # 
is asserted. 

PCEB BUFFER COHERENCY CONTROL 

NMFLUSH# tis NEW MASTER FLUSH: The bi-directional NMFLUSH # signal provides 
handshake between the PCEBand ESC to control flushing of PCI system buffers 
on behalf of EISA masters. 

During an EISA Bus ownership change, before the ESC can grant the bus to the 
EISA master (or DMA), the ESC must ensure that system buffers are flushed and 
the buffers pointing towards the EISA subsystem are disabled. The ESC asserts 
NMFLUSH # for one PCI clock to request system buffer flushing. (After asserting 
NMFLUSH # for 1 PCI clock, the ESC tri-states NMFLUSH #.) When the PCEB 
samples NMFLUSH # asserted, it starts immediately to assert NMFLUSH # and 
begins flushing its internal buffers, if necessary. The PCEB also requests PCI 
system buffer flushing via the MEMREQ#, FLSHREQ#, and MEMACK# signals. 

When the PCEB completes its internal buffer flushing and ME MACK # is asserted 
(indicating that the PCI system buffer flushing is complete), the PCEB negates 
NMFLUSH # for 1 PCI clock and stops driving it. When the ESC samples 
NMFLUSH # negated, it grants the EISA Bus to an EISA master (or DMA). The 
ESC resumes responsibility of the default NMFLUSH # driver and starts driving 
NMFLUSH# negated until the next time a new EISA master (or DMA) wins 
arbitration. 

This signal is synchronous with PCICLK and is negated by the ESC at reset. 

INTCHIPO tis INTER CHIP 0: INTCHIPO is a reserved signal. The INTCHIPO signal on the 
PCEB must be connected to the INTCHIPO signal pin on the ESC for proper 
device operation. This signal requires an external pull-up resistor. 
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2.6 PCEB/ESC Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Type Description 

DATA SWAP BUFFER CONTROL 

SOCPYEN01# in COpy ENABLE: These active Low signals perform byte copy operation on the 
SOCPYEN02# EISA data bus (SO[31 :01). The Copy Enable signals are asserted during mis-
SOCPYEN03# matched cycles and are used by the PCEB to enable byte copy operations 
SPCPYEN13# between the SO data byte . lanes 0, 1, 2, and 3 as follows: 

SOCPYEN01 #: Copy between Byte Lane 0 (50[7:0)) and Byte Lane 1 
(SO[15:8]) 

SOCPYEN02#: Copy between Byte Lane 0 (50[7:0]) and Byte Lane 2 
(SO[23:16]) 

SOCPYEN03#: Copy between Byte Lane 0 (50[7:0]) and Byte Lane 3 
(SO [31 :24]) 

SOCPYEN13#: Copy between Byte Lane 1 (SO[15:8]) and Byte Lane 3 
(SO [31 :24]) 

Note that the direction of the copy is controlled by 50CPYUP. 

SOCPYUP in SYSTEM (DATA) COPY UP: 50CPYUP controls the direction of the byte copy 
operation. A high on 50CPYUP indicates a COpy UP operation where the 
lower byte(s) of the SO data bus are copied onto the higher byte(s) of the bus. 
A low on the signal indicates a COpy DOWN operation where the higher 
byte(s) of the data bus are copied on to the lower byte(s) of the bus. The PCEB 
uses this signal to perform the actual data byte copy operation during mis-
matched cycles. 

500E[2:0]# in SYSTEM DATA OUTPUT ENABLE: These active Low signals enable the 50 
data output onto the EISA Bus. The ESC only activates these signals during 
mis-matched cycles. The PCEB uses these signals to enable the SO data 
buffers as follows: 

SOOEO#: Enables Byte Lane 0 50[7:0] 
SOOE1 #: Enables Byte Lane'1 SO[15:8] 
SOOE2#: Enables Byte Lane 3 50[31:24] and Byte Lane 2 SO[23:16] 

SOLE[3:0] # in SYSTEM DATA LATCH ENABLE: SOLE[3:0] # enable the latching Of data on 
the EISA Bus. These signals are activated only during mis-matched cycles, 
except PCEB-initiated write cycles. The PCEB uses these signals to latch the 
SO data bus as follows: 

SOLEO#: Latch Byte Lane 0 SO[7:0] 
SOLE1 #: Latch Byte Lane. 0 SO[15:8] 
50LE2#: Latch Byte Lane OSO[23:16] 
SOLE3#: Latch Byte Lane 0 SO[31:24] 

2.7 Test Signal 
Pin Name Type Description 

TEST# in TEST: This pin is used to tri-state all PCEB outputs. During normal operations, this 
pin must be tied high. 

NOTE: 
All pins designated as NC (no-connect) require individual pull-up resistors (8 Kfi-10 Kfi). 
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3.0 REGISTER DESCRIPTION 

The PCES contains both PCI configuration registers 
and I/O registers. The configuration registers (Table 
3-1) are located in PCI configuration space and are 
only accessible from the PCI Sus. The addresses 
shown in Table 3-1 for each register are offset val
ues that appear on AD[7:2] and C/SE[3:0]#. The 
configuration registers can be accessed as byte, 
word (16-bit), or Dword (32-bit) cjuantities. All multi
byte numeric fields use "little-endian" ordering (i.e., 
lower addresses contain the least significant parts of 
the fields). 

The SIOS Timer is the only non-configuration regis
ter (Section 3.2, I/O Registers). This register, like 
the configuration. registers, is only accessible from 
the PCI Sus. The SIOS Timer Register can be ac
cessed as byte, word, or Dword quantities. 

Some of the PCES registers contain reserved bits. 
These bits are labeled "Reserved". Software must 
take care to deal correctly with bit-encoded fields 
that are. reserved. On reads, software must use ap
propriate masks to extract the defined bits and not 
rely on reserved bits being any particular value. On 
writes, software must ensure that the values of re
served bits are preserved. That is, the. values of re
served bit positions must first be read, merged with 
the new values for other bit positions and the data 
then written back. 

In . addition to reserved bits within a register, the 
PCES contains address locations in the PCI configu
ration space that are marked "Reserved" (Table 
3-1).The' PCES responds to accesses to these ad
dress locations by completing the PCI cycle. When a 

. reserved register location is read, OOOOh is returned. 
Writes have no affect on the PCES. 

I 
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During a hard reset (PCIRST # asserted), the PCES 
registers are set to pre-determined default states. 
The default values are indicated in the individual reg
ister descriptions. 

3.1 Configuration Registers 

Table 3-1 summarizes the PCES configuration 
space registers. Following the table, is a detailed de
scription of each register and register bit. The regis
ter descriptions are arranged in the order that they 
appear in Table 3-1. The following nomenclature is 
used for access attributes. 

RO Read Only. If a register is read only, writes 
to this register have no effect. 

R/W Read/Write. A register with this attribute 
can be read and written. 

R/WC Read/Write Clear. A register bit with this 
attribute can be read and written. However, 
a write of a 1 clears (sets to 0) the corre
sponding bit and a write of a 0 has no ef
fect. 

NOTE: 
Some register fields are used to program address 
ranges for various PCES functions. The register 
contents represent the address bit value and not 
the signal level on the bus. For example, the upper 
address lines on the EISA Sus have inverted sig
nals (LA[31:24]#). However, this.inversion is auto
matically handled by the PCEB hardware' and is 
transparent to the ,programmer. 
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Table 3-1 Configuration Registers 

Configuration Abbreviation Register Name Access Address Offset 

OOh·01h VID Vendor Identification RO 

02h·03h DID ,Device Identification RO 

04h·.o5h PCICMD Command Register .R/W 

'06h~07h PCISTS Status Register RO,R/WC 

08h RID Revision Identification RO 

09h·OCh - Reserved -
ODh MLTIM Master Latency Timer R/W 

OEh·3Fh - Reserved , -
40h PCICON' PCIControl R/W 

41h ARBCON PCI Arbiter Control R/W 

42h ARBPRI PCI Arbiter Priority Control R/W 

43h ARBPRIX PCI Arbiter Priority Control ,Extension R/W 

44h MCSCON MEMCS # Control R/W 

45h MCSBOH MEMCS# Bottom of Hole R/W 

46h MCSTOH MEMCS# Top of Hole R/W 

47h MCSTOM ' MEMCS# Top of Memory R/W 

48h-49h EADC1 EISA Address Decode Control 1 R/W 

4Ah-4Bti - Reserved -
4Ch / 'IORTC , ISA 1/0 Recovery Time Control R/W 

40h·53h - Reserved '-
54h MAR 1 - MEMCS# Attribute Register # 1 R/W 

55h MAR2 MEMCS# Attribute Register #'2 R/W 

56h MAR3 MEMCS# Attribute Register #3 R/W 

57h' - Reserved -
58h PDCON PCI Decode Control - R/W 

59h - Reserved -
5Ah EADC2 EISA Address Decode ,Control 2 R/W 

5Bh - Reserved -
5Ch EPMRA EISA·to·PCI Memory Region Attributes R/W 

50h·5Fh - Reserved -
60h-6Fh MEMREGN[4:1] EISA·to·PCI Memory Region Address (4 registers) R/W 

70h·77Fh IOREGN[4:1] EISA·to·PCIItO Region Address (4 registers) R/W 

80h·81h BTMR BIOSTimer Base Address R/W' 

84h ELTCR EISA Latency Timer Control Register R/W 

85h·87h - Reserved 
~ -

,88h·8Bh , PTCR PCEB Test Control Register-·DO NOT WRITE'· -
8Ch·FFh - Res~rved -
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3.1.1 VID-VENDOR IDENTIFICATION 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

Vendor Identification 
OOh-01h 
8086h 
Read Only 
16 bits 

82375EB 

The VI.D Register contains the vendor identification 
number. This register, along with the Device Identifi
cation· Register, uniquely identify any PCI device. 
Writes to this register have no effect. 

15 0 Bit 
...:,-=--------------a-08-&-h---------------" Default 

Vendor Identification Number (RO) 
290477-4 

Figure 3-1. Vendor Identification RegIster 

Table 3-2. Vendor IdentificatIon Register 

Description 

VENDOR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: This is a 16-bit value assigned to Intel. 

3.1.2 DID-DEVICE IDENTIFICATION 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

Device Identification 
02h-03h 
0482h 
Read Only 
16 bits 

The DID Register contains the device identification 
number. This register, along with the VID Register, 
define the PCEB. Writes to this register have no ef
fect. 

1 ~5~----------------------------____l0 Bit 

LI ______________ 04_a-,2_h ___________ -----'1 Default 

Device Identification Number (RO) 

290477-5 

Figure 3-2. Device Identification Register 

Table 3-3. Device Identification Register 

Description 

DEVICE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: This is a 16-bit value aSSigned to the PCEB. 

J 
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3.1.3 PCICMD-PCI COMMAND REGISTER 

. Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

PCI Command 
04h·05h 
0007h 
Read/Write 
16 bits 

This 16-bit register contains PCI interface control in
formation. This register enables/disables PCI parity 
error checking, enables/disables PCES bus· master 
capability, and enables/disables the PCES to re
spond to PCI-originated memory and 110 cycles. 
Note that, for certain PCI functions that are not im
plemented within the PCES; the control bits are still 
shown ( labeled "not supported"). 

15 98765432 OBit 
r-------------------~_,--~~~--,_~--~_r_. 

R 

Reserved 

SERRE(RO) 
. Not Supported 

Wait State Control (RO) ______ .J 

Not Supported 

Parity Error Enable (R/w) ------' 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

VGA Palette Snoop (RO) -----' 
Not Supported 

Default 

110 Space Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Memory Space Enable (R/W) 
.1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Bus Master Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Special Cycle Enable (RO) 
Not Supported 

Memory Write and Invalidate Enable (RO) 
Not Supported 

290477-6 

FiglJre 3-3. PCI Command Register 
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Table 3-4. PCI Command Register 

Bit Description 

15:9 RESERVED. 

8 SERR # ENABLE (SERRE)-NOT SUPPORTED: Function of this bit is to control the SERR # 
signal.. Since the PCES does not implement the SERR # signal, this bit alwayS reads as 0 
(disabled). 

7 WAIT STATE CONTROL (WSC)-NOT SUPPORTED: This bit controls insertion of wait-states for 
devices that do not meet the 33-10 PCI specification. Since PCES meets the 33-10 specification, 
this control. function is not implemented. WSC is always read as O. 

6 PARITY ERROR ENABLE (PERRE): PERRE controls the PCES's response to PCI parity errors. 
When PERRE = 1, the PCES asserts the PERR # signal when a parity error is detected. When 
PERRE = 0, the PCES ignores any parity errors that it detects. After PCIRST #, PERRE = 0 
(parity chec;king disabled). 

5 VGA PALETTE SNOOP (VGPS)-NOT SUPPORTED: This bit is intended only for specific control 
of PCI-based VGA devices and it is not applicable to the PCES. This bit is not implemented and 
always reads as O. 

4 MEMORY WRITE AND INVALIDATE ENABLE (MWIE)-NOT SUPPORTED: This is an enable 
bit for using the Memory Write and Invalidate command. The PCES doesn't supPort this command 
as a master. As a slave, the PCES aliases this command to a memory write. This bit always reads 
as 0 (disabled). -

3 SPECIAL CYCLE ENABLE (SCE)-NOT SUPPORTED: Since this capability is not implemented, 
the PCES does not respond to any type of special cycle. This bit always reads as O. 

2 BUS MASTER ENABLE (BME): SME en~bles/disables the PCES's PCI Sus master capability. 
When SME = 0, the PCES bus master capability is disabled. This prevents the PCES from 
requesting the PCI Sus on behalf of EISAIISA masters, the DMA, or the Line Suffers. When 
SME = 1, the bus master capability is enabled. This bit is set to 1 after PCIRST #. 

1 MEMORY SPACE ENABLE (MSE): This bit enables the PCES to accept PCI-originated memory 
cycles. When MSE = 1, the PCES responds to PC I-originated memory cycles to the EISA SUl~. 
When MSE = 0, the PCES does not respond to PCI-originated memory cycles to the EISA Bus 
(DEVSEL# is inhibited). This bit is set to 1 (enabled for SIOS access) .after PCIRST #. 

0 1/0 SPACE ENABLE (lOSE): This bit enables the PCES to accept PCI-originated 1/0 cycles. 
When lOSE = 1, the PCES responds to PCI-originated 1/0 cycles. When lOSE = 0, the PCES 
does not respond to a PCII/O cycle (DEV~EL# is inhibited), including I/O cycles bound for the 
EISA Sus. This bit is set to 1 (1/0 space enabled) after PCIRST #. 
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3.1.4 PCISTS-PCI STATUS REGISTER 

Register Name: PCI Status 
06h-07h 
0200h 

This 16-bit register provides status information for 
PCI Sus-related events. Some bits are read/write 
clear. These bits are set to 0 whenever the register 
is written, and the data in the corresponding bit loca
tion is1 (R/WC). For example, to clear bit 12 and 
not affect any other bits, write the value 
0001_0000_0000_0000b to this register. Note 
that for certain PCI functions that are not implement
ed in the PCES, the control bits are still shown (la
beled "not supported"). 

Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

Bit 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10:9 

8:0 

1-446 

Read Only, Read/Write Clear 
16 bits 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 OBit 

Default 

PES(RJWC) 
1 =Parity error 
O=No parity error 

SERR# Status 
Not Supported 

Master Abort Status (RJWC) 
1 =Master abort 
O=No master abort 

Reserved 

DEVSEL# Timing Status (RO) 
Not Programmable 

'-'---- Signaled Target Abort Status 
Not Supported 

'--~~-,- Received Target Abort Status (RJWC) 
1 = Target abort 

, O=No target abort 

Flg!-lre 3-4. PCI Status Register 

Table 3-5. PCI Status Register 

Description 

290477~7 

PARITY ERROR STATUS (PERRS): This bit is set to 1 whenever the PCES detects a parity error, 
even if parity error handling is disabled (as controlled by bit 6 in the PCI Command Register). 
Software sets PERRS to 0 by writing a 1 to this bit location. 

SERR# STATUS (SERRS)-NOT IMPLEMENTED: This bit is used to indicate that a PCI device 
asserted the SERR # signal. The PCES does not implement this signal. SERRS.is always read as 
O. 

MASTER ABORT STATUS (MA): When the PCES, as a master, generates a master abort, this bit 
is set to 1. Software sets MA to 0 by writing a 1 to this bit location. 

RECEIVED TARGET ABORT STATUS (RTAS): When the PCES, as a master, receives a target 
abort condition, this bit is set to 1. Software sets RTAS to 0 by writing a 1 to this bit location. 

SIGNALED TARGET ABORT STATUS (STAS)-NOT IMPLEMENTED: This bit is set to 1 by a 
PCI target device when they generate a Target Abort. Since the PCES never generates a target 
abort, this bit is not implemented and will always be read as a O. 

DEVSEL TIMING STATUS (DEVT): This read only field indicates the timing of the DEVSEL# 
signal when PCES responds as a target. The PCI Specification defines three allowable timings for 
assertion of DEVSEL #: OOb = fast, 01 b = medium, and 10b = slow (11 b is reserved). DEVT 
indicates the slowest time that a device asserts DEVSEL# for any bus command, except 
configuration read and configuration write cycles. The PCES implements medium speed DEVSEL # 
timing and, therefore, DEVT[1 0:9] = 01 when read. 

RESERVED. 

I 
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3.1.5 RtD-REVISION IDENTIFICATION 
REGISTER 

This 8-bit register contains the device revision num
ber of the PCEB. Writes to this register have no ef
fect. 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: ' 
Size: 

Revision Identification 
08h 
Revision Identification number 
Read Only 
8 bits 

7 OBit 
..------R-.-v-Is-Io-n-N-u-m-b-.-r--.......:..'--~--,I Default 

[ Revision identification Number (RO) 

Figure 3-5. Revision Identification Register 

Table 3-6. Revision Identification Register 

Description 

290477-8 

REVISION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: This 8-bit value is the revision number of the PCEB. 

1-447 
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3.1.6 MLT-MASTER LATENCY TIMER 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 

Master Latency Timer 
ODh 

This 8-bitregister contains the programmable value 
of the Master Latency Timer for use when the PCEB 
is a master on the PCI Bus. The granularity of the 
timer is 8 PCI clocks.· Thus, bits [2:01 are not used 
and always read as Os. 

Default Value: OOh 
Attribute: Read/Write 
Size: 8 bits 

7 3 2 0 Bit 

I Count Value I R I Default 

L Reserved 

"------ Latency Timer Count Value (RIW) 
290477-9 

Figure 3-6. Master Latency Timer Register 

Table 3-7. Master Latency Timer Register 

Blt# Bit Function 

7:3 COUNT VALUE: This 5-bit field contains the count value of the Master Latency Timer, with a 
granularity of 8 PCI clocks. For example, value 00101 b provides a time-out period of 5x8 = 40 PCI 
clocks. Maximum count value is 11111 b, which corresponds to 248 PCI clocks. After PCIRST #, 
the default value of these bits is OOOOOb. 

2:0 RESERVED. 
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3.1.7 PCICON-PCI CONTROL REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

PCI Control 
40h 
OOh 
Read/Write 
a bits 

7 

82375EB 

This a-bit register enables/disables the PCEB's data 
buffers, defines the subtractive decoding sample 
point, and enables/disables response to the PCI in
terrupt acknowledg~ cycle. 

NOTE: 
The Line Buffers and Posted Write Buffers are typi
cally enabled or disabled during system initializa
tion. These buffers should not be dynamically 
enabled/disabled during runtime. Otherwise, data 
coherency can be affected, if a buffer containing 
valid write data is disabled and then, later, re
enabled. 

5 4 3 2 o Bit 
r-~--~-'----~--'-----~ 

Reserved 

EISA-ta-PCI Line Buffers (RIW) 
1=Enabled . 
O=Disabled 

\ 

Interrupt Acknowledge Decode Control (RIW) 
1=Positive 
O=Subtractive 

Default 

PCI Posted Write Buffers Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled ' 
O=Disabled . 

Subtractive Decoding Sample Point (R/W) 
o 0 = Slow sample point 
o 1 = Typical sample point 

. 1 0 = Fast sample point 
11 = Reserved 

290477-10 

Figure 3-7. PCI Control Register 
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Table 3·8. PCI Control Register 

Bit 'Description 

7. RESERVED. 

6 EISA· TO·PCI LINE BUFFER ENABLE (ELBE): When ELBE = O. the EISA-to-PCI Line Buffers are 
disabled and when ELBE = 1, the EISA-to-PCI Line Buffers are enabled. After PCIRST #, the Line 
Buffers are disabled (ELBE = 0). 

5 INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE DECODE CONTROL: When this bit = 0, interrupt acknowledge 
cycles are handled in a subtractive decode manner. That is, the PCEB will wait until the DEVSEL # 
sample point after which, if DEVSEL #' is sampled inactive, the interrupt acknowledge cycle is 
handled in the normal fashion (I.e., uses the PEREQ# /INTA# signal to fetch the vector from the 
ESC). 

When this bit = 1, the PCEB positively decodes the interrupt acknowledge cycle, and does not wait 
for the DEVSEL # sample point. 
After PCIRST #, this bit = 0 (interrupt acknowledge subtractively decoded). 

4:3 SUBTRACTIVE DECODING SAMPLE POINT (SDSP): The SDSP field determines the DEVSEL # 
sample point, after which an inactive DEVSEL # results in the PCEB forwarding the unclaimed PCI 
cycle to the EISA Bus (subtractive decoding). This setting should match the slowest device in the 
system. When the MEMCS# function is enabled, MEMCS# is sampled as well as an early 
indication of an eventual DEVSEL # . . 

Bit 4 Bit 3 Operation 
0 0 Slow sample point - default value 
0 1 Typical sample point 
1 0 Fast sample point 
1 1 Reserved combination 

2 PCI POSTED WRITE BUFFER ENABLE (PPBE): When PPBE· = 1, the PCI Posted Write Buffers 
are enabled. When PPBE = 0, the PCI Posted Write Buffers are disabled. After PCIRST #, the PCI 
Posted Write Buffers are disabled (PPBE = 0). 

1:0 RESERVED. 

3.1.8 ARBCON-PCI ARBITER CONTROL 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 

PCI Arbiter Control 
41h 
80h 

This register controls the operation of the PCEB's, 
internal PCI arbiter. The register enables/disables 
auto-PEREQ #, controls the master retry timer, en
ables/disables CPU bus parking, controls bus lock, 
and enables/disables the guaranteed access time 
(GAT) mode for EISAIISA accesses. 

Attribute: 
Size: 

1·450 

Read/Write 
8 bits 

r-7---,-_6 __ 5 ..... _4_3"""7T_2--,-_,-O--, Bit 

Auto·PEREQ' Control (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Reserved 

Master Retry Timer (RIW) ° ° = Timer disabled ° 1 = Unmasked after 16 PCICLKs 
1 ° = Unmasked after 32 PCICLKs 
1 1 = Unmasked after 64 PCICLKs 

Default 

Guaranteed Access Time (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Bus Lock (R/W) 
1 =Bus lock enabled 
O=Resource lock enabled 

Bus Park (R/W) 
l=CPU Parked on PCI 
O=Parking disabled 

290477-11 

Figure 3-8. PCI Arbiter Control Register 
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Table 3-9. PCI Arbiter Control Register 

Bit Description 

7 AUTO-PEREQ# CONTROL (APC): APC enables/disables control of the auto-pEREQ# function 
when GAT mode is enabled via bit ° (GAT = 1). When APC = 1 (and GAT = 1), the PEREQ # 
signal is asserted whenever the EISAHLDA signal is asserted. When APC = 0, the PEREQ# signal 
is not automatically asserted but it will be activated upon PCI Bus request from any PCI agent. After 
PCIRST#, APC =1 (enabled). See note below. 

6:5 RESERVED. 

4:3 MASTER RETRY TIMER (MRT): This 2-bit field determines the number of PCICLKs after the first 
retry that a PCI initiator's bus request will be masked. 

Bit 4 Bit 3 Operation 

° ° Timer disabled, Retries never masked-Default 
0 1 Retries unmasked after 16 PCICLK's 
1 ° Retries unmasked after 32 PCICLK's 
1 1 Retries unmasked after 64 PCICLK's 

2 BUS PARK (BP): When BP = 1, the PCEB parks CPUREQ# on the PCI Bus when it detects the 
PCI Bus idle. If BP = 0, the PCEB takes responsibility for driving AD, C/BE# and PAR signals upon 
detection of bus idle state, if the internal arbiter is enabled. After PCIRST #, BP = 0 (disabled). 

1 BUS LOCK(BL): When BL = 1, Bus Lock is enabled. The arbiter considers the entire PCI Bus 
locked upon.initiation of any LOCKed transaction. When BL = 0, Resource Lock is enabled. A 
LOCKed agent is considered a locked resource and other agents may continue normal PCI 
transactions. After PCIRST #, BL = 0 (disabled). 

0 GUARANTEED ACCESS TIME (GAT): When GAT = 1, the PCEB is configured for Guaranteed 
Access Time mode. This mode guarantees the 2 .. 1 ,""S CHRDY time~out specification for the 
EISAIISA Bus. When the PCEB is a PCI initiator on behalf of an EISAlISA master, the PCI and main 
memory bus (host) are arbitrated for in serial and must be owned before the EISAIISA master is 
given ownership of the EISA Bus. If the PCEB is not programmed for Guaranteed Access Time 
(GAT = 0), the EISA/ISA master is first granted the EISA Bus, before the PCI Bus is arbitrated. After 
a PCIRST#, GAT = 0 (disabled). 

NOTE: 
The PCMC Host bridge device requires that bit 7 be set to 1. (default). However, other chip sets might need to have this 
function disabled to provide more optimum performance for EISA subsystems. This functionality is built-in to prevent starva· 
tion of PCI agents (in particular, the host bridge, i.e., CPU) when EISA masters are performing transactions in the GAT 
mode. If this function is disabled, the host bridge must be capable of generating the PCI Bus request, even when the Host 
Bus is not controlled by the CPU (CPU tri-stated all Host Bus signals, or even only address bus, in response to 
HOLD/ AHOLD). The CPU pin that provides an indication of a request for the external bus (e.g., after cache miss) can be 
used by the host bridge to generate the request for the PCI Bus during GAT mode operations, even when no address lines 
are driven by the CPU. 

I 
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3.1.9 AR!:JPRIX-PCI ARBITER PRIORITY 
CONTROL EXTENSION REGISTER 

Register Name: 

Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

PCI Arbiter Priority Control 
Extension 
43h 
OOh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

7 6 5 4 3 

R 

Reserved 

2 o 

This register controls the Fixed Priority Mode for 
Sank 3 of the PCES's Internal arbiter. This register is 
used in conjunction with the PCI Arbiter Priority Con
trol Register (ARSPRI, offset 42h). 

1 0 I 

Bit 

Defauft 

L Bank 3 Fixed Priority M~de Select 
1 = RI002. > RIOQ1. . 
0= RIOQ1. > RIOO2I 

290477-99 

Figure 3-9. PCI Arbiter Priority Control Extension Register 

Table 3-10. PCI Arbiter Priority Control Register 

Bit Description 

7:1 RESERVED. 

0 BANK 3 FIXED PRIORITY MODE SELECT: 0 = REQl # higher priority; 1 = REQ2# higher 
priority. 
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3.1.10 ARBPRI-PCI AftBITER PRIORITY 
CONTROL REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

PCI Arbiter Priority Control 
42h 
04h 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

82375EB 

This register controls the operating. modes of the 
PCEB's internal PCI arbiter. The arbiter consists of 
four arbitration banks that support up to six masters 
and three arbitration priority modes-fixed priority, 
rotating priority and mixed priority modes. See· Sec· 
tion 5.4, PCI Bus Arbitration for details on program
ming and using different arbitration modes. 

5 4 3 2 

Bit 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3:2 

1 

0 

J 

Bank 3 Rotate Control (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Bank 2 Rotate Control (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Bank 1 Rotate Control (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Bank 0 Rotata Control (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
.O=Disabled 

Bank 0 Fixed Priority Mode Select (RIW) 
1=REQO# > PCEBREOI 
O=PCEBREOI > REQO# 

Bank 1 Fixed Priority Mode Select (RIW) 
1=RE03# > CPUREai 
O=CPUREOI > REQ3# 

Bank 2 FIxed Priority Mode Select (RIW) 
ba 
o 0 = Bank 0 > Bank 3 > Bank1 
10= Bank 3> Bank 1> BankO 
01 = Bank 1> BankO> Bank 3 
1 1 = Reserved 

290477-12 

Figure 3-10. PCI Arbiter Priority Control Jleglater 

Table 3-11. PCIArblter Priority Control Register 

Description 

Bank 3 Rotate Control 

Bank 2 Rotate Control 

Bank 1 Rotate Control 

Bank 0 Rotate Control 

Bank 2 Fixed Priority Mode Select-b,a 

Bank 1 Fixed Priority Mode Select 

Bank 0 Fixed Priority Mode Select 
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3.1.11 MCSCON-MEMCS# CONTROL 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

MEMCS# Control 
44h 
OOh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

The MCSCON Register provides the master enable 
for generating MEMCS #. This register .also provides 
read enable (RE) and write enable (WE) attributes 

7 5 4 2 

for two main memory regions (the 512 KByte-
640 KByte region and an upper BIOS .region). PCI 
accesses within the enabled regions result in the 
generation of MEMCS#. Note that the 0-512 KByte 
region does not have RE and WE attribute bits. The 
0-512 KByte region can only be disabled with the 
MEMCS# Master Enable bit (bit 4). Note also, that 
when the RE and WE bits are both 0 for a particular 
region, the PCI master can not access. the corre
sponding region in main memory (MEMCS# is not 
generated for either reads or writes). 

OBit 
r-----~-,--,-~---r--r-~ 

MEMCS# Master Enable (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Write Enable For OFOOOOh-OFFFFF (R/W) 
(Upper 64 KBytes BIOS) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

Read Enable For 080000h-09FFFF (R/W) 
(512 KByte - 640 KByte) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Write Enable For 080000h-09FFFF (R/W) 
(512 KByte - 640KByte) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Read Enable For OFOOOOh-OFFFFF (R/W) 
(Upper 64 KBytes BIOS) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290477-13 

Figure 3-11. MEMCS# Control Register 
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Table 3-12. MEMCS# Control Register 

Bit Description 

7:5 RESERVED. 

4 MEMCS# MASTER ENABLE: When bit 4 = 1, the PCEB asserts MEMCS# for all accesses to the 
defined MEMCS # region (as defined by the MCSTOM Register and excluding the memory hole 
defined by the MCSBOH and MCSTOH Registers), if the accessed location is in a region enabled by 
bits [3:01 of this register or in the regions defined by the MAR1, MAR2,and MAR3 registers. When 
bit 4 = 0, the entire MEMCS# function is disabled and MEMCS# is never asserted. 

3 WRITE ENABLE FOR OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh (UPPER 64 KBYTE BIOS): When. bit 3 = 1, the PCEB 
generates MEMCS# for PCI master memory write accesses to the address range OFOOOOh-
OFFFFFh. When bit 3 = 0, the PCEB does not generate MEMCS# for PCI master memory write 
accesses to the address range OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh. 

2 READ ENABLE FOR OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh (UPPER 64 KBYTE BIOS): When bit 2 = 1, the PCEB 
generates MEMCS.# for PCI master memory read accesses to the address range OFOOOOh-
OFFFFFh. When bit 2 = 0, the PCEB does not generate MEMCS# for PCI master memory read 
accesses to the address range OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh. 

1 WRITE ENABL.E FOR 080000h-09FFFFh (512 KBYTE-640 KBYTE): When bit 1 = 1, the PCEB 
generates MEMCS# for PCI master memory write accesses to the address range 080000h-
009FFFFh. When bit 1 = 0, the PCEB does not generate MEMCS# for PCI master memory write 
accesses to the address range 080000h-09FFFFh. 

0 READ ENABLE FOR 080000h-09FFFFh (512 KBYTE-640 KBYTE): When bit 0 = 1, the PCEB 
generates MEMCS# for PCI master memory read accesses to the address range 080000h-
09FFFFh. When bit 0 = 0, the PCEB does not generate MEMCS# for PCI master memory read 
accesses to the address range 080000h-09FFFFh. 

3.1.12 MCSBOH-MEMCS# BOTTOM OF HOLE 
REGISTER 

For example, to program the BOH at 1 MByte, the 
value of 10h should be written to this register. To 
program the BOH at 2 MByte + 64 KByte this regis
ter should be programmed to 21 h. To program the 
BOH at 8 MByte this register should be programmed 
to 80h. 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

MEMCS# Bottom of Hole 
45h 
10h 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

This register defines the bottom of the MEMCS# 
hole. MEMCS# is not generated for accesses to ad
dresses within the hole defined by this register and 
the MCSTOH Register. The hole is defined by the 
following equation: TOH ;;:: address ;;:: BOH. TOH is 
the top of the MEMCS# hole defined by the 
MCSTOH Register and BOH is the bottom of the 
MEMCS# hole defined by this register. 

When the TOH < BOH the hole is disabled. If 
TOH = BOH, the hole size is 64 KBytes. It is the 
responsibility. of the programmer to guarantee that 
the BOH is at or above 1 MB. AD[31:241 must be O's 
for the hole, meaning the hole is restricted to be 
under the 16 MByte boundary. The default value for 
the BOH and TOH disables the hole. 

7 0 ~ 

I~--------------------~~~ _ PCI Address AD[23:16] Default 

Bottom of MEMCS. Hole (R/W) 

290477-14 

Figure 3-12. MEMCS# Bottom of Hole Register 
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Table 3-13. MEMCS# BoHom of Hole Register. 

Description 

BOTTOM OF MEMCS# HOLE: Bits [7:0] correspond to address lines AD[23:16], respectively. 

3.1.13 MCSTOH-MEMCS# TOP OF HOLE 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 

. Attribute: 
Size: 

MEMCS# Top of Hole 
46h . 
OFh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

This register defines the top of the MEMCS# hole. 
MEMCS # is not generated for accesses to address
es within the hole defined by this register and the 
MCSBOHRegister. The hole is defined by the fol
lowing equation: TOH :2 address :2 BOH. TOH is 
the top of the MEMCS# hole defined by this register 
and BOH is the bottom of the MEMCS # hole de
fined by the MCSBOH Register. 

For example, to program the TOH at 1 MByte + 
64 KByte, this register should be programmed to 
10h. To programthe TOH at 2 MByte + 128 KByte 
this register should be programmed to 21h. To pro
gram the. TOH at 12 MByte this register should be 
programmed to BFh. 

When the TOH < BOH the hole is disabled. If 
TOH = BOH, the hole size is 64 KBytes. It is the 
responsibility of the programmer to· guarantee that 
the TOH is above 1 MByte. AD[31 :24] must be O's 
for the hole, meaning the hole is restricted to be 
under the 16 MByte boundary. The default value for 
the BOH and TOH disables the hole. 

7 0 Bit 
..:1-.,.......-----------P-C..,-'-Ad-d-re-SS-A-D[-2-3:-16-]-----------'I Default 

Top of MEMCS. ~ole (R/W) 

290477-15 

Figure 3-13. MEMCS# Top of Hole Register 

Table 3-14. MEMCS# Top of Hole Register 

Description 

TOP OF MEMeS# HOLE: Bits [7:0] correspond to address lines AD[23:161. respectively. 
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3.1.14 MCSTOM-MEMCS# TOP OF MEMORY 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

MEMCS# Top of Memory 
47h 
OOh 
Read/Write 
6 bits 

82375EB 

This register determines MEMCS# top of memory 
boundary. The top of memory boundary ranges from 
2 MBytes-1 to 512 MBytes-1, in 2 MByte increments. 
This register is typically set to the top of main memo
ry. Accesses 2 1 MByte and ~ top of memory 
boundary results in the assertion of the MEMCS# 
signal (unless the address resides in the hole pro
grammed via the MCSBOH and MCSTOH Regis
ters). A value of OOh sets top of memory at 
2 MBytes-1 (including the 2 MByte-1 address). A val
ue of FFh sets the top of memory at 512 MByte-1 
(including the 512 MByte-1 address). 

7 0 Bit 
~--------------------------------~----------~ 

Bit 

7:0 

I 

PCI Address AD[28:21] Default 

Top of MEMCS# Memory Boundary (R/W) 
290477-16 

Figure 3-14. MEMCS# Top of Memory Register 

Table 3-15. MEMCS# Top of Memory Register 

Description 

TOP OF MEMCS# MEMORY BOUNDARY: Bits [7:0] correspond to address lines AD[26:21], 
respectively. 
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3.1.15 EADC1-EISA ADDRESS DECODE 
CONTROL 1 REGISTER 

Register Name: EISA Address Decode Control 1 
48h-49h Address Offset: 

Default Value: 0001h 
Attribute: Read/Write 
Size: 16 bits 

880 KB " 896 KB (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

864 KB " 880 KB (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

848 KB " 864 KB (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

832 KB " 848 KB (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

816 KB ",832 KB (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

800 KB" 816 KB (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

This 16-bit register specifies EISA-to-PCI mapping of 
the 0-1 MByte memory address range. For each bit 
position. the memory block is enabled if the corre
sponding bit = 1 and is disabled if the bit = O. EISA 
or DMA memory cycles to the enabled blocks result 
in the EISA cycle being forwarded to the PCI Bus. 
For disabled memory blocks. the EISA memory cy
cle is not forwarded to the PCI Bus. 

3 2· 

0" 512 KB (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

512 KB" 640 KB (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
0= Disabled 

640 KB ",768 KB (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Reserved 

768 KB " 784 KB (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

784 KB " 800 KB (RJW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290477-17 

Figur~ 3"15. EISA Address Decode Control 1 Register 
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Table 3-16. EISA Address Decode Control 1 Register 

Bit Description 

15 880 KBYTES-896 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

14 864 KBYTES-880 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

13 848 KBTES-864 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

12 832 KBTES-848 KBYTES.MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

11 816 KBTES-832 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

10 800 KBTES-816 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

9 784 KBTES-800 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

a 768 KBTES-784 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

7:3 RESERVED. 

2 640 KBTES-768 KBYTES VGA MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space 
is ,enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

1 512 KBTES-640 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

0 0-512 KBYTES MEMORY ENABLE: EISA-to-PCI mapping for this memory space is enabled when 
this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

3.1.16 .IORT-ISA 1/0 RECOVERY TIMER The I/O recovery mechanism in the PCEB is used to 
add recovery delay between PCI-originated a-bit and 
16-bit I/O cycles tolSA devices. The delay is mea
sured from the rising edge of the EISA command 
signal (CMD#) to the falling edge of the next EISA 
command. The delay is equal to the number of EISA 
Bus clocks (BCLKs) that correspond to the. value 
contained in bits [1:0] for 16-bit I/O devices and in 
bits [5:3] for a-bit I/O devices. Note that no addition
al delay is inserted for back-to-back I/O "sub-cy
cles" generated as a result of byte assembly or dis
assembly. This register defaults to a-bit and 16-bit 
recovery enabled with tWo clocks of I/O recovery. 

REGISTER . 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

ISA I/O Recovery Time 
4Ch 
56h 
Read/Write 
a bits 

The I/O recovery logic is used to guarantee a mini
mum amount of time between back-to-back a-bit 
and 16-bit PCI"to-ISA I/O slave accesses. 'These 
minimum times are programmable. 
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7 6 5 

Reserved 

&-Blt 110 Recovery .Enable (RIW) 
1::;:Enabied 
O=Disabled 

8-Bit I/O RecoverY Times (RIW) 
001=1BClK 
01 0=2 BClKs 
011 =3 BClKs 
100 = 4 BClKs 
101 =5 BClKs 
110=6BClKs 
11 1 = 7 BelKs 
000= 8 BClKs 

3 2 

.. intel~ 

16-81t I/O Recovery Times (RIW) 
0.1 = 1 BClK 
10=2BClKs 
11 =3 BClKs 
00=4BClKs 

16-BIt 110 Recovery Enable (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

2904n-18 

Figure 3-16. ISA Controller Recovery Timer Register 
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Table 3-17. ISA Controller Recovery Timer Register 

Bit Description 

7 RESERVED. 

6 a-BIT 1/0 RECOVERY ENABLE: This bit enables the recovery times programmed into bits 0 and 1 
of this register. When this bit is set to 1, the recovery times shown for bits 5-3 are enabled. When 
this bit is set to 0, recovery times are disabled. 

5:3 a-BIT 1/0 RECOVERY TIMES: This 3-bit field defines the recovery times for a-bit 1/0. 
Programmable delays between back-to-back a-bit PCI cycles to ISA I/O slaves is shown in terms of 
EISA clock cycles (SCLK). The selected delay programmed into this field is enabled/disabled via bit 
6 of this register. 

BitS Bit 4 Bit 3 BCLK 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 2 
0 1 1 3 
1 0 0 4 
1 0 1 5 
1 1 0 6 
1 1 1 7 
0 0 0 a 

2 16-BIT I/O RECOVERY ENABLE: This bit enables the recovery times programmed into bits 0 and 
1 of this register. When this bit is set to 1, the recovery times shown for bits 0 and 1 are enabled. 
When this bit is set to 0,· recovery times are disabled. 

1:0 16-BIT 1/0 RECOVERY TIMES: This 2-bit field defines the Recovery time for 16-bit 1/0. 
Programmable delays between back-to-back 16-bit PCI cycles to ISA I/O slaves is shown in terms 
of EISA clock cycles (SCLK). The selected delay programmed into this field is enabled/disabled via 
bit 2 of this register. 

( 
Bit 1 Bit 0 

0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 0 

3.1.17 MAR1-MEMCS# ATTRIBUTE 
REGISTER #1 

BCLK 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 

MEMCS# Attribute Register #1 
54h 

Default Value: 
. Attribute: 
Size: 

OOh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

RE-Read Enable. When the RE bit (bit 6, 4, 2, 0) is 
set to a 1, the PCES generates MEMCS# for PCI 
master, DMA, or EISA master memory read access
es to the corresponding segment in main memory. 
When the RE bit is set to a 0, the peES does not 
generate MEMCS# for PCI master, DMA, or EISA 
master memory read accesses to the corresponding 
segment. When the RE and WE bits are both O.(or 

J 

bit 4 in the MEMCS# Control Register is set to a 
0- disabled), the PClmaster, DMA, or EISA master 
can not access the corresponding segment in main 
memory. 

WE-Write Enable. When the WE bit (bit 7, 5, 3,1) 
is set to a 1, the PCES generates MEMCS# for PCI 
master, DMA, or EISA master memory write access
es to the corresponding segment in main memory. 
When this bit is set to a 0, the PCES does not gener
ate MEMCS# for PCI master, DMA, or EISA master 
memory write accesses to the corresponding seg
ment. When the RE and WE bits are both 0 (or bit 4 
in the MEMCS# Control Register is set to a 
o - disabled), the PCI master, DMA, or EISA master 
can not access the corresponding segment in main 
memory. 
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Bit 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

5 4 3 2 OBit 
~~~r--r~~-r-.--~~ 

OCCOOOh-OCFFFFh: WE (RiW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OCCOOOh-OCFFFFh: RE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OC8000h-OCBFFFh: WE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OC8000h-OCBFFFh: RE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

OCOOOOh-oC3FFFh: RE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OCOOOOh-oC3FFFh: WE (R/w) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OC4000h-oC7FFFh: RE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OC4000h-()C7FFFh: WE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290477-19 

Figure 3-17. MEMCS# Attribute Register # 1 

Table 3-18 MEMCS# Attribute Register # 1 

Description 

OCCOOOh-OCFFFFh Add-on BIOS: WE 

OCCOOOh-OCFFFFh Add-on BIOS: RE 

OC8000h-OCBFFFh Add-on BIOS: WE 

OC8000h-OCBFFFh Add-on BIOS: RE 

OC4000h-OC7FFFh Add-on BIOS: WE 

OC4000h-OC7FFFh Add-on BIOS:RE 

OCOOOOh-OC3FFFh Add-on BIOS: WE 

OCOOOOh-OC3FFFh Add-on BIOS: RE 
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3.1.18 MAR2-MEMCUATTRIBUTE 
REGU$TER #2 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

MEMCS# Attribute Register #2 
55h 
OOh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

RE-Read Enable. When the RE bit (bit 6, 4, 2, 0) is 
set to a 1, the PCEB generates. MEMCS# for PCI 
master, DMA,or EISA master memory read access
es to the corresponding segment in main memory. 
When this bit is set to a 0, the PCEB does not gener
ate MEMCS# for PCI master, DMA, or EISA master 
memory read accesses to the corresponding seg
ment.When the RE and WE bits are both 0 (or bit 4 

82375EB 

in the MEMCS # Control Register is· set to a 
o -disabled), the PCI master, DMA, or EISA master 
can not access the corresponding segment in main 

, memory. 

WE-Write Enable. When the WE bit (bit 7,5,3,1) 
is set to a 1, the PCEB generates MEMCS# for PCI 
master, DMA, or EISA master memory write access
es to the corresponding segment in main memory. 
When this bit is set to a 0, the PCEB does not gener
ate MEMCS# for PCI master, DMA, or EISA master 
memory write accesses to the corresponding seg
ment. When the RE and. WE bits are both 0 (or bit 4 
in the MEMCS# Control Register is set to a 0 - dis
abled), the PCI master, DMA, or EISA master can 
not access the corresponding segment in main 
memory. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o Bit 
r--T--'--T--'-~--'-~~ 

Bit 

7 

6 

i 5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

I 

ODCOOOh~ODFFFFh: WE (RIW) 
t=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

ODCOOOh-DDFFFFh: RE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

ODSOOOh-DDBFFFh: WE (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OD8000h-DDBFFFh: RE (R/W) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

ODOOOOh-DD3FFFh: RE (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

ODOOOOh-DD3FFFh: WE (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Dlsabled 

OD4OOOh-DD1FFFh: RE (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OD4000h-DD7FFFh: WE (RIW) 
1=Enabled . 
O=Disabled 

290477-20 

Figure 3·18. MEMCS# Attribute Register #2 

Table 3·19. MEMCS# Attribute Register #2 

Description 

ODCOOOh-ODFFFFh Add-on BIOS: WE 

ODCOOOh-ODFFFFh Add-on BIOS: RE 

OD8000h-ODBFFFh Add~on BIOS: WE .. 

OD8000h-ODBFFFh Ac;ld~on BIOS: RE 

OD4000h-OD7FFFh Add-on BIOS: WE 
~ 

OD4000h-OD7FFFh Add-on BIOS: RE 

' ODOOOOh'-OD3FFFh Add-on BIOS: WE, 

ODOOOOh-OD3FFFh Add-on BIOS: FIE I 
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3.1.19 MAR~EMCS# ATTRIBUTE 
REGISTER #3 

Register Name: MEMes # Attribute Register 1113 
Address Offset: 56h . 
Default Value: OOh 
Attribute: Read/Write 
Size: 8 bits 

RE-Read Enable. When the RE bit (bit 6, 4, 2, 0) is 
set to a 1, thePCEB generates MEMes # for PCI 
master, DMA, EISA master memory read accesses 

. to the corresponding segment in main memory. 
When this bit is set to a 0, thePCEB does not gener
ate MEMes III for PCI master, DMA, or EISA master 
memory read, accesses to the corresponding sag-

ment. When the RE and WE bits are both t) (orbit 4 
in the MEMes III Control Register is set to a 0 - dis
abled), the PCI master' can not access the corre
sponding segment in main memory. . 

WE-Write Enable. When the WE bit (bit 7,5,3,1) 
is set to a 1, the PCEB ,generates MEMes # for PCI 
master, DMA, EISA master memory write accesses 
to the corresponding segment in main memory. 
When this bit i.s set to a 0; the PCEB does not gener
ate MEMCS# for PCI master, DMA, or EISA master 
memory write accesses to the corresponding seg
ment. When the RE and WE bits are both 0 (01' bit 4 
.in the MEMCS# Control Register is set to a 0 - dis
abled), the PCI master can not access the corre-
sponding segment in main memory. . 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o Bit 
~-r--r--r--r--r-.r-.--' 

. OECOOOh-OEFFFFh: WE (AIW) 
1 ... Enabled 
O=Disabled 

OECOOOh"OEFFFFh: RE (AIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Dlsabled 

OE8000h"()E!3FFFh: WE (AIW) 
1=Enabled' . 
O=Disabled 

0E8OOOh-OEBFFFh: RE (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=.Dlsabled 

Default 

OEOOOOh"()E3FFFh: RE (RIW) 
1=E.nabled 
O=Dlsabled 

OEOOOOh"()E3FFFh:WE(AIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Dlsabled 

OE4000h"()E7FFFh: RE (RIW) 
1.=Enabled 
O=Dlsabled 

OE4OOOh"()E7FFFh: WE (RIW) 
1=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290477-21 

Figure 3-11. MEMeS# Atti'lbute Reolater #3 

Table 3-20. MEMCS # Attribute Reglater # 3 

BIt DesCription 

7 OECOOOh-OEFFFFh BIOS Extension: WE 

6 OECOOOh-OEFFFFh BIOS Extension: RE 

5 OESOOOh-OEBFFFh BIOS Extension: WE 

4 OE8000h-OEBFFFh BIOS extension: RE 

3 . OE4000h-OE7FFFh BIOS Extension: WE 
I 

2 OE4000h-OE7FFFh BIOS extension: RE 

1 OEOOOOh-OE3FFFh BIOS Extension: WE .. 

0 OEOOOOh-OE3FFFh BIOS Extension: RE 
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3.1.20 PDCON ...... PCI DECODE CONTROL 
REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

PCI Decode Control 
58h 
OOh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

This register controls the . mode of address decode 
(subtractive or negative) for memory cycles on the 
PCI Bus. This register is used to enable/disable pos
itive decode of PCI accesses to the IDE and 8259 
locations residing in the expansion bus subsystem. 

Subtractive Decoding 
PCI memory cycles that are not claimed on the PCI 
Bus (i.e., OEVSEL# inactive) are forwarded to the 
EISA Bus. This is the default on power up. 

82375EB 

Negative Decoding 
PCI memory cycles that are not mapped to one of 
the regions defined by A, B, or C below, are immedi
ately.forwarded to the EISA Bus (I.e., without waiting 
for DEVSEL# time-out). PCI memory cycles that are 
decoded to one of the four programmable PCI mem
ory regions, but are not claimed (DEVSEL# negat
ed), are forwarded to the EISA Bus by subtractive 
decode. 

A. Main memory locations defined by the MEMCS# 
mapping (MCSCON, MCSBOH, MCSTOH, 
MCSTOM, MAR1, MAR2, and MAR3 Registers). 

B. The enabled Video Frame Buffer region, 
OAOOOOh-OBFFFFh (as indicated by bit 2 of the 
EADC1 Register). 

C. The four programmable PCI memory regions (de
find by the MEMREGN[4:1] registers. 

NOTE: 
1.1 there are devices on thEi PCI that are not mapped 
into any of the regions defined by A, B, or C, then 
negative decoding can not be used. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 OBit 
r-----r--r--r-------~, 

I 

8259 Decode Control (R/W) 
1 =Positive decode enabled 
O=Positive decode disabled 

Default 

PCI Memory Address Decoding Mode (RIW) 
1 =Negative decode selected 
O=Subtractive decode selected 

Reserved 

IDE Decode Control (R/W) 
1 =Positive decode enabled 
O=Positive decode disabled 

Figure 3-20. PCI Decode Control Register 

290477-22 
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Table 3-21. PCI Decode Control Register 

Bit Description 

7:6 RESERVED. 

5 8259 DECODE CONTROL (8259DC): This bit enables/disaqles positive decode of 8259 locations 
0020h,0021 h, OOAOh and OOA 1 h. When this bit is 1, positive decode for these locations are 
enabled. When this bit is 0, positive decode for these locations is disabled. After reset, this bit is O. 
Note that if positive decode is disabled, these 8259 locations can still be accessed via subtractive 
decode. 

4 IDE DECODE CONTROL (IDEDC): This bit enables/disables positive decode of IDE locations 
1 FOh-1 F7h (primary) or 170h-177h (secondary) and 3F6h, 3F7h (primary) or 376h, 377h 
(secondary): WhenlDEDC = 0, positive decode is disabled. When IDECD = 1, positive decode is 
enabled. After reset, this bit is O. Note that if positive decode is disabled, these IDE locations can still 
be accessed via subtractive decode. 

3:1 RESERVED. 

0 PCI MEMORY ADDRESS DECODING MODE (PMAD): This bit selects between subtractive and 
. negative decoding. When PMAD = 1, negative decoding is selected. When PMAD = 0, subtractive 
decoding is selected. After reset, this bit is O. 
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3.1.21 EADC2-EISA ADDRESS DECODER 
CONTROL EXTENSION REGISTER 

cycles being forwarded to the PCI Bus. (Note that 
enabling this block is nece~sary if BIOS resides with
in the PCI and not within the EISA subsystem.) 

Register Name: EISA Address Decoder Control 
Extension 

Address Offset: 5Ah 
This register also defines mapping for the 16 MByte 
minus 64 KByte to 16 MByte memory address range. 
This mapping is important if the BIOS is aliased at 
the top 64 KBytes of 16 MBytes. If the region is en
abled and this address range is within the hole de
fined by the MCSBOH and MCSTOH Registers or 
above the top of main memory defined by the 
MCSTOM Register, the EISA cycle is forwarded to 
the PCI. 

Default Value: OOh 
Attribute: Read/Write 
Size: 8 bits 

This register specifies EISA-to-PCI mapping for the 
896 KByte to 1 MByte memory address range 
(BIOS). If this memory block is enabled, EISA mem
ory accesses in this range will result in the EISA 

I 

5 4 3 2 OBit 
r-~-.--r-.--r-.--.-~ 

Top 64 KB of 16 MB Memory Enable (RIW) 
(FFOOOOh-FFFFFFh) 
l=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

960 KB - 1 MB Memory Enable (RIW) 
(OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh) 
l=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

944 KB - 960 KB Memory Enable (RIW) 
(OECOOOh-OEFFFFh) 
l=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Default 

896 KB - 912 KB Memory Enable (RIW) 
(OEOOOOh-OE3FFFh) 
l=Enabled 
O .. Disabled 

912 KB - 928 KB Memory Enable (RIW) 
(OE4000h-OE7FFFh) 
l=Enabled 
O=Dlsabled 

928 KB - 944 KB Memory Enable (RIW) 
(OE8000h-OEBFFFh) 
l=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

290477-23 

Figure 3·21. EISA Address Decoder Control Extension Register 

Table 3·22. EISA Address Decoder Control Extension Register 

Bit Description 

7:6 RESERVED. 

5 TOP 64 KBYTE OF 16 MBYTE MEMORY SPACE ENABLE (FFOOOOh-FFFFFFh): This memory 
block is enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

4 960 KBYTES-1 MBYTE MEMORY SPACE ENABLE (OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh): This memory block is 
enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

3 944 KBYTES-960 KBYTE MEMORY SPACE ENABLE (OECOOOh-OEFFFFh): This memory block 
is enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

2 928 KBYTES-944 KBYTE MEMORY SPACE ENABLE (OE8000h-OEBFFFh): This memory block 
is enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

1 912 KBYTES-928 KBYTE MEMORY SPACE ENABLE (OE400Oh-OE7FFFh): This memory block 
is enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 

0 896 KBYTES-912 KBYTE MEMORY SPACE ENABLE (OEOOOOh-OE3FFFh): This memory block 
is enabled when this bit is 1 and disabled when this bit is O. 
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3.1.22 EPMRA-EISA-TO-PCI MEMORY 
REGION ATTRIBUTES REGISTER 

Register Name: 

Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

EISA-to-PCI Memory Region 
Attributes 
5Ch 
OOh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

This register defines buffering attributes for EISA ac
cesses to PCI memory . regions specified by 
MEMREGN[4:1) Registers. When an EPMRA bit is1 
(and the Line Buffers are enabled via the PCICON 
Register), EISA accesses to the corresponding PCI 
memory region are performed in buffered mode. In 
buffered mode, read prefetching and write posting/ 
assembly are enabled. When an EPMRA bit is 0, 
EISA accesses to the corresponding PCI memory 

7 4 3 2 

infel® 
region are performed)n non-buffered mode. In non
buffered mode, a buffer bypass path is used to com
plete the transaction. 

NOTE: 

1. Using buffered mode for EISA accesses to PCI 
memory regions that contain. memory-mapped 
110 devices can cause unintended side effects. In 
buffered mode, strong ordering is not preserved 
within a Dword. If the order of the writes to an I/O 
device is important, non-buffered mode should be 
used. Also, read-prefetch can cause unintended 
changes . of status registers in the memory
mapped I/O device. 

2. The Line Buffers are typically enabled or disabled 
during system initialization. These buffers should 
not be dynamically enabled/disabled during run
time. Otherwise, data coherency can be affected 
if a buffer containing valid write data is disabled 
and then, later, re-enabled. 

OBit 
r-------------~~---r--,-~ 

Bit 

7:4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
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Region 4 Attribute (R/W) 
1=Buffered 
O=Non~buffered 

Region 3 Attribute (R/W) 
1=Buffered 
O=Non-buffered 

Default 

Region 1 Attribute (R/W) 
1:;:Buffered 
O=Non-buffered 

Region 2 Attribute (R/W) 
1=Buffered 
O=Non-buffered 

Figure 3-22. EISA-to-PCI Memory Region Attributes Register 

Table 3-23. EISA-to-PCI Memory Region Attributes Register 

Description 

RESERVED. 

. 290477-24 

REGION 4 ATTRIBUTE (REG-4): EISA accesses to this PCI memory region are buffered when this 
bit is 1 and non-buffered when this bit is O.lfthe Line Buffers are disabled via the PCICON Register 
(bit 6), buffering is disabled, regardless of the value of this bit. 

REGION 3 ATTRIBUTE (REG-3): EISA accesses to this PCI memory region are puffered when this 
bit is 1 and non-buffered when this bit is O. If the Line Buffers are disabled via the PCICON Register 
(bit 6), buffering is disabled, rega~dless of the value of this. bit. 

REGION 2 ATTRIBUTE (REG-2): EISA accesses to this PCI memory region are buffered when this 
bit is 1 and non-buffered when this bit is O. If the Line .Buffers are disabled via the PCICON Register 
(bit 6),buffering is disabled, regardless of the value of this bit. 

REGION 1 ATTRIBUTE (REG-1): EISA accesses to this PCI memory region are buffered when this 
bit is.1 and non-buffered when this bit is O. If the Line Buffers are disabled via the PCICON Register 
(bit 6), buffering is disabled, regardless of the value of this bit. 

I 
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3.1.23 MEMREGN[4:1]-EISA-TO-PCI MEMORY 
REGION ADDRESS REGISTERS 

region for mapping EISA memory space to the corre
sponding PCI memory space. This base and limit ad
dress fields define the size and location of the region 
within the 4 GByte PCI memory space. The base 
and limit addresses can be aligned on any 64 KByte 
boundary and each region can be sized in 64 KByte 
increments, up to the theoretical maximum size of 
4 GBytes. The default values of this register ensure 
that the regions are initially disabled. 

Register Name: 

Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

EISA-to-PCI Memory Region 
Address 
60h-6Fh 
OOOOFFFFh 
Read/Write 
32 bits 

These 32-bit registers provide four windows for 
EISA-to-PCI memory accesses. Each window de
fines a positively decoded programmable address 

A region is selected based on the following formula: 

I 

NOTE: 

Base Address :$;. address :$; Limit Address. 

Memory Region 1 

Memory Region 2 

Memory Region 3 

Memory Region 4 

I 

Offset 

60h - 63h 

64h - 67h 

68h - 6Bh 

6Ch - 6Fh 

/ '\ 
/ '\ 

/ '\ 
/ '\ 

/31 16 15 0'\ Bit 

1"'-..:.----00-... -0-0------,1..----1-1-.. -.1-1-----., Default 

[ Memory Region [ Memory Region 
Limit Address (R/W) Base Address (R/W) 
- Address[31 :16] - Addre~s[31 :16]" 

290477-25 

The upper and lower words can be accessed individually. 

Figure 3-23. EISA-to-PCI Memory Region Address Register 

Table 3-24. EISA-to-PCI Memory Region Address Register 

Bit Description 

31:16 MEMORY REGION LIMIT ADDRESS: For EISA-to-PCI accesses, bits [31;16] correspond to 
address lines LA[31 :16] on the EISA Bus and AD[31 :16] on the PCI Bus. This field determines 
the limit address of the memory region within the 4 GByte PCI memory space. 

15:0 MEMORY REGION BASE ADDRESS: For EISA-to-PCI accesses, bits [15:0] correspond to 
address lines LA[31 :16] on the EISA Bus and AD[31 :16] on the PCI Bus. This field determines 
the starting address of the memory region within the 4 GByte PCI memory space. 
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3.1.24 IOREGN[4:1]-EISA.TO-PCI 1/0 REGION 
ADDRESS REGISTERS 

mapping EISA I/O space to the correspondingPCI 
I/O space. Each register determines the starting and 
limit addresses of the particular region within the 
64 KByte PCI I/O space. The base and limit ad
dresses can be aligned on any Dword boundary and 
each region can be sized in Dwordincrements (32 
bits) up to the theoretical maximum size of 64 KByte. 
Default values for the base and limit fields ensure 
that the regions are initially disabled. 

Register Name: 

AddresS Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

EISA-to-PCI I/O Region 
Address 
70h-7Fh 
OOOOFFFCh 
Read/Write 

·32 bits 

These 32-bit registers provide four windows for 
EISA-to-PCI I/O accesses. The windows define pos
itively decoded programmable address regions for 

The I/O regions are selected based on the following 
formula: Base Address ~ address. ~ Limit Address. 

NOTE: 

/ 
/31 

/ 
/ 

/ 

110 Region Limit 
Address (RIW) 
- AddreSs[15:2] 

110 Region 1 

I/O Region 2 

110 Region 3 

110 Region 4 

18 17 .16 15 

11 ••• 11 

Reserved 

Offset 

70h -73h 

74h· nh 

78h - 7Bh 

7Ch·7Fh 

'\ 
'\ 

'\ 
'\ 

2 0' Bit 

Default 

Reserved 

110 Region Base 
Address (RJW) 
• Address[15:2] 

290477-26 

The upper and lower words can be accessed individually. 

Figure 3-24. EISA-to-PCII/O Memory Region Address Register 

Table 3-25. EISA-to-PCI 1/0 Region Address Register 

Bit Description 

31:18 1/0 REGION LIMIT ADDRESS: For EtSA-to-PCII/O accesses, bits [31:18] correspond to 
address lines LA[15:2] on the EISA Bus and AD[15:2] on the PCI Bus. This field determines the 
limit address of the region within the 64 KByte PCII/O space. 

17:16 RESERVED. 

15:2 1/0 REGION BASE ADDRESS. For EISA-to-PCII/O accesses, bits [15:2] correspond to 
address lines LA[15:2] on the EISA Bus and AD[15:2] on the PCI Bus. This field determines the 
starting 'address of the region within the 64 KByte PClll0 space. 

1:0 RESERVED. 
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3.1.25 BTMR BIOS TIMER BASE ADDRESS 

REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

BIOS Timer Base Address 
SOh-S1 h 
007Sh 
ReadlWrite 
16 bits 

15 

82375EB 

This 16-bit register determines the base address for 
the BIOS Timer Register lo-cated in PCI 1/0 space. 
The BIOS Timer resides in the PCEB and is the only 
internal resource mapped to PCI 1/0 space. The 
base address can be set at Dword boundaries any
where in the 64 KByte PCI 1/0 space. This register 
also provides the BIOS Timer access enable/dis
able control bit. 

2 OBit 

I PCI Address AD[15:2] 

Bit 

15:2 

1 

0 

I 

BIOS Timer Base Address(R/W) -

L BIOS Timer Enable 
l=Enabled 
O=Disabled 

Reserved 
290477-41 

Figure 3-25. BIOS Timer Base Address Register 

Table 3-26. BIOS Timer Base Address Register 

Description 

BIOS TIMER BASE ADDRESS: Bits [15:2] correspond to PCI address lines AD[15:2]. 

RESERVED. 

BTE (BIOS TIMER ENABLE): When BTE = 1, the BIOS Timer is enabled. When BTE = 0, the 
BIOS Timer is disabled. The default is 0 (disabled). 
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3.1.26 ELTCR-EISA LATENCY TIMER 
CONTROL REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Address Offset: 
Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

EISA Latency Timer Control 
84h 
7Fh 
Read/Write 
8 bits 

. This register provides the control for the EISA Laten
cy Timer (EL T). The register holds the initial count 
value used by the EL T. The EL.T uses the PCI clock 
for counting. The EL T time-out period is equal to: 

EL Ttimeout = Value { EL TCR(7:0) I x T pciclck [ns1 

where: 
T pciclk = 30 ns at 33 MHz (40 ns at 25 MHz). 

7 

Therefore, a maximum EL T time-out period at 
33 MHz is 256 x 30 ns = 7.68 ms. The. value written 
into this register is system dependent. It should be 
based on PCI latency characteristics control/ed by 
the PCI Master Latency Timer mechanism and on 
EISA Bus arbitration/latency parametrics. A typical 
value corresponds to the EL T time-out period of 
1-3 ms. When the value in the EL TCR Register is 0, 
the EL T mechanism is disabled. The EL TCR Regis
ter must be initialized before EISA masters or DMA 
are enabled. 

OBit ,-------------------------------------------, 

Bit 

7:0 
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Count Value 

[ 
EISA Latency Timer Counter Count Value (RJW) 

290477-42 

Figure 3·26. EISA Latency Timer Control Register 

Table 3·27. EISA Latency Timer Control Register 

Description 

EISA LATENCY TIMER COUNT VALUE: Bits[7:0) contain the initial count value for the EISA 
Latency Timer. When this field contains OOh, the EISA Latency Timer is disabled. 

, 
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3.2 1/0 Registers 

The only PCEB internal resource mapped to the PCI 
I/O space is the BIOS Timer Register. 

3.2.1 BIOS TIMER REGISTER 

Register Name: 
Register location: 

Default Value: 
Attribute: 
Size: 

BIOS Timer 
Programmable I/O Address 
location (Dword aligned) 
0000 xx xxh 
Read/Write 
32 bits 

This 32-bit register is mapped to the PCII/O space 
location determined by the value in the BTMR Reg
ister. Bit 0 of BTMR must be 1 to enable access to 
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the BIOS Timer. The BIOS timer clock is derived 
from the EISA Bus clock (BClK);either 8.25 MHz or 
8.33 MHz depending on the PCI clock. BClK is di
vided by 8 to obtain the timer clock of 1.03 MHz or 
1.04 MHz. If a frequency other than 33 MHz or 
25 MHz is used for PCI clock, the BIOS Timer clock 
will be affected. (It will always keep the same rela
tion to the BClK, i.e., 1:4 or 1 :3, depending on the 
clock divisor.) The BIOS Timer is only accessible 
from the PCI Bus and is not accessible from the 
EISA Bus. 

After data is written into BIOS Timer Register (BE,1 # 
and/or BEO# must be asserted), the BIOS timer 
starts decrementing until it reaches zero. It 
"freezes" at zero until the new count value is writ
ten. 

,..:3:...;1 ____________ ..;..16;:,-15=--____________ 0..., Bit 

I R Count Value I 
Reserved ] [ BIO$ Timer Count~r Count Value (RIW) 

290477-43 

Figure 3·27. BIOS Timer Register 

Table 3-28. BIOS Timer Register 

Bit Description 

31:16 RESERVED. 

15:0 BIOS TIMER COUNT VALUE: The initial count value is written to bits [15:01 to start the.timer. 
The value read is the current value of the BIOS Timer. 
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4.0 ADDRESS DECODING 

Conceptually, the PCEB contains two programmable 
address decoders: one to decode PCI Bus cycles 
that need to be forwarded to the EISA Bus or serv
iced internally and the other to decode EISA Bus 
cycles that need to be forwarded to the PCI Bus. 
Two decoders permit the PCI and EISA Buses to 
operate concurrently. The PCEB can be pro
grammed to respond to certain PCI memory or I/O 
region accesses as well as configuration space ac
cesses to the PCEB's internal configuration regis
ters. PCEB address decoding is discussed in Sec
tion 4.1. 

The EISA address decoder decodes EISA Bus cy
cles generated by the bus master (DMA controller, 
ISA compatible master, or EISA compatible master) 
that need to.be forwarded to the PCI Bus. The EISA 
decode logic can be programmed to respond to cer
tain memory or I/O region accesses. 

The PCEB provides three methods for decoding the 
current PCI Bus cycle. The PCEB can use positive, 
subtractive, or negative decoding for these cycles, 
depending on the type ·of cycle, actions on the PCI 
Bus, and programming of the PCEB registers. For 
EISA Bus cycles, only positive decoding is used. 

1. Positive decoding. With positive decoding, the 
PCIIEISA Bus cycle address is compared to 
the corresponding address ranges set up in the 
PCEB for positive decode. A match causes 

the PCEB decode logic to immediately service 
the cycle. The PCEB can be programmed (via the 
configuration registers) to positively decode se
lected memory or I/O accesses on both.the PCI 
Bus and EISA Bus. Depending on the program
ming of the internal registers, the PCEB provides 
positive decoding for PCI accesses to. selected 
address ranges in memory and I/O spaces and 
for EISA accesses to selected address ranges in 
memory and I/O spaces. Note that the decoding 
method for PCI accesses to the PCEB internal 
registers (confi9uration and I/O space registers) 
is not programmable and these accesses areal
ways positively decoded. 

2. Subtractive decodlng~ For PCI memory or I/O 
cycles, the PCEB uses subtractive decoding (or 
negative decoding, described in #3 of this list) to 
respond to addresses that are not positively de
coded. With subtractive decoding, if a memory or 
.1/0 cycle is . not claimed on the PCI Bus (via 
DEVSEl#), the PCEB forwards the cycle to the 
EISA Bus. The PCEB waits a programmable num
ber of PCICLKs (1 to 3 PCIClKs, as selected via 
the PCICON Register) for a PCI agent to claim 
the cycle. If the cycle is not claimed within the 
programmed number· of PCIClKs (DEVSEl # 
time-out), the PCEB claims the cycle (asserts 
DEVSEl #) and forwards it to the EISA Bus. Note 
that the number of PCIClKs for a DEVSEl # 
time-out should be programmed to accommodate 
the slowest PCI Bus device. 

MEMCS# PCI AddresslData Bus 

t 
PCI ... 

Address I PCI Bus Interface I Positive Decoder 

Decoder MEMCSt Decoder' I - Internal Aegisters 
- ESC Registers (8259) 

- Main Memory T -IDE 
- PCI Memory Regions 

I SubtractlvelNegatlve Decoder ~ Intemal 
Address 

Bus 
----------~--------- -----------------

EISA 
Address EISA-To-PCI Decoder 

- Main Memory 
Decoder - BIOS Regions 

- PCI Memory Regions 
- PCI I/O Regions I EISA Sue Interfsce I \ 

i 
~ 

EISA Address Bus 

290477-44 

Figure 4·1. Block Diagram Of Address Decoder 
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3. Negative decoding. Negative decoding is a pro

grammable option (via the PDCON Register) that 
is only used for PCI memory cycles. With nega
tive decoding, a PCI memory cycle that is not 
positively decoded by the PCEB as a main mem
ory area (one ofthe MEMCS# generation areas) 
and is not in one of the four programmable EISA
to-PCI memory regions (defined by 
MEMREGN[4:1] is immediately forwarded to the 
EISA Bus. This occurs without waiting for a 
DEVSEL # time-out to see if the cycle is going to 
be claimed on the PCI Bus. Thus, negative de
coding can reduce the latency incurred by waiting 
for a DEVSEL# time-out that is associated with 
subtractive decoding. This increases throughput 
to the EISA· Bus for unclaimed PCI memory cy
cles. If the DEVSEL# time-out is set to 1 
PCICLK, negative decoding does not provide a 
latency improvement over subtractive decoding. 
However, for a 2 PCICLK time-out, the latency is 
reduced by 1 PCICLK and for a 3 PCICLK time
out, the latency is reduced by 2 PCICLKs. For 
more information on negative (and subtractive) 
decoding, see Section 4.1.1.3, Subtractively and 
Negatively Decoded Cycles to ~ISA. 

NOTE: 
Negative decoding imposes a restriction on the PCI 
system memory address map. PCI memory-mapped 
devices are restricted to one of the four program
mable EISA-to-PCI regions (MEMREGN[4:1]). 
These regions always use subtractive decoding to 
forward an unclaimed cycle to the EISA Bus, even 
.if negative decoding is enabled. Locating devices in 
these regions ensures that the PCI device has the 
allotted number of programmed PCIClKs 
(DEVSEL # time-out) to respond with DEVSEL # . 
Further, since the PCEB does not negatively. de
code I/O space addresses, enabling this feature 
does not impose restrictions on devices that are 
mapped to PCI I/O space. 

4.1 PCI Cycle Address Decoding 
The PCEB decodes addresses presented on the 
multiplexed PCI address/data bus during the ad
dress .bus phase. AD[31:0] and the byte enables 
(C/BE[3:0] # during the data phase) are used for 
address decoding. C/BE[3:0] # are used during the 
data phase to indicate which byte lanes contaih valid 
data. For memory cycles, the PCI address decoding 
is always a function of AD[31 :2]. In the case of I/O 
cycles, all 32 address bits (AD[31 :0]) are used to 
provide addressing with byte granularity. For config
uration cycles, only a subset of the address lines 
carry address information. 

The PCEB decodes the following PCI cycle address
eS based on the contents of the relevant program
mable registers: 
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1. Positively decodes PCEB configuration registers. 

2. Positively decodes I/O addresses contained 
within the PCEB (BIOS Timer). 

3. Positively decodes the following compatibility I/O 
registers to improve performance: 

• Interrupt controller (8259) I/O registers con
tained within the ESC to optimize interrupt pro
cessing,. if enabled through the PDCON Regis
ter. 

• IDE registers, if enabled through the PDCON 
Register. 

4. Positively decodes four programmable memory 
address regions contained within the PCI memo
ry space. 

5. Positively decodes memory addresses for select
ed regions of main memory (located behind the 
Host/PCI Bridge). When a main memory address 
is positively decoded, the· PCEB asserts the 
MEMCS# signal to the Host/PCI Bridge. The 
PCEB does not assert DEVSEL#. 

6. Subtractively or negatively decodes cycles to the 
EISA Bus (see Section 4.1.1, Memory Space Ad
dress Decoding). 

NOTE: 
A PCI requirement is that, upon power-up, PCI 
agents do not resjJond to any address. Typically, 
the only access to a PCI agent is through the 
IDSEl configuration mechanism until the agent is 
enabled during initialization. The PCEB/ESC sub
system is an exception to this since it controls ac
cess to the BIOS boot code. The PCEB subtrac
tively decodes BIOS accesses and passes the 
accesses to the EISA Bus where· the ESC gener
ates BIOS chip select. This allows BIOS memory to 
be located in the PCI memory space. 

'4.1.1 MEMORY SPACE ADDRESS. DECODING , 
The MCSCON, MCSTOP, MCSBOH, MCSTOM, and 
PDCON Registers are used to program the decoding 
for PCI Bus memory cycles. 

4.1.1.1 Main Memory Decoding (MEMCS#) 

The peEB supports positive decode of main memo
ry areas by generating a memory chip select signal 
(MEMCS#) to the Host/PCI Bridge that contains the 
main memory interface control. ThePCEB supports 
memory sizes up to 512 MBytes (i.e., the PCEB can 
be programmed to generate MEMCS # for this mem
ory range). For PCI memory accesses above 
512MByte (512 MBytes to 4 GBytes), the PCEB 
does not generate MEMCS# and unclaimed cycles 
are forwarded to the EISA Bus using either subtrac~ 
tive or negative decoding. 
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If a memory region is enabled, accesses to that re
gion are positively decoded and result in the PCEB 
asserting MEMCS#. If a memory region is disabled, 
accesses do not generate MEMCS# and the cycle 
is either subtractively or negatively decoded and for
warded to the EISA Bus. 

Within the 512 MByte main memory range, the 
PCEB supports the enabling/disabling of sixteen in-

4GB 

1MB 

infel® 
dividual memory ranges (Figure 4-2). Fourteen of the 
ranges are within the 640 KByte-1 MByte area and 
have Read Enable (RE) and Write Enable (WE) attri
butes. These attributes permit positive address de
coding for reads and writes to be independently en
abled/disabled. This permits, for example, an ad
dress range to be positively decoded for a memory 
read and subtractively (or negatively) decoded to the 
EISA Bus for a memory write. 

1 MB-64KB(960 KB) ,f44.4;:;;;:;:;;;:;:;;;:;:;;;:4i4 
16KBx4 

1MB-128KB(896 KB) rP44.148!8!il4.14++:+l 

16KBx8 

512KB 

290477-45 

NOTE: 
Shaded areas represent main memory decode regions for MEMCS#. 

Figure 4-2. MEMCS# Decode Areas 
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The fifteenth range (0 KByte-,512 KByte) and six
teenth range (programmable limit address from 
2 MByte up to 512 MByte on 2 MByte increments) 
can be enabled or disabled but do not have RE/WE 
attributes. A seventeenth range is available that 
identifies a memory hole. Addresses within this hole 
will not generate a MEMCS#. These memory ad
dress ranges are: 

• 0 KByte to 512 KByte 

• 512 KByte to 640 KByte 
• 640 KBytes to 768 KBytes (VGA memory page) 

• 960 KByte to 1 MByte (BIOS Area) 

• 768 KByte to 896 KByte in 16 KByte segments 
(total of 8 segments) 

• 896 KByte to 960 KByte in 16 KByte segments 
(total of 4 segments) 

823.75EB 

• 960 KByte to 1 MByte (Upper BIOS area) 

• 1 MByte to 512 MByte in 2 MByte increments. 

• Programmable memory hole in 64 KByte incre
ments between 1 MByte and 16 MByte. 

Table 4-1 summarizes the attribute registers used in 
MEMCS# decoding. The MCSCON, MAR1, MAR2, 
and MAR3 Registers are used to assign RE/WE at
tributes to a particular memory range. The 
MEMCS# hole is programmed using the MCSTOH 
and MCSBOH Registers. The region above 1 MBytei 

is programmed using the MCSTOM Register. The 
region from 0 KByte-512 KByte is enabled/disabled 
using bit 4 of the MCSCON Register. MCSCON bit 4 
is also used to enable and disable the entire 
MEMCS# function. 

Table 4-1. Read Enable/Write Enable Attributes For MEMCS# Decoding 

Memory Attribute Registers 
(Register bits are shown in Attribute Memory Segments Comments 

brackets) 

MCSCON[1:0] WE RE 080000h-09FFFFh 512K to 640K 

MCSCON[3:2] WE RE OFOOOOh-OFFFFFh BIOS Area 

MAR1 [1:0] WE RE OCOOOOh-OC3FFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR1[3:2] WE RE OC4000h-OC7FFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR1[5:4] WE RE OC8000h-OCBFFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR1[7:6] WE RE OCCOOOh-OCFFFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR2[1:0] WE RE ODOOOOh-OD3FFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR2[3:2] WE RE OD4000h-OD7FFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR2[5:4] WE RE OD8000h-ODBFFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR2[7:6] WE RE ODCOOOh-ODFFFFh Add-on BIOS 

MAR3[1:0] WE RE OEOOOOh-OE3FFFh BIOS Extension 

MAR3[3:2] WE RE OE4000h-OE7FFFh BIOS Extension 

MAR3[5:4] WE RE OE8000h-OEBFFFh BIOS Extension 

MAR3[7:6] WE RE OECOOOh-OEFFFFh BIOS Extension 
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The PCEB generates MEMCS# from the decode of 
the PCI address. MEMCS# is asserted during the 
first data phase as indicated in the Figure 4-3. 
MEMCS# is only asserted for one PCI clock period. 
The PCEB does not take any other action as a result 
of this decode, except to generate MEMCS #. It is 
the responsibility of the device using the MEMCS # 
signal to generate DEVSEL#, TRDY# and any oth
er cycle response. The device uSing the MEMCS # 
will always generate DEVSEL# on the next clock. 
This fact can be used to avoid an extra clock delay 
in the subtractive decoder described in the next sec
tion. 

4.1,.1.2. BIOS Memory Space 

The BIOS memory space is subtractively decoded. 
BIOS is typically "shadowed" after configuration and 
initialization is complete. Thus, negative decoding is 
not implemented for accesses to the BIOS EPROM 
residing on the expansion bus. 

The ESC decoder supports BIOS space up to 
512 KBytes. The standard .128 KByte BIOS mem
ory .space is OOOE OOOOh to OOOF FFFFh (top of 
1 MByte), and aliased at FFFE OOOOh to FFFF FFFFh 
(top .of 4 GByte) and FFEE OOOOh to FFEF FFFFh 

FRAME# \~--~~--~----~----

PCI ADDRIDATA __ ~X ADD X DATA 

+ + 
MEMCS# \ I 

2 3 4 
290477-46 

NOTE: 
Since MEMCS# is point-to-point (a sideband signal), the signal meets the guaranteed setup time to clock edge 3 (and 
clock edge 4). This fast generation of MEMCS# prevents the penalty caused by the decoding delay. 

Figure 4·3. MEMCS# Generation 
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(top of 4 GByte-1 MByte). These aliased regions 
account for the CPU reset vector and the uncertainty 
of the state of the A20Gate when a software reset 
occurs. 

Note that the ESC component contains the BIOS 
space decoder that provides address aliasing for 
BIOS at 4 GByte or 4 GByte-1 MByte by ignoring 
the LA20 address line. 

The additional 384 KByte BIOS memory space at 
FFF8 OOOOh to .FFFD FFFFh is known as the en
larged BIOS memory space. Note that EISA memory 
(other than BIOS) must not reside within the address 
range from 4 GByte-1.5 MByte to 4 GByte-1 MByte 
and from 4 GByte-512 KByte to 4 GByte to avoid 
conflict- with BIOS space. 

Since the BIOS device is 8 bits or 16 bits wide and 
typically has very long access times, PCI burst reads 
from BIOS space invoke a disconnect target termi
nation (using the STOP# signal) after the first data 
transaction in order to meet the PCI incremental la
tency guidelines. 

FRAME# 

FAST DEVSEL# 

TYP. DEVSEL# 

SLOW DEVSEL# 

FORWARD TO EISA, 
DRIVEDEVSEL# 
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4.1.1.3 Subtractively and Negatively Decoded 
Cycles to EISA 

The PCEB uses subtractive and negative decoding 
to forward PCI Bus cycles to the EISA Bus. These 
modes are defined at the beginning of Section 4.0. 
Bit 0 of the PDCON Register selects between nega
tive and subtractive decoding. 

For subtractive decoding, the DEVSEL# sample 
point can be configured to- three different settings by 
programming the PCICON Register,. If the "fast" 
point is selected, the cycle is forwarded to EISA 
when DEVSEL# is inactive at the F sample point. If 
the "typical" point is selected, DEVSEL# is sam
pled on both F and T, and, if inactive, the cycle is 
forwarded to EISA. If the "slow" point is selected, 
DEVSEL# is sampled at F, T, and S. The sample 
point should be configured to match the slowest PCI 
device in the system. This programmable capability 
permits systems to optimize the DEVSEL# time-out 
latency to the response oapabilities of the PCI devic
es in the system. The sample point selected must 
accommodate the slowest device on the PCI Bus. 
Note that when these unclaimed cycles are forward-

, ed to the EISA Bus, the PCEB drives the DEVSEL# 
active. 

An active MEMCS# _always results in an active 
DEVSEL# on the "Typical" sample point. 

. - . . . . .. .\>-----! 

t t f 
Sample Points F T S 

290477-47 

Figure ~4. DEVSEL# Sample Points. 
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Ollly unclaimed PCI cycles within the memory ad
dress range from 0 GByte to 4 GByte and 1/0 ad
dress range from 0 KByte to 64 KByte are forwarded 
to EISA. .Unclaimed PCIIIO cycles to address loca
tions above 64 KBytes are not forwarded to the 
EISA Bus and the PCEB does not respond with . 
DEVSEL#. In this case, these unclaimed cycles 
cause the master to terminate the PCI cycle with a 
master abort. 

If negative decoding is used, the PCEB begins the 
PCI-to-EISA cycle forwarding process at the "fast" 
sample point. Compared to the system that uses 
subtractive decode at the "slow" sample point, neg
ative decoding reduces the decoding overhead by 
2 PCI clock cycles. In the case of subtractive de
code at the "typical" sampling point, negative de
coding reduces the overhead by 1 PCI clock. 

The PCEB contains programmable configuration 
registers that define address ranges for PCI resident 
devices. There is a set of registers associated with 
MEMCS# decoding of main memory areas and a 
set of registers for defining address mapping of up to 
four EISA memory regions that are mapped to the 
PCI. Note that there is no equivalent mechanism for 
mapping the PCI memory regions to EISA and, 
therefore, all PCI memory cycles that need to be 
forwarded to the EISA Bus use either subtractive or 
negative decoding. 

When negative decoding is selected, memory cycles 
with addresses other than those specified by the 
MEMCS# mapping for positive decode (via the 
MCSCON, MCSBOH, MCSTOH, MCSTOM, MAR1, 
MAR2, and MAR3 Registers) or the four program
mable EISA-to-PCI memory regions (via 
MEMREGN[4:1]) are immediately forwarded to the 
EISA Bus without waiting for a DEVSEL# time-out. 

Negative decoding has the following properties. 

• All addresses above the top of main memory or 
within the MEMCS# hole (as defined by the 
MEMCS# map) are negatively decoded to EISA, 
except for the four programmable EISA-to-PCI 
memory regions. These regions MEMREGN[4:1] 
can overlap with active main memory ranges, the 
main memory hole, or with the memory space 
above the top of main memory. PCI accesses to 
MEMREGN[4:1] are always subtractively decod
ed to EISA. 

• All addresses within MEMCS# defined ranges 
640 KByte to 1 MByte can be either mapped to 
PCI or EISA using positive decoding. Some of 
these regions allow more detailed mapping 
based on programmable access attributes (read 
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enable and write enable). This permits a region to 
be positively decoded for the enabled attribute 
and negatively decoded, if enabled, to the EISA 
Bus for the disabled attribute. For example, if a 
region is enabled for reads and disabled for 
writes, accesses to the region are positively de
coded to the PCI for reads and. negatively decod
ed, if enabled, to EISA for writes. If negative 
decoding is disabled (Le., subtractive decoding 
enabled), the write is subtractively decoded to 
EISA. 

• When negative decoding is enabled, Region [4:1] 
can still be set up for subtractive decoding. A PCI 
device that requires subtractive decoding must 
reside within Region [4:1]. Asa result, the sub
tractive decoding penalty is only associated with 
some address ranges (i.e., some devices) and 
not with all non-PCI ranges. This feature can be 
used with PCI devices that dynamically change 
response on PCI cycles based on cycle type or 
an internal device state (e.g., intervention cycle). 

If· a PCI device can not be located in one of the 
regions (Region [4:1]), then negative decoding 
can not be used. This could occur for systems 
with very specific address mapping requirements 
or systems where the device addresses that re
side on the PCI Bus are highly fragmented and 
could not be accommodated with four regions. 

Note that the four regions do not limit mapping to 
only four devices. More than one device can be 
mapped into the same programmable region. 
These devices will reside within their own sub-re-

. gions, which are not necessarily contiguous. 

4.1.2 PCEB CONFIGURATION REGISTERS 

PCI accesses to the PCEB configuration registers 
are positively decoded. For a detailed address map 
of the PCEB configuration registers, see Section 3.1, 
Configuration Registers. 

4.1.3 PCEB 1/0 REGISTERS 

The only I/O-mapped register in the· PCEB is the 
BIOS TimerRegister. Section 3.2 provides details on 
the address mapping of this register. Note that the 
internal decode of the BIOS Timer Register is dis
abled after reset and all 1/0 accesses that are not 
contained within the PCI are subtractively decoded 
and passed to EISA Bus. To enable 1/0 access to 
the PCEB's BIOS Timer Register, The BTMR Regis
ter must be programmed. 
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4.1.4 POSITIVELY DECODED COMPATIBILITY 
I/O REGISTERS 

The 8259 interruP1 controller and IDE register loca
tions are positively decoded. Access to the corre
sponding 110 address ranges must. first be enabled 
through the PDCON Register. 

PCI accesses to these registers are broadcast to the 
EISA Bus. These PCI accesses require the owner
ship of the EISA Bus, and will be retried if the EISA 
Bus is owned by anEISAIISA master or the DMA. 

ESC Resident PIC Registers 

Access to the 8259 registers are positively decoded, 
if enabled through PDCON Register, to minimize ac
cess. time to the system interrupt controller during 
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interrupt processjng (in particular during the EOI 
command sequenge). Table 4-2 shows the 8259 110 
address map. After PCIRST"". positively decoded 
aCcess to these address ranges is disabled. 

EISA ReSident IDE R.ulsters 

The PCI address decoder positively decodes IDE 
110 addresses (Primary and Secondary IDE) that ex
ist within the EISA subsyStem (typically on the X-Bus 
or as an ISA slave). This feature is implemented to 
minimize the decoding penalty for the systems that 
use IDE as a mass-storage controller. Table 4-3 
shows IDE's 110 address map. Note that the 
PDCONRegister controls the enable/disable func
tion for IDE decOding. After PCIRST"", pOSitive de
code of the IDE address range is disabled. 

Table 4-2. ESC Resident Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC) Registers 

Address Address Bits Access 
(hex) FEDC BA98 7654 3210 Type 

Register Name 

0020h 0000 0000 .001x XXOO R/W INT 1 Control Register 

oo21h 0000 0000 001x· xx01 R/W INT 1 Mask Register 

ooAOh 0000 0000 101x XXOO R/W INT 2 Control Register 

00A1h 0000 0000 101x xx01 R/W INT 2 Mask Register 
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Table 4·3 EISA Resident IDE Registers 

Address Address Bits 
(hex) FEDC BA98 7654 3210 

0170h 0000 0001 0111 0000 

0171h 0000 0001 0111 0001 

0172h 0000 0001 0111 0010 

0173h 0000 0001 0111 0011 

0174h 0000 0001 0111 0100 

0175h 0000 0001 0111 0101 

0176h 0000 0001 0111 0110 

0177h 0000 0001 0111 0111 

01Flh 0000 0001 1111 0001 

01F2h 0000 0001 1111 0010 

01F3h 0000 0001 1111 0011 

01F4h 0000 0001 1111 0100 

01F5h 0000 0001 1111 0101 

01F6h 0000 0001 1111 0110 

01F7h 0000 0001 1111 0111 

0376h 0000 0011 0111 0110 

0377h 0000 0011 0111 0111 

03F6h 0000 0011 1111 0110 

03F7h oodo 0011 1111 0111 

4.2 EISA Cycle Address Decoding 

For EISA Bus cycles, the PCEB address decoder 
determines the destination of EISAIISA master and 
DMA cycles. This decoder provides the following 
functions: 

• Po~itively decodes memory and 1/0 addresses 
that have been programmed into the PCEB for 
forwarding to the PCI Bus. This includes access
es to devices that reside directly on the PCI 
(memory Regions [4:1] and 1/0 Regions [4:1]) 
and segments of main memory that resides be
hind the Host/PCI Bridge. 
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Access 
Type Register Name 

R/W Secondary Data Register 

R/W Secondary Error Register 

R/W Secondary Sector Count Register 

R/W Secondary Sector Number Register 

R/W Secondary Cylinder Low Register 

R/W Secondary Cylinder High Register 

R/W Secondary Drive/Head Register 

R/W Secondary Status Register 

R/W Primary Error Register 

R/W Primary Sector Count Register 

R/W Primary Sector Number Register 

R/W Primary Cylinder Low Register 

R/W Primary Cylinder High Register 

R/W Primary Drive/Head Register 

R/W Primary Status Register 

R/W Secondary Alternate Status Register 

R Secondary Drive Address Register 

R/W Primary Alternate Status Register 

R Primary Drive Address Register 

• Provides access attributes for memory Regions 
[4:1]. These attributes are used to select the 
most optimum access mode (buffered or non
buffered). 

• All cycles that are not positively decoded to be 
forwarded to PCI are contained within EISA. 

NOTE: 
The registers that reside in the PCEB (configuration 
registers and BIOS Timer) are not accessible from 
the EISA Bus. 
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4.2.1 POSITIVELY DECODED MEMORY 
CYCLES TO MAIN MEMORY 

The EISAIISA master or DMA addresses that are 
positively decoded by the PCEB are forwarded to 
the PCI Bus. If the address is not positively decoded 
by the PCEB, the cycle is not forwarded to the PCI 
Bus. Subtractive and negative decoding are not 
used on the EISA Bus. 

The PCEB permits several EISA memory address 
ranges (items a-i, below) to be positively decoded. 
EISA Bus cycles to these regions are forwarded to 
the PCI Bus. Regions described by a-f and hare 
fixed and can be enabled or disabled independently. 
These regions are controlled by the EADC1 and 
EADC2 Registers. 

The region described by g defines a space starting 
at 1 MByte with a programmable upper boundary of 
4 GByte-2 MByte. Within this region a hole can be 
opened. Its size and location are programmable to 
allow a hole to be opened in memory space (for a 
frame buffer on the EISA Bus, for example). The size 
of this region and the hole' are controlled by the 
MCSTOM, MCSBOH and MCSTOH Registers. If a 
hole in main memory is defined, then accesses to 
that address range are contained within EISA, un
less defined by the EISA-to-PCI memory regions as 
a PCI destined access. (See next section.) 

a. 0 KByte to 512 KByte 

b. 512 KByte to 640 KByte 

. c. 640 KByte to 768 KByte (VGA memory) 

d. 768 KByte to 896 KByte in eight 16 KByte sec
tions (Expansion ROM) 

e. 896 KByte to 960 KByte in four 16 KByte sections 
(lower BIOS area) 

f. 960 KByte to 1 MByte (upper BIOS area) 

g. 1 MByte to the top of memory (up to 4 GByte-
2 MByte) within which a hole can be opened. Ac
cesses to the hole are not forwarded to PCI. The 
top of the region can be programmed on 2 MByte 
boundaries up to 4 GByte-2 MByte. The· hole 
can be between 64 KByte and 4 GByte-2 MByte 
in 64 KByte increments and located on any 
64 KByte boundary. 

L 
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h. 16 MByte-64 KByte to 16 MByte (FFOOOOh
FFFFFFh). EISA memory cycles in this range are 
always forwarded to the PCI Bus, if this range ex
ists in main memory as defined by the MEMCS# 
registers. In this case, the enable/disable control 
bit in EADC2 Register is a don't care. If this range 
is not defined in main memory (i.e., above the top 
of memory or defined as a hole in the main mem
ory), EISA cycles to this address range are for
warded to the PCI Bus, based on the enable/dis
able bit in the EADC2 Register. (This capability is 
used to support access of BIOS at 16 MBytes.) 

i. 4 GByte-2 MByte to 4 GByte. The address map 
must be programmed in a such way that this ad
dress range is always contained within EISA. This 
is to avoid conflict with local BIOS memory re
sponse in this address range. If this region must 
be mapped to PCI, then programming of the BIOS 
decoder Registers contained within the ESC must 
ensure that there is no conflict. To map this region 
to PCI, one of the four programmable EISA-to-PCI 
memory regions must be used. Mapping of this 
region to the PCI might be required in the case 
when B.IOS resides on the PCI and the PCI/EISA 
system must have consistent address maps for 
both PCI and EISA. 

For detailed information on the PCEB registers used 
to control these address regions, refer to Section 
3.1, PCEB Configuration Registers. 

EISA memory cycles positively decoded for forward
ing to PCI are allowed to be handled by the PCEB's 
Line Buffer management logic, if the line buffering is 
enabled through the PCICON Register. 

For EISA-to-PCI transactions there are 2 modes of 
Line Buffer Operation: 

• Buffered: Read-prefetch, write posting with data 
assembly. 

• Non-buffered: Bypass path used. 

Accesses within the main memory address range 
are normally performed in buffered mode. If there 
are programmable memory regions defined within 
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NOTES: 

4 

Top of Main Memory 
(Programmable to 512 MB) 

BIOS Area (Upper) 
(64 KB) 

OFOOOO 
r~------------------~OEFFFF 

}~::::::::::::::::::::~OEOOOO 1MB-128KB(896 KB) I ~ ODFFFF 

16KBx8 

768 KB \I----------------~ OCOOoo 

640KB 1------------IOAooOO 

512KB 1------------1080000 

o L-_________ ----~ 

290477-48 

1. The four programmable EISA-to-PCI regions (Regions [4:1]) are not shown. These regions can be located anywhere 
within the 4 GByle memory space. Accesses to these regions are forwarded to the PCI Bus. 

2. EISA cycles that access shaded regions are contained to the· EISA Bus, unless the access hits one of the four 
programmable EISA-to-PCI regions described in Note 1. 

3. Memory accesses to non-shaded areas are forwarded to the PCI Bus, if the region is enabled. If .the region is dis
abled, the access is contained to. the. EISA Bus, unless the access hits one of the four programmable EISA-to-PCI 
regions described in no\e 1. 

Figure 4-5. EISA Address Decoder Map 

the main memory hole or .above the top of the main 
memory MEMREGN[4:11, then the mode of access 

4.2.2 PROGRAMMABLE EISA-TO"PCI MEMORY 
ADDRESS REGIONS 

. depends on configuration bits of the EPMRA 
Register. Access attribute bits associated with these 
regions override the default buffered mode for a par
ticular address range in the case of programmable 
regions overlapping with active main memory re
gions. 

Access to the 64 KByte area at the top of 16 MBytes 
(FFOOOOh-FFFFFFh) on the PCI, if this region is 
within main memory or within the main memory hole 
and enabled via the EADC2 Register, are always for
warded in a non-buffered mode, unless overlapped 
with. a programmable region that defines buffered 
access mode. 
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The PCEB supports four programmable memory re
gions for EISA-to-PCI transfers. The PCEB positively 
decodes EISA memory accesses to these regions 
and forwards the cycle to the PCI Bus. This feature 
permits EISA master accesses to PCI devices· that 
reside within these address ranges. 

Regions can be enabled or disabled. After reset, all 
regions are disabled. Each region has an associated 
Base and Limit Address fields MEMREGN[4:1] that 
determine the size and location of each region. 
These registers are programmed with the starting 
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address of the region (Sase) and ending address of 
the region (Limit). The address range for a particular 
region is defined by the following equation: 

BaseJddress s: Address s: LimiLAddress 

These ,regions can be defined anywhere in the 
4 GSyte address space at 64 KSyte boundaries and 
with 64 KSyte granularity. In practical applications, 
the regions will be mapped within the main memory 
hole or above the top of the memory defined by the 
MEMCS# map. 

Access to the memory locations within a region can 
be performed in one of two modes: 

• Non-Buffered Mode: PCES's EISA-to-PCI Line 
Suffers can be disabled for all EISA-to-PCI mem
ory read/write accesses through the PCICON 
Register or for selected accesses through 
EPMRA Register. 

• Buffered Mode: Line Suffers enabled. Read-pre
fetch an~ write-assembly/posting allowed (with
out strong ordering). 

Since buffered mode provides maximum perform
ance (and concurrency in non-GAT mode), it shol!ld 
be selected, unless the particular region is used for 
memory-mapped 110 devices. 110 devices can not 
be accessed in read-prefetch or write-assembly / 
posted fashion because of potential side-effects 
(see Section 6.0, Data Suffering). 

4.2.3 PROGRAMMABLE EISA-TO-PCIIiO 
ADDRESS REGIONS 

The PCES provides four programmable 110 address 
regions. These regions are defined by Sase and 
Limit address' fields contained in the associated 
IOREGN[4:1) Registers. These regions can be de
fined anywhere within the 64 KSyte 110 space on 
Dword boundaries (and with Dword granularity). See 
Section 4.1, PCES Configuration Registers. 

4.2.4 EXTERNAL EISA-TO-PCIIiO ADDRESS 
DECODER 

Since the 110 address map may be highly fragment
ed, it is impractical to provide enough programmable 
regions to completely define mapping of registers for 
liD devices on the PCI. The PCES's input signal pin 
PIODEC# can be used, if a more complex 110 de
code scheme is needed. PIQDEC# complements 
the functions of the four PCES programmable 110 
regions with external decode logic. If PIODEC# is 
asserted during an EISA 110 cycle, the cycle is for
warded to the PCI Sus. 

If the PIODEC# signal is not used, a pull~up resistor 
is required to provide an inactive signal level. 
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4.3 Palette DAC Snoop Mechanism 

Some advanced graphics. EISAIISA expansion 
boards use the pre-DAC VGA pixel data from the 
VGA Special Feature Connector and merge it with 
advanced graphics data (multi-media for example). 
The merged data is then run through a replicated 
palette DAC on the advanced graphics expansion 
board to create the video monitor signal. The repli
cated palette DAC is kept coherent by snooping 
VGA palette DAC writes. Snooping becomes an is
sue in a system where the VGA controller is placed 
on the PCI Sus and the snooping graphics board is 
on the EISA 'expansion bus. Normally, the PCI VGA 
controller will respond to the palette DAC writes with 
DEVSEL #, so the PCES will not propagate the cycle 
to the EISA Sus using subtractive decoding. 

The burden for solving this problem is placed on the 
VGA subsystem residing on the PCI. The VGA sub
system on PCI must have an enable/disable bit as
sociated with palette DAC accesses. When this bit is 
enabled the PCI VGA device responds in handshake 
fashion (generates DEVSEL#, TRDY#, etc.) to 110 
reads and writes to the palette DAC space. 

. When this bit is disabled, the PCI VGA device re
sponds in handshake fashion only to 110 reads to 
palette DAC space. 110 writes to the palEitte DAC 
space will be snooped ,(data latched) by. the PCI 
VGA device, but the PCI VGA subsystem will not 
generate a DEVSEL#. In this case, the I/O write will 
be forwarded to the EISA Sus by the PCES as a 
result of subtractive decode. The PCI VGA device 
must be able to snoop these cycles in the minimum 
EISA cycle time. 

The state of palette-DAC snooping control bit does 
not affect 110 reads from the palette DAC space. 

. Regardless' of whether this bit is enabled or dis
abled, the PCI VGA device will service the 110 reads 
from the palette DAC space. 

5.0 PCI INTERFACE 

The PCES provides the PCI Interface for the PCI
EISA Sridge. The PCES .can be an initiator (master) 
or target (slave) on the PCI Sus and supports the 
basic PCI Sus commands as described in Section 
5.1.1, PCI Command Set. For EISA-to-PCI transfers, 
the PCES is a master on the PCI Sus on behalf of 
the requesting EISA device. An EISA device can 

, read and write either PCI memory or 110 space. 

,The PCES forwards unclaimed PCI Sus cycles to 
EISA. For PCI Sus cycles that are not claimed, the 
PCES becomes a slave on the PCI Sus (claiming the 
cycle via subtractive or negative decoding) and for
wards the cycle to the EISA Sus. 
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This section describes the PCI Bus transactions sup
ported by the PCEB. The section also covers the 
PCI Bus latency mechanisms in the PCEB that limit a 
master's time on the bus and the PCEB support of 
parity. In addition, the PCEB contains PCI Bus arbi
tration circuitry that supports up to six masters. PCI 
Bu~ arbitration is described in Section 5.4. 

NOTES: 

1 . All signals are sampled on the rising edge of the 
PCI clock. Each signal has a setup and hold win
dow with respect to the rising clock edge, in which 
transitions are not allowed. Outside of this range, 
signal values or transitions have no significance. 

2. The terms initiator and master are synonymous. 
Likewise, the terms target and slave are synony
mous. 

3. Readers should be familiar with the PCI Bus spec
ification. 

5.1 PCI Bus Transactions 

This section presents the PCI Bus transactions sup
ported by the PCEB. 

5.1.1 PCI COMMAND SET 

PCI Bus commands indicate to the target the type of 
transaction requested by the master. These com
mands are encoded on the C/BE[3:0j # lines during 
the address phase of a transfer. Table 5-1 summa
rizes the PCEB's support of the PCI Bus commands. 

Table 5-1. PCEB-Supported PCI Bus Commands 

C/BE[3:0j# Command. Type Supported As Target Supported As Initiator 

0000 Interrupt Acknowledge Yes No 

0001 Special Cycle No No 

0010 110 Read Yes Yes 

0011 1/0 Write Yes Yes 

0100 Reserved N/A3 N/A3 

0101 Reserved N/A3 N/A3 

0110 Memory Read Yes Yes 

0111 Memory Write Yes Yes 

1000 Reserved N/A3 N/A3 

1001 Reserved N/A3 N/A3 

1010 Configuration Read Yes No 

1011 Configuration Write Yes No 

1100 Memory Read Multiple N02 No 

1101 Reserved N/A3 N/A3 

1110 Memory Read Line N02 No 

1111 Memory Write and Invalidate N01 No 

NOTES: 
1. As a target, the peES treats this command as a memory write command. 
2. As a target, the peES treats this command as a memory read command. 
3. The peES considers a reserved·command invalid and, as a target, completely ignores the transaction. All internal address 

decoding is ignored and the peES never asserts DEVSEL#. As a pel master, the peES never generates a bus cycle with 
a reserved command type. 
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5.1.2 PCI CYCLE DESCRIPTIONS 

Each PCI Command is listed below with the follow· 
ing format of information: 

Command Type 
PCEB target support 

-Decode method 
-Data path 
-PCEB response 
-Result of no response on EISA 

PCEB initiator support 
-Data path 
-Conditions for generating command 
-Result of no response on PCI 

Interrupt Acknowledge 

Target support: 
Decode: Positive and Subtractive 
Data Path: Flow through 
Response: 
The interrupt acknowledge cycle is subject to retry. If 
the PCEB is locked, or if the interrupt acknowledge 
cycle triggers buffer management activity, or if the 
EISA Busis occupied by an EISAIISA master or the 
DMA, the interrupt acknowledge cycle is retried. 

The interrupt acknowledge command is a single byte 
read that is implicitly addressed to the interrupt con
troller in the ESC component. The address bits are 
logical "don't cares" during the address phase and 
the byte enables indicate to the PCEB that an 8-bit 
interrupt vector is to be returned on byte O. After 
performing the necessary buffer management oper
ations and obtaining ownership of the EISA Bus, the 
PCEB generates a single pulse on the 
PEREQ#/INTA# inter-chip signal and performs an 
1/0 read cycle (on the EISA Bus) to the ESC internal 
registers residing at 1/0 address 04h. T~e ESC d.e. 
code logic uses the PEREQ#/INTA# signal to dis
tinguish between standard accesses to 1/0 address 
04h (DMA controller) and special accesses that re
sult in a vector being read by the PCEB. The PCEB 
holds the PCI Bus, in wait states, until the interrupt 
vector is returned. PEREQ#IINTA# remains as
serted until the end of the read cycle. 

Result of no response on EISA: 
The PCEB runs a standard length EISA 1/0 read 
cycle and terminates normally. The value of the data 
returned as an interrupt vector is meaningless. 

Initiator support: None. 

Special Cycle 

Target support: None. 

Initiator support: None. 

1/0 Read 

Target support: 

82375EB 

Decode: Positive (PCEB and some ESC 
registers) and Subtractive 

Data Path: Flow through 
PCEB Response: 
The PCEB claims 1/0 read cycles via positive or 
subtractive decoding and generates DEVSEL #. The 
internal PCEB registers (BIOS Timer) and the IDE 
and the 8259 registers are positively decOded. Any 
unclaimed cycle below 64 KByte is subtractively de· 
coded and forwarded to the EISA Bus. The 1/0 read 
cycle is subject to retry. If the PCEB is locked, if the 
cycle triggers buffer management activity, or if the 
EISA Bus is occupied by an EISAIISA master or the 
DMA, the 1/0 read cycle is retried. If the cycle gets 
retried due to an occupied EISA Bus, the EISA Bus 
is requested. 

Once an 1/0 read cycle is accepted (not retried) by 
the PCEB, the PCI Bus is held in· wait states using 
TROY # until the cycle is completed internally or on 
the EISA Bus. 

Burst 1/0 reads to the EISA Bus or to the PCEB are 
not supported. Therefore, any burst 1/0 read cycles 
decoded by the PCEB are target terminated after the 
first data transaction using the disconnect semantics 
of the STOP# signal (Figure 5-12, Disconnect A). 

Result of no response on EISA: 
The PCEB runs a standard length EISA 1/0 cycle 
and terminates normally. 

Initiator support: 
The PCEB generates PCI Bus 1/0 read cycles on 
behalf of an EISA master. EISA cycles are forward· 
ed to the PCI Bus if the 1/0 address is within one of 
four programmable 1/0 address regions as defined 
in Section 4.0, Address Decoding. 

Result of no response on PCI: 
Master abort due to DEVSEL # time-out. PCEB re
turns data value FFFFFFFFh. 
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1/0 Write 

Target support: 
Decode: Positive (PCEB/ESC registers) 

and Subtractive 
Data Path: Flow through 
PCEB Response: 
1/0 write cycles can be claimed by the PCEB via 
positive or subtractive decoding. In either case, the 
PCEB generates DEVSEL #. The internal PCEB reg
isters (BIOS Timer), IDE registers and 8259 registers 
are positively decoded, if enabled. Any unclaimed 
cycle below 64 KByte is subtractively decoded and 
forwarded to the EISA Bus. The 1/0 write cycle is 
subject to retry. If the PCEB is locked, if the cycle 
triggers buffer management activity, or if the EISA 
Bus is occupied by an EISAIISA master or the DMA, 
the I/O write cycle is retried. If the cycle is retried 
due to an occupied EISA Bus, the EISA Bus is re
quested. 

Once an 1/0 write cycle is accepted (not retried) by 
the PCEB, the PCI Bus is held in wait states using 
TROY # until the cycle is completed within the PCEB 
or on the EISA Bus. 

Burst 1/0 writes to the EISA Bus or to the PCEB are 
not supported. Therefore, any burst 1/0 write cycles 
decoded by the PCEBare targetterminated after the 
first data transaction using the disconnect semantics 
of the STOP# signal (Figure 5-12, Disconnect A). 

Result of no response on EISA: 
The PCEB runs a standard iength EISA 1/0 cycle 
and terminates normally. 

Initiator support: 
The PCEB generates PCI 1/0 write cycles on behalf 
of an EISA master. EISA cycles are forwarded to the 
PCI Bus if the 1/0 address is within one of the four 
programmable 1/0 address regions defined in Sec
tion 4.0, Address Decoding. 

Result of no response on PCI: 
Master abort due to DEVSEL # time-out. 

Memory Read 

Target support: 
Decode: Negative and Subtractive 
Data Path: Flow through 
PCEB Response: 
Memory read cycles may be claimed by the PCEB 
via negative or subtractive decoding. The PCEB 
claims the cycle by asserting DEVSEL#. Unclaimed 
PCI cycles (DEVSEL# time-out) are claimed by the 
PCEB via subtractively decoding and forwarded to 
the EISA Bus. The memory read cycle is subject to 
retry. If the PCEB is locked, if the cycle triggers buff
er management activity, or if the EISA Bus is occu-
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pied by an EISAIISA master .or the DMA; the memo
ry read cycle is retried. If the cycle is retried due to 
an occupied EISA Bus, the EISA Bus is requested. 

Once a memory read cycle is accepted (not retried) 
by the PCEB, the PCI Bus is held in wait states, us
ing TROY #, until the cycle 'is completed to the EISA 
Bus. 

Incremental burst memory reads destined for the 
EISA Bus take longer than the allowed 8 PCICLKs. 
Therefore, any burst memory read cycle decoded by 
the PCEB causes the PCEB to target terminate the 
cycle after the first data transaction using the dis
connect semantics of the STOP # signal (Figure 5-8, 
Disconnect A), 

Result of no response on EISA: 
The PCEB runs a standard length EISA memory 
read cycle and terminates normally. 

Initiator support: 
Data Path: Line Buffer when enabled, Flow through 

when Line Buffer is disabled or it is a 
bypass cycle. 

Cycle Generation Conditions: 
As an initiator, the PCEB generates a PCI memory 
read cycle when it decodes an EISA memory read 
cycle destined to the PCI that can not be serviced by 
the Line Buffer. This condition occurs for EISAIISA 
master and DMA cycles that can not be serviced by 
the Line Buffer because the Line Buffer is empty, 
there is a Line Buffer miss, or Line Buffering is dis
abled. 

As an initiator, the PCEB only generates linear incre
menting burst ordering that is signaled by 
AD[1 :o} = 00 during the address phase. Other 
types of burst transfers (i.e., cache line toggle mode) 
are never initiated by the PCEB. 

The PCEB generates a burst memory read when it is 
fetching 16 bytes into one of the four Line Buffers., 

Result of no response on PCI: 
Master abort due to DEVSEL# time-out. PCEB re
turns data value FFFFFFFFh. 

MemorY Write 

Target support: 
Decode: Negative and Subtractive 
Data Path: Posted Write Buffer or flow through 
PCEB Response: 
Memory write cycles may be claimed by the PCEB 
via negative or subtractive decoding. The PCEB as
serts DEVSEL# to claim the cycle .. Unclaimed PCI 
cycles (DEVSEL# time-out) within the 4 GByte 
memory space are claimed by the PCEB via subtrac-
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tively decoding and forwarded to the EISA Bus. The 
memory write cycle is subject to retry. If the PCEB is 
locked, if the cycle triggers buffer management ac
tivity, if the PCI Posted Write Buffer (PWB) is full, or if 
posting is disabled because the EISA Bus is occu
pied by an EISA/ISA master or the DMA, the memo
ry write cycle is retried. If the cycle is retried due to a 
disabled buffer because the EISA Bus is occupied, 
the EISA Bus is requested. 

Once a memory write cycle is accepted (not retried) 
by the PCEB, the cycle is posted, if the PCI Posted 
Write buffer is enabled, and the PCI cycle is termi
nated in zero wait states. If the PCI Posted Write 
Buffer is disabled, the PCEB holds the PCI Bus, in 
wait states, using TRDY # until the cycle is complet
ed on the EISA Bus. 

As a target, the PCEB only supports linear incre
menting burst ordering that is signaled by the master 
with AD[1:0] = 00 during the address phase. Burst 
with any other type of ordering (AD[1:0]* 00) is 
split into single data phase transfers using target dis
connect. 

Incremental burst memory writes destined for the 
EISA Bus are posted at 0 wait states until the PWB 
is full (4 Dwords). When the PWB is full, burst memo
ry writes are target terminated using the disconnect 
semantics of the STOP # signal (Figure 5-12, Dis
connect AlB). 

Result of no response on EISA: 
The PCEB initiates a standard length EISA memory 
write cycle and terminates normally. 

Initiator support: 
Data Path: Line Buffer when enabled, flow through 

when Line Buffer is disabled. 
Cycle Generation Conditions: 
As an initiator, the PCEB generates a PCI memory 
write cycle when it decodes an EISA memory write 
cycle destined to PCI, that can not be serviced by 
the Line Buffer because it is disabled. This occurs 
for EISAIISA masters and DMA cycles when the 
Line Buffer is disabled. The PCEB also generates a 
memory write cycle when the Line Buffer needs to 
be flushed. The Line Buffer is flushed under several 
conditions, including when the 16 byte line is full, 
when there is a "miss" to the current 16 byte line, or 
when it is required by the buffer management logic. 
(See Section 6.0, Data Buffering). 
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As an initiator, the PCEB generates only linear incre
menting burst ordering that is signaled by 
AD[1 :0] = "00" during address phase. Other types 
of burst transfers (Le., cache line toggle mode) are 
never initiated by the PCEB. 

Result of no response on PCI: Master abort due to 
DEVSEL# time-out. 

Configuration Read, Configuration Write 

Target support: 
Decode: via IDSEL pin 
Data Path:. FloW through 
PCEB Response: 
The Pc:;EB responds to configuration cycles by gen
erating DEVSEL# when its IDSEL signal is asserted, 
regardless of the address. During configuration cy
cles, AD[7:2] are used to address the PCEB's con
figuration space. AD[31:8] are not used and are 
logical "don't cares". AD[1 :0] must be zero. 

Result of no response on EISA: NI A 

Initiator support: 
Configuration cycles are never generated by the 
PCEB.· 

Memory Read Multiple 

Target support: 
The PCEB aliases this command to a normal memo
ry read cycle. See the Memory Read command de
scription. 

Initiator support: 
Memory read multiple cycles are never generated by 
the peEB. 

Memory Read Line 

Target support: 
The PCEB aliases this command to a normal memo
ry read. See the Memory Read command descrip
tion. 

Initiator support: 
Memory read !ine cycles are never generated by-" the 
PCEB. 
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Memory Write and Invalidate 

Target support: 
PCEB Response: 
The PCEB treats this command like a memory write .. 
See the Memory Write command description. 

Initiator support: 
Cycle Generation Conditions: The PCEB does not 
generate this command cycle. 

5.1.3 PCI TRANSFER BASICS 

The basic bus transfer mechanism on the PCI Bus is 
a burst. A burst is comprised of an address phase 
and one or more data phases. The PCI protocol 
specifies the following types of burst ordering (sig" 
naled via AD[1:0] during the address phase): 

AD[1:0] Burst Order 
o 0 
o 1 
1 X 

Linear Incrementing 
Cache line toggle mode 
Reserved 

The PCEB only supports linear incrementing burst 
ordering, both as a target and as an initiator. Data 
trans!ers for ordering other than linear incrementing 
are disconnected by the PCEB (burst split into multi
ple single data transfers). 

The fundamentals of all PCI data transfers are con
trolled with the following three signals: 

• FRAME# is driven by the PCI master to indicate 
the beginning and end of a transaction. 

• IRDY# is driven.by the PCI master, allowing it to 
force wait states. 

• TROY #. is driven by the PCI target, allowing it to 
force wait states. 

The PCI Bus is idle when both FRAME # and IRDY # 
are negated. The first clock edge that FRAME # is 
sampled asserted is the address phase, and the ad
dress and bus command code are transferred on 
that clock edge. The next clock edge begins the first 
of one or more data phases. During the data phases, 
data is transferred between master and slave on 
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each clock edge that both IRDY # and TRDY # are 
sampled asserted. Wait states maybe inserted by 
either the master (by negating IRDY#) or the target 
(by negatingTRDY#). When a PCI master has one 
more data transfer to complete the cycle (which 
could be immediately after the address phase), it ne
gates FRAME#. IRDY# must be asserted at this 
time, indicating that the master is ready for the final 
data transfer. After the target indicates the final data 
transfer (TRDY # asserted), the master negates 
IRDY #, causing the target's PCI interface to return 
to the idle state (FRAME # and IRDY # negated), on 
the next clock edge. 

For I/O cycles, PCI addressing is on byte bounda
ries and all 32 AD lines are decoded to provide the 
byte address. For memory cycles, AD[1 :0] are used 
to define the type of burst ordering. For configuration 
cycles, DEVSEL# is strictly a function of IDSEL#. 
Configuration registers are selected as Dwords us
ing AD[7:2]. The AD[1:0] must be 00 for the target 
to directly respond to the configuration cycle. The 
byte enables determine which byte lanes contain 
valid data. 

Each PCI agent is responsible for. its own positive 
address decode. Only one agent (the PCEB) on the 
PCI Bus may use subtractive decoding. The little en
dian addressing model is used. 

The byte enables are used to determine which bytes 
carry meaningful data. These signals are permitted 
to change between data phases. The byte enables 
must be driven valid from the edge of the clock that 
starts each data phase and must stay valid for the 
entire data phase. In Figure 5-1, the data phases 
begin on clocks 3 and 4. (Changing byte enables 
during a read burst transaction is generally not use
ful, but is supported on the bus.) The master is per
mitted to change the byte enables on each new data 
phase, although' the read diagram does not show 
this. The timing for changing byte enables is the 
same for read and write transactions. If byte enables 
are important for the target on a read transaction, 
the target must wait for the byte enables to be driven 
on each data phase before completing the transfer. 
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5.1.3.1 Turn-Around-Cycle Definition 

A turn·around-cycle is required on all signals that 
may be driven by more than one agent. The turn
around-cycle is required to avoid contention when 
one agent stops driving a signal and another agent 
begins, and must last at least one clock. The symbol 
that represents a turn-around-cycle in the timing re
lationship figures is a circular set of two lines, each 
with an arrow that points to the other's tail. This turn
around-cycle occurs at different times for different 
signals. For example, the turn-around-cycle for 

PCICU< 
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IRDY#, TRDY# and DEVSEL# occurs during the 
address phase and for FRAME#, C/BE# and AD, it 
oCcurs during the idle cycle. 

5.1.3.2 Idle Cycle Definition 

The cycle between clocks 7 and 8 in Figure 5-2 is 
called an idle cycle. Idle cycles appear on the PCI 
Bus between the end of one transaction and the be
ginning of the next. An idle cycle occurs when both 
FRAME# and IRDY# are negated. 

AD, '-~~-:--:'-<:=JA~dd~r.~ .. ~,:r~~~~C~Dat~0!:!'1:;:'=X Da10·2, X Data·3, X Data-4, }---

I 

CBJE# : Bus CMD X , BEI' .. 1 X BEf's·2 , X BE#' .. 3, X BE#'S-4, }---

IRDY# :--~~~~------~\~ ____ ~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ____ ___ 
, ' 

TRDY# ::--------~------~-------.--\~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~------~ 
'/ 

'/ 

'/ DEVSEL# : \~ __________________ -:-______ -: 

STOP# :------~------~----~~-----+------~------~----_:-----

PCICLK 

FRAME# 

IRDY# 

TRDY# 
AD[31:0) 

DEVSEL# 

STOP# 

290477-49 

Figure 5-1. PCEB Burst Read From PCI Memory 

\ ~ ... NEXT 
\t<t .. ------------- ONE DATA PHASE READ ------------~ IDLE r~ ACTION""" 

290477-50 

Figure 5-2. PCI Master Read from the PCEB (Burst with Target Termination) 
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5.1.4 BASIC READ 

As a PCI master, the peEB performs memory and 
lID read transfers. Figure EH. shows a PCEB zero 
wait state burst read from PCI memory (PCEB is a 
master). If buffering of memory accesses is'enab1ed, 
read transfers use. prefetching. When reading data 
from PCI memory, the peEB requests a minimum of 
16 bytes (one data line of the Lirleauffer), via a four 
data phase burst read cycle, to fill one Of its inte~rtal 
Line Buffers. The PCEB dOes not buffer PCI 1/0 
reads and only required data is transferred during 
these cycles. Read cycles to PCI .. are {!enerated on 
behalf of EISAIISA masters and DMA devices. 

The PCEB asserts.FRAME# on clock fand places 
the address on AD[31 :2] .CB/E[3:0] # contain a val
id bus command. AD[1:0] contain the byte address 
for lID cycles, burst order indication for memory cy
cles, and are 00 for configuration cycl.eS". 

The clock following the address pha$Ei is the begin
ning of the data. phase. During thE! data phase, 
C/SE[3:0] # indicate which byte I.anes are involved 
in the transaction .. 1f the byte lanes involved in th~ 
transaction are different for data 1 and data 2; the 
PCEB drives new CIBE[3:0] values on clock 4 .. 
C/SE[3:0] # remain active until the end of the burst 
transfer. ., 

:\ I 

The first data phase of a read transaction requires a 
turn-around-cycle, which is· enfQrced by· the target 
preventing the assertion of TRDY 11 u'ltil. at least . 
clock 3. The PCES stops. dtiving the address at 
clock 2. The target can not drive the AD bus unti; 
clock 3. This allows enough time for the PCEB to 
float its AD outputS. The target is reqI'Jired'to drive· 
the AD lines as sooh as possible after Clock 3, even 
though valid data may not be ready arid the target 
may.want to stretch the initial data ptias$ py. delay
ing TRDY #. This insures that the AD lines are nqt 
left floating for long intervals: The target must con
tinue to drive these lines until the end of the burst 

. transaction. 

A single data phase is completed when the initiator 
of jhe cycle samples TRDY # asserted on the same 
clock that IRDY# is asserted: To add wait states, 
the target must negate TRDY # for one or more 
clock cycles. As a master, the PCES does not add 
wait states. In Figure 5-1, data is transferred on 
clocks 4 and 5. The PCES knows, at clock 6, that 
the next data phase is the last and negates 
FRAME #. As noted before, the PCEB can burSt a 
maximum of four .data cycles when reading from PCI 
memory. 

As a PCI target, the PCES responds to both 1/0 
and memory read transfers .. Figure .5-2 shows the 
PCEB, as a target, responding to a PCI master read 
cycle. For multiple read transactions, the, PCES al-
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ways target terminates after the first data read trans
action by asserting STOP# and TRDY#.These sig
nals .are asserted at the end of the. first data phase. 
For single read transactions, the PCES completes 
tl:1e . cycle in a normal fashion (by asserting TRDY # 
without asserting STOP#), Figure 5-2 shows the 
fastest PCES response to an access of an· internal 
configuration register. During EISA Bus. read access- , 
e.s, the PCEB always adds wait states by negating 
TRDY# until the transfer on the EISA Bus is com-
pleted. . 

When t/:lePCEB, as a target, samples FRAME# ,ac
tiva during a read cycla and positively decodes the 
cycle, .it asserts DEVSEL# on the following clock 
(Clock 3 in Figure 5-2). Note that; if the PCEB sub
tractively .or negatively decodes the cycle, 
DEVSEL# is not asserted for twei to three PCIClK's 
after FRAME# is sampled active. (See Section 
5.1.9, Device Selection.) Wheh the PCEB asserts 
DeVSEL#, it also drives AD[31 :0], even though val- . 
id data is not available. TRDY # is also driven from 
the same clock edge but it is not asserted until the 
PCEB is ready to drtve valid data. TRDY # is assert
ed on the same clock edge that the PCEB drives 
yalid data on AD[31 :0]. If the PCEB presents valid 
read data during the first data phase and FRAME # 
remains active (multiple transaction indicated), the 
peEB asserts TRDY#and STOP# to indicate tar
get termination of the transfer (Figure 5-2). If a single 
transaction is indicated (FRAME # is sampled inac
ti.ve during the first data phase), the PCEB asserts 
TRDY # without asserting STOP # . 

5.1;5 BASIC WRITE 

Figure 5-3 shows the PCES, as Ii master, writing to 
PCI memory in zero wait states. Figure 5-4 shows 
the fastest. response of the PCES, as a target, to a 
memory or 1/0 write transaction generated by a PCI 
master. 

As a PCI mllster, the PCEB performs memory write 
and 1/0 transfers. If .buffering of memory accesses 
is enabled, write transfers are posted. When writing 
data to PCI memory, the PCEB writes a maximum of 
16tlytes (one line of the Line Buffer) using a burst 
write cycie. 1/0 writes are always non-buffered 
transactions. . 

:rhe PCEB generates PCI write cycles on behalf of 
EISA masters and DMA devices,and when the 
PCES flushes its internal Line Buffer. 

As a PCI target, the PCES responds to both lID 
and memory write transfers. If the EISA Sus is occu
pied, the PCI write is retried by the PCEB. When the 
PCEB owns the EISA Bus, the transaction proceeds. 
For burst lID writes, the PCEB always target termi
nates after the first data transaction by asserting 
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STOP# and TRDY# at the end of the first data 
phase. If the internal Posted Write. Buffer (PWB) is 
disabled during a burst memory write, the peEB al
ways target· terminates after the first data phase. 
When the PWB is enabled, there is a space in the 
buffer, and the EISA Bus is owned by the peEB, the 
write is posted until the PWB is filled. Additional data 
phases, when the PWB is full, causes the peEB to 
terminate the transaction with a retry. For single 
write transactions that are not terminated with retry, 
the peEB finishes the cycle in a normal fashion by 
asserting TRDY# without asserting STOP#. 

Figure 5-4 shows the fastest peEB response to a 
write cycle targeted to an internal pel configuration 
register. During 1/0 write accesses to the EISA 

PCICLK: 

FRAME# : \ 
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Bus or during memory writes to the EISA Bus when 
the PWB is disabled, the peEB always adds wait 
states. The peEB adds wait states by holding 
TROY # high until the transfer on the EISA Bus is 
completed. 

During a single memory write access to EISA memo
ry when the PWB is enabled, the peEB performs the 
access in a one wait state cycle. (Note: This is due 
to timing constraints for address decoding that the 
pel specification places on devices that can support 
o wait write operations for the first data phase.) Dur
ing postable burst memory writes, only the first data 
phase has a wait state. The rest of the data phases 
(up to 4) are transferred in 0 wait states. 

/ 

AD :----:-----:---C~~ 

CB/E# :--~~~~L 

Address' X 

BusCMD X 

Data 

BE#'s 

IRDY#: \ I 
TRDY#: \ I 

DEVSEL# :. \ I 

STOP# : 
290477-51 

Figure 5-3. PCEB Write to PCI Memory 

PCICLK 

FRAME# V :}::\ .<}V 

IRDY# \:: }:\ h)})}! 

TROY# \~ ____ ~~!=::=::=:7 

AO[31 :0] =·]'liXIXIJ,~QOO[W~R]AQDD~R~XXXX~L=JW~R~DA~T~A=}------

DEVSEL# . \~ ___ ----,-__ --,I 
290477-52 

Figure 5-4. Fastest PCI Write to PCEB 
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5.1.6 CONFIGURATION CYCLES 

One of the requirements of the PCI specification is 
that upon power-up, PCI agents do not respond to 
any address. The only access allowed is through the 
IDSEL configuration mechanism. The PCEB is an 
exception to this since it controls access to the 
BIOS boot code. All PCES/ESC subsystem address
es that are enabled after reset are accessible imme
diately after power up. . 

The configuratioR read or write command is used to . 
configure the PCES. During the address phase of 
the configuration read or write cycle, the PCEB sam
ples its IDSEL (10 select) signal (not the address 
lines) to generate DEVSEL#. In this way, IDSEL 
acts as a chip select. During, the address phase, 

ClK 
FRAME# 

AD[7:2] are used to select a particular configuration 
register ~ndBE[3:0] to select a particular byte(s). 
The PCEB only responds to configuration cycles if 
AD[1 :0] = 00. Reference Figure 5-5 for configura
tion reads and writes. Note that IDSEL is normally a 
"don't care", except during the address phase of a 
transaction. Upon decode of a configuration cycle 
and sampling IDSEL active, the PCEB responds by 
asserting DEVSEL# and TRDY#. Ani unclaimed 
configuration cycle is never forwarded to the EISA 
Bus. 

Configuration cycles are not normally run in burst 
mode. If this happens, the PCEB splits the transfer 
into single cycles using the .slave termination mecha
nism. 

(READ) AD ~ - !-: _~ -:<'---'---i--_~A""D""D"-,R",,,Ess~-,r- - :-:~ .{ pATA· >:-:-:- -:-~~ :- -

(READ) 

(READ) 

(WRITE) 

(WRITE) 

(WRITE) 
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IDSEL 

CIBE# 

290477-53 

Figure 5-5. Configuration Cycle 
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5.1.7 INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE CYCLE 

The PCEB responds to an interrupt acknowledge cy
cle as decoded from the command during a valid 
address cycle (FRAME # asserted). The AD bus it
self is a "don't care" to the PCEB during the ad
dress phase and, therefore, status of the internal 
PCI address decoder is not used for forwarding the 
cycle to the EISA Bus where the system interrupt 
controller resides. 

The PCEB converts the PCI interrupt acknowledge 
cycle into an EISA I/O read access to the address 
04h, with special semantics indicated to the ESC via 
the inter-chip signaling. Before the PCI interrupt ac
knowledge cycle can be converted into an EISA I/O 
read cycle, the EISA Bus must be owned. If the EISA 
Bus is not owned by the PCEB (ElSAH lOA assert
ed), the PEREQ#IINTA# signal is asserted with 
PEREQ# semantics (PCI-to-EISA request). After the 
EISA Bus is acquired by the PCEB, the interrupt ac
knowledge sequence can proceed. The PCEB starts 
an I/O read cycle to address 04h and asserts 
PEREQ#IINTA# with INTA# semantics. The 
PEREQ# /INTA# remains asserted for the duration 
of the EISA I/O read cycle. Therefore, only a single 
pulse is generated on the PEREQ#IINTA# Signal. 
Conversion of the single PCI interrupt ac· 
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knowledge cycle into two interrupt acknowledge 
pulses (that is required for 8259 compatibility) oc
curs inside the ESC where the 8259-based interrupt 
controller resides. The ESC's EISA decoder uses 
the PEREQ#/INTA# signal (with INTA# seman
tics) to distinguish between normal I/O reads to the 
register located at address 04h (OMA 1 Ch2 Base 
and Current Address) and the interrupt acknowledge 
sequence. The ESC holds the EISA Bus in wait 
states until the interrupt vector is returned to the 
PCEB (via SO[7:0)). The PCEB passes the vector to 
the PCI via AO[7:0] and then terminates the cycles 
both on EISA and PCI. Note that for compatibility 
reasons, only the ESC (containing the OMA control
ler) can respond to the EISA I/O read from 04h. 

Figure 5-6 shows the PCI portion of a positively de
coded interrupt acknowledge sequence. The EISA 
portion of the sequence matches normal EISA I/O 
read timing, except that the PEREQ# /INTA# inter
chip signal is asserted during the bus cycle with 
INTA# semantics and, during the PCEB/ESC EISA 
Bus ownership exchange handshake, with PEREQ # 
semantics. Note that in order for the PCEB to posi
tively decode interrupt acknowledge cycles, bit 5 in 
the PCI Control register (PC ICON) must be set to 1. 
Otherwise, interrupt acknowledge cycles will be sub
tractively decoded. 

ClK -.J 1 \ 12 '--I ~.x \1-__ -"1 X+1 \I-:-_-:!X";2 
FRAME# \ ;--1.j..1 ---;.---------:---------ilG - -

AD - ..;. - - ---r-- NOT ~ - -I"'" -~. - - ~ ,VECTOR >-:- - .,... - ~,. -: -" . '----VALlo------"" ,., ~ .... ''--'--'=~'--- ~ 

CIBE# :-::-:- -:' -< INT -ACK x:===: : BE#'s[1110) >-:- -:-". -: :-: ~ -: -:-" 
IRDY# - - - - --0 -L-11 / 

----~- II \ j'-,-----
'-----~. 

TRDY# 

290477-54 

Figure 5-6. PCllnterrupt Acknowledge Cycle 
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5.1.8 EXCLUSIVE ACCESS 

Refer to Figures 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9 for exclusive ac· 
cess timing relationships. 

Target support: 

PCI provides an exclusive access mechanism that 
allows non·exclusive accesses to proceed in the 
face of exclusive accesses. This is referred to as a 
Resource Lock. (Note that the exclusive access 
mechanism that locks the entire bus is Bus Lock.) 
The PCEB, as a resource, can be locked by any PCI 
initiator. In the context of locke"d cycles, the PCEB 
and entirEl EISA subsystem are considered a single 
resource. (EISA subsystem is indirectly locked dur
ing an exclusive access to the PCEB.) A locked ac
cess to any address contained within the EISA sub
system locks the entire subsystem from the PCI 
side. The PLOCK# signal is propagated to the EISA 
LOCK # signal. Note that write posting (PCI-to-EISA) 
is disabled for PCI locked cycles propagated to the 
EISA subsystem. The EISA Bus is not released to 
the ESC until the locked sequence is complete. A 
subsequent PCI initiator access to the EISA subsys
tem, while it is locked, results in a retry. The PCEB 
becomes locked when it is the target of the access 
and PLOCK # is sampled negated during the ad
dress phase. The PCEB remains locked until 
FRAME# and PLOCK# are both sampled'negated. 
When in a locked state, the PCEB only accepts re
quests when PLOCK # is sampled negated during 

CLK ,2 

/ 
q; \ 

TRDY# 

3 

intel~ 
the address phase. If PLOCK # is asserted during 
the address phase, the PCEB responds by asserting 
STOP# with TRDY# negated (RETRY). 

As an unlocked target, the PCEB ignores PLOCK # 
when deciding if it should respond to a PCI address 
decoder hit. Also, if PLOCK# is sampled asserted 
during an address phase, the PCEB does not go into 
a locked state. 

As a locked target, the PCEB responds to an initiator 
when it samples PLOCK # negated during the ad
dress phase of the cycle in which the PCEB is the 
target of the access. The locking master may negate 
PLOCK # at the end of the last data phase. When 
FRAME# and PLOCK# are both sampled negated, 
the PCEB goes to the unlocked state. 

Note that the PCEB does not release the EISA Bus 
when it is in the locked state. 

Initiator support: 

When an EISA locked access to the PCI is encoun
tered (EISA LOCK # asserted), the cycle is propa
gated to the PCI Bus as a PCI locked cycle. Line 
Buffers in the PCEB are bypassed. The PLOCK # 
signal must be negated (released) before an EISA 
agent can be granted the EISA Bus. Thus, when the 
PCEB acquires the PCI Bus on behalf of the EISA 
agent, a PCI LOCKED cycle can be performed, if 
needed. 

290477-55 

Figure 5-7. Beginning a Locked Cycle 

CLK ,1 '-------'2 '-----',,3 '-----'4 ~ 
FRAME# - --: ~\,-____ -,/', ,---~------:------C!- - ..:... -
PLOCK# <lEo(---'~ - - - - - - - - -- - - \>... __________ --:-_-L/::::======--~~~t:: - - - - ; 

AD - ~ - -:-< ADDRESS, >:- -:- - - -:-~--<'-_ __=::DA"'T'_"A'___.J>:-- - -:- - --: ~--: - - , 

- - - - ~ \'-----~' -----~/ 
- - --~ ~ f', ----'---

IRDY# 

TRDY# 

290477-56 

Figure 5-8. Continuing Locked Cycle 
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eLK ,1 '-----.J,,2 '-----.J''5 
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Figure 5·9. Access to locked Target with PlOCK# Asserted During Address Phase 

5.1.9 DEVICE SELECTION 

The PCEB asserts DEVSEL# to indicate that it is 
the target of the PCI transaction. DEVSEL# is as
serted when the PCEB, as a, target, positively, sub
tractively, or negatively decodes the PCI transaction. 
In all cases except one, once the PCEB asserts 
DEVSEL#, the signal remains asserted until 
FRAME# is negated (IRDY# is asserted) and either 
STOP# or TRDY# is asserted. The exception is a 
target abort, described in Section 5.1.10, Transac
tion Termination. 

elK 

IRDY# 

TRDY# 

DEVSEL# 

For most systems, PCI target devices are able to 
complete a decode and assert DEVSEL # within 2 or 
3 clocks of FRAME # (medium and slow in Figure 
5-10). Accordingly, since the peEB subtractively or 
negatively decodes all unclaimed PCI cycles (except 
configuration cycles), it provides a configuration op
tion to reduce by 1 or 2 clocks the edge at which it 
samples DEVSEL#, allowing faster access to the 
expansion bus. Use of this option is limited by the 
slowest positive decode agent on the bus. This is 
described in more detail in Section 4.0, Address De
coding. 

Figure 5·10. Device Selection (DEVSEL#) 

I 
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5.1~10 TRANSACTION TERMINATION 

Termination of a PCI cycle can be initiated by either 
a master or a target. The PCEB supports both mas· 
ter and target initiated termination. All transactions 
are concluded when FRAME# and IRDY! are both 
sampled, negated, indicating that the PCI Bus is idle. 

5.1.10.1 Master Initiated Termination 

The PCEBsupports three types of master initiated 
termination: 

Completion: 

Time-out: 

Abort: 

Refers to the tef,mination when the 
PCES finish.es the transaction normal· 
Iy. This is the most common type .of 
termination. . 

Refers to termination when the 
PCEB's GNT# l,ine is negated and its 
internal Master latency Timer has ex· 
pired. The intended traris.action is not 
necessarily concluded. The timer may 
have expired because of a target·in
duced access latencY,orbecause the 
intended operation was very long. 

Refers to termination whEm there is 
no target response (no.DEVSEl# as
serted) to a transaction within the pro
grammed DEVSEl# response time. 

ClK ,1 

infel~ 
Completions and time-outs are common while the \ 
abort is an abnormal termination. A normal termina
tion of this type can be seen in Section 5.1.4 and 
5.1.5 in the descriptions of the basic PCI read and 
write transaction. 

The PCEB sends out a master abort (Figure 5-11) 
when the target does not respond to the PCEB-ini
tiated transaction by asserting DEVSEl # . The 
PCEB checks DEVSEl# based on the programmed 
DEVSEl# sample point. If DEVSEl# is not assert
ed by the progral11med sample point, the PCEB 
aborts the transaction by negating FRAME #, and 
then, one .clock later, negating IRDY #. The master 
abort condition is abnormal and it indicates an error 
conditi!;>n. The PCEB does not retry the cycle. 

If the transaction is an EISA-to-PCI memory or I/O 
write, the PCEB terminates the EISA cycle with 
EXRDY. If the transaction is an EISA-to-PCI memory 
or I/O read, the PCEB returns FFFFFFFFh on the 
EISA Bus. This is identical to the wayan unclaimed 
cycle is handled on the "normally ready~' EISA Bus. 
If the Line Buffer is the requester of the PCI transac
tion, the master abort mechanism ends the PCI cy
cle, but no data is transferred into or out of the Line 
Buffer. The Line Suffer does not retry the cycle. The 
Received Master Abort Status bit in the PCI Status 
Regist~r is set to 1 indicating that the PCES issued a 
master abort. 

FRAME# ~~ __ ~~ ____ ~~ __ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~-J 

IRDY# 

TRDY# 

DEVSEl# 
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Figure 5-11. Master Initiated Termination (Master Abort) 
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5.1.10.2 Target Initiated Termination 

The PCEB supports two forms of target-initiated ter
mination: 

Disconnect: A disconnect termination occurs 
when the target is unable to respond 
within the latency guidelines of the 
PCI specifications. Note that this is 
not usually done on the first data 
phase. 

Retry: Retry refers to a termination request
ed because the PCEB is currently in a 
state that makes it unable to process 
the transaction. 

Figures 5·12 and 5·13 show four types of target-ini· 
tiated terminations. In general, the PCEB initiates a 
disconnect for PCI cycles destined to EISA after the 
first data phase due to incremental latency require· 
ments. The exception is the case of a PCI memory 
write cycle destined to the EISA subsystem when 
Posted Write Buffers (PWB) are enabled and there is 
a space available in the PWB. When the PWBs are 
completely full, the PCEB generates a disconnect 
during burst access. If the first data phase can not 
be posted, the PCEB generates a retry. 

ClK 

FRAME# 

IRDY# 

TRDY# 

STOP# 

DEVSEl# 

--- -.~ 
____________________ ~I 

Disconnect· A 
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The difference between disconnect and retry is that 
the PCEB does not assert TRDY # for the retry 
case. This instructs the initiator to retry the transfer 
at a later time. No data is transferred in a retry termi· 
nation since TRDY# and IRDY# are never both as· 
serted. The PCEB retries a PCI initiator when: 

• the PCEB buffers require management activity. 

• the PCEB is locked and another PCI device at· 
tempts to select the PCEB without negating 
PLOCK # during the address phase. 

• the EISA Bus is occupied by an EISA/ISA master 
or DMA. 

• the cycle is a memory write and the Posted Write 
Buffer is full. 

Target abort is another form of target·initiated termi· 
nation. Target abort resembles a retry, though the 
target must also negate DEVSEl #, along with as· 
sertion of STOP #. As a target, the PCEB never gen· 
erates a target abort. 

As a master, if the PCEB receives a target abort, it 
relinquishes the PCI Bus and sets the Received Tar· 
get Abort Status bit in the PCI Status Register to a 1. 

n 
--------------~I 

Disconnect ~ B 
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Figure 5-12. Target Initiated Termination 
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Figure 5-13. Target Initiated Termination 
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5.1.10~3 PeEB Target Termlnatl(m Conditions 

As a ~rget, the PCES terminates a transaction due 
to the following conditions: . 

Disconnect 
, , 

• When a target, the PCES always responds with a 
disconnect to a multiple data phase. transaction 
(see the Incremental latency JiiTter section), ex
cept in the, case of memory write tranSactions, 
which can be posted. During posting; as soon as 
all PWSs are occupied the PCES terminates the 
cycle using disconnect' se~ntics. This is be
cause the hext data phases would exceed the 8 
PCI clock, incremental latency limit and the, PCI 
would be kept in wait states for, more than 2 
BCLKs (= 8 PCiCLKs), until one of the PWSs is 
emptied to its destination on the EISA Sus. 

Retry 
• F;or memory write' cycles when all ~ted Write 

buffers are full. (See Section 6.0, Data Suffering.) 

• When' the pending PCI, cycle initiates buffer man
agement 'actMty. 

.. When the PCES is iacked, as a resource, and a 
PCI master tries to access thePCES without neg
ating the PLOCK'; signal in the address phase. 

• When the ,EISA Sus is ocCupied by anEISAIISA 
master or DMA. 

Target Abort 
• The PCES never generates a target abort. 

5.1.10_4 • PCEB Maater Termination COnditions 

As an initiator, the PCES'terminates a transaction 
due to the following conditions: n 
• Completion termination Is always used by the ' 

PCEB signaling to the target that the PCES is 
ready to complete the final data phase' of the 
transaction. 

• Master abort termination is issued if the PCEB 
does not receive a DEVSEL (I from, a target within 
five ,PCICLK's after t=RAME (I assertion. The 
PCES sets the Received Master Abort Status bit 
in the pcl Status Register to a,1. 

.. Master initiated termination (disconnect) due to 
Master latency Timer expiratiCln when the' 
PCES's Pel Sus grant is removed (PCtSGNT(I 
negated). 

5; 1.10_5 ' PCEB Responses/Results of 
Termination 

PCES's response, as a target, to a master termina
tion: ' 

1-5pO 

• Completion termination is the, normal way of ter-
minating a transaction. ' , 

• If a PCI initiator times out due to L T time-out and . 
ends the current transaction, the PCES cannot 
deteCt a difference between normal' completion 
termination and,t.ime-out forced termination. 

PCES's response as a master to target termination: 

• If the PCEB receives a target abort, it means that 
the target device is not capable of handling the 
transaction. The PCEB does not try the cycle 
again. If an EISAIISA master or the DMAis wait
ing for the PCI cYcle to terminate (EXRDY negat
ed), the target abort condition causes the PCEB 
to assert EXRDY to terminate the EISA cycle. 
Note that write data is lost and the read data is 
meaningless. This is identical to the, wayan un
Claimed cycle is handled on the "normally ready" 
EISA Bus. If the Line Buffer is the requester of 
the PCI transaction, the target abort mechanism 
ends the PCI cycle, but no valid data transfers 
are performed into or out of the Line Buffer. The 
Line Buffer does not try the cycle again. The Re-' 
ceived Target Abort, Status bit in the PCI Status 
Register is set to 1 indicating that the PCEB ex
perienced a target abort condition. 

• If the PCEB is retried as an initiator on the PCI 
Sus, it will remove its request for 2 PCI' clocks 
before asserting it again to retry the cycle. 

• If the PCEB is disconnected as an initiator on the 
PCI Bus, it will respond very much' as if it had 

,been retried. The difference between retry and 
dlsconneqt is that the PCEB did not see any data 
phase for the retry. Disconnect may be generated 
by a PCI slave. when the PCEB is running a burst 
memory cycle to empty or to fill one line (16-byte) 
of the Line Buffers. In this case, the PCES may 
need ,to finish a multi-data phase transfer and re
cycles through arbitration as required for a retry. 
An example is when an EISA agent (EISAIISA 
master or DMA) issues a read request that the 
PCEB translates into a 16-byte prefetch (one line) 
arid tile PCEB is disconnected before the Line 
Buffer is completely filled. 

5.1.11 PCI DATA TRANSFERS WITH gPI;CIFIC 
BYTE ENABLE COMBINATIONS 

Non.Contiguous Combination of BYte Enables 

As a master, the PCEB might generate non-contigu
ous combinations of data byte enables because of 
the, nature of assembly operations in the Une Buff
ers. 



As a target, the PCEB might need to respond to a 
non-contiguous combination of data byte enables. 
These cycles can not be passed directly to the EISA 
Bus; the EISA Bus specification does not allow non
contiguous combinations of byte enables. If this situ
ation occurs, the PCEB splits the 32-bit transactions 
into two 16-bit transactions by first performing the 
lower word transfer (indicated bySE1 # and BEO#) 
and then the upper word transfer (indicated by 
BE3# and BE2#). 

BE[3:0] # = 1111 

As a master, the PCEB might generate this combina
tion of data byte enables during Line Buffer flush 
operations (burst write) to optimize the usage of the 
PCI Bus. Correct parity is driven during this transac
tion on the PCI Bus. 

As a target, the PCEB might need to respond to 
this combination of data byte enables. If 
BE[3:0] # = 1111, the PCEB completes the transfer 
by asserting TROY # and providing parity for read 
cycles. The PCEB does not forward the cycle to the 
EISA Bus and data is not posted in the Posted Write 
Buffers. 

5.2 PCI Bus Latency 

The PCI specification provides two mechanisms that 
limit a master's time on the bus. They ensure pre
dictable bus acquisitions when other masters are re
questing bus access. These mechanisms are mas
ter-initiated termination supported by a Master La
tency Timer (ML T) and a target-initiated termination 
(specifically, disconnect) supported by a target's in
cremental latency mechanism. 

5.2.1 MASTER LATENCY TIMER (MLT) 

T~e PCEB has a programmable Master Latency 
Timer (ML T). The ML T is cleared and suspended 
whenever the PCEB is not asserting FRAME#. The 
ML T is controlled via the ML T Register (see Section 
4.1, PCES Configuration Registers). When the 
PCES, as a master, asserts FRAME#, it enables its 
ML T to count. If the PCES completes its transaction 
(negates FRAME#) before the count expires, the 
ML T is ignored. If the count expires before the trans
action completes (count = number clocks pro
grammed jnto the ML T Register ), the PCES initiates 
a transaction termination as soon as its GNT # is 
removed. The number of clocks programmed into 
the ML T Register represents the guaranteed time 
slice (measured in PCICLKs) allotted to the PCES; 
after which it surrenders the bus as soon as its 
GNT # is removed. (Actual termination does not oc
cur until the target is ready.) 

1-
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5.2.2 INCREMENTAL LATENCY MECHANISM 

As a target, the PCES supports the Incremental La
tency Mechanism for PCI-to-EISA cycles. The PCI 
specification states that for multi-data phase PCI cy
cles, if the incremental latency from current data 
phase (N) to the next data phase (N + 1) is greater 
than eight PCICLKs, the target must manipulate 
TROY # and STOP # to stop the transaction after 
the current data phase (N). If the PCES's internal 
PWBs are enabled, the EISA Bus is owned by the 
PCES, and there is a space available in the PWSs, 
then the PCI memory cycles destined to EISA are 
posted until all PWSs are occupied. When the PWSs 
are occupied, the following cycle is disconnected (in 
the case of burst) or retried (in the case of single 
cycles). All other PCI-to-EISA cycles (memory read 
and I/O read or write) are automatically terminated 
(during a burst) after the first data phase because 
they require more than eight PCICLKs to complete 
on the EISA Bus. 

Therefore, the PCES does not need to specifically 
implement an 8 PCICLK timer and the PCES han
dles a disconnect in a pre-determined fashion, 
based on the type of current transaction. 

5.3 PCI Bus Parity Support and Error 
Reporting 

PCI provides for parity and asynchronous system er
rors to be detected and reported separately. The 
PCES/ESC chip set implements both mechanisms. 
The PCES implements only parity generation and 
checking and it does not interface to the SERR # 
signal. Reporting of both PERR# and SERR# indi
cated errors is implemented in the ESC. 

5.3.1 PARITY GENERATION AND CHECKING 

The PCEB supports parity generation and checking 
on the PCI Sus. During the address and data phas
es, parity covers AD[31 :0] and the C/SE[3:0] # 
lines, regardless of whether or not all lines carry 
meaningful information. Syte lanes that are not actu
ally transferring data are still required to be driven 
with stable (albeit meaningless) data and are includ
ed in the parity calculation. Parity is calculated such 
that the number of 1s on AD[31:0], C/SE[3:0]#, 
and the PAR signals is an even number. 

The role of the PCES in parity generation/checking 
depends on the phase of the cycle (address or 
data), the type of bus cycle (read or write), and 
whether the PCES is a master or target. The fOllOW
ing paragraphs and Figure 5-14 summarize behavior 
of the PCES during the address and data phase of a 
PCI Sus cycle. 
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Figure 5-14. Parity Operation 

5.3.1.1 Address Phase 

As a master, the PCEB drives AD[31:0) and 
C/BE[3:0) # and calculates the corresponding parity 
value and drives it on the PAR signal, 1 clock later. 
As a target, the PCEB does not check parity during 
the address phase of a bus cycle. 

5.3.1.2 Data Phase 

As a master during a write cyCle, the PCEB drives 
AD[31 :0) and C/BE[3:0) # and calculates the corre
sponding parity value and drives it on the PARsig
nal, 1 clock later. 

As a master during a read cycle, the PCEB only , 
drives C/BE[31 :0) #. The .responding target drives 

, AD[31 :0) lines (data) and calculates parity based on 
the received C/BE[3:0)# and outgoing AQ[31:0) 
Signals. The target drives PAR du~ng the following 
clock. The PCEB calculates parity based on the out
going C/BE[3:0)# and the incoming AD[31:0) sig
nals at the end of the data phase. It compares it with 
the incoming value of the PAR signal and asserts' 
PERR # if there is no match. 

As a target during a write cycle, the PCEB calculates 
parity on the incoming AD[31:0) and C/BE[3:0)# 
signals; and compares the reslJlton the next clock 
with the incoming value on the PAR signal. If the 
value does not match, the PCEB asserts PERR # . 

As a target during a read cyCle, the PCEBcalculates 
parity on the incoming C/BE[a:O) # and oU1goin9 
AD[31:0) signals. The PCEB drives the calculated 
parity value during the next clock. The master of .the 
transaction receives the data, calculates parity on its 
outgoing C/BE[3:0) # and incoming AD[31:0) sig
nals and compares its calculated value, on the next 
clock, with the parity value on the PAR signal (sup:.. 
plied by the PCEB). If the values do not match, the 
master asserts PERR#. 
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5.3.2 PARITY ERROR-PERR# SIGNAL 

When the PCEB is involved in a bus transaction 
(master or target), it asserts the PERR # Signal, if 
enabled via the PCICMD Register, to indicate a pari
ty error for the bus cycle. PERR# is a sustained tri
state (s/t/s) type of signal (see Section 2.0, Signal 
Description). Note that PCI parity errors signaled by 
PERR #, are reported to the host processor via tile 

, ESC's system interrupt control logic. When the 
PCEB detects a parity error during one of its !;Ius 
transactions, it sets the parity error status bit in the 
pCI Status Register, regardless ,of whether the 
PERR # signal is enabled via the PCICMD Register. 

5.3.3 SYSTEM ERRORS 

The PCEB does not generate system erro~ 
(SERR #). Tnus, the PCEB does not have the capa
bility of' indicating parity errors during the address 
phase in which it is a potential target (i.e., not a mas
ter). Note that system errors are reported via the 
ESC (companion chip). 

5.4 PCI Bus Arbitration 

The, PCEB contains a PCI BIIS arbiter that supports 
-six PCI Bus mas.ters-The Host/pCI Bridge, PCEB, 
and four other masters. The PCEB's REO#/GNT# 
signals are internal.. If an external arbiter is used, the 
internal arbiter can be disabled. When disabled, the 
PCEB's internal REO#, GNT#, and RESUME# sig
nals becOme visible for an external arbiter (via the 
GNTO# IPCEBREO# , REQO#/PCEBGNT#, and 
GNT1 # IRESUME # dual-function signal pins, re
spectively). During Power-up, the internal arbiter is 
enabled jf'CPUREO# is sampled high when, 
PCIRST# makes a low-to~high transition. 

I 



The internal arbiter contains several features that 
contribute to system efficiency: 

• Use Of the internal RESUME # signal to re-enable 
. a backed-off initiator in order to minimize PCI Bus 

thrashing when the PCEB generates a retry. 

• A programmable timer to re-enable retried initia
tors after a number of PCICLK's. 

• A programmable PCI Bus lock or PCI resource 
lock function. 

• The CPU (Host/PCI) can be optionally parked on 
the PCI Bus. 

Fixed 
Control 
BankO 

I 

0 

Rotate 
Control 
BankO 

I 
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In addition, the PCEB has three PCI sideband sig
nals (FLUSHREQ#, MEMREQ#, and MEMACK#) 
that are used to control system buffer coherency 
and control operations for the Guaranteed Access 
Time (GAT) mode. 

5.4.1 PCI ARBITER CONFIGURATION 

The PCI arbitration priority scheme is programmable 
through the configuration registers. The arbiter con
sists of four (4) banks that can be configured so that 
the six (6) masters can be arranged in a purely rotat
ing priority scheme, one of 24 fixed priority schemes, 
or a hybrid combination. 

PCEBREO# 

REOO# 1 
BankO c--

RE01# 

RE02# 

CPUREO# 

RE03# 

Fixed 
Control 
Bank 3 

I 
0 

Bank 3 
1 

I 
Rotate Control 

Bank 3 

~---.-.--- 0 
Bank 1 ~ 

1 

I I 
Fixed 

Control 
Bank 1 

Rotate 
Control 
Bank 1 

00 

01 Bank 2 f--

10 

I I I 
Fixed Rotate 

Control Control 
Bank 2 Bank 2 

(a,b) 

Figure 5-15. Arbiter Conceptual Block Diagram 

NOTE: 
PCEBREQ# /PCEBGNT # are PCEB internal signals. 
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The PCEB implements PCI arbiter priority configura
tion registers ARBPRI and ARBPRIX mapped in the 
PCl's configuration space. Definition of the registers 
is as follows: . 

ARBPRI 

Bit Description 

0 Bank 0 Fixed Priority Mode Select 

1 Bank 1 Fixed Priority Mode Select 

2 Bank 2 Fixed Priority Mode Select A 

3 Bank 2 Fixed Priority Mode Select B 

4 Bank 0 Rotate Control 

5 Bank 1 Rotate Control 

6 Bank 2 Rotate Control 

7 Bank 3 Rotate Control 

This register defaults to 04h at reset. This selects 
fixed mode # 4 with the CPU the highest priority de
vice guaranteeing that BIOS accesses can take 
place. 

ARBPRIX 

Bit Description 

0 Bank 3 Fixed Priority Mode select 

1-7 Reserved 

This register defaults to OOh at reset. Default value 
selects REQ1 # as a higher priority request than 
REQ2# when Bank 3 operates in the fixed priority 
mode. 

5.4.1.1 Fixed Priority Mode 

The twenty four selectable fixed priority schemes 
are listed in Table 5-2. 

Table 5·2. Fixed Priority Mode Bank Control Bits 

Bank Priority 
Mode 

3 2b 2a 1 0 Highest Lowest 

0 0 0 0 0 0 PCEBREQ# REQO# REQ1#/REQ2# CPUREQ# REQ3# 

1 0 0 0 0 1 REQO# PCEBREQ# REQ1#/REQ2# CPUREQ# REQ3# 

2 0 0 0 1 0 PCEBREQ# REQO# REQ1#/REQ2# REQ3# CPUREQ# 

3 0 0 0 1 1 REQO# PCEBREQ# REQ1 #/REQ2# REQ3# CPUREQ# 

4 0 0 1 0 0 CPUREQ# REQ3# PCEBREQ# REQO# REQ1#/REQ2# 

5 0 0 1 0 1 CPUREQ# REQ3# REQO# PCEBREQ# REQ1#/REQ2# 

6 0 0 1 1 0 REQ3# CPUREQ# PCEBREQ# REQO# REQ1#/REQ2# 

7 0 0 1 1 1 REQ3# CPUREQ# REQO# PCEBREQ# REQ1#/REQ2# 

8 0 1 0 0 0 REQ1#/REQ2# CPUREQ# REQ3# PCEBREQ# REQO# 

9 0 1 0 0 1 REQ1#/REQ2# CPUREQ# REQ3# REQO# PCEBREQ# 

A 0 1 0 1 0 REQ1#/REQ2# REQ3# CPUREQ# PCEBREQ# REQO# 

B 0 1 0 1 1 REQ1#/REQ2# REQ3# CPUREQ# REQO# PCEBREQ# 

X 1 1 x x Reserved 
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Table 5-2. Fixed Priority Mode Bank Control Bits (Continued) 

Bank ( 

Mode 
1 Highest 3 2b 2a 0 

10 1 0 0 0 0 PCEBREQ# REQO# 

11 1 0 0 0 1 REQO# PCEBREQ# 

12 1 0 0 1 0 PCEBREQ# REQO# 

13 1 0 0 1 i REQO# PCEBREQ# 

14 1 0 1 0 0 CPUREQ# REQ3# 

15 1 0 1 0 1 CPUREQ# REQ3# 

16 1 0 1 1 0 REQ9# CPUREQ# 

17 1 0 1 1 1 REQ3# CPUREQ# 

18 1 1 0 0 0 REQU/REQ1# CPUREQ# 

19 1 1 0 0 1 REQ2#/REQ1# CPUREQ# 

1A 1 1 0 1 0 REQU/REQ1# REQ3# 

1B 1 1 0 1 1 REQ2#/REQ1# REQ3# 

x 1 1 x x , , 

Note that these tWo tables are permutations 6f the 
same table with different vaiuEi of the Bank 3 fixed 
priority control bit. 

The fixed bank control bit(s) selects Which requester 
is the highest priority device within that particular 

I 

Priority 

Lowest 

REQU/REQ1# CPUREQ# REQ3# 

REQ1#/REQ1# CPUREQ# REQ~# 

REQU/REQ1# REQ3#' CPUREQ# 

REQU/REQ1# REQ3# CPUREQ# 

PCESREQ# REQO# REQ2#/REQ1# 

REQO# PCEBREQ# REQ2#/REQ1# 

PCEBREQ# REQO# REQ2#/REQ1# 

REQO# PCEBREQ# REQ2#/REQ1# 

RE;Q3# PCEBREQ# REQO# 

REQ3# REQO# PCEBREQ# 

CPUREQ# PCEBREQ# REQO# 

CPUREQ# REQO# PCEBREQ# 

Reserved 

bank, Bits 4-7 must all be programmed to O's (ro
tate mode disabled) to get these combinations. 

The selectable fixed schemes provide 24 of the 128 
possible fixed mode permutations possible for the 
six masters. 
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5.4.1.2 Rotating Priority Mode 

When any bank rotate control bit is set to a one, that 
particular bank rotates between the requesting in· 
puts. Any or all banks can be set in rotate mode. If 
all four banks are set in rotate mode, the six support
ed masters are all rotated and the arbiter is in a pure 
rotating priority mode. If, within a rotating bank, the 
highest priority device (a) does not have an active 
request, the lower priority devic.e (b or c) will. be 
granted the bus. However, this does not change the 
rotation scheme. When the bank toggles; device b is 
the highest priority. Because of. this, the maximum 
latency a device can encounter is two complete ro-
tations. ' 

5.4.1.3 Mixed Priority Mode 

Any combination of fixed priority and rotate priority 
modes can be used in different arbitration banks to 
achieve a specific arbitration scheme. 

5.4.1.4 Locking Masters 

When a master acquires the PLOCK # signal, the 
arbiter gives that master highest priority until 
PLOCK# is negated and FRAME# is negated. This 
insures that a master that locked a resource will 
eventually be able to unlock that same resource. 

5.4.2 .POWER·UP CONFIGURATION 

The PCEB's internal arbiter is enabled if CPUREQ# 
is sampled high on the low-to-high edge of 
PCIRST #. After PCIRST #, the internal arbiter, if en
abled, is set to fixed· priority mode number 4 with 
CPU parking turned off. Fixed mode number 4 guar
antees that the CPU is capab!eof accessing BIOS to 
configure the system, regardless of the state of the 
other REQ#'s. Note that the Host/PCI Bridge 
should drive CPUREQ# high during the rising edge 
of PCIRST#. When the internal arbiter is enabled, 
the PCEB acts as the central resource and drives 
AD[31:0), C/BE[3:0)#, and PAR when no device is 
granted the PCI Bus and the bus is idle. The peEB 
always drives these signals when it is granted the 
bus (PCEBGNT # and PCI. Bus idle) and ~s appropri
ate when it is the master of a trarisac:tion. After re
set, if the internal arbiter is enabled, CPUGNT#, 
GNT[3:0)#, and the internal PCEBGNT# are driv
en,based on the arbitration scheme and the assert-
ed REQ#'s. . 
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intel~ 
If an external arbiter is present in the .system, the 
CPUREQ# signal, should be tied low. When 
CPUREQ # is sampled low on the rising edge Of the 
PCIRST#, the internal arbiter is disabled .. When the 
internal arbiter is disabled, the .PCEB does not drive 
AD[31:0], C/BE[3:0]ill, and PAR as the central re
source. The PCEB only drives these signals when it 
is granted the bus (PCEBGNT# and idle bus).and as 
appropriate when it is the master of a transaction. 

. If the internal arbiter is disabled, GNTO# 
becomes PCEBREQ# (output signal), GNT1 ill be
'comes RESUME# (output signal), and REQO# be
comes PCEBGNT # (input signal). This exposes the 
normally embedded PCEB arbitration signals. Since 
these signals retain their' input/output character 
there is no contention, issue. 

5.4.3 ARBITRATION SIGNALING PROTOCOL 

An agent requests the PCI . Bus by asserting its 
REQiII. When the arbiter determines that an agent 
may use the PCI Bus, it asserts the agent's pNT,#. 
Figure 5-16 shows an .example of the basic arbitra
tion cycle. Two agents (A I;md B) are used to, illus
trate how the arbiter alternates bus accesses. Note 
in Figure 5-16 that the current owner of the.bus may 
keep its REQ# (REQ#-A) asserted when it requires, 
additional transactions.· . 

REQiII-A is asSerted prior to or at clock 1 to request 
use of the PCI Bus. Agent A is granted access to the 
bus (GNr#-A is asserted) at clock 2. Agent A may 
start a transaction at clock 2 because FRAME # and 
IRDY# are negated and GNT#~A is asserted. Agent 
A's transaction starts when FRAME# is ,asserted 
(clock 3). Agent A requests another transaction by 
keeping REQ#-A asserted. 

\ 

When FRAME# is.asserted on clock 3, the arbiter 
determines that agent B has priority and, asserts 
GNT#-B and negates GNT#-A on clock 4. When 
agent A completes its transaction on clock 4, it relin
quishes the bus. All PClagents can determine the 
end of the current transaction when both FRAME # 
and IRDY # are negated; Agent B becomes the pel 
Bus owner on clock 5 (FRAMEiII and IRDY# are 
negated) and completes its transaction on cl6ck 7. 
Note that REQ#-B is negated and FRAME# is as
sertedon clo<?k 6,. indicating that agent B requires 
only a single transaction. The arbiter grants the next 
transaction to ag~nt A because .its REQ# is still as
,serted. 
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5.4.3.1 REQ# and GNT# Rules 

Figures·is illustrates basic arbitration. Once assert
. ed, GNT#'maybe negated according to the follow

ing rules: 

1. If GNT # is negated at the same time that 
FRAME#is asserted, the bus transaction is valid 
and will continue. . 

2. One GNT # can be negated coincident with an
other being asserted, if the bus is not in the idle 
state. Otherwise, a one clock delay is incurred be
tween the negation of the current master's GNT # 
and as~ertion of the next master's GNT #, to 
comply with the PCI specification. 

3. While FRAME # is negated, GNT # may be negat
ed, at any time, in order to service a higher priOrity 
master, or in response to the associated REO# 
being negated. 

4. If the MEMREO# and MEMACK# are asserted, 
once the PCES is granted the PCI Sus, the arbiter 
will not remove the internal grant until the PCES 
removes its request. 

CLK 

REQ#-A 
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5.4.3.2 Back-to-Back Transactions 

Figure S-17 illustrates arbitration for a back-to.back 
access. There are two types of back-to-back trans
actions by the same initiator; those that do not re
quire a turn-around-cycle (see Section S.1.3.1, Turn
Around-Cycle Definition) and those that do. A turn
around-eycle is not required when the initiator's sec
ond transaction is to the same target as the first 
transaction (to insure no TROY # contention), and 
the first transaction is a write. This is a fast back-to
back. Under all other conditions, the initiator must 
insert a minimum of one turn-around-cycle. 

During a fast back-to-back transaction, the initiator 
starts the next transaction immediately, without a 
turn-around-cycle. The last data phase completes 
when FRAME# is negated, and IRDY# and 
TROY # are asserted. The current initiator starts an
other transaction on the same PCICLK that the last 
data is transferred for the previous transaction. 

As a master, the PCES does not know if it is access
ing the same target, and, thus, does not generate 
fast back-to-back accesses. As a slave, the PCES is 
capable of decoding fast. back-to-back eycles. 

REQ#-B ~\.._---7-~~--i-----'--"';';--~-----:-~/. 
GNT#-A ~I... ________ --J/ ,'--__ _ 

GNT#·B ..... \\..·-----'------7-----:---:-----'1. 
FRAME# ~::-:-~ - -: :-: -:~,'_ ___ ---',,..:---- - - -:- ~\.'-___ -/r----

AD 

access· A access· B 
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Figure 5-16. Basic Arbitration 
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'5.4.4 RETRY THRASHING RESOLVE 

When a Pql initiator's access is retried, the initiator 
releases the PCI Bus for a minimum of tw,o PCI 
clocks and then normally requests the PCI ~us 
again. To avoid thrashing of the bus with retry after 
retry, the Rei arbiter's state tracer provides REQ# 
masking. Tracking retried masters requires latching 
GNT# during FRAME# sp that the correct retried 
master can be masked. The state tracer masks a 
REQ# after that particular agent is retried on the 
PCI Bus~ The state tracer differentiates between tWo 
retry events. The two events include: 

1. PCEB target retries 

2. All other retries 

For initiators that were retried by the PCEB as a tar- , 
get, the masked REO;!! is flagged to be c!eared' 
upon RESUME # active. All other rE1tries trigger the 
~aster Retry Timer (described in Section 5.4.4.2, 
Master Retry Timer). When this timer expires, the 
mask is cleared. 

5.4.4.1 Resume Function (RESUME#) 

The PCEB forces a retry to a PCI master (resulting in 
the masking the REQ# 'of that master) fqr the fol
lowing: 

1: Buffer management activities (see Section 6.0, 
Data Buffering) , , ' 

2. The EISA Bus is occupied by an EI$AlISA master 
, or DMA 

3. The PCI-to-EISA Posted Write Buffer. is full 

4. The PCEB is locked as a resource and PLOCK # 
, is asserte(j during 'the address phase. 

The PCEB asserts RESUME # (internal or external) 
for. a clock eycle when the PCEB has retried a' PCI 
cycle for one of the above reasOns and that condi
tion passes, RESUME# IS pulsed when: 

1. The buffer management triggered by the retried 
cycle ,is complete. 

2. The EISA Bus that caused retry because it was 
occupie(j becomes available. 

3. The .PWB that caused retry because it was full ' 
becomes available.' , 

4. An exclusive access to the PCEB that caused re~ 
try of the non-exclusive access has completed 
(PCEBuhlocked). . 

When RESUME # is asserted; it unmasks' the 
REQ#s that are masked and flagged to be cleared 
by RESUME # . The RESUME # signai becomes visi
ble as an output whEm the internal arbiter is disabled. 
This allows an eXternal arbiter to optionally jlvoid re
try thrashing associated With the .PCEB O.e., EISA 
Bus) as a target. When asserted, RESUME# is as
serted for one PCICLK. 
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5.4.4.2 Master Retry, Timer 

For any other retried PCI cycle, th~ arbiter ll'Iasks the 
REQ# and flags it tp be cleared by the expiratiorlof 
a programmable timer. The first retry in this category 
triggers the programmable timer. Subsequent retries 
in this qategory are masked but do not reset the 
timer. Expiration of .this programmable timer un
masks all REQ#s that are masked for this reason. 
The Retry Timer is programmable to 0 (disabled), 
16, 32, or 64 PCICLKs. " . 

If no. other PCI master,s are requesting the PCI Bus, 
all ofthe REQ#s masked for. the timer are cleared 
and the timer is set to o. Note that when there is a 
pending request that IS internally masked, thePCEB 
does not pink the CPU' on the PCI Blls (i.e., PCI 
agent that uses CPUREQ#/CPUGNT# signal pair). 
This is necessary to assist the Host/PCI bridge in 
determining when to re-enable its disabled posted 
write buffers. ,. 

5.4.5 BUS LOCK MODE 

As an option, the PCEB arbiter can be configured to 
run in Bus!-ock Mode or Resource Lock MOde (de
fault). The Bus Lock Mode is used to lock the entire 
PCI Bus. This may improve performance in some 
systems .that frequently run quick read-modify-write 
cycles (i.e., access to the VGA' frame buffer using 
the XCHG x86 instruction that automatically asserts 
the CPU LOCK# signal). Bus Lock Mode emulates. 
the LOCK environment found in tOday's PC by re
stricting bus ownership when the PC! Bus is locked. 
While . Bus Lock Mode improves performance in 
some systems, it may cause performance problems 
i;rother systems. With Eius Lock enabied, the arbiter 
recognizes a LOCK#·being driven'by an initiator and 
does. not allow any other PCI initiator to be granted 
the PCI Bus until LOCK # and FRAME # are both 
negated, indicating the master released lock. When 
Bus Lock is disabled, the default resource lock 
mechanism is implemented (normal resource lock) 
and a.higher priority PCI initiator could. intervene be
tween the cycles that are part of the locked se
quence and run non-exclusive accesses to any un
locked resource. 

CAUTION: 

Bus Lock mbde should not be used with'non-GAT 
mOd~. If the system is initialized for bpth Bus Lock 
mode and .• non~GA T mode a deadlock Situation 
might occur in the case where tlie fif$t access to the. 
locked device is a' write instead of a read and the 
loCked device has data in its internal posted Write 
buffer. In GA T mode and/or Resource Lock mode 
this Condition can hot happen. If it is absolutely r1ec
essaiY . to operate the system in the a/xwe men-, 
tioned combif7!ltion of modes; thim the posted write 
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buffers of the device that might be involved in locked 
operations (typically semaphore in main memory) 
must be disabled 

5.4.6 MEMREQ#, FLSHREQ#, AND MEMACK# 
PROTOCOL 

Before an EISA master or DMA can be granted the 
PCI Bus, it is necessary that all PCI system posted 
write buffers be flushed (including the PCEB Posted 
Write Buffer). Also, since the EISA-originated· cycle 
could access memory on the Host/PCI Bridge, it is 
possible that the EISA master or DMA could be held 
in wait states (via EXRDY) waiting for the Host/PCI 
Bridge arbitration· for longer than the 2.1 JA-s EISAI 
ISA specification. The PCEB has an optional mode 
called Guaranteed Access Time mode (GAT) that 
ensures that this timing specification is not violated. 
This is accomplished by delaying the EISA grant sig
nal to the requesting master or DMA until the EISA 
Bus, PCI Bus, and the system memory bus are arbi
trated for and owned. 

The three sideband signals, MEMREQ#, 
FLSHREQ#, and MEMACK# are used to support 
the system Posted Write Buffer flushing and Guaran
teed Access Time mechanism. The MEMACK# sig
nal is. the common acknowledge signal for both 
mechanisms. Note that, when MEMREQ# is assert
ed, FLSHREQ# is also asserted. Table 5-3 shows 
the relationship between MEMREQ# and 
FLSHREQ#. 

Table 5-3. FLSHREQ# and MEMREQ# 

FLSHREQ# MEMREQ# Meaning 

1 1 Idle. 

0 1 Flush buffers 
pointing towards the 
PCI Bus to avoid 
EISA deadlock. 

1 0 Reserved. 

0 0 GAT mode. 
Guarantees PCI Bus 
immediate access 
to main memory. 

5.4.6.1. Flushing System Posted Write Buffers 

Once an EISA Bus owner (EISAIISA master or the 
DMA) begins a cycle on the EISA Bus, the cycle can 
not be backed-off. It can only be held in wait states 
via EXRDY. In order to know the destination of EISA 
master cycles, the cycle needs to begin. After the 
cycle is started, no other device can intervene and 
gain ownership of the EISA Bus until the cycle is 
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completed and arbitration is performed. A potential 
deadlock condition exists when an EISA-originated 
cycle to the PCI Bus forces a mandatory transaction 
to EISA, or when the PCI target is inaccessible due 
to an interacting event that also requires the EISA 
Bus. To avoid this potential deadlock, all PCI posted 
write buffers in the system must be disabled and 
flushed, before an EISAIISA master or DMA can be 
granted the EISA Bus. The buffers must remain dis
abled while the EISA Bus is occupied. The following 
steps indicate the PCEB (and ESC) handshake for 
flushing the system posted write buffers. 

1. When an EISAIISA master, DMA or refresh logic 
requests the EISA Bus, the ESC component as
serts EISAHOLD to the PCEB. 

2. The PCEB completes the present cycle (and does 
not accept any new cycle), flushes its PCI-to-EISA 
Posted Write Buffers and gives the EISA Bus to 
the ESC by floating its EISA interface and assert
ing EISAHLDA. Before giving the bus to the ESC, 
the PCEB checks to see if it itself is locked as a 
PCI resource. It can not grant the EISA Bus as 
long as the PCEB is locked. 

At this point the PCEB's EISA:to-PCI Line Buffers 
and other system buffers (Host/PCI Bridge buff
ers) that are pointing to PCI are not yet flushed. 
The reason for this is that the ESC might request 
the bus in order to run a refresh cycle that does 
not require buffer flushing. That is not known until 
the EISA arbitration is frozen (after EISAHLDA is 
asserted). 

a. If the ESC needs to perform a refresh cycle, 
then it negates NMFLUSH # (an ESC-to-PCEB 
flush control signal). ESC drives the EISA Bus 
until it completes the refresh cycle and then 
gives the bus to the PCEB by negating 
EISAHOLD. 

b. If the ESC requested the EISA Bus on behalf of 
the EISA master,· DMA or ISA master, then it 
asserts NMFLUSH # and tri-states the EISA 
Bus. The PCEB asserts the FLSHREQ# signal 
to the Host/PCI Bridge (and other bridges) to 
disable and flush posted write buffers. The 
PCEB flushes its internal EISA-to-PCI Posted 
Write Buffers, if they contain valid write data. 

4. When the Host/PCI Bridge completes its buffer 
disabling and flushing, it asserts MEMACK# to 
the PCEB. Other bridges in the system may also 
need to disable and flush their posted write buff
ers pointing towards PCL This means that other 
devices may also generate MEMACK #. All of the 
MEMACK#s need to be "wire-OR'd". When the 
PCEB re.ceives MEMACK# indicating that all 
posted write buffers have been flushed, it asserts 
NMFLUSH #. to the ESC and the ESC gives the 
bus grant to the EISA device. 
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5. The PCEB continues to assert FLSHREQ# while 
the EISA/ISA master or DMA owns the EISA Bus. 
While FLSHREQ# is asserted the Host/PCI 
Bridge must keep its posted write buffers flushed. 

6. MEMACK # should be driven inactive as soon as 
possible by the Host/PCI Bridge and other bridg
es after FLSHREQ# is negated. The PCEB waits 
until it detects MEMACK # negated before it can 
generate another. FLSHREQ#. 

5_4.6.2 Guaranteed Access Time Mode 

When the PCEB's Guaranteed Access Time Mode is 
enabled (via the ARBCON Register), MEMREQ# 
and MEMACK # are used to guarantee that the ISA 
2.1 I-I-s CHRDY specification is not violated. Note 
that EISA's 2.5 I-I-s maximum negation time of the 
EXRDY signal is a subset of the ISA requirement. 
Thus, 2.1 I-I-s satisfies both bus requirements. 

When an EISA/ISA master or DMA slave requests 
the EISA Bus (MREQ# or DREQ# active), the EISA 
Bus, the PCI Bus, and the memory bus must be arbi
trated for and all three must be owned before the 
EISAIISA master or DMA is granted the EISA Bus. 
The following lists the sequence of events: 

1. An EISAIISA master, DMA, or refresh logic re
quests the EISA Bus. The ESC asserts 
EISAHOlD signal to the PCEB. 

2. The PCEB completes the present cycle (Le., does 
not accept any new cycle), flushes its PCI-to-EISA 
posted write buffers and gives the bus to the ESC 
by floating its EISA interface and asserting 
EISAHLDA. Before giving the bus to the ESC, the 
PCEB checks to see if it is locked as a PCI re
source. It can not grant the EISA Bus as long as 
the PCEB is locked. . 

At this point, the PCEB's EISA-to-PCI Line Buffers 
and other system buffers (e.g., Host/PCI Bridge 
buffers) that are pointing to the PCI Bus are not 
flushed. The reason is that the ESC; might request 
the bus to run a refresh cycle that does not require 
buffer flushing. This is not known until the EISAarbi
tration is frozen (after EISAHLDA is asserted). 

3a. If the ESC needs to perform a refresh cycle, then 
it asserts NMFLUSH # (an ESC-to-PCEB flush 
control signal). The ESC drives the EISA Bus un
til it completes the refresh cycle and then gives 
the bus to the PCEBby negating EISAHOLD. 

3b. If the ESC requested the EISA Bus on behalf of 
the EISA master, DMA or ISA master, then it as
serts NMFLUSH # and tri-states the EISA Bus. If 
the PCEB is programmed in GAT (Guaranteed 
Access Time· mode), the MEMREQ# and 
FLSHREQ# signals are asserted simultaneously 
to indicate request for direct access to main 
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memory and a request to flush the system's post
ed write buffers pOinting towards the PCI (includ
ing the PCEB's internal buffers). These require
ments are necessary to insure that once the PCI 
and EISA Buses are dedicated to. the PCEB, the 
cycle generated by the PCEB will not require the 
PCI or EISA Buses, thus creating a deadlock. 
MEMREQ# and FLSHREQ# are asserted as 
long as the EISA/ISA master or DMA owns the 
EISA Bus. 

4. Once the Host/PCI Bridge has disabled and 
flushed its posted write buffers, and the memory 
bus is dedicated to the PCI interface, it asserts 
MEMACK # . Other bridges in the system may also 
need to disable and flush their posted write buff
ers pointing towards PCI due to the FLSHREQ# 
signal. This means that other devices may also 
generate a MEMACK#. All of the MEMACK#s 
need to be "wire-OR'd". When the PCEB re
ceives MEMACK #, it assumes that all of the crit
ical posted write buffers in the system have been 
flushed and that the PCEB has direct access to 
main memory, located behind the Host/PCI 
Bridge. 

5. When MEMACK # is asserted by the PCEB, it will 
request the PCI Bus (internal or external 
PCEBREQ# signal). Before requesting the PCI 
Bus, the PCEB checks to see that the PCI Bus 
does not have an active lock. The PCI. Bus is 
granted to the PCEB when it wins the bus through 
the normal arbitration mechanism. Once the 
PCEB is granted the PCI Bus (internal or external 
PCEBGNT#), the PCEB checks to see if 
PLOCK # is negated before it gran~s the EISA 
Bus. If the PCI Bus is locked when the PCEB is 
granted the PCI Bus, the PCEB releases the 
REQ# signal and waits until the PLOCK# is neg
ated before asserting REQ# again. Once the 
PCEB owns the PCI Bus (internal or external 
PCEBGNT#), and the MEMACK# and 
MEMREQ# signals are asserted, the PCI arbiter 
will not grant the PCI Bus to any other PCI master 
except the peEB until the PCEB releases its PCI 
REQ# line. 

6. When the peEB is granted the PCI Bus (internal 
or external PCEBGNT #) and LOCK # is inactive, 
it asserts NMFLUSH #to the ESC and the ESC 
gives the bus grant to the EISA device. 

7. When the EISA Bus is no longer owned by an 
EISA master or DMA, the PCEB negates 
MEMREQ# and FLSHREQ# and the PCI request 
signal (internal or external PCEBREQ#). The ne
gation of MEMREQ# and FLSHREQ# indicates 
that direct access to the resource behind . the 
bridge is no longer needed and that the posted 
write buffers may be enabled. Note that 
MEMACK # should be driven inactive as soon as 
possible by the Host/PCI Bridge and other 
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bridges after MEMREQ# is negated. The PCEB 
waits until it detects MEMACK# negated before 
it can generate another MEMREQ# or 
FLSHREQ#. 

The use of MEMREQ#, FLSHREQ#, and· 
MEMACK # does not guarantee GAT mode func
tionality with ISA masters that don't acknowledge 
CHRDY. These signals just guarantee the CHRDY 
inactive specification. 

5.4.6.3 Interrupt Synchronization-Buffer 
Flushing 

The ESC contains the system interrupt controller. 
Therefore, the PCEB/ESC chip set is the default 
destination of the PCI interrupt acknowledge cycles. 
Interrupts in the system are commonly used as a 
synchronization mechanism. If interrupts are used by 
the EISA agents to notify the Host CPU that data 
has been written to main memory, then posted data 
buffers must be flushed before the vector is returned 
during the interrupt acknowledge sequence. The 
PCEB handles this transparently to the rest of the 
system hardware/software. It retries the PCI inter
rupt acknowledge cycles and flushes the PCEB Line 
Buffers, if necessary. 

MEMACKt 
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5.4.6;4 System Buffer Flushing Protocol-State 
Machine 

Figure 5-18 illustrates the functionality of the state 
machine contained within PCEB that implements the 
system buffer flushing protocol. 

Definition of States 

Normal: State where normal buffering is en
abled. 

WaitForGAT: Waiting for acknowledgment that the 
system has all buffers flushed and dis
abled and the EISA Bus master will 
have ownership of the entire system. 

GAT: State where the system is ready for an 
EISA master to take over and have 
complete access to the system. The 
EISA Bus may be granted. 

FlushEISA: Request for all devices in the system 
to flush all buffered writes that could 
end up going to the EISA Bus. 

EISAbusy: State where an EISA Bus master owns 
the standard bus and no write data 
that might go to the EISA Bus may be 
posted. 

Definition of Signals 
GAT: GAT mode status bit. 
REQ: EISA master request for PCI. 

-:~ ____ MEMACK# 

) 

~ I NCO ~'lLR_E_Q __ c/ 

~) 
./ 
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Figure 5-18. Buffer Flush Protocol-State Machine 
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5.4.7 BUS PARKING 

PCI Bus parking can be enabled/disabled via the 
ARBCON Register. Parking is only allowed for the 
device that is connected to CPUREQ# (i.e., the 
Host/PCI Bridge). REQ[3:0) #, and the internal 
PCEBREQ# are not allowed to park on the PCI Bus. 
When bus parking is enabled, CPUGNT# is assert
ed when no other agent is c4rrently using or request
ing the bus. This achieves the minimum PCI arbitra
tion latency possible. 

Arbitration latency 

,Parked: 0 PCIClKs for parked agent, 2 
PCIClKs for all other. 

Not Parked: 1 PCIClK for all agents. 

Upon assertion of CPUGNT# due to bus parking 
enabled and the PCI Bus idle, the CPU (i.e., parked 
agent) must ensure AD[31 :0], C/BE[3:0) #, and 
(one PCIClK later) PAR are driven. If bus parRingis 
disabled; then the PCEB drives these Signals when 
the bus is idle. 

5.4.8 PCI ARBITRATION AND PCEB/ESC EISA 
OWNERSHIP EXCHANGE . 

There are two aspects of PCEB/ESC EISA Bus 
ownership exchange that are explained in this sec~ 

, tion. They are related to GAT mode and RESUMEI 
RETRY operations .. 

The PCEB is the default owner of the EISA Bus. 
When control of the EISA Bus is given. to the ESC, 
all PCI operations targeted to the EISA subsystem 
(including the PCEB) are retried. Retry causes as
sertion i of the PEREQ#/INTA# signal with 
PEREQ# semantics. In this way, the PCEB indi
cates to the ESC that it heeds to obtain ownership of 
the EISA Bus. 

5.4.8.1 GAT Mode and PEREQ# Signaling 

In GAT mode, the PCEB owns the PCI Bus on behalf 
of the EISA master and other PClagents (e.g., the 
Host/PCI Bridge) can not generate PCI cyCles. 
Therefore, the PCEB never generates a back-off 
(i.e., retry); as long as the EISA Bus is controlled by 
the ESC. This might cause starvation of the PCI 
agents (including the Host/PCI Bridge i.e., CPU) 
even in the case of a moderately loaded EISA sub-

. system. The solution is that PEREQ#, in the GAT 
mode, is generated when any of the PCI Bus request 
signals are asserted. For particular Host/PCI Bridge 
designs (e.g., PCMC) this will be not be an adequate 
solution since their PCI request can be activated 
only based on the CPU generated cycle directed to 
PCI. This will not be possible since the Host Bus 
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(CPU bus) in the GAT mode is' controlled by the 
Host/PCI Bridge and not by the CPU. The solution to 
this type of design is to generate PEREQ" immedi
ately after entering the GAT mode. This feature is 
controlled via ARBCONRegister (bit 7). 

5.4.8.2 PCI Retry and EISA latency Timer eEL T) 
Mechanism . 

When a PCI cycle is retried by the' PCEB . (in non
GAT mode) because the EISA Bus is controlled by 
the ESC (EISAHlDA asserted), an internal flag is set 
for the corresponding PCI master. This flag masks 
the request of a particular master until the PCEB 
acquires the ownership of EISA and RESUME condi
tion clears the flag. If the PCI master, which is now 
unmasked, does nor acquire the ownership of the 
PCI Bus within the time period before ESC asserts 
EISAHOlD again, the EISA Bus can. be surrendered . 
to the ESC. Unmasked masters will eventually gain 
the access to the PCI Bus, but the EISA Bus will not 
be available and the master will be retried agaih. 
This'scenario can be repeated multiple times with 
one or more PCI masters and starvation will occur. 

To solv~ this situation, the PCEB arbitration logiq in
corporates an EISA Latency Timer mechanism. This 
mechanism is based on the programmable timer that 
is started each time that the ESC requires the bus 
(EISAHOlD asserted) and there is a PCI agent that 
has been previously retried because of the EISA 
Bus. As soon as the El T timet expires, thePCI cycle 
is rE;ltried and the EISA Bus is given back .to th.e ESC 

. after the. current PCI-to-EISA transaction completes; 
If all the PCI requesters, Imasked because of 
EISAHlDA, are serviced before the El T timer ex
pires, the EISA Bus is immediately surrendered to 
the ESC. 

The EISA Latency Timer (El n is controlled' by the 
El TCR Register. The value written into El TCR is 
system dependent. It is typically Qetween 1. ms and 
3 ms. . 

6~O DATA BUFFERING 

The PCEB contains data buffers (Figure 6-1) to iso
late the PCI Bus from the EISA Bus and to provide 
.concurrent EISA and PCI Bus .operations. The Post
ed write Buffers are used for PCI-to-EISA memory 
writes and the Line Buffers are used for EISA-to-PCI 
memory' reads and writes. Control bits in the 
PCICON and EPMRA Registers permit the buffers to 
be enabled (accesses are buffered) or disabled (ac
cess.es are non-buffered). Non-buffered accesses 
use the bypass path. Note that PCI and EISA 1/0 
read/write cycleS and PCI configuration cycles are 
always non-buffered and ~se the bypass path. 
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Figure 6-1. PCEB Data Buffers 

When data is temporarily stored in the buffers be
tween the EISA Bus and PCI Bus, there are potential 
data coherency issues. The PCEB guarantees data 
coherency by intervening when data coherency 
could be lost and either flushing or invalidating the 
buffered data, as appropriate. 

6.1 Line Buffers 

The PCEB contains four Line Buffers that are each 
four Dwords wide (16 bytes). The Line Buffers are bi
directional and are used by the EISA!ISA master 
and DMA to assemble/ disassemble data. The data 
in each Line Buffer is aligned on 16-byte boundaries. 
When data is placed in one of the Line Buffers, the 
PCEB maintains the corresponding 16-byte bounda
ry address until the data in the line is transferred to 
its destination or invalidated. 

The Line Buffers can be enabled/disabled by writing 
to the PCICON Register. In addition, when the Line 
B~ffers are enabled via the PCICON Register, buff
ering for accesses to the four programmable EISA
to-PCI memory regions (Region [4:1]) can be selec
tively disabled via the EPMRA Register. 

J 

During buffer operations, the four Line Buffers, col
lectively, are either in a write state or in a read state. 
These states are described in the following sections. 

6.1.1 WRITE STATE 

If a Line Buffer contains valid write data, it is in a 
write state. In the write state, data from the EISA! 
ISA master or DMA is posted in the Line Buffers. 
Posting means that the write operation on the EISA 
Bus completes when the data is latched in the buff
er. The EISA master does not have to wait for the 
write to complete to its destination (memory on the 
PCI Bus). Posting permits the EISA Bus cycle to 
complete in a minimum time and permits concurrent 
EISA and PCI Bus operations. During posting, data 
~ccumulates in the Line Buffer until it is flushed (writ
ten to PCI memory) over the PCI Bus. A Line Buffer 
is scheduled for flushing by the PCEB when: 

• the line becomes full. 

• a subsequent write is a line miss (not within the 
current line boundary address range). 

.• the write is to an address of a lower Dword than 
the previous write. Note that writes to lower ad
dresses within the same Dword do not cause a 
flush. Note also, that if two (or more) consecutive 
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EISA Bus cycles are writes to the same Dword 
(Le., the same byte or word locations within the 
Dword, or the same Dword for Dword writes), the 
accessed buffer data is overwritten. However, if 
any of the flush conditions described in this list 
occur between the writes, the line is flushed be
fore the next write and data is not overwritten. 

• the last address location in the Line Buffer is ac-
cessed. 

• a subsequent cycle is a read. 
• the EISA Bus changes ownership. 

• an interrupt acknowledge cycle is encountered. 

• The ESC performs an EISA refresh cycle. 

When a line is scheduled for flushing, the PCEB be
gins arbitration for the PCI Bus. If more than one line 
is scheduled to be flushed, the Line Buffers are 
flushed in a "first scheduled, first to be flushed" or
der. If the line to be flushed contains valid data in 
only one Dword, the PCEB uses a single data trans
fer cycle on the PCI Bus. Otherwise, flushing opera
tions use burst transfers. 

During flushing, write data within a Line Buffer is 
packetized into Dword quantities, when possible, for 
a burst transfer over the 32-bit PCI Bus. Packetizing 
occurs at two levels-Dwords within a line and 
bytes/words within a Dword. When a Line Buffer is 
flushed, all of the valid Dwords within the line are 
packetized into a single PCI burst write cycle. In ad
dition, all valid data bytes within a Dword boundary 
are packetized into a single data phase of the burst 
cycle. Packetizing reduces the PCI arbitration laten
cy and increases the effective PCI Bus bandwidth. 
When multiple Line Buffers are scheduled for flush
ing, each Line Buffer is packetized separately. 
Packetizing across Line Buffer boundaries is not per
mitted. 

During flushing, strong ordering is preserved at the 
Dword level (Le., the Dwords are flushed to PCI 
memory in the same order that they were written into 
the Line Buffer). Note, however, that strong ordering 
is not preserved at the byte or word levels (Le., even 
if byte or word transfers were used by the EISAIISA 
master or DMA to sequentially write to a Dword with
in a Line Buffer, all of the bytes in the resulting 
Dword boundary are simultaneously flushed to PCI 
memory). 

Because strong ordering is not preserved within a 
Dword boundary, care should be used when access
ing memory-mapped 110 devices. If the order of byte 
or word writes to a memory-mapped 110 device 
needs to be preserved, buffered accesses should 
not be used. By locating memory-mapped lID devic
es in the four programmable EISA-to-PCI memory 
regions, buffering to these devices can. be selective
ly disabled. 
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6.1.2 READ STATE 

If a Line Buffer contains valid read data, it is in a 
read state. Read data is placed in the Line Buffer by 
two PCEB mechanisms-fetching and prefetching. 
Data is placed in the Line Buffer on demand (fetch
ing) when the data is requested by a read operation 
from the EISAIISA master or DMA. The PCEB also 
prefetches data that has not been explicitly request
ed but is anticipated to be requested. Once in the 
Line Buffer, data is either read by the EISAIISA 
master or DMA (and then invalidated) or invalidated 
without being read. Read data is invalidated when: 

• data in the Line Buffer is read (transferred to the 
EISAIISA master or DMA). This prevents reading 
of the same data more than once. 

• a subsequent read is a line miss (not to the previ
ously accessed Line Buffer). Valid data in the cur
rent Line Buffer is invalidated. If a new line had 
been prefetched during access to the current 
line, data in the prefetched line is not invalidated, 
unless the access also misses this line. In this 
case, the data in the prefetched line is invalidat
ed. 

• a subsequent cycle is a write. Data in all Line 
Buffers are invalidated. 

If the requested data is in the Line Buffer, a line hit 
occurs and the PCEB transfers the data to the 
EISA/ISA master or DMA (and invalidates the hit 
data in the buffer). If EISA Bus reads hit two consec
utive line addresses, the PCEB prefetches the next 
sequential line of data from PCI memory (using a PCI 
Bus burst transfer). This prefetch occurs concurrent
ly with EISA Bus reads of data in the already fetched 
Line Buffer. If consecutive addresses are not ac
cessed, the PCEB does not prefetch the next line. 

A line miss occurs if-the requested data is not in the 
Line Buffer. If a line miss occurs, the PCEB invali
dates data in the missed Line Buffer. If the request
ed data is in a prefetched line, the read is serviced. If 
a line was not prefetched or· the read missed the 
prefetched line, the PCEB invalidates any pre
fetched data and fetches the Dword containing the 
requested data. During this fetch,the PCEB holds 
off the EISAIISA master or DMA with wait states (by 
negating EXRDY). When the requested data is in the 
Line Buffer, it is transferred to the EISA Bus. Simul
taneously with the EISA Bus transfer, the PCEB 
prefetches the rest of the line data (Dwords whose 
addresses are within the line and above the Dword 
address of the requested data). The Dword contain
ing the requested data and the rest of the Dwords in 
the line (located at higher addresses) are fetched 
from PCI memory using a burst transfer, unless the 
requested data is in the last Dword of a line. In this 
case, a single cycle read occurs on the PCI Bus. 
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For the purposes of data read operations, all four 
4-Dword buffers are used to form two 8-Dword lines 
(32 bytes each). There are only two address point
ers, one for each line. Fetching fractions of a line is 
accomplished as described above, that is starting 
from the first requested Dword. 

The MSBURST # input signal is used to supplement 
control of the prefetch sequence. The MSBURST # 
signal is activated only when a,n EISA master desires 
to do burst transfers to access sequential data (al
though this is not an absolute EISA rule, i.e., theoret
ically the data can be non-sequential) after an EISA 
slave indicates its ability via SLBURST #. This will 
occur during the first data transfer. 

The Line Buffer Control Logic dynamically switches 
between two prefetch modes: 

- Half Line Pref.etch (16 bytes fetch) 

~ Full Line Prefetch (32 bytes fetch) 

The prefetch control logic has implemented a Se
quential Access Flag which is cleared before the ini
tial prefetch. Initial prefetch (first data fetcfl) starts in 
the Half Line Prefetch mode and is extended to Full 
Line Prefetc'h mode. immediately after MSBURST # 
is sampled asserted at which time the Sequential 
Access Flag is automatically set (this is done on-the
fly during the first line fetch). If after the initial pre
fetch the Sequential Access Flag has not been set 
(MSBURST # remained not asserted) and the con
trol logic recognizes· two. consecutive hits (in incre
mentally sequential Dwords including the first one 
which is originally requested), the Sequential Access 
Flag is set and the prefetch control logic switches to 
Full Line Prefetch mode. An additional 32-byte line 
(or fraction depending on alignment) will be fetched. 

When the Sequential Access Flag is set, prefetching 
is accomplished using the Full Line Prefetch mode. 
Each time a line buffer (32 bytes) is available, an 
additional line will be fetched as long as the Sequen
tial Access Flag remains set. 

Whenever out-of-order access is recognized within 
the prefetched data. or a miss occurs when there is 
valid fetched data, the Sequential Access Flag is 
cleared and the prefetch mode changes to Half Line 
Prefetch. Also, the Sequential Access Flag is 
cleared whenever MSBURST # transitions from ac
tived to inactive. 

When the Sequential Access Flag is not asserted, 
the prefetch control logic operates in Half Line Pre
fetch mode during which only 16 bytes of data is 
fetched at a time. The same test for sequential ac
cess is repeated, and if sequential access is recog
nized, the Sequential Access Flag is set and the 
control logic switches to Full Line Prefetch mode. 
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6.2 Posted Write Buffers 

The PCEB contains four Posted Write Buffers 
(PWB). The buffers are each one Dword wide 
(4 bytes). The PWBs are uni-directional and are 
used by PCI devices (including the CPU via the 
Host/PCI Bridge) to transfer data from a PCI master 
to EISA memory. If the PWBs are enabled, PCI-to
EISA memory writes are posted in the PWBs. If 
these buffers are disabled, PCI-to-EISA memory 
writes are not posted and use the bypass path. Post
ing means that the PCI Bus operation completes 
when the data is placed in the PWBs. The PCI oper
ation does not have to wait for the transfer to com
plete to its destination on the EISA Bus, as is the 
case of a non-posted write. (Non-posted writes oc
cur when the PWBs are disabled or a PCI I/O or 
configuration write occurs.) Posting permits the PCI 
Bus operation to complete in a minimum time. 

To maintain strong ordering, data assembly within a 
Dword is not allowed. Thus, during each data phase 
of a PCI Bus write operation to the PWBs, each data 
transfer (byte, word, or Dword) is placed in separate 
PWBs. The corresponding address is stored for 
each PWB, until the data is written to the EISAIISA 
device. 

Posting is only permitted when the PCEB owns the 
EISA Bus. If the PCEB does not own the EISA Bus, 
the PCI master is retried and the PCEB requests the 
EISA B.us. The PCEB masks retried PCI masters un
til the EISA Bus is acquired, at which time the PCI 
masters are unmasked. If the PWBs are full and a 
new PCI-to-EISA memory write cycle occurs, the PCI 
master is retried and the PWBs flushed. After the 
first PWB is flushed, the PCI masters are unmasked 
and posting is permitted. If a PCI burst write fills the 
PWBs, the PCEB issues a disconnect to the PCI 
master and flushes the PWBs. 

If an EISAIISA master or DMA requests the EISA 
Bus during posting, the EISA latency timer is started. 
Posting and flushing of the PWBs can continue until 
the timer expires. If the timer expires, the PCEB al
lows the PCI master to complete the current bus 
cycle and retries further PCI requests. If the current 
PCI Bus cycle requires posting of more than four 
data transfers (or the PWBs become full), the PCEB 
issues a PCI target disconnect. When the PWBs are 
flushed, the PCEB grants ownership to the request
ing EISAIISA master or DMA. 

NOTES: 

1. If posting is disabled via the PCICON Register, .a 
PCI master requesting a PCI-to-EISA transfer IS 

retried until the PCEB owns the EISA Bus. Each 
PCI-to-EISA Sus transfer must complete all the 
way to the EISA destination before the next 
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transfer can begin. The PCEB, on bebalf of the 
EISAIISA master or DMA, introduces wait states 
to the PCI master, if necessary. 

2. If the ESC requests the EISA Bus to do a refresh 
cycle, the PCEB temporarily gives the bus to the 
ESC and does not flush the PWBs. 

6.3 Buffer Management Summary 

Table 6-1 shows Line Buffer and Posted Write Buffer 
actions for different cycles. Note that the first three 
cQlumns together define the cycles that may trigQer 
buffer activity. 

7.0 EISA INTERFACE 

The PCEB provides a fully EISA Bus compatible 
master· and slave interface. This interface provides 
address and data signal drive capability for eight 
EISA slots and supports the following .. types Of cy
cles: 

• Pel-initiated memory and 1/0 readlwrite access
es to an EISAilSA device. 

• EISAIISAIDMA-initiated memory and 1/0 readl 
write accesses to a PCI device (Le., via the Line 
Buffers, i.f necessary). 

• Accesses contained within the EISA Bus (only 
data swap buffers involved). 

For transfers between the EISA Bus and PCI Bus, 
the PCEB translates the bus protocols. For PCI mas
ter-initiated cycles to the EISA Bus, the PCEB is a 
slave on the PCI Bus and a master on the EISA Bus. 
For EISA master-initiated cycles to the PCI Bus, the 
PCEB is a slave on the EISA Bus and a master on 
the PCI Bus. 

NOTES: 

1. The PCES is not involved in refresh cycles on the 
EISA Bus. When the REFRESH# signal is as
serted, the PCEB disables EISA Bus address de
coding. 

2. Wait state' generation on the EISA Bus is per
formed by the ESC. ISA memory slaves (8 bits or 
16 bits) and ISA 1/0 slaves can shorten their de
fault or standard cycles by asserting the NOWS # 
signal line. It is the responsibility of the ESC to 
shorten these cycles when NOWS#is asserted. 
Note that ISA 110 16-bit devices can shorten 
their cycles by asserting NOWS #. If CHRDY and 
NOWS# are driven low during the same cycle, 
NOWS # will not be Used and. wait states are 
added as a function of CHRDY. For more details 

Table 6-1. Buffer Management Summary 

Master Slave Line Buffer Line Buffer Posted 

(Origin) eyeleType 
(De~l"atlon) 

pata I.n Wrjte Data In Read Write 
State State Buffers 

PCI Memory Read EISA Flush No Action Flush 

PCI Memory Write EISA No Action Invalidate Flush if full 
post if not full 

PCI 1/0 Read EISA Flush No Action Flush 

PCI 1/0 Write EISA No Action Invalidate Flush 

PCI Interrupt Acknowledge PCESIESC Flush No Action Flush 

PCI Configuration Cycle pCEB Registers No Action No Action No ActioA 

pCI Memory Read/Write PCI No Action No Actiorl No Action 

PCI 1/0 Read/Write PCI No Action No Action No Action 

EISA Bus Ownership Change - Flush No Action Flush 

EISA Memory Read/Write . EISA No Action No Action No Action(2) 

EISA Memory ReadlWrite PCI (Note 1) (Note 1) No Action(2) 

EISA 1/0 Read/Write EISA No Action No ACtion No Action(2) 

EISA 1/0 Read/Write PCI Flush Invalidate No Action(2) 

NOTES: 
1. Change from write to read operation or from read to write causes the Line Buffers to be flush or invalidate, respectively. 
2. Buffers are already flushed. 
3. LOCKed cycles (both from PCI and E:ISA) are not buffered within the PCEB. They are processed using the bypass p~th. 
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on the wait state generation and the NOWS # 
signal, refer to the ESC data sheet. 

3. All locked PCI cycles (PLOCK# asserted) des
tined to the EISA Sus are converted to EISA 
locked cycles using the LOCK # signal protocol. 
The PCES is a locked resource during these cy
cles and maintains control of the EISA Sus until 
the locked PCI sequence is complete. 

4. All locked EISA cycles (LOCK # asserted) des
tin~d to PCI are converted to PCI locked cycles 
uSing the PLOCK # signal protocol. The 
PLOCK# signal remains active as long as the 
EISA LOCK# $ignal is asserted. 

5. The PCES contains EISA data swap buffers for 
data size translations between mismatched PCI 
Sus and EISA Sus transfers and between mis
matched devices contained on the EISA Sus. 
Thus, if data size translation is needed, the PCES 
is involved in cycles contained to the EISA Sus 
even if the PCES is neither the master or slave: 
For data size translation operations, see Section 
8.0, EISA Data Swap Suffers. 

6. For ISA master cycles to PCI memory or 1/0, the 
ESC translates the ISA signals to EISA signals. 
The PCES, as an EISA slave, forwards the cycle 
to the PCI Sus. 

7. For ISA master cycles to ISAIEISA slaves, the 
PCES is not involved, except when the cycle re
quires· data size translations. See the ESC data 
sheet for cycles that are contained within the 
EISA Sus (Le., EISA-to-EISA, EISA-to-ISA, ISA
to-ISA, and ISA-to-EISA device cycles). 

8. In this section, LA[31 :241 # and LA[23:2] are col
lectively referred to as LA[31 :21. 

7.1 peEB as an EISA Master 

The PCES is an EISA master for PCI-initiated cycles 
targeted to the EISA Sus. When the PCES decodes 
the PCI cycle as a cycle destined to the EISA Sus 
~via subtractive or negative decoding, as described 
In Section 4.0, Address Decoding), the PCES be
comes a slave on the PCI Sus. If the PCES owns the 
EISA Sus, the cycle is forwarded to the EISAIISA 
device. If the PCES does not own the EISA Sus 
(EISAHOLDA is asserted to the ESC), the PCI mas
ter is retried and the PCES issues an EISA Sus re
quest to the ESC. 

For PCI-to-EISA 1/0 readlwrite accesses, memory 
reads, and non-posted memory writes (Posted Write 
Suffers are disabled), the PCES runs standard EISA 
Sus cycles. When the Posted Write Suffers are en
abled, the PCES posts PCI write data in the buffers. 
The data is transferred to the EISA Sus when the 
buffers are flushed. If just one buffer needs to be 
flushed, the PCES runs a standard EISA cycle. For 
more than one buffer, the PCES runs a burst cycle, if 
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bursts are supported by the slave. If the slave does 
not support bursts, consecutive standard cycles are 
run. 

When cycles are forwarded to a matched EISAIISA 
slave, the PCES is the EISA master and controls the 
transfer until the cycle is terminated. For mis
matched cycles to an EISAIISA slave, the PCES 
backs off the EISA Sus as described in Section 
7.1.3, Sack-Off Cycle. 

7.1.1 STANDARD EISA MEMORY AND I/O 
READ/WRITE CYCLES . 

The standard EISA cycle completes one transfer 
each two SCLK periods (zero wait states). The stan
dard EISA memory or 1/0 cycle begins when the 
PCES presents a valid address on LA[31 :2] and 
drives M/IO# high for a memory cycle and low for 
an I/O cycle. The address can become valid at the 
end of the previous cycle to allow address pipelining. 
The EISA slave decodes the address and asserts 
the appropriate signals to indicate the type of slave 
and whether it can perform any special timings. The 
slave asserts EX32# or EX16# to indicate support 
of EISA cycles. 

For extended cycles, the EISA slave introduces wait 
states using the EXRDY· signal. Wait states allow a 
slower slave to get ready to complete the transfer. 
The slave negates EXRDY after it decodes a valid 
address and samples START # asserted. The slave 
may hold EXRDY negated for a maximum of 2.5 /Ls 
to complete a. transfer, and must release EXRDY 
synchronous to the falling edge of SCLK to allow a 
cycle to complete. Note that the PCES, as an EISA 
master, never introduces wait states. 

Figure 7-1 shows three data transfer cycles between 
an EISA master and an EISA slave. The first transfer 
is an extended transfer (EXRDY negated), followed 
by two standard cycles. For PCI cycles that are for
warded to the EISA Sus, the PCES is the EISA mas
ter. The PCES asserts START # to indicate the start 
of a cycle. The PCES also drives W/R# to indicate 
a read or write cycle and SE[3:0] # to indicate the 
active bytes. The LA[31 :2] and the SE[3:0] remain 
valid until after the negation of START #. A slave 
that needs to latch the address does so on the trail
ing edge of START # . 

The ESC asserts CMD# simultaneously with the ne
gation of START # to control data transfer to or from 
the slave. If a read cycle is being performed, the 
slave presents the requested data when CMD# is 
asserted and holds it valid until CMD# is negated by 
the ESC. For a write cycle, the PCES presents the 
data prior to the assertion of CMD# and the slave 
latches it on or before the trailing edge of CMD#. 
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Figure 7·1. EISA Memory and I/O Read/Write Cycle (one extended and two standard cycles) 

7.1.2 EISA MEMORY BURST CYCLES 

The EISA burst cycle. permits a continuous . se· 
quence of read or write cycles in zero wait·states 
(1 SCLK per transfer). As an EISA master, the pces 
can generate burst· memory WJ:ites during PCI·to" 
EISA Posted Write Suffer flushing. However, the' 
PCES does not generate burst memory read$. Fig· 
ure 7-2 shows a burst write on the EISA Sus. During 
the burst, five data transfers occur with a wait state 
added on the third data transfer. . 

The first transfer in a burst transfer begins like a 
standard cycle. The PCES, as a ·bus master, pres· 
ents a valid address on LA[31:2]. The memory 
slave, after decoding the address and MIIO#, reo 
sponds by asserting SLSURST #. The PCES sam· 
pies SLSURST# on the rising edge of SCLK at the 
trailing edge ofST ART # . The PCES asserts 
MSSURST # on the falling edge of SCLK and pres· 
ents a second address to the slave. The ESC holds 
CMD# asserted while. the burst is being performed. 
If SLSURST# is not asserted by the slave, the 
PCES does. not assert MSSURST # . and runs a stan· 
dardcycle. . 
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The PCES presents the write data on the rising edge 
of SCLK, a half cycle after presenting the address. 
An EISA memory slave that asserts SLSURST # 
must sample memory write data on a rising SCLK 
edgp when CMD# is asserted (regardiess of the 
state of MSSURST#). The PCES terminates the 
burst cycles by negating MSSURST # and complet· 
ing the last transfer. 

Although a burst transfer normally performs zero 
wait state cycles,a slave can add wait states during 
a burst sequence by. negating EXRDY before the 
falling edge of SCLK (with CMD# asserted). The 
PCES, as a master, samples EXRDY on the falling. 
edge Of. SCLK and extends the cycle until EXRDY is 
asserted. The PCES can still change the next ad-

. dress even though EXRDY is negated. 

Addresses asserted. during a burst sequence to a 
memory must be within a 1024 byte memory page 
(address lines LA{31:10] can not change during the 
burst). To cross a page boundary, the burstse· 
quence is terminated by the PCES by negating the 
MSSURST # on the last cycle in the page. If the 
bl;lrst cycle crosses a page boundary, the PCES ter· 
minates the cycle at the page boundary and the 
burst cycle is restarted on the new page. 
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Figure 7-2. EISA Memory Write Bur.t Cycle 
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7.1.3 EISA BACK-oFF CYCLE 

For mismatched cycles to an EISAIISA slave, the 
PCEB, asa master, backs off the EISA Bus by float
ing the START # , BE[3:0]# and SO[31:0] signals 
one and half BCLKs after START # has been assert
ed. The ESC controls the EISA Bus for the duration 
of the cycle. This allows the ESC to perform data 
translation, if necessary. At the end of the cycle, the 
ESC transfers control back to the PCEB by asserting 
EX16# and EX32# on the falling edge of BCLK, 
before the rising edge of BCLK that the last CMO # 
is negated. Refer to the ESC data sheet for further 
details on master back-off and the cycle transfer 
control operations. 

Figure 7-3 sh9wS an example of a back-off se
quence during a 32-bit EISA master to 16-bit EISA 
slave Dword read and write operation. The thick 
lines indicate the change of control betweefl the 
master and the ESC. 

PCEBReading From a 16-blt EISA Slave 

As a 32-bit EISA master, the PCEB begins by plac
ing the addreSS on LA[31:2] and driving M/IO#.The 
16-bit EISA slave decodes the address and asserts 
EX16#. The PCEB asserts START#; W/R#, and 
BE[3:0]#. The ESC samples EX3U and EX16# on 
the rising edge of BCLK following the assertion of 
START # and asserts CMO#. At the same time, the 
PCEB negates START# and samples EX32#. 
When EX32 # is sampled negated, the PCEB floats 
START# and BE[3:0]#. Note that, the PCEB con
tinues to drive a valid address on LA[31:2]. 

The ESC negates CMO# after one BCLK period un" 
less the slave adds wait states (negates EXROY). 
The ESC latches SO[15:0] into the PCEB's data 
swap buffers on the trailing edge of CMO# . .The 
ESC controls the PCEB data swap buffers via the 
PCEB/ESC Interface. The ESC then asserts 
START# and presents BE[3:0J(upper word en
abled). The ESC negates START# and asserts 
CMO #. The slave latches the address on the trailing 
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edge of START# and presents data on SO[15:0]. 
The ESC negates CMO# after one BCLK, unless 
the slave negates EXROY. The ESC latches 
SO[15:0] into the PCES data swap buffers on the 
trailing edge of CMO# and instructs t,he PCEB data 
swap buffers to copy O[t5:01 to 0[31 :0] and asserts 
EX32 #. Note that, since the transfer is intended for 
the PCEB; the data is not re-driven back out onto the 
EISA Bus. The. ESC floats the START # and 
BE[3:0] #. The PCEB regains control of the EISA 
Bus after sampling EX32# and EX16# asserted. 

PCEB Writing To a 16-blt EISA Slave 

As a 32-bit EISA master, the PCE~ begins by plac
ing the address on LA[31:2] and driving M/IO#. The 
16-bit EISA slave deCodes the address and asserts 
EX16#. The, PCEB- asserts START # , W/R#, 
BE[3:0]#, and SO[31:0]. The ESC samples EX3U 
and EX16# on the rising edge of BCLKfoliowing the 
assertion of START # and asserts CMD'#.. At the 
same time, the PCEB negates START # and sam
ples EX32#. When EX32# is sampled negated, the 
PCEB floats START # , SO[31:0], andBE[3:0]#. 
The data is latched in thePCEB's data swap logic. 
Note that the PCEB contin!Jes to drive a valid ad
dress on LA[31:2]. 

The ESC instructs the PCEB to drive the Clata out on 
SO[31:0] and asserts CMO# after sampling EX32# 
negated. The slave may sample SO[15:0] while 
CMO# is. asserted. The ESC negates CMo# after 
one BCLK, unless the slave adds wait states (ne
gates EXROY). The ESC then presents BE[3:0] (up
per word enabled) and asserts ST ART#. The ESC 
instructs the PCEB to copy SO[31:0] to SO[15:0], 
negates START # and asserts CMO #. The ESC ne
gates' CMO# after one BCLK, unless the slave ne
gates EXROY. The slave latches the address on the 
trailing edge of START# and samples SO[15:0] on 
the trailing edge of CMO#. The ESC returns control 
of the EISA Bus to the PCEB by floating BE[3:0] # 
and START #, then asserting EX32 # . The PCEB 
samples EX32# and EX16# asserted on the rising 
edge of BCLK. . , 
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Figure 7-3. EISA Back-Off Cycle 
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7.2 . PCEBas an EISA Slave 

The PCEB is an EISA slave for EISAIISAIDMA-ini
tiated cycles targeted to the PCI Bus. If the PCEB 
positively decodes the address (access to one of the 
EISA. programmed main memory segments or ac
cess to one of the programmable EISA-to-PCI mem
ory or I/O regions), the PCEB· becomes an EISA 
slave and the cycle is forwarded to the PCI Bus. If 
the PCEB does not positively decode the address, 
the cycle is contained to the EISA ,Bus. For cycles 
contained to the EISA Bus (i.e., EISA-to-EISA, EISA
to-ISA, ISA-to-ISA, and ISA-to-EISA device cycles), 
the PCEB is only involved when data size translation 
is needed. 

The PCEB responds as a 32-bit EISA slave. If the 
EISA master size is not 32-bits, tMcycle is a mis
match and invokes data size translation. For details 
on data size translation, refer to Section B.O, EISA 
Data Swap Buffers. 

., 

All EISA master memory read cycles to PCI memory 
start as extended cycles, unless the cycle triggers a 
read hit toone of the four Line Buffers. If the data is 
available in the Line Buffers, the. PCEB supplies the 
data to the EISA master without adding wait states. 
Otherwise, the cycle is extended (wait states added 
via EXRDY) until the data is available; Note that for 
non-buffered accesses,. the EISA cycle is always ex
tended until data is available from the PCI Bus. 

If the Line Buffers are enabled, write cycles to· PCI 
memory are posted in the Line Buffers. If the write 
can be immediately posted, wait states are not gen
erated on the EISA Bus. Otherwise, the cycle is ex
tended (via wait states) until the data Can be posted .. 
Note that· writes can be posted to available Line 
BiJffers concurrently with other Line Buffers being 
flushed to the PCI Bus. . 

All EISA master 1/0 readlwrite accesses to PCII/O 
space are non-buffered and always start as extend
ed cycles. Data transfer on the EISA Bus occurs 
when the requested data is available from the PCI 
Bus. 
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For mismatched cycles to the t;JCEB, the EISAIISA 
master backs off the EISA Bus as described in Sec
tion 7.1.3, Back-Off Cycle. 

7_2.1 EISA MEMORY AND I/O READ/WRITE 
CYCLES 

The standard EISA cycle completes. one transfer 
each two BCLK periods (zero wait states). The stan
dard EISA memory or 1/0 cycle begins with the EISA 
master presenting a valid address'on LA[31:2] and 
driving MIIO# high for a memory cycle and low for 
an I/O cycle. The address can become valid at the 
end of the previous cycle to allow address pipelining. 
When the PCEB positively decodes the addr~ss, it 
asserts EX32 # to indicate 32-bit support. For mem
ory cycles, the PCEB also asserts SLBURST# to 
indicate support for burst transfers. 

For extended cycles, the PCEB introduces wait. 
states using the EXRDY signal. The PCEBmay hold 
EXRDY negated for a maximum of 2.5 ""s to com
plete a transfer, and releases EXRDY synchronous 
to the falling edge of BCLK to. allow a cycle to com
plete. 

Figure 7-4 shows three data transfers between an 
EISA master and an EISA slave. The first tJ:ansfer is 
an extended transfer (EXRDY negated), followed by 
two standard cycles. For EISA cycles that are for
warded to the PCI Bus, the. PCEB is an EISA slave. 
The EISA master asserts START # to indicate the 
start,of a cycle. The EISA master also,drives W/R# 
to indicate a read or write cycle and BE[3:0] # to 
indicate the active bytes •. The LA[31 :2] and the 
BE[3:0] remain valid until after the negation of 
START#. The PCEB latches the address on the 
trailing edge of START # . ' 

The ESC asserts CMD# simultaneously with the ne
gation of START # to control data transfer to or from 
the PCEB. If a read· cycle is being performed, the 
PCEB presents the. requested data when CMD# is 
asserted and holds it valid until CMD# is negated by 
the' ESC. For a write cycle, the EISA master must 
present the data prior to the assertion of CMD# and 
the PCEB latches it on the trailing edge of CMD.#. 

I 
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Figure 7-4. EISA Memory and I/O Read/Write Cycles (one extended and two standard cycles) 

7.2.2 EISA MEMORY BURST CYCLES 

The EISA burst cycles permit a. continuous se
quence of read or write cycles in zero wait-states 
(1 BCLK per transfer). A burst transfer is either all 
reads or all writes. Mixed cycles are not allowed. As 
an EISA slave, the PCEB supports burst memory 
reads and burst memory writes fromlto its Line Buff
ers. Figure 7-5 shows an example of a burst se
quence 'for both memory reads and writes on the 
EISA Bus. During the particular burst sequence, five 
data transfers occur with a wait state added on the 
third data transfer. 

The first transfer in a burst transfer begins like the 
standard cycle described above. The EISA master 
presents a valid address on LA[31:2). The PCEB, 
after decoding the address and M/IO#, responds by 
asserting SlBURST#. The EISA master must sam
ple SlBURST # on the rising edge of BClK at the 
trailing edge of START#. The EISA master asserts 
MSBURST # on the falling edge of BClK and pres
ents a second address to the PCEB. The ESC holds 

I 

CMD# asserted while the burst is being performed. 
If MSBURST# is not asserted by the master, the 
cycle is run as a standard cycle. 

If the cycle is a burst read, the EISA master presents 
burst addresses on the falling edge of every BClK. 
The PCEB'presents the data for that address, which 
is sampled one and half BClKs later. If the cycle is a 
burst write, .the EISA master presents the data on 
the rising edge of BClK, a half cycle after presenting 
the address. The PCEB samples memory write data 
on the rising BClK edge when CMD# is asserted 
(regardless of the state of MSBURST#). The EISA 
master terminates '. the burst cycles by negating 
MSBURST # and completing the last transfer. 

To add wait states during a burst sequence, the 
PCEB negates EXRDY before the falling edge of 
BClK (with CMD# asserted). The EISA master sam
ples EXRDY on the falling edge of BClK and ex
tends the cycle until EXRDY is asserted. The EISA 
master can still change the next address even 
though EXRDY is negated. 
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Figure 7-5. EISA Burst Cycle 
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7.3 1/0 Recovery 

The I/O recovery mechanism in the PCES guaran
tees a minimum amount of time between back-to
back S-bit and 16-bit PCI cycles to ISA 110 slaves. 
Delay times (in SCLKs) for S-bit and 16-bit cycles 
are individually programmed via the 10RT Register. 
Accesses to an S-bit device followed by an access 
to a 16-bit device use the S-bit recovery time. Simi
larly, accesses to a 16-bit device followed by an ac
cess to an 8-bit device use the 16-bit recovery time. 
The PCES cycles to EISA I/O, DMA cycles, and 
EISAIISA bus masters to I/O slaves do not require 
any delay between back-to-back I/O accesses. 

Note that I/O recovery is only required for ISA I/O 
devices. However, since the PCES does not distin
guish between 8-bit ISA and 8-bit EISA, the delay is 
also applied to 8-bit EISA I/O accesses (i.e., the 
ESC). 

8.0 EISA DATA SWAP BUFFERS 

The PCES contains a set of buff.ers/latches that per
form data swapping and data size translations on 
the EISA Sus when the master and slave data bus 
sizes do not match (e.g., 32-bit EISA master access
ing a 16-bit EISA slave). During a data size transla
tion, the PCES performs one or more of the follow
ing operations, depending on the master/slave type 
(PCI/EISAlISA), transfer direction (read/write), and 
the number of byte enables active (SE[3:0] #): 

• Data assembly or disassembly 

• Data copying (up or down) 

• Data re-drive 

These operations are described in this section. An 
example is provided in Section 8.3; The Re-drive 
Operation, that shows a cycle where all three func
tions are used. 
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The PCES performs data size translations on the 
EISA Sus using the data swap buffer control signals 
generated by the ESC. These signals are described 
in Section 10.0, PCES/ESC Interface. 

8.1 Data Assembly and Disassembly 

The data assembly/disassembly process occurs 
during PCI, EISAIISA, and DMA cycles when the 
master data size is greater than the slave data size. 
For example, if a 32-bit PCI master,is performing a 
32-bit read cycle to an S-bit ISA slave, the ESC inter
venes and performs four 8-bit reads. The data is as
sembled in the PCES (Figure S-1). Once assembled, 
the PCES transfers the data as a single Dword to 
the 32-bit PCI master during the fourth cycle. For a 
32-bit write cycle, the PCES disassembles the 
Dword by performing four write cycles to the slave. 
The actual number of cycles required to' perform an 
assembly/disassembly process and make a transfer 
is a function of the number of bytes (SE[3:0] #) re
quested and the master/slave size combination. 

During EISA master assembly/disassembly trans
fers, cycle control is transferred from the master to 
the ESC. The master relinquishes control by backing 
off the bus (i.e., by floating its START#, SE [3:0] , 
and SD[31 :0] signals on the first falling edge of 
SCLK after START # is negated). The ESC controls 
the· assembly/disassembly process in the PCES via 
the data swap buffer control signals on the PCES/ 
ESC interface. At the end of the assembly / disas
sembly process, cycle control is transferred back to 
the bus master (by the ESC asserting EX16# and 
EX32#). An additional SCLK is added at the end of 
the transfer to allow the exchanging of cycle control 
to occur. During DMA transfers, cycle control is 
maintained by the ESC for the entire cycle. 
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Figure 8-1. Assembly Function: PC132-blt Read from an 8-bit EISA or ISA Slave-BE [3:0] # = 0000 

8.2 The Copy Operation (Up or Down) 

The copy operation is invoked during data transfers 
between byte lanes. This operation allows the as
sembly/disassembly of the data pieces during the 
cycles between mismatched master/slave combina
tions. For example,· Section 8.1, Data Assembly and 
Disassembly, describes a 32-bit master read from an 
8-bit slave where the data is copied up during the 
assembly process. Copy-up is used for data assem
bly and copy-down is used for data disassembly. 

The copy-up and copy-down operations are also 
used during transfers where assembly or disassem
bly are not required. These transfers are: 

• When the master size is smaller than the slave 
size (e.g., 16-bit EISA master cycle to a 32-bit 
EISA slave). 
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• Between a mis-matched master/slave combina
tion when only a byte or a word needs to be 
transferred (e.g., 32-bit EISA master cycle to an 
8-bit ISA slave and only a byte needs to be trans
ferred). 

The number of bytes copied· up or down is a function 
of the number of bytes requested (BE[3:0] #) and 
the master/slave size combinations. During EISA 
master cycles where the data copying is performed, 
cycle control is transferred from the bus master to 
the ESC, except during transfers where the master's 
data size is smaller than the slave's data size. Dur
ing DMA transfers, bus control is maintained by the 
ESC throughout the transfer. 
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Figure 8-2. Copy Function: PCl16-bit Read from a 16-bit EISA or ISA Slave-BE [3:0] # = 0011 

8.3 The Re-drive Operation 

The re-drive operation is used when both the master 
and 'the slave, other than PCEB, are on the EISA 
Bus and the master/slave size combination is mis
matched. Specifically, re-drive occurs: 

• during' EISA master and DMA cycles (excluding 
DMA compatible cycles) where the master's data 
size is greater than the slave's data size. 

• during EISA master cycles to ISA slaves where 
the master/slave match in the size. 

• during DMA burst write cycles to a non-burst 
memory slave. 

During a re-drive cycle, the data is latched from the 
EISA Bus, and then driven back onto the appropriate 
EISA byte lanes. During a read cycle, the re-drive 
occurs after the necessary sub-cycles have been 
completed and the read data has been assembled. 
For example, when a 32-bit EISA master (other than 
PCEB) performs 32-bit read· from an 8-bit EISA 
slave, the following sequence of events occurs: 
1. The 32-bit EISA master initiates the read cycle. 

I 

Since the master/slave combination is a mis
match, the master backs off the bus. The EISA 
master floats its START # , BE[3:0]# and 
SD[31: 0] lines. The cycle control is then trans
ferred to the ESC. 

2. The ESC brings in the first 8-bit data (byte 0) in 
the first cycle. The ESC asserts SDLEO # to the 
PCEB. 

3. When SDLEO # is asserted, the PCEB latches 
byte 0 into the least significant byte lane. 

4. In the second cycle, the ESC reads the next 8-bit 
data (byte 1). The PCEB uses SDLE1#, 
SDCPYUP and SDCPYENO-1 # to latch byte 1 
and copy it to the second least significant byte 
lane (copy-up). This process continues for byte 2 
and byte 3. On the fourth cycle, the Dword as
sembly is complete. During each of the 4 cycles, 
the ESC generates BE[3:0] # combinations. 

5. The ESC instructs the PCEB to re-drive the as
sembled word to the master by asserting 
SDOE[2:0]#. In this case, all three SDOE[2:0] # 
signals are asserted. 

6. When SDOE[2:0] # are asserted, the PCEB 
drives the 32-bit assembled data on SD[31:0] to 
be latched by the master. The ESC generates the 
byte enables (BE[3:0] #). 

7. The ESC completes the transfer. 
8. At the end of the cycle, the ESC transfers control 

of the EISA Bus back to the EISA master. 
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During a write cyCle, the re-drive occurs after the 
write data from the master has been latched, and 
before the. data has been disassembled. For exam
ple, during a 32-bit write bya 32-bit EISA master to 
an B-bit EISA slave, in the first cycle of transfer, the 
data swap buffers latch the write data (Dword) from 
the· master and drives the first byte back onto the 
lower byte lane of the EISA Bus. The EISA slave 
uses the byte enable (BE[3:0] #) combination put 
out by the. EISA master during the first cycle to latch 
the least significant byte. For the subsequent cycles, 
the BE[3:0] # combination is generated by the ESC. 
The PCEB re-drives the second, third and the fourth 
byte on the second, third and the fourth cycles of the 
transfer. The number of cycles run is a function of 
the number of bytes requested (BE[3:0] #), and the 
master/slave size combinations. 

During EISA master and DMA write cycles between 
master and slave combinations· on theEISAIISA 
Bus, where only copying is required and no assem
bly/disassembly is required, the swap logic treats 
this as a re-drive cycle. For example, during a write 
transfer between a 32-bit EISA master and a 16-bit 

Buffer/Latch CYCLE 1 .... 
BYTE 0 

CYCLE 4 ~ 
Buffer/Latch 

CYCLE 2 

BYTE 1 
CYCLE 4 ... .. 

. ~ Buffer/Latch 
CYCLE 3 

BYTE 2 CYCLE 4 ... 

Buffer/Latch 
... CYCLE 4 -

BYTE 3 
CYCLE 4 

EISA or ISA slave, where the master is driving data 
on the upper two byte lanes (BE[3:0] # = 0011), the 
data swap buffers latch the data on the byte lanes 2 
and 3. The data swap logic will then re-drive the data 
onto byte lanes 2 and 3 while copying the data down 
to byte lanes 0 and 1, for latching by the slave de
vice. 

When the PCEB is involved as a master or slave, the 
re-drive function is disabled. When the PCEB reads 
32-bit data from anS-bit slave the following se
quence of events occurs: 

1. Same steps as steps 1-4 in the previous example. 

2. Once the assembly is complete, the PCEB inter
nally latches the data. 

3. The control is transferred back to the PCEB. 

NOTE: 
During EISA master cycles that require re-driving, 
the control is transferred from the EISA master to 
the ESC before the data is re-driven on the data 
bus. However; during the DMA cycles, the cycle 
control is maintained by the ESC throughout the 
entire cycle. 
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Figure 8-3. Re-Drive Function: 32-bit EISA Master Accessing 
an 8-bit EISA or ISA Slave-32-bit Read/BE [3;0] # = 0000 
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Figure 8-4. Copy with He-Drive: 32-blt EISA Master Accessing 
a 16-blt EISA or iSA Slave-Oi'Ie Word Write/BE [3:01 # = 0011 

9.0 BIOS TIMER 

The PCEB provides a system BIOS Timer that dec
rements at each edge of its 1.03 MHz/1.04 MHz 
clock (derived from the B.25 MHz/B.33 MHz BCLK). 
Since the state of the .counter is undefined at power
up, the BIOS Timer Register must be programmed 
before it can be used. The timer can be enabled/dis
abled by writing to the BIOS Timer Address Register. 

The BIOS Timer Register can be accessed as a sin
gle 16-bit quantity or as 32-bit quantity. For 32-bit 
accesses, the upper 16 bits are don't care (re
served). The BIOS Timer I/O address location is 
software programmable. The address is determined 
by the value programmed into the BTMR Register 
and can be located on Dword boundaries anywhere 
in the 64 KByte PCI I/O space. 

The BIOS Timer clock has a frequency of 1.03 MHz 
or 1.04 MHz, depending on the value of BCLK (de
rived either from 25 MHz or 33 MHz PCICLK). This 
allows time intervals to be counted from 0 to approx
imCitely 65 milliseconds. The accuracy of the counter 
is ± 1 /ks. 

t_ 

9.1 BIOS Timer Operations 

A write operation (either 16-bit or 32-bit) to the BIOS 
Timer Register initiates the counting sequence. After 
initialization, the BIOS timer starts decrementing un
til it reaches zero. When the value in the timer reach
es zero, the timer stops decrementing and register 
value remains at zero until the timer is re-initialized. 

After the timer is initialized, the current value can be 
read at any time. The timer can be re-programmed 
(new initial value written to the BIOS Timer Register) 
before the register value reaches zero. All write and 
read operations to the BIOS Timer Register should 
include all 16 counter bits. Separate accesses to the 
individual bytes of the counter must be avoided 
since this can cause unexpected results (incorrect 
count intervals). 

10.0 PCEB/ESC INTERFACE 

The PCEB/ESC interface (Figure 10-1) provides the 
inter-chip communications between the PCES and 
ESC. The interface provides control information. be
tween the two components for PCI/EISA arbitration, 
data size translations (controlling the PCEB's EISA 
data swap buffers), and interrupt acknowledge cy
cles. 
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Figure 10-1. PCEB/ESC Interface Signals 

10.1 Arbitration Control Signals 

The PCEB contains the arbitration circuitry for the 
PCI Bus and the ESC contains the arbitration circuit
ry for the EISA Bus. The PCEB/ESC Intenace con
tains a set of arbitration control signals (EISAHOLD, 
EISAHOLDA, NMFLUSH#, and PEREQ#/lNTA#) 
that synchronize bus arbitration and ownership 
changes between the two bus environments. The 
signals also force PCI device data buffer flushing, if 
needed, to maintain data coher~ncy during EISA 
Bus ownership changes. 

The peEB is the default owner of the EISA Bus. If 
another EISAIISA master or DMA wants to use the 
bus, the ESC asserts EISAHOLD to instruct the 
PCEB to relinquish EISA Bus ownership. The PCES 
completes any current EISA Bus transaction, 
tri-states its EISA Bus signals, and asserts 
EISAHOLDA to inform the ESC that the PCEB is off 
the bus. 

For ownership changes, other than for a refreshcy
cle, the ESC asserts the NMFLUSH # signal to the 
PCEB (for one PCICLK) to instruct the PCEB to flush 
its Line Buffers pointing to the PCI Bus. The asser
tion of NMFLUSH # also instructs the PCEB to initio 
ate flushing and to temporarily disable system buff· 
ers on the PCI Bus (via MEMREQ#, MEMACK#, 
and FLSHREQ#). The buffer flushing maintains 
c:lata coherency, in the event that the new EISA Bus 
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master wants to access the PCI Bus. Buffer flushing 
also prevents dead-lock conditions between the PCI 
Bus and EISA Bus. Since the ESC/PCEB do not 
know ahead of time, whether the new master is go
ing to access the PCI Bus or a device on the EISA 
Bus, buffers pOinting to the PCI Bus are always 
flushed when there is a change of EISA Bus owner· 
ship, except for refresh cycles. For refresh cycles, 
the ESC controls the cycle and, thus, knows that the 
cycle is not an access to the PCI Bus and does not 
initiate a flush request to the PCEB. After a refresh 
cycle, the ESC always surrenders control cof the 
EISA Bus back to the PCEB. 

NMFLUSH # is a bi·directional signal that is negated 
by the ESC when buffer flushing is not being re
quested. The ESC asserts NMFLUSH # to request 
buffer flushing. When the PCEB samples 
NMFLUSH# asserted, it starts driving the signal in 
the asserted state and begins the buffer flushing 
process. (The ESC tri-states NMFLUSH # after as
serting it for the initial 1 PCICLK period.) The PCEB 
keeps NMFLUSH # asserted until all buffers are 
flushed and then it negates the signal for 1 PCICLK. 
When the ESC samples NMFLUSH # negated, it 
starts' driving the signal in the negated state, com
pleting the handshake. When the ESC samples 
NMFLUSH# negated, it grants ownership to the 
winner of the EISA Bus arbitration (at the time 
NMFLUSH# was negated). Note that for a refresh 
cycle, NMFLUSH# is not asserted by the ESC. 

I 
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, 
FIgure 1()"2. NMFLUSH# Protocol 

When the EISA master completes its transfer and 
gets off. the bus (i.e., removes its request to the 
ESC), the ESC. negates EISAHOLD and the PCEB, 
in tum, negates EISAHOLDA. At this point, the 
PCEB resumes its default ownership of the EISA 
Bus. 

If a PCI master requests access to the EISA Bus 
while the bus is owned by a master other than the 
PCEB, the PCEB retries the PCI cycle and requests 
ownership of the EISA Bus by asserting 
PEREQ#/INTA# to the ESC. PEREQ#/INTA# is a 
dual function signal ti:lat is a PCEB request for the 
EISA Bus (PEREQ# functioh) when EISAHOLDA is 
asserted. In response to the PCEB request for EISA 
Bus ownership, the ESC removes the grant to the 
EISA master. When the EISA master completes its 
current transactions and relinquishes the bus (re
moves its bus.request), the ESC negates EISAHOLD' 
and the PCEB, in tum, negates EISAHOLDA. At this 
point, a grant can be given to the PCI device for a 
transfer to the EISA Bus. Note that the INTA# func
tion of the PEREQ#/INTA# signal is described in 
Section 10.3, Interrupt Acknowledge Control. . 

10.2 EISA Data Swap Buffer Control 
.' Signals 

. The cycles in the EISA environment may require 
data size translations before the data can be trans
ferred to its intermediate or final destination. As an 

example, a 32-bit EISA master write cycle to a 16-bit 
EISA slave requires a disassembly of a 32-bit Dword 
into 16-bit words. Similarly, a 32-bit EISA master 
read cycle to a 16-bit slave requires an assembly of 
two 16-bit words into a 32-bit Dword. The PCEB con
tains EISA data swap buffers to support data size' 
translations on the EISA Bus. The operation of the 
data swap buffers is described in Section 8.0, EISA 
Data Swap Buffers. The ESC controls the operation 
of the PCEB's data swap buffers with the following 
PCEB/ESC interface signals. These signals are out
puts from the ESC and inputs to the PCEB. 

• SDCPYEN[13,03:01] # 

• SDCPYUP 

• SDOE[2:0] # 

• SDLE[3:0] # 

Copy Enable Outputs (SDCPYEN[13,03:01] #) 

These signals enable the byte copy operations be
tween data byte lanes 0, 1, 2 and 3' as shown in 
Table 10-1. ISA master cycles do not perform 
assembly/disassembly operations. Thus, these cy
cles use SDCPYEN[13,03:01] # to perform the byte 
routing and byte copying between lanes. EISA mas
ter cycles however, can have assembly/ 
disassembly operations. These cyc::les use 
SDCPYEN [13,03:01] # in conjunction with 
SDCPYUP .and SDLE[3:0] #. . 
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Table 10-1. Byte Copy Operations 

Signal Copy Between Byte Lanes 

SOCPYEN01# Byte 0 (bits [7:0]) and 
Byte 1 (bits [15:8) 

SOCPYEN02# Byte 0 (bits [7:0)) and 
Byte 2 (bits [23:26» 

SOCPYEN03# Byte 0 (bits [7:0» and 
Byte 3 (bits [31 :24]) 

SOCPYEN13# Byte 1 (bits [15:8» and 
Byte 3 (bits [31 :24)) 

System Data Copy Up (SDCPVUP) 

SOCPYUP controls the direction of the byte copy 
operations. When SOCPVUP is asserted (high), ac
tive lower bytes are copied onto the higher bytes. 
The direction is reversed when SDCpYUP is negat
ed (low). 

System Data Output Enable (SDOE[2:0)#) 

These signals enable the output of the data swap 
buffers onto the EISA Bus (Table 10-2). SOOE[2:0] 
are re-drive. signals in case of mis-matched cycles 
between EISA to EISA, EISA to ISA, ISA to ISA and 
the DMA cycles between the devices on EISA. 

Table 10-2. Output Enable Operations 

Signal Byte Lane 

SDOEO# • Applies to Byte 0 (bits [7:0)) 

SDOE1# Applies to Byte 1 (bits [15:8]) 

SOOE2# Applies to Byte 2 and Byte 3 
(bits [31:16]) 

1-532 

System Data to Internal (PCEB) Data Latch 
Enables (SDLE[3:0] #) 

These signals latch the data from the EISA Bus into 
the data swap latches. The data is then either sent 
to the PCI Bus Via the PCEB or re-driven onto the 
EISA Bus. SOLE [3:0] # latch the data from the cor
responding EISA Bus byte lanes ~uring PCI. Reads 
from EISA, EISA writes to PCI, OMA cycles between 
an EISA deVice and the PCEB. These signals. also 
latch data during mismatched cycles between EISA 
to EISA, EISA to ISA, ISA to ISA, the OMA cycles 
between the devices on EISA, and any cycles that 
require copying of bytes, as opposed to copying and 
assembly I disassembly. . . 

10.3 Interrupt Acknowledge Control 

PEREQ#/lNTA# (PCI to EISA Request or Interrupt 
Acknowledge) is a dual function signal. and the se
lected function depends on the status of ElSAH LOA. 
When EISAHLOA is negated, this signal is an inter
rupt acknowledge (INTA#) and supports interrupt 
processing. If. interrupt. acknowledge is enabled via 
the PCEB's PCICON Register and. EISAHOLOA is 
negated, the PCEB asserts PEREQ#/lNTA# when 
a PCI interrupt acknowledge cycle is being serviced. 
This informs the ESC that the forWarded .EISA 110 
read from location 04h is an interrupt.acknowledge 
cycle. Thus, the ESC .uses this signal to distinguish 
between a request fbr the interrupt vector and a 
read of the ESC's OMA register located at 04h. The 
ESC responds to the read requestby placing the 
interrupt vector on 50[7:0]. 

I 



11.0 ELECTRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

11.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Case Temperature Under Bias ... - 65°C to + 110°C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65°C to + 150°C 

Supply Voltages with 
Respect to Ground ....... -0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

Voltage On Any Pin ......... -0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

Power Dissipation .......... 0.95 watts fully loaded 
0.75 watts with four slots 

11.2 D.C. Characteristics 

82375EB 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
c!j.tions are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

11.2.1 JUNCTION TEMPERATURE SPECIFICATIONS 

The junction temperature for the PCEB is 95°C with a case temperature of 85°C. To guarantee device opera
tion at85°C case temperature the ambient temperature allowable is shown in Table 11-1. 

Table 11-1. PCEB Maximum Allowable Ambient Temperature/Air Flow Rates 

EISA Loading Still 100lfpm 200lfpm 400lfpm 

4 Slots 53°C 58°C 61°C 66°C 

8 Slots A4°C 49°C 54°C 59°C 

11.2.2 EISA BUS D.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

EISA Signals 
BCLK(in), STARH(tls), CMD#(in), 
MSBURST#(tls), SLBURST#(tls), 

M/IO#(tls), W/R#(tls), EXRDY(o/d), EX32#(0/d), EX16#(in), 
LOCK#(tls), BE[3:0] # (tis), LA[31 :2](tls), SD[31 :O](tls), 

REFRESH # (in) 

ISA Signals 
I016(out) 

Interchip Signals 
SDCPYEN[13,03:01] #(in), SDCPYUP(in), SDOE[2:0] #(in), SOLE [3:0] #(in), 
EISAHOLDA(out), PEREQ # IINTA # (out), INTCHIPO(t/s), NMFLUSH # (tis) 

I 

EISAHOLD(in), 
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Table 11-2. EISA/ISA Bus D.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ±5%, Tease = O°Cto +B5°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Test Conditions Notes 

VIL1 Input Low Voltage O.BV 

VIH1 Input High Voltage 2.0V 

VIL2 Input Low Voltage O.BV 1 

VIH2 Input High Voltage VCC - O.BV , 1 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage 0.45V IOL = 24mA 2 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 2.4V IOH = .,..5.0 rnA 2 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage 0.45V IOL = 1 rnA 3 

VOH2 Output High Voltage VCC - 0.45V IOH = -1 rnA 3 

III Input Leakage Current ±15/-LA OV < VIN < VCC 

ILO Output Leakage Current ±15/-LA 0.45V <VIN < VCC 

GIN Capacitance Input B pF 

GOUT Capacitance Output 15 pF at 1 MHz 

Icc VCC Supply Current TBD TBD 

NOTES: 
1. All EISA Bus signals use VIL1, VIH1 for input levels except for the Interehip signals: SDCPYEN#, SDCPYUP, SDOE#, 

SDLE#,EISAHOLD, EISAHLDA, PEREQ#/INTA#, INTCHIPO, NMFLUSH#. 
2. BE[3:0)#, EX16#, EX32#, EXRDY, LA[31:2), LOCK#, M/IO#, MSBURST#, SD[31:0), SLBURST#, START#, W/R#. 
3. SDCPYEN#, SDCPYUP, SDOE#, SDLE#, EISAHOLD, EISAHLDA, PEREQ#/INTA#, INTCHIPO, NMFLUSH#. 
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11.2.3 PCI BUS D.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

PCI System Signals 
PCICLK(in), PCIRST(in) 

PCI Shared Signals 
AD[31 :Ol(tls), C/BE[3:0] # (tis), FRAME # (sltls), TRDY(sltls), IRDY(sltls), TOP# (s/t/s), 
PCILOCK#(s/t/s), IDSEL(in), DEVSEL#(s/t/s), PAR(t/s), PERR#(s/t/s) I 

k 
PCI Sideband Signals I} 
CPUREQ#(in), REQ1#(in), REQO#/PCEBGNT#(in), REQ[2:3]#(in), CPUGNT#(out), 
GNTO#/PCEBREQ# (out), GNT1# IRESUME# (out), GNT[2:3] # (out), MEMREQ#(out), FLSHREQ # (out), 
MEMACK#(in), MEMCS#(out), PIODEC#(in) 

Table 11-3. PCI Bus D.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ± 5%, Tease = O·C to + 85·C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Test Condl,lons Notes 

VIL .lnputLow Voltage O.8V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0V 5.5V 

VOL Output Low Voltage O.55V lou = 3 rnA, 1 
IOL2 = 6mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -2.0 mA 

IlL Low·levellnput Current - 7O !J.A VIN = O.5V 

IIH High-level Input Current 7O!J.A VIN = 2.7V 

CliO Input/Output Capacitance 10pF at 1 MHz 

CCLK PCICLK Signal Input Capacitance 17pF at 1 MHz 

Icc Vcc Supply Current TBD TBD 

NOTE: 
1. IOL2 applies to those signals requiring external pull·ups: FRAME#, TRD#, IRDY#, STOP#, LOCK#, DEVSEL#. 
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11.3 A.C. Characteristics 

In Tables 11-5 through 11-13, the Symbol column 
shows the timing variable used in the A.C. timing 
waveforms. The parameter column contains the de
scription of the timing and its reference signal. If the 
timing is for a particular bus cycle, the cycles are 
listed in parenthesis. Burst cycles include standard 
timings for their requirements. The Min column lists 
either the minimum delay time, setup time, or hold 
time requirement in nano-seconds, unless stated 

otherwise. The Max column lists the maximum delay 
time, also in nano-seconds. The Figure column 
shows what A.C. timing waveforms the parameter 
can be found. The Note column may contain a num
ber to refer to a specific note found at the end of the 
table. 

The A.C. specifications are based upon the specified 
capacitive loading values in the table below. The 
minimum capacitive loading value is 50 pF for all 
signals. 

Table 11·4. Capacitive Loading Table 

Signals Loading 

BE[3:0)#, EX16#, EX32#, EXRDY, LA[31:21. LOCK#, M/IO#, MSBURST#, SD[31:0), 240pF 
SLBURST#, START # , W/R# 

SDCPYEN#, SDCPYUP, SDOE#, SDLE#, EISAHOLD, EISAHLDA, PEREQ#/lNTA#, 50 pF 
INTCHIPO, NMFLUSH#, PCICLK, PCIRST, AD[31:01. C/BE[3:0)#, FRAME#, TRDY, 
IRDY, STOP#, PCILOCK#, IDSEL, DEVSEL#, PAR, PERR#, CPUREQ#, REQ1 #, 
REQO # IPCEBGNT #, REQ[2:3) #, CPUGNT #, GNTO # IPCEBREQ #, 
GNT1#/RESUME#, GNT[2:3)#, MEMREQ#, FLSHREQ#, MEMACK#, MEMCS#, PIODEC# 

11.3.1 CLOCK SIGNALS A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

t1a,t2a 

t1b,t2b :1 
2.0v 

t1e,t2e 
---'---\"-- ------------------'+--'-------------------\-

O.8v 

~I 

t1c,t2c 
290477-79 

Figure 11·1. PCICLK, BCLK Timing 
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Table 11-5. Clock Signals A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to+ 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

PCICLK 

t1a Cycle Time 30 11·1 

t1 b High Time (at 2.0V) , 40% • Teye 11·1 

t1c Low Time (at 0.8V) 40%' Teye 11·1 

t1d Rise Time (0.8V to 2.0V) 3 11-1 

t1 e Fall Time (2.0V to 0.8V) 3 10-0 

BCLK 

t2a Clock Period (0.8V to 0.8V) 120 10-1 

t2b Low Time (at 0.8V) 55 10-1 

t2c High Time (at 2.0V) 56 10-1 

t2d Rise Time (0.8V to 2.0V) 7 10-1 

t2e Fall Time (2.0V to 0.8V) 6 10-1 

11.3.2 PCI A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 11-6. PCI A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

PCIRST# 

t3a Pulsewidth ,1 ms 11-11 

t3b PCICLK Active Setup to PCIRST # Deasserted 100 flo!! 11-11 

AO[31:0], C/BE[3:0] #, FRAME#, IROY # ,PAR, PERR #, TROY #, OEVSEL#, STOP # , 
PCILOCK#,IOSEL 

t4a Delay from PCICLK Rising 2 11 11-10 

t4b Setup to PCICLK Rising 7 11-10 

t4c Hold from PCICLK Rising 0 11-10 

REQ[3:0] # IGNT[3:0] #, PCEBREQ#, RESUME #, CPUREQ#, CPUGNT # 

t5a GNT Delay from PCICLK Rising 2 12 11-9 

t5b REO Setup to PCICLK Rising 12 11-9 

t5c REO Hold from PCICLK Rising 0 11-9 

MEMREQ#, FLSHREQ#, MEMACK# 

t36a MEMREO #, FLSHREO # Delay from PCICLK Rising 2 12 11-12 

t36b MEMACK # Setup to PCICLK Rising 12 11-12 

t36c MEMACK # Hold from PCICLK Rising 12 11-12 
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11.3.3 EISA INTERFACE A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 11·7. EISA Master Interface A.C. Specifications (Voo= 5V ±5%, Tease = O°C to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

EISA MASTER 

LA[31:2] 

t6a Delay from BCLK Falling 2 30 11·2 

t6b Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 0 40 11-13 

BE[3:0] # 

t7a Delay from BCLK Rising 0 25 11-2 

t7b Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 0 40 11-13 

t7c Float Delay from BCLK Falling (Backoff Cycle) 0 40 11·6 

MilO 

t8a Delay from BCLK Falling 2 30 11-2 

t8b Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 0 40 11-13 

W/R 

t9a Delay from BCLKRising 0 25 11-2 

t9b Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 0 40 11-13 

START#' 

t10a Delay from BCLK Rising 2 25 11-2 

t10b Float Delay from BCLK Falling (Backoff Cycle) 0 40 11-6 

t10c Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 0 40 11·13 

EX32#, EX16# 

t11a Setup to BCLK Rising 25 11-2 

t11 b Setup to BCLK Rising (End of Backoff Cycle) 15 11-6 

t11c Hold from BCLK Rising 55 11-2 

t11d Hold from BCLK Rising (End of Backoff Cycle) 50 11-6 

EXRDY 

t12a Setup to BCLK Falling 15 11-2 

t12b Hold from BCLK Falling 5 11-2 

LOCK 

t13a Delay from BCLK Rising 2 60 11-2 

t13b Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 0 40 11-13 

SD[31:0] 

t14a Delay from BCLK Falling (Write) 5 40 11-2 

t14b Setup Time to BCLK Rising (Read) 12 11-2,4 

t14c Hold Time from BCLK Rising (Read) 4 11-2,4 

t14d Float Delay from BCLK Falling (Backoff W~ite Cycles) 0 50 11-6 

t14e Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 11-13 
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Table 11·7. EISA Master Interface A.C. Specifications 
(Voo= 5V ±5%,Tcase = O·C to +85·C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

EISA MASTER BURST CYCLES 

LA[31:2] 

t15 Delay from BCLK Falling 2 30 

BE[3:0] # 

t16 Delay from BCLK Falling 2 30 

MSBURST# 

t17a Delay from BCLK Falling 2 35 

t17b Float Delay from BCLK Falling (End of Master Mode) 0 40 

SLBURST# 

t18a Setup to BCLK Rising 15 

t18b Hold from BCLK Rising 55 

SO[31:0] 

t19a Delay from BCLK Rising (Write) 5 40 

t19b Setup to BCLK Rising (Read) 15 

t19c Hold from BCLK Rising (Read) 5 

82375EB 

Figures Notes 

11-4 

11-4 

11-4 

11-13 

11-4 

11-4 

11-4 

11-4 

11-4 

Table 11·8. EISA Slave Interface A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) 

Symbol I Parameter 1 Min 1 Max 1 Figures 1 Notes 

EISA SLAVE 

LA[31:2] 

t20a 
1 Setup to BCLK Rising I 10 I 1 11-3 1 

t20b I Hold from BCLK Rising I 20 I 1 11-3 1 

BE[3:0]# 

t21a I Setup to BCLK Rising at CMD# Time 1 80 I 1 11·3 1 

t21b I Hold f~om BCLK Rising I 20 t 1 11-3 'I 
MilO 

t22a 1 Setup to BCLK Rising I 10 I I 11-3 I 
t22b 1 Hold from BCLK Rising 1 20 1 I 11-3 1 

W/R 

t23a 1 Setup to BCLK Rising at CMD# Time 1 80 1 1 11-3 1 

t23b 1 Hold from BCLK Rising 1 20 1 I 11-3 1 

START # 

t24a 1 Setup to BCLK Rising I 88 I I 11-3 I 
t24b I Asserted Pulsewidth I 115 1 1 11-3 1 

EX32#, EX16# 

t25a 1 Delay from LA Valid 1 2 1 54 1 11-3 I 
t25b 1 Delay from PIODEC# Asserted J 1 15 1 

11-14 I 1 

I 
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Table 11-8. EISA Slave Interface A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

EXRDY 

t26a Negate Delay from BCLK Rising 35 11-3 

t26b Float Delay from BCLK Rising 3 34 11-3 

LOCK 

t27a Setup to BCLK Rising 54 11-3 

t27b Hold from BCLK Rising 2 11-3 

SO[31:0] 

t28a Delay from BCLK Rising (Read) 0 50 11-3 

t28b Setup to BCLK Rising (Write) 110 11-3, 5 

t28e Hold from BCLK Rising (Write) 25 11-3, 5 

. EISA SLAVE BURST CYCLES 

LA[31:2] 

t29a Setup to BCLK Rising 5 11-5 

129b Hold from BCLK Rising 2 11-5 

BE[3:0] # 

t30a Setup to BCLK Rising 5 11-5 

t30b Hold from BCLK Rising 2 11-5 

MSBURST# 

t31a Setup to BCLK Rising 14 11-5 

t31b Hold from BCLK Rising 45 11-5 

SLBURST# 

t32 Delay from LA Valid 2 55 11-5 

SO[31:0] 

t33a Delay from BCLK Rising (Read) 35 80 11-5 

t33b Setup to BCLK Rising (Write) 55 11-5 

t33e Hold from BCLK Rising (Write) 5 11-5 

11.3.4 ISAINTERFACE A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 11-9. ISA Interface A.C. Specifications (Voo = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

REFRESH # 

t34 Setup to START # Asserted 5 11-15 

1016# 

t35a Assert Delay from BCLK Rising 70 11-15 

t35b Assert Delay from PIODEC Asserted 15 11-15 2 

t35e Setup to CMD# Asserted 10 11-18 

t35d Hold from CMD# Negated 0 11-18 
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11.3.5 DATA SWAP BUFFERS A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 11-10. Data Swap A.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) 

Symbol I Parameter I Min I Max I Figures 

SDCPYEN[13,03:01] #, SDCPYUP# 

t37a I Asserted to Valid Data Delay I 2 I 21 I 11·16 

t37b I SDCPYUP# Setup to SDCPYEN# Asserted I 0 I I 11·16 

SD [x] to SD [x] 

ta7c I Copy Buffer Propogation Delay I I 16.5 I 11-16 

SDLE[3:0] # 

t38a I Data Setup Time to SDLE # Rising I 3.5 I I 11·16 

t38b I Data Hold Time from SDLE # Rising I 3.5 I I 11-16 

SDOE[2:0] # 

t39 I Asserted to Valid Data Delay I I 17.5 I 11-16 

11.3.6 ARBITRATION AND INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 11-11. Arbitration and Interrupt Acknowledge A.C. Specifications 
(VOD = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) 

Symbol I Parameter I Min I Max I Figures 

EISAHOLD 

t40a I Setup to PCICLK Rising I 9 I I 11-7 

t40b I Hold from PCICLK Rising I 2 I I 11-7 

EISAHOLDA 

t41 I Delay from PCICLK Rising I 4 I 15 I 11-7 

PEREQ#/INTA# 

t42 I Delay from PCICLK Rising I 4 I 15 I 11-7 

11.3.7 BUFFER COHERENCY A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

J 

Notes 

Notes 

Table 11-12. Buffer Coherency A.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ±5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Figures Notes 

INTCHIPO, NMFLUSH# , 

t43a Delay from PCICLK Rising (Acknowledge from PCES) 4 15 11-8 

t43b Setup to PCICLK Rising (Request from ESC) 9 11-8 

t43c Hold from PCICLK Rising 2 11-8 

11.3.8 ADDRESS DECODER A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 11-13. Address Decoder A.C. Specifications (VDD = 5V ± 5%, Tease = 0° to + 85°C) 

Symbol ,I Parameter I Min I Max I Figures I Notes 

MEMCS# 

t44 I Delay from PCICLK Rising (Acknowledge from PECS I 2 I 17 I 11-17 I 
NOTES: 
1. EX32 # must still meet the propogation requirement from LA valid. 
2. PIODEC must be provided in time to meet the I;:ISAsPEleification. 
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11.3.9 A.C. TIMING WAVEFORMS 

1·542 

BCLK f 

8TARn 

CMO# 

LA[31:21 

BE[3:0)# 

WIA 

EX32#,EX16# 

EXROY 

LOCK# 

80[31:0) 
write cycle 

SO[31:0) 
read cycle 

BCLK 

STARn 

CMO# 

LA[31:2) 

MIlO 

W/R 

BE[3:0)# 

EX32# 

EXROY 

LOCK# 

80[31:0) 
write cycle 

80[31:0) 
read cycle 

\ 

~---------+-+--~'~ 
leaH .. 

t8a~ 

t1la t11e 

t12a,t12b 

t13a~ 

t14a -"'i t14aY 

'-- 114b,t14c _ ~ r I-l-
290477-80 

Figure 11·2. EISA Master Cycle 
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290477-81 

Figure 11·3. EISA Slave 
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BCLK 

STARn 

CMO# 

SLBURST# 

MSBURsn 

LA 

___ -\~ 11 Sa I1Sa On 1 i __ --+ __ -+ __ -...-__ +-__ +-__ +-_--t_ 
L---L_---' I 

117a , 

115 

BE[3:0)# [J( _______ 11_6_.-,0*'__~ __ _'r'_ -_ -_ -_t-t-________ 116=~=.~~ ===!====11=6=~ ~ 

80[31:0) 
read cycle 

SO[31:0) 
write cycle 

114b,l14c 
i ., 

119a-, 
X'--____ ~~ ____ ~'__ ___ ---' 

290477-82 

Figure 11-4. EISA Master Burst 

BCLK ~ ~~~'--_---1~'-

ST:: t-----13-2-----oi--+-Io--1""\32'-----~:~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~+-v--
SLBURSn 

MSBURST# 

LA 

~3~8.~ 
--------1~~+o.~-~~~~~~~~~~--'r--~ 

129a 29b. 129a 129b. .._129a _129b. 

1300 130b 130a 1 b b 
BE[3:0)# i;,;,:,:,,,,,::j(, _______ -A_-+-_+---"~-+_--'--_"'___+--+_-'X"'·::::::;;::;::::::;:;,::::;;;;;::·:·:ill····· 

SO[31:0) 
read cycle 

80[31:0) 
write cycle 

290477-83 

Figure 11-5. EISA Slave Burst 
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BCLK 

STARn 

CMO# 

LA[31:2) ---C=====t===========:=J 
BE[3:0)# 

SO[31:0) 
read cycle 

SO[31:0) 
write cycle 

EX32# 

PCICLK 

EISAHOLO 

• 

• Slave Size Sample Points 

o Control Transfers from PeEB 10 System or System to PCES 

Figure 11-6. Backoff Cycles 

EISAHOLOA ______ ~ 

PEREO#/INTA# PEREOII 

Figure 11-7. EISAHOLD Signals 

PCICLK 

E3 

li1b,t11d 
I' -I • \. ~ 

290477-84 

INTA# 

290477-85 

\~ __ ...Jr--
NMFLUSH#,INTCHIPO 

\'----~/ 
ll43a.j 

/r------~-----

ESC PCES ESC 

u Control Transfer from ESC 10 PeEB or PeEB 10 ESC 

290477-86 

Figure 11-8. Flush Requests 
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Figure 11-9. PCI Bus Arbitration 
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r------j~. ====~,--_-_-_-:14_b ____ ~j 14c1 
PCICLK ~I<-~ ---14a-- I 

Shared Signal -----------------«==================i>-
290477-88 

PCIRsn 

PCICLK 

Figure 11-10. PCI Shared Signals 

_-----,~~~ ------_t3a __ ----tI+-I'_-_~I3b~_ ----oj-.j~ 

( 
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Figure 11-11. PCIRST# Signal 

PCICLK / I ' jl '---------'/ ____ -.l~o--':===iI3636ib;=:==~~ •. t36c. 
MEMREQIt, FLSHREQIt ',-. -------t-I--L1 ______ ~ __ _ 

l-----p6c .. 
MEMACKIt ,'--------

Figure 11-12. MEMREQ#, FLSHREQ#, MEMACK# Signals 

BCLK / 

MACKIt _____ -1/ 

LA[31 :2), BE[3:0), MIIOIt, W/RIt, 
LOCK, STARn, SD[31:0), MSBURSn 

,'---------~/ I 
1 t6b,t7b,IBb,t9b,t1Oc, 
I, t13b,t14e,t17b .1 

) 

Figure 11-13. End of Master Mode 
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PIODECIt· ,'----------------I, t25b 
EX321t 
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Figure 11.-14. PIODEC# to EX32# Propogatlon 
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i--"-·-~34 

1 REFRESH# \ 
STARn \ I 

LA ( 
I, t358 

~ j' 
t35b 

1016#(1) 
, 
PIODEC# I 

290477-93 

Figure 11-15. ISA Interface Signals 

SDCPYUP# \~----------------------------------------Lt37b-1 
SDCPYEN# \~----------------------------------
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_______________ ~ ______ L--__ t3_7_a_~~===========+~==t3:~:~Jxr--------
Out Data ( r-- .. 

In Data X'--____________ _ 

SDLE# 

Data ---------:-C=====:J--------
SDOE# \~---------------------------

L-t39-~ 
Data -----,-------------------------'------.:.~_{(=================== 
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Figure 11-16. Data Swap Buffers 

~ ____________________ ~r___ 
PCICLK / 

L~====~t44~====~~ . 
\~--------------------------------------MEMCS# 

CMD# 

1016# 
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Figure 11-17. MEMCS# Signal 

rFt35c4'-________________ -----------'iT-
----------'-- r-----
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Figure 11-18.1016# Signal 
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11.4 NAND Tree 

A NAND Tree is provided primarily for VILIVIH test
ing. The NAND Tree is also useful for Automated 
Test Equipment (ATE) at board level testing. The 
NAND Tree allows the tester to test the solder con
nections for each individual signal pin. 

The TEST# pin, along with SCLK, PIODEC# and 
EX16#, activates the NAND Tree. The following 
combinations of PIODEC#, EX16#, and TEST# will 
cause each buffer to be tri-stated: 

PIODEC# = "1" and EX16# = "0" and 
TEST# = "0" 

or 
PIODEC# = "0" and EX16# = "1" 

Care must be taken as the test is in progress to 
ensure that one of the preceding combinations is 
valid. Otherwise, the test mode will be exited. 

Asserting TE$T # causes the output pulse train to 
appear on the EISAHLDA pin, SCLK must be driven 
low in order to enable the NAND Tree. 

82375EB 

The sequence of the ATE test is as follows: 

1. Drive TEST# low, EX16# high, PIODEC# low, 
and SCLK low. 

2. Drive each pin high, except for the pins 
mentioned in the discussion above (TEST # , 
PIODEC#, and SCLK). 

3. Starting at pin 168 (1016#) and continuing with 
pins 169, 170, etc., individually drive each pin 
low, remembering to toggle PIODEC# from low 
to high when EX16# is toggled from high to low. 
Also, when PIODEC# is driven low, EX16# must 
be driven high. Expect EISAHLDA to toggle after 
each corresponding input pin is toggled. The final 
pin in the tree is pin 166 (LOCK#). SCLK is not 
part of the tree, and EISAHLDA is operated only 
as an output. Also, please note that no-connect 
(NC), Vee, and Vss pins are not a part of the 
NAND Tree. 

4. Turn off tester drivers before enabling the 
PCES's buffers (via PIODEC#, TEST#, and 
EX16#). 

5. Reset the PCES prior to proceeding with further 
testing. 
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NAND Tree Cell Order: 

Pin Pin Pin Pin Pin Pin 
# Name # Name # Name 

168 1016#(1) 3 LA31# 44 S020 

169 CMO# 4 LA30# 45 LA17 

170 START ,5 LA29 # 47 S021 

171 EXROY 6 LA28 # 48 S022 

172 EX32# 7 LA27# 49 S023 

173 EX16#(2) 8 LA26# 50 S024 

174 SLBURST# 10 LA25 # 51 S025 

175 SOLE3# 11 LA24 # 55 S08 

176 SOLE2# 12 LA16 56 S026 

177 SOLE1# 13 LA15 57 S09 

178 SOLEO# 15 LA14 58 S027 

179 SOCPYEN01# 16 LA13 59 S028 

180 SOCPYEN02# 17 LA12 60 S010 

184 SOCPYEN03# 18 VSS 61 S011 

185 SOCPYEN13# 19 LA11 64 S029 

186 SOCPYUP 20 LA10 65 S012 

187 SOOEO# 21 LA9 66 S030 

188 SOOE1# 22 LA8 67 S013 

189 SOOE2# 23 LA7 68 S031 

190 MSBURST# 24 LA6 69 S014 

191 M/IO# 28 LA5 70 S015 

192 W/R# 29 LA4 71 REQO# 

195 S07 30 LA23 72 REQ1# 

196 S06 31 LA3 73 REQ2# 

197 S05 32 LA22 74 REQ3# 

198 S04 33 LA2 75 CPUREQ# 

199 S03 34 LA21 76 CPUGNT# 

201 S02 36 LA20 80 GNT3# 

202 S01 37 S016 81 GNT2# 

203 SOO 38 S017 82 -GNT1 # 

204 BE3# 40 LA19 83 GNTO# 

205 BE2# 41 S018 85 FLSHREQ# 

206 BE1# 42 S019 86 MEMACK# 

207 BEO# 43 LA18 87 MEMREQ# 

NOTES: 
1. Start of NAND Tree. 
2. Must be "1" when PIODEC# is "0" and must be "0" when PIODEC# is "1". 
3. Must be "0" when EX16# is "1" and must be "1" when EX16# is "0". 
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Pin Pin Pin Pin Pin Pin 
# Name # Name # Name 

88 MEMCS# 117 AD18 142 AD10 

89 PIODEC#(3) 118 AD17 143 AD9 

91 PCICLK 119 AD16 144 C/BEO# 

92 IDSEL 120 C/BE2# 146 AD6 

93 PCIRST# 122 FRAME# 147 AD7 

97 AD31 123 IRDY# 148 AD6 

98 AD30 124 TRDY# 150 AD5 

99 AD29 125 DEVSEL# 151 AD4 

100 AD28 126 STOP # 152 AD3 

101 AD27 127 PLOCK# 153 AD2 

102 AD26 128 PERR# 154 AD1 

107 AD25 134 PAR 155 ADO 

108 AD24 135 C/BE1 # 160 REFRESH# 

109 C/BE3# 136 AD15 161 INTCHIPO 

110 AD23 137 AD14 162 EISAHOLD 

111 AD22 138 AD13 164 PEREQ#IINTA# 

112 AD21 139 AD12 165 NMFLUSH# 

114 AD20 141 AD11 166 LOCK# 
-

115 AD19 

+5V 

Celli 

• • • ~ to ElSAH LOA 

Pin 166 (LOCK'I 

Pin 168 (I016#) 

290477-AO 

Figure 11·19. NAND Tree 
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12.0 PINOUT AND PACKAGE INFORMATION 

12.1 Pin Assignment 

!2!~~~~2~!!~!~!m~~~!!~!~!~~§~~~~~~~~~Eg!!~!~!~~§~~!~ 
o 

,peEB 

Figure 12-1. Pinout 
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Table 12-1. Alphabetical peEB Pin Assignment 

Name Pln# Type Name Pln# Type Name Pln# Type 

ADO 155 tis CPUREQ# 75 in LA28# 6 tis 
A01 154 tis OEVSEL# 125 sltls LA29 # 5 tis 
A02 153 tis EISAHLOA 163 out LA30#' 4 tis 
A03 152 tis EISAHOLO 162 in LA31# 3 tis 
A04 151 tis EX16# 173 in LOCK # 166 tis 
A05 150 tis EX32# 172 old M/IO# 191 tis 
A06 148 tis EXROY 171 old MEMACK# 86 in 

A07 147 tis FLSHREQ# 85 out MEMCS# 88 out 

A08 146 tis FRAME# 122 sltls MEMREQ# 87 out 

A09 143 tis GNTO# 83 out MSBURST# 190 tis 
A010 142 tis GNT1# 82 out NC 96 . NC 

A011 141 tis GNT2# 81 o\Jt NC 106 NC 

A012 ' 139 tis GNT3# 80 out NC 132 NC 

A013 138 tis 10SEL . 92 in INC 133 NC 

A014 137 tis INTCHIPO 161 tis NC 159 NC 

A015 136 tis 1016# 168 old NMFLUSH# 165 tis 
A016 119 tis IROY# 123 sltls PAR 134 tis 
A017 118 tis LA2 33 tis PCICLK 91 in 

A018 117 tis LA3 31 tis PCIRSH 93 in 

A019 115 tis LA4 29 tis PEREQ#I 164 out 

A020 114 tis LA5 28 tis INTA# 

A021 112 tis LA6 24 . tis PERR# 128 slold 

A022 111 tis LA7 23 tis . PIOOEC# 89 in 

A023 110 tis LA8 22 tis PLOCK # 127 sltls 

A024 108 tis LA9 21 tis REFRESH# 160 in 

A025 107 tis LA10 20 tis REQO# 71 in 

A026 102 tis LA11 19 tis REQ1# 72 in 

A027 101 tis LA12 17 tis REQ2# 73 in 

A028 100 tis LA13 16 tis REQ3# 74 in 

A029 99 tis LA14 15 tis SOO 203 tis 

A030 98 tis LA15 13 tis S01 202 tis 

A031 97 tis LA16 12 tis S02 201 tis 

BCLK 167 in LA17 45 tis S03 199 tis 

BEO# 207 tis LA18 . 43 tis S04 198 tis 

BE1# 206 tis LA19 40 tis S05 197 tis 

BE2# 205 tis LA20 36 tis S06 196 tis 

BE3# 204 tis LA21 34 tis S07 195 tis 

C/BEO# 144' tis LA22 32 tis S08 55 tis 

C/BE1 # 135 tis LA23 30 tis S09 57 tis 

C/BE2# 120 tis LA24 # 11 tis S010 60 tis 

C/BE3# 109 tis LA25 # 10 tis S011 61 tis 

CMO# 169 in LA26# 8 tis S012 65 tis 

CPUGNT# 76 out LA27 # 7 tis S013 67 tis 
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Table 12-1 .. Alphabetical peES Pin Assignment (Continued) 

Name Pin# Type Name Pin# Type Name Pin# Type 

S014 69 tis SDOEO# 187 in Vss 2 V 
S015 70 tis SDOE1# 188 in Vss 9 V 
S016 37 tis SDOE2# 189 in Vss 18 V 
S017 38 tis SLBURST# 174 tis Vss 26 V 
S018 41 tis START # 170 tis Vss 27 V 
S019 42 tis STOP # 126 sltls Vss 35 V 
S020 44 tis TEST # 90 in Vss 46 V 
S021 47 tis TRDY# 124 sltls Vss 54 V 
S022 48 tis Voo 1 V Vss 62 V 
S023 49 tis Voo 14 V Vss 77 V 
S024 50 tis Voo 25 V Vss 78 V 
S025 51 tis Voo 39 V Vss 84 V 
S026 56 tis Voo 52 V Vss 95 V 
S027 58 tis Voo 53 V Vss 103 V 
S028 59 tis Voo 63 V Vss 113 V 
S029 64 tis Voo 79 V Vss 121 V 
S030 66 tis Voo 94 V Vss 129 V 
S031 68 tis Voo 104 V Vss 130 V 
SOCPYEN01# 179 in Voo 105 V Vss 140 V 
SOCPYEN02# 180 in Voo 116 V Vss 149 V 
SOCPYEN03# 184 in Voo 131 V Vss 158 V 
SOCPYEN13# 185 in Voo 145 V Vss 182 V 
SOCPYUP 186 in Voo 156 V Vss 183 V 
SOLEO# 178 in Voo 157 V Vss 194 V 
SOLE1 # 177 in Voo 181 V Vss 200 V 
SOLE2# 176 in Voo 193 V W/R# 192 tis 
SOLE3# 175 in Voo 208 V 
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Table 12-2. Nume~ical peEB Pin Assignment 

Pin # Name Type Pin# Name Type Pin# Name Type 
1 VOO V 46 VSS V 91 PCICLK in 
2 VSS V 47 8021 tis 92 108EL in 
3 LA31 # tis 48 8022 tl8 93 PCIR8T# in 
4 LA30# tis 49 8023 tis 94 VOO V 
5 LA29 # tis 50 8024 tis 95 VSS V i. 
6 LA28# tis 51 8025 tis 96 NC NC 
7 LA27 # tis 52 Voo V 97 A031 tis 
8 LA26 # tis 53 Voo V 98 A030 tis 
9 VSS V 54 VSS V 99 A029 tis 
10 LA25# tis 55 808 tis 100 A028 tis 
11 LA24 # tis 56 8026 tis 101 A027 tis 
12 LA Hi tis 57 809 tis 102 A026 tis 
13 LA15 tis 58 8027 tis 103 VSS V 
14 VOO V 59 8028 tis 104 Voo V 
15 LA14 tis 60 8010 tis 105 Voo V 
16 LA13 tis 61 8011 tis 106 NC NC 
17 LA12 tis 62 VSS V 107 A025 tis 
18 VSS V 63 Voo V 108 A024 tis 
19 LA11 tis 64 8029 tis 109 C/BE3# tis 
20 LA10 tis 65 8012 tis 110 A023 tis 
21 LA9 tis 66 8030 tis 111 A022 tis 
22 LA8 tis 67 8013 tis 112 A021 tis 
23 LA7 tis 68 8031. tis 113 VSS V 
24 LA6 tis 69 8014 tis 114 A020 tis 
25 VOO V 70 8015 tis 115 A019 tis 
26 VSS V 71 REQO# in 116 Voo V 
27 VSS V 72 REQ1# in 117 ,A018 tis 
28 LA5 tis 73 REQ2# in 118 A017 tls 
29 LA4 tis 74 REQ3# in 119 A016 tis 
30 LA23 tis 75 CPUREQ# in 120 C/BE2# tis 
31 LA3 tis 76 CPUGNT# out 121 VSS V 
32 LA22 tis 77 VSS V 122 FRAME # sltls 
33 LA2 tis 78 VSS V 123 IROY# sltls 
34 LA21 tis 79 Voo V 124 TROY# sltls 
35 VSS V 80 GNT3# out 125 DEV8EL# sltls 
36 LA20 tis 81 GNT2# out 126 8TOP# sltls 
37 8016 tis 82 GNT1# out 127 PLOCK# sltls 
38 8017 tis 83 GNTO# out 128 PERR# s/o/d 
39 Voo V 84 VSS V 129 VSS V 
40 LA19 tis 85 FL8HREQ# out 130 VSS V 
41 8018 tis 86 MEMACK# in 131 Voo V 
42 8019 tis 87 MEMREQ# out 132 NC NC 
43 LA18 tis 88 MEMC8# out 133 NC NC 
44 8020 tis 89 PIOOEC# in 134 PAR tis 
45 LA17 tis 90 TE8T# in 135 C/BE1 # tis 
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Table 12-2. Numerical peEB Pin Assignment (Continued) 

Pin# Name Type Pin# Name Type Pin# Name Type 
136 AD15 tis 161 INTCHIPO tis 185 SDCPYEN13# in 
137 AD14 tis 162 EISAHOLD .in 186 SDCPYUP in 
138 AD13 tis 163 EISAHLDA out 187 SDOEO# in 
139 AD12 tis 164 PEREQ#I out 188 SDOE1# in 
140 Vss Vv INTA# 189 SDOE2# in 
141 AD11 tis 165 NMFLUSH# tis 190 MSBURST# tis 
142 AD10 tis 166 LOCK# tis 191 M/IO# tis 
143 AD9 tis 167 BCLK in 192 W/R# tis 
144 C/BEO# tis 168 1016# old 193 Voo V 
145 Voo V ~69 CMD# in 194 Vss V 
146 AD8 tis 170 START # tis 195 SD7 tis 
147 AD7 tis 171 EXRDY old 196 SD6 tis 
148 AD6 tis 172 EX32# old 197 SD5 tis 
149 Vss V 173 EX16# in 198 SD4 tis 
150 AD5 tis 174 SLBURST# tis 199 SD3 tis. 
151 AD4 tis 175 SDLE3# in 200 Vss V 
152 AD3 tis 176 SDLE2# in 201 SD2 tis 
153 AD2 tis 177 SDLE1# in 202 SD1 tis 
154 AD1 tis 178 SDLEO# in 203 SDO tis 
155 ADO tis 179 SDCPYEN01# in 204 BE3# tis 
156 Voo V 180 SDCPYEN02# in 205 BE2# tis 
157 Voo V 181 Voo V 206 BE1# tis 
158 Vss V 182 Vss V 207 BEO# tis 
159 NC NC 183 Vss V 208 Voo V 
160 REFRESH# in 184 SDCPYEN03# in 
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12.2 Package Characteristics 
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208 

14------:30.60::tO.20-----~ 

F8'0::tO'10~ 
,• . 25.35 (ref) -, 
156 105 
-----------------

* Note* Height Measurements same 
as Width Measurements 
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53 
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True Position 

.. ~ O.10~ax 
Units: mm 
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Figure 12-2. 208-Pln Quad Flat Pack (QFP) Dimensions 
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13.0 TER.MINOLOGY 

Assembly/Disassembly: This occurs when the 
master/shive data sizes. are mismatched. The ESC/ 
PCEB runs multi'ple cycles to route bytes to the ap
propriate byte lanes (byte'swapping). For example, if 
a PCI agent (i.e., 32-bit master) is accessing an EISA 
or an ISA 8-bit slave; the ESC/PCEB will run four 

.. cycles to the ISA 8-bit slave and route the bytes to 
appropriate byte lanes. 

Bus Lock Mode: This is the mode when the entire 
PCI Bus is locked. 

Data Line: In the case of the PCEB, data' line (or 
line) denotes one line of the 4-line internal PCEB 
Line Buffer. 

Data Size Translation: This is performed by the 
PCEB/ESC when the master and .slave data bus 
sizes do not match (i.e., 32-bit master/8·bit siave), 
During a data size translation, the PCEB/ESC win 
perform one or more. of the following operations, de-, 
pending on the master/slave data size combination, 
master/slave type (PCI/EISAlISA). transfer d,irec
tion (Read/Write), and the number of byte enables 
asserted: data assembly, data coping (up or down), 
or data re-drive. 

DMA Device: A DMA device requests service by as
serting DREQx. During DMA transfers, the data is 
transferred a memory slave (i.e., DMA Buffers inter- ' 
n~1 to PCEB or memory on EISAIISA bus) and an 
I/O slave (the I/O device is always on EISAIISA 
bus), The I/O slave device is referred to as the DMA 
device. 

EISA Bu~: The EISA Bus (Extended ISA. Bus) is a 
superset of the ISA bus. It includes all ISA bus fea
tures, along with extensions to enhance perform
ance and capabilities. 

EISA Master: A 16-bitor 32-bit bus master that uses 
the EISA sig'nal set to generate memory or I/O cy- ' 
cles. The ESC component converts the EISA control 
signals to ISA signals, when necessary. 

'EISA Slave: An 8-bit, 16-6it, or 32-bit memory I/O 
, slave device that uses the extended Signals set of 

the EISA Bus to accept cycles from various masters. 
An EISA slave returns information about itstyp.e and 
data width using extended and ISA signals., 

ESC: Integrated EISA Peripherals. This component 
is connected to the EISAlISAbus and to the PCES 
component. The ESC works'intandem with the 
PGEB ,component to translate bus protocols be
tween the PCI and EISAIISA buses. 
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Flush: Transfer the contents of the buffer to its des
tination. ,In the case of the Line Buffers, this term 
means, transfer the content of the Line Buffer to PCI 
memory. In case of the Posted Write Buffers 
(PWBs),' it means transfer the contents to its EISAI 
ISA memory destination. 

GAT Mode: Guaranteed Access Time Mode. This 
mode is used to guarantee that, the ISA 2.1 fJ-s 
CHRDY is not violated: 

Initiator: A PCI agent that initiates a PCI cycle (i.e., 
a PCI master), 

I/O Subsystem: This refers to the PCI-EISA Bridge 
and all the I/O and memory devices attached to the 
EISA Sus. The PCEB and ESC are components of 
this I/O subsystem. 

ISA Bus: The bus used in the Industry Standard Ar~ 
chitecture compatible cOl)1puters. In the context of 
an EISA system, it refers to the ISA subset of the 
EISA Bus. For more details, refer to the IEEE P996 
document. 

ISA Master: A 16-bit master that uses the ISA sub
set of thEi EISA Bus for generation of memory or I/O 
cycles. This device must understand 8-bit or 16-bit 
ISA slaves, and route data to the appropriate byte 
lanes. It is not required to handle, any of the signals 
associated with the extended p~rtion of the. EISA 
Bus. The ESC converted the ISA control Signals to 
EISA Signals, when -necessary .. 

ISA Slave: An 8-bit or 16-bit slave that uses the IsA 
subset of the EISA Bus to accept cycles from vari. 
ous masters. It returns ISA signals to indicate its 
type and data width. 

Line Buffer: This denotes the 4x16 byte internal 
PCEB Line Buffers. 

MemorY Subsystem: This consists of the second 
level (L2) Cache (Cache Controller and SRAMs), the 
memory (DRAMs, DRAM Controller, Data Buffers), 
and PCI Bridge. 

Mis-matched Data Size: A master and slave that do 
not have equal data sizes (i.e., PCI agent accessing 
an 8-bit ISA slave, ora 16-bit DMA device accessing 
a 32-bit EISA memory slave)., ' 

peEB: PCI-EISA Bridge. This component is con
nected to ,he PCI and EISA Buses, The PCEB works 
in tandem with the ESC component to translate bus 
protocols between the PCI and the EISAIISA bus. 
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PCI: Peripheral Component Interconnect. This is the 
physical interconnect mechanism intended for use 
between highly integrated peripheral controller com
ponents and processor/memory systems. PCI is a 
multiplexed version of the Intel 486 bus, with control 
mechanism modified and extended for optimal I/O 
support. Refer to PCI Specification Revision 1.0 for 
more ·details. 

PCI Agent: A 32-bit master that resides on the PCI 
Bus. 

Posted Write Buffers: These are 4-byte wide unidi
rectional buffers used in the PCEB for PCI master 
access to EISAlISAslaves. 

Re-drive: This occurs when both the master and 
slave are on the EISAIISA bus, and the master/ 
slave data size combination is mismatched (Le., 
32-bit EISA master acceSSing an 8-bit ISA slave). 

During a re-drive cycle, the data is latched from the 
EISAIISA bus and then driven back onto the appro
priate EISAIISA byte lane. 

Read State: Data residing in the Line Buffers has 
been READ from the PCI memory. 

Target: The destination of the PCI cycle (Le., a PCI 
slave). 

Target Abort: This resembles the RETRY, though 
the Target must deassert DEVSEL# along with the 
assertion of STOP # . 

Turn-Around Cycle: This is a required PCI cycle 
when one or more signals are driven by more than 
one agent. This cycle is required to avoid contention 
when one agent stops driving a signal and another 
agent begins. A turn-around cycle must last at least 
one clock. 

14.0 REVISION HISTORY 

The following list represents the key differences be
tween version -001 and version -002 of the 82375EB 
PCI-EISA Bridge (PCEB) data sheet. 
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Section 2_2 External pull-up resistor requirements 
added to CPUGNT#, GNTO#/ 
PCEBREQ#, GNT1 #/RESUME#, 
and GNT[3:2] # signal descriptions. 

Section 2.6 External pull-up resistor requirement 
added to INTCHIPO signal descrip
tion. 

Section 2.7 External pull-up requirement added 
for all Signals designated as NC (no
connect). 

Section 3.1.6 Master Latency Timer Register de
fault value changed from 08h to OOh. 

Section 3.1.7 PCI Control Register redefined to 
allow subtractive decoding of PCI 
Interrupt Acknowledge cycles. 

Section 3.1.9 Previously reserved PCEB configu
ration register located at offset 43h 

. defined as PCI Arbiter Priority Con
trol Extension. This was done in or
der to allow programmability for 
bank 3. 

Section 3.1.26 EISA Latency Timer Register de
fault value changed from OOh to 
7Fh. 

Section 5.1.7 Discussion of PCI Interrupt Ac
knowledge cycles modified to re
flect the subtractive decode option. 

Section 5.4.1 Arbiter discussion modified to re
flect the programmability of bank 3. 

Section 5.4.1.1 Arbiter discussion modified to re
flect the programmability of bank 3. 

Section 6.1.2 EISA PCI Line Buffer discussion ap
pended to include enhanced read 
prefetch algorithm. 

Section 11.3.6 Changes to A.C. Specifications 
made. 

Section 11.3.7 Changes to A.C. Specifications 
made. 

Section 11.4 NAND Tree information added. 
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SYSTEM 1/0 (SIO) 

Provides the Bridge between the PCI • Arbitration for ISA Devices 
Bus al:ld ISA Bus -ISA Masters 

100% PCI and ISA com~atible - DMA and Refresh 

~ PCI and ISA Masterl lave Interface • Utility Bus (X-Bus) Peripheral Support 
- Directly Drives 10 PCI Loads and 6 - Provides Chip Select Decode 

ISA Slots - Controls Lower X-Bus Data Byte 
- Supports PCI at 25 MHz and Transceiver 

33.33 MHz -Integrates Port 92, Mouse Interrupt, 
. - Supports ISA from 6 MHz to Coprocessor Error Reporting 

8.33 MHz • Integrates the Functionality of One 
Enhanced DMA Functions 82C54 Timer 
- Scatter/Gather - System Timer 
- Fast DMA Type A, B, and F - Refresh Request 
- Compatible DM~ Transfers ..... Speaker Tone Output 
- 32-Blt Addressability . • Integrates the Functionality of Two 
- Seven Independently Programmable 82C59 Interrupt Controllers 

Channels -14 Interrupts Supported 
- Functionality of Two 82C37 A DMA 

Controllers ' . • Non-Maskable.lnterrupts (NMI) 

Integrated Datii' Buffers to Improve 
- PCI System Errors 

Performance 
-ISA Parity Errots 

- 8-Byte DMA/ISA Master Line Buffer • 208-Pln QFP Package 
- 32-Blt Posted Memory Write Buffer 5VCMOS 

to.lSA 

Arbitration for PCI Devices 
- Two or" External PCI Masters 

Are Supported 
- Fixed, Rotating, or a Combination of 

the Two ' 

Integrated 16-Blt BI.OS Timer 

The 8::1378 System I/O (SIO) component provides the bridge between the PCllocal bus and the ISA expansion 
bus. The SIOaiso integrates many of the common 110 functions fbund in today's .ISA based PC systems. The 
sro incorporates the logiC for a PCI interface (master and slave), ISAinterface (master and slave), enhanced 
seven channel DMA controller that supports fast DMA transfers and Scatter/Gather, data buffers to isolate the 
PCI bus from the ISA bus and to enhance performance. PCI and ISA arbitration, 14 levelinterrIJpt controller, a 
,16-bit BIOS timer, three programmable timer/counters, and non-maskable-interrupt (NMI) control logic. The 
SIO also provides decode for peripheral devices such as the Flash BIOS, Real Time Clock, Keyboard/Mouse 
Controller, Floppy Controller, two Serial Ports, one Parallel Port, and IDE Hard Disk Drive. ' 

This data sheet describes the 823713IBand 82378ZB components: All ~ormal text describes the functionality for both compo
nents. All features that,exist on the 82378ZB are shaded as shown below. ..... : JII 
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PCICLK 

MEMCS. 

CPUREQ. 
CPUGNT# 

REQO#lSIOGNn 
GNTO#lSIOREQ. 

FLSHREQ. 

NMI 
IRQ(15, 14, 11 :9,7:3,1) 

810 Block Diagram 

Data Buffers 

PCI ISA 

PCI 

Interface 

82378 PClset 

SD[15:0] 
SA[19:0] 

LA[23:17] 

IOCS16. 
MEMCS161 

SBHEI 
MASTER. 
MEMR. 
MEMW. 
AEN 
IOCHRDY 
IOCHK. 
SYSCLK 
BALE 
lOR. 
lOW. 
SMEMR. 
SMEMW. 
ZEROWS. 
RSTDRV 
OSC 

DREQ[7:5,3:0] 
DACK[7:5,3:0]' 
EOP 
REFRESH. 

SPKR 

UBUSTR 
UBUSOEI 
ECSADDR[2:0] 
ECSEN. 

DSKCHG 
ALT_Rsn 
ALT_A20 
FERR#lIRQ13 
IGNNE. 

290473-1 
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82091AA 
ADVANCED INTEGRATED 

PERIPHERAL (AlP) 
Single-Chip PC Compatible I/O Solution . • Floppy Disk Controller Features 
for Notebook and Desktop Platforms: -100% Software Compatible with 
- 82078 Floppy Disk Controller Core Industry Standard 82077SL and 
- Two 16550 Compatible UARTs 82078 
- One Multi-Function Parallel Port -Integrated Analog Data Separator 
-IDE Interface 250K,300K,500K,1M 
-Integrated Back Power Protection - ProgramlTlable Powerdown 
-Integrated Game Port Chip Select Command 
- 5V or 3.3V Supply Operation with 5V - Auto Powerdown and Wakeup 

Tolerant Drive Interface Modes 
- Full Power Management Support -Integrated Tape Drive Support 
- Supports Type F DMA Transfers for - Perpendicular Recording Support for 

Faster I/O Performance 4 MBDrives 
- No Wait-State Host I/O Interface - Programmable Write 
- Programmable Interrupt Interfaces Pre-Compensation Delays 
- Single Crystal/Oscillator Clock - 256' Track Direct Address, Unlimited 

(24 MHz) Track Support 
- Software Detectable Device ID - 16 Byte FIFO 
- Comprehensive Powerup - Supports 2 or 4 Drives 

Configuration • 16550 Compatible UART Features 
The AlP is 100% Compatible with EISA, - Two Independent Serial Ports 
ISA and AT - Software Compatible with 8250 and 

Host Interface Features 16450 UARTs 

- 8-Bit Zero Wait-State ISA Bus -16 Byte FIFO per Serial Port 

Interface - Two UART Clock Sources, Supports 

- DMA with Type F Transfers MIDI Baud Rate 

- Five Programmable ISA Interrupt • IDE Interface Features 
Lines - Generates Chip Selects for IDE 

-Internal Address Decoder Drives 

Parallel Port Features -Integrated Buffer Control Logic 

- All IEEE Standard 1284 Protocols - Dual IDE Interface Support 

Supported (Compatibility, Nibble, • Power Management Features 
Byte, EPP,and ECP) - Transparent to Operating Systems 

- Peak Bi-Directional Transfer Rate of and Applications Programs 
, 2 MB/sec -Independent Power Control for Each 
-16 Byte FIFO for ECP Integrated Device 

• 100-Pin QFP 'Package 
See Packaging Spec. 240800 

The 82091AA Advanced Integrated Peripheral (AlP) is an integrated 1/0 solution containing a floppy disk 
controller, 2 serial ports, a multi-function parallel port, an IDE interface, and a game port on a single chip. The 
integration of these. 1/0 devices results in a minimization of form factor, cost and power consumption. The 
floppy disk controller is the 82078 core with a data rate up to 2 Mbs. The serial ports are 16550 compatible. 
The parallel port supports all of the IEEE Standard 1284 protocols (ECP, EPP, Byte, Compatibility, and Nibble). 
The IDE interface supports 8-bit or 16-bit programmed I/O and 16-bit DMA. The Host Interface is an 8-bit ISA 
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82091AA 

interface optimized for type "F" DMA and no wait-state I/O accesses. Improved throughput and performance, 
the AlP contains six 16-byte FIFOstwo for each serial port, one for the parallel port, and one for the floppy disk 
controller. The AlP also includes power management and 3.3V capability for power sensitive applications such 
as notebooks. The AlP supports both motherboard and add-in card configurations. 

DMA 
4 

COMx 
5 Host IRQ 

, ISA 
26 Interface 

Serial Port 8 
COMx 

16550 

4 IDE 
IDE Interface 

Parallel 
LPTx 

Port 

Floppy Drives 
16 FDC 

82078 
Parallel Port 

PPDIR or 
GAME 

or 
Chip Select 2 Game Port 

Oscillator Clock 
Chip Select 

290486-1 

Figure 1. 82091AA Advanced Integrated Peripheral Block Diagram 
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UPI-C421UPI-L42 
UNIVERSAL PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

CHMOS 8-BIT SLAVE MICROCONTROLLER 
Pin, Software and Architecturally • One 8.-Bit Status and Two Data 
Compatible with all UPI-41· and UPI-42 Registers for Asynchronous Siave-to-
Products Master Interface 
Low Voltage Operation with the UPI- • Fully Compatible with all Intel and Most 
L42 Other Microprocessor Families 
- Full 3.3V Support • Interchangeable ROM an.d OTP EPROM 
Integrated Auto A20 Gate Support Versions 
Two New Power Down Modes • Expandable I/O 
-STANDBY 
-SUSPEND • Sync Mode Available 

Security Bit Code Protection Support • Over 90 Instructions: 70% Single Byte 

a-Bit CPU plus ROM/OTP EPROM, RAM, • Quick Pulse Programming Algorithm 
110, Timer/Counter and Clock in a - Fast· OTP Programming 
Single Package • Available in 40-Lead Plastic, 44-Lead 
4096 x 8 ROM/OTP, 256 x 8 RAM 8-Bit Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier, and 
Timer/Counter, 18 Programmable I/O 44-Lead Quad Flat Pack Packages 
Pins (See Packaging Spec., Order #240800, Package Type P, N, 

DMA, Interrupt, or Polled Operation 
and S) 

Supported 

The UPI-C42 is an enhanced CHMOS version of the industry standard Intel UPI-42 family. It is fabricated on 
Intel's CHMOS III-E process. The UPI-C42 is pin, software, and architecturally compatible with the NMOS UPI 
family. The UPI-C42 has all of the same features of the NMOS family plus a larger user programmable m~mory 
array (4K), integrated auto A20 gate support, and lower power consumption inherent to a CHMOS product. 

The UPI-L42 offers the. same functionality and socket compatibility as the UPI-C42 as well as providing low 
voltage 3.3V operation. 

The UPI-C42 is essentially a "slave" microcontroller, or a microcontroller with a slave interface included on the 
chip. Interface registers are included to enable the UPI device to function as a slave peripheral controller in the 
MCS Modules and iAPX family, as well as other 8-,.16-, and 32-bit systems. 

To allow full user flexibility, the program memory is available in ROM and One-Time Programmable EPROM 
(OTP). 

290414-1 

Figure 1. DIP Pin 
Configuration 

1\ 5 .. 321 -4443424140 

o 

UPI-C42 
UPI-L42 

1819202122232-4252627.28 

Q'&'.!f&-J'~ '~i .~.~~ 

~ ... 
290414-2 

Figure 2. PLCC Pin Configuration 

Refer to Chapter 4 for the complete data sheet on this device; 
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Figure 3. QFP Pin Configuration 
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EISA TERMINOLOGY 

,ISA BUS- The bus used in Industry Standard Archi
tecture compatible computers. In the context of an 
EISA system, it refers to the ISA subset of the EISA 
bus. 

EISA BUS- Extended ISA bus, a superset of the 
ISA bus. It includes all ISA bus features, along with 
extensions to enhance performance and capabili
ties. 

HOST CPU- The main system processor, located 
on a separate Host Bus. This uses the EBC and oth
er system board facilities to interface to the EISA 
bus. 

CPU CYCLE- 386 CPU and lor the 82385 subsys
tem, or 80486 CPU is the master running the cycle, 

EISA MASTER- A 16-bit or 32-bit bus master that 
uses the EISA Signal set to generate memory or 1/0 
cycles. The bus controller will convert the EISA con
trol signals tolSA signals, when necessary. 

ISA MASTER-A 16-bit bus master that uses the 
ISA subset of the EISA bus for generation of memo
ry or 1/0 cycles. This device must understand 8-bit 
or 16-bit ISA slaves, and route data to the appropri
ate byte lanes. It is not required to handle any of the 
signals associated with the extended portion of the 
EISA bus. 

EISA SLA VE- An 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit memory or 
1/0 slave device that uses the extended Signal set of 
the EISA bus to accept cycles from various masters. 
It returns information about its type and width using 
extended and ISA signals. 

ISA SLAVE- A 16-bit or 8-bit slave that uses the 
ISA subset of the EISA bus to accept cycles from 
various masters. It returns ISA signals to indicate its 
type and width. 

DMA SLAVE- An. 1/0 devicl;! that uses the DMA 
signals (DREQ, DACK #) of the system board ISP to 
perform a direct memory access. 

ISACMD- The ISA command signals (IORC#, 
10WC#, MRDC#, MWTC#) 

ASSEMBLY IDISASSEMBL Y- This occurs when 
the masterlslave data bus size are mismatched. The 
EBC runs multiple cycles to route bytes to the appro
priate byte lanes (byte swapping). For example, if 
the 32-bit CPU is accessing ari8-bit slave, the ESC 

Intel486 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 
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will need to run four cycles to the 8-bit slave and 
route the bytes to appropriate byte lanes. 

CYCLE TRANSLAT,ON- This is performed by the 
EBC when the master and slave are on different 
busses (HostiEISAlISA). The EBC will translate the 
master protocol to the slave protocol (Host master 
accessing EISA slave). 

EISA System Introduction 

Extended Industry Standard Architecture (EISA) is a 
high performance 32~bit architecture based upon the 
Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) (PC AT*). The 
wide acceptance of the 32-bit 386 microprocessor 
family has led to this interest in extending ISA to 32-
bits. EISA's advanced capabilities and 32-bit archi
tecture can unleash the full potential of the 386 and 
i486TM CPUs. 

The EISA consortium has defined the EISA bus in 
response to the demand for a 32-bit high perform
ance ISA compatible system. The open industry 
standard allows for industry wide participation, com-
patibility, and differentiation. . 

EISA brings advances in performance and conve
nience to the user. It provides 32-bit memory ad
dressing and data transfers for CPU, DMA and bus 
masters allowing 33 Mbyte/second transfer rate for 
DMA and bus masters on the EISA bus. EISA pro
vides a specification for auto-configuration of add-in 
cards that will eliminate the need for jumpers and 
switches on EISA cards. Interrupts are shareable 
and programmable. Figure 1 and 2 show the types 
of busses in an EISA system. A new bus-arbitration 
makes possible a new generation of intelligent bus 
master add-in cards that bringadvariced applica
tions to PCs. 

Since the EISA system is 100% compatible with the 
ISA 8-bit and 16-bit eXPlilnsion boards and software, 
ISA cards can be plugged into the EISA connector 
slots. The EISA slots can be defined as ISA or EISA 
for ease of compatibility during configuration. The 
EISA connector is a superset of the ISAconnector: 
maintaining full compatibility with ISA expansion 
cards and software. Simultaneous use of EISA and 
ISA add-in boards is available with automatic system 
and expansion board configuration. . 

82350 EISA Chip Set Highlights 

The Intel 82350 EISA chip set is the industry's first 
100% EISAIISA compatible chip set. -The 82350 

'PC AT is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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EISA chip set supports. the 33 MHz and 25 MHz 
386 CPU or i486 CPU, 82385 Cache Controller, and 
optional 80387 numerics coprocessor. The EISA 
chip set includes three chips: 

82352DT EISA Bus Buffers (EBB) (Optional) 

82357 Integrated System Peripheral (ISP) 

82358 EISA Bus Controller (EBC) 

Information on the 82352DT EBB device is located 
in a separate data sheet. 

The ISP performs the DMA functions of the system 
and is fully compatible with ISA functions. It inte
grates seven 32-bit DMA channels, five 16-bit tim
er/counters, two eight channel interrupt controllers, 
and provides for multiple NMI control and genera
tion. It provides refresh address generation and 
keeps track of pending refresh requests when the 
bus is unavailable. The ISP supports multiple EISA 
bus masters while offering intelligent system arbiter 
services which grant the bus on a rotational basis. 

NOTE: 
'Memory Controller can be implemented as: 
1) Discrete 
2) ASIC (Custom) 
3) ASIC (Standard) 

The EBC is the EISA "engine". It is an intelligent bus 
controller that controls 8, 16 and 32-bit bus masters 
and slaves. It provides the state machine interface 
to Host, ISA and EISA busses and other IC's in the 
chip set. It offers a simple interface to the 386/i486 
CPU and EISA bus. The EBC services as a bridge 
between the EISA and ISA devices. Data bus size 
mismatches are handled automatically by the EBC 
(including byte assembly and disassembly). It also 
guarantees cache operation on the Host, EISA, and· 
ISA busses. 

More information on EBC and ISP devices can be 
found in the data sheets in this document. 

The 82355 Bus Master Interface Chip (BMIC) is a 
new device for add-in cards that takes advantage of 
the EISA bus master capabilities. Information on the 
82355 BMIC is located in a separate data sheet. 

290220-1 

Figure 1. Intel's 386 CPU System with 82350 EISA Chip Set 
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NOTE: 
• Memory Controller can be implemented l\s: 
1) Discrete 
2) ASIC (Custom) 
3) ASIC (Standard) 

Figure 2. Intel's i486TM CPU System with 82350 EISA Chip Set 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

(See Packaging Spec. Order # 231369) 

TYPICAL LEAD 

IntrQduction 

The individual components of Intel's EISA Chip Set 
come in JEDEC standard Gull Wing packages (25 
MIL pitch), with "bumpers" on the corners for ease 
of handling. Please refer to the accompanying table 
for the package associated with each device, and to 
the individual component specifications for pinouts. 
(Note that the individual pinouts are numbered con
sistently with the numbering scheme depicted in the 
accompanying figures). 

Case Outline Drawings 
Plastic I:ine Pitch Chip Carrier 

0.84 mm Pitch 

mm (inch) 

0.31 (0.012)-1 r-
0.20 (0.008) 

DETAIL J 

Symbol Description 

N Lead Count 

A Package Height 

A1 Standoff 

D,E Terminal Dimension 

D1, E1 Package Body 

D2,E2 Bumper Distance 

D3,E3 Lead Dimension 

L1 Foot Length 

1-568 

Min 

0.160 

0.020 

1.075 

0.947 

1.097 

0.020 

Inch 

132 

L1 

DETAIL L 

Max 

0.170 

0.030 

1.085 

0.953 

1.103 

0.800 Ref 

0.030 

0.20 (0.008) 
0.14 (0.005) 

8 DEG. 
o DEG. 

~ 

mm 

Min 

132 

4.06 

0.51 

27.31 

24.05 

27.86 

290220-3 

Max 

4.32 

0.76 

27.56 

24.21 

28.02 

20.32 Ref 

0.51 0.76 
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TERMINAL DETAILS 

mm (inch) 

BUMPER DETAIL 

mm(inch) 

1-570 

11-19./,35 (uii!j 

lb SEE DETAIL L 

. r. LJ---J-- SEE DETAIL J 

I-------- D3/E3 ----I 
D/E----~ 

1.32 
1.22 

1.32 (.052) 
1.22 (.048) ~ 

0.911 (.035) MIN. 

2.03 (.989) 
1. 93( .071,) 

.. " ,."" "".1 ~ E2 

----02----1 

29.022.0-5 

29.022.0':'6 



Package Thermal Specification 

The 82357 ISP and 82358 ESC are specified for op
eration when the case temperature is within the 
range of O°C to 85°C. The case temperature may be 
measured in any environment, to determine whether 
the device is within the specified operating range. 

PLASTIC QUAD FLAT PACK (PQFP) 

132 

82350 

The PQFP case temperature should be measured at 
the center of the top surface opposite the pins, as 
shown in the figure below. 

MEASURE porp CASE TEMPERATURE 
AT CENTER or TOP SURr ACE 

290220-7 

Table 2. 82357 ISP and 82358 DT EBC PQFP Package Thermal Characteristics 

Thermal Resistance- °C/Watt 

Parameter 
Air Flow Rate (ft/min) 

0 50 100 200 400 

6 Junction-Case 7 7 7 7 7 

6 Case to Ambient 22 21 .·19.5 17.5 14.5 

NOTES: . 
1. Table 2 applies to the PQFP device plugged into a socket or soldered directly into the board. 
2. 8JA = 8JC + 8CA· 

PROCESS NAME: 
1.2,.. CHMOS III P-well 

Icc AT HOT WITH NO RESISTIVE LOADS: 
150 rnA Max at 85'C. 

600 800 

7 7 

12 10 
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intel® 
82351 LOCAL 1/0 EISA 

SUPPORT PERIPHERAL (LIO.E) 

• EISA and PC/AT System Fully 
Compatible Local I/O Controller 

• Integrates: 
.,.... Local I/O Address Decoder 

• Fast A20GATE, CPU RESET, and 
FLUSH # Generation by Snooping 
Keyboard Controller Commands 

- EISA System Configuration Registers 
• Four Programmable General Purpose 

Chip Selects for Additional Local I/O 
Devices - Fast CPU Reset and A20 Gate Port 

(92h) 
- Two External Serial 1/0 Controller 

Interfaces with Four Assignable 
Interrupts Generation 

-- External Real Time Clock Interface 
- External EISA Configuration RAM 

Interface 
- Parallel Port Interface 
- i486 and 386 CPU Compatible 

Numeric Co-Processor Interface 
- External Floppy Disk Controller 

Interface . 
- External Keyboard (8x42) Controller 

Interface including Interrupt 
Generation 

.,.... EISA System ID Register 

• Provides I/O Address Decode and 
Commands 

• Provides I/O Data Bus Buffer Control 

• EPROM or FLASH EPROM BIOS ROM 
Interface (BIOS ROM Address is 
Externally Decoded) 

• Edge or Level Sensitive Triggered 
Interrupt Generation Selection 

• 132 Pin PQFP Package 
(See Packaging Specification Order Number 240800, 
Package Type KD) 

Standard Configuration 

HOST BUS 

SA 

~---'7''---+I ADDRESS 
MAIN 

MEMORY 

DATA 

1823531 '--_______ -J'....-...., ADP 

Figure 1-1. System Block Diag[am 

1823531 
ADP 

290386-1 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's· "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Inte/technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. . . 

October 1992 
1-572 Order Number: 290386·005 



82352DT 
EISA BUS BUFFER (EBB) 

• Designed Specifically for EISA Bus 
Requirements 

• Provides Three Modes of Operation 
- Data Latch and Swap Functions 

Allow Swapping and Assembly of 
Data between the Host and EISA/ISA 
Buses on a Byte by Byte Basis 
(Mode 0) 

- Provides a Buffered Path with Parity 
Generation/Check between the Host 
Data Bus and DRAM (Mode 1) 

- Address Latch Functions Provide 
Latching between the Host and 
EISA/ISA Buses (LA and SA 
Addresses) (Mode 3) 

• 120-Pin Quad Flat Pack (QFP) 

• Similar in Function to Discrete 
Implementation Using 74F543s/544, 
74180s, and 74ALS245s 

• Replaces 19 Discrete Components 
- Three 82352DTs are Used Per 82350 

EISA System 

• The 82352DT Interfaces Easily to the 
System 
- Buffer Control for the 32-Bit Mode 

W /0 Parity and the EISA Address 
Mode is Provided by the 82358 (EISA 
Bus Controller) 

(See Packaging Specification Order Number 240800, Package 
Type S) 

The 82352DT design allows it to replace the multiple address and data latch-buffer/driver les used in EISA 
applications. The EBB provides three modes of operation: a 32-bit mode without parity to replace the EISA 
data swap buffers, a 32-bit mode with parity to replace the EISA DRAM data parity buffers, and an EISA 
address mode to replace the host to EISAIISA address buffers. Mode 2 on the EBB is reserved. The same 
chip is strapped in three different ways to obtain the three configurations. 

82352DT is manufactured and tested for Intel by LSI Logic in accordance with their internal standards. 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
October 1993 
Order Number: '290254·007 1-573 



• 

• 

82357 
INTEGRATED SYSTEM PERIPHERAL (ISP) 

Provides Enhanced DMA Functions • Incorporates the Functionality of Two 
-ISA/EISA DMA Compatible Cycles 82C59A Interrupt Controllers 
- All Transfers are Fly-By Transfers - 14 Independently Programmable 
- 32-Bit Addressability Channels for Level-or-Edge 
- Seven Independently Programmable Triggered Interrupts 

Channels • Five Programmable 16-Bit Counter/ 
- Provides Timing Control for 8-, 16-, Timers 

and 32-Bit DMA Data Transfers - Generates Refresh Request Signal 
- Provides Timing Control for - System Timer Interrupt 

Compatible, Type "A", Type "B", and - Speaker Tone Output 
Type "C" (Burst) Cycle Types - Fail-Safe Timer 

- 33 Mbytes/sec Maximum Data - Periodic CPU Speed Control 
Transfer Rate - 82C54 Programmable Interval Timer 

- Provides Refresh Address Compatible 
Generation • Provides Logic for Generation/Control 

- Supports Data Communication of Non-Maskable Interrupts 
Devices and Other Devices That - Parity Errors for System and 
Work from a Ring Buffer in Memory Expansion Board Memory 

- Incorporates the Functionality of - 8 I"'s and 32 I"'s Bus Timeout 
Two 82C37 A DMA Controllers - Immediate NMI Interrupt via 

Provides High Performance Arbitration Software Control 
- For CPU, EISAIISA Bus Masters, - Fail-Safe Timer 

DMA Channels, and Refresh • 132-Pln PQFP Package 
(See Packaging Specifications: Order Number 240800, 
Package Type NG) 

82357 Internal Block Diagram 

lRO <1,3-7.8#.9-15> 

INT 

BCLK--!---.. 

NMI 

10CHK# 

PARITY# 

TIMER 1 COUNTER 0 
TIMER 1 COUNTER 1 
TIMER 1 COUNTER 2 
TIMER 2 COUNTER 0 
TIMER 2 COUNTER 2 

DMA 
CONTROLLER 

AND 
REFRESH 

GENERATOR 

SYSTEM 
ARBITER 

LOGIC 

I 
I 
I 

--------------! 
OSC 

EOP 

GT16M# 

RST 

AEN# 

OREQ 
DACK# 
MREO# 
MACK# 
REfRESH# 
DHLDA 
CPUMISSH 

, DHOLD 
EMSTR16# 
EXMASTER# 

Intel486 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 
SPKR SLOWH# 

'290253-78 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Oata-on-Oemand" CD-ROM systern. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
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82358DT 
EISA BUS CONTROLLER ,. Supports 82350 and 82350DT Chip Set • Supports 8-, 16-, or 32-bit DMA Cycles 

Based Systems -Type A, B, or C(Burst) Cycles 
- Mode Selectable for Either 82350 or - Compatible Cycles 

82350DT Based Systems • Supports Host and EISA/ISA Refresh 
- Mode Defaults to 82350 Based Cycles 

Systems • Generates Control Signals for Address 
• Socket Compatible with the 82358 and Data Buffers 

(EISA Bus Controller) - 82353 (ADP) and 82352 (EBB) 

• Provides EISA/ISA Bus Cycle • Supports Byte Assembly/Disassembly 
Compatibility for 8-, 16-, or 32-Blt Transfers 
- EISA/ISA Standard Memory or 1/0 • Selectable Host (CPU) Posted Memory 

Cycles Write Support to EISA/ISA Bus 
- EISA/ISA Wait State Cycles 
-ISA No Wait State Cycles • Cache Controller (82385, 82395) 
- EISA Burst Cycles Interface to Maximize Performance for 

• Supports ~nte1386TM & Intel486™ 
386 Based Systems 

Microprocessors • Supports I/O Recovery Mechanism 

• Translates Host (CPU) and 82359 • Generates CPU, 82385, and System 

(DRAM Controller) Cycles to EISA/ISA Software Resets 

Bus Cycles • 132-Pin PQFP Package 

• Generates ,ISA Signals for EISA Masters • Low Power CHMOS Technology 
(See Packaging' Specification Order #240800, Package Type 

• Generates EISA Signals for ISA Masters NG) 

The 82358DT EISA Bus Controller is part of Intel's 82350 and 82350DT chip sets. There are five mode or 
function select pins which allow the 82358DT to be programmed for use in either 82350 or 82350DT .based 
systems. The mode pins also provide support for pOlrted memory write cycles to the EISAIISA bus and 
Intel486™ burst support. The 82358DT defaults to 82350 mode' and is 100% socket compatible with the 
82358 (ESC). 

The 82358DT ,interfaces the 386 and Intel486 microprocessors to the Extended Industry Standard Architec
ture(EISA) bus. It is used to facilitate bus cycles'between the Host (CPU) bus and 1he EISAIISA bus. In an 
82350 system, the 82358DT interfaces to the cycle address and control signals of the Host bus. In an 
82350DT system, the 82358DT interfaces to the cycle address and control signals of the 82359 DRAM 
controller. The 82358DT generates the appropriate data conversion and alignment control signals to imple
ment an 'external byte assembly/disassembly mechanism for transferring data of different widths between the 
Host, EISA, and Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) buses. It also provides the cycle translation between the 
Host, EISA, and ISA buses. 

The 82358DT is tightly coupled with the 82357 DMA controller (ISP) to run 8-. 16-, or 32-Sit EISA/ISA DMA 
transfers. . 

The 82358DT features hardware enforced I/O recovery logic to provide I/O recovery time between back- to-
back 110 cycles. ' 

The 82358DT provides special cache hardware interface signals to implement a high performance 386 based 
system with an 82385 or 82395 cache, controller. 

The 82358DT also provides resets to the Inte1486, 80386, 82365, and other devices in the system to provide 
an integrated synchronous system reset. . 

Intel486 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 

,The complete document for this product is available on Iritel's "Data-an-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor oreal! 1-800-548-4125. 
October 199a 
Order Number: 290380"()()4 1-575 
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'BUS MASTER INTERFACE CONTROLLER 

(BMIC) 
• Designed for use in 32-Bit EISA Bus 

Master Expansion Board Designs 
-Integrates Three Interfaces 

(EISA, Local CPU, and Transfer , 
Buffer) 

• Supports 16- and 32-Bit Burst Transfers 
- 33 Mbyt.s/Sec Maximum Data ' 

Transfers 

• Supports 32-Blt Non-Burst and 
Mismatched Data Size Transfers 

• Supports 32-Blt EISA Addressabillty 
(4 Gigabyte) 

• Two Independent Data Transfer 
Channels with 24-Byte FIFOs 
- Expansion Board Timing and EISA 

Timing Operate Asynchronously 

• Supports Peek/Poke Operation with the 
Ability to Access Individual Locations 
in EISA Me"J0ry or I/O space 

, • Automatically Handles Misaligned 
Doubleword Data Transfers with No 
Performance Penalty , 

• Supports Automatic Handling of 
Complete EISA Bus Master Protocol 
~ EISA Arbitration/Preemption 
- Cycle Timing and Execution 
- Byte Alignment 
- 1 K Boundary Detection 

• Supports Local Dat,a Transfer fJrotocol 
Similar to Traditional DMA 

• Supports a General Purpose Command 
and Status Interface 
- Local and EISA System Interrupt 

Support 
- General Purpose Information 

Transfers 
- Set-and-Test-Functions in I/O Space 

(Semaphore Function) 
- Supports the EISA Expansion Board 

10 Function 

• Supports Decode of Slot Specific and' 
General I/O Addresses 

• 132-Pln JEDEC PQFP Package 
(See ~ackaging Specification Order # 240800, 
Package Type NG) 

82~:5 Internal Block Diagram 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The 82355 Bus Mastet Interface Controller (BMIC) is 
a highly integrated Bus Master designed for use in 
32-Bit EISA Bus Master expansion board designs 
and supports all of the enhancements defined in the 
EISA specifications required for EISA bus mai!ter ap
plications. The aMIC provides a simple, yet, power
ful and flexible interface between the functions on 
the expansion board and the EISA bus. With the 
help of external buffer devices, thE! BMIC provides 
all EISA control, address, and data signals neces
sary to interface to the EISA bus. 

The primary function of the 82355 is to support 16-
and 32-bit burst data transfers between functions On 
the EISA expansion board and the EISA bus. Data 
transfer rates of up to 33 Mbytes/sec are supported 
(the fastest transfer rate available on an EISA bus). 
The following logic' on the BMIC supports efficient 
burst transfers: 

• Arbitration . logic, for gaining control of the EISA 
bus 

• Two transfer-address and byte counters 

• Two data FIFOs, which allow expansion board 
and EISA bus timing to operate asynchronously 

• Data shifters, which align data to specific byte 
boundaries 

• A transfer buffer interface, for the data transfers 
on the expansion board 

• General-purpose command and status interface 
logic . 

• Loca! processor interface, to allow programming 
by an on-board processor 

• EISA slave interface, to allow communication 
with the EISA system 
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The BMIC greatly simplifies the design of EISA ex
pansion boards, With the 82355, a board can be im
plemente~ with simple logic similar to that used in 
traditional ISA DMA'designs. The EISA standard al
lows designs wittl 32-bit data and address buses, 
burst transfers, and automatic handling of the full 
EISA bus master protocol. 

To maximize. system throughput, the 82355 BMIC 
incorporates three fully concurrent interfaces: EISA 
interface, Transfer Buffer Interface, . and Local Proc
essor interface. The EISA interface incorporates two 
24-byte FIFOs, and implements the full EISA proto
col. The Transfer Buffer interface is optimized for 
high speed static RAM buffers, and can oper~te at a 
maximum frequency of 20 MHz. The Local Proces
sor interface supports a generic slave interface, and 
allows the local processor to fully program the BMIC 
for operation. Local processors are supported with 
the ability to access individual locations in system 
memory or I/O space; this peek-and-pokel feature 
allows the expansion board to communicate easily 
with other devices in the system. All three interfaces 
can operate simultaneously, thus maximizing overall 
system performance. '. . 

Address-generation support for the data transfer 
buffer logic on the expansion board is provided on
chip. The transfer logic on the expansion board can 
use a high-speed asynchronous transfer clock. The 
BMIC handles all synchronization with the EISA bus. 
A l=IFO within the BMIC eliminates performance 
degradation on burst transfers caused by synchroni
zation delays. The BMIC also provides a set. of pro
grammable address' comparators that drive external 
chip selects on the expansion board to assist local 
devices in decoding I/O address ranges. . .' 



1.1 BMIC Terminology/Definitions 

EISA BUS MASTER-A 32- or 16-bit device that 
uses the extended part of the EISA bus to generate 
memory or 1/0 cycles. 

Downshifting Bus Master-A "downshifting" mas
ter is a 32-bit master which can convert to a 16-bit 
master "on the fly". The BMIC will only downshift 
from a 32-bit master to a 16-bit master if pro
grammed for burst mode (refer to Section 4.2.1). 

EISA READ-A data transfer (burst, non-burst (two 
BCLK), or mismatched) from system to the expan
sion board across transfer channel 1. 

EISA WRITE-A data transfer (burst, non-burst (two 
BCLK), or mismatched) from the expansion board to 
system memory across one of the two transfer chan
nels. 

I/O ADDRESS DECODE SUPPORT-Refers to slot 
specific or general 1/0 address decoding. 

Slot Specific Address Decoding-Refers to the 
decoding of unique addresses allocated to EISA slot 
specific expansion boards. These addresses are: 
XOOOh-XOFFh, X400h-X4FFh, X800h-X8FFh, and 
XCOOh-XCFFh, where X represents the EISA slot 
number. EISA slot number "0" is reserved for the 
EISA system board. 

General 1/0 Address Decoding-Refers to the de
coding of addresses allocated to ISA expansion 
boards. These addresses are: 0100h-03FFh. 

LOCAL PROCESSOR-A processor located on the 
expansion board. 

SYSTEM CPU-Processor located on the mother
board. 

SYSTEM MEMORY-Memory located on the EISA 
bus or motherboard. 

TRANSFER INTERRUPTION-A transfer interrup
tion is defined as an occurrence resulting in a break 
in a transfer caused by one of the following condi
tions: A FIFO pause, a FIFO stall, a channel preemp
tion,a channel clear or suspension, a 1 K page 
break, or a transfer complete (EOP). 
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FIFO Pause-This is a condition where the EISA 
bus does not provide or take data at a rate fast 
enough to keep up with the expansion board trans
fer buffer logic. During an EISA read, this condition is 
defined as an empty FIFO. During an EISA write, this 
condition is defined as a full FIFO. A FIFO pause is 
considered a preferred condition and under normal 
operations should occur frequently. A FIFO pause 
will result in the BMIC negating TRQ# until the FIFO 
becomes not full during an EISA write or not empty 
during an EISA read. 

FIFO Stall-This is a condition where the transfer 
buffer logic on the expansion board ooes not pro
vide or take data at a rate fast enough to keep up 
with the EISA bus. During an EISA read, this condi
tion is defined as a full FIFO. During an EISA write, 
this condition is defined as an empty FIFO. Under 
normal operations, a FIFO stall is expected to be a 
rare and exceptional event. For additional informa
tion regarding a FIFO stall, refer to Section 6.2. 

Channel Clear-A channel clear results in the im
mediate termination of the current transfer and the 
flushing of the channel's corresponding FIFO. A 
channel clear is initiated by setting the CFGCL bit in 
the corresponding channel's Configuration register 
to a 1. For additional information regarding channel 
clear, refer to Section 8.2.4.2. 

Channel Suspension-This temporarily prevents a 
channel from proceeding with a transfer. A transfer 
can be temporarily suspended by setting the CFGSU 
bit in the corresponding channel's Configuration reg
ister to a 1. 

Channel Preemption-The BMIC can be preempt
ed from the EISA bus by the 82357 (ISP). The 82357 
negates MAK # indicating to the BMIC that it must 
finish the current bus cycle and relinquish control of 
the EISA bus by negating MREQ# within 64 BCLK 
periods. The BMIC is programmable to relinquish the 
bus within 0, 32, or 64 BCLKs from the negation of 
MAK # (refer to Section 4.4.2). 

1 K Page Break-The temporary termination of a 
burst, non-burst (two BCLK), or mismatched data 
transfer due to a 1 K page address boundary cross
ing (refer to Section 4.2.2). 

Transfer Complete (EOP)-End of process due to 
the transfer byte count being exhausted ora chan
nel being cleared (channel clear). A transfer com
plete (EOP) will result in the BMIC asserting TEOP# 
with the last cycle (refer to Section 5.4). 
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TRANSFER BUFFER LOGIC.....,Logic located on the' 
expansion board used to support the transfer and 
storage of data during BMIC EISA master. mode 
transfers between the expansion board and system 
memory. 

The transfer buffer logic interfaces to the. Transfer 
Buffer Interface of the BMIC. Refer to Section 5.2 for 
additional information regarding transfer buffer logic. 

2.0 BMIC INTERFACE ILLUSTRATION 
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3.0 FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW 

The following is a brief discussion of the functional 
blocks and features of the 82355. The EISA inter
face, Transfer Buffer interface, FIFO/Data Aligner, 
and Local interface each have a corresponding de
tailed section later in this data sheet. 

3.1 EISA Master and EISA Slave 
Operations 

In EISA slave mode, the 82355 monitors the EISA 
address lines < 11 :2> for general I/O address de
coding, slot-specific address decoding, and Shared 
register accessing. During slave mode operations, 
all internal registers are accessible through the Lo
cal Processor interface, and all Shared registers are 
accessible through either the Local Processor inter
face or the EISA interface of the BMIC. 

In EISA master mode, the 82355 becomes the mas
ter of the EISA bus. It may perform burst, non-burst 
(two BCLK), mismatched, or Peek/Poke data trans
fers at this time. During master mode operations, all 
internal registers are accessible through the Local 
Processor interface of the BMIC. 

The arbiter portion of the BMIC determines which 
mode the device is in, performs the EISA arbitration, 
and provides the control signals necessary to regu
late the slave and master activities internal to the 
chip. In slave mode, the arbiter also mediates be
tween the EISA side and the local side during 
Shared register accesses. 

The following is a table of the functions that can be 
performed during master and slave operations: 

Local CPU EISA I/O 
Shared Reg. Only Reg. Address Data 
Accessing Accessing Decoding Transfers 

EISA YES(1.2) YES YES NO 
Slave Mode 
EISA YES (2) YES NO YES 
Master Mode 

NOTE: 
Shared Reg. Accessing refers to the registers that are ac
cessible through either the EISA interface or Local Proces
sor interface. 
Local Processor Only Reg. Accessing refers to the reg
isters that are accessible through the Local Processor in
terface only. 
EISA I/O Address Decoding refers to either general or 
slot specific I/O decoding support forthe expansion board. 
Data Transfers refer to either burst, non-burst (two BCLK), 
mismatched. or peek/poke data transfers. 
YES = Can Be Performed 
NO = Can Not Be Performed 
1 '= EISA interface 
2 = Local interface 
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3.2 82355 Internal Architecture 
Description 

The 82355 contains four blocks of control logic. The 
EISA interface block, Transfer Buffer interface 
block, FIFO/Data Aligner block, and the Local Proc
essor interface block. 

3.2.1 EISA INTERFACE BLOCK 

The EISA interface block provides the following 
functions: 

- generates the 32-bit EISA address for burst, non
burst (two BCLK), and peek/poke data transfers 

- generates the EISA control signals necessary to 
implement an EISA 16-bit or 32-bit bus master, 
and a 32-bit EISA slave 

- generates the control signals necessary to en
able and disable the external buffer devices 

- performs the EISA arbitration and provides the 
internal control signals required to regulate the 
slave and master activities of the BMIC 

- integrates the registers necessary for the above 
operations as well as the registers required to 
provide the configuration and status of the data 
transfers between the EISA bus and the memory 
buffer on the expansion board 

The EISA memory address range of the 82355 cov
ers the 4 Gigabytes and supports the detection of 
1 K page address boundaries during burst, non-burst 
(two BCLK), and mismatched data cycles to and 
from system memory. 

During slave mode, the EISA interface also supports 
slot specific and general I/O address decode neces
sary for Shared Register accesses and general de
code as required by the expansion board. The 
shared register addresses are mapped into the slot 
specific I/O range (C80h-C9Fh). 

The EISA interface block contains 43 registers nec
essary to execute the above functions. A detailed 
description of the registers and their functions can 
be found under Register Description (Sections 8.1 
and 8.2). 

3.2.2 TRANSFER BUFFER INTERFACE BLOCK 

The Transfer Buffer interface block provides the 
group of signals that are required to perform, 16-bit 
data transfers to and from the memory buffer on the 
expansion board. The protocol used is similar to that 
found in standard DMA designs. The interface in
cludes a 16-bit data bus (TDAT), seven control sig
nals and a transfer clock (TCLK). The transfer clock 
can run completely asynchronous to the EISA BCLK 
signal. 
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The Transfer Buffer interface block also provides a 
16-bit transfer start address which is generated at 
the beginning of all new data transfers ~o and from 
the memory buffer on the expansion bO,ard. The 16 
TDAT data lines are used to transfer the address. 

The Transfer Buffer interface block contains eight 
registers. A detailed description of the registers and 
their functions can be found under Register Descrip" 
tion (Section 8.2). 

3_2_3 FIFO/DATA ALIGNER BLOCK 

The FIFO/Data Aligner block is used to isolate and 
simplify the timing relationships between the EISA 
bus and the bus master expansion board. This al
lows the transfer buffer logic and EISA bus timing to 
operate asynchronously. The FIFO provides the 
data channel between the EISA bus and the expan
sion board during BMIC master dat~ transfers and 
the Data Aligner provides the byte alignment and 
assembly necessary for the E,ISA bus. ' 

There are two dual-port, six doublewotd wide (24 
, byte) FIFOs on-board, one per transfer channel. The 

data is written into the FIFO from either the EISA 
bus side or the expansion board side, depending on 
the direction of the transfer. The transfer direction is 
controlled by a bit lnthe Transfer' Base Count regis
ter set. 

3~2.4 LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERFACE BLOCK 

The Local Processor interface block provides the in
terface between the BMIC and the local.processor. 
If ,8 local processor is, not present, the procj3ssor 
interface can be connected to the ISA bus. The Lo
cal Processor interface block is based on an 8086 
style slave mode and provides, an 8-bit data path for. 
BMIC programming. All of the BMICs internal regis
ters are accessible through this interface. 

The Local Processor interface block contains a 
group of Shared registers used to support general
purpose command and status interactions between 
the system CPU or EISA bus master and the local 
processor. In addition to the command/status regis
ters, t~eCPU interface includes a set of ID registers 
for EISA expansion board ID support, and a set of 
Peek/Poke data registers used to hold the data dur
'ing peek/poke operations. 

The local interface portion of the BMICalso contains 
three 8-bit registers which ,are used by the local 
processor to access all of the BMICs internal regis
ters. These registers are mapped into the local proc
essor interface and include a local status register, . 
local data register, and a local index register (refer to 
Section 3.2.6.1). 
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The Local Processor block contains 31 registers. A 
detailed, description of the registers and their func
tions can be found under Register Descriplion (Sec
tions 8.1 and 8.2). 

3.2_5 DATA TRANSFER TYPES 

The BMIC supports four types of data transfers ,on 
the EISA bus: Burst, non-burst (two BCLK), peek/ 
poke or locked exchange, and mismatched., For all 
of the above transfer types, the a:ddressed slave de
vice can, negate EXRDY if, wait state, timing is re-
quired (each wait state is one BCLK). . 

The primary function of the BMIC is t'o support 16-
and 32-bit burst data transfers between functions on 
the expansion' board and the EISA memory. If the 
addressed memory is not capable of supporting 
burst transfers, the BMIC will run either 32-bit non
burst' (two BCLK) cycles dr, with the support of the 
82358 EISA Bus Controller, run mismatched data 
cycles. ' 

The burst cycle type provides a continuous se
quence of one BCLK read or write cycles to arid 
from 16- or 32-bit EiSA ,memory. Burst cycles can 
not be used with I/O devices or ISA devices (slaves 
or masters). 

The non-burst cycle type provides a continuousse
quence of two BCLK read or write transfers to and 
from 32-bit EISA memory. TheBMIC will. only re
spond as a 32-bit master when configured for two 
BCLK transfers (refer to Section 4.2.1). 

The peek/poke and locked exchange feature allows 
local processor accesses to and from individual ,I/O 
space or system meinorylocations on the EISA bus. 
The BMIC responds as a 32-bit master and gener
ates two BCLK cycles when configured for peek/ 
poke transfers (refer to Section 4.3). A locked ex
change transfer consists of six BCLKs (peek' fol- ' 
lowed by a poke). A peek/poke data transfer has the 
same timings as a: non-burst (two BCLK) data trans-
fer. ' . 

The mismatched cycle type provides a means of 
communicating with 8- or 16-bit EISA or ISA devices. 
In the event the I/O or memory slave device that 
has been addressed requires a data size translation, 
the BMIC will back-off the bus and allow the 82358 
EISA Bus Controller to pelform the necessary data 
size translations (refer to Section 4.2.1). The BMIC 
will generate mismatched cycles as required for all 
data transfers (burst, non-burst, peek, poke, or 
locked~exchange). 

The following table identifies the BMIC cycle types, 
master sizes, slave types accessible (rnemory-I/O), 
and BCLKs per cycle. 
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BMIC Slave Type BClKs 
Transfer Master Size Accessible per 

Type 
Cycle 16-Blt 32-Blt 1/0 Memory 

Burst X X X 1 
Mismatched X X • 

Non-Burst X X 2 
Mismatched X X · 

Peek/Poke X X X 2 
Mismatched X X X · 

Locked Exchange X X X 6 
Mismatched X X X · 

'Depends on slave type/size (EISA/ISA, I/O/Memory, 
8-bitl16-bit) 

For all of the above transfer types, the addressed 
slave device can negate EXRDY if wait-s\ate timing 
is required (each wait-state is one BCLK). 

3.2.6 REGISTER ACCESSING 

The BMIC provides three distinct groups of registers; 
the Shared register set, the Local Processor Only 
register set, and the Index register set. The Shared 
register set is used by the system CPU or EISA bus 
master and the local processor for general-purpose 
command and status interactions and expansion 
board 10 support. The Local Processor only regis
ters are used by the local processor to program the 
BMIC and provide status for data transfers across 
the EISA bus and Transfer Buffer interface. The Lo
cal Processor Only register set also provides ad
dress range decode support for slot specific and 
general I/O address ranges of interest to the expan
sion board. The Index register set is used by the 
local processor as a means of accessing all of the 
above registers through an indexing scheme. 

The Shared register set is accessible through either 
the EISA interface or the Local Processor interface, 
the remaining two register sets are accessible 
through the Local Processor interface only. In the 
case of contention between the EISA bus and the 
local processor accessing a Shared register simulta
neously, the local processor on the expansion board 
will have initial priority. Consecutive multiple access
es to the BMIC's shared registers result in a rotation
al arbitration between the EISA bus and the local 
processor. 

3.2.6.1 Register Accessing through the Local 
Processor Interface 

Register accessing on the local side of the BMIC is 
accomplished using an indexing procedure. The lo
cal interface portion of the BMIC contains two 8-bit 
registers which are used by the local processor to 
access all of the BMIC's internal registers. These 
registers are mapped into the Local Processor inter-
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face and include a local data register and a local 
index register. The registers are selected using the 
two local address lines (LADS<1:0». The BMIC's 
internal register set is read by writing the address of 
the register to be accessed into the local index reg
ister. The register contents are then read through 
the Local Data register. To write to one of the 
BMIC's internal registers, the local proc~ssor must 
first write the address of the register to be accessed 
into the local index register, same as a read, then 
write the new data value to the Local Data register. 

An optional auto-increment mode is supported by 
the BMIC, which automatically increments the index 
register after each register read or write. This allows 
for efficient programming of the register set by using 
byte string moves. If the Local Index register is given 
a local index address with bit (7) set high, the local 
index address will automatically increment each time 
the Local Data register is read or written. 

The Local Status/Control register is directly mapped 
into the LoCal Processor interface and is also acces
sible using the two address lines (LADS < 1:0». 

3.2.6.2 Register Accessing through the EISA 
Interface 

The shared registers are mapped directly into the 
EISA slot-specific I/O space XC80-XC9F. The EISA 
address lines < 11 :2> and the byte 'enables <3:0> 
are used for decode during shared register access
es. 

A standard slave read or write access to the BMIC 
consists of two BCLKs + one wait-state (one wait
state = one BCLK period). During a slave cycle 
where the EISA access loses the internal register 
access through arbitration to the local processor, 
the cycle will consist of' two BCLKs + two wait
states. The BMIC will negate EXRDY for one BCLK 
for each wait-state required. 

3.2.7 INTERRUPTS 

The BMIC provides two interrupt request lines, one 
for the EISA side (EINT), and one for the local side 
(LINT). The EISA interrupt (EINT) can be pro
grammed for either edge or level-triggered opera
tions. During edge-triggered operations the EINT 
signal will transition from a low level to a high level. 
In' level-triggered mode, the EISA interrupt signal is 
an active low open collector output. The local inter
rupt signal (LINT) can be programmed for either ac
tive low or active high level operations and will de
fault to active low operation upon reset. The LINT 
signal is not an open collector output during active 
low operations and will require external logic if inter
rupts need to be tied together on the local side. The 
EINT and LINT modes of operation are programmed 
through the Global Configuration register. 
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3.2.7.1 Interrupt Sources 

Several events can trigger each of the two interrupt 
request signals, and the events can be enabled or 
disabled on an individual or global basis (refer to 
Sections 8.1.1.3 and 8.2.2). The system CPU or 
EISA bus master can only be interrupted by an I/O 
write from the local processor to the BMIC EISA 
System Doorbell register. However, the local· proc
essor can be interrupted by several sources which 
are listed below: 

- An I/O write from the system CPU or EISA bus 
master to the BMIC Local Doorbell register. 

- The completion of a data transfer on one of the 
transfer channels. 

3.2.7.2 Interrupt Handling 

To prevent the BMIC from allowing undetected inter
rupts from occurring, when servicing an interrupt ini
tiated by the BMIC, all additional interrupts must be 
disabled prior to reading the Local or EISA System 
Doorbell Status registers. The interrupts are dis
abled by writing to the Local or EISA System Door
bell Enable registers, depending on the source of 
the interrupt. 

This is required due to the nature of the interrupt 
mechanism of the 8MIC. All interrupt sources have 
an edge triggered nature internal to the BMIC, with 
each event being 'OR'ed together. Additional inte~
rupt sources occurring after the first interrupt will set 
their appropriate bit in the Status register, but they 
will not generate an external interrupt until the initial 
event has been cleared. Thus if the Status register 
was read first, and another interrupt occurred after 
this read, the second interrupt would remain unde
tected in the status register until another event· oc
curred. Disabling of the interrupts prior to reading 
the status register will prevent this from occurring. 

4.0 EISA IN'TERFACE 

4.1 EISA Interface Signals 

The BMIC provides a complete interface to the EISA 
bus and supplies all of the control signals, data lines, 
and address lines necessary to implement a 16- or 
32-bit EISA bus master and a 32-bit EISA slave. This 
includes a 32~bit data path, a 32-bit address path, 
and 20 EISA control signals. The BMIC also pro
vides five control signals used to enable and disable 
the external data buffers and address latches, as 
shown in Figure 2-1. 
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The BMIC uses four 74F245 external bidirectional 
buffers to drive and receive the 32 EISA data and 
three 74F573 external latches to latch and drive the 
upper 22 EISA address lines. The external data buff
ers and address latches should be comprised of "F" 
or "AS" type logic to meet EISA speed require
ments. 

The upper 22 EISA addresses are multiplexed 
through the 22 upper EISA data lines of the BMIC. 
They are latched externally by the 74F573's. EISA 
address lines < 11:2> and byte enable lines < 3:0 > 
are tied directly to the EISA bus. Address lines 10 
and 11 are input directly to the BMIC for slave mode 
address decode. During EISA master operation, 
lines 10 and 11 are driven indirectly through the ex
ternal latches. 

As a slave, the BMIC receives address lines 
IADS<11:2> and byte enable lines IBE<3:0> # for 
I/O address decode. Address lines < 11:2> are 
used for slot specific decode and address lines 
<9:2> are used for general I/O address decode. 
Address lines <11:2> along with IBE<3:0> # are 
used by the BMIC during Shared register accesses. 
Address lines <31 :12> are not used by the BMIC in 
slave mode. 

The following address lines are used during I/O de
coding as shown: 
Slot specific °1/0 address decoding (expansion 
board)-IADS< 11 :2> 
Slot specific I/O address decoding (shared regis
ters)-IADS < 11:2> IIBE < 3:0 > # 
General I/O address decoding (expansion board)'
IADS<9:2> 

All of the BMIC EISA control signals function as de
fined in the EISA bus specification. The signals are 
used to support the following cycles: 

BMIC as a Master 

(Cycle Type Performed) 

~aste 
Burs Non-Burst Mismatched 

Peek/Poke/Lockec 
Type Exchange 

32-Bit X X X X 
H,·Bit X 

BMIC as a Slave 

1. Responds to EISA shared register accesses as 
32-bit slave. 

2. Responds to slot specific and general I/O ac
cesses (refer to Section 4.8). 
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4.2 Transfer Channels 

The BMIC contains twa identical independent trans
fer channels which are canfigurable ta run either 
burst .or nan-burst (twa BCLK) cyclesta and fram 
system memary. The BMIC will autamatically run 
nan-burst (twa BCLK) .or mismatched cycles if the 
memary the BMIC has addressed can nat run burst 
cycles. Mismatched cycles will be run if data size 
translatian is required. 

Channel 0 must be used far EISA READ aperatian 
.only. Channel 1 can be used far bath EISA READ 
and EISA WRITE aperatians. 

Each channel has three sets .of registers ta regulate 
data transfers. These are the Base register group, 
the Current register group, and the Data Status/ 
Cantral register group. This implementatian .of a tri
ple register set allaws a pracessar ta begin program
ming the next transfer an the channel while the cur
rent transfer is being executed. 

The Base register set cantains seven 8-bit registers. 
These registers are programmed by the lacal proc
essar when a transfer is required acrass .one .of the 
channels. Faur Transfer Channel Base Address reg
isters are cambined ta farm the starting 32-bit EISA 
address ta be used during the transfer. The remain
ing three registers are the Transfer Channel Base 
Caunt Registers. The Base Caunt registers are cam
bined ta determine the number .of transfers (in bytes) 
ta be perfarmed. The number .of bytes which can be 
transferred ranges from 1 byte ta 4 Mbytes. The 
mast significant bit .of the Transfer Channel Base 
Caunt register group is useCl ta cantral the start .of 
the transfer and the secand mast significant bit is 
used ta cantrol the directian .of the transfer (refer ta 
Sectian 8.2.3.3). 

The Current register set cantains seven registers 
each .of which carrespands ta a Base register. 
These registers are laaded fram the Base registers .. 
The Transfer .Channel Current Address registers 
cantain the 32-bit real-time EISA memary address. 
The Transfer Channel Current Caunt registers can
tain the number .of bytes remaining ta be transferred 
an the channel. Th.e current register set is readable 
by the lacal pracessar. Hawever, there are passible 
caherency prablems invalved with reading multiple 
bytes while the current registers are being updated 
during a transfer. Ta avaid these prablems, a chan
nel's transfer shauld be tempararily suspended (us
ing the channel's Canfiguratian Register) befare try
ing ta read the channel's current register set. 

The Status/Cantral register set cantains three regis
ters: the Transfer Channel Strabe register, Transfer 
Channel Canfiguratian register, and the Transfer 
Channel Status register. The Transfer Channel 
Strabe register is used ta initiate the transfer .of data 
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fram the Base register set ta the assaciated Current 
register set. A transfer request for that channel will 
be generated follawing the Current register laad. 
The Transfer Channel Canfiguratian register is used 
ta pragram the made .of the transfer. The Transfer 
Channel Status register pravides current FIFO and 
transfer channel status. 

Ta initialize a transfer aver either .of the twa transfer 
channels, the fallawing steps must be campleted: 

1. Verify that the Base registers for the desired 
transfer channel are available . 

The Transfer Channel Base Address and Base 
Caunt registers must be available befare they 
can be pragrammed. This is determined by the 
status .of bits 0 and 1 in the Lacal Status/Cantral 
register. A "1" in either .of the twa bits indicates 
that the carrespanding channel is currently run
ning a transfer and the Base registers are busy. A 
"0" indicates that the Base registers are free and 
available for programming. In the event that the 
Base registers are nat available, the lacal proces
sar must wait until the data transfer executing an 
the requested channel has completed, at which 
time bits "0" .or "1" (depending an which channel 
was pragrammed) in the Lacal Status/Cantral 
registers will be reset ta O. Pragramming the 
Base registers during a Base register Busy state, 
is illegal and will corrupt the Base register data .of 
the pending transfer. Pragramming the Transfer 
Canfiguratian register during a cycle in pragress 
may cause the terminatian .of the transfer, de
pending an which bit in the register was changed. 

2. Pragram the transfer Channel's assaciated 
Transfer Base register set with the desired trans
fer infarmatian (Base registers must be avail
able). 

3. Initiate the Base register ta Current register laad 
and schedule a transfer request by writing ta the 
channel's Transfer Strabe register. 

If a transfer is in pragress an the requested chan
nel and a write ta the assaciated channel's 
Strobe register is dane, the Baseta Current reg
ister laad will take place immediately after {he 
data transfer an the requested channel has. cam
pleted. 

4.2.1 BURST AND NON-BURST MODES OF . 
OPERATION 

The BMIC can be pragrammed for burst .or nan-burst 
(twa BCLK) data transfers ta and fram EISA mema
ry. This is determined by a write ta the Channel Con
figuration Register. 

If burst mode is enabled, the BMIC wililaok far the
SLBURST # signal at the beginning .of the transfer ta 
determine if the slave device that was addressed is 
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capable of running burst cycles. ,If the slave device 
does not respond with an active SlBURST# signal, 
the BMIC will not activate the MSBURST# signal 
and will proceed with either non-burst (two BClK) 
bus cycles or mismatched cycles. 

In burst mode, the BMIC can respond as a 16-or 32c 
bit master. The BMIC informs the system of this ca
pability by driving MASTER 1·6 # low from the same 
BClK rising edge that START # is asserted. MAS
TER16# will remain low for one BClK. The, BMIC 
will automatically "downshift" from a 32- to a 16-bit 
master if the EX32 # Signal is sampled inactive and 
the SlBURST# signal is sampled active at the be
ginning of a transfer. If EX32# and SlBURST# are 
sampled active althe beginning of the transfer, the 
BMIC will proceed with a 32-bit burst transfer. 

In non-burst mode, the BMIC will respond as a 32-
bit master. The BMIC will look for the EX32# Signal 
at the 'beginning of the transfer to determine if the 
system memory it has addressed.has,the, Same bus 
width. If the EX32 # - signal is not returned (mis
matched cycle indicated), the BMIC will "back-off" . 
the bus by floating START # , IBE#<3:0>, a~d 
IDAT <31:0> to allow the 82358 EISA Bus Control- , 
ler to take control of the 'transfer. The EISA Bus 
Controller will then prOceed to assemble or disas
semble the data as heeded. The EiSA Bus Control
ler will return the EX32 # . signal after the' mis
matched cycle is complete, indicating to the BMIC 
that a new address can be placed on the bus. If the 
EX.32 # signal is sampled active at the beginning of 
the transfer, the BMIC will proceed with a 32-bit non-
burst (two BClK) transfer. ' 

4.2.2 1K PAGE ADDRESS BOUNDARY 
'DETECTION ' 

During burst, non-burst (two BClK), and mis
matched data cycles, the BfI(IlC provides the support 
to detect 1 K page address boundary crosslng$. If 
the BMIC detects that the current cycle is about to 
cross a 1 K page boundary, the ,transfer will be tem~ 
porarily terminated on the next cycle.' The BMIC will 
then arbitrate between restarting the transfer on ,the 
current channel, selecting the second channel, do~ 
ing a peek/poke cycle, or preempting the channel 
(refer to Section 4.4 for information regarding BMIC 
arbitration). 

EXample: Transfer' = 32-bit transfer and page ad
dreSs boundary is at location 400h'=: 1024 

1. 'The BMIC detects that the current cycle is about 
to cross a 1 K page address boundary-current 
address (3FCh = 1020). 

2. Address after BMIC has executed the current cy
cle (400h == 1024). 
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3. Transfer is temporarily terminated (interrupted). 

4. BMIC will now arbitrate between restarting the 
,transfer on Ii new page, s~lecting the second 
channel, doing a peek/poke cycle, or preempting 
the channel. 

4.3 Peek/Poke, Locked Exchange 
Transfers 

, , . 

To allow the local processor to communicate with 
other devices in the main system, the BMIC allows 
the local. processor to execute, individual I/O or 
memory cycles over the EISA bus. These cycles can 
be thought of as being similar to "peek" and "poke" 
statements in the Basic programming language. 
These cycles may be reads, writes, or locked ex
changes in 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-bit values. All cycles 
must be contained within a single doubleword. 

The Peek/Poke operation requires the following set ' 
of registers: Four 8-bit Peek/Poke Address registers , 
which are combined to provide the 32-bit Peek/Poke 
address' One 8-bit Peek/Poke Control register 
which c~ntains the bits defining whether the cycle is 
I/O or memory, peek (read)/poke (write) or locked 
exchange, and which byte enables are to be active 
during the cycle; and four 8-bit Peek/Poke Data reg
isters which are used to hold the data for the Peek/ 
Poke cycle. During all peek/poke or locked ex
change cycles, byte enables IBE<3:0> # are de
rived from bits 0-3 in the Peek/Poke Control regis
ter set. The lower two bits of the Peek/POke Ad
dress register are ignored. Peek, poke, or locked eX
change cycles will not be generated for illegal com
binations of byte ,enables (i.e., 1111, 1010,0110, 
0101,0100,0010). ' 

To do an individual write cycle (poke), the local proc
essor must first write to the Peek/Poke Address reg
ister set to specify the 32-bit memory address or the 
16-bit I/O address. It must then write the data to be 
transferred into the Peek/Poke Data register set. 
The data must be placed in the appropriate byte po
sitions in the Data register set sO that it goes out on 
the correct byte lanes during a 32-bit bus master 
transfer. 

Once' the appropriate data and address' have been ' 
programmed, the ,local processor must, write to the ' 
Peek/Poke Control register to specify the cycle type 
and initiate the cycle. After this write to the, Peek/ 
Poke Control register, bit 2 in the local Status/Con
trol register will be set to a 1 by the BMIC to indicate 
that a peek/poke request is pending and that the 
peek/poke registers are busy. When the poke cycle 
has finished executing on the EISA bus, the Peek/ 
Poke status bit 2 in the Local Status/Control register 
will return to normal (0). 
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To do an individual read cycle (peek), the local proc
essor must write to the Peek/Poke Address regis
ters, then to the Peek/Poke control register to initi
ate the read cycle. The Peek/Poke status bit 2 in the 
Local Status/Control register will be set high by the 
BMIC and remain active until the peek cycle finishes 
on the EISA bus. The local processor can then read 
the data from the Peek/Poke data registers. 

NOTE: 
When running consecutive peek transfers, the data 
must be read from the Peek/Poke data registers 
before each new peek transfer is generated. The 
BMIC will read the data off the EISA bus from all 
four byte lanes regardless of which Byte enables 
(IBE < 3:0 > #) are active. (Although all bytes are 
read, the value of the byte enables are important to 
the system and must be programmed for the peek 
transfer). 

When a locked exchange cycle is requested by the 
local processor, a peek cycle is scheduled first and 
then immediately followed by a poke cycle. The 
LOCK # signal is active during the locked exchange 
cycle to indicate to the system that no other accesses 
to the addressed location can be made. 

Whenever the BMIC is commanded to do an EISA 
POKE cycle, the BMIC will assert the MREQ# signal 
low normally, transfer up to four bytes of data, and 
release the bus by de-asserting MREQ# high. A po
tential problem exists, however, when the slave de
vice extends the cycle by de-asserting EXRDY low. 
If the slave holds this signal low past the time that 
the BMIC is forced to release MREQ# high (it has 
been preempted while waiting for the slave to assert 
EXRDY high), then the BMIC will drive MREQ# 
back low again immediately after this cycle ends if 
there is another transfer pending (TBI, PEEK, POKE 
or LOCKED-EXCHANGE). Note that according to 
the EISA spec, MREQ* signal description "A bus 
master must wait at least two BCLKs after releasing 
the bus before reasserting its MREQx·". To adhere 
to EISA specifications, it is required th;it LOCKED
EXCHANGE cycles be used in lieu of POKE cycles. 

Ar'!y consecutive Peek/Poke or Locked exchange 
transfers must be initiated only after the previous 
Peek/Poke or Locked exchange has been complet
ed. This can be accomplished by making sure that 
bit 2 of the local status/control register is set to a 
zero before initiating the transfer. 

4.4 Arbitration 

4.4.1 EISA/BMIC ARBITRATION, 

The BMIC will begin master mode operation any 
time a transfer request is pending. If more than one 
transfer request is pending, the BMIC will service 
them in the following order. Peek/Poke cycles have 
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the highest priority access to the EISA bus followed 
by the two data channels. Once the BMIC has 
gained control of the EISA bus, the BMIC will first 
perform any peek, poke, or locked exchange trans
fers that may be pending. If there are no peek, poke, 
or locked exchange transfers pending, the BMIC will 
run data transfers initiated by either of the two trans
fer channels. The two transfer channels have equal 
priority with respect to each other and are serviced 
in an alternating fashion. The priorities and assign
ments are as follows: 

Peek/Poke 
or 

Locked Exchange 

Channel 0 
Channell 

(2 way Rotation) 

1----+ Priority (1) 

1----+ Priority (2) 

290255-3 

The BMIC will maintain ownership of the EISA bus 
until it has serviced all outstanding data transfer re
quests or it is preempted from the bus by the remov
al of the MAK# signal. The BMIC can be configured 
to relinquish the EISA bus immediately, 4 ,...s, or 8 ,...S 
after a preempt is received. If the BMIC has com
pleted all outstanding data transfer requests prior to 
the time-out of the preempt timer, it will give up the 
bus. If the BMIC finishes one task prior to the time
out of the preempt timer, it will start on the next 
pending transfer request unless the request is a 
peek, poke, or locked exchange cycle. The BMIC 
will not start a set of peek, poke, or locked exchange 
cycles after the MAK # signal has been removed. If 
a transfer is cut-off due to a preempt timer time-out, 
the BMIC, upon regaining access to the EISA bus 
and f<>lIowing its internal arbitration priority scheme, 
will continue the transfer that was preempted at the 
point the transfer was cut-off. 

When a channel is interrupted for any reason, 1 K 
page break, FIFO stall, channel clear, channel sus
pend, or transfer complete, the BMIC may immedi
ately relinquish the EISA bus depending on the state 
of the CFGFF bit in the Channel Configuration regis
ter set. 

NOTE: 
During a FIFO pause, the CFGFF bit in the associ
ated Channel's Configuration register is ignored. 
The function of the CFGFF bit, as related to the 
above channel interruptions, is as follows: 

If the CFGFF bit = 1, the BMIC will immediately 
relinquish control of the EISA bus upon the detec
tion of any of the above interruptions. This will occur 
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regardless if there are additional d.ata transferre
quests pending. If there are additional data transfer 
requests pending, the BMIC will reassert MREQ# a 
minimum of two BCLKs later to reacquire the EISA 
bus. The BMIC will follow' the arbitration priority 
scheme outlined above when servicing a data trans
fer request after a transfer· interruptioll has occurred. 

If the CFGFF bit = 0, the BMIC retains ownership of 
the EISA bus upon detection'of a FIFO stall or 1K 
page break .as long as a preempt timer timeout has 
not occurred. If there are additional data requests' 
pending, the BMIC will immediately perform the 
pending transfer and then rearbitrate for the EISA 
bus to complete the interrupted transfer. If there are 
no additional data requests pending, the BMIC will 
relinquish ownership of the EISA bus only after the 
current transfer interruption has been serviced and 
. completed. 

4.4.2 BMIC PREEMPT TIMER 

The BMIC can be preempted from ~he EISA bus by 
the 82.357 (ISP) . .The 82357 negates MAK#', indicat
ing to the BMIC that it must finish the current bus 
cycle and relinquish control of the EISA bus by neg
ating MREQ# within 64 BClK periods (8 jJ.s). 

o 61 62 

'BCLK~ 

t.lREQ# """,--'HH-' __ ..;jl 

The BMIC provides a programmable preempt timer 
which can be programmed to relinquish the bus with
in 3, 32, or 64 BCLKs. The preempt timer is program
mable through the Global Configuration' register. 

The following diagrams illustrate the latest the BMIC 
will start a new transfer after MAK # has been negat
ed. 

Depending on the type of transfer started, the BMIC 
will respond as follows: 

Assumptions: 

1. The 82357 has negated the MAK# Signal at 
BCLK zerO. 

2. The preempt timer is programmed to relinquish 
the EISA bus within 64 BClKs after the negation 
of MAK# . 

3. let X = programmed value of preempt delay (in 
BClKs). 

BMIC Resp6nse: 

For all transfers, the. BMIC will negate MREQ# with
in. (X-2.5) BClK periods following the MAK # tran
sition to ari inactive state (BCLK 61.5). 

63 64 65 

290255-4 

For all transfers, the BMIC may assert START# on any of the first X-3 rising edges of BClK following the 
MAK# tranflition toan inactive state (BCLK 61). . . . 

0 

BCLK ~ 
tolAK# -ps 

t.lREQ# 
H I 

START# S~ I 
290255-5 
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If the last cycle is a non-burst two BCLK cycle, CMD# will become inactive within (X-1) BCLK periods from the 
inactive transition of MAK# (BCLK 63), this is assuming that EXRDY isactive. 

,0 61 62 63 64 65 

BCLK~ 

MAK#~I 

MREQ# ss / 

START# \~ I 
\I 

CMD# \ I 
290255-6 

If the last cycle is a burst EISA cycle, the BMIC will negate MSBURST# within (X-O.5) BCLK periods from the 
inactive transition of MAK# (BCLK 63.5). The last CMD# will go inactive within X BCLK periods from the 
deassertion of MAK# (BCLK 64). This is assuming EXRDY is active. 

0 6, 62 63 64 65 

BCLK~ 

MAK#~\ 

MREQ# 
B I 

START# \~ I 
CMD# 

\I \ I 
\I 

MSBURST# \ I 
290255-7 

If the last cycle is mismatched, cycle completion will be controlled by the system. The BMIC will drive the LA 
address, MIlO, andW/R signals until the falling edge of BCLK after the last CMD# inactive transition. 

I 

o 
BCLK~ 

MAK#~I 

MREQ# 
\I 

START# \~ 

CMD# 
II 

EX32# 
\I 

LA. MIlO. w/R 

I 

I 

\ ~----------------~;---
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4.5 EISA Address Incrementer 

The Transfer Channei Current Address register set 
for each channel functions as an address incremen
ter and is used to generate and track the address of 
the data during transfers. The register set incre
ments the address according to the number of bytes 
being transferred during that cycle. The transfer is 
automatically aligned on doubleword boundaries. 
The two least significant bits of the starting 3.2-bit 
address (AO and Ai) are used to determine the initial 
address increment value: ' , 

For 32-bit transfers, the BMIC provides an initial ad
dress increment of 1, 2, 3. or4' depending on the 
value of address lines A<1:0>.After the initial in
crement, theBMIC increments the address by 4 until 
the last cycle is detected. 

The following example illustrates the BMIC address 
incrementer during a 32-bit master mode transfer. 

Start Address 
Initial Increment 

(Incremented by'3) 
All Increments Following 

. (Incremented by 4) 

EISA Address 
A3 A2 A1 AO 

FFFFF001h 0 0 ,0 1 
FFFFF004h 0 1 0 0 

FFFFF008h 0 0 0 
FFFFFOOChO 0 

The starting address A<1:0> is 01, this means that 
the initial increment must be 3. in order to align the 
nelct increments· on doubleword boundaries. The 
subsequent increments will be by 4 until the last cy-
cle is detected. ' 

For 16-bit transfers, the BMIC provides an initial ad
dress increment of 1 or 2 depending on the status of 
address lines A < 1 :0 >. After the initial increment, 
the BMIC increments the address by two until the 
last cycle is de'tected. ' 
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infel® 
The following example illustrates the BMIC address 
incrementer during a 16-bit master mode transfer .. 

Start Address 
Initial Increment 

(Incremented by 1) 
All Increments Following 

(Incremented by 2) 

EISA Address 
A3 A2 A1 AO 

FFFFF001h boo 1 
FFFFF002h 0 0 0 

FFFFF004h 0 0 0 
FFFFF006h 0 0 

The starting address A < 1:0> is 01, this means that 
the initial increment must be 1 in order to align the 
next increments on singleword boundaries. The sub
seql,Jent increments will be by 2 until the last cycle is 
detected. 

NOTE: 
The BMIC internally assembles 3.2-bit. dwords. 
When a l6-bit burst transfer is preempted, the 
transfer will stop ona doubleword boundary .. 

4.6 EISA Byte Oecrementer 

The Transfer Channel Current Count register set for 
each channel contains the intermediate value of the 
byte count during the transfer and is used as the 
byte decrementer. The decrementer's function is 
partially based upon the address incrementer. In the 

, above 3.2-bit incrementer example, the byte count 
would be decremented by 3. on the first cycle. After 
the initial decrement, the channel's Current Count 
register set, is decremented by 4 until the last cycle 
is detected. In the above 16-bit incrementer exam
ple, . the byte count would be decremented bY,1 on 
the first cycle: After the initial decrement, the chan
nel's Current Count register set is decremented by 2 
until the last cycle Is detected. Note that the Current 
Count register does'not decrement entirely to. zero. 
Instead, it retains the value of the number of bytes 
transferred during the last cycle. 
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4.7 EISA Address Incrementer/Byte Decrementer Illustration 

The following table .illustrates the various states of (AO, A 1) vs the transfer byte-count and the initial address 
during a 32-bit transfer 

Byte Starting Next Initial Number of Last Number of 
Count Address Address Increment Bytes Left . Cycle Cycles Left 

1 XXX 0000 NA NA 0 Yes 0 
XXX 0001 NA NA 0 Yes 0 
XXX 0010 NA NA 0 Yes 0 
XXX 0011 NA NA 0 Yes 0 

2 XXX 0000 NA NA 0 YeS 0 
XXX 0001 NA NA 0 Yes 0 
XXX 0010 NA NA 0 Yes 0 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 1 No 1 

3 XXX 0000 NA NA 0 Yes 0 
XXX 0001 NA NA 0 Yes 0 , 

XXX 0010 XXX 0100 . 2 1 No 1 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 2 No 1 

4 XXX 0000 NA NA 0 Yes 0 
XXX 0001 XXX 0100 3 1 No 1 
XXX 0010 XXX 0100 2 2 No 1 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 3 No 1 

5 XXX 0000 XXX 0100 4 1 No 1 
XXX 0001 XXX 0100 3 2 No 1 
XXX 0010 XXX 0100 2 3 No 1 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 4 No 1 

6 XXX 0000 XXX 0100 4 2 No 1 
XXX 0001 XXX 0100 3 3 No 1 
XXX 0010 XXX 0100 2 4 No 1 
XXX0011 XXX 0100 1 5 No 2 

7 XXX 0000 XXX 0100 4 3 No 1 
XXX 0001 XXX 0100 3 4 No 1 
XXX 0010 XXX 0100 2 5 No 2 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 6 No 2 

8 XXX 0000 XXX 0100 4 4 No 1 
XXX 0001 XXX 0100 3 5 No 2 
XXX 0010 XXX 0100 2 6 No 2 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 7 No 2 

9 XXX 0000 XXX 0100 4 5 No 2 
XXX 0001 XXX 0100 3 6 No 2 
XXX 0010 XXX 0100 2 7 No 2 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 8 No 2 

10 XXX 0000 XXX 0100 4 6 No 2 
XXX 0001 XXX 0100 3 7 No 2 
XXX 0010 XXX 0100 2 8 No 2 
XXX 0011 XXX 0100 1 9 No 3 

NOTES: 
1. "X" = Don't Care 
2. If the "byte count" is less than or equal to the "initial increment", then the current cycle = the first cycle = the last 

cycle. 
3. If the number of bytes left is less than or equal to 4, then the next cycle = the last cycle. 
4. For information regarding byte alignment, refer to Section 6.3.1. 

_I 
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4.8 I/O Address Range Decode 
Support 

The BMIC provides on-board decoder logic, two 1/0 
select pins (IOSEl < 1:0> #), and a set of 8-bit 1/0 
Decode Range registers to support both general 1/0 
decode and expansion board slot specific 1/0 de
code. The BMIC also uses the AEN signal when de
coding 1/0 locations. 

The set of I/O Decode registers include two 1/0 De
code Range Base Address registers and two 1/0 
Decode Range Control registers (refer to Section 
8.2.6). The 1/0 Decode registers are used to define 
the address ranges of interest to the bus master 
expansion board. Each 10SEl# <1:0> pin has an 
associated Control and Base register along with an 
associated .address range as defined by the 1/0 De
code register set. 

Through the 1/0 Decode Range Control register set, 
the BMICcan beprogrammed to respond toa select 
1/0 address range as either an 8-bit or 32-bit EISA 
device. The only cQntrol signal provided by the BMIC 
to the EISA bus during an 110 decode is the EX32# 
signal. The output state of the EX32# pin on the 
BMIC will indicate the elected response (low = 32-
bit EISA high = 8-bit EISA). The Control register set 
controls the size of the 1/0 decode range, the 1/0 
decode type (slot specific or general 1/0), and the 
1/0 decode address latching. The 1/0 address can 
be latched by the CMD# signal (de~pipelined) or 
merely decoded. By latching the 110 address, the 
associated 10SEl # line will remain active a mini
mum of 5 ns from the rising edge of CMD#. 

The IDOEs do not go active during an 10SEl cycle 
outside the shared register access space. 

The 1/0 decode range size depends on the value of 
bits <4:0> in the Control register. Each of these 
bits masks a corresponding address comparison bit 
in the Base register, If no bits are masked in the 
Control register, the BMIC will decode a doubleword 
address. The bits are masked as follows: 

1/0 Control 1/0 Base Register EISAAddre~ 

Register Bit Masked Bit Masked 

BitO BitO IADS2 
Bit 1 Bit 1 IADS3 
Bit2 Bit 2 IADS4 
Bit 3 Bit 3 IADS5 
Bit 4 Bit 4, 5 IADS<7:6> 

The 1/0 Decode Range Base Address register con
tains the address range that is used during the 1/0 
decode address comparison. The following table 
gives the bits in the 1/0 Base Address Register and 
the EISA Address that are used during the compari
son: 
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I/O Base (EISA Address Bits) 
Address Register Slot Specific General I/O 

Bit 0 IADS2 IADS2 
. Bit 1 IADS3 IADS3 
Bit 2 IADS4 IADS4 
Bit 3 IADS5 IADS5 
Bit4 IADS6 IADS6 
Bit 5 IADS7 IADS7 
Bit 6 IADS10 IADS8 
Bit 7 I IADS11 IADS9 

If bit 6 in the 1/0 Decode Range Control register is 
programmed for General 110 decode, and the two 
most significant bits in the 110 Decode Range Base 
Address register are programmed to 0 
(IADS<9:8», 1/0 decoding for that range will be 
disabled. This is done to ensure that the 1/0 address 

. does not conflict with the slot specific address range 
or the EISA system board address range. The fol
lowing table summarizes the EISA system 1/0 ad
dress. mapping: 

I/O 
Address 
Range 
(HEX) I/O Range Reserved for. 

OOOO-OOFF EISAIISA System Board 
0100-03FF General 110 (ISA Expansion Board) 
0400-04FF ISP (82357) 
0500-07FF General 110 (Alias of 0100h-03FFh) 
0800-08FF EISA System Board 
0900-0BFF General 1/0 (Alias of 0100h-03FFh) 
OCOO'-OCFF EISA System Board 
ODOO-OFFF General 1/0 (Alias of 0100h-03FFh) 

Slot Specific Range where X = Slot Number 
XOOO-XOFF Slot (X) 
X100-X3FF General 1/0 (Alias of 0100h-03FFh) 
X400-X4FF Slot (X) 
X500-X7FF General 1/0 (Alias of 0100h-03FFh) 
X800-X8FF Slot (X) 
X900-XBFF General 1/0 (Alias of 0100h-03FFh) 
XCOO-XCFF Slot (X) (BMIC Registers OC80h-

OCAFh) 
XDOO-XFFF General 1/0 (Alias of 0100h-03FFh) 

The following is an example of the BMIC pro
grammed for' slot specific decode: 

1/0 Decode Range 0 Control register programmed 
for (EFh) 

I Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
(EFh) o 

I 



Bit 7-Respond as a 32-bit EISA slave 

Bit 6-810t specific decode enabled 

Bit 5-8lot specific address latched by CMD# 

- Bit 4-Compare 1/0 Decode Range 0 Base Ad
dress Bits (5) and (4) with EISA address signals 
IADS7 and IADS6 respectively 

- Bit 3-Mask 1/0 Decode Range 0 Base Address 
Bit (3) 

- Bit 2-Mask 1/0 Decode Range 0 Base Address 
Bit (2) 

- Bit 1-Mask 1/0 Decode Range 0 Base Address 
Bit (1) 

- Bit O-Mask 1/0 Decode Range 0 Base Address 
Bit (0) 

1/0 Decode Range 0 Base Address register pro
grammed for (2-h) 

IADS111ADS10 IADS7 IADS6 IADS5 IADS4 IADS3 IADS2 

I Bi17 I Bi16 I Bi15 I Bi14 I Bi13 I Bi12 I Bill I Bil0 I 
(2-h) 0 0 0 

EISA slot specific address range decoded-X080h 
through XOBFh where X represents the expansion 
board slot number 

(X080h) (XOBFh) 
xxxx000010(OO) (OO)OOthroughxxxx000010(11) (11)11 
iii i 

EISA Address 
Bits Masked 
(IADS<5:2» 

Byte enables IBE<3:0> # and EISA address lines 
lADS < 1 :0> are not used during either slot specific 
or general 1/0 decode. During slot specific 1/0 de
code, EISA address lines lADS < 9:8 > must beO to 
ensure that the 1/0 address does not conflict with 
the ISA general 1/0 address range (0100h-03FFh). 

10SElO# and EX32# will be driven low by the BMIC 
if addresses X080h through XOBFh are present on 
the EISA bus. 

AEN is used as part of the decode and must be 
negated low when a response from the BMIC is re
quired. 

5.0 TRANSFER BUFFER INTERFACE 

5.1 Transfer Buffer Interface Signals 

The Transfer Buffer Interface portion of the BMIC 
provides the signals essential for interfacing to the 
expansion board as required for EISA-to-expansion 
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board and expansion board-to-EISA burst data 
transfers. The Transfer Buffer Interface is designed 
to interface to a high speed transfer buffer and sim
ple logic similar to that used in traditional DMA de
signs. This interface includes a 16-bit data bus, one 
clock input, and seven control signals. 

The 16-bit data lines TDAT < 15:0> are used by the 
BMIC to transfer the data to and from the transfer 
buffer logic on the expansion board during transfers. 
The data is word aligned. The BMIC automatically 
assembles the words received from the expansion 
board into 32-bit dwords for 32-bit transfers over the 
EISA bus. The data lines are also used by the BMIC 
to transport internally generated transfer start and 
real-time addresses to the external logic for use dur
ing data transfers (refer to Section 5.3). 

The clock input (TClK) controls the transfer rate be
tween the BMIC and the external transfer buffer log
ic. The TClK can be asynchronous to the BClK. 

The seven control signals include: 

- Transfer Request (TRQ#): an output to request 
data transfers over the Transfer Buffer interface. 

- Transfer Acknowledge (TACK#): An input to ac
knowledge data transfers. The TACK # signal 
may be used by the transfer buffer logic to add 
wait states to the data cycle. 

- Data Transfer Direction (TDIR): An output to in
form the external transfer buffer logic as to the 
direction of the current transfer (EISA read or 
EISA write). 

- Transfer Channel Select (TeHAN): An output to 
indicate which of the two channels is currently 
active. 

- Transfer Address Counter load (TlD#): An out
put to load the current transfer start address to 
an external address counter, depending on the 
expansion board application. 

- Transfer Data Output Enable (TDOE #): An input 
that unconditionally disables the BMIC from driv
ing the TDAT<15:0> lines. With this signal, the 
BMIC can be prevented from driving the 
TDAT < 15:0 > lines while the local processor ac
cesses the transfer buffer logic on the expansion 
board. No handshaking is required, so through
put is increased. 

- Transfer End-of-Process (TEOP#): TEOP# is a 
status output pin that signals the end of a data 
transfer to the external transfer buffer logic. 

NOTE: 
Refer to Section 9.4 for additional information re
garding the above Signals. 
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5.2 External Transfer Buffer Logic 

The Transfer Buffer interface is designed for high 
speed devices, such as SRAM based designs, or 
FIFOs. The Transfer Buffer interface data path is 16 
bits wide. This requires the transfer clock (TCLK) to 
run at a speed of 16 MHz to 20 MHz to maintain the 
EISA maximum data rate of 33 Mbytes/sec. The fast 
cycle times required on the data Transfer Buffer 
interface can be implemented in the controlled envi
ronment found locally on the expansion board, If 
two BCLK transfers are used on the EISA side 
(16 Mbytes/sec), the timing requirements for the 
transfer buffer can be relaxed, and lower cost imple
mentations can be utilized. 

If the transfer buffer controller does dynamic arbitra
tion for the transfer buffer between the BMIC and 
the peripheral device(s) on the expansion board, the 
peripheral device accesses should be short enough 
so that the BMIC's data FIFO can handle the inter
ruption to its data flow without stalling the EISA 
transfer. 

Examples of transfer buffer architecture implemen
tations that could be interfaced to the BMIC include: 

- A FIFO implementation which is large enough to 
buffer the difference in throughput rates between 
the peripheral deifice. on the' expansion board 
and the EISA Bus. See Section 5.2.1. 

- A small high-speed DMA like device that gener
ates addressing for a SRAM based transfer buff
er. 

- A controller implementation for dual-ported 
SRAM for high transfer buffer bandwidth. 

- A page or nibble-mode dynamic-RAM controller 
implementation for large, low cost transfer buff
ers. 

- For graphics systems, the frame buffer itself can 
be used for the transfer buffer with a non-linear 
address generator for transferring windows in the 
screen image. 

5.2.1 FIFO IMPLEMENTATION 

During EISA writes, the BMIC will overread the trans
fer buffer (read data beyond the number of bytes to 
be transferred) by a maximum of 28 bytes. These 
overread bytes may contain valid data (baCk to back 
transfers) which will be loSt. The data loss can be 
avoided through software or hardware. The software 
solution avoids back to back transfers. This implies 
that there is data for only one transfer in the FIFO at 
any given time. 
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The hardware solution requires an external 22-bit 
Byte Counter and a Flip-Flop. The terminal count of 
the Byte Counter is used to SET the Flip-Flop which 
disables BMIC reads to the FIFO. The BMIC will 
continue to read (overread) "stale" data. The BMIC 
TEOP# output signal is used to RESET the Flip
Flop enabling BMIC reads to the external FIFO. 

5.3 Transfer Interface Start Address 
Generation 

The BMIG provides four 8-bit Transfer Buffer Inter
face (TBI) registers, two Base and two Current regis
ters, which. can be programmed with 16-bit transfer 
start addresses. Each transfer channel has an asso
ciated Base and Current register pair. The Base reg
isters contain the start address and the Current reg
isters provide the real-time address used to track the 
current transfer. The Current registers will increment 
by one each time a 16-bit word is transferred across 
the Transfer Buffer interface. 

The 16-bit start address is transferted across the 
TDAT < 15:0> lines to the transfer buffer logic at the 
beginning of all new data transfers (Le;, each time 
the TBI Base register set contents are transferred to 
the TBI Current register set). The contents of the TBI 
Base registers are transferred to the TBI Current 
registers after a write to the associated channel's 
Transfer Strobe register is completed (refer to Sec
tion 4.2). The BMIC provides a load signal (TLD#) 
which can be used to latch the start address into an 
external address counter for use by the transfer buff
er logic. 

The BMIC can also be programmed to generate the 
transfer address each time the associated channel 
regains the bus, in which case, the address will be 
the real-time address. By programming the CFGEA 
bit in the Channel Configuration register to a "1", the 
start address will. be transferred to the transfer buffer 
logic at the beginning of all new transfers and the 
real-time address will be transferred each time the 
associated channel regains the bus. If the CFGEA 
bit is set to a "0", the transfer start address will be 
transferred at the beginning of all new transfers and 
the real-time address will not be transferred. 

NOTE: 
The TBI Current register set is readable by the 10-
cal processor. However, there are possible coher
ency problems involved with reading multiple bytes 
while the ,current registers are being updated during 
a transfer. To avoid these problems, the channel's 
transfer should be temporarily suspended (using 
the channel's Configuration Register) before trying 
to read the .channel's TBI Current register set. 
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5.4 Transfer Buffer Interface Timing 
Example 

Figures 5-1 and 5-2 illustrate the start up and con
clusion of a transfer cycle across the Transfer Buffer 
interface and should be used as a reference when 
reading the following text. 

1. At the start of a data transfer TCHAN and TDIR 
change to their new values prior to the falling 
edge of TLD # to set up the cycle. TCHAN and 
TDIR will not change states as long as TRQ# is 
asserted. 

2. TLD#is asserted until acknowledged by 
TACK #. The transfer address is transferred to 
the external logic each time the TBI Base register 
contents are transferred to the TBI Current regis
ter set (new transfer) and, if programmed, each 
time the current channel regains the bus. 

3. The new address is loaded using the TDAT bus 
during TLD# at point (A). The TDAT bus should 

TCLK 

TLD# 

TCHAN ::::::x:: __ _ 
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be turned on by asserting TDOE # during TLD # if 
the internal start address is required. Once the 
external channel address and direction are set up, 
the data transfer can begin. 

4. Data transfer requests are signaled by TRQ# be
ing asserted (low). TRQ# will remain active until 
the data transfer is completed or a transfer inter
ruption occurs (refer to Section 1.0) followed by 
TACK # active. During an EISA write, there will be 
a one TCLK delay between TLD# deasserting 
and TRQ # asserting as denoted by pOint (D) in 
Figure 5-2. This is to allow time for the external 
buffers to change direction after the TLD # has 
been completed. 

5. Each word transfer to or from the BMIC is ac
knowledged by the T ACK# signal. If TACK # is 
active at the rising edge of TCLK, one word will 
be transferred. If TACK#is not active at the ris
ing edge of TCLK, the word that is currently being 
transferred will be inhibited and a wait state will 

TDIR ::::::x::_-_-_-+-_-+ __ +-_-+~_+_~ __ -+-__ I-_ 

I 

TDAT ------~r_:v 
(EISA READ) '---..;..J\ 

(A) 

TRQ# 

TACK# (1) 

TACK# (2) 

TEOP# 

:xC:::::J) ___ ~(c:t:X~ __ r-

(8) 

, 
~ _____ ~:r----

(e) , , 
:r----'---";"'--..,;J, , 

:Lr 
290255-9 

Figure 5·1. Transfer Buffer Interface Timing (EISA READ) 
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be inserted. This· is shown at pOint (B) in Figure 
. 5-1. Such a wait may be needed when the exter

nal transfer buffer logic is arbitrating between the 
BMIC and the I/O subsystem on the expansion 
board. Wait states may also be inserted by 
stretching TCLK at point (C) in both of the figures. 
Clock stretching is possible as long as the one to 
one ratio of TCLK to BCLK is not violated. 

NOTE: 
A long TCLK stretch time will hang the Transfer 
Buffer interface. Also, TCLK must be running dur
ing the time TRQ# is inactive in order for the 
Transfer Buffer interface to function properly. 

As indicated atlove, TACK # must be stable at the 
, rising edge of TCLK. However, . TACK # can as
sume any convenient pattern at other times. As 
shown by the first pattern, TACK# (1) pulses low 
at the TCLK edge that data is transferred. This 
pattern is particularly useful when TCLK wait
states are desired as indicated at pOint (B) in Fig
ure 5-1. The alternate pattern (TACK # 2) is useful 

TCLK 

TLD# 

TCHAN :::x::: __ 

:-1 ___ ... 
, , 

, 
'. , 
, , ., 

, ., , 

during TCLK stretching since TACK# is always 
low during TRQ# as shown at point (C). This is 
effective since the transfer clock edge timing is· 
controlled by the amount TCLK is stretched. 

6. TEOP # is asserted at the end of a transfer by the 
BMIC. 

The BMIC will indicate end-of-process by assert
ing TEOP # shortly after the negation of the last 
CMD# in the transfer. During an EISA write 
transfer, the BM IC will assert TEOP # a maximum 
of two TCLKs after CMD# is negated. During an 
EISA read transfer, the BMIC will assert TEOP# 
typically eight TCLKs after the negation of 
CMD#. In either case (EISA read or EISA write), 
the TEOP # Signal is delayed frdm the rising edge 
of TCLK. 

NOTE: 
The BMIC will assert the expansion board inter
rupt signal (LINT) at the end of a transfer, if so 
programmed in the Transfer Channel Configura
tion register. 

TDIR :::x:::-----+----;.--_,+I---+----+---+----+--.-;..+--, 

TOAT ('EiEISisA~w;RRmITEEi)-~(::::bx~~--;.. ... ~ 
TRQ# 

TACK# (1) 

TACK# (2) 

TEOP# 
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.' Figure 5-2. Transfer Buffer Interface Timing' (EISA WRITE) 
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6.0 FIFO/DATA ALIGNER 

6.1 FIFO/Data Aligner 

The BMIC uses two identical FIFOs, one per transfer 
channel, and a common data aligner for data trans
fers between system memory and the bus master 
expansion board. The primary function of the FIFO/ 
Data Aligner Unit is to help isolate and simplify the 
timing relationships between the EISA bus and the 
devices on the expansion board. 

The FIFO allows the timing on the expansion Board 
side of the BMIC to be based on a locally generated 
clock signal. This transfer clock (TCLK) can be inde
pendent of the EISA BCLK signal that governs EISA 
bus timing. The FIFO also provides latency protec
tion for wait states generated on either the EISA bus 
or expansion board. 

The Data Aligner arranges the 16-bit data from the 
external transfer buffer to any arbitrary byte align
ment in system memory. The data aligner also per
forms the assembly and disassembly of the EISA 
data during the transfer. The TDAT data assembly 
and disassembly ill done by the Transfer Buffer in
terface portion of the BMIC. 

6.2 FIFOs 

Each FIFO on-board the BMIC is 24 bytes in size. 
The transfer data is written into the FIFOs from 
either the expanSion board or the EISA bus side, 
depending on the direction of transfer. The data is 
written into the FIFO as doublewords during the 
transfer. However, if the data is not ,doubleword 
aligned, partial FIFO loads will be done at the begin
ning or end of a transfer depending on the byte 
count, address programmed and the direction of the 
transfer. 

The condition of the FIFOs can be determined by a 
read to the Transfer Channel Status register set A 
read to this register will indicate whether the FIFOs 
are stalled or active. A FIFO stall is defined as' a 
FIFO that is full during an EISA read or empty diJri~g 
an EISA write. In either case, the transfer buffer logIC 
is unable to keep up with the EISA device. If a FIFO 
stall occurs, the transfer will be' stopped and the 
BMIC will either service the transfer request with the 
highest priority or relinqui~h the EISA bus 
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to the system. The BMIC will relinquish the bus to 
the system if the CFGFF ,bit in the channel's corre
sponding Configuration register is set to a 1. 

6.3 Data Aligner 

6_3.1 EISA BYTE ALIGNMENT 

The BMIC automatically handles the byte alignment 
for the EISA bus in the case of misaligned double
word boundaries and assumes no performance pen
alty. The BMIC will do any partial doubleword trans
fers as required at the beginning and the end of all 
transfers. The two, least significant bits of the 32-bit 
transfer start address (A 1 and AO) are used to pro
vide the byte alignment for both EISA read and EISA 
write transfers. The following tables iIIustate the 
BMIC's byte alignment approach dudng 32- and 16-
bit transfers: 

In the following tables "-" represents no data 
transferred and the digits represent the data items 
being transferred. The byte alignment for an EISA 
read is identical to that of an EISA write. 

A1 

Byte 
Lane 

0 

0 

1 

1 

EISA Write (32-bit/12-byte Transfer) 
and (16-blt/6-byte Transfer) 

(32-Blt) (16-Blt) 

AO 
Output Data Output Data 
to EISA Bus to EISA Bus 

~ 3 2 1 0 3, 2 1 0 

0 03 02 01 00 - - 01 00 
07 06 05 04 - 03 02 
11 10 09 08 - - 05 04 

1 02 01 00 - - - 00 -
06 05 04 03 - - 02 01 
10 09, 08 07 - - 04 03 
,- - - 11 - - - 05 

0 01 00 - - - - 01 00 
05 04 03 02 - 03 02 
09 08 07 06 - - 05 04 
- - 11 10 - - - -

1 00 - - - - - 00 -
04 03 02 01 - - 02 01 
08 07 06 05 - -' 04 03 
-, 11 10 ,09 - - - 05 
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6.3.2.DATA ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY 

Before being placed on either the TDAT or IDAT 
data buses during an EISA read or EISA write, the 
data will be assembled or disassembled as required. 
The IDAT data is assembled and disassembled by 
the FIFO/data aligner portion of the BMIC and the 
TDAT data is assembled and disassembled by the 
Transfer Buffer interface portion of the BMIC. The 
following paragraphs illustrate the BMIC's assembly 
and disassembly approach during 32- and 16-bit 
transfers. The illustration assumes that byte align
ment is not required. 

During 32-bit EISA read transfers, the 32-bit double
words are removed from the EISA bus and placed 
into the FIFO. After flowing through the FIFO, the 
32-bit doublewords are copied-down to 16-bit words 
and then placed on the TDA T bus. 

During 32-bit EISA write transfers, the 16-bit words 
are removed from the TDAT lines, assembled into 
32-bit doublewords, and then placed into the FIFO. 
After flowing through the FIFO, the 32-bit data. is 
placed on the EISA bus. No further assembly or dis
assembly is required after the FIFO as the data is 

. already in 32-bit doubleword form. 

During 16-bit EISA read burst transfers, the 16-bit 
words are removed from the EISA bus, assembled 
into 32-bit doublewords, and then placed into the 
FIFO. After flowing through the FIFO, the 32-bit data 
is copied-down to 16-bit words and then placed on 
the TDAT bus. 

During 16-bit EISA write burst transfers, the l6-bit 
words are removed from the TDA T bus, assembled 
into 32-bit doublewords, and then placed into the 
FIFO. After flowing through the FIFO, the 32-bit data 
is copied-down to 16-bit words and then placed on 
the EISA bus. 

7.0 LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERFACE 

The BMIC's Local Processor interface is based on 
an asynchronous, 8-bit interface. All of the slave sig
nals required for a local processor to program the 
BMIC are provided through this interface. These sig
nals include (LCS#, LAD#, LWA#); two address 
lines (LADSO and LADS1) for addressing internal 
registers; an 8-bit data path (LDAT); an interrupt sig
nal (LINT); and a ready signal (LADY). LINT allows 
the BMIC to interrupt the local processor and the 
ready signal (LADY) indicates when valid data is 
available on the LDAT lines (shared register access
es only, see below). If a local processor is not used, 
the Local Processor interface can be connected to 
the 8-pit ISA bus (refer to Section 7.3). The choice of 
the local microprocessor or micJocontrolier used de-
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pends upon the specific application and the degree 
of performance and data processing needed (refer 
to Section 7.2). 

The Local Processor interface portion of the BMIC 
contains tw08-bit registers which are used. by the 
local processor to access all of the BMIC's internal 
registers. These registers are mapped into the Local 
Processor interface and include a Local Data regis
ter and a Local Index register. These registers are 
selected using the Local Processor interface's two 
address lines. The Local Status/Control register is 
also directly mapped into the Local Processor inter
face and is used to provide the local processor with 
the interrupt, peek/poke, and Base register status. 

The BMIC allows the local processor and the EISA 
bus to communicate with each other through a set of 
Command/Status registers. The Command/Status 
registers are referred to as shared registers and in
clude a set of Mailbox registers, Semaphore ports, 
and doorbell registers. The mailbox registers are 
used to pass messages to and from the local proc
essor and the EISA bus and are controlled by the 
Semaphore ports. The Doorbell register set is used 
to inform the respective processor of new mes
sages. Also part of the shared register set are the 10 
registers, which are used to support the EISA expan
sion board 10 function. 

The BMIC allows the local processor access to indi
vidual locations in system memory or I/O space us
ing the Peek/Poke feature. The local processor Can 
also initiate BMIC burst and non-burst (two BCLK) 
data transfers to and from system memory. ' 

7.1 Shared Registers-Status/ 
Command Support 

As data transfer rates increase, it is critical that an 
efficient command and. status passing mechanism 
be implemented so that command and status ex
change does not become a new bottleneck to sys
tem performance. The BMIC utilizes a high-perform
ance command/status interfacl;! between the main 
system and the local processor to minimize com
mand/ status overhead. 

The Shared registers are a group of registers ac
cessable by the system CPU or EISA bus master 
and the local processor for general-purpose com
mand and status interactions and EISA expansion 
board 10 function support. The features of the BMIC 
command/status support include a pair of sema
phore ports, a set of interrupt ports ("doorbell regis
ters"), and a set of mailbox registers. With these 
functions, many different types of. high-performance 
communication protocols can be defined between 
the system and the expansion board. The Global 
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Configuration register, the System Interrupt Enable/ 
Control register, and the 10 registers are also part of 
the shared register set. 

7.1.1 SEMAPHORE PORTS 

The two. semaphore ports are specifically designed 
to allow set-and"test functions in I/O space. Specifi
cally, the ports are used to lock access to the mail
box registers and to lock access to links in main 
memory. Each of the semaphore ports consists of 
two parts: the semaphore flag bit and the sema
phore test bit.' 

When a write occurs to the semaphore flag bit 
through either the EISA interface or the Local Proc
essor interface, the old value of the semaphore flag 
bit is copied to the appropriate semaphore test bit. 
The old value of the semaphore flag bit is then avail
able in the test bit to be read back by the processor. 
If the value read back from the semaphore test bit is . 
a "1", the requested resource is unavailable for use. 
If the value read back is a "0", the requested re
source is available for use and is now locked by the 
requesting processor or bus master. In this manner, 
set-and-test algorithms can be implemented without 
using the EISA bus lock function. The processor or 
EISA bus master unlocks the semaphore by simply 
writing a "0" to the associated semaphore flag bit. 

NOTE: 
The Semaphore ports. and resources are locking 
only in a software sense, as in any semaphore in 
main memory. The Semaphore ports are identical 
and are not associated with either interface (EISA 
or Local). The protocol for the semaphores and the 
effect they have on other shared registers,like the 
Mailbox registers, is strictly a matter of how the 
system software chooses to use them. 

Implementing the semaphore in the BMIC instead of 
main memory eliminates the need for the BMIC to 
arbitrate for the EISA bus every time it wishes to 
update or test the semaphore. Note that thesema
phore scheme described here is functional only 
when a single device on the EISA is communicating 
with the BMIC; the 'semaphore coordinates "locks" 
between the single device and the local processor. 
In the case that multiple masters attempt to lock ac
cess to the BMIC, the masters must first agree 
amongst themselves which one has the privilege to 
use the BMIC semaphore port(s). 

7.1.2 MAILBOX REGISTERS 

A set of 16 8-bit general-purpose mailbox registers 
are used to pass information between the bus mas
ter expansion board and the EISA system. The ·16 
registers are mapped contiguously in EISA slot-spe
cific I/O space, so they can be accessed as bytes, 
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words, or doublewords. These registers can be used 
to directly pass command and status information, or 
they can be used as pointers to larger command 
blocks in memory. 

The mailbox registers can be read or written at any 
time from either the EISA bus or the Local Processor 
interface. An internal arbitration is implemented in 
such a way that if there is a simultaneous read and 
write from both sides of a mailbox register, then the 
read operation will not contain indeterminate bits. In 
other words, when a read operation is done on a 
mailbox register at the same time as a write opera
tion to that register, the bit pattern that is read will be 
either the old bit pattern in the mailbox, or the new 
bit pattern being written, but never some transitory, 
invalid bit pattern. 

7.1.3 DOORBELL REGISTERS 

There are two 8-bit doorbell Interrupt/Status regis
ters in the BMIC, one assigned to the EISA side and 
one assigned to the expansion board side. The EISA 
System Doorbell register is used by the local proces
sor to request service from the EISA side and the 
Local Doorbell register is used by the device on the 
EISA side to send an interrupt request to the local 
processor on the bus master expansion board. The 
doorbell Interrupt/Status registers are implemented 
with "sticky" bits, so that individual bits in the regis
ter can be set by the interrupting device or reset by 
the servicing device without knowledge of the states 
of the other bits in the register. The eight bits in each 
doorbell register allow up to eight separate devices 
or events in each direction to have interrupt requests 
pending simultaneously. The interrupt requests 
pending in either of the two Doorbell registers are 
ORed with the other interrupt sources from within 
the BMIC, and the result is sent out over one of the 
two interrupt pins: LINT or EINT. 

Each doorbell register has an associated 8-bit Inter
rupt Enable register used to enable or disable the 
interrupts on an individual basis. The BMIC also in
cludes a System Interrupt Enable/Control register 
and a Local Status/Control register used to disable 
the system (EINT) and local (LINT) interrupts and to 
verify the status of the system and local interrupts 
on a global basis (refer to Sections 8.1.1.3.3 and 
8.2.2). 

The following paragraphs describe the operation of 
the Local Doorbell Interrupt/Status register. The 
EISA System Doorbell Interrupt/Status register, is 
Similar, but operates in the opposite direction. 

Each device or event that can interrupt the bus mas
ter expansion board can be assigned a bit position 
within the BMIC's Local Interrupt/Status Doorbell 
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register. When the device on the EISA bus wants to 
send· an interrupt request to the bus master expan
sion board, it writes to the Local Interrupt/Status 
Doorbell register (from the EISA side) with that de
vice's assigned bit position set active. This will set 
that bit in the Local Interrupt/Status Doorbell regis
ter, but leave the other bits in the register unaffect
ed. If that bit position is not disabled, then the inter
rupt signal to the local processor will be asserted. 

When the local processor services the interrupt, it 
checks the Local Status/Control Register to deter
mine the source of the interrupt. If the control regis
ter indicates that the Local Doorbell register is one 
of the active interrupt sources, then the local proc
essor can read the Local Doorbell register to deter
mine which bits are active and requesting interrupts. 
If the local processor decides to· service one of the 
requests from the Local Doorbell register, it can 
write to the Local Doorbell register with that bit's 
position set. This action will cause that bit in the Lo
cal Doorbell register to reset, but the. other bits will 
remain unaffected. Thus, each bit in the Local Door
bell register is like a set-reset flip-flop, with the EISA 
bus controlling the "set" input, and the Local Proc
essor interface contrOlling the "reset" input. 

7.2 Local Processor 
Recommendations 

The Local Processor interface to the BMIC will sup
port numerous processors, from the 8088 micro
processor to the 376 embedded processor. 

The 80186, 80C186, 80188, and 80C188 family of 
processors provides a clean interface to the BMIC's 
Local Processor interface and eliminates the need 
for additional logic. An on-board programmable wait-

Boord Select 

lRDY 

Bt.4IC 

R2 

state generator eliminates the need for external 
wait-state generation logic between the processor 
and the BMIC during non-shared register accesses. 

7.3 Requirements for No Local 
Processor 

The BMIC allows for expansion board designs that 
do not require a local processor. To support the pro
gramming of the BMIC in ano local processor board 
design, the Local Processor interface must be con· 
nected to the ISA bus. However, when the ISA bus is . 
used, the BMIC must be informed that there is no 
local processor and that it must change its function 
slightly (refer to next section). To inform the BMIC 
that· no lOCal processor is present, LRDY must be 
driven low during RESET and remain Iowa minimum 
of two BCLKs after RESET is negated. 

The following circuit can be used to· establish the 
proper LRDY /RESET timing as required for a no lo
cal processor design (see Figure 7-1). 

7.4 EISA 10 Function Supportl 
Registers 

The BMIC provides support for the EISA expansion 
board 10 function. The primary 10 implementation 
takes advantage of the local processor. Upon reset, 
the local processor executes a routine from its ROM 
that writes the product identifier for the expansion 
board to the four 8-bit 10 registers in the BMIC. The 
registers are accessed through the Local Processor 
interface and are located at local index addresses 
00h-03h. On the EISA side, these registers are 
mapped into the EISA slot specific 10 address range 
XC80h-XC83h. 

GND 

t---t'-.'WI,....--t - Establish 2 BClK delay with RC <Ir: 
RESET 

RESDRV 
~CI 

GND 

R1 = S.2K 
R2 = Depends on frequency of BCLK and application implemented. 
C1 = Depends on frequency of BCLK and application implemented. 
T1 = Active low tri-state buffer 
T2 = Active high .tri-state buffer 

Figure 7-1. LRDY IRESET Circuit with No Local Processor 
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If the host CPU accesses the 10 registers in the 
BMIC before the local processor has programmed 
them, the BMIC will return the setup delay 10 code 
0111 XXXXh in the byte 0 10 register located at EISA 
slot specific lio address XC80h. The byte 0 10 regis
ter should be programmed last by the local proces
sor. 

If a local processor is not used, external registers 
will have to be implemented on the expansion board 

EISA 
BUS 

o (7:0) F245 

B A 

I y 

• 
--L F245 _ B 

A 

L.Y 
AND I 
-
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to hold the expansion board 10 value. The BMIC will 
automatically set its I/O Decode Range 0 Control 
register to decode 8-bit EISA 10· addresses. The. 
10SELO# output signal can then be used to trigger 
external logic on the expansion board to enable 10 
data onto the IDAT < 7:0 > data lines. The 10 register 
must be connected as shown in Figure 7-2. The ex
ternal logic should monitor SA 1 and SAO on the ISA 
bus to determine which data byte to drive. 

1 

BIlIC 

IOAT(0:7> 

100EO# 

IDDIR 

,10 
REGISTER 10 REGISTER ENABLE 

J 
10SEL# 

CIIO# 

290255-44 

Figure 7-2.IDOEO# Connection during ID Register Access 

8.0 REGISTER DESCRIPTION 

8.1 Shared Register Description 
. \ 

The following is a table of the Shared register group listing the number of- registers, register type (read/write) 
as related to the local and EISA side, register name, and register size: 

Number EISA 
Local Register Name Type . Active Bits 
Type per Register 

2 R/W R/W Semaphore Register 2 Bits 
16 R/W R/W Mailbox Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W R/W LocalDoorbelllnterruptlStatusHegister 8 Bits 
1 R R/W Local Doorbell. Enable Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W R/W EISA System Doorbell Interrupti Status Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W R EISA System Doorbell Enable Register 8 ,Bits 
1 R/W R System Interrupt Enable/Coritrol Register 8 Bits 
1 R R/W Global Configuration Register 8 Bits 
4 R R/W 10 Register 8 Bits 
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8.1.1 COMMAND/STATUS SUPPORT 
REGISTERS 

8.1.1.1 Semaphore Ports (Read/Write) 

The BMIC contains two Semaphore ports which can 
be used to software lock resources between the 
EISA bus and the local processor. Each semaphore 
port controls a 1-bit semaphore flag. Upon reset, the 
Semaphore ports are reset to O. . 

Semaphore Port 0 EISA Address-XCBAh 
Semaphore Port 0 Local Index Address-OAh 

Semaphore Port 1 EISA Address-XCBBh 
Semaphore Port 1 Local Index Address-OBh 

I - I - I - I --'- I - I - I Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
Bit 7-2 "':"'Reserved, set to 0 

Bit 1 -Semaphore Test bit (Read Only) 

Bit 0 -Semaphore Flag bit (Read/Write) 

Bit (0) reflects the actual value of the semaphore at 
any given instant. Whenever a write is done to the 
Semaphore Flag bit (0), its previous value is simulta
neously copied to the Semaphore test bit (1). Inter
nal to the BMIC, there are two test bits for each 
semaphore port: one for the EISA interface and one 
for the Local Processor interface. To do a test-and
set function, write to the semaphore port with the 
desired semaphore value in the flag bit. After a write 
has been completed, read the semaphore port and 
check the test bit to verify that a collision did not 
occur. 

8.1.1.2 Mailbox Registers (Read/Write) 

The mailbox registers are sixteen B-bit, general pur
pose registers. The format of the contents of the 
mailbox registers is user-defined. The Mailbox regis
ter set is not initialized to a fixed value upon reset. 

EISA Address-XC90h through XC9Fh 
Local Index Address-10h through 1 Fh 

I Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit31 Bit21 Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
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8.1.1.3 Doorbell Registers 

8.1.1.3.1 Local DoorbelllnterruptlStatus 
Register (Read/Write) 

This register is implemented with ~'sticky" bits (refer 
to Section 7.1.3). The Local Doorbell Interrupti 
Status register is used by the EISA bus to send an 
interrupt request to the expansion board. When read 
from, this register indicates the status of pending in
terrupt events. Upon reset, the Doorbell Interrupti 
Status register is reset to O. 

EISA Address-XCBDh 
Local Index Address-ODh 

I Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
Bit 7 -0 r = Doorbell interrupt pending (local CPU 

read) 

Set Doorbell bit (EISA write) 

Reset Doorbell bit (Local CPU write) 

o = No doorbell interrupt pending (Local 
CPU read) 

No action (EISA or local CPU write) 

Bits 0-7 allow up to eight events or devices on the 
EISA side to interrupt the local side of the BMIC. The 
above bits can only be reset by the servicing proces
sor on the local side. 

8.1.1.3.2 Local Doorbell Enable Register (Read/ 
Write) 

The Local Doorbell Enable register is used by the 
local processor to enable or disable interrupt re
quests to the local expansion board. This register is 
read only from the EISA side. Upon reset, the Door
bell Enable register is set to O. 

EISA Address-XCBCh 
Local Index Address-OCh 

I Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 

Bit 7 -0 1 = Enable doorbell interrupt for corre
sponding bit position 

o = Disable doorbell interrupt for corre
sponding bit position 

No action (local CPU write) 
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Bits 0 through 7 act as interrupt enables for bits 0 
through 7 in the Loca! Doorbel! Interrupt/Status reg
ister respectively. 

8.1.1.3.3 EISA System DoorbelllnterruptlStatus 
Register (Read/Write) 

This register is implemented with "sticky" bits (refer 
to Section 7.1.3). The EISA System Doorbell Inter
rupt/Status register is used by the expansion board 
to send an interrupt request to the EISA bus. When 
read from, this register indicates the status of pend
ing interrupt events. Upon reset, the EISA System 
Doorbell Interrupt/Status register is reset to O. 

EISA Address-XCBFh 
Local Index Address-OFh 

1 Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1 1 Bit 0 I 

Bit 7 -0 1 = Doorbell interrupt pending (EISA 
read) 

Set Doorbell bit (Local CPU write) 

Reset Doorbell bit (EISA write) 

o = No doorbell interrupt pending 

Bits 7 -0 allow up to eight events or devices on the 
expansion board to send interrupts to the EISA bus. 
The above bits can only be reset by the servicing 
processor on the EISA side. 

8.1.1.3.4 EISA System Doorbell Enable Register 
(Read/Write) 

The EISA System Doorbell Enable register is used 
by the EISA processor to enable or disable interrupt 
requests to the EISA side. This register is read only 
from the local side. Upon reset, the EISA System 
Doorbell Enable register is reset to O. 

EISA Address-XCSEh 
Local Index Address-OEh 

1 Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
Bit 7 -0 1 = Enable doorbell interrupt for corre

sponding bit position 

o = Disable doorbell interrupt for corre
sponding bit position 

Bits 0 through 7 act as interrupt enables for bits 0 
through 7 in the EISA System Doorbell Interrupti 
Status register 'respectively. 
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8.1.1.3.5 System Interrupt Enable/Control Reg-
ister (Read/Write) 

This register is used by the processor on the EISA 
side to disable the EINT signal. The EISA processor 
also can read this register to determine whether 
there are any pending interrupt requests in the EISA 
System Doorbell Interrupti Status register. This reg
ister is read only from the local side. Upon reset, this 
register is reset to O. 

EISA Address-XCS9h 
Local Index Address-09h 

1 - 1 - I - I - I :...~ I I Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
Bit 7 -2 - Reserved, set to 0 

Bit 1 - (read-only bit) 

Bit 0 

1 = Enabled interrupts are pending in 
EISA System Doorbell Interrupti 
Status register 

o = No enabled interrupts are pending 
in EISA System Doorbell Interrupti 
Status register 

Enable interrupts from System 

Doorbell register (EISA write) 

o = Disable interrupts from System 

Doorbell register (EISA write) 

8.1.2 GLOBAL CONFIGURATION REGISTER 
(READ/WRITE) 

This register is used to program the type of protocol, 
edge or level-triggered, that will be used with the 
EINT and LINT interrupt signals. The Global Config
uration register is also used to program the preempt 
timer and provide four bits for a BMIC hardware revi
sion number. This register is read only from the EISA 
side. Upon reset, bits 0-3 are reset to O. 

EISA Address-XCBBh 
Local Index Address-OBh 
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I Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1·1 Bit 0 1 

Bits 7-4 (re.ad-only) , 

Hardware revision number of the 
BMIC 

Bit 3 1 = System interrupt, pin (EINT) uses 
edge-triggered protocol (Active 
high) 

o = System interrupt pin, (EINT) uses 
level-triggered protocol (Active low 
open collector) 

Bit 2 1 = Local interrupt pin (LINT) is set for 
active high operation 

o = Local interrupt pin (LINT) is set for 
active low operation 

Bits 1, 0 Delay to give up bus after preempt 

00 = 3 BCLKs 

01 = 32 BCLKs 

10 = 64 BCLKs 

11 = reserved 

EISA Address-XC80h through XC83h (bytes 0-3) 
Local Index Address-Oh through 3h (bytes 0-3) 

ID Register Bytes 0-3: 

7 6 5 4 

8.1.3 ID REGISTERS 

. The ID register set consists of four 8-bit registers. 
These registers are programmed at initialization time 
with the product identifier for the expansion board 
which contains the BMIC. The registers are mapped 
as read-only into .the EISA ID I/O address range. 
Upon reset, the ID byte 0 register will contain tile 
value 0111XXXX, which is the EISAID delay value. 
The local processor should program byte 0 last. If 
the external ID support scheme is selected, then 
these registers are disabled. The bit definitions de
fined below have significance for the EISA ID proto
col but not for any BMIC hardware functionality. 
Upon reset, ID bytes 1-3 are not initialized to a fixed 
value. 

3 2 1 0 

Byte 0 

Byte 1 

Byte 2 

Byte 3 

- MCC14 MCC13 MCC12 MCC11 MCC10 MCC24 MCC23 

MCC22 MCC21 MCC20 MCC34 ' MCC33 MCC32 

MCC43 MCC42 MCC41 , MCC40 MCC53 MCC52 

MCC63 MCC62 MCC61 . MCC6e MCC73 MCC72 

ID Register Byte 0: 

Bit 7 Reserved 

First character of manufacturer's code Bits 6-2 MCC1 <4:0> 

Bits 1, 0 ' MCC2<4:3> First portion of second character of manufacturer's code 

ID Register Byte 1: 

MCC31 

MCC51 

MCC71 

Bits 7-5 MCC2<2:0> Second portion of second character of manufacturer's code 

Bits'4-0 MCC3<4:0> Third character of manufacturer's.code 

ID Register Byte 2: 

Bits 7-4 MCC4<3:0> First hex digit of product number 

Bits 3-0 MCC5<3:0> Second hex digit of product number 

ID Register Byte 3: 

Bits 7-4 MCC6<3:0> , 
Bits 4-0 MCC7<3:0> 
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Third hex digit of product number 

Hexadecimal digit of product revision 

MCC30 

MCC50' 

MCC70 
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8.2 Local Processor Only Registers 

The following is a table of the Local Processor Only register group listing the number of registers, register type 
(read/write) as related to the local side, register name, and register size: ' 

Number 
Local Register Active Bits 
Type Name per Register 

INDEX REGISTERS 

1 R/W Local Index Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W Local Data Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W Local Status/Control Register 8 Bits 

DATA CHANNEL TRANSFER REGISTERS 

4 R/W Data Transfer Channel 0 Base Address Register 8 Bits 
4 R/W Data Transfer Channel 1 Base Address Register 8 Bits 
4 R Data Transfer Channel 0 Current Address Register 8 Bits 
4 R Data Transfer Channel 1 Current Address Register 8 Bits 
3 R/W Data Transfer Channel 0 Base Count Register 8 Bits 
3 R/W Data Transfer Channel 1 Base Count Register 8 Bits 
3 R Data Transfer Channel 0 Current Count Register 8 Bits 
3 R Data Transfer Channel 1 Current Count Register 8 Bits 

DATA TRANSFER CONTROL/STATUS REGISTERS 

1 W Channel 0 Transfer Strobe Register 0 
1 W Channel 1 Transfer Strobe Register 0 
1 R/W Channel 0 Configuration Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W Channel 1 Configuration Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W Channel 0 Status Register 6 Bits 
1 R/W ' Channel 1 Status Register 6 Bits 

PEEK/POKE REGISTER 

4 R/W Peek/Poke Address Register 8 Bits 
4 R/W Peek/Poke Data Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W Peek/Poke Control Register 8 Bits 

, I/O DECODE REGISTERS 

1 R/W I/O Decode Range 0 Base Address Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W 110 Decode Range 1 Base Address Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W I/O Decode Range 0 Control Register 8 Bits 
1 R/W 1/0 Decode Range 1 Control Register 8 Bits 

TRANSFER BUFFER INTERFACE (TBI) REGISTERS 

2 R/W TBI Channel 0 Base Address Register 8 Bits 
2 R/W TBI Channel 1 Base Address Register 8 Bits 
2 R TBI Channel 0 Current Address Register 8 Bits 
2 R TBI Channel 1 Current Address Register 8 Bits 
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8.2.1 INDEX 'REGISTERS 
, 

The BMIC's register set is accessed using the local 
Index and Local Data register set (refer to Section 
3.2.6.1). The Local Index and Local Data registers 
are mapped directly into the Local Processor intE!r
face of the BMIC. 

8.2.1.1 Local Index Register (Read/Writ,) 

The Lpcal Index register contains the address of the 
BMIC register that is currently being accessed. An 
optional auto~increment mode is supported through 
this register, which automatically increments the in
dex register after each Local Data register read or 
write. Upon reset, the Local Index register is set to O. 

Local Address-1 h 

Bit 7 - 1 = Autoincrement local index register 
after access to local data register 

o = Do not autoincremimt 

Bits 
6-0 - Local index address 

8.2.1.2 Local Data Register (Read/Write) 

LocalAddress--2h . 

! Bit?! Bit 6 I Bit5! Bif4, I Bit 3 I Bit 2 I Bit11 Bit 0 I 
Bit7- R 

Bit6- R 

Bit5-R 

1, = Enabled interrupts are pending in 
, Local Doorbell register 

o = No enabled interrupts are pend
ing in Local Doorbell register 

1 = Enabled interrupts are, pending 
from channel 1 events 

o = No enabled interrupts are pend
ing from channel 1 events 

1 = Enabled interrupts are pending 
from channel 0 events 

o = No enabled, interrupts are pend
ing from channel 0 events 

Bit 4 - R(W 1 = Local interrupts enabled 

o = All iocal interrupts disabled 

Bit 3 - R 1 = Local interrupt signal (LINT) is 
currently active 

o = LINT signalis currently inactive 

Bit 2 - R ,1 = Most ,recent peek/poke com-
mand isstiU pending 

o = Most recent peek/poke com
mand is complete 

Bit1-R 1 = Base register set for channel 1 is 
busy " 

o = Base register set channel 1 is 
available ' During a BMIC local register access, the value of the' 

register being accessed is passed through this regis-_ '~O-R 1 = Base register set for channel 0 is 
busy 

. Local Address--Oh 

I Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
8.2.2 LOCAL STATUS/CONTROL REGISTER 

(READ/~RITE) 

The Local Status/Control register is directly mapp~d 
into the Local Processor interface and is accessible 
using the two address ,lines (LADS < 1 :0». This reg
ister provides current local doorbell interrupt status, 
current Channel 0, and Channel 1 interrUpt and Base 
register status, and current peek/poke cycle status. 
This register is also' used by the local processor on 
the expansion board to disable and provide the cur
rent status of the LINT Signal (active or inactive). Bit 
4 in this register)is read/write and the remaining bits 
are read only. Upon reset, the Local Status/Control 
register is reset to O. -
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o = Base register set for channel 0 is 
available 

8.2.3 DATA CHANNEL TRANSFER, REGISTERS 
J " 

The Data Channel Transfer register set is used to 
control burst arld standard EISA data transfers. 
Each transfer channel has a set of Base and Current 
registers, and also a Transfer Strobe, Configuration, 
and Status register. " 

NOTE: 
The Base register set and the Transfer Strobe reg
ister must be initialized before a transfer can take 
place. They are not initialized to a fixed value upon 
reset. 
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8.2.3.1 Channel 0 and 1 Transfer Base Address 
Registers (Read/Write) 

Each Channel has an associated Base Address reg
ister set. The Transfer Base Address registers are 
programmed with the 32·bit starting address to be 
used during the data transfer. After the Base regis· 
ters have been programmed, they should not be pro
grammed again until the contents of the Base regis
ters have been transferred to the Current registers. 
The Base Address registers are not initialized to a 
fixed value upon reset. 

Channel 0 Local Index Address-43h through 46h 
(bytes 0 through 3) 
Channel 1 Local Index Address-63h through 66h 
(bytes 0 through 3) 

I BYTE 3 I BYTE 2 I BYTE 1 I BYTE 0 

8.2.3.2 Channel 0 and 1 Transfer Current 
Address Registers (Read Only) 

Each Channel has an associated Current Address 
register set. The Transfer Current Address registers 
contain the real-time status of the 32-bit transfer ad
dress. The Current Address registers are not initial
ized to a fixed value upon reset. 

NOTE: 
The current register set is readable by the local 
processor. However, there are possible coherency 
problems involved with reading multiple bytes while 
the current registers are being updated dljring a 
transfer. To avoid these problems, a channel's 
transfer should be temporarily suspended (using 
the channel's Configuration Register) before trying 
to read the channel's current register set. 

Channel 0 Local Index Address-53h through 56h 
(bytes 0 through 3) 
Channel 1 Local Index Address-73h through 76h 
(bytes 0 through 3) 

I BYTE 3 I BYTE 2 . I BYTE 1 BYTE 0 

8.2.3.3 Channel 0 and 1 Transfer Base Count 
Registers (Read/Write) 

Each Channel has an associated Base Count regis
ter set. The Transfer Base Count registers are pro· 
grammed with the number of byte~ to be transferred. 
Each Channel has 22 bits of counter space for a 
maximum transfer block size of 4 Mbytes. Bits 22 
and 23 are used for channel control. The Base 
Count registers are not initialized to a fixed value 
upon reset. 
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Channel 0 Local Address-40h through 42h (bytes 0 
through 2) 
Channel 1 Locai Address-60h through 62h (bytes 0 
through 2) 

Bit 23 - R/W 1 = Start transfer as soon as 
base register set is copied 
to current register set 

o = Hold transfer after current 
register set is loaded. Wait 
for transfer suspend bit 0 to 
be reset 

Bit 22 - W 1 = Transfer from bus master 

Bits 0-21 - R/W 

expansion board to EISA 
bus (EISA write) 

o = Transfer from EISA bus to 
bus master expansion 
board (EISA read). This is 
applicable only to channel 
1 and not for channel 0, as 
channel 0 can perlorm 
EISA WRITE transfers only. 

. Transfer byte count 

If bit 23 in.the Base Count register is not set to a 1, 
the channel suspend bit (CFGSU) in that channel's 
corresponding configuration register is automatically 
set to a 1. The bit will be set during the Base register 
to Current register transfer. This ensures that a 
channel request for that channel is not generated. 
When the local processor resets the channel sus
pend bit to 0 in the corresponding Configuration reg
ister, a transfer request will be generated. 

NOTE: 
If the initial byte count is programmed to be "0", no 
transfer request will be generated and no transfer 
will occur. 

8.2.3.4 Channel 0 and 1 Transfer Current Count 
Registers (Read Only) 

Each Channel has an associated Current Count re'9-
ister set. The Transfer Current Count registers con
tain the 22·bit value representing the number of 
bytes remaining to be transferred on the channel. 
This value can be from one byte to four Mbytes. Bit 
23 is reserved. Bit 22 is used to indicate the direction 
of the transfer. Upon reset, the Current Count regis· 
ters are not initialized. At the end of a transfer, this 
register contains the value of the number of bytes 
transferred during the last cycle. 
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Channel 0 Local Index Address--50h through 52h 
(bytes 0 through 2) 
Channel 1 Local Index Address-'-70h through 72h 
(bytes 0 through 2) 

Bit 23 - Reserved 

Bit 22 - 1 = Current transfer is from bus mas-
ter expansion board to EISA bus 

o = Current transfer is from EISA bus 
to bus master expansion board 

Bits 0-21 - Current transfer byte count 

8.2.4 DATA TRANSFER STATUS/CONTROL 
REGISTERS 

8.2.4.1 Channel 0 and 1 Transfer Strobe 
Registers (Write Only) 

Each channel has an associated Transfer Channel 
Strobe register. The Strobe register is used to initiate 
the transfer of information from the Base register set 
to the Current register set. The act of writing to this 
register will' initiate the Base to Current transfer. 
There are no bits to this register, the data written to 
this register is ignored and the register cannot be 
read. 

If bit 23 in the Transfer Base Count Register is set to 
a 1, the data transfer will be requested immediately. 
Otherwise, the transfer will wait until the transfer 
suspend bit CFGSU for the corresponding channel 
is reset. The transfer suspend bit is located in the 
Configuration register. 

Channel 0 Local Index Address-49h 
Channel 1 Local Index Address..,-69h 

8.2.4.2 Channel 0 and 1 Transfer Channel 
Configuration Registers (Read/Write) 

Each channel has an associated Transfer Configura
tion register. Upon reset, the Configuration registers 
are reseno O. The Configuration register set is used 
to configure the channels as follows: 

Channel 0 Local Index Address--48h 
Channel 1 Local Index Address..,-68h 
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Bit 7 - CFGEA 1 = Enable real-time address 
transfer to transfer buffer 
logic 

o = Disable real-time address 
transfer to transfer buffer 
logic 

Bit 6 - CFGIE Reserved. This bit must always be 
written with O. 

Bit 5 - CFGIT 1 = Enable interrupt on transfer 
complete 

o = Disable interrupt on transfer 
complete 

Bit 4 - CFGFF 1 = Give up ownership of EISA 
bus if a transfer interruption 
occurs on this channel 

o = Retain ownership of EISA 
bus if a transfer interruption 
occurs on this channel 

Bit 3 .,- CFGBR 1 = Enable EISA burst transfer 

o = Disable burst transfers 
(channel uses non-burst (2 
BCLK) cycle transfers) 

Bit 2 - CFGCL 1 Clear channel 

Stop any transfers and flush 
the data FIFO 

o == No operation 
Always returns a 0 when 
read 

Bit 1-CFGEI Reserved. This bit must always be 
written with o. 

Bit 0 - CFGSU 1 = Temporarily suspend trans
fer 

o = Allow transfer to proceed 

The CFGEA Bit enables the real-time address 
transfer to the transfer buffer logic. If the CFGEA bit 
is set to a 1, the transfer buffer real-time address for 
the' active channel is transferred to the transfer buff
er logic each time that ch'annel regains the bus and 
the start address is transferred each time the Base 
register contents are loaded into the corresponding 
Current registers. If the CFGEA bit is set to 0, the 
address load signal (TLD#) is activated only when 
the Base is loaded into the Current register (refer to 
Section 5.3). 

The CFGIE Bit is a reserved bit. Zero (0) must al
. ways be written at this bit location. This bit can be 
ignored during register reads. 
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The CFGIT Bit enables an interrupt on transfer 
complete (EOP). 

The CFGFF Bit controls whether EISA bus owner
ship is relinquished or maintained after a transfer in
terruption. When a channel is interrupted for any 
reason, (1 K page break, FIFO stall, channel clear, 
transfer suspend, or transfer complete), the BMIC 
may relinquish the EISA bus depending on the state 
of the CFGFF bit in the above register. The function 
of the CFGFF bit, as related to the above channel 
interruptions, is as follows: 

If the CFGFF bit = 1, the BMIC will relinquish con
trol of the EISA bus upon the detection of any of the 
above interruptions. This will occur regardless if 
there are additional data transfer requests pending. 
If there are additional data transfer requests pend
ing, the BMIC will reassert MREQ# a minimum of 
two BCLK's later to reacquire the EISA bus. 

If the CFGFF bit = 0, the BMIC retains ownership of 
the EISA bus upon detection of a FIFO stall or 1 K 
page break as long as a "preempt timer timeout has 
not occurred. If there are additional data requests 
pending, the BMIC will immediately perform the 
pending transfer and then rearbitrate for the EISA 
bus to complete the interrupted transfer. If there are 
no additional data requests pending, the BMIC will 
relinquish ownership of the EISA bus only after the· 
current transfer interruption has been serViced and 
completed. 

NOTE: 
During a FIFO pause, CFGFF is ignored. 

The CFGBR Bit defines the type of transfer cycles 
(burst or non-burst) that can be requested on the 
transfer channel. If burst cycles have been selected 
and system memory is unable to run burst cycles, 
the BMIC will default to non-burst (two BCLK) or 
mismatched cycles. 

The CFGCL Bit is used to generate a channel clear. 
A channel clear terminates the current transfer and 
flushes the associated FIFO. The FIFO is reset dur
ing the next Base to Current register copy. 

Before a channel is issued a clear command, the 
channel must first be suspended by writing a "1" 
into Bit 0 (CFGSU) of the Transfer Channel Configu-
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ration Register. Next the Transfer Channel Status 
Register must be read. If the TSTTC (Bit 0) is set to 
a "1 ", then the channel has already completed the 
transfer. The channel is then unsuspended (write a . 
"0" into Bit 0 [CFGSU] of the Transfer Channel 
Configuration Register), and the TSTTC bit is then 
cleared. 

If the TSTTC bit is a "0", then the TSTEN bit is 
checked. If this bit is a "1", then the channel has not 
returned to idle yet, and the Transfer Channel Status 
Register is re-polled. If the TSTEN bit is a "0", then 
the channel has successfully returned to idle and 
can now be cleared with no errors. This is done by 
setting Bit 2 (CFGCL bit) to a "1" in the Transfer 
Channel Configuration Register. A flowchart for this 
operation is shown in the following figure. 

-----~ IS YES THE TRANSFER HAS 
TSTrC ALREADY FINISHED. 

=1? NO CLEAR NEEDED 

NO 

-~ YES IS 
TImlN 

=11 

NO 

~ ~~ =J TSTrC BIT 

r [~=l 
~~ 

290255-43 

NOTE: 
TSTTC must ALWAYS be cleared when a Transfer is 
completed. 

Figure 8-1. Channel Clear Flowchart 
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If a channel is enabled for a transfer during a Chan
nel clear, the BMIC will generate an end of process 
by asserting TEOP #. If the channel is not enabled 
for a transfer or.the channel clear is preceded by a 
channel suspend, a TEOP# will not be generated. 
The channel clear will be active for at least two com
plete BCLK cycles. 

The CFGEI Bit is a reserved bit. Zero (0) must al
ways be written at this bit location. This bit can be 
ignored during register reads. 

The CFGSU Bit is used to temporarily suspend the 
data transfer. 

8.2.4.3 Channel 0 and 1 Transfer Channel Status 
Registers (Read/Write) 

Each channel has an associated Transfer Channel 
Status register. Bits 2 through 4 are read only and 
bits 5 through 7 are reserved. Upon reset, the Chan
nel Status register set is reset to "0". 

Channel 0 Local Index Address-4Ah 
Channel 1 Local Index Address-6Ah 

Bit 7,6,5-W 

Bit 4 

Bit 3 

Bit 2 
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-R 
-R 

-R 

Reserved. 0 should be writ
ten into these bits during 
writes. Ignore any data on 
these bits during register 
reads 

Reserved 

= The transfer channel is en
abled for transfer (transfer 
in progress) 

o = The transfer channel is not 
enabled for transfer (trans
fer not in progress) 

= A transfer request is active 
on this channel. 

o = No transfer request is active 
on this channel. 

Bit 1 

Bit 0 

- Reserved. Ignore data at this bit loca
tion. 

- R/W 1 = Transfer completed on this 
channel (read) 

Reset this bit (write) 

o = No transfer completion on 
this .channel (read) 

No action (write) 

Bits (7), (6), TST1K, and (4) are reserved. Any data 
read from these bits should be ignored. 

The TSTIP and TSTEN Bits are read only and indi
cate whether the corresponding channel is request
ing a transfer or whether the channel's transfer is 
currently in progress. 

The TSTET Bit is a reserved bit and should be ig
nored during all register reads. Zero (0) should al
ways be written at this bit location. 

The TSTTC Bit is read/write and is used to indicate 
the current end-of-process status of the transfer. If 
an EOP occurs, theBMIC will set bit (0) to a "1" and 
generate an interrupt to the local processor. The 
BMIC will not generate the interrupt if the CFGIT bit 
in the channel's corresponding Transfer Configura
tion register is set to a "0". . 

NOTE: 
The TSTTC bit is implemented as a sticky bit. This 
bit can be reset by the local processor without af
fecting the status of the other bits in the r(3gister. 

8.2.5 PEEK/POKE REGISTERS 

The Peek/Poke register set consists of four 8-bit Ad
dress registers, four 8-bit Data registers and one 
Peek/Poke control register. The Address and Data 
registers are used to define the 32-bit address and 
data that will be used during the peek/poke cycles, 
and the Control register is used to request and de
fine the type of cycle that will be generated (peek, 
poke, or locked. exchange). The peek/poke or 
locked exchange cycle is initiated by writing to the 
Peek/Poke control register. During Reset, the Peek/ 
Poke Address registers and the Control register are 
reset to "0". 
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8.2.5.1 Peek/Poke Address Registers 
(Read/Write) 

The four 8,bit Peek/Poke Address registers contain 
the 32·bit peek/poke address. Only the lower 16 bits 
are used for I/O cycles. Address bits 0 and 1 are 
ignored. Upon reset, this register is reset to "0". 

local Index Address-34h through 37h (bytes 0 
through 3) 

8.2.5.2 Peek/Poke Data Registers (Read/Write) 

The four 8-bit peek/poke data registers hold the 
data for the peek/poke cycle .. Each peek/poke data 
register is associated with one byte lane. During 
peek transfers, only those peek/poke data registers 
whose corresponding byte enable bit is set in the, 
peek/poke control register contain valid data. During 
poke transfers, the data must be placed in the ap
propriate register as determined by the cOrrespond
ing byte enable bit. 

local Index Address-30h through 33h (bytes 0 
through 3) 

The Shared register timings (t8S, t93, t96-t98) are 
used when accessing the Peek/Poke Data registers. 

8.2.5.3 Peek/Poke Control Register 
(Read/Write) 

The Peek/Poke Control register is written to by the 
local processor when a peek/poke transfer is de
sired over the EISA bus. Upon reset, this register is 
reset to ·~O". 

Local Index Address-3ah 

I Bit 7 I Bit 6 I BitS I Bit 4 I Bit 3 I Bit 2 I Bit 1 I Bit 0 I 
Bit 7 - Reserved. Set to 0 

Bits 6, S - 10 = Do read cycle (peek) 

I 

Bits 6, S 

Bit 4 

Bit3 } Bit2 
Bit 1 
BitO 
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- 01 = Do write cycle (poke) 
11 = Do locked exchange cycle 

(peek/poke) 

00 = Do Nothing (Nop) 
1 = Do memory cycle 
o = Do I/O cycle 

1 = Byte enable for given byte lane 
o = Byte disable for given byte lane 

Bits (6) and (5) are used to define the type of cycle 
requested (peek, poke or locked exchange). 

Bit (4) defines whether the cycle is memory or I/O. 

Bits (3-0) are used ,to define the byte enables for 
the doubleword data written to or read from the 
Peek/Poke data register. Peek/Poke cycles will not 
be generated for illegal combinations of byte en
ables. 

ILLEGAL COMBINATIONS OF BYTE ENABLES: 
Bits 3-0 IBE# <3:0> 

0000 1111 
0101 1010 
1001 0110 
1010 0101 
1011 0100 
1101 0010 

NOTE: 
Bits 3-0 in the above register are active high 
whereas the EISA byte enables (IBE # < 3:0 » are 
active low. 

8.2.6 I/O RANGE DECODE REGISTERS 

The I/O Decode Range register set consists of two 
I/O Decode Range Base Address registers and two 
I/O Decode Range Control Registers. The Address 
registers are used to define the addreSS range of 
interest to the expansion board and the Control reg
isters are used to define the decode range size, type 
of decode (slot specific or general), and the re- ' 
sponse of the local I/O (32-bit EISA or 8-bit EISA). 
The 1/0 decode register set controls the two 
10SEl# pins on the BMIC.Each pin has an associ-
ated Address and Control register. . 
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Upon reset, the I/O Decode Range registers are ini
tialized according to the following table: 

• Local 
• Local Local Processor Processor 

Processor Not 
Present 

Present 

Range' RngO Rng 1 RngO 'Rng 1 

Control Registers 60h 60h 20h 20h 
Address Registers EOh OOh OOh OOh, 

·Reter to Section 7.3 for information regarding "local proc
essor present" or "local processor not present". 

8.2.6.1 Range 0 and 1 I/O Decode Base Address 
. Registers (Read/Write) . 

Each Decode range and 10SEL# pin has an associ
ated I/O Decode Range Base Address register. 

Range 0 Local Index Address-39h 
Range 1 Local Index Address-3Bh 

During general I/O decode, bits 7-0 are used to 
compare against EISA address lines LA<9:2>. Dur
ing slot specific decode; bits 7 and 6 are compared 
against EISA address lines LA<11:10> and bits 
5-0 are compared against EISA' address lines 
LA<7:2> (refer to Section 4.8). 

8.2.6.2 Range 0 and 1 I/O Decode Control 
Registers (Read/Write) 

Each Decode range and 10SEL # pin has an associ
ated 1/0 Decode Range Control register. 

Range 0 Local Index Address-3Ah 
Range 1 Local Index Address-3Ch 

I Bit 71 Bit 61 Bit 51 Bit 41 Bit 31 Bit 21 Bit 1 1 Bit 0 1 

Bit 7 -1, = Respond as a 32-bit EISA 1/0 device 
o = Respond as an 8-bit EISA 1/0 device 

Bit 6 - 1 == Slot Specific 1/0 Decode 
. 0 = General 1/0 Decode 

Bit 5 - f= 10SEL# held during CMD# active 
, 0 = 10SEL# follows 1/0 address chal}ges 

Bit4 
Bit3 

Bit 2 
Bit 1 
BitO. 
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1 = Do not compare 1/0 Range Base Ad-' 
dress Register and corresponding 
EISA address bit (Mask) 

o . = 'Compare 1/0 Range Base Address 
Register with corresponding EISA ad~ 
dress bit 

Refer to Section 4.8 for a complete description of 
the 1/0 Decode Range Control registers and the 
BMIC decode function in general. 

8.2.7 TRANSFER BUFFER INTERFACE (TBI) 
REGISTERS (READ/WRITE) 

The TBI registers are programmed to provide the 16-
bit start address of the data transfer for use by the 
transfer buffer logic (refer to Section· 5.3). Each 
transfer. channel has a corresponding TBI Base and 

. Current Address register set. The contents of the 
. TBI Base Address registers are transferred to the . 
TBI Currerit Address registers during a write to the 
channel's corresponding. Transfer Channel Strobe 
Register. 

8.2.7.1 Channel 0 and 1 TBI Base Address 
Registers (Read/Write) 

The BMIC provides tw08-bit TBI Base Address reg
isters per channel. The registers are programmed 
with the 16-bit start address of the data in the Trans
fer Buffer memory space. The TBI Base Address 
register set is not initialized to a fixed value upon 
reset. 

Channel 0 Local Index Address-4Bh and 4Ch (byte 
o and 1) 
Channel 1 Local Index Address-6Bh and 6Ch (byte 
o and 1) 

BYte 1 1 'ByteO 

8.2.7.2 Channel 0 and 1 TBI Current Address 
Registers (Read Only) . 

The BMIC provides two 8-bit TBI Current Address 
registers per channel. The TBI Current Address reg
isters contain the 16-bit real~time address of. the 
data transfer. The contents of the Current register 
set are transferred to the external buffer logic at the 
beginning of every new data block transfer. The 
BMIC may also be programmed to transfer the con
tents of the Current Address register each time the 
corresponding channel regains control of the bus 
(refer to Section 5.3). The TBI Current Address reg
ister set is reset to "0" upon device reset.' 
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Channel 0 local Index Address-58h and 59h (byte NOTE: 
o and 1) . 
Channel 1 local Index Address-78h and 79h (byte 
o and 1) 

The TBI curreht registers contain real-time status 
and may change at anytime. If a stable value is 
needed while reading a set of these registers, the 
channel should be. temporarily suspended by set
ting the CFGSU bit in the Channel Configuration 
register to a "1" before these registers are read. 

Byte 1 Byte 0 

9.0 DETAILED PIN DESCRIPTION 

9.1 EISA Interface Signals 
Pin Name Description 

START # 110 TRI-STATED (EISA CYCLE START STROBE) 
The START # signal provides timing control at the start of a cycle. During EISA master 
mode, the BMIC drives this signal low after lA<31:2> and MilO become valid and negates 
START # on the rising edge of BClK after one BClK cycle time. During EISA slave mode, 
the BMIC uses this signal to indicate the start of a slave bus cycle. It is sampled on the rising 
edge of BClK. Upon reset, this pin is tri-stated and placed in input mode. 

CMD# INPUT (EISA COMMAND STROBE) 
The CMD# provides timing control within the cycle. The 82358 Bus Controller asserts 
CMD # on the rising edge of BClK, simultaneously with the negation of START #. CMD # is 
held low until the end of the cycle. The BMIC uses CMD # in EISA slave mode for timing 
control during internal Shared register readlwrite accesses. 

MilO 110 TRI-STATED (EISA MEMORY/IO CYCLE STATUS PIN) 
MilO is used to indicate that the type of cycle in progress is a memory cycle (high) or 110 
cycle (low). MilO is pipelined from one cycle to the next and must be latched by the 
addressed memory slave if needed for the whole cycle. During EISA master mode, the 
BMIC drives this signal. The BMIC will drive this pin high during burst and non-burst (two 
BClK) cycles. The value of MilO in a PeeklPoke or locked exchange cycle depends on the 
programmed value of bit 4 in the PeeklPoke Control register. During EISA slave mode, the 
MilO pin is an input. As a slave, the BMIC will respond only as an 110 device. Upon reset, 
this pin is tri-stated and placed in input mode. 

W/R 110 TRI-STATED (EISA WRITE/READ CYCLE STATUS PIN) 
The W/R status signal identifies the cycle as a write (high) or read (low). W/R is pipelined 
from one cycle to the next and must be latched by the addressed memory slave if needed 
for the whole cycle. During EISA master mode, the BMIC drives this signal. During EISA 
slave mode, this pin is an input. Upon reset, W/R is tri-stated and placed in input mode. 

EXRDY 110 OPEN COLLECTOR (EISA READY SIGNAL) 
EXRDY is used by EISA 110 and memory slaves to request wait states during a cycle. Each 
wait state is one BCLK period. During EISA master mode, the BMIC first samples this signal 
on the falling edge of BClK after CM D # is asserted. If it is low, the BM IC will insert a wait 
state, and continue inserting wait states as long as EXRDY is low at each successive falling 
edge of BClK. During EISA slave mode, the BMIC drives EXRDY inactive until it is ready to 
complete cycles addressed to it. The EXRDY pin is an open collector output. 

EX32# 110 OPEN COLLECTOR (EISA 32-BIT SLAVE RESPONSE PIN) 
EX32# is an open collector and is used by memory or 110 slaves to indicate their support of 
32-bit transfers. During EISA master mode, the BMIC samples EX32 # on the same rising 
edge of BClK that START # is deasserted. The BMIC uses this pin to determine if the 
addressed slave is capable of 32-bit transfers. During peeklpoke and non-burst EISA data 
transfers, the BMIC is a 32-bit master only and will allow the 82358 Bus Controller to do all 
necessary bus conversions. During EISA slave mode, the BMIC drives EX32# low if it has 
32-bit data to send to the EISA bus, otherwise this signal is inactive. 
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9.1 EISA Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Description 

MASTER16# OUTPUT OPEN COllECTOR (EISA 16-BIT MASTER COI\ITROl) , 
\ 

In master mode, the BMIC will assert MASTER16# (at the same time as START#) for one 
BClK period when it is capable of downshifting from a 32-bit master to a 16-bit master. The 
BMIC will downshift if necessary during memory burst transfers only. The BMIC will 
automatically downshift from a 32- to 16-bit master if the EX32 # signal is sampl4ad inactive 
and the SlBURST# signal is sampled active. MASTER16# has no function in slave mode. 

AEN INPUT (EISA ADDRESS ENABLE SIGNAL) 
The BMIC uses AEN when in EISA slave mode to qualify 110 addresses. When negated 
(low), the BMIC uses AEN to decode possible accesses to its general and slot specific 110 
space. When asserted (high), the address on the EISA bus will be ignored by the BMIC. 
AEN is sampled on the falling edge of CMD#. This signal is not used in master mode. 

MSBURSH OUTPUT TRI-STATED (EISA MASTER BURST SIGNAL) 
The BMIC asserts MSBURST # to indicate to the addressed memory slave that the BMIC 
will provide burst cycles. If the BMIC samples SlBURST # active on the rising edge of BClK 
after START # is asserted, the BMIC will activate MSBURST # on the next BClK falling· 
edge and will proceed with burst cycles. If the BMIC samples SlBURST negated, 
MSBURST # will not be activated and the BMIC will proceed with either non-burst (two 
BClK) or mismatched cycles, depending on the size of the slave device addressed. This 
signal is not used in Slave mode. Upon reset, this pin istri-stated. 

SlBURST# INPUT (EISA SLAVE BURST SIGNAL) 
The BMIC uses this signal in master mode to determine if the addresed slave memory is 
capable of supporting burst transfers. If the BMIC samples SlBURST # active on the rising. 
edge of BClK after START # is ass.erted, the BMIC will proceed with burst cycles. If the 
BMIC samples SlBURST # negated, either non-burst (two BClK) or mismatcheq cycles will 
be generated. 

lOCK# OUTPUT TRI-STATED (EISA RESOURCE lOCK SIGNAL) \ 

The BMIC asserts this Signal to guatantee exclusive memory and 110 access during locked 
peek/poke exchange. Upon reset, this pin is tri-stated. . 

MREQ# OUTPUT (EISA MASTER BUS REQUEST SIGNAL) 
MREQ# is asserted by the BMIC to request EISA bus access. The BMIC will begin driving 
the bus with the address and control. signals on the falling edge of BClK, two BClKs after 
MAK # is sampled active. During an EISA write transfer, MREQ# will not be asserted until 
the FIFO on the selected channel is full. During an EISA read transfer, MREQ# will.be 
asserted immediately after receiving a transfer request, assuming that a slave cycle is not 
currently in progress. Upon resat, this pin is driven inactive high. 

MAK# INPUT (EISA MASTER BUS ACKNOWLEDGE SIGNAL) 
The MAK# Signal is asserted by the 82357 (ISP) to grant EISA bus access to the BMIC. The 
BMIC samples MAK #. on the falling edge of BClK and will begin driving the bus with the 
address and control signals on the falling edge of BClK, two BClKs after MAK # is sampled 
active. The MAK # signal may be negated by the ISP to indicate to the BMIC that another 
device requires EISA bus access. The BMIC will negate MREQ# to release the bus within 
64 BClKs (8 /A-s) of sampling MAK # negated. 

EINT OUTPUT OPEN COllECTOR (EISA INTERRUPT REQUEST SIGNAL) 
The EINT line is used by the BMIC to interrupt the system CPU or EISA bus master to .. 

request service. EINT can be programmed for either edge or level-triggered operations and 
is an open collector outputin level-triggered mode., Upon reset,EINT is placed in level-
triggered mode and floating. 

BClK INPUT (EISA BUS CLOCK) 
\ 

This clock signal is used by the BMIC to synchronize the EISA control signals and data 
transfers to the system clock. BelK typically runs at a frequency of 8.33 MHz with a normal 
duty cycle of 50%. The BClK period is sometimes extended by the 82358 (EBC) by up to 
one BClK period for synchronization purposes. 
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9.1 EISA Interface Signals (Continued) 

Pin Name Description 

RESET INPUT (EISA RESET SIGNAL) 
This signal is used by the BMIC to initialize all of its internal registers and state machines to 
a known state. This signal is asynchronous with respect to BClK. To reset the BMIC 
properly, the RESET signal must be active for eight BClK periods. 

IDAT<31:0> 1/0 TRI-STATED (EISA DATA LlNESIUPPER 22 ADDRESS LINES) 
These data signals interface to the EISA bus through external, 74F245 bi-directional TTL 
buffers. The upper 22 data lines are also multiplexed to function as the upper 22 EISA 
address lines. The 22 upper address signals are latched into external 74F573 TTL latches 
during transfers as necessary by the BMIC. Both the external data buffers and the address 
latches are controlled by the BMIC during all slave and master mode data transfers. Upon 
reset, these pins are tri-stated. 

IADS< 11:10> (INPUT) (EISA ADDRESS INPUT LINES) 
These two address lines are input only and are only used during slave mode. They are used 
along with IADS<9:2> and EISA byte enables IBE<3:0> # for 1/0 address decoding. The 
corresponding EISA output address lines lA < 11: 1 0 > are part of the upper 22 address 
lines that are multiplexed and sent out through the upper 22 data lines. 

IADS<9:2> I/O TRI-STATED (EISA lOWER AbDRESS LINES) 
These eight address lines are part of the lower EISA address lines and are connected 
directly to the EISA bus. When the BMIC is a master, it drives these lines directly to the EISA 
bus. The upper 22 addresses are latched from the data bus. IADS<9:2> are pipelined from 
one cycle to the next and should be latched by the addressed slave if required for the whole 
cycle. 
When the BMIC is a slave, it monitors these lines along with EISA address lines 
IADS<11:10> and EISA byte enables IBE<3:0> # for 1/0 address decoding. Upon reset, 
these pins are tri-stated and placed in input mode. 
The following address lines are used during 1/0 decoding as shown: 
Slot specific 1/0 address decoding (expansion board)-IADS< 11 :2> 
Slot specific 1/0 address decoding (shared registers)-IADS < 11 :2> IIBE < 3:0 > # 
General 1/0 address decoding (expansion board)-IADS<9:2> 

IBE<3:0> # 1/0 TRI-STATED (EISA BYTE ENABLES) 
IBE # < 3:0 > are the byte enables of the EISA bus and identify the specific bytes that are 
active during the current EISA bus cycle. During EISA master mode, the BMIC drives these 
signals. IBE# <3:0> are pipelined from one cycle to the next and should be latched by the 
addressed slave if required for the whole cycle. 
During EISA slave mode, the byte enables are inputs and are used along with EISA address 
lines lADS < 11 :2> for internal shared register decoding. Upon reset, these pins are 
tri-stated and placed in input mode. 
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9.2 EISA Buffer Control Signals 
Pin Name Description 

UALOE# OUTPUT (EISA UPPER ADDRESS LATCH STROBE AND OUTPUT ENABLE) 
The UALOE # signal is used by the BMIC to control the external latching of the upper 22 
addreSs lines LA<31 :10>. UALOE# is designed to be connected. to the latch enables and 
output enables of the 74F573 external address latches. The BMIC updates the external 
address latChes at the beginning of all master mode transfers. The desired address value is 
placed on the IDAT <31:10> lines and latched by the external latches on the falling edge of 
UALOE# at the beginning of the transfer. 
During EISA master mode to enable the EISA address lines <31:10>, the BMIC drives 
UALOE # low on the rising edge of BCLK, one BCLK prior to the falling edge of START # . 
UALOE# will remain active until the end of the cycle. During slave. mode, the BMIC holds 
UALOE # high to disable the latches. For additional information with regards to the timing 
for this signal, refer to the A.C. timing and Basic Function timing 'Sections. Upon reset, this 
pin is driven inactive high. 

IDDIR OUTPUT (EISA DATA DIRECTION SIGNAL) 
The IDDIR signal is used by the BMlc to control the direction of the external 74F245 data 
buffers. During data transfers from the BMIC to the EISA bus, this signal will be driven low. 
During data transfers from the EISA bus to the BMIC, this signal will be driven high. For 
additional information regarding the timing for this signal, refer to the A.C. timing and Basic 
Function timing sections (master and slave). Upon reset,this pin is driven high. 

IDOE23# OUTPUT (EISA DATA BYTE LANE BUFFER ENABLES) 
IDOE1 # The IDOE # signals are used by the BMIC to control the output enables on the external 
IDOEO# 74F245 data buffers. The IDOE # signals will be driven so that the data buffers are enabled 

at the appropriate times during master and slave transfers. For additional information with 
regards to the timing for these signals, refer to the A.C. timing and Basic Function timing 
sections. Upon reset, these signals are driven inactive high. 

9.3 Address Decode Signals 
Pin Name Description 

10SEL# < 1 :0> OUTPUT (ADDRESS RANGE DECODE OUTPUTS) 
The 10SEL# signals are used by the BMIC to enable external logic on the expansion board 
during slot specific and general purpose 1/0 decode. These pins become active when the 
LA < 11:2> address lines on the EISA bus contain a value mapped into one of the two 
possible I/O address decode ranges provided by the BMIC (refer to Section 4.8). Upon 
reset, these pins are driven inactive high. 
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9.4 Transfer Buffer Interface Signals 
Pin Name Description 

TRQ# OUTPUT (LOCAL DATA TRANSFER REQUEST SIGNAL) 
When a data transfer is desired over the Transfer Buffer interface, TRQ# is driven low, 
indicating to the transfer buffer logic that a transfer is following. TRQ# will remain active 
until the data transfer is completed or a transfer interruption occurs. Upon reset, this pin is 
driven inactive high. 

TACK# INPUT (LOCAL DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE SIGNAL) 
External logic uses this signal to acknowledge the transfer of a data item (16-bit word) over 
the Transfer Buffer interface. 

TLD# OUTPUT (LOCAL ADDRESS COUNTER LOAD SIGNAL) 
This signal when asserted (low) is used to load the transfer start address and the transfer 
real-time address into an external address counter as required for data transfers (refer to 
Section 5.3). TLD# is asserted at the beginning of all new channel accesses to the transfer 
buffer logic and will remain asserted until acknowledged by TACK # . Upon reset, this pin is 
driven inactive high. 

TDIR OUTPUT (DATA TRANSFER DIRECTION SIGNAL) 
This signal is used to inform the transfer buffer logic as to the direction of the current data 
transfer. When driven (high) data will be transferred from the EISA bus to the expansion 
board. When driven (low) data will be'transferred from the expansion board to the EISA bus. 
TDIR will be held valid whenever TLD# and TRQ# are active. TDIR will not change states' 
when TRQ # is active. Upon reset, this pin is driven high. 

TCHAN OUTPUT (TRANSFER CHANNEL SELECT SIGNAL) 
This signal is used by the BMIC to inform the transfer buffer logic as to which channel will be 
active during the transfer. When driven (low) transfer channel 0 is active and when driven 
(high) transfer channel 1 is active. TCHAN has the same timings as TDIR and will not 
change states when TLD# or TRQ# are active. Upon reset, this pin is driven low. 

TDAT<15:0> I/O TRI-STATED (TRANSFER DATA LINES) 
This bidirectional bus is the BMIC's Transfer Buffer interface data bus. It is used during data 
transfers between the external transfer buffer logic and the BMIC. The data transferred 
across the TDAT bus is word aligned. The data lines are also used to transport the transfer 
address to the transfer buffer logic on the expansion board (refer to Section 5.3). The TDAT 
bus can be unconditionally disabled by driving the TDOE #. signal high. NOTE: During EISA 
write data transfers, the TDAT lines are inputs and operate independent of the value of 
TDOE #. Upon reset, the TDAT bus is 'tri-stated. 

TDOE# INPUT (TRANSFER INTERFACE DATA OUTPUT ENABLE) 
When driven high, this pin can be used by external logic to unconditionally di.sable the BMIC 
from driving the TDAT < 15:0> lines. This feature eliminates the need for the BMIC to gain 
prior permission to drive the TDAT bus and also allows external logic the ability to time-
share the TDAT bus. 

TEOP# OUTPUT OPEN COLLECTOR (TRANSFER END-OF-PROCESS SIGNAL) 
This signal is an open collector signal that indicates the end of a transfer to the external 
transfer buffer logic. TEOP # is driven low by the BM IC to indicate the end of transfer. The 
TEOP # pin requires an external 2.5K to 3.2K pullup resistor for proper operation. 

TCLK INPUT (TRANSFER CLOCK) 
All transfer control signals are synchronous to this clock. The frequency should be in the 
range of 16 MHz to 20 MHz to maintain a 33 Mbyte/sec burst transfer rate over the EISA 
bus. This clock may be completely asynchronous to the EISA BCLK Signal. 
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9.5 Local Processor Interface Signals 
Pin Name Description 

LDAT<7:0> I/O TRI-STATED (LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERFACE DATA BUS) 
This bidirectional bus is used to transfer commands and status between the BMIC and the 
local processor on the expansion board. If a local Processor is not present, this bus will 
need to be connected to the ISA bus (refer to Section 7.3). Upon reset these pins are tri-
stated. 

LRD# INPUT (LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERFACE READ STROBE) 
The local processor asserts LRD# to indicate to the BMIC that it should drive its data onto 
the LDAT bus. LRD# is asserted for register access to the BMIC's 'Local Processor 
interface. The LADS lines and the LCS # signal must be valid 10 ns before the falling edge 
of LRD# acnd remain valid until LRD# is deasserted. 

LWR# INPUT (LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERFACESrROBE) 
The local processor asserts LWR # to indicate to the BMIC that it may latch data from the 
LDAT bus. LWR # is asserted for write accesses to the BMIC's Local Processor interface. 
The LADS lines and the LCS signal must be valid 10 ns before the falling edge of LWR# 
and remain valid until LWR# is deasserted. 

LCS# INPUT (LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERFACE CHIP) 
A (low) onlhis pin enables LWR# and LRD# communication between theBMIC and the 
local processor on the expansion board. The LRD# and LWR# signals are ignored unless 
the LCS# signal is active. LCS# must be asserted 10 ns before LRD# and LWR# and 
remain active.until the inactive edge of LRD# and LWR#. 

LADS<1:0> INPUT (LOCAL PROCESSOR ADDRESS SELECT) 
These address lines are used by the local processor to select the Local Data, Local Index, 
and Local Status/Control registers. The BMIC uses these registers as part of an indexing 
scheme to access all of its internal registers (refer to Sections 3.2.6.1 and 8.2.1). 
LADS1 LADSO 

0 0 == Local Data register 
0 1 = Local Index register '. 
1 0 = Local Status/Control register 
1 1 = Reserved 

LINT OUTPUT (LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERRUPT SIGNAL) 
This signal informs the local processor that an event has occurred which requires the local 
processor's attention. This pin can be programmed for either active high or active low level 
operations. After being asserted, LINT will not return to an inactive state until the interrupt 
has been serviced. The LI NT signal is not an open collector output during active low 
operations and will require external logic if interrupts need to be tied together on the local 
side. Upon reset, this pin is driven high arid placed in active low level mode. 

LRDY I/O (LOCAL PROCESSOR READY) 
This Signal is the acknoWledgement from the BMIC to the local prpcessor that it is finished 
with the current Shared register access cycle. The LRDY pin is also used by external logic 
to indicate to the BMI.C that a local processor is not present. If a local processor is not 
present, the LRDY signal must be driven low during reset (refer to Section 7.3). 
If a local processor is present, a weak pullup resistor must be connected to the LRDY 
output to insure that LRDY is high during the time reset is active. 

9.6 Power Supplies 

vee - 11 Power pins 

Vss - 13 Ground pins 

Total number of power supply pins: 24 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS 

EISA INTERFACE SIGNALS 
8CLK 
MREO# 
MAK# 

82355 

START# , , S S S S S S S , S S 1 L-.....J ! S $ $ $ $ 5 $ 5 $ , $ S , S S S , S S S 

CMD# 
MilO, W/R ==='XX 10 XX 
EXRDY L-.....J 
EX32# ~r-~--~-----===~~--------------------------~----~ 
MASTER 16# $ S , S S S S S S $I ,s > S Ii 
MSBURST# $ S $ S $ S S 5 $ S $ $ S , " \ \ , , \ 5 , S $ , , , S , , ) ) \ $ \ 

SLBURST# 
IBE<3:0># :::x:== XXXX ==::::;c 0000 XXXX 
IADS<9:2> XXXXXXXX =:::X=:01101010~01101110JC XXXXXXXX 
UALOE# 
IDAT<31:0> c:=:x=>< 
IDOEs# 
IDDIR 

TRANSFER INTERFACE SIGNALS 
TCLK 

111 000 111 

TDAT<15:0> ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TDIR, TCHAN 11 
TLD# ~ 

TRO# :::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::~r---,L-____ ~~~ ____ ~r----
TACK# ~ ~,-.,.---, 

TDOE# 
TEOP# 

11400 11700 12000 12300 12600 12900 13200 13500 13800 14100 ns 

290255-31 

Figure 10-1. 32·Bit Burst Cycle (EISA Read) 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

EISA INTERFACE SIGNALS 
BCLK 

.1. 
MREO# 
MAK# 
START# 
CMO# 

" ::: s. S 5 S S .$ S $. S ,$ 5 $. S 5 9 S .$ S $. S 5 5 s. s S S- $ .$ S S. S 5 1 . , 
XX, , , , , , , , , , , , . , 

MilO. W/R ::J<"""'" 11 EXROY , , , , , , , ' , , ' , , , L...:.J ' 

. ;.-
I< S s. S 5 S < .S 

xx 

~MX~3~2~#~RS·1T~# I!I'!'!:'!'!!'!':!'!!' !'!li!!i!!!!!i!!!'!:'!'!!'!'!I'!'i!l'!li'iliililiiiiiil!iil!i!i!ii!!!i! 

!VI 35 <.$ 5 S. S .) " S.:, £ S 50S S s. $ .55 $.559 5.S S S. S .$ 5 5'S 5 't $I . I 

y'·>$>·sSy>.»$.>K$>,S$y,.s"s·>59>·$ .. $·).$.".SI . is·SSS.sS'·' 
SLBURST# ' i ' , ' , , , , 
IBE<3:0>#::J< ' , , , , , XXXX' , , , , , , , , , , , . ' ,0000 ' c:::: XXXX ' 
IAOS<9:2>::J< ' , , , , XXXXXXXX, , , , , , , , , , K10010100X:::::::::X:Z::10011000X::X::XXXXXXXX, 
UALOE# ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , " '" , ' 
IOAT<31:0> XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX =- c::::x:=:::> " c::::x:=:::> 
100Es# ' " , " 111 ' 000 c:::: 111 ' 
100lR ' , , , , , , , I ' r-:-

TRANSFER BUFFER INTERFACE SIGNALS, 
TCLK 
TDAT<15:0> TOIR, TeHAN 
TLD# 
TRO# ~'::'~'~'~i~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~'~~~~~~ TACK# ~, ,I, ,I, ,~ 

TDOE# 
TEOP# ' , , , L.:....J""'" 

c::==-__ 11300 11700 12100 12500 12900 13300 13700 14100 14500 14900 15300 ns 
290255-32 

Figure 10-2. 32-Bit Burst Cycle (EISA Write) 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

I 

EX32# 
MASTER16# 
MS8URST# 
SL8URST# 
18E<3:0># 
IADS<9:2> 
UALOE# 
IDAT<31:0> 
IDDEs# 
IDDIR 

TDIR, TCHAN 
TLD# 
TRQ# 
TACK# 
TDOE# 
TEOP# 

> S S. S S 5 S > > 5' S S j 

> S S s s s s ) S S 51 , 'S.555S.S SSS.sSS S 5$-51 

XXXX = OOOO:::X::::X::::X: 0000 ::X:::::::X:=X:OO 11=X:00 11:X::::::= XXXX ===::x 
:::X:XXXXXXXX ::X:::Oll0l0l0::XOll01011=0 1101101:::X:0 1101110:X:0ll0llllX===XXXXXXXX 

===111 
------l 

000 

~ 
c=x::=x:::=J< 

111 

• 11700 12100 12500 12900 13300 13700 14100 14500 14900 15300 15700 16100 ns 

290255-33 

Figure 10-3. 16-Bit Burst Cycle (EISA Read) 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

EISA INTERFACE SIGNALS ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
BCLK 
MREO# 
MAK# 
START# 
CMO# 
1.1/10. W/R 
EXROY 
EX32# 

.... ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ ~ 

<$'S'S.(SK5S5£hh<SSSS::;SSSSSS9Si99 L..J .. , ......... . 
........................... i ...........•.... . . . . . . , . . . . i . . . . . . 

li ............ xx· ...........•............. ·11 ............... C:::;::;XX=::X 
... ~ .. ..~ .. 

MASTER16# 5 5 5 5 5 , , S S S , S S S , , , , , S • S S > ).).). I. >1 . , .. 
MSBURST# .I.I.<-<->.I.S.I.S.S.S.I.I.'.>.';Sk5SSS,SSS!·· ·1· . . i 6.s .$ .5 .5 ., k 

SLBURST# 
IBE<3:0># 
IAOS<9:2> 
UALOE# 

...........................•... . . . , . . . . . . 
............ XXXX· ........... KOOOOX:Z::X:Z::X:=XOOOO~0011:x:!:XOOlllCZXXXX::X 
) ......... XXXXXXXX .......... Cl00l0l00:X::::::::X:l00l0ll0:X:::::::::::Xl0Qll000~XXXXXXXXX 

...................... i .. ........................ " .. i .. 

IOAT<31 :0> . XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx::;::) .... c::x::::::::o ... ~ ... c:::x:::x::::l' ..... . 
100Eo# . . . . : . . . . . . . . . 111 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . c:: 111· . 
100lR .......•..•. t •..•.••..•.•.••... ............... ~ 

..•.•....•.•••.•••..•..•..•.. ...•.. ..•..••.••...•.•... L:...o.J""'"""" 

11200 11700 12200 12700 13200 13700 14200 14700 15200 15700 16200 16700 ns 
290255-34 

Figure 10-4. 16-Bit Burst Cycle (EISA Write) 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

I 

EISA INTERFACE SIGNALS 
BCLK 
MREQ# 
MAK# 
START# 
CMD# 
MilO. w/R 
EXRDY 
EX32# 
MASTER 16# 
MS8URST# 
SLBURST# 
18E<3:0># 
IADS<9:2> 
UALOE# 
IDAT<31 :0> 
IDOEs# 
IDDIR 

S -$ S $. S < S S .$ I ESS-S$S·SSSS,SS\S5 SS . S1 

=== xx -===" 
L 

s "" s s' S 5 S S .s 5 $- S 5 > S -$ S $- 5 -<: > S -S $ S. > -$ $ " S S S S· S 5 S 5 .s S $. $ S S S' S s S. S ., 5 s' S '> S S 'j > >- S -S > S' S $ 

) $- $ -S S <:' $ $ {. $ , IS S $- S S 5 S S 5 S >-$ > > S S S $I 

=== xxxx ==-=========OOOO=======::X:====XXXX ===::l 
= XXXXXXXX :::x: 0 110 10 1 Q(01101100X 01101101X01101110)C 0 11 0 1111:X:Ol110000X:==:= XXXXXXXX 

. )( . .J( . .J( 

11 1 ===::::x 000 111 

C::==-_-=::J 11800 12200 12600 13000 13400 13800 14200 14600 15000 15400 15800 ns 
290255-35 

Figure 10·5. 32·Bit Non·Burst Cycle (EiSA Read) 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

EISA INTERFACE SIGNALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
BCLK 
MREQ# 
MAK# 
START# 
CMO# 
M/IO, W/R 
EXROY 
EX32# 
MASTERI6# 

.......................... ~ ................... . 
, .................• i ...... , .....••..••.•••..•... ~ 

S S S S S $. j S. S. I. I.<.S.I.I.I.I.I.I.CI.S.I.I.I.$.\.I.I.I 5 5 5 5 5 S S S \ \ I \ S ) S S S S "S S S. S. s. S. $.S. I. $.$. S. 
MS8URST# ).$5.s 55 5. S S\ I I $I 55·S S S S ss S ;S.5·9 ......................... IS II 1\ $I 

SLBURST# 
18E<3:0># 
IAOS<9:2> 
UALOE# 

. . . . . . . . . . . XXXX· . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 0000 . . . . . . . . . . . w.::z:: XXXX:::X 

......... XXXXXXXX ....•.... (10010110- ... - •.. (:10011001)< ...•.•. cxxxxxxxx:x 
........... i . ......................... i . 

IOAT<31 :0> = XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)c ...•...•...•.....•...•...•...•.... >: 
100Es# . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 ............•........... 000 ........... Clll· . 
100lR ........•.•• 1 .. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r-:--:-

TRANSFER INTERFACE SIGNALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . " ................................... . 
TCLK 

TDAT<15:0> ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§~~~~§~~~~~~~~~~§§~~ TOIR, TCHAN 
TLO# 
TRQ# .. .. .. .. .. ". """"'" 
TACK# .......... . 
TOOE# 
TEOP# ....................................................... L...:....:J"'" 

11700 12200 1.2700 13200 13700 14200 14700 15200 1570Q 16200 16700 ns 
290255-36 

Figure 10-6. 32-Bit Non-Burst Cycle (EISA Write) 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

EISA INTERFACE SIGNALS 
BCLK 
MREQ" 
MAK# 
START# 
CMO" 
MilO, W/R =XX= 
EXROY 

LJ L..J LJ LJ 

82355 

XX= 

LJ EX32# 
MASTER 16# 
MSBUR5T# 
SLBURST" 

> > S " " S $ 5 $ S 5 $. $ < , S < <: ,$ $ $ $- S 5 $ 5 $ ,$ ,$ $. $ S ) $ 5 S 5 5 $. $ S S $ 5 $ .$ s, s s S S $ S 5 S s.s S $. s s s S S .$, S $. S S $ 5 S .$ .$' S $. S s 
S $ S < -$ .) > , 9 

18[<3:0># =XXXX =-::x 0000 
IAOS<9:2> =XXXXXXXX =01101011=01101100=01101101= 01101110=01101111::> 
UAlOE# 
IDAT<31:0> 
100[5# , 
IOOIR 

TRQ# 
TACK# 
TOO[# 

TEOP" 

I 

11200 11900 

000 

12600 13300 14000 14700 15400 16100 16800 

Figure 10-7. Mismatched Cycle (EISA Read) 

17500 

, S.$ .$ S $. S s s s S 

01110000 .. 

18200 

XXXX===X 

111= 
~ 

18900 ns 

290255-37 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

EISA INTERFACE SIGNALS . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . , . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
BCLK 
MREQ# 
MAK# 
START# 
CMO# 
MilO, W/R 
EXROY 
EX32# 
MSBURST# 
SLBURST# 
18E<3:0># 
IAOS<9:2> 
UALOE# 
IOAT<31:0> 
100Es# 
100lR 

· .............. 1:F'"1:.J ...... I:.J ...... I:.J ...... I:.J ...... I:.J ...... ~ 
····················U······U······U······U······U·····.~ 

? .5 .5 .$ .5 .5 .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . .'. -' . . . . . . . 

~XXXX' ....•................... ··0000 ..................... . = XXXXXXXX~10010110:x:l00l0ll1Xl00l1000Xl00l1001Xl0011010X10011011::X=:= 
...... , ....... i ........... ,~ ..................•........... ~ · ........... -=- ......•......•......•......•......•.......... 
· . . . . . 111 . . . . . oc::::: 111:=::XX= 111:::XX:::: 111 :::xx:::: 111 :::xx:::: 111 ZlO . . . 111 . . . 
· •.•••••••• t ••••.•••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••• '1'":"""":" 

TRANSFER INTERFACE SIGNALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TCLK 
TOAT<15:0> 
TOIR, TCHAN 
TLO# 
TRQ# 
TACK# 
TIlOE# 
TEOP# 
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~a ................... 0000000000000000 ................. . 

~·'······,····'·L:.J······I.;J······L:.J······w······L:.J···,:··W········ 
~ ....... I ..••.. U· ..... U· ..... U· ..... u· ..... u· ..... U· ...... . 

· ..••..•••.•••...••••••.............•••••.••..•...•.•.... I..:..J"""'" 

11400 12300 13200 14100 15000 15900 16800 17700 18600 19500 20400 21300 22200ns 
290255-38 

Figure 10-8. Mismatched Cycle (EISA Write) 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

I 

BCLK 

MREQ# 

MAK# 
~ ______________________________ ~ ____ ~r_ 

START# K\~~~~~¥ 
eMD# 

MilO. w/R __________ ~X~X~ __________ Jx~ _________ ·_O~O~· ____ ----Jx~--------~XX~-------

EXROY 

EX32# 

MSBURST# ~~ 

SLBURST# 

IBE<3:0># 

IAOS<9:2> 

UALOE# 

IOAT<31:0> 

100E.# 

IDDIR 

____________ ~X~X~XX~ __________ -JX~ ______ ~O~O~O~I ______ _JX~ ______ ~X~X~XX~ ____ __ 

________ ~X~XX~x~XX~x~X~ ________ JX~ ______ ~I~O~0~10~1~1~0 ______ _JX~ ______ X~x~x~xx~x~x~x ____ __ 

)(]()(](XXXXXXXX)(](XXXXXXXXXXXX)(](XXX& • . """" OOOOOOOOOOOOOOXX)(](XXX~ 0000000000000000000000000000 

________________ ~I~I~I ______________ -JX~ ____ ~O~O~I ____ JX~ ________ I~I~I __ ~----

80500 80700 80900 81100 81300 81500 81700 81900 82100 82300 ns 

290255-39 

Figure 10-9. lIe;> Peek Cycle 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

BCLK 

NREQ# 

NAK# 

START# 

eND# 

N/IO. W/R 

EXRDY 

____________ ~X~X~ ________ _JX~ ________ ·~Ol~· ______ ~x~ ______ ~x~x~ ____ ~X 

EX32# 

NSBURST# ~~~\iSSSSSSSS\SSS\SJ 

SLBURST# 

IBE<3:0># 

IADS<9:2> 

UALOE# 

IDAT<31 :0> 

IDOEs# 

IDDIR 

x ____________ ~x~x~xx~· __________ _Jx~ ____ ~O~OO~O~ ____ _J 

X __________ ~X~X~XX~X~X~XX~ ______ _JX~ ______ ~1~0~0~10~1~10~ ____ _J 

X xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx8""8x"--________ -'X'-__________ -' 

X ___________________ l~l~l ____________ --'X~ __ ~O~O~O ____ -' 

xxxx X 
xxxxxxxx X 

X 
111 

i • 11500117001190012100123001250012700129001310013300 ns 
290255-40 

Figure 10-10.1/0 Poke Cycle 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

BCLK 

MREQ* 

MAK-

eMD-

LQCK

MilO 

w/R 

EXRDY 

EX32* 

MSBURST-

SLBURST* 

18E<3:0>-

IADS<9:2> 

UALOE* 

IDAT<31:0> 

IDOEs* 

IDDIR 

·1 
S\\\\\\&~ L.....JI"'--~--...,L.....JI"'--..,I\~S~$~$~$:"'$:"'S:"'$:"'S:"'$"S":'(":'(":'("~""$"$"$'" 

~\\\\\\5KWJ 

&\\\\~ 

XXXX 

XXXXXXXX X 

X 
·111 

L-J L-J 

.~ 

x 0000 

10010110 X XXXXXXXX X 10010110 

.)CJ( X 
X 000 

X XXXX 

X XXXXXXXX 

X 
X 111 

1::==31--=::::1 11<400 11700 12000 12300 12600 12900 13200 13500 138001<4100 1<4<400n. 
290255-41 

Figure 10-11. Locked Exchange Cycle 
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10.0 BASIC FUNCTION TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

BCLK 

START# 

Ct.lO# ,.-, 
t.l/IO 

W/R L.J 
EXROY ~ L..:-J 
EX32# 

AEN 

IBEO# L.J 
IBEI # L.J 
IBE2# 

IBE3# 

IAOS< 11 :2> oooooooodce=::::)(· OOOOOOOOOOx::::::J(-·--.."O""OO"'O""OO"'O""OO"'O-·--x::::::J(r-·--"'OO""OO"'O""O0"'00"'0,..---

UALOE# 

IOAT<31:O> __ '---'--'--"-X---'_'--...;.......x::::=::J<:·========x::::::J(:·======== 

100EO# 

100E1# 

100E23# 

100lR 

M! 
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12900 13200 1.3500 13800 14100 14400 14700 15000 15300 ns 
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Figure 10-12. Slave Access to BMIC 
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11.0 D.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

11.1 Maximum Ratings * 
Case Temperature under Bias ... - 65·C to + 11 O·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Supply Voltages with 
Respect to Ground ............ - 0.5V to + 6.5V 

Voltage on Any Pin ..•..•.... -0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

11.2 D.C. Characteristics Table 

82355 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice . 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

TCASE = O·C to 70·C, vcc = 5V ±5%, TAMBIENT = O·C to 55·C 

Symbol Parameter limits Units Test 

Min Max Conditions 

V,L Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

V,H Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc+0.5 V 

V,LC CLOCK Input Low -0.5 0.8 V 

V,HC CLOCK Input High 2.0 Vcc+0.5 V 

VOll OLitput Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2.5mA 

VOHl Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -2.5mA 

VOL2 output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 6mA 

VOH2 ,Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -4mA 

VOla Output Low Voltage 0.45 . V IOL = 24mA 

VOH3 Output High Voltage Vee- O.4 V IOH = -100/-loA 

VOL4 Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 4.0mA 

VOH4 Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -2.5 mA 

III Input Leakage ±10 "A 
ILO Output Leakage ±10 "A 

C'N Capacitance Input 10 pF @ 1 MHz(2) 

COUT Capacitance Output or I/O 12 pF @ 1 MHz(2) 

CCLK BCLKorTCLK 15 pF @ 1 MHz(2) 

Icc Vee Supply Current 190 mA (3) 

NOTES: 
1. VOLl = IDOE23#,IDOEl#,IDOEO#, LRDY, LDAT<7:0>,IDAT<31:0>, TEOP#, TDIR, TCHAN,lOSELO#,lOSELl#, 

TRO#, TLD#, and TDAT<15:0> 
VOL2 = MREO#, EINT, and Llf'o,IT 
VOL3 = IADS<9:2>, START#, MilO, W/R, EXRDY, MASTER16#; EX32#,IBE#<3:0>, MSBURST#, and LOCKI' 
VOL4 = UALOE#,IDDIR 
VOHl = IDOE23#, IDOEl#, IDOEO#, LRDY, LDAT<7:0> , IDAT<31:0>, TDIR, TCHAN, TRO#, TLD#, IOSELO#, 

IOSELl#, TDAT<15:0>, MREO#, EINT, LINT, and TEOP# . 
VOH2 = IADS<9:2>, START#, MilO, W/R, IBE# <3:0>, MSBURST#, LOCK#, EXRDY, EX32#, and MASTER16# 
VOH3 = UALOE#, IDDIR, IDOE23#; IDOE1#, IDOEO#, IADS<9:2> , LRDY, LDAT<7:0>, IDAT<31:0>, TDiR, 

TCHAN, EINT, IOSELo#, IOSELl#, TRO#, TLD#, TDAT<15:0>, MREQ#, LINT, IADS<9:2>, START # , 
MilO, W/R,IBE#<3:0>, MSBURST#, LOCK#, and TEOP# 

VOH4 = UALOE#,IDDIR . 
The following outputs are open collector: EXRDY, EX32#, MASTER16#, and TEOP#; EINT is an open col/ector output 
when programmed for active low operation. 
2. Sampled only 
3. Tested at Vee = 5.30V and Frequency = BCLK (8.33 MHz) and TCLK (20 MHz) 
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12.0 A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

12.1 A.C. Characteristics Tables 

The A.C. specifications given in the following tables consist of output delays/float times and input setup and 
hold times. 

TeASE = O·C to 70·C, Vee = SV ±S%,TAMBIENT = O·C to SS·C 

BCLKTImlng 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

t1 Period 120 2S00 
t2 High Time SO 
t3 Low Time SO 
t4 Rise Time 10 
tS Fall Time 10 

Reset Timing 

Symbol Parameter Min 

t6 Pulse Width B (t1) 

1-634 

Units Notes 

ns Typical = 12S ns 
ns Measured @ 2.0V 
ns Measured @ 0.8V 
ns (13) 
ns (13) 
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Master Timing 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

MREQ# 
t7 Delay ACT IInact 33 ns From BCLK Falling 

MAK# 
t8 Setup Time 10 ns To BCLK Falling 
t9 Hold Time 25 ns From BCLK Falling 

IADS<9:2>, MilO, W/R 
t10 Delay Valid 2 45 . ns From BCLK Falling(17) 

IADS<9:2> , MilO, W/R 
t10a Delay Valid 75 ns From BCLK Rising(18) 
t11 Delay Float 40 ns From BCLK Falling(7). 

IBE#<3:0> 
t12 Delay Valid 2 45 ns From BCLK Falling 
t13 Delay Float 40 ns From BCLK Falling(7, 8) 

START # 
t14 Delay Act/lnact 25 ns From BCLK Rising 
t15 Delay Float 40 ns From BCLK Falling(7, 8) 

EX32# 
t16 Setup Time 15 ns To BCLK Rising(9) 
t17 Hold Time 50 ns From BCLK Rising(9) 

EXRDY 
t18 Setup Time 15 ns To BCLK Falling 
t19 Hold Time 2 ns From BCLK Falling 

IDAT<31:0> 
t20 Delay Valid 3 27 ns From .BCLK Falling(1) 
t21 Delay Float 25 ns Prom BCLK Falling(7, 8) 
t22 Setup Time 4 ns To BCLK Rising(2) 
t23 Hold Time 6 ns From BCLK Rising(2) 

IDAT<31:10> 
t24 . Delay Valid 45 ns From BCLK Falling(10) 

LOCK# 
t25 Delay Actllnact 2 60' ns From BCLK Rising 
t26 Delay Float 40 ns From BCLK Falling(7) 

IDOE# 
t27 Delay Actllnact 25 ns From BCLKFalling 

UALOE# 
t28a Delay Active 60 ns From BCLK Rising 
t28b Delay Inactive 35 ns From BCLK Falling 

IDDIR 
t29 Delay Actllnact 40 ns From BCLK Falling 
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Master Timing (Burst) 

Symbol Parameter Min, 'Max Units Notes 

MSBURST# 
t30 Delay ACT/INACT 35 ns From BCLK Falling 
t31 Delay Float 40 ns From BCLK Rising(8) 

START#,IBE# <3:0> 
t31a Delay Float 40 ns From BCLK Rising(19) 

SLBURSH 
t32 Setup Time 15 ns To BCLK Rising 
t33 Hold Time 50 ' ns From BCLK Rising 

IDOE# 
t34 Delay Actl I nact 25 ns From BCLK Rising 

IDAT<31:0> 
t35 Setup Time (Read) 5 ns To BCLK Rising(2) 
t3~ Hold Time (Read) 6 ns From BCLK Rising(2) 
t37 Delay Valid 3 27 ns From BCLK Rising(l) 
t38 Delay Invalid 0 \ ns From BCLK Rising(1) 

MASTER16# 
t39 Delay Act 50 ns From BCLK Rising 
t40 Delay Float 1 40 ns From BCLK Rising(7.8) 
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Slave Timing 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

IADs<11:12>, MilO 
t41 Setup Time 120 ns To CMD# Falling 
t42 Hold Time 25 ns From CMD# Falling 

EX32# 
t43 Delay Act/Float 54 ns From IADs<11:2>, M/IO 
t44 Delay Act/Float 34 ns FromAEN 

AEN 
t45 Setup Time 95 ns To CMD# Falling 
t46 Hold Time 25 ns From CMD# Falling 

START # 
t47 Pulse Width 110 ns 

IBE# <3:0>, W/R 
t48 Setup Time 80 ns To CMD# Falling 
t49 Hold Time 25 ns From CMD# Falling 

EXRDY 
t50 Delay Negated 124 ns From START# Falling(3) 
t51 Delay Float 1 40 ns From BCLK Falling. 

CMO# 
t52 Pulse Width 110 ns 

IDAT<31:0> 
t53 'Setup Time -35 ns To CMD# Falling(2) 
t54 Hold Time 0 ns From CMD# Rising(2) 
t55 Delay Valid 100 ns From BCLK Rising(1) 
t56 Delay Invalid 0 ns From CMD# Rising(1) 
t57 Delay Float 50 ns From CMD# Rising 

IDDIR 
t58 Delay Valid 50 ns' From W/RValid 
t59 Delay Invalid 2 nli From CMD# Rising 

IOOE# 
t60 Delay Act (Read) 25 ns From CMD~ Falling 
t61 , Delay Inact (Read) 20 ns From CMD# Rising 
t62 Delay Act/lnact (Write) 45 ns ' From BCLK Rising 

IOSEL# 
t63 Delay Active 60 ns From lADS < 11 :2> 
t64 Delay Inactive 5 ns From CMD# ,Rising 

If Latched 

I 
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Transfer Buffer Interfac:e Timing 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

TCLK 
t65 Period 50 250 ns 
t66 High Time 18 ns Measured @ 2.0V 
t67 Low Time 20 ns Measured @ 0.8V 

TRQ# 
t68 Delay Act/lnact 15 ns From TCLK Rising 

TLD# 
t69 Delay Act/lnact 25 ns From TCLK Rising 

TEOP# 
t70 Delay Act/Float 25 ns From TCLK Rising 

TCHAN, TDIR 
t73 Setup Time 25 ns ToTLD# orTRQ# Active(11) 

TACK # 
t74 Setup Time 15 ns To TCLK Rising 
t75 Hold Time 1 ns To TCLK Rising 

TDAT<15:0> 
t76 Delay Valid 4 25 ns From TCLK Rising/TDOE# Falling 
t77 Delay Float 25 ns From TCLK/TDOE # Rising 
t78 Setup Time 10 ns To TCLK Rising 
t79 Hold Time 1 ns From TCLK Rising 
t80 Ratio of TCLK to BCLK 1.1 

Local Processor Interface Timing (Read Cycle) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

LADS < 1 :0>, LCS# 
t81 Setup Time 10 ns To LRD# Falling 
t82 . Hold Time 0 ns From LRD# Rising 

LRD# 
t83 Pulse Width 150 ns 

LDAT<7:0> 
t84 Delay Valid 130 ns From LRD# Falling(4) 
t85 Max Delay Valid 2.5 (t1) + 120 ns From LRD# Falling(5) 
t86 Delay Float 40 ns From LRD# Rising 

LRD# (Inact) to LRD# 
(Act) or LWR# (Act) 

t87 Recovery Time 60 ns 
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Local Processor Interface (Write Cycle) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

LADS<1:0>, LCS# 
t88 Setup Time 10 ns To LWR# Falling 
t89 Hold Time 0 ns From LWR # Rising 

LWR# 
t90 Pulse Width 100 ns (4) 

LDAT<7:0> 
t91 Setup Time 60 ns To LWR# Rising(4) 
t92 Hold Time 10 ns From LWR # Rising 
t93 Data Valid 70 ns From LWR # Falling(5) 

LWR# (lnact) to LWR# 
(Act) or LRD# (Act) 

t94 Recovery Time 60 ns 

Local Processor Ready Timing 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

LRDY 
t95 Delay Inactive 50 ns From LADS and LCS# Valid(5) 

Delay Active From LRD# or LWR# Active 
t96 Max Delay 3.5 (t1)+60 ns (5,6) 
t97 Max Delay 2.5 (t1)+60 ns (5,6) 
t98 Min Delay 1.5 (t1) ns (5,6) 

LDAT<7:0> 
t99 Delay Valid 0 ns From LRDY Rising(5,12) 

NOTES FOR A.C TIMINGS: 
1. Specification does not include allowance for 13 ns max. and 2 ns min. into 240 pF for external buffer delay to EISA bus. 
2. Specification does not include allowance for 8 ns max. and 1 ns min. into 25 pF for external input delay from EISA bus. 
3. Delay includes 40 ns for pull-up rise time (300n into 240 pF, 2V rise). 
4. Applies to all non-shared registers excluding the Peek/Poke Data registers. LRDY will remain active. 
5. Applies to the Peek/Poke Data and Shared Registers. LRDY will be taken inactive as soon as LA<1:0> and LCS# are 
valid, and remain inactive until valid data is available, or has been written. The deassertion of the local read strobe (LRD#) 
or local write strobe (LWR #) indicates the end of the current shared register or peek/poke data register access. If the local 
chip select (LCS#) input remains asserted and the local address selects remain low (LADS<1:0» after LRD# or LWR# 
deasserts, a new shared register or peek/poke data register cycle begins. Under these conditions, the LRDY output will 
become inactive again (driven low) within the time specified by t95. 
6. The maximum LRDY delay, 3.5 (tl) + 60 ns from LRD#, or LWR#, only occurs if the local processor access loses the 
internal register access arbitration to an EISA access and if the following BCLK cycle is stretched. Without BCLK stretching, 
the maximum delay is 2.5 (tl) +60 ns. The minimum LRDY delay is 1.5 (tl). NOTE: The maximum BCLK stretch that will be 
seen by the BMIC is one BCLK period; this is assuming that the bus controller is the 82358 (EBC). If the 82358 is not used 
as the bus controller, the LRDY and data delay max. specs (t96/t85) will not necessarily be valid. . 
7. Exiting master mode, the address lines <31:2>, M/IO, LOCK# START#, IBE# <3:0>, MSBURST#, IDAT<31:0>, and 
W/R will float no later than the falling edge of '6CLK after CMD# is deasserted. 
8. During a mismatched cycle START#, IBE# <3:0>, and IDAT<31:0> will float from the first falling edge of BCLK after 
START # is negated. 
9. Includes mismatched cycles. 
10. Refers to the upper 22 EISA address lines which are multiplexed into the upper 22 data lines IDAT<31:10>. The 
address will be available for latching into the external address latches 45 ns from the falling edge of BeLK. 
11. The TDIR and TCHAN signals are referenced to the falling edge of TRO# during the cycles that TLD# is not requested. 
12. LRDY going ,active will always be delayed from data valid. The maximum delay seen will be no greater than one (tl) 
period. 
13. Characterized, not tested. 
14. Under non-preempt, MREO# will deassert a minimum of 0.5 BCLKs after the negating edge of the last CMD# of the 
transfer, depending on the cycle type (refer to the Basic Function Timings, Section 10.0). 
15. During an EISA read transfer, the BMIC will assert TEOP;!' typically eight TCLKs after CMD# is deasserted from the last 
EISA cycle, indicating end of transfer (refer to the Basic Function Timings, Section ,1 0.0). 
16. During an EISA write transfer, the BMIC will assert TEOP# two TCLKs after CMD# is deasserted, indicating end of 
transfer (refer to the Basic Function Timings, Section 10.0). 
17. For address changes while CMD# is active. 
18. During an upper address load cycle, at the beginning of a transfer sequence, CMD # is inactive. 
19. For "Downshifting Cases" where the transfer is misaligned. ' 

I 
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12.2 A.C. Characteristics Waveforms 

NOTE: 

A.C. Testing Input, Output Waveforms 

4.0V ---X~ 2.0V 

~ 0.8V 
OV---

-OV-

3.0V ------~ 1.5V 

OV __ oJ. . 

4.0V ---X~ 2.0V 

- O.8V 
OV---

I -(8)-1 

4.0V -V ::: 2.0 ~V-
OV ---I\ __ ~~ ______ ~ __ ~0~.8 ___ ~ 

-(c)-:-

The input waveforms have tr < 2.0 ns from"O.BV to 2.0V 

290255-12 

A Output delay specification referenced from one of the following signals: BClK, TClK, CMD#,START#, AEN, 
IADS<11:2>, W/R, TDOE#, lRD#, lWR#, lADS<1:0>, lCS#, lRD#, or lWR#. 

B. Minimum input setup specification referenced to one of the following signals: BClK, TClK, CMD#, lWR #, lRD#, TlD#, 
or TRQ#. . 

C. Minimum input hold specification referenced to one of the following signals: BClK, TCLK, CMD#, LWR#, LRD#, TlD#, 
orTRQ#. 

AC. Testing: All inputs are driven at 4V for a logic "1" and OV for a logic "0". AC. Timings are measured from the O.BV and 
2.0V levels on the source signal to either the O.BV and 2V or 1.5V level on the signal under test; except as noted by the 
following: 
1. BClK and TClK high time measurements are made at 2.0V 
2. BClK and TCLK low time measurements are made at O.BV 
3. START #, CMD#, lRD#, and lWR # pulse width measurements are made at O.BV 

A.C. TEST LOADS 
Cl = 25 pF on IDAT<31:0>, IDOE#, IOSEL#<1:0>, TRQ#, TLD#, TEOP#, TDAT<15:0>, TCHAN, TDIR, LRDY, and 
lDAT<7:0> 
Cl = 35 pF on IDDIR 
Cl = 50 pF on UAlOE# and LINT 
Cl = 120 pF on MREQ # and EINT 
CL = 240 pF on IADS<9:2>, BE# <3:0>, W/R, START#, EX32#, LOCK, MSBURST#, MASTER16#, EXRDY, and MIlO 

BClK, TClK Timing 

t1 

BCLK 

TCLK 

290255-13 
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Master Timing 
(Includes: all Cycle Types-Initial Burst, Non-Burst, Peek/Poke, and Mismatched) 
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valid J IlO<I valid 

J ~I··~~ 
~X~X~X7lX7lX~X~X:l'X:l'X:l'X:l'X~X'OX'OX~X~X~X~~I<:X~X7lX7lX7lX~X:l'X:l'X1~-+r--l~ 

, L.....j...J 

~ .Iu'l \11 1 

-~ 

l \!at IaI IaI L l 
~X~XX~X:7':X~X~X~XX~X:7':X~X~X~XX~X:7':X"'~~X~XX~X~X~X~X~X1~-i1 I I3<xxXXXXX~XXXXXX~X)()()()()()( 

~ 
-.~ 

~ fj 
~ 

-varrd 

valid ~ valid 

I!!.I 
iOiidJj 

f!!t 
F3XXXX 
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1- M.ster TIming (Burst) 

CD 

m 

BCLK 

WASTER16# 

.~ 
LA<9:2>, W/IO, w/R 

IBE#<3:0> 

START# 

CWD# 

WSBURST# 

- SLBURST# 

IDAT<31:0> (READ) 
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CD 
~ 
(J.) 

8CLK 

START# 

CMD# 

LA<11:2> 
MilO 

8E#<3:0> 
w/R 

IDDIR 

EX32# 

EXRDY 

IDAT<31:0> (READ) 

IDAT <31 :0> (WRITE) 

100E# (READ) 

IDOE# (WRITE) 

Slave Timing (Shared Register Access) 

1- •• 7 --J 
I I I 

I' .52 

I I 

I' '41 'I F1 
XXXXXX valid lXXXXxxxXXXXx valid IXXXXXXX XXX 

I ••• 1.491 • I" II. 

XXXXXXXX valid ~XXXXXXXXXXX )(J valid IXXXXXXX XXX 

kJ '59 

-+ I-
XXXXXXXX XX I 00000<l 

4 - r:-"3 
XXXX X I .xxxxxxx .XI I) XXXX X 

.50 

~ 
~ ~ l"oatJXXXXXXXX XXXXXX loo'lX 

.56 

~ ~ 
xxxXXXXXX valid fIt·IXXXXX ~XX xxXXXX 

p;.! 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX ,XXXXXl valid 

~- ~ 
I I 

,XXXXXX 

.XXXXXX 

XXXX 

.XX 

xxxXXX 

~ 
I 

I 

,XIXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XIXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

t<XXXXXXXXXXX 

IX .xxxx .X .XX 

')(XXXXXXXXXXX 

xXXXXXXXXXXXX 

H 
IXXXXXXX .xxx 

~ 
I 
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Transfer Buffer Interface Timing (EISA Read) 

TCLK 

TLD# 

TCHAN,TOIR 

TOAT (EISA READ) 

TRQ# 

TACK# 

TEOP# t\J\60C\;\6;\I\I\Ot\/\I\J\/\I\I\/\60c\t\;\J\/\/\/\/\t\C\6AAq"AAAAAJ\I I"U~" '" I IOAAAAJ\/\J\AAA/\AAAAAAA 
, , 

TOOE# 
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.;, 
.j>. 
Q) 

TClK 

TLD# 

TCHAN,TDIR valid 

lOAl (EISA WRITE) AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACf VGlid !' rOOOOOOOQl valid "YXY\I valid nODAl valid f\AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

TDOE# ~ ~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

TRQ# 

TACK# L.J ~~---------

NOTE: 16 

TEOP# JJI- - [fld mzzzz 
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LRO# 

LCS# 

LAOS<I:0> 

82355 

Local CPU Interface Timing (Read Cycle/Non-Shared Register Access) 
I. '83 1·87 1 
1 I ~I ______ _ 

~ ----; 

1 valid 

~ 
~--------------

LOAT<7:0> XXXXXXXXXXXXXX)()()()()()()() valid 1 floa\ DOO<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

LROY 
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Local CPU Interface Timing (Read Cycle/Shared Register Access) 
LRO# -----,1 1"1 --------

~ J!l.{ 
LCS# I, 

~ J.!l.j 
LAOS< 1 :0> 1 valid 

I ta' ~ 
LOAT<7:0> ~xx ~xx ,x ,x ,x valid floa\ IX 

~ ~ t96, t97, UB 1 

LROY 1 J 
290255-21 
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Local CPU Interface Timing (Write CycleINon-Shared Register Access) 

1 I- -I 
LWR# I I 1L.. ______ _ 

LCS# 
-~ ---; ~. r---------------
~ ~ 

LAOS<1:0> ===jl=:t====2va~li[d=====~mlX:x~~.~xXX8Xgx:~~OO~~XX8Xgx:~~ 
19.1 192 

LOAT<7:0> _____________ .... 11.;.. _~va::::lid::...._.l:mxxxxxlQj;~~,Q,QXXilliXilliXXXXQQj~XXX;lQj;w;:X\aXX~XoQXoQXXiIliXXXilliilli~XXX~=X 

LROY 

290255-22 

Local CPU Interface Timing (Write Cycle/Shared Register Access) 

~ I 
~ ~ 

LCS# I I 

.... ~ ~ 
LAOS<1:0> valid 

I ~ ~ 
LOAT<7:0> I valid IXX. 

P=-~I 196,197,198 I 
LROY I I 

290255-23 
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13.0 BMIC PN AND PACKAGE INFORMATION 

13.1 Signal Overview 

Name = Pin Name, Type = I-Input, O-Output, OC-Open Collector, B-Both Input and Output, BC-Both 
and Open Collector, Pin = Pin Location 

Name Type Pin Description 

EISA BUS INTERFACE SIGNALS 

START # B 84 EISA Start of Cycle 
CMD# I 102 EISA Command Strobe 
MilO B 81 EISA MemoryllO Cycle Status Signal 
W/R B 80 EISA Write/Read Status Signal 
EXRDY I,OC 103 EISA Ready Signal 
EX32# I,OC 104 EISA 32-Bit Slave Response Signal 
MASTER16# OC 82 EISA 16-Bit Master Control Signal 
IBE#<3:0> B 64,61,60 EISA Byte Enable Lines 

59 
AEN I 107 EISA Address Enable Signal 
MSBURST# 0 96 EISA Master Burst Signal 
SLBURST# I 97 EISA Slave Burst Signal 
LOCK# 0 98 EISA Resource Lock Signal 
MREQ# 0 99 EISA Bus MaSter Request Signal 
MAK# I 100 EISA Master Bus Acknowledge Signal 
EINT OC 109 EISA Interrupt Request Signal 
BCLK I 101 EISA Bus Clock 
RESET I 125 I;:ISA Reset Signal 
IDAT<31:0> B Section EISA Data Lines 
IADS< 11 :1(» I 105,106 . EISA Address Input Lines 
IADS<9:2> B 51-55,53, EISA Lower Address Lines 

44,40-38 

EISA BUFFER CONTROL SIGNALS 

UALOE# 0 78 EISA Upper Address Latch and Output Enable 
IDDIR 0 79 EISA Data Buffer Direction Signal 
IDOE2:3# 0, 75 EISA Data Byte Line Buffer Enable (Bytes 3, 2) 
IDOE#<1:0> 0 76, 77 EISA Data Byte Line Buffer Enables (Bytes 1, 0) 

TRANSFER BUFFER INTERFACE SIGNALS 

TCLK I 32 Transfer Clock 
'TRQ# 0 7 Transfer Data Request Signal 
TACK# I ,6 Transfer Data Acknowledge Signal 
TDIR 0 3 Transfer Data Dir$ction Signal 
TCHAN 0 4 Transfer Data Channel Select Signal 
TLD# 0 5 Transfer Address Counter Load Signal 
TDOE# I 2 Transfer Data Bus Output Enable 
TEOP# I,OC 1 Transfer End-of-Process 
TDAT<15:0> B Section Transfer Data Bus Unes 
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13.1 Signal Overview (Continued) 

Name = Pin Name, Type = I-Input, Q..:.-Output, OC-Open Collector, B-Both Input and Output, BC-Both 
and Open Collector, Pin = Pin Location 

Name Type Pin Description 

LOCAL PROCESSOR INTERFACE SIGNALS 

LRD# I 130 Local Read Signal 
LWR# I 129 Local Write Signal 
LCS# I 128 Local Chip Select Signal 
LDAT<7:0> B 121-118 Local Data Bus Lines 

115-112 
LADS<1:0> I 127,126 Local Address Register Select Signals 
LRDY# B 122 Local Ready Signal 
LlNT# 0 123 Local Processor Interrupt Signal 

MISCELLANEOUS SIGNALS 

IOSEL# <1:0> 0 111,110 Expansion Board Address Range Decode Signals 

POWER PINS 

Vee 108,124 Power Pins for the Internal Logic 
Vss 42,58 . Ground Pins for the Internal Logic 

VeeB 12,23,41,63, Power Pins for the Output Buffers 
74,83,94, 
117,132 

VSSB 13, 22, 33, 43, Ground Pins for the Output Buffers 
54, 62, 73, 85, 
95,116,131 
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13.2 Device Pinout 

I = Input, 0 = Output, OC = Open Collector, 8 = 80th Input and Output, 8C = 80th and Open Collector 

Device Pinout-132 Lead PQFP 

A Row BRow CRow DRow 

Pin Label Type Pin Label Type Pin Label Type Pin Label Type 

1 TEOP# I,OC 34 IDAT2 8 67 IDAT9 8 100 MAK# I 
2 TDOE# I 35 IDAT18 8 68 IDAT25 8 101 BCLK I 
3 TDIR 0 36 IDAT3 8 69 IDAT10 8 102 CMD# I 
4 TCHAN 0 37 IDAT19 8 70 IDAT26 8 103 EXRDY I,OC 
5 TLD# 0 38 IADS2 8 71 IDAT11 8 t04 EX32 # I,OC 
6 TACK# I 39 IADS3 8 72 IDAT27 8 105 IADS11 I 
7 TRQ# 0 40 IADS4 8 73 VSSB 106 IADS10 I 
8 TDATO 8 41 VCCB 74 VCCB 107 AEN I 
9 TDAT1 8 42 VSS 75 IDOE23# 0 108 VCC 
10 TDAT2 8 43 VSSB 76 IDOE1# 0 109 EINT OC 
11 TDAT3 8 44 IADS5 8 77 IDOEO# 0 110 IOSELO# 0 
12 VCCB 45 IDAT4 8 78 UALOE# 0 111 IOSEL1 # 0 
13 VSSB 46 IDAT20 8 79 IDDIR 0 112 LDATO 8 
14 TDAT4 8 47 IDAT5 8 80 W/R 8 113 LDAT1 8 
15 TDAT5 8 48 IDAT21 8 81 MilO 8 114 LDAT2 8 
16 TDAT6 8 49 IDAT6 8 82 MASTER16# OC 115 LDAT3 8 
17 TDAT7 8 50 IDAT22 8 83 VCCB 116 VSSB 
18 TDAT8 8 51 IDAT7 8 84 START # 8 117 VCCB 
19 TDAT9 8 52 IDAT23, 8 85 VSSB 118 LDAT4 8 
20 TDAT10 8 53 IADS6 8 86 IDAT12 8 119 LDAT5 8 
21 TDAT11 8 54 VSSB 87 IDAT28 8 120 LDAT6 8 
22 VSSB 55 IADS7 8 88 IDAT13 8 121 LDAT7 8 
23 VCCB 56 IADS8 8 89 IDAT29 8 122 LRDY 8 
24 TDAT12 8 57 IADS9 8 90 IDAT14 8 123 LINT 0 
25 TDAT13 8 
26 TDAT14 8 

58 VSS 
59 18EO# 8 

91 IDAT30 8 
92 IDAT15 8 

124 VCC 
125 RESET I 

27 TDAT15 8 60 18E1# 8 93 IDAT31 8 126 LADSO I 
28 lDATO 8 61 18E2# 8 94 VCCB 127 LADS1 I 
29 IDAT16 8 62 VSSB 95 VSSB 128 LCS# I 
30 IDAT1 8 63 VCCB 96 MS8URST# 0 129 LWR# I 
31 IDAT17 8 64 18E3# 8 97 SL8URST# I 130 LRD# I 
32 TCLK I 65 IDAT8 8 98 LOCK# 0 131 VSSB 
33 VSSB 66 IDAT24 8 99 MREQ# 0 132 VCCB 
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13.3 132-Pin PQFP Package Pinout 

TEOP# 1 0 
MREQ# 

TOOE# 2 LOCK# 
TDiR 3 SLBURST# 

TCHAN 4 MSBURST# 
TLO# 5 vss 

TACK# 6 vee 
TRQ# 7 IOAT3t 

TOATO 8 IOATtS 
TDATI 9 IOAT30 
TOAT2 10 IOATt4 
TOAT3 11 10AT2S 

Vec 12 I DATI 3 
vss 13 IOAT28 

TOAT4 14 IOATt2 
TOATS 15 vss 
TOAT6 16 START# 
TOAT7 17 TOP VIEW Vee 
TDAT8 18 MASTERt6# 
TDAT9 19 MilO 

TOATt 0 20 w/R 
TOATtl 21 100lR 

vss 22 UALOE# 
vee 23 100EO# 

TDAT12 24 I DOE1# 
TDAT13 25 100E23# 
TDAT14 26 vee 
TOATtS 27 vss 

10ATO 28 IOAT27 
IDATl6 29 IOATtl 

10ATl 30 IOAT26 
IOAT17 31 IOAT10 

TCLK 32 IDAT2S 
vss 33 IOAT9 

290255-24 
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PACKAGING INFORMATION PLASTIC QUAD FLAT PACK (PQFP) 
(See Packaging Specification Order # 240800, 
Package Type NG) 

Introduction 

The individual components of Intel's EISA Chip Set 
come. in JEDEC standard Gull Wing packages (25 
MIL pitch), with "bumpers" on the corners for ease 
of handling. Please refer to the accompanying table 
for the package associated with each device, and to 
the individual component specifications for pinouts. 
(Note that the individual pinouts are numbered con
sistently with the numbering scheme depicted in the 
accompanying figures.) 

TYPICAL LEAD 

Case Outline Drawings 
Plastic Fine Pitch Chip Carrier 

0.84 mm Pitch 

mm (inch) 

Symbol 

N 

A 

A1 

D,E 

01, E1 

D2,E2 

D3,E3 

L1 

I 

O .. 31 (0.012)-1 I-
0.20 (0.008) 

DETAIL J 

Description 

Lead Count 

Package Height 

Standoff 

Terminal Dimension 

Package Body 

Bumper Distance 

Lead Dimension 

Foot Length 

Min 

0.160 

0.020 

1.075 

0.947 

1.097 

0.020 

Inch 

132 

L1 

DETAIL L 

Max 

0.170 

0.030 

1.085 

0.953 

1.103 

0.800 Ref 

0.030 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0.20 (0.008) 
0.14 (0.005) 

8 DEG. 
o DEG. 

~ 
mm 

Min 

132 

4.06 

0.51 

27.31 

24.05 

27.86 

290255-25 

290255-26 

Max 

4.32 

0.76 

27.56 

24.21 

28.02 

20.32 Ref 

0.51 0.76 
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13.4 PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS & DATUMS 

-c:::::-. F,:)-

I 

« 

\ 
t 

t-----'-------i:i------~-----+I 

I~-------------w------------~I 

t------------------~--------------------~ 
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TERMINAL DETAILS 

mm (inch) 

BUMPER DETAIL 

mm (inch) 

I 

lr19.b35 (9.925)1 

Lb!i ,+!---1--8EE DETAIL J 

I----- D3/E3 ----1 
D/E-----I 

1.32 
1.22 

1.32 (952) 
1.22 (.948) 

l!.90 (.935) MIN.-J 

2.93 (.980)--1 
1.93 (.l!lb) 

-~-- D2 ----., 

( .989) 
( .9lb) 

82355 

290255-28 

290255-29 
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13.5 Package Thermal Specification 

The 82356 (BMIC) is specified for operation when 
the case temperature is within the range of O°C-
70°C. The case temperature may be measured in 
any environment, to determine whether the device is 
within the specified operating range. 

The PQFP case temperature should be measured at 
the center of the top surface opposite the pins, as 
shown in the figure below. 

PLASTIC QUAD FLAT PACK (PQFP) 

o 

290255-30 

14.0 BMIC REGISTER ADDRESS MAP 

14.1 Index Register Set 

82355 PQFP Package Thermal 
Characteristics 

Thermal Resistance-°C/W 

Parameter 
Air Flow Rate (ftlmin) 

0 50 100 200 400 600 

(J Junction-Case 7 7 7 7 7 7 

(J Case to Ambient 22 21 19.5 17.5 14.5 12 

NOTES: 

800 

7 

10 

1. Table applies to 82355 PQFP plugged into socket or sol· 
dered directly into board. 
2. 9JA = 9JC + 9CA· 

Process Name: 

1.2p. CHMOS III P·well 

ICC at Hot with no Resistive Loads: 

150 mA max at 70°C 
Measure PQFP case temperature 
at center of top surface 

The following registers are mapped directly into the local processor interface: 

Local Address Type Register Description 

0 R/W Local Data Register 
1 R/W Local Index Register 
2 R/W Local Status/Control Register 
3 - Reserved 
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14.2 Shared Register Set 
EISA 

Type 
Index 

Type Register Description 
Address Address 

XC80 R 00 R/W 10 Byte 0 
XC81 R 01 R/W ID Byte 1 
XC82 R 02 R/W 10 Byte 2 
XC83 R 03 R/W 10 Byte 3 

XC84 - 04 - Non BMIC Register (For Expansion Board Use) 
XC85 - 05 - Non BMIC Register (For Expansion Board Use) 
XC86 - 06 - Non BMIC Register (For Expansion Board Use) 
XC87 - 07 - Non BMIC Register (For Expansion Board Use) 

XC88 R 08 R/W Global Configuration Register 
XC89 R/W 09 R System Interrupt Enable/Control Register 
XC8A R/W OA R/W Semaphore Port 0 
XC8B R/W OB R/W Semaphore Port 1 
XC8C R OC R/W Local Doorbell Enable Register 
XC8D R/W 00 R/W Local Doorbell Interrupti Status Register 
XC8E R/W OE R, EISA System Doorbell Enable Register 
XC8F R/W OF R/W EISA System DoorbelllnterruptlStatus Register 
XC90 R/W 10 R/W Mailbox Register (1) 
XC91 R/W 11 R/W Mailbox Register (2) 
XC92 R/W 12 R/W Mailbox Register (3) 
XC93 R/W 13 R/W Mailbox Register (4) 
XC94 R/W 14 'R/W Mailbox Register (5) 
XC95 R/W 15 R/W Mailbox Register (6) 
XC96 R/W 16 R/W Mailbox Register (7) 
XC97 R/W 17 R/W Mailbox Register (8) 
XC98 R/W 18 R/W Mailbox Register (9) 
XC99 R/W 19 R/W Mailbox Register (10) 
XC9A R/W 1A R/W Mailbox Register (11) 
XC9B R/W 1B R/W Mailbox Register (12) 
XC9C R/W 1C R/W Mailbox Register (13) 

, XC9D R/W 10 R/W Mailbox Register (14) 
XC9E R/W 1E R/W Mailbox Register (15) 
XC9F R/W' 

~ 

1F R/W Mailbox Register (16) 

XCAO-XCAF R/W 20-2F - Reserved 

I 
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-14.3 Processor Only Register Set 

Index Type Register Description Address 

30 R/W Peek/Poke Data Register Byte 0 
31 R/W Peek/Poke Data Register Byte 1 
32 R/W Peek/Poke Data Register Byte 2 
:33 R/W Peek/Poke Data Register Byte 3 
34 R/W Peek/Poke Address Register Byte 0 
35 R/W Peek/Poke Address Register Byte 1 
36 R/W Peek/Poke Address Register Byte 2 
37 R/W Peek/Poke Address Register Byte 3 
38 R/W Peek/Poke Control Register 

39 R/W I/O Decode Range 0 Base Address Register 
3A R/W I/O Decode Range 0 Control Register 
3B R/W I/O Decode Range 1 Base Address Register 
3C R/W I/O Decode Range 1 Control Register 

3D - ReserVed 
3E - Reserved 
3F - Reserved 

40 R/W Channel 0 Base Count Register Byte 0 
41 R/W Channel 0 Base Count Register Byte 1 
42 R/W Channel 0 Base Count Register Byte 2 
43 R/W Channel 0 Base Address Register Byte 0. 
44 R/W Channel 0 Base Address Register Byte 1 
45 R/W' Channel 0 Base Address Register Byte 2 
46 R/W Channel 0 Base Address Register Byte 3 
47 - Reserved 
48 R/W Channel 0 Configuration Register 
49 W Channel 0 Transfer Strobe Regi!!ter 
4A R/W Channel 0 Status Register 
4B R/W Channel 0 TBI Base Address Register Byte 0 
4C R/W Channel 0 TBI Base Address Register Byte 1 
4D - "Reserved 
4E - Reserved 
4F - Reserved 
50 R c Channel 0 Current Count Register Byte 0 
51 R Channel 0 Current Count Register Byte 1 
52 R Channel 0 Current Count Register Byte 2 
53 R Channel 0 Current Address Register Byte 0 
54 R Channel 0 Current Address Register Byte 1 
55 R Channel 0 Current Address Register Byte 2 
56 R Channel 0 Current Address Regist~r Byte 3 
57 - Reserved 
58 R " Channel 0 TBI Current Address Register Byte 0 
59 R Channel 0 TBICurrent Address Register Byte 1 

5A - Reserved 
5B - Reserved 
5C -r- Reserved 
Sb - Reserved 
5E - Reserved ; 

5F - Reserved 
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14.3 Processor Only Register Set (Continued) 

Index 
Type Register Description 

Address 

60 R/W Channel 1 Base Count Register Byte 0 
61 R/W Channel 1 Base Count Register Byte 1 
62 R/W Channel 1 Base Count Register Byte 2 
63 R/W Channel 1 Base Address Register Byte 0 
64 R/W Channel 1 Base Address Register Byte 1 
65 R/W Channel 1 Base Address Register Byte 2 
66 R/W Channel 1 Base Address Register Byte 3 
67 - Reserved 

68 R/W Channel 1 Configuration Register 
69 W Channel 1 Transfer Strobe Register 
6A R/W Channel 1 Status Register 
6B R/W Channel 1 TBI Base Address Register Byte 0 
6C R/W Channel1TBI Base Address Register Byte 1 
60 - Reserved 
6E - Reserved 
6F - Reserved 

70 R Channel 1 Current Count Register Byte 0 
71 R Channel 1 Current Count Register Byte· 1 
72 R Channel 1 Current Count Register Byte 2 
73 R Channel 1 Current Address Register Byte 0 
74 R Channel 1 Current Address Register Byte 1 
75 R Channel 1 Current Address Register Byte 2 
76 R Channel 1 Current Address Register Byte 3 
77 - Reserved 
78 R Channel 1 TBI Current Address Register Byte 0 
79 R Channel 1 TBI Current Address Register Byte 1 

7A - Reserved 
7B - Reserved 
7C - Reserved 
70 - Reserved 
7E - Reserved 
7F - Reserved 

NOTES: 
1. TB I = Transfer Buffer Interface 
2. X = Slot number 
3. All the reserved locations, when read, will return a value of no practical use to the user. 
4. The "non BMIC" register locations (XC84h-XC87h & 04h-07h) are locations to be used by registers implemented exter
nally on the expansion board. The BMIC will not respond to these locations (XC84h-CC87h) when accessed from the EISA 
side. However, the BMIC can be programmed to support the decode of the EISA addresses (XC84h-XC87h) through its I/O 
decode register set (refer to Section 4.8). All "non BMIC" register locations (04h-07h) when read from the local side, will 
return a value of no practical use to the user. 
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82355 Revision Summary 
The following changes have been made since revi
sion 006: 

Section 1.1 

Section 4.2 

EISA READ definitions has been 
changed from "A data transfer 
(burst, non-burst (two BClK), or 
mismatched) from system to the ex
pansion board across one of the 
two transfer channe.ls" to "A data 
transfer (burst,. non-burst (two 
BClK), or mismatched) from system 
to the expansion board across 
Channel 1 transfer channelL" 

New paragraph added after the first 
paragraph: 

Channel 0 can be used for EISA 
READ operation only. Channel 1 
can be used for both EISA READ 
and EISA WRITE operations. 

Section 8.1.2 Bits 7 -4 has been changed to Third 
hex digit of product number 

Bits 4-0 has been changed to Hex
adecimal digit of product revision 

Section 8.2.3.3 Sentence added to Bit 22: 

This is appli6able only to channel 1 
and not for channel 0, as channel 0 
can perform EISA WRITE transfers 
only. 

Section 10.0 Figure 10-1 TDIR, TCHANtiming di
agram has changed from 10 to 11. 

Figure 10-3 TDIR, TCHAN timing di
agram has changed from 10 to 11. 

Figure 10-7 TDIR,TCHAN timingdi
agram has changed from 10 to 11. 

The following changes have been made since revi-
sion 005: . 

Section 4.3 

Section 4.8 

1-660 

New paragraph added at the end. 
This paragraph reads: 

Any consecutive Peek/Poke or 
locked exchanged transfers must 
be initiated only after the previous 
Peek/Poke or locked exchange 
has. been completed. This can be 
accomplished by making Sl:Jre that 
bit 2 of the local status/ control reg
ister is set to a zero before initiating 
the transfer. 

New paragraph added after the third 
paragraph. This paragraph reads: 

The IDOEs do not go active during 
an IOSEl cycle outside. the shared 
register access space. 

Section 7.4 The third paragraph had two sen
tences deleted that is replaced with 
Figure 7-2, IDOEO# Connection 
during 10 Register Access. The sen
tences that were deleted read as 
follows: 

The external lines connected to the 
IDAT <7:0> lineS should be con
nected to the bus between the 
BMIC and the external F245 data 
buffers. The BMIC will enable the 
external data buffers to drive byte 
lane 0 of the EISA bus upon detec
tion of the 10 address. 

The following changes have been made since revi
sion 004: 

Section 4.3 New paragraph added at the end. 
This paragraph reads: 

Whenever the BMIC is commanded 
to do an· EISA POKE cycle, the 
BMIC will assert the MREQ# signal 
low normally, transfer up to four 
bytes of data, and release the bus 
by de-asserting MREQ# high. A po
tential problem exists, however, 
when the slave device extends the 
cycle by de-asserting EXRDY low. If 
the slave holds this Signal low past 
the time that the BMIC is forced to 
release MREQ# high (it has been 
preempted while waiting for the 
slave to assert EXRDY high), then 
the BMIC will drive MREQ# back 
low again immediately after this cy
cle ends if there is another transfer 
pending (TBI, PEEK, POKE or 
lOCKED-EXCHANGE). Note that 
according to the EISA spec, "A bus 
master must wait at least two 
BClKs after releasing the bus be
fore re-asserting its MREQx'''(EISA 
spec, MREQ* signal description). 
To adhere to EISA specifications, it 
is required that lOCKED-EX
CHANGE cycles be used in lieu of 
POKE cycles. 

Section 8.2.3.4 New sentence added at the end of 
paragraph one: 

At the end of a transfer, this register 
contains the value of the number of 
bytes transferred during the last cy
cle. 

I 



Section 8.2.4.2 Two paragraphs added for the 
CFGCL bit: 

Before a channel is issued a clear 
command, the channel must first be 
suspended by writing a "1" into Bit 
o (CFGSU) of the Transfer Channel 
Configuration Register. Next the 
Transfer Channel Status Register 
must be read. If the TSTTC (Bit 0) is 
set to a "1", then the channel has 
already completed the transfer. The 
channel is then unsuspended (write 
a "0" into Bit 0 [CFGSU] of the 
Transfer Channel Configuration 
Register), and the TSTTC bit is then 
cleared. 

If the TSTTC bit is a "0", then the 
TSTEN bit is checked. If this bit is a 
"1", then the channel has not re
turned to idle yet, and the Transfer 
Channel Status Register is re
polled. If the TSTEN bit is a "0"" 
then the channel has successfully 
returned to idle and can now be 
cleared with no errors. This is done 
by setting Bit 2 (CFGCL bit) to a 1 in 
the Transfer Channel Configuration 
Register. A flowchart for this opera
tion is shown in the following figure. 

Figure 8-1 was added to the data 
sheet. 

Section 8.2.4.3 Bit 4 has been changed to reserved. 

I 

First paragraph under bit description 
has been changed to read, "Bits (7), 
(6), TST1 K, and (4) are reserved . 
. Any data read from these bits 
should be ignored". 

The paragraph following this one 
has been deleted. 

82355 

Section 11.2 Max Limits on symbols COUT and 
CCLK have been changed. 
Note 1 has been corrected. 

Section 12.1 Symbol t1 has been corrected to 
read 2500 instead of 250 for max. 

Symbol t20 has been corrected to 
read 3 for min. 

Symbol t22 has been corrected to 4 
from 7 for min. 

Symbol t35 has been corrected to 5 
,from 7 for min. 

Symbol t37 has been corrected to 3 
for min. 

Symbol t40 has been corrected to 1 
for min. 

Symbol t50 has been corrected to 
124 from 125 for max: 
Symbol t51 has been corrected to 1 
for min. 

Section 12.2 The Local CPU Interface Timing 
(Read Cycle/Shared Register Ac
cess) table has been corrected. The 
signal LDAT <7:0> has changed 
one portion from valid to float. 
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82091AA 
ADVANCED INTEGRATED 

PERIPHERAL (AlP) 
Single-Chip PC Compatible 1/0 Solution • Floppy Disk Controller Features 
for Notebook and Desktop Platforms: - 100% Software Compatible with 
- 82078 Floppy Disk Controller Core Industry Standard 82077SL and 
- Two 16550 Compatible UARTs 82078 
- One Multi-Function Parallel Port -Integrated Analog Data Separator 
-IDE Interface 250K,300K,500K,1M 
-Integrated BaCk Power Protection - Programmable Powerdown 
-Integrated Game Port Chip Select Command 
,-5V or3.3V Supply Operation with 5V - Auto Powerdown and Wakeup 

Tolerant Drive Interface Modes 
--- Full Power Management Support -Integrated Tape Drive Support 
- Supports Type F DMA Transfers for - Perpendicular Recording Support for 

, Faster 1/0 performance 4 MB Drives 
- No Walt-State Host 1/0 Interface ..;.. Programmable Write 
- Programmable Interrupt Interfaces Pre-Compensation D,elays 
- Single CrystallOsciliator Clock -- 256 Track Direct Address, Unlimited 

(24 MHz) Track Support 
- software Detectable Device 10 ' -16 Byte FIFO 
- Comprehensive Powerup - Supports 2 or 4 Drives 

Configuration • 16550 Compatible UART Features 
The AlP is 100%, Compatible with EISA, - Two Independent Serial Ports 
ISAand AT - Software Compatible with 8250 and 

HOst Interface Features 16450 UARTs 

- 8-Blt Zero Walt-State ISA Bus - 16 Byte FIFO per Serial Port 

Interface - Two UART. Clock Sources, Supports 

- DMA with Type F Transfers MIDI Baud Rate 

- Five Programmable ISA Interrupt • IDE Interface Featur .. s 
Lines - Generates Chip Selects for IDE 

-Internal Address Decoder Drives 

Parallel Port Features -Integrated Buffer Control Logic 

-All IEEE Standard 1284 Protocols - Dual IDE Interface Support 

Supported (Compatibility, Nibble, • Power Management Features 
Byte, EPP, and ECP) - Transparent to Operating Systems 

- Peak Bi-Directional· Transfer Rate of and Applications Programs 
2 MBlsec -Independent Power Control for Each 

-16 Byte FIFO for ECP Integrated Device 

• 100-Pin QFP Package 
See Packaging Spec. 240800 

The 82091AA Advanced Integrated Peripheral (AlP) is an integrated I/O solution containing a floppy disk 
controller, 2 serial ports, a multi-function parallel port, an IDE interface, and a game port on a single chip. The 
integration of these I/O devices results in a minimization of form factor, cost and power consumption. The 
floppy disk controller is the 82078 core with, a data rate up to 2 Mbs. The serial ports are 16550 compatible. 
The parallel port supports all of the IEEE Standard 1284 protocols (ECP, EPP, Byte, Compatibility, and Nibble). 
The IDE interface supports 8-bit or 16-bit programmed I/O and 16·bit DMA. The Host Interface is an 8-bit ISA 
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82091AA 

interface optimized for type "F" DMA and no wait-state I/O accesses. Improved throughput and performance, 
the AlP contains six 16-byte FIFostwo for each serial port, one for the parallel port, and one for the floppy disk 
controller. The AlP also includes power management and 3.3V capability for power sensitive applications such 
as notebooks. The AlP supports both motherboard and add-in card configurations. 
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82092AA 
PCI TO PCMCIA/ENHANCED IDE CONTROLLER (PPEC) 

• Provides the Ultimate Plug and Play • Dual Voltage Operation 
Solution for High Performance PCI - Each PCMCIA Socket Automatically 
Desktop Systems Configures to Support Either 3.3V or 
- Supports Combination of PCMCIA 5.0V PC Cards 

and Enhanced IDE Interfaces • Power Management 
- Contains a 32-Bit PCI Local Bus -Individual Socket Power Control 

Slave Interface Running at - Hot Insertion/Removal Capability 
25 MHz/33 MHz 

- Supports Motherboard and Add-in • Flexible System Configuration Options 
Card Implementations - Two-Socket Configuration With 

• Compliant with PCMCIA 2.01/JEIDA 4.1 
On-Chip Buffering 

- Four-Socket Configuration with 
Interface Standard Partial External Buffering 
- Supports up to Four 68-Pin Standard 

PC Card Sockets, Cascadable for • System Bus Timings Compatible with 
Additional Sockets Intel Pentium™ and Intel486™ 

- Each Socket Interchangeably Microprocessor Families 
Supports Either Memory or I/O PC - Supports All Intel PClsets 
Cards - Programmable PCMCIA and IDE 

- Software Compatible with the Interface Timing 
Industry Standard 82365SL PCIC - Easily Configured to Support Other 

- Supports PCMCIA-ATA Disk Drive Standard· Architectures 
Devices • Eliminates Need for System 

• Interfaces Four Enhanced IDE Devices Configuration Jumpers 
- Provides Write Posting and Read - Address Mapping for PCMCIA 

Prefetching to Support High 2.01/JEIDA 4.1 PC Card Memory 
Performance IDE Devices - Address Windowing for I/O Space 

- Primary and Secondary IDE Devices - Full 4 GBytes PCI Address Range 
can be Independently Programmed - Selectable Interrupt Steering from 
for Various Speed Selections PC Card to System Interrupt Lines or 

PCI Interrupts 

• 208-Pin QFP Package 
(See Packaging Spec. Order No. 240800, Package Type S) 

The 82092AA is a high-bandwidth, software-configurable bridge that interfaces as many as four PCMCIA (PC 
Memory Card International Association) PC Cards and four enhanced IDE devices to the Peripheral Compo
nent Interconnect (PCI) Bus. It is software compatible with the Intel 82365SL PC Card Interface Controller, but 
features a 32-bit PCI interface for maximum system performance. The PPEC simplifies system design by 
reducing component count between the PCI Bus, PC Cards and IDE devices, and maximizes system flexibility 
by providing such benefits as PC Card select decoding, multiple memory address translation maps, power 
management, and 110 interrupt steering. In addition, the PPEC supports auto-configuration allowing dynamic 
system setup upon insertion or removal of PC Cards. The enhanced IDE interface has programmable transfer 
rates that can support today's fastest IDE devices, including Mode 3 (110 Channel Ready) operation, as well 
as any future IDE modes. The four IDE devices supported by PPEC may include Hard Disk Drives, CD-ROMs, 
Tape Drives and any future IDE-based peripherals. 

Pentium is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 
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82077AA 
CHMOS SINGLE-CHIP FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

• Single-Chip Floppy Disk Solution • Integrated Tape Drive Support 
- 100% PC AT* Compatible • 12 mA Host Interface Drivers, 40 mA 
-100% PS/2" Compatible Disk Drivers 
- 100% PS/2 Model 30 Compatible 

Four Fully Decoded Drive Select and -Integrated Drive and Data Bus • 
Buffers Motor Signals 

• Integrated Analog Data Separator • Programmable Write Precompensation 
- 250 Kbits/sec Delays 
- 300 Kbits/sec • Addresses 256 Tracks Directly, 
- 500 Kbits/sec Supports Unlimited Tracks 
- 1 Mbits/sec • 16 Byte FIFO 

• High Speed Processor Interface • 68-Pin PLCC 

• Perpendicular Recording Support (See Packaging Spec., Order # 240800, Package Type N) 

The 82077 AA floppy disk controller has completely integrated all of the logic required for floppy disk control. 
The 82077AA, a 24 MHz crystal, a resistor package and a device chip select implements a PC AT or PS/2 
solution. All programmable options default to compatible values. The dual PLL data separator has better 
performance than most board level/discrete PLL implementations. The FIFO allows better system perform
ance in multi-master systems (e.g. PS/2, EISA). The 82077AA is available in three versions-82077AA-5, 
82077 AA and 82077 AA-1. 82077 AA-1 has all features listed in this data sheet. It supports both tape drives and 
4 Mb floppy drives. The 82077 AA supports 4 Mb floppy drives and is capable of operation at all data rates 
through 1 Mbps. The 82077AA-5 supports 500/300/250 Kbps data rates for high and low density floppy 
drives. 

The 82077AA is fabricated with Intel's CHMOS III technology and is available in a 68-lead PLCC (plastic) 
package. 
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·PS/2 and PC AT are trademarks of IBM. 
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Figure 1. 82077 AA Pinout 
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The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
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82077SL 
CHMOS SINGLE-CHIP FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

• Completely Compatible with Industry • Integrated Analog Data Separator 
Standard 82077 AA - 250 Kblts/sec 

- 300 Kbits/sec • Single-Chip Laptop Desktop Floppy 
Disk Controller Solution - 500 Kbits/sec 

-100% PC AT* Compatible -1 Mbits/sec 

- 100% PS/2* Compatible • Programmable Crystal Oscillator for On 
-100% PS/2 Model 30 Compatible QrOff 
- Fully Compatible with Intel's 386SL • Integrated Tape Drive Support , 

Microprocessor SuperSet • Perpendicular Recording Support -Integrated Drive and Data Bus 
Buffers • 12 mA Host Interface Drivers, 40 mA 

Power Management Features 
Disk Drivers • Four Fully Decoded Drive Select and - Application Software Transparency • Motor Signals - Programmable Powerdown 

Command • Programmable Write Precompensation 
- Auto Powerdown and Wakeup Delays 

Modes • Addresses 256 Tracks Directly, 
- Two External Power Management Supports Unlimited Tracks 

Pins 
- Typical Power Consumption in • 16 Byte FIFO 

• 68-Pin PLCC Power Down: 10 p,A 
(See Packaging Handbook Order Number .. 240800, Package 

High Speed Processor Interface • Type N) 

The 82077SL, a 24 MHz crystal, a resistor package, and a device chip select implements a complete laptop 
solution. All programmable options default to 82077AA compatible values. The dual PLL data separator has 
better performance than most board level/discrete PLL implementations. The FIFO allows better system 
performance in multi-master systems (e.g., Microchannel, EISA). 

The 82077SL is a superset of 82077 AA. The 82077SL incorporates power management features while main
taining complete compatibility with the 82077AAl8272A floppy disk controllers. It contains programmable 
power management features while integrating all of the logic required for floppy disk control. The power 
management features are transparent to any application software. The 82077SL is available in three ver
sions-82077SL-5, 82077SL and 82077SL-1. 82077SL-1 has all features listed in this data sheet. It supports 
both tape drives and 4 MB floppy drives. The 82077SL supports 4 MB floppy drives and is capable of operation 
at all data rates through 1 Mbps. The 82077SL-5 supports 500/300/250 Kbps data rates for high and low 
density floppy drives. 

The 82077SL is fabricated with Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology and is available in a 68-lead PLCC 
(plastic) package. 

o 

82077SL 

IIIIIlI 11 ... tIC 

V1l2'~31nnU~~~~~~'lU~ 

290410-1 

·PS/2 and PC AT are trademarks of IBM. 
Figure 1. 8207~SL Pinout 
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82077SL CHMOS Single-Chip Floppy Disk Controller 
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82077SL infel® 
Table 1 82077SL Pin Description 

Symbol Pin# I/O Description 

HOST INTERFACE 

RESET 32 I RESET: A high level places the 82077SL in a known idle state. All registers are 
cleared except those set by the Specify command. 

CS 6 I CHIP SELECT: Decodes base address range and qualifies RD and WR inputs. 

AO 7 I ADDRESS: Selects one of the host interface registers: 
A1 8 Access 
A2 10 A2 A1 AO 

Type 
Register 

0 0 0 R Status Register A SRA 

0 0 1 R Status Register B SRB 

0 1 0 R/W Digital Output Register DaR 

0 1 1 R/W Tape Drive Register TOR 

1 0 0 R Main Status Register MSR 

1 0 0 W Data Rate Select Register DSR 

1 0 1 R/W Data (First In First Out) FIFO 

1 1 0 Reserved 

1 1 1 R Digital Input Register DIR 

1 1 1 W Configuration Control Register CCR 

DBO 11 1/0 DAT A BUS: Data bus with 12 mA drive 
DB1 13 
DB2 14 
DB3 15 
DB4 17 
DB5 19 
DB6 20 
DB7 22 

RD 4 I READ: Control signal 

WR 5 I WRITE: Control signal 

DRQ 24 a DMA REQUEST: Requests service from a DMA controller. Normally active high, 
but goes to high impedance in AT and Model 30 modes when the appropriate bit is 
set in the DaR. . 

DACK 3 I DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: Controllnputthat qualifies the RD, WR inputs in DMA 
cycles. Normally active low, but is disabled in AT and Model ~O modes when the 
appropriate bit is set in the DaR. 

TC 25 I TERMINAL COUNT: Control line from a DMA controller that terminates the current 
disk transfer. TC is accepted only while DACK is active. This input is active high in 
the AT, and Model 30 modes and active low in .the PS/2 mode . 

INT 23 a . INTERRUPT: Signals a data transfer in non-DMA mode and when status is valid. 
Normally active high, but goes to high impedance in AT, and Model 30 modes when 
the appropriate bit is set in the DaR. 

X1 33 CRYSTAL 1,2: Connection for a 24 MHz fundamental mode parallel resonant 
X2 34 crystal. X1 may be driven with a MaS level clock and X2 would be left 

unconnected. 
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82077SL 

Table 1 82077SL Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin# 1/0 Description 

HOST INTERFACE (Continued) 

IDENT 27 I IDENTITY: Upon Hardware RESET, this input (along with MFM pin) selects 
between the three interface modes. After RESET, this input selects the type of 
drive being accessed and alters the level on DENSEL. The MFM pin is also 
sampled at Hardware RESET, and then becomes an output again. Internal pull-

I 

ups on MFM permit a no connect. 

IDENT MFM INTERFACE 

1 1 or NC AT Mode 
1 0 ILLEGAL 
0 10rNC PS/2 Mode 
0 0 Model 30 Mode 

AT MODE: Major options are: enables DMA Gate logic, TC is active high, 
Status Registers A & B not available. 
PS/2 MODE: Major options are: No DMA Gate logic, TC is active low, Status 
Registers A & B are available. 
MODEL 30 MODE: Major options are: enable DMA Gate logic, TC is active 
high, Status Registers A & B available. 
After Hardware reset this pin determines the polarity of the DENSEL pin. IDENT 
at a logic level of "1 ", DENSEL will be active high for high (500 Kbps/1 Mbps) 
data rates (typically used for 5.25" drives). IDENT at a logic level of "0", 
DENSEL will be active low for high data rates (typically used for 3.5" drives). 
This assumes the INVERT pin to be tied to ground. 

DISK CONTROL (All outputs have 40 mA drive capability) 

INVERT 35 I INVERT: Strapping option. Determines the polartity of all signals in this section. 
Should be strapped to ground when using the internal buffers and these signals 
become active LOW. When strapped to VCC, these signals become active high 
and external inverting drivers and receivers are required. 

MEO 57 0 MEO-3: Decoded Motor enables for drives 0-3. The motor enable pins are 
ME1 61 directly cohtrolled via the Digital Output Register. 

ME2 63 
ME3 66 

DSO 58 0 DRIVE SELECT 0-3: Decoded drive selects for drives 0-3. These outputs are 
DS1 62 decoded from the select bits in the Digital Output Register and gated by 
DS2 64 MEO-3. 

DS3 67 

HDSEL 51 0 HEAD SELECT: Selects which side of a disk is to be used. An active level 
selects side 1. 

STEP 55 0 STEP: Supplies step pulses to the drive. 

DIR 56 0 DIRECTION: Controls the direction the head moves when a step signal is 
present. The head moves toward the center if active. 

WRDATA 53 0 WRITE DATA: FM or MFM serial data to the drive. Precompensation value is 
selectable through software. 

WE 52 0 WRITE ENABLE: Drive control signal that enables the head to write onto the 
disk. 

DENSEL 49 0 DENSITY SELECT: Indicates whether a low (250/300 Kbps) or high (500 
Kbps/1 Mbps) data rate has been selected. 

DSKCHG 31 I DISK CHANGE: This input is reflected in the Digital Input Register. 

I 
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82077SL 

Table 1 82077SL Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pln# I/O Description 

DISK CONTROL (All outputs have 40 mA drive capability) (Continued) 

DRV2 30 I DRIVE2: This indicates whether a second drive is installed and is reflected in 
Status Register A. 

TRKO 2 I TRACKO: Control line that indicates that the head is on track O. 

WP 1 I WRITE PROTECT: Indicates whether. the disk drive is write protected. 

INDX 26 I INDEX: Indicates the beginning of the track. 

PLLSECTION 

RDDATA 41 I READ DATA: Serial data from the disk. INVERT also affects the polarity of this 
signal. 

MFM 48 1/0 MFM: At Hardware RESET, aids in configuring the 82077SL. Internal pull·up 
allows a no connect if a "1" is required. After reset this pin becomes an output 
and indicates the current dataehcoding/decoding mode (Note: If the pin is held at 
logic level "0" during hardware RESET it must be pulled to "1" after reset to 
enable the output. The pin can be released on the falling edge of hardware 
RESET to enable the output). MFM is active high (MFM). MFM may be left tied low 
after hardware reset, in this case the MFM function will be disabled. 

DRATEO 28 0 DATARATEO-1: Reflects the contents of bits 0,1 of the Data Rate Register. 
DRATE1 29 (Drive capability of +6.0 mA @ OAV and -4.0 mA @ 2.4V) 

PLLO 39 I PLLO: This input optimizes the data separator for. either floppy disks or tape drives. 
A "1" (or Vee) selects the floppy mode, a "0" (or GND) selects tape mode. 

POWERDOWN STATUS 

IDLE 38 0 IDLE: This pin indicates that the part is in the IDLE state and can be powered 
down. IDLE state is defined as MSR = 80H, INT = 0, and the head being 
"unloaded" (as defined .in Section 6.2.6). Whenever the part is in this state, IDLE 
pin is active high. If the part is powered down by the Auto Mode, IDLE pin is set 
high and if the part is powered down by setting the DSR POWERDOWN bit, IDLE 
pin is set low. 

PD 37 0 POWERDOWN: This pin is active high whenever the part is in powerdown state, 
either via DSR POWER DOWN bit or via the Auto Mode. This pin can be .used to 
disable external oscillator's output. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

VCC 18 Voltage: + 5V 
40 
60 
68 

GND 9 Ground 
12 
16 
21 
36 
50 
54 
59 
65 

AVCC 46 Analog Supply 

AVSS 45 Analog Ground , 

NC 42 No Connection: These pins MUST be left unconnected. 
43 
44 
47 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The 82077SL is a single-chip fioppy disk controlier 
for portable PC designs, PC-AT, Microchannel and 
EISA systems. The 82077SL includes all the power 
management features necessary to implement a 
powerful laptop and notebook solution. The 
82077SL is fully compatible with the 82077 AA. The 
pin out remains the same with the exception of two 
new powerdown status pins, PO and IDLE. These 
pins will replace the LOFIL and HIFIL pins on the 
82077 AA that are used to connect an external ca
pacitor. 

The 82077SL, a 24 MHz crystal, a resistor package 
and a chip select implement a complete design. The 
power management features of the 82077SL are de
signed to be transparent to all applic~tion software. 
The 82077SL will seem awake to the software even 
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when it is in powerdown mode. All drive control sig
nals are fully decoded and have 40 mA drive buffers 
with selectable polarity. Signals returned from the 
drive are sent through on-chip input buffers with hys
teresis for noise immunity. The integrated analog 
data separator needs no external compensation of 
components, yet allows for wide motor variation with 
exceptionally low soft error rates. The microproces
sor interface has 12 mA drive buffers on the data 
bus plus 100% hardware register compatibility for 
PC-AT and Microchannel systems. The 16-byte 
FIFO with programmable thresholds is extremely 
useful in multi-master systems (Microchannel, EISA) 
or systems with large bus latency. 

Upon hardware reset, (Pin 32) the B2077SL defaults 
to 8272A fu~ctionality. Figure 1-1 is a block diagram 
of the 82077SL. 
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1.1 Perpendicular Recording Mode 

An added capability of the 82077SL is the ability to 
interface directly to perpendicular recording floppy 
drives. Perpendicular recording differs from the tradi· 
tional longitudinal method by orienting the magnetic 
bits vertically. This scheme packs in more data bits 
for the same area. 

The 82077SL with perpendicular recording drives 
can read standard 3.5" floppies as well as read and 
write perpendicular media. Some manufacturers of
fer drives that can read and write stahdard and per
pendicular media in a perpendicular media drive. 

A single command puts the 82077SL into perpendic
ular mode. All other commands operate as they nor
mally do. The perpendicular mode requires the 
1 Mbps data rate of the 82077SL. At this data rate, 
the FIFO eases the host interface bottleneck due to 
the speed of data transfer to or from the disk. 

1.2 Power Management Scheme 

While maintaining compatibility with 82077 AA, the 
82077SL contains a powerful set of features for con
serving power. This enables the 82077SL to play an 
important role in the power sensitive environment of 
portable personal computers. These features are 
transparent to any application software. 

The 82077SL supports two powerdown modes-di
rect powerdown and automatic powerdown. Direct 
powerdown refers to direct action by the software to 
powerdown without dependence on external factors. 
Automatic powerdown results from 82077SL's moni
toring of the current conditions according to a previ
ously programmed mode. The 82077SL contains a 
new powerdown command that via programming 
can be used to invoke auto powerdown. 82077SL is 
powered down whenever a set of conditions are sat
isfied. Any hardware reset disables, the automatic 
powerdown command. Software resets have no ef
fect on the POWERDOWN command parameters. 

The 82077SL also supports powerdown of ' its inter
nal crystal oscillator independent of the powerdown 
modes' described above. By setting bit 5 in DSR reg
ister, the internal oscillator is turned off. This bit has 
sole control of the oscillator powerdown. This allows 
the internal oscillator to be turned off when an exter
nal oscillator is used. 

2.0 MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE 

The interface consists of the standard asynchronous 
signals: RD, WR, CS, AO-A2, INT, DMA control and 
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a data bus. The address lines select between config
uration registers, the FIFO and control/status regis
ters. This interface can be switched between PC AT, 
Model 30, or PS/2 normal modes. The PS/2 register 
sets are a superset of the registers found in a PC
AT. 

2.1 Status, Data and Control 
Registers 

As shown below, the base address range is supplied 
via the CS pin. For PC-AT or PS/2 designs, the pri
mary and secondary address ranges are 3FO Hex to 
37F Hex and 370 Hex to 377 Hex respectively. 

A2 A1 AO 
Access 

Register 
Type 

0 0 0 R Status Register A SRA 

0 0 1 R Status Register B SRB 

0 1 0 R/W Digital Output Register DOR 

0 1 1 R/W Tape Drive Register TOR 

1 0 0 R Main Status Register MSR 

1 0 0 W Data Rate Select Register DSR 

1 0 1 R/W Data (First In First Out) FIFO 

1 1 0 Reserved 

1 1 1 R Digital Input Register DIR 

1 1 1 W Configuration Control Register CCR 

In the following sections, the various registers are 
shown in their powerdown state., The "UC" notation 
stands for a value that is returned without change 
from the active mode. The notation" • " means that 
the value is reflecting the actual status of the 
82077SL, but the value is determinable in the power
down state. ~'N/ A" reflects the values of the pins 
indicated. "X" indicates that the value is undefined. 

2.1.1a STATUS REGISTER A 
(SRA, PS/2 MODE) 

This register is read-only and monitors the state of 
the interrupt pin and several disk interface pins. This' 
register is part of the register set, and is not accessi
ble in PC-AT mode. 

This register can be accessed during powerdown 
state without waking up the 82077SL from its power
down state. 
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Bits 7 6° 5 4° 3 2° 1°C 0 

Function INT DRV2 STEP TRKO HDSEL !NDX WP DIR 
PENDING 

H/W Reset State 0 N/A 0 N/A 0 N/A N/A 0 

Auto PO State O' UC O' 1 O' 1 1 0' 

The INT PENDING bit is used by software to monitor the state of the 82077SL INTERRUPT pin. The bits 
marked with a " ° " reflect the state of drive signals on the cable and are independent of the state of the 
INVERT pin. 

The INT PENDING bit is low by definition for 82077SL to be in powerdown. The bits reflecting the floppy disk 
drive input pins (TRKO, INDEX and WP) are forced to an inactive state. The floppy disk drive outputs (HDSEL, 
STEP, and DIR) also go to their inactive, default state. 

As a read-only register, there is no default value associated with a reset other than some drive bits will change 
with a reset. The INT PENDING, STEP, HDSEL, and DIR bit\' will be low after reset. 

2.1.1b STATUS REGISTER A (SRA, MODEL 30 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function INT DRO STEP TRKO HDSEL INDX WP DIR 
PENDING F/F 

H/W Reset State 0 0 0 N/A 1 N/A N/A 1 

Auto PD State 0' O' 0 ° l' 0 0 l' 

This register has the following changes in PS/2 Model 30 Mode. Disk interface pins (Bits 0, 1, 2, 3, & 4) are 
inverted from PS/2 Mode. The DRO bit monitors the status of the DMA Request pin. The STEP bit is latched 
with the Step output going active and is cleared with a read to the DIRregister, Hardware or Software RESET. 

The DRO bit is low by definition for 82077SL to be in powerdown. The bits reflecting the floppy disk drive input 
pins (TRKO, INDEX and WP) are forced to reflect an inactive state. The floppy disk drive outputs (HDSEL, 
STEP, and DIR) also go to their inactive, default state. 

2.1.2a STATUS REGISTER B (SRB, PS/2 MODE) 

This register is read-only and monitors the state of several disk interface pins. This register is part of the PS/2 
register set, and is not accessible in PC-AT mode. 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3' 2 1 0 

Function 1 1 DRIVE WRDATA RDDATA WE MOT MOT 
SELO TOGGLE TOGGLE EN1 ENO 

H/W Reset State- 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Auto PD State 1 1 UC 0 0 0' 0 0 

As the only drive input, RDDATA TOGGLE's activity is independent of the INVERT pin level and reflects the 
level as seen on the cable. 

The two TOGGLE bits do not read back the state of their respective pins directly. Instead, the pins drive a Flipl 
Flop which produces a wider and more reliably read pulse. Bits 6 and 7 are undefined and always return a 1. 

After any reset, the activity on the TOGGLE pins are cleared. Drive select and Motor bits cleared by the 
RESET pin and not software resets. 

I 
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212b STATUS REGISTER B (SRB MODEL 30 MODE) .. , 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function DRV2 DSl DSO WRDATA RDDATA WE DS3 DS2 
F/F F/F F/F 

H/W Reset State N/A 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

Auto PO State UC UC UC 0 0 0 UC UC 

This register has the following changes in Model 30 Mode. Bits 0, 1, 5, and 6 return the decoded value of the 
Drive Select bits in the DOR register. Bits 2, 3, and 4 are set by their respective active going edges and are 
cleared by reading the DIR register. The WRDATAbit is triggered by rawWRDATA signals and is not gated by 
WE. Bits 2, 3, and 4 are cleared to a low level by either Hardware or Software RESET. 

2.1.3 DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (DOR) 

The Digital Output Register contains the drive select and motor enable bits, a reset bit and a DMA GATE bit. 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function MOT MOT MOT MOT DMA RESET DRIVE DRIVE 
EN3 EN2 EN1 ENO GATE SEL1 SEL2 

H/W Reset State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Auto PO State O' 0' 0' 0' UC l' UC UC 

The MOT ENx bits directly control theirrespective motor enable pins (MEO-3). A one means the pin is active, 
the INVERT pin determines the active level. The DRIVE SELx bits are deooded to provide four drive select 
lines and only one may be active at a time. A one is active and the INVERT pin determines the level on the 
cable. Standard programming practice is to set both MOT ENx and DRIVE SELx bits at the same time. 

Table 2·1 lists a set of DOR values to activate the drive select and motor enable for each drive. 

Table 2-1. Drive Activation Values 

Drive DORValue 

0 1CH 
1 2DH 
2 4EH 
3 8FH 

The DMAGATE bit is enabled only in PC·AT and Model 30 Modes. If DMAGATE is set low, the INT and ORO 
outputs are tristated and the DACK and TC inputs are disabled. DMAGATE set high will enable INT,DRO, TC, 
and DACK to the system. In PS/2 Mode DMAGATE has no effect upon INT, ORO, TC or DACK pins and they 
are always active. 

The DOR reset bit and the Motor Enable bits have to be inactive when the 82077SL. is in powerdown. The 
DMAGATE and DRIVE SEL bits are unchanged. During powerdown, writing to the DOR does not awaken the 
82077SL with the exception of activating any of the motor enable bits. Setting the motor enable bits active 
(high) will wake up the part. . 

This RESET bit clears the basic core of the 82077SL and the FIFO circuits when the LOCK bit is set to "0" 
(see Section 5.3.2 for LOCK bit definition). Once set, it remains set until the user clears this bit. This bit is set 
by a chip reset and the 82077SL is held in a reset state until the user clears this bit. The RESET bit has no 
effect upon this register. 
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2.1.4 TAPE DRIVE REGISTER (TOR) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function TAPE TAPE - - - - - - SEL1 SELO 

H/W Reset State - - - - - - 0 0 

Auto PO State - - - - - - UC UC 

This register allows the user to assign tape support to a particular drive during initialization. Any future refer
ences to that drive number automatically invokes tape support. Hardware reset clears this register; software 
resets have [lot effect. TDR[2:7] are not writable and remain tristatedif read. The tape select bits are hard
ware RESET to zeros, making Drive 0 not available for tape support. Drive 0 is reserved for the floppy boot 
drive. The tuning of the PLL for tape characteristics can also be done in hardware. If a 0 (GNO) is applied to pin 
39 (PLLO) the PLL is optimized for tape drives, a 1 (Vee> optimizes the PLL for floppies. This hardware 
selection mechanism overrides the software selection scheme. A typical hardware application would route the 
Drive Select pin used for tape drive support to pin 39 (PLLO). For further explanation on optimizing 82077 for 
tape drives please refer to Section 10.2.4. 

2.1.5 DATARATE SELECT REGISTER (DSR) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function S/W POWER POOSC PRE· PRE- PRE- ORATE ORATE 
RESET DOWN COMP2 COMP1 COMPO SEL1 SELO 

H/W Reset State 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Auto PO State 0 0 UC UC UC uq UC UC 

This register ensures backward compatibility with the 82072 floppy controller and is write-only. Changing the 
data rate changes the timings of tile drive control signals. To ensure that drive timings are not violated when 
changing data rates, choose a drive timing such that the fastest data rate will not violate the timing. 

This register is identical to the one used in 82077 AA with the exception of bit 5. This bit in the 82077SL 
denoted by PDOSC is used to implement crystal oscillator power management. The internal oscillator in the 
82077SL can be programmed to be either powered on or off via the PDOSC bit. This capability is independent 
of the chip's powerdown state. In other words, auto powerdown mode and powerdown via activating POWER
DOWN bit has no effect over the power state of the oscillator. 

In the default state the POOSC bit is low and the oscillator is powered up. When this bit is programmed to a 
one, the oscillator is shut off. Hardware reset clears this bit to a zero. Neither of the software resets (viaDOR 
or DSR) have any effect on this bit. When an external oscillator is used, this bit can be set to reduce power 
consumption. When an internal oscillator is used, this bit can be set to turn off the oscillator to conserve 
power. However, PDOSC must go high only when the part is in the powerdown state, otherwise the part will 
not function correctly and must be hardware reset orice the oscillator has turned back on and. stabilized .. 
Setting the PDOSC bit has no effect on the clock input to the 82077SL (the X1 pin).· The clock input is 
separately disabled when the part is powered down. 

S/W RESET behaves the same as DOR RESET except that this reset is self clearing. 

POWERDOWN bit implements direct powerdown. Setting this bit high will put the 82077SL into the. power
down state regardless ,of the state of the part. The part is internally reset and then put into powerdown. No 
status is saved and any operation in progress is aborted. Unlike the 82077AA this mode of powerdQwn does 
not turn off the internal oscillator. Any hardware or software reset will exit the 82077SL from this powerdown 
state. When 82077SL enters powerdown via this state it affects the floppy disk drive interface as suggested in 
Section 4.2.2. The state of the floppy disk drive pins during powerdown via the. DSR register behaves similarly 
to that during auto powerdown. . 

I 
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PRECOMP 0-2 adjusts the WRDATA output to the disk to compensate for magnetic media phenomena 
known as bit shifting. The· data patterns that are susceptible to bit shifting are well understood and the 
82077SL compensates the data pattem as it is written to tl'ledisk. The amount of precompensation is depen
dent upon the drive and media but in most cases the default value is acceptable. 

The 82077SL starts precompensating the data pattern starting on Track o. The CONFIGURE command can 
chartge the track that precompensating starts on. Table 2-2 lists the precompensation values that can be 
selected and Table 2-3 lists the defaultprecompensation values. The default value is selected if the three bits 
are zeros. 

ORATE 0-1 select one onhe four data rates as listed in Table 2-4. The default value is 250 Kbps upon a chip 
("Hardware") reset. Other ("Software") Resets do not affect the ORATE or PRECOMP bits. 

Table 2-2. Precompensatlon Delays 

PRECOMP Precompensatlon 
43~ Delay 

111 . 0.00 ns-DISABLED 
001 41.67 ns 
010 83.34 ns 
011 125.00 ns 
100 166.67 ns 
101 208.33 ns 
110 250.00 ns 
000 DEFAULT 

Table 2~3. Default P~compensatlon Delays Table 2-4. Data Rates 

Data Precompensatlon DRATESEL PATARATE 
Rate' Delays 1 0 MFM, FM 

1 Mbps 41.67 ns 1 1 1 Mbps Illegal 
500 Kbps 125 ns 0 0 500 Kbps 250 Kbps 
300 Kbps 125 ns 0 1 300 ~bps 150 Kbps 
250 Kbps 125 ns 1 0 ?50Kbps 12SKbps 

2.1.6 MAIN STATUS REGISTER (MSR) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3· 2 1 0 

Function ROM 010 NON CMD ORV3 DRV2 DRV1 DRVO 
DMA BSY BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY 

H/W Reset State 0 X X X X X X X 
, 

Auto PO State 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The Main Status Register is a read-only register and 
is used for controlling command input and result out
put for all commands. 

ROM-Indicates that the host can transfer data if 
set to a 1. No access is permitted if set to a O. 

DID-Indicates the direction of a data transfer once 
ROM is set. A 1 indicates a read and a 0 indicates a 
write is required. 

NON-DMA-This mode is selected in the SPECIFY 
command and will be set to a 1 during the execution 
phase of a command. This is for polled data trans
fers and helps differentiate between the data trans
fer phase and the reading of result bytes. 

COMMAND BUSY-This bit is set to a one when a 
command is in progress. This bit will go active after 
the command byte has been accepted and goes in
active at the end of the results phase. If there is no 
result phase (SEEK, RECALIBRATE commands), 
this bit is returned to a 0 after the last command 
byte. 

DRV x Bl,JSY-These bits are set to ones when a 
drive is in the seek portion of a command, including 
seeks, and recalibrates. 

2.1.7 FIFO (DATA) 

All command parameter information and disk data 
transfers go through the FIFO. The FIFO is 16 bytes 
in size and has programmable threshold values. 
Data transfers are governed by the ROM and 010 
bits in the Main Status Register. 

The FIFO defaults to an 8272A compatiblE'! mode 
after a "Hardware" reset (Reset via pin 32). "Soft
ware" Resets (Reset via DOR or DSR register) can 
also place the 82077SL into 8272A compatible 
mode if the LOCK bit is set to "0" (See section 5.3.2 
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for the definition of the LOCK bit). This maintains 
PC-AT hardware compatibility. The default values 
can be changed through the CONFIGURE com
mand (enable full FIFO operation with threshold 
control). The advantage of the FIFO is that it allows 
the system a larger DMA latency without causing a 
disk error. Table 2.5 gives several examples of the 
delays with a FIFO. The data is based upon the fol
lowing formula: 

Threshold# x IDATA1RATE x 81- 1.5!,-s = DELAY 

Table 2·5 FIFO Service Delay .' 

FIFO Threshold Maximum Delay to Servicing 
Examples at 1 Mbps Data Rate 

1 byte 1 x 8 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 6.5 /A-s 
2 bytes 2 X 8 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 14.5 /A-s 
8 bytes 8 x 8 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 62.5 /A-s 

15 bytes 15 X 8 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 118.5 /A-s 

FIFO Threshold Maximum Delay to Servicing 
Examples at 500 Kbps Data Rate 

1 byte 1 X 16 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 14.5 /A-s 
2 bytes 2 X 16 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 30.5 /A-s 
8 bytes 8 X 16 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 126.5 /A-s 

15 bytes 15 X 16 /A-s - 1.5 /A-s = 238.5/A-s 

At the start of a command, the FIFO action is always 
disabled and command parameters must be sent 
based upon the ROM .and 010 bit settings. As the 
82077SL enters the command execution phase, it 
clears the FIFO of any data to ensure that invalid 
data is not transferred. 

An overrun or underrun will terminate the current 
command and .the transfer of data. Disk writes will 
complete the current sector by generating a 00 pat
tern and valid CRC. 
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2.1.8a DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (DIR, PC-AT MODE) 

This register is read only in all modes. In PC-AT mode only bit 7 is driven, all other bits remain tristated. 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3' 2 1 0 

Function DSKCHG - - - - - - -
H/W Reset State N/A - - - - - - -, 
Auto PD State 0 - - - - - - -

DSKCHG monitors the pin of the same name and reflects .the opposite value seen on the disk cable, regard
less of the value of INVERT. The DSKCHG bit is forced inactive along with all the inputs from the floppy disk 
drive. All the other bits remain tristated. 

2.1.8b DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (DIR, PS/2 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 

Function DSK 1 1 
CHG 

H/W Reset State N/A 1 1 

Auto PD State 0 1 1 

The following is changed in PS/2 Mode: Bits 6,5, 4, 
and 3 return a value of "1", and the DRATE SEL1-0 
return the value of the current data rate selected 
(see Table 2-4 for values). 

HIGH DENS is low whenever the 500 Kbps or 
1 Mbps data rates are selected. This bit is indepen
dent of the effects of thelDENT and INVERT pins. 

The DSKCHG bit is forced inactive along with all the 
inputs from the floppy disk drive. All the other bits 
(as applicable) remain unchanged. 

Table 2-6 shows the state of the DENSEL pin when 
INVERT is low. 

This pin is set high after a pin RESET and' is unaf
fected by DOR and DSR resets. 
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4 

1 

1 

1 

3 2 1 0 

1 DRATE DRATE HIGH 
SEL1 SELO DENS 

1 1 0 1 

1 UC UC UC 

Table 2-6. DENSEL Encoding 

Data Rate IDENT' DENSEL 

1 Mbps 0 0 

1 1 

500 Kbps 0 0 

1 1 

300 Kbps 0 1 

1 0 

250 Kbps 0 1 

1 0 
• After ("Hardware") Chip Reset 
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2.1.8c DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (DIR, MODEL 30 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 . 2 1 0 

Function OSK 0 0 0 OMA NOPREC ORATE ORATE 
CHG GATE .. SEL1 SELO 

H/W Reset State N/A 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Auto PO State 1. 0 0 0 UC UC UC UC 

The following is changed in Model 30 Mode: Bits 6, 5, and 4 return a value of "0", and Bit 7 (DSkCHG) is 
inverted in Model 30 Mode. 

The OSKCHG .bit is forced inactive along with all the inputs from the floppy disk drive. All the other bits (as 
applicabl~) remain unchanged. . 

Bit 3 reflects the value of OMAGATE bit set in the OOR register. 

Bit 2 reflE~cts the value of NOPREC bit set in the eCR register. 

2.1.9a CONFIGU~ATION CONTROL REGISTER (CCR, PC AT and PS/2 MODES) 

This register sets the datarate and is write only. In the PC-AT it is named the DSR. 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Function - - - - - - ORATE 
SEL1 

H/W Reset State - - - - - - 1 

Auto PO State - .- - - - - UC 

Refer to the table in the Data Rate Select Register for values. Unused bits should be set to O. 

2.1.9b CONFIGURATION CONTROL REGISTER (CCR, MODEL 30 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Function - - - - - NOPREC ORATE 
SEL1 

H/W Reset State - - - - - 0 1 

Auto PO State - - - - - .UC UC 

NOPREC has no function, and is reset to "0" with a Hardware RESET only . 

. 2.2 RESET 

0 

ORATE 
SELO 

0 

UC 

0 

ORATE 
SELO 

0 

UC 

There are three sources of reset on the 82077SL; the RESET pin, a reset generated via a bit in the OOR and a 
reset generated via a bit in the OSR. All resets take the 82077SL out of the power down sijlte. 

On entering the reset state, all operations are terminated .and the 82077SL enters an idle state. Activating 
reset while a disk write activity is in progress will corrupt the data and CRC. 

On exiting the" reset state, various internal registers are .cleared,and the 82077SL waits for a new command. 
Drive polling will start unless disabled by a new CONFIGURE ~ommand. 
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2,2.1 RESET PIN ("HARDWARE") RESET 

The RESET pin is. a global reset and cl~ars all regis
ters except those programmed by the SPECIFY 
command. The DCR Reset bit .is enabled and must 
be cleared by the host to exit the reset state. 

2;2.2 DOR RESET vs DSR RESET 
,("sOFTWARE" RESET) 

Tlrlese two resets are functionally the same. The 
DSR Reset is included to maintain 82072 compatibil
ity. Both will reset the 8272 core which affects drive 
status information. The FIFO. circuits will also be re
set if the LCCK bit is a "0" (See Section 5.3.2 for the 
definition Of the. LDCK bit). The DSR Reset clears 
itself automatically ,while the DCR Reset requires 
the host to manually clear it. DCR Reset has prece
dence over the DSR Reset. The DOR Reset is set 
automatically upon a pin RESET. The user must 
manually clear this reset bit in the DDR to exit the 
reset state. 

The t30a specification in the A.C. SpeCifications 
gives the minimum amount of time that the DDR re
set must be held active. This amount of time that the 
DOR reset must be held active is dependent upon 
the data rate. 82077SL requires that,the DDR reset 
bit must be held active for at least 0.5 JA-s at 
250 Kbps. This is less than a typical ISA liD, cycle 
time.' ' 

2.3 DMA Transfers 

DMAtransfersare enabled with the SPECIFY com
mand and are initiated by the 82077SL by activating 
the DRQ pin during a data transfer command. The 
FIFO is enabled directly by asserting DACK and ad
dresses need not be valid. CS can be held inactive 
during DMA transfers. 

3.0 DRIVE INTERFACE 

The 82077SL has integrated all of the logic needed 
to interface to a floppy disk or a tape drive which use 
floppy interface. All drive outputs have 40 mA drive 
capability and all inputs use a receive buffer, with 
hysteresis. The internal analog data separator re
quires no e,qernal components, yet allows for an ex
tremely wide capture range with high levels of read
data jitter, and ISV. The deSigner needs only to run 
the 82077SL disk drive signals to the disk or tape 
drive connector. 
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3.1 Cable Interface 

The INVERT pin selects between using the internal 
buffers on the 82077SL or user supplied inverting 
butters. INVERT pulled to Vee disables the internal 
buffers; pulled to ground will enable them. There is 
no nej3d to use e,qernal buffers with the 82077SL in 
typical PC applications. 

The polarity of the DENSEL pin is controlled through 
the IDENT pin, after hardware reset. For 5.25" 
drives a high on DENSEL tells the drive that. either 
the 500 Kbps or 1 Mbps data rate is select~d. For 
some 3.5" drives the polarity of DENSEL changes 
to a low for high data rates. See Tabie 2-6 DENSEL 
,Encoding for IDENT pin settings. 

Additionally, the two types of drives have different 
electrical interfaces. Generally, the 5.25" drive uses 
open collector drivers and the 3.5" drives (as used 
on PS/2) use totem-pole drivers. The output buffers 
On the, 82077SL do not change between open col- , 
lector or totem-pole, they are always totem-pole. For ( 
deSign information on interfacing 5.25" and 3.5" 
drives to a single 82077SL, refer to Section 9. 

3.2 Data Separator 

The function of the data separator is to lock onto the 
incoming serial read data. When lock is achieved the 
serial front end logic of the chip is provided with' a 
clock which is synchronized to the read data. The 
synchronized clock, called Data Window, is used to 

, internally sample the serial data. One state of Data 
Window is used to sample the data portion of the bit 
cell, and the alternate state samples the clockpor" 
tion. Serial to parallel conversion logic separates the 
read data into clock and data bytes. 

To support reliable disk reads the data separator 
must track fluctuations in the read data frequency. 
Frequency errQrs primarily arise:.from two sources: 
motor rotation speed variation and instantaneous 
speed variation (ISV). A second condition, and one 
that iopposes the ability to track frequency shifts is 
the response to bit jitter. 

The internal data separator consists ,of two analog 
phase lock loops (PLLs) as shown in Figure 3" 1. The 

, two PLLs are referred to' as the reference PLL and 
the data PLL. The reference PLL (the master PLL) is 
used to bias the data PLL (the slave PLL). The refer
ence PLL adjusts the data PLL's operating point as a 
function of process, junction temperature and supply 
voltage. Using this architecture it was possible to 
elimin~te the nliled for external trim components. 
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Figure 3-1. Data Separator Block Diagram 
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Figure 3-2. i;>ata PLL 

Figure 3-2 shows the data PLL. The reference PLL 
has control over the loop gain by its influence on the 
charge pump and the VCO. In addition the reference 
PLL controls the loop filter time constant. As a result 
the closed loop transfer function of the data PLL is 
controlled, and immune to the f.irst order, to environ
mental factors and process variation. 

Systems with analog PLLs are often very sensitive to 
noise. In the design of this data separator many 
steps were taken to avoid noise sensitivity problems. 
The analog section of the chip has a separate VSS 
pin (AVSS) which should be connected externally to 
a noise free ground. This provides a clean basis for 
VSS referenced signals. In addition many analog cir
cuit features were employed to make the overall sys
tem as insensitive to noise as possible. 

I 

3.2.1 JITTER TOLERANCE 

The jitter immunity of the system is dominated by the 
data PLL's response to phase impulses. This is mea
sured as a percentage of the theoretical data win
dow by dividing the maximum readable bit shift by a 
% bitcell distance. For instance, if the maximum al
lowable bit shift is 300 ns for a 500 Kbps data 
stream, the jitter tolerance is 60%. The graph in Fig
ures 13-1 thru 13-4 of the Data Separator Character
istics sections illustrate the jitter tolerance of the 
82077SL across each frequency range. 
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3.2.2 LOCKTIME (tLOCK) 

The lock, or settling time of the data PLL is designed 
tobe 64 bit times. This corresponds to 4 sync bytes 
in the FM mode and 8 sync bytes in the MFM mode. 
This value assumes that the sync field jitter is 5% 
the bit cell or less. This level of jitter should be easily 
achieved for a constant bit pattern, since intersym
bol interference should be equal, thus nearly elimi
nating random bit shifting. 

3.2.3 CAPTURE RANGE 

Capture Range is the maximum frequency range 
over which the data separator will acquire phase 
lock. with the incoming RDDATA signal. In a floppy 
disk environment, this frequency variation is com
posed of two components: drive motor speed error 
and ISV. Frequency is a factor which may determine 
the maximum level of the ISV (Instantaneous Speed 
Variation) component. In general, as frequency in
creases the allowed magnitude of the ISV compo
nent will decrease. When determining the capture 
range requirements, the designer should take the 
maximum amount of frequency error· for the disk 
drive and double it to account for media switching 
between drives. 

NOTE: 

PRECOMP 
SELECTION fROM 

DSR 

3.3 Write Precompensation 

The write precompensation logic is us.ed to minimize 
bit shifts in the RDDATA stream from the disk drive. 
The shifting of bits is a known phenomena of mag
netic media and is dependent upon the disk media 
AND the floppy drive. 

The 82077SL monitors the bit stream that is being 
sent to the drive. The data patterns that require pre
compensation are well known. Depending upon the 
pattern, the bit is shifted either early or late (or not at 
all) relative to the surrounding bits. Figure 3-3 is a 
block diagram of the internal circuit. 

The top block is a 13-bit shift register with the no 
delay tap being in the center. This allows 6 levels of 
early and late shifting with respect to nominal. The 
shift register is clocked at the main clock rate 
(24 MHz). The output is fed into 2 multiplexors-one 
for early and one for late. A final stage of multiple
xors combines the early, late and normal data 
stream back into one which is the WRDATA output. 

WRDATA 
TO OUTPUT 

290410-6 

PSo.,1 are 8272A control signals but are not available as outputs on the 82077SL. 

Figure 3-3. Precompensation Block Diagram 
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4.0 POWER MANAGEMENT 
FEATURES 

The 82077SL contains power management features 
that makes it ideal for design of portable personal 
computers. These features· can be classified into 
power management of the part and that of the inter
nal oscillator. The powerdown of the part is done 
independently of the internal oscillator in the 
82077SL. 

4.1 Oscillator Power Management 

The 82077SL supports a built-in crystal oscillator 
that can be programmed to be either powered down 
or active, independent of the power state of the chip. 
This capability is implemented by the PDOSC bit in 
the DSR. When PDOSC is set low, the internal oscil
lator is on and when it is set high the internal oscilla
tor is off. DSR powerdown does not turn off the os
cillator. 

When the external oscillator is used, power can be 
saved by turning off the internal oscillator. If the in
ternal oscillator is used, the oscillator may be pow
ered up (even when the rest of the chip is powered 
off) allowing the chip to wake up quickly and in a 
stable state. It is recommended to keep the internal 
oscillator on even when in the powerdown state. 
The main reason for this is that the recovery time of 
the oscillator during wake up may take tens of milli
seconds under the worst case, which· may create 
problems with any sensitive application software. In 
a typical application the internal oscillator should be 
on unless the system goes into a power saving or 
standby mode (such a mode request would be made 
by a system time out or by a user). In this case, the 
system software would take over and must turn on 
the oscillator sufficiently ahead of awakening the 
part. 

In the case of the external oscillators, the power up 
characteristics are similar. If the external source re
mains active during the time the 82077SL is pow
ered down, then the recovery time effect is mini
mized. The PD pin can be used to turn off the exter
nal source. While the PD pin is active 82077SL does 
not require a clock source. However, when the PD 
pin is inactive, the clocking source, once it starts 
oscillating, must be completely stable to ensure that 
the 82077SL operates properly. 

4.2 Part Power Management 

This section deals with the power management of 
the rest of the chip excluding the oscillator. This 
shows how powerdown modes and wake up modes 
are activated. 
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4.2.1 POWERDOWN MODES 

The rest of the chip is powered down in two ways
direct powerdown and automatic powerdown. Direct 
powerdown results in immediate powerdown of the 
part without regard to the current state of the part. 
Automatic powerdown results when certain condi
tions become true within the part. 

4.2.1.a Direct Powerdown 

Direct powerdown is conducted via the POWER
DOWN bit in the DSR register (bit 6). This mode is 
compatible to the 82077 AA. Programming this bit 
high will powerdown 82077SL after the part is inter
nally reset. All current status is lost if this type of 
powerdown mode is used. The part can exit power
down from this mode via any hardware or software 
reset. This type of powerdown will override the auto
matic powerdown. If the part is in automatic power
down when the DSR powerdown is issued then all 
the previous status of the part will be lost and the 
82077SL will be reset to its default values. 

4.2.1.b Auto Powerdown 

Automatic powerdown is conducted via a "Set Pow
erdown Mode" command. There are four conditions 
required before the part will enter powerdown. All 
these conditions must be true for the pait to initiate 
the powerdown sequence. These conditions are list
ed as follows: 

1. The motor enable pins ME[0:3] must be inactive, 

2. The part must be idle; this is indicated by 
MSR = 80H and INT = 0 (I NT may be high even 
if MSR = BOH due to polling interrupt), 

3. The head unload timer (HUT -explained in Sec
tion 6.2.6) must have expired, and 

4. The auto powerdown timer must have timed out. 

The command can be used to enable powerdown by 
setting the AUTO PD bit in the command to high. 
The command also provides a capability of program
ming a minimum power up time via the MIN DL Y bit 
in the command. The minimum power up time refers 
to a minimum amount of time the part will remain 
powered-up after being awakened or reset. An inter
nal timer is initiated as soon as the auto powerdown 
command is enabled. The part is then powered 
down provided all the remaining conditions are met. 
Any software reset will reinitialize the timer. Chang
ing of data rate extends the auto powerdown timer 
by up to 10 ms, but only if the data rate is changed 
during the countdown. 

Disabling the auto powerdown mode cancels the 
timers and holds the 82077SL out of auto power
down. 
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4.2.2 WAKE UP MODES 

This section describes the conditions for awakening 
the part from both direct and automatic powerdown. 
Power conservation or extension of battery life is the 
main reason power management is required. This 
means that the 82077SL must be kept in power
down state as long as possible and should be pow
ered up as late as possible without compromising 
software transparency. 

To keep the part in powerdown mode as late as pos
sible implies that the part should wake up as fast as 
possible. However, some amount of time is required 
for the part to exit powerdown state and prepare the 
internal microcontroller to accept commands. Appli
cation software is very sensitive to such a delay and 
in order to maintain software transparency, the reo 
covery time of the wake up process must be careful
ly controlled by the system software. 

. 4.2.2.a Wake Up from DSR Powerdown 

If the 82077SL enters the powerdown through the 
DSR powerdown bit, it must be reset to exit Any 
form of software or hardware reset will serve, al
though DSR is recommended. No other register ac
cess will awaken the part, including writing to the 
DaR's motor enable (ME[0:3]) bits. 

If DSR powerdown is used when the part is in auto 
powerdown, the DSR powerdown will override the 
auto powerdown. However, when the part is awak
ened bya software reset, the auto powerdown com
mand (including the minimum delay timer) will once 
again become effective as previously programmed. 
If the part is awakened via a hardware reset, the 
auto powerdown is disabled. 

After reset, the part will go through a normal se
quence. The drive status will be initialized .. The FIFO 
mode will be set to default mode on a hardware re
set or on a software reset if the LOCK command has 
not blocked it Finally, after a delay, the pOlling inter
rupt will be issued. 

4.2.2.b Wake Up from Auto Powerdown 

If the part enters the powerdown state through the 
auto powerdown mode, then the part can be awak
ened by reset or by appropriate access to certain 
registers. 

If a hardware or software reset is used then the part 
will go through the normal reset sequence. If the 
access is through the selected registers, then the 
82077SL resumes operation as though it was never 
in powerdown. Besides activating the RESET pin or 
one of the software reset bits in the DaR or DSR, 
the following register accesses will wake up the part: 
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1. Enabling anyone of the motor enable bits in the 
DaR register (reading the DaR does not awaken 
the part) 

2. A read from the MSR register 

3. A read or write to the FIFO register 

Any of these actions will wake up the part. Once 
awake, 82077SI.: will reinitiate the auto powerdown 
timer for 10 ms or 0.5 sec. (depending on the MIN 
DL Y bit the auto powerdown command). The part 
will powerdown again when all the powerdown con
ditions stated in Section 4.2.1 b are satisfied. 

4.3 Register Behavior 

The register descriptions and their values in the 
powerdown state were given in Section 2.1. Table 
4.1 reiterates the AT and PS/2 (including model 30) 
configuration registers available. It also shows the 
type of access permitted. In order to maintain soft
ware transparency, access to all the registers must 
be maintained. As Table 4.1 shows, two sets of reg
isters are distinguished based on whether their ac
cess results in the part remaining in powerdown 
state or exiting it 

Access to all other registers is possible without 
awakening the part. These registers can be ac
cessed during powerdown without changing the 
status of the part. A read from these registers will 
reflect the true status as shown in the register de
scription in Section 2.1. A write to the part will result 
in the part retaining the data and subsequently re
flecting it when the part awakens. Accessing the 
part during powerdown may cause an increase in 
the power consumption by the part. The part will re
vert back to its low power mode when the access 
has been completed. 

4.4 Pin Behavior 

The 82077SL is specifically designed for the porta
ble PC systems in which the power conservation is a 
primary concern; This makes the behavior of the 
pins during powerdown very important. 

The pins of 82077SL can be divided into two major 
categories-system interface and floppy disk drive 
interface. The floppy disk drive pins are disabled 
such that no power will be drawn through the 
82077SL as a result of any voltage applied to the pin 
within the 82077SL's power supply range. The flop
py disk drive interface pins areconfigurable by the 
FDI TRI bit in the auto powerdown command. When 
the bit is set the output pins of the floppy disk drive 
retain their original state. All other pins are either 
disabled or unchanged as depicted in Table 4-4. 
Most of the system interface pins are left active to 
monitor system accesses that may wake up the part. 
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4.4.1 SYSTEM INTERFACE PINS 

Table 4.2 gives the state of the system interface 
pins in the powerdown state. Pins unaffected by 
powerdown are labeled "UC". Input pins are "DIS
ABLED" to prevent them from causing currents in
ternal to the 82077SL when they have indeterminate 
input values. 

Table 4-1. 82077SL Register Behavior 

Available 

Address 
Registers Access 

PS/2 Permitted 
PC-AT 

(Model ~O) 

Access to these registers DOES 
NOT wake up the part 

000 - SRA R 

001 - SRB R 

010 DaR' DaR' R/W 

011 TDR TDR R/W 

100 DSR* DSR* W 

110 - - -
111 DIR DIR R 

111 CCR CCR W 

Access to these registers wakes up the part 

100 MSR MSR R 

101 FIFO FIFO R/W 

NOTE: 
'Writing to the DOR or DSR does not wake up the part, 
however, writing any of the motor enable bits or doing a 
software reset (either via DOR or DSR reset bits) will wake 
up the part. 

Table 4-2. 82077SL System Interface Pins 

System State in System State in 
Pins Power Down Pins Power Down 

Input Pins Output Pins 

CS UC DRQ UC(Low) 

RD UC INT UC (Low) 

WR UC PD HIGH 

A[0:2] UC IDLE High (Auto PD) 
Low (DSR PD) 

DB[O:7] UC DB[0:7] UC 

RESET UC 

IDENT UC 

DACK Disabled 

TC Disabled 

X[1:2] Programmable 

Two pins which can be used to indicate the status of 
the part are IDLE and PD. These pins have replaced 
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the HIFIL and LOFIL pins in the 82077AA. The ca
paCitor required on the 82077 AA has been integrat
ed on the chip. Table 4-3 shows how these pins re
flect the 82077SL status. 

Table 4-3 82077SL Status Pins 

PO IDLE MSR Part Status 

1 1 80H Auto Powerdown 

1 0 ROM = 1; DSR Powerdown 
MSR[6:0] = X 

0 1 80H Idle 

0 0 - Busy 

The IDLE pin indicates when the part is idle state 
and can be powered down. It is a combination of 
MSR equalling 80H, the head being unloaded and 
the INT pin being low. As shown in the ta.ble the 
IDLE pin will be low when the part is in DSR power
down state. The PD pin is active whenever the part 
is in 'the powerdown state. It is active for either mode 
of powerdown. The PD pin can be used to turn off an 
external oscillator of other floppy disk drive interface 
hardware. 

4.4.2 FDD INTERFACE PINS 

The FDD interface "input" pins during powerdown 
are disabled or unchanged as shown in Table 4-4. 
The floppy disk drive "output" pins are programma
ble by the FDI TRI bit in the auto powerdown com
mand. Setting of the FDI TRI bit in the auto power 
down command results in the interface retaining its 
normal state. When this bit is low (default state) all 
output pins in the FDDinterface to the floppy disk 
drive itself are TRISTATED. Pins used for local logic 
control or part programming are unaffected. Table 4-
4 depicts the state of the floppy disk interface pins in 
the powerdown state (FDI TRI is low). 

Table 4-4. 82077SL FDD Interface Pins 

FDD State in System State in 
Pins Powerdown Pins Powerdown 

Input Pins Output Pins 
(FDI TRI = 0) 

RDDATA Disabled ME[O:3] Tristated 

WP Disabled DS[0:3] Trista!~ 
f--

TRKO Disabled DIR Tristated .. --
INDX Disabled STEP Tristated 

DRV2 Disabled WRDATA Tristated ---
DSKCHG Disabled WE Tristated 

INVERT UC HDSEL Tristated 

MFM UC DENSEL Tristated 

DRATE[O:1] Tnstated ,.----.. ----.. -... -~...:. ----------+ 
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5.0 CONTROLLER PHASES 

For simplicity, command handling in the 82077SL 
can be divided into three phases: Command, Execu
tion and Result. Each phase is described in the fol
lowing secions. 

When there is no command in progress, the 
8.2077SL can be in idle, drive polling or powerdown 
state. 

5.1 Command Phase 

After a reset, the 82077SL enters the command 
phase and is ready to accept a command from the 
host. For each of the commands, a defined set of 
command code bytes and parameter bytes has to 
be written to the 82077SL before the command 
phase is complete (Please refer to Section 6.0 for 
the command descriptions). These bytes of data 
must be transferred in the order prescribed. 

Before writing to the 82077SL, the host must exam
ine the ROM and 010 bits of the Main Status Regis
ter. ROM, 010 must be equal to "1" and "0" respec
tively before c;ommand bytes may be written. ROM is 
set false by the 82077SL after each write cycle until 
the received byte is processed. The 82077SL as
serts ROM again to request each parameter byte of 
the command, unless an illegal command condition 
is detected. After the last parameter byte is re
ceived, ROM remains "0", and the 82077SL auto
matically enters the next phase as defined by the 
command definition. 

The FIFO is disabled during the command phase to 
retain compatibility with the 8272A, and to provide 
for the proper handling of the "Invalid Command" 
condition. 

5.2 Execution Phase 

All data transfers to or from the 82077SL occur dur
ing the execution phase, which can proceed in OMA 
or non-OMA mode as· indicated in the SPECIFY 
command. 

Each data byte is transferred by an INT or ORO de
pending on the OMA mode. The CONFIGURE com
mand can enable the FIFO and set the FIFO thresh
old value. 

The following paragraphs detail the operation of the 
FIFO flow control. In these descriptions, <thresh
old> is defined· as the number of bytes available to 

. the 82077SL .when service is requested from the 
host, and ranges from 1 to 16. The parameter FI
FOTHR which the user programs is one less, and 
ranges from 0 to 15. 
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A low threshold value (i.e. 2) results in longer peri
ods of time between service requests, but requires 
faster servicing of the request, for both read and 
write cases. The host reads (writes) from (to) the 
FIFO until empty (full), then the transfer request 
goes inactive. The host must be very responsive to 
the service request. This is the desired case for use 
with a "fast" system. 

A high value of threshold (i.e. 12) is used with a 
"sluggish" system by affording a long latency period 
after a service request, but results in more frequent 
service requests. 

5.2.1 NON-DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM 
THE FIFO TO THE HOST 

The INT pin and ROM bits in the Main Status Regis
ter are activated when the FIFO contains (16-
< threshold» bytes, or the last bytes of a full sector 
transfer have been placed in the FIFO. The INT pin 
can be used for interrupt driven systems and ROM 
can be used for polled sytems. The host must re
spond to the request by reading data from the FIFO. 
This process is repeated until the last byte is trans
ferred 'out of the FIFO. The 82077SL will deactivate 
the INT pin and ROM bit when the FIFO becomes 
empty. 

5.2.2 NON-DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM 
THE HOST TO THE FIFO 

The INT pin and ROM bit in the Main Status Register 
are activated upon entering the execution phase of 
data transfer commands. The host must respond to 
the request by writing data into the FIFO. The INT 
pin and ROM bit remain true until the FIFO becomes 
full. They are set true again when the FIFO has 
<threshold> bytes remaining in the FIFO. The INT 

. pin will also be deactivated if TC and OACK # both 
go inactive. The 82077SL enters the result phase 
after the last byte is taken by the 82077SLfrom the 
FIFO (i.e. FIFO empty condition). 

5.2.3 DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM THE 
FIFO TO THE HOST 

The 82077SL activates the ORO pin when the FIFO 
contains (16-<threshold» bytes, or the last byte 
of a full sector transfer has been placed in the FIFO. 
The OMA controller must respond to therequest by 
reading data from the FIFO. The 82077SL will deac
tivate the ORO pin when the FIFO becomes empty. 
ORO goes inactive after OACK # goes active for the 
last byte of.a data transfer (or on the active edge of 
RO #, on the last byte, if no edge is present on 
OACK#). A data underrun may occur if ORO is not 
removed in time to prevent an unwanted cycle. 
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5.2.4 DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM THE 
HOST TO THE FIFO 

The 82077SL activates the ORO pin when entering 
the execution phase of the data transfer commands. 
The OMA controller must respond by activating the 
OACK # and WR # pins and placing data in the 
FIFO. ORO remains active until the FIFO becomes 
full. ORO is again set true when the FIFO has 
<threshold> bytes remaining in the FIFO. The 
82077SL will also deactivate the ORO pin when TC 
becomes true (qualified by OACK#), indicating that 
no more data is required. ORO goes inactive after 
OACK # goes active for the last byte of a data trans
fer (or on the active edge of WR # of the last byte, if 
no edge is present on OACK#). A data overrun may 
occur if ORO is not removed in time to prevent an 
unwanted cycle. 

5.2.5 DATA TRANSFER TERMINATION 

The 82077SL supports terminal count explicitly 
through the TC pin and implicitly through the under
run/overrun and end-of-track (EOT) functions. For 
full sector transfers, the EOT parameter can define 
the last sector to be transferred in a single or mUlti
sector transfer. If the last sector to be transferred is 
a partial sector, the host can stop transferring the 
data in mid-sector, and the 82077SL will continue to 
complete the sector as if a hardware TC was re
ceived. The only difference between these implicit 
functions and TC is that they return "abnormal termi
nation" result status. Such status indications can be 
ignored if they were expected. 
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Note that when the host is sending data to the FIFO 
of the 82077SL, the internal sector count will be 
complete when 82077SL reads the last byte from its 
side of the FIFO. There may be a delay in the remov
al of the transfer request signal of up to the time 
taken for the 82077SL to read the last 16 bytes from 
the FIFO. The host must tolerate this delay. 

5.3 Result Phase 

The generation of INT determines the beginning of 
the result phase. For each of the commands, a de
fined set of result bytes has to be read from the 
82077SL before the result phase is complete. (Refer 
to Section 6.0 on command descriptions.) These 
bytes of data must be read out for another command 
to start. 

ROM and 010 must both equal "1" before the result 
bytes may be read from the FIFO. After all the result 
bytes have been read, the ROM and 010 bits switch 
to "1" and "0" respectively, and the CB bit is 
cleared. This indicates that the 82077SL is ready to 
accept the next command. 

6.0 COMMAND SET IDESCRIPTIONS 

Commands can be written whenever the 82077SL is 
in the command phase. Each command has a 
unique set of needed parameters and status results. 
The 82077SL checks to see that the first byte is a 
valid command and. if valid. proceeds with the com
mand. If it was invalid, the next time the ROM bit in 
the MSR register is a "1" the 010 and CB bits will 
also be "1", indicating the FIFO must be read. A 
result byte of 80H will be read out of the FIFO, indi
cating an invalid command was issued. After reading 
the result byte from the FIFO the 82077SL will return 
to the command phase. Table 6-1 is a summarY of 
the Command set. 
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Table 6-1. 82077SL Command Set 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

READ DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 0 1 1 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 

W C Sector 10 information prior 

W H to Command execution 

W A 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and system 

Aesult A STO Status information after 
A STI Command execution 

A ST2 
A C 
A H Sector 10 information after 
A A Command execution 

A N 

READ DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 1 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector 10 information prior 

W H to Command execution 

W A 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and system 

Aesult A STO Status information after 

A ST1 Command execution 

A ST2 
A C 
A H Sector 10 information after 
A A Command execution 

A N 

WRITE DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 0 1 0 t Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 

W C Sector 10 information prior 

W H to Command execution 

W A 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data transfer between the 
system and FDD 

Aesult A STO Status information after 

A STI Command execution 

A ST2 
A C 
A H Sector 10 information after 
A A Command execution 

A N 
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Table 6-1. 82077SL Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DAT~BUS 

Remarks 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl Do 

WRITE DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 1 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 
W C Sector ID information prior 
W H to Command execution 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and system 

Result R STO Status information after 
R STl Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector ID information after 
R R Command execution 
R N 

READ TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 0 0 1 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 
W C Sector ID information prior 
W H to Command execution 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and system. FDC 
reads all of cylinders 
contents from index hole to 
EDT 

Result R STO Status information after 
R STl Command execution 
R ST2 

\ R C 
R H Sector ID information after 
R R Command execU1ion 
R N 

VERIFY- I 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 1 1 0 Command Codes 
W EC 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 
W C Sector ID information prior 

.W H to Command execution 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL-
W DTL/SC 

Execution No data transfer takes 
place 

Result R STO Status information after 
R STl Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector ID information after 
R R Command execution 
R N 

VERSION 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Command Code 
Result R 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Enhanced Controller 
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Table 6-1. 82077SL Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 03 D2 0, Do 

FORMAT TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 <r 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS DSI DSO 
W N Bytes/Seelor 

W SC Sectors/Cylinder 
W GPL Gap 3 
W D Filler Byte 

Execution 
For Each W C 
Sector W H Input Sector 

Repeat: W R Parameters 

W N 

82077SL formats an entire 
cylinder 

Result R STO Status information aller 
R STI Command execution 

R ST2 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 

R Undefined 

SCAN EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 0 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID Information 
W H Prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FDO 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status Information 
R STI Aller Command 
R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector ID Information 
R R Aller Command 
R N Execution 
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Table 6-1. 82077SL Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remark" 
07 06 Os 04 03 02 0, Do 

SCAN LOW OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 1 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 
W C Sector 10 Information 
W H Prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FOO 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status Information 
R ST1 After Command 
R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information 
R R After Command 
R N Execution 

SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 
W C Sector 10 Information 
W H Prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FOO 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status Informaijon 
R ST 1 After Command 

R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information 

R R After Command 
R N Execution 
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Table 6·1. 82077SL Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

RECALIBRATE 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 DSl DSO 

Execution Head retracted to Track 0 
Interrupt 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Command Codes 

Result R STO Status information at the 
R PCN end' of each seek operation 

SPECIFY 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Command Codes 
W SRT HUT 
W HLT ND 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 

Result R ST3 Status information about 
FDD 

SEEK 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 
W NCN 

Execution Head is positioned over 
proper Cylinder on Diskette 

CONFIGURE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 Configure Information 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
W 0 EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHR ___ 

W PRETRK 

RELATIVE SEEK 

Command W 1 DIR 0 0 1 1 1 1 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 
W RCN 
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Table 6-1. 82077SL Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

DUMPREG 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 'Note 
Execution Registers placed in FIFO 
Result R PCN·DriveO 

R PCN·Drive 1 
R PCN·Drive 2 
R PCN·Drive3 
R SRT HUT 
R HLT NO 
R SC/EOT 
R LOCK 0 03 02 01 Do GAP WGATE 
R 0 EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHR 
R PRETRK 

READ 10 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 0 1 0 Commands 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 

Execution The first correct 10 
information on the Cylinder 
is stored in Data Register 

Result R STO Status information after 
R ST1 Command execution 

R ST2 
R C 
R H Disk status after the 
R R Command has completed. 

R N 

PERPENDICULAR MODE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 Command Codes 
W OW 0 Da 02 0 1 DO GAP WGATE 

LOCK 

Command W LOCK 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 Command Code 
Result R 0 0 0 LOCK 0 0 0 0 

POWERDOWN MODE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 FDI MINDLY AUTO PO 

TRI 

Result R 0 0 0 0 0 FDI MIN DLY AUTO PO 
TRI 

INVALID 

Command W Invalid Codes Invalid Command Codes 
(NoOI> - 82077SL goes 
into Standby State) 

Result R STO STO ~ 80H 

SC IS returned If the last command that was Issued was the FORMAT command. EaT IS returned If the last command was a 
READ or WRITE. 

NOTE: 
These bits are used internally only. They are not reflected in, the Drive Select pins. It is the users responsibility to maintain 
correspondence between these bits and the Drive Select pins (DaR). 
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PARAMETER ABBREVIATIONS 

Symbol 
AUTOPD 

C 

D 

DIR 

DSO, DS1 

DTL 

EC 

EFIFO 

EIS 

2-34 

Description 
Auto powerdown control. If this bit is 0, 
then the automatic powerdown is dis
abled. I.f it is set to 1, then the automatic 
powerdown is enabled. 

Cylinder address. The currently select
ed cylinder address,O to 255. 

Drive Select 0-3. Designates which 
drives are Perpendicular drives, a "1" 
indicating Perpendicular drive. 

Data pattern. The pattern to be written 
in each sector data field during format
ting. 

Direction control. If this bit is 0, then the 
head will step out from the spindle dur
ing a relative seek. If set to a 1, the 
head will step in toward the spindle. 

Disk Drive Select. 

DS1 DSO 

0 0 drive 0 
0 1 drive 1 
1 0 drive 2 
1 1 drive 3 

Special sector size. By setting N to zero 
(00), DTL may be used to control the 
number of bytes transferred in disk 
read/write commands. The sector size 
(N = 0) is set to 128. If the actual sec
tor (on the diskette) is larger than DTL, 
the 'remainder of the actual sector is 
read but is not passed to the host dur
ing read commands; during write com
mands, the remainder of the actual sec
tor is written with all zero bytes. The 
CRC check code is calculated with the 
actual sector. When N is not zero, DTL 
has no meaning and should be set to 
FF HEX. 

Enable Count. When this bit is "1" the 
"DTL" parameter of the Verify Com
mand becomes SC (Number of sectors 
per track). 

Enable FIFO. When this bit is 0, the 
FIFO is enabled. A "1" puts the 
82077SL in the 8272A compatible 
mode where the FIFO is disabled. 

Enable implied seek. When set, a seek 
operation will be performed before exe
cuting any read or write command that 
requires the C parameter in' the com
mand phase. A "0" disables the implied 
seek. 

Symbol 
EOT 

FDITRI 

GAP 

GPL 

H/HDS 

HLT 

HUT 

Lock 

MFM 

MIN DLY 

MT 

intel® 
Description 
End of track. The final sector number of 
the current track. 

Floppy Drive Interface Tristate: If this bit 
is 0, then the output pins of the floppy 
disk drive interface are tristated. This is 
also the default state. If it is set to 1, 
then the floppy disk drive interface re
mains unchanged. 

Alters Gap 2 length when using Perpen
dicular Mode. 

Gap length. The gap 3 size. (Gap 3 is 
the space between sectors excluding 
the VCO synchronization field). 

Head address. Selected head: 0 or 1 
(disk side 0 or 1) as encoded in the sec
tor ID field. 

Head load time. The time interval that 
82077SL waits after loading the head 
and before initiating a read or write op
eration. Refer to the SPECIFY com
mand for actual delays. 

Head unload time. The time interval 
from the end of the execution phase (of 
a read or write command) until the head 
is unloaded. Refer to the SPECIFY 
command for actual delays. 

Lock defines whether EFIFO, FI
FOTHR, and' PRETRK parameters of 
the CONFIGURE command can be re
set to their default values by a "Soft
ware Reset" (Reset made by setting 
the proper bit in the DSR or DOR regis
ters). 

MFM/FM mode selector. A one selects 
the double density (MFM) mode. 

Minimum power up time control. This bit 
is active only if AUTO PD bit is enabled. 
Setting this bit to a 0, assigns a 10 ms 
minimum power up time and setting this 
bit to a 1, assigns a 0.5 sec. minimum 
power up time. ' 

Multi-track selector. When set, this flag 
selects the multi-track operating mode. 
In this mode, the 82077SL treats a 
complete cylinder, under head 0 and 1, 
as a single track. The 82077SL oper
ates as if this expanded track started at 
the first sector under head 0 and ended 
at the last sector under head 1. With 
this flag set, a multitrack read or write 
operation will automatically continue to 
the first sector under head 1 when the 
82077SL finishes operating on the last 
sector under head O. 
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Symbol 

N 
Description 

Sector size code. This specifies the 
number of bytes in a sector. If this pa
rameter is "00", then the sector size is 
128 bytes. The number of bytes trans
ferred is determined by the DTL param
eter. Otherwise the sector size is (2 
'raised to the "N'th" power) times 128. 
All values up to "07" hex are allowable. 
"07"h would equal a sector size of 16k. 
It Is the users responsibility to not select 
combinations that are not possible with 
the drive. 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 
01 256 bytes 
02 512 bytes 
03 1024 bytes 
.. ... 
07 16 Kbytes 

NCN New cylinder number. The desired cylin
der number. 

ND . Non-DMA mode flag. When set to 1, in
dicates that the 82077SL is to operate 
in'the non-DMA mode. In this mode, the 
host is interrupted for each data trans
fer. When set to 0, the 82077SL oper
ates in DMA mode, interfacing to a 
DMA controller by means of the DRQ 
and DACK # signals. 

OW The bits denoted Do, D1, D2, and D3 of 
the PERPENDICUI-AR MODE com
mand can only be overwritten when the 
OW bit is set to "1" 

PCN Present cylinder number. The current 
position of the head at the completion' 
of SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS com
mand. 

POLL Polling disable. When set, the internal 
polling routine is disabled. When clear, 
polling is enabled. 

PRETRK Precompensation start track number. 
Programmable from track 00 to FFH. . 

R Sector address. The sector number to 
be read or written. In multi-sector trans~ 
fers, this parameter specifies the sec.tor 
number of the first sector to be read or 
written. 

RCN Relative cylinder number. Relative cylin
der offset from present cylinder as used 
by the RELATIVE-SEEK command. 

SC Number of sectors. The number of sec
tors to be initialized by the FORMAT 
command. The number of sectors to be 
verified during a Verify Command, when 
EC'is set. 

I 

Symbol 

SK 

SRT 

STO 
ST1 
ST2 
ST3 

WGATE 

82077SL 

Description 

Skip flag. When set to 1, sectors con
taining a deleted data address mark wlll 
automatically be skipped during the ex
ecution of READ DATA. ·If READ DE. 
LETED is executed, only sectors with a 
deleted address mark will be accessed. 
When set to "0", the sector is read or 
written the same as the read and write 
commands. 

Step rate interval. The time interval be
tween step pulses issued by the 
82077SL. Programmable from 0.5 to 8 
milliseconds, in increments of 0.5 ms at 
the 1 Mbit data rate. Refer to the SPEC
IFY command for actual delays. 

Status register 0:-3. Registers within 
the 82077SL that store status informa
tion after a command has been execut
ed. This status information is available 
to the host during the result phase after 
command execution. ' 

Write gate alters timing of WE, to allow 
for pre-erase loads in perpendicular 
drives. 

6.1 Data Transfer .Commands 

All of the READ DATA, WRITE DATA and VERIFY 
type commands use the same parameter bytes and 
return the same results information. The only differ
ence being the cOding of bits 0-4 in the first byte. 

Ah implied seek will be executed if the feature was 
enabled by the CONFIGURE command. This seek is 
completely transparent to the user. The Drive Busy 
bit for the drive will go active in the Main Status Reg
ister during the seek portion of the command. If the 
seek portion fails, it will be reflected in the results 
status normally returnecffor a READ/WRITE DATA 
command. Status Register 0 (STO) would contain 
the error code and C would contain the cylinder on 
which the seek failed. 

6.1.1 READ DATA 

A set of nine (9) bytes is required to place the 
82077SL into the Read Data Mode. After the READ 
DATA command has been issued, the 82077SL 
loads the head (if it is in the unloaded state), waits 
the. specified head settling time (defined in the 
SPECIFY command). and begins reading ID Address· 
Marks and ID fields. When the sector address read 
off the diskette matches with the sector address 
specified in the command, the 82077SL reads the 
sector's data field and transfers the data to the 

. FIFO. 
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After completion of the read operation from the cur
rent sector, the sector address is incremented by 
one, and the data from the next logical sector is read 
and output via the FIFO. This continuous read func
tion is called "Multi-Sector,Read Operation". Upon 
receipt of TC, or an implied TC (FIFO overrun/un
derrun), the 82077SL stops sending data, but will 
continue to read data from the current sector, check 
the CRCbytes, and at the end of the sector termi
nate the READ DATA Command. 

N determines the number of bytes per sector (see 
Table 6-2 below). If N is set to zero, the sector size 
is set to 128. The DTL value determines the number 
of bytes to be transferred. If DTL is less than 128, 
the 82077SL transfers the specified number of bytes 
to the host. For reads, it continues to read the entire 
128 byte sector and checks for CRC errors. For 
writes it completes the 128 byte sector by filling in 
zeroes. If N is not set to 00 Hex, DTL should be set 
to FF Hex, and has no impact on the number of 
bytes transferred. 

Table 6-2. Sector Sizes 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 
01 256 bytes 
02 512 bytes 
03 1024 bytes 
. . ... 
07 16 Kbytes 

The amount of data which can be handled with a 
single command to the 82077SL depends upon MT 
(multi-track) and N (Number of bytes/sector). 

Table 6-3. Effects of MT and N Bits 

MT N 
Max. Transfer Final Sector 

Capacity Read from Disk 

0 1 256 x 26 = 6,656 26 at side 0 or 1 
1 1 256 x 52 = 13,312 26 at side 1 
0 2 512X15= 7,680 15 at side 0 or 1 
1 2 512 x 30 = 15,360 15 at side 1 
0 3 1024 x 8= 8,192 8 at side 0 or 1 
1 3 1024 x 16 = 16,384 16 at side 1 

The Multi-Track function (MT) allows the 82077SL to 
read data from both sides of the diskette. For a par
ticular cylinder, data will be transferred starting at 
Sector 1 , Side 0 and completing at the last sector of 
the same track at Side 1. 

If the host terminates a read or write operation in the 
82077SL, then the ID information in the result phase 
is dependent upon the state of the MT bit and EOT 
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byte. Refer to Table 6-6. The termination must be 
normal. 

At the completion of the READ DATA Command, 
the head is not unloaded until after the Head Unload 
Time Interval (specified in the SPECIFY command) 
has elapsed. If the host issues another command 
before the head unloads then the head settling time 
may be saved between subsequent reads. 

If the 82077SL detects a pulse on the IDX pin twice 
without finding the specified sector (meaning that 
the diskette's index hole passes through index de
tect logic in the drive twice), the 82077SL sets the IC 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi
nation), and sets the ND bit in Status Register 1 to 
"1" indicating a sector not found, and terminates the 
READ DATA Command. 

After reading the ID and Data Fields in each sector, 
the 82077SL checks the CRC bytes. If a CRC error 
occurs in the ID or data field, the 82077SL sets the 
IC code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal ter
mination), sets the DE bit flag in Status Register 1 to 
"1 ", sets the DD bit in Status Register 2 to "1" if 
CRC is incorrect in the ID field, and terminates the 
READ DATA Command. 

Table 6-4 below describes the affect of the SK bit on 
the READ DATA command execution and results. 

Table 6-4. Skip Bit vs READ DATA Command 

SK Data Address Results 

Bit Mark Type Sector CMBltof Description 
Value Encountered Read? ST2Set? of Results 

0 Normal Data Yes No Normal 
Termination. 

0 Deleted Data Yes Yes AddressNot 
Incremented. 
Next Sector 
Not Searched 
For. 

1 Normal Data Yes No Normal 
Termination. 

1 Deleted Data No Yes Normal 
Termination 
Sector Not 
Read 
("Skipped"). 

Except where noted in Table 6-4, the C or R value of 
the sector address is automatically incremented 
(see Table 6-6). 
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6.1.2 READ DELETED DATA 

This command is the same as the READ DATA com
mand, only it operates on sectors that contain a De
leted Data Address Mark at the beginning of a Data 
Field. 

Table 6-5 describes the affect of the SK bit on the 
READ DELETED DATA command execution and re
sults. 

SK 
Bit 

Value 

0 

0-

1 

1 

Table 6-5. Skip Bit vs 
READ DELETED DATA Command 

Data Address Results 

Mark Type Sector eM Bit of Description 
Encountered Read? ST2,Set? ofResults 

Normal Data Yes Yes Address Not 
Incremented. 
Next Sector 
Not Searched 
For. 

De.leted Data Yes No Normal 
Termination. 

Normal Data No Yes Normal 
Termination 
Sector'Not 
Read 
("Skipped"). 

Deleted Data Yes No Normal 
Termination. 

82077SL 

Except where noted in Table 6-5 above, the C or R 
value of the sector address is automatically incre
mented (See Table 6-6). 

6.1.3 READ TRACK 

This command is similar to the READ DATA com· 
mand except that the entire data field is read contin
uously from each of the sectors of a track. Immedi
ately after encountering a pulse on the lOX pin, the 
82077SL starts to read all data fields on the track as 
continuous blocks of data without regard to logical 
sector numbers. If the 82077SL finds an error in the 
10 or DATA CRC check bytes, it continues to read 
data from the track and sets the appropriate error 
bits at the end of the command. The 82077SL com
pares the 10 information read from each sector with 
the specified value in the command, and sets the 
NO flag of Status Register 1 to a "1" if there is no 
comparison, Multi-track or skip operations are not 
allowed with this command. The MT and SK bits 
(Bits 07 and D5 of the fjrst command byte respec
tively) should always be set to "0". 

This command terminates when the EOT specified 
number of sectors have been read. If the 82077SL 
does not find an 10 Address Mark on, the diskette 
after the second occurrence of a pulse onJhe lOX 
pin, then it sets the IC code in Status Register 0 to 
"01" (Abnormal termination), sets the MA bit in 
Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates the com
mand. 

Table 6-6 Result Phase Table 

Final Sector Transferred 10 Information at Result Phase 
MT l1ead 

to Host C 

Less than EOT NC 
0 

C+1 Equal to EOT 
0 

Less than EOT NC 
1 

EqualtoEOT C+1 

Less than EOT NC 
0 

Equal to EOT NC 
1 

Less than EOT NC 
1 

Equal to EOT C+1 
NC: no change, the same value as the one at the beginning of command execution. 
LSB: least significant bit, the LSB of H is complemented. 

I 

H R 

NC R+1 

NC 01 

NC R+1 

NC 01 

NC R+1 

LSB 01 

NC R+1 

LSB 01 

N 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC. 

NC 
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6.1.4 WRITE DATA 

After the WRITE DATA command has been issued, 
the 82077Sl loads the head (if it is in the unloaded 
state), waits the specified head load time if unloaded 
(defined in the SPECIFY command), and I:legins 
reading 10 Fields. When the sector address rea~ 
from the diskette matches the sector address SpeCI
fied in the command, the 82077SL reads the data 
from the host via the FIFO, and writes it to the sec
tor's data field. 

After' writing data into the current sector, the 
82077Sl computes the CRC value arid writes it into 
the CRC field at the end of the sector transfer. The 
Sector Number stored in "R" is incremented by one, 
and the 82077Sl continues writing to the next data 
field. The 82077Sl continues this "Multi-Sector 
Write Operation". Upon receipt of a terminal count 
signal or if a FIFO over/under run occurs while a 
data field is being written, then the remainder of the 
data field is filled with zeros. 

The 82077Sl reads the 10 field of each sector and 
checks the CRC bytes. If it detects a CRC error in 
one of the 10 Fields, it sets the IC code in Status 
Register .0 to "01" (Abnormal termination), sets ,the 
DE bit of Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates 
the WRITE DATA command. 

The WRITE DATA command operates in much the 
same manner as the READ DATA command. The 
following items are the same. Please refer to the 
READ DATA Command for details: 

- Transfer Capacity 
- EN (End of Cylinder) bit 
-NO (No Data) bit 

. - Head load, Unload Time Interval 

. - 10 information when the host terminates the com
mand. 

- Definition of DTl when N = 0 and when N does 
not = O. 
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6.1.5 WRITE DELETED DATA 

This command is almost the same as the WRITE 
DATA command except that a Deleted Data Ad
dress Mark is written at the beginning of the Data . 
Field instead of the normal Data Address Mark. This 
command is typically used to mark a bad'sector con
taining an error on the floppy disk. 

6.1.6 VERIFY 

The VERIFY command is used. to verify the data 
stored on a disk. This command acts exactly like a 
READ DATA command except th'at no data is trans
ferred to the host. Data is read from the disk, CRC 
computed and checked against the previously 
stored value. 

Because no data is transferred to the host, TC (pin 
25) cannot be used to terminate this command. By 
setting the EC bit-to "1" an implicit TC will be issued 
to the 82077SL. This implicit TC will occur when the 
SC value has decrement to 0 (an SC value of 0 will 
verify 256 sectors). This command can also be ter
minated by setting the EC bit to "O"and the EOT 
value equal to the final sector to be checked. If EC is 
set to "0" DTl/SC should be programmed to OFFH. 
Refer to Table 6-6 and Table 6-7 for information 
concerning the values of MT and EC versus SC and 
EOTvalue. . 

Deflnltlon8: 

'* Sectors Per Side = Number of formatted sectors 
per each side of the disk. 

'* Sectors Remaining = Number of formatted sec
tors left which can be read, including side 1 of the 
disk if MT is set to "1". 
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Table 6-7. Verify Command Result Phase Table 

MT EC I SC/EOT Value I Termination Result 

0 0 SC =.DTL Successful Termination 
EOT ,,; # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Valid 

0 0 SC = OTL Unsuccessful Termination 
EOT > # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Invalid 

0 1 SC ,,; # Sectors Remaining Successful Termination 
AND Result Phase Valid 

EOT ,,; # Sectors Per Side 

0 1 SC > # Sectors Remaining Unsuccessful Termination 
OR Result Phase Invalid 

EOT > # Sectors Per Side 

1 0 SC = OTL Successful Termination 
EOT ,,; # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Valid 

1 0 SC = OTL Unsuccessful Termination 
EOT > # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Invalid 

1 1 SC ,,; # Sectors Remaining Successful Termination 
AND Result Phase Valid 

EOT ,,; # Sectors Per Side 

1 1 SC > # Sectors Remaining Unsuccessful Termination 
OR Result Phase Invalid 

EOT > # Sectors Per Side 

NOTE: 
If MT is set to "1" and the SC value is greater than the number of remaining formatted sectors on Side 0, verifying will 
continue on Side 1 of the disk. 

6.1.7 FORMAT TRACK 

The FORMAT command allows an entire track to be 
formatted. After a pulse from the lOX pin is detected, 
the 82077SL starts writing data on the disk including 
Gaps, Address Marks, 10 Fields and O/:l.ta Fields, per 
the IBM System 34 (MFM). The particular values 
that will be written to the gap and data field are con
trolled by the values programmed into N, SC, GPL, 
and 0 which are specified by the host during the 
command phase. The data field of the sector is filled 
with the data byte specified by O. The 10 Field for 
each sector is supplied by the host; that is, four data 
bytes per sector are needed by the 82077SL for C, 
H, R, and N (cylinder, head, sector number and sec
tor size respectively). 

I 

After formatting each sector, the host must send 
new values for C, H, Rand N to the 82077SL for the 
next sector on the track. The R value (sector num
ber) is the only value that must be changed by the 
host after each sector is formatted. This allows the 
disk to be formatted with nonsequential sector ad
dresses (interleaving). This incrementing and for
matting continues for the whole track until the 
82077SL encounters a pulse on the lOX pin again 
and it terminates the command. 

Table 6-8 contains typical values for gap fields which 
are dependent upon the size of the sector and the 
number of sectors on each track. Actual values can 
vary due to drive electronics. 
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Table 6-8. Typical Values for Formatting 

Sector Size N SC GPL1 GPL2 

128 00 12 07 09 
128 00 10 10 19 
512 02 08 18 30 

FM 1024 03 04 46 87 
2048 04 02 C8 FF 
4096 05 01 C8 FF 

5.25" Drives 
... . .. 

256 01 12 OA OC 
256 01 10 20 32 
512' 02 09 2A 50 

MFM 1024 03 04 80 FO 
2048 04 02 C8 FF 
4096 05 01 C8 FF 
.. . ., . 

128 0 OF 07 18 
FM 256 1 09 OF 2A 

3.5" Drives 
512 2 05 18 3A 

256 1 OF OE 36 
MFM 512" 2 09 18 54 

1024 3 05 35 74 

GPL 1 = suggested GPL values in read and write commands to avoid splice point between data field and ID field of contigu
ous sections. 
GPL2 = suggested GPL value in FORMAT TRACK command. 
'PC-AT values (typical) 
"PS/2 values (typical). Applies with 1.0 MB and 2.0 MB drives. 

NOTE: 
All values except Sector Size are in Hex. 

6.1.7.1 Format Fields 

GAP4a SYNC lAM GAP 1 SYNC IDAM C S C H N 
BOx 12x 

~ 
SOx 12x ~ Y 

D 
E 

0 
R 

4E 00 C2 4E 00 A1 L C C 

GAP 2 SYNC DATA AM 

22x 12x 
3x I FB 

4E 00 A1 FB 

Figure 6-1. System 34 Format Double Density 

GAP4a SYNC lAM GAP 1 SYNC IDAM C S C GAP 2 SYNC oATAAM 

40x 6x 
-

26x 6x I--- Y 
H 

E 
N 

R 11x 6x 
FF 00 FC FF 00 FE L 

D 
C 

0 
C FF 00 FB or FB 

Figure 6-2. System 3740 Format Single Density 

GAP4a SYNC lAM GAP 1 SYNC IDAM C S C GAP2 SYNC DATA AM 
H N 

BOx 12x 

~ 
SOx 12x ~ Y 

0 
E 

0 
R 41x 12x 

3x I FB 
4E 00 C2 4E 00 A1 L C C " 4E 00 A1 FB 

Figure 6-3. Perpendicular Format 
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6.1.8 SCAN COMMANDS 

The SCAN Commands allow data which is being 
read from· the diskette to be compared against data 
which is being supplied from the main system (Proc
essor in NON-DMA mode, and DMA Controller in 
DMA mode). The FDC compares the data on a byte
by-byte basis, and looks for a sector of data which 
meets the conditions of DFDO = Dprocessor, DFDO 
~ Dprocessor, or DFDO 2 Dprocessor. Ones comple
ment arithmetic is used for comparison (FF = larg
est number, 00 = smallest number). After a whole 
sector of data is compared, if the conditions are not 
met, the sector number is incremented (R + 
STP - R), and the scan operation is continued. 
The scan operation continues until one of the follow
ing conditions occurs; the conditions for scan are 
met (equal, low, or high), the last sector on the track 
is reached (EOn, or the terminal count signal is re
ceived. 

If the conditions for scan are met then the FDC sets 
the SH (Scan Hit) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 
(high), and terminates the Scan Command. If the 
conditions for scan are not met between the starting 
sector (as specified by R) and the last sector on the 
cylinder (EOn, then the FDC sets the SN (Scan Not 
Satisfied) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 (high), and 
terminates the Scan Command. The receipt of a 
TERMINAL COUNT signal from the Processor or 
DMA Controller during the scan operation will cause 
the FDC to complete the comparison of the particu
lar byte which is in process, and then to terminate 
the command. Table 6-9 shows the status of bits SH 
and SN under various conditions of SCAN. 
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If the FDC encounters a Deleted Data Address Mark 
on one of the sectors (and SK = 0), thenit regards 
the sector as the last sector on the cylinder, sets CM 
(Control Mark) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 (high) 
and terminates the command. If SK= 1, the FDC 
skips the sector with the Deleted Address Mark, and 
reads the next sector. In the second case (SK = 1), 
the FDC sets the CM (Control Mark) flag of Status 
Register 2 to a 1 (high) in order to show that a Delet
ed Sector has been encountered. 

When either the STP (contiguous sectors STP = 01, 
or alternate sectors STP = 02) sectors are read or 
the MT (Multi-Track) is programmed, it is necessary 
to remember that the last sector on the track must 
be read. For example, if STP = 02, MT = 0, the 
sectors are numbered sequentially 1 through 26,' 
and we start the Scan Command at sector 21; the 
following will happen. Sectors 21, 23, andf 25 will be 
read, then the next sector (26) will be skipped and' 
the Index Hole will be encountered before the EOT 
value of 26 can be read. This will result in an abnor
mal termination of the command. If the EOT had 
been set at 25 or the scannil'!g started at sector 20, 
then the Scan Command would be completed in a . 
normal manner. 

During the Scan Command data is supplied by either 
the processor or DMA Controller for comparison 
against the data read from the diskette. In order to 
avoid having the OR (Over Run) flag set in Status 
Register 1, it is necessary to ahve the data available 
in less than 27 ,...s (FM Mode) or 13 ,...S (MFM Mode). 
If an Overrun occurs the FDC terminates the com
mand. 

Table 6·9. Scan Status Codes 

Command 
Status Register 2 

Comments 
Bit 2 = SN BitS = SH 

Scan Equal 0 1 DFDO = Dprocessor 
1 0 DFDO # DProcessor 

Scan Low or Equal 0 1 DFDO = Dprocessor 
0 0 DFDO < Dprocessor 
1 0 DFDO :1> Dprocessor 

Scan High or Equal 0 1 DFDO = Dprocessor 
0 0 DFDO > Dprocessor 
1 0 DFDO -t Dprocessor 
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6.2 Control Commands 

Control commands differ.from the other commands 
in . that no data transfer takes place. Three com· 
mands generate an interrupt when complete; READ 
10 RECALIBRATE and SEEK. The other control 
co'mmands do not generate an Interrupt. 

6.2.1 READ ID 

The READ 10 command is used to find the present 
position of the recording heads~ The 82077SL stores 
the values from the first 10 Field it is able to read into 
its registers. If the 82077SL does not find an 10 Ad· 
dress Mark on the diskette after the second occur· 
rence of a pulse on the lOX pin, it then sets the IC 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi· 
nation), sets the MA bit in Status Register 1 to "1", 
and terminates the command. 

The following commands will generate an interrupt 
upon completion. They do not retum any result 
bytes. It is' highly. recommended that control com· 
mands be followed by the SENSE· INTERRUPT 
STATUS command. Otherwise, valuable interrupt 
status information will be lost. 

6.2.2 I!IECALIBRATE 

This command causes the read/write head within 
the 82077SL to retract to the track 0 position. The 
82077SL clears the contents of the· PCN counter, 
and checks .the status of the TRKO pin from .the 
FDD. As long as the TRKO pin is low, the DIR pin 
remains 0 and step pulses are issued. When the 
TRKO pin goes high, the SE bit in Status Register 0 
is set to "1", and the command is terminated. If the 
TRKO pin is still low after 79 step pulses have been 
issued, the 82077SL sets the SE and the EC bits of 
Status RegisterO to "1", and terminates the com· 
mand. Disks capable of handling more than ,80 
tracks per side may require more than one RECAll· 
BRATE command to retum the head back to physi· 
cal Track O. ' 

The RECALIBRATE command does ncit have are· 
suit phase. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command 
must be issued after the RECALIBRATE command 
to effectively terminate it and to pr~vide verification 
of the head position (PCN). During the command 
phase of the recalibrate operation, the 82077SL is in 
the BUSY state, but during the execution phase it is 
in a NON BUSY state: At this time an.other RECALl· 
BRATE command may be issued, and in this man· 
ner, parallel RECALIBRATE operations may be 
done on up t04 drives at once. 
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Upon power up, the software must issue a RECAll· 
BRATE command to properly initialize all drives and 
the controller. 

6.2.3 SEEK 

The readlwrite head within the drive is moved from 
track to track under the control of the SEEK Com· 
mand. The 82077SL compares the PCN which Is the 
current head position with the NCN and performs 
the following operation if there is a difference: 

-PCN < NCN: Direction Signal to drive set to "1" 
(step in),' and issues step pulses. 

-PCN > NCN: Direction signal to drive' set to "0" 
(step out), and issues step pulses. 

The rate at which step pulses are issued is con· 
trolled by SRT (Stepping Rate Time) in the SPECIFY 
command. After each step pulse is issued, NCN is 
compared against PCN, and when NCN = PCN, 
then the SE bit in Status Register 0 is set to "1", and 
the command is terminated. 

. During the command phase· of the seek or' recali· 
brate operation, the 82077SL is in the BUSY state, 
but during the execution phase it is in the NON 
BUSY state. ' 

Note that if implied seek is not enabled, the read and 
write commands should be preceded by: ' 

1) SEEK command; Step to the proper track 

2) SENSE INTERRUPT Terminate the Seek 
STATUS command; command' 

3) READ 10. Verify head is on 
proper track 

4) Issue READ/WRITE 
command. 

The SEEK command does not have a result phase. 
Therefore, it is highly recommended that the SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS Command be issued after the 
SEEK command to terminate it and to provide verifi· 
cation of the head position (PCN). The H bit (Head 
Address) in STO will always return a "0". When exit· 

" ing DSR POWERDOWN mode, the 82077SL clears 
the peN value and the status information to zero .. 
Prior to issuing the DSR POWERDOWN ,command, 
it is highly recommended that the user service all 
pending interrupts through the SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS command. 

. 6.2.4 SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

An interrupt Signal on INT pin is' generated by the 
82077SL for one of the following reasons: 

I 



1. Upon entering the Result Phase of: 

a. READ DATA Command 

b. READ TRACK Command 

c. READ ID Command 

d. READ DELETED DATA Command 

e. WRITE DATA Command 

f. FORMAT TRACK Command 

g. WRITE DELETED DATA Command 

h. VERIFY Command 

2. End of SEEK, RELATIVE SEEK or RECALI
BRATE Command 

3. 82077SL requires a data transfer during the exe-
cution phase in the non:DMA Mode 

The SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command resets 
the interrupt signal and via the IC code and SE bit of 
Status Register Q, identifies the cause of the inter
rupt. If a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command is 
issued when no active interrupt condition is present, 
the status register STO will return a value of 80H 
(invalid command). 

Table 6·9 Interrupt Identification 

SE IC Interrupt Due To 

0 11 Polling 
1 00 Normal Termination of SEEK or 

RECALIBRATE command 
1 J}-1 Abnormal Termination of SEEK or 

RECALIBRATE command 

The SEEK, RELATIVE SEEK and the RECALI
BRATE commands have no result phase. SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS command must be issued im
mediately after these commands to terminate them 
and to provide verification of the head position 
(PCN). The H (Head Address) bit in STO will always 
return a "0". If a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS is 
not issued, the drive, will continue to be BUSY and 
may effect the operation of the next command. 

6.2.5 SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS obtains drive status infor" 
mation. It has no execution phase and goes directly 
to .the result phase from the command phase. 
STATUS REGISTER 3 contains the drive status in· 
formation. 

6.2.6 SPECIFY 

The SPEciFY command sets 'the initial values for 
each of the three internal timers. The HUT (Head 
Unload Time) defines the time from the end of the 
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execution phase of one of the read/write commands 
to the head unload state. The SRT (Step Rate Time) 
defines the time interval between adjacent step 
pulses. Note that the spaCing between the first and 
second step pulses may be shorter than the remain
ing step pulses. The HL T (Head Load Time) defines 
the time between the Head Load signal goes high 
and the read, write operation starts. The values 
change with the data rate speed selection and are 
documented in Table 6-10. The values are the same 
for MFM and FM. 

Table 6·10. Drive Control Delays (ms) 

HUT SRT 

1M 500K 300K 2SOK 1M 500K 300K 250K 

0 128 256 426 512 8.0 16 26.7 32 
l' 8 16 26.7 32 7.5 15 25 30 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 
E 112 224 373 448 1.0 2 3.33 4 
F 120 240 400 480 0.5 1 1.67 2 

HLT 

1M SOOK 300K 2SOK 

00 128 256 426 512 
01 1 2 3.3 4 
02 2 4, 6.7 8 
.. .. .. .. 
7F 126 252 420 504 , 
7F 127 254 4,23 508 

The choice of DMA or NON-DMA operations is 
made by the ND bit. When this bit is "1", the NON
DMA mode is selected, and when ND is "0", the 
DMA mode is selected. In DMA mode, data transfers 
are Signalled by the DRO pin. Non-OMA mode uses 
the ROM bit and the INT pin to signal data transfers. 

6.2.7 CONFIGURE 

Issued to select the special features of the 82077SL. 
A CONFIGURE command need not be issued if the 
default values of the 82077SL meet the system .re-

o qUirements. 

CONFIGURE DEFAULT VALUES: 

EIS - No Implied Seeks 

EFIFO - FIFO Disabled 

POLL . - PoUing Enabled 

FIFOTHR - FIFO Threshold Set to 1 Byte 

PRETRK - Pre-Compensation Set to Track 0 
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EIS-Enable implied Seek. When set to "1", the 
82077SL will perform a SEEK operation before exe
cuting a read or write commartd. Defaults to no im
plied seek. 

EFIFQ-A "1" puts the FIFO into the 8272A com
patible mode where the FIFO is disabled. This 
means data tranSfers are asked for on a byte by byte 
basis. Defaults to "1", FIFO disabled. The threshold 
defaults to one. 

POLL-Disable polling of the drives. Defaults to "0", 
polling enabled. When enabled, a single interrupt is 
generated after a RESET. No polling is performed 
while the drive head is loaded and the head unload 
delay has not expired. 

FIFOTHR-The FIFO threshold in the execution 
phase of read or write commands. This is program
mable from 1 to 16 bytes. Defaults to one byte. A 
"00" selects one byte "OF" selects 16 bytes. 

PRETRK-Pre-compensation start track number. 
Programmable from track 0 to 255. Defaults to track 
O. A "00" selects track 0, "FF" selects 255. 

6.2.8 VERSION 

The VERSION command checks to see if the con
troller is an enhanced type or the older type (8272A1 
765A). A value of 90 H is returned as the result byte, 
defining an enhanced FDD controller is in use. No 
interrupts are generated. 

6.2.9 RELATIVE SEEK 

The command is coded,the same as for SEEK, ex
cept for the MSB of the first byte and the DIR bit. 

DIR Head Step Direction Control. 

DIR Action 

0 Step Head Out 
1 Step Head In 

RCN Relative Cylinqer Number that determines 
how many tracks to step the head in or out 
from the current track number. 

The RELATIVE SEEK command differs from the 
SEEK command in that it steps the head the abso
lute number of tracks specified in the command in
stead of making a comparison against an' internal 
register. The SEEK command is good for drives that 
support a maximum of 256 tracks. RELATIVE 
SEEKs cannot be overlapped with other RELATIVE 
SEEKs. Only one RELATIVE SEEK can be active at 
a time. Bit 4 of Status Register 0 (Ee) will be set if 
RELATIVE SEEK attempts to step outward beYond 
Track O. 
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As an example, assume that a floppy drive has 300 
useable tracks and that the host needs to read track 
300 and the head is on any track (0-255). If a SEEK 
command was issued, the head would stop at track 
255. If a RELATIVE SEEK command was issued, the 
82077SL would move the head the specified num
ber of tracks, regardless of the internal cylinder posi
tion register (but would increment the register). If the 
head had been on track 40 (D), the maximum track 
that the 82077SL could position the head on using 
RELATIVE SEEK, would be 296 (D), the initial track, 
+ 256 (D). The maximum count that the head can be 
moved with a single RELATIVE SEEK command is 
256 (D). 

The internal register, PCN, would overflow as the 
cylinder number crossed track 255 and would con
tain 40 (D). The resulting PCN value is thus (NCN + 
PCN) mod 256. Functionally, the 82077SL starts 
counting from 0 again as the track number goes 
above 255(0). It is the users responsibility to com
pensate 82077SL functions (precompensation track 
number) when accessing tracks greater than 255. 
The 82077SL does not keep track that it is working 
in an "extended track area" (greater than 255). Any 
command issued would use the current PCN value 
except for the RECALIBRATE command which only 
looks for the TRACKO Signal. RECALIBRATE would 
return an error if the head was farther than 79 due to 
its limitation of issuing a maximum 80 step pulses. 
The user simply needs to issue a second RECALI
BRATE command. The SEEK command and implied 
seeks will function correctly within the 44 (D) track 
(299-255) area of the "extended track area". It is 
the users responsibility not to issue a new track posi
tion that would exceed the maximum track that is 
present in the extended area., 

To return to the standard floppy range (0-255) of 
tracks, a RELATIVE SEEK would be issued to cross 
the track ,255 boundary. 

A RELATIVE SEEK can be used instead of the nor
mal SEEK but the host is required to calculate the 
difference between the current head location and 
the new (target) head location. This may require the 
host to issue a READ 10 command to ensure that 
the head is physically on the track that software as
sumes it to be. Different 82077SL commands will 
return different cylinder results which may be difficult 
to keep track of with software without the READ 10 
command. 

6.2.10 DUMPREG 

The DUMPREG command is designed to support 
system run-time diagnostics and application soft
ware development and debug. 
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6.2.11 PERPENDICULAR MODE COMMAND 

The PERPENDICULAR MODE command should be 
issued prior to executing READ/WRITE/FORMAT 
commands that access a disk drive with perpendicu
lar recording capability. With this command, the 
lengtt"\ of the Gap2 fielrj and VCO enable timing can 
be altered to accommodate the unique requirements 
of these drives. Table 6-11 describes the effects of 
the WGATE and GAP bits for the PERPENDICULAR 
MODE command. Upon a reset, the 82077SL will 
default to the conventional mode (WGATE = 0, 
GAP = 0). 

Selection of the 500 Kbps and 1 Mbps perpendicular 
modes is independent of the actual data rate select
ed in the Data rate Select Register. The user must 
ensure that the two data rates remain consistent. 

The Gap2 and VCO timing requirements for perpen
dicular recording type drives are dictated by the de
sign of the read/write head. In the design of this 
head, a pre-erase head precedes the normal read/ 
write head by a distance of 200 micrometers. This 
works out to about 38 bytes at a 1 Mbps recording 
density. Whenever the write head is enabled by the 
Write Gate signal the pre-erase head is also activat
ed at the same time. Thus, when the write head is 
initially turned on, flux transitions recorded on the 
media for the first 38 bytes will not be precondi
tioned with the pre-erase head since it has not yet 
been activated. To accommodate this head activa
tion and deactivation time, the Gap2 field is expand
ed to a length of 41 bytes. The format field shown in 
Figure 5-3 illustrates the change in the Gap2 field 
size for the perpendicular format. 
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On the read back by the 82077SL, the controller 
must begin synchronization at the beginning of the 
Sync field. For the conventional mode, the internal 
PLL VCO is enabled (VCOEN) approximately 24 
bytes from the start of the Gap2 field. But when the 
controller operates in the 1 Mbps perpendicular 
mode (WGATE = 1, GAP = 1), VCOEN goes active 
after 43 bytes to accommodate the increased Gap2 
field size. For both cases, an approximate 2 byte 
cushion is maintained from the beginning of the sync 
field for the purposes of aVOiding write splices in the 
presence of motor speed variation. 

For the WRITE DATA case, the 82077SL activates 
Write Gate at the beginning of the sync field under 
the conventional mode. The controller then writes a 
new sync field, data address mark, data field, and 
CRC as shown in Figure 6-1. With the pre-erase 
head of the perpendicular drive, the write head must 
be activated in the Gap2 field to insure a proper 
write of the new sync field. For the 1 Mbps perpen
dicular mode (WGATE = 1, GAP = 1),38 bytes will 
be written in the Gap2 space. Since the bit density is 
proportional to the data rate, 19 bytes will be written 
in the Gap2 field for the 500 Kbps perpendicular 
mode (WGATE = 1, GAP = 0). 

It should be noted that none of the alterations in 
Gap2 size, VCO timing, or Write Gate timing affect 
normal program flow. The information provided here 
is just for background purposes and is not needed 
for normal operation. Once the PERPENDICULAR 
MODE command is invoked, 82077SL software be
havior from the user standpoint is unchanged. 

Table 6-11. Effects of WGATE and GAP Bits 

VCOLow Length of Portion of Gap2 Gap2VCO 
GAP WGATE MODE Time after Gap2 Format Written by Write Low Time for 

Index Pulse Field . Data Operation Read Operations 

0 0 Conventional Mode 33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 

0 1 Perpendicular Mode 33 Bytes 22 Bytes 19 Bytes 24 Bytes 
(500 Kbps Data Rate) 

1 0 Reserved 33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 
(Conventional) 

1 1 Perpendicular Mode 18 Bytes 41 Bytes 38 Bytes 43 Bytes 
(1 Mbps Data Rate) 

NOTE: 
When either GAP or WGA TE bit is set, the current value of precompensation in the DSR is used. 
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6.2.12 POWERDOWN MODE COMMAND 

The POWERDOWN MODE command allows the au
tomatic power management of th,e 82077SL. This 
especially allows the extension of battery life in por
table PC systems. This command should be issued 
during the BIOS power on self test (POST) to enable 
auto powerdown. 

As soon as the command is enabled, a 10 ms or a 
0.5 sec minimum power up timer is initiated depend
ing on whether the MIN DL Y bit is set to 0 or 1. This 
timer is one of the required conditions that has to be 
satisfied before the part will enter auto powerdown. 
Any software reset will reinitialize the timer. Th~ tim
er countdown is also extended by up to 10 ms If the 
data rate is changed during the timer's countdown. 
Without this timer 82077SL would have been put to 
sleep immediately after 82077SL is idle. The mini
mum delay gives software a chance to interact with 
82077SL without incurring an additional overhead 
due to recovery time. 

The command also allows the output pins of floppy 
disk drive interface to be tristated or left unaltered 
during auto powerdown. This is done by the FDI TRI 
bit. In the default condition (FDI TRI = 0) the output 
pins of the floppy disk drive are tristated. Setting this 
bit leaves the interface unchanged from the normal 
state. 

The results phase returns the values programmed 
for MIN DLY, FDI TRI and AUTO PD. The results 
phase of the auto powerdown mode command has 
its two most significant bits set to zero to distinguish 
it from the 82077 AA's command of the same value 
which returns an "Illegal Command" status of 80H. 
The auto powerdown mode is disabled by a hard
ware reset. Software results have no effect on the 
POWER DOWN MODE command parameters. 

6.3 Command Set Enhancements 

The PERPENDICULAR MODE and DUMPREG com
mands were enhanced along with the addition of a 
new LOCK command in the 82077 AA. These en-

Old PERPENDICULAR MODE command: 

Phase 1 R/W I J 07 06 05 04 

hancements also hold for the 82077SL and are ex
plained in this section of the data sheet. The com
mands were enhanced/added in order to provide 
protection against older software application pack
age which could inadvertently cause system com
patibility problems. The modifications/ additions ~re 
fully backward compatible with the 82077 AA which 
do not support the enhancements. 

6.3.1 PERPENDICULAR MODE 

The PERPENDICULAR MODE Command is en
hanced to allow the system designers to designate 
specific drives· as Perpendicular recording drives. 
This enhancement is made so that the system de
signer does not have to worry about older applica
tion software packages which bypass their system's 
FDC (Floppy Disk Controller) routines. The enhance
ment will also allow data transfers between Conven
tional and Perpendicular drives without having to is
sue PERPENDICULAR MODE commands between 
the accesses of the two different drives, nor having 
to change write pre-compensation values. The fol
lowing is an explanation of how this enhancement is 
implemented: 

With the old implementation, the user must properly 
program both the PERPENDICULAR MODE com
mand and write pre-compensation value before ac
cessing either a Conventional or Perpendicular 
drive. These programmed values apply to all drives 
(00-03) which the 82077SL may access. It should 
also be noted that any form of RESET "Hardware" 
or "Software" will configure the PERPENDICULAR 
MODE command for Conventional mode (GAP and 
WGATE = "0"). 

With the enhanced implementation, both the GAP 
and WGATE bits have the same affects as the old 
implementation except for when they are both pro
grammed for value of "0" (Conventional mode). For 
the case when both GAP and WGATE equal "0" the 
PERPENDICULAR MODE command will have the 
following effect on the 82077SL:, 1) If any of the new 
bits DO, 01, 02, and 03 are programmed to "1" the 
corresponding drive wil~ automatically be pro
grammed for Perpendicular mode (ie: GAP2 being 

Data Bus J Remarks 
03 02 01 DO I 

PERPENDICULAR MODE 
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Command 1 W 

I 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 o I Command 

W 0 0 0 0 0 0 GAP WGATE Code 

NOTE: : . 
For the definition of GAP and WGATE bits see Table 6-11 and Section 6.2.11 of the data sheet. 
For the Enhanced PERPENDICULAR MODE command definition see Table 6-1. 
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written during a write operation, the programmed 
Data Rate will determine the length of GAP2.), and 
data will be written with 0 ns write pre-compensa
tion. 2) any of the new bits (DO-D3) that are pro
grammed for "0" the designated drive will be pro
grammed for Conventional Mode and data will be 
written with the currently programmed write pre
compensation value. 3) Bits DO, D1, D2, and D3 can 
only be over written when the OW bit is written as a 
"1". The.status of these bits can be determined by 
interpreting the eighth result byte of the enhanced 
DUMPREG Command (See Section 6.3.3). (Note: if 
either the GAP or WGATE bit is a "1 ", then bits DO
D3 are ignored.) 

"Software" and "Hardware" RESET will have the 
following effects· on the enhanced PERPENDICU
LAR MODE command: 

1) "Software" RESETs (Reset via DOR or DSRreg
isters) will only clear GAP and WGATE bits to 
"0", D3, D2, 01, and DO will retain their previous
ly programmed values. 

2) "Hardware"RESETs (Reset via pin 32) will clear 
all bits (GAP, Wgate, DO, D1, D2, and D3) to "0" 
(All Drives Conventional Mode). 

6.3.2 LOCK 

In order to protect a system with long DMA latencies 
against older .application software packages that 
can disable the 82077SL's FIFO the following LOCK 
Command has been has been retained in the 
82077SL's command set: [Note: This command . . 

82077SL 

should only be used by the system's FDC routines, 
and ISVs (Independent Software Vendors) should 
refrain from using it. If an ISV's application calls for 
having the 82077SL FIFO disabled a CONFIGURE 
Command should be used to toggle the EFIFO (En
able FIFO) bit. ISV can determine the value of the 
LOCi< bit by interpreting the eighth result byte of an 
DUMPREG Command (See Section 6.3.3).] 

The LOCK command defines whether EFIFO, 
FIFOTHR, . and PRETRK parameters of the CON
FIGURE command can be RESET by the DOR and 
DSR registers. When the LOCK bit is set to a "1" all 
subsequent "software" RESETs by the DOR and 
DSR registers will not change the previously set pa
rameter values in the CONFIGURE command. When 
the LOCK bit is set to a "0" "software" RESETs by 
the DOR or DSR registers will return these parame
ters to their default values (See Section 6.2.7). All 
"hardware" Resets by pin 32 will set the LOCK bit to 
a "0" value, and will return EFIFO, FIFOTHR, and 
PRETRK to their default values. A Status byte is re
turned immediately after issuing the c()mmand byte. 
This Status byte reflects the value of the Lock bit set 
by the command byte. (Note: No interrupts are gen
erated at the end of this command.) 

6.3.3 ENHANCED DUMPREG COMMAND 

To accommodate the new LOCK command and en
hanced PERPENDICULAR MODE command the 
eighth result byte of DUMPREG command has been 
modified in the following manner: 

Data Bus 
Remark. Ph •• e R/W 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

DUMPREG 

Eighth Result Byte 
.J 

Result R - Undefined- Old 

R LOCK 0 D3 D2 D1 DO GAP WGATE Enhanced 

NOTES: 
1. Data bit 7 reflects the status of the new LOCK bit set by the LOCK Command. 
2; Data BitsDO-D5 reflect the status for bits 03, 02, 01, DO, GAP and WGATE set by the PERPENDICULAR MODE 
Command. 
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7.0 STATUS REGISTER ENCODING 

The contents of these registers are available only through a command sequence. 

7.1 Status Register 0 
Bit 

Symbol Name Description No. 

7,6 It Interrupt OO-Normal termination of command. The specified command was properly 
Code executed and completed without error. 

01-Abnormal termination of command. Command execution was started, 
but was not successfully completed. 
1 O-Invalid command. The requested command could not be executed. 
11-Abnormal terminat.ion caused by POlling. 

5 SE Seek End The 82077SL completed a SEEK or RECALIBRATE command, or a READ 
or WRITE with implied seek command. 

4 EC Equipment The TRKO pin failed to become a "1" after: 
Check 1. 80 step pulses in the RECALIBRATE command. 

2. The RELATIVE SEEK command causes the 82077SL to step outward 
beyond Track o. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

2 H Head Address The current head address. 

1,0 DS1,0 Drive Select The current selected drive. 

7.2 Status Register 1 
Bit 

Symbol Name Description 
No. 

7 EN End of The 82077SL tried to access a sector beyond the final sector of the track 
Cylinder (2550). Will be set if TC is not issued after Read or Write Data Command. 

6 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

5 DE Data Error The 82077SL detected a CRC error in either the 10 field or the data field of 
a sector. 

4 OR Overrun/ Becomes set if the 82077SL does not receive CPU or DMA service within 
Underrun the required time interval, resulting in data overrun or underrun. 

3 - - Unysed. This bit is always "0". 

2 NO No Data Anyone of the following: 
1. READ DATA, READ DELETED DATA command, the 82077SL did not 
find the specified sector. 
2. READ 10 command, the 82077SL cannot read the 10 field without an 
error. 
3. READ TRACK command, the 82077SL cannot find the proper sector 
sequence. 

1 NW Not Writable WP pin became a "1" while the 82077SL is executing a WRITE DATA, 
WRITE DELETED DATA, or FORMAT TRACK command. 

0 MA Missing Anyone of the following: 
Address Mark 1. The 82077SL did not detect an 10 address mark at the specified track 

after encountering the index pulse from the lOX pin twice. 
2. The 82077SL cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted data 
address mark on the specified track. 
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7.3 Status Register 2 
Bit 

Symbol Name Description 
No. 

7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

6 CM Control Mark Anyone of the following: 
1. READ DATA command, the 82077SL encounters a deleted data 
address mark. 
2. READ DELETED OAT A command, the 82077SL encounters a data 
address mark. 

S DO Data Error The 82077SL detected a CRC error in the data field. 
in Data 
Field. 

4 WC Wrong The track address from the sector 10 field is different from the track 
Cylinder address maintained inside the 82077SL. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0", 

2 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

1 8C 8ad Cylinder The track address from the sector ID field is different from the track 
address maintained inside the 82077SL and is equal to FF hex which 
indicates a bad track with a hard error according to the IBM soft-
sectored format. 

0 MD Missing Data The 82077SL cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted data 
Address Mark address mark. 

7.4 Status Register 3 
Bit 

Symbol Name Description 
No. 

7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

6 WP Write Protected Indicates the status of the WP pin. 

S - - Unused. This bit is always "1". 

4 TO TRACK 0 Indicates the status of the TRKO pin. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "1". 

2 HD Head Address Indicates the status of the HDSEL pin. 

1,0 DS1,0 Drive Select Indicates the status of the DS1, DSO pins. 

8.0 COMPATIBILITY 

The 82077SL was designed with software compati
bility in mind. It is a fully backwards compatible solu" 
tion with the older generation 8272A and NEC76SAI 
8 disk controllers. The 82077SL also implements 
on-board registers for compatibility with the Personal 
System/2s as well as PC/AT and PC/XT floppy disk 
controller subsystems. The 82077SL is fully compat
ible with Intel's 386SL Microprocessor Superset. 
The 82077SL represents a superset of features that 
are available on 82077 AA. Upon a hardware reset of 
the 82077SL, all registers, functions and enhance-

ments default to a PS/2, PC/AT, or PS/2 Model 30 
compatible operating mode depending on how the 
IDENT and MFM pins are sampled during Hardware 
Reset. 

8.1 Register Set Compatibility 

The register set contained within the 82077SL is a 
culmination of hardware registers based on the ar
chitectural growth of the IBM personal computer 
line. Table 8-1 indicates the registers required for 
compatibility based on the type of computer. 

I 
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Table 8·1. 82077SL Register Support 

82077SL 
8272A 82072 PC/XT PC/AT PS/2 

Mod 
Register 30 

SRA X X 

SRB X X 

DOR X X X X 

MSR X X X X X X 

DSR X 

Data (FIFO) X X X X X X 

DIR X X X 

CCR X' X X X 

'CCR is emulated by DSR in an 82072 PCIAT design. 

8.2 PS/2 vs. AT vs. Model 30 Mode 

To maimain compatibility between PS/2, PC/AT; 
and Model 3.0 environments the IDENT and MFM 
pins are provided. The 82.o77SL, is placed into the 
proper mode of operations upon Hardware RESET 
with the appropriate settings of the IDENT and MFM 
pins. Tl;le proper settings of the IDENT and MFM 
pins are described in IDENT's pin deSCription. Differ
ences between the three modes are described in 
the following sections. ! 

'8.2.1 PS/2 MODE 

IDENT strapped low causes the polarity of DENSEL 
to be active low for high (5.0.0 Kbps/1 Mbps) data 
riiltes (typically used for 3.5" drives)., This polalrity of 
DENSEL assumeslNVERT# to be low. A compre
hensive description of DENSEL behavior is given in 
Table 2-6. 

The DMAGATE bit in the Digital Output Register 
(DOR) will not cause the ORO or INT output signals 
to tristate. This maintains consistency with the oper'" 
ation of the floppy disk controller subsystem in the 
PS/2 architecture. ' 

TC is an active low input signal that is internally qual-
ified.by DACK being active low. ' 

8.2.2 PC/AT MODE 

IDENT strapped high causes the polarityof DENSEL ' 
to be active high for high (5.0.0 Kbpslt Mbps) data 
rates (typically used for 5.25" drives). This polarity 
of DENSEL assumes INVERT# to be low. A com
prehensive description of DENSEL behavior is given 
in Table 2-6. ' 

2-5.0 

If the DMAGATE bit is written to a ".0" in the Digital 
Output Rjfister (DOR), ORO and INT will tristate. If" 
DMAGAT is written to a '~1 ", then ORO and INT will 
be driven appropriately by the 82.o77SL. ' 

TC is an active high input signal that is internally 
qualified by DACK # being active low. 

8.2.3 MODEL 30 MODE 

IDENT strapped low c,auses the polarity of DENSEL 
to be active low for high (5.0.0 Kbpsl1 Mbps) data 
rates (typically used for 3.5" drives). This polarity of 
DENSEL assumeslNVERT# to be low. A compre-

, hensive description of DENSEL behavior is given in 
Table 2-6. . , 

DMAGATE and TC function the same as in PC/AT 
Mode. 

8,3 Compatibility with the FIFO 

The FIFO of the 82.o77SL is designed to be trans
parent to non-FIFO disk controller software devel
oped on the older generation 8272A standard. Oper
ation of the 82.o77SL FIFO can be broken down into 
two tiers of compatibility. For first tier compatibility, 
the FIFO is left in the default disabled condition 
upon a "Hardware" reset (via pin 32). In this mode 
the FIFO operates in a byte mode and provides' 
complete compability with non-FIFO based soft
ware. For second tier compatibility, the FIFO is en
abled via the CONFIGURE command. When the 
FIFO is enabled, it will temporarily enter a byte mode 
during the command and result phase of disk con
troller operation. This allows for compatible opera
tion when 'interrogating the Main Status Register 
(MSR) for the purpose of transferring a byte at a 
time to or from the'disk controller. For normal disk 
controller applications, the, system designer can still 
take advantage of the FIFO for time critical data 
transfers during the execution phase and not create 
any conflicts with non-FIFO software during the 
command or result phase. 

In some instances, use of the FIFO in any form has 
conflicted with certain specialized software. An ex
ample of a compatibility conflict using the FIFO is 
with softWare that monitors the progress 6f a data 
transfer during the execution phase. If the software 
assumed the disk controller was operating in a sin.' 
gle byte mode and counted the number of bytes 
transferr~ to or from the disk controller to trigger 
some time dependent event on. the 9isk media (I.e. ~ 
head position over a specific data field), the same 
software will not have an identical time relationship if 
the FIFO is enabled. This is because the FIFO al
lows' data to, be qu~ued up, ,and then burst trans-
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ferred across the host bus. To accommodate soft
ware of this type, it is recommended that the FIFO 
be disabled.' 

8.4 Drive Polling 

The 82077SL supports the polling mode of the older 
generation 8272A. This mode is enabled upon a re
set and can be disabled via the CONFIGURE com
mand. This mode is supported for the sole purpose 
of providing backwards compatibility with software 
that expects it's presence. 

The intended purpose of drive polling dates back to 
8" drives as a means to monitor any change in 
status for each disk drive present in the system. 
Each· of the drives is selected for a period of time 
and its READY signal sampled. After a delay, the 
next drive is selected. Since the' 82077SL does not 
support READY in this capacity (internally tied true), 
the polling sequence is only simulated and does not 
affect the drive select lines (DSO,-DS3) when it is 
active. If enabled,it occurs whenever the 82077SL 
is waiting for !l command or during SEEKs and RE" 
CALIBRATEs (but not IMPLIED SEEKs). Each drive 
is assumed to be not ready after a reset and 'a· 
"ready" value for each drive is saved in an internal 
r~ister as the simulated drive is polled. An interrupt 
will be generated on the first polling loop because of 
the initial "not ready" status. This interrupt must be 
followed with a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS com
mand from the host to clear the interrupt condition 
for each of the four logical drives. 

9.0 PROGRAMMING GUIDELINES 

Programming the 82077SL is identical to any other 
8272A compatible disk controller with the exception 
of some additional commands. For the new designer 
it is useful to provide some guidelines on how to 
program the 82077SL. A typical disk operation in
volves more than issuing a command and waiting for 
the results. The control of the floppy disk drive is a 
low level operation that requires software interven
tionat different stages. New commands and fea
tures have been added to the. 82077SL to . reduce 
the complexity of this software interface .. 

9.1 Command and Result Phase 
Handshaking 

Before a command or parameter byte can be issued 
to the 82077SL, the Main Status Register (MSR) 
must be interrogated for a ready status and proper 

. FIFO direction. A typical floppy controller device 
driver should contain a subroutine for sending com-

82077SL 

mand or parameter bytes. For this discussion the 
routine will be called "Send_byte" with the flow
chart shown in Figure 9-1. 

290410-7 

Figure 9·1. SendJyte Routine 

The routine loops until ROM is 1 and 010 is 0 indi-
. cating a ready status and FIFO direction is inward. If 

this condition is true, the 82077SL is ready to accept 
a command or parameter byte. A timeout counter is 
used to insure softwarE! response within a reason
able amount of time in case of no response by the 
82077SL. As a note, the programmer must be care-

. ful how the maximum delay is chosen to avoid un
necessary timeouts. For example, if a new command 
is issued when the 82077SL is in the middle of a 
polling routine, the MSR will not indicate a ready 
status for the next parameter byte until the polling 
sequence completes the loop. This could cause a 
delay between the first .and seco'nd bytes of up to 
250 p's (@ 250 Kbps). If polling is disabled, this maxi
mum delay is 175 p.s. There should also be enough 
timeout margin to accommodate a shift of the soft
war'e to a higher speed system. A timeout value that 
results in satisfactory operation on a· 16 MHz CPU 
might fail when the software is mo\(ed to a system 
with a· 25 MHz CPU. A recommended solutionis to 
derive the timeout counter from a system hardware 
counter that is fixed in frequency from CPU clock to 
CPU clock. . 

For reading result bytes from the B2077SL, a similar 
routine is used. Figure 9-2 illustrates the flowchart 
for the routine "GeLbyte". The MSR is polled until 
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ROM is 1. and 010 is 1, which indicates a ready 
status and outward FIFO direction. At this point, th~ 
host -can read Ii byte from the FIFO. As in the 
Send_byte routine, a timout cotmter should be in
corporated in case of a disk controller lock-up condi~ 
tion. For example, if a disk was not inserted into the 
disk drive at the time of a read operation, the con
troller would. fail to receive the index pulse and lock
up since the index pulses are required for termina
tion of the execution phase. 

9.2 Initialization 

Initializing the 82077SL involves setting up the ap
propriate configuration after a reset. Parameters set 
by the SPECIFY command are undefined after a 
system reset and will need to be reinitialized. CON
FIGURE command parameters default to a known 
state after-a system reset but will need to be reinitial
ized if the system requirements are different from 
the default settings. The flowchart for, the recom
mended initialization sequence of the 82077SL is 
shown in Figure 9-3. 

290410-8 

FIgure 9-2. GeLByte Routine 

Following a reset of the 82077SL, the Configuration 
Control Register (CCR) should be reinitializedforthe 
appropriate data rate. An external reset via the RE
SET pin will cause the data rate and write precom
pensation values to defaulUo 250 Kbps (10b) and 
125 ns (OOOb) respectively. Since the 125 ns write 
precompensation;value is optimal for the 51,4" ,and 
3%" disk drive environment, most applications will 
not require the value to be changed in the initializa
tion sequence. As a note., a software reset issued via 
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the OOR or OSR will not affect the data rate Or write 
precompensation values. But it is recommended as _ 
a safe programming practice to always program the 
data rate after a reset, regardless of the type. 

Sinc~ polling' is enabled after a reset of the 
82077SL; four SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS com
mands need to be issued afterwards to clear the 
status flags for each drive. The flowchart in Figure 
9-3 illustrates how the software·clears each of the 
four· interrupt status flags internally queued by the 
82077SL. It should be noted .that although four 
SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS commands are is
sued, the INT pin is only active until the first SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS command is executed. 

! 
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, Figure 9-3. Initialization Flowchart 
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As a note, if the CONFIGURE command is issued 
within 250 /Ls of the trailing edge of reset (@ 1 
Mbps), the pOlling mode of the 82077SL can be dis
abled before the polling initiated interrupt occurs. 
Since polling stops when the 82077SL enters the 
command phase, it is only time critical up to the first 
byte of the CONFIGURE command. If disabled in 
time, the system software no longer needs to issue 
the four SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS commands 
to clear the internal interrupt flags normally caused 
by polling. 

The CONFIGURE command should also be issued if 
the system requirements are different from the de
fault settings (as described in Section 6.2.7). For ex
ample, the CONFIGURE command can be used to 
enable the FIFO, set the threshold, and enable Im
plied Seeks. 

The non-DMA mode flag, step rate (SRT), head load 
(HL T), and head unload times (HUT) programmed by 
the SPECIFY command do 'not default to a known 
state after a reset. This behavior is consistent with 
the 8272A and has been preserved here for compat
ibility. Thus, it is necessary to always issue a SPECI
FY command in the initialization routine. 

9~3 Recalibrates and Seeks 
Commands that position the disk head are different 
from the typical READ/WRITE/FORMAT command, 
in the sense that there is no result phase. Once a 
RECALIBRATE, SEEK, or RELATIVE SEEK com
mand has been issued, the 82077SL will return a 
ready status in the Main Status Register (MSR) and 
perform the head positioning operation as a back
ground task. When the seek is complete, the 
82077SL will assert the INT signal to request serv
ice. A SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS Command 
should then be asserted to clear the interrupt and 
read the status of the operation. Since the drive and 
motor enable signals are directly controlled through 
the Digital Output Register (DOR) on the 82077SL, a 
write to the DCR will need to precede the RECALI
BRATE or SEEK command if the drive and motor is 
. not already enabled. Figure 9-4 shows the flow chart 
for this operation. '. 

9.4 .Read/Write Data Operations 
A read or write data operation requires several steps 
to complete successfully. The motor needs. to be 
turned on, the head positioned to the correct cylin
der, .the DMA controller initialized, the read or write 
command initiated, and an error recovery scheme 
implemented. The flowchart in Figure 9-5 highlights 
a recommended algorithm. for performing a read or 
write data operation. 

I 
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SEEK FAILURE 

290410-10 

Figure 9·4. Recalibrate and Seek Operations 

Before data can be transferred to or from the disk
ette, the disk drive motor must be brought up to 
speed. For most 3%" disk drives, the spin-up time is 

. 300 ms, while the 5%" drive usually requires about 
500 ms due to the increased moment of inertia asso
ciated with the larger diameter diskette. 

One technique for minimizing the motor spin-up de
lay in the read data case is to begin the read opera
tion immediately after the motor is turned on. When 
the motor is not initially up to speed, the internal 
data separator will filii to lock onto the incoming data 
stream and report' a failure in the statusr registers. 
The read operation is then repeated until successful 
status is obtained. There,is no risk of a data integrity 
problem since the data field is CRC validated. But, it 
is not recommended. to use this technique for the 
write data operation even though it requires suc" 
cessful reading of the 10 field before the write takes 

. place. The data separator performance of the 
82077SL is such that locking to. the data stream 
could take place while the motor speed variation is 
still significant. This could result in errors when an 
,attempt is made to read the disk media by other disk 
controllers that have a narrower incoming data 
stream frequency bandwidth. 

After the motor has been turned on, the matching 
data rate for the media inserted into the disk drive 
should then be programmed to the 82077SL via the 
Configuration Control Register (CCR). The 82077SL 
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290410-11 

Figure 9·5, Read/Write Operation 

is designed to allow a different data rate to be pro
grammed arbitrarily without disrupting the integrity of 
the device. In some applications, it is required to au
tomatically determine, the recorded data rate of the 
inserted media. One technique for dOing this is to 
perform a READ 10 operation at each available data 
rate until a successful status is returned in the result 
phase. 

If implied seeks are not enabled, the disk drive head 
must be positioned over the correct cylinder by exe" 
cuting a SEEK command. After the seek is com-
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plete, a head settling time needs to be aS$erted be
fore the rElad or write operation begins. For most 
drives, this delay should be a minimum of 15 ms. 
When using implied seeks, the minimum head set
tling time can be enforced by the head load time 
(HL 1) parameter designated in the SPECIFY com
mand. For example, a HL T value of 8 will yield an 
effective head settling time of 16 mS .for a pro
grammed data rate of 500 Kbps. Of course if the 
head is already positioned over the correct cylinder, 
the head settling time does not need to be enforced. 
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SEEK TO NEXT CYLINDER 

FOC TIMEOUT ERROR 

290410-12 

Figure 9-6 Formatting 

The DMA controller is then initialized for the data 
transfer and the read or write command is executed. 
Typically the DMA controller will assert Terminal 
Count (TC) when the data transfer is complete. The 
82077SL will then complete the current data transfer 
and assert the INT signal signifying it has entered 
the result phase. The result phase can also be en
tered by the 82077SL if an error is encountered or 
the last sector number equals the End of Track 
(EDT) parameter. 

Based on the algorithm in Figure 9-5, if an error is 
enco\.lntered after reading the result bytes, two more 
retries are performed by reinitializing the DMA con
troller and re-issuing the read or write data com
mand. A persisting failure could indicate the seek 

I 

operation did not achieve proper alignment between 
the head and the track. The disk head should then 
be recalibrated and the seek repeated for a maxi
mum Cif two more tries. Unsuccessful operation after 
this point should be reported as a disk failure to the 
operating system. 

9.5 Formatting 

The disk formatting procedure involves positioning 
the head on each track and creating a fixed format 
field used for organizing the data fields. The' flow
chart in Figure 9-6 highlights the typical format pro
cedure. 
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After the motor has been turned on and the correct 
data rate prog~ammed, the disk head is recalibrated 
to track o. The disk is then allowed to come up to 
speed via a 500 ms delay. It is important the disk 
speed has stabilized before the actual formatting to 
avoid any data rate frequency variations. Since the 
format fields contain critical information used by. the 
data separator of the disk controller for synchroniza
tion purposes, frequency stability of the data stream 
is imperative for media interchangeability among dif
ferent systems. 

The ID field data created on the disk during the for
mat process is provided by the DMA controller dur
ing the execution phase. The DMA controller is ini
tialized to send the C, H, Rand N values for each 
sector ID field. For example, to format cylinder 7, on 
head 1, with 9 sectors, and a sector size of 2 (512 
bytes), the DMA controller should be programmed to 
transfer 36 bytes (9 sectors x 4 bytes per sector) 
with the following data field: 7,1,1,2, 7,1,2,2, 7,1,3,2, 
. .. 7,1,9,2. Since the values provided to the 
82077SL during the execution phase of the format 
command are directly recorded as the ID fields on 
the disk, the data contents can be arbitrary. Some 
forms of copy protection have been implemented by 
taking advantage of this capability. 

After each head for a cylinder has been formatted, a 
seek operation to the next cylinder is performed and 
the format process is repeated. Since the FORMAT 
TRACK command does not have implied seek capa
bility, the SEEK command must be used. Also, as 
discussed in Section 9-2, the head settling time 
needs to be adhered to after each seek operation. 

9.6 Verifies 

In some applications, the sector data needs to be 
verified immediately after each write operation. The 
verify technique historically used with the 8272A or 
82072 disk c~ntroller involved reinitializing the DMA 
controller to perform a read transfer or verify transfer 
(DACK# is asserted but not RD#) immediately after 
each write operation. A read command is then to be 
issued to the disk controller and the resulting status 
indicates if the CRC validated the previously written 
data. This technique has the drawback of requiring 
additional software intervention by having to repro~ 
gram the DMA controller between· eacli sector write 
operation. The 82077SL supports this older verify 
technique but also provides a new VERIFY com
mand that does not require the use of the DMA con
troller. This is also available in 82077 AA. 

To verify a write data transfer or format track opera~ 
tion using the VERIFY command, the software sim
ply issues the command with the same format as a 
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READ DATA command but without the support of 
the DMA controller. The 82077SL will then perform a 
disk read operation without a host data transfer. The 
CRC will be calculated for each sector read and 
compared against the value stored on the disk. 
When the VERIFY command is complete, the status 
register will report any detected CRC errors. 

9.7 Powerdown State and Recovery 

The two power management modes coupled with 
the internal oscillator power management forms an 
important consideration for programming the 
82077SL. The recovery of 82077SL and the· time it 
takes to achieve complete recovery depends on 
how 82077SL is powered down and how it is awak
ened. The following sections describe all the pro
gramming concerns and subtleties involved in using 
power management features of the 82077SL. 

9.7.1 OSCILLATOR POWER MANAGEMENT 

Section 4.1 covers the power management scheme 
involved in powering down of both an internal and an 
external oscillator. Both types of oscillators face 
drop out effects and require recovery times on the 
order of tens of milliseconds (this may be objection
able to some application software). This means that 
if the oscillator is powered down then it is imperative 
for the software to aSSure enough time for the oscil
lator to recover to a stable state. Oscillator power 
management must be controlled by the system soft
ware especially to maintain software transparency. 
In cases where the system goes into a standby 
mode (by user request or system timeout), the pow
er management software can turn off the oscillator 
to conserve power. Complete recovery from an os
cillator powerdown state requires the software to 
turn on the oscillator sufficiently ahead of awakening 
the 82077SL. 

9.7.2 PART POWER MANAGEMENT 

The part powerdown and wake up modes are cov
ered in Section 4.2 in detail. This section is meant to 
address the programming concerns for the part (ex
cluding the oscillator) during these modes. 

9.7.2.a Powerdown Modes 

For both types of powerdown modes-DSR power
down and auto powerdown, if reset is used to exit 
the part from powerdown then the internal microcon
troller will go through a standard sequence: register 
initialization followed after some delay by an inter
rupt. 
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Software transparency in auto powerdown mode is 
preserved by MSR retaining the value of 80H which 
indicates that the part is ready to receive a com
mand. This feature allows the part to powerdown 
while maintaining its responsiveness to any applica
tion software. 

9.7.2.b Wake Up Modes 

Wake up from DSR powerdown results in the part 
being internally reset and all present status being 
lost. During DSR powerdown the ROM bit in the 
MSR is set. A software or hardware reset will wake 
up the part. 

The case for wake up from auto powerdown is differ
ent. The BIOS and application software are very 
sensitive to delays involved in writing the 'first com
mand bytes to the 82077SL. Most programs have 
short error timeouts in these cases. Such programs 
would not tolerate any floppy disk controller that was 
unable to receive the first byte of a command at any 
time. The following describes how 82077SL uniquely 
sustains its software transparency during wake up 
sequences. 

Prior to writing a command to 82077SL, it is first 
necessary to read the MSR to ensure that the 
82077SL is ready (ROM bit must be set) to receive 
the command. When the part detects a MSR read, it 
assumes that another command will follow and be
gins the wake up process. While the part is waking 
up it does not change the state of the MSR (MSR = 

80H) and is able to receive the command in the 
FIFO. At this point one of the two following scenar
ios can occur. 

- No other command is sent subsequent to the 
MSR read. The part wakes up and initializes the 
minimum power up timer. Upon the expiration of 
this timer the part is once again put in power
down state. 

- Another command follows the MSR read. If the 
command is send during the part's recovery from 
powerdown, the part remembers the command, 
clears the ROM bit (to prevent further bytes be
ing written) and acts on the command once it is 
fully awake. 
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If the MSR was not checked prior to writing of a 
command, the part will proceed as stated above with 
the ROM bit cleared and the command byte held 
until the internal microcontroller is ready. Writing the 
motor enable bits in DOR active will initiate the wake 
up sequence with ROM set high, ready to receive 
any command. 

As it is clear from the above discussion, the immedi
ate access to the floppy disk controller for the first 
command byte is vital to software transparency. The 
recovery of the part from powerdown may involve a 
delay after the first command byte has ,been issued. 
However, all programs have tolerance for the delay 
after the first command byte is issued. In a powered 
up chip, it is possible for the microcontroller to be in 
its "polling loop". As a result the tolerance for this 
delay provides an excellent window for recovery of 
the part. 

10.0 DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

1 0.1 PCI AT Floppy Disk Controller 

This section presents a design application of a PCI 
AT compatible floppy disk controller. With an 
82077SL, a 24 MHz- crystal, a resistor package, and 
a device chip select, a complete floppy disk control
ler can be built. The 82077SL integrates all the nec
essary building blocks for a reliable and low cost 
solution. But before we discuss the design applica
tion using the 82077SL, it is helpful to describe the 
architecture of the original IBM PCI AT floppy disk 
controller design that uses the 8272A. 

10.1.1 PC/AT FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 
ARCHITECTURE 

The standard IBM PCI AT floppy disk controller us
ing the 8272A requires 34 devices for a complete 
solution. The block diagram in Figure 10-1 illustrates 
the complexity of the disk controller. A major portion 
of this logic involves the design of the data separa
tor. The reliability of the disk controller is primarily 
dictated by the performance and stability of the data 
separator. Discrete board level analog phase lock 
loops generally offer good bit jitter margins but suffer 
from instability and tuning problems in the manufac
turing stage if not carefully designed. While digital 
data separator designs offer stability and generally a 
lower chip count, they suffer from poor performance 
in the recovery of data. 
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Figure 10-1. Standard IBM PC/AT Floppy Disk Controller 

Table 10-1 indicates the drive and media types the 
IBM PCI AT disk controller can support. This re
quires the data separator to operate at three differ
ent data rates: 250 Kbps, 300 Kbps and 500 Kbps. 
Clocks to the data separator and disk controller 
need to be prescaled correspondingly to accommo
date each of these data rates. The clock prescaling 
is controlled by the Data rate Select Register (OSR). 
Supporting all three data rates can compromise the 
performance of the phase lock loop (PLL) if steps 
are not taken in the design to adjust the perform
ance parameters of the PLL with the data rate. 
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CapaCity 

360 Kbyte 
"360 Kbyte 
1.2 Mbyte 

Table 10-1. Standard PC/AT 
Drives and Media Formats 

Drive Data 
Sectors 

Speed Rate 

300 RPM 250 Kbps 9 
360 RPM 300 Kbps 9 
360 RPM 500 Kbps 15 

"360 Kbyte diskette In a 1.2 Mbyte dnve. 

Cylinders 

40 
40 
80 
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The PCI AT disk controller provides direct control of 
the drive selects and motors via the Digital Output 
Register (OOR). As a result, drive selects on the 
8272A are not utilized. This places drive selection 
and motor speed-up control responsibility with the 
software. The OOR is also used to perform a soft
ware reset of the disk controller and tristate the 
OR02 and IR06 output signals on the PC bus. 

The design of the disk controller also requires ad
dress decode logic for the disk controller and regis
ter set, buffering for both the disk interface and PC 
bus, support for write precompensation and monitor
ing of the disk change signal via a separate read 
only register (OIR). An 1/0 address map of the com
plete register set for the PCI AT floppy disk control
ler is shown in Table 10-2. 

Table 10-2.1/0 Address Map for the PCIAT 

110 Access 
Description 

Address Type 

3FOH - Unused 
3F1H - Unused 
3F2H Write Digital Output Register 
3F3H - Unused 
3F4H Read Main Status Register 
3F5H Read/Write Data Register 
3F6H - Unused 
3F7H Write Data Rate Select Register 
3F7H Read Digital Input Register 
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10.1.2 82077SL PCIAT SOLUTION 

The 82077SL integrates the entire PCI AT controller 
design with the exception of the address decode on 
a single chip. The schematic for this solution is 
shown in Figure 10-2. The chip select for the 
82077SL is generated by a 16L8 PAL that is pro
grammed to decode addresses 03FOH thru 03F7H 
when AEN (Address Enable) is low. The program
ming equation for the PAL is shown in a ABEL file 
format in Figure 10-3. An alternative address decode 
solution could be provided by using a 74LS133 13 
input NAND gate and 74LS04 inverter to decode 
A3-A14 and AEN. Although thePC/AT allows for a 
64K 1/0 address space, decoding down to a 32K 
1/0 address space is sufficient with the existing 
base of add-in cards. . 

A direct connection between the disk interface and 
the 82077SL is provided by on-chip output buffers 
with a 40 mA sink capability. Open collector outputs 
from the disk drive are terminated at the disk con
troller with a 1500 resistor pack. The 82077SL disk 
interface inputs contain a schmitt trigger input struc
ture for higher noise immunity. The host interface is 
a similar direct connection with 12 mA sink capabili
ties on OBO-OB7, INT and ORO. 
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MODULE PCAT077~LOGIC; 

TITLE "82077SL PC/AT FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER' ; 
PCAT077 DEVICE ·P1SL8' ; . 

GND,VCC 
SA3,SA4,SA5,SAS,SA7,SA8,SA9,SA10 
SA11,SA12,SA13,SA14,SA15,AEN 
CS077_ 

EQUATIONS 

PIN 10,20; 
PIN 1,2,3,4,5,S,7,8; 
PIN 9,11,13,14,15,lS; 
PIN 12; . 

nn CHIP SELECT FOR THE 82077SL (3FOH -- 3F7H) 

CS077_= !( !SA15 & !SA14 & !SA13 & !SA12 & !SA11 & !SA10 & 
SA9 & SA8 & SA7 & SAS & SA5 & SA4 & !SA3 & !AEN); 

END PCAT077_LOGIC 

Figure 10-3. PAL Equation File for a PC/AT Compatible FDC Board 

10.2 3.5." Drive Interfacing 

The 82077SL is designed. to interface to both 3.5" 
and 5.25" disk drives. This is facilitated by the 
82077SL by orienting IDENT to get the proper polari
ty of DENSEL for the disk drive being used. Typical-

. Iy DENSEL is active high for high (500 Kbps/ 
1 Mbps) data rates on 5.25" drives. And DENSEL is 
typically active low for high data rates on 3.5" 
drives. A complete description of how to orient 
IDENT to get the proper polarity for DENSEL is giv
en in Table 2-S. 

10.2.1 3.5" DRIVES UNDER THE AT MODE 

When. interfacing the 82077SL floppy disk controller 
with a 3.5" disk drive in a PC/AT application, it is 
possible that two design changes will need to be 
implemented for the design discussed in Section 
10.1. Most 3.5" disk drives incorporate a totem pole 
interface structure as opposed to open collector. 
Outputs of the disk drive will drive both high or low 
voltage levels when the drive is selected, and float 
only when the drive has been deselected. These to
tem pole outputs generally can only sink or source 
4 rnA of current. As a result, it is recommended to 
replace the 150n termination resistor pack with a 
4.7 Kn package to pull floating signals inactive. 
Some other 3.5" drives do have an open collector 
interface, but have limited sink capability. In these 
cases, the drive manufacturer manuals usually sug
gest a 1 Kn termination. 

l 

A second possible change required under "AT 
mode" operation involves high capacity 3.5" disk 
drives that utilize a density select signal to switch 
betWeen media recorded at a 250 KbPs and 
500 Kbps data rate. The polarity of this signal is typi
cally inverted for 3.5" drives versus 5.25" drives. 
Thus, an inverter can be added between the DEN
SEL output of the 82077SL and the disk drive inter
face connector when using 3.5" drives. 

But drives· that do not support both data rates or 
drives with an automatic density detection feature 

. via an optiCal sensor do not require the use of the 
DENSEL signal. 

Another method is to change the polarity of IDENT 
with a drive select signal.ORing RESET with the 
drive select signal (050-3) used for the 3.5" disk 
drive will produce the proper polarity for DENSEL 
(assuming INVERT# is low). 

10.2.2 3.5" DRIVES UNDER THE PS/2 MODES 

If IDENT is strapped to ground, the DENSEL output 
signal polarity will reflect a typical 3.5" drive mode of 
operation. That is, DENSEL will be high for 250 Kbps 
or 300 Kbps and low for 500 Kbps or 1 Mbps (as- . 
suming INVERT # is low). Thus the" only change 
from the disk interface shown in Figure 10-2 is to 
replace the 150n termination resistor pack with a 
value of about 10 Kn. This will prevent excessive 
current consumption· on the CMOS inputs of the 
82077SL by pulling them inactive when the drivels) 
are deselected~ 
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10.2.3 COMBINING 5.25" AND 3.5" DRIVES 

,If 5.25" and 3.5" drives are to be combined in a 
design, then steps need to be taken to avoid conten
tionproblems on the disk interface: Since 3.5" 
drives- do not have a large sink capability, the 1500 
termination resistor pack required by 5.25" drives 
cannot be used with the 3.5" drive. To accommo
date both drives with the same disk controller, the 
outputs of the 3.5" drive should be buffered before 
connecting to the 820nSL disk interface inputs. 
The 82077SL inputs are then connected to the nec
essary resistive termination load for the 5,25" inter
face. 

The block diagram in' Figure 10-4 highlights how a 
combined interface could be designed. In this exam
ple, the 5.25" drive is connected to drive select 0 
(OSO) and the 3.5" drive is connected to drive select 
1 (OS1). OS1 is also used to enable a 74LS244 buff
er on the output signals of the 3,5" drive. The driVe 
select logic of the 82077SL'is mutually exclusiVe and 
prevents the activation of the buffer and 5.25" drive 
at the same time. Since the 74LS244 has an IOL of 
24 mA, the terminatior;l resistor should be increased 
to 2200. This could impact the reliability ,of the 5.25" 
drive interface if the cable lengths are greater than 5 
feet. 

82077 
220n 
R..,pack 

INPUTS 1fI .... ---1 
0501-----..... - ..... 

infel~ 
To accommodate the polarity'reversal of the OEN
SEL signal for 3.5" drives, it is routed through an 
inverter for the 3.5" drive interface. A1 KO pull-up 
should be placed on the output of the inverter to 
satisfy the IOH requirements for the 3.5" drive when 
using a 74LS04. ' 

10.2.4 OPTIMIZING 82077SL-1 FOR TAPE 
DRIVE MODE 

The floppy disk controller can be configured for the 
tape drive mode by both hardware and software. 
Configuring the 82077SL~1 for the tape drive mode 
refers to optimization of the internal data separator 
in order to deal with the effect of ISV which is more 
pronounced on a tape drive than on a floppy disk 
controller. Hardware selection is done by setting the 
PLLO (pin 39) to () or GNO. This optimizes the data 
separator for tape drives by changing the loop filter 
component values and loop gain. TOR selection is 
disabled under this mode. Software selection of. the 
tape drive mode for the FOC is implemented via set
ting of the appropriate bits in the tape driVe reglst,:,r 
(TOR). This selection is enabled only while PLL~ IS 

set high. This aids the user in configuring the particu
lar drives as tape drive even when in floppy mode. 

5.25" Oi.k Drl •• 

OENSEL 

~1~----_I~-r-_I--+------_, 

~ 3.5" Di.kDrl.1 

74LS;t44 
290410-15 

Figure 10-4. Combined 3.5" and 5.25" Drive Interface 
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As shown· below the TDR contains two bits which 
can be utilized to assign tape support to a particular 
drive during ,initialization. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

• • • • • • TAPE TAPE 
SEL1 SEL1 

Hardware resets clears this register but it remains 
unaffected by any software reset. TDR[2:7) remain 
in a tristated condition and are not readable. Drive 0 
is reserved for the floppy boot drive and cannot be 
configured for tape drives using the TDR (software 
mechanism). Hardware selection overrides any se
lection made by the software, i.e., by setting PLLO to 
GND, tape drive mode will be selected regardless of 
the changes made to the TDR. Although the soft
ware mechanism does not allow to select drive 0 for 
tape drive, when PLLO = 0 any drive can. be sup
ported for tape drive. 

82077SL-1 has the capability to support up to a total 
of four drives. Most PC systems today have at least 
one floppy disk drive. This leaves the possibility of 
installing up to three tape drives. The following de-

82077SL 

scribes a way to configure the floppy disk controller 
in a multiple tape drive environment. This also de
pends on whether the system manufacturer :vvishes 
to leave certain drive slots fixed for tape dnves or 
variable by the user. 

All Tape Drives Are Variable-If the drives chosen 
as tape drives are variable then the configurat!on 
mechanism used is strictly software. After strapping 
PLLO high, the bits TDR[0:1) can be programmed 
during initialization for various drives that can ~e s~
lected as tape drives. It should be noted that In thiS 
case drive 0 cannot be selected as one of the tape 
drives. 

Combination of Fixed/Variable Tape Drives-,-If 
any drive can be determined to be fixed then either 
the motor enable pin or the drive select pin of that 
particular drive can be used to drive PLLO to GND 
when selected. Figure 10-5A and Figure 10-58 show 
two scenarios where drives that are fixed for tape 
drive use their motor enable or drive select signals 
to drive PLLO to GND. 

Figure 10-5C shows by using jumpers fl~xibility can 
be incorporated in the system and the dnve/s to be 
fixed for tape drives can be left to the user. 

05[3] 05[1] PLLO 

""'---i"" ,,'" n1"" 0 0 
0 1 0 DS[3) 

0 0 

I 

A. 
290410-31 

DS[O) 

DS[1)---t()1 

DS[2)--"""'l!;1I 

DS[3)---t(:J1 

R is a pullup resistor, typically 10K. 

290410-32 

B. 

C. 

Figure 10-5. Optimizing 820775L·1 for Tape Drive Mode 

290410-33 
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11.0 D.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

11.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Storage Temperature .......... -65°C to + 150°C 

Supply Voltage ................... - 0.5 to + 8.0V 

Voltage on Any Input ........... GND- 2V to 6.5V 

Voltage on Any Output .. GND - 0.5V to VCC + 0.5V 

Powe~ Dissipation ........................ 1 Watt 

11.2 D.C. Characteristics 

intel® 
NOTICE: This is a p~oduction data sheet. The specifi
cations a~e subject to change without notice . 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the ''Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

TA = O°C to = 70°C, Vcc = +5V ±10%, VSS = AVSS = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

VILC Input Low Voltage, X1 -0.5 0.8 V 

VIHC Input High Voltage, X1 3.9 Vcc +0.5 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 
(all pins except X1) 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc +0.5 V 
(all pins except X1) 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = 2.5 mA 
MFM 

DRATEO-1 0.4 V IOL = 6.0mA 

DBO-7, INT and ORO 0.4 V IOL=12mA 

MEO-3, DSO-3, DIR, STP 0.4 V IOL = 40mA 
WRDATA, WE, HDSEL 
and DENSEL 

VOH Output High Voltage 3.0 V IOH = -2.5 mA 
MFM .. 

All Other Outputs 3.0 V IOH = -4.0mA 

All Outputs VCC - 0.4 V IOH = -100/LA 

Vcc Supply Current (Total) i 
ICC1 1 Mbps Data Rate, VIL = Vss, VIH = Vcc 45 mA (Notes 1,2) 
ICC2 1 Mbps Data Rate, VIL = 0.45, VIH = 2.4 50 mA (Notes 1, 2) 
ICC3 500 Kbps Data Rate, VIL = Vss, VIH = Vcc 35 mA (Notes 1,2) 
ICC4 500 Kbps Data Rate, VIL = 0.45, VIH = 2.4 40 mA (Notes 1,2) 

lcess Icc in Powerdown .. 60 /LA (Note 3) 

IlL Input Load Current 10 /LA VIN = Vcc 
(all input pins) -10 /LA VIN = OV 

IOFL D.ata Bus Output Float Leakage ±10 /LA 0.45 <VOUT<VCC 

NOTES: 
1. The data bus are the only inputs that may be floated. 
2. Tested while reading a sync field of "00". Outputs not connected to D.C. Loads. 
3. VIL = Vss, VIH = Vee; Outputs not connected to D.C. loads. 
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Capacitance 

CIN Input CapaCitance 
CIN1 Clock Input Capacitance 
CliO Input/Output CapaCitance 

NOTE: 
All pins except pins under test are tied to AC ground. 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

-=11= 
VSS 

290410-16 
Cload = 50 pF for all logic outputs. 

100 pF for the data bus. 

11.3 Oscillator 

1: 
Xl 

.l. 24t.tHz 
82077 'j CRYSTAL 

X2 

-GND 
290410-3 

Figure 11-2. Crystal Oscillator Circuit 

The 24 MHz clock can be supplied either by a crystal 
or a MOS level square wave. All internal timings are 
referenced to this clock or a scaled count which is 
data rate dependent. 

I 

10 
20 
20 

82077SL 

pF F = 1 MHz, T A = 25°C 
pF Sampled, not 100% Tested 
pF 

A. C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

"=X x== 2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < 
0.8 ' O. 

0.45 

290410-17 

The crystal oscillator must be allowed to run for 
10 ms after VCC has reached 4.5V or exiting the 
POWER DOWN mode to guarantee that it is stable. 

Frequency: 

Mode: 

Crystal Specifications 

24 MHz ±0.1% 

Parallel Resonant 
Fundamental Mode 

Series Resistance: Less than 400 

Shunt Capacitance: Less than 5 pF 
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82077SL infel® 
12.0 A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 
TA = o·c to 70·C, vee = +5V± 10%, Vss = AVss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit 

CLOCK TIMINGS 

t1 Clock Rise Time 10 ns 

Clock Fall Time 10 ns 

t2 Clock High Time(7) 16 26 ns 

t3 Clock Low Time(7) 16 26 ns 

t4 Clock Period 41.66' 41.66 ns 

t5 Internal Clock Period(3) 

HOST READ CYCLES 

t7 Address Setup to RD 5 .. ns 

t8 RD Pulse Width 90 ns 

t9 Address Hold from RD 0 ns 

t10 Data Valid from RD(12) 80 ns 

t11 Command Inactive 60 ns 

t12 Output Float Delay 35 ns 

t13 INT Delay from RD(16) t5 + 125 ns 

t14 Data Hold from RD 5 ns 

HOST WRITE CYCLES 

t15 Address Setup to WR 5 ns 

t16 WR Pulse Width 90 ns 

t17 Address Hold from WR 0 ns 

t18 Command Inactive 60 ns 

119 Data Setup to WR 70 ns 

t20 Data Hold from WR 0 ns 

t21 INT Delay from WR(16) t5 + 125 ns 

DMACYCLES 

t22 ORO Cycle Period(l) 6.5 jJ.s 

t23 DACK to ORO Inactive 75 ns 

t23a ORO toDACK Inactive (Note 15) ns 

t24 RD to ORO Inactive(4) 100 ns ' 

t25 DACK Setup to RD, WR 5 ns 

t26 DACK Hold from RD, WR 0 .. ns 

t27 ORO to RD, WR Active(l) 0 6 jJ.s 

t28 Terminal Count Width(10) 50 ns 

t29 TC to ORO Inactive 150 ns 

RESET 

t30 "Hardware" Reset Width(5) 170 t4 

t30a "Software" Reset Width(5) (Note 11) ns 

t31 Reset to Control Inactive 2 jJ.s 
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A.C. SPECIFICATIONS (Continued) 
TA = O·G to 70·C. Vee = +5V ±10%. Vss = AVss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit 

WRITE DATA TIMING 

t32 Write Data Width(6) ns 

DRIVE CONTROL 

t35 DIR Setup to STEP(14) 1.0 p,s 

t36 DIR Hold from STEP 10 p,s 

t37 STEP Active Time (High) 2.5 p,s 

t38 STEP Cycle Time(2) p,s 

t39 INDEX Pulse Width 5 t5 

t41 WE to HDSEL Change (Note 13) ms 

READ DATA TIMING 

t40 Read Data Pulse Width 50 ns 

f44 PLL Data Rate 

82077SL-1 1M bits/sec 

82077SL 1M bits/sec 

82077SL-5 500K bits/sec 

t44 Data Rate Period = 1/f44 

tLOCK Lockup Time 64 t44 

NOTES: 
1. This timing is for FIFO threshold = 1. When FIFO threshold is N bytes, the value should be multiplied by N and subtract 
1.5 /-'S. The value shown is for 1 Mbps. scales linearly with data rate. 
2. This value can range from 0.5 ms to 8.0 ms and is dependent upon data rate and the Specify command value. 
3. Many timings are a function of the selected data rate. The nominal values for the internal clock period (t5) for the various 
data rates are: 

1 Mbps 
500 Kbps 
300 Kbps 
250 Kbps 

3 x oscillator period = 125 ns 
6 x oscillator period = 250 ns 

10 x oscillator period = 420 ns 
12 x oscillator period = 500 ns 

4. If DACK transitions before RD, then this specification is ignored. If there is no transition on DACK, then this becomes the 
DRO inactive delay. 
5. Reset requires a stable oscillator to meet the minimum active period. 
6. Based on the internal clock period (t5). For various data rates, the Write Data Width minimum values are: 

1 Mbps 
500 Kbps 
300 Kbps 
250 Kbps 

5 x oscillator period - 50 ns = 150 ns 
10 x oscillator period - 50 ns = 360 ns 
16 x oscillator period -50 ns = 615 ns 
19 x oscillator period - 50 ns = 740 ns 

7. Test points for clock high time are 3.5V. Due to transitional times, clock high time max and clock low time max cannot be 
met simultaneously. Clock high time min and clock low time max cannot be met simultaneously. 
8. Based on internal clock period (t5). 

9. Jitter tolerance is defined as: Maximum bit shift from nominal position x 100% 
1/4 period of nominal data rate 

It is a measure of the allowable bit jitter that may be present and still be correctly detected. The data separator jitter 
tolerance is measured under dynamic 'conditions that jitters the bit stream according to a reverse precompensation algo
rithm. 
10. TC width is defined as the time that both TC and DACK are active. 
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A.C. SPECIFICATIONS (Continued) 

NOTES: (Continued) 
11. The minimum reset active period for a software reset is dependent on the data rate, after the 82077SL has been 
properly reset using the t30 spec. The minimum software reset period then becomes: 

1 Mbps 3 x t4 = 125 ns 
500 Kbps 6 x t4 = 250 ns 
300 Kbps 10 x t4 = 420 ns 
250 Kbps 12 x t4 = 500 ns 

12. Status Register's status bits which are not latched may be updated during a Host read operation. 
13. The minimum MFM values for WE to HDSEL change (t41) for the various data rates are: 

1 Mbps 0.5 ms + [8 x GPL) 
500 Kbps 1.0 ms + [16 x GPL) 
300 Kbps 1.6 ms + [26.66 x GPL) 
250 Kbps 2.0 ms + [32 x GPL) 

GPL is the size of gap 3 defined in the sixth byte of a Write Command. 
14. This timing is a function of the selected data rate as follows: 

1 Mbps 1.0 /Ls Min 
500 Kbps 2.0 /Ls Min 
300 Kbps 3.3 /Ls Min 
250 Kbps 4.0 /Ls Min 

15. This timing is a function of the internal clock period (t5) and is given as (2/3) t5. The values of t5 are shown in Note 3. 
16. The timings t13 and t21 are specified for INT signal in the polling mode only. These timings in case of the result phase 
of the read and write commands are microcode dependent 
17.' 

Part Supported Feature 
Specification Tape Drive Mode Perpendicular Mode 

82077SL-l Yes Yes 

82077SL Yes 

82077SL-5 

CLOCK TIMINGS 

290410-18 
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HOST READ CYCLES 

AO,CS, 
DACK 

~--------t8--------~ 

DATA --------<1 

INT 

HOST WRITE CYCLES 

I 

AO,CS, 
DACK 

DATA 

INT 

1-------- t16 -----~ 

1------ t19 ------~ 

82077SL 

290410-19 

290410-20 
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DMA CYCLES 

~------------~------t22--------------------~ 

ORQ 

Ro,WR 

1------------t230------------+l'1 

1-----------t23-----+-------I 

TERMINAL COUNT 

RESET 

NOTE: 

TC At----".----+i}. __ 
----' t ". ,'-________ _ ORO 

J;::t30~ 
RESET ~ __________ _ 

ORO,INT, 
tm,t(o),WE 

t31~ 

-----------~-----

MFM(O) refers to the MFM pin left open during hardware reset. 
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WRITE DATA TIMING 

WRDATA 

290410-24 

NOTE: 
Invert high. 

DRIVE CONTROL 

050,1 ~ _____________ >C 
DIR 

STEP 

INDEX ~ 
-~ r.-t39-l ,,-----

HDSEL / 
-J 

WE 

290410-25 
NOTE: 
For overlapped seeks, only one step pulse per drive selection is issued. Non-overlapped seeks will issue all programmed 
step pulses. Invert high. 

INTERNAL PLL 

. ~,",_----t44-----~-I 

.. ~" -./ L ... J ,_. 
290410-26 

NOTE: 
Invert high. 

I 
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13.0 DATA SEPARATOR CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLOPPY DISK MODE 
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Figure 13-1. Typical Jitter Tolerance 
vs Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(250 Kbps) 
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Figure 13-3. Typical Jitter Tolerance 
vs Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(500 Kbps) 
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Figure 13-2. Typical Jitter Tolerance 
vs Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(300 Kbps) 
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Figure 13-4. Typical Jitter Tolerance· 
vs Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(1 Mbps), 82077Sl-1 

Jitter Tolerance measured in percent. See datasheet - Section 3.2,1 capture range expressed as a percent of data rate, 
i.e., ±3% • " 

• = Test Points: 
250,300,500 Kbps are center, ±3% @ 68% jitter, ±5% @ 65% jitter 
1 Mbps are center, :1;3% @ 68% jitter, ±4% @ 63% jitter 

Test points are tested auemperature and Vee limits. Refer to the datasheet. Typical conditions are: room temperature, 
nominal Vee. 
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14.0 DATA SEPARATOR CHARACTERISTICS FOR TAPE DRIVE MODE 
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Figure 14·1. Typical Jitter Tolerance 
va Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(± 0% ISV, 500 Kbps) 
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Figure 14-3. Typical Jitter Tolerance 
vs Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(±3% ISV, 500 Kbps) 
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Figure 14·2. Typical Jitter Tolerance 
vs Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(±O% ISV, 1 Mbps) 
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Figure 14-4. Typical Jitter Tolerance 
vs Data Rate (Capture Range) 

(± 3% ISV, 1 Mbps) 

NOTES: 
1. Jitter Tolerance measured in percent. See datasheet - Section 3.2.1 capture range expressed as a percent of data rate, 
i.e., ±5%. 
2. Typical conditions are: room temperature, nominal Vee. 
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15.0 82077SL 18-LEAD PLCC PACKAGE THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS 

TA Typical Values 
Ambient Te 

Temp. ("C) ("C) 

70 75 

NoTES: 
Case Temperature Formula: 
Tc = Ta + P [Bja - Bjcl 
Junction Temperature Formula: 
Tj = T c + p [Bjcl 
P = Power dissipated 

TJ 
(OC) 

75 

Bjc = thermal resistance from the junction to the case. 
Bja = thermal resistance from the junction to the. ambient. 

82077SL Revision Summary 

Icc 
(mA) 

30 

The following changes have been made since revision 003: 

1. The 82077SL does not support the FM Mode, 

The following changes have been made since revision 002: 

°Ja 
Vee 
(V) 

("C/W) 

5.0 36 

Title Page Second paragraph, last ~o sentences deleted and ruplaced with: 

O;e 
COC/W) 

5 

The 82077SL is available in three versions-82077SL·5, 82077SL and 82077SL·1. 82077SL·1 
has all features listed in this data sheet. It supports both tape drives and 4 MB floppy drives. 
The 82077SL supports 4 MB floppy drives and is capable of operation at all data rates through 
1 Mbps. The 82077SL·5 supports 500/300/250 Kbps data rates for high and low density floppy 
drives. 

Section 2.1.8a Bit 7 has been changed from DSK to DSKCHG. 

Section .2.3 New sentence added to end of paragraph. This sentence reads, "cs can be held inactive 
during DMA transfers". 

Section 6.0 Addition of Scan Equal, Scan Low or Equal, and Scan High or Equal to Table 6·1. 

Sect jon 6.1.8 New section added, titled "Scan Commands". 

Section 12.0 Timing diagram, DMA Cycles corrected. Symbol t26 corrected on signal DACK. 
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82078 CHMOS SINGLE-CHIP 
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

• Small Footprint and Low Height • Integrated Analog Data Separator 
Packages - 250 Kbits/sec 

• Supports Standard 5.0V as Well as Low - 300 Kbits/ sec 

Voltage 3.3V Platforms - 500 Kbits/ sec 

- Selectable 3.3V and 5.0V -1 Mbits/sec 

Configuration -2 Mbits/sec 

- 5.0V Tolerant Drive Interface • Integrated Tape Drive Support 

• Enhanced Power Management - Standard 1 Mbps/500 Kbps/ 

- Application Software Transparency 250 Kbps Tape Drives 

- Programmable Powerdown - New 2 Mbps Tape Drive Mode 

Command • Perpendicular Recording Support for 
- Save and Restore Commands for OV 4 MB Drives 

Powerdown • Fully Decoded Drive Select and Motor 
- Auto Powerdown and Wakeup Signals 

Modes 
- Two External Power Management • Programmable Write Precompensation 

Pins Delays 
- Consumes No Power While in • Addresses 256 Tracks Directly, 

Powerdown Supports Unlimited Tracks 

• Programmable Internal Oscillator • 16 Byte FIFO 

• Floppy Drive Support Features • Single-Chip Floppy Disk Controller 
- Drive Specification Command Solution for Portables and Desktops 
- Media 10 Capability Provides Media -100% PC-AT* Compatible 

Recognition -100% PS/2* Compatible 
- Drive 10 Capability Allows the User -100% PS/2 Model 30 Compatible 

to Recognize the Type of Drive - Fully Compatible with Intel's 386SL 
- Selectable Boot Drive Microprocessor SuperSet 
- Standard IBM and ISO Format -Integrated Drive and Data Bus 

Features Buffers 
- Format with Write Command for 

Available in 64 Pin QFP and 44 Pin QFP High Performance in Mass Floppy • Package Duplication (See Package Specification Order Number 240800. Package 

• Integrated Host/Disk Interface Drivers Type S) 

The 82078 Product Family brings a set of enhanced floppy disk controllers. These include several features 
that allow for easy implementation in both the portable and desktop market. The current family includes a 64 
pin and a 44 pin part in the smaller form factor QFP package. The 3.3V v/ilrsion of the 64 pin part provides an 
ideal solution for the rapidly emerging 3.3V platforms. It also allows for a 5.0V tolerant floppy drive interface 
that lets the users retain their normal 5.0V drives. Another version of the 64 pin part provides support for 2 
Mbps data rate tape drives. 

'Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners. 

September 1993 
Order Number: 290468·003 2·75 
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Table 1-0.64 Pin Part Versions 

3.3V 5.0V 2 Mbps Data Rate 

82078SL X X 

82078-1 X X 

The 44 pin is targeted for platforms that are operated at·3.3V or 5.0V and do not require more than two drive 
support. The 82078-5 is designed for price sensitive 5.0V designs which do not include 4 MB ~rive support. 

Table 2-0. 44 Pin Part Versions 

3.3V 5.0V 1 Mbps Data Rate 

82078 X X 

82078-5 X 

82078-3 X X 

Both parts can be operated at 1 Mbps/500 Kbps/300 Kbps/250 Kbps. Additionally, one version of the 64 pin 
part provides 2 Mbps data rate operation specific for the new tape drives. 

The 82078 is fabricated with Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology. 
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8207844 PIN 
CHMOS SINGLE-CHIP FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

• Small Footprint and Low Height • Integrated Tape Drive Support 
Package -Standard 1 Mbps/500 Kbps/ 

• Enhanced Power Management ' 250 Kbps Tape Drives 

- Application Software Transparency • Perpendicular Recording Support for 
- Programmable Powerdown 4 MB Drives 

Command • Integrated Host/Disk Interface Drivers 
- Save and Restore Commands for 

Zero-Volt Powerdown • Fully Decoded Drive Select and Motor 
-Auto Powerdown and Wakeup Signals 

Modes • Programmable Write Precompensation 
-- Two External Power Management Delays 

Pins 
Addresses 256 Tracks Directly, - Consumes No Power While in • 

Powerdown Supports Unlimited Tracks 

• Integrated Analog Data Separator • 16 Byte FIFO 

-250 Kbps • Single-Chip Floppy Disk Controller 
-300 Kbps Solution for Portables and Desktops 
-500 Kbps - 100% PC/ AT* Compatible 
-1 Mbps - Fully Compatible with Intel386TM SL 

• Programmable Internal Oscillator -Integrated Drive and Data Bus 
Buffers 

• Floppy Drive Support Features 
Separate 5.0V and 3.3V Versions of the - Drive Specification Command • 

- Selectable Boot Drive 44 Pin part are Available 

-Standard IBM and ISO Format • Available in a 44 Pin QFP Package 
Features 

- Format with Write Command for 
High Performance in Mass Floppy 
Duplication 

The 82078, a 24 MHz crystal, a resistor package, and a device chip select implements a complete solution. All 
programmable options default to 82078 compatible values. The dual PLL data separator has better perform
ance than most board level/discrete PLL implementations. The FIFO allows better system performance in 
multi-master (e.g., Microchannel, EISA). 

The 82078 maintains complete software compatibility with the 82077SL/82077AAl8272A floppy disk control
lers. It contains programmable power management features while integrating all of the logic required for floppy 
disk control. The power management features are transparent to any application software. 

The 82078 is fabricated with Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology and is also available in a 64-lead QFP 
package. 

·Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners. 
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82078 44 Pin CHMOS Single-Chip Floppy Disk Controller 
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Table 1.0. 82078 (44 Pin) Descrtptlon 

Description 

RESET: A high level places the 82078 in a known idle state. All 
registers are cleared except those set by the Specify command. 

ADDRESS: Selects one of the host interface registers: 
A2 A1 AO Access Register 
0 0 0 R Reserved 
0 0 1 'R/W Status Register B SRB 
0 1 0 R/W Digital Output Register DOR 
0 1 1 R/W Tape Drive Register TDR 
1 0 0 R Mlljn StatUli! Register MSR 

1 0 0 W Data Rate Select Register DSR 
1 0 1 R/W Data Register (FIFO) FIFO 
1 1 0 Reserved 

" 1 1 1 R Digital Input Register, DIR 
1 1 1 W Configuration Control Register CCR 

CHIP SELECT: Decodes the base addreSs range and qualifiesRD # 
andWR#. 

READ:' Read control signal for data transfers from the floppy drive to 
the'sY$tem. 
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Table 1.082078 (44 Pin) Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin # I/O 
@H/W 

Description 
Reset 

HOST INTERFACE (Continued) 

,WR# 43 I N/A WRITE: Write control signal for data transfers to the floppy 
drive from the system. 

DRQ 44 0 DMA REQUEST: Requests service from a DMA controller. 
Normally active high, but will go to high impedance in AT and 
Model 30 modes when the appropriate bit is set in the DOR. 

DACK# 1 I N/A , DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: Control input that qualifies the RD#, 
WR # inputs in DMA cycles. Normally active low, but is disabled 
in AT and Model 30 modes when the appropriate bit is set in the 
DOR. 

DBO 2 110 DATA BUS: 12 mA data bus. 
DB1 3 
DB2 4 
DB3 5 
DB4 8 
DB5 9 
DB6 10 
DB7 11 

INT 12 0 INTERRUPT: Signals a data transfer in nori-DMA mode and 
when status is valid. Normally active high, but goes to high 
impedance when the appropriate bit is set in the DOR. 

TC 13 I N/A TERMINAL COUNT; Control line from a OMA controller that 
terminates the currant disk transfer. TC is effective only when 
qualified by DACK;". This input ,is active high. 

X1 36 N/A EXTERNAL CLOCK OR CRYSTAl: Connection for a 24 MHz 
X2 35 fundamental mode parallel resonant crystal. X1 can also be 

driven by an external clock (external oscillator) which can be 
either at 48 MHz or 24 MHz. If external oscillator is used then 
the PDOSe bit can be set to turn off the internal oscillator. Also, 
if a 48 MHz ext,ernal oscillator is used then the CLK48 bit must 
be set in the enhanced CONFIGURE command. 

PLLSECTION 

RDDATA# 20 I N/A READ DATA: Serial data from the floppy disk. 

DISK CONTROL 

TRKO# 14 I N/A TRACKO: This is an active low Signal that Indicates that the 
head on track O. 

INDX# 15 I N/A INDEX: This is an active low signal that indicates the beginning 
of the track. 

WP# 16 I N/A I WRITE PROTECT: This"s an active low signal that indicates 
whether the floppy disk in the drive is write protected. 

DSKCHG# 19 I N/A DISK CHANGE: This is an input from the floppy drive reflected 
intheDIR. 

DRVDENO, 21 0 DRIVE DENSITY: These Signals are used by the floppy drive to 
DRVDEN1 22 configure the drive for the appropriate media. 

WRDATA# 23 0 WRITE DATA: MFM serial data to the drive. Precompensation 
value is selectable through software. 
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Table 1.082078 (44 Pin) Description (Continued) 

Symbol I Pin # 1"0 I @H/W I Description 
Reset 

I I 1 

DISK CONTROL (Continued) 

WE# 24 0 WRITE ENABLE: Floppy drive control signal that enables 
the head to write onto the floppy disk. 

STEP# 27 0 STEP: Supplies step pulses to the floppy drive to move 
the head between tracks. 

DIR# 29 0 DIRECTION: It is an active low signal which controls the 
direction the head moves when a step signal is present. 
The head moves inwards towards the center if this signal 
is active. 

HDSEL# 25 0 HEAD SELECT: Selects which side of the floppy disk is 
to be used for the corresponding data transfer. It is active 
low and an active level selects head 1 , otherwise it 
defaults to head o. 

FDMEO# 32 0 FLOPPY DRIVE MOTOR ENABLE 0: Decoded motor 
enable for drive o. The motor enable pins are directly 
controlled via the DOR and are a function of the mapping 
based on BOOTSEL bits in the TDR. 

FDME1 # IIDLE# 30 0 FLOPPY DRIVE MOTOR ENABLE or IDLE: One of these 
is selected based on the level of the 44PDEN bit in the 
auto powerdown command. 

FLOPPY DRIVE MOTOR ENABLE 1: Decoded motor 
enable for drive 1. The motor enable pins are directly 
controlled via the DOR and are a function of the mapping 
based onBOOTSEL bits in the TDR. 

IDLE: This pin indicates that the part is in the IDLE state 
and can be powered down. IDLE state is defined as 
MSR = 80H, INT = 0, and the head being "unloaded" 
(as defined in the section describing powerdown). 
Whenever the part is in this state, IDLE pin is active low. If 
the part is powered down by the Auto Powerdown Mode, 
IDLE pin is set low. If the part is powered down by setting 
the DSR POWER DOWN bit, IDLE pin is set high. 

FDSO# 33 0 FLOPPY DRIVE SELECT 0: Decoded floppy drive select 
for drive o. These outputs are decoded from the select 
bits in the DOR and are a function of the mapping based 
on BOOTSEL bits in the TDR. 

FDS1 #/PD# 31 0 FLOPPY DRIVE MOTOR ENABLE or PD: One of these 
is selected based on the level of the 44PDEN bit in the 
auto powerdown command. 

FLOPPY DRIVE SELECT 1: Decoded floppy drive select 
for drive 1. These outputs are decoded from the select 
bits in the DOR and are a function of the mapping based 
on BOOTSEL bits in the TDR. 

POWER DOWN: This pin is active low whenever the part 
is in powerdown state, either via DSR POWER DOWN bit 
or via the Auto Powerdown Mode. This pin can be used to 
disable an external oscillator's output. 
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Table 1.0.82078 (44 Pin) Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin # I/O 
@HIW 

Description 
Reset 

POWER AND GROUND SIGNALS 

Vee 7 N/A Power Supply' 

Vssp 6 N/A GROUND:OV 

Vss 26 N/A GROUND:OV 
37 

AVec 18 N/A ANALOG VOLTAGE 

VeeF 28 N/A VOLTAGE: + 5V for a 5V floppy drive, + 3.3V for a 3.3V drive. 

AVss 17 N/A ANALOG GROUND 

NOTE: 
"The digital power supply Vee and the analog power supply AVee should either be the same or regulated to be within O.1V 
of either. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The 82078 (44 pin) enhanced floppy disk controller 
incorporates several new features allowing for easy 
implementation in both the portable and desktop 
markets. It provides a low cost, small form factor 
solution targeted for 5.0V and 3.3V platforms that do 
not require more than two drive support. 

The 82078 (44 pin) implements these new features 
while remaining functionally compatible with 
820nSLl820n AAl8272A floppy disk controllers. 

8207844 PIN 

Together with a 24 MHz crystal, a resistor package 
and a device chip select, these devices allow for the 
most integrated solution available. The integrated 
analog PLL data separator has better performance 
than most board level discrete PLL implementations 
and can be operated at 1 Mbps/500 Kbps/ 
300 Kbps/250 Kbps. A 16-byte FIFO substantially 
improves system performance especially in multi
master systems (e.g. Microchannel, EISA). 

Figure 1-1 is a block diagram of the 82078. 
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2.0 MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE 

The interface consists of the standard asynchronous signals: RD#, WR#, CS#, AO-A2, INT, DMA control 
and a data bus. The address lines select between configuration registers, the FIFO and control/status regis-
ters. ' ' 

~.1 Status, Data, and Control Registers 

As shown below, the base address range is supplied via the CS# pin. For PC-AT or PSl2, designs, the primary 
and secondary address ranges are 3FO Hex to 3F7 Hex and 370- Hex to 377 Hex respectively. 

A2 A1 AO 
Access 

Register 
Type 

0 0 0 Reserved 

0 '0 1 R/W Status Register B SRB 

0 1 0 R/W Digital Output Register DOR 

0 1 1 R/W Tape Drive Register - TOR 

1 0 0 R Main Status Register' MSR 

1 0 0 W Data Rate Select Register DSR 

1 0 1 R/W Data (First In First Out) FIFO 

1 1 0 Reserved 

1 1 1 R Digital Input Register DIR 
-

1 1 1 W Configuration Control Register " CCR 

In the following sections, the various registers are shown in their powerdo)Vn state. The "UC" notation stands 
for a value that is returned Without change from the active mode. The notation ... " means that the value is 
reflecting the required status (for powerdown). "N/ A" means not applicable. "XU indicates that the value is 
undefined. ' 

'2.1.1 STATUS REGISTER B (SRB, EREG EN = 1) 
" , 

In the AT/EISA mode the SRB is made available whenever the EREG EN bit in the auto powerdown command' 
is set. The register functionality is defined as follows (bits 7 through 3 are reserved): 

,SRB 

A/W 7 6 5 4 3 2 l' _ .. _1l . 

R ASVD ASVD RSVD ASVD RSVD IDLEMSK PD IDLE 

H/W X X X X X 0 PO ' IDLE 
Reset 

Auto X X X X X UC UC UC 
PO . 

W 0 0 0 0 0 IDLEMSK RSVD RSVD 

H/W N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A 
Reset 

Auto N/A N/A NiA N/A N/A l,JC N/A N/A 
PO 
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PD and IDLE reflect the inverted values on the corresponding pins when 44PD EN = 1 (these pins are muxed 
with FDS1 and FDME1). The signal on the IDLE# pin can be masked by setting IDLEMSK bit high in this 
register. The IDLE bit will remain unaffected. Since some systems will use the IDLE # pin to provide interrupt to 
the SMM power management, its disabling allows less external interrupt logic and reduction in board space. 
Only hardware reset will clear the IDLEMSKbit to zero. When the IDLEMSK bit is set, there is noway to 
distinguish between autopowerdown and DSR powerdown. 

NOTE: 
The 44 pin versions of the 82078 are designed to support either PD# and IDLE# or FDME1 # and FDS1 #, 
but not both simultaneously. 

IDLEMSK 
o 

2.1.2 DIGITAL 9UTPUT REGISTER (DOR) 

IDLE# (pin) 
unmasked 

masked 

The Digital Output Register contains the drive select and motor enable bits, a reset bit and a DMAGATE # bit. 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function RSVD RSVD MOT MOT DMA RESET# RSVD DRIVE 
EN1 ENO GATE # SEL 

. H/W Reset State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Auto PD State 0 0 O· O· UC 1· UC UC 

The MOT ENx bits directly control their respective motor enable pins (FDMEO-1). The DRIVE SEL bit is 
decoded to provide four drive select lines and only one may be active at a time. Standard programming 
practice is to set both MOT ENx and DRIVE SELx bits at the same time. 

NOTE: 
The 44 pin versions 'of the 82078 are deSigned to support either PD# and IDLE# or FDME1 # and FDS1 #, 
but not both simultaneously. 

Table 2-1 lists a set of DOR values to activate the drive select and motor enable for each.drive. 

Table 2-1. Drive Activation Value 

Drive DORValue 

0 1CH 
1 2DH 

The DMAGATE# bit is enabled only in PC-AT. If DMAGATE# is set low, the INT and DRO outputs are 
tri-stated and the DACK# and TC inputs are disabled. DMAGATE# set high will enable INT, DRO, TC, and 
DACK # to the system. 

TheDDR reset bit and the Motor Enable bits have to be inactive when the 82078 is in powerdown. The 
DMAGATE# and DRIVE SEL bits are unchanged. During powerdown, writing to the DOR does not awaken the 
82078 with the exception of activating any of the motor enable bits. Setting the motor enable bits active (high) 
will wake up the part. ' 

This RESET # bit clears the basic core of the 82078 and the FIFO circuits when the LOCK bit is set to "0" (see 
Section 5.3.2 for LOCK bit definitions). Once set, it remains set until the user clears this bit: This bit is set by a 
chip rese~and the 82078 is held in a reset state ontil the user clears this bit. The RESET # bit has no effect 
upon the register. 
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2.1.3 ENHANCED TAPE DRIVE REGISTER (TDR) 
, 

TDR 

R/W 7· 6· 5· 4· 3· 2· 1 0 

R RSVD RSVD RSVD RSVD RSVD, BOOTSEL TAPESEL1 TAPESELO 

H/W N/A N/A ' N/A N/A N/A 0 0 0 
Reset 

Auto N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UC UC UC 
PD 

W 0 0 0 0 0 BOOTSEL TAPESEL1 TAPESELO 

H/W N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 0 0 
Reset 

Auto N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UC UC UC 
PD 

NOTE: 
·These bits are only available when EREG EN = 1, otherwise the bits are tri·stated. 

\ This register allows the, user to assign tape support to a particular drive during initialization. Any future refer
ences to that drive number automatically invokes tape support. Hardware reset clears this register; software 
resets have no effect. The tape select bits are hardware RESET to zeros,makingDrive 0 not available for 
tape support. Drive 0 is reserved for the floppy boot drive. 

The BOOTSEL bit in the 44 pin part is used to remap the drive selects and motor enables. The functionality is 
as described below: 

44PDEN BOOTSEL(TDR) Mapping 

0 0 ' .. Default - DSO - FDSO, M!=O -. FDMEO 

.. DS1- FDS1, ME1 - FDME1 

0 1 DSO - FDS1, MEO - FDME1 
DS1 - FDSO, ME~ - FDMEO 

1 X DSO - FDSO, MEO - FDMEO 
DS1-PD, ME1-IDLE 

The 44PD EN bit in the Auto Powerdown command has precedence over the BOOTSEL bit mapping as shown 
above . 

. 2.1.4 DATARATE SELECT REGISTER (DSR) 

.. Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Function S/W POWER PDOSC PRE- PRE PRE DRATE DRATE 

RESET DOWN COMP2 COMP1 COMPO SEL1 . SELO . 

H/WReset 0 0 0 0 . I 0 0 1 0 
State 

'Auto PD S/W POWER PDOSC PRE- ' PRE- PRE- • DRATE ORATE 
state RESET DOWN 

, 
" 

COMP2 COMP1 COMPO SEL1 SELO 
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This register ensures backward compatibility with 
the 82072 floppy controller and is write-only. Chang
ing the data rate changes the timings of the drive 
control signals. To ensure that drive timings are not 
violated when changing data rates, choose a drive 
timing such that the fastest data rate will not violate 
the timing. 

The POOSC bit is used to implement crystal oscilla
tor power management. The internal oscillator in the 
82078 can be programmed to be either powered on 
or off via POOSC. This capability is independent of 
the chip's powerdown state. Auto powerdown mode 
and powerdown via the POWER DOWN bit have no 
effect over the power state of the oscillator. 

In the default state the PDOSC bit is low and the 
oscillator is powered up. When this bit is pro
grammed to a one, the oscillator is shut off. Hard
ware reset clears this bit to a zero. Neither of the 
software resets (via OOR or OSR) have any effect 
on this bit. Note, POOSC should only be set high 
when the part is in the powerdown state, otherwise 
the part will not function correctly and must be hard
ware reset once the oscillator has turned back on 
and stabilized. Setting the POOSC bit has no effect 
on the clock input to the 82078 (the X1 pin). The 
clock input is separately disabled when the part is 
powered down. The SAVE command checks the 
status of POOSC, however the RESTORE command 
will not restore the bit high. 

S/W RESET behaves the same as OOR RESET ex
cept that this reset is self cleaning. 

POWER DOWN . bit implements direct powerdown. 
Setting this bit high will put the 82078 into the pow
erdown state regardless of the state of the part. The 
part is internally reset and then put into powerdown. 
No status is saved and any operation in progress is 
aborted. A hardware or software reset will exit the 
82078 from this powerdown state. 

PRECOMP 0-2 adjusts the WROATA output to the 
disk to compensate for magnetic media phenomena 
known as bit shifting. The data patterns that are sus
ceptible to bit shifting are well understood and the 
82078 compensates the data pattern as it is written 
to the disk. The amount of pre-compensation is de
pendent upon the drive and medi~ but in most cases 
the default value.is acceptable. 

8207844 PIN 

Table 2·2. Precompensatlon Delays 

PRECOMP Precompensation Delays 

DsFi [4,3,2] x1 @24MHz, 

111 0.00 ns - Disabled 

001 41.67 

010 83.34 

011 125.00 

100 166.67 

101 208;33 

110 250.00 

000 DEFAULT 

Table 2·3. Default Precompensatlon Delays 

Data Precoinpensatlon 
Rate Delays (ns) 

1 Mbps 41.67 

0.5 Mbps 125 

0.3 Mbps 125 

0.25 Mbps 125 

The 82078 starts pre·compensating the data pattern 
starting on Track O. The CONFIGURE command can 
change the track that pre-compensating starts on. 
Table 2·2 lists the pre-compensation values that can 
be selected and Table 2-3 lists the default pre-com· 
pensation values. The default value is selected if the 
three bits are zeroes. 

ORATE 0-1 select one of the four data rates as 
listed in Table 2·4. The default value is 250 Kbps 
upon after a "Hardwanj" reset. Other "Software" 
Re~ets do not affect the ORATE or PRECOMPbits. 

Table 2·4. Data Rates 

DRATESELO DRATESEL1 DATA RATE 

t 1 1 Mbps 

0 0 500 Kbps 

0 1 300 Kbps 

1 0 250 Kbps 
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2.1.5 MAIN STATUS REGISTER (MSR) 

Bits 7 6 5 

Function ! ROM DIO NON 
DMA 

H/W Reset State 0 X X 

Auto PD State 1 0 0 

The Main Status Register is Ii read-only register and 
is used for controlling command input and result out· 
put for all commands. 

ROM-Indicates that the host can transfer data if 
set to 1. No access is permitted if set to a O. 

DIO-Indicates the direction of a data transfer once 
ROM is set. A 1 indicates a read and a 0 indicates a 
write is required. 

NON-DMA"'-This mode is selected in the SPECIFY 
command and will be set to a 1 during the execution 
phase of a command. This is for PQlled data trans
fers and helps differentiate between the data trans
fer phase and the reading of result bytes. 

COMMAND BUSY-This bit is setto'a one when a 
command is' in progress. It goes active after the 
command byte has been accepted and goes inac
tive at the end of the results phase. If there is no 
result phase (SEEK, RECAUBRATE commands), 
the bit returns to a 0 after the last command byte. 

\ 

DRV x BUSY-These bits are set to ones when a 
drive is in the seek portion of a command, including 
seeks and recalibrates. ' 

Some example values of the MSR are: 

• MSR = 80H; The controller is ready to receive a 
command. 

• MSR = 90H; executing a commanc:j or waiting for 
the host. to· read status bytes (assume DMA 
mode). ' 

• MSR = DOH; waiting for the host to write status 
bytes. 

2.1.6 FIFO (DATA) 

All command parameter information and disk data 
. transfers go through the FIFO. The FIFO is 16 bytes 

in size and has programmable threshold values. 
Data transfers are governed by the ROM and DIO 
bits in the Main Status Register, 
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4 3 2 1 0 

CMD RSVD RSVD DRV1 ORVO 
BSY BUSY BUSY 

X X X X X 

0 0 0 0 0 

The FIFO defaults to an 8272Acompatible. mode 
after a "Hardware" reset (Reset via pin 32). "Soft
ware" Resets (Reset via DOR or DSR register) can 
also place the 82078 into 8272A compatible mode if 
the LOCK bit is set to "0" (See the definition of the 
LOCK bit), maintaining PC-AT hardware compatibil
ity. The default values can be changed through the 
CONFIGURE command (enable full FIFO operation 
witnthreshold control). The advantage of the FIFO 
is that it allows the system a larger DMA latency 
without causing.a disk error. Table 2·5 gives several 
examples of the delays with a FIFO. The data is 
based upon the following formula: 

Threshold# x 1 I DATA RATE x 8 - 1.5 /'S = DELAY 

Table 2-5. Delay Servicing Time 

FIFO Threshold Maximum Delay to Servicing 
Examples at 1 Mbps Data Rate· 

1 byte 1X 8 ,...s - 1.5 ,...s = 6.5,...s 

2 bytes 2 x 8 ,...s - 1.5 ,...s = 14.5,...s 

.8 bytes 8 x 8 ,...s - 1.5,...s = 62.5,...s 

15 bytes 15X 8 ,...s c... 1.5 ,...s = 118.5,...s 

NOTE: 
·Not available on the 82078·5. 

FIFO Threshold . Maximum Delay to Servlcjng 
Examples at 500 Kbps Data Rate· 

1 byte 1 x 16.,...s - 1;5,...$ = . 14.5,...s 

2 bytes 2 x 16 ,...s - 1.5,...s = 30.5,...s 

8 bytes 8 X 16,...s-1.5,...s =.126.5,...s 

15 bytes 15 X 16,...s-1.5,...s = 238.5,...s 

At the start of a command, the fiFO action is always 
disabled and .command parameters must be sent 
,based upon the ROM and 010 bit settings. As the 
82078 enters the command execution phaSe, it 
clears the FIFO of any data to ensure that invalid 
data is. not transferred. An overrun or underrun will 
terminate the current comman.d and the transfer of 
data. Disk writes will complete the current sector by 
generating a 00 pattern and valid CRC. 
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2.1.7 DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (DIR) 

Only bit 7 is driven, all other bits remain tri·stated. 

Bits 7 6 

Function DSKCHG# -
H/W Reset State DSKCHG# -
Auto PO State 0 -

NOTE: 
(-) means these bits are tri-stated. 

DSKCHG # monitors the pin of the same name and 
reflects the opposite value seen on the disk cable. 
The DSKCHG # bit is forced inactive along with all 
the inputs from the floppy disk drive. All the other 
bits remain tri-stated. 

2.2 Reset 

There are three sources of reset on the 82078; the 
RESET pin, a reset generated via a bit in the DOR 
and a reset generated via a bit in the DSR. All resets 
take the 82078 out of the powerdown state. 

In entering the reset state, all operations are termi· 
nated and the 82078 enters an idle state. Activating 
reset while a disk write activity is in progress will 
corrupt the data and CRC. 

On exiting the reset state, various internal registers 
are cleared, and the 82078 waits for a new com
mand. Drive polling will start unless disabled by a 
new CONFIGURE command. 

2.2.1 RESET PIN ("HARDWARE") RESET 

The RESET pin is a global reset and clears all regis
tersexcept those programmed by the SPECIFY 
command. The DOR Reset bit is enabled and must 
be cleared by the host to exit the reset state. 

2.2.2 DOR RESET vs DSR RESET 
("SOFTWARE" RESEn 

These two resets are functionally the same. The 
DSR Reset is included to maintain 82072 compatibil· 
ity. Both will reset the 8272 core which affects drive 
status information. The FIFO circuits will also be re
set if the LOCK bit is a "0" (see definition of the 
LOCK bit). The DSR Reset clears itself automatically 
while the DOR Reset requires the host to manually 
clear it. DOR Reset has precedence over the DSR 
Reset. The DOR Reset is set automatically upon a 
pin RESET. The user must manually clear this reset 
bit in the DOR to exit the reset state. 

I 
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5 4 3 2 1 0 

- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -

The t30a specification in the A.C. Specifications 
gives the minimum amount of time that the DOR re
set must be held active. This amount of time that the 
DOR reset must be held active is dependent upon 
the data rate. 82078 requires that the DOR reset bit 
must be held active for at least 0.5 '""S at 250 Kbps. 
This is less than a typical ISA 1/0 cycle time. 

2.3 DMA Transfers 

DMA transfers are enabled with the SPECIFY com
mand and are initiated by the 82078 by activating 
the DRQ pin during a data transfer command. The 
FIFO is enabled directly by asserting DACK# and 
addresses need nOlbe valid (CS# can be held inac
tive during DMA transfers). 

3.0 DRIVE INTERFACE 

The 82078 has integrated all of the logic needed to 
interface to a floppy disk or a tape drive which use 
floppy interface. All drive outputs have 12 mA drive 
capability and all inputs use a receive buffer with 
hysteresis. The internal analog data separator 
requires no external components, yet allows for an 
extremely wide capture range with . high levels of 
read-data jitter, and ISV. The designer needs only to 
run the 82078 disk drive signals to .the disk or tape 
drive connector. 

3.1 Cable Interface 

Generally, 5.25" drive uses open collector drivers 
and 3.5" drives use totem·pole drivers. The output 
buffers on the 82078 do not change between open 
collector or totem'pole, they are always totem·pole. 

DRVDENO and DRVDEN1 connect to pins 2 and 6 
or 33 (on most disk drives) to select the data rate 
sent from the drive to the 82078. The polarity of 
DRVDENOand DRVDEN1 can be programmed 
through the Drive Specification command (see the 
command description for more information). 
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3.2 Host and FDD Interface Drivers 

The chart below shows the drive capabilities of the 
82078. 

Drive 3.3V J;.OV 
Requirement (IOL/10H) (IOLIIOH) 

82078 Drivers FDD = 6 mA/-2 rnA FDD - 12 mAl 4mA 
SYS = 6mA/-2mA SYS = 12mAf-4mA 

Today's floppy disk drives have reduced the output 
buffer's drive requirements on the floppy drive inter
face to 6 mA per drive at 5.0V. To support 2 drives, 
the drive output buffer drive capability needs to be 
12 mA (at 5.0V). This is a reduction from· 40 mA 
needed on the 82077Sl. At 3.3V the 82078 halves 
the drive capability to 6 mA (3 mA per drive). 

The slew rate .control on the output buffers of the 
82078 has been changed to reduce noise. The di/dt 
of the output drivers has been controlled such that 
the noise on the signal is minimized. The transition 
times are illustrated in the table below: 

Signal Transition 
Edge Time (ns) 

tHL >5 ns 

tLH >5ns 

NOTE: 
'At 5.6V, O'C, 50 pF load, 10% Vee to 90% Vee. 
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3.3 Data Separator 

The function of the data separator is to lock onto the 
incoming serial read data. When lock is achieved the 
serial front end logic of the chip is provided with a 
clock which is synchronized to the read data. The 
synchronized clock, called Data Window, is used to 
internally sample the serial data. One state of Data 
Window is used to sample the data portion of the bit 
cell, and the alternate state samples the clock por
tion. Serial to parallel conversion logic separates the 
read data into clock and data bytes. 

To support reliable disk reads the data separator 
must track fluctuations in the read data frequency. 
Frequency errors primarily arise from two sources: 
motor rotation speed variation and instantaneous 
speed variation (ISV). A second condition, and one 
that opposes the ability to track frequency shifts is 
the response to bit jitter. 

The internal data separator consists of two analog 
phase lock loops (PLLs) as shown in Figure 3-1. The 
two PLLs are referred to as the reference PLL and 
the data PLl. The reference PLL (the master PLL) is 
used to bias the dataPLL (the slave PLL). The refer
ence PLL adjusts the data PLL's operating point as a 
function of process, junction temperature and supply 
voltage. Using this architecture it was possible to 
eliminate the need for external trim components. 

REFERENCE 
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Phase Lock Loop Overview 
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Figure 3-2. Data PLL 

Figure 3-2 shows the data PLL. The reference PLL 
has control over the loop gain by its influence on the 
charge pump and the VCO. In addition, the refer
ence PLL controls the loop filter time constant. As a 
result, the closed loop transfer function of the data 
PLL is controlled, and immune to the first order, to 
environmental factors and process variation. 

Systems with analog PLLs are often very sensitive to 
noise. In the design of this data separator, many 
steps were taken to avoid noise sensitivity problems. 
The analog section of the chip has a separate Vss 
pin (AVss) which should be connected externally to 
a noise free ground. This provides a clean basis for 
VSS referenced signals. In addition, many analog cir
cuit features were employed to make the overall sys
tem as insensitive to noise as possible. 

3.3.1 JITTER TOLERANCE 

The jitter immunity of the system is dominated by the 
data PLL's response to phase impulses. This is mea
sured as a percentage of the theoretical data win~ 
dow by dividing the maximum readable bit shift by a 
Y4 bitcell distance. For instance, if the maximum al
lowable bit shift is 300 ns for a 500 Kbps data 
stream, the jitter tolerance is 60%. 

3.3.2 LOCKTIME (tLOCK) 

The lock, or settling time of the data PLL is designed 
to be 64-bit times (8 sync bytes). The value assumes 
that the sync field jitter is 5% the bit cell or less. This 
level of jitter is realistic for a constant bit pattern. 
Intersymbol interference should be equal, thus near
ly eliminating random bit shifting. 
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3.3.3 CAPTURE RANGE 

Capture Range is the maximum frequency range 
over which the data separator will acquire phase 
lock with the incoming RDDATA signal. In a floppy 
disk environment, this frequency variation is com
posed of two components: drive motor speed error 
and ISV. Frequency is a factor which may determine 
the maximum level of the ISV (Instantaneous Speed 
Variation) component. In general, as frequency in
creases the allowed magnitude of the ISV compo
nent will decrease. When determining the capture 
range requirements, the designer should take the 
maximum amount of frequency error for the disk 
drive and double it to account for media switching 
between drives. 

3.4 Write 'Precompensation 

The write precompensation logic is used to minimize 
bit shifts in the RDDAT A stream from the disk drive. 
The shifting of bits is a known phenomena of mag
netic media and is dependent upon the disk media 
AND the floppy drive. 

The 82078 monitors the bit stream that is being sent 
to the drive. The data patterns that require precom
pensation are well known. Depending upon the pat
tern, the bit is shifted either early or late (or not at all) 
relative to the surrounding bits. Figure 3-3 is a block 
diagram of the internal circuit. 

The top block is a 13-bit shift register with the no 
delay tap being in the center. This allows 6 levels of 
early and late shifting with respect to nominal. The 
shift register is clocked at the main clock r,ate 
(24 MHz). The output is fed into 2 multiplexors, one 
for early and one for late. A final stage of multiple
xors combines the early, late and normal data 
stream back into one which is the WRDATA output. 
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Figure 3·3. Precompensation Block Diagram 

4.0 POWER MANAGEMENT 
FEATURES 

The 82078 contains power management features 
that makes it ideal for design of portable personal 
computers. These features can be classified into 
power management of the part and that of the inter· 
nal oscillator. The powerdown of the part is done 
independently of the internal oscillator in the 82078. 

4.1 Power Management Scheme 

The portable market share of the personal comput· 
ing market has increased significantly. To improve 
power conservation on portable platforms, designs 
are migrating from 5.0V to 3.3V. Intel's 82078·3 al· 
lows designers to incorporate 3.3V floppy disk con· 
troller support in their systems. 

The 82078 supports two powerdown modes, direct 
powerdown and automatic powerdown. Direct pow· 
erdown refers to direct action by the software to 
powerdown without dependence on external factors. 
Automatic powerdown results from 82078's monitor· 
ing of the current conditions according to a previous· 
Iy programmed mode. Any hardware reset disables 
the automatic POWER DOWN. command, however 
software resets have no effect on the command. 
The 82078 also supports powerdown of its internal 
crystal oscillator independent of the powerdown 
modes described above. By setting bit 5 (PDOSC) in 
the DSR register, the internal oscillator is turned off. 
This bit has sole control of the oscillator powerdown, 
allowing the internal clock to be turned off when an 
external oscillator is used. 
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4.2 Oscillator Power Management 

The 82078 supports a built·in crystal oscillator that 
can be programmed to be either powered down or 
active, independent of the power state of the chip. 
This capability is implemented by the PDOSC bit in 
the DSR. When PDOSC is set low, the internal oscil· 
lator is on. When PDOSC is set high, the internal 
oscillator is off. N.ote, a DSR powerdown does not 
turn off the oscillator. 

When the external oscillator is used, power can be 
saved by turning off the internal oscillator. If the in· 
ternal oscillator is used, the oscillator may.be pow· 
ered up (even when the rest of the chip is powered 
off) allowing the chip to wake up quickly and in a 
stable state. It is recommended to keep the internal 
.oscillator on even when in the powerdown state. 
The main reason for this is that the recovery time of 
the oscillator during wake up may take tens of milli· 
seconds under the worst case, which may create 
problems with any sensitive application software. In 
a typical application the internal oscillator should be 
on unless the system goes into a power saving or 
standby mode (such a mode request would be made 
by a system time out or by a user). In this case, the 
system software would take over and must turn on 
the oscillator sufficiently ahead of awakening the 
part. 

In the case of the external oscillators, the power up 
characteristics are similar. If the external source reo 
mains active during the time. the 82078 is powered 
down, then the recovery time effect is minimized. 
The PD# pin can be used to turn off the external 
source. While the PD# pin is active 82078 does not 
require a clock source; However, when the PD # pin 
is inactive, the clocking source, once it starts oscil· 
lating, must be completely stable to ensure that the 
82078 operates properly. 
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4.3 Part Power Management 

This section deals with the power management of 
the rest of the chip excluding the oscillator. This sec
tion explains powerdown modes and wake up 
modes. 

4.3.1 DIRECT POWER DOWN 

Direct powerdown is conducted via the POWER
DOWN bit in the DSR register (bit 6). Programming 
this bit high will powerdown 82078. All status is lost 
if this type of powerdown mode is used. The part can 
exit powerdown from this mode via any hardware or 
software reset. This type of powerdown overrides 
the automatic powerdown. When the part is in auto
matic powerdown and the DSR powerdown is is
sued, the previ0l.ls status of the part is lost and the 
82078 resets to software default values. 

4.3.2 AUTO POWER DOWN 

Automatic powerdown is conducted via a "Power
down Mode" command. There are four conditions 
required before the part will enter powerdown. All of 
these conditions must be true for the part to initiate 
the powerdown sequence. These conditions follow: 

1. The motor enable pins FDME[0:1j must be inac
tive. 

2. The part must be idle; this is indicated by MSR = 
80H and INT = 0 (INT may be high even if MSR 
= 80H due to polling interrupt). 

3. The Head Unload Timer (HUT, explained in the 
SPECIFY command) must have expired. 

4. The auto powerdown timer must have timed out. 

The command can be used to enable powerdown by 
setting the AUTO PO bit in the command to high. 
The command also provides a capability of program
ming a minimum power up time via the MIN DL Y bit 
in the command. The minimum power up time refers 
to, a minimum amount of time the part will remain 
powered up after being awakened or reset. An inter
nal timer is initiated as soon as the auto powerdown 
command is enabled. The part is then powered 
down provided all the remaining conditions are met. 
Any software reset will reinitialize the timer. Chang
ing of data rate extends the auto powerdown timer 
by up to 10 ms, but only if the data rate is changed 
during the countdown. 

Disabling the. autb powerdown mode cancels the 
timers and holds the. 82078 out of auto powerdown. 

The IDLE# pin can be masked via the IDLEMSK bit 
in Status Register B (EREG EN = 1). 
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4.3.3 WAKE UP MODES 

This section describes the conditions for awakening 
the part from both direct and automatic powerdown. 
Power conservation or extension of battery life is the 
main reason power management is required. This 
means that the 82078 must be kept in powerdown 
state as long as possible and should be powered up 
as late as possible without compromising software 
transparency. 

To keep the part in powerdown mode as late as pos
sible implies that the part should wake up as fast as 
possible. However, some amount of time is required 
for the part to exit powerdown state and prepare the 
internal microcontroller to accept commands. Appli
cation software is very sensitive to such a delay and 
in order to maintain software transparency, the re
covery time of the wake up process must be careful
ly controlled by the system software. 

4.3.3.1 Wake Up from DSR Powerdown 

If the 82078 enters the powerdown through the DSR 
powerdown bit, it must be reset to exit. Any form of 
software or hardware reset will serve, although DSR 
is recommended. No other register access will 
awaken the part, including writing to the DOR's mo
tor enable (FDME[0:1]) bits. 

If DSR powerdown is used when the part is in auto 
powerdown, the DSR powerdown will override the 
auto powerdown. However, when the part is awak
ened by a software reset, the auto powerdown com
mand (including the minimum delay timer) will once 
again become effective as previously programmed. 
If the part is awakened via a hardware reset, the 
auto powerdown is disabled. 

After reset, the part will go through a normal se
quence. The drive status will be initialized. The FIFO 
mode will be set to default mode on a hardware re
set or on a software reset if the LOCK command has 
not blocked it. Finally, after a delay, the polling inter
rupt will be issued. 

4.3.3.2 Wake Up from Auto Powerdown 

If the part enters the powerdown state through the 
auto powerdown mode, then the part can be awak
ened by reset or by appropriate access to certain 
registers. 

If a hardware or software reset is used then the part 
will go through the normal reset' sequence. If the 
access is through the selected registers, then the 
82078 resumes operation as though it was never in 
powerdown. Besides activating the RESET pin or 
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one of the software reset bits in the DOR or DSR, 
the following register accesses will wake up the part: 

1. Enabling anyone of the motor enable bits in the 
DOR register (reading the DOR does not awaken 
the part) 

2. A read from the MSR register 

3. A read or write to the FIFO register 

Any of these actions will wake up the part. Once 
awake, 82078 will reinitiate the auto powerdown tim
er for 10 ms or 0.5s (depending on the MIN DL Y bit 
the auto powerdown command). The part will power
down again when all the auto powerdown conditions 
are satisfied. 

4.4 Register Behavior 

The register descriptions and their values in the 
powerdown state are listed in the .Microprocessor 
Interface section. Table 4-1 reiterates the configura
tion registers available. It also shows the type of 
access permitted. In order to' maintain software 
transparency, access to all the registers must be 
maintained. As Table 4-1 shows, two sets of regis
ters are distinguished based on whether their ac
cess results in the part remaining in powerdown 
state or exiting it. 

Table 4-1. 82078 Register Behavior 

Address Available Registers Access 

Access to these registers 
DOES NOT wake up the part 

000 -
001 SRB (EREG EN = 1) R/W 

010 DOR' R/W 

011 TDR R/W 

100 DSR* W 

110 - -
111 DIR R 

111 CCR W 

Access to these registers wakes up the part 

100 MSR R 

101 FIFO R/W 

NOTE: 
'Writing to the DOR or DSR does not wake up the part, 
however, writing any of the motor enable bits or doing a 
software reset (either via DOR or DSR reset bits) will wake 
up the part. 
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Access to all other registers is possible· without 
awakening the part. These· registers can be ac
cessed during powerdown without changing the 
status of the part. A read from these registers will 
reflect the true status as shown in the register de
scription in Section 2.1. A write to the part will result 
in the part retaining the data and subsequentlY re
flecting it when the part awakens. Accessing the 
part during powerdown may cause an increase in 
the power consumption by the part. The part will re
vert back to its low power mode when the access 
has been completed. None of the extended registers 
effect the behavior of the powerdown mode. 

4.5 Pin Behavior 

The 82078 is specifically designed for the portable 
PC systems in which the power conservation is a 
. primary concern. This makes the behavior of the 
pins during powerdown very important. 

The pins of 82078 can be divided into two major 
categories; system interface and floppy disk drive 
interface. The floppy disk drive pins are disabled 
such that no power will be drawn through the 82078 
as a result of any voltage applied to the pin within 
the 82078'5 power supply range. The floppy disk 
drive interface pins are configurable by the FDI TRI 
bit in the auto powerdown command. When the bit is 
set the Ol"tput pins of the floppy disk drive retain 
their original state. All other pins are either disabled 
or unchanged as depicted in Table 4-4. Most of the 
system interface pins are left active to monitor sys
tem accesses that may wake up the Pl'lrt. 

4.5.1 System Interface Pins 

Table 4-2 gives the state of the system interface 
pins in the powerdown state. Pins unaffected by 
powerdown are labeled "UC". Input pins are "DIS
ABLED" to prevent them from causing currents in
ternal to the 82078 when they have indeterminate 
input values. 
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Table 4-2. System Interface Pins 

System State In System State In 
Pins Power Down Pins Power Down 

input Pins Output Pins 

CS# UC DRO UC (Low) 

RD# UC INT UC (Low) 

WR# UC PD#* HIGH 

A[0:2] UC IDLE#* High (Auto PD) 
Low (DSR PD) 

DB[0:7] UC DB[0:7] UC 

RESET UC 

DACK# Disabled 

TC Disabled 

X[1 :2] Programmable 

NOTE: 
'These pins are muxed with FDS1 and FDME1 and are 
only available when 44PD EN = 1. 

Two pins which can be used to indicate the status of 
the part are IDLE# and PD#. Table 4-3 shows how 
these pins reflect the 82078 status. Note that these 
pins are only enabled when 44PD EN = ·1. 

Table 4-3. 82078 Status Pins 

PO IDLE MSR Part Status 

1 1 80H Auto Powerdown 

1 0 ROM = 1; DSR Powerdown 
MSR[6:0] = X 

0 1 80H Idle 

0 0 - Busy 

The IDLE# pin indicates when the part is in idle 
state and cari be powered down. It is a combination 
of MSR equaling 80H, the head being unloaded and 
the INT pin being low. As shown in the table, the 
IDLE# pin will be low when the part is inDSR pow
erdown state. The PD # pin is active whenever the 
part is in the powerdown state. It is active for either 
modt;! of powerdown. The PD# pin can be used to 
turn off an external oscillator of other floppy disk 
drive interface hardware. 

4.5.2 FDD INTERFACE PINS 

The F.DD interface "input" pins during powerdown 
are disabled or unchanged as shown in Table 4-4. 
The floppy disk drive "output" pins are programma
ble by the FDI TRI bit in the auto powerdown com
mand. Setting of the FDI TRI bit in the auto power 
down command results in the interface retaining its 
normal state. When this bit is low (default state) all 
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output pins in the FDD interface to the floppy disk 
drive itself are tri-stated. Pins used for local logic 
control or part programming are unaffected. Table 
4-4 depicts the state of the floppy disk interface pins 
in the powerdown state (FDI TRI is low). 

Table 4-4. 82078 FDD Interface Pins 

FDDPins 
State In 

FDDPins 
State In 

Powerdown Powerdown 

Input Pins 
Output Pins 

(FDI TRI = 0) 

RDDATA# Disabled FDME[0:1]# Tristated 

WP# Disabled FDS[0:1]# Tristated 

TRKO# Disabled DIR# Tristated 

INDX# Disabled STEP# Tristated 

DSKCHG# Disabled WRDATA# Tristated 

WE# Tristated 

HDSEL# Tristated 

DRVDEN[0:1] Tristated 

5.0 CONTROLLER PHASES 

For simplicity, command handling in the 82078 can 
be divided into three phases: Command, Execution 
and Result. Each phase is described in the following 
sections. 

When there is no command in progress, the 82078 
can be in idle, drive polling or powerdown state. 

5.1 Command Phase 

After a reset, the 82078 enters the command phase 
and is ready to accept a command from the host. 
For each of the commands, a defined set of com
mand code bytes and parameter bytes has to be 
written to the 82078 before the command phase is 
complete (Please refer to Section 6.0 for the com
mand descriptions). These bytes of data must be 
transferred in the order prescribed. 

Before writing to the 82078, the host must examine 
the ROM and 010 bits of the Main Status Register. 
ROM, DID must be equal to "1" and "0" respective
ly before command bytes may be written. ROM is 
set false by the 82078 after each write cycle until the 
received byte is processed. The 82078 asserts ROM 
again to request each· parameter byte of the com
mand, unless an illegal command condition is de
tected. After the last parameter. byte is received, 
ROM remains "0", and the 82078 automatically en
ters the next phase as defined by the command defi
nition. 
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The FIFO is disabled during the command phase to 
retain compatibility with the 8272A, and to provide 
for the proper handling of the "Invalid Command" 
condition. 

5.2 Execution Phase 

All data transfers to or from the 82078 occur during 
the execution phase, which can proceed in OMA or 
non-OMA mode as indicated in the SPECIFY com
mand. 

Each data byte is transferred by an INT or ORO 
depending on the OMA mode. The CONFIGURE 
command can enable the FIFO and set the FIFO 
threshold value. 

The following paragraphs detail the operation of the 
FIFO flow control. In these descriptions, (threshold) 
is defined as the number of bytes available to the 
82078 when service is requested from the host, and 
ranges from 1 to 16. The parameter FIFOTHR which 
the user programs is one less, and ranges from 0 to 
15. 

A low threshold value (i.e. 2) results in longer peri
ods of time between service· requests, but requires 
faster servicing of the request, for both read and 
write cases. The host reads (writes) from (to) the 
FIFO until empty (full), then the transfer request 
goes inactive. The host must be very responsive to 
the service request. This is the desired case for use 
with a "fast" system. 

A high value of threshold (i.e. 12) is used with a 
"sluggish" system by affording a long latency period 
after a service request, but results in more frequent 
service requests. 

5.2.1 NON·DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM 
THE FIFO TO THE HOST 

The INT pin and ROM bits inthe Main Status Regis
ter are activated when the FIFO contains 16 (or set 
threshold) bytes,. or the last bytes of a full sector 
transfer have been placed in the FIFO. The INT pin 
can be used for interrupt driven systems and ROM 
can be used for polled sytems. The host mustre
spond to the request by reading data from the FIFO. 
This process iii repeated until the last byte is trans
ferred out of the FIFO, then 82078 deactivates the 
INT pin and ROM bit. 
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5.2.2 NON·DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM 

THE HOST TO THE FIFO 

The INT pin and ROM bit in the Main Status Register 
are activated upon entering the execution phase of 
data transfer commands. The host must respond to 
the request by writing data into the FIFO. The INT 
pin and ROM bit remain true until the FIFO becomes 
full. They are set true again when the FIFO has 
(threshold) bytes remaining in the FIFO. The INT pin 
will also be deactivated if TC and OACK # both go 
inactive. The 82078 enters the result phase after the 
last byte is taken by the 82078 from the FIFO (i.e. 
FIFO empty condition). 

5.2.3 DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM THE 
FIFO TO THE HOST 

The 82078 activates the ORO pin when the FIFO 
contains 16 (or set threshold) bytes, or the last byte 
of a full sector transfer has been placed in the FIFO. 
The OMA controller must respond to the request by 
reading data from the FIFO. The 82078 will deacti
vate the ORO pin when the FIFO becomes empty. 
ORO goes inactive after OACK # goes active for the 
last byte of a data transfer (or on the active edge of 
RO #, on the last byte, if no edge is present on 
OACK #) Note that OACK # and TC must overlap for 
at least 50 ns for proper functionality. 

5.2.4 DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM THE 
HOST TO THE FIFO 

The 82078 activates the ORO pin when entering the 
execution phase of the data transfer commands. 
The OMA controller must respond by activating the 
OACK # and WR # pins and placing data in the 
FIFO. ORO remains active until the FIFO becomes 
full. ORO is again set· true when the FIFO has 
(threshold) bytes remaining in the FIFO. The 82078 
will also deactivate the ORO pin when TC becomes 
true (qualified by OACK# by overlapping by 50 ns), 
indicating that no more data is required. ORO goes 
inactive after OACK # goes active for the last byte of 
a data transfer (or on the active edge of WR # of the 
last byte, if no edge is present on OACK #). 
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5.2.5 DATA TRANSFER TERMINATION 

The 82078 supports terminal count explicitly through 
the TC pin and implicitly through the underrun/over· 
run and end·of·track (EOT) functions. For full sector 
transfers, the EOT parameter can define the last 
sector to be transferred in a single or multisector 
transfer. If the last sector to be transferred is a par· 
tial sector, the host can stop transferring the data in 
mid·sector, and the 82078 will continue to complete 
the sector as if a hardware TC was received. The 
only difference between these implicit functions and 
TC is that they return "abnormal termination" result 
status. Such status indications can be ignored if they 
were expected. 

Note that when the host is sending data to the FIFO 
of the 82078, the internal sector count will be com· 
plete when 82078 reads the last byte from its side of 
the FIFO. There may be a delay in the removal of 
the transfer request signal of up to the time taken for 
the 82078 to read the last 16 bytes from the FIFO. 
The host must tolerate this delay. 

5.3 Result Phase 

The generation of INT determines the beginning of 
the result phase. For each of the. commands, a de· 
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fined set of result bytes has to be read from .the 
82078 before the result phase is complete. (Refer to 
Section 6.0 on command descriptions.) These bytes 
of data must be read out for another command to 
start. 

ROM and 010 must both equal "1" before the result 
bytes may be read from the FIFO. After all the result 
bytes have been read, the ROM and 010 bits switch 
to "1" and "0" respectively, and the CB bit is 
cleared. This indicates that the 82078 is ready to 
accept the next command. 

6.0 COMMAND SET IDESCRIPTIONS 

Commands can be written whenever the 82078 is in 
the command phase. Each command has a unique 
set of needed parameters and status results. The 
82078 checks to see that the first byte is a valid 
command and, if valid, proceeds with the command. 
If it was invalid, the next time the ROM bit in the 
MSR register is a "1" the 010 and CB bits will also 
be "1", indicating the FIFO must be read. A result 
byte of 80H will be read out of the FIFO, indicating 
an invalid command was issued. After reading the 
result byte from the FIFO the 82078 will return to the 
command phase. Table 6·1 is a summary of the 
Command set. 
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Table 6-1. 82078 Command Set 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 Os 04 03 02 0,1, Do 

READ DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 0 1 1 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector 10 Information Prior 
W H to Command Execution 

W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution DataTransfer Between the 
FDD and System 

Result R STO Status Information After 
R STI _ Command Execution 

R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information ,After 
R R Command Execution 

R N 

READ DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 1 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector 10 Information Prior 
W H to Command Execution 

W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data Transfer Between the 
FDD and System 

Result R STO Status Information After 
R STI Command Execution 

R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information After 
R R Command Execution 

R N 

WRITE DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 0 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 '0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector 10 Information Prior 
W H to Command Execution 

W R 
W N 
W , 

EDT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data Transfer Between the 
FDD and System 

Result R STO Status Information After 
R STI Command Execution 

R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information After 
R R Command Execution 

R N 
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Table 6-1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

WRITE DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 1 0 0 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI 
W C 
W H 
W A 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPl 
W OTl 

Execution 

Aesult A STO 
A STI 
A ST2 
A C 
A H 
A A 
A N 

READ TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 0 0 1 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI 
W C 
W H 
W A 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPl 
W OTl 

Execution 

Aesult A STO 
A STI 
A ST2 
A C 
A H 
A A 
A N 

VERIFY 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 1 1 
W EC 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI 
W C 
W H 
W A 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPl 
W OTLlse 

Execution 

Aesult A STO 
A STI 
A ST2 
A C 
A H 
A A 
A N 

VERSION 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Aesult A 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

I 

DO 

1 
OSO 

0 
OSO 

0 
OSO 

0 
0 

8207844 PIN 

Remarks 

Command Codes 

Sector 10 Information Prior 
to Command Execution 

Data Transfer Between the 
FOO and System 

Status Information After 
Command Execution 

Sector 10 Information After 
Command Execution 

Command Codes 

Sector 10 Information Prior 
to Command Execution 

Data Transfer Between the 
FOO and System. FOC 
Aeads All Sectors from 
Index Hole to EDT 

Status Information After 
Command Execution 

Sector 10 Information After 
Command Execution 

Command Codes 

Sector 10 Information Prior 
to Command Execution 

No Data Transfer Takes 
Place 

Status Information After 
Command Execution 

Sector 10 Information After 
Command Execution 

Command Code 
Enhanced Controller 
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Table 6-1 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
OATABUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 ' 04 03 02 01 00 

\ 

FORMAT TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSl OSO 
W N Bytes/Sector 
W SC Sectors/Cylinder 
W GPL Gap3 
W 0 Filler Byte 

Execution 
For Each W C 
Sector W H Input Sector 

Repeat: W R Parameters 

W N 

82078 Formats an Entire 
Cylinder 

Result R STO Status Information After 
R STl Command Execution 

R ST2 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 

SCAN EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 0 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSl OSO 
W C Sector 10 Information 
W H Prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W STP 

, Execution Data Compared 
Betwe~n the FOO 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status Information 
R STI After Command 

R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information 

R R After Command 

R N Execution 
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Table 6·1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

L DATA BUS 
Phase i R/W r Remarks 

07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 Do 

SCAN LOW OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 1 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID Information 
W H Prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 
W EaT 
w GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FDa 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status Information 
R ST1 After Command 
R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector ID Information 
R R After Command 
R N I Execution 

SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID Information 
W H Prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 
W EaT 
w GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FDa 
and Main-System 

Result R I STO Status Information 
R ST 1 After Command 
R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector ID Information 
R R After Command 
R N Execution 

I 
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Table 6-1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
, DATA BUS 

Remarks 
D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

RECAI.IBRATE 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 ·1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 OSO oSI Enhanced Controller 

Execution Head Retracted to Track 0 
Interrupt 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Command Codes 

Result R STO Status Information at the 
R PCN End of Each Seek 

Operation 

SPECIFY 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Command Codes 
-w SRT HUT 
W HLT NO 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HoS oSI OSO 

Result R ST3 Status I nformation About 
Foo 

DRIVE SPECIFICATION COMMAND 

Command W 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 Command Codes 
Phase W 0 Fol FoO PTS oRTl oRTO oTl oTO 

: : : : : : : : : 0-46 Bytes Issued, 

W DN NRP 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Result R 0 0 0 PTS DRTI oRTO OTt oTO Drive 0 
Phase R 0 0 0 PTS oRTl oRTO oTl DTO Drive 1 

R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 RSVo 
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 RSVo 

SEEK 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Command Codes 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS oSI OSO 
W NCN 

Execution Head is Positioned Over 
Proper Cylinder on Diskette 

CONFIGURE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 Command Code 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
w 0 EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHR ___ ,_ 

W PRETRK 

RELATIVE SEEK 

Command W 1 olR 0 0 1 1 1 1 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS oSI OSO 
W RCN 
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Table 6·1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 
DATA BUS 

Phase I R/W -"-,--- Remarks 
07 De 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

DUMPREG 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 'Note 
Execution Aegisters Placed in FIFO 

Aesult A PCN-DriveO 
A PCN-Drive 1 
A ASVD 
A ASVD 
A SAT HUT 
A HLT ND 
A SC/EOT 
A LOCK 0 0 0 Dl Do GAP WGATE 
A 0 EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHA 
A PAETAK 

READ 10 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 0 1 0 Commands 
W 0 0 0 0' 0 HDS DS1 DSO 

Execution The First Correct ID 
Information on the Cylinder 
is Stored in Data Aegister 

Aesult R STO Status Information Alter 
R ST1 Command Execution 

R ST2 
R C 
R H Disk Status Alter the 
R R Command has Completed 

A N 

PERPENDICULAR MODE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 Command Codes 
W OW 0 0 0 Dl DO GAP WGATE 

LOCK 
Command W LOCK 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 Command Codes 
Result R 0 0 0 LOCK 0 0 0 0 

PART 10 

Command W 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 Command Code 
Aesult A 0 1 0 -8TEPPING- 1 Part ID Number 

POWERDOWN MODE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 Command Code 
W 0 0 EREG 44PD 0 FDI MIN AUTO 

EN EN 0 TRI DLY PD 

Result R 0 0 EREG 44PD 0 FDI MIN AUTO 
EN EN TRI DLY PD 

OPTION 

Command W 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 Command Code 
W --RSVD-- ISO 

I 
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Table 6·1. $2078 Command Set (Continued) 

Ph.,e R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 De 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

SAVE 

Command W a a 1 a 1 1 1 a Command Code 
Phase 

Result R RSVD SEl PO PC2 PCl pca DRATEl DRATEa Save Info to Reprogram the 
Phase 3V#' OSC FDC 

R a a a a a a a ISO 

R PCN·Drivea 
R PCN·Drive 1 
R RSVD 
R RSVD 
R SRT HUT 
R HlT NO 
R SC/EOT 
R lOCK a a a 01 Do GAP WGATE 
R a EIS EFIFO POll FIFOTHR 
R PRETRK 
R a a EREG 44PD RSVD FDI MIN AUTO 

EN EN TRI DlY PD. 
R DISKISTATUS 
R RSVD 

RESTORE 

Command W a 1 a a .1 1 1 a Command Code 
Phase 

W a SEl a PC2 PCl PCa DRATEl DRATEa Restore Original 
3V#' 

W a a a a a a 0 ISO Register Status 
W PCN·Drivea 

.W PCN·Drive 1 
W RSVD 
W RSVD 
W SRT HUT 
W HlT NO 
W SC/EOT 
W lOCK 0 0 a 01 Do GAP WGATE 
W a EIS EFIFO POll FIFOTHR 
W PRETRK 
W a 0 EREG 44PD RSVD FDI MIN AUTO 

EN EN TRI DlY PO 
W DISKISTATUS 
W RSVD 
W RSVD 

NOTE: 
'FOr the 82078, 82078-5, SEL3V# = 1. For the 82078-3, SEL3V# = O. 
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Table 6·1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 

Ii 

I
, ~ 
j 

I, 
D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

FORMAT AND WRITE 
Command W 1 MFM 1 0 1 1 0 1 Command Code 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W N 
W SC 
W GPL 
W 0 

Execution W C 
Repeated W H Input 

for each W R Sector 

Sector W N Parameters 

W Data Transfer of N Bytes 

82078 Formats and Writes 
Entire Track 

Result R STO 
Phase R ST1 

R ST2 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 

INVALID 

Command W Invalid Codes Invalid Command Codes 
(NoOp - 82078 Goes into 
Standby State) 

Result R STO STO = 80H 

I 
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Parameter Abbreviations 
Symbol 

~4PD EN 

44PDEN 

° 
° 
1 

AUTO PD 

C 

DO,D1 

o 

ON 

DIR 
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Description 

Powerdown pin status. This bit allows the PO and IDLE pins to be available at FDS1 and 
FDME1 instead of the DS1 and ME1 pins. The BOOTSEL bit in the 44 pin part remaps the 
drive selects and motor enables when this bit is low. See the table below far functionality: 

BOOTSEL(TDR) 

° Default 

1 

X 

Auto powerdown control. If this bit is 
0, then the automatic powerdown is 
disabled. If it is set to 1, then the auto
matic powerdown is enabled. 

Cylinder address. The currently se
lected cylinder address, 0 to 255. 

Drive Select 0-3. Designates which 
drives are Perpendicular drives, a "1" 
indicating Perpendicular drive. 

Data pattern. The pattern to be written 
in each sector data field during for
matting. 

Done. This bit indicates that 'this is the 
last byte of the drive specification 
command. The 82078 checks to s~e if 
this bit is high or low. If it is low, it 
expects more bytes. 

ON = 0 82078 expects more subse
quent bytes. 

ON = 1 Terminates the command 
phase and jumps to the re
sults phase. An additional 
benefit is that by setting this 
bit high, a direct check of the 
current drive specifications 
can be done. 

Direction control. If this bit is 0, then 
,the head will step out from the spindle 
during a relative seek. If set to a 1, the 
head will step in toward the spindle. 

Mapping - DSO - FDSO, MEO - FDMEO 
DS1 - FDS1, ME1 - FDME1 

DSO - FDS1, MEO - FDME1 
DS1 - FDSO, ME1 - FDMEO 

DSO - FDSO, MEO - FDMIiO 
DS1 - PD, ME1 -IDLE 

DSO,DS1 Disk Drive Select. 

DS1 DSO 

0 0 !;lriveO 

0 1 drive 1 

1 0 RSVD 

1 1 RSVD 

DTL Special sector size. By setting N to 
zero (00), DTL may be used to control 
the number of bytes transferred in 
disk read/write commands .. The sec
tor size (N = 0) is set to 128. If the 
actual sector (on the diskette) is larger 
than DTL, the remainder of the actual 
sector is read but is not passed to the 
host during read commands; during 
write commands, the remainder of the 
actual sector is written with all zero 
bytes. The CRC check code is calcu
lated ,with the actual sector. When N 
is not zero, DTL has no meaning and 
should be set to FF HEX. 

DRATE[0:1j Data rate values from the DSR regis
ter. 
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DRTO, DRT1 Data rate table select. These two bits 
select between the different data rate 
tables. The default is the conventional 
table. These also provide mapping of 
the data rates selected in the DSR 
and CCA. The table below shows this. 

DRTO DRT1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

DTO,DT1 

EC 

EFIFO 

EIS 

EOT 

I 

Bits In DSR/CCR 

DRATE1 DRATEO 
Data 

Operation 
Rate 

1 1 1 Mbps Default 

0 0 500 Kbps 

0 1 300 Kbps 

1 0 250 Kbps 

RSVD RSVD RSVD RSVD 

RSVD RSVD RSVD RSVD 

1 1 1 Mbps Perpendic· 
ular mode 
FDDs 

0 0 500 Kbps 

0 1 RSVD 

1 0 250 Kbps 

Drive density select type. These bits 
select the outputs on DRVDENO and 
DRVDEN1 based on mode of opera
tion that was selected via the IDENT1 
and IDENTO pins. More information is 
available in the Design Applications 
section. 

Enable Count. When this bit is ".1" the 
".DTL" parameter of the Verify Com
mand becomes SC (Number of sec
tors per track). 

Enable FIFO. When this bit is 0, the 
FIFO is enabled. A ".1" puts the 
82078 in the 8272A compatible mode 
where the FIFO is disabled. 

Enable implied seek. When set, a 
seek operation will be performed be
fore executing any read or write com
mand that requires the C parameter in 
the command phase. A ".0" disables 
the implied seek. 

End of track. The final sector number 
of the current track. 

8207844 PIN 

EREG EN Enhanced Register Enable. 

EREG EN = 1 The TOR register is 
extended and SRB is 
made visible to the 
user. 

EREG EN = 0 Standard registers are 
used. 

FDI TRI Floppy Drive Interface Tristate: If this 
bit is 0, then the output pins of the 
floppy disk drive interface are tri-stat
ed. This is also the default state. If it is 
set to 1, then the floppy disk drive in
terface remains unchanged. 

FDO, FD1 Floppy drive select. These two bits se
lect which physical drive is being 
specified. The FDn corresponds to 
FDSn and FDMEn on the floppy drive 
interface. The drive is selected inde
pendent of the BOOTSELn bits. 
Please refer to Section 2.1.1 which 
explains the distinction between phys
ical drives and their virtual mapping as 
defined by the BOOTSEL 1 and 
BOOTSELO bits. 

GAP 

GPL 

HDS 

HLT 

HUT 

ISO 

FD1 FDO 
Drive 
Slot 

0 0 drive 0 

0 1 drive 1 

1 0 RSVD 

1 1 RSVD 

Alters Gap2 length when using Per
pendicular Mode. 

Gap length. The Gap3 size. (Gap3 is 
the space between sectors excluding 
the VCO synchronization field). 

Head address. Selected head: 0 or 1 
(disk side 0 or 1) as encoded in the 
sector 10 field. 

Head load time. The time interval that 
82078. waits after loading the head 
and before initiating a read or write 
operation. Refer to the SPECIFY com
mand for actual delays. 

Head unload time. The time interval 
from the end of the execution phase 
(of a read or write command) until the 
head is unloaded. Refer to the SPECI
FY command for actual delays. 

ISO Format: If this bit is set high the 
ISO format is used for all data transfer 
commands. When this bit is set low 
the normal IBM system 34 and per
pendicular is used. The default is ISO 
= o. 
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Lock 

MFM 

MIN DLY 

MT 

N 

NCN 
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Lock defines whether EFIFO, 
FIFOTHR, and PRETRK parameters 
of the CONFIGURE command can be 
reset to their default values by a 
"Software Reset" (Reset made by 
setting the proper bit in the DSR or 
DOR registers). 

MFM mode. A one selects the double 
density (MFM) mode. A zero is re
served. 

Minimum power up time control. This 
bit is active only if AUTO PD bit is en
abled. Setting this bit to a 0, assigns a 
10 ms minimum power up time and 
setting this bit to a 1, assigns a 0.5s 
minimum power up time. 

Multi-track selector. When set, this 
flag selects the multi-track operating 
mode. In this mode, the 82078 treats 
a complete cylinder, under head 0 and 
1, as a single track. The 82078 oper
ates as if this expanded track started 
at the first sector under head 0 and 
ended at the last sector under head .1. 
With this flag set, a multitrack read or 
write operation will automatically con
tinue to the first sector under head 1 
when the 82078 finishes operating on 
the last sector under head O. 

Sector. size code. This specifies the 
number of bytes in a sector. If this pa
rameter is "00", then the sector size 
is 128 bytes. The number of bytes 
transferred is determined by the DTL 
parameter. Otherwise the sector size 
is (2 raised to the "N'th" power) times 
128. All values up to "07" hex are al
lowable. "07"h would equal a sector 
size of 16K. It is the users responsibili
ty to not select combinations that are 
not .possible with the drive. 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 

01 256 bytes 

02 512 bytes 

03 1024 

. . .. . 
07 16 Kbytes 

New cylinder number. The desired cyl
inder number. 

intel® 
ND Non-DMA mode flag. When set to 1, 

indicates that the 82078 is to operate 
in the non-DMA mode. In this mode, 
the host is interrupted for each data 
transfer. When set to 0, the 82078 op
erates in DMA mode, interfacing to a 
DMA controller by means of the DRO 
and DACK # signals. 

NRP No Results phase. When this bit is set 
high the result phase is skipped. 
When this bit is low the result phase 
will be generated. 

OW The bits denoted DO, D1, D2, and D3 
of the PERPENDICULAR MODE com
mand can only be overwritten when 
the OW bit is set to "1". 

PCN Present cylinder number. The current 
position of the head at the completion 
of SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 
command. 

PC2, PC1, Precompensation values from the 
PCODSR register. 

. PDOSC When this bit is set, tHe internal oscil
lator is turned off. 

PTS Precompensation table select. This bit 
selects whether to enable the pre
compensation value programmed in 
the DSR or not. In the default state, 
the value programmed in DSR will be 
used. . 

PTS = 0 DSR programmed precom
pensation delays 

PTS = 1 No precompensation delay 
is selected for the corre
sponding drive. 

POLL Polling disable. When set, the internal 
polling routine is disabled. When 
clear, polling is enabled. 

PRETRK Precompensation start track number. 
Programmable from track 00 to FFH. 

R Sector address. The sector number to 
be read or written. In mUlti-sector 
transfers, this parameter specifies the 
sector number of the first sector to be 
read or written. 

RCN Relativ~ cylinder number. Relative cyl
inder offset from present cylinder as 
used by the RELATIVE SEEK com
mand . 

SC Number of sectors. The number of 
sectors to be initialized by the FOR
MAT command. The number of 
sectors to be verified during a Verify 
Command, when EC is set. 
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SK skip flag. When set to 1, sectors con
taining a deleted data address mark 
will automatically be skipped during 
the execution of READ DATA. If 
READ DELETED is executed, only 
sectors with a deleted address mark 
will be accessed. When set to "0", the 
sector is read or written the same as 
the read and write commands. 

SRT Step rate interval. The time interval 
between step pulses issued by the 
82078. Programmable from 0.5 ms to 
8 ms, ,in increments of 0.5 ms at the 1 
Mbit data rate. Refer to the SPECIFY 
command for actual delays. 

STO-3 Status registers 0-3. Registers within 
the 82078 that, store status informa
tion after a command has been exe
cuted. This status information is avail
able to the host during the result 
phase after command execution. 

STEPPING These bits identify the stepping of the 
82078. 

WGATE Write gate alters timing of WE, to al
low for pre-erase loads in perpendicu-
lar drives. -

6.1 Data Transfer Commands 

All of the READ DATA, WRITE DATA and VERIFY 
type commands use the same, parameter bytes and 
return the same results information. The only differ
ence being the coding of bits 0-4 in the first byte. 

An implied Seek will be executed if the feature was 
enabled by the CONFIGURE command. This seek is 
completely transparent to the user. The Drive Busy 
bit for the drive will go active in the Main Status Reg
ister during the seek portion of the command. If the 
seek portion fails, it will be reflected in the results 
status normally returned for a READ/WRITE DATA 
command., Status Register 0 (STO) would contain 
the error code and C would contain the cylinder on 
which the !leek failed. 

6.1.1 READ DATA 

A set of nine (9) bytes is required to place the 82078 
into the Read Data Mode. After the READ DATA 
command has been issued, the 82078 loads the 
head (if it is in the unloaded state), waits the speci
fied ~ead settling time (defined in the SPECIFY com
mand), and begins reading ID Address Marks and ID 
fields. When the sector address read off the diskette 
matches with the sector add~ess' specified in the 
command,' the 82078 reads the sector's data field 
and transfers the data to the FIFO. 

I 
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After completion of the read operation from the cur
rent sector, the sector address is incremented by 
one, and the data from the next logical sector is read 
and output via the FIFO. This continuous read func
tion is called "Multi-Sector Read Operation". Upon 
receipt of TC, or an implied TC (FIFO overrun/un
derrun), the 82078 stops sending data, but will con
tinue to read data from the current sector, check the 
CRC bytes, and at the end of the sector terminate 
the READ DATA Command. 

N determines the number of bytes per sector (see 
Table 6-2). If N is set to zero, the sector size is set to 
128. The DTL value determines the number of bytes 
to be transferred. If DTL is less than 128, the 82078 
transfers the specified number of bytes to the host. 
For reads, it continues to read the entire 128 byte 
sector and checks for CRC errors. For writes it com
pletes the 128 byte sector by filling in zeroes. If N is 
not set to 00 Hex, DTL should be set to FF Hex, and 
has no impact on the number of bytes transferred. 

Table 6·2. Sector Sizes 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 

01 256 bytes 

02 512 bytes 

03 1024 bytes 

- -
07 16 Kbytes 

The amount of data which can be handled with a 
single command to the 82078 depends upon MT 
(multi-track) and N (Number of bytes/sector). 

Table 6-3. Effects of MT and N Bits 

MT N 
Max. Transfer Final Sector Read 

Capacity from Disk 

0 1 256 ,x 26 = 6656 26 at side 0 or 1 

1 1 256 x 52 = 13312 26 at side 1 

0 2 512X 15 = 7680 15atsideOor1 

1 2 512 x 30 = 15360 15 at side 1 

0 3 1024 x 8 = 8192 8 at side 00r1 

1 3 1024 x 16 = 16384 16 at side 1 , 

The Multi-Track function (MT) allows the 82078 to 
read data from both sides of the diskette. For a par
ticular cylinder, data will fie transferred starting at 
Sector 1, Side 0 and completing at the last sector of 
the same track at Side 1. 
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If the host terminates a read or write operation- in the 
82078, then the 10 information in the result phase is 
dependent upon the state of the MT bit and EOT 
byte. Refer to Table 6-6. The termination must be 
normal. 

At the completion of the READ DATA Command, 
the head is not unloaded until after the Head Unload 
Time Interval (specified in the SPECIFY command) 
has elapsed. If the host issues another command 
before the head unloads then the head settling time 
may be saved between subsequent reads. 

If the 82078 detects a pulse on the INDX# pin twice 
without finding the specified sector (meaning that 
the diskette's index hole passes through index de
tect logic in the drive twice), the 82078 sets thelC 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi
nation), and sets _the NO bit in Status Register 1 to 
"1" indicating a sector not found, and terminates the 
READ DATA Command. 

After reading the 10 and Data Fields in each sector, 
the 82078 checks the CRC bytes. If a CRC error 
OCcurs in the 10 or data field, the 82078 sets the IC' 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi
nation), sets the DE bit .flag in Status Register 1 to 
"1", sets the DO bit in Status Register 2 to "1" if 
CRC is incorrect in the 10 field, and terminates the 
'READ DATA Command. 

Table 6-4 below describes the affect of the SK bit on 
the READ DATA command execution and results. 

Table 6-4. Skip Bit vs READ DATA Command 

SK. Data Address Results 

Bit Mark Type Sector CM Bit of Description 
Value Encountered Read? ST2Set? of Results 

0 NormaJ Data Ves No Normal 
Termination. 

0 Deleted Data Ves Ves Address Not 
Incremented. 
Next Sector 
Not Searched 
For. 

.1 Normal Data Ves No Normal 
Termination. 

1 Deleted Data : No Ves Normal 
Termination 

. SeCtor Not 
Read 
("Skipped"). 
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infel~ 
Except where noted in Table 6-4, the C or R value of 
the sector address is automatically incremented 
(see Table 6-6). 

6.1.2 READ DELETED DATA 

This command is the same as the READ DATA com
mand, only it operates on sectors that contain a De
leted Data Address Mark at, the beginning of a Data 
Field. 

Table 6-5 describes the ·affect of the SK bit'on t",e 
READ DELETED DATA pommand execution and re
sults. 

SK 
Bit 

Value 

0 

0 

1 

1 

Table 6-5. Skip Bit va READ 
DELETED DATA Command 

Data Address Results 

Mark Type Sector CMBltof Description 
Encountered Read? ST2Set? of Results 

Normal Data Ves Ves Normal 
Termination. 

Deleted Data Yes No Address Not 
Incremented. 
Next Sector 
Not Se8(Ched 
For. 

Normal Data No Ves Normal 
Termination 
Sector Not 
Read 
("Skipped"). 

Deleted Data Ves No Normal 
Termination. 

Except where noted in Table 6-5 above, the C or R 
value of the sector address is automatically incre
mented (see Table 6-6). 

6.1.3 READ TRACK 

This command is similar to the READ DATA com" 
mand except that the entire data field is read contin
uously from'each of the sectors of a track. Immedi
ately after encountering a pulse on the INDX # pin, 
the 82078 starts to read. all data fields on the track 
as continuous blacks of data without regard to logi
cal sector numbers. If the 82078 finds an error in the 
10 or DATA CRC check bytes, i( continues to read 
data from the track and sets the appropriate error 
bits at the end of the' command. The 82078 Com
pares the 10 information read from each sector with 
the specified value in the command, and sets the 
NO flag of Status Register 1 to a "1" if there is no 
comparison, 
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Multi-track or skip operations are not allowed with 
this command. The MT and SK bits (Bits D7 and D5 
of the first command byte respectively) should al
ways be set to "0". 

This command terminates when the EOT specified 
number of sectors have been read. If the 82078 
does not find an ID Address Mark on the diskette 
after the second occurrence of a pulse on the 
INDX# pin, then it sets the IC code in Status Regis
ter 0 to "01" (Abnormal termination), sets the MA bit 
in Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates the com
mand. 

Table 6-6. Result Phase Table 

Final Se,ctor ID Information 
MT Head Transferred at Result Phase 

to Host C H R N 

0 0 Less than EOT NC NC R+1 NC 

Equal to EOT C+1 NC 01 NC 

1 Less than EOT NC NC R+1 NC 

Equ~lto EOT C+1 NC 01 NC 

1 0 Less than EOT \ NC NC R+1 NC 

EqualtoEOT NC LSB 01 NC 

1 Less than EOT NC NC R+1 NC 

Equal to EOT C+1 LSB 01 NC 

NOTES: 
NC: No Change, the same value as the one at the begin
,ning of command execution. 
LSB: Least Significant Bit, the LSB of H is complemented. 

6.1 .. 4 WRITE DATA 

After the WRITE DATA command has been issued, 
the 82078 loads the head (if it is in .the unloaded 
state), waits the specified head load time if unloaded 
(defined in the SPECIFY command), and begins 
reading ID' Fields. When the sector address read 
from the diskette matches the sector address speci
fied in the command, the 82078 reads the data from 
the host via the FIFO, and III(rites it to the sector's 
data field. . 

After ,writing data into the ,current sector, the 82078 
computes the CRC value and writes it into the CRC 
field at the end of the sector transfer. The Sector 
Number stored in "R" is incremented by One, and 
the 82078 continues writing to the next data field. 
The 82078 continues this "Multi-Sector Write Opera
tion". Upon, receipt of a terminal count signal or if a 
FIFO over/under run occurs while a data field is be
ing written, then the remainder of the data field is 
filled with zeros. 
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The 82078 reads the ID field of each sector and 
checks the CRC bytes. If it detects a CRC error in 
one of the ID Fields, it sets the IC code in Status 
Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termination), sets the 
DE bit of Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates 
the WRITE DATA command: 

The WRITE QATA command operates in much the 
same manner as the READ DATA command. The 
following items are the same. Please refer to the 
READ DATA Command for details: 

• Transfer Capacity 

• EN (End of Cylinder) bit 

• ND (No Dat~) bit 
• Head Load, Unload Time Interval 
• ID information when the host terminates the com-

mand. . 

• Definition of DTL when N = 0 and when N does 
not = O. 

6.1.5 WRITE DELETED DATA 

This command is almost the same as the WRITE 
DATA command except that a Deleted Data Ad
dress Mark is written at the beginning of the Data 
Field instead of the normal Data Address Mark. This 
command is typically used to mark a. bad sector con
taining an error on the floppy disk. 

6.1.6 VERIFY 

The VERIFY command is used to verify ,the data 
stored on a disk. This command acts exactly like a 
READ DATA command except that no data is trans
ferred to the host. Data is read from the disk, CRC 
computed and checked against the previously 
stored value. 

'Because no data is transferred to the host, TC 
(pin-25) cannot be used to terminate this command. 
By setting the .EC bit to "1" an implicit TC will be 
issued to the 82078. This implicit TC will occur when 
the SC value has decrement to 0 (an SC value of 0 
will verify 256 sactors).ihis command can also be 
terminated by setting the EC bit to "0" and the EOT 
value equal to the final sector to be checked. If ,EC is 
set to "0" DTL/SC should be programmed to OFFH. 
Refer to Table 6-6 and Table 6-7 for information 
concerning the values of MT and EC versus SC and 
EOT value. 

, Definitions: 

# Sectors Per Side = Number of formatted sectors 
per each side of the disk. ' 

# Sectors Remaining. = . Number of formatted sec~ 
tors left which can be read, including side 1 of the 
disk if MT is set to "1 ". 
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Table 6-7. Verify Command Result Phase Table 

MT EC SC/EOT Value Termination Result 

0' 0 SC = OTL Successful Termination 
EOT s;' # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Valid 

0 0 SC = OTL Unsuccessful Termination 
EOT > # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Invalid 

0 1 SC S; # Sectors Remaining Successful Termination 
AND Result Phase Valid 

EqT S; # Sectors Per Side 

0 1 SC > # Sectors Remaining Unsuccessful Termination 
OR Result Phase Invalid 

EOT > # Sectors Per Side 

1 0 SC = OTL ( , Successful Termination 
EOT S; # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Valid 

, 
1 0 SC = OTL Unsuccessful Termination 

EOT > # Sectors Per Side ' Result Phase Invalid 

1 1 SC S;, # Sectors Remaining Successful Termination 
AND Result Phase Valid 

EOT S; # Sectors Per Side 

1 1 SC >' # Sectors Remaining Unsuccessful Termination 
OR Result Phase Invalid 

EOT > # Sectors Per Side '\. 

NOTE: 
If MT is set to "1" and the SC value is greater than the number of remaining formatted sectors on Side 0, verifying will 
continue on Side 1 of the disk. 

6.1.7 FORMAT TRACK 

The FORMAT command allows an entire track to be 
formatted. After a pulse from' the INO~# pin is de
tected, the 82078 starts writing data on the disk in
cluding Gaps, Address Marks, 10 Fields and Data 
Fields, per the IBM System 34 (MFM). The particular 
values that will be written to the gap and data field' 
are controlled by the values programmed into N, SC, 
GPL, and 0 which are specified by the host during 
the command phase. The dalafield of the sector is 
filled with the data byte specified by O. The 10 Field 
for each sector is supplied by the hOllt; that is, four 
data bytes per sector are needed by the 82078 for 
C, H, R, and. N (cylinder, head, sector number and 
sector size respectively). 

After formatting each sector,' the host must send 
new yalues for C, H, Rand N to the 82078 for the 

, next sector on the track. The R value (sector num
ber) is the only value that must be changed by the 
host after each sector is formatted. This allows the 
disk to be formatted with nonsequential sector ad
dresses (interleaving). This incrementing and for
matting, continues for the whole track until the 82078 
encounters a pulse on the INDX# pin again and it 
terminates the comma,nd. ' 
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Table 6-8 contains typical values for ~ap fields which 
,are dependent upon the size of the sector and the 
number of sectors on each track. Actual values can 
vary due to drive electronics. 

Table 6-8. Typical PC-AT Values for Formatting 

Drive 
MEDIA 

Sector 
N SC GPL1 GPL2 

Form Size 

5.25" 1.2M 512 02 OF 2A 50 
360K 512 02 09 2A 50 

3.5" 2.88M 512 02 24 38 53 
1.44M 512 02 18 18 54 
720K, 512 02 09 1B 54 

NOTE: 
All values except Sector Size' are in Hex. 

Gap3 is programmable, during reads, writes, and for
mats. 

GPL 1 ;= suggested Gap3 values in read and write 
commands to avoid splice point between data field 
and 10 field of comiguous sections. 

GP,L2 = ,suggested G/ip3value in FORMAT TRACK 
command. ' 
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6.1.7.1 Format Fields 

Table 6-9. System 34 Format Double Density 

GAP 
SYNC lAM GAP1 SYNC IDAM C S 

DATA 

4a H N 
C GAP2 SYNC AM C 

GAP 
80x 

12x 50x 12x Y 
D 

E 
0 

R 22x 12x DATA R GAP3 
00 3x 1 FC 4E 00 3x 1 FE L C C 4E 00 3x 1 FB C 

4b 
4E C2 A1 A1 F8 

Table 6-10. ISO Format 

GAP1 SYNC IDAM C 
DATA 

H 
S 

N 
C GAP2 SYNC AM C 

GAP 
32x 12x Y 

D 
E 

0 
R 22x 12x DATA R GAP3 

4E 00 3x 1 FE L C C 4E 00 3x I FB C 
4b 

A1 A1 F8 

Table 6-11. Perpendicular Format 

GAP 
SYNC lAM GAP1 IDAM SYNC C 

4a H 
80x 

12x 50x 12x Y 
D 

00 3Xl FC 4E 00 3x 1 FE L 
4E C2 A1 

6.2 Scan Commands 

The SCAN Commands allow data which is being 
read from the diskette to be compared against data 
which is being supplied from the main system (Proc
essor in NON-DMA mode, and DMA Controller in 
DMA mode). The FDC compares the data on a byte
by-byte basis, and looks for a sector of data which 
meets the conditions of DFDD = Dprocessor, DFDD ~ 
Dprocessor, or DFDD 2 Dprocessor. Ones comple-

S 
E 
C 

DATA 
C GAP2 SYNC C 

N AM GAP 
0 

R 41x 12x DATA R GAP3 
C 4E 00 3x I FB C 

4b 

A1 F8 

ment arithmetic is used for comparison (FF = larg
est number, 00 = smallest number). After a whole 
sector of data is compared, if the conditions are not 
met, the sector number is incremented (R + 
STP ..... R), and the scan operation is continued. 
The scan operation continues until one of the follow
ing conditions occur, the conditions for scan are met 
(equal, low, or high), the last sector on the track is 
reached (EOT), or the· terminal count signal is re
ceived. 

Table 6-12. Scan Status Codes 

Command 
Status Register 2 

Comments 
Bit 2 = SN Bit 3 = SH 

Scan Equal 
0 1 DFDD = DProcessor 
1 0 DFDD '* Dprocessor 

0 1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
Scan Low or Equal 0 0 DFDD < Dprocessor 

1 0 DFDD » Dprocessor 

0 1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
Scan High or Equal 0 0 DFDD > Dprocessor 

1 0 DFDD 4: DProceeeor 
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If the conditions for scan are met then the FDC sets 
the SH (Scan Hit) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 
(high), and terminates the Scan Command, If the 
conditions for scan are not met between the starting 
sector (as specified by R) and the last sector on the 
cylinder (EaT), then the FDC sets the SN (Scan Not 
Satisfied) flag of Status Register 2 toa 1 (high), and 
terminates the Scan Command. The receipt of a 
TERMINAL COUNT signal from the Processor or 
DMA Controller during the scan operation will cause 
the FDC to complete the comparison of the particu
lar byte which is in process, and then to terminate 
the command. Table 6-12 shows the status of bits 
SH and SN under various conditions of SCAN. 

If the FDC encounters a Deleted Data Address Mark 
on one of the sectors (and SK = 0), then it regards 
the sector as the last sector on the cylinder, sets CM 
(Control Mark) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 (high) 
and terminates the command. If SK = 1, the FDC 
skips the sector with the Deleted Address Mark, and 
reads the next sector. In the second case (SK = 1), 
the FDCsets the CM (Control Mark) flag of Status 
Register 2 to a 1 (high) in order to show that a Delet
ed Sector had been encountered. 

When either the STP (contiguous sectorsSTP = 01, 
or alternate sectors· STP = 02 sectors are read) or 
the MT (Multi-Track) are programmed, it is neces
sary to remember that the last sector on the track 
must be read. For example, if STP = 02, MT = 0, 
the sectors are numbered sequentially 1 through 26, 
and we start the Scan Command at sector 21; the 
following will happen. Sectors 21, 23, and 25 will be 
read, then the next sector (26)will be skipped and 
the index Hole will be encountered before the EaT 
value of 26 can be read. This will result in an abnor
mal termination of the command. If the EaT had 
been set at 25 or the scanning started at sector 20, 
then the Scan Command would be completed in a 
normal manner. 

During the Scan Command data is supplied by either 
the processor or DMA Controller for comparison 
against the data read from the diskette. In order to 
avoid having the OR (Over Run) flag set in Status 
Register 1, it is necessary to have the data available 
in less than 13 /ks. If an Overrun occurs the FDC 
terminates the command. 

6.3 Control Commands 

Control commands differ from the other commands 
in that no data transfer takes place. Three com
mands generate an interrupt when complete; READ 
ID, RECALIBRATEand SEEK. The other control 
commands do not generate an interrupt. 
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6.3.1 READ 10 

The READ ID command isused to find the present 
position of the recording heads. The 82078 stores 
the values from the first ID Field it is able to read into 
its registers. If the 82078 does not find an ID Ad
dress Mark on the diskette after the second occur
rence of a pulse on the INDX# pin, it then sets the 
IC code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal ter
mination), sets the MA bit in Status Register 1 to 
"1 ", and terminates the .command. 

The following commands will generate an interrupt 
upon completion. They do not return any result 
bytes. It is highly recommended that control com' 
mands be followed by the SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS command. Otherwise, valuable interrupt 
status information will be lost. 

6.3.2 RECALIBRATE 

This command causes the read/write head within 
the 82078 to retract to the track 0 position. The 
82078 clears the contents of the PCN counter, and 
checks the status of the TRKO pin from the FDD. As 
long as the TRKO pin is low, the DIR pin remains 0 
and step pulses are issued. When the TRKO pin 
goes high, the SE bit in Status Register 0 is set to 
"1 ", and the command is terminated. If the TRKO pin 
is still low after 79 step pulses the command is ter
minated. Disks capable of handling more than 80 
tracks per side may require more than one RECALI
BRATE command to return the head back to physi
cal Track O. 

The RECALIBRATE command does not have a re
sult phase. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command 
must be issued after the RECALIBRATE command 
to effectively terminate it and to provide verification 
of the head position (PCN). During the command 
phase of the recalibrate operation, the 82078 is in 
the BUSY state, but during the execution phase it is 
in a NON BUSY state. At this time another RECALI
BRATE command may be issued, and in this man
ner, parallel RECALIBRATE operations may be 
done.on up to 2 drives at once. 

Upon power up, the software must issue a RECALI
BRATE command to properly initialize all drives and 
the controller. 

6.3.3 DRIVE SPECIFICATION COMMAND 

The 82078 uses two pins, DRVDENO and DRVDEN1 
to select the density for modern drives. These sig
nals inform the drive of the type of diskette in the 
drive. The Drive Specification command specifies 
the polarity of the DRVDENO and DRVDEN1 pins. It 
also enables or disables DSR programmed precom
pensation. 
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This command removes the need for a hardware 
workaround to accommodate differing specifications 
among drives. By programming this command during 
BIOS's POST routine, the floppy disk controller will 
internally configure the correct values for DRVDENO 
and DRVDEN1 with corresponding precompensa
tion value and data rate table enabled for the partic
ular type of drive. 

This command is protected from software resets. Af
ter executing the DRIVE SPEC command, subse
quent software resets will not clear the programmed 
parameters. Only another DRIVE SPEC command or 
H/W reset can reset it to default values. The 6 LSBs 
of the last byte of this command are reserved for 
future use. 

The DRATEO and DRATE1 are. values as pro
grammed in the DSR register. The DENSEL is high 
for high data rates (1 Mbps and 500 Kbps) and low 
for low data rates (300 Kbps and 250 Kbps). 

The following. table describes the· drives that are 
supported with the DTO, DT1 bits of the Drive Speci
fication command: 

DRVDENn Polarities 

DTO DT1 
Data 

DRVDENO DRVDEN1 
Rate 

O' O' 1 Mbps 1 1 

500 Kbps 1 0 

300 Kbps 0 1 

250 Kbps 0 0 

0 1 1 Mbps 1 1 

500 Kbps 0 0 

300 Kbps 0 1 

250 Kbps 1 0 

1 0 1 Mbps 0 1 

500 Kbps 0 0 

300 Kbps 1 1 

250 Kbps 1 0 

1 1 1 Mbps 1 1 

500 Kbps 0 0 

300 Kbps 1 0 

250 Kbps 0 1 

NOTE: 
(*) Denotes the default setting. 
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6.3.4 SEEK 

The read/write head within the drive is moved from 
track to track under the control of the SEEK com
mand. The 82078 compares the PCN which is the 
current head position with the NCN and performs 
the following operation if there is a difference: 

PCN < NCN: Direction signal to drive set to "1" 
(step in), and issues step pulses. 

PCN > NCN: Direction signal to drive set to "0" 
(step out), and issues $tep pulses. 

The rate at which step pulses are issued is con
trolled by SRT (Stepping Rate Time) in the SPECIFY 
command. After each step pulse is issued, NCN is 
compared against PCN, and when NCN = PCN, 
then the SE bit in Status Register 0 is setto "1 ", and 
the command is terminated. 

During the command phase of the seek or recali
brate operation, the 82078 is in the BUSY state, but 
during the execution phase it is in the NON BUSY 
state. 

Note that if implied seek is not enabled, the read and 
write commands should be preceded by: 

1. SEEK command; Step to the Ploper track 

2. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command; Termi
nate the Seek command 

3. READ ID. Verify head is on proper track 

4. Issue READ/WRITE command. 

The SEEK command does not have a result phase. 
Therefore, it is highly recommended that the SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS command be issued after the 
SEEK command to terminate it and to provide verifi
cation of the head position (PCN). The H bit (Head 
Address) in STO will always return a "0". When exit
ing DSR POWER DOWN mode, the 82078 clears the 
PCN value and the status information to zero. Prior 
to issuing the DSR POWER DOWN command, it is 
highly recommended that the user service all pend
ing interrupts through the SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS command. 

6.3.5 SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

An interrupt signal on INT pin is generated by the 
82078 for one of the following reasons: 

1. Upon entering the Result Phase of: 

a. REAP DATA Command 

b. READ TRACK Command 

c. READ ID Command 

d. READ DELETED DATA Command 

e. WRITE DATA Command 
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1. FORMAT TRACK Command 

g. WRITE DELETED DATA Command 

h. VERIFY Command 

2 .. End of SEEK, RELATIVE SEEK or RECALI
BRATE Command 

3. 82078 requires a data transfer during theexecu
tion phase in the non-DMA Mode 

The SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command resets 
the interrupt signal and via thelC code and SE bit of 
Status Register 0, identifies the cause of the inter
rupt. If a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command is 
issued when no active interrupt condition is present, 
the status register STO will return a· value of 80H 
(invalid command). 

Table 6-13. Interrupt Indentification 

SE IC Interrupt Due To 

0 11 Polling 

1 00 Normal Termination of SEEK or 
RECALIBRATE command 

1 01 Abnormal Termination of SEEK or 
RECALIBRATE command 

The SEEK, RELATIVE SEEK and the RECALI
BRATE commands have no result phase. SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS command must be issuedim
mediately after these commands to terminate them 
and to provide verification of the head position 
(PCN). The H (Head Address) bit in STO will always 
return a "0". If a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS is 
not issued, the drive, will continue to be BUSY and 
may effect the operation of the next command. 

6.3.6 SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS obtains drive status infor
matiOn. It has no execution phase and goes directly 
to the result phase from the command phase. 
STATUS REGISTER 3 contains the drive status in
formation. 

6.3.7 SPECIFY 

The SPECIFY command sets the initial values for 
each of the three internal timers. The HUT (Head 
Unload Time) defines the time from the end of the 
execution phase of one of the read/write commands 
to the head unload state. The SRT (Step Rate Time) 
defines the time interval between adjacent step 
pulses. Note that the spacing between the first and 
second step pulses may be shorter than the remain
ing step pulses. The HL r (Head Load time) defines 
the time between the command phase to the execu
tionphase of a read/write data command. The Head 
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Unload Time (HUT) timer starts at the end of the 
execution phase to the beginning of the result phase 
of a read/write command. The values change with 
the data rate speed selection and are documented 
in Table 6-14. . 

Table 6-14. Drive Control Delays (ms) 

HUT SRT 

1M SOOK 300K 2S0K 1 M SOOK 300K 2S0K 

0 128 256 426 512 8.0 16 26.7 32 
1 8 16 26.7 32 7.5 15 25 30 
- - ,- - - - - - -
A 80 160 267 320 3.0 6.0 10.2 12 
B 88 176 294 352 2.5 5.0 8.35 10 
C 96 192 320 384 2.0 4.0 6.68 8 
D 104 208 346 416 1.5 3.0 5.01 6 
E 112 224 373 448 1.0 2.0 3.33 4 
F 120 240 400 480 0.5 1.0 1.67 2 

Table 6-1S. Head Load Time (ms) 

HLT 

1M SOOK 300K 2S0K 

00 128 256 426 512 
01 1 2 3.3 4 
02 2 4 6.7 8 
- - - - -
7E 126 252 420 504 
7F 127 254 423 508 

The choice of DMA or NON-DMA operations is 
made by the ND bit. When this bit is "1", the NON
DMA mode is selected, and when ND is "0", the 
DMA mode is selected. In DMA mode, data transferS 
are signalled by the DRO pin. Non-DMA mode uses 
the ROM bit and the INT pin to signal data transfers. 

6.3.8 CONFIGURE 

Issue the. configu(e command to enable features like 
the programmable FIFO and set the beginning track 
for pre-compensation. A CONFIGURE command 
need not be issued if the default values of the 82078 
meet the system requirements. 

CONFIGURE. DEFAULT VALUES: 

EIS No Implied Seeks 

EFIFO FIFO Disabled 

POLL Polling Enabled 

FIFOTHR FIFO Threshold Set to 1 Byte 

PRETRK Pre-Compensation Set to Track 0 

EIS-Enable Implied Seek. When set to "1", the 
82078 will perform a SEEK operation before execut- . 
ing a read or write command. Defaults to no implied 
seek. 
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EFIFO-A "1" puts the FIFO into the 8272A com
patible mode where the FIFO is disabled. This 
means data transfers are asked for on a byte by byte 
basis. Defaults to "1", FIFO disabled. The threshold 
defaults to one. 

POLL-Disable polling of the drives. Defaults to "0", 
polling enabled. When enabled, a single interrupt is 
generated after a RESET. No polling is performed 
while the drive head is loaded and the head unload 
delay has not expired. 

FIFOTHR-The FIFO threshold in the execution 
phase of read or write commands. This is program
mable from 1 to 16 bytes. Defaults to one byte. A 
"00" selects one byte, "OF" selects 16 bytes. 

PRETRK-Pre-compensation start track number. 
Programmable from track 0 to 255. Defaults to track 
O. A "00" selects track 0, "FF" selects 255. 

6.3.9 VERSION 

The VERSION command checks to see if the con
troller is an enhanced type (82077, 82077AA, 
82077SL) or the older type (8272A1765A). A value 
of 9QH is returned as the result byte, defining an 
enhanced FDD controller is in use. No interrupts are 
generated. Refer to the Part ID command for more 
identification information on the 82078. 

6.3.10 RELATIVE SEEK 

The command is coded the same as for SEEK, ex
cept for the MSB of the first byte and the DIR bit. 

DIR Head Step Direction Control 

DIR Action 

0 Step Head Out 

1 Step Head In 

RCN Relative Cylinder Number that determines 
how many tracks to step the head in or out 
from the current track number. 

The RELATIVE SEEK command differs from the 
SEEK command in that it steps the head the abso
lute number of tracks specified in the command in
stead of making a comparison against an internal 
register. The SEEK command is good for drives that 
support a maximum of 256 tracks. RELATIVE 
SEEKs cannot be overlapped with other RELATIVE 
SEEKs. Only one RELATIVE SEEK can be active at 
a time. Bit 4 of Status Register 0 (EC) will be set if 
RELATIVE SEEK attempts to step outward beyond 
Track O. 
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As an example, assume that a floppy drive has 300 
useable tracks and that the host needs to read track 
300 and the head is on any track (0-255). If a 
SEEK command was issued, the head would stop at 
track 255. If a RELATIVE SEEK command was is
sued, the 82078 would move the head the specified 
number of tracks, regardless of the internal cylinder 
position register (but would increment the register). If 
the head had been on track 40 (D), the maximum 
track that the 82078 could position the head on us
ing RELATIVE SEEK, would be 296 (D), the initial 
track, + 256 (D). The maximum count that the head 
can be moved with a single RELATIVE SEEK com
mand is 256 (D). 

The internal register, PCN, would overflow as the 
cylinder number crossed track 255 and would con
tain 40 (D). The resulting PCN value is thus (NCN + 
PCN) mod 256. Functionally, the 82078 starts count
ing from 0 again as the track number goes above 
255(D). It is the users responsibility to compensate 
82078 functions (precompensation track number) 
when accessing tracks greater than 255. The 82078 
does not keep track that it is working in an "extend
ed track area" (greater than 255). Any command is
sued would use the current PCN value except for the 
RECALIBRATE command which only looks for the 
TRACKO'signal. RECALIBRATE would return an er
ror if the head was farther than 79 due to its limita
tion of issuing a maximum 80 step pulses. The user 
simply needs to issue a second RECALIBRATE 
command. The SEEK command and implied seeks 
will function correctly within the 44 (D) track (299-
255) area of the "extended track area". It is the us
ers responsibility not to issue a new track position 
that would exceed the maximum track that is pres
ent in the extended area. 

To return to the standard floppy range (0-255) of 
tracks, a RELATIVE SEEK would be issued to cross 
the track 255 boundary. 

A RELATIVE SEEK can be used instead of the nor
mal SEEK but the host is required to calculate the 
difference between the current head location and 
the new (target) head location. This may require the 
host to issue a READ ID command to ensure that 
the head is physically on the track that software as
sumes it to be. Different 82078 commands will return 
different cylinder results which may be difficult to 
keep track of with software without the READ ID 
command. 
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6.3.11 DUMPREG 

The DUMPREG command is designed to support 
system run·time diagnostics and application soft
ware development and debug. The command re
turns pertinent information regarding the internal 
status of the 82078. This can be used to verify the 
values initialized in the 82078. 

6.3.12 PERPENDICULAR MODE COMMAND 

Note, perpendicular mode functionality is not avail
able on the 82078-5. 

6.3.12.1 About Perpendicular Recording Mode 

An added capability of the 82078 is the ability to 
interface directly to perpendicular recording floppy 
drives. Perpendicular recording differs from the tradi
tional longitudinal method by orienting the magnetic 
bits vertically. This scheme packs in more data bits 
for the same area. 

6.3.12.2 The Perpendicular Mode Command 

The PERPENDICULAR MODE command allows the 
system designers to designate specific drives as 
Perpendicular recording drives. Data transfers' be
tween Conventional and Perpendicular drives are al
lowed without having to issue PERPENDICULAR 
MODE commands between the accesses of the two 
different drives, nor having to change write pre-com
pensation values. 

With this command, the length of the Gap2 field and 
VCO enable timing can be altered to accommodate 
the unique requirements of these drives. Table 6-16 
describes the effects of the WGATE and GAP bits 
for the PERPENDICULAR MODE command. 

When both GAP and WGA TE equal "0" the PER-
, PENDICULAR MODE command will have the follow

ing effect on the 82078-1) if any of the new bits DO, 
01, 02, and 03 are programmed to "1" the corre
sponding drive will' automatically be programmed for 
Perpendicular mode (ie: GAP2 being written during a 
write operation, the programmed Data Rate will de
termine the length of GAP2.), and data will be written 
with 0 ns write pre-compensation. 2) Any of the new 
bits (00-01) that are programmed for "0", the des
ignated drive,will be programmed for Conventional 
Mode and data will be written with the currently pro
grammed write pre-compensation value. 3) Bits DO 
and 01 can only be over written when the OW bit is 
written as a "1". The status of these bits can be 
determined by interpreting the eighth result byte of 
the DUMPREG command. 

NOTE: , 
If either the GAP or WGATE bit is a "1", then bits 
00-01 are ignored. 

"Software" and "Hardware" RESET will have the 
following effects on the enhanced PERPENDICU
LAR MODE command: 

1. "Software" RESETs (Reset via DOR or DSR reg
isters) will only clear GAP and WGATE bits to 
"0", 01 and DO will retain their previously pro
grammed values. 

2. "Hardware" RESETs (Reset via pin-32) will clear 
all bits (GAP, WGATE, DO and 01) to "0" (All 
Drives Con,ventional Mode). 

Table 6-16. Effects of WGATE and GAP Bits 

VCOLow Length of Portion of Gap2 Gap2 VCO Low 
GAP WGATE MODE Time after Gap2Format Written by Write Time for 

Index Pulse Field Data Operation Read Operations 

0 0 Conventional Mode 33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 
0 1 Perpendicular Mode 33 Bytes 22 Bytes 19 Bytes 24 Bytes 

(500 Kbps Data Rate) 
1 0 Reserved 33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 

(Conventional) 
1 1 Perpendicular Mode 18 Bytes 41 Bytes 38 Bytes 43 Bytes 

" (1 Mbps Data Rate) 

NOTE: 
When either GAP or WGATE bit i:;; set, the current value of precompensation in the DSR is,used. 
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6.3.13 POWERDOWN MODE COMMAND 

The ROWERDOWN MODE command allows the au
tomatic power management and enables the en
hanced registers (EREG EN) of the 82078. The use 
of the command can extend the battery life in porta
ble PC applications. To enable auto powerdown the 
command may be issued during the BIOS power on 
self test (POST). 

This command includes .theability to configure the 
82078 into the enhanced mode extending the SRB 
and TOR registers. These extended registers ac
commodate bits, that give more information about 
floppy drive interface, allow for boot drive selection, 
and identify the values of the PO and IDLE status. 

As soon as the command is enabled, a 10 ms or a 
0.5s minimum power up timer is initiated depending 
on Whether the MIN DL Y bit is set to 0 or 1. This 
timer is one of the required conditions that has to be 
satisfied before the part will enter auto powerdown. 
Any software reset will reinitialize the timer. The tim
er countdown is also extended by up to 10 ms if the 
data rate is changed during the timer's countdown. 
Without this timer 82078 would have been put to 
sleep immediately after 82078 is idle. The minimum 
delay gives software a chance to interact with 82078 
without incurring an additional overhead due to re~ 
covery time. 

The command also allows the output pins of floppy 
disk drive interface to be tri-stated or left unaltered 
during auto powerdown. This is done by the FDI TRI 
bit. In the default condition (FDI TRI = 0) the output 
pins of the floppy disk drive are tri-stated. Setting 
this bit leaves the interface unchanged from the nor
mal state. 

The results phase returns the values programmed 
for MIN DL Y, FDI TRI and AUTO. PD. The auto pow
erdown mode is disabled by a hardware reset. Soft
ware results have no effect on the POWERDOWN 
MODE command parameters. 

6.3.14 PART. ID COMMAND 

This command can be used to identify the floppy 
disk controller as an enhanced controller. The first 
stepping of thE! 82078 (all 44 pin versions) will yield 
Ox41 in the result phase of this command. Any future 
enhancements on these par:ts will be denoted by the 
5 LSBs (Ox01 to Ox1 F). 
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6.3.15 OPTION COMMAND 

The standard IBM format includes an index address 
field conSisting of 80 bytes of GAP4a, 12 bytes of 
the sync field, four bytes. identifying the lAM and 
50 bytes of GAP1. Under the ·ISO format, most of 
this preamble is not used. The ISO format allows 
only 32 bytes of GAP1 after the index mark. The ISO 
bit in this command allows the 82078 to configure 
the data transfer commands to recognize this for
mat. ·The MSBs in this command are reserved for 
any other enhancements made available to the user 
in the future. 

6.3.16 SAVE COMMAND 

The first byte corresponds to the values pro
grammE!d in the DSR with the exception of CLK48. 
The DRATE1, DRATEO used here are unmapped. 
The second byte is used for configuring the bits from 
the OPTION command. All future enhancements to 
the OPTION command will be. reflected in this byte 
as well. The next nine result· bytes are explained in 
the Parameter Abbreviations section after the com
mand summary. The 13th byte is the value associat
ed with the auto powerdown command. The disk 
status is used internally by 82078. There are two 
reserved bytes at the end of this command for future 
use. 

This command is similar to the Dumpreg command 
but it additionally allows the user to read back the 
precompensation values as well as the programmed 
data rate. It also allows the user to read the values 
programmed in the auto power down command. The 
precompensation value~ will b~ returned ~s pro
grammed in the DSR register. ThiS command IS used 
in conjunction with the Restore command should 
prove very useful for SMM power management. This 
command reserves the last two bytes for future en
hancements. 

6.3.17 RESTORE COMMAND 

Using Restore with the Save command, allows the 
SMM power management to restore the 82078 to its 
original state after a system powerdown. It also 
serves as a succinct way to provide most of the ini
tialization requiremehts normally handled by the sys
tem. The sequence of initializing the 82078 after a 

. reset occurred and assuming a Save command was 
issued follows: 

• Issue the Drive Spec command (if the design uti
lizes this command) 

• Issue the Restore command (pass the 16 bytes 
retrieved previously during SAVE) 
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The Restore command will pro.gram the .data rate 
and precompensation value via the DSR. It then reo 
stores the values normally proQrammed through the 
Configure, SpeCify, and Perpendicular commands. It 
also enables the previously selected values for the 
AUTO Powerdown command. The PCN values are 
set restored to their previous values and the. user is 
responsible for issuing the seek and recalibrate 
commands to restore the head to the proper loca· 
tion. There. are some drives that do notrecalibrate in 
which case the Restore command will restore the 

,previous state completely. The PDOSC bit is retriev· 
able using the Save command, however, the system 
designer must set it correctly. The software must al· 
low at least 20j.Aos to execute the Restore comm~nd. 
When using the BOOTSEL bits in the TDR, the user 
must restore or reinitialize these bits to.their proper 
values .. 

6.3.18 FORMAT AND WRITE COMMAND 

The format and write command is capable of simul" 
taneously formatting and writing data to the diskette. 
It is essentially the same as the normal format com· 

, mand. With the exception that included in the execu· 
~ tion for each sector is not only the C, H,R, and N but 

also the data transfer of N bytes. The D value is 
ignored. This comm~nd formats the entire track. 
High speed floppy diskette duplication can be done 
fast and efficiently with this command. The user can 
format the diskette and put data on .it in a single 
pass. This is very useful for software duplication ap· 
plications by reducing the time required to format 
and copy diskettes. 
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6.3.19 LOCK 

The LOCK command is included to protect a system 
with long DMA latencies against older· application 
software packages that can disable the 82078's 
FIFO. [Note: This command should only be used by 
the system's FDC routines, and ISVs (Independent 
Software Vendors) should refrain from using it. If an 
ISV's application calls for having the 82078 FIFO 
disabled, a CONFIGURE command should be used 
to toggle the.EFIFO (Enable FIFO) bit. ISV can de· 
termine the value of the LOCK bit by interpreting the 
eighth result byte of an DUMPREG command.] 

The LOCK command defines whether EFIFO, 
FIFOTHR, and PRETRK parameters of the· CON· 
FIGURE command can be RESET by the DOR and 

, DSR registers. When the LOCK bit is set to a "1" all 
subsequent "software" RESETs by the DOR and 
DSR registers will not change the previously set pa· 
rameter values in the CONFIGURE command. When 
the LOCK bit is set to a "0", "software" RESETs the 
DOR or DSR registers will return . these parameters 
to their default values. All "hardware" Resets will set 
the LOCK bit to a "0" value, and will return EFIFO, 
FIFOTHR, and PRETRK to their' default values. A 
Status byte is returned immediately after issuing the 
command byte. This Status byte reflects Jhe value of 
the Lock bit set by the command byte. 

NOTE: 
No interrupts are generated at the end of this com· 
mand. 
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7.0 STATUS REGISTER ENCODING 

The contents of these registers are available only through a command sequence. 

7.1 Status Register 0 
Bit # Symbol Name Description 

7,6 IC Interrupt 00- Normal termination of command. The specified command was 
Code properly executed and completed without error. 

01- Abnormal termination of command. Command execution was 
started, but was not successfully completed. 

10- Invalid command. The requested command could not be 
~xecuted. 

11- Abnormal termination caused by POlling. 

5 SE Seek End The 82078 completed a SEEK or RECALIBRATE command, or a 
READ or WRITE with implied seek command. 

4 EC Equipment The TRKO pin failed to become a "1" after: 
Check 1. 80 step pulses in the RECALIBRATE command. 

2. The RELATIVE SEEK command causes the 82078 to step 
outward beyond Track O. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

2 H Head Address The current head address. 

1,0 DS1,O Drive Select The current selected drive. 

7.2 Status Register 1 
Bit # Symbol Name Description 

7 EN Enc;t of Cylinder The 82078 tried to access a sector beyond the final sector of the 
track (255D). Will be set if TC is not issued after Read or Write. 

6 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

5 DE Data Error The 82078 detected a CRC error in either the ID field or the data 
field of a sector. 

4 OR Overrun/ Becomes set if the 82078 does not receive CPU or DMA service 
Underrun within the required time interval, resulting in data overrun or 

underrun. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

2 ND No Data Anyone of the following: 
1. READ DATA, READ DELETED DATA command, the 82078 did 

not find the specified sector. 
2. READ ID command, the 82078 cannot read the ID field without 

an error. 
3. READ TRACK command, the 82078 cannot find the proper 

sector sequence. 

1 NW Not Writable WP pin became a "1" while the 82078 is executing a WRITE 
DATA, WRITE DELETED DATA, or FORMAT TRACK command. 

0 MA Missing Anyone of the following: 
Address Mark 1. The 82078 did not detect an ID address mark at the specified 

track after encountering the index pulse from the INDX# pin 
twice. I 

2. The 82078 cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted data 
address mark on the specified track. 
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7.3 Status Register 2 
Bit # Symbol Name Description 

7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

6 CM Control Mark Any of the following: 
1. READ OAT A command, the 82078 encounters a 

deleted data address mark. 
2. READ DELETED DATA command, the 82078 

encountered a data address mark. 

S DD Data Error in Data Field The 82078 detected a CRC error in the date field. 

4 WC Wrong Cylinder The track address from the sector ID field is different from 
the track address maintained inside the 82078. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

2 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

1 BC Bad Cylinder The track address from the sector 10 field is different from 
the track address maintained inside the 82078 and is equal 
to FF hex which indicates a bad track with a hard error 
according to the IBM soft-sectored format. 

0 MD Missing Data The 82078 cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted 
Address Mark data address mark. 

7.4 Status Register 3 
Bit # Symbol Name Description 

7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

6 WP Write Protected Indicates the status of the WP pin. 

S - - Unused. This bit is always "1 ". 

4 TO TRACK 0 Indicates the status of TRKO pin. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always" 1 ". 

2 HD Head Address Indicates the status of the HDSEL pin. 

1,0 DS1,0 Drive Select Indicates the status of the DS1, DSO pins. 
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8.0 COMPATIBILITY 

The 82078 was designed .with software compatibility 
in mind. Itis a fully backwards compatible solution 
with the older generation 8272A and NEC765A1B 
disk controllers. It is fully compatible with Intel's 
386/486SL Microprocessor Superset. 

8.1 Compatibility with the FIFO 

The FIFO of the 82078 is designed to be transparent 
to non-FIFO disk controller software developed on 
the older generation 8272A standard. Operation of 
the 82078 FIFO can be broken down into two tiers of 
compatibility. For first tier compatibility, the FIFO is 
left in the default disabled condition upon a "Hard
ware" reset. In this mode the FIFO operates in a 
byte mode and provides complete compability with 
non-FIFO based software. For second tier compati
bility, the FIFO is enabled via the CONFIGURE com
mand. When the FIFO is enabled, it will temporarily 
enter a byte mode during the command and result 
phase of disk controller operation. This allows for 
compatible operation when interrogating the Main 
Status Register (MSR) for the purpose of transfer
ring a byte at a time to or from the disk controller. 
For normal disk controller applications, the system 
designer can still take advantage of the FIFO for 
time critical data transfers during the execution 
phase and not create any conflicts with non-FIFO 
software during the command or result phase. 

In some instances, use of the FIFO in any form has 
conflicted with certain specialized software. An ex
ample of a compatibility conflict using the FIFO is 
with software that monitors the progress of a data 
transfer during the execution phase. If the software 
assumed the disk controller was operating in a sin
gle byte mode and counted the number of bytes 
transferred to or from the disk controller to trigger 
some time dependent event on the disk media (i.e. 
head position over a specific data field), the same 
software will not have an identical time relationship if 
the FIFO is enabled. This is because the FIFO al
lows data to be queued up, and then burst trans
ferred across the host bus. To accommodate soft
ware of this type, it is recommended that the FIFO 
be disabled. 
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8.2 Drive Polling 

The 82078 supports the polling mode of the older 
generation 8272A. This mode is enabled upon a re
set and can be disabled via the CONFIGURE com
mand. This mode is supported for the sole purpose 
of providing backward compatibility with software 
that expects it's presence. 

The intended purpose of drive polling dates back to 
8" drives as a means to monitor any change in 
status for each disk drive present in the system. 
Each of the drives is selected for a period of time 
and its READY signal sampled. After a delay, the 
next drive is selected. Since the 82078 does not 
support READY in this capacity (internally tied true), 
the polling sequence is only simulated and does not 
affect the drive select lines (DSO-DS3) when it is 
active. If enabled, it occurs whenever the 82078 is 
waiting for a command or during SEEKs and 
RECALIBRATEs (but not IMPLIED SEEKs). Each 
drive is assumed to be not ready after a reset and a 
"ready" value for each drive is saved in an internal 
register as the simulated drive is polled. An interrupt 
w.ill be generated on the first polling loop because of 
the initial "not ready" status. This interrupt must be 
followed with a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS com
mand from the host to clear the interrupt condition 
for each of the four logical drives. 

9.0 PROGRAMMING GUIDELINES 

Programming the 82078 is identical to any other 
8272A compatible disk controller with the exception 
of some additional commands. For the new designer 
it is useful to provide some guidelines on how to 
program the 82078. A typical disk operation involves 
more than issuing a command and waiting for the 
results. The control of the floppy disk drive is a low 
level operation that requires software intervention at 
different stages. New commands and features have 
been added to the 82078 to reduce the complexity 
of this software interface. 
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9.1 Command and Result Phase 
Handshaking 

Before a command or parameter byte can be issued 
to the 82078, the Main Status Register (MSR) must 
be interrogated for a ready status and proper FIFO 
direction. A typical floppy controller device driver 
should contain a subroutine for sending command or 
parameter bytes. For this discussion, the routine will 
be called "Send_byte" with the flowchart shown in 
Figure 9-1. 

290474-6 

Figure 9-1. Send_Byte Routine 

The routine loops until ROM is 1 and 010 is 0 indi
cating a ready status and FIFO direction is inward. If 
this condition is true, the 82078 is ready to accept a 
command or parameter byte. A timeout counter is 
used to insure software response within a reason
able amount of time in case of no response by the 
82078. As a note, the programmer must be careful 
how the maximum delay is chosen to avoid unnec
essary timeouts. For example, if a new command is 
issued when the 82078 is in the middle of a polling 
routine, the MSR will not indicate a ready status for 
the next parameter byte until the polling sequence 
completes the loop. This could cause a· delay be
tween the first and second bytes of up to 250 f.Ls 
(@ 250 Kbps). If polling is disabled, this maximum 
delay is 175 f.Ls. There should also be enough time
out margin to accommodate a shift of the software 
to a higher speed system. A timeout value that re
sults in satisfactory operation on a 16 MHz CPU 
might faii when the software is moved to a system 
with a 25 MHz CPU. A recommended solution is to 
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derive the timeout counter from a system hardware 
counter that is fixed in frequency from CPU clock to 
CPU clock.· 
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Figure 9-2. GeLByte Routine 

For reading result bytes from the 82078, a simiiar 
routine is used. Figure 9-2 illustrates the flowchart 
for the routine "GeLbyte". The MSR is polled untii 
ROM is 1 and 010 is 1, which indicates a ready 
status and outward FIFO direction. At this point, the 
host can read a byte from the FIFO. As in the 
Send_byte routine, a timout counter should be in
corporated in case of a disk controller lock-up condi
tion. For example, if a disk was not inserted into the 
disk drive at the time of a read operation, the 
controller would fail to receive the index pulse and 
lockup since the index pulses are required for termi
nation of the execution phase. 

9.2 Initialization 

Initializing the 82078 involves setting up the appro
priate configuration after a reset. Parameters set by 
the SPECIFY command are undefined after a sys
tem reset and will need to be reinitialized. CONFIG
URE command parameters default to a known state 
after a system reset but will need to be reinitialized if 
the system requirements are different from the de
fault settings. This can be accomplished in two 
ways; either issue the individual commands, or issue 
the Restore command (assuming the Save com
mand was issued). The Restore command is a suc
cinct way to initialize the 82078, this is the preferable 
method if the system power management powers 
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the 82078 on and off frequently. The flowchart for 
the recommended initialization sequence of the 
82078 is shown in Figure 9-3. 

Following a reset, of the 82078, the Configuration 
Control Register (CCR) should be reinitialized for the 
appropriate data rate. An external reset via the 
RESET pin will cause the data rate and write pre
compensation values to default to 250 Kbps (10b) 
and 125 ns (OOOb) respectively. Since the 125 ns 
write precompensation value is optimal for the 5%" 
and 3%" disk drive environment, most applications 
will not require the value to be changed in the initiali
zation sequence. As a note, a software reset issued 
via the DOR or DSR will not affect the data rate or 
write precompensation values. But it is recommend
ed as a safe programming practice to always pro
gram the data rate after a reset, regardless of the 
type. 

Since polling is enabled after a reset of the 82078, 
four SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS commands need 
to be issued afterwards to clear the status flags for 
each drive. The flowchart in Figure 9-3 illustrates 
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how the software clears each of the four interrupt 
status flags internally queued by the 82078. It should 
be noted that although four SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS commands are issued, the INT pin is only 
active until the first SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 
command is executed. 

As a note, if the CONFIGURE command is issued 
within 250 Ils of the trailing edge of reset 
(@1 Mbps), the polling mode of the 82078 can be 
disabled before the polling initiated interrupt occurs. 
Since polling stops when the 82078 enters the com
mand phase, it is only time critical up to the first byte 
of the CONFIGURE command. If disabled in time, 
the system software no longer needs to issue the 
four SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS commands to 
clear the internal interrupt flags normally caused by 
polling. 

The CONFIGURE command should also be issued if 
the system requirements are different from the de
fault settings. For example, the CONFIGURE com
mand can be used to enable the FIFO, set the 
threshold, and enable Implied Seeks. 

I HlWRESET I 

I 

t 
I DEASSERT SIW 

I L RESET BIT IN DOR 

J IF 48MHz EXT. OSC. 
ISSUE CONFIGURE I 
IS USED AS ClK. 

I PROGRAM DATA RATE I 
VIA CCR OR DSR 

" I WAIT FOR INTERRUPT I 
I RESTORE COMMAND' 

I I ISSUE SENS! INTERRUPT 
, STATUS COMMAND 

+ lOOP 4 TIMES 

I READ STO & PCN 

" I ISSUE SPECIFY I 
of 

I 
ISSUE PERPENDICULAR I 

(FOR 4MB DRIVES) 

.+ 

I DRIVE SPECIFICATION 

+ 

I 
82078 READY TO 

I ACCEPT COMMANDS 
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NOTE: 
(*) A sense interrupt status may be required if the Restore command is not issued within 250 ",S of the trailing edge of a 
H/W reset (@1 Mbps). 

Figure 9-3. Initialization Flowchart 
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The non-DMA mode flag; step rate (SRT), healiload ' 
(HL T), and head unload times (HUT) programmed by 
the SPECIFY command do not default to a known 
state after a reset. This behavior is consistent with 
the 8272A and has been preserved here for compat
ibility. Thus,' it is necessary to always issue a 
SPECIFY command in the initialization routine. 

9.3 Recalibrates and Seeks 

Commands that position the disk head are different 
from the, typicalREAD/WRITE/FORMAT command 
in the sense that there is no result phase. Once a 
RECALIBRATE, SEEK, or RELATIVE SEEK com
mand has been issued, the 82078 will return a ready 
status in the MainStatus Register (MSR) and per
form the head positioning operation as a back
ground task. When the seek is complete, the 82078 
will assert the INT signal· to request service. A 
SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command should 
then be asserted to clear the interrupt and read the 
status of the operation. Since the drive. and motor 
enable signals are directly. controlled through the 
Digital Output Register (DOR) on the 82078, a write 
to the DOR will need to precede the RECALIBRATE 
or SEEK command if the drive and motor is not al
ready enabled. Figure 9-4 shows the flow chart for 
this operation. ' 

SEEK fAILURE 
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Figure 9-4. Reeallbrate and Seek Operations 
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,9.4 Read/Write Data'Op~rations 

A read or write data operation requires several steps 
to complete successfully; The motor needs to be 
turned on, the head positioned to the correctcylin
der, the DMA controller initialized, the read or write 
command initiated, and an error recovery scheme 
implemented. The flowchart in Figure 9-5 highlights 
a recommended algorithm for performing a read or 
write data operation. 

Before data can be transferred to or from the disk
ette, the disk drive motor must be brought up to 
speed. For most 31f2" disk drives, the spin-up time is 
300 ms, while the 5%" drive usually requires about 
500 ms due to the increased moment of inertia asso
ciated with the larger diameter diskette .. 

One technique for minimizing the motor spin-up de
lay in the read data case is to begin the read opera
tion immediately after the motor is,turned on. When 
the motor is not initially up to speed, the internal 
data separator will fail to lock onto the incoming data 
stream and report a failure in. the status registers. 
The read operation is then repeated until successful 
status is obtained. There is no risk of a data integrity 
problem since the data field is CRC validated. But, it 
is not recommended to use this technique for the 
write data operation even though it requires suc-

, cessful reading of the 10 field before'the write takes 
place. The data separator performance of the 82078 
is such that locking to the data stream could take 
place while the motor speed Variation is still signifi
cant. This could result in errors when an attempt is 
made to read the disk, media by other disk control
lers that have a narrower incoming data stream fre
quency bandwidth. 

After the motor has been turned on, the matching 
data rate for the media inserted into the disk drive 
should then be 'prograll;1med 'to, the 82078 via the, 
Configuration Control Register (CCR). The 82078 is 
designed to allow a different data rate to be pro
grammed arbitrarily without disrupting the integrity of 
the device. In some applications, it is required to au
tomatically determine the recorded data rate of the 
inserted media. One technique for dOing this is! to 
perform a READ 10 operation at each available data 
rate until a successful status is returned in the re$ult 
phase. , 
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Figure 9-5. Read/Write Operation 
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If implied seeks are not enabled, the disk drive head 
must be positioned over the correct cylinder by exe
cuting a SEEK command. After the seek is com
plete, a head settling time needs to be asserted be
fore the read or write operation begins. For most 
drives, this delay should be a minimum of 15 ms. 
When using implied seeks, the minimum head set
tling time can be enforced by the head load time 
(HL T) parameter designated in the SPECIFY com
mand. For example, a HL T value of 8 will yield an 
effective head settling time of ,16 ms for a pro
grammed data rate of 500 Kbps. Of course if the 
head is already positioned over the correct cylinder, 
the head settling time does not need to be enforced. 

The OMA controller is then initialized for the data 
transfer and the read or write command is executed. 
Typically the OMA controller will assert Terminal 
Count (TC) when the data transfer is complete. The 
82078 will then complete the current data transfer 
and assert the INT signal signifying it has entered 
the result phase. The result phase can also be en
tered by the 82078 if an error is encountered or the 
last sector number equals the End of Track (EOT) 
parameter. 

Based on the algorithm in Figure 9-5, if an error is 
encountered after reading the result bytes, two more 
retries are performed by reinitializing the OMA con
troller and re-issuing the read or write data com
mand. A persisting failure could indicate the seek 
operation did not achieve proper alignment between 
the head and the track. The disk head should then 
be recalibrated and the seek repeated for a maxi
mum of two more tries. Unsuccessful operation after 
this point should be reported as a disk failure to the 
operating system. 
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9.5 Formatting 

The disk formatting procedure involves positioning 
the head on each track and creating a fixed format 
field used for organizing' the data fields. The flow
chart in Figure 9-6 highlights the typical format pro
cedure. 

After the motor has been turned on and the correct 
data rate programmed, the disk head is recalibrated 
to track O. The disk is then allowed to come up to 
speed via a 500 ms delay. It is important the disk 
speed has stabilized before the actual formatting to 
avoid any data rate frequency variations. Since the 
format fields contain critical information used by the 
data separator of the disk controller for synchroniza
tion purposes, frequency stability of the data stream 
is imperative for media interchangeability among dif
ferent systems. 

The 10 field data created on the disk during the for
mat process is provided by the OMA controller dur
ing the execution phase. The OMA controller is ini
tialized to send the C, H, Rand N values for each 
sector 10 field. For example, to format cylinder 7, on 
head 1, with 9 sectors, and a sector size of 2 (512 
bytes), the OMA controller should be programmed to 
transfer 36 bytes (9 sectors x 4 bytes per sector) 
with the following data field: 7,1,1,2, 7,1,2,2, 7,1,3,2; 
... 7,1,9,2. Since the values provided to the 82078 
during the execution phase of the format command 
are directly recorded as the 10 fields on the disk, the 
data contents can be arbitrary. Some forms of copy 
protection have been implemented by taking advan
tage of this capability. 
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SEEK TO NEXT CYLINDER 

FOC TIMEOUT ERROR 

290474-10 

Figure 9·6. Formatting 

After each head for a cylinder has been formatted, a 
seek operation to the next cylinder is performed and 
the format process is repeated. Since the FORMAT 
TRACK command does not have implied seek capa
bility, the SEEK command must be used. Also, as 
discussed in Section 9-2, the head settling time 
needs to be adhered to after each seek operation. 

9.6 Save and Restore 

The Save and Restore commands were developed 
for portable systems that use zero-volt powerdown 

to conserve power. These systems turn off the Vee 
to most of the system and retain the system status 
in a specific location. In older floppy controller de
signs, in order for system designers to retrieve .the 
floppy controller status, a lot of separate commands 
and register reads were required. The Save com
mand stores the key status information in a single 
command, the Restore command restores this infor
mation with a single command. These commands 
can be integrated into the SMM module that is re
sponsible for zero~volt powerdown. 
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The sequence of initializing the 82078 after a reset 
occurred and assuming a Save command was is
sued follows: 

• Issue the Drive Spec command (if the design uti
lizes this command) 

• Issue the Restore command 

The Restore command programs the data rate and 
precompensation value via the DSR. It then restores 
the values normally programmed through the Con
figure, Specify, and Perpendicular commands. It also 
enables the previously selected values for the AUTO 
Powerdown command. The command then restores 
the PCN values to its previous values. The user is 
responsible for issuing the seek and recalibrate 
commands to restore the head to the proper loca
tion. There are some drives that do not recalibrate in 
which case the Restore command will restore the 
previous state completely. The PDOSC bit is retriev
able using~ the Save command, however it is up to 
the system designer to set it correctly. The software 
must allow at least 20p.s to execute the Restore 
command. When using the, BOOTSEL bit in the 
TOR, the user must restore or reinitialize this bit to 
it's proper :value. 

9.7 Verifies 

In some applications, the sector data needs to be 
verified immediately after each write operation. One 
verify technique reinitializes the DMA controller to 
perform a read transfer or verify transfer (DACK # is 
asserted but not RD#) immediately after each write 
operation. Issue a read command to the disk con
troller and the resulting status indicates if the CRC 
validated the previously written data. This technique 
has the drawback of requiring additional software in
tervention 'by having to reprogram the DMA control
ler between each sector write operation. The 82078 
supports this verify technique but also provides a 
VERIFY command that does not require the use of 
the DMA controller. 

To verify a write data transfer or format track opera
tion using the VERIFY command, the software sim
ply issues the command with the same format as a 
READ DATA command but without the support of 
the DMA controller. The 82078 will then perform a 
disk read operation without a host data transfer. The 
CRC will be calculated for each sector read and 
compared against the value stored on the disk. 
When the VERIFY command is complete, the status 
register reports detected CRC errors. 
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9.8 Powerdown State and Recovery 

The two power management modes coupled with 
the internal oscillator power management forms an 
importal1t consideration for programming the 82078. 
The recovery of 82078 and the time it takes to 
achieve complete recovery depends on how 82078 
is powered down and how it is awakened. -The fol
lowing sections describe all the programming con
cerns and subtleties involved in using power man
agement features of the 82078. The 3.3V version of 
the 82078 has the same power saving features as 
the 5.0V versions. 

9.8.1 OSCILLATOR POWER MANAGEMENT 

Section 4.1 covers the power management scheme 
involved in powering down of both an internal and an 
external oscillator. Both types of' oscillators face 
drop out effects and require recovery times on the 
order of tens of milliseconds (this may be objection
able to some application software). This means that 
if the oscillator is powered down then it is imperative 
for the software to assure enough time for the oscil- . 
lator to recover to a stable state. OSl:;illator power 
management must be controlled by the system soft
ware especially to maintain software transparency. 
In cases where the system goes into a standby 
mode (by user request or system time-out), the pow
er management software can turn off the oscillator 
to conserve power. This can also be controlled in 
hardware using the Powerdown (PD#) pin. Com
plete recovery from an oscillator powerdown state 
requires the software to turn on the oscillator suffi
ciently ahead of awakening the 82078. 

9.8.2 PART POWER MANAGEMENT 

The part powerdown and wake up modes are cov
ered in Section 4.2 in detail. This section is meant to 
address the programming concerns for the part (ex
cluding the oscillator) during these modes. 

9.8.2.1 Powerdown Modes 

For both types of powerdown modes-DSR power
down and auto powerdown, if reset is used to exit 
the part from powerdown then the internal microcon
troller will go through a standard sequence: register 
initialization followed after some delay by an inter
rupt. 

Software transparency in auto powerdown mode is 
preserved by MSR retaining the value of 80H which 
indicates that the part is ready to receive a com
mand. This feature allows the part to powerdown 
while maintaining its responsiveness to any applica
tion software. 
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The PO and IDLE status bits can be monitored via 
the Status Register B (SRB, EREG EN = 1). Since 
the IDLE# pin stays high when the 82078 is in idle 
state, the IDLEMSK bit can be used to set the pin 
low again (as part of a power management routine). 

NOTE: 
The IDLEMSK prevents the user from knowing if 
the part has entered auto powerdown or DSR pow
erdown. 

9.8.2.2 Wake Up Modes 

Wake up from DSR powerdown results in the part 
being internally reset and all present status being 
lost. During DSR powerdown the ROM bit in the 
MSR is set. A software or hardware reset will wake 
up the part. 

The case for wake up from auto powerdow'n is differ
ent. The BIOS and application software are very 
sensitive to delays involved in writing the first com
mand bytes to the 82078. Most programs have short 
error time-outs in these cases. Such programs would 
not tolerate any floppy disk controller that was un
able to receive the first byte of a command at. any 
time. The following describes how 82078 uniquely 
sustains its software transparency during wake up 
sequences. 

Prior to writing a command to 82078, it is first neces
sary to read the MSR to ensure that the 82078 is 
ready (ROM bit must be set) to receive the com
mand. When the part detects a MSR read, it as
sumes that another command will follow and begins 
the wake up process. While the part is waking up it 
does not change the state of the MSR (MSR = 
80H) and is able to receive the command in the 
FIFO. At this point one of the two following scenar
ips can occur. 

No other command is sent subsequent to the MSR 
read. The part wakes up and initializes the minimum 
power up timer. Upon the expiration of this timer the 
part is once again put in powerdown state. 
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Another command follows the MSR read. If the com
mand is sent during the part's recovery from power
down, the part remembers the command, clears the 
ROM bit (to prevent further bytes being written) and 
acts on the command once it is fully awake. 

If the MSR was not checked prior to writing of a 
command, the part will proceed as stated above with 
the ROM bit cleared and the command byte held 
until the internal microcontroller is ready. Writing the 
motor enable bits in DOR active will initiate the wake 
up sequence with ROM set high, ready to receive 
any command. 

As it is clear from the· above discussion, the immedi
ate access to the floppy disk controller for the first 
command byte is vital to software transparency. The 
recovery of the part from powerdown may involve a 
delay after the first command byte has been issued. 
However, all programs have tolerance forthe delay 
after the first command byte is issued. In a powered 
up chip, it is possible for the microcontroller to be in 
its "polling loop". As a result, the tolerance for this 
delay provides an excellent window for recovery of 
the part. 

10.0 DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

10.1 Operating the 82078-3 in a 3.3V 
Design 

The design for 3.3V is the same as it is for 5.0V, 
however the floppy drive interface Signals can be at 
either 3.3V or 5.0V levels depending on the voltage 
on the VCCF pin. The VCCF pin allows the FDD inter
face to be operated in mixed (3.3V /5.0V) mode. For 
example, if the system operates at 3.3V and the 
floppy disk drive operates at 5.0V, the 82078 can be 
configured to operate at 3.3V with 5.0V available to 
the drive interface. See Figure 10-1 for a schematic. 
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10.2 Selectable Boot Drive 

Generally a standard personal computer is config
ured with a1.2 MB 5.25" disk drive and a 1.44 MB 
or 2.88 MB 3.5" disk drive. Usually the drive that 
connects as "A:" is the boot drive. At times the user 
may want to configure "B:" as the boot drive. Cur
rentlysome BIOS' use a special implementation in 
software to accomplish this. The 82078 now offers 
this capability more efficiently by configuring the 
boot drives. 

The 82078 allows for virtual drive designations. This 
is a result of multiplexing the boot drive select and 
motor enable lines, as shown in Figure 10-2. 

44PD EN BOOTSEL (TOR) 

0 0 Default 

0 1 

1 X 

DOR 

8207844 PIN 

The DRIVE SEL 1 and the DRIVE SEL2 bits in the 
DOR register decode internally to generate the sig
nals DSn, The MEn signals generate directiy from 
the DOR register. The DSn and MEn signals get 
mapped to actual FDSn and FDMEn pins based on 
the BOOTSELn bits (selected in the TDR register). 
The exact mapping of BOOTSEL vs the FDSn and 
FDMEn pins is shown in the following table. 

Mapping 

~ DSO ~ FDSO, MEO ~ FDMEO 
DS1 ~ FDS1, ME1 ~ FDME1 

DSO ~ FDS1, MEO ~ FDME1 
DS1 ~ FDSO, ME1 ~ FDMEO 

DSO ~ FDSO, MEO ~ FDMEO 
DS1 ~ PD, ME1 ~ IDLE 

OSO FOSO 

051 FOS1 

MUX 

BOOTSELO~ BOOTSEL1 

MEO FOMEO 

ME1 
~~--------------1 MUX FOME1 

290474-11 

Figure 10-2. Virtual Drive Configuration 
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The BOOTSEL bit allows users to multiplex the out
put drive signals allowing different drives to be the 
boot drive. The DSn and, MEn bits are considered 
virtual designations since the DSn and MEn signals 
get remapped to different corresponding' physical 
FDSn and FDMEn pins. In other words, once the 
BOOTSEL bit is configured for a non-default selec
tion, all future references made to the controller will 
be assumed as virtual designations. Note, due to the 
virtual deSignations TAPESEL[1 :0] = 00 would never 
enable tape mode due to boot drive restrictions. 

10.3 How to Disable the Native Floppy 
Contoller on the Motherboard 

There are occasions when the floppy controller de
signed onto the motherboard of a system needs to ' 
be disabled in order to operate another floppy con
troller on the expansion bus. This can be done with
out changing the BIOS or remapping the address of 
the floppy controller (provided there is a jumper, or 
another way to disable the chip select on the native 
controller), 

Upon reset, the DOR register in the 82078 is set to 
OOH. If the;CS# is left enabled during the POST, the 
'DOR is set to OCH, this enables the DMA GATE # bit 
in the DOR. When this bit is set, the 82078 treats a 
DACK# and a RD# or WR# ,as an internal chip 
select (CS#). Bus contention will occur between the 
native controller and the auxiliary. controller if the 
DMA GATE # bit becomes active, even if the CS # 
signal is not present. 
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The proper way to disable the native floppy control
ler is to disable the CS # before the system is turned 

, on. This will prevent the native controller from get
ting initialized. Another option is to map the native 
controller to 'a secondary address space,. then dis
able the DMA GATE # via the DOR disabling the 
DMA GATE #. This assumes that the native control
ler is switched to a secondary address space. 

10.4 Replacing the 82077SL with a 
82078 In a 5.0V Design ' 

The 82078 easily replaces the 5.0V 82077SL with 
minimum design, changes. With a few exceptions, 
most of the signals are hamed as they were in the 
82077SL. Some pins were eliminated and others re
named to accommodate a reduced pin count and 
smaller package. 

The connections to the AT bus are the same as the 
82077SL with the, following exceptions: MFM and 
IDENT have been removed. The PLLO pin was re
moved. Tape drive mode on the 82078 must be con
figured via the Tape Drive Register (TDR); 

The Drive Interface on the 82078 is also similar to 
the 82077SL except as noted:. DRVDENO and 
DRVDEN1 on the 82078 take the place of DENSEL, 
DRATEO, and DRATE1 on the 82077SL. The Drive 
Specification Command configures the polarity of 
these pins, thus selecting the density type of the 

,drive. The Motor Enable pins and the Drive Select 
pins are renamed FDME(0-1) and FDS(0-1) re
spectively (;>0 the. 82078, 10K pull-up resistors can 
be used on the disk interface. See Figure 10-3 for a 
schematic of the connection. 
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Pin Changes on the 44 Pin Part: 

• If. the 44PD EN bit in the powerdown command is 
set, then the FDS1 # and FDME1 # no longer 
function as drive select and motor enable. In
stead these pins become functional as status 
outputs of PDand IDLE. 

• INVERT # is removed. 

• Four NCs (no connects) are removed. 

• MFM, IDENT have been removed. The 44 pin 
82078 only operates in AT/EISA mode. 
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• PLLO is removed. Hardware configurability for 
tape drive mode is not supported. Configure.tape 
mode via the TOR register. 

• DENSEL, DRATE1, DRATEO pins have been 
. substituted by DRVDENO, DRVDEN1. The new 
pins are configured for each drive via the Drive 
Specification command. 

• DRV2 and RDGATE are not available. 

• There are 3 Vss pins, 2 Vee pins, one AVss and 
one AVee pin. 
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11.0 I),C. SPECIFICATIONS 

8207844 PIN 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
, cations are subject to change without notice. 

11.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings • WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·e to + 150·e 

Supply Voltage ................... - 0.5 to + 8.0V 

Voltage on Any Input ........... GND - 2V to 6.5V 

Voltage on Any Output. GND - 0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

Power DI~ipation ..... , ........... , ......... 1 W 

11.2 D.C. Characteristics T A = o·e to + 70·e, Vss = AVss = OV 

44 PINO.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

Vee = +5V ±10% Vee = 3.3V ±O.3V 

Symbol Parameter Test Test 
Min (V) Max (V) 

Conditions 
Min (V) Max (V) 

Conditions 

VILC Input Low Voltage, -0.5 0.8 -0.3 0.8 
Xl 

VIHC Input High 3.9 Vcc + 0.5 2.4 Vcc + 0.3 
Voltage, Xl 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 -0.3 0.8 
(All Pins except 
Xl) 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.5 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 
(All Pins except 
Xl) 

VOL System Interface 0.4 IOL= 12 mA 0.4 IOL = 6mA 

FDD Interface 0.4 IOL = 12 mA 0.4 IOL = 6mA 
Outptus 

VOH All Outputs 3.0 IOH = -4.0mA 2.4 IOH = -2.0mA 

All Outputs Vcc - 0.4 IOH = -100!-,A Vcc - 0.2 IOH = -100!-,A 

44 PIN D,C. CHARACTERISTICS Icc 

Symbol Parameter 
Vee = +5V ±10% Vee = +3.3V ±O.3V 

Typical Max Test Condition Typical Max Test Condition 

ICCl 1 Mbps Data Rate 15.4 mA 25mA (Notes 1, 2) 8.4 mA 16mA (Notes 1, 2) 

VIL = Vss, VIH = Vcc 

ICC2 . 1 Mbps Data Rate 20.8 mA 30mA (Notes 1, 2) 8.6mA 16mA (Notes 1, 2) 
VIL = 0.45, VIH = 2.4 

ICC3 500 Kbps Data Rate 11.8 mA 20mA (Notes 1,2) 6.2mA 14mA (Notes 1, 2) 

Vil = Vss, VIH = Vcc 

ICC4 !lOO Kbps Data Rate 17.6mA 25 mA (Notes 1, 2) 6.2mA 14 mA (Notes 1, 2) 
VIL = 0.45, VIH = 2.4 

Iccss lee in Powerdown O!-,A 60!-,A (Notes 3, 4) ,O!-,A 60!-,A (Notes 3, 4) 

IlL Input Load Current (All Input 10 !-,A VIN = Vcc 10 !-,A VIN = Vcc 
pins) -10 !-,A VIN = OV -10 iJ-A VIN = OV -

I 
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44 PIN D.C. CHARACTERISTICS ICC (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter 
Vee = +5V ±10% Vee = +3.3V ±O.3V 

Typical Max Test Condition Typical . Max Test Condition 

10FL Data Bus Output ±10 ",A 0.45 < Vour < Vee ±10 ",A 0.45 < Vour < Vee· 
Float Leakage 

NOTES: 
1. Only the data bus inputs may float. 
2. Tested while reading a sync field of "00". Outputs not connected to D.C. loads. 
3. VIL = Vss. VIH = Vee; Outputs not connected to D.C. loads. 
4. Typical value with the oscillator off. 

CAPACITANCE 

CIN Input Capacitance 

CIN1 Clock Input Capacitance 

CliO Input/Output Capacitance 

NOTE: 
All pins except pins under test are tied to A.C. ground. 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

82078 l----t----o I . t c load 

VSS 
290474-13 

NOTE: 
Cloao = 50 pF for all logic outputs. 100 pF for the data 
bus. 

A.C. TESTING INpUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

,. ... =x:: > TEST POINTS < ::>e 
290474-14 
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10 

20 

20 

pF f = 1 MHz, TA = 25°C 

pF Sampled, Not 100% Tested 

pF 

11.3 Oscillator 

1: 
XI 

1 24MHz 82078 
TCRYSTAL 

X2 

-GND 
290474-15 

82078SL 

N/C - X2 

290474-28 

The 24 MHz clock can be supplied either by a crystal 
or a MOS level square wave. All internal timings are 
referenced to this clock or a scaled count which is 
data rate dependent. 

The crystal oscillator must be allowed to run for 
10 ms after V cc has reached 4.5V or exiting the 
POWER DOWN mode to guarantee that it is stable. 

Frequency: 

Mode: 

24 MHz ±0.1% 

Parallel Resonant Fundamental 
Mode 

Series Resistance: Less than 400 

Shunt Capacitance: Less than 5 pF 
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12.0 A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 
TA = O°C to +?O°C, vee = +5V ±10%, +3.3V ±O.3V. Vss = AVss = OV - . 

Symbol Parameter Min 

CLOCK TIMINGS 

t1 . Clock Rise Time 

Clock Fall Time 

t2 I Clock High Time(7) 16 

t3 Clock Low Time(7) 16 

t4 Clock Period 41.66 

t5 Internal Clock Period (3) 

HOST READ CYCLES 

t7 Address Setup to RD# 5 

tS RD# Pulse Width 90 

t9 Address Hold from RD# 0 

t1.0 Data Valid from RD#(12) 

t11 Command Inacti'.·1 60 

t12 Output Float Delay 

t13 INT Delay from RD#(16) 

t14 Data Hold from RD# 5 

HOST WRITE CYCLES 

t15 Address Setup to WR # 5 

t16 WR # Pulse Width 90 

t17 Address Hold from WR # 0 

t18 Command Inactive 60 

t19 Data Setup to WR # 70 

t20 Data Hold from WR # 0 

t21 INT Delay from WR#(16) 

DMACYCLES 

t22 DRO Cycle Period(1) 6.5 

t23 DACK # to DRO Inactive 
\ 

t23a DRO to DACK # Inactive (Note 15) 

t24 RD# to DRO Inactive(4) 

t25 DACK# Setup to RD#, WR# 5 

t26 DACK# HoldfromRD#, WR# 0 

t27 DROto RD#, WR# Active(1) 0 

t28 Terminal Count Width(10) 50 

t29 TC to DRO Inactive 

I 

Max 

10 

10 

26 

26 

41.66 

80 

35 

t5 + 125 

t5 + 125 

75 

100 

6 

150 

8207844 PIN 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

,...s 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

,...S 
ns 

ns 
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12.0 A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 
TA = O°C to + 70°C, VCC = +5V ±10%, +3.3V ±0.3V, VSS = AVSS = OV (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit 

RESET 

t30 "Hardware" ResetWidth(5) 1.13 JLs 

·t30a "Software" Reset Width(5) (Note 11) ns 

t31 Reset to Control Inactive 2 JLs 

WRITE DATA TIMING 

t32 Data Width(6) ns 

DRIVE CONTROL 

t35 DIR# Setup to STEP#(14) 1.0 JLs 

t36 DIR# Hold from STEP# 10 JLs 

t37 STEP# Active Time (High) 2.5 JLs 

t38 STEP # Cycle Time(2) JLs 

t39 INDEX# Pulse Width 5 t5 

t41 WE# to HDSEL# Change (Note 13) ms 

READ DATA TIMING 

t40 Read Data Pulse Width 50 ns 

t44 PLL Data Rate 90 ns 

82078 1M bits/sec 

t44 Data Rate Period = 1/f44 

tLOCK Lockup Time 64 t44 

NOTES: 
1. This timing is for FIFO threshold = 1. When FIFO threshold is N bytes, the value should be multiplied by N and subtract 

1.5 ",s. The value shown is for 1 Mbps, scales linearly with data rate. 
2. This value can range from 0.5 ms to 8.0 ms and is dependent upon data rate and the Specify command value. 
3. Many timings are a function of the selected data rate. The nominal values for the internal clock period (t5) for the various 

dllta rates are: 
1 Mbps 3 x oscillator period = 125 ns 

500 Kbps 6 x oscillator period = 250 ns 
300 Kbps 10 x oscillator period = 420 ns 
250 Kbps 12 x oscillator period = 500 ns 

4. If DACK # transitions before RD #, then this specification is ignored. If there is no transition on DACK # , then this becomes 
the DRO inactive delay. 
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5. Reset requires a stable oscillator to meet the minimum active period. 
6. Based on the internal clock period (t5). For various data rates, the Write Data Width minimum values are: 

1 Mbps 5 x oscillator period - 50 ns = 150 ns 
500 Kbps 10 x OSCillator period - 50 ns = 360 ns 
300 Kbps 16 x oscillator period - 50 ns = 615 ns 
250 Kbps 19 x oscillator period - 50 ns = 740 ns 

7. Test points for clock high time are 3.5V. Due to transitional times, clock high time max and clock low time max cannot be 
met simultaneously. Clock high time min and. clock low time max can not be met simultaneously. 

8. Based on internal clock period (t5). 
9. Jitter·tolerance is defined as: 

(Maximum bit shift from nominal position + % period of nominal data rate) x 100% 
is a measure of the allowable bit jitter that may be present and still be correctly detected. The data separator jitter 
tolerance is measured under dynamic conditions that jitters the bit stream according to a reverse precompensation 
algorithm. 

10. TC width is defined as the time that both TC and DACK# are active. Note that TC and DACK# must overlap at least 
50 ns. 

11. The minimum reset active period for a software reset is dependent on the data rate, aiter the 82078 has been properly 
reset using the t30 spec. The minimum software reset period then becomes: 

1 Mbps 3 x t4 = 125 ns 
500 Kbps 6 x t4= 250 ns 
300 Kbps 10 x t4 = 420 ns 
250 Kbps 12 x t4 = 500 ns 

12. Status Register's status bits which are not latched may be updated during a Host read operation. 
13. The minimum MFM values for WE to HDSEL change (t41) for the various data rates are: 

1 Mbps 0.5 ms + [8 x GPL] 
500 Kbps 1.0 ms + [16 x GPL] 
300 Kbps 1.6 ms + [26.66 x GPL] 
250 Kbps 2.0 ms + [32 x GPL.] . 

GPL is the size of gap3 defined in the sixth byte of a Write Command. 
14. This timing is a function of the selected data rate as follows: 

1 Mbps 1.0 ,.,.s min 
500 Kbps 2.0 ,.,.s min 
300 Kbps 3.3 ,.,.s min 
250 Kbps 4.0 ,.,.s min 

15. This timing is a function of the internal clock period (t5) and is given as (%) t5. The values of t5 are shown in Note 3. 
16; The timings t13 and t21 are specified for INT signal in the polling mode only. These timings in case of the result phase of 

the read and write commands are microcode dependent. 
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AD,CS#, 
DACK# 

RD# 

Clock Timings 

Host Read Cycles 

~~-------\8--------~~ 

DATA ----------<1 
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INT 

AD,CS#, 
DACK# 

WR# 

DATA 

INT 

Host Write Cycles 

1------ \16 ------1 

~------ 119 -----I 

intel® 

290474-16 

290474-17 

290474-18 

I 
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DMACycies 
~-------------------t22------------------~ 

ORO 

OACK# 

RO#,WR# 

1----------- t23a----------...;.~1 

1---------t23---+-------I 

Terminal Count 

"---1 ~ t28 

t... 129 , ORO 

RESET 

j;:::
t30=t RESET ~ _ _ ___ ------_ 

"'51 ORO,INT, 
WE# 

290474-19 

290474-20 

290474-21 
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Write Data Timing 

WRDATA 

290474-22 

Drive Control 

DSO,1 :=><: _______________ >C 
DlR 

STEP 

INDEX ~ 
--I' ~t39-l ,,-----

HDSEL / ~ 

WE =-~----""'''''''--_--Jpl-L :::_t_41 =~_~_I '-
290474-23 

NOTE: 
For overlapped seeks, only one step pulse per drive section is issued. Non-overlapped seeks will issue all programmed 
step pulses. 

Internal PLL 

~f-oo------- t44-----A~~ 

RDDATA ~ Lt40 j ,,-----' . """--
290474-24 
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12.1 Package Outline for the 44 Pin QFP Part 

82078 addresses the current need of the smaller and thinner packages, for the current market. The size of the 
part .is becoming increasingly important in the portable computer market. The QFP part considerably reduces 
the real estate consumed. The package outline with the appropriate dimensions are given below: 

44·Lead Quad Flatpack Package 

o 01 

290474-25 

Description Symbol 
44 Pin QFP Package 

Nominal (mm) Tolerance (mm) 

Overall Height A 2.10 ±0.25 

Stand Off A1 0.35 ±0.15 

Lead Width B 0.30 ±0.10 

Lead Thickness C 0.15 ±0.05 

Terminal D 12.4 ±0.40 

Long Side D1 10.0 ±0.10 

Terminal E 12.4 ±0.40 

Short Side E1 10.0 ±0.10 

Lead Spacing e1 0.80 ±0.15 

Lead Count N 44 
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13;0 REVISION HISTORY FOR THE 
82078 44 PIN 

The following list represents the key differences be
tween version 002 and version 003 of the 82078 
44 pin data sheet. 

Section 2.1 

Reference to register SRA remolfed. SRA is not 
available on the 44 pin 82078. 

Section 2.1.2 

DRIVE SEL 1 removed from DOR description. This 
bit is not available on the 44 pin. version of the 
82078. 

Section 4.2 

Clarification of PDOSC. 

2-148 

Section 4.4 

Reference to register SRA removed. SRA is not 
available on the 44 pin 82078. 

Section 5.2.3 

Redundant information removed. 

Section 5.2.4 

Redundant information removed. 

Section 6.3.2 

Clarification of command. 

Table 1.0 

Reference to register SRA removed. SRA is not 
available on the 44 pin 82078. 

Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 

Table headings swapped to proper tables. 
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CHMOS SINGLE-CHIP FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

• Small Footprint and Low Height - Selectable Boot Drive 
Packages - Standard IBM and ISO Format 

• Supports Standard 5.0V as well as Low Features 

Voltage 3.3V Platforms - Format with Write Command for 

- Selectable 3.3V and 5.0V High Performance in Mass Floppy 

Configuration Duplication 

- 5.0V Tolerant Drive Interface • Integrated Tape Drive Support 

• Enhanced Power Management -Standard 1 Mbps/500Kbps/ 

- Application Software Transparency 250 Kbps Tape Drives 

- Programmable Powerdown - New 2 Mbps Tape Drive Mode 

Command • Perpendicular Recording Support for 
- Save and Restore Commands for 4 MBDrives 

Zero-Volt Powerdown • Integrated Host/Disk Interface Drivers 
- Auto Powerdown and Wakeup 

Modes • Fully Decoded Drive Select and Motor 
- Two External Power Management Signals 

Pins • Programmable Write Precompensatlon 
- Consumes no Power when In Delays 

Powerdown 

Integrated Analog Data Separator • ,Addresses 256 Tracks Directly, 

• Supports Unlimited Tracks 
-250 Kbps • 16 Byte FIFO ,·-300 Kbps 
-500 Kbps • Single-Chip Floppy Disk Controller 

. -1 Mbps Solution for Portables and Desktops 
-2 Mbps -100% PC AT· Compatible 

• Programmable Internal Oscillator . -100% PS/2· Compatible 
-100% PS/2 Model 30 Compatible 

• Floppy Drive Support Features - Fully Compatible with Intel386TM SL 
- Drive Specification. Command Microprocessor SuperSet 
- Media ID Capability P·rovldes Media • Integrated Drive and Data Bus Buffers Recognition 
- Drive ID Capability Allows the User • Available In 64 Pin QFP Package 

to Recognize the Type of Drive 

The 82078, a 24 MHz crystal, a resistor package, and a device chip select implements-a complete solution. All 
programmable options default to 82078 compatible values. The dual PLL data separator has better perform
ance than most board level/discrete PLL implementations. The FIFO allows better system performance in 
mUlti-master (e.g.; Microchannel, EISA). ' 

, . 
The 82078 maintains complete software compatibility with the 82077SL/82077AA/8272A floppy disk control
lers. It contains programmable power management features while integrating all of the logic required for floppy 
disk control. The power management features are transparent to any application software. There are two 
versions of 82078 floppy disk controllers, the 82078SL and 82078-1. ' 

The 82078 is fabricated with Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology and is also available in a 44-lead QFP 
package. 

"Other brands and names are the property of their respective owner. 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290475-003 2-149 
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DACK# 

DBO 

VSSP 
OBI 

DB2 

IDENTO 

DB3 

vSSP 

vee 

DB4 

IDENTI 

085 
DB6 

VSS 

DB7 

SEL3V# 

~ 

Symbol 
Pin I/O 

@H/W 
# Reset 

HOST INTERFACE 
RESET 50 I N/A 

AO 58 I N/A 
A1 57 
A2 55 

CS# 60 I N/A 
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Figure 1-0. 82078 Pinout 

Table 1-0. 82078 (64 Pin) Description 

Description 

FDSO# 

FDMEO# 

DRVIDO 

FDS1# 

FDME1# 

DAVIDI 

DIR# 

VCCF 

MEDIDO 

STEP. 

VSS 

FDS2. 

FDME2# 

HDSELII 

WE. 

WRDATA. 

290475-1 

RESET: A high level places the 82078 in a known idle state. All registers 
are cleared except those set by the Specify command: 

ADDRESS: Selects one of the host interface registers: 
A2 A1 AO Access Register 
0 0 0 R Status Register A SRA 
0 0 1 R/W Status Register B SRB 
0 1 0 R/W Digital Output Regist~r DOR 
0 1 1 R/W Tape Drive Register TDR 
1 0 0 R Main Status Register MSR 
1 0 0 W Data Rate Select Register DSR 
1 0 1 R/W Data Register (FIFO) FIFO 
1 1 0 Reserved 
1 1 1 R Digital Input Register DIR 
1 1 1 W Configuration Control Register CCR 

CHIP SELECT: Decodes the base address range and qualifies RD#and 
WR#. 
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Table 1-0. 82078 (64 Pin) Description (Continued) 

Symbol 
Pin 

1/0 
@H/W 

Description 
# Reset 

HOST INTERFACE (Continued) 

RD# 61 I N/A READ: Read control signal for data transfers from the floppy drive to the 
system. 

WR# 63 I N/A WRITE: Write control signal for data transfers to the floppy drive from the 
system. 

DRO 64 0 DMA REQUEST: Requests service from a DMA controller. Normally active 
high, but will go to high impedance in AT and Model 30 modes when the 
appropriate bit is set in the DOR. 

DACK# 1 I N/A DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: Control input that qualifies the RD#, WR # inputs 
in DMA cycles. Normally active low, but is disabled in AT and Model 30 
modes when the appropriate bit is set in the DOR. 

DBO 2 1/0 DATA BUS: 12 mA data bus. 
DB1 4 
DB2 5 
DB3 7 
DB4 10 
DB5 12 
DB6 13 
DB7 15 

IDENTO 6 I N/A IDENTITY: These inputs decode between the several operation modes 
IDENT1 11 available to the user. These pins have no effect on the DRVDEN pins. 

IDENTO IDENT1 INTERFACE 
1 1 AT mode 
1 0 ILLEGAL 
0 1 PS/2 mode 
0 0 Model 30 

AT MODE: Major options are: enables DMA gate logic, TC is active high, 
Status Register B is available based on a bit the powerdown command. 
PS/2 MODE: Major options are: no DMA gate logic, TC is active low, Status 
Registers A & B are available. 
MODEL 30 MODE: Major options are: enable DMA gate logic, TC is active 
high, Status Registers A & B are available. 

INT 17 0 INTERRUPT: Signals a data transfer in non-DMA mode and when status is 
valid. Normally active high, but goes to high impedance when the 
appropriate bit is set in the DOR. 

TC 18 I N/A TERMINAL COUNT: Control line from a DMA controller that terminates the 
current disk transfer. TC is effective only when qualified by DACK #. This 
input is active high in the AT, and Model 30 modes when the appropriate bit 
is set in the DOR. 

X1 52 N/A EXTERNAL CLOCK OR CRYSTAL: Connection for a 24 MHz fundamental 
X2 51 mode parallel resonant crystal. X1 can also be driven by an external clock 

(external oscillator) which can be either at 48 MHz or 24 MHz. If external 
oscillator is used then the PDOSC bit can be set to turn off the internal 
oscillator. Also, if a 48 MHz exernal oscillator is used then the CLK48 bit 
must be set in the enhanced CONFIGURE command. 

I 
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Table 1-0. 82078 (64 Pin) Description (Continued) 

Symbol 
Pin 

1/0 
@H/W 

Description 
# Reset 

POWER MANAGEMENT 

SEL3V# 16 I N/A SELECT 3.3V: This is a control pin that is used to select between 3.3V 
operation and 5.0V operation. This is an active low signal and seklcts 
3.3V mode of operation when tied to ground. 

PD 54 0 POWER DOWN: This pin is active high whenever the part is in 
powerdown state, either via DSR POWER DOWN bit or via the Auto 
Powerdown Mode. This pin can be used to disable an external 
oscillator's output. 

IDLE 59 0 IDLE: This pin indicates that the part is in the IDLE state and can be 
powered down. IDLE state is defined as MSR = 80H, INT = 0, and the 
head being "unloaded" (as defined in Section 4.0, Power Manag.ment 
Features). Whenever the part is in this state, IDLE pin is active high. If 
the part is powered down by the Auto Powerdown Mode, IDLE pin Is set 
high and if the part is powered down by setting the DSR POWEROOWN 
bit, IDLE pin i$ set low. 

PLLSECTION 

RDDATA# 27 I N/A READ DATA: Serial data from the floppy disk. 

RDGATE 49 0 READ GATE: This signal is basically used for diagnostic purposes. 

DISK CONTROL 

DRV2# 19 I N/A DRIVE2: This is an active low signal that indicates whether a seCOnd 
drive is installed and is reflected in SRA. 

TRKO# 20 I N/A TRACKO: This is an active low signal that indicates that the head is on 
track O. 

INDX# 21 I N/A INDEX: This is an active low signal that indicates the beginning Of the 
track. 

WP# 22 I N/A WRITE PROTECT: This is an active low signal that indicates whether 
the floppy disk in the drive is write protected. 

MEDID1 25 I N/A MEDIA 10: These are active high signals that are output from the drive 
MEDIDO 40 to indicate the density type of the media installed in the floppy dt'tll'a. 

These should be tied low if not being used. 

DSKCHG# 26 I N/A DISK CHANGE: This is an input from the floppy drive reflected 11'1 the 
DIR. 

DRVDENO 28 0 DRIVE DENSITY: 'Phese signals are used by the floppy drive to 
DRVDEN1 30 configure the drive for the appropriate media. 

FDME3# 31 0 FLOPPY DRIVE MOTOR ENABLE: Oecoded motor enables tOl'drives 
FDME2# 36 o to 3. The motor enable pins are directly controlled via the DoR and 

FDME1 # 44 are a function of the mapping based on BOOTSEL bits in the TOR. 

FDMEO# 47 

FDS3# 32 0 FLOPPY DRIVE SELECT: Decoded floppy drive selects for drill'iS,O to 
FDS2# 37 3. These outputs are decoded from the select bits in the DOR and are a 

FDS1# 45 function of the mapping based on BOOTSEL bits in the TDR. 

FDSO# 48 

WRDATA# 33 0 WRITE DATA: MFM serial data to the drive. Precompensation value is 
selectable through software. 
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Table 1-0.82078 (64 Pin) Description (Continued) 

Symbol 
Pin 

I/O 
@H/W 

Description 
# Reset 

DISK CONTROL (Continued) 

WE# 34 0 WRITE ENABLE: Floppy drive control signal that enables the head to 
write onto the floppy disk. 

HDSEL# 35 0 HEAD SELECT: Selects which side of the floppy disk is to be used for the 
corresponding data transfer. It is active low and an active level selects 
head 1, otherwise it defaults to head o. 

STEP# 39 0 STEP: Supplies step pulses to the floppy drive to move the head between 
tracks. 

DIR# 42 0 DIRECTION: It is an active low signal which controls the direction the 
head moves when a step signal is present. The head moves inwards 
towards the center if this signal is active. 

DRVIDO 46 I N/A DRIVE ID: These signals are input from the floppy drive and indicate the 
DRVID1 43 type of drive being used. These should be tied low if not being used. 

POWER AND GROUND SIGNALS 

VeeF 41 N/A VOLTAGE: + 5V for 5V floppy drive and 3.3V for 3.3V floppy drive.' 

Vee 9 N/A VOLTAGE: + 5V or 3.3V 
56 

Vssp 3 N/A GROUND:OV 
8 

Vss 14 N/A GROUND:OV 
29 
38 
53 
62 

AVec 24 N/A ANALOG VOLTAGE 

AVss 23 N/A ANALOG GROUND 

'NOTE: 
The digital power supply Vee and the analog power supply AVec should either be the same or regulated to be within O.1V of 
either. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The 82078, a 24MHz(or 48 MHz) oscillator, a resis
tor package and a chip select implement a complete 
design. The power management features of the 
82078 are transparent to application software, the 
82078 seems awake to the software even in power
down mode. All drive control signals are fully decod
e? and have 24 rnA (12 rnA @ 3.3V) drive buffers. 
SI~n~ls returned from the drive are sent through on
chip Input buffers with hysteresis for noise immunity 
The integrated analog data separator needs no ex~ 
te.rnal compensation of components, yet allows for 
wide motor variation with exceptionally low soft error 
rates. The microprocessor interface has 12 rnA drive 
buffers ~~.the data bus plus 100% hardware register 
compatlblhty for PC-AT and Microchannel systems. 
The 16-byte FIFO with programmable thresholds is 
extremely useful in multi-master systems (Micro
Channel, EISA) or systems with large bus latency. 

The 82078 features: 

• 3.3V operation 

• Small QFP package 

• 2 Mbps data rate for tape drives 

• Register enhancements from the 82077SL 

Several pin changes accommodate the reduced pin 
count (from the 68 pin 82077SL) and the added fea
tures. Functional compatibility refers to software 
transparency between 82077SLI AA and the 82078. 
The.64 pin part will implement a superset of the fea
tures required to support all platforms, but is not pin 
to pin compatible to the 82077SL. 

The 82078SL is capable of operating at both 3.3V 
and 5.0V. The 82078-1 only operates at 5.0V but 
has an available 2 Mbps tape drive data rate. All 
other features are available on both parts. 

Part 
3.3V 

2 Mbps 
Specification 

5.0V 
Data Rate 

82078SL X X 

82078-1 ·X X 

Figure 1-1 is a block diagram of the 82078. 

r---------------------~-----------~ 
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2.0 MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE 

The interface consists of the standard asynchronous signals: RD#, WR#, CS#, AO-A2, INT, DMA control 
and a data bus. The address lines select between configuration registers, the FIFO and control/status regis
ters. This interface can be switched between PC AT, Model 30, or PS/2 normal modes. The PS/2 register sets 
are a superset of the registers found in a PC-AT. 

2.1 Status, Data and Control Registers 

As shown below, the base address range is supplied via the CS# pin. For PC-AT or PS/2 designs, the primary 
and secondary address ranges are 3FO. Hex to 3F7 Hex and 370 Hex to 377 Hex respectively. 

A2 A1 AO Access Type Register 

0 0 0 R Status Register A SRA 

0 0 1 R/W Status Register B SRB 

0 1 0 R/W Digital Output Register DOR 

0 1 1 R/W Tape Drive Register TDR 

1 0 0 R Main Status Register MSR 

1 0 0 W Data Rate Select Register DSR 

1 0 1 R/W Data (First In First Out) FIFO 

1 1 0 Reserved 

1 1 1 R Digital Input Register DIR 

1 1 1 .W Configuration Control Register CCR 

In the following sections, the various registers are shown in their powerdown state. The "UC" notation stands 
for a value that is returned without change from the active mode. The notation "0" means that the value is 
reflecting the required status (for powerdown). "n/a" means not applicable. "X" indicates that the value is 
undefined. 

2.1.1 STATUS REGISTER A (SRA, PS/2 MODE) 

This register is read-only and monitors the state of the interrupt pin and several disk interface pins. This 
register is part of the register set, and is not accessible in PC-AT mode. 

This register can be accessed during powerdown state without waking up the 82~78 from its powerdown state. 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function INT DRV2# STEP TRKO# HDSEL INDX# WP# DIR 
PENDING .. 

H/W Reset State 0 DRV2# 0 TRKO# 0 INDX# WP# 0 

Auto PD State O' UC O' 1 O' 1 1 O' 

The INT PENDING bit is used by software to monitor the state of the 82078 INTERRUPT pin. By definition, the 
INT PENDING bit is low in powerdown state. The bits reflecting the floppy disk drive input pins (TRKO, ..INDEX, 
and WP) are forced inactive. Floppy disk drive outputs (HDSEL, STEP, and DIR) also go to their inactive, 
default state. 

As a read-only register, there is no default value associated with a reset other than some drive bits will change 
with a reset. The INT PENDING, STEP, HDSEL, and DIR bits will be low after reset. 
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2.1.2 STATUS REGISTER A (SRA, MODEL 30 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function INT DRO STEP TRKO HDSEL# INDX# WP DIR# 
PENDING F/F 

H/W Reset State 0 0 0 TRKO 1 INDX# WP 1 

Auto PD State O' O' 0 0 l' 0 0 1* 

This register has the following changes in PS/2 Model 30 Mode. Disk interface pins (Bits 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4) are 
inverted from PS/2 Mode. The ORO bit monitors the status of the DMA Request pin. The STEP bit is latched 
with the Step output going active and is cleared with a read to the DIR register, Hardware or Software RESET. 

The ORO bit is low by definition for 82078 to be in powerdown. The bits reflecting the floppy disk drive input 
pins (TRKO, INDEX, and WP) are forced to reflect an inactive state. The floppy disk drive outputs (HDSEL, 
STEP, and DIR) also go to their inactive, default state. 

2.1.3 STATUS REGISTER B (SRB, ENHANCED AT/EISA) 

In the AT/EISA mode the SRB is made available whenever the EREG EN bit in the auto powerdown command 
is set. The register functionality is defined as follows (bits 7 through 3 are reserved): 

PO and IDLE reflect the values on the corresponding pins. The signal on the IDLE pin can be masked by 
setting IDLEMSK bit high in this register. The IDLE bit will remain unaffected. Since some systems will use the 
IDLE pinto provide interrupt to the SMM power management, its disabling allows less external interrupt logic 
and reduction in board space. Only hardware reset will clear the IDLEMSK bit to zero. 

When the IDLEMSK bit is set, the user cannot distinguish between auto powerdown and DSR powerdown (Le., 
by using the IDLE pin). 
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2.1.4 STATUS REGISTER B (SRB, PS/2 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function 1 1 DRIVE WRDATA RDDATA WE MOT MOT 
SELO TOGGLE TOGGLE EN1 EN2 

H/W Reset State 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Auto PD State 1 1 UC 0 0 O' 0 0 

As the only drive input, RDATA TOGGLE's activity reflects the level as seen on the cable. 

The two TOGGLE bits do not read back the state of their respective pins directly. Instead, the pins drive a 
Flip/Flop which produces a wider and more reliable read pulse. Bits 6 and 7 are undefined and always return 
to a 1. 

After any reset, the activity on the TOGGLE pin is cleared. Drive select and Motor bits cleared by the RESET 
pin and not software resets. 

2.1.5 STATUS REGISTER B (SRB, MODEL 30 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function DRV2# DS1# DSO# WRDATA RDDATA WE DS3# DS2# 
F/F F/F F/F 

H/W Reset State DRVU 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

Auto PD State UC UC UC 0 0 O' . UC UC 

This register has the following changes in Model 30 Mode. Bits 0, 1, 5, and 6 return the decoded value of the 
Drive Select bits in the DOR register. Bits 2, 3, and 4 are set by their respective active going edges and are 
cleared by reading the DIR register. The WRDATA bit is triggered by raw WRDATA Signals and is not gated by 
WE. Bits 2, .3, and 4 are cleared to low level by either Hardware or Software RESET. 

2.1.6 DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (DOR) 

The Digital Output Register contains the drive select and motor enable bits, a reset bit and a DMA GATE # bit. 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function MOT MOT MOT MOT DMA RESET# DRIVE DRIVE 
EN3 EN2 EN1 ENO GATE# SEL1 SEL2 

H/W Reset State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Auto PD State O' O' O' 0" UC 1" UC UC 

The MOT ENx bits directly control their respective motor enable pins (FDMEO-3). The DRIVE SELx bits are 
decoded to provide four drive select lines and only one may be active at a time. Standard programming 
practice is to set both MOT ENx and DRIVE SELx bits at the same time. 

Table 2-1 lists a set of DOR values to activate the drive select and motor enable for each drive. 

Table 2-1. Drive Activation Value 

Drive DORValue 

0 1CH 
1 2DH 
2 4EH 
3 8FH 
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TheDMAGATE# bit is enabled only in PC-AT and Model 30 Modes. If DMAGATE#.is set low, the INt and 
ORO outputs are tri-stated and the DACK# and TC inputs are disabled. DMAGATE# set high will enable INT, 
ORO, TC, and DACK# to the system. In PS/2 Mode DMAGATE# has no effect upon INT, ORO, TC, or 
bACK # pins, they are always active. ' i 

The DOR reset bit and the Motor Enable bits have to be inactive when the 82078 is in powerdown. The 
DMAGATE # and DRIVE SEL bits are unchanged. During powerdown, writing to the DOR does not awaken the 
82078 with the exception of activating any of the motor enable bits. Setting the motor enable bits active (high) 
will wake up the part. . 

This RESET # bit clears the basic core of the 82078 and the FIFO circuits when the LOCK bit is set to "0" (see 
Section 5.3.2 for LOCK bit definitions), Once set, it remains set until the user clears this bit. This bit is set by a 
chip reset and the 82078 is held in a reset state until the user clears this bit. The RESET#bit has no effect 
upon the register. ' 

2.1.7 'TAPE DRIVE REGISTER(TDR AT/EISA, PS/2, MODEL 30) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function - - - - - - TAPE TAPE 
SEL1 SELO 

H/W Reset State - -. - - - - 0 0 

Auto PO State - - - - - - UC UC 

(-) means these bits are not writable and remain tn"stated If read. 

This register allows the user to assign tape support to a particular drive during initialization. Any future refer
ences to that drive number automatically invokes tape support. Hardware reset clears this register; software 
resets have no effect. By default, the tape select bits are hardware RESET to zeros, making Drive 0 not 
available for tape support. ' 

2.1.8 ENHANCED TAPE DRIVE REGISTER (TDR,AT, PS/2, MODEL 30, EREG EN = 1) 

In the PS/2 and Model 30 mode and AT/EISA mode the extended TD.R is made-available only when the 
EREG EN bit is set, otherwise the bits are tri-stated. The register functionality is defined as follows: 

MEDID1, MEDIDO reflect the values on the respective pins. Similarly, the DRVIDO, DRVID1 reflect the values 
on the DRVID1 and DRVIDO pins. 

The TAPESEL1, TAPESELO functionality is retained as defined in the non-enhanced TOR, except that the 
application of boot drive restriction (boot drive cannot be a tape drive) depends on what drive selected is by 
the BQOTSEL1, BOOTSELO bits. 
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The BOOTSEL 1, BOOTSELO are not reset by software resets and are decoded as shown below. These bits 
allow for reconfiguring the boot up drive and only reset by hardware reset. A drive can be enabled by remap
ping the internal DSO and MEO to one of the other drive select and motor enable lines (Refer to "Selectable 
Boot Drives" in the Design applications chapter). Once a non-default value for BOOTSEL 1 and BOOTSELO is 
selected, all programmable bits are virtual designations of drives, Le., it is the user's responsibility to know the 
mapping scheme detailed in the following table. 

BOOTSEL1 BOOTSELO Mapping: 

DSO -. FDSO, MEO -. FDMEO 
0 0 DS1 -. FDS1, ME1 -. FDME1 

DS2 -. FDS2, ME2 -. FDME2 

DSO -. FDS1, MEO -. FDME1 
0 1 DS1 -. FDSO, ME1 -. FDMEO 

DS2 -. FDS2, ME2 -. FDME2 

DSO -. FDS2, MEO -. FDME2 
1 0 DS1 -. FDS1, ME1 -. FDME1 

DS2 -. FDSO, ME2 -. FDMEO 

1 1 Reserved 

2.1.9 DATARATE SELECT REGISTER (DSR) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function S/W POWER PDOSC PRE PRE PRE ORATE ORATE 
RESET DOWN COMP2 COMP1 COMPO SEL1 SELO 

H/W Reset State 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Auto PO State S/W POWER PDOSC PRE PRE PRE ORATE ORATE 
RESET DOWN COMP2 COMP1 COMPO SEL1 SELO 

This register ensures backward compatibility with the 82072 floppy controller and is write-only. Changing the 
data rate changes the timings of the drive control signals. To ensure that drive timings are not violated when 
changing data rates, choose a drive timing such that the fastest data rate will not violate the timing. 

The PDOSC bit is used to implement crystal oscillator power management. The interneil oscillator in the 82078 
can be programmed to be either powered on or off via PDOSC. This capability is independent of the chip's 
powerdown state. Auto powerdown mode and powerdown via POWERDOWN bit has no effect over the power 
state of the oscillator. 

In the default state the PDOSC bit is low and the oscillator is powered up. When this bit is programmed to a 
one, the oscillator is shut off. Hardware reset clears this bit to a zero. Neither of the software resets (via DOR 
or DSR) have any effect on this bit. Note, PDOSC should only be set high when the part is in the powerdown 
state, otherwise the part will not function correctly and must be hardware reset once the oscillator has turned 
back on and stabilized. Setting the PDOSC bit has no effect on the clock input to the 82078 (the X1 pin). The 
clock input is separately disabled when the part is powered down. The SAVE command checks the status of 
PDOSC, however, the RESTORE command will not restore the bit high. 

S/W RESET behaves the same as OOR RESET except that this reset is self cleaning. 

POWERDOWN bit implements direct powerdown. Setting this bit high will put the 82078 into the powerdown 
state regardless of the state of the part. The part is internally reset and then put into powerdown. No status is 
saved and any operation in progress is aborted. A hardware or software reset will exit the 82078 from this 
powerdown state. ' 
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PRECOMP 0-2 adjusts the WRDATA output to the disk to compensate for magnetic media phenomena known 
as bit shifting. The data patterns that are susceptible to bit shifting are well understood and the 82078 
compensates the data pattern as it is written to the disk. The amount of pre-compensation is dependent upon 
the drive and media, but in most cases the default value is acceptable. 

Table 2-2. Precompensation Delays 

PRECOMP Precompensation Delays 

DSR[432] x1 @ 24 MHz x1 @48MHz 
if CLK48 = 1, enabled only @ 2 Mbps 
if CLK48 = 0, enabled at aU data rates 

111 0.00 ns-disabled 

001 41.67 20.84 

010 83.34 41.67 

011 125.00 62.5 

100 166.67 83.34 

101 208.33 104.17 

110 250.00 125 

000 DEFAULT 

Table 2-3. Default Precompensation Delays 

Data Rate 
Precompensation 

Delays (ns) 

2 Mbps 20.84 

1 Mbps 41.67 

0.5Mbps 125 

0.3 Mbps 125 

0.25 Mbps 125 

The 82078 starts pre-compensating the data pattern starting on Track O. The CONFIGURE command can 
change the track that pre-compensating starts on. Table 2-2 lists the pre-compensation values that can be 
selected and Table 2-3 lists the default pre-compensation values. The default value is selected if the three bits 
are zeroes. 

DRATE 0-1 select one of the four data rates as listed in Table 2-4. The default value is 250 Kbps after a 
"Hardware" reset. Other "Software" Resets do not affect the DRATE or PRECOMP bits. 

Table 2-4. Data Rates 

DRATESEL1 DRATESELO DATA RATE 

1 1 1 Mbps 

0 0 500 Kbps 

0 1 300 Kbps 

1 0 250 Kbps 
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2.1.10 MAIN STATUS REGISTER (MSR) 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3' 2 1 0 

Functi,on ROM 010 NON CMD DRV3 DRV2 DRV1 DRVO 
DMA BSY BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY 

H/W Reset State 0 X X X X X X X 

Aut,o PO State 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

The Main Status Register is a read-,only register and is used f,or c,ontr,olling c,ommand input and result ,output 
f,or all commands. 

ROM-Indicates that the h,ost can transfer data if set t,o 1. N,o access is permitted if set t,o a O. 

DIO-Indicates the directi,on ,of a data transfer ,once ROM is set. A 1 indic.ates a read and a 0 indicates a write 
is required. 

NON-DMA-This m,ode is selected in the SPECIFY c,ommand and will be set t,o a 1 during the executi,on phase 
,of a c,ommand. This is f,or P,olled data transfers and helps differentiate between the data transfers and the 
reading ,of result bytes. 

COMMAND BUSY-This bit is set t,o a ,one when a c,ommand is in progress. This bit g,oes active after the 
c,ommand byte has been accepted and g,oes inactive at the end ,of the results phase. If there is n,o result phase 
(SEEK, RECALIBRATE c,ommands), this bit returns t,o a O. 

DRV x BUSY-These bits are set t,o ,ones when a drive is in the seek P,orti,on ,of a c,ommand, including seeks 
and recalibrates. 

S,ome example values ,of the MSR are: 

• MSR = 80H; The c,ontr,oller is ready t,o receive a c,ommand. 

• MSR =90H; executing a c,ommand ,or waiting f,or the h,ost t,o read status bytes (assume DMA m,ode). 

• MSA = DOH; waiting f,or the h,ost t,o write status bytes. 

2.1.11 FIFO (DATA) 

All c,ommand parameter inf,ormati,on and disk data transfers g,o through the FIFO. The FIFO is 16 bytes in size 
and has pr,ogrammable thresh,old values. Data transfers are g,overned by the ROM and 010 bits in the Main 
Status Regis~er. 

The FIFO defaults t,o an 8272A c,ompatible m,ode after a "Hardware" reset (Reset via pin 32). "S,oftware" 
Resets (Reset via DOR ,or DSR register) can als,o place the 82078 int,o 8272A c,ompatible m,ode if the LOCK bit 
is set t,o "0" (See the definiti,on ,of the LOCK bit), maintaining PC-AT hardware c,ompatibility. The default values 
can be changed thr,ough the CONFIGURE c,ommand (enable full FIFO ,operati,on with thresh,old c,ontrol); The 
advantage ,of the FIFO is that it all,ows the system a larger DMA latency with,out causing a disk err,or. Table 2-5 
gives several examples ,of the delays with a FIFO. The data is based UP,on the f,olI,owing f,ormula: 

Threshold# x 1 I DATA RATE x 8 - 1.5 fLs = DELAY 

Table 2-5. FIFO Threshold Examples 

FIFO Threshold Maximum Delay to Servicing FIFO Threshold Maximum Delay to Servicing 
Examples at 1 Mbps Data Rate Examples at 500 Kbps Data Rate 

1 byte 1 x 8 p.s - 1.5p.s = 6.5 p.s 1 byte 1 x 16 p.s - 1.5 p.s = 14.5 p.s 
2 bytes 2 x 8 p.s - 1.5 p.s = 14.5 p.s 2 bytes 2 x 16 p.s - 1.5 p.s = 30.5 p.s 
8 bytes 8 x 8 p.s - 1.5 p.s = 62.5 p.s 8 bytes 8 x 16 p.s - 1.5 p.s '<= 126.5 p.s 

15 bytes 15 x 8p.s - 1.5p.s = 118.5.,...s 15 bytes 15 x 16 p.s - 1.5 p.s = 238.5 p.s 
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At the start of a command, the FIFO action is always disabled and command parameters must be sent based 
upon the ROM and 010 bit settings. As the 82078 enters the command execution phase, it clears the FIFO of 
any data to ensure that invalid data is not transferred. An overrun or underrun will terminate the current 
command and the transfer of data. Disk writes will complete the current sector by generating a 00 pattern and 
valid CRC. 

2.1.12 DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (DIR, PC-AT MODE) 

This register is read only in all modes. In PC-AT mode only bit 7 is driven, all other bits remain tri-stated. 

, 
Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Function DSK - - - - - - -
CHG 

H/2 Reset State DSK - - - - - - -
CHG 

Auto PO State 0 - - - - - - -
(--,-) means these bits are tn-stated when read. 

DSKCHG monitors the pin of the same name and reflects the opposite value seen on the disk cable. The 
OSKCHG bit is forced inactive along with all the inputs from the floppy disk drive. All the other bits remain 
tri-stated. 

2_1.13 DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (DIR, PS/2 MODE) 

DIR 

R/W 7 6- 5' 4- 3 2 1 0 

R DSK IDLE PD IDLEMSK 1 ORATE ORATE HIGH 
CHG SEL1 SELO DENS# 

H/W Reset DSK 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
CHG 

Auto PD 0 1 1 UC 1 UC UC UC 
(*) These bits are only available when PS2 STAT = 1: Bits 5 and 6 show the status of PD (powerdown) and IDLE respec-
tively. Bit 4 shows the status of IDLEMSK, this bit disables the IDLE pin when active. . 

Bit 3 returns a value of "1", and the DRATE SEL1-0 return the value of the current data rate selected (see Table 2-4 for 
values). 

HIGHDENS# is low whenever the 500 Kbps or 1 Mbps data rates are selected. It is high when either 
250 Kbps, 300 Kbps, or 2 Mbps is selected. 

The DSKCHG bit is forced inactive along with all the inputs from the floppy disk drive. All the other bits (as 
applicable) remain unchanged. 

The Drive Specification Command modifies theDRATE SELbits. Refer to Table 6-2 for a description. 

2.1.14 DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (DIR, MODEL 30 MODE) 

Bits 7 6' 5' 4' 3 2 1 0 

Function DSK IDLE PD 10LEMSK OMA NOPREC DRATE ORATE 
CHG# GATE# S6L1 SELO 

H/W Reset State N/A 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Auto PD State 1 1 1 UC UC UC UC UC 
(*) These bits are only available when PS2 STAT = 1: Bits 5 and 6 show the status of PD (powerdown) and IDLE respec
tively. Bit 4 shows the status of IDLEMSK, this bit disables the IDLE pin when active. Bit 7 (DSKCHG) is inverted in Model 30 
Mode. 
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The OSKCHG# bit is forced inactive along with all the inputs from the floppy disk drive. All the other bits (as 
applicable) remain unchanged. 

The Orive Specification Command modifies the ORATE SEL bits. Refer to Table 6-2 for information regarding 
the mapping of these bits. 

Bit 3 reflects the value of OMAGATE# bit set in the OOR register. 

Bit 2 reflects the value of NOPREC bit set in the CCR register. 

2.1.15 CONFIGURATION CONTROL REGISTER (CCR, PC AT and PS/2 MODES) 

This register sets the datarate and is write only. 

Bits 7 6 5 4" 3 2 1 

Function - - - IOLEMSK - - ORATE 
SEL1 

H/W Restate State - - - - - 1 

Auto PO State - - - IOLEMSK - - ORATE 
SEL1 

0 

ORATE 
SELO 

0 

ORATE 
SELO 

(*) This bit IS enabled only when PS2 STAT = 1 (Powerdown Mode). Refer to the table In the Data Rate Select Register for 
values. Unused bits should be set to O. "IDLEMSK is not available in the CCR for PC AT mode. In PC AT, IDLEMSK is 
available in the SRB. 

2.1.16 CONFIGURATION CONTROL REGISTER (CCR, MODEL 30 MODE) 

Bits 7 6 5 4" 3 2 1 0 

Function - - - IOLEMSK - NOPREC ORATE ORATE 
SEL1 SELO 

H/W Reset State - - - 0 - 0 1 0 

Auto PO State - - - UC - UC UC UC 
.. 

(*) This bit IS enabled only when PS2 STAT = 1 (Powerdown Mode). NOPREC has no function, and IS reset to "0" with a 
Hardware RESET only. 
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2.2 Reset 

There are three sources of reset on the 82078; the 
RESET pin, a reset generated via a bit in the DaR 
and a reset generated via a bit in the DSR. All resets 
take the 82078 out of the powerdown state. 

In entering the reset state, all operations are termi
nated and the 82078 enters an idle state. Activating 
reset while a disk write activity is in progress will 
corrupt the data and CRC. 

On exiting" the reset state, various internal registers 
are cleared, and the 82078 waits for a new com
mand. Drive polling will start unless disabled by a 
new CONFIGURE command. 

2.2.1 RESET PIN ("HARDWARE") RESET 

The RESET pin is a global reset and clears all regis
ters except thos.e programmed by the SPECIFY 
command. The DOR Reset bit is enabled and must 
be cleared by the host to exit the reset state. 

2.2.2' DOR RESET vs DSR RESET 
("SOFTWARE" RESET) 

These two resets are functionally the same. The 
DSR Reset is included to maintain 82072 compatibil
ity. Both will reset the 82072 core which affects drive 
s~atus information. The FIFO circuits will also be re
set if the LOCK bit is a "0" (see definition of the 
LOCK bit). The DSR Reset clears itself automatically 
while the DOR Reset requires the host to manually 
clear it. DOR Reset has precedence over the DSR 
Reset. The DOR Reset is set automatically upon a 
pin RESET. The user must manually clear this reset 
bit in the DaR to exit the reset state. 

The t30a specification in the A.C. Specifications 
gives the minimum amount of time that the DOR re
set must be held active. This amount of time that the 
DOR reset must be held active is dependent upon 
the data rate. The 82078 requires that the DOR re
set bit must be held active for at least 0.5 p.s at 250 
Kbps. This is less than a typical ISA I/O cycle time. 
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2.3 DMA Transfers 

DMA transfers are enabled with the SPECIFY com
mand and are initiated by the 82078 by activating 
the ORO pin during a data transfer command. The 
FIFO is enabled directly by asserting DACK # and 
addresses need not be valid (CS# can be heldinac
tive during DMA transfers). 

3.0 DRIVE INTERFACE 

The 82078 has integrated all of the logic needed to" 
interface to a floppy disk or a tape drive which use 
floppy interface. All drive outputs have 24 mA drive 
capability and all inputs use a receive buffer with 
hysteresis. The internal analog data separator .re
quires no external components, yet allows for an ex
tremely wide capture range with high levels of read
data jitter, and ISV. The designer needs only to run 
the 82078 disk drive signals to the disk or tape drive 
connector. 

3.1 Cable Interface 

Generally, 5.25" drive uses open collector drivers 
and 3.5" drives (as used on PS/2) use totem-pole 
drivers. The output buffers on the 82078 do not 
change between open collector or totem-pole, they 
are always totem-pole. 

DRVDENO and DRVDEN1 connect to pins 2 and 6 
or 33 (on most disk drives) to select the data rate 
sent from the drive to the 82078. The polarity of 
DRVDENO and DRVDEN1 can be programmed 
through the Drive Specification command (see the 
command description for more information). 

When the 82078SL is operating at 3.3V, the floppy 
drive interface can be configured to either 5.0V or 
3.3V, via the VCCF (pin 41). The drive interface fol
lows the voltage level on VCCF. A selectable drive 
interface allows the system designer the greatest 
flexibility when designing a low voltage system. 
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3.2 Data Separator 
The function of the data separator is to lock onto the 
incoming serial read data. When lock is achieved, 
the serial front end logic of the chip is provided with 
a clock which is synchronized to the read data. The 
synchronized clock, called Data Window, is used to 
internally sample the serial data. One state of Data 
Window is used to sample the data portion of the bit 
cell, and the alternate state samples the clock por
tion. Serial to parallel conversion logic separates the 
read data into clock and data bytes. 

To support reliable disk reads the data separator 
must track fluctuations in the read data frequency. 

REfERENCE 
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Frequency errors primarily arise from two sources: 
motor rotation speed variation and instantaneous 
speed variation (ISV). A second condition, and one 
that opposes the ability to track frequency shifts is 
the response to bit jitter. 

The internal data separator consists of two analog 
phase lock loops (PLLs) as shown in Figure 3-1. Tne 
two PLLs are referred to as the reference PLL and 
the data PLL. The reference PLL (the master PLL) is 
used to bias the data PLL (the slave PLL). The refer
ence PLL adjusts the data PLL's operating point as a 
function of process, junction temperature and supply 
voltage. Using this architecture it was possible to 
eliminate the need for external trim components. 

REFERENCE 
OSCILLATOR PHASE LOCK LOOP 

TAPE/DISK 
DATA ---+ 

! 
! ANALOG TRIM DATA ! 

SYNC. DEl. 

DATA DATA 
SYNC DETECT PHASE LOCK LOOP 

DELAYED' 
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Figure 3-1. Data Separator Block Diagram 
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Figure 3-2 shows the data PLL. The reference PLL \ 
has control over the loop gain by it,s influence on the 
charge pump and the VCO. In addition the reference 
PLL controls the loop filter time constant. As a result 
the closed loop transfer function of the data PLL is 
controlled, and immune to the first order, to environ
mental factors and process variation. 

Systems with analog PLLs are often very sensitive to 
noise. In the design of this data separator many 
steps were taken to avoid noise sensitivity problems. 
The analog section of the chip has a separate VSS 
pin (AVSS) which should be connected externally to 
a noise free ground. This provides a clean basis for 
VSS referenced signals. In addition many analog cir
cuit features were employed to make the overall sys
tem as insensitive to noise as possible. 

3.2.1 JITTER TOLERANCE 

The jitter immunity of the system is dominated by the 
data PLL's response to phase impulses. This is mea
sured as a percentage of the theoretical data win
dow by dividing the maximum readable bit shift by a 
% bit cell distance. For instance, if the, maximum 
allowable bit shift is 300 nsfor a 500 Kbps data 
stream, the jitter tolerance is 60%. 

3.2.2 LOCKTIME (tLOCK) 

The lock, Or settling time of the data PLL is designed 
to be 64 bit times (8 sync bytes). The value assumes 
that the sync field.jitter is 5% the bit cell or less. This 
level of jitter is realistic for a constant bit pattern. 
Intersymbol interference should be equal, thus near-. 
Iy eliminating random bit shifting. 

WRDATA 

24 MHz 

PRECOMP 
SELECTION fROM 

DSR 

3.2.3 CAPTURE RANGE 

Capture Range is the maximum frequency range 
over which the data separator will acquire phase 
lock with the incoming RDDATA signal. Ina floppy 
disk environment, this, frequency variation is ,com
posed of two components: drive motor speed error 
and ISV. Frequency is a factor which may determine 
the maximum level of the ISV (Instantaneous Speed 
Variation) component. In general, as frequency in
creases the allowed magnitude of' the ISV compo
nent will decrease. When determining the capture 
range requirements, the designer should take the 
maximum amount of frequency error for the disk 
drive and double it to account for media switching 
between drives. 

3.3 Write Precompensation 

The write precompensation logic is used to minimize 
bit shifts in the RDDATA stream from the disk drive. 
The shifting of bits is a known phenomena of mag
netic media and is dependent upon the disk media 
AND the floppy drive. 

The 82078 monitors the bit stream that is being sent 
to the drive. The data patterns that require precom
pensation are well known. Depending upon the pat
tern, the bit is shifted either early or late (or not at all) 
relative to the surrounding bits. Figure 3-3 is a block 
diagram of the internal circuit. 

The top block is a 13-bit shift register with the no 
delay tap being in the center. This allows 6 levels of 
early and late shifting with respect to nominal. The 
shift register is clocked at the main clock rate 
(24 MHz). The output is fed into 2 multiplexors one 
for early and one for late. A final stage of multiple
xors combines the early, late and normal data 
stream back into one which is the WRDATA output. . 

WRDATA 
TO OUTPUT 

290475-5 

Figure 3-3. Precompensation Block Diagram 
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4.0 POWER MANAGEMENT 
FEATURES 

The 82078 contains power management features 
that makes it ideal for design of portable personal 
computers. In- addition to all of the power manage
ment features the 82078SL also operates at 3.3V. 
These features can be classified into power man
agement of the part and that of the internal oscilla
tor. The powerdown of the part is done independent
ly of the internal oscillator in the 82078. 

4.1 Power Management Scheme 

The 82078 .supports two powerdown modes, direct 
powerdown and automatic powerdown. Direct pow
erdown refers to direct action by the software to 
powerdown without dependence on external factors. 
Automatic powerdown results from 82078's monitor
ing of the current conditions according to a previous
ly programmed mode. Any hardware reset disables 
the automatic POWER DOWN command, however, 
software resets have no effect on the command. 
The 82078 also supports powerdown of its internal 
crystal oscillator independent of the powerdown 
modes described above. By setting bit 5 (PDOSC) in 
the DSR register, the internal oscillator is turned off. 
This bit has sole control of the oscillator powerdown, 
allowing the internal clock to be turned off when an 
external oscillator is used. 

4.2 3.3V Support for Portable 
Platforms 

The portable market share of the personal comput
ing market has increased significantly. To improve 
power conservation on portable platforms, designs 
are migrating from 5.0V to 3.3V. Intel's 82078SL al
lows designers to incorporate 3.3V floppy disk con
troller support in their systems. The 82078SL has a 
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SEL3V'" pin to allow selection of either 5.0V or 3.3V 
operation. In order to support the slower migration of 
floppy drives to 3.3V and allow system vendors to 
use standard 5.0V floppy drive inventory, the 
82078SL accommodates a 5.0V tolerant floppy drive 
interlace. This is achieved by changing the floppy 
drive's interface power supply, VCCF between 5.0V 
and 3.3V supplies. The 82078SL's 3.3V D.C. specifi
cation conforms to the JEDEC standard that de
scribes the operating voltage levels for Integrated 
Circuits operating at 3.3V ±0.3V. The 82077SL also 
maintains compatibility to 5.0V A.C. specifications. 

4.3 Oscillator Power Management 

The 82078 supports a built-in crystal oscillator that 
can be programmed to be either powered down or 
active, independent of the power state of the chip. 
This capability is implemented by the PDOSC bit in 
the DSR. When PDOSC is set low, the internal oscil
lator is on, it is off when the bit is high. Note, a DSR 
powerdown does not turn off the oscillator .. 

When the external oscillator is used, power can be 
saved by turning off the internal oscillator, If the in
ternal oscillator is used, the oscillator may be pow
ered up (even when the rest of the chip is powered 
off) allowing the chip to wake up quickly and in a 
stable state. It is recommended to keep the internal 
oscillator on even when in the powerdown state. 
The main reason for this is that the recovery time of 
the oscillator during wake up may take tens of milli
seconds under the worst case, which may create 
problems with any sensitive application software. In 
a typical application the internal oscillator should be 
on unless the system goes into a power saving or 
standby mode (such a mode request would be made 
by a system time out or by a user). In this case, .the 
system software would take over and must turn on 
the oscillator sufficiently ahead of awakening the 
part. 
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In the case of the external oscillators, the power up 
characteristics are similar. If the extemal source re
mains active during the time the 82078 is powered 
down, then the recovery· time effect is minimized. 
The PO pin can be used to tum off the external 
source. While the PO pin is active, the 82078 does 
not require a clock source. However, when the PO 
pin is inactive, the clocking source, once it starts 
oscillating, must be completely stable to ensure that 
the 82078 operates properly. 

4.4 Part Power Management 

This section deals with the power management of 
thEilrest of the chip excluding the oscillator. This sec
tion explains powerdown modes and wake up 
modes .. 

4.4.1 DIREct POWERDOWN 

Direct powerdown is conducted via the POWER
DOWN bit in the DSR register (bit 6). Programming 
this bit high will powerdown 82078. All status is lost 
if this type of powerdown mode is used. The part can . 
exit powerdown from this mode via any hardware or 
software reset. This type of powerdown overrides 
the automatic powerdown. When the part is in auto
matic powerdown and the DSR powerdown is is.: 
sued, the previous status of the part is lost and the 
82078 resets to its default values. 

4.4.2 AUTO POWERDOWN 

Automatic powerdown is conducted via Ii "Power
down Mode" command. There are four conditions 
required before the part will enter powerdown. All 
these conditions must be true for the part to initiate 
the powerdown seqUence. These conditions follow: 
1. The motor enable pinS FDME[0:3] must be inac-

tive. . 

2. The part must be idle; this is indicated by MSR = 
80H and INT = 0 (INT may be high even if 
MSR = 80H due to polling interrupt). ' 

3. The head unload timer (HUT, explained in the 
SPECIFY command) must have expired. 

4. The auto powerdown timer must have timed out. 

The command can be used to enable powerdown'by 
setting the AUTO PO bit in the command to high. 
The command also provides a capability of program
ming a minimum power up time via the MIN DL Y bit 
in the command. The minimum power up time refers 
to a minimum amount of time the part will remain 
powered up after being awakened or reset. An inter
nal timer is initiated as soon as the auto powerdown 
command is enabled. The part is then powered 
down provided all the remaining conditions are met. 
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Any software reset will reinitialize the timer. Chang
ing of data rate extends the auto powerdown timer 
by up to 10 ms, but only if the data rate is changed 
during the countdown. ' 

Disabling the auto powerdown mode cancels the 
timers and holds the 8207/3 out of auto powerdown. 

The IDLE pin can be masked via the IDLEMSK bit in 
Status Register B (Enhanced AT/EISA). When in 
PS/2 mode, the PS/2 STAT bit in the Powerdown 
Command can be set to enable PO and IDLE bits in 
the DIR register (bits 5 and 6) and IDLEMSK (bit 4) 
can be enabled. 

4.4.3 WAKE UP MODES 

This section descripes the conditions for awakening 
the part from both direct and automatic powerdown. 
Power Conservation or extension of battery life is the 
main reason power management is required. This 
means that the 82078 must be kept in powerdown 
state as long as possible and should be powered up 
as late as possil:/le without compromising software 

, transparency. 

To keep the part in powerdown mode as,late as pos
sible implies that the part should wake up as fast as 
possible. However, some amount of time is required 
for the part to exit- powerdown state and prepare tlie 
intemal microcontroller to accept commands. Appli- . 
cation software is very sensitive to such a delay and 
in order to maintain software transparency, the re
covery time of the wake up process must be careful
Iycontrolled by the system software. 

4.4.3.1 Wake Up from DSR Powerdown 

If the 82078 enters the powerdown through the DSR 
powerdown bit, it must be reset to exit. Any form ot 
software or hardware reset will serve, although DSR 
is, recommended. No other register access· will 
awaken the part, including writing to the COR's mo
tor enable (FDME[0:3l) bits. 

If DSR powerdown is used when the part is in auto 
powerdown, the DSR powerdown Will override the 

, auto powerdown~ However, when the part is awak
. eoed by Ii software reset, the auto powerdown com

mand (including the minimum. delay timer) will once 
again become effective as previously programmed. 
If the part is awakened via a hardware reset, the . 
auto p'0werdown is disabled. 

After reset, the part will go through a normal se
quence. The drive status will be initialized. The FIFO 
mode will be set to default mode on a hardware re
set or on a software reset if the LOCK command has 
not blocked it. Finally, after a delay, the polling inter
rupt will be issued. 
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4.4.3.2 Wake Up from Auto Powerdown 

If the part enters the powerdown state through the 
auto powerdown mode, then the part can be awak
ened by reset or by appropriate access to certain 
registers. 

If a hardware or software reset is used then the part 
will go through the normal reset sequence. If the 
access is through the selected registers, then the 
82078 resumes operation as though it was never in 
powerdown. Besides activating the RESET pin or 
one of the software reset bits in the DaR or DSR, 
the following register accesses will wake up the part: 

1. Enabling anyone of the motor enable bits in the 
DaR register (reading the DaR does not awaken 
the part). 

2. A read from the MSR register. 

3. A read or write to the FIFO register. 
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Any of these actions will wake up the part. Once 
awake, 82078 will reihitiate the auto powerdown tim
er for 10 ms or 0.5 sec. (depending on the MiN DL Y 
bit the auto powerdown command). When operating 
at 2 Mbps, the time is halved to 5 ms or 0.25 sec. 
depending on the MIN DLY bit. The part will power
down again when aU the auto powerdown conditions 
are satisfied. 

4.5 Register Behavior 

The register descriptions and their values in the 
powerdown state are listed in the Microprocessor 
Interface section. Table 4-1 reiterates the AT and 
PS/2 (including model 30) configuration registers 
available. It also shows the type of access permit-
ted. In order to maintain software transparency, ac
cess to all the registers must be maintained. As Ta
ble 4-1 shows, two sets of registers are distin
guished based on whether their access results in the 
part remaining in powerdown state or exiting it. 

Table 4-1. 82078 Register Behavior 

Available Registers Access 
Address PS/2 

PC-AT 
(Model 30) 

Permitted 

Access to these registers DOES NOT wake up the part 

000 " - SRA R 

001 SRB (EREG EN = 1) SRB R/W 

010 DaR' DaR' R/W 

011 TDR TOR R/W 

100 DSR* DSR* W 

110 - - -
111 DIR DIR R 

111 eeR eeR W 

Access to these registers wake up the part 

100 MSR MSR R 

101 FIFO FIFO R/W 

'Writing to the DOR or DSR does not wake up the part, however, writing any of the motor enable bits or doing a software 
reset (either via DOR or DSR reset bits) will wake up the part. 

I 
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Access to all other registers is possible without 
awakening the part. These registers can be ac
cessed during powerdown without changing the 
status of the part. A read from these registers will 
reflect the true status as shown in the register de
scription in Section 2.1. A write to the part will result 
in the part retaining the data and subsequently re
flecting it when the part awakens. Accessing the 
part during powerdown may cause an increase in 
the power consumption by the part. The part will re
vert back to its low power mode when the access 
has been completed. None of the extended registers 
effect the behavior of the powerdown mode. 

4.6 Pin Behavior 

The 82078 is specifically designed for the portable 
PC systems in which the power conservation is a 
primary concern. This makes the behavior of the 
pins during powerdown very important. 

The pins of 82078 can be divided into two major 
categories; system interface and floppy disk drive 
interface. The floppy disk drive pins are disabled 
such that no power will be drawn through the 82078 
as a result of any voltage applied to the pin within 
the 82078's power supply range. The floppy disk 
drive interface pins are configurable by the FDI TRI 
bit in the auto PClwerdown command. When the bit is 
set the output pins of the floppy disk drive retain 
their original state. All other pins are either disabled 

. or unchanged as depicted in Table 4-4. Most of the 
system interface pins are left active to monitor sys
tem accesses that may wake up the part. 

4.6.1 SYSTEM INTERFACE PINS 

Table 4-2 gives the state of the system interface 
pins in the powerdown state. Pins unaffected by 
powerdown are labeled "UC". Input pins are 
"DISABLED" to prevent them from causing currents 
internal to the 82078 when they have indeterminate 
input values. 

Table 4-2. System Interface Pins 

System Pins State In Powerdown System Pins State In Powerdown 

Input Pins Output Pins 

CS# UC ORO UC (Low) 

RD# UC INT UC(Low) 

WR# UC PO HIGH 

A[0:2] UC IDLE High (Auto PO) 
Low (DSR PO) 

DB[0:7] UC DB[0:7] UC 

RESET UC 

IDENTn UC 

DACK# Disabled 

TC Disabled 

X[1:2] Programmable 
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Two pins which can be used to indicate the status of 
the part are IDLE and PD. Table 4-3 shows how 
these pins reflect the 82078 status. 

Table 4-3. 82078 Status Pins 

PD IDLE MSR Part Status 

1 1 BOH Auto Powerdown 

1 0 ROM = 1; DSR Powerdown 
MSR[6:0] = X 

0 1 BOH Idle 

0 0 - Busy 

The IDLE pin indicates when the part is idle state 
and can be powered down. It is a combination of 
MSR equalling BOH, the head being unloaded and 
the INT pin being low. As shown in the table the 
IDLE pin will be low when the part is in DSR power-
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down state. The PD pin is active whenever the part 
is in the powerdown state. It is active for either mode 
of powerdown. The PD pin can be used to turn off an 
external oscillator Of other floppy disk drive interface 
hardware. 

4.6.2 FDD INTERFACE PINS 

The FDD interface "input" pins during powerdown 
are disabled or unchanged as shown in Table 4-4. 
The floppy disk drive "output" pins are programma
ble by the FDI TRI bit in the auto powerdown com
mand. Setting of the FDI TRI bit in the auto power
down command results in the interface retaining its 
normal state. When this bit is low (default state) all 
output pins in the FDD interface to the floppy disk 
drive itself are tri-stated. Pins used for local Iqgic 
control or part programming are unaffected. Table 
4-4 depicts the state of the floppy disk interface pins 
in the powerdown state (FDI TRI is low). 

Table 4-4. 82078 FDD Interface Pins 

FDDPins 
State In FDDPins State in 

Powerdown Powerdown 

Input Pins 
Output Pins 

(FDI TRI = 0) 

RDDATA Disabled FDME[0:3] # Tristated 

WP Disabled FDS[0:3] # Tristated 

TRKO Disabled DIR# Tristated 

INDX# Disabled STEP# Tristated 

DRVU Disabled WRDATA# Tristated 

DSKCHG# Disabled WE# Tristated 

HDSEL# Tristated 

DRVDEN [0: 1] # Tristated 

l 
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5.0 CONTROLLER PHASES 

For simplicity, command handling in the 82078 can 
be divided into three phases: Command, Execution 
and Result. Each phase is described in the following 
sections. 

When there is no command in progress, the 82078 
can be in idle, drive polling or powerdown state. 

5.1 Command Phase 

After a reset, the 82078 enters the command phase 
and is ready to accept a command from the host. 
For each of the commands, a defined set of com
mand code bytes and parameter bytes has to be 
written to the 82078 before the command phase is 
complete (Please refer to Section 6.0 for the com
mand descriptions). These bytes of data must be 
transferred in the order prescribed. 

Before writing to the 82078, the host must examine 
the ROM and 010 bits of the Main Status Register. 
ROM, 010 must be equal to "1" and "0" respective
ly before command bytes may be written. ROM is 
set false by the 82078 after each write cycle until the 
received byte is processed. The 82078 asserts ROM 
again to request each parameter byte of the com
mand, unless an illegal command condition is de
tected. After the last parameter byte is received, 
ROM remains "0", and the 82078 automatically en- . 
ters the next phase as defined by the command defi
nition. 

The FIFO is disabled during the command phase to 
retain compatibility with the 8272A, and to provide 
for the proper handling of the "Invalid Command" 
condition. 

5.2 Execution Phase 

All data transfers to or from the 82078 occur during 
the execution phase, which can proceed in OMA or 
non-OMA mode as indicated in the SPECIFY com
mand. 

Each data byte is transferred by an INT or ORO de
pending on the OMA mode. The CONFIGURE com
mand can enable the FIFO and set the FIFO thresh
old value. 

The following paragraphs detail the operation of the 
FIFO flow control. In these descriptions, (threshold) 
is defined as the number of bytes available to the 
82078 when service is requested from the host, and 
ranges from 1 to 16. The parameter FIFOTHR which 
the user programs is one less, and ranges from 0 to 
15. 
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A low threshold value (Le., 2) results in longer peri
ods of time between service requests, but requires 
faster servicing of the request, for both read· and 
write cases. The host reads (writes) from (to) the 
FIFO until empty (full), then the transfer request 
goes. inactive. The host must be very responsive to 
the service request. This is the desired case for use 
with a "fast" system. 

A high value of threshold (Le., 12) is used with a 
"sluggish" system by affording a long latency period 
after a service request, but results in more frequent 
service requests. 

5.2.1 NON·DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM 
THE FIFO TO THE HOST 

The INT pin and ROM bits in the Main Status Regis
ter are activated when the FIFO contains 16 (or set 
threshold) bytes, or the last bytes of a full sector 
transfer have been placed in the FIFO. The INT pin 
can be used for interrupt driven systems and ROM 
can be used for polled sytems. The host must re
spond to the request by reading data from the FIFO. 
This process. is repeated until the last byte is trans
ferred out of the. FIFO, then 82078 deactivates the 
INT pin and ROM bit. 

5.2.2 NON·DMA MODE, TR.ANSFERS FROM 
THE HOST TO THE FIFO 

The INT pin and ROM bit in the Main Status Register 
are activated upon entering the execution phase of 
data transfer commands. The host must respond to 
the request by writing data into the FIFO. The INT 
pin and ROM bit remain true until the FIFO becomes 
full. They are set true again when the FIFO has 
(threshold) bytes remaining in the FIFO. The INT pin 
will also be deactivated if TC and OACK # both go 
inactive. The 82078 enters the result phase after the 
last byte is taken by the 82078 from the FIFO (Le., 
FIFO empty condition). 

5.2.3 DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM THE 
FIFO TO THE HOST 

The 82078 activates the ORO pin when the FIFO 
contains 16 (or set threshold) bytes, or the last byte 
of a full sector transfer has been placed in the FIFO. 
The OMA controller must respond to the request by 
reading data from the FIFO. The 82078 will deacti
vate the ORO pin when the FIFO becomes empty. 
ORO goes inactive after OACK# goes active for the 
last byte of a data transfer (or on the active edge of 
RO #, on the last byte, if no edge is present on 
OACK #). Note that. OACK # and TC must overlap 
for at least 50 ns for proper functionality. 
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5.2.4 DMA MODE, TRANSFERS FROM THE 
HOST TO THE FIFO 

The 82078 activates the ORO pin when entering the 
execution phase of the data transfer commands. 
The OMA controller must respond by activating the 
OACK # and WR # pins and placing data in the 
FIFO. ORO remains active until the FIFO becomes 
full. ORO is again set true when the FIFO has 
(threshold) bytes remaining in the FIFO. The 82078 
will also deactivate the ORO pin when TC becomes 
true (qualified by OACK# by overlapping by 50 ns), 
indicating that no more data is required. ORO goes 
inactive after OACK # goes active for the last byte of 
a data transfer (or on the active edge of WR # of the 
last byte, if no edge is present on OACK#). 

5.2.5 DATA TRANSFER TERMINATION 

The 82078 supports terminal count explicitly through 
the TC pin and implicitly through the underrunlover
run and .end-of-track (EOT) functions. For full sector 
transfers, the EOT parameter can define the last 
sector to be transferred in a single or multisector 
transfer. If the last sector to be transferred is a par
tial sector,the host can stop transferring the data in 
mid-sector, and the 82078 will continue to complete 
the sector as if a hardware TC was received. The 
only difference between these implicit functions and 
TC is that they return "abnormal termination" .result 
status. Such status indications can be ignored if they 
were expected. 
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Note that when the host is sending data to the FIFO 
of the 82078, the internal sector count will be com
plete when 82078 reads the last byte from its side of 
the FIFO. There may be a delay in the removal of 
the transfer request signal of up to the time taken for 
the 82078 to read the last 16 bytes from the FIFO. 
The host must tolerate this delay. 

5.3 Result Phase 

The generation of INT determines the beginning of 
the result phase. For each of the commands, a de
fined set of result bytes has to be read from the 
82078 before the result phase is complete. (Refer to 
Section 6.0 on command descriptions.) These bytes 
of data must be read out for another command to 
start. 

ROM and 010 must both equal "1" before the result 
bytes may be read from the FIFO. After all the result 
bytes have been read, the ROM and 010 bits switch 
to "1" and "0" respectively, and the CB bit is 
cleared .. This indicates that the 82078 is ready to 
accept the next command. 

6.0 COMMAND SET IDESCRIPTIONS 

Commands can be written whenever the 82078 is in 
the command phase. Each command has a unique 
set of needed parameters and status results. The 
82078 checks to see that the first byte isa valid 
command and, if valid, proceeds with the command. 
If it was invalid, the next time the ROM bit in the 
MSR register is a "1" the 010 and CB bits will also 
be "1", indicating the FIFO must be read. A result 
byte of 80H will be read out of the FIFO, indicating 
an invalid command was issued. After reading the 
result byte from the FIFO the 82078 will return to the 
command phase. Table 6-1 is a summary of the 
Command set. 
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Table 6-1. 82078 Command Set 

Phase R/W I DATA BUS 
Remarks 

07 06 05 04 03 02 0, Do 

READ DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 0 1 1 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 
W C Sector 10 Information prior 
W H to Command Execution 

W R 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W OTL 

Execution Oata Transfer between the 
FOO and System 

Result R STO Status Information after 
R ST1 Command Execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information after 
R R Command Execution 
R N 

READ DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 1 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 
W C Sector 10 Information prior 
W H to Command Execution 

W R 
W N 

-w EOT 
W GPL 
W OTL 

Execution Oata Transfer between the 
FOO and System 

Result R STO Status Information after 
R ST1 Command Execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information after 
R R Command Execution 

R N 

WRITE DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 0 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS.1 OSO 
W C Sector 10 Information prior 
W H to Command Execution 

W R 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W OTL 

Execution Oata Transfer between the 
FOO and System 

Result R STO Status Information after 
R ST1 Command Execution 

R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 Information after 
R R Command Execution 

R N 
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Table 6·1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Ph_ R/W DATA BUS 

07 De 05 04 03 02 01 
WRITE DELETED OATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 1 0 0 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OSl 
W C 
W H 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL 
W OTL 

Execution 

Result R STO 
'R STl 

R ST2 
R C 
R H 
R R 
R N 

REAOTRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 0 0 1 
W 0 0 0 0 I 0 HDS OSl 
W C 
W H 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL 
W OTL 

Execution 

Result R STO 
R STl 
R ST2 
R C 

·R H 
R R 
R N 

VERIFY 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 1 1 
W EC 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl 
W C 
W H 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPL 
W OTLiSC 

Execution 

Result R STO 
R ST1 
R ST2 
R C 
R H 
R R 
R N 

VERSION 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Result R 1 0 0 1 0 Q 0 

I 
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Remark. 
Do 

1 Command Codes 
OSO 

Sector 10 Information prior 
to Command Execution 

Data Transfer between the 
FOO and System 

Status Information after 
Command Execution 

Sector 10 Information after 
Command Execution 

0 Command Codes 
OSO 

Sector 10 Information prior 
to Command Execution 

Data Transfer between the 
FOD and System. FDC 
Reads All Sectors from' 
Index Hole to EDT 

Status Information after 
Command Execution 

Sector 10 InfQl'l118tion after 
Command Execution 

0 Command Codes 
OSO 

Sectar 10 Information prior 
to Command Ex9cution 

Data Transfer between the 
FOD and System 

Status Information after 
Command Execution 

Sector 10 Information after 
Command Execuli!>n 

0 Command Code 
0 Enhanced Controller 
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Table 6·1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
OATABUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 0 3 02 01 00 

FORMAT TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W N Bytes/Sector 
W SC Sectors/Cylinder 
W GPL Gap3 
W D Filler Byte 

Execution 
For Each W C 
Sector W H Input Sector 

Repeat: W R Parameters 

W N 

82078 Formats an Entire 
Cylinder 

Result R STO Status Information after 
R STI Command Execution 

R ST2 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 

SCAN EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID Information 
W H prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 

/ W EDT 
W GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
between the FDD 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status'lnformation 
R STI after Command 
R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector ID Information 
R R after Command 
R N Execution 
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Table 6·1.82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 Do 

SCAN LOW OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK I I 0 0 I Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID Information 
W H Prior to Command 
W R Execution 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FDD 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status Information 
R STI After Command 
R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector ID Information 
R R After Command 
R N Execution 

SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK I I I 0 I Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID InformaVon 
W H Prior to Command 
vi R Execution 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W STP 

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FDD 
and Main-System 

Result R STO Status Information 
R STI After Command 
R ST2 Execution 
R C 
R H Sector ID Information 

R R After Command 
R N Execution 
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Table 6·1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase Fl/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 03 02. 0, Do 

RECALIBRATE 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 DSI DSO Enhanced Conlrolier 

Execution Head Retracted to Track 0 
Interrupt 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Command Codes 

Result R STO Status Information at the 
R PVN End of each Seek 

Operation 

SPECIFY 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Command Codes 
W SRT HUT 
W HLT NO 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 

Result R ST3 Status Information about 
FDD 

DRIVE SPECIFICATION COMMAND 

Comml!lnd W 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 Command Codes 
Phase W 0 FDI FDO PTS DRTI DRTO DTI DTO 

: : : : : : : : 0-46 bytes issued 
W ON NRP 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Result R 0 0 0 PTS DRTI DRTO DTI DTO Drive 0 
Phase R 0 0 0 PTS DRTI DRTO DTI DTO Drive 1 

R 0 0 0 PTS DRTI DRTO DTI DTO Drive 2 
R 0 0 0 PTS DATI DRTO DTI DTO Drive 3 

SEEK 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 , Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS, DSO 
W NCN 

Execution Head is Positioned over 
Proper Cylinder on Diskette 

CONFIGURE 

Command W CLK48 0 0 , 0 0 , , Command Code 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
W 0 EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHR ___ 

W PRETRK 

RELATIVE SEEK 

Command W , DIR 0 0 , , , , 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS, DSO 
W RCN 
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Table 6-1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase I R/W I DATA BUS i Remarks 
07 De Os 04 03 02 01 Do 

DUMPREG 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 'Note 
Execution Registers Placed in FIFO 

Result R PCN-DriveO 
R PCN-Drive 1 I: 
R PCN-Drive2 
R PCN-Drive 3 
R SRT HUT 
R HLT ND 
R SC/EOT 
R LOCK 0 D3 D2 Dl Do GAP WGATE 
R 0 EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHR 
R PRETRK 

READ 10 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 0 1 0 Commands 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 

Execution The First Correct I D 
Information on the Cylinder 
is Stored in Data Register 

Result R STO Status Information after 
R STI Command Execution 

R ST2 

i, 

I 
R C 
R H Disk Status after the 
R R Command has Completed 

R N 

PERPENDICULAR MODE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 Command Codes 
W OW 0 D3 D2 Dl DO GAP WGATE 

LOCK 

Command W LOCK 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 Command Codes 
Result R 0 0 0 LOCK 0 0 0 0 

PART 10 

Command W 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 Command Code 
Result R 0 0 0 --STEPPING- 1 Part ID Number 

POWERDOWN MODE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 Command Code 
W 0 0 EREG X PS2 FDI MIN AUTO 

EN STAT TRI DLY PD 

Result R 0 0 EREG X PS2 FDI MIN AUTO 
EN STAT TRI DLY PD 

OPTION 

Command W 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 Command Code 
W --RSVD--- ISO 
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Table 6·1 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
OATABUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

SAVE 

Command W a a 1 a 1 1 1 a Command Code 
Phase 

Result R CLK SEL PO PC2 PCl pca DRATEI DRATEa Save Info to Reprogram the 
Phase 48 3V# OSC FDC 

R a a a a a a a ISO 

R PCN-Drive a 
R PCN-Drive 1 
R PCN-Drive 2 
R PCN-Drive3 
R SRT HUT 
R HLT NO 
R SC/EOT 
R LOCK a 03 02 01 Do GAP WGATE 
R a EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHR 
R PRETRK 
R 0 a EREG RSVD PS2 FDI MIN AUTO 

EN STAT TRI DLY PO 
R DISK/STATUS 
R RSVD 
R RSVD 

RESTORE 

Command W a 1 0 a 1 1 I 0 Command Code 
Phase 

Result W CLK48 SEL3V#, 0 PC2 PCI PCO DRATEI DRATEO Restore Original 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ISO Register Status 
W PCN-DriveO 
W PCN-Drive I 
W PCN-Drive2 
W PCN-Drive3 
W SRT HUT 
W HLT NO 
W SC/EOT 
W LOCK 0 03 02 01 Do GAP WGATE 
W 0 EIS EFIFO POLL FIFOTHR 
W PRETRK 
W 0 a EREG RSVD PS2 FDI MIN AUTO 

EN STAT TRI DLY PO 
W DISK/STATUS 
W RSVD 
W RSVD 
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Table 6·1. 82078 Command Set (Continued) 

Ph_ R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarka 
D7 De D5 Dc D3 D2 D, Do 

FORMAT AND WRITE 

Command W , MFM , 0 I I 0 I Command Code 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI OSO 
W N 
W SC 
W GPL 
W 0 

Execution W C Inpul 
Repeated W H Sector 
for each W R Parameters 
Sector W N 

W Data Transfer of N Bytes 

82078 Fonmats and Writes 
\ Entire Track 

Result R STO 
Phase R STI 

R ST2 , 
R Undefined 

'R Undefined 
R Undefined 
R Undefined 

INVALID 

Command W Invalid Codes Invalid Command Codes 
(NoOp - 8207890es into 
Standby State) 

Result R STO STO = 80H 
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PARAMETER ABBREVIATIONS 

Symbol 

ALJTOPD 

C 

CLK48 

00,01,02, 
03 . 

o 

ON 

DIR 
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Description 

Auto powerdown control. If this. bit is 0, 
then the automatic powerdown is dis
abled. If it is set to 1, then the automat- . 
ic powerdown is enabled. 

Cylinder address. The currently select
ed cylinder address, 0 to 255. 

CLK48 = 1 indicates an external 
48 MHz oscillator is being used. 

CLK48 = 0 indicates a 24 MHz clock. 

Drive Select 0-3. Designates which 
drives are. Perpendicular drives, a "1" 
indicating Perpendicular drive. 

Data pattern. The pattern to be written 
in each sector data field during format
ting. 

Done. This bit indicates that this is the 
last byte of the drive specification com
mand. The 82078 checks to see if this 
bit is high or low. If it is low, it expects 
mor~ bytes. 

ON = 0 82078 expects more subse
quent bytes. 

ON = 1 Terminates the command 
phase and jumps to the re
sults phase. An additional 
benefit is that by setting this 
bit high, a direct check of the 
current drive specifications 
can be done. 

Direction control. If this bit is 0, then 
the head will step out from the spindle 
during a relative seek. If set to a 1, the 
head will step in toward the spindle. 

DSO, DS1 Disk Drive Select. 

DTL 

DRATE1, 
DRATEO 

DRTO, 
DRT1 

DTO,DT1 

DS1 DSO 

0 0 DriveQ 
0 1 Drive 1 
1 0 . Drive 2 
1 1 Drive 3 

Special sector' size. By setting N to 
zero (00), DTL may be used to control 
the number of bytes transferred in disk 
read/write commands. The sector size 
(N = 0) is set to 128. If the actual sec
tor (on the diskette) is larger than DTL, 
the remainder o,f the actual sector is . 
read but is not p'assed to the host dur
ing read commands; during write com
mands, the remainder of the "actual 
sector is written with all zero bytes. The 

. CRC check code is calculated with the 
actual sector. When N is not zero, DTL 
has no meaning and should be set to 
FF HEX. 

Data rate values from tI'Je DSR register. 

Data rate table select. These two bits 
select between the different data rate 
tables. The default is the conventional 
table. These also provide mapping of 
the data rates selected in the DSR and 
CCR. The mapped values are provided 
for read back by the system software 
are as snown in the DIR (in PS/2 Mode 
only). Table 6-2 shows this. 

Drive density select type. These' bits 
select the outputs on DRVDENO and 
DRVDEN1 based on mod.e of opera
tion that was selected via the IOENT1 
and IDENTO pins. More information is 
available in the Design Applications 
section. 
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Table 6-2. Data Rate Select Table 

Bits in DSR/CCR Bits retumed via DIR 
(Only available in PS/2) 

DRTO DRT1 DRATEO DRATE1 Data DRATEO DRATE1 Operation 
Rate 

1 1 1 Mbps 1 1 Default 

0 0 0 0 500 Kbps 0 0 

1 0 300 Kbps 1 0 

0 1 250 Kbps 0 1 

1 1 1 Mbps 1 1 2 Mbps 

0 1 0 0 500 Kbps 0 0 Tape Drive 

1 0 2 Mbps 1 1 

0 1 250 Kbps 0 1 

1 0 -RSVD- RSVD 

1 1 1 Mbps 

1 1 0 0 500 Kbps 

1 0 RSVD 

0 1 250 Kbps 

EC Enable Count. When this bit is "1" the 
"DTL" parameter of the Verify Com
mand becomes SC (Number of sectors 
per track). 

EFIFO Enable FIFO. When this bit is 0, the 
FIFO is enabled. A "1" puts the 82078 
in the 8272A compatible mode where 
the FIFO is disabled. 

EIS Enable implied seek. When set, a seek 
operation will be performed before exe
cuting any read or write command that 
requires the C parameter in the .com
mand phase. A "0" disables the im
plied seek. 

EOT End. of track. The final sector number 
of the current track. 

EREG EN Enhanced Register Enable. 

I 

EREG EN = 1 In PS/2 mode the 
TDR register is ex
tended. In AT/EISA 
mode, the TDR regis
ter is extended and 
SRB is made visible to 
the user. 

EREG EN = 0 Standard AT/EISA 
and PS/2 registers are 
used. 

1 1 Perpendicular mode 
FDDs 

0 0 

0 1 

FDI TRI Floppy Drive . Interface Tri-state: If this 
bit is 0, then the output pins of the flop
py disk drive interface are tri-stated. 
This is also the default state. If it is set 
to 1, then the floppy disk drive interface 
remains unchanged. 

FDO, FD1 Floppy drive select. These two bits se
lect which physical drive is being speci
fied. The FDn corresponds to FDSn 
and FDMEn on tre floppy drive inter
face. The drive is selected independent 
of the BOOTSELn bits. Please refer to 
Section 2.1.1 which explains the dis
tinction between physical drives and 
their virtual mapping as defined by the 
BOOTSEL1 and BOOTSELO bits. 

FDO FD1 Drive Slot 

0 0 Drive 0 
0 1 Drive 1 
1 0 Drive 2 
1 1 Drive 3 

GAP Alters Gap 2 length when using Per
pendicular Mode. 

GPL Gap length. The gap 3 size. (Gap 3 is 
the space between sectors excluding 
the VCO synchronization field). 

HDS Head address. Selected head: 0 or 1 
(disk side 0 or 1) as encoded in the 
sector 10 field. 
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HL T Head load time. The time interval that 
82078 waits after loading the head and 
before initiating a read or write opera
tion. Refer to the SPECIFY command 
for actual delays. 

HUT 

ISO 

Lock 

MFM 

MIN DLY 

MT 

N 
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Head unload time. The time interval 
from the end of the execution phase (of 
a read or write command) until the 
head is unloaded. Refer to the SPECI
FY command for actual delays. 
ISO Format: If this bit is set high the 
ISO format is used for all data transfer 
commands. When this bit is set low the 
normal IBM system 34 and perpendicu
lar is used. The default is ISO = O. 

Lock defines whether EFIFO, 
FIFOTHR, and PRETRK parameters of 
the CONFIGURE command can be re
set to their default values by a "Soft
ware Reset" (Reset made by setting 
the proper bit in the DSR or DOR regis
ters). 

MFM mode. A one selects the double 
density (MFM) mode. A zero is re
served. 

Minimum power up time control. This 
bit is active only if AUTO PO bit is en
abled. Setting this bit to a 0, assigns a 
10 ms minimum power up time and set
ting this bit to a 1, assigns a 0.5 sec. 
minimum power up time (unless 2 
Mbps, then 5 ms to 0.25 sec.). 

Multi-track selector. When set, this flag 
selects the multi-track operating mode. 
In this mode, the 82078 treats a com
plete cylinder, under head 0 and 1, as a 
single track. The 82078 operates as if 
this expanded track started at the first 
sector under head 0 and ended at the 
last sector under head 1. With this flag 
set, a multitrack read or write operation 
will automatically continue to the first 
sector under head 1 when the 82078 
finishes operating on the last sector un
der head O. 

Sector size code. This specifies the 
number of bytes in a sector. If this pa
rameter is "00", then the sector Size is 
128 bytes. The number of bytes trans
ferred is determined by the DTL param
eter. Otherwise the sector size is (2 
raised to the "N'th" power) times 128. 
All values up to "07" hex are allowable. 
"07"h would equal a sector size of 16k. 
It is the users responsibility to not se
lect combinations that are not possible 
with the drive. 

NCN 

NO 

NRP 

OW 

PCN 

PC2,PC1, 
PCO 

PDOSC 

PS/2 STAT 

PTS 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 
01 256 bytes 
02 512 bytes 
03 1024 bytes 
- -
07 16 Kbytes 

New cylinder number. The desired cyl
inder number. 

Non-DMA mode flag. When set to 1, 
indicates that the 82078. is to operate in 
the non-DMA mode. In this mode, the 
host is interrupted for each data trans
fer. When set to 0, the 82078 operates 
in DMA mode, interfacing to a DMA 
controller by means of the ORO and 
DACK# signals. 

No Results phase. When this bit is set 
high the result phase is skipped. When 
this bit is low the result phase will be 
generated. 

The bits denoted DO, 01, 02, and 03 of 
the PERPENDICULAR MODE com
mand can only be overwritten when the 
OW b,it is set to "1". 

Present cylinder number. The current 
position of the head at the completion 
of SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS com
mand. 

Precompensation values from the DSR 
register; 

When this bit is set, the internal oscilla
tor is turned. off. 

This may be done if using the external 
48 MHz oscillator. 

PS/2 status. This bit is functional only 
in the PS/2 mode; In all other modes' 
this bit will not have any effect. When 
set high this bit enables two bits (bits 5 
and 6) in the DIR register to reflect the 
values of PO and IDLE respectively ex· 
cept when IDLEMSK (bit 4) is set. De
fault value is O. 
Precompensation table select. This bit 
selects whether to enable the precom
pensation value programmed in the 
DSR or not. In the default state, the 
value programmed in DSR will be used. 

PTS = 0 DSR programmed precom-
pensation delays. 

PTS =1 No precompensation delay 
is selected for the corre
sponding drive. 
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POLL Polling disable. When set, the internal 
po!ling routine is disabled. When clear, 
polling is enabled. 

PRETRK Precompensation start track number. 
Programmable from track 00 to FFH. 

R Sector address. The sector number to 
be read or written. In multi-sector trans
fers, this parameter specifies the sec
tor number of the first sector to be read 
or written. 

RCN Relative cylinder number. Relative cyl
inder offset from present cylinder as 
used by the RELATIVE SEEK com
mand. 

SC Number of sectors. The number of sec
tors to be initialized by the FORMAT 
command. The number of sectors to be 
verified during a Verify Command, 
when EC is set. 

SEL3V # SEL3V # = 1 indicates that the part is 
operating at 5.0V. 

I 

SEL3V # = 0 indicates that th~ part is 
operating at 3.3V. 

SK 

SRT 

8207864 PIN 

Skip flag. When set to 1, sectors con
taining a deleted data address mark 
will automatically be skipped during the 
execution of READ DATA. If READ DE
LETED is executed, only sectors with a 
deleted address mark will be accessed. 
When set to "0", the sector is read or 
written the same as the read and write 
commands. 

Step rate interval. The time interval be
tween step pulses issued by the 82078. 
Programmable from 0.5 ms to 8 ms, in 
increments of 0.5 ms at the 1 Mbit data 
rate. Refer to the SPECIFY command 
for actual delays. 

STO-3 Status registers 0-3. Registers within 
the 82078 that store status information 
after a command has been executed. 
This status information is available to 
the host during the result phase after 
command execution. 

STEPPING These bits identify the stepping of the 
82078. 

WGATE Write gate alters timing of WE, to allow 
for pre-erase loads in perpendicular 
drives. 
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6.1 Data Transfer Commands 

All of the READ DATA, WRITE DATA and VERIFY 
type commands use the same parameter bytes and 
return the same results information. The only differ
ence being the coding of bits 0-4 in the first byte. 

An implied seek will be executed if the feature was 
enabled by the CONFIGURE command. This seek is 
completely transparent to the user. The Drive Busy 
bit for the drive will go active in the Main Status Reg
ister during the seek portion of the command. If the 
seek portion fails, it will be reflected in the results 
status normally returned for a READ/WRITE DATA 
command. Status Register 0 (STO) would contain 
the error code and C would contain the cylinder on 
which the seek failed. 

6.1.1 READ DATA 

A set of nine (9) bytes is required to place the 82078 
into the Read Data Mode. After the READ DATA 
command has been issued, the 82078 loads the 
head (if it is in the unloaded state), waits the speci
fied head settling time (defined in the SPECIFY com
mand), and begins reading 10 Address Marks and 10 
fields. When the sector address read off the diskette 
matches with the sector· address specified in the 
command, the 82078 reads the sector's data field 
and transfers the data to the FIFO. 

After completion Of the read operation from the cur
rent sector, the sector address is incremented by 
one, and the data from the next logical sector is read 
and output via the FIFO. This continuous read func
tion is called "Multi-Sector Read Operation". Upon 
receipt of TC, or an implied TC (FIFO overrun/un
derrun), the 82078 stops sending data, but will con
tinue to read data from the current sector,check the 
CRC bytes, and at the end of the sector terminate 
the READ DATA Command. 

N determines the number of bytes per sector (see 
Table 6-3). If N is set to zero, the sector size is set to 
128. The DTL value determines the number of bytes 
to be transferred. If DTL is less than 128, the 82078 
transfers the specified number of bytes to the host. 
For reads, it continues to read the entire 128 byte 
sector and checks for CRC errOrs. For writes it com
pletes the 128 byte sector by filling in zeroes. If N is 
not set to 00 Hex, DTL should be set to FF Hex, and 
has no impact on the number of bytes transferred. 
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Table 6·3. Sector Sizes 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 
01 256 bytes 
02 512 bytes 
03 1024 bytes 
- -
07 16 Kbytes 

The amount of data which can be handled with a 
single command to the 82078 depends upon MT 
(multi-track) and N(Number of bytes/sector). 

Table 6·4. Effects of MT and N Bits 

MT N 
Max. Transfer Final Sector Read 

Capacity from Disk 

0 1 256 x 26 = 656 26 at side 0 or 1 

1 1 256 x 52 = 13312 26 at side 1 

0 2 512 x 15 = 7680 15 at side 0 or 1 

1 2 512 x 30 = 15360 15 at side 1 

0 3 1024 x 8 = 8192 8atsideOor1 

1 3 1024 x 16 = 16384 16 at side 1 

The Multi-Track function (MT) allows the 82078 to 
read data from both sides of the diskette. For a par
ticular cylinder, data will be transferred starting at 
Sector 1, Side 0 and completing at the last sector of 
the same track at Side 1. 

If the host terminates a read or write operation in the 
82078, then the 10 information in the result phase is 
dependent upon the state of the MT bit and EOT 
byte. Refer to Table 6-7. The termination must be 
normal. 

At the completion of the READ DATA Command, 
the head is not unloaded until after the Head Unload 
Time Interval (specified in the SPECIFY command) 
has elapsed. If the hOst issues another command 
before the head unloads then the head settling time 
may be saved between subsequent reads. 

If the 82078 detects a pulse on the INDX# pin twice 
without finding the specified sector (meaning that 
the diskette,'s index hole passes through index de
tect logic in the drive twice), the 82078 sets the IC 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi
nation), and sets the ND bit in Status Register 1 to 
"1" indicating a sector not found, and terminates the 
READ DATA Command. 
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After reading the ID and Data Fields in each sector, 
the 82078 checks the CRC by1es. If a CRC error 
occurl> in the ID or data field, the 82078 sets the IC 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi
nation), sets the DE bit flag in Status Register 1 to 
"1", sets the DD bit in Status Register 2 to "1" if 
CRC is incorrect in the ID field, and terminates the 
READ DATA Command. 

Table 6-5 describes the affect of the SK bit on the 
READ DATA command execution and results. 

Table 6-5. Skip Bit vs READ DATA Command 

SK Data Address Results 

Bit Mark Type Sector CM Bit of Description 
Value Encountered Read? ST2Set? of Results 

0 Normal Data Yes No Normal 
Termination. 

0 Deleted Data Yes Yes Address Not 
Incremented. 
Next Sector 
Not Searched 
For. 

1 Normal Data Yes No Normal 
Termination. 

1 Deleted Data No Yes Normal 
Termination 
Sector Not 
Read 
("Skipped"). 

Except where noted in Table 6-5, the C or R value of 
the sector address is automatically incremented 
(see Table 6-7). 

6.1.2 READ DELETED DATA 

This command is the same as the READ DATA com
mand, only it operates on sectors that contain a De
leted Data Address Mark at the beginning of a Data 
Field. 
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Table 6-6 describes the affect of the SK bit on the 
READ DELETED DATA command execution and re
sults. 

SK 

Bit 

Value 

0 

0 

1 

1 

Table 6-6. Skip Bit vs 
READ DELETED DATA Command 

Data Address Results 

Mark Type Sector CMBltof Description 
Encountered Read? ST2Set? of I'lesults 

Normal Data Yes Yes Normal 
Termination. 

Deleted Data Yes No Address Not 
Incremented. 
Next Sector 
Not Searched 
For. 

Normal Data No Yes Normal 
Termination 
Sector Not 
Read 
("Skipped"). 

Deleted Data Yes No Normal 
Termination. 

Except where noted in Table 6-6 above, the C or R 
value of the sector address is automatically incre
mented (see Table 6-7). 

6.1.3 READ TRACK 

This command is similar to the READ DATA com
mand except that the entire data field is read contin
uously from each of the sectors of a track. Immedi
ately after encountering a pulse on the INDX# pin, 
the 82078 starts to read all data fields on the track 
as continuous blocks of data without regard to logi~ 
cal sector numbers. If the 82078 finds an error in the 
ID or DATA CRC check bytes, it continues to read 
data from the track and sets the appropriate error 
bits at the end of the command. The 82078 com
~pares the ID information read from each sector with 
the specified value in the command, and sets the 
ND flag of Status Register 1 to a "1" if there is no 
comparison. 

Multi-track or skip operations are not allowed with 
this command. The MT and SK bits (Bits D7 and D5 
of the first command byte respectively) should al
ways be set to "0". 
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Table 6·7. Result Phase Table 

Final Sector 10 Information 

MT Head Transferred at Result Phase 

to Host C H R N 

0 Less than EOT NC NC R+1 NC 

Equal to EOT C+1 NC 01 NC 
0 

1 Less than EOT NC NC R+1 NC 

Equal to EOT C+1 NC 01 NC 

0 Less than EOT NC NC R+1 NC 

Equal to EOT NC LSB 01 NC 
1 

1 Less than EOT NC NC R+1 NC 

Equal to EOT C+1 LSB 01 NC 
NC: No Change, the same value as the one at the begin· 
ning of command execution. 
LSB: Least Significant Bit, the LSB of H is complemented. 

This command terminates when the EOT specified 
number of sectors have been read. If the 82078 
does not find an ID Address Mark on the diskette 
after the second occurrence of a pulse on the 
INDX# pin, then it sets the IC code in Status Regis
ter 0 to "01" (Abnormal termination), sets the MA bit 
in Status Register 1 to "1 ", and terminates the com
mand. 

6.1.4 WRITE DATA 

After the WRITE DATA command has been issued, 
the 82078 loads the head (if it is in the unloaded 
state), waits the specified head load time if unloaded 
(defined in the. SPECIFY command), and begins 
reading ID Fields. When the sector address read 
from the diskette matches the sector address speci" 
fied in the command, the 82078 reads the data from 
the host via the FIFO, and writes it to the sector's 
data field. 

After writing data into the current sector, the 82078 
computes the CRC value and writes it into the CRC 
field at the end of the sector transfer. The Sector 
Number stored in "R" is incremented by one, and 
the 82078 continues writing to the next data field. 
The 82078 continues this "Multi-Sector Write Opera
tion". Upon receipt of a terminal count signal or if a 
FIFO over/under run occurs while a data field is be
ing written, then the remainder of the data field is 
filled with zeroes. 

The 82078 reads the ID field of each sector and 
checks the CRC bytes; If it detects a CRC error in 
one of the ID Fields, it sets the IC code in Status 
Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termination), sets the 
DE bit of Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates 
the WRITE DATA command. 
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The WRITE DATA command operates in much the 
same manner as the READ DATA command. The 
following items are the same. Please refer to the 
READ DATA Command for details: 

• Transfer Capacity 

• (End of Cylinder) bit 

• ND (No Data) bit 
• Head Load, Unload Time Interval 

• ID information when the host terminates the com
mand. 

• Definition of DTL when N = 0 and when N does 
not = O. 

6.1.5 WRITE DELETED. DATA 

This command is almost the same as the WRITE 
DATA command except that a Deleted Data Ad
dress Mark is written 'at the beginning of the Data 
Field instead of the normal Data Address Mark. This 
command is typically used to mark a bad sector con
taining an error on the floppy disk. 

6.1.6 VERIFY 

The VERIFY command is used to verify the data 
stored on a disk, This command acts exactly like a 
READ DATA command except that no data is trans· 
ferred to the host. Data is read from the disk, CRC 
computed and checked against the· previously 
stored value. 

Because no data is transferred to the host, TC (pin 
25) cannot be used to terminate this command. By 
setting the EC bit to "1" an implicit TC will be. issued 
to the 82078. This implicit TC will occur when the SC 
value has decrement to 0 (an SC value of 0 will veri
fy 256 sectors). This command can also beterminat
ed by setting the EC bit to "0" and the EOT value 
equal to the final sector to be Checked. If EC is set to 
"0" DTL/SC should be programmed to OFFH. Refer 
to Table 6-6 and Table 6-7 for . information concern
ing the values of MT. and EC versus SC and EOT 
value. 

Definitions: 

# Sectors Per Side = Number of formatted sec
tors per each side of the 
disk. 

# Sectors Remaining = Number of formatted sec
tors left which can be read, 
including side 1 of the disk 
if MT is set to "1". 
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Table 6-8. Verify Command Result Phase Table 
i i 

MT EC SC/EOT Value Termination Result 

0 0 SC = DTL Successful Termination 
EOT s # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Valid 

0 0 SC = DTL Unsuccessful Termination 
EOT > # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Invalid 

0 1 SC s # Sectors Remaining Successful Termination 
AND Result Phase Valid 

EOT s # Sectors Per Side 

0 1 SC > # Sectors Remaining Unsuccessful Termination 
OR Result Phase Invalid 

EOT > # Sectors Per Side 

1 0 SC = DTL Successful Termination 
EOT s # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Valid 

1 0 SC = DTL Unsuccessful Termination 
EOT > # Sectors Per Side Result Phase Invalid 

1 1 SC s # Sectors Remaining Successful Termination 
AND Result Phase Valid 

EOT s # Sectors Per Side 

1 1 SC > # Sectors Remaining Unsuccessful Termination 
OR Result Phase Invalid 

EOT > # Sectors Per Side 

NOTE: 
If MT is set to "1" and the SC value is greater than the number of remaining formatted sectors on Side 0, verifying will 
continue on Side 1 of the disk. 
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6.1.7 FORMAT TRACK 

The FORMAT command allows an entire track to be 
formatted. After a pulse from the INDX# pin is de
tected, the 82078 starts writing data on the disk in
cluding Gaps, Address Marks, ID Fields and Data 
Fields, per the IBM System 34 (MFM). The particular 
values that will be written to the gap and data field 
are controlled by the values programmed into N, SC, 
GPL, and D which are specified by the host during 
the command phase. The data field of the sector is 
filled with the data byte specified by D. The ID Field 
for each sector is supplied by the host; that is, four 
data bytes per sector are needed by the 82078 for 
C, H, R, and N (cylinder, head, sector number and 
sector size respectively). 

After formatting each sector, the host must send 
new values for C, H, Rand N to the 82078 for the 
next sector on the track. The R value (sector num
ber) is the only value that must be changed by the 
host after each sector is formatted. This allows the 
disk to be formatted with nonsequential sector ad
dresses (interleaving). This incrementing and for
matting continues for the whole track until the 82078 
encounters a pulse on the INDX# pin again and it 
terminates the command. 

Table 6-9 contains typical values for gap fields which 
are dependent upon the size of the sector and the 
number of sectors on each track. Actual values can 
vary due to drive electronics. 

Table 6-9. Typical PC-AT Values for Formatting 

Drive Form MEDIA Sector Size N SC GPL1 GPL2 

5.25" 
1.2M 512 02 OF 2A 50 
360K 512 02 09 2A 50 

2.88M 512 02 24 38 53 
3.5" 1.44M 512 02 18 18 54 

720K 512 02 09 18 54 

NOTE: 
All values except Sector Size are in Hex. 

Gap3 is programmable during reads, writes, and formats. 

GPL 1 = suggested Gap3 values in read and write commands to avoid splice point between data field andlD 
field of contiguous sections. 

GPL2 = suggested Gap3 value in FORMAT TRACK command. 

6.1.7.1 Format Fields 

Table 6-10. System 34 Format Double Density 

GAP4a SYNC lAM GAP 1 SYNC lOAM C S C GAP2 SYNC DATA AM C 
80x 12x SOx 12x Y 

H 
E 

N 
R 22x 12x DATA R GAP 3 GAP4b 

~ ~ D 0 3x I FB 
4E 00 C2 4E 00 A1 L C C 4E 00 A1 F8 C 

Table 6-11. ISO Format 

GAP 1 SYNC lOAM C S C GAP2 SYNC DATA AM C 
32x 12x Y 

H 
E 

N 
R 22x 12x DATA R GAP 3 GAP4b ~ 0 0 3x I FB 

4E 00 A1 L C C 4E 00 A1 F8 C 

Table 6-12. Perpendicular Format 

GAP4a SYNC lAM GAP 1 SYNC lOAM C S C GAP2 SYNC DATA AM C H N 
80x 12x ~ SOx 12x 

~ 
Y 

D 
E 

0 
R 41x 12x 

3x I FB 
DATA R GAP 3 GAP4b 

4E 00 C2 4E 00 A1 L C C 4E 00 A1 F8 C 
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6.2 Control Commands 

Control commands differ from the other commands 
in that no data transfer takes place. Three com
mands generate an interrupt when complete; READ 
10, RECALIBRATE and SEEK. The other control 
commands do not generate an interrupt. 

6.2.1 READ ID 

The READ 10 command is used to find the present 
position of the recording heads. The 82078 stores 
the values from the first 10 Field it is able to read into 
its registers. If the 82078 does not find an 10 Ad
dress Mark on the diskette after the second occur
rence of a pulse on the INDX# pin, it then sets the 
IC code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal ter
mination), sets the MA bit in Status Register 1 to 
"1 ", and terminates the command. 

The following commands will generate an interrupt 
upon completion. They do not return any result 
bytes. It is highly recommended that control com
mands be followed by the SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS command. Otherwise, valuable interrupt 
status information will be lost. 

6.2.2 RECALIBRATE 

This command causes the read/write head within 
the 82078 to retract to the track 0 position. The 
82078 clears the contents of the PCN counter, and 
checks the status of the TRKO pin from the FDD. As 
long as the TRKO pin is low, the DIR pin remains 0 
and step pulses are issued. When the TRKO pin 
goes high, the SE bit in Status Register 0 is set to 
"1 ", and the command is terminated. If the TRKO pin 
is still low after 79 step pulses have been issued, the 
82078 sets the SE and the EC bits of Status Regis
ter 0 to "1 ", and terminates the command. Disks 
capable of handling more than 80 tracks per side 
may require more than one RECALIBRATE com
mand to return the head back to physical Track O. 

The RECALIBRATE command does not have a re
sult phase. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command 
must be issued after the RECALIBRATE command 
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to effectively terminate it and to provide verification 
of the head position (PCN). During the command 
phase of the recalibrate operation, the 82078 is in 
the BUSY state, but during the execution phase it is 
in a NON BUSY state. At this time another RECALI
BRATE command may be issued, and in this man
ner, parallel RECALIBRATE operations may be 
done on up to 4 drives at once. 

Upon power up, the software must issue a RECALI
BRATE command to properly initialize all drives and 
the controller. 

6.2.3 DRIVE SPECIFICATION COMMAND 

The 82078 uses two pins, DRVDENO and DRVDEN1 
to select the density for modern drives. These sig
nals inform the drive of the type of diskette in the 
drive. The Drive Specification command specifies 
the polarity of the DRVDENO and DRVDEN1 pins. It 
also enables or disables DSR programmed precom
pensation. 

This command removes the need for a hardware II 
workaround to accommodate differing specifications 
among drives. By programming this command during 
BIOS's POST routine, the floppy disk controller will 
internally configure the correct values for DRVDENO 
and DRVDEN1 with corresponding precompensa
tion value and data rate table enabled for the partic
ular type of drive. 

This command is protected from software resets. Af
ter executing the DRIVE SPEC command, subse
quent software resets will not clear the programmed 
parameters. Only another DRIVE SPEC command or 
H/W reset can reset it to default values. The 6 LSBs 
of the last byte of this command are reserved for 
future use. 

The DRATEO and DRATE1 are values as pro
grammed in the DSR register. The DENSEL is high 
for high data rates (1 Mbps and 500 Kbps) and low 
for low data rates (300 Kbps and 250 Kbps). 

Table 6-13 describes the drives that are supported 
with the DTO, DT1 bits of the Drive Specification 
command: 
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DTO 

o· 

0 

1 

1 

Table 6-13. Drive Support vi.a the Drive Specification Command 

DRVDENn Polarities for AT/EISA Mode (IDENTO, IDENT1 = 11) 

DT1 Data Rate DRVDENO 

1 Mbps 1 

O· 500 Kbps 1 
300 Kbps 0 
250 Kbps 0 

1 Mbps 1 

1 
500 Kbps 0 
300 Kbps 0 
250 Kbps 1 

1 Mbps 0 

0 
500 Kbps 0 
300 Kbps 1 
250 Kbps 1 

1 Mbps 1 

1 
500 Kbps 0 
300 Kbps 1 
250 Kbps 0 

(0) Denotes the default setting 

DRVDEN Polarities for PS/2, Model 30 Mode (IDENTO, IDENT1 = OX) 

DTO DT1 Data Rate DRVDENO 

1 Mbps 1 

O· O· 500 Kbps 0 
300 Kbps 1 
250 Kbps 0 

1 Mbps 1 

0 1 
500 Kbps 1 
300 Kbps 0 
250 Kbps 0 

1 Mbps 0 

1 0 
500 Kbps 0 
300 Kbps 1 
250 Kbps 1 

1 Mbps 1 

1 1 
500 Kbps 0 

.300 Kbps 0 
250 Kbps 1 

(0) Denotes the default setting 
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DRVDEN1 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 

DRVDEN1 

1 
0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
1 
0 
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6.2.4 SEEK 

The read/write head within the drive is moved from 
track to track under the control of the SEEK Com
mand. The 82078 compares the PCN which is the 
current head position with the NCN and performs 
the following operation if there is a difference: 

PCN < NCN: Direction signal to drive set to "1" 
(step in), and issues step pulses. 

PCN > NCN: Direction signal to drive set to "0" 
(step out), and issues step pulses. 

The rate at which step pulses are issued is con
trolled by SRT (Stepping Rate Time) in the SPECIFY 
command. After each step pulse is issued, NCN is 
compared against PCN, and when NCN = PCN, 
then the SE bit in Status Register 0 is set to "1", and 
the command is terminated. 

During the command phase of the seek or recali
brate operation, the 82078 is in the BUSY state, but 
during the execution phase it is in the NON BUSY 
state. 

Note that if implied seek is not enabled, the read and 
write commands should be preceded by: 

1. SEEK command; Step to the proper track 

2. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command; Termi
nate the Seek command 

3. READ ID. Verify head is on proper track 

4. Issue READ/WRITE command. 

The SEEK command does not have a result phase. 
Therefore, it is highly recommended that the SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS Command be issued after the 
SEEK command to terminate it and to provide verifi
cation of the head position (PCN). The H bit (Head 
Address) in STO will always return a "0". When exit
ing DSR POWER DOWN mode, the 82078 clears the 
PCN value and the status information to zero. Prior 
to issuing the DSR POWER DOWN command, it is 
highly recommended that the user service all pend
ing interrupts through the SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS command. 

6.2.5 SCAN COMMANDS 

The SCAN Commands allow data which is being 
read from the diskette to be compared against data 
which is being supplied from the main system (Proc
essor in NON-DMA mode, and DMA Controller in 
DMA mode). The FDC compares the data on a byte
by-byte basis, and looks for a sector of data which 
meets the conditions of DFDD = Dprocessor, DFDD ~ 
Dprocessor, or DFDD :2: Dprocessor. Ones comple
ment arithmetic is used for comparison (FF = larg
est number, 00 = smallest number). After a whole 
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sector of data is compared, if the conditions are not 
met, the sector number is incremented (R + STP 
-+ R), and the scan operation is continued. The 
scan operation continues until one of the following 
conditions occur; the conditions for scan are met 
(equal, low, or high), the last sector on the track is 
reached (EOT), or the terminal count signal is reo 
ceived. 

If the conditions for scan are met then the FDC sets 
the SH (Scan Hit) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 
(high), and terminates the Scan Command. If the 
conditions for scan are not met between the starting 
sector (as specified by R) and the last sector on the 
cylinder (EOT), then the FDC sets the SN (Scan Not 
Satisfied) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 (high), and 
terminates the Scan Command. The receipt of a 
TERMINAL COUNT Signal from the Processor or 
DMA Controller during the scan operation will cause 
the FDC to complete the comparison of the particu
lar byte which is in process, and then to terminate 
the command. Table 6-9 shows the status of bits SH 
and SN under various conditions of SCAN. 

If the FDC encounters a Deleted Data Address Mark 
on one of the sectors (and SK = 0), then it regards 
the sector as the last sector on the cylinder, sets CM 
(Control Mark) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 (high) 
and terminates the command. If SK = 1, the FDC 
skips the sector with the Deleted Address Mark, and 
reads the next sector. In the second case (SK = 1), 
the FDC sets the CM (Control Mark) flag of Status 
Register 2 to a 1 (high) in order to show that a Delet
ed Sector has been encountered. 

When either the STP (contiguous sectors STP = 01, 
or alternate sectors STP = 02 sectors are read) or 
the MT (Multi-Track) are programmed, it is neces
sary to remember that the last sector on the track 
must be read. For example, if STP = 02, MT = 0, 
the sectors are numbered sequentially 1 through 26, 
and we start the Scan Command at sector 21; the 
following will happen. Sectors 21, 23, and 25 will be 
read, then the next sector (26) will be skipped and 
the Index Hole will be encountered before the EOT 
value of 26 can be read. This will result in an abnor
mal termination of the command. If the EOT had 
been set at 25 or the scanning started at sector 20, 
then the Scan Command would be completed in a 
normal manner. 

During the Scan Command data is supplied by either 
the processor or DMA Controller for comparison 
against the data read from the diskette. In order to 
avoid having the OR (Over Run) flag set in Status 
Register 1, it is necessary to have the data available 
in less than 13 J-ts. If an Overrun occurs the FDC 
terminates the command. 
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Table 6-13. Scan Status Codes 

Status Register 2 . 
Command Comments 

8it2 = SN 

Scan Equal 
0 
1 

Scan Low or Equal 
0 
0 
1 

Scan High or Equal 
0 
0 
1 

6.2.6 SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

An interrupt signal on INT pin is generated by the 
82078 for one of the following reasons: 

1. Upon entering the Result Phase of: 

a. READ DATA Command 

b. READ TRACK Command 

c. READ ID Command 

d. READ DELETED DATA Command 

e. WRITE DATA Command 

f. FORMAT TRACK Command 

g. WRITE DELETED DATA Command 

h. VERIFY Command 

2, End of SEEK, RELATIVE SEEK or RECALI
BRATE Command 

3. 82078 requires a data transfer during the execu
tion phase in the non-DMA Mode 

The SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command resets 
the interrupt signal and via the IC code and SE bit of 
Status Register 0, Identifies the cause of the inter
rupt. If a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command is 
issued when no active interrupt condition is present, 
the status register STO will return a value of 80H 
(invalid command). 

Table 6-14. Interrupt Identification 

SE IC Interrupt Due To 

0 11 Polling 
1 00 Normal Termination of SEEK or 

RECALIBRATE command 
1 01 Abnormal Termination of SEEK or 

RECALIBRATE command 

The SEEK, RELATIVE SEEK and the RECALI
BRATE commands have no result phase. SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS command must be issued im
mediately after these commands to terminate them 
and to provide verification of the head position 
(PCN). The H (Head Address) bit in STO will always 
return a "0". If a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS is 
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8it3 = SH 

1 DFDD = DProcessor 
0 DFDD 01= Dprocessor 

1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
0 DFDD < Dprocessor 
0 DFDD :1> Dprocessor 

1 DFDD ;= Dprocessor 
0 DFDD > DProcessor 
0 DFDD <t: Dprocessor 

not issued, the drive will continue to be BUSY and 
may effect the operation of the next command. 

6.2.7 SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS obtains drive status infor
mation. It has no execution phase and goes directly 
to the result phase from the command phase. 
STATUS REGISTER 3 contains the "drive status in
formation. 

6.2.8 SPECIFY 

The SPECIFY command sets the initial values for 
each of the three internal timers. The HUT (Head 
Unload Time) defines the time from the end of the 
execution phase of one of the read/write commands 
to the head unload state. The SRT (Step Rate Time) 
defines the time interval between adjacent step 
pulses. Note that the spacing between the first and 
second step pulSes may be shorter than the remain
ing step pulses. The HL T (Head Load Time) defines 
the time between the command phase to the execu
tion phase of a read/write data command. The Head 
Unload Time (HUT) timer starts at the end of the 
execution phase to the beginning of the result phase 
of a read/write command. The values change with 
the data rate speed selection and are documented 
in Table 6-15. 

Table 6-15_ Drive Control Delays (ms) 

HUT SRT 

1M SOOK 300K 2S0K 1M SOOK 300K 2S0K 

0 128 256 426 512 8.0 16 26.7 32 
1 8 16 26.7 32 7.5 15 25 30 
- - - - - - - - -
A 80 160 267 320 3.0 6.0 10.2' 12 
B 88 176 294 352 2.5 5.0 8.35 10 
C 96 192 320 384 2.0 4.0 6.68 8 
D 104 208 346 416 1.5 3.0 5.01 6 
E 112 224 373 448 1.0 2.0 3.33 4 
F 120 240 400 480 0.5 1.0 1.67 2 
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1M 500K 300K 250K 

00 128 256 426 512 
01 1 2 3.3 4 
02 2 4 6.7 8 
- - - - -
7E ' 126 252 420 504 
7F 127 254 423 508 

The choice of DMA or NON-DMA operations is 
made by the ND bit. When this bit is "1", the NON
DMA mode is selected, and when ND is "0", the 
DMA mode is selected. In DMA mode, data transfers 
are signalled by the DRO pin. Non-DMA mode uses 
the ROM bit and the INT pin to signal data transfers. 

6.2.9 CONFIGURE 

Issue the configure command to enable features like 
the programmable FIFO and set the beginning track 
for pre-compensation. A. CONFIGURE command 
need not be issued if the default values of the 82078 
meet the system requirements. The CLK48 bit al
lows the 82078 to connect to a 48 MHz oscillator, 
this can reduce board space if there is a 48 MHz 
signal already available on the system. 

CONFIGURE DEFAULT VALUES: 

EIS - No Implied Seeks 

EFIFO - FIFO Disabled 

POLL - POlling Enabled 

FIFOTHR - FIFO Threshold Set to 1 Byte 

PRETRK - Pre-Compensation Set to Track 0 

EI5-Enable implied seek. When set to "1", the 
82078 will perform a SEEK operation before execut
ing a read or write command. Defaults to no implied 
seek. 

EFIFO-A "1" puts the FIFO into the 8272A com
patible mode where the FIFO is disabled. This 
means data transfers are asked for on a byte by byte 
basis. Defaults to "1", FIFO disabled. The threshold 
defaults to one. 

POLL-Disable polling of the drives. Defaults to "0", 
polling enabled. When enabled, a single interrupt is 
generated after a RESET. No polling is performed 
while the drive head is loaded and the head unload 
delay has not expired. 
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FIFOTHR-The FIFO threshold in the execution 
phase of read or write commands. This is program
mable from 1 byte to 16 bytes. Defaults to one byte. 
A "00" selects one byte, "OF" selects 16 bytes. 

PRETRK-Pre-compensation start track number. 
Programmable from track 0 to 255. Defaults to track 
O. A "00" selects track 0, "FF" selects 255. 

CLK48-Default is "0", external clock is assumed to 
be 24 MHz. If a 48 MHz external oscillator is used 
the bit must be set high. Note that the 82078 does 
not support a 48 MHz crystal, only an external oscil
lator. For more information refer to the section about . 
the 2 Mbps data rate. Note, this must be enabled 
first during the initialization routine of the POST if a 
48 MHz oscillator is used. 

6.2.10 VERSION 

The VERSION command checks to see if the con
troller is an enhanced type (82077, 82077AA, 
82077SL) or the older type (8272A1765A). A value 
of 90H is returned as the result byte, defining an 
enhanced FDD controller is in use. No interrupts are 
generated. 

6.2.11 RELATIVE SEEK 

The command is coded the same as for SEEK, ex
cept for the MSB of the first byte and the DIR bit. 

DIR Head Step Direction Control. . 

DIR Action 

0 Step Head Out 

1 Step Head In 

RCN Relative Cylinder Number that determines 
how many tracks to step the head in or out 
from the current track number. 

The RELATIVE SEEK command differs from the 
SEEK command in that it steps the head the abso
lute number of tracks specified in the command in
stead of making a comparison against an internal 
register. The SEEK command is good for drives that 
support a maximum of 256 tracks. RELATIVE 
SEEKs cannot be overlapped with other RELATIVE 
SEEKs. Only one RELATIVE SEEK can be active at 
a time. Bit 4 of Status Register 0 (EC) will be set if 
RELATIVE SEEK attempts to step outward beyond 
Track O. 

As an example, assume that a floppy drive has 300 
useable tracks and that the host needs to read track 
300 and the head is on any track (O~255). If a SEEK 
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command was issued, the head would stop at track 
255. If a RELATIVE SEEK command was issued, the 
82078 would move the head the specified number of 
tracks, regardless of the internal cylinder position 
register (but would increment the register). If the 
head had been on track 40 (D), the maximum track 
that the 82078 could position the head on using 
RELATIVE SEEK, would be 296(0), the initial track, 
+ 256 (D). The maximum count that the head can be 
moved with a single RELATIVE SEEK command is 
256 (D). 

The internal register, PCN, would overflow as the 
cylinder number crossed track 255 and would con
tain 40 (D). The resulting PCN value is thus (NCN + 
PCN) mod 256. Functionally, the 82078 starts count
ing from 0 again as the track number goes above 
255(0). It is the users responsibility to compensate 
82078 functions (precompensation track number) 
when accessing tracks greater than 255. The 82078 
does not keep track that it is working in an "extend
ed track area" (greater than 255). Any command is
sued would use the current PCN value except for the 
RECALIBRATE command which only looks for the 
TRACKO signal. RECALIBRATE would return an er
ror if the head was farther than 79 due to its limita
tion of issuing a maximum 80 step pulses. The user 
simply needs to issue a second RECALIBRATE 
command. The SEEK command and implied seeks 
will function correctly within the 44 (D) track 
(299-255) area of the "extended track area". It is 
the users responsibility not to issue a new track posi
tion that would exceed the maximum track that is 
present in the extended area. 

To return to the standard floppy range (0-255) of 
tracks, a RELATIVE SEEK would be issued to cross 
the track 255 boundary. . 

A RELATIVE SEEK can be used instead of the nor
mal SEEK but the host is required to calculate the 
difference between the current head location and 
the new (target) head location. This may require the 
host to issue·a READ 10 command to ensure that 
the head is physically on the track that software as
sumes it to be. Different 82078 commands will return 
different cylinder results which may be difficult to 
keep track of with software without the READ 10 
command. 

6.2.12 DUMPREG 

The DUMPREG command is designed to support 
system run-time diagnostics and application soft
ware development and debug. The command re' 
turns pertinent information regarding the internal 
status of the 82078. This can be used to verify the 
values initialized in the 82078. 

6.2.13 PERPENDICULAR MODE COMMAND 

6.2.13.1 About Perpendicular Recording Mode 

An added capability of the 82078 is the ability to 
interface directly to perpendicular recording floppy 
drives. Perpendicular recording differs from the tradi
tional longitudinal method by orienting the magnetic 
bits vertically. This sCl1eme packs in more data bits 
for the same area. 

6.2.13.2 The Perpendicular Mode Command 

The PERPENDICULAR MODE Command allows the 
system de$igners to designate specific drives as 

Table 6-16: Effects of WGATE and GAP Bits 

VCOLow Length of Portion of Gap2 Gap2VCO 
GAP WGATE MODE :nmeafter Gap2Format Written by Write Low Time for 

Index Pulse Field Da.ta Operation Read Operations 

0 0 Conventional Mode 33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 

0 1 Perpendicular Mode 33 Bytes 22 Bytes 19 Bytes 24 Bytes 
(500 Kbps Data Rate) 

1 0 Reserved 33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 
(Conventional) 

1 1 Perpendicular Mode 18 Bytes 41 Bytes 38 Bytes 43 Bytes 
(1 Mbps Data Rate) 

NOTE: 
When either GAP.or WGATE bit is set, the current value of precompensation in the DSR is used. 
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Perpendic\llar recording drives. Data transfers be
tween Conventional and Perpendicular drives are al
lowed without having. to issue PERPENDICULAR 
MODE commands between the accesses of the two 
different drives, nor having to change write pre-com
pensation values. 

With this command, the length of the Gap2 field and 
VCO enable timing can be altered to accommodate 
the unique requirements of these drives. Table 6-16 
describes the effects of the WGATE and GAP bits 
for the PERPENDICULAR MODE command. 

When both GAP and WGATE equal "0" the PER
PENDICULAR MODE command will have the follow
ing effect on the 82078: 1) If any of the new bits DO, 
D1, D2, and D3 are programmed to "1" the corre
sponding drive will automatically be programmed for 
Perpendicular mode (i.e.: GAP2 being written during 
a write operation, the programmed Data Rate will 
determine the length of GAP2), and data will be writ
ten with 0 ns write pre-compensation. 2) any of the 
new bits (DO-D3) that are programmed for "0" the 
designated drive will be programmed for Conven
tional Mode and data will be written with the current
ly programmed write pre-compensation value. 3) 
Bits DO; D1, D2., and D3 can only be over written 
when the OW bit is written as a "1". The status of 
these bits can be determined by interpreting the 
eighth result byte of the DUMPREG Command. 
(Note: if either the GAP or WGATE bit is a "1", then 
.bits DO-D3 are ignored.) 

"Software" and "Hardware" RESET will have the 
following effects on the enhanced PERPENDICU
LAR MODE command: 

1. "Software" RESETs (Reset via DOR or DSR reg
isters) will only clear GAP and WGATE bits to 
".0", D3, D2, D1, and DO will retain their previous
ly programmed values. 

2. "Hardware" RE$ETs (Reset via pin 32) will clear 
all bits (GAP, WGATE, DO, D1, D2, and D3) to 
','0" (All Drives Conventional Mode). 

6.2,14 POWERDOWN MODE COMMAND 

The POWER DOWN MODE command allows the au
tomatic power management and enables the en
hanced registers (EREG EN) of the 82078. The use 
of the command can extend the battery life in porta
ble PC applications. To enable auto powerdown the 
command may .be issued during the BIOS power on 
self test. (POST). 

This command includes the ability to configure the 
82078 into the enhanced AT/EISA and PS/2 mode. 
In the enhanced PS/2. and Model 30 modes, this 
makesthe PD and IDLE pin status visible.!n the DIR 
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register. In the enhanced AT/EISA modes, this com
mand extends the SRB and TDR register. These ex
tended registers accommodate bits that give more 
information about floppy drive interface, allow for 
boot drive ·selection, and identify the values of the 
PD and IDLE status. 

As soon as the command is enabled, a 10 ms or a 
0.5 sec. (5 ms or 0.25 with 2Mbps tape mode) mini
mum powerup timer is initiated depending on wheth
er the MIN DLY bit is setto 0 or 1. This timer is one 
of the required conditions that has to be satisfied 
before the part will enter auto powerdown. Any soft
ware reset will reinitialize the timer. The timer count
down is also extended by up to 10 ms if the data rate 
is changed during the timer's countdown. Without 
this timer 82078 would have bean put to sleep im
mediately after 82078 is idle. The minimum delay 
gives software a chance to interact with 82078 with
out incurring an additional overhead due to recovery 
time. 

The command also allows the output pins· of floppy 
disk drive interface to be tn-stated or left unaltered 
during auto powerdown. This is done by the FDI TRI 
bit. In the default condition (FDI TRI = 0) the output 
pins of the floppy disk drive are tri"stated. Setting 
this bit leaves the interface un9hanged from the nor
mal state. 

The results phase returns the values programmed 
for MIN DLY, FDI TRI and AUTO PD. The auto pow
erd,own mode is disabled by a hardware reset. Soft
ware results have no effect on the POWER DOWN 
MODE command paramete·rs. 

6.2.15 PART ID COMMAND 

This command can be used to identify the floppy 
disk controller as an enhanced controller. The first 
stepping of both versions of the 64. pin 82078 will 
yield Ox01 in the result phase of this command. Any 
future enhancements on these parts will be denoted 
by the 5 LSBs (Ox01 to Ox1 F). 

6.2.16 OPTION COMMAND 

The standard IBM format includes an index address 
field conSisting of 80 bytes of GAP 4a, 12 bytes of 
the sync field, four bytes identifying the lAM and 

. 50 bytes of GAP 1. Under the ISO format most of 
this preamble is not used. The ISO format allows 
only 32 bytes of GAP 1 after the index mark. The 
ISO bit in this command allows the 82078 to config
ure. the data transfer commands to recognize this 
format. The MSBs in this command are reserved for 
any other enhancements made available to the user 
in the future. 
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6.2.17 SAVE COMMAND 

The first byte corresponds to the values pro· 
grammed in the DSR with the exception of CLK48. 
The DRATE1, DRATEO used here are unmapped. 
The second byte is used for configuring the bits from 
the OPTION command. All future enhancements to 
the OPTION command will be reflected in this byte· 
as well. The next nine result bytes are explained in 
the Parameter Abbreviations section after the com
mand summary. The 13th byte is the value associat
ed with the auto powerdown command. The disk 
status is used internally by 82078. There are two 
reserved bytes at the end of this command for future 
use. 

This command is similar to the DUMPREG com
mand but it additionally allows the user to read back 
the precompensation values as well as the pro
grammed data rate. It also allows the user to read 
the values programmed in the auto powerdown 
command. The precompensation values will be re
turned as programmed in the DSR register. This 
command is used in conjunction with the Restore 
command should prove very useful for SMM power 
management. This command reserves the last two 
bytes for future enhancements. 

6.2.18 RESTORE COMMAND 

Using Restore with the Save command, allows the 
SMM power management to restore the 82078 to its 
original state after a system powerdown. It also 
serves as a succinct way to provide most of the ini
tialization requirements normally handled by the sys
tem. The sequence of initializing the 82078 after a 
reset occurred and assuming a Save command was 
issued follows: 

• Issue the Drive Spec command (if the design uti
lizes this command) 

• Issue the Restore command (pass the 16 bytes 
retrieved previously during SAVE) 

The Restore command will program the data rate 
and precompensation value via the DSR. It then re
stores the values normally programmed through the 
Configure, Specify, .and Perpendicular commands. It 
also enables the previously selected values for the 
AUTO Powerdown command. The PCN values are 
set restored to their previous values and the user is 
responsible for issuing the seek and recalibrate 
commands to restore the head to the proper loca
tion. There are some drives that do not recalibrate in 
which case the Restore command will restore the 
previous state completely. The PDOSC bit is retriev
able using the Save command, however, the system 
designer must set it correctly. The software must al-
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low at least 20 jis to execute the Restore command. 
When using the BOOTSEL bits in the TDR, the user 
must restore or reinitialize these bits to their proper 
values. 

6.2.19 FORMAT AND WRITE COMMAND 

The format and write command is capable of simUl
taneously formatting and writing data to the diskette. 
It is essentially the same as the normal format com
mand. With the exception that included in the execu
tion for each sector is not only the C, H, R, and N but 
also the data transfer of N bytes. The D value is 
ignored. This command formats the entire track. 
High speed floppy diskette duplication can be done 
fast and efficiently with this command. Ttie user can 
format the diskette and put data on it in a single 
pass. This is very useful for software duplication ap
plications by reducing the time required to format 
and copy diskettes. 

6.2.20 LOCK 

The LOCK command is included to protect a system 
with long DMA latencies against older application 
software packages that can disable the 82078's 
FIFO. 

NOTE: 
This command should only be used by the sys
tem's FDC routines, and ISVs (Independent Soft
ware Vendors) should refrain from using it. If an 
ISV's application calls for having the 82078 FIFO 
disabled a CONFIGURE Command should be used 
to toggle the EFIFO· (Enable FIFO) bit. ISV can de
termine the value of the LOCK bit by interpreting 
the eighth result byte of an DUMPREG Command. 

The LOCK command defines whether EFIFO, 
FIFOTHR, and PRETRK parameters of the CON
FIGURE command can be RESET by the DOR and 
DSR registers. When the LOCK bit is set to a "1" all 
subsequent "software" RESETs by the DOR and 
DSR registers will not change the previously set pa
rameter values in the CONFIGURE command. When 
the LOCK bitis set to a "0" 'software" RESETs by 
the DORor DSR registers will return these parame
ters to their default values. All "hardware" Resets 

. will set the LOCK bit to a "0" value,and will return 
EFIFO. FIFOTHR, and PRETRK to their default val
ues. A Status byte is returned immediately after issu
ing the. command byte. This Status byte reflects the 
value of the Lock bit set by the command byte. 

NOTE: 
No interrupts are generated at the end of this com
mand. 
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7.0 STATUS REGISTER ENCODING 

The contents of these registers are available only through a command sequence. 

7.1 Status Register 0 
Bit 

Symbol Name Description 
No~ 

7,6 IC Interrupt OO-Normal termination of command. The specified command was 
Code properly executed and completed without error. 

01-Abnormal termination of command. Command execution was started, 
but was not successfully completed. 
10-Invalid command. The requested command could not be executed. 
11-Abnormal termination caused by Polling. 

5 SE Seek End The 82078 completed a SEEK or RECALIBRATE command, or a READ or 
WRITE with implied seek command. 

4 EC Equipment The TRKO pin failed to become a "1" after: 
Check 1.80 step pulses in the RECALIBRATE command. 

2. The RELATIVE SEEK command causes the 82078 to step outward 
beyond Track O. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0" .. 
" 

2 H Head Address The current head address. 

1,0 DS1,O Drive Select The current selected drive. 

7.2 Status Register 1 . 
Bit 

Symbol Name Description 
No. 

7 EN End of The 82078 tried to access a sector beyond the final sector of the track 
Cylinder (255D). Will be set if TC is not issued after Read or Write Data Command. 

6 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

5 DE Data Error The 82078 detected a CRC error in either the IDfield or the data field of a 
sector. 

4 OR Overrun/ Becomes set if the 82078 does not receive CPU or DMA service within the 
Underrun required time interval, resulting in data overrun or underrun. 

3 - - Unused., This bit is always "0". 

2 ND No Data Anyone of the following: 
1. READ DATA, READ DELETED DATA command, the 82078 did not find 
the specified sector. 
2. READ ID command, the 82078 cannot read the ID field without an error. 
3. READ TRACK command, the 82078 cannot find the proper sector 
sequence. 

1 NW Not Writable WP pin became a "1" while the 82078 is executing a WRITE DATA, 
WRITE DELETED DATA, or FORMAT TRACK command. 

0 MA Missing Anyone of the following: 
Address Mark 1. The 82078 did not detect an ID address mark at the specified track after 

encountering the index pulse from the INDX'* pin twice. 
2. The 82078 cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted data 
address mark on the specified track. 
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7.3 Status Register 2 
, Bit 

Symbol Name Description No. 

7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

6 CM Control Mark Anyone of the following: 
1. READ DATA command. the 82078 encounters a deleted data 

" 

addreslil mark. . 
2. READ DELETED DATA command. the 82078 encountered a data 
address mark. 

5 DO Data Error The 82078 detected a CRC error in the data field. 
in Data Field 

4 WC Wrong The track address from the sector 10 field is different from the track 
Cylinder address maintained inside the 82078. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

2 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

1 BC Bad Cylinder The track address from the sector 10 field is different from the track 
address maintained inside the 82078 and is equal to FF hex which 
indicates a bad track with a hard error according to the IBM soft-
sectored format. 

0 MD Missing Data The 82078 cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted data 
Address Mark address mark. 

, 7.4 Status Register 3 
Bit 

Symbol Name Descrlptlcm . No. 

7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 
6 WP Write Protected Indicates th-e status of the WP pin. 

5 - - Unused. This bit is always "1". 

4 TO TRACK 0 Indicates the status of the TAKO pin. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "1". 

2 HD Head Address Indicates the status of the.HDSEL pin. 

1.0 DS1,O Drive Select Indicates the status of the DS1, DSO pins. 
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8.0 COMPATIBILITY 

The 82078 was designed with software compatibiiity 
in mind. It is a fully backwards, compatible solution 
with the older generation 8272A and NEC765A1B 
disk controllers. The 82078 also implements on
board regist43rs for compatibility with the Personal 
System/2s as well as PC/AT and PC/XT floppy disk 
controller subsystems. The 82078 is fully compatible 
with Intel's 386/486SL Microprocessor Superset. 
Upon reset, the 82078 samples IDENTO and 
IDENT1 to determine PS/2, PC/AT or PS/2 Model 
30 mode. 

8.1 PS/2 vs AT vs Model 30 Mode 

The 82078 operates in three different modes: PS/2, 
PC/AT, and Model 30. The 82078 is placed into the 
proper mode of operations upon Hardware RESET 
with the appropriate settings of the IDENTO and 
IDENT1 pins. 

8.2 Compatibility with the FIFO 

The FIFO of the 82078 is designed to be transparent 
to non-FIFO disk controller software developed on 
the older generation 8272A standard. Operation of 
the 82078 FIFO can be broken down into two tiers of 
compatibility. For first tier compatibility" the FIFO is 
left in the default disabled condition upon a "Hard
ware" reset. In this mode the FIFO operates in a 
byte mode and provides complete compability with 
non-FIFO based software. For second tier compati
bility, the FIFO is enabled via the CONFIGURE com
mand. When the FIFO is enabled, it will temporarily 
enter a byte mode during the command and result 
phase of disk controller operation. This allows for 
compatible' operation when interrogating the Main 
Status Register (MSR) for the purpose of transfer
ring a byte at a time to or from the disk controller. 
For normal disk controller applications, the system 
designer can still take advantage of the FIFO for 
time critical data transfers during the execution 
phase and not create any conflicts with non-FIFO 
software during the command or result phase: 

In some instances, use of the FIFO in any form has 
conflicted with certain specialized software. An ex
ample of a compatibility conflict using the FIFO is 
with software that monitors the progress of a data 
transfer during the execution phase. If the software 
assumed the disk controller was operating in a sin
gle byte mode and counted the number of bytes 
transferred to or from the disk controller to trigger 
some time dependent event on the disk media (i.e., 
head position over a specific data field), the same 
software will not have an identical time relationship 
if the FIFO is enabled. This is because the FIFO 
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allows data to be queued up, and then burst trans
ferred across the host bus. To accommodate soft
ware of this type, it is recommended that the FIFO 
be disabled. 

8.3 Drive Polling 

The 82078 supports the polling mode of the older 
generation 8272A. This mode is enabled upon a re
set and can be disabled via the CONFIGURE com
mand. This mode is supported for the sole purpose 
of providing backward compatibility with software 
that expects its presence. 

The intended purpose of drive polling dates back to 
8" drives as a means to monitor any .change in 
status for each disk drive present in the system. 
Each of the drives is selected for a period of time 
and its READY signal sampled. After a delay, the 
next drive is selected. Since the 82078 does not 
support READY in this capacity (internally tied true), 
the polling sequence is only simulated and does not 
affect the drive select lines (DSO-DS3) when it is 
active. If enabled, it occurs whenever the 82078 is 
waiting for a command or during SEEKs and RE
CALIBRATEs (but not IMPLIED SEEKs). Each drive 
is assumed to be not ready after a reset and, a 
"ready" value for each drive is saved in an internal 
register as the simulated drive is polled. An interrupt 
will be generated on the first polling loop because of 
the initial "not ready" status. This interrupt must be 
followed with a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS com
mand from the host to clear the interrupt condition 
for each of the four ,logical drives. 

9.0 Programming Guidelines 

Programming the 82078 is identical to any other 
8272A compatible disk controller with the exception 
of some additional commands. For the new design
er, it is useful to provide some guidelines on how to 
program the 82078. A typical disk operation involves 
more than issuing a command and waiting for the 
results. The control of the floppy disk drive is a low 
level operation that requires software intervention at 
different stages. New commands and features have 
been added to the 82078 to reduce the complexity 
of this software interface. 

9.1 Command and Result Phase 
Handshaking 

Before a command or parameter byte can be issued 
to the 82078, the Main Status Register (MSR) must 
be interrogated for a ready status and proper FIFQ 
direction. A typical floppy controller device driver 
should contain a subroutine for sending command or 
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290475-6 

Figure 9·1. Send_Byte Routine 

parameter bytes. For this discussion, the routine will 
be called "Send_byte" with the flowchart shown in 
Figure 9-1. 

The routine loops until RQM is 1 and 010 is 0 indi
cating a ready status and FIFO direction is inward. If 
this condition is true, the 82078 is ready to accept a 
command or parameter byte. A timeout counter is 
used to insure software response within a reason
able amount of time in case of no response by the 
82078. As a note, the programmer must be careful 
how the maximum delay is chosen to avoid unnec
essary timeouts. For example, if a new command is 
issued when the 82078 is in the middle of a polling 
routine, the MSR will not indicate a re,ady status for 
the next parameter byte until the polling sequence 
completes the loop. This could cause a delay be
tween the first and second bytes of up to 250 J.Ls (@ 
250 Kbps). If polling is disabled, this maximum delay 
is 175 J.Ls. There should also be enough timeout 
margin to accommodate a shift of the software to a 
higher speed system. A timeout value that results in 
satisfactory operation on a 16 MHz CPU might fail 
when the software is moved to a system with a 
25 MHz CPU. A recommended solution is to derive 
the timeout counter from a system hardware counter 
that is fixed in' frequency fro~ 'CPU clock to CPU 
clock. 
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Figure 9-2. GeLByte Routine 

For reading result bytes from the 82078, a similar 
routine is used. Figure 9-2 illustrates the flowchart 
for the routine "GeLbyte". The MSR is polled until 
RQM is 1 and 010 is 1, which indicates a ready 

, status and outward FIFO direction. At this point, the 
host can read a byte from the FIFO. As in the 
Send_byte routine, a timeout counter should be in
corporated in case of a disk controller lock-up condi
tion. For example, if a disk was not inserted into the 
disk drive at the time of a read operation, the con
troller would fail to receive the index pulse and lock
up since the index pulses are required for termina
tion of the execution phase. 

9.2 Initialization 

Initializing the 82078 involves setting up the appro
priate configuration after a reset. Parameters set by 
the SPECIFY command are undefined after a sys
tem reset and will need to be reinitialized. CONFIG
URE command parameters default to a known state 
after a system reset but will need to be reinitialized if 
the system requirements are different from the de
fault settings. This can be accomplished in two 
ways, either issue the individual commands, or issue 
the Restore command (assuming the Save com
mand was issued). The Restore command is a suc
cinct way to initialize the 82078, this is the preferable 
method if the' system power management powers 
the 82078 on anq off frequently. The flowchart for 
the recommended initialization sequence of the 
82078 is shown in Figure 9-3. 
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HlWRESET 

ISSUE CONFIGURE 
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RESTORE COMMAND' 

DRIVE SPECIFICATION 

82078 READY TO 
ACCEPT COMMANDS 

290475-8 
·Sense Interrupt Status may be required if Restore CMD is not issued within 250 p's of trailing edge of H/W reset 

(@1 Mbps). 

Figure 9-3. Initialization Flowchart 

Following a reset of the 82078, the Configuration 
Control Register (eCR) should be reinitialized for the 
appropriate data rate. An external reset via the 

. RESET pin will cause the data rate and write pre
compensation values to default to 250 Kbps (10b) 
and 125 ns (OOOb) respectively. Since the 125 ns 
write precompensation value is optimal for the 5 %" 
and 3 %" disk drive environment, most applications 
will not require the value to be changed in the initiali
zation sequence. As a note, a software reset issued 
via the DOR or DSR will not affect the data rate or 
write precompensation values. But it is recommend
ed as a safe programming practice to always pro
gram the data rate after a reset, regardless of the 
type. 

Since polling is enabled after a reset of the 82078, 
four SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS commands need 
to be issued afterwards to clear the status flags for 
each drive. The flowchart. in Figure 9-3 illustrates 
how the software clears each of the four interrupt 
status flags internally queued by the 82078. It should 
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be noted that although four SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS commands are issued, the INT pin is only 
active until the first SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 
command is executed. 

As a note, if the CONFIGURE command is issued 
within 250· /Ls of the trailing edge of reset 
(@1 Mbps), the polling mode of the 82078 can be 
disabled before the pOlling initiated interrupt occurs. 
Since polling stops when the 82078 enters the com
mand phase, it is only time critical up to the first byte 
of the CONFIGURE command. If disabled if) time, 
the system software no longer needs to issue the 
four SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS commands to 
clear the internal interrupt flags normally caused by 
polling. 

The CONFIGURE command should also be issued if 
the system requirements are differef)t from the de
fault settings. For example, the CONFIGURE com
mand can be used to enable the FIFO, set the 
threshold, and enable Implied Seeks. 
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The non-DMA mode flag, step rate (SRT), head load 
(HL n, and head unload times (HUT) programmed by 
the SPECIFY command do not default to a known 
state after a reset. This behavior is consistent with 
the 8272A and has been preserved here for compat
ibility. Thus, it is necessary to always issue a 
SPECIFY command in the initialization routine. 

9.3 Recalibrates and Seeks 

Commands that position the disk head are different 
from the typical READ/WRITE/FORMAT command 
in the sense that there is no result phase. Once a 
RECALIBRATE, SEEK, or RELATIVE SEEK com
mand has been issued, the 82078 will return a ready 
status in the Main Status Register (MSR) and per
form the head positioning operation· as a back
ground task. When the seek is complete, the 82078 
will assert the INT signal to request service. A 
SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command should 
then be asserted to clear the interrupt and read the 
status of the operation. Since the drive and motor 
enable· signals are directly controlled through the 
Digital Output Register (DOR) on the 82078, a write 
to the DOR will need to precede the RECALIBRATE 
or SEEK command if the drive and motor is not al
ready enabled. Figure 9-4 shows the flow chart for· 
this operation. 

SEEK FAILURE 

290475-9 

Figure 9-4. Recalibrate and Seek Operations 
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9.4 Read/Write Data Operations 

A read or write data operation requires several steps 
to complete successfully. The motor needs to be 
turned on, the .head positioned to the correctcylin
der, . the DMA controller initialized, the read or write 
command initiated, and an error recovery scheme 
implemented. The flowchart in Figure 9-5 highlights 
a recommended algorithm for performing a read or 
write data operation. . 

Before data can be transferred to or from the disk" 
ette, the disk drive motor must be brought up to 
speed. For most 3%" disk drives, the spin-up time is 
300 ms, while the 5%" drive usually requires about 
500 ms due to the increased moment of inertia asso
ciated with the larger diameter diskette. 

One technique for minimizing the motor spin-up de
lay in the read data case is to begin the read opera
tion immediately after the motor is turned on. When 
the motor is not initially up to speed, the internal 
data separator will fail to lock onto the incoming data 
stream and report a failure in the status registers. 
The read operation is then repeated until successful 
status is obtained. There is no risk of a data integrity 
problem since the data field is CRC validated. But, it 
is not recommended to use this technique for the 
write data operation even though it requires suc
cessful reading of the 10 field before the write takes 
place. The data separator performance of the 82078 
is such that locking to the data stream could take 
place while the motor speed variation is still signifi
cant. This could result in errors when an attempt is 
made to read the disk media by other disk control
I.ers that have a narrower incoming data stream fre
quency bandwidth. 

After the motor has been turned on, the matching 
data rate for the media inserted into the disk drive 
should then be programmed to the 82078 via the 
Configuration Control Register (CCR). The 82078 is 
designed to allow a different data rate to be pro
grammed arbitrarily without disrupting the integrity of 
the device. In some applications, it is required to au
tomatically determine the recorded data rate of the 
inserted media. One technique for doing this is to 
perform a READ 10 operation at each available data 
rate untila successful status is returned in the result 
phase. 

I 
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Figure 9·5. Read/Write Operation 
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If implied seeks are not enabled, the disk drive head ' 
must be-positioned over the correct cylinder by exe
cuting a SEEK command. After the seek Is com
plete, a head settling time needs to be asserted be
fore the read or write operation begins. For most 
drives, this delay should be a minimum of 15 ms. 
When using implied seeks, the minimum head set
tling time can be enforced by the head load time 
. (HLT) param.eter designated in the SPECIFY com
mand. For example, a HL T value of 8 will yield an 
effective head settling time of 16 ms for, a pro
grammed data rate of. 500 Kbps. Of course if the 
head is already positioned over the correct cylinder, 
the head settling time does not need to be enforced. 

The OMA controller is then initialized for the data 
tr~msfer and the read or write command is executed. 
Typically the OMAcontrolier will assert Terminal 
Count (TC) when the data transfer is complete .. The 
82078 will then complete the current data transfer 
and assert the INT Signal signifying it has entered 
the result phase. The result phase can also be en
tered by the 82078 if an error is encountered or the 
last sector number equals the End of Track (EOT) 
parameter. 

Based on the algorithm in Figure 9-5, if an error is 
encountered after reading the result bytes, two more 
retries are performed by reinitializing the OMA con
troller and re-issuing the .read or write data com
mand. A persisting failure could indicate the seek 
operation did not achieve proper alignment between 
the head and the track. The disk head should then 
be recalibrated and the seek repeated for a maxi
mum of two more tries. Unsuccessful operation after 
this point shOuld be reported as a disk failure to, the 
operating system. ' 
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. 9.5 Formatting 

The disk formatting procedure involves positioning 
the head on each track and creating a fixed format 
field used for organizing the data fields. The flow
chart in Figure 9-6 highlights the typical format pro
cedure. 

After the motor has been turned On and the, correct 
data rate programmed, the disk head is recalibrated 
to track O. The disk is then allowed to come up to 
speed via a 500 ms delay. It is important the disk 

. speed has stabilized before the actual formatting to 
avoid any data rate frequency variations. Since the 
.format fields contain critical information used by the 
data separator of the disk controller for synchroniza
tion purposes, frequency stability of the data stream 
is imperative for media interchangeability among dif
ferent systems. 

The 10 field data created on the disk during the for
mat process is "provided by the OMA controller dur
ing the execution phase. The OMA controller is ini
.tialized to send the C, H, Rand N va,lues for each 
sector JD field. For example, to format cylinder 7, on 
head 1, with 9 sectors, and a sector size of 2(512 
bytes), the OMA controller should be programmed to 
transfer 36 bytes (9' sectors x 4 bytes per sector) 
with the following data field: 7,1,1,2, 7,1,2;2, 7,1,3,2, 
... 7,1,9,2. Since the values provided to the 82078 
during the execution phase of the format command 
are directly recorded as the 10 fields on the disk, the 
data contents can be arbitrary. Some forms 6f copy 
protection have been implemented by taking advan
tage of this capability. 
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SEEK TO NEXT CYLINDER 

FOC TIMEOUT ERROR 
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Figure 9-6. Formatting 

After each head fora cylinder has been formatted, a 
seek operation to the next cylinder is performed and 
the format process is repeated. Since the FORMAT 
TRACK command does not have implied seek capa
bility, the SEEK command must be used. Also, as 
discussed in Section 9.2, the head settling time 
needs to be adhered to after each seek operation. 

9.6 Save and Restore 

The Save and Restore commands were developed 
for portable systems that use zero-volt powerdown 

I 

to' conserve power. These systems turn off the Vee 
to most of the system and retain the system status 
in a specific location. In older floppy controller de
signs, in order for system designers to retrieve the 
floppy controller status, a lot of separate commands 
and register reads were required. The Save com
mand stores the key status information in a single 
command, the Restore command restores this infor
mationwith a single command. These commands 
can be integrated into the SMM module that is re
sponsible for zero-volt powerdown. 
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The sequence of initializing the 82078 after a reset 
occurred and assuming a Save command was is
sued follows: 

• Issue the Drive Spec command (if the design uti
lizes this command) 

• Issue the Restore command 

The Restore command programs the data rate and 
precompensation value via the DSR. It then restores 
the values normally programmed through the Con
figure, Specify, and Perpendicular commands. It also 
enables the previously selected values for the AUTO 
Powerdown command. The command then restores 
the PCN values to its previous values. The user is 
responsible for issuing the seek and recalibrate 
commands to restore the head to the proper loca
tion. There are some drives that do not recalibrate in 
which case the Restore command will restore the 
previous state completely. The PDOSC bit is retriev
able using the Save command, however it is up to 
the system designer to set it correctly. The software 
must allow at least 20 /Ls to execute the Restore 
command. When using the BOOTSEL bits in the 
TOR, the user must restore or reinitialize these bits 
to their proper values. 

9.7 Verifies 

In some applications, the sector data needs to be 
verified immediately after each write operation. One 
verify technique reinitializes the DMA controller to 
perform a read transfer or verify transfer (DACK # is 
asserted but not RD#) immediately after each write 
operation. Issue a read command to the disk con
troller and the resulting status indicates if the CRC 
validated the previously written data. This technique 
has the drawback of requiring additional software in
tervention by having to reprogram the DMA control
ler between each sector write operation. The 82078 
supports this verify technique but also provides a 
VERIFY command that does not require the use of 
the DMA controller. 

To verify a write data transfer or format track opera
tion using the VERIFY command, the software sim
ply issues the command with the same format as a 
READ DATA command but without the support of 
the DMA controller. The 82078 will then perform a 
disk read operation without a host data transfer. The 
CRC will be calculated for each sector read and 
compared against the value stored on the disk. 
When the VERIFY command is complete, the status 
register reports detected CRC errors. 
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9.8 Powerdown State and Recovery 

The two power management modes coupled with 
the internal oscillator power management forms an 
important cOnsideration for programming the 82078. 
The recovery of 82078 and the time it takes to 
achieve complete recovery depends on how 82078 
is powered down and how it is awakened. The fol
lowing sections describe all the programming con
cerns and subtleties involved in using power man
agement features of the 82078. 

9.8.1 OSCILLATOR POWER MANAGEMENT 

Section 4.1 covers the power management scheme 
involved in powering down of both an internal and an 
external oscillator. Both types of oscillators face 
drop out effects and require recovery times on the 
order of tens of milliseconds (this may be objection
able to some application software). This means that 
if the oscillator is powered down then it is imperative 
for the software to assure enough timeJor the oscil
lator to recover to a stable state. Oscillator power 
management must be controlled by the system soft
ware especially to maintain software transparency. 
In cases where the system goes into a standby 
mode (by user request or system time-out), the pow
er management software can turn off the oscillator 
to conserve power. This can also be controlled in 
hardware using the Powerdown (PO) pin. Complete 
recovery from an oscillator powerdown state re
quires the software to turn on the oscillator suffi
ciently ahead of awakening the 82078. 

9.8.2 PART POWER MANAGEMENT 

The part powerdown and wake up modes are cov
ered in Section 4.2 in detail. This section is meant to 
address the programming concerns for the part (ex
cluding ~he oscillator) during these modes. 

9.8.2.1 Powerdown Modes 

For both types of powerdown modes-DSR power
down· and auto powerdown, if reset is used to exit 
the part from powerdown th9Jl the internal microcon
troller will go through a standard sequence: register 
initialization followed after some delay by an inter
rupt. 
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Software transparency in auto powerdown mode is 
preserved by MSR retaining the value of SOH which 
indicates that the part is ready to receive a com
mand. This. feature allows the part to powerdown 
while m~intaining its responsiveness to any applica
tion softwar~. 

The PO and IDLE status bits can be monitored via 
the Status Register B (SRB, enhanced AT/EISA 
mode) and in the Digital Input Register (DIR, PS/2 
and Model 30). Since the IDLE pin stays high when 
the 82078 is in idle state, the IDLEMSK bit can be 
used to set the pin low again (as part of a power 
management routine). 

9.8,2.2 Wake Up Modes 

Wake up from DSR powerdown results in the part 
being internally reset and all present status being 
lost. During DSR powerdown the ROM bit in the 
MSR is set. A software or hardware reset will wake 
up the part. 

The case for wake up from auto powerdownis differ
ent. The BIOS and application software are very 
sensitive to delays involved in writing the first c.om
mand bytes to the 82078. Mostprograms have short 
error time-outs in these cases. Such programs would 
not tolerate any floppy disk controller that was un
able to receive the first byte of a command at any 
time. The following describes how 82078 uniquely 
sustains its ·software· transparency during wake up 
sequences. 

Prior to writing a command to 82078, it is first neces
sary to read the MSR to ensure that the 82078 is 
ready (ROM bit must be set)· to receive the com
mand. When the part detects a MSR read, it as
sumes that another command will follow and begins 
the wake up process. While the part is waking up it 
does not change the state of the MSR (MSR = 
80H) and is able to receive the command in the 
FIFO. At this point one of the two following scenar
ios can occur. 

8207864 PIN 

No other command is sent subsequent to the MSR 
read. The part wakes up and initializes the minimum 
power up timer. Upon the expiration of this timer the 
part is once again put in powerdown state. 

Another command follows the MSR read. If the com
mand is sent during the part's recovery from power
down, the part remembers the command, clears the 
ROM bit (to prevent further bytes being written) and 
acts on the command once it is fully awake. 

If the MSR was not checked prior to writing of a 
command, the part will proceed as stated above with 
the ROM bit cleared and the command byte held 
until the internal microcontroller is ready. Writing the 
motor enable bits in DOR active will initiate the wake 
up sequence with ROM set .hjgh, ready to receive 
any command. . 

As it is clear from the above discussion, the immedi
ate access to the floppy disk controller for the first 
command byte is vital to software transparency. The 
recovery of the part from powerdown may involve a 
delay after the first command byte has been issued. 
However, all programs have tolerance. for the delay 
after the first command byte is issued. In. a powered 
up chip, it is possible for the microcontroller to be in 
its "polling loop". As a result the tolerance for this 
delay provides an excellent window for recovery of 
the part. 

10.0 DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

10.1 Operating the 82078SL In a 3.3V 
Design 

The design for 3.3V is the same as for 5.0V with two 
exceptions: The SEL3V"" pin must be held low to 
select 3.3V operation, and the VCCF pin can be ei
ther 3.3V or 5.0V (VCCF can only be 5.0V when 
SEL3V"" is high). The VCCF pin allows the controller 
to be operated in mixed (3.3V /5.0V) mode. For ex
ample, if the system operates at 3.3V and the floppy 
disk drive operates at 5.0V, the 82978 can be con
figured to operate at 3.3V with 5.0V available to the 
drive interface. See Figure 10-1 for a schematic. 
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10.2 Selectable Boot Drive 

Generally a standard personal computer is config
ured with a 1.2 Mb 5.25" disk drive and a 1.44 or 
2.88 Mb 3.5" disk drive. Usually the drive connects 
as "A:" and is the boot drive. At times the user may 
want to configure "B:" as the boot drive. Currently 
some BIOS' use a special implementation in soft
ware to accomplish this. The 82078 now offers this 
capability more efficiently by configuring the boot 
drives. 

The 82078 allows for virtual drive designations. This 
is a result of allowing multiplexing the boot drive se
lect and motor enable lines. This is shown in the 
Figure 10-2. 

BOOTSEL1 BOOTSELO 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

DOR 

I MOT I MOT I MOT I MOT I 
EN3 EN2 ENl ENO I 

I OR~IDRV~I SEL1'SEL2 
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The DRIVE SEL 1 and the DRIVE SEL2 bits in the 
OOR ;egiste; decode internally to generate the sig
nals OSn. The MEn signals generate directly from 
the OOR register. The OSn and MEn signals get 
mapped to actual FOSn and FOMEn pins based on 
the BOOTSELn bits (selected in the TOR register). 
The exact mapping of BOOTSEL vs. the FOSn and 
FOMEn pins is shown in the following table. 

Mapping: 

OSO -+ FOSO, MEO -+ FOMEO 
OS1 -+ FOS1, ME1 -+ FOME1 
OS2 -+ FOS2, ME2 -+ FOME2 

OSO -+ FOS1, MEO -+ FOME1 
OS1 -+ FOSO, ME1 -+ FOMEO 
OS2 -+ FOS2, ME2 -+ FOME2 

OSO -+ FOS2, MEO -+ FOME2 
OS1 -+ FOS1, ME1 -+ FOME1 
OS2 -+ FOSO, ME2 -+ FOMEO 

Reserved 

L-;- oso -
FOSO 

OSl FOSl 
C 
0 
0 

OS2 
MUX 

FOS2 

E OS3 FOS3 
R 

-eoOTSELO BOOTSELl 

MEO FOMEO 

MEl FOMEl 

ME2 MUX FDME2 

ME3 FOME3 

'----- 290475-12 

Figure 10-2. Virtual Drive Configuration 
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The BOOTSELn bits allow users to multiplex the out
put drive signals allowing different drives to be the 
boot drive. The DSn and MEn bits are considered 
virtual designations since the DSn and MEn signals 
get remapped to different corresponding physical 
FDSn and FDMEn pins. In other words, once the 
BOOTSELn bits are configured for a non-default se
lection, all future references made to the controller 
will be assumed as virtual designations. For exam
ple, if BOOTSEL1, BOOTSELO = 10 then DOR[1:0] 
= 00 refers to drive 2 and FDS2, FDME2 lines will 
be activated. Also, ifTAPESEL[1:0] = 10, then tape 
mode is selected whenever FDSO, FDMEO are se
lected. Note, due to the virtual designations TAPE
SEL[1 :0] = 00 would never enable tape mode due 
to boot drive restrictions. 

10.3 How to Disable the Native Floppy 
Controller on the Motherboard 

There are occasions when the floppy controller de
signed onto the motherboard of a system needs to 
be disabled in order to operate another floppy con
troller on the expansion bus. This can be done with
out changing the BIOS or remapping the address of 
the floppy controller (provided there is a jumper, or 
another way to disable the chip select on the native 
controller) . 

Upon reset, the DOR register in the 82078 is set to 
OOH. If the CS# is left enabled during the POST, the 
DOR is set to OCH, this enables the DMA GATE # bit 
in the DOR. When this bit is set the 82078 treats a 
DACK# and a RD# or WR# as an . internal chip 
select (CS #). Bus contention will occur between the 
native controller and the auxiliary controller if the 
DMA GATE# bit becomes active, even if the CS# 
Signal is not present. 
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The proper way to disable the native floppy control
ler is to disable the CS# before the system is turned 
on. This will prevent the native controller from get
ting initialized. Another option is to map the native 
controller to· a secondary address space, then dis
able the DMA GATE # via the DOR disabling the 
DMA GATE #. This assumes that the native control
ler is switchable to a secondary address space. 

10.4 Replacing the 82077SL with a 
82078 In a S.OV Design 

The 82078 easily replaces the 5.0V 82077SL with 
minimum deSign changes. With a few exceptions, 
most of the signals are named as they were in the 
82077SL. Some pins were eliminated and other re
named to accommodate a reduced pin count and 
smaller package. 

The connections to the AT bus are the same as the 
82077SL with the following exceptions: MFM and 
IDENT have been replaced by IDENT1 and IDENTO. 
The PLLO pin was removed. Configure the tape drive 
mode on the 82078 via the Tape Drive Register 
(TOR). 

The Drive Interface on the 82078 is also similar to 
the 82077SL except as noted: DRVDENO and 
DRVDEN1 on the 82078 take the place of DENSEL, 
DRATEO, and DRATE1 on the 82077SL. The Drive 
Specification Command configures the polarity of 
these pins, thus selecting the density type of the 
drive. The Motor Enable pins (MEO-3) and the Drive 
Select pins (DSO-3) are renamed FDME(0-3) and 
FDS(0-3) respectively on the 82078. 10K pull-up re
sistors can be used on the disk interface. See Figure 
10-3 for a schematic of the connection. 
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Pin Changes on the 64 Pin Part: 

• INVERT# is removed 

• 4 NC's (no connects) are removed 

• MFM, IDENT pins on the 82077SL have been 
changed to IDENT1 and IDENTO respectively. 

• PLLO pin, which allowed for H/W configuration of 
tape drive mode is no longer available. Tape 
mode can be configured via the TOR register. 

• DENSEL, DRATE1, DRATEO pins have been 
substituted by DRVDENO, DRVDEN1. The Drive 
Specification command can be used to configure 
these pins for various requirements of drives 
available on the market. 

• RDGATE has been added and can be used for 
diagnostics of the PLL. 
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• MEDID1, MEDIDO are new, they return media 
type information to the TOR register.· 

• DRVID1, DRVIDO return drive type information to 
the TOR register. 

• SEL3V # selects between either 3.3V or 5V 
mode. Connecting the pin LOW selects 3.3V 
mode. 

• 5 VSS pins, 2 VCC pins, 2 VSSP pins, 1 VCCF 
pin, and 1 AVCC and 1 AVSS pin. 

• VCCF can be used to interface a 5.0V or a 3.3V 
drive to the 82078 (when SEL3V # is low). 

• The Hardware RESET pulse width has changed 
from 170 times the oscillator period to 100 ns 
plus 25 times the oscillator period. 
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11.0 D.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

11.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Storage Temperature 

Supply Voltage 

Voltage on Any Input 

- 65·e to + 150·e 

- 0.5V to + B.OV 

GND - 2V to 6.5V 

Voltage on Any Output GND - 0.5V to Vcc + 0.5V 

Power Dissipation 1 W 

11.2 D.C. Characteristics TA = o·eto 70·e, vss = AVss = OV 

64 PIN D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

Vee = +5V ±10% 
Parameter 

8207864 PIN 

Vee = 3.3V ± 0.3V 
Symbol Test Test 

Min(V) Max(V) 
Conditions 

Min(V) Max(V) 
Conditions 

VILC Input Low Voltage, -0.5 O.B -0.3 0.8 
X1 

. VI He Input High Voltage, 3.9 Vcc + 0.5 2.4 Vce + 0.3 
X1 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 -0.3 O.B 
(all pins except X1) 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 2.0 Vee + 0.3 
(all pins except X1) 

VOL System Interface 0.4 IOL = 12mA 0.4 IOL = 6mA 

FDD Interface 0.4 IOL = 24mA 0.4 IOL = 12mA 
outputs 

Status Outputs 0.4 IOL = 4mA 0.4 IOL = 4mA 
(Note 6) 

VOH All outputs 3.0 IOH = -4.0 mA 2.4 IOH = -2.0 mA 

All outputs Vcc - 0.4 IOH = -100 J-LA Vce - 0.2 IOH = -100J-LA 

64 PIN D.C. CHARACTERISTICS (IcC) 

Vee = +5V ± 10% Vee = 3.3V ± 0.3V 

Symbol Parameter Test Test 
Typ Max(A) 

Conditions 
Typ Max{A) 

Conditions 

ICC1 1 Mbps Data Rate 15.4 mA 25mA (Notes 1, 2, 5) 8.4 mA 16mA (Notes 1, 2) 

VIL = Vss, VIH = Vce 

ICC2 1 Mbps Data Rate 20.BmA 30mA (Notes 1, 2, 5) 8.6mA 16mA (Notes 1, 2) 
VIL = 0.45V, VIH = 2.4V 

ICC3 500 Kbps Data Rate 11.8 mA 20mA (Notes 1, 2) 6.2mA 14mA (Notes 1, 2) 

VIL = Vss, VIH = Vcc 

ICC4 500 Kbps Data Rate 17.6mA 25mA (Notes 1, 2) 6.2mA 14mA (Notes 1, 2) 
VIL = 0.45V, VIH = 2.4V 

lecsB Icc in Powerdown OJ-LA 60J-LA (Notes 3, 4) OJ-LA 60J-LA (Notes 3, 4) 
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64 PIN D.C. CHARACTERISTICS (ICC> (Continued) 

Vee = +5V ± 10% Vee = 3.3V ± 0.3V 
Symbol Parameter Test Test 

Typ Max(A) 
Conditions 

Typ Max(A) 
Conditions 

III Input Load Current 10 !LA VIN = Vee 1.0 !LA VIN = Vec 
(all input pins) - 1O !LA VIN = OV -10 !LA VIN = OV 

IOFl Data Bus Output ± 10 !LA 0.45 < ± 1O !LA 0.45 < VOUT < Vcc 
Float Leakage VOUT < Vcc ± 10 !LA 

NOTES: 
1. Only the data bus inputs may float. 
2. Tested while reading a sync field of "00". Outputs not connected to D.C. loads. 
3. VIL = Vss, VIH = Vee; Outputs not connected to D.C. loads. 
4. Typical value with the oscillator off. 
5. lee for 2 Mbps Data Rate: Max 40 mA (TTl), 35 mA (CMOS) at 5.5V, typical 29.2 mA (TTL) and 24.4 (CMOS). 
6. Status outputs are PO, IDLE, and RDGATE. 

64 PIN MIXED MODE D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

Symbol Parameter 
Vee = 3.3V ±0.3V, VeeF= +5V ± 10% 

Min(V) Max(V) Test Conditions 

VllC Input Low Voltage, X1 -0.3 0.8 

VIHC Input High Voltage, X1 2.4 Vcc + 0.3 

Vil Input Low Voltage (system pins except X1) -0.3 0.8 
(floppy drive interface pins) -0.5 0.8 

VIH Input High Voltage (system interface pins except X1) 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 
(floppy drive interface pins) 2.0 Vcc + 0.5 

VOL System Interface 0.4 IOl = 6mA 

FDD Interface outputs 0.4 IOl = 24mA 

VOH All system outputs 2.4 IOH = -2.0 mA 

All FDD interface outputs 3.0 IOH = -4.0 mA 

All system outputs Vcc - 0.2 IOH = -100 !LA 

All FDD interface outputs Vcc - 0.4 IOH = -100 !LA 

, 
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CAPACITANCE 

CIN Input Capacitance 

CIN1 Clock Input Capacitance 

CliO Input/Output Capacitance 

NOTE: 
All pins except pins under test are tied to AC ground. 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

82078~ I rCload 

VSS 290475-15 
Cload = 50 for all logic outputs, 

100 pF for the data bus. 

11.3 Oscillator 

I 

11 

t; ..!.24MHZ 

Xl 

82078 
TCRYSTAL 

X2 

-GND 
290475-17 

48 MHz or 24 MHz -----1Xl 
Oscillator 

82078SL 

H/C - X2 

290475-18 

10 

20 

20 

8207864 PIN 

pF F = 1 MHz, T A = 25°C 

pF Sampled, not 100% Tested 

pF 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

, . =x:: > TEST POINTS < ::x= 
o.u 

290475-16 

The 24 MHz clock can be supplied either by a crystal 
or a MOS level square wave. All internal timings are 
referenced to this clock or a scaled count which is 
data rate dependent. 

The crystal oscillator must be allowed to run for 
10 ms after VCC has reached 4.5V or exiting the 
POWER DOWN mode to guarantee that it is stable. 

Frequency: 

Mode: 

24 MHz ±0.1% 

Parallel Resonant 

Fundamental Mode 

Series Resistance: Less than 400 

Shunt Capacitance: Less than 5 pF 
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12.0 A.C.SPECIFICATIONS 
TA = O·C to 70·C, vee = +5V ±10%, +3.3V ±0.3V, vss = AVss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit 

CLOCK TIMINGS 

t1 Clock Rise Time 10 ns 

Clock Fall Time 10 ns 

t2 Clock High Time(7) 16 26 ns 

t3 Clock Low Time(7) 16 26 ns 

t4 Clock Period 41.66 41.66 ns 

t5 Internal Clock Period(3) 

HOST READ CYCLES .. 

t7 Address Setup to RD# 5 ns 

t8 RD# Pulse Width 90 ns 

t9 Address Hold from RD# 0 ns 

t10 Data Valid from RD#(12) 80 ns 

t11 Command Inactive 60 ns 

t12 Output Float Delay 35 ns 

t13 INT Delay from RD#(16) t5 + 125 ns 

t14 Data Hold from RD# 5 ns 

HOST WRITE CYCLES 

ti5 Address Setup to WR # 5 ns 

ti6 WR # Pulse Width 90 ns 

t17 Address Hold from WR # 0 ns 

t18 Command Inactive 60 ns 

t19 Data Setup to WR # . 70 ns 

t20 Data Hold from WR # 0 ns 

t21 INT Delay from WR#(16) t5 + 125 ns 

DMACYCLES 

t22 DRO Cycle Period(1) 6.5 p.s 

t23 DACK # to DRO Inactive 75 ns 

t23a DRO to DACK # Inactive (Note 15) ns 

t24 RD# to DRO Inactive(4) 100 ns 

t25 DACK # Setup to RD #, WR # 5 ns 

t26 DACK # Hold from RD # , WR # 0, ns 

t27 DRO to RD #, WR # Active(1) 0 6 p.s 

t28 Terminal Count Width(10) 50 ns 

t29 TC to DRO Inactive 150 ns 

RESET 

t30 "Hardware" Reset Width(S) 1.13 p.s 

t30a "Software"Reset Width(S) (Note 11) ns 

t31 Reset to Control Inactive 2 p.s 
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A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 
TA = O·C to 70·C, vee = +5V ±10%, +3.3V ±O.3V, vss = AVss = OV (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit 

WRITE DATA TIMING 

t32 Write Data Width(6) ns 

DRIVE CONTROL 

t35 DIR# Setup to STEP#(14) 1.0 ,...s 

t36 DIR# Hold from STEP# 10 ,...s 

t37 STEP# Active Time (High) 2.5 ,...s 

t38 STEP # Cycle Time(2) ,...s 

t39 INDEX# Pulse Width 5 t5 

t41 WE# to HDSEL# Change (Note 13) ms 

READ DATA TIMING 

t40 Read Data Pulse Width 50 ns 
, 

t44 82078-1 2M bits/sec 

82078SL 1M bits/sec 

t44 Data Rate Period = 11f44 

tLOCK Lockup Time 64 t44 

NOTES: 
1. This timing is for FIFO threshold = 1. When FIFO threshold is N bytes, the value should be multiplied by N and subtract 

1.5 ,.,.s. The value shown is for 1 Mbps, scales linearly with data rate. 
2. This value can range from 0.5 ms to 8.0 ms and is dependent upon data rate and the Specify command value. 
3. Many timings are a function of the selected data rate. The nominal values for the internal clock period (t5) for the various 

data rates are: 
2 Mbps 1.5x oscillator period = 62.5 ns 
1 Mbps 3x oscillator period = 125 ns 
500 Kbps 6x oscillator period = 250 ns· 
300 Kbps 10x oscillator period = 420 ns 
250 Kbps 12x oscillator period = 500 ns 

4. If DACK# transitions before RD#, then this specification is ignored. If there is no transition on DACK#, then this be
comes the DRO inactive delay. 

5. Reset requires a stable oscillator to meet the minimum active period. 
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6. Based on the internal clock period (t5). For various data rates, the Write Data Width minimum values are: 
2 Mbps 2.5x oscillator period -50 ns = 75 ns 
1 Mbps 5x oscillator period - 50 ns = 150 ns 
500 Kbps . 10x oscillator period - 50 ns = 360 ns 
300 Kbps 16x oscillator period - 50 ns = 615 ns 
250 Kbps 19x oscillator period -50 ns = 740 ns 

7. Test points for clock high time are 3.5V. Due to transitional times, clock high time max and clock low time max cannot be 
met simultaneously. Clock high time min and clock low time max can not be met simultaneously. 

8. Based on internal clock period (t5). . 
9. Jitter tolerance is defined as: 

(Maximum bit shift from nominal position -;. % period of nominal data rate) x 100% is a measure of the allowable bit 
jitter that. may be present and still be correctly detected. The data separator jitter tolerance is measured under dynamic 
conditions that jitters the bit stream according to a reverse precompensation algorithm. 

10. TC width is defined as the time that both TC and DACK# are active. Note that TC and DACK# must overlap at least 
W~ . 

11. The minimum reset active period for a software reset is dependent on the data rate, after the 82078 has been properly 
reset using the t30 spec. The minimum software reset perioq then becomes: 

2 Mbps 1.5 x t4 = 62.5 ns 
1 Mbps 3 xt4 = 125 ns 
500 Kbps 6 x t4 = 250 ns 
300 Kbps 10 x t4 = 420 ns 
250 Kbps 12 x t4 = 500 ns 

12. Status Register's status bits which are not latched may be updated during a Host read operation. 
13. The minimum MFM values for WE to HDSEL change (t41) for the various data rates are: 

2 Mbps 0.5 ms + [4 x GPL] 
1 Mbps 0.5 ms + [8 x GPL] 
500 Kbps 1.0 ms + [16 x GPL] 
300 Kbps 1.6 ms + [26.66 x GPL] 
250 Kbps 2.0 ms + [32 x GPL] 
GPL is the size of gap 3 defined in the six1h byte of a Write Command. 

14. This timing is a function of the selected data rate as follows: 
2 Mbps 0.5 ,...s Min 
1 Mbps 1.0 ,...S Min 
500 Kbps 2.0 ,...s Min 
300 Kbps 3.3 ,...s Min 
250 Kbps 4.0 ,...S Min 

15. This timing is a function of'the internal clock period (t5) and is given as (%) t5. The values of t5 are shown in Note 3. 
16. The timings t13 and t21 are specified for INT signal in the polling mode only. These timings in case of the result phase 

of the read and write commands are microcode dependent. 

Part Specification 3.3V S.OV 2 Mbps Data Rate 

82078SL X X 

82078·1 X X 
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AO, CS#, 
DACK# 

RD# 

Clock Timings 

Host Read Cycles 

~---------\8----------~ 

DATA -------~-_< 

INT 

AD, CS#, 
DACK# 

WR# 

DATA 

INT 

Host Write Cycles 

~----------t16----------~ 

1------- t19 ----------I 

8207864 PIN 

290475-19 

290475-20 

290475-21 
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DMACycies 

~---------------------t22--------------------~~ 

2-224 

ORO 

OACK# 

RO#,WR# 

~-----------t23a-----------,..j1 

1------------t23---f-------I 

Terminal Count 

TC A.I-------:-"'-I~-_ 
----J t~ .. __ -t29-_-,~.1 "' __________ _ 

ORO 

Reset 

~t30~ 
RESET ~ ___________ _ 

ORO,INT, 
WE# 

~'Sl 

290475-22 

290475-23 

290475-24 

I 
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Write Data Timing 

WE#J 

WRDATA# 

290475-25 

Drive Control 

FOSO,1=><: _________________ >C 
DIR# 

STEP# 

INDEX# ~ 
-~ I-t39~.'\-----

HDSEL# / ~ 

WE#=-~---....,,"'___ _ ___J}I--L :::_t_41 =-::-,_11 '-

NOTE: - 290475-26 
For overlapped seeks, only one step pulse per drive selection is issued. Non-overlapped seeks will issue all programmed 
step pulses. 

Internal PLL 

mom. -0'""l--t-40--·-·-~~-t-44------.---------~~~-~ . . 
290475-27 
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12.1 Package Outline for the 64 QFP Part 

The 82078 addresses the current need of the smaller and thinner packages, for the current market. The size of 
the part is becoming increasingly important in the portable computer market. The QFP part considerably 
reduces the real estate consumed. The package outline, with the appropriate dimensions is given below: 

64-Lead Quad Flatpack Package 

290475-28 

Description Symbol 
64 QFP Package 

Nominal (mm) Tolerance (mm) 

Overall Height A 2.35 ±0.20 

StandOff A1 0.15 ±0.10 

Lead Width B 0.30 ±0.10 

Lead Thickness C 0.15 ±0.05 

Terminal 0 15.3 ±0.40 
, 

Long Side 01 12.0 ±0.10 

Terminal E 15.3 ±OAO 

Short Side E1 12.0 ±0.10 

Lead Spacing e1 0.65 ±0.12 

Lead Count N 64 

13.0 REVISION ~ISTORY FOR THE 82078 64 PIN 

The following list represents the key differences between version 002 and version 003 of the 82078 64 pin 
data sheet. 

Section 5.2.3 

Section 5.2.4 

Section 8.0 

Section 11.2 

Table 6-2 
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Redundant information removed. 

Redundant information removed. 

Description of IDENTO and IDENT1 changed to clarify their function. 

New Vol specification added for status pins. 

Data in table reordered to be consistent. 
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,INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of the floppy has been marked in little 
over a decade by a significant increase in capacity ac
companied by a noticeable decrease in the form factor 
from the early 8 inch floppy disks to the present day 3.5 
inch floppy disks. This decade will also be remarkable 
as OEMs adopt "Super" dense floppies. 

The most commonly seen floppies today are invariably 
one of the form factors - the 5.25" or the 3.5" . Each 
form factor has several associated capacity ranges. The 
5.25" floppies available are: 180 KB(single density), 
360 KB (double density) and 1.2 MB (high density). 
The 3.5" floppies available are: 720 KB (double densi
ty) and 1.44 MB (high density). The emerging super 
dense floppies will evolve on the installed base of 3.5" 
floppies. The latest member of this set is the 2.88 MB 
(extra density) floppy, pioneered by Toshiba. The cor
nerstone of market acceptance of newer drives is com
patibility to the older family. The 2.88 MB (formatted) 
floppy drive allows the user to format, read from and 
write to the lower density diskettes. 

As programs and data files get bigger, the demand for 
higher capacity floppies becomes obvious. There are 
several 3.5" higher density drives available from vari
ous vendors with capacities well into the 20 MB range. 
NEC has introduced a 13 MB drive. and companies 
such as Insite have introduced 20 MB drives. Both 
drives require servo-mechanisms to accurately position 
the head over the right track. NEC's drive has the stan
dard floppy drive interface whereas Insite's interface is 
SCSI based. The market for these floppy drives will 
remain a niche unless they receive more OEM support. 

Initiated by Toshiba's~ research and innovation of the 
higher density 4 MB floppy disk media, the market is 
headed towards the super dense floppy drive. After 

I 
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IBM's endorsement of the 4 MB (unformatted) floppy 
disk drives on their PS/2 model 57 and PS/2 mode! 90, 
several OEMs have shown a growing interest in "su
per" dense floppy disk drives. The latest DOS 5.0 sup
ports the new 4 MB floppy media and BIOS vendors 
like Pheonix, AMI, Award, Quadtel, System Soft, and 
Microid all support the newer 4 MB floppy media. 

PURPOSE 

An important consideration to implement the 4 MB 
floppy drive is the floppy disk controller. Intel's highly 
integrated floppy disk controller, 82077 AA/SL, has led 
the market in supporting the 4 MB floppy drive. Two 
ingredients are necessary to fully support these drives: 
1 Mbps transfer rate and the perpendicular recording 
mode. This paper deals with a discussion of what the 
perpendicular mode is and how can a 4 MB floppy disk 
drive be implemented in a system using the 
82077 AA/SL. 

PERPENDICULAR RECORDING MODE 

Toshiba has taken the 2 MB floppy and doubled the 
storage capacity by doubling the number of bits per 
track. Toshiba achieved this by an innovative magnetic 
recording mode, called the vertical or the perpendicular 
recording mode. This mode utilizes magnetization per
pendicular to the recording medium plane. This is in 
contrast to the current mode of longitudinal recording 
which uses the magnetization parallel to the recording 
plane. By making the bits stand vertical as opposed to 
on their side, recording density is effectively doubled, 
Figure 1. The new perpendicular mode of recording not 
only produces sharp magnetization transitions neces
sary at higher recording densities, but is also more sta
ble. 
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The 4 MB disks utilize barium ferrite coated substrates 
to achieve perpendicular mode of magnetization. Cur
rent disks use cobalt iron oxide (Co-g-Fe203) coating 
for longitudinal recording. The barium ferrite ensures 
good head to medium contact, stable output and dura
bility in terms of long use. High coercivity is required 
to attain high recording density for a longitudinal re
cording medium (coercivity specification of a disk re
fers to the magnetic field strength required to make an 
accurate record on the disk). A conventional head 
could not be used in this case; however, the barium 

ferrite disk has low coercivity and the conventional fer
rite head can be used. The new combination heads in-' 
elude a pre-erase mechanism, i.e., the ferrite ring., heads 
containing erase elements followed by the read/write 
head. These erase elements have deep overwrite pene
tration and ensure complete erasure for writing new 
data. The distanc.e between the erase elements and the 
read/write head is about 200mm. This distance is im
portant fr9m the floppy disk controller point of view 
and will be discussed in later sections. 

PERPENDICULAR RECORDING 

N S N S N S N S 

MAGNETIZATION 
MAGNETIC LAYER 

LONGITUDINAL RECORDING 

SUBSTRATE 

292093-2 

Figure 1. Perpendicular vs Longitudinal Recording 
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PERPENDICULAR DRIVE FORMAT 
AND SPECIFICATION 

Figures 2a and 2b show the IBM drive format for both 
double density and perpendicular modes of recording. 
The main difference in recording format is the length of 
Gap2 between the ID field and the Data field. The 
main reason for the increased Gap2 length is the pre
erase head preceding the read/write head on the newer 
4 MB floppy drives. The size of the data field is main
tained at 512 KBytes standard. The increase in the ca
pacity is implemented by increasing the number of sec
tors from 18 to 36. Table 1 shows the specifications of 
the various capacity 3.5" drives. 

Ap·358 

PERPENDICULAR MODE COMMAND 

The current 82077AA/SL parts contain the "en
hanced" perpendicular mode command as shown in 
Figure 3. This is a two byte command with the first 
byte being the command code (OxI2H). The 2nd byte 
contains the parameters required to enable perpendicu
lar mode recording. The former command (in the older 
82077 parts) included only the WGATE and GAP bits. 
This command is compatible to the older mode where 
only the two LSBs are written. The enhanced mode 
allows system designers to designate specific drives as 
perpendicular recording drives. The second byte will be 
referenced as the PR[0:7] byte for ease of discussion. 
The following discusses the use of the enhanced perpen
dicular recording mode. 

INDEX PULSE 1I-o,----------SECTOR01-----------
.. I i. 10 Field 'I !, Data Field 

GAP4a SYNC lAM GAPI SYNC lOAM GAP2 SYNC DATA AM 

BYTES C C 

(decimal) ao 12 3 1 50 12 3 1 
C H R N R 

41 12 3 1 DATA R 
(512 BYTES) G 

DATA C C 

(hex.) 4E 00 e2 Fe 4E 00 Al FE 4E 00 Al FB/Fa +,,·1 
292093-3 

Figure 2a. Conventional IBM 1 MB and 2 MB Format (MFM) 

INDEX PULSE i00i1.>----------- SECTOR01------------',· , 

I' 10 Field 'I i' Data Field .: 

GAP4a SYNC lAM GAPI SYNC lOAM GAP2 SYNC DATA AM 

BYTES e e 

(decimal) 80 12 3 1 50 12 3 1 
e H R N R 

41 12 3 1 DATA R 
(512 BYTES) G 

DATA e e 

(hex.) 4E 00 e2 Fe 4E 00 AI FE 4E 00 AI FB/FS '" I'~'"I 
292093-4 

Figure 2b. Perpendicular 4 MB Format (MFM) 

Phase IR/wl 
Data Bus I 

I 
Remarks 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

PERPENDICULAR MODE COMMAND 

Command I : I 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 o : I Command Code 
OW 0 03 02 01 DO GAP WGATE PR 

Figure 3. Perpendicular Mode Command 
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Table 1. Specifications of FDDs 

Various Parameters Used 5.25" 
in the Different Kinds of FDDs. 360KB 

Number of Cylinders 40 

SectorslTrack 9 

Formatted Capacity 354 KB 

Unformatted Capacity 360 KB 

Rotation Speed (rpm) XT 300 
AT 360 

Track Density (tpi) 48 

Recording Density (bpi) 5876 

Data Transfer Rate (Mbps) XT 0.25 
AT 0.30 

Gap Length for ReadlWrite 42 

Gap Length for Format 80 

Sector Size 512 KB 

Density Notation OOIDS 

The following describes the various functions of the 
programmed bits in the PR: 

OW If this bit is not set high, all PR[2:S] are 
ignored. In other words, if OW = 0, only 
GAP and WGATE are considered. In order 
to select a drive as perpendicular, it is neces
sary to set OW = I and select the Dn bit. 

Dn This refers to the drive specification bits and 
corresponds to PR[2:S]. These bits are con
sidered only if OW = 1. During the READ/ 
WRITE/FORMAT command, the drive se
lected in these commands is compared to 
Dn. If the bits match· then perpendicular 
mode. will be enabled for that drive. For ex
ample, if DO is set then drive 0 will be con- . 
figured for perpendicular mode. 

GAP This alters the Gap2 length as required by 
the perpendicular mode format. 

WGATE Write gate alters timing of WE to allow for 
pre-erase loads in perpendicular driiVes. 

The VCOEN timing and the length of the Gap2 field 
(explained above) can be altered to accommodate the 
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5.25" 3.5" 3.5" 3.5" 
1.2MB 720KB 1.44 MB 2.88MB 

80 80 80 80 

15 9 18 36 

1.2 MB 720 KB 1.44 MB 2.88MB 

1.6 MB 1 MB 2MB 4MB 

360 300 300 300 

96 135 135 135 

9870 8717 17432 34868 

0.5 0.25 0.5 1 

42 27 27 56 

80 84 84 83 

512 KB 512 KB 512 KB 512 KB 

HOlDS OOIDS HOlDS EOIOS 

unique requirements of the 4 MB floppy drives by GAP 
and WGATE bits of the PRo Table 2 describes the ef
fects of the GAP and WGATE bits for the perpendicu
lar command. 

82077 AA/SL's PERPENDICULAR 
MODE SUPPORT 

The 82077 AA and 82077SL both support 4 MB record
ing mode. The 82077SL has power managell\ent fea
tures included as well. Both AA and SL product lines 
have three versions each out of which two of the ver
sions support the 4 MB floppy drives. The 82077AA-I, 
82077 AA, 82077SL, and 82077SL-l all support the 
4 MB floppy drives. A single command puts the 
82077 AA/SL into the perpendicular mode. This mode 
also requires the data rate to be set at 1 Mbps. The 
FIFO that is unique to Intel's 82077 AA/SL parts may 
become necessary to remove the. host interface bottle
neck due to the higher data rate. The 4 MB floppy disk 
drives are downward compatible to 1 MBand 2 MB 
floppy diskettes. The following discussion explains the 
implications of the new 4 MB combination head and 
the 'functionality of the perpendicular mode command. 
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Table 2. Effects of GAP and WGATE Bits 

GAP WGATE Mode 

0 0 Conventional 

0 1 Perpendicular 
(Data Rate = 500 kbps) 

1 0 Conventional 

1 1 Perpendicular 

The implementation of 4 MB drives requires under
standing the Gap2 (see Figures 2a and 2b) and veo 
timing requirements unique to these drives. These new 
requirements are dictated by the design of the "combi
nation head" in these drives. Rewriting of disks in the 
4 MB drives requires a pre-erase gap to erase the mag
netic flux on the disk preceding the writing by the 
read/write gap. The read/write gap in the 4 MB drive 
does not have sufficient penetration (as shown in Figure 
4a) to overwnte the existing data. In the conventional 
drives, the read/write gap had sufficient depth and 
could effectively overwrite the older data as depicted in 
Figure 4b. It must be noted that it is necessary to write 

Length 
Portion 

Gap2VCO 
VCOLow 

Of Gap2 
of Gap2 

Low Time 
Time after 

Format 
Written by 

for Read 
Index Pulse 

Field 
Write Data 

Operations 
Operation 

33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 

33 Bytes 22 Bytes 19 Bytes 24 Bytes 

33 Bytes 22 Bytes o Bytes 24 Bytes 

33 Bytes 41 Bytes 38 Bytes 43 Bytes 

the conventional 2 MB media in the 4 MB drive at 
500 Kbps perpendicular mode. This ensures proper era
sure of existing data and reliable write of the new data. 
The pre-erase gap in the 4 MB floppy drives is activated 
only during format and write commands. Both the pre
erase gap and read/write gap are activated at the same 
time. 

As shown in Figure 4a, the pre-erase gap precedes the 
read/write gap by 200mm. This distance translated to 
bytes is about 38 bytes at a data rate of 1 Mbps and 19 
bytes at 500. Kbps. Whenever the read/write gap is en
abled by the Write.Gate signal the pre-erase gap is acti
vated at the same time. 

RD/WR GAP PRE-ERASE GAP 

COMBINATION HEAD 

10 FIELD 

292093-5 

Figure 4a. Head Design for the 4 MB Perpendicular Mode 

RO/WR GAP 

CONVENTIONAL HEAD 

10 FIELD 

292093-6 

Figure 4b. Head Design for the Conventional 2 MB Mode 
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In conventional drives. the Write Gate is asserted at the 
begfuning of the sync field. i.e .• when the read/write is 
at the beginning of the data field. The controller then 
writes the new sync field. data address mark, data field 
and eRe (see Figure2a). With the combinatioll h~, 
the read/write gap must be activated in the Gap2 field 

, to ensure proper write of the new sync field; To accom
modate both the distance between the pre-erase gap and 
read/write gap and the head activation and deactiva
tion time, the Gap2 field is expanded to a length of 41 
bytes at 1 Mbps (see Figure 2b). Since the bit density is 
proportional to the data rate. '19 bytes will be written in 
the Gap2 field at SOO Kbps data rate in the perpendicu
lar mode. 

On the read back by the 82077 AA/SL, the' controller 
must begin the synchronization at the beginning of the 
sync ·field. For conventional mode,· the internal PLL 
veo is enabled (VCOEN) approximately 24 bytes 
from the start of the Gap2 field. However, at 1 Mbps 
perpendicular mode the VCOEN goes active after 43 
bytes to accomodate the increased Gap2 field size. For 
each case, a 2 byte cushion is maintained from the be
ginning of the sync field to avoid write splices qaused 
by motor speed variation. 

It should be noted that none of the alterations in Gap2 
size, VCO timing or Write Gate timing affect the,nor-

infel~ 
mal program flow. Once the perpendicular command is 
invoked," 82077 AA/SL behaviour (rom the user stand-
point is unchanged. ,. 

PROGRAMMING PERPENDICULAR 
MODE 
Figures Sa and Sb show a flowchart on how the perpen
dicular recording mode is implemented on the 
82077 AA/SL. The perpendicular mode command can 
be issued during initialization. As shown in Figure Sa 
the perpendicular command stores the PR value inter
nally. This value is used during the data transfer com
mimds for configuration in order to deal with the per
pendicular drives. Table 2 shows how the Gap2 length, 
VCOEN timing or Write Gate timing is affected. The 
OW bit is also tested, for in this part of the loop. The 
enhanced perpendicular,mode is enabled by setting the 
OW = I, setting the On bits corresponding to the in
stalled perpendicular drive high and leaving PR[O:l] = 
'00'. ' 

As shown in Figure Sb. the Gap2 length is initially set 
to the conventional length of 22 bytes. Next the 
PR[O:l] bits (GAP, WGATE) are checked if they are 
set to '00'. If the PR[O:l] bits are set to '10' then, per
pendicular mode is disabled andconventiotial mode is 
retained. If the PR[D:l] = '01' or '11' the VCOEN is 

292093-7 

Figure 5a. Perpendicular Command Handling 
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Figure 5b. During Data Transfer Commands 
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set to activate 43 bytes or 24 bytes from the start of the 
Gap2 field, depending on the value as shown in Table 2. 
After this, PR[O:I] = '11' is checked; if not true (pro
grammed '01') the program is exited with only the 
VCOEN timing being set for perpendicular mode. If 
true, however, the Gap21ength is set up for perpendic
ular mode (note: this is done independent of the data 
rate). It must be noted that if the PR[O: 1] bits are set to 
'11' then it is up to the user to disable precompensation' 
before accessing perpendicular drives. The other branch 
of the flowchart refers to setting of PR[O:I] to '00'. In 
this case, the perpendicular command will have the fol-
lowing effect: ' 

1. If any of the On bits in PR[2:S] programmed high, ' 
then precompensation is automatically disabled 
(0 ns is selected for the specified drive regardless of 
the data rate) and VCOEN is set to activate appro
priately. All the bits that are set low will enable the 
82077 to be configured for conventional mode, i.e., 
exit the program without modifications (shown Fig
ure Sb). 

2. Next the data rate is checked for 1 Mbps. If the data 
rate is at 1 Mbps, then Gap2 length is set to 41 
bytes, otherwise, the, progran}! is exited without set
ting up the Gap2 to 41 bytes. 

It must be noted that if PR[2:S] are to be recognized in 
the command the OW bit must be set high. If this bit is 
low, setting of On bits will have no effect. Setting the 
OW bit will enable the storage of the On bit. Also set
ting PR[O:l] to any other value than '00' will override 
anything written in the On bits. In other words, setting 
PR[O:I] to a value other than '00' enables the ,effect of 
that for all drives. It must be noted that ifPR[O:I] bits 
are set to a value other than '00' then it is recommend
ed not to use the enhanced command mode, i.e., all 
other bits should be'zero. Consider the following exam
ples: 

a. PR[0:7] = Ox84; This is the way to use the com
mand in the enhanced mode. In this c8se, tpe OW 
= 1 and DO is set high. During the data transfer 
command, if DO is selected it will be automatically 
configured for, perpendicular mode. If 01 IS aCe" 
cessed, however, it will be configured for conven-

"tional mode. Similarly, if PR[0:7] = Ox88 then PI 
IS configured for perpendicular mode and DO is con
figured for conventional p!.ode. Software resets do ' 
not clear this mode. 

b. PR[0:7] '7 Ox03; This is the way to use the com-· 
mand in the old mode. If the user decides to use this 
mode, then it must be noted that the command bas 
to be issued, before every data transfer cOmmand. 
Also when used this way, all the drives are config. 
ured ,for perpendicular mode. The user must also 
remember to disable precompensation and set the 
data rate to I Mbps while accessing the perpendicu
lar drive in the system. Any software reSet dears the 
command. 

c. PR[O:7] = Ox87; In this cllse, the OW = I, Iio = 1 
and PR[O:I] ,;" 11. This may be called a mixed 
mode and should be refrained from usage. This is 
similar to setting PR[O:7] = Ox03, because setting 
PR[O:l] high overrides automatic configuration. In 
this case the user has to be aware that precompensa
tion must be disabled and the data rate must be set 
to 1 Mbps while accessing drive O. After software 
reset, bits GAP and WGATE will be cleared, but 
OW and DO will retain their previously set values. 
In other words, after software reset, the part will see 
PR[O:7] = ,Ox84. Evidently, this would cause prob-' 
lems and, therefore, it is· recommended this mode 
~ot be used. 

d. PR[0:7] = Ox80; I~ tbis case, the OW = I, On = 
o and PR[O:I] = 00. This has the effect of clearing 
the perpendicular mode command without doing a -
h¥dware reset. Another way to do this would be to 
set PR[O:7] = Ox02; this can then be used to temPo
rarily disable perpendicular mode' configuration 
Without affecting the previously programmed On 
values. Software. reset following this will reenable 
the previously programmed enhanced mode com-
mand. • 

Using the enhanced perpendicular command removes 
the requirement of issuing the perpendicular command 
for each data transfer command and manually setting 
the perpendicular configuration. 

"Software" RESETs (via DOR or DSR registers) will 
only clear the PR[O:l] values to '0'. On bits will retain 
their previously programmed values. "Hardwate" RE
SETs will clear all the programmed bits inCluding OW 
and On bits to '0'. The status ofthese bits can be deter
mined by issuing the dumpreg.command and checking 
the 8th result byte. This byte will contain the pro
grammed values of the On and PR[O:I] bits as shown 
in Figure 6. The OW bit is not returned in this result 
byte. 

I 
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Phase I R/wl Data Bus 
: Remarks 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

DUMPREG COMMAND 

Command I R I LOCK 
Eighth Result Byte 

WGATEj 0 03 02 01 00 GAP 

Figure 6. Dumpreg Command 

INTERFACE BETWEEN 82077 AA/SL AND THE DRIVE 

toC-toD 
INTERFACE 

There is currentiy no industry-wide standard for the 
FDC to FDD interface. There are numerous floppy 
drive vendors, each with their own modes and interface 
pins to enable 4 MB perpendicular mode. The drive 
interface not only varies from manufacturer to manu
facturer but also within a manufacturer's product line. 
The differences on the interface mainly originate from 
configuring the floppy drive into the 4 MB mode. De
pending on th.e drive, the differences can create prob
lems of daisy-chaining a 4 MB drive with the standard 
1 MB and 2 MB drives. Of course, for laptops this is 
not a problem since most of them use a single floppy 
drive. Lack of an industry standard makes it necessary 
to look at each drive and build a interface for that par
ticular drive. 

The following is a brief discussion about some of the 
floppy drives available in the market and how these can 
be interfaced with the 82077 AA/SL. It is important to 
note that although a manufacturer's name may be given 
in connection with the interface described, Intel does 
not guarantee that the interface discussed will apply to 
all the drives from that manufacturer. The main goal is 
introduce to the reader how to interface the 
82077 AA/SL with a 4 MB floppy drive. 

Previously, for the conventional I MB and 2 MB AT 
mode drives, a single Density Select input was used by 
floppy drives to select between high density and low 
density drives. A high on this input enabled high densi
ty operation (500 Kbps) whereas a low enabled low 
density operation (300 Kbps/250 Kbps). This signal 

I 
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was asserted high or low by the floppy disk controller 
depending on the data rate programmed. For the 4 MB 
operation, there are two inputs defined by the floppy 
drive. manufacturers. The polarity of these inputs en
ables the selected density operation. Implementing this 
requires at least I new pin to be defined on the FDC
FDD interface. Most floppy vendors have elected to 
take pin 2 (originally density select) and redefine the 
polarity to conform to one of these new density select 
inputs and another pin to be the other density select 
input. However, the new density select on pin 2 is not 
compatible to the old density select input in many of 
the floppy drives. This precludes the user from daisy 
chaining 4 MB drives with conventional drives. Anoth
er problem is that the second density select pin varies 
on its location on the FDC-FDD interface from drive 
to drive. 

The way that the BIOS determines what type of disk
ette is in what type of drive is by trial and error. The 
system tries to read the diskette at 250 Kbps; if it fails 
then it will set the data rate to higher value and ret.w. 
The BIOS does this until the right data rate is selected. 
This method will still be implemented for the 4 MB 
drives by some BIOS vendors. However, the 4 MB 
drives available today also have two media sense ID 
pins that relate to the user what type of media is pres
ent in the floppy drive. This information will also re
quire two pins on the FDC-FDD interface. The loca
tion of these pins is once again variable from drive to 
drive. 
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Some manufacturers have circumvented the entire stan
dardization problem by including an auto configuration 
in the drive. In these cases, the type of floppy put into 
the drive is sensed by the hole (each 4/2/! MB diskette 
has a hole in different locations identifying it) on the 
diskette. Then the drive automatically sets itself up for 
this mode. The BIOS must obviously set up the floppy 
disk controller for the correct data rate which could be 
done if the media sense ID was read and decoded as to 
the data rate. Due to lack of extra pins on the even side 
of the floppy connector the newer locations of some of' 
the functions are migrating to .,the odd pins (previously 
all grounded). Some drive manufacturers have even 
made this configurable via jumpers. For instance, the 
new TEAC drives have a huge potpourri of configura
tions that would satisfy the appetite of some of the most 
finicky system interfaces. 

The 82077AA/SL currently has two output pins 
DRATEO and DRATE! (pins 28 and 29 respectively) 
which directly reflect the data rate programmed in the 
DSR and CCR registers. These two pins can be used to 
select the correct density on the drive. These two can 
also be used with the combination ofDENSEL to select 
the correct data rate. At the present time the 
82077AA/SL does not support media sense ID. How
ever, the user could easily make it readable directly by 
BIOS. The following is a discussion on what combina
tion of D:RATEO, DRATE!, and DENSEL could be 
used to interface to some of the currently available flop
py drives. 

1. TEAC 235J-600/Toshlba PD-211/Sony (Old Version) 

These were among the first 4 MB drives available in the market. Each of them has a mode select input on pins 2 and 
6. The polarity required for each different data rate is as shown below: 

Data 
Capacity DRATE1 DRATEO 

MODSELO MODSEL1 
Rate pin 2 pln6 

1 Mbps 4MB 1 1 1 0 

500 Kbps 2MB 0 0 0 1 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 0 1 1 1 
1 Mbps 

250 Kbps 1 MB 1 0 0 0 

It is clear from the above that DRATEO= MODSELO and MODSEL! = DRATEI #. This. would mean taking 
the drate signals onto pins 2 and 6 of the FDC-FDD interface. Unfortunately this solution requires an inverting gate. 
TEAC has recently, however, come out with a new version called TEAC 235J·3653. On this drive there are a 
number of possible configurations into which the drive can be put into, however, only the best way to interface to the 
82077 AA/SL will be discussed. The requirements are as shown below. This shows that HDIN = DENSEL (original 
signal for conventional drives) and EDIN = DRATEO. As suggested in the TEAC spec for method 1, the straps 
connected are MSC, HI2 (sets HDIN on pin 2), DC34 and EI6 (sets EDIN on pin 6). Pins 4, 29, and 33 are left 
open. Since pin 2 has the same polarity as the conventional drive requirement and the secondary input is connected 
via pin 6 (no connect on the conventional drives) daisy chaining this TEAC drive with a conventional drive does not 
cause any incompatibility. Figure 7 shows how the TEAC can be connected to the 82077AA/SL. It also shows daisy 
chaining of the TEAC drive with a conventional drive. 

Data 
Capacity DENSEL DRATE1 DRATEO 

HDIN EDIN 
Rate pin 2 pin 6 

1 Mbps 4MB 1 1 1 X 1 

500 Kbps 2MB 1 0 0 1 0 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 0 0 1 X 1 
1 Mbps 

250 Kbps 1MB 0 1 0 0 0 
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82077AA/SL TEAC 235J-3653 

DENSEL 
.. 9 2 

HDIN 

DRATEO 
28 6 

ED IN 

I 

REST OF THE FLOPPY 
SIGNALS CONVENTIONAL DRIVE 

2 
DENSEL 
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Figure 7. Interfacing 82077AA/SL to TEAC 235J·3653 
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2. Panasonic JU-259A (New Version) 

This is Panasonic's new drive and has the HDIN signal on pin 2 and i:DIN signal on pin 6. The requirements are 
shown below. This typ~ of interface allows for daisy chaining the Panasonic drive with a conventional drive. The 
DENSEL signal can be connected to pin 2 and the DRATEO should be connected to pin 6. 

Data 
Capacity DENSEL DRATE1 DRATED 

HDIN EDIN 
Rate pin 2 pill 6 

1 Mbps 4MB . 1 1 1 1 1 

500 Kbps 2MB 1 0 0 1 0 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 0 0 1 0 1 
1 Mbps , 

250 Kbps 1 MB 0 1 0 0 0 

3. Mitsubishi MF356C (Model 252UG1788UG) 

There are two models of this drive. The 252UG has DENSELl on pin 2 and DENSELO on pin 33, whereas the 
788UG has DENSELO located on pin 2 and DENSELllocated on pin 6. Via jumpers, it is possible to configure the 
drives to different polarity for the density select line. The following table shows the configuration for the 252UG in 
which jumper setting is 2MS = IIF and 4 MS = IIF. 

Data 
Capacity DENSEL DRATE1 DRATED 

DENSEL1 DENSELD 
Rate pin2 pin 33 

1 Mbps 4MB 1 1 1 1 1 

500 Kbps 2MB 1 0 0 1 0 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 0 0 1 0 1 
1 Mbps 

250 Kbps 1 MB 0 1 0 0 0 

The correct connection requirement is: DENSEL (from 82077AA/SL) = DENSELI and DRATEO = DENSELO. 
Although there are other configurations, this provides the best one, since daisy chaining is possible without any 
problem. 

4. Epson SMD-1D6D 

This drive has 3 different modes of operation. Mode B is the best and is similar to Mitsubishi's drives as described 
above. In this mode, HDI signal is connected to pin 2 and EDI is connected to pin 33. Mode B is enabled by 
inserting jumpers across 3-4 and 7-8 (SSOI B block) and 1~2 and 3-4 (SS03 block) for the drive with the power 
separated type (i.e., a connector for the floppy signals and another one for power supply) of 34-pin connector. 

Data 
Capacity DENSEL DRATE1 DRATED 

HDI EDI 
Rate pin 2 pin 33 

1 Mbps 4MB 1 1 1 1 1 

500 Kbps 2MB 1 0 0 1 0 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 0 0 1 0 1 
1 Mbps 

250 Kbps 1 MB 0 1 0 0 0 

As demonstrated by the table, HDI = DENSEL and EDI = DRATEO. These connections would ensure daisy 
chaining capability without any problems. 
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5. Sony MP-F40W-14/15 

The dash 14 and 15 are two driveS from Sony that handle 4 MB requirements. The MP-F40W-14 has the DENSITY 
SELECT I, DENSITY SELECT 0 on pins 2 and 33 respectively, whereas the MP-F40W-15 has the DENSITY 
SELECT I, DENSITY SELECT 0 on pins 2 and 6 respectively. As it is obvious from the table below, daisy chaining 
is easily done if the 82077 AA/SL is connected in the PS/2 mode (by tying IDENT low) with either type of drive, the 
only difference being the location of DENSITY SELECT O. 

Data 
DENSEL DENSITY DENSITY 

Rate 
Capacity PS/2mode DRATE1 DRATEO SELECT1 SELECTO 

(IDENT;;" 0) pin 2 pin 6/33 

1 Mbps 4MB 0 1 1 0 1 

;i00 Kbpll 2MB 0 0 0 0 0 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 1 0 1 1 1 
( 1 Mbps 

2S0 Kbps 1 MB 1 1 0 1 0 
/ 

If the drive is used in the PS/2 mode, then DENSITY SELECT 1 = DENSEL and DENSITY SELECTO = 
DRATEO. To use the drive in AT mode, DENSITY SELECT 1 , = PRATEI and DENSITY SELECTO 
DRATEO, as shown below. However, daisy'chaining is not possible. 

Data 
DENSEL DENSITY DENSITY 

Capacity PS/2mode DRATE1 DRATEO SELECT1 SELECTO 
Rate 

(lDENT = 0) pin 2 pin 6/33 

1 Mbps 4MB 0 1 1 1 1 

SOO Kbps 2MB 0' 0 , 0 0 0 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 1 0 1 0 1 
1 Mbps 

250 Kbps 1 MB 1 1 0 1 0 

6. Toshiba ND3571 

Toshiba MB drive has the HD mode selection on pin 6 and ED mode selection on pin 2. This causes daisy ch$ing 
problems with conventional drives as shown in the figure below: 

Data 
Capacity DENSEL QRATE1 DRATEO 

ED Mode HDMode 
Rate pin 2 pin 6 

1 Mbps 4MB 1 1 1 1 1 

'SOOKbps 2MB 1 0 0 0 1 

300 Kbps/ 4MB 0 0 1 1 0 
1 Mbps \ 

2S0 Kbps 1 MB 0 1 0 0 0 
; 

The DENSEL from the 82077 is connected to pin 6 and DRATEO is connected to pin 2. 

I 
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82077SL 4 MB DESIGN 

This section presents a design application of a PC/AT 
compatible floppy disk controller. The 82077SL inte
grates the entire PC/AT controller design with the ex
ception of the. address decode on a single chip; The 
schematic for this solution is shown in Figure 8. The 

, chip select for the 82077SL is generated by a 85C220 
. ""PLD that is programmed to decode addresses 03FOH 
through 03F7H when AEN is low. The programming 
equations for t~e ""PLD is in the Intel's .ADF format 
and can be processed using the IPLSII compiler (avail
able from Intel). 

A floppy disk interface is provided by on-chip output 
buffers with a 40 rnA sink capability. The outputs from 
the disk drive are terminated at the floppy disk control
ler with a 1 Kn resistor pack. The 82077SL disk inter
face inputs contain a Schmitt trigger input structure for 
higher .noise immunity. The host interface is a similar 
direct connection with on-chip 12 rnA sink capable 
buffers on DBO-7; INT and DRQ. 

. ' 

The schematic shows eleven jumpers numbered 11 
through 111. The table below describes the functions of 
these jumpers as 'Well as their normal connections. The 
normal connections allow the BIOS to work without 
modification. In the normal mode, the 82077SL re
sponds to DRQ2 and DACK2# as well as IRQ6. De
pending on the type of drive interfaced to this board, 
the DENO\JTO and DENOUTl signals can be tied: 

, With the setting to 2-3 on 18 and 19, the default setting 
isDENSEL on' DRVDENO and DRATEO on 
DRVDENL PIN6/33 SELECT is used to set for pin 6 
as theEDINinput. The 111 should always be closed. It 
can be used to measure the current consumption of 
82077SL. 17 selects between the primary and secondary 
address spaces. There are two resistor packs used for 
pullupson input signals from the floppy drive interface. 
These resistors are rated at lK. Please note that if using 
older 5.25" drives, the pullup on some of them is 150n. 
Most modem 5.25" drives use a lK value. In order to 
ensure the correct value please refer to the floppy drive 
specification manual. 

For further'information, please contact your local Intel 
sales office . 

Jumper Qescrlptlon Normal 
Connection 

J1 DR01: DMA request 1 used with DACK1 # to allow for DMA transfers Open 

J2 DR02: DMA request 2 used with DACK2# to allow for DMA transfers Closed 

J3 DACK1: DMA acknowledge 1 used with DR01 to allow for DMA transfers Open 

J4 DACK2: DMA acknowledge 2 used with DR02 to allow for DMA transfers Closed. 

J5 IR05: Interrupt line 5 used to generate floppy interrupts Open 

J6 IR06: Interrupt line 6 used to generate floppy interrupts Closed 

J7 DRV2: Address selection (between 3FXand 37X address ranges) Open 

J8 DENOUTO: Used with DENOUT1 to select the values of DRVDEN1,O 2-3 

J9 DENOUT1: Used with DENOUTO to select the value.s of DRVDEN 1,0 2-3 

J10 PIN6/33SELECT:Used to select betweeri pin 6 and pin 33 for EDIN input 1-20r2-3 

J11 VBBIVCC: Connection between two power tayers Closed 
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Pesigner: K. Shah 
Company: Intel Corp. 
Dept: IMD Marketing 
Date: April '92 
Rev.#,: 
% The ~PLD used in the 82077SL Evaluation board design. Rev.#l.O. % 
85C220 dip. package 

OPTIONS: TURBO = ON 

PART: 

INPUTS: 

OUTPUTS: 

NETWORK: 
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85C220 

SA9@2. % System Address Inputs % 
SA8@3. 
SA7@4. 
SA6@5. 
SA5@6. 
SA4@7. 
SA3@8. 
AEN@9. 

DENOUTO@l. % Maps the DRVDENO and DRVDENl to appropriate polarity table % 
DENOUT1@l8. % Maps the DRVDENO and DRVDENl to appropriate polarity table % 

ADDSEL@ll. % Selects between primary and secondary address spaces % 

DRATEO@l2. % DRATEO signal f'rom the 82077SL% 
DRATEl@l3. % DRATEl signal f'rom the 82077SL % 
DENSEL@l4 % DENSEL signal f'rom the 82077SL % 

CS_@l5; % 82077SL chip select signal % 

DRVDENl@l6. % Drive density signal connected to EDIN of' the drive % 
DRVDENO@l7 % Drive density signal connected to HDIN of' the drive % 

% Inputs % 

SA9 = INP(SA9) 
SA8 = INP(SA8) 
SA7 = INP(SA7) 
SA6 = INP(SA6) 
SA5 = INP (SA5) 
SA4 = INP(SA4) 
SA3 = lNP(SA3) 
AEN = INP(AEN) 
ADDSEL = INP(ADPSEL) 
DRATEO = INP(DRATEO) 
DRATEl = INP(DRATEl) 
DENSEL = INP(DENSEL) 
DENOUTO = INP(DENOUTO) 
DENOUTl = INP(DENOUTl) 

% Outputs % 

CS_ = CONF(CSeq. Vee) 

DRVDENO = CONF(DENOeq. Vee) 
DRVDENl :: CONF(DENleq. Vee) 
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EQUATIONS: 

END$ 

% CS_is activated for 3FO-3F7 and 370-377 address spaces % 
CSeq = (AEN' * SA9 * SA8 * SA7' * SA6 * SA5 * SA4 * SA3' * ADDSEL' 

+ AEN' * SA9 * SA8 * SA7 * SA6 * SA5 * SA4 * SA3' * ADDSEL)' ; 

% These are the 
interface 

DEN OUT 1 DENOUTO 

% 

o 0 
o 1 
1 0 
1 1 

signals generated on DRVDENO and DRVDENl for the FDC-FDD 

DRVDENO 
DENSEL 
DENSEL' 
DRATEl 
DRATEO 

DRVDENl 
DRATEO 
DRATEO 
DRATEO 
DRATEl 

DENOeq = DENSEL * (DENOUTO' * DENOUT1') + DENSEL' * (DENOUTO * DENOUT1') 
+ DRATEl * (DENOUTO' * DENOUT1) + DRATEO * (DENOUTO * DENOUT1) ; 

DENleq = DRATEl * (DENOUTO * DENOUT1) + DRATEO * (DENOUTO' + DENOUT1'); 

82077SL Application Note Revision Summary 

The following changes have been made since revision 001: 

Table 2 kBps was corrected to kbps. 

Page 12 3. Mitsubishi MF356C description modified to read: "There are two models of this drive. The 252UG has 
DENSELl on pin 2 and DENSELO on pin 33, whereas the 788UG has DENSELO located on pin 2 and 
DENSELl located on pin 6. Via jumpers, it is possible to configure the drives to different polarity for the 
density select lines. The following table shows the configuration for the 252UG in which jumper setting is 
2 MS = IIF and 4 MS = I/F." 

Figure 8 Arrow added to diagram. 

Page 17 Columns corrected to line up properly. 
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8206 
ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION UNIT 

• Detects All Single Bit, and Double Bit • Separate Input and Output Busses-No 
and Most Multiple Bit Errors Timing Strobes Required 

• Corrects All Single Bit Errors • Supports Read With and Without 

• 3 Selections 8206-1 8206 Correction, Writes,Partial (Byte) 

Detection 35ns 42ns 
Writes, and Read-Modify-Writes 

Correction 55 ns 67ns • HMOS III Technology for Low Power 

• Syndrome Outputs for Error Logging • 68 Plil Leadless JEDEC Package 

• Automatic Error Scrubbing with 8207 • 68 Pin Grid Array Package 

• Expandable to Handle 80 Bit Memories 

The HMOS 8206 Error Detection and Correction Unit is a high-speed device that provides error detection arid 
correction for memory systems (static and dynamic) requiring high reliability and performance. Each 8206 
handles 8 or16 data bits and up to 8 check bits. 8206's can be cascaded to provide correction and detection 
for up to 80 bits of data. Other 8206 features include the ability to handle byte writes, memory initialization, and 
error logging. 

STB--~=L~ 
C81/SY1 0·1 

S'tO/CBO/PPO 0-7 ¢=":t=~ 

PPI/PO$I NSl 

MIS )-----t-+---------

,. 

,-----------~ ~--------.EAAOA 

.-----~ f---~----.CE 

,. 

GNO ,,5V 

1 1 
Figure 1.8206 Block Diagram 

DATA 
CORRECTION 

,. 

205220-1 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
September 1987 
Order Number: 205220·008 3-1 
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8207 
DUAL .. PORT DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER 

• Provides All Signals Necessary to • Fast Cycle Support for 8 MHz 80286 
Control 16K, 64K and 256K Dynamic with 8207-16 
RAMs • Slow Cycle Support for 8 MHz, 10 MHz 

• Directly Addresses and Drives up to 2 8086/88,80186/188 with 8207-8, 
Megabytes without External Drivers 8207-10 

• Supports Single and Dual-Port • Provides Signals to Directly Control the 
Configurations 8206 Error Detection and Correction 

• Automatic RAM Initialization in All Unit 

Modes • Supports Synchronous or 

• Four Programmable Refresh Modes Asynchronous Operation on Either Port 

• Transparent Memory Scrubbing in ECC • 68 Lead JEDEC Type A Leadless Chip 

Mode Carrier (LCC) and Pin Grid Array (PGA), 
Both in Ceramic. 

The Intel 8207 Dual-Port Dynamic RAM Controller is a high-performance. systems-oriented. Dynamic RAM 
controller that is designed to easily interface 16K. 64K and 256K Dynamic RAMs to Intel and other microproc
essor systems. A dual-port interface allows two different busses to independently access memory. When 
configured with an 8206 Error Detection and Correction Unit the 8207 sIJPplies the necessary logic for design
ing large error-corrected memory arrays. This combination provides automatic memory initialization and trans
parent memory error scrubbing. 

ADA 
WAA 

PeTLA ... 

RFRQ 

POI--+---i 

Vcc.~ 
ys::.

CLK ___ 
RESET_ 

ALo8 '------,/1 

AH08C====:~ 
BS" '-------v 

Figure 1. 8207 Block Diagram 

ERROR 

LEN 
XACKAIACKA 
XACKBtACKB 

=~ DaM 
Esf8 
MUx/PClK 
PSEL 
PSEN 
WE 

RASn 1 

CASo ) 

1-____ 1/ AO,. 

210463-1 

The complete document forthisproduct is available on Intel's "Data-on-DemJJDd" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributoror call 1-800-548-4725. 
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82C08 
CHMOS DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER 

• o Walt State with INTEL p.Processors • Directly Addresses and Drives up to 

• iAPX 286 } 82C08-20 20 MHz 1 Megabyte without External Drivers 

(10,8 MHz) 82C08-16 16 MHz • Microprocessor Data Transfer and 
iAPX 186/88 } 82C08-10 10 MHz Advance Acknowledge Signals 

86/88 82C08-8 8 MHz • Five Programmable Refresh Modes 

• Supports 64K and 256K DRAMs • AutomatiC RAM Warm-up 
(256K x 1 and 256K x 4 Organizations) • Pin-Compatible with 8208 

• Power Down Mode with Programmable 
48 Lead Plastic DIP; 68 Lead PLCC Memory Refresh using Battery Backup • 
(See Intel Packaging; Order Number: 23t369'()()1) 

• Compatible with Normal Modes of 
Static Column and Rlpplemode DRAMs 

The Intel 82C08 Dynamic RAM Controller is a CMOS, high performance, systems oriented, Dynamic RAM 
controller that is designed to easily interface 64K and 256K Dynamic RAMs to Intel and other microproces
sors. The 82C08 also has a power down mode where only the refresh logic is activated using battery backup. 

IS 

uer. 
mil' 

231357-1 

Al4 VCC/VPO 
Ala AL5 
AL2 Al6 
AL1 Al7 
AlD AL6 
as AHD 

AOO AH1 
AD1 AH2 
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A04 AHS 
Vos AH6 
ADS Vss 
A06 AH7 
AD7 AH8 
A08 POI 

POD RFRQ 
RA§1 ClK 
~ RD 
~ WIi! 
CASO ~ 

PDCLK PCTl 
RESET ~ 

Vee WElPClK 
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67 65 63 61 S9 57 S5 53 
U ~ 6~ M ~ ~ 56 54 ~ 

1 • 
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3 

• 5 
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8 

• I. 
11 
12 
13 

" I. ,. 
17 

68 lEAD PlCC 
82CD8 

TOP VIEW 

18 20 22 24 28 2B 30 32 34 
19 21 23 25 27 29 .51 33 

231357-35 

Figure 1. Block Diagram and Pinout Diagrams 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
September 1990 
Order Number: 231357-008 3-3 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Accompanying the introduction of microprocessors 
such as the 8088,8086,80186 and 80286 there has been 
a rapid proliferation of intelligent peripheral devices. 
These special purpose. peripherals extend CPU per
formance and flexibility in a number of important 
ways. 

Table 1-1. Intelligent Peripheral Devices 

8255 (GPIO) Programmable Peripheral 
Interface 

8251 A(USART) Programmable 
I 

Communication Interface 

8253 (TIMER) Programmable Interval Timer 

8257 (DMA) Programmable DMA Controller 

8259 Programmable Interrupt 
Controller 

82077AA Programmable Floppy Disk 
Controller 

8273 (SDLC) Programmable Synchronous 
Data Link Controller 

8274 Programmable Multiprotocol-
Serial Communications 

I Controller 

8275/8276 (CRT) Programmable CRT 
Controllers 

8279 (PKD) Programmable 
Keyboard/Display Controller 

8291A,8292,8293 Programmable GPIB System 
Talker, Listener, Controller 

Intelligent devices like the 82077 AA floppy disk con
troller and 8273 synchronous data link controller (see 
Table I-I) can preprocess serial data and perform con
trol tasks which off-load the main system processor. 
Higher overall system throughput is achieved and soft
ware complexity is greatly reduced. The intelligent 
peripheral chips simplify master processor control tasks 
by performing many functions externally in peripheral 
hardware rather than internally in main processor soft
ware. 

Intelligent peripherals also provide system flexibility. 
They contain on-chip mode registers which are pro
grammed by the master processor during system initial
ization. These control registers allow the peripheral to 
be configured into many different operation modes. The 
user-defined program for the peripheral is stored in 

I 

main system memory and is transferred to the peripher
al's registers whenever a mode change is required. Of 
course, this type of flexibility requires software over
head in the master system which tends to limit the ben
efit derived from the peripheral chip. 

In the past, intelligent peripherals were designed to 
handle very specialized tasks. Separate chips were de
signed for communication disciplines, parallel I/O, 
keyboard encoding, interval timing, CRT control, etc. 
Yet, in spite of the large number of devices available 
and the increased flexibility built into these chips, there 
is still a large number of microcomputer peripheral 
control tasks which are not satisfied. 

With the introduction of the Universal Peripheral In
terface (UPI) microcomputer, Intel has taken the intel
ligent peripheral concept a step further by providing an 
intelligent controller that is fully user programmable. It 
is a complete single-chip microcomputer which can 
connect directly to a master processor data bus. It has 
the same advantages of intelligence and flexibility 
which previous peripheral chips offered. In addition, 
UPls are user-programmable: it has lK/2K bytes of 
ROM or EPROM memory for program storage plus 
64/128/256 bytes of RAM memory UPI-41A, 
41AH/42, 42AH respectively for data storage or ini
tialization from the master processor. The UPI device 
allows a designer to fully specify his control algorithm 
in the peripheral chip without relying on the master 
processor. Devices like printer controllers and key
board scanners can be completely self-contained, rely
ing on the master processor only for data transfer. 

The UPI family currently consists of seven compo
nents: 

• 8741A microcomputer with lK EPROM memory 

• 874lAH microcomputer with lK OTP EPROM 
memory 

• 8041AH microcomputer with lK ROM memory 

• 8742 microcomputer, with 2K EPROM memory 

• 8742AH microcomputer with 2K "OTP" EPROM 
memory 

• 8042AH microcomputer with 2K ROM memory 

• 8243 I/O expander device 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH family of microcom
puters are functionally equivalent except for the type 
and amount of program memory available with each, 
In addition, the UPI-4lAH/42AH family has a Signa
ture Row outside the EPROM Array. The UPI-4lAH/ 
42AH family also has a Security Feature which renders 
the EPROM Array unreadable when set. 

4-3 
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AlIUPI's have the following main features: • Interval timer/event counter 
• 8-bit CPU • Two 8-bit TTL compatible I/O ports 

• 8-bit data bus interface registers • Resident clock oscillator circuits 

The UPI family has the following differences: 

Table 1-2 

UPI-41A UPI-42 UPI-41AH UPI-42AH 

1Kx8 EPROM 2Kx8EPROM 1Kx8ROM 2Kx8ROM 
or 1Kx80TP or , 2Kx80TP 

64x8 RAM 128x8 RAM 128x8RA~ 2S6x8 RAM 
·Set Security Feature 

/ 
··Signature Row Feature 

! 32 Bytes with: 
1. Test Code/Checksum 
2. Intel Signature 
3. Security Byte 
4. User Signature 

PROGRAMMING 

UPI-41A UPI-42 UPI-41AH/UPI-42AH 

Voo = 2SV 21V 12.SV 
IDO = SOms SOmA 30 rnA 
EA= 21.SV-24.SV 18V 12.SV 
VPH = 21.SV-24.SV 18V 20.V-S.SV 
TPW"" SOms SOms 1 ms 

PIN DESCRIPTION \ 

, 

UPI-41A/UPI-42 UPI-41AH/UPI-42AH 

(T1) T1 functions as a test input which can be T1 functions as a test input that can be directly 
directly tested using conditional branching tested using conditional branching instructions. It 
instructions. It functions as the evant timer input works as the event timer input under software 
under software control. control. It is used during sync mode to reset the 

instruction state to S1 and synchronize the 
internal clock to phase 1. 

(SS) Single step input used with the sync Single step input used with the sync output to. 
output to step the program through each step the program through each instruction. 
instruction. This pin is used to put the device in sync mode by. 

applying + 12.SV to it. 

Port 1 (P1 0-P17): 8-bit: Ouasi-Bidirectionall/O Port 1 (P10-P17): 8-bit, Ouasi-Bidirectionall/O 
Lines. . Lines. P1 0-'P17 access the Signature Rowand 

Security Bit. 

NOTES: 
'For a complete description of the Security Feature, refer to the UPI-41 AHI 42AH Datasheet. 

"For a complete description of the Si9~ature Row, refer to the UPI-41AH/42AH Datasheet. 
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HMOS processing has been applied to the UPI family 
to allow for additional performance and memory capa
bility while reducing costs. The UPI-4iAi41AHi42i 
42AH are all pin and software compatible. This allows 
growth in present designs to incorporate new features 
and add additional performance. For new designs, the 
additional memory and performance of the UPI-
4IA/4IAH/42/42AH extends the UPI 'grow your 
own solution' concept to more complex motor control 
tasks, 80-column printers and process control applica
tions as examples. 

The 8243 device is an I/O multiplexer which allows 
expansion of I/O to over 100 lines (if seven devices are 
used). All three parts are fabricated with N-channel 
MOS technology and require a single, 5V supply for 
operation. 

INTERFACE REGISTERS FOR MUL TI
PROCESSOR CONFIGURATIONS 

In the normal configuration, the UPI-41A/4IAH/421 
42AH interfaces to the system bus, just like any intelli
gent peripheral device (see Figure I-I). The host proc
essor and the UPI-41A/41AH/42142AH form a loose
ly coupled multi-processor system, that is, communica
tions between the two processors are direct. Common 
resources are three addressable registers located physi
cally on the UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH. These reg-

HOST 
PROCESSOR 

UPI-41 AI 41 AH/42/42AH USER'S MANUAL 

isters are the Data Bus Buffer Input (DBBIN), Data 
Bus Buffer Output (DBBOUT), and Status (STATUS) 
registers. The host processor may read data from 
DBBOUT or write commands and data into DBBIN. 
The status of DBBOUT and DBBIN plus user-defined 
status is supplied in STATUS. The host may read 
STATUS at any time. An interrupt to the UPI proces
sor is automatically generated (if enabled) when 
DBBIN is loaded. , 

Because the UPI contains a complete microcomputer 
with program memory, data memory, and CPU it can 
function as a "Universal" controller. A designer can 
program the UPI to control printers, tape transports, or 
multiple serial communication channels. The UPI can 
also handle off-line arithmetic processing, or any num
ber of other low speed control tasks. 

POWERFUL 8-BIT PROCESSOR 

The UPI contains a powerful, 8-bit CPU with as fast as 
1.2 ,""sec cycle time and two single-level interrupts. Its 
instruction set inclUdes over 90 instructions for easy 
software development. Most instructions are single byte 
and single cycle and none are more than two bytes long. 
The instruction set is optimiZed for bit manipulation 
and I/O operations. Special instructions are included to 
allow binary or BCD arithmetic operations, table look
up routines, loop counters, and N-way branch routines. 

~ 
....... -'--i UPI-41A/41AH @> 

142/42AH 

.------.....-- v 

I 

....... -'--i UPI-41A/41AH 

DATA 
BUS 

CONTROL 
BUS 

ADDRESS 
BUS 

142/42AH 

KEYBOARD 

PRINTER 

Figure 1-1. Interfacing Peripherals To Microcomputer Systems 
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8741AH.8742AH 
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OTPEPROM 
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8041 AH. 8042AH 
Programmed 

ROM 

.. I D8742 
xxx x 

~ 

231318-3 

D8742 
Electrically 

Programmable 
Light Erasable 

EPROM 

Figure 1-2. Pin Compatible ROM/EPRQM Versions 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION SET 
FEATURES 

• For Loop Counters: 
Decrement Register and Jump if not zero. 

• For Bit Manipulation: 
AND to A (immediate data or Register) 
OR to A (immediate data or Register) 
XOR to A (immediate data or Register) 
AND to Output Ports (Accumulator) 
OR to Output Ports (Accumulator) 
Jump Conditionally on any bit in A 

a·BIT A.. -" 
MICROCOMPUTER 

SystEM ..... -v 

\ 

r"-

-y 

, 

"-

.. 
-y 

"-

• For BDC Arithmetic: 
Decimal Adjust A 
Swap 4-bit Nibbles of A 
Exchange lower nibbles of A and Register 
Rotate A left or right with or without Carry 

• For Lookup Tables: . 
Load A from Page of ROM (Address in A) 
Load A from Current Page of ROM 
(Address in A) 

UPI-41A/41AH 
/42/42AH 

UPI-41A/41AH 
/42/42AH 

UPI-41A/41AH 
/42/42AH 

~ PERIPHERAL 
CONTROL 

OFF'LINE ARITHMETIC 
PROCESSING 

SERIAL 
COMMUNICATION 

231318-5 

Figure 1-3. Interfaces a.nd Protocols for Multiprocessor Systems 
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Features for Peripheral Control 

The UPI 8-bit interval timer/event counter can be used 
to generate complex timing sequences for control appli
cations or it can count external events such as switch 
closures and position encoder pulses. Software timing 
loops can be simplified or eliminated by the interval 
timer. If enabled, an interrupt to the CPU will occur 
when the timer overflows. 

The UPI I/O complement contains two TTL-compati
ble 8-bit bidirectional I/O ports and two general-pur
pose test inputs. Each of the 16 port lines can individu
ally ,function as either input or output under software 
control. Four of the port lines can also function as an 
interface for the 8243 I/O expander which provides 
four additional 4-bit ports that are directly addressable 
by UPI software. The 8243 expander allows low cost 
I/O expansion for large control applications while 
maintaining easy and efficient software port addressing. 

P~3 ~~::::~~ 
P20' . 

UPI-41A/41AH 
142/42AH 

8243 

PROG t---------I 

12 I/O LINES 

16 I/O LINES 

231318-4 

Figure 1·4.8243110 Expander Interface 

On-Chip Memory 

The UPI's 64/128/256 bytes data memory include dual 
working register banks and an 8-level program counter 
stack. Switching between the register banks allows fast 
response to interrupts. The stack is used to store return 
addresses and processor status upon entering a subrou
tine. 

I 
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The UPI program memory is available in three types to 
allow flexibility in moving from design to prototype to 
production with the same PC layout. The 8741A18742 
device with EPROM memory is very economical for 
initial system design and development. Its program 
memory can be electrically programmed using the Intel 
Universal PROM Programmer. When changes are 
needed, the entire program can be erased using UV 
lamp and reprogrammed in about 20 minutes. This 
means the 8741A/8742 can be used as a single chip 
"breadboard" for very complex interface and control 
problems. After the 8741A/8742 is programmed it can 
be tested in the actual production level PC board and 
the actual functional environment. Changes required 
during system debugging can be made in the 
8741A/8742 program much more easily than they 
could be made in a random logic design. The system 
configuration and PC layout can remain fixed during 
the development process and the turn around time be
tween changes can be reduced to a minimum. 

At any point during the development cycle, the 
8741A/8742 EPROM part can be replaced with the 
low cost UPI-41AH/42AH respectively with factory 
mask programmed memory orOTP EPROM. The 
transition from system development to mass production 
is made smoothly because the 8741A/8742, 8741AH 
and 8041AH, 8742AH and 8042AH parts are com
pletely pin compatible. This feature allows extensive 
testing with the EPROM part, even into initial ship
ments to customers. Yet, the transition to low-cost 
ROMs or OTP EPROM is simplified to the point of 
being merely a package substitution. 

PRE PROGRAMMED UPI's 

The 8242AH, 8292, and 8294 are 8042AH's that are 
programmed by Intel and sold as standard peripherals. 
Intel offers a complete line of factory programmed key
board controllers. These devices contain firmware de
veloped by Phoenix Technologies Ltd. and Award Soft
ware Inc. See Table 1-3 for a complete listing of Intels' 
entire keyboard controller product line. The 8292 is a 
GPIB controller, part of a three chip GPIB system. 
The 8294 is a Data Encryption Unit that implements 
the National Bureau of Standards data encryption algo
rithm. These parts illustrate the great flexibility offered 
by the UPI family. 
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Table 1-3. Keyboard Controller Family Product Selection Guide 

UPI·42: The industry standard for desktop Keyboard Control. 

Device Package ROM OTP Comments 

8042 N,P 2K ROM Device 

8242 N,P Phoenix firmware version 2.5 
8242PC N,P Phoenix MultiKey/42 firmware, PS/2 style mouse support 

8242WA N,P Award firmware version 3.57 
8242WB N,P Award firmware version 4.14, PS/2 style mouse support 

8742 N,P,D 2K Available as OTP (N, P) or EPROM (D) 

UPI·C42: A low power CHMOS version of the UPI·42. The UPI·C42 doubles the user programmable memory size, 
adds Auto A20 Gate support, includes Standby (* *) and Suspend power down modes, and is available in a space 
saving 44·lead QFP pkg. 

Device Package ROM OTP Comments 

80C42 N,P,S 4K ROM Device 

82C42PC N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42 firmware, PS/2 style mouse support 
82C42PD N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42L firmware, KBC and SCC for portable apps; 
82C42PE N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42G firmware, Energy Efficient KBC solution 

87C42 N,P,S 4K One Time Programmable Version 

UPI·IA2: The low voltage 3.3V version of the UPI·C42. 

Device Package ROM OTP , Comments 

80L42 N,P,S 4K ROM Device 

82L42PC N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42 firmware, PS/2 style mouse support 
82L42PD N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42L firmware, KBC and SCC for portable apps. 

87L42 N,P,S 4K One Time Programmable Version 

NOTES: 
N = 44 lead PLCC, P = 40 lead PDIP, S = 44 lead QFP, 0 = 40 lead CERDIP 
KBC = Key Board Control, SCC = Scan Code Control 
(* *) Standby feature not supported on current (B-1) stepping 

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 

The UPI microcomputer is fully supported by Intel 
with development tools like the UPP PROM program
mer already mentioned. The combination of device fea
tures and Intel development support make the UPI an 
ideal component for low-speed peripheral control appli· 
cations. 

4·8 

UPI DEVELOPMENT, SUPPORT 

• 8048/UPI·41A/4IAH/42/42AH Assembler 

• Universal PROM Programmer UPP Series 

• Application Engineers 

• Training Courses 
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CHAPTER 2 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The UPI microcomputer is an intelligent peripheral 
controller designed to operate in iAPX-86, 88, MCS-85, 
MCS-80, MCS-51 and MCS-48 systems. The UPl's ar
chitecture, illustrated in Figure 2-1, is based on a low 
cost, single-chip microcomputer with program memo
ry, data memory, CPU, I/O, event timer and clock os
cillator in a single 4O-pin package. Special interface reg
isters are included which enable the UPI to function as 
a peripheral to an 8-bit master processor. 

This chapter provides a basic description of the UPI 
microcomputer and its system interface registers. Un
less otherwiSe noted the descriptions in this section ap
ply to the 8741AH, 8742AH with OTP EPROM mem-

I CLOCK 

1 1 
a·BIT CPU 

I 
J 

8·BIT 
DATA BUS 

INPUT REGISTER 

I 

I 
1024 X 8. 2048 X 8 

PROGRAM 
MEMORY 

(ROM I EPROM) 

II 
11 
8·BIT 

DATA BUS 
OUTPUT REGISTER 

II 

SYSTEM 
INTERFACE 

ory, the 8741A/8742 (with UV erasable program mem
ory) and the 804IAH, 8042AH. These devices are so 
similar that they can be considered identical under 
most circumstances. All functions described in this 
chapter apply to the UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH. 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH are packaged in 40-pin 
Dual In-Line (DIP) packages. The pin configuration 
for both devices is shown in Figure 2-2. Figure 2-3 illus
trates the UPI Logic Symbol. 

&4x8 
128 •• 
256x8 

DATA MEMORY 

II 

" 8·BIT 
STATUS 

REGISTER 

'I 

8·BIT 
TIMER, COUNTER 

18 
liD LINES 

" PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 
AND 

II 0 EXPANSION 

231318-6 

Figure 2-1. UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH Single Chip Microcomputer 
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4-10 

TEST 0 Vcc 
XT4Ll TEST 1 

XTAL2 P27 / OACK 
RESET P26 /DRQ 

Si P2S / I8F 

CS P24 / 08F 
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iii) P16 

AO PIS 

WR P14 

SYNC P13 

Do P12 

D1 Pl1 

D2 Pl0 

D3 Voo 

D4 PROG 
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De P22 
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VSS P20 

231318-7 

Figure 2-2. Pin Configuration 
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Figure 2-3. Logic Symbol 
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The follC)wing section summarizes the functions of each UPI pin. NOTE that several pins have two or more 
functions which are described in separate paragraphs.' . 

Table 2-1. Pin Description 
Symbol Pin No. Type Name and Function 
Do-D7 12-19 I/O DATA BUS: Three-state, bidirectional DATA BUS BUFFER 
(BUS) lines used to interface the UPI-41 AI 41 AHI 421 42AH 

microcomputer to an 8·bit master system data bus. 

P10-P17 27·34 I/O PORT 1:8-bit, PORT 1 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. 

P20-P27 21-24 I/O PORT 2: 8-bit, PORT 2 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. The lower 
35-38 4 bits (P20-P23) interface directly to the 8243 I/O expander 

device and contain address and data information during PORT 
4.., 7 access. The upper 4 bits (P24-P27) can be programmed 
to provide interrupt Request and DMA Handshake capability. 
Software control can configure P24 as O~t Buffer Full 
(OBF) interrupt, P25 as Input Buffer Fu!1 (IBF) interrupt, P26 as 
OMA Request (DRO), and P27 as DMA 
ACKnowledge (DACK). 

iNA 10 I WRITE: 110 write input which enables the master CPU to write 
data and command words to the UPIINPUT DATA BUS 
BUFFER. 

AD 8 I READ: I/O read input which enables the master CPU to read 
data and status words from tne OUTPUT DATA BUS BUFFER 
or status register. 

CS 6 I CHIP SELECT: Chip select input used to select one UP!-
41 Al41 AHI 421 42AH microcomputer out of several 
connected to a common data bus. 

Ao 9 I COMMAND/DATA SELECT: Address input used by the 
master processor to indicate whether byte transfer is data 
(Ao =;: 0) or command (Ao =;: 1). 

TEST 0, 1 I TEST INPUTS: Input pins can be directly tested using 
TEST 1 39 conditional branch instructions. 

FREQUENCY REFERENCE: TEST 1 (T1) alsofunQtions as 
the event timer input (under software control). TESTO (To) is 
used during PROM programming and verification in the UPI-
41 Al41 AH/ 421 42AH. 

XTAL 1, 2 I I"PUTS: Inputs for a crystal, LC or an external timing signal to 
XTAL2 3 determine the internal oscillator frequency. 
SYNC 11 0 OUTPUT CLOCK: Output Signal which occurs once per UPI 

instruction cycle. SYNC can be used as a strobe for external 
circuitry; it is also used to synchronize single step operation. 

EA 7 I EXTERNAL ACCESS: External access input which allows 
en-n,llation, testing and PROM/ROM verification. 

PROG 25 I/O PROGRAM: Multifunction pin used as the program pulse input 
during PROM progfamming. ' 
During I/O expander access the PROG pin acts as an 
address/data strobe to the 8243. 

~ 4 I RES':T: Input used to reset status flip-flops and to set the . 
program counter to zero. ~ is also used during PROM 
programming and yerification. ' 

SS .' 5 I SINGLE STEP: Single step input used in conjunction with the 
SYNC output to step the program through each instruction. 

Vee 40 POWER: + 5V main power supply pin. 

Vee 26 POWER: + 5V during normal operation. + 25V for UPI-41 A; 
21V for UPI-42 programming operation, + 12V for' 
programming, UPI-41 AH/ 42AH. Low power standby pin in 
ROM version. 

Vss 20 GROUND: Circuit ground potential. 

I 4-11 
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The following sections provide. a detailed f\lnctional de
scription of the UPI microcomputer. Figure 2-4 illus
trates the functional blocks within the UPI device. 

CPU SECTION 
The CPU section of the UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH 
microcomputer performs basic data manipulations and 
controls data flow throughout the single chip computer 
via the internal 8-bit data bus. The CPU section in
cludes the following functional blocks shown in Figure 
2-4: 

• Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 

• Instruction Decoder 

• Accumulator 

• Flags 

Arithmetic Logic Units (ALU) 
The ALU is capable of performing the following opera
tions: 

• ADD with or without carry 

• AND, OR, and EXCLUSIVE OR 

• Increment, Decrement 

• Bit complement 

• Rotate left or right 

• Swap 
• BCD decimal adjust. 

MASTER 
SYSTEM 

{
'O" 

INTERFACE ~ 

RD 

Os 

'0 

SYNC; 

ss 

CIlYSTAL,{TAL1 
Le. OR 
CLOCK XTAl2 

{

. VDO ---+. PROM PROGRAM SUPPLY 

POWER 'Ie<; ----to' +5 SUPPLY 

V55'----+' GROUNO 

INTERNAL 
SUS 

In a typical operation data from the accumulator is 
combined in the ALU with data from some otller 
source on the UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH internal bus 
(such asa register or an I/O port). The result of an 
ALU operation can be transferred to the internal bus or 
back to the accumulator. 

. If an operation such as an ADD or ROTATE requires 
more than 8 bits, the CARRY flag is used as an indica
tor. Likewise, during· decimal adjust and other BCD 
operations the AUXILIARY CARRY flag can be set 
and acted upon. These flags are part of the Program 
Status Word (PSW). 

Instruction Decoder 
During· an instruction fetch, the operation code (op
code) portion of each program instruction is stored and 
decoded by the instruction decoder. The decoder gener
ates outputs used along with various timing signals to 
control the functions performed in the ALU. Also, the 
instruction decoder controls the source and destination 
of ALU data. 

Accumulator 
The accumulator is the single most important register 
in the processor. It is the primary source of data to the 
ALUand is often the destination for results as well. 
Data to and from the I/O ports and memory normally 
passes through the accumulator. 

! 
DATA 

t.lEMORY 
64x8 

REG. BANK 1 128.8 
256.8 

STACK RANDOM 

REG. BANK 0 ACCESS 
MEMORY 

11'\ X 8. 2K)( II 
PR{)t.I ROt.! 
PROGRAM 
t.lEt.lORY 

I/o 
PORT 1 

I/o 
PORT 2 

PORT 4-7 
EXPANDER 
INTERFACE 

8-BIT 
TIMER! 

EVENT COUNTER 

TESTa 

TESTI 

PERIPHERAL 
INTERFACE 

231318-9 

Figure 2-4. UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH Block Diagram 
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PROGRAM MEMORY 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH microcomputer has 
1024, 2048 8-bit words of resident, read-only memory 
for program storage. Each of these memory locations is 
directly addressable by a lO-bit program counter. De
pending on the type of application and the number of 
program changes anticipated, three types of program 
memory are available: 

• 8041AH, 8042AH with mask programmed ROM 
Memory 

• 8741AH,.8742AH with electrically programmable 
OTP EPROM Memory 

• 8741A and 8742 with electrically programmable 
EPROM Memory 

A program memory map is illustrated in Figure 2-5. 
Memory is divided into 256 location 'pages' and three 
locations are reserved for special use: 

I 

{
2047 

PAGE 7 

1792 , 
{ 

179 
PAGE 6 

1536 

{
1535 

PAGE 5 
1280 

{ 
1279 

PAGE 4 

1024 

{ 
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PAGE 3 
76. 

{ 
767 

PAGE 2 

512 

PAGE 1 

PAGE 0 

{ 
511 

256 
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7 
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6 5 4 3 2 , 

I~ 
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_INTERRUP 

PROGRA 

LOCATIO N3-IBF 
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MHERE 
_INTERRUP 

PROGRA 

LOCATI ON 0 - RESET 

MHERE 
o ~ VECTORS 

PROGRA 

PROGRAM MEMORY MAP 
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Figure 2·5. Program Memory Map 
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INTERRUPT VECTORS 

1) Location 0 
Following a RESET input to the processor, the next 
instruction is automatically fetched from location O. 

2) Location 3 
An interrupt generated by an Input Buffer Full 
(IBF) condition (when the IBF interrupt is enabled) 
causes the next instruction to be fetched from loca-
tion 3. . 

3) Location 7 
A timer overflow interrupt (when enabled) will 
cause the next instruction to be fetched from loca
tion 7 . 

Following a system RESET, program execution begins 
at location o. Instructions in program memory are nor
mally executed sequentially. Program control can be 
transferred out of the main line of code by an input 
buffer full (IBF) interrupt or a timer interrupt, or when 
a jump or call instruction is encountered. An IBF inter
rupt (if enabled) will automatically transfer control to 
location 3 while a timer interrupt will transfer control 
to location 7. 

All conditional JUMP instructions and the indirect 
JUMP instruction are limited in range to the current 
256-location page (that is, they alter PC bits 0-7 only). 
If a conditional JUMP or indirect JUMP begins in lo
cation 255 of a page, it must reference a destination on 
the following page. 

Program memory can be used to store constants as well 
as program instructions. The UPI-41AH, 42AH in
struction set contains an instruction (MOVP3) de
signed specifically for efficient transfer of loo~-up table 
information from page 3 of memory . 

DATA MEMORY 

The UPI-41A has 64 8-bit words of Random Access 
Memory, the UPI-41AH has 128 8-bit words of Ran
dom Access Memory; the UPI-42 has 128 8-bit words 
of RAM; and the UPI-42AH has 256 8-bit words of 
RAM. This memory contains two working register 
banks, an 8-level program counter stack and a scratch 
pad memory, asshown in Figure 2-6. The amount of 
scratch pad memory available is variable depending on 
the number of addresses nested in the stack and the 
number of working registers being used. 

Addressing Data Memory 

The first eight locations in RAM are designated as 
working registers Ro-R7. These locations (or registers) 
can be addressed directly by specifying a register num
ber in the instruction. Since these locations are easily 
addressed, they are generally used to ~tore frequently 
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accessed intermediate results. Other locations in data 
q1emory are addressed indirectly by using Ro or R 1 to 
specify the desired address. 

255 .--------.., 

USER RAM 224 X 8 

8042AHI 
8742AH 

~~ t--------oi :~:~~HI 
8741AH 

:: .... --------I.741A 

~~ .... --------I 
BANK 1 

WORKING 
REGISTERS 

axa 

-------Rl--------
24 -------RO--------
23 

8 LEVEL STACK 
OR 

USER RAM 
16 X 8 

BANK 0 
WORKING 

REGISTERS 
axa 

-------~---------------RO--------

I 
DIRECTLY 

ADDRESSABLE 
WHEN BANK 1 

:JTEO 

ADDRESSED 
INDIRECTlY 
THROUGH 
R1ORRo 

(RO' OR R1') 

DIRECTLY 
ADDRESSABLE 
WHEN BANK 0 
IS SELECiEO 
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Figure 2-6. Data Memory Map 

Working Registers 

Dual· banks of eight. working registers are included in 
the UPI-4IA/41AH/42/42AH data memory. Loca
tions 0-7 make up register bank 0 and locations 24-13 
form register bank I .. A RESET signal automatically 
selects register bank o. When bank 0 is selected, refer
ences to Ro-R7 in UPJ-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH instruc
tions operate on locations 0-7 in data memory. A "se
lect register bank" instruction is used to selected be
tween the banks during program execution. If the in
struction SEL RB I (Select Register Bank I) isexecut
ed, then program references to Ro-R7 will operate on 
locations 24-31. As stated previously, registers 0 and 1 
in the active register bank are used as indirect address 
registers for all locations in data memory. 

Register bank 1 is normally reserved for handling inter
rupt service routines, thereby preserving the contents of 
the main program registers. The SEL RBI instruction 
can be issued at the beginning of an interrupt service 
routine. Then, upon return to the main program, an 
RETR (return & restore status) instruction will a/ltp
mati cally restore the previously selected bank. During 
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interrupt processing, registers in bank 0 can be accessed 
indirectly using Ro' and R 1'. 

If register bank 1 is not used, registers 24-31 can still 
serve as additional scratch pad memory. 

Program Counter Stack 

RAM locations 8-23 are used as an 8-leve1 program 
counter stack. When program control is temporarily 
passed from the main program to a subroutine or inter
rupt service routine, the IO-bit program counter and 
bits 4-7 of the program status word (PSW) are stored 
in two stack locations. When control is returned to the 
main program via an RETR instruction, the program 
counter and PSW bits 4-7 are restored. Returning via 
an . RET instruction does not restore the PSW bits, 
however. The program counter stack is addressed by 
three stack pointer bits in the PSW (bits 0-2). Opera
tion of the program counter stack and the program 
status word is explained in detail in the following sec
tions. 

The stack allows up to eight levels of subroutine 'nest
ing'; that is, a subroutine may call a second subroutine, 
which may call a third, etc., up to eight levels. Unused 
stack locations can be used as scratch pad memory. 
Each unused level of subroutine nesting provides two 
additional RAM locations for general use. 

The following sections prpvide a detailed description of 
the program Counter Stack and the Program Status 
Word. 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

The UPI-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH microcomputer has a 
IO-bit program counter (PC) which can directly ad
dress any of the 1024, 2048, or 4096 locations in pro
gram memory. The program counter always contains 
the address of the next instruction to be executed and is 
normally incremented sequentially for each instruction 
to be executed when each instruction fetches occurs. 

When control is tempprarily passed from the main pro
gram to a subroutine or an interrupt routine, however, 
the PC contents must be altered to point to the address 
of the desired routine. The stack is used to save the 
current PC contents so that, at the end of the routine, 
main program execution can continue. The program 
counter is initialized to zero by a RESET signal. 

PROGRAI\II COUNTER STACK 

The Program Counter Stack is composed of 16 loca
tions in Data Memory as illustrated in Figure 2-7. 
These RAM locations (8 through 23) are used to store 
the IO-bit program counter and 4 bits ofthe program 
status word. 

I 



An interrupt or Call to a subroutine causes the contents 
of the program counter to be stored in one of the 8 
register pairs of the program counter stack. 

STACK 
POINTER 

11 

10 

01 

00 

o 11 
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o 00 
PSW(4_7) 
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DATA 
MEMORY 
LOCATION 

23 

22 

21 

20 
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13 

12 

11 

10 
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Figure 2-7. Program Counter Stack 

A 3-bit Stack Pointer which is part of the Program 
Status Word (PSW) determines the stack pair to be 
used at a given time. The stack pointer is initialized by 
a RESET signal to DOH which corresponds to RAM 
locations 8 and 9. . 

The first call or interrupt results in the program coun
ter and PSW contents being transferred to RAM loca
tions 8 and 9 in the format shown in Figure 2-7. The 
stack pointer is automatically incremented by 1 to point 
to location is 10 and 11 in anticipation of another 
CALL. 

Nesting of subroutines within subroutines can continue 
up to 8 levels without overflowing the stack. If overflow 
does occur the deepest address stored (locations 8 and 
9) will be overwritten and lost since the stack pointer 
overflows from 07H to DOH. Likewise, the stack pointer 
will underflow from DOH to 07H. 

The end of a subroutine is signaled by a return instruc
tion, either RET or RETR. Each instruction will auto
matically decrement the Stack Pointer .and transfer the 
contents of the proper RAM register pair to the Pro
gram Counter. 

PROGRAM STATUS WORD 
The !l-bit program status word illustrated in Figure 2-8 
is used to store general information about program exe
cution. In addition to the 3-bit Stack Pointer discussed 
previously, the PSW includes the following flags: 

I 
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• CY -Carry 
• AC - Auxiliary Carry 

• Fo - Flag 0 
• BS - Register Bank Select 

cv 

Msa 

SAVED IN STACK 
I 

AC FO as 

STACK POINTER 
I 

lS8 

231318-12 

Figure 2-8. Program Status Word 

The Program Status Word (PSW) is actually a collec
tion of flip-flops located throughout the machine which 
are read or written as a whole. The PSW can be loaded 
to or from the accumulator by the MOY A, PSW or 
MOY PSW, A instructions. The ability to write directly 
to the PSW allows easy restoration of machine status 
after a power-down sequence. 

The upper 4 bits of the PSW (bits 4, 5, 6, and 7) are 
stored in the PC Stack with every subroutine CALL or 
interrupt vector. Restoring the bits on a return is op
tional. The bits are restored if an RETR instruction is 
executed, but not if an RET is executed. 

PSW bit definitions· are as follows: 

• Bits 0-2 Stack Pointer Bits So, S\, S2 

• Bit 3 Not Used 
• Bit 4 Working Register Bank 

0= BankO 
1 = Bank 1 

• Bit 5 Flag 0 bit (Fo) . 
This is a general purpose flag which can be cleared 
or complemented and tested with conditional jump 
instructions. It may be used during data transfer to 
an external processor. 

• Bit 6 Auxiliary Carry (AC) 
The flag status is determined by an ADD instruc
tion and is used by the Decimal Adjustment instruc
tion DAA 

• Bit 7 Carry (CY) 
The flag indicates that a previous operation resulted 
in overflow of the accumulator. 

CONDITIONAL BRANCH LOGIC 

Conditional Branch Logic in the UPI-41AH, 42AH al
lows the status of various processor flags; inputs, and 
other hardware functions to directly affect program ex
ecution. The status is sampled iv state 3 of the first 
cycle. 
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Table 2-2 lists the internal conditions which are testable 
and indicates the condition which will qause a jump. In 
all cases, the destination address must be within the 
page of program memory (256 locations) in which the 
jump instruction occurs. 

OSCILLATOR AND TIMING CIRCUITS 

The UPI-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH's internal timing gen
eration is controlled by a self-contained oscillator and 
timing circuit. A choice of crystal, L-C or external 
clock can be used to derive the basic oscillator frequen
cy. 

The resident timing circuit consists of an oscillator, a 
state counter and a cycle counter as illustrated in Fig
ure 2-9. Figure 2-10 shows instruction cycle timing. 

Oscillator 

The on-board oscillator is a series resQnant circuit with 
a frequency range of I to 12.5 MHz depending on 

which UPI is used. Refer toTable 1.1. Pins XTAL 1 
and XTAL 2 are input and output (respectively) of a 
high gain amplifier stage. A crystal or inductor and 
capacitor connected between XT AL 1 and XT AL 2 
provide the feedback and proper phase shift for oscilla
tion. Recommended connections for crystal or L-C are 
shown in Figure 2-11. 

State Counter 

The output of the oscillator is divided by 3 in the state 
counter to generate a signal which defines the state 
times of the machine. 

Each instruction cycle consists of five states as illustrat
ed in Figure 2-10 and Table 2-3. The overlap of address 
and execution operations illustrated in Figure 2-10 al
lows fast instruction execution. 

Table 2-2. Conditional Branch Instructions 

Device Instruction Mnemonic Jump Condition 
Jump if: 

Accumulator JZ addr All bits zero 
JNZ addr Any bit not zero 

Accumulator bit JBb addr Bit "b" = 1 
Carry flag JC addr Carry flag = 1 

JNC addr Carry flag =0 
User flag JFO addr Fo flag = 1 

JF1 addr F1 flag = 1 
Timer flag JTF addr Timer flag = 1 
Test Input 0 JTO addr To = 1 

JNTO addr To = 0 
Test Input 1 JT1 addr T1 = 1 

JNT1 addr T1 = 0 
Input Buffer flag JNIBF addr IBFfiag = 0 
Output Buffer flag JOBF addr OBFfiag = 1 

SYNC Il 
1.2-4.17 jol.8CYClE 

J Ss 5, S2 S3 
I 

s- Iss S, 

I ,INPUT 
DECODE EXECUTION 

INPUT 
INST. INST. 

SYNC OUTPUT ADDRESS INC. PC OUTPUT ADDRESS 

1-;>-+- ~~~1~T". 
'-__ ...... CYCLE I I I I I 

231318-14 

INTERNAL TIMING 

231318~13 

Figure 2·9. OSCillator Configuration Figure 2·10. Instruction Cycle Timing 
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Table 2-3. Instruction Timing Diagram 

Instruction 
CYCLE 1 CYCLE 2 

51 52 53 54 55 51 52 53 54 55 

INA,Pp 
Fetch Increment Increment Read Port 

Instruction Program Counter 
-

Timer 
- - - - -

OUTLPp,A 
Fetch Increment Increment Output 

Instruction Program Counter - Timer ToPor! - - - - -
Fetch Increment Increment ReedPor! Fetch Increment Outpu1 

~NLPP,'DATA Instruction Program - Timer Immadiate - Program ToPor! -
Counter Data Counter 

Fetch Increment Increment Read Port Fetch Increment Output - - -ORLPp,DATA Instruction Program Timer Immadiate Program ToPor! 
Counter Data Countar 

MOVDA,Pp 
Fetch Increment Output Increment - Read 

Instruction Program Counter Opeodel Address Timer - P2 Lower - - -
MOVDPp,A 

Fetch Increment Output Increment Output Data 
Instruction Program Counter Opeodel Address Timer ToP2 Lower - - - - -

DPp,A 
Fetch Increment Output Increment Output 

Instruction Proaram Counter Opcodel Address Timer Data - - - - -
ORLDpp,A 

Fetch Increment' Output Increment . Output 
Instruction Program Counter Opcodel Address ' Timer Data - - - - -

Fetch Increment Sample Increment Fetch Update 
J (Conditional) Instruction Program Counter Condition Timer - Immediate Date - Program - -

Counter 

MOVSTS,A 
Fetch Increment Increment Update 

Instruction Program Counter - Timer Status Register 

INA,DBB 
Fetch Increment Increment 

Instruction Program Counter - Timer :-

OUTDBB,A 
Fetch Increment Increment Output 

Instruction Program Counter - Timer To Port 

STRTT Fetch Increment Star! - -STRTCNT Instruction Program Counter Counter 

STOP TCNT 
Fetch Increment 

~ 
Stop 

Instruction Program Counter - Cownter 

ENI 
Fetch Increment Enable 

Instruction Program Counter - Interrupt -
DISI 

Fetch Increment Disable 
Instruction Program Counter - Interrupt -

ENDMA Felch Incremen! DMAEnabied 
~ -Instruction Program Counter DRQClearad 

EN FLAGS 
Fetch Increment OBF,IBF 

Instruction Program Counter - Output Enabled -

20pF 
~~~r--"'IXTAL 1 

~ UPIo41A141AH I L 42/42AH 

I .--II-'-' ---<~..., XTAL 2 
-=!:-aopF 

231318-48 

231318-15 

Figure ,2-11. Recommended Crystal and L-C Connections 
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Cycle Counter 

The output of the state counter is divided by 5 in the 
cycle counter to generate a signal which defines a ma
chine cycle. This signal is call SYNC and is available 
continuously on the SYNC output pin. It can be used 
to synchronize external circuitry or as a general pur
pose clock output. It is also used for synchronizing sin
gle-step. 

Frequency Reference 

The external crystal provides high speed and accurate 
timing generation. A crystal frequency of 5.9904 MHz 
is useful for generation of standard communication fre
quencies by the UPI-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH. However, 
if an accurate frequency reference and maximum proc
essor speed are not required, an inductor and capacitor 
may be used in place of the crystal as shown in Figure 
2-11. 

A recommended range of inductance and capacitance 
combinations is given below: 

• L = 130 JLH corresponds to 3 MHz 

• L = 45 JLH corresponds to 5 MHz 

An external clock signal can also be used as a frequency 
reference to the UPI-41A/4IAH/42/42AH;however, 
the levels are not TTL compatible. The signal must be 
in the 1-12.5 MHz frequency range depending on 
which UPI is used. Refer to Table 1-2. The signal must 
be connected to pins XTAL 1 and XTAL 2 by buffers 
with a suitable pull-up resistor to guarantee that a logic 
"I" is above 3.8 volts. The recommended connection is 
shown in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-12. Recommended Connection 
For External Clock Signal 

intel® 
INTERVALTIMER/EVENT COUNTER 

The UPI-4IA/41AH/42/42AH has a resident 8-bit 
timer/counter which has several software selectable 
modes of operation. As an .interval timer, it can gener
ate accurate delays from 80 microseconds to 20.48 mil
liseconds without placing undue burden on the proces
sor; In the counter mode, external events such as switch 
closures or tachometer pulses can be counted and used 
to direct program flow. 

Timer Configuration 

Figure 2-13 illustrates the basic timer/counter configu
ration. An 8-bit register is used to count pulses from 
either the internal clock and prescaler or from an exter
nal source. The counter is presettable and readable with 
two MOY instructions which transfer the contents of 
the accumulator to the counter and vice-versa (i.e. 
MOY T, A and MOY A, T). The counter is stopped by 
a RESET or STOP TCNT instruction and remains 
stopped until restarted either as a timer (START T in
struction) or as a counter (START CNT instruCtion). 
Once started, the counter will increment to its maxi
mum count (FFH) and overflow to zero continuing its 
count until stopped by a STOP TCNT instruction or 
RESET. 

The increment from maximum count to zero (overflow) 
results in setting the Timer Flag (TF) and generating an 
interrupt request. The state of the overflow flag is test
able with the conditional jump instruction, JTF. The 
flag is reset by executing a JTF or by a RESET signal. 

The timer interrupt request is stored in a latch and 
ORed with the input buffer full interrupt request. The 
timer interrupt can be enabled .or disabled independent 
of the IBF interrupt by the EN TCNT! and DIS 
TCTNI instructions. If enabled, the counter overflow 
will cause a subroutine call to location 7 where the tim
er service routine is stored. If the timer and Input Buff
er Full interrupts occur simultaneously, the IBF source 
will be recognized and the call will be to location 3. 
Since the timer interrupt is latched, it will remain pend
ing until the DBBIN register has been serviced and will 
immediately be recognized upon return from the serv
ice routine. A pending. timer interrupt is reset by the 
initiation of a timer interrupt service routine. 

Event Counter Mode 
The STRTCNT instruction connects the TEST 1 input 
pin to the counter input and enables the counter. Note 
this instruction does not clear the counter. The counter 
is incremented on high to low transitions of the TEST 1 
input. The TEST 1 input must remain high for a mini
mum of one state in order to be registered (250 ns at 
12 MHz). The maximum count frequency is one count 
per three instruction cycles (267 kHz at 12 MHz). 
There is no minimum frequency limit. 
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Timer Mode 

The STRT T instruction connects the internal clock to 
the cqunter input and enables the counter. The input 
clock is derived from the SYNC signal of the internal 
oscillator and the divide-by-32 prescaler. The configu
ration is illustrated in Figure 2-13. Note this instruction 
does not clear the timer register. Various delays and 
timing sequences between 40 p.sec and 10.24 msec can 
easily be generated with a minimum of software timing 
loops (at 12 MHz). 

Times longer than 10.24 msec can be accurately mea
sured by accumulating multiple overflows in a register 
under software control. For time resolution kss than 40 
p.sec, an external clock can be applied to the TEST 1 
counter input (see Event Counter Mode). The mini
mum time resolution with an. external clock is 3.75 
fLsec (267 kHz at 12 MHz). 

TEST 1 Event Counter Input 

The TEST 1 pin is multifunctional. It is automatically 
initialized as a test input by a RESET signal and can be 
tested using UPI-4IA conditional branch instructions. 

In the second mode of operation, illustrated in Figure 
2-13, the TEST 1 pin is used as an input to the internal 
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8-bit event counter. The Start Counter (STRT CNT) 
instruction controls an internal switch which connects 
TEST 1 through an edge detector to the 8-bit internal 
counter. Note that this instruction does not inhibit the 
testing of TEST 1 via conditional Jump instructions. 

In the counter mode the TEST I input is sampled once 
per instruction cycle. After a high level is detected, the 
next occurrence of a low level atTEST I will cause the 
counter to increment by one. 

The event counter functions can be stopped by the Stop 
Timer/Counter (STOP TCNT) instruction. When this 
instruction is executed the TEST I pin becomes a test 
input and functions as previously described. 

TEST INPUTS 
There are two multifunction pins designated as Test 
Inputs, TEST 0 and TEST 1. In the normal mode of 
operation, status of each of these lines can be directly 
tested using the following conditional Jump instruc
tions: 

• JTO Jump if TEST 0 = I 

• JNTO :rump if TEST 0 = 0 

• JTl Jump if TEST 1 = I 

• JNTI Jump if TEST 1 ~ 0 

XTAL 1 XTAL 2 

OSCILLATOR 

a-BIT 
. COUNTER 

LOAD/READ 

INTERNAL BUS 
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Figure 2-13. Timer Counter 
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The test imputs are TTL compatible. An external logic 
signal connected to one of the test inputs will be sam
pled at the time the appropriate conditional jump in
struction is executed. The path of program execution 
will be altered depending on the state of the external 
signal when sampled. 

INTERRUPTS 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH has the following in
ternal interrupts: 

• Input Buffer Full (IBF) interrupt 

• Timer Overflow interrupt 

The IBF interrupt forces a CALL to location 3 in pro
gram memory; a timer-overflow interrupts forces a 
CALL to location 7. The IBF interrupt is enabled by 
the EN I instruction and disabled by the DIS I instruc
tion. The timer-overflow interrupt is enabled and dis
abled by the EN TNCTI and DIS TCNTI instructions, 
respectively. 

WR __ r---_ 

Figure 2-14 illustrates the internal interrupt I~. An 
IBF interrupt request is generated whenever WR and 
CS are both low, regardless of whether interrupts are 
enabled. The interrupt request is cleared upon entering 
the IBF service routine only. That is, the DIS I instruc
tion does not clear a pending IBF interrupt. 

Interrupt Timing Latency 

When the IBF interrupt is enabled and an IBF inter
rupt request occurs, an interrupt sequence is intiated as 
soon as the currently executing instruction is complet
ed. The following sequence occurs: 

• A CALL to location 3 is forced. 

• The program counter and bits 4-7 of the Program 
Status Word are stored in the stack.· 

• The stack pointer is incremented. 
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Location 3 in program memory should contain an un
conditional jump to the beginning of the IBF interrupt 
service routine elsewhere in program memory. At the 
end of the service routine, an RETR (Return and Re
store Status) instruction is used to return control to the 
main program. This instruction will restore the 'pro
gram counter and PSW bits 4-7, providing automatic 
restoration of the previously active register bank as 
well. RETR also re-enables interrupts. 

A timer-overflow interrupt is enabled by the EN 
TCNT! instruction and disabled by the DIS TCNT! 
instruction. If enabled, this interrupt occurs when the 
timer!counter register overflows. A CALL to location 
7 is forced and the interrupt routine proceeds as de
scribed above. 

The interrupt service latency is the sum of current in
struction time, interrupt recognition time, and the in
ternal call to the interrupt vector address. The worst 
case latency time for servicing an interrupt is 7 clock 
cycles. Best case latency is 4 clock cycles. 

Interrupt Timing 

Interrupt inputs may be enabled or disabled under pro
gram control using EN I, DIS I, EN TCNT! and DIS 
TCNT! instructions. Also, a RESET input will disable 
interrupts. An interrupt request must be removed, be
fore the RETR instruction is executed to return from 
the service routine, otherwise the processor will re-en
ter the service routine immediately. Thus, the WR and 
CS inputs should not be held low longer than the dura
tion of the interrupt service routine. 

The interrupt system is single level. Once an interrupt 
is detected, all further interrupt requests are latched but 
are not acted upon until execution of an RETR instruc
tion re-enables the interrupt input logic. This occurs at 
the beginning of the second cycle of the RETR instruc
tion. If an IBF interrupt and a timer-overflow interrupt 
occur simultaneously, the IBF interrupt will be recog
nized first and the timer-overflow interrupt will remain 
pending until the end of the interrupt service routine. 

External Interrupts 

An external interrupt can be created using the UPI-
,4IA/41AH/42/42AH timer!counter in the event 
counter mode. The counter is first preset to FFH and 
the EN TCNTI instruction is executed. A timer-over
flow interrupt is generated by the first high to low tran-

UPI·41A/41AH/42/42AH USER'S MANUAL 

sition of the TEST I input pin. Also, if an IBF interrupt 
occurs during servicing of the timer/counter interrupt, 
it will remain pending until the end of the service rou
tine. 

Host Interrupts And DMA 

If needed, two external interrupts to the host system 
can be created using the EN FLAGS instruction. This 
instruction allocates two I/O lines on PORT 2 (P24 and 
P25). P24 is the Output Buffer Full interrupt request 
line to the host system; P25 is the Input Buffer empty 
interrupt request, line. These interrupt outputs reflect 
the internal status of the OBF flag and the IBF inverted 
flag. Note, these outputs may be inhibited by writing a 
"0" to these pins. Reenabling interrupts is done by 
writing a "I" to these port pins. Interrupts are typically 
enabled after power on since the I/O ports are set in a 
"I" condition. The EN FLAG's effect is only cancelled 
by a device RESET. 

DMA handshaking controls are available from two 
pins on PORT 2 of the UPI-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH mi
crocomputer. These lines (P26 and P27) are enabled by 
the EN DMA instruction'P26 becomes DMA request 
(DRQ) and P27 becomes DMA acknowledge (DACK). 
The UPI program initiates a DMA request by writing a 
"I" to P26. The DMA controller transfers the data into 
the DBBIN data register using DACK which acts as a 
chip select. The EN DMA instruction can only be can
celled by a chip RESET. 

RESET 

The RESET input provides a means for internal initiali
zation of the processor. An automatic initialization 
pulse can be generated at power-on by simply connect
ing a I fJ-fd capacitor between the RESET input and 
ground as shown in Figure 2-15. It has an internal 
pull-up resistor to charge the capacitor and a Schmitt
trigger circuit to generate a clean transition. A 2-stage 
synchronizer has been added to support reliable opera
tion up to 12.5 MHz. 

If automatic initialization is used, RESET should be 
held low for at least 10 milliseconds to allow the pow~r 
supply to stabilize. If an external RESET signal is used, 
RESET may be held low for a minimum of 8 instruc
tion cycles. Figure 2-15 illustrates a configuration using 
an external TTL gate to generate the RESET input. 
This configuration can be used to derive the RESET 
signal from the 8224 clock generator in an 8080 system. 
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Figure 2-15. External Reset Configuration 

The RESET input performs t/te following functions: 

• Disables Interrupts 

• Clears Program Counter to Zero 

• Clears Stack Pointer 

• Clears Status Register and Flags 

• Clears Timer and Timer Flag 

• Stops Timer 
• Selects Register Bank 0 

• Sets PORTS 1 ai!.d 2 to Input Mode 

DATA BUS BUFFER 

Two 8-bit data bus buffer registers, DBBIN and 
DBBOUT,serve as temporary buffers for commands 
and data flowing between it and the master processor. 
Externally, data is transmitted or received by the nBB 
registers upon execution' of an INput or OUTput in
struction by the master processor; Four control signals 
. are used: 

• Ao Address input signifying control or data 

• CS Chip Select 

• RD Read Strobe 

• WR Write Strobe 

Transfer can be implemented with or without UPI pro
gram interference by enabling or disabling an internal 
UPI interrupt. Internally, data transfer b!ltween the 
DBB and the UPI accumulator is under software con-
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trol and is completely asynchronous to the external 
processor timing. This allows the UPI software to han
dle peripheral control tasks independent of the main 
processor while still maintaining a data interface with 
the master system. 

Configuration 

Figure 2-.16 illustrates the interilal configuration of the 
DBB registers. Data is stored in two 8~bit buffer regis
ters, DBBIN and DBBOUT. DBBIN and DBBOUT 
~ be accessed ~ the external processor using the 
WR line and the RD line, respectively. The data bus is 
a bidirectional, three-state bus .which can be connected 
directly to an 8-bit. microprocessOr system. Four con
trol lines (WR, RD, CS, Ao)·are us¢d by the external 
processor to transfer data to and from the DBBIN and 
DBBOUT registers. 

An 8-bit register containing status flags is used to indi~ 
cate the status of the DBB registers. The eight status 
flags are defined as follows: . 

• OBF Output Buffer Full 
This flag is automatically set when the UPI-Micro
computer loads the DBBOUT register and is cleared 
when the master proCessor reads the data register. 

• IBF mput Buffer Full 
This flag is set when the master processor writes a 
character .to the DBBIN register and is cleared' 
when the UPI INputs the data register contents to 
its accumulator. 

I 
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Figure 2-16. Data Bus Buffer Configuration 

• Fo 
This is a general purpose flag which can be 91eared 
or toggled under UPI software control. The flag is 
used to transfer UPI status information to the mas
ter processor. 

• F 1 CommandlData 
This flag is set to the condition of the Ao input line 
when the master processor writes a character to the 
data register. The F 1 flag can also be cleared or tog
gled under UPI-Microcomputer program control. 

• ST4 through ST7 
These bits. are user defined status bits. They are de
fined by the MOV STS,A instruction. 

SYSTEM INTERFACE 
Figure 2-17 illustrates how a UPI-Microcomputer can 
be connected to a standard 8080-type bus system. Data 
lines Do-D7 form a three-state, bidirectional port 
which can be connected directly .to the system data bus. 
The UPI bus interface has sufficient drive capability 
(400 ""A) for small systems, however, a larger system 
may require buffers. 

Four control signals are required to handle the data 
and status information transfer: 

• WR 
I/O WRITE signal used to transfer data from tlie 
system bus to the UPI DBBIN register and set the 
F 1 flag in the status register. 

• RD 
I/O READ signal used to transfer data from the 
DBB.OUT register or status register to the system 
data bus. 

• CS 
CHIP SELECT signal used to enable one 8041AH 
out of several connected to a common bus. 

• Ao 
Address input used to select either the 8-bit status 
register or DBBOUT register during an I/O READ. 
Also, the signal is used to set the F 1 flag in the 
status register during an I/O WRITE. 

The WR and RD signals are active low and are stan
dard MCS-80 peripheral control signals used to syn
chronize data transfer between the system bus and pe
ripheral devices. 

The CS and AO signals are decoded from the address 
bus of the master system. In a system with few I/O 
devices a linear addressing configuration can be used 
where Ao and A 1 lines are connected directly to Ao and 
CS inputs (see Figure 2-17). 

Data Read 

Table 2-4 illustrates the relative timing of a DBBOUT 
Read. When CS, Ao, and RD are low, the contents of 
the DBBOUT register is placed on the three-state Data 
lines Do-D7 and the OBF flag is cleared. 

The master processor uses CS, Ao, WR, and RD to 
control data transfer between the DBBOUT register 
and the master system. The following operations are 
under master processor control: 
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Figure 2-17. Interface to 8080 System Bus 

Table 2-4. Data Transfer Controls 

CS RD WR Ao 
0 0 1 0 Read OBBOUT register 
0 0 1 1 Read STATUS register 
0 1 0 0 Write OBBIN data register 
0 1 0 1 Write OBBIN command register 
1 x x x OisableDBB 

Status Read 

Table 2-4 shows the logic ssuence required for a ' 
STATUS register read; When CS and RD are low with 
Ao high, the contents of the 8-bit status register appears 
on Data lines DO-D7. 

Data Write 

Table 2-4 shows the sequence for wri~ information 
to the DBBIN register. When CS and WR are low, the 
contents of the system data bus is latched into DBBIN. 
Also, the IBF flag is set and an interrupt is generated, if 
enabled . 
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Command Write 

During any write (Table 2-4), the state of the Ao input 
is latched into the status register in the F 1 (command/' 
data) flag location. This additional bit is used to signal 
whether DBBIN contents are command (Ao = I) or 
data (Ao = 0) information. 

INPUT/OUTPUTINTERFACE 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH has 16 lines for input 
and output functions. These I/O'lines are grouped as 
two 8-bit TTL compatible ports: PORTS 1 and 2. The 
port lines can individually function ItS either inputs or 
outputs under software control. In addition, the lower 4 
lines of PORT 2 can be used to interface to an 8243 I/O 
expander device to increase I/O capacity to 28 or more 
l~nes. The additional lines are grouped as 4-bit ports: 
PORTS 4,5,6, and 7. 

PORTS 1 and 2 
.1 

PORTS 1 and 2 are each 8 bits wide and have the same 
I/O characteristics. Data written to these ports by an 

I 



OUTL Pp,A instruction is latched and remaIns un
changed until it is rewritten. Input data is sampled at 
the time the IN, A, Pp instruction is executed. There
fore, input daj:a must be present at the PORT until read 
by an INput instruction. PORT 1 and 2 inputs are fully 
TTL compatible and outputs will drive one standard 
TTL load. 

Circuit Configuration 

The PORT 1 and 2 lines have a special output structure 
(shown in Figure 2-18) that allows each line to serve as 
an input, an output, or both, even though outputs are 
statically latched. 

Each line has a permanent high impedance pull-up (50 
KO) which is sufficient to provide source current for a 
TTL high level, yet can be pulled low by a standard 
TTL gate drive. Whenever a "1" is written to a line, a 
low impedance pull-up (2500) is switched in momen
tarily (500 ns) to provide a fast transition from 0 to 1. 
When a "0" is written to the line, a low ·impedance 
pull-down (3000) is active to provide TTL current 
sinking capability. 

To use a particular PORT pin as an input, a logic "1" 
must first be written to that pin. 

NOTE: 
A RESET initializes all PORT pins to the high im
pedance logic "1" state. 
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An external TTL device connected to the pin has suffi
cient current sinking capability to pull-down the pin to 
the low state. An IN A, Pp instruction will sample the 
status of PORT pin and will input the proper logic 
level. With no external input connected, the IN A,Pp 
instruction inputs the previous output status. 

This structure allows input and output information on 
the same pin and also allows any mix of input and 
output lines on the same port. However, when inputs 
and outputs are mixed on one PORT, a PORT write 
will cause the strong internal pull-ups to turn on at all 
inputs. If a switch or other low impedance device is 
connected to an input, a PORT write ("1" to an input) 
could cause current limits on internal lines to be ex
ceeded. Figure 2-19 illustrates the recommended con
nection when inputs and outputs are mixed on one 
PORT. 

The bidirectional port structure in combination with 
the UPI-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH logical AND and OR 
instructions provide an efficient means for handling sin
gle line inputs and outputs within an 8-bit processor. 

PORTS 4, 5, 6, and 7 

By using an 8243 I/O expander, 16 additional I/O lines 
can be connected to the UPI-41AH, 42AH and directly 
addressed as 4-bit I/O ports using UPI-41AH, 42AH 
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Figure 2-18. Quasi-Bidirectional Port .Structure 
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instructions. This feature saves program space and de
sign time, and improves the bit handling capability of 
the UPI-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH. 

The lower half of PORT 2 provides an interface to the 
8243 as illustrated in Figure 2-20. The PROG pin is 
used as a strobe to clock address and data information 
via the PORT 2 interface. The extra 16 I/O lines are 
referred to in UPI software as PORTS 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
Each PORT can be directly addressed and can be 
ANDed and ORed with an immediate data mask. Data 
can' be moved directly to the accumulator from the ex
pander PORTS (or vice-versa). 

The 8243 I/O ports, PORTS 4, 5, 6, and 7, provide 
more drive capability than the UPI-41A/41AH/42/ 
42AH bidirectional ports. The 8243 output is capable 
of driving about 5 standard TTL loads. 

PORT1,2~ 
--,

NPUT 

UPI-41A/41AH . 
142/42AH ":" 

INCORRECT UNLESS 
ALL LINES ON THE 
PORT ARE INPUTS 

Multiple 8243's can be connected to the PORT 2 inter
face. II). normal operation, only one of the 8243's would 
be active at the time an Input or Output command is 
executed. The upper half of PORT 2 is used to provide 
chip select signals to the 8043's. Figure 2-21 shows how 
four 8243's could be connected. Software is needed to 
select and set the proper PORT 2 pin before an INPUT 
or OUTPUT command to PORTS 4-7 is executed. In 
general, the software overhead required is very minor 
compared to the added flexibility of having a large 
number of I/O pins available. 
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Figure 2-19_ Recommended PORT Input Connections 
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Figure 2·20. 8243 Expander Interface 
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Figure 2-21. Multiple 8243 Expansion 
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CHAPTER 3 
INSTRUCTION SET 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH Instruction Set is op
code-compatible with the MCS-48 set except for the 
elimination of external program and data memory in
structions and the addition of the data bus buffer in
structions. It is very straightforward and efficient in its 
use of program memory. All instructions are either 1 or 
2 bytes in length (over 70% are only 1 byte long) and 
over half of the instructions execute in one machine 
cycle. The remainder require only two cycles and in
clude Branch, Immediate, and I/O operations. 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH Instruction Set effi
ciently handles the single-bit operations required in 
control applications. Special instructions allow port bits 
to be set or cleared individually. Also, any accumulator 
bit can be directly tested via conditional branch instruc
tions. Additional instructions are included to simplify 
loop counters, table look-up routines and N-way 
branch routines; 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH Microcomputer han
dles arithmetic operations in both binary and BCD for 
efficient interface to peripherals such as keyboards and 
displays. 

The instruction set can be divided into the following 
groups: 

• Data Moves 
• Accumulator Operations 

• Flags 
• Register Operations 

• Branch Instructions 

• Control 
• Timer Operations 

• Subroutines 
• Input/Output Instructions 

Data Moves 
(See Instruction Summary) 

The 8-bit accumulator is the control point for all data 
transfers within the UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH. Data 
can be transferred between the 8 registers of each work
ing register bank and the accumulator directly (i.e:, 
with a source or destination register specified by 3 bits 
in the instruction). The remaining locations in the 
RAM array are addressed either by Ro or R I of the 
active register bank. Transfers to and from RAM re
quire one cycle. 

Constants stored in Program Memory can be loaded 
directly into the accumulator or the eight working reg
isters. Data can also be transferred directly between the 
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accumulator and the on-board timer/counter, the 
Status Register (STS), or the Program Status Word 
(PSW). Transfers to the STS register alter bits 4-7 
only. Transfers to the PSW alter machine status ac
cordingly and provide a means of restoring status after 
an interrupt or of altering the stack pointer if necessary. 

Accumulator Operations 

Immediate data, data memory, or the working registers 
can be added (with or without carry) to the accumula
tor. These sources can also be ANDed, ORed, or exclu
sive ORed to the accumulator. Data may be moved to 
or from the accumulator and working registers or data 
memory. The two values can also be exchanged in a 
single operation. 

The lower 4 bits of the accumulator can be exchanged 
with the lower 4 bits of any of the internal RAM loca
tions. This operation, along with an instruction which 
swaps the upper and lower 4-bit halves of the accumu
lator, provides easy handling of BCD numbers and 
other 4-bit quantities. To facilitate BCD arithmetic a 
Decimal Adjust instruction is also included. This 
instruction is used to correct the result of the binary 
addition of two 2-digit BCD numbers. Performing a 
decimal adjust on the result in the accumulator produc
es the desired BCD result. 

The accumulator can be incremented, decremented, 
cleared, or complemented and can be rotated left or 
right 1 bit at a time with or without carry. 

A subtract operation can be easily implemented in UPI 
software using three single-byte, single-cycle instruc
tions. A value can be subtracted from the accumulator 
by using the following instructions: 

• Complement the accumulator 

• Add the value to the accumulator 

• Complement the accumulator 

Flags 

There are four user accessible flags: 

• Carry 
• Auxiliary Carry 

• Fo 

• FI 

The Carry flag indicates overflow of the accumulator, 
while the Auxiliary Carry flag indicates overflow be
tween BCD digits and is used during decimal adjust 
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operations. Both Carry and Auxiliary Carry are part of 
the Program Status Word (pSW) and are stored in the 
stack during subroutine calls. The Fo and FI flags are 
general-purpose flags which can be cleared or comple
mented by UPI instructions. Fo is accessible via the 
Program Status Word and is stored in the stack with 
the Carry flags. F I reflects the condition of the Ao line, 
and caution must be uSed when setting or clearing it. 

"eelster Operations 
The working registers can be accessed via the ,accumu
lator as explained above, or they can be loaded with 
immediate data coil.stants from progi"am memory. In 
addition, they can be incremented or decremented di
rectly, or they can be used as loop counters as explained 
in the section on branch instructions. 

Additional Data Memory locations can be accessed 
with indirect instructions via Ro and R I. 

Branch Instructions 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH Instruction Set in
cludes 17 jump instructions. The Unconditional allows 
jumps anywhere in the IK words of program memory. 
All other jump instructions are limited to the current ' 
'page (256 words) of program memory. 

Conditionaljump instructions can,test the following in- , 
puts and maching flags: 

• TEST 0 input pin 

• TEST 1 input pin . 
• Input Buffer Full flag . 

• Output ButTer Full flag 

• Timer flag 

• Accumulator zero 
• Accumulator bit 

• Carry~ 
• Foflag 

• FI flag 

The conditions tested by these instructions are the 
instantaneous values at the time the conditional- jump 
instruction is executed. For instance, the jump on ~u
mulator zero instruction tests the accumulator itself, 

- not an intermediate flag. 

The decrement register and jump if not zero (DJNZ) 
instruction combines decrement and branch operations 
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in a single instruction which is useful in implementing a 
loop counter. This instruction can designate any of the 
8 working registers as a counter and can effect a branch 
to any address within the current page of execution. 

A special indirect jump instruction (JMPP @A) allows 
the program to be vectored to anyone of several differ
ent locations based on the contents of the accumulator. 
The contents of the accumulator point to a location in 
program memory which contains the jump address. As 
an example, this instruction could be used to vector to 
anyone of several routines based on an ASCII charac
ter which has been loaded into the accumulator. In this 
way, ASCII inputs can be used to initiate various rou
tines. 

Control 
The ,UPI-4IA/41AH/42/42AH Instruction Set has six 
instructions for control of the DMA, interrupts, and 
selection of working registers banks. 

The UPI-4IA/4IAH/42/42AH provides two instruc
tiOns for control of the external microcomputer system. 
IBF and OBF flags can be routed to PORT 2 allowing 
interrupts of the external processor.·DMA handshaking 
signals can also be enabled using lines from PORT 2. 

The mF interrupt can be enabled and disabled using 
two instructions. Also, the interrupt is automatically 
disabled following a RESET input or during an inter
rupt service routine. 

The working register bank switch instructions allow the 
programmer to immediately substitute a second 8 regis
ter bank for the one in use. This effectively provides 
either 16 working registers or the means for quickly 
saving the contents of the first 8 registers in response to 
an interrupt. The uSer has the option of switching regis
ter banks when an interrupt OCCl,US. However, if the 
banks are switched, the original bank will automatically 
be restored upon execution of a retum and restOre 
status (RETR) instruction at the end of the interrupt 
service routine. 

Timer 
The 8-bit on-board timer/counter can be loaded or read 
via the accumulator while the counter is stopped or 
while counting. 

The counter can be started as a timer with an internal 
clock source or as an event counter or timer with an 
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external clock applied to the TEST I pin. The instruc" 
tion executed determines which clock source is used. A 
single instruction stops the counter whether it is operat
ing with an internal or an external clock ·source. In 
additi()n, two instructions allow the timer interrupt to 
be enabled or disabled. 

. Subroutines 

Subroutines are entered by executing a call instruction. 
Calls can be made to any address in the IK word pro
gram memory. Two separate return instructions deter
mine whether or not status (Le., the upper 4 bits of the 
PSW) is restored upon return from a subroutine. 

Input/Output Instructions 

Two 8-bit data bus butTer registers (PBBIN and 
DBBOUT) and an 8-bit status register (STS) enable the 
UPI-4IA universal peripheral interface to communi
cate with the external microc()mputer system. Data can 
be INputted from the DBBIN register to the accumula
tor. Data can be ()UTpu'+' d from the accumulator to 
the DBBOUT r.;gister. 

The STS register contains four user-definable bits 
(ST4-ST7) plus fotir reserved status bits (IBF, OBF, Fo 
and F 1)' "'he user-definable bits are set from the accu
mulator. 

The. UPI-41A14IAH/42/42AH peripheral interface 
has two.8-bit static I/Op<>rts which can be loaded to 
and from the accumulator.. Outputs are statically 
latched but inputs to the ports are sampled at the time 
an IN instruction is executed. In addition, immediate 
data from program memory can be ANDed and ORed 
directly to PORTS I and 2 with the result remaining on 
the port. This allows "masks" stored in program mem
ory t() be used to set or reset individual bits on the I/O 
ports. PORTS I and 2 are configured to allow input on 
a given pin by first writing a "I" to the pin. 

Four additional 4-bit ports are available through the 
8243 i/o expander device. The 8243 interfaces to the 
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UPI-41A/4IAH/42/42AHperipheral interface via 
four PORT 2 lines which form an expander bus. The 
8243 ports have their own AND and OR instructions 
like the on-board ports, as well as move instructions. to 
transfer data.in or out. The expander AND or OR in
structions, however, combine the contents of the accu
mulator with the selected port rather than with imme
diate data as is done with the on-board ports . 

INSTRUCTION SET DESCRIPTION 

The following section provides a detailed description of 
each UPI .instruction and illustrates how the instruc
tions are used. 

For further information about programming the UPI, 
consult the 8048/8041AH Assembly Language Manual. 

Table 3-1. Symbols and Abbreviations Used 

Symbol Definition 

A Accumulator 
C Carry 

DBBIN Data Bus Buffer Input 
DBBOUT Data Bus Buffer Output 

Fo,F1 FLAG 0, FLAG 1 (C/O flag) 
I Interrupt 
P Mnemonic for "in-page" operation 

PC Program Counter 
Pp Port deSignator (p = 1, 2, or 4-7) 

PSW Program Status Word 
Rr Register designator (r = 0-7) 
SP Stack Pointer 

STS Status register 
T Timer 

TF Timer Flag 
To, T1 TEST 0, TEST 1 

# Immediate data prefix 
@ Indirect address prefix 

«() Double parentheses show the effect of @, 

that is @RO is shown as «RO». 
() Contents of 

I 
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Table 3-2. Instruction Set Summary 
r-'-M-n-e-m-o-n-I-c----D-e-s-cr-ip-t-Io-n---B-y-te-s-c-y-C-Ie"', Mnemonic Description Bytes Cycle 

ACCUMULATOR DATA MOVES (Continued) 
ADD A, Rr Add register to A 1 1 MOVPA,@A Move to A from current 
ADD A, @Rr Add data memory to A 1 1 page 1 2 
ADD A, #data Add immediate to A 2 2 MOVP3A, Move to A from page 3 1 2 
ADDCA, Rr Add register to A with carry 1 1 @A 
ADDCA,@Rr Add data memory to A 

with carry 1 1 
ADDCA, Add immediate to A 
# data with carry 2 2 
ANLA, Rr And register to ~ 1 1 
ANLA, @Rr And data memory to A 1 1 
ANLA, #data And immediate to A 2 2 
ORLA, Rr Or register to A 1 1 
ORLA, @Rr Or data memory to A 1 1 
ORLA, #data Or immediate to A 2 2 

TIMER/COUNTER 
MOVA,T Read Timer/Counter 1 1 
MOVT,A Load Timer/Counter 1 1 
STRTT Start Timer 1 1 
STRTCNT Start Counter 1 1 
STOP TCNT Stop Timer/Counter 1 1 
EN TCNTI Enable Timer/Counter 1 1 
DIS TCNTI Disable Timer/Counter 1 1 

Interrupt 

!., 
I' 

XRLA, Rr Exclusive Or CONTROL 
register to A 1 1 ENDMA Enable DMA Handshake 

XRLA,@Rr Exclusive Or data Lines 1 1 
memory to A 1 1 ENI Enable IBF interrupt 1 1 

XRLA, #data Exclusive Or DISI Disable IBF interrupt 1 1 
immediate to A 2 2 EN FLAGS Enable Master Interrupts 1 1 

INCA IncrementA 1 1 SELRBO Select register bank 0 1 1 
DEC A Decrement A 1 1 SELRB1 Select register bank 1 1 1 
CLRA Clear A 1 1 NOP No Operation 1 1 
CPLA Complement A 1 1 
DAA Decimal Adjust A 1 1 
SWAP A Swap nibbles of A 1 1 
RLA Rotate A left 1 1 
RLCA Rotate A left 

REGISTERS 
INCRr Increment register 1 1 
INC@Rr Increment data memory 1 1 
DECRr Decrement register 1 1 

through carry 1 1 
RRA Rotate A right 1 1 
RRCA Rotate A right 

through carry 1 1 

SUBROUTINE 
CALLaddr Jump to subroutine 2 2 
RET Return 1 2 
RETR Return and restore status 1 2 

INPUT IOUTPUT FLAGS 

INA,Pp Input port to A 1 2 CLRC ClearCariy 1 1 
OUTLPp,A Output A to port 1 2 CPLC Complement Carry 1 1 
ANL Pp, #data And immediate to port 2 2 CLRFO Clear Flag 0 1 1 

ORL Pp, #data Or immediate to port 2 2 CPLFO Complement Flag 0 1 1 

INA,DBB Input DDB to A, clear IBF 1 1 CLRF1 Clear F1 Flag 1 1 
OUTDBB,A Output A to DBB, Set OBF 1 1 CPLF1 Complement F1 Flag 1 1 
MOVSTS,A A.,-A7 to bits 4-7 of status 1 1 BRANCH 
MOVDA,Pp Input Expander port to A 1 2 
MOVDPp,A Output A to Expander port 1 2 
ANLDPp,A And A to Expander port 1 2 
ORLDPp,A Or A to Expander port 1 2 

JMPaddr Jump unconditional 2 2 
JMPP@A Jump indirect 1 2 
DJNZ Rr, Decrement register 
addr and jump on non-zero 2 2 

DATA MOVES JCaddr Jump on Carry = 1 ,2 2 
MOVA, Rr Move register to A 1 1 JNCaddr Jump on Carry == 0 2 2 
MOVA,@Rr Move data memory to A 1 1 JZaddr Jump on A zero 2 2 
MOVA, #data Move immediate to A 2 2 JNZaddr Jump on A not zero 2 2 
MOVRr,A Move A to register 1 1 JTO addr Jump on To = 1 2 2 
MOV@Rr,A Move A to data memory 1 1 JNTO addr Jump on To = 0 2 2 
MOV Rr, #data Move immediate to register 2 2 JT1 addr JumponT1 = 1 2 2 
MOV@Rr, Move immediate to JNT1 addr JumponT1 = 0 2 2 
# data data memory 2 2 JFO addr Jump on Fo Flag = 1 2 2 
MOVA,PSW MovePSWtoA 1 1 JF1 addr Jump on F1 Flag = 1 2 2 
MOVPSW,A MoveAtoPSW 1 1 JTF addr Jump on Timer Flag = 1 2 2 
XCHA,Rr Exchange A and registers 1 1 JNIBF addr Jump on IBF Flag = 0 2 2 
XCHA,@Rr Exchange A and JOBFaddr Jump on OBF Flag = 1 2 2 

data memory 1 1 JBbaddr Jump on Accumulator Bit 2 2 
XCHDA, Exchange digit of A 
@Rr and register 1 1 
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ALPHABETIC LISTING 

ADD A,Rr Add Register Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: I 0 1 1 0 I 1 r2 'r1 ro I 
The contents of register 'r' are added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: ADDREG: ADD A,R6 ;ADD REG 6 CONTENTS 
;TOACC 

ADD A,@Rr Add Data Memory Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 101101000ri 

infel® 

The contents of the standard data memory location address by register 'r' bits 0-7 are added 
to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 

(A) - (A) + «Rr» 
Example: ADDM: MOV RO,#47 

ADDA,@RO 

r = 0-1 

;MOVE 47 DECIMAL TO REG 0 
;ADD VALUE OF LOCATION 
;47 TOACC 

ADD A, # data Add Immediate Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 1 I • I d7 de d5 d4 I d3 d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The specified data is added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + data 

Example: ADDID: ADD A, # ADDER ;ADD VALUE OF SYMBOL 
~'TOACC 

ADDC A,Rr Add Carry and Register Contents to Accumulator 
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Opcode: I 0 1 1 1 I 1 r2 r1 ro I 
The content of the carry bit is added to accumulator location O. The contents of register 'rf are 
then added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + (Rr) + (C) r = 0-7 

Example: ADDRGC: ADDC A,R4 ;ADDCARRY AND REG 4 
;CONTENTS TO ACC 

I 
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ADDC A,@Rr Add Carry and Data Memory Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 10111 I OOOr I 
The content of the carry bit is added to accumulator location O. Then the contents of the 
standard data memory location addressed by register 'r' bits 0-7 are added to the accumula
tor. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + «Rr» + (C) r = 0-1 

Example: ADDMC: MOV RI,#4O 
ADDCA,@Rl 

;MOV '40' DEC TO REG 1 
;ADD CARRY AND LOCATION 40 
;CONTENTS TO ACC 

ADDC A, # data Add Carry and Immediate Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: I 0 0 01 I 0 0 1 1 I· I d7 d6 d5 d4 I d3 d2 d1 do I 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. The content of the carry bit is added to accumulator location O. 
Then the specified data is added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + data + (C) 

Example: ADDC A,#255 ;ADD CARRY AND '22S' DEC 
;TOACC 

ANL A,Rr Logical AND Accumulator With Register Mask 

opcode:1 0 1 0 1 I 1 r2 r1 ro I 
Data in the accumulator is logically ANDed with the mask contained in working register 'r'. 
(A) - (A) AND (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: ANDREa: ANL A,R3 ;'AND' ACC CONTENTS WITH MASK 
;MASK IN REG 3 

ANL A,@Rr L~lcal AND Accumulator With Memory Mask 

J 

Opcode: I01011000ri 

Data in the accumulator is logically ANDed with the mask contained in the data memory 
location referenced by register 'r', bits 0-7. - --

Example: 

(A) - (A) AND «Rr» r = 0-1 

ANDDM: MOV RO,#OFFH 
AN"LA,#OAFH 

MOV 'FF' HEX TO REG 0 
;'AND' ACC CONTENTS WITH 
;MASK IN LOCATION 63 
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ANL A,#data Logical AND Accumulator With Immediate Mask 

Opcode: I 0 1 0 1 I 0 0 1 1 .1 • I d7 ds d5 d4 I da d2 dl dol 

This is. a 2-cycle mstruction. Data in the accumulator is logically ANDed with an immediate
ly-specified mask. 
(A) +- (A) AND data 

Example: ANDID: ANL A,#OAFH 

ANL A,#3+X/Y 

;'AND' ACC CONTENTS 
;WITHMASK 10101111 
;'AND' ACC CONTENTS 
;WITH VALUE OFEXP 
'3 + X/Y' 

ANL PP,#data Logical AND PORT 1-2Wlth Immediate Mask 

Opcode: 1 1 0 0 1 11 0 P1 Po 1 • 1 d7 ds d5 d4 I da d2 dl do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data on the port'p' is logically ANDed with an immediately
specified mask. 
(Pp) +- (Pp) AND data p = 1-2 

Note: Bits 0 ... 1 of the opcod~ ;l1'eused to represent PORT 1 and PORT 2. If you are coding in binary 
rather than assembly language, the mapping is as follows: 

Bits p1 pO 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

EXample: ANDP2: ANL.P2,#OPOH 

Port 

X 
1 
2 
X 

;'AND' PoRT 2 CONTENTS 
·WITH MASK'PO' HEX 
;(CLEAR P20-23) 

ANLD Pp,ALoglcal AND Port 4-7 With Accumulator Mask 
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Opcode: I 1. 0 0 1 1 11 P1 Po I 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data on port 'p' on the 8243 expander is logically ANDed with 
the digit masIc. contained in accumulator bits 0-3. 
(Pp) +- (Pp) AND (AO-3) P = 4-7 

Note: The mapping of Port 'p' to opcode bits PI> PO is as follows: 

P1 PO 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

Example: ANDP4:.ANLD P4,A 

Port 

4 
.5 
6 
7 

;'AND' PORT 4 CONTENTS 
;WITH ACC BITS 0-3 

I 
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CALL address Subroutine Call 

Opcode: 1 alO a9 aa 1 0 1 0 0 • 1 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The program counter and PSW bits 4-7 are saved in the stack. 
The stack pointer (pSW bits 0-2) is updated. Program control is then passed to the location 
specified by 'address'. 

Execution continues at the instruction following the CALL upon return from the subroutine. 
«Sf» +- (PC), (PSW4_7) 
(SP) +- (SP) + 1 
(PCS-9) +- (addrs_9) 
(PCo-7) +- (addro_7) 

Example: Add three groups of two numbers. Put subtotals in locations 50, 51 and total in location 52. 
MOV RO,#50 

BEGADD: MOV A,R1 

ADDA,R2 
CALLSUBTOT 
ADDA,R3 
ADDA,R4 
CALLSUBTOT 
ADDA,R5 
ADDA,R6 
CALLSUBTOT 

SUBTOT: MOV @RO,A 

INCRO 
RET 

;MOVE '50' DEC TO ADDRESS 
;REGO 
;MOVE CONTENTS OF REG 1 
;TOACC 
;ADD REG 2 TO ACC 
;CALL SUBROUTINE 'SUBTOT' 
;ADD REG 3 TO ACC 
;ADD REG 4 TO ACC 
;CALL SUBROUTINE 'SUBTOT' 
;ADD REG 5 TO ACC 
;ADD REG 6 TO ACC 
;CALL SUBROUTINE 'SUBTOT' 

;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 
;LOCATION ADDRESSED BY 
;REGO 
;INCREMENT REG 0 

. jRETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 

CLR A Clear Accumulator 

Opcode: 1001010111 

The contents of the accumulator are cleared to zero. 
(A) +- OOH 

CLR C Clear Carry Bit 

OpcQde: 110010111 

During normal program execution, the carry bit can be set to one by the ADD, ADDC, RLC, 
CPLC, RRC, and DAA instructions. This instruction resets the carry bit to zero. 
(C) +- 0 

CLR F1 Clear Flag 1 

I 

Opcode: 110100101 

The F 1 flag is cleared to zero. 
(FI) +- 0 
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CLR FOClear Flag 0 

Opcode: 11000 0101 

FO flag is cleared to zero. 
(Fo) - 0 

CPL A Complement Accumulator 

Opcode: 1001110111 

The contents of the accumulator are complemented. This is strictly a one's complement. Each 
one is changed to zero and vice-versa. 
(A) - NOT (A) 

Example: Assume accumulator contains 01101010. 
CPLA: CPL A ;ACC CONTENTS ARE COMPLE

;MENTED TO 10010101 

CPL C Complement Carry Bit 

Opcode: 1101010111 

The setting of the carry bit is complemented; one is changed to zero, and zero is changed to 
one. 
(C) - NOT (C) 

Example: Set C to one; current setting is unknown. 
CTOl: CLR C ;C IS CLEARED TO ZERO 

CPL C ;C IS SET TO ONE 

CPL FO COMPLEMENT FLAG 0 

Opcode: 1100110101 

The setting of Flag 0 is complemented; one is changed to zero, and zero is changed to one. 
Fo - NOT(FO) 

CPL F1 Complement Flag 1 
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Opcode: 110110101 

The setting of the F I Flag is complemented; one is changed to zero, and zero is changed to 
one. 
(FI) - NOT (PI) 

I 
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DA A Decimal AdJust Accumulatoi 

Opcode: 1010110111 

The 8·bit accumulator value is adjusted to form two 4·bit Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) digits 
following the binary addition of BCD numbers. The carry bit C is affected. If the contents of 
bits 0-3 are greater than nine, or if AC is one, the accumulator is incremented by six. 

The four high·order bits are then checked. If bits 4-7 exceed nine, or if C is one, these bits are 
increased by six. If an overflow occurs, C is set to onej otherwise, it is cleared to zero. 

Example: Assume accumulator contains 9AH. 
DA A 
C AC. 
o 0 

o 0 

o 

jACC ADJUSTED TO OtH with C set 
ACC 
9AH INITIAL CONTENTS 
06H ADD SIX TO LOW DIGIT 
AtH 
60H ADD SIX TO HIGH DIGIT 

OIH RESULT 

DEC A Decrement Accumulator 

Opcode: 1000010111 

The contents of the accumulator are decremented by one. 
(A) +- (A) - t 

Example: Decrement contents of data memory location 63. 
MOV RO, #3FH jMOVE '3F' HEX TO REG 0 
MOV A,@RO jMOVE CONTENTS OF LOCATION 63 

jTOACC 
DEC A jDECREMENT ACC 
MOV @RO,A jMOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 

jLOCATION 63 

DEC Rr Decrement Register 

Opcode: 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 r2 rl rO 

The contents of working register 'r' are decremented by one. 
(Rr) +- (Rr) - t r = 0-7 

Example: DECRt: DEC Rt jDECREMENT ADDRESS REG t 

DIS I Disable IBFlnterrupt 

I 

Opcode: 1000110101 

Note: 

The input Buffer Full interrupt is disabled. The interrupt sequence is not initiated by WR and 
CS, however, an IBF interrupt request is latched and remains pending until an EN I (enable 
IBF interrupt) instruction is executed. 

The IBF flag is set and cleared independent of the IBF interrupt request so that handshaking 
protocol can continue normally. 
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DIS TCNTI Disable Timer/Counter Interrupt 

Opcode: 10011101011 

The timer/counter interrupt is disabled. Any pending timer interrupt request is cleared. The 
interrupt sequence is not initiated by an overflow, but the timer flag is set and time accumula
tion continues. 

DJNZ Rr, address Decrement Register and Test 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Register 'r' is decremented and tested for zero. If the register 
contains all zeros, program control falls through to the next instruction. If the register con
tents are not zero, control jumps to the specified a.ddress within the current page. 
(Rr) +- (Rr) - 1 
If R *- 0, then; 
(pCo- 7) +- addr 

Note: A 10-bit address specification does not cause an error if the DJNZ instruction and the jump 
target are on the same page. If the DJNZ instruction begins in location 255 of a page, it will 
jump to a· target address on the following page. Otherwise, it is limited to a jump within the 
current page. 

Example: Increment values in data memory locations 50-54. 
MOV RO, # 50 ;MOVE '50' D;EC TO ADDRESS 

;REGO 
MOV R3,#05 ;MOVE '5' DEC TO COUNTER 

;REG3 
INCRT:. INC @~O ;INCREMENT CONTENTS OF 

;LOCATION ADDRESSED BY 
;REGO 

INC RO ;INCREMENT ADDRESS IN REG 0 
DJNZ R3,INCRT ;DECR;EMENT REG 3-JUMP TO 

;'INCRT' IF REG 3 NONZERO 
NEXT- ;'NEXT' ROUTINE EXECUTED 

;IF R3 IS ZERO 

EN DMA Enable DMA Handshake Lines 

Opcode: 11110101011 

DMA handshaking is enabled using P26 as DMA request (DRQ) and P27 as DMA acknowl
edge (DACK). The DACK lines forces CS and Ao low internally and clears DRQ. 

EN FLAGS Enable Master Interrupts 

4-38 

Opcode: 1 1 ,1 1 1 I 0 1 0 1 1 

The Output Buffer Full (OBF) and the Input Buffer Full (IBF) flags (IBF is inverted) are 
routed to P24 and P25. For proper operation, a "I" should be written to P25 and P24 before the 
EN FLAGS instruction. A "0" written to P24 or P25 disables the pin. 

I 
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EN! Enable IBF Interrupt 

Opcode: 1000010101 

The Input Buffer Full interrupt is enabled. A low signal on WR and CS initiates the interrupt 
sequence. 

EN TCNTI Enable Timer/Counter Interrupt 

Opcode: 10010101011 

The timer/counter interrupt is enabled. An overflow of this register initiates the interrupt 
sequence. 

IN A,DBB Input Data Bus Buffer Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 10010100101 

Data in the DBBIN register is transferred to the accumulator and the Input Buffer Full (IBF) 
flag is set to zero. 
(A) +- (DBB) 
(IBF) +- 0 

Example: INDBB: IN A,DBB ;INPUT DBBIN CONTENTS TO 
;ACCUMULATOR 

IN A,Pp Input Port 1-2 Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 P1 Po 1 

This is a 2-cycie instruction. Data present on port 'p' is transferred (read) to the accumulator. 
(A) +- (Pp) p = 1-2 (see ANL instruction) 

Example: INP 12: IN A,Pl 

MOVR6,A 

IN A,P2 

MOVR7,A 

;INPUT PORT 1 CONTENTS 
;TOACC 
;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO 
;REG6 
;INPUT PORT 2 CONTENTS 
;TOACC 
;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO REG 7 

INC A Increment Accumulator 

I 

Opcode: 1000110111 

Example: 

The contents of the accumulator are incremented by one. 
(A) +- (A) + 1 

Increment contents of location 10 in data memory. 
INCA: MOV RO, # 10 ;MOV '10' DEC TO ADDRESS 

;REGO 
MOV A,@RO ;MOVE CONTENTS OF LOCATION 

;IOTOACC 
INC A ;INCREMENT ACC 
MOV @RO,A ;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO 

;LOCATION 10 
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INC Rr Increment Register 

Opcode: I 0 0 0 1 1 r2 r1 ro 

The contents of working register Or' are incremented by one. 
(Rr) .- (Rr) + 1 r = 0-7 

Example: INCRO: INC RO ;INCREMENt ADDRESS REG 0 

INC @Rr Increment Data Memory Location 

Opcode: looo1looorl 

The contents of the resident data memory location addressed by register Or' bits 0-7 are 
incremented by one. 
«Rr» .- «Rr» + 1 r = 0-1 

Example: INCDM: MOV Rl,#OFFH 
INC @RI 

;MOVE ONES TO REG 1 
;INCREMENT LOCATION 63 

JBb address Jump If Accumulator Bit Is Set 

Opcode: 1 b2 b1 bo 1 1 0 0 1 0 I • 1 a7 as a5 Il4 a3 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if accumulator bit 'b' is set 
to one. 
(PCo-7) addr ifb = 1 
(PC) .- (PC) + 2 ifb = 0 

Example: JB4ISl: JB4 NEXT ;JUMP TO 'NEXT' ROUTINE 
;IF ACCBIT4 = 1 

JC address Jump If Carry Is Set 

Opcode: I 1 1 1 11 0 1 1 0 • 1 a7 as a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the carry bit is set to 
one. 
(PCo-7) .- addr 

. (PC) .- (PC) + 2 

Example: JCI: JC OVERFLOW 

ifC = 1 
ifC = 0 

;JUMP TO 'OVFLOW' ROUTINE 
;IFC = 1 

JFO address Jump If Flag 0 is Set 

4-40 

Opcode: 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 1 a7 as a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 ao 

Example: 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if flag 0 is set to one. 
(PCo-7) .- addr ifFo = 1 

JFOISl: JFO TOTAL ;JUMP TO 'TOTAL' ROUTINE 
;IFFO = 1 

I 
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JF1 address Jump If C/D Flag (F1) Is Set 

Opcode: 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 - 1 a7 as as 8.¢ 1 sa a2 a1 SO 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified ~dress ifthe C/D flag (PI) is set 
to one. 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifFI = 1 

Example: JF lIS1: JFl FILBUF ;JUMP TO 'FILBUF' 
;ROUTINE IF F I = 1 

JMP address Direct Jump Within 1K Block 

Opcode: 1 a10 ag as 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 - ·1 a7 as as 8.¢ a3 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Bits 0-10. of the program counter are replaced with the directly
specified address. 
(PCs-IO) +- addr 8-10 
(PCo-7) +- addr 0-7 

Example: JMP SUBTOT 
JMP $-6 

JMP2FH 

;JUMPTO SUBROUTINE 'SUBTOT' 
;JUMP TO INSTRUCTION SIX LOCATIONS 
;BEFORECURRENT LOCATION 
;JUMP TO ADDRESS '2F HEX 

JMPP @A Indirect Jump Within Page 

Opcode: 11011100111 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The contents of the program memory location pointed to by the 
accumulator are substituted for the 'page' portion of the program counter (pC 0-7). 
(PCo-7) +- «A» 

Example: Assume accumulator contains OFH 
JMPPAG: JMPP @A ;JMP TO ADDRESS STORED IN 

;LOCATION 15 IN CURRENT PAGE 

JNC address Jump ,f Carry Is Not Set 

Opcode: I 1 1 1 0 I 0 1 1 0 I -1 a7 as as 8.4 a3 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle .instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the carry bit is not set, 
that is, equals zero. 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifC = 0 

Example: JCO: JNC NOVFLO ;JUMP TO 'NOVFLO' ROUTINE 
;IFC = 0 

JNIBF address Jump If Input Buffer Full Flag Is Low 

I 

Opcode: 1 1 1· 0 1 I 0 1 ,1 0 I - I a7 as as 8.4 1 sa a2 a1 SO I 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the Input Buffer Full 
flag is low (IBF = 0). 
(PCo-7) +- adc;lr ifIBF = 0 

Example: LOC 3:JNIBF LOC 3 ;JUMP TO SELF IF IBF = 0 
;OTHERWISE CONTINUE 

4-41 
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JNTO address Jump if TEST 0 Is Low 

Opcode: 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 I • 1 a7 as, a5 14 aa a2 a1 ao I 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the s~ified address, if the TEST 0 signal is 
, low. Pin is sampled during SYNC. ,. 

(PCo-7) ....: addr if To"" 0 

ExamPle:, JTOLOW: JNTO 60 ;JUMP TO LOCATION 60 DEC 
;IFTo=:O 

JNT1 address Jump If TEST 1 Is Lo~ 

Opcode: 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 • I a7 as a5 14 a3 a2 a1 ao 

Ex~mple: 

This is a 2-cycle instruction., Control passes to the specified address if the TEST 1 signal is low. 
Pin is sampled during SYNC. 
(PCo-7) +- addr 

JTILOW: JNTl OBBH 

ifTi "" 0 

;JUMP TO LOCATION 'BB' HEX 
;IFTt "" 0 ' 

JNiZ addreSs Jump If. Accumulator Is Not Zero 

Opcode: 11 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 I • 1 a7 as a5 14 1 aa a2 a1 ao 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the accumulator con-, 
tents are nonzero at the time this instruction is .execUted. 
(PCo-7) +- addr if A,,= 0 

Example: , JACCNO: JNZ OABH ;JUMP TO LOCATION 'AB' HEX 
;IF ACC VALUE IS NONZERO. 

JOBF Address Jump If Output Buffer Full Flag Is Set 

Opcode: 1 1 0 0 0 I' 0 1 ,1 0 I • 1 a7 as a514 1 aa a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the Output Buffer Full 
(OBF) flag is set ("" 1) at the time this instruction is executed. 
(PCo-7) +- addr . ifOBF"" 1 

, Example: JOBFHI: JOBF OAAH ;JUMP TO LOCATION 'AA' HEX 
;IFOBF ""1 

JTF address Jump If Timer Flag Is Set 

4-42 

Opcode: 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 I .1 a7 as 85 14 aa a2 a1 ao 
This is' a 2-cyc1e instruction. Control passes to the speCified ;Wdress if the timer flag is set to 

, one, that is, the timer/counter register overflows to zero. The timer flag is cleared upon 
execution of this instruction. (This overflow initiates an interrupt serVice sequence if the timer-
overflow interrupt is enabled.) . 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifTF"" 1 

Example: JTFI: JTF TIMER , ;,JUMP TO 'TIMER' ROUTINE 
;IFTF"" 1 

I 
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JTp address Jump If TEST 0 Is High 

Opcode: 10011 101 1 0 • 
This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the TEST 0 signal is 
high (= I). Pin is sampled during SYNC. 
(PCo-7) ..-- addr in 0 = 1 

Example: JTOHI: JTO 53 ;JUMP TO LOCATION 53 DEC 
;IFTo= 1 

JT1 address Jump If TEST 1 Is High 

Opcode: 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 1 a7 as as 84 as a2 a1 ao 1 . 
This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the TEST 1 signal is 
high (= 1). Pin is sampled during SYNC. 
(PCo-7) ..-- addr ifT! = 1 

Example: ITIHI: ITI COUNT ;JUMP TO 'COUNT' ROUTINE 
;IFT! = 1 

JZ address Jump If Accumulator Is Zero 

Opcode: 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 • I a7 as as 84 a3 a2 a1 ao 
This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the accumulator con
tains all zeros at the time this instruction is executed. 
(PCo-7) ..-- addr if A = 0 

Example: JACCO: JZ OA3H ;JUMP TO LOCATION 'A3' HEX 
;IF ACC VALUE IS ZERO 

MOV A, # data' Move Immediate Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 11 1 • 1 d7 de ds d4 1 d3 d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. The 8-bit value spedified by 'data' is loaded in the accumulator. 
(A) ..-- data 

Example: MOV A,#OA3H ;MOV 'A3' HEX TO ACC 

MOV A,PSW Move PSW Contents to Accumulator 

I 

Opcode: 11100101111 

Example: 

The contents of the program status word are moved to the accumulator. 
(A) ..-- (pSW) 

Jump to 'RBISET' routine if bank switch, PSW bit 4, is set. 
BSCHK: MOV A,PSW ;MOV PSW CONTENTS TO ACC 

JB4 RBI SET ;JUMP TO 'RBISET' IF ACC 
;BIT4 = 1 
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MOY A,Rr Move Register Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode:· \ 1 1 1 1 \ 1 r2 r1 ro 1 

Eight bits of data are moved from working register 'r' into the accumulator. 
(A) +- (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: MAR: MOV A,R3 ;MOVE CONTENTS OF REG 3 
;TOACC 

MOY A,@Rr Move Data Memory Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: \11111000rl 

The contents of the data memory location addressed by bits 0-7 of register 'r' are moved to 
the accumulator. Register 'r' contents are unaffected. 
(A) +- «Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: Assume Rl contains 00110110. 
MADM: MOV A,@Rl ;MOVE CONTENTS OF DATA MEM 

;LOCATION 54 TO ACC 

MOY A,T Move Timer/Counter Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 10100100101 

Example: 

The contents of the timer/event-counter register are moved to the accumulator. The timer/ 
event-counter is not stopped. 
(A) +- (T) 

Jump to "Exit" routine when timer reaches '64', that is, when bit 6 is set-assuming initializa-
tion to zero. ' 
TIMCHK: MOV A,T ;MOVE TIMER CONTENTS TO 

;ACC 
JB6 EXIT ;JUMP TO 'EXIT' IF ACC BIT 

;6 = 1 

MOY PSW,A Move Accumulator Contents to PSW 

4-44 

Opcode: \1101101111 

Example: 

The contents of the accumulator are moved into the program status word. All condition bits 
and the stack pointer are affected by this move. 
(PSW) +- (A) 

Move up stack pointer by two memory locations, that is, increment the pointer by one. 
INCPTR: MOV A,PSW ;MOVE PSW CONTENTS TO ACC 

INC A ;INCREMENT ACC BY ONE 
MOV PSW,A ;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO PSW 

I 
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MOV Rr,A Moye Accumulator Contents to Register 

Opcode: 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 '2 '1 '0 1 
The contents of the accumulator are moved to register 'r' 
(Rr) - (A) r = 0-7 

Example: MRA MOV RO,A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 
;REGO 

MOV Rr, # data Move Immediate Data to Register 

Opcode: 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 '2 '1 '0 1 • 1 d7 ds ds d4 1 da d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The 8-bit value specified by 'data' is moved to register or'. 
(Rr) - data r = 0-7 

Example: MIR4: MOV R4, #HEXTEN 

MIRS: MOV RS,#PI*(R*R) 

MIR6: MOV R6,#OADH 

;THE VALUE OF THE SYMBOL 
;'HEXTEN' IS MOVED INTO 
;REG4 
;THE VAUE OF THE 
;EXPRESSION 'PI*(R *R)' 
;IS MOVED INTO REG 5 
;'AD' HEX IS MOVED INTO 
REG 6 

MOV @Rr,A Move Accumulator Contents to Data Memory 

Opcode: 110101000,1 
The contents of the accumulator are moved to the data memory location whose address is 
specified by bits 0-7 of register 'r'. Register or' contents are unaffected. 
«Rr» - (A) r = 0-1 

Example: Assume RO contains 11000111. 
MDMA: MOV @R,A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 

;LOCA TION 7 (REG) 

MOV @Rr,#data Move Immediate Data to Data Memory 

I 

Opcode: 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 , 1 • I d7 ds ds d4 1 da d2 d1 do 

Example: 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The 8-bit value specified by 'data' is moved to the standard data 
memory location addressed by register or', bit 0-7. 

Move the hexadecimal value AC3F to locations 62-63. 
MIDM: MOV RO, #62 ;MOVE '62' DEC TO ADDR REGO 

MOV @RO,#OACH ;MOVE 'AC' HEX TO LOCATION 62 
INC RO ;INCREMENT REG 0 TO '63' 
MOV @RO,#3FH ;MOVE '3F' HEX TO LOCATION 63 
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MOV STS,A Move Accumulator Contents to STS Register 

Opcode: 11001100001 

The contents of the accumulator are moved into the status register. Only bits 4-7 are affected. 
(STS4_7) - (A4-7) 

Example: Set ST4-ST7 to "I". 
MSTS: MOV A, #OFOH 

MOVSTS,A 
;SETACC 
;MOVETOSTS 

MOV T,A Move Accumulator Contents to Timer/Counter 

Opcode: 10110100101 

The contents of the accumulator are moved to the timer/event-counter register. 
(T) - (A) 

Example:' Initialize and start event counter. 

INITEC: CLR A 
MOVT,A 
STRTCNT 

;CLEAR ACC TO ZEROS 
;MOVE ZEROS TO EVENT COUNTER 
;START COUNTER 

MOVD A,Pp Move Port 4-7 Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: I 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 P1 Po 1 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data on 8243 port 'p' is moved (read) to accumulator bits 0-3. 
Accumulator bits 4-7 are zeroed. 
(AO-3) - Pp P = 4-7 
(A4-7) - 0 

Note: Bits 0-1 of the opcode are used to represent PORTS 4-7. If you are coding in binary rather 
than assembly language, the mapping is as follows: 

Bits 
Port 

P1 PO 

0 0 4 
0 1 5 
1 0 6 
1 1 7 

Example: INPPT5: MOVD A,P5 ;MOVEPORT 5 DATA TOACC 
;BITS 0-3, ZERO ACC BITS 4-7 

MOVP Pp,A Move Accumulator Data to Port 4, 5, 6 and 7 

'4-46 

Opcode: I 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 P1 Po I 

Example: 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data in accumulator bits 0-3 is moved (written) to 8243 port 'p'. 
Accumulator bits 4-7 are unaffecttXi. (See NOTE above regarding port mapping.) 

Move data in accumulator to ports 4 and 5. 
OUTP45: MOVD P4,A ;MOVE ACC BITS 0-3 TO PORT 4 

SWAP A ;EXCHANGE ACC BITS 0-3 AND 4-7 
MOVD P5,A ;MOVE ACC BITS 0-3 TO PORT 5 

I 
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MOVP A,@A Move Current Page Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: 11010100111 

This is a 2-cycJe instruction. The contents of the program memory location addressed by the 
accumulator are moved to the accumulator. Only bits 0-7 of the program counter are affected, 
limiting the program memory reference to the current page. The program counter is restored 
following this operation. 
(A) +- «A» 

Note: This a I-byte, 2-cycJe instruction. If it appears in location 255 of a program memory page, @A 
addresses a location in the following page. 

Example: MOVI28: MOV A,#128 
MOVPA,@A 

;MOVE '128' DEC TO ACC 
;CONTENTS OF 129TH LOCATION 
;IN CURRENT PAGE ARE MOVED TO 
;ACC 

MOVP3 A,@A Move Page 3 Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: 11110100111 

This is a 2-cycJe instruction. The contents of the program memory location within page 3, 
addressed by the accumulator, are moved to the accumulator. The program counter is restored 
following this operation. . 
(A) +- «A» within page 3 

Example: Look up ASCII equivalent of hexadecimal code in table contained at the beginning of page 3. 
Note that ASCII characters are designated by a 7-bit code; the eighth bit is always reset. 
TABSCH: MOV A, #OB8H ;MOVE 'B8' HEX TO ACC (10111000) 

ANL A, #7FH ;LOGICAL AND ACCTO MASK BIT 
;7 (00111000) 

MOVP3, A,@A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF LOCATION 
;'38' HEX IN PAGE 3 TO ACC 
;(ASCII '8') 

Access contents of location in page 3 labelled TAB 1. Assume current program location is not 
inpage 3. 
TABSCH: MOV A,#TABI ;ISOLATE BITS 0-7 

;OFLABEL 
;ADDRESS VALUE 

MOVP3 A,@A ;MOVE CONTENT OF PAGE 3 
;LOCATION LABELED 'TABl' 
;TOACC 

NOP The NOP Instruction 

Opcode: 1000010000 

No operation is performed. Execution continues with the following instruction. 

ORL A,Rr Logical OR Accumulator With Register Mask 

Opcode: 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 r2 r1 ro 1 

Data in the accumulator is logically ORed with the mask contained in working register 'r'. 

I 

(A) +- (A) OR (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: ORREG: ORL A,R4 ;'OR' ACC CONTENTS WITH 
;MASK IN REG 4 
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ORl A,@Rr logicalOR Accumulator With Memory Mask 

Opcode: /01001000rl 

Data in the accumulator is logically ORed with the mask· contained in the data memory 
location referenced by register 'r', bits 0-7. 
(A) - (A) OR «Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: ORDM: MOVE RO,#3FH 
ORLA, @RO 

;MOVE '3F' HEX TO REG 0 
;'OR' ACC CONTENTS WITH MASK 
;INLOCATION63 

ORl A,#Oata logical OR Accumulator With Immediate Mask 

Opcode: 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 • 1 d7 d6 d5 d4 1 d3 d2 dl do 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Data in the accumulator is logically ORed with an. immediately
specified mask. 
(A) - (A) OR data 

Example: ORID: ORL A,#'X' ;'OR' ACC CONTENTS WITH MASK 
;01011000 (ASCII VALUE OF 'X') 

ORl Pp,#data logical OR Port 1-2 With Immediate Mask 

Opcode: 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 P1 Po 1 • 1 d7 d6 d5 d4·1 d3 d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Data on port 'p' is logically ORed with an immediately-specified 
mask. 
(Pp) - (Pp) OR data p = 1-2 (see OUTL instruction) 

Example: ORP1: ORL Pl,#OFH ;'OR' PORT 1 CONTENTS WITH 
;MASK 'FF' HEX (SET PORT 1 
'TO ALL ONES) 

ORlO Pp,A logical OR Port 4-7 With Accumulator Mask 

Opcode: 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 Pl Po 1 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Data on 8243 port 'p' is logically ORed with the digit mask 
contained in accumulator bits 0-3, 
(Pp) (Pp) OR (AO-3) P =.4-7 (See MOVD instruction) 

Example: ORP7; ORLD P7,A ;'OR' PORT 7 CONTENTS 
;WITH ACC BITS 0-3 

OUT OBB,A Output Accumulat~r Contents to Data Bus Buffer 

448 

Opcode: 10000100101 

Contents of the accumulator are transferred to the Data Bus Buffer Output register and the 
output Buffer Full (OBF) flag is set to one. 
(DBB) - (A) 
OBF- 1 

Example: OUTDBB: OUT DBB,A ;OUTPUT THE CONTENTS OF 
;THE ACC TO DBBOUT 

I 
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OUTL Pp,A Output Accumulator Data to Port 1 and 2 

Opcode: 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 P1 Po 1 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data residing in the accumulator is transferred (written) to port 
'p' and latched. 
(Pp) +- (A) P = 1-2 

Note: Bits 0-1 of the opcode are used to represent PORT 1 and PORT 2. If you are coding in binary 
rather than assembly language, the mapping is as follows: 

Bits 
Port 

P1 Po 
0 0 X 
0 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 X 

Example: OUTLP; MOV A,R7 
OUTLP2,A 
MOV A,R6 
OUTL Pl,A 

;MOVE REG 7 CONTENTS TO ACC 
;OUTPUT ACC CONTENTS TO PORTI 
;MOVE REG 6 CONTENTS TO ACC 
;OUTPUT ACCCONTENTSTOPORT 1 

RET Return Without PSW Restore 

Opcode: 1100010011 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The stack pointer (PSW bits 0-2 is decremented. The program 
counter is then restored from the stack. PSW bits 4-7 are not restored. 
(SP) +- (SP) - 1 

r (PC) +- «SP» 

RETR Return With PSW Restore 

Opcode: 110011001 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The stack pointer is decremented. The program counter and bits 
4-7 of the PSW are then restored from the stack. Note that RETR should be used to returu 
from an interrupt, but should not be used within the interrupt service routine as it signals the 
end of an interrupt routine. 
(SP) +- (SP) - 1 
(PC) +- «SP» 
(PSW4_7) +- «SP» 

RL A Rotate Left Without Carry 

Opcode: 11 1 1 01 0 1 1 1 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated left one bit. Bit 7 is rotated into the bit 0 position. 
(An + 1) +- (An) n = 0-6 
(Ao) +- (A7) 

Example: Assume accumulator contains 10110001. 
RLNC: RL A ;NEW ACC CONTENTS ARE 01100011 
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RLC A Rotate Left Through Carry 

Opcode: 1111110111 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated left one bit. Bit 7 replaces the carry bit; the carry 
bit is rotated into the bit 0 position. . 
(An + 1) - (An> n = 0-6 
(Ao) - (C) 
(C) - (A7) 

Example: Assume accumulator contains a 'signed' number; isolate sign without changing value. 
RLTC: CLR C ;CLEAR CARRY TO ZERO 

RLC A ;ROTATE ACC LEFT, SIGN 
;BIT (7) IS PLACED IN CARRY 

RR A ;ROTATE ACC RIGHT-VALUE 
;(BITS 0-6) IS RESTORED, 
;CARRY UNCHANGED,BIT 7 
;ISZERO 

RR A Rotate Right Without Carry 

Opcode: 1011110111 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated right one bit. Bit 0 is rotated into the bit 7 
position. 
(A) - (An + 1) n = 0-6 
(A7) - (Ao) 

Example Assume accumulator contains 10110001. 
RRNC: RRA ;NEW ACC CONTENTS ARE 11011000 

RRC A Rotate Right Through Carry 

4-50 

Opcode: 1 0 11 0 1 0 1 1 

Example 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated one bit. Bit 0 replaces the carry bit; the carry bit is 
rotated into the bit 7 position. 
(An> - (An + 1) n = 0-6 
(A7) - (C) 
(C) - (Ao) 

Assume carry is not set and accumulator contains 10110601. 
RRTC: RRCA ;CARRY IS SET AND ACC 

;CONTAINS 01011000 
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SEL RBO Select Register Bank 0 

Opcode: 1110010101 

PSW BIT 4 is set to zero. References to working registers 0-7 address data memory locations 
0-7. This is the recommended setting for normal program execution. 
(BS) .- 0 

SEL RB1 Select Register Bank 1 

I 

Opcode: 1 1 1 01 1 0 1 0 1 

PSW bit 4 is set to one. References to working registers 0-7 address data memory locations 
24-31. This is the recommended setting for interrupt service routines, since locations 0-7 are 
left intact. The setting of PSW bit 4 in effect at the time of an interrupt is restored by the 
RETR instruction when the interrupt service routine is completed. 

Example: Assume an IBF interrupt has occurred, control has passed to program memory location 3, and 
PSW bit 4 was zero before the interrupt. 
LOC3: JMP INIT ;JUMf T() ROUTINE 'INIT' 

INIT: MOV R7,A 

SEL RBI 
MOV R7,#QFAH 

SEL RBO 
MOV A,R7 
RETR 

;MOV ACC CONTENTS TO 
;LOCATION7 
;SELECT REG BANK 1 
;MOVE 'FA.' HEX TO LOCATION 31 

;SELECT REG BANK 0 
;RESTORE ACC FROM LOCATION 7 
;RETURN-RESTORE PC AND PSW 
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STOP TCNT Stop Timer/Event Counter 

Opcode: 10110101011 

This instruction is used to stop both time accumulation and event counting. 

Example: Disable interrupt, but jump to interrupt. routine after eight overflows and stop timer. Count 
overflows in register 7. 
START: DIS TCNTI ;DISABLE TIMER INTERRUPT 

CLR A ;CLEAR ACC TO ZERO 
MOV T,A ;MOV ZERO TO TIMER 
MOV R7,A ;MOVE ZERO TO REG 7 
STRT T ;STARTTIMER 

MAIN: JTF COUNT ;JUMP TO ROUTINE 'COUNT' 
;IF TF = 1 AND CLEAR TIMER FLAG 

JMP MAIN ;CLOSE LOOP 
COUNT: INC R7 ;INCREMENT REG 7 

MOV A;R7 ;MOVE REG 7 CONTENTS TO ACC 
JB3 INT ;JUMP TO ROUTINE 'INT' IF ACC 

;BIT3 IS SET (REG 7 = 8) 
JMP MAIN ;OTHERWISE RETURN TO ROUTINE 

;MAIN 

INT: STOP TCNT 
JMP7H 

;STOPTIMER 
;JUMP TO LOCATION 7 (TIMER 
;INTERRUPT ROUTINE) 

STRT CNT Start Event Counter 

Opcode: 1010010101 

The TEST 1 (Tl) pin is enabled as the event-counter input and the counter is started. The 
event-counter register is incremented with each high to low transition on the T 1 pin. 

Example: Initialize and start event counter. Assume overflow is desired with first Tl input. 
STARTC: EN TCNTI ;ENABLE COUNTER INTERRUPT 

MOV A,#OFFH ;MOVE 'FF' HE,x (ONES) TO 
;ACC 

MOV T,A ;MOVE ONES TO COUNTER 
,STRT CNT ;INPUT AND START 

STRT T Start Timer 

4-52 

Opcode: 101010101 

Timer accumulation is initiated in the timer register. The register is incremented every 32 
iristruction cycles. The prescaler which counts the 32 cycles is cleared but the timer register is 
not. 

Example: Initialize and start timer. 
STARTT: EN TCNTI 

CLRA 
MOVT,A 
STRTT 

;ENABLE TIMER INTERRUPT 
:CLEAR ACC TO ZEROS 
;MOVE ZEROS TO TIMER 
;START TIMER 

I 
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SWAP A Swap Nibbles Within Accumulator 

Opcode: 10100101111 

Bits 0-3 of the accumulator are swapped with bits 4-7 of the accumulator. 
(A4-7) - (Ao-3) 

Example: Pack bits 0-3 of locations 50-51 into location 50. 
PC~DIG: MOV RO, # 50 ;MOVE '50' DEC TO REG 0 

MOV Rl,#SI ;MOVE'SI'DECTOREG 1 
XCHD A,@RO ;EXCHANGE BIT 0-3 OF ACC 

;AND LOCATION 50 
SWAP A ;SWAP BITS 0-3 AND 4-7 OF ACC 
XCHD A,@ Rl ;EXCHANGE BITS 0-3 OF ACC AND 

;LOCATION 51 
MOV @RO,A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 

;LOCATION 51 

XCH ARr Exchange Accumulator-Register Contents 

Opcode: 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 r2 r1 ro 1 

The contents of the accumulator and the contents of working register 'r' are exchanged. 
(A) - (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: Move PSW contents to Reg 7 without losing accumulator contents. 
XCHAR7: XCH A,R7 ;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF REG 7 

;ANDACC 
MOV A,PSW ;MOVE PSW CONTENTS TO ACC 
XCH, A,R7 ;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF REG 7 

;AND ACC AGAIN 

XCH A,@Rr Exchange Accumulator and Data Memory Contents 

Opcode: 100101000rl 

The contents of the accumulator and the contents of the data memory location addressed by 
bits 0-7 of register 'r' are exchanged. Register 'r' contents are unaffected. 
(A) - «Rr» r = 0-1 . 

I 

Example: Decrement contents of location 52. 
DEC 52: MOV RO, # 52 

XCHA,@RO 

DEC A 
XCHA,@RO 

;MOVE '52' DEC TO ADDRESS 
;REGO 
;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF ACC 
;AND LOCATION 52 
;DECREMENT ACC CONTENTS 
;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF ACC 
;AND LOCATION 52 AGAIN 
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XCHD A,@Rr Exchange Accumulator and Data Memory <i-bit Data 

Opcode: 1 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 r I 
,!his instruction exchanges bits 0-3 of the accumulator with bits 0-3 of the data memory 
location addres,sed by bits. 0-7 .0£ register 'r'. Bits 4-7 of the accumulator, bits 4-7 of the data 
memory location, and the contents of register 'r' are unaffected. 
(Ao-3) --. «RrO_3» r = 0-1 

. . f 

Example: Assume program courlter contents have been stacked in locations 22-23. 
XCHNIB: MOV RO, #23 ;MOVE'23' DEC TO REG 0 

CLR. A ;CLEAR ACC TO ZEROS 
XCHD A,@RO ;EXCHANGE BITS 0-3 OF ACC 

;AND LOCATION 23 (BITS 8-11 
;OF PC ARE ZEROED, ADDRESS 
;REFERS TO PAGE 0) 

XRL A,Rr Logical XOR Accumulator With Register Mask 

Opcode: 1 1 1 0 1 I 1 r2 r1 ro I 
Data in the accumulator is EXCLUSIVE ORed with the mask contained in working register 
'r'. 
(A) ,--. (A) XOR (Rr) 

Example: XORREG: XRL A,R5 

r = 0-7 

;'XOR' ACC CONTENTS WITH 
;MASK IN REG 5 

XRL A,@Rr Logical XOR Accumulator With Memory Mask 

Opcode: 111011000rl 

Data in the accumulator is EXCLUSIVE ORed with the mask contained in the data memory . 
location address by register 'r', bits 0-7. 
(A) - (A) XOR «Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: XORDM: MOV RI,#20H 
XRLA,@RI 

;MOVE '20'IJEX TO REG" 
;'XOR' ACC CONTENTS WITH MASK 
;IN LOCATION 32 

XRL A, # data, Logical XOR Accumulator With Immediate Mask 
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Opcode: I 1 1 0 1 I 0 0 1 1 I • I d7 de ds d4 I d3 d2 d1 do I 
This is a 2-cycle i~struction. Data in the accumulator is EXCLUSIVE ORed with an immedi
ately-specified mask. 
(A) +- (A) XOR data 

Example: XORID: XRL A, # HEXTEN ;XOR CONTENTS OF ACC WITH 
';MASK EQUAL VALUE OF SYMBOL 
;'HEXTEN' 

I 
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CHAPTER 4 
SINGLE .. STEP AND PROGRAMMING 

POWER-DOWN MODES 

SINGLE-STEP 

The UPI family has a single-step mode which allows 
the user to manually step through his program one in
struction at a time. While stopped, the address of the 
next instruction to be fetched is available on PORT I 
and the lower 2 bits of PORT 2. The single-step feature 
simplifies program debugging by allowing the user to 
easily follow program execution. 

+5V 

10k 

PRESET 

MOMENTARY +5V D Q 

PUSH TO STEP fl} +5V 

10k 

CLEAR 

l> 7474 

Figure 4-1 illustrates a recommended circuit for single
step operation, while Figure 4-2 shows the timing rela
tionship between the SYNC output and the SS input. 
During single-step operation, PORT 1 and part of 
PORT 2 are used to output address information. In 
order to retain the normal 1/0 functions of PORTS 1 
and 2, a separate latch can be used as shown in Figure 
4-3. 

+5V 

10k 
HALT 

+5V D 

L--------C> CLOCK 

Q 

TOft 
INPUT ON 
UPIo41A141AH 
42/42AH 

FROM 
L-. __ -<I- UPI-41A141AH/ 

42/42AH 
l> 7474 SYNC OUTPUT 

231318-28 

Figure 4-1. Single-Step Circuit 

SYNC_---./ ___ 's I 
55 'J ~ ____________ ~~--J 

Pl0·17 ______ POR_T_DA_T_A ______ X\. ______ ~:!:~--PC-Q.-7 ________ >C 
P2Q.P21 _________ X"-____ :l:~ _pcs_.g _____ >C 

ACTIVE CYCLE STOP CYCLE ACTIVE CYCLE 

231318-29 

Figure 4-2. Single-Step Timing 
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SYNC 
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DATA IN 
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UPI-41A/41AH P13 D13 
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P15 D15 

P18 D18 
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~ 

+SV 
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+SV 

SYNC 

10k ADDRESS 
DISPLAY 
(LED) 

P17 

oc = OPEN COLLECTOR TTL 
LS = LOW POWER SCHOTTKLY TTL P17 INPUT DATA 

231318-30 

Figure 4-3. Latching Port Data 

Timing 

The sequence of single-step operation is as follows: 

I) The processoris requested to stop by applying a low 
level on SS. The SS input should not be bro~ht low 
while SYNC is high. (The UPI samples the SS pin in 
the middle of the SYNC pulse). 

2) The processor responds to the request by stopping 
during the instruction fetch portion of the next in
struction. If a double cycle instruction is in progress 
when the single-step command is received, both cy
cles will be completed before stopping. 

3) The processor acknowledges it has entered the 
stopped state by raising SYNC high. In this state, 
which can be maintained indefinitely, the lO-bit ad
dress of the next instruction to be fetched is preset 
on PORT 1 and the lower 2 bits of PORT 2. 

4) SS is then raised high to bring the processor out of 
the stopped mode allowing it to fetch the next in
struction. The exit from stop is indicated by the proc
essor bringing SYNC low. 
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5) To stop the processor at the next instruction SS must 
be brought low again before the next SYNC pulse-
the circuit in Figure 4-1 uses the trailing edge of the 
previous pulse. If SS is left high, the processor re
mains in: the "RUN" mode. 

Figure 4-1 shows a schematic for implementing single
step. A single D-type flip-flop with preset and clear is 
used to generate SS. In the RUN mode SS is help high 
by keeping the flip-flop preset (preset has precedence 
over the clear input). To enter sin~e-step, preset is re
moved allowing SYNC to bring SS low via the clear 
input. Note that SYNC must be buffered since the 
SN7474 is equivalent to 3 TTL loads. 

The processor is now in the stopped state. The next 
instruction is initiated by stoppe state .. The next instruc
tion is initiated by clocking "I" the flip-flop. This "I" 
will not appear on SS unless SYNC is high (I.e., clear 
must be removed from the flip-flop). In response to SS 
going high, the proceSsor begins an instruction fetch 
which brings SYNC low. SS is then reset through the 
clear input and the processor again enters the stopped 
state. 

I 



EXTERNAL ACCESS 
The UPI family has an External Access mode (EA) 
which puts the processor into a test mode. This mode 
allows the user to disable the internal program memory 
and· execute from external memory. External Access 
mode is useful in testing because it allows the user to 
test the processor's functions directly. It is only useful 
for testing since this mode uses DO-D7, PORTS 10-17 
and PORTS 20-22. 

This mode is invoked by connecting the EA pin to 5V. 
The II-bit current program counter contents then come 
out on PORTS 10-17 and PORTS 20-22 after the 
SYNC output goes high. (PORT 10 is the least signifi
cant bit.) The desired instruction opcode is placed on 
DO-D7 before the start of state St. During state SI> the 
opcode is sampled from DO-D7 and subsequently exe
cuted in place of the internal program memory con
tents. 

The program counter contents are multiplexed with the 
I/O port data on PORTS 10-17 and PORTS 20-22. 
The I/O port data may be demultiplexed using an ex
ternallatch on the rising edge of SYNC. The program 
counter contents may be demultiplexed similarly using 
the trailing edge of SYNC. 

Reading and/or writing the Data Bus Buffer registers is 
still allowed although only when DO-D7 are not being 
sampled for opcode data. In practice, since this sam
pling time is not known externally, reads or writes on 
the system bus are done during SYNC high time. ,Ap
proximately 600 ns are available for each read or write 
cycle. 

POWER DOWN MODE 
(UPI-41AH/42AH ONLY) 
Extra circuitry is included in the UPI-4IAH/42AH 
version to allow low-power, standby operation. Power 
is removed from all system elements except the inter-

POWER SUPPLY 
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nal data RAM in the low-power mode. Thus the con
tents of RAM can be maintained and the device draws 
only 10 to 15% of its normal power. 

The Vee pin serves as the 5V power supply pin for all 
of the UPI-4IAH/42AH version's circuitry except the 
data RAM array. The VDD pin supplies only the RAM 
array. In normal operation, both Vee and VDD are 
connected to the same 5V power supply. 

To enter the Power-Down mode, the RESET signal to 
the UPI is asserted. This ensures the memory will not 
be inadvertently altered by the UPI during power
down. The Vee pin is then grounded while VDD is 
maintained at 5V. Figure 4-4 illustrates a recommended 
Power-Down sequence. The sequence typically occurs 
as follows: 

I) Imminent power supply failure is detected by user 
defined circuitry. The signal must occur early 
enough to guarantee the UPI-4!AH/42AH can save 
all necessary data before Vee falls outside normal 
operating tolerance. 

2) A "Power Failure" signal is used to interrupt the 
processor (via a timer overflow interrupt, for in
stance) and call a: Power Failure service routi!le. 

3) The Power Failure routine saves all important data 
and machine status in the RAM array. The routine 
may also initiate transfer of a backup supply to the 
VDD pin and indicate to external circuitry that the 
Power Failure routine is complete. 

4) A RESET signal is applied by external hardware to 
gnarantee data will not be altered as the power sup
ply falls out of limits. RESET must be low until Vee 
reaches ground potential. 

Recovery from the Power-Down mode can occur as 
any other power-on sequence. An external! ,""fd capac
itor on the RESET input will provide the necessary 
initialization pulse. 

!~ I ~I---------

:;:'T~~~~:D I I 
/ I I 

I 

---------I I I I II: POWER SUPPLY 
FAIL SIGNAL ..... ____ ~I _____ I ______ ---

I I I 
I I I 
I I I __________ .I __________ ~I I 

RESET ! I! ________ _ 
I 
LI----r---~ILI ______ _.-----

DATA SAVE 
ROUTINE 
EXECUTED 

ACCESS TO 
DATA RAM 
INHIBITED 

Figure 4-4_ Power-Down Sequence 

NORMAL 
POWER ON 
SEQUENCE 
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CHAPTER 5 
SYSTEM OPERATION 

BUS INTERFACE 

The UPI-4IA/41AH/42/42AH Microcomputer func
tions as a peripheral to a master processor by using the 
data bus buffer registers to handle data transfers. The 
DBB configuration is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The UPI 
Microcomputer's 8 three-state data lines (D7-DO) con
nect directly to the master processor's data bus. Data 
transfer to the master is controlled by 4 external inputs 
to the UPI: . 

• Ao. Address Input signifying command or data 

• CS Chip Select 
• RD Read strobe 

• WR Write strobe 

WR 
CONTROL Ril 

BUS cs I 
AO r-- STATUS - REGISTER 

..... DATA BUS ,.- INPUT REGISTER 

D~~ < -(8) DATA BUS 
OUTPUT REGISTER 

231318-32 

Figure 5-1. Data Bus Register Configuration 

The master processor addresses the UPI-4IA/41AH/ 
42/42AH Microcomputer as a standard peripheral de
vice. Table 5-1 shows the conditions for data transfer: 

Table 5-1. Data Transfer Controls 

CS AO RD WR Condition 

0 0 0 1 Read DB BOUT 
0 1 0 1 Read STATUS 
0 0 1 0 Write DBBIN data, set F1 = 0 
0 1 1 0 Write DBBIN command set 

F1 = 1 . 
1 x x x Disable DBB 
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Reading the OBBOUT Register 
The sequence for reading the DBBOUT register is 
shown in Figure 5-2. This operation causes the 8-bit 
contents of the DBBOUT register to be placed on the 
system Data Bus. The OBF flag is cleared automatical
ly. 

Reading STATUS 
The sequence for reading the UPI Microcomputer's 8 
STATUS bits is shown in Figure 5-3. This operation 
causes the 8-bit STATUS register contents to be placed 
on the system Data Bus as shown. 

\'--__ -J/ 
DATA 

231318-33 

Figure 5-2. DBBOUT Read 

cs \ / 

AD J \ 
iii \ I 

DATA ( )--
231318-34 

BUS CONTENTS OURING STATUS REAO 

I ST7\ ST6 I ST5 I ST4 I F1 I Fe I IBF I OBF I 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

Figure 5-3. Status Read 
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\",,-_~I 

DATA ---( )>--
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Figure 5-4. Writing Data to DBBIH 

Write Data to DBBIN 

The sequence for writing data to the DBBIN register is 
shoWD in Figure 5-4. This operation causes the system 
Data Bus contents to be transferred to the DBBIN reg
ister arid the IBF flag is set. Also, the F 1 flag is cleared 
(F 1 = 0) and lin interrupt request is generated. When 
the IBF interrupt is enabled, a jump to location 3 \ViII 
occur. The interrupt request is cleared upon entering 
the IBF service routine or by a system RESET input. 

Writing Commands to DBBIN 

, The sequence for writing commands to theDBBIN reg
ister is shoWD in Figure S-S. This sequence is identical 
to a data write except that the Ao input is latched in the 
Fl flag (Fl = 1). The IBF flag is. set and an interrupt 
request is generated when the master writes a commarid 
to DBB. 

()peratlons of Data Bus Registers 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH Microcomputer con
trols the transfer of DBB data to its accumulator by 
executing UIlPut and OUTput instructions.. An IN 
A,DBB instruction causes the Contents to be trans
ferred to the UPI accumulator and the IBF flag is 
cleared. 

The OUT PBB,A instruction causes the contents of ihe 
accumulator to be transferred to the DBBOUT register. 
The OBF flag is set. 

The UPl's data bus butTer interface is applicable to a 
variety of microprocessors including (he 8086, 8088, 
8085AH, 8080, and 8048. 

A description of the interface to each of these proces
. sors follows. 

I 
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\ _____ 1 

DATA -....-« )>--
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Figure 5-5. Writing Commands to DBBIH 

DESIGN EXAMPLES 

8085AH Interface 

Figure 5-6 illustrates an 8085AH system using a UPI-
41A/41AH/42/42AH. The 8085AH system uses a 
multiplexed address' and data bus. During I/O the 8 
upper address lines (As-AlS) contain the same VO 
address as the lower 8 address/data lines (Ao-A7); 
therefore VO address decoding is done using only the 
upper 8 lines to eliminate latching of the address. An 
8205 decoder provides address decoding for both the 
UPI and the 8237. Data is transferred using the two 
DMA handshaking lines of PORT 2. The 8237 per
forms the actual bus transfer operation. Using the UPI-
41A/41AH/42/42AH's OBF master interrupt, the 
UPI notifies the 808SAH upon transfer compietion us
ing the RST 5.5 interrupt input. The IBF master inter
rupt is not used in this example. 

8088 Interface 

Figure 5-7 illustrates a UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH in
terface to an 8088 minimum mode system. Two 8-bit 
latches are used to demultiplex the address and data 
bus. The address bus is 20-lines wide. For VO only, the 
lower 16 address lines are used, providing an address
ing range of 64K. UPI address selection is accom
plished using an 8205 decoder. The Ao Itddress line of 
the bus is connected to the corresponding UPI input for 
register selection. Since the UPI is polled by the 8088, ' 
neither DMA nor master interrupt capabilities of the 
UPI are used in the figure. 

8086 Interface 

The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH can be used on an 
8086 maximum mode system as shown in Figure 5-8 . 
The address and data bus is demultiplexed using three 
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'Flgure 5-6. 8085AH·UPI System 
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Figure S-7. 8088-UPI Minimum Mode System 
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Figure 5-8.8086-UPI Maximum Mode Systems \ 

8282 latches providing separate address and data buses. 
The address bus is 20-lines wide and the data bus is,l6-
lines wide. Multiplexed control lines are decoded by the 
8288. The UPl's CS input is provided by lin~ar selec
tion. Note that the UPI is both I/O mapped and memo
ry mapped as a result of the linear addressing tech
nique. An address decoder may be used to limit the 
UPI-41A/41AH/42142AH to a specific I/O mapped 
address. Address line Al is connected to the UPl's Ao 
input. ~ insures that the registers of the UPI will 
have even I/O' addresses. Data will be transferred on 
Do-D7 lines' only. This allows the I/O registers to be 
accessed using byte manipulation instructions. 

8080 Interface 

Figure 5~9 lliustrates the interface to an 8080A system. 
In this example,a crystal and capacitor are used for 
UPI-4lA/4lAH/42142AH timing reference and pow
er-on RESET. If the 2-MHz 8080A 2-phase clock were 
used instead of the crystal, the UPI-41A/41AH/421 
42AH would run at only 16% full speed. 

I 

The Ao and CS inputs are direct connections to the 
8080 address bus. In larger systems, however. either of 
these inputs may be decoded from the 16 address lines. 

The RD and WR inputs to the UPI can be either the 
lOR and lOW or the MEMR and MEMR signals de
pending on the I/O mapping technique to be used. 

The UPI can be addressed as an I/O device using IN
put and OUTput instructions in 8080 software. 

8048 Interface 
Figure 5-10 shows the UPI interface to an 8048 master 
processor. 

The 8048 RD and WR outputs are directly compatible 
wit~ the UPI. Figure 5-11 shows a distribut!lli process

, ing system with up to seven UPl's connected to 'a single 
8048 master processor.' 

In this configuration the 8048 uses PORT 0 asa data 
bus. I/O PORT 2 is used to select one of the seven 
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Figure 5-9. 8OS0A-UPllnterface 

,iii) 

WR 

8048 
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iii) 

WR 
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Figure 5-10. 804S-UPllnterface . 

UPI'swhen data transfer occurs. The UPI's are pro
grammed to handle isolated tasks and, since ·they oper
ate in parallel, system throughput is increased. 

GENERAL HANDSHAKING 
PROTOCOL 

1) Master reads STATUS register·(RD, CS, & == (0, 
0, 1» in polling or in response to either an IBF or an 
OBF interrupt.· ' 

2) I. f theUPI DBBIN register is empty (I.BF flag ~, 
Master writes a word to the DBBIN register (WR, 
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CS, An =. (0,0, 1) or (0, 0, 0»; If Ao= 1, write 
command "'9rd, set Fl. If Ao = 0; write data word, 
FI = o. 

3) lethe UPI DBBOUT register is full (OBF flag = 1), . 
Master.....iilads a word from the DBBQUT register 
(RD, CS, Ao = (0,0, 0». 

4) UPI recogniZes IBF (via IBF interrupt or JNIBF). 
Input data or command word is processed, depend
ing on Fl; lBF is reset. Repeat step.1 above. 

5) UPI recognizes OBF flag = 0 (via JOBF). Next 
word is output to DBBOUT register, OBF is set; 
Repeat step 1 above. 

I 
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Figure 5-11. Distributed Processor System 
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CHAPTER 6 
APPLICATIONS 

ABSTRACTS 
The UPI-41A/41AH/42/42AH is designed to fill a 
wide variety of low to medium speed peripheral inter
face applications where flexibility and easy implementa
tion are important considerations. The following examC 

pies illustrate some typical applications. 

Keyboard Encoder 

Figure 6-1 illustrates a keyboard encoder configuration 
using the UPI and the 8243 I/O expander to scan a 
12S-key matrix. The encoder has switch matrix scan
ning logic, N-key rollover logic, ROM look-up table, 
FIFO character buffer, and additional outputs for dis
play functions, control keys or other special functions. 

PORT 1 and PORTs 4-7 provide the interface to the 
keyboard. PORT 1 lines are set one at a time to select 
the various key matrix rows. 

When a row is energized all 16 columns (i.e., PORTs 
4-7 inputs) are sampled to determine if any switch in 
the row is closed. The scanning software is code. effi-

PORT 4 

PORTS 
8243 

EXPANDER 
PORT 6 

PORT 7 

4 

PORT 2 PROG 

cient because the UPI instruction set includes individu
al bit set/clear operations and expander PORTs 4-7 
can be directly addressed with single, 2-byte instruc
tions. Also, accumulator bits can be tested in a single 
operation. Scan time for 128 keys is about 10 ms. Each 
matrix point has a unique binary code which is used to 
address ROM when a key closure is detected. Page 3 of 
ROM contains a look-up table with useable codes (i.e., 
ASCII, EBCDIC, etc.) which correspond to each key. 
When a valid key closure is detected the ROM code 
corresponding to that key is stored in a FIFO buffer in 
data memory for transfer to the master processor. To 
avoid stray noise and switch bounce, a key closure must 
be detected on two consecutive scans before it is consid
ered valid and loaded into the FIFO buffer. The FIFO 
buffer allows multiple keys to be processed as they are 
depressed without regard to when they are released, a 
condition known as N-key rollover. 

The basic features of this encoder are fairly standard 
and require only about 500 bytes of memory. Since the 
UPI is programmable and has additional memory ca
pacity it can handle a number of other functions. For 
example, special keys can be programmed to give an 
entry on closing as well as opening. Also, I/O lines are 
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available to control a 16-digit, 7-segment display. The 
UPI can also be programmed to recognize special com
binations of characters such as commands, then 
transfer only the decoded information to the master 
processor. ' 

Matrix Prll;'lter Interface 
The matrix printer interface illustrated in Figure 6-2 is 
a typical application for the UPI. The actual printer 
mechanism could be any of the numerous dot-matrix 
types and similar configurations can be shown for 
drum, spherical head, daisy wheel or chain type print
ers. 

The bus structure shown represents a generalized, 8-bit 
system bus configuration. The UPI's three-state inter-

INTERFACE 
TO a-BIT 
MASTER 

PROCESSOR 

\ 

\ 

FORM 
PRINT L.F. HOLD 

MOTOR 
DRIVERS 

PORT 2 

DBB 

" a 

DATA BUS 

CONTROL BUS 
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face port and asynchronous data buffer registers allow 
it to connect directlv to this type of system for efficient, 
two-way data transfer. - - -

The UPI's two on-board I/O ports provide up to 16 
input and output signals to control the printer mecha
nism. The timer/event counter is used for generating a 
timing sequence to control print head position, line 
feed, carriage return, and other sequences. The on
board program memory provides character generation 
for 5 x 7, 7 x 9, or other dot matrix formats. As an 
added feature a portion of the data memory can be used 
as a FIFO buffer so that the lI).aster processor can send 
a block of data at a high rate. The UPI can then output 
characters from the buffer at a rate the printer can ac
cept while the master processor returns to other tasks. 

DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

SOLENOIDS 

1" 
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Figure 6-2. Matrix Printer Controller 
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The 8295 Printer Controller is an example of an UPI 
preprogrammed as a dot matrix printer interface. 

Tape Cassette Controller 
Figure 6-3 illustrates a digital cassette interface which 
can be implemented with the UPI. Two sections of the 
tape transport are controlled by the UPI: digital datal 
command logic, and motor serVo control. 

The motor servo requires a speed reference in the form 
of a monostable pulse whose width is proportional to 
the desired speed. The UPI monitors a prerecorded 
clock from the tape and uses its on-board interval timer 
to generate the required speed reference pulses at each 
clock transition. 

Recorded data from the tape is supplied serially by the 
data/command logic and is converted to 8-bit words by 
the UPI, then transferred to the master processor. At 
10 ips tape speed the UPI can easily handle the 8000 
bps data rate. To record data, the UPI uses the two 
input lines to the d~ta/command logic which control 
the flux direction in the recording head. The UPI also 
monitors 4 status lines from the tape transport includ
ing: end of tape, cassette inserted, busy, and write per
mit. All control signals can be handled by the UPI's 
two I/O ports. 

intel® 
Universal 1/0 Interface 
Figure 6-4 shows an I/O interface design based on the 
UPI. This configuration includes 12 parallell/O lines 
and a serial (RS232C) interface for full duplex data 
transfer up to 1200 baud. This type of design can be 
used to interface a master processor to a broad spec
trum of peripheral devices as well as to a serial commu
nication channel. 

PORT 1 is used strictly for I/O in this example while 
PORT 2 lines provide five functions: 

• P23-P20 110 lines (bidirectional) 

• P24 

• P25 

• P26 

• P27 

Request to send (RTS) 

Clear to send (CTS) 

Interrupt to master 

Serial data out 

The parallel I/O lines make use of the bidirectional 
port structure of the UPI. Any line can function as an 
input or output. All port lines are autom~tic~lly initial
ized to 1 by a system RESET pulse and remam latched. 
An external TTL signal connected to a port line will 
override the UPI's 50 KO internal pull-up so that an 
INPUT instructioll will correctly sample the TTL sig
nal. 

DATA 
EDT/BOT 

G) -G) 

DATA ENCODE/DECOOE MOTOR 
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Four PORT 2 lines function as general I/O similar to 
PORT 1. Also, the RTS signal is generated on PORT 2 
under software control when the UPI has serial data to 
send. The CTS signal is monitored via PORT 2 as an 
enable to the UPI to send serial.data. A PORT 2 line is 
also used as a software generated interrupt to the mas
ter processor. The interrupt functions as a service re
quest when the UPI has a byte of data to transfer or 
when it is ready to receive. Alternatively. the EN 
FLAGS instruction could be used to create the OBF 
and IBF interrupts on P24 and P2S' 

The RS232C interface is implemented using the TEST 
o pin as a receive input and a PORT 2 pin as a transmit 
output. External packages (Ao. A 1) are used to provide 
RS232C drive requirements. The serial receive software 
is interrupt driven and uses the on-chip timer to per
form time critical serial control. After a start bit is de
tected the interval timer can be preset to generate an 
interrupt at the proper time for sampling the serial bit 
stream. This eliminates the need for software timing 

PARALLEL 
1/0 ' 

,..--J-, 

I' 

~2 

~ 
PORT 1 AND 2 

i 
CTS RTS 

, 
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loops and allows the processor to proceed to other tasks 
(i.e .• parallel I/O operations) between serial bit sam
ples. Software flags are used. so the main program can 
determine when the interrupt driven receive program 

. has a character assembled for it. 

This type of configuration allows system designers flex
ibility in designing custom I/O interfaces for specific 
serial and parallel I/O applications. For instance. a sec
ond or third serial channel could be substituted in place 
of the parallel I/O if required. The UPl's data memory 
can buffer data and commands for up to 4 low-speed 
channels (110 baud teletypewriter. etc.) 

Application Not~s 

The following application notes illustrate the various 
applications of the UPI family. Other related publica
tions including the Microcontroller Handbook are avail
able through the Intel Literature Department. 
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SERIAL INTERFACE 
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UPI-41AH/42AH 
UNIVERSAL PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

a-BIT SLAVE MICROCONTROLLER 
, . ' 

UPI-41: 6 MHz; UPI-42: 12.5 MHz • Fl.!lIy Compatible With all Intel and Most 

Pin, Software and Architecturally Other Microprocessor Families 

Compatible with all UPI-41 and UPI-42 • Interchangeable R~M and OTP EPROM 
Products Versions 

8-Bit CPU plus ROM/OTP EPROM, RAM, • Expandable I/O 
I/O, Timer/Counter and Clock in a • Sync Mode Available 
Single Package 

2048 x 8 ROM/OTP, 256 x 8 RAM on • Over 90 Instructions: 70% Single Byte 

UPI-42, 1024 x 8 ROM/OTP, 128 x 8 • Available In EXPRESS 
RAM on UPI-41, 8-Blt Timer/Counter, 18 - Standard Temperature Range 
Ptogram~able I/O Pins • intellgent Programming Algorithm 
One 8-Blt Status and Two Data - Fast OTPProgrammlng 
Registers for Asynchronous Slave-to- • Available In 40-Lead Plastic and 44-
Master Interface Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
,DMA, Interrupt, or Polled Operation Packages 
Supported (See Packaging Spec., Order !l'240800'()01) 

Package Type P and N 

The Intel UPI~41 AH and UPI·42AH are general·purpose Universal Peripheral Interfaces that allow the designer 
to develop customized solutions for peripheral device control. 

They are essentially "slave" microcontrollers, or microcontrollers with a slave interface included on the chip. 
Interface registers are inclUded to enable the UPI device to function as a slave peripheral controller in the MeS 
Modules and iAPX family, as well as other 8·, 16-, and 32-bit systems. 

To allow full user flexibility, the program memory is available in ROM and One-Time Programmable EPROM 
(OTP). All UPI-41AH and UPI-42AH devices are fully pin compatible for easy transition from prototype to 
production level designs. 
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Figure 1. DIP Pin Configuration 
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Figure 3. Block Diagram 

UPI PRODUCT MATRIX 
UPI 

ROM 
OTP 

Device EPROM 

8042AH 2K -
8242AH 2K -
8742AH - 2K 

8041AH 1K -
8741AH - 1K 

THE INTEL 8242 

As shown in the UPI-42 product matrix, the UPI-42 
will be offered as a pre-programmed 8042 with sev
eral software vendors' keyboard controller firmware. 
The current list of available 8242 versions include 
keyboard controller firmware from both Phoenix 
Technologies Ltd. and Award Software Inc. The 
8242 is programmed with Phoenix Technologies Ltd. 
keyboard controller firmware for AT-compatible sys
tems. This keyboard controller is fully compatible 
with all AT-compatible operating systems and appli
cations. The 8242PC also contains Phoenix 

·Contact factory for current code revision available in the 6242. 

I 

RAM 
Programming 

Voltage 

2f56 -
256 -
256 12.5V 

128 -
128 12.5V 

Technologies ltd. firmware. This keyboard controller 
provides support for AT, PS/2 and most EISA plat
forms as well as PS/2-style mouse support for either 
AT or PS/2 platforms. 

The 8242WA contains Award Software Inc. firm
ware. This device provides at AT-compatible key
board controller for use in IBM PC AT compatible 
computers. The 8242WB contains a version of 
Award Software Inc. firmware that provides PS/2 
style mouse support in addition to the standard fea
tures of the 8242WA. 
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UPI-41AH/42AH intel® 
Table 1 Pin Description 

DIP PLCC 
, 

Symbol Pin Pin Type Name and Function 
No. No. 

TEST 0, 1 2 I TEST INPUTS: Input pins which can be directly tested using conditional branch 
TEST 1 39 43 instructions. 

FREQUENCY REFERENCE: TEST 1 (T 1) also functions as the event timer input (under 
software control). TEST 0 (TO) is used during PROM programming and ROM/EPROM 
verification. It is also used during Sync Mode to reset the instruction state to S1 and 
synchronize the internal clock to PH 1. See the Sync Mode Section. 

XTAL 1, 2 3 I INPUTS: Inputs for a crystal, LC or an external timing signal to detfilrminfil thfil internal 
XTAL2 3 4 oscillator frequency. 

~ 4 S I RESET: Input used to reset status flip·flops and to set the program counter to zero. 
RESET is also used during EPROM programming ant! verification. 

SS S I 6 I SINGLE STEP: Single step input used in conjunction with the SYNC output to step the 
program through each instruction (EPROM). This should be tied to + SV when not used. 
This pin is also used to put the device in Sync Mode by applying 12.SV to it. 

~ 6 7 I CHIP SELECT: Chip select input used to select one UPI microcomputer out of several 
connected to a common data bus. 

EA 7 8 I EXTERNAL ACCESS: E:xternal access input which allows emulation, testing and 
ROM/EPROM verification. This pin should be tied low if unused. 

RD 8 9 I READ: I/O read input which enables the master CPU to read data and status words from 
the OUTPUT DATA BUS BUFFER or status register. 

Ao 9 10 I COMMAND/DATA SELECT: Address Input used by the master processor to indicate 
whether byte transfer is data (Ao = 0, F1 is reset) or command (Ao = 1, F1 is set). Ao = 0 
during program and verify operations. 

WR 10 11 I WRITE: I/O write input which enables the master CPU to write data and command words 
to the UPIINPUT DATA BUS BUFFER. 

SYNC 11 13 0 OUTPUT CLOCK: Output signal which occurs once per UPI instruction cycle. SYNC can 
be used as a strobe for external circuitry; it is also used to synchronize single step 
operation. 

00- 07 12-19 14-21 I/O DATA BUS: Three-state, bidirectional DATA BUS BUFFER lines used to interface the UPI 
(BUS) microcomputer to an 8-bit master system data bus; 

P10-P17 27-34 30-33 I/O PORT 1: 8-bit, PORT 1 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. P1O-P17 access the signature row 
3S-38 and security bit. 

P20-P27 21-24 24-27 I/O PORT 2: 8-bit, PORT 2 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. Tile lower 4 bits (P20-P23) interface 
3S-38 39-42 directly to the 82431/0 expander device and contain address and data information during 

PORT 4~7 access. The upper 4 bits (P24-P27) can be programmed to provide interrupt 
Request and QMA Handshake capability. Software control can configure P24 as Output 
Buffer Full (OBF) interrupt, P25 as Input Buffer Full (IBF) interrupt; P26 as DMA Request 
(DRO), and P27 as DMA ACKnowledge (DACK). 

PROG 2S 28 I/O PROGRAM: Multifunction,pin used as the program pulse input during PROM programming. 
During I/O expander access the PROG pin acts as an address/data strobe to the 8243. 
This pin should be tied high if unused. 

Vee 40 44 POWER: + SV main power supply pin. 

Voo 26 29 POWER: + SV during normal operation. + 12.SV during programming operation. Low 
power standby supply pin. 

Vss 20 22 GROUND: Circuit ground potential. 
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UPI-41AH and UPI-42AH FEATURES 
1. Two Diita Bus Buffers; one for input and one for 

output. This allows a much cleaner Master/Slave 
protocol. 

INPUT 

BUS 
BUFFER 

(8) 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

df DATA 

00·07 '-------'8 
OUTPUT 

DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(8) 

210393-4 

2. 8 Bits of Status 

1ST 71 ST 61 ST 51 ST 41 F1 I Fo IIBF I OBF I 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 
ST 4 -ST 7 are user definable status bits. These 
bits are defined by the "MOV STS, A" single byte, 
single cycle instruction. Bits 4-7 of the acccumu
lator are moved to bits 4-7 of the status register. 
Bits 0-3 of the status register are not affected. 

MOV STS, A Op Code: 90H 

3. RD and WR are edge triggered. IBF, OBF, F1 and 
INT change internally after the trailing edge of RD 
orWR. 

AD orWR 

210393-6 

J 

UPI-41AH/42AH 

During the time that the host CPU is reading the 
status register, the UPI is prevented from updat
ing this register or is 'locked out.' 

4. P24 and P25 are port pins or Buffer Flag pins 
which can be used to interrupt a master proces
sor. These pins default to port pins on Reset. 

If the "EN FLAGS" instruction has been execut
ed, P24 becomes the OBF (Output Buffet Full) pin. 
A "1" written to P24 enables the OBF pin (the pin 
outputs the OBF Status Bit). A "0" written to P24 
disables the OBF pin (the pin remains low). This 
pin can be used to indicate that valid data is avail
able from the UPI (in Output Data Bus Buffer). 

If "EN FLAGS" has been executed, P25 becomes 
the IBF (Input Buffer Full) pin. A "1" written to P25 
enables the IBF pin (the pin outputs the inverse of 
the IBF Status Bit. A "0" written to P25 disables 
the IBF pin (the pin remains low). This pin can be 
used to indicate that the UPI is ready for data. 

08F (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

iBF (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

210393-5 

Data Bus Buffer Interrupt Capability 

EN FLAGS Op Code: OF5H 

o 0 

Do 
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UPI-41AH/42AH 

5. P26 and P27 are port pins or DMA handshake pins 
for use with a DMA controller. These pins default 
to port pins on Reset. 

If the "EN DMA" instruction has been executed, 
P26 becomes the DRQ(DMA Request) pin. A "1" 
written to P26 causes a DMA request (DRQ is acti
vated). ORQ is deactivated by DACKeRD, 
DACKeWR, or execution of the "EN DMA" in
struction. 

If "EN DMA" has been executed, P27 becomes 
the DACK (DMA ACKnowledge) pin. This pin acts 
as a chip select input for the Data Bus Buffer reg
isters during DMA transfers. 

UP ..... ,AH DAQ~ ~: I 
or 8257 

UPW2AH 
DACK~ 

210393-7 

DMA Handshake Capability 

EN DMA· op Code: OE5H 

1 tl111101011101 
Do 

6. When EA is enabled on the UPI, the program 
counter is placed on Port 1 .and the lower three 
bits of Port 2 (MSB = P22, LSB = P10). On the 
UPI this information is multiplexed with PORT 
DATA (see port timing diagrams at end of this 
data sheet). 

7. The 8741AH and 8742AH support the inteligent 
Programming Algorithm. (See the Programming 
Section.) 
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Figure 5. 8088-UPI-41AH/42AH Interface 
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, ,Figure 6. 8048H-UPI-41142 Interface 
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Figure 7. UPI-41142-8243 Keyboard Scanner 
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Figure 4. UPI-41AH/42AH KeyboardController 
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Figure S. UPI-41AH/42AH SO-Column 
Matrix Printer Interface 

PROGRAMMING AND VERIFYING THE 
8741AH AND 8742AH OTP EPROM 

Programming Verification 

In brief, the programming process consists of: acti
vating the program mode, applying an address, 
latching the address, applying data, and applying a 
programming pulse. Each word is programmed com
pletely before moving on to the next and is followed 
by a verification step. The following is a list of the 
pins used for programming and a description of their 
functions: 

Pin Function 

XTAL1 2 Clock Inputs 

Reset Initialization and Address Latchirig 

Test 0 Selection of Program or Verify Mode 

EA Activation of ProgramlVerify Signature 
Row/Security Bit Modes 

BUS Address and Data Input 
Data Output During Verify 

P20-22 Address Input 

Voo Programming Power Supply 

PROG Program Pulse Input 
WARNING 
An attempt to program a missocketed 8741AH or 8742AH will result in 
severe damage to the part. An indication of a properly socketed part is 
the appearance of the SYNC clock output. The lack of this clock may 
be used to disable the programmer. 

I 

UPI-41AH/42AH / 

The ProgramlVerify sequence is: 

1. CS = 5V, Vee = 5V, Voo = 5V, RESET = OV, 
Ao = OV, TEST 0 = 5V, clock applied or internal 
oscillator operating, BUS floating, PROG = 5V. 

2. Insert 8741AH or 8742AH in programming socket 

3. TEST 0 = OV (select program mode) 

4. EA = 12.5V (active program mode) 

5. Vee = 6V (programming supply) 

6. Voo = 12.5V (programming power) 

7. Address applied to BUS and P20-22 

8. RESET = 5V (latch address) 

9. Data applied to BUS 

10. PROG = 5V followed by one 1 ms pulse to OV 

11.TEST 0 = 5V (verify mode) 

12. Read and verify data on BUS 

13. TEST 0 = OV 

14. Apply overprogram pulse 

15. RESET = OV and repeat from step 6 

16. Programmer should be at conditions of step 1 
when 8741 AH or 8742AH is removed from socket 

Please follow the inteligent Programming flow chart 
for proper programming procedure. 

inteligent Programming Algorithm 

The inteligent Programming Algorithm rapidly pro
grams Intel 8741AH/8742AH EPROMs using an effi
cient and reliable method particularly suited to the 
production programming environment Typical pro
gramming time for individual devices is on the order 
of 10 seconds. Programming reliability is also en
sured as the incremental program margin of each 
byte is continually monitored to determine when it 
has been successfully programmed. A flowchart of 
the 8741 AH/8742AH inteligent Programming Algo
rithm is shown in Figure 9. 

The inteligent Programming Algorithm utilizes two 
different pulse types: initial and overprogram. The 
duration of the initial PROG pulse(s) is one millisec
ond, which will then be followed by a longer overpro
gram pulse of length 3X msec. X is an iteration coun
ter and is equal to the number of the initial one milli
second pulses applied to a particular 8741AH/ 
8742AH location, before a correct verify occurs. Up 
to 25 one-millisecond pulses per byte are provided 
for before the overprogram pulse is applied. 
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Figure 9. Programming Algorithm 
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The entire sequence of program pulses and byte 
verifications is performed at Vee = 6.0V and Voo = 
12.5V. When the intaligent Programming cycle has 
been completed, all bytes should be compared to 
the original data with Vee = 5.0, Voo = 5V. 

Verify 

A verify should be performed on the programmed 
bits to determine that they have been correctly pro
grammed. The verify is performed with TO = 5V, 
Voo = 5V, EA = 12.5V,55 = 5V, PROG = 5V, 
AO = OV, and CS = 5V. 

SECURITY BIT 

The security bit is a single EPROM cell outside the 
EPROM. array. The user can program this bit with the 
appropriate access code and the normal program
ming procedure, to inhibit any external access to the 
EPROM contents. Thus the user's resident program 
is protected. There is no direct external access to 
this bit. However, the security byte in the Signature 
row has the same address and can be used to 
check indirectly whether the security bit has been 
programmed or not. The security bit has no effect on 
the signature mode, so the security byte can always 
be examined. 

SECURITY BIT PROGRAMMINGI 
VERIFICATION 

Programming 

a. Read the security byte of the signature mode. 
Make sure it.is OOH. 

I 

UPI-41AH/42AH 

b. Apply access code to appropriate inputs to put 
the device into security mode. 

c. Apply high voltage to EA and Voo pins. 

d. Follow the programming procedure as per the 
inteligent Programming Algorithm with known 
data on the databus. Not only the security bit, blJt 
also the security byte of the signature row is pro
grammed. 

e. Verify that the security byte of the signature 
mode contains the same data as appeared on 
the data bus. (If DBO-DB7 = high, the security 
byte will contain FFH.) 

1. Read two consecutive known bytes from the 
EPROM array and verify that the wrong data are 
retrieved in at least one verification. If the 
EPROM can still be read, the security bit may 
have not been fully programmed though the se
curity byte in the signature mode has. 

Verification 

Since the security bit address overlaps the address 
of the security byte of the signature mode, it can be 
used to check indirectly whether the security bit has 
been programmed or not. Therefore, the security bit 
verification is a mere read operation of the security 
byte of the Signature row (OFFH = security bit pro
grammed; OOH= security bit unprogrammed). Note 
that during the security bit programming, the reading 
of the security byte does not necessarily indicate 
that the security bit has been successfully pro
grammed. Thus, it is recommended that two consec
utive known bytes in the EPROM array be read and 
the wrong· data should be read at least once, be
cause it is highly improbable that random data coin
cides with the correct ones twice. 
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SIGNATURE MODE 

The UPI-41AH/42AH has an additional 32 bytes of 
EPROM available for Intel and user signatures and 
miscellaneous purposes. The 32 bytes are parti
tioned as follows: 

A. Test code/checksum-This can accommodate 
up to 25 bytes of code for testing the internal 
nodes that are not testable by executing from the 
external memory. The test code/checksum is 
present on ROMs, and OTPs. 

B. Intel signature-This allows the programmer to 
read from the UPI-41AH/42AH the manufacturer 
of the device and the exact product name. It fa
cilitates automatic device identification and will 
be present in the ROM and OTP versions. Loca
tion 10H contains the manufacturer code. For In
tel, it is 89H. Location 11 H contains the device 
code. 

The code is 43H and 42H for the 8042AH and 
OTP 8742AH, and 41 Hand 40H for the 8041 AH 
and OTP8741AH, respectively. The code is 44H 
for any device with the security bit set by Intel. 

C. Ul!er signature-The user signatur~ memory is 
implemented in the EPROM and consists of 2 
bytes for the customer to program his own signa
ture code (for identification purposes and quick 
sorting of previously programmed materials). 

D. Test signature-This memory is used to store 
testing information such as: test data, bin num
ber, etc. (for use in quality and manufacturing 
control). 

E. Security byte-This byte is used to check 
whether the security bit has been programmed 
(see the security bit section). 

The signature mode can be accessed by setting P10 = 0, P11-P17 = 1, and then following the programming 
and/ or verification procedures. The location of the various address partitions are as follows: 

Address 
Device No .. of 
Type Bytes 

Test Code/Checksum 0 OFH ROM/OTP 25 
16H 1EH 

Intel Signature 10H 11 H ROM/OTP 2 

User Signature 12H 13H OTP 2 

Test Signature 14H 15H ROM/OTP 2 

Security Byte 1FH OTP 1 
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SYNC MODE 

The Sync Mode is provided to ease the design of 
multiple controller circuits by allowing the designer 
to force the device into known phase and state time. 
The Sync Mode may also be utilized by automatic 
test equipment (ATE) for quick, easy, and efficient 
synchronizing between the tester and theDUT (de
vice under test). 

SYNC MODE TIMING DIAGRAMS 

XTAL1 

PHASE 1-- - - - - - - - - - - -

PHASE 2- - - - - - - - - - - - -

TIME STATE 
12Y . 

55 5y---1 
oy 

TO :~------.....I 

. UPI·41AH/42AH 

Sync Mode is enabled when SS pin is raised to high 
voltage level of + 12 volts. To begin synchroniza
tion, TO is raised to 5 volts at least four clock cycles 
atter SS. TO must be high for at least four X1 clock 
cycles to fully reset the prescaler and time state 
generators. TO may then be brought down during 
low state of X1. Two clock cycles later, with the ris
ing edge of X1, the device enters into Time State 1, 
Phase 1. 'SS is then brought down to 5 volts 4 clocks 
later atter TO. RESET is allowed to go high 5 tCY (75 
clocks) later for normal execution of code. 

·1 2 3 4 

5Y. - _____________ ~~ ____________________ ~ __ _I--~-1_ ___ 
SYNC ·oy-

~ OY---------~----------------------------~----
210393-28 

Minimum Specifications 
SYNC Operation Time, tSYNC = 3.5 XTAL 1 Clock cycles. Reset Time, tRS = 4 tCY' 

NOTE: 
The rising and falling edges of TO should occur during low state of XTAL 1 clock. 

J 
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UPI-41AH/42AH 

ACCESS CODE 

The following table summarizes the access codes required to Invoke the Sync Mode, Signature Mode, 
and the Security Bit, respectively. Also, the programming and verification mQdes are included for 
comparison. 

Modes 
Control Signals 

TO RST SS EA PROO Voo Vcc 0 

Programming 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee 
Mode 0 1 1 HV STB VOOH Vee 
Verification 0 0 1 Hi; 1 Vee Vee 
Mode 1 1 1 'HV 1 Vee Vee 
Sync Mode STB 0 HV 0 X Vee Vee X 

High 
Signature Prog 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee 
Mode 0 1 1 HV ,STB VOOH Vee 

Verify 0 0 1 HV 1 Vee Vee 
1 1 1 HV 1 Vee Vee 

Security Prog 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee 
Bit/Byte 0 1 1 HV STB Vooli Vee 

Verify 0 0 1 HV 1 Vee Vee 
1 1 1 HV. 1 Vee Vee 

NOTES: 
1.80 = 0 or 1; a1 = 0 or 1. Bo must = a1 . 

. ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

. Ambient Temperature Under Bias . : •• 0·C to + 70·C 
Storage Temperature ....•..•.• - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground •........ ; ..•. - 0.5V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ........•........•...•.•. 1.5 W 

Datil Bus 
Access Code 

Port 2 Port 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 012 0 1 234567 

Address Addr Bo a1 X X X X X X 

Data In Addr 
Address Addr Bo a1 X X X X X X 

Data Out Addr 

X X X X X X X X X X X X XXXXXX 

Addr. (see Sig Mode Table) 000 0 1 1 1 1 XX 1 

Data In 000 

Addr. (see Sig Mode Table) 000 

Data Out .0 o 0 

Address 0 o 0 

Data In 0 o 0 

Address 000 

Data Out 000 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: StreSSing the device beyond the "AbSOlute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Opeiation beyond the 
"Opefl:1ting Conditions" is' not recommend8d and ex. 
tended eXposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. .. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto +70·C, Vee = VDD = +5V ±10% 

Symbol Parameter 
UPI-41AH/42AH 

Units .Notes 
Min Max 

VIL Input Low Voltage (Except XT AL 1, XT AL2, RESET) -0.5 0.8 V 

VIL1 In~ut Low Voltage (XT AL 1, XT AL2, RESET) -0.5 0.6 V 
VIH Input High Voltage (Except XTAL.1, XTAL2, RESET) 2.0 Vee V 

VIH1 Input High Voltage (XT AL 1, RESET) 3.5 Vee V 

VIH2 Input High Voltage (XTAL2) 2.2 Vee V 

VOL Output Low Voltage (00-07>' 
, 

0.45 V IOL = 2.0mA 
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D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to + 70·C, Vee = Voo = + 5V ± 10% (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter 
UPI-41 AH/42AH 

Min 

VOll Output Low Voltage (PlOP17, P20P27, Sync) 

VOl2 Output Low Voltage (PROG) 

VOH Output High Voltage (Do-D7) 

VOH1 Output High Voltage.(AIi Other Outputs) 

III Input Leakage Current (To, T1, RD, WR, CS, Ao, EA) 

IOFl Output Leakage Current (Do-D7' High Z State) 

III Low Input Load Current (PlOP17, P20P27) 

ILl1 Low Input Load Current (RESET, SS) 

100 Voo Supply Current 

Icc + 100 Total Supply Current 

100 Standby Power Down Supply Current 

IIH Input Leakage Current (PlO-P17, P20-P27) 

CIN Input Capacitance 

CIO I/O Capacitance 

NOTE: 
1. Sampled, not 100% tested. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS-PROGRAMMING 
TA = 25·C ±5·C; Vee = 6V ±0.25V, voo = 12.5V ±0.5V 

Symbol' Parameter 

VOOH Voo Program Voltage High Level 

VOOl Voo Voltage Low Level 

VPH PROG Program Voltage High Level 

VPl PROG Voltage Low Level 

VEAH Input High Voltage for EA 

VEAL EA Voltage Low Level 

100 Voo High Voltage Supply Current 

lEA EA High Voltage Supply Current 

NOTES: 
1. Voltages over 13V· applied to pin Voo will permanently damage the device. 
2 .. VEAH must be applied to EA before VOOH and removed after VOOL. 

2.4 

2.4 

Min 

12 

4.75 

2.0 

-0.5 

12.0 

-0.5 

Max 

0.45 

0.45 

±10 

±10 

0.3 

0.2 

20 

135 

20 

190 

10 

20 

Units Notes 

V IOl = 1.6 mA 

V IOl = 1.0 mA 

V IOH = - 400 p.A 

IOH = -50 p.A 

p.A Vss ~ VIN ~ Vee 

p.A Vss +0.45 
~ VOUT ~ Vee 

mA Vil = 0.8V 

mA Vil = 0.8V 

mA Typical = 8 mA 

mA Typical = 80 mA 

mA Typical = 8 mA 

p.A VIN = Vee 

pF TA = 25·C(1) 

pF TA = 25·C (1) 

Max Units 

13 V(1) 

5.25 V 

5.5 V 

0.8 V 

13.0 V(2) 

5.25 V 

50.0 mA 

1.0 mA 

3. Vee must be applied simultaneously or before Voo and must be removed simultaneously or after VOO. 

J 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto +70·C, Vss = OV, vcc = voo = +5V ±10% 

DBB READ 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

tAR CS, Ao Setup. to RD J, 0 ns 

tRA CS, Ao Hold After RD t 0 ns 

tRR RD Pulse Width 160 ns 

tAD CS, Ao to Data Out Delay 130 ns 

tRO RD J, to Data Out Delay 0 130 ns 

tOF RD t to Data Float Delay 85 ns 

DBB WRITE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

tAW CS, Ao Setup to WR J, 0 ns 

tWA CS, Ao Hold After WR t 0 ns 

tww WR Pulse Width 160 ns 

tow Data Setup to WR t 130 ns 

two Data Hold After WR t 0 ns 

CLOCK 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

lev (UPI-41AH/42AH) Cycle Time 1.2 9.20 p.s(1) 

tcvc (UPI-41 AHI 42AH) Clock Period 80 613 ns 

tPWH Clock High Time 30 ns 

tpWL. Clock Low Time 30 ns 

tR Clock Rise Time 10 ns 

tF Clock Fall Time 10 ns 

NOTE: 
1. Icy = 15/f(XTAL) 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS DMA 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

tACC DACK to WR or RD 0 ns 

tCAC RD or WR to DACK 0 ns 

tACO DACK to Data Valid 0 130 ns 

leRQ RD or WR to DRO Cleared 110 .,s(1) 

NOTE: 
1. CL = 150 pF. 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS-PROGRAMMING 
T A = 25·C ± S·C, Vee = 6V ± O.25V, VDDL = + 5V ± O.25V, VDDH = 12.5V ± O.5V 
(8741AH/8742AHONLY) 

Symbol Parameter M.ln 

tAW Address Setup Time to RESET t 4tCY 

tWA Address Hold Time After RESET t 4tCY 

tow Data in Setup Time to PROG J, 4tcy 

two Data in Hold Time After PROG t 4tCY 

tpw Initial Program Pulse Width 0.95 

tTW Test 0 Setup Time for Program Mode 4tCY 

tWT Test 0 Hold Time After Program Mode 4tCY 

too Test 0 to Data Out Delay 

tww RESET Pulse Width to Latch Address 4tCY 

tr, tf PROG Rise and Fall Times 0.5 

tcy CPU Operation Cycle Time 2.5 

tRE RESET Setup Time Before EA t 4tcy 

Max 

1.05 

4tCY 

100 

3.75 

topw Overprogram Pulse Width 2.85 78.75 

tOE EA High to Voo High 1tCY 

NOTES: 
1. Typical Initial Program Pulse width tolerance = 1 ms ±5%. 
2. This variation is a function of the iteration counter value, X. 
3. If TEST 0 is high, too can be triggered by RESET t . 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS PORT2TA = O·Cto +70·C, Vcc = +5V ±10% 

Symbol 

tcp 

tpc 

tpR 

tpF 

top 

tpo 

tpp 

NOTES: 
1.CL=80pF. 
2. CL = 20 pF. 

Parameter 

Port Control Setup Before Falling Edge of PROG 

Port Control Hold After Falling Edge of PROG 

PROG to Time P2 Input Must Be Valid 

Input Data Hold Time 

Output Data Setup Time 

Output Data Hold Time 

PROG Pulse Width 

3. tCY = 1.25 p.s. 

I 

f(tCy)(3) 

1/15 tCy-28 

1/10 tcy 

8/15 tCy-16 

2/10 tcy 

1/10tCy-80 

6/10 tcy 

Min 

55 

125 

0 

250 

45 

750 

UPI-41AH/42AH 

Units 

ms(1) 

IJ-s 

IJ-s 

ms(2) 

Max Units 

ns(1) 

ns(2) 

650 ns(1) 

150 n5(2) 

ns(1) 

ns(2) 

n5 
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A.C. TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

2. =>(2.. 2 .• x=· . . •• :> TEST POINTS <:: 
0.45 _________ •. ..;..8 

210393-14 

210393-15 

DRIVING FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE-TWO OPTIONS 
.-----------------------------~ r-------------~--------------~ 

>6 MHz 

XTALl 

XTAL2 

210393-16 

+5V 

470Q 

Jo-+-------=-j XTAlI 

+5V 

470Q 

'--_-4-_.::; XTAL2 

210393-17 
Rise and Fall Times Should Not Exceed 10 ns. Resis· 
tors to VCC are Needed to Ensure VIH = S.5V if TIL 
Circuitry is Used. 

LC OSCILLATOR MODE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR MODE 

L C NOMINAL 
45 H 20 pF 5.2 MHz 

120 H 20 pI'; 3.2 MHz 

m 
XTAl1 

riC l . 
- C 

", 3 XTAL2 

1 
f = 2.,..J[C' 

C,=C+3Cpp 
2 

Cpp "" 5-10 pF 
Pin·to-Pin Capacitsnce 

210393-18 
Each C Should be Approximately 20 pF, including Stray Capacitsnce. 

4·82 

~':--l Tds::!:'2: XTAll 

= I 
If---'----'---~ XTAL2 

C3 

210393-19 
Cl 5 pF (STRAY 5 pF) 
C2 (CRYSTAL + STRAY) 8 pF 
C3 20-30pF INCLUDING STRAY 

Crystal Series. Resistance Should 
be Less Than son at 12.5 MHz. 

I 



UPI-41AH/42AH 

WAVEFORMS 

READ OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

CS OR AO ==x 
-IAH-

'" -'HA-

AD \ V 

-"0- --'Of 

IAl! 

WRITE OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

)( (SYSTEM'S 
ADDRESS BUS) 

(READ CONTROL J 

210393-20 

~ 
(SVSTEM'S 

B OR AO AODR ESS BUS) 

~---'AW-----j-I======-'W-W=====~--~~~: ____________________ _ 
WR 'i IWRITE CONTROLI 

DATA BuS DATA 'J -OATAVALlO_!\! DATA 
MAY CHANGE UNPUTI MAV CHANGE I' It\. -----------------' ~--------------------

CLO.CK TIMING 

2.4V 

XTAL2 1.6V 

.4SV 

• 'CYC 

I 

210393-21 

210393-22 
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UPI-41AH/42AH infel® 
WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

COMBINATION PROGRAM/VERIFY MODE 

PROGRAM 

-l-tRE 
VEAH(12.5 v) 

EA V,H(5V) 

V,L(OV) 

- --y - ....J 
-tTW - -

TO 
V'H(5V) 

V'L(OV) 
--- ""'"""'" 

RESET 
V,H,(5V) 

V'LI(OV) 

........ 

I--tAW-r.-tWA-

DBO-DB7 
V,H(5V) 

V'L(OV) 
::>--- ADDRESS DATA IN 

P2O-P22 
V'H(5V) 

V'L(OV) 
ADDRESS -

VOOH(12.5 v) 
VOo 

VOOL(5V) 

- to!: I::. 
I 

-tpw~ 

PROG 
V'H(5V) 

ViL(OV) ~ tow - '---

NOTES: 
1. Ao must be held low (OV) during program/verify modes. 

'I 
END OF 

AM VERIFY -+ PROGRAM - PROGR 
OR VE~ IFY 

\. 

tWT -
\. 

tWWy -\. 
l=ttoo 

-- XDATA OUT -< NEXT ADDRESS 
'1 

X NEXT ADDRESS 

tod r.-

'-

-two 

2. For V'H. V'H1o V'L. V'L1. VOOH. and VOOL. please consult the D.C. Characteristics Table. 

210393-23 

3. When programming the 8741AH/8742AH. a 0.1 ",F capacitor is required across VOO and ground to suppress spurious 
voltage transients which can damage the device. 

VERIFY MODE 

VEAH:::~~~r-~------------~---------------------------EA VIH 
VIL 

TO 

RESETI 

DBO-DB7 

VIH -----l--__ 
VIL 

VIH1 

VIL1 

VIH 

VIL 

,'----

P20-P22 ::: ==x ________________________________ ~RESS 
NOTES: 

.1. PROG must float if EA is low. . 
2. PROG must float or = 5V when EA is high. 
3. P10-P 17 = 5V or must float. 
4. P24-P27 = 5V or must float. 
5. Ao must be held low during programminglverify modes. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

DMA 

DATA BUS 

ORO 

PORT 2 

SYNC 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

OUTPUT 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

INPUT 

PRDG 

\ 

- IACC - _ICAC -

VALID 

-IACD-

Jl 

PORT 20_3 DATA 

peRT 20_3 DATA 

PORT TIMING DURING EXTERNAL ACCESS (EA) 

SYNC / \ 
P1O-17 X PORT PC 
P20-22 

DATA 

UPI-41AH/42AH 

\ 

\ 

- IACC - -ICAC -
VALID 

- teR -

210393-25 

/ \ 

X X PORT PC DATA 

210393-27 
On the Rising Edge of SYNC and EA is Enabled, Port Data is Valid and can be Strobed. On the Trailing Edge of Sync 
the Program Counter Contents are Available. 
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UPI·41AH/42AH 

Table 2. UPllnstruction Set 

Mnemonic Description Bytes Cycles Mnemonic Description Bytes Cycles 

ACCUMULATOR DATA MOVES 
ADD A, Rr Add register to A 1 1 MOVA, Rr Move register to A 1 1 
ADD A, @Rr Add data memory 1 1 MOVA,@Rr Move data memory 1 1 

toA toA 
ADD A; #data Add immediate to A 2 2 MOVA, #data Move immediate to A 2 2 
ADDCA,Rr Add register to A 1 1 MOVRr,A Move A to register 1 1 

with carry MOV@Rr,A Move A to data 1 1 
ADDCA,@Rr Add data memory 1 1 memory 

to A with carry MOV Rr, #data Move immediate to 2 2 
ADDC A, #data Add immediate 2 2 register 

to A with carry MOV@Rr; Move immediate to 2 2 
ANLA, Rr AND register to A 1 1 # data data memory 
ANL,A@Rr AND data memory 1 1 MOVA,PSW MovePSWtoA 1 1 

toA MOVPSW,A MoveAtoPSW 1 1 
ANLA, #data AND immediate to A 2 2 XCHA, Rr Exchange A and 1 1 
ORLA, Rr OR register to A 1 1 register 
ORL,A,@Rr OR data memory 1 1 XCHA,@Rr Exchange A and 1 1 

toA data memory 
ORLA, #data OR immediate to A 2 2 XCHDA,@Rr Exchange digit of A 1 1 
XRLA,Rr Exclusive OR regis· 1 1 and register 

tertoA MOVPA,@A Move to A from 1 2 
XRLA, @Rr Exclusive OR data 1 . 1 current page 

memory to A MOVP3,A,@A Move to A from 1 2 
XRLA, #data Exclusive OR imme· 2 2 page 3 

diat~toA 

INCA IncrementA 1 1 
DECA Decrement A 1 1 
CLRA Clear A 1 1 
CPLA Complement A 1 1 
DAA Decimal Adjust A 1 1 
SWAP A Swap nibbles ,of A 1 1 
RlA Rotate A left 1 1 
RlCA Rotate A left through 1 1 

TIMER/COUNTER 
MOVA,T Read Timer/Counter 1 1 
MOVT,A load Timer/Counter 1 1 
STRTT Start Timer 1 1 
STRTCNT Start Counter 1 1 
STOP TCNT Stop Timer/Counter 1 1 
EN TCNTI Enable Timer/ 1 1 

Counter Interrupt 
DIS TCNTI Disable Timer / 1 1 

carry 
RRA Rotate A right 1 1 
RRCA Rotate A right 1 1 

through carry 

INPUT/OUTPUT 
INA,Pp Input port to A 1 2 

Counter Interrupt 

CONTROL 
ENDMA Enable DMA Hand- 1 1 

shake Lines 
ENI Enable IBF Interrupt 1 1 

OUTlPp,A Output A to port 1 2 
ANl Pp, #data AND immediate to 2 2 

port 
ORL Pp, #data OR immediate to 2 2 

port 
INA, DBB Input DBB to A, 1 1 

cleat IBF 
OUTDBB,A Output A to DBB, 1 • 1 

setOBF 
MOVSTS,A A.. -"'7 to Bits 4-7 of 1 1 

Status 

DISI Diable IBF Inter- 1 1 
rupt 

EN FLAGS Enable Master 1 1 
Interrupts 

SElRBO Select register 1 1 
bank 0 

SElRBi Select register 1 1 
bank 1 

NOP No Operation 1 1 

REGISTERS 

MOVDA,Pp Input Expander 1 2 
port to A 

INCRr I ncrement register 1 1 
INC@Rr Increment data 1 1 

MOVDPp,A OutputAto 1 2 
Expander port 

memory 
DECRr Decrement register 1 1 

ANlDPp, A AND A to Expander 1 2 
port 

ORlD Pp,A OR A to Expander 1 2 
port 
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UPI-41AH/42AH 

Table 2. UPI Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Description Bytes Cycles 

SUBROUTINE 
CALLaddr Jump to subroutine 2 2 
RET Return 1 2 
RETR Return and restore 1 2 

status 

FLAGS 
CLRC Clear Carry 1 1 
CPLC Complement Carry 1 1 
CLRFO Clear Flag 0 1 1 
CPLFO Complement Flag 0 1 1 
CLR F1 Clear F1 Flag 1 1 
CPLF1 Complement F1 Flag 1 1 

BRANCH 
JMP addr Jump unconditional 2 2 
JMPP@A Jump indirect 1 2 
DJNZ Rr, addr Decrement register 2 2 

and jump 
JCaddr Jump on Carry = 1 2 2 
JNCaddr Jump on Carry = 0 2 2 
JZ addr Jump on A Zero 2 2 
JNZaddr Jump on A not Zero 2 2 
JTO addr Jump onTO = 1 2 2 
JNTOaddr Jump onTO = 0 2 2 
JT1 addr JumponT1 = 1 2 2 
JNT1 addr JumponT1 = 0 2 2 
JFO addr Jump on FO Flag = 1 2 2 
JF1 addr Jump on F1 Flag = 1 2 2 
JTFaddr Jump on Timer Flag 2 2 

= 1, Clear Flag 
JNIBF addr Jump on IBF Flag 2 2 

=0 
JOBFaddr Jump on OBF Flag 2 2 

= 1 
JBbaddr Jump on Accumula· 2 2 

for Bit 
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8741A 
UNIVERSAL PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

8-a1T MICROCOMPUTER 

• 8-Bit CPU plus ROM, RAM, I/O, Timer 
and Clock In a Single Package 

• One 8-Blt Status and Two Data 
Registers for Asynchronous Slave-to
Master Interface 

• DMA, Interrupt, or Polled Operation 
Supported 

• 1024 x 8 EPROM, 64 x 8 RAM, 8-Bit 
Timer/Counter, 18 Programmable I/O 
Pins 

• Fully Compatible with All 
Microprocessor' Families 

• 3.6 MHz 8741A-8Avallable 

• Expandable I/O 
• RAM Power-Down Capability 

• Over 90 Instructions: 70% Single Byte 

• Available In EXPRESS 
- Standard Temperature Range 
- Extended Temperature Range 

The Intel 8741A is a general purpose, programmable interface device designed for use with a variety of 8-bit 
microprocessor systems. It contains a low cost microcomputer with program memory,data memory, 8-bit CPU, 
1/0 ports, timer/~ounter, and clock in a single 40-pin package. Interface registers are included to enable the 
UPI device to function as a peripheral controller in MCSS-48, MCS-80, MCS-85, MCS-86, and other 8-bit 
systems. 

The UPI-41A has,1K words of program memory and 64 words of data memory on-chip. 

The device has two 8-bit, TIL compatible 1/0 ports and two test inputs. Individual port lines can function as 
either inputs or outputs under software control. 1/0 can be expanded with the,8243 device which is directly 
,compatible and has 16 1/0 lines. An 8-bit programmable timer/counter is included in the UPI device for 
generating timing sequences or counting \external inputs. Additional UPI features include: single 5V supply, 

, single-step mode for debug and dual working register banks. 

Because it's a complete microcomputer, the UPI provides more flexibility for the designer than conventional 
LSI interface devices. It is designed to be an efficient controller as well as an arithmetic processor. Applica
tions include keyboard scanning, printer control, display multiplexing and similar functions which involve inter
facing peripheral devices to microprocessor systems. 

Pin Configuration 

TIlT a Vee 

Ci • 
U '17 

e '11 

SYNC .. 

4-88 
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8741A 

Block Diagram 

290241-1 

Table 1. Pin Description 

Signal Description· Signal Description 

00-07 Three-state, bidirectional DATA BUS BUFFER XTAL 1, Inputs for a crystal, LC or an external timing 
(BUS) lines used to interface the UPI·41 A to an 8·bit XTAL2 Signal to determine the internal oscillator 

master system data bus. frequency. 

P10-P17 8·bit, PORT 1 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. SYNC Output signal which occurs once per UPI-41 A 

P20-P27 8-bit, PORT 2 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. The 
lower 4 bits (P20-P2S) interface directly to the 
82431/0 expander device and contain address 

instruction cycle~ SYNC can be used as a strobe 
for external circuitry; it is also used to 
synchronize single step operation. 

and data information during PORT 4-7 access. EA External access input which allows emulation, 
The upper 4 bits (P24-P27) ca(1 be programmed testing and PROM verification. 
to provide Interrupt Request and DMA 
Handshake capability. Software control can 
configure P24 as OBF (Output Buffer Full), P25 
as mF (Input Buffer Full), P26 as ORO (DMA 
Request), and P27 as DACK (DMA 

PROG Multifunction pin used as the program pulse 
input during PROM programming. 
During I/O expander access the PROG pin acts 
as an address/data strobe to the 8243. 

ACKnowledge). RESET Input used to reset status flip-flops and to set 

WR I/O write input which enables the master CPU to 
write data and command words to the UPI-41 A 
INPUT DATA BUS BUFFER. 

the program counter to zero. 
RESET is also used during PROM programming 
and verification. 

lID I/O read input which enables the master CPU to 
read data and status words from the OUTPUT 

RESET should be held low for a minimum of 8 
instruction cycles after power-up. 

DATA BUS BUFFER or status register .. 

CS Chip select input used to select one UPI-41 A out 
of several connected to a common data bus. 

SS Single step input used in the 8741A in 
conjunction with.the SYNC/output to step the 
program through each instruction. 

Ao Address Input used by the master processor to 
Vee + 5V main power supply pin. 

indicate whether byte transfer is data or VDD + 5V during normal operation. + 25V during 
command. During a write operation flag F1 is set programming operation. Low power standby 
to the status of the Ao input. supply pin in ROM version. 

TEST 0, Input pins which can be directly tested using Vss Circuit ground potential. 

TEST 1 conditional branch instructions. 
(T 1) also functions as the event timer input 
(under software control). To is used during 
PROM progremming and verification in the 

I 8741A. 
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UPI-41A' FEATURES AND 
ENHANCEMENTS 
1. Two Data Bus Buffers, one for input and one for 

output. This allows a much cleaner Master/Slave 
. protocol. 

2. 8 Bits of Status 

INPUT 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(8) 

, OUTPUT 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(8) 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

290241-3 

1ST 71 ST 61 ST 51 ST 41 F11 Fo 11I3F I OBF I 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

ST4-ST7 are user definable status 'bits. These 
bits are defined by the "MOV STS, A" single byte, 
single cycle instruction. Bits 4-7 of the accumula
tor are moved to bits 4-7 of the status register. 
Bits 0-3 of the status r~gister are not affected. 

MOV STS, (I. Op Code: 90H 

I j I 0 I' 0 I 1 I 0 10\ 0 \ 0 I 
Do 

3. RD and WR are edge triggered.IBF, OBF, F1 and 
INT change internally after the trailing edge of RD 
orWR. 

FL4GS AFFECTED 

'iWorW'R 

290241-5 

4. P24 and P25 are port pins or Buffer Flag pins 
which can be used to interrupt a master proces-, 
sor. These pins default to port pin~ on Reset. 

If the ','EN FLAGS" instruction has been execut~ 
ed, P24 becomes the OBF (Output Buffer Full) pin. 
A "1" written to P24 enables the OBF pin (the pin 
outputs the OBF Status Bit). A "0" written to P24 
disables the OBF pin (the pin remains low). This 
pin can be used to indicate that valid data is avail-, 
able frOm the UPI41 A (iri Output Data Bus Buffer). 
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If "EN FLAGS" has been executed, P25 becomes the 
IBF (Input Buffer Full) pin. A "1" written to P25 enables 
the IBF pin (the pin outputs the inverse of the .IBF Status 
Bit). A "0" written to P25 disables the IBF pin (the pin 
remains low). This pin can be used to indicate that the 
UPI is ready for data. 

OBF (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

iii' (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

290241-4 

Data Bus Buffer Interrupt Capability 

EN FLAGS Op Code: OF5H 

o o 
Do 

5. P26 and P27 are port pins or DMA handshake pins 
for use with a DMA controller. These pins default 
to port pinson Reset. ' 

If the "EN. DMA" instruction has been executed, 
P26 becomes the DRO (DMARequest) pin. A "1" 
written to P26 causes a DMA request (DRO is acti
vated). DRO is deactivated by DACKeRD, 
DACKeWR, or execution of the "EN DMA" in-
struction. . 

If "EN DMA" has been executed, P27 becomes 
the DACK (DMA Acknowledge) pin. This pin acts 
as a chip select input for the Data Bus Buffer reg
isters during DMA transfers. 

DRQ~ f-------- DRQn 
UPIo41A 8257 

DACKC§! DACK 

290241-6 

DMA Handshake Capability 

EN DMA Op Code: OE5H 

\1 I 0 0 0 

DO 
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Figure 1. 8085A-8741A Interface 

.. z 

" KEYBOARD " 8 MATRIX 

:! 

i. 

PORT:Z PROG 
POA12 

. UPI·41A 

290241-9 

Figure 3. 8741A·8243 Keyboard $Canner 

8741A 

-: .... -.=~~~==; _. I ~ __ 
POAT I--.-._""C-'O'·N'"'TR"'O"L-_==:::!) ~: _ To DEVICES 

----DATA BUS ~ DI. __ T1 BUS 
~ 
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Figure 2. 8048·8741A Interface 

Z 
z i ~ " a: 

Il 
2 .. Q 

i 
0 ill .. 
f,! .. ,. 

~ 

PORT 2 

UPIo41A 

C _~TA~ ____ --'-r _________ '" 

'L ~ ... CONTROL BUS 
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Figure 4. 8741A Matrix Printer Interface 
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PROGRAMMING, VERIFYING, AND 
ERASING THE 8741A EPROM 

Programming· Verification 

In brief, the programming process consists of: acti
vating the program mode, applying an address, 
latching the address, applying data, and applying a 
programming pulse. Each word is programmed com
pletely before moving on to the next and is followed 
by a verification step. The following .is a list of the 
pins used for. programming and.a description of their 
functions:' . 

Pin Function 

XTAL 1 Clock Input (1 to 6 MHz) 
Reset Initialization and Address Latching 
Test 0 Selection of Program or Verify Mode 
EA Activation of ProgramlVerify Modes 
BUS Address and Data Input 

P20-1 
Data Output during Verify 
Address Input 

Vee Programming Power Supply 
PROG Program Pulse Input 

WARNING: 
An attempt to program a mlssocketed 8741Awill result in severe demo 
age to the part. An indication of a properly socketed pail is the ~ 
pearance of the SYNC cloCk output. The lack of this cloCk may be 
used to disable the programmer. 

The ProgramlVerify sequence is: 

1. Ao =OV, CS = 5V, EA = 5V, RESET = OV, 
TESTO' = 5V, Vee = 5V, clock applied or internal 
oscillator operating,BUS and PROG floating 

2. Insert 8741A in programming socket 

3. TEST 0 = OV (select program mode) 

4. EA = 23V (active-program mode) 

5. Address applied to BUS and P20-1 

6. 'FI"rnT =' 5V (latch address) 

7. Data applied to BUS 
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8. Vee = 25V (programming power) 

9. PROG = OV followed by one 50 ms pulse to 23V 

10. Vee = 5V 

11.TEST 0 = 5V (verify mode) 

12. Read and verify data on BUS 

13. TEST 0.= OV 

14. RESET = OV and repeat from step 6 
15. Programmer should be at conditions of step 1 

when 8741A is removed from sQcket 

8741A Erasure Characteristics 

The erasure characteristics of the 8741A are such 
that erasure begins to occur when exposed to light 
with wavelengths shorter than approximately 
4000 Angstroms (A). It should be noted that sunlight 
and certain types of fluorescent lamps have wave
lengths in the 3000-4000A range. Data show that 
constant exposure to room level fluorescent lighting 
could erase the typical 8741 A in approximately 3 
years while it would take approximately one week to 
cause erasure when exposed to direct sunlight. If 
the 8741 A is to be exposed to these types of lighting 
conditions for extended· periods 'of time, opaque la
bels are available from Intel which should be placed 
over the 8741 A window to prevent unintentional era
sure. 

The recommehdederasure procedure for the 8741 A 
is exposure to shortwave ultraviolet light which has a 
wavelength of 2537 A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV 
intensity x exposure time) for .erasure should be a 
minimum of 15 vI-secl cm2. The erasure time with 
this dosage is approximately.15 to 20 minutes using 

., an ultraviolet lamp with a 12,000 p.W/cm2 power rat
ing. The 8741A should be placed within one inch of 
the lamp tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a 
filter on their tubes which should be removed before 
erasure. 

I 



8741A 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature under Bias .... O·C to + 700C 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

Storage Templ:jrature .......... - 6S·C to + 1S0·C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground ................ O.SV to + 7V 

Power Dissipation .......................... 1.SW 

• WARNING: Stf9Ssing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
TA = OOCto +700C. vssov. Vee = voo = +sv ±10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage (except XTAL 1. XT AL2. RESET) -O.S O.S V 

VILl Input Low Voltage (XTAL 1. XTAL2. 'R'I:m) -O.S 0.6 V 

VIH Input High Voltage (except XT AL 1. XT AL2. RESET) 2.2 . Vee 

VIHl -Input High Voltage (XT AL 1. XT AL2. RESET) 3.S Vee V 

VOL Output Low Voltage (00-07) O.4S V IOL ='2.0 mA 

VOLl Output Low Voltage (Pl0P17. P20P27. Sync) 0.4S V IOL = 1.6mA 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage (PROG) O.4S V IOL = 1.0mA 

VOH Output High Voltage (Do-~) 2.4 V IOH == -400,...A 

VOHl Output High Voltage (All Other Outputs) 2.4 V IOH = -50,...A 

IlL Input Leakage Current (To. T 1. RD.WR. ~. Ao, EA) ±10 ,...A Vss ::;; VIN ::;; Vee 

loz Output Leakage Current (00-07. High Z State) 
, 

Vss +0.45 ±10 ,...A :s: VIN:S: Vee 

III Low Input Load Current (Pl0P17. P20P27) 0.5 mA VIL = O.SV 

ILil Low Input Load Current (RESET. 55) 0.2 mA VIL = O.SV 

100 Voo Supply Current 15 mA Typical = 5 mA 

lee + 100 Total Supply Current 125 mA Typical = 60 mA 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA.= OOCto +70·C. Vss = OV. Vee = voo = +sv ±10% 
088 READ 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

tAR ~. Ao Setup to AD! 0 ns 

lRA C§. Ao Hold after RD l' 0 ns 

tRR Rl5 Pulse Width 250 ns 

tAD C§. Ao to Data Out Delay 225 ns CL = 150pF 

tRO Rl5! tq Data Out Delay 225 ns CL = 150pF 

tOF AD l' to Data Float Delay 100 ns 

lev Cycle Time (except S741A-S) 2.5 15 ,...8 6.0MHzXTAL 

lev Cycle Time (S741A-S) 4.17 15 ,...8 3.6MHzXTAL 
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DBB WRITE 

Symbol Parametitr Min Max 

tAW CS. Ao Setup to WR !. 0 

twA CS. Ao Hold after WR t 0 

tww WR Pulse Width 250 

tow Data Setup to WR t 150 

two Data Hold after WR t 0 

A.C. TIMING SPECIFICATION FOR PROGRAMMING 
TA = O"C to +70·C. Vcc = +5V ±10% . 

Symbol Parameter 

tAW Address Setup Time to ~ t 
tWA Addres~ Hold Time after RrnT t 
tow Data in Setup Time to PROG t 
two Data in Hold Time after PROG !. 
tpH RrnT Hold Time to Verify 

tyOOW Vt>D Setup Time to PROG t 
tYOOH Voo Hold Time after PROG !. 
tpw Program Pulse Width 

trw Test 0 Setup Time for Program Mode 

tM Test 0 Hold Time after Program Mode 

too Jest 0 to nata Out Delay 

tww RrnT Pulse Width to Latch Address 

tr. tf Voo and PROG Rise and Fall Times 

tcv CPU Operation Cycle Time 

tRE REsET Setup Time before EA t 
NOTE: 
\1. If TEST 0 is high, too can be triggerei:l by ~ t . 

D.C. SPECIFICATION FOR PROGRAMMING 
TA = 25·C ±5·C. Vcc =5V ±5%. Voo = 25V ±1V 

Symbol Parameter 

VOOH Voo Program Voltage High Level 

VOOL Voo Voltage Low Level 

VPH PROG Program Voltage High Level 

VPL PROG Voltage Low Level 

. VEAH EA Program or Verify Voltage High Level 

VEAL EA Voltage Low ~evel 

100 Voo High Voltage Supply Current 

IpRO~ 
: 

PROG High Voltage Supply Current 

lEA EA High Voltage Supply Current 
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Min Max 

4tcv \ 

4tcv 

4tcv 

4tcv 

4tcv: 

4tev 

0 

50 60 

4tcv 

4tcv 

4tcv 

4tcv 

0.5 2.0 

5.0 

4tcv 

Min Max 

24;0 26.0 

4.75 5.25 

21.5 24.5 

0,2 

21.5 24.5 

5.25 

30.0 

16.0 

.. 1.0 

Units Test Conditions 

hs 

ns 
A 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Units Test Condition, 

ms 

,...S 

,""S 

Unit. Test Conditions 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 
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8741A 

A C CHARACTERISTICS-OMA . . 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

tACC DACK to WR or RD 0 ns 

tcAC RD or WR to DACK 0 ns 

tACO DACK to Data Valid 225 ns CL = 150pF 

tcRQ RD or WR to ORO Cleared 200 ns 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS-PORT 2 TA = O·Cto +70"C, Vee = +5V ±100/0 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

tcp Port Control Setup before Falling Edge of PROG 10 ns 

tpc Port Control Hold after Falling Edge of PROG 100 ns 

tpR PROG to Time P2 Input Must Be Valid 

tpF Input Data Hold Time 

top· Output Data Setup Time 

!Po Output Data Hold Time 

tpp PROG Pulse Width 

A.C. TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

Z.'==>( )C 2.0 2.0 .. ::> TEST POINTS<=: 

0.8 0.1 
0.45 , 

TYPICAL 8741A CURRENT 

I 

Q . ..p 

TYPICAL B7 41 A CURRENT 

BOmA 

60mA 

1l 40mA 

20mA 

TEMP (OC) 

290241-23 

290241-14 

810 ns 

0 150 ns 

250 , ns 

65 ns 

1200 ns 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR MODE 

Qystal series resistance should be 
< 7511 at 6 MHz; < 1 BOil at 3,6 MHz. 

Test Conditions 

290241-15 

290241-11 
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DRIVING FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE 

Both XT ALI and XT AL2 should be driven. 
Resistors to Vee are needed, to ensure VIH = 3.BV 
il TTL circuRry is used. 

LC OSCILLATOR MODE 

L C 
45 p.H 20 pF 

120 p.H 20 pF 

NOMINALf 
5.2 MHz 
3.2 MHz 

+5V 

470Q 

t>--+-__ ~--,2'-1 XTAll 

+5V 

470Q 

'---.,..-+--"-iXTAL2 

_,_T ,c 
~,'L mXTAL1 ' 

- ., ,,~, - C 

290241-12 

1 ' 
I = 27r.J[C' 

C,=C+3Cpp 
" 2 

Cpp '" 5-10 pF 
Pin-to-Pin CapacRance 

290241-13 

Each C should be approximately 20 pF, including stray capacitance, 

WAVEFORMS 

READ OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

CSORAo =x )( 
- ... -

loR _Ig_ 

RO \ I 

- ... - ·-toF. 

t .. 
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(SYSTEM·S 
AOORESS BUS) 

(READ CONlROl) 

290241-16 
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8741A 

WAVEFORMS 

WRITE OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

=>1 (SVSTEM'S a OR Ao ADDRESS BUS. 

WR. 

. • .----'AW---]-I'======-'W-W====~~-~~~: __________ _ 
'i 'WR,TE CONTROL. 

DATA 8US DATA ~ _OATAVALlO_1V' OAT A 
u~:n ____ MA_V...;C_HA_N.;;,G';""' __ JJ' 'l\~ ______ MA...;V...;C ... H"...;NG.;;,E;.... ___ ~ 

290241-17 

COMBINATION PROGRAM/VERIFY MODE 

I 

COMBINATION PROGRAM/VERlrY MODE 
23V 

~ 5V_--i=~~_.-_ PROGRAM-------t--VERlrY--+---PROGRAM---

TESTO 

PZO-P1 ADDRESS (8-9) VALID 

+25 . tvoow1 M~~ 
VDD +5 . ,. tpw '-_________________ _ 

+23t~WHtWD 
PROG :g~-----------~ U-----,,.----------''''----~-

290241-20 
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WAVEFORMS 

VERIFY MODE 

VERIFY MODE 

~ < NEXT DBO-DB7 --F---- _~.:.I.O=:;..." "~=:;...,, ---- "_~AD~D~R;;;;ES:;:S_,, ,,"~~o::;J 

P20-Pl _______ --')("" _____ AD_D_R_ES_S~(8_-_9)~V_A_L_ID ____ _')(~ ______ N_E_XT __ AD_D_R_ES_S~._VA_L_ID ________ __ 

290241-21 

NOTES: 
1. PROG must float if EA is low (i.e., 7"23V), or if TO = 5V for the 8741A. 
2. XTAL1 and XTAL2 driven by 3.6 MHz clock will give 7.17 ,",S tCY. This is acceptable for 8741-8 parts as well as 
standard parts. 
PROG must float or = 5V when EA is high. 
3. Ao must bll held low (i.e., = OV) during program/verify modes. 

DMA 

\ 
.J 

- tACC - -tCAC -
'\ 

- tACO - .-tCAC -
DATA BUS 

V VALID VALID 

-tACD-

J.L - tCR ----'-

ORO 

290241-22 
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PORT 2 TIMING 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

SYNC 

OUTPUT 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

INPUT 

PROO 

PORT 20_3 DATA 

PCAT 20_3 DATA 

PORT TIMING DURING EXTERNAL ACCESS (EA) 

2.4V 

XTAL2 1.6V 

.4SV 

.. 

8741A 

290241-19 

ICYC 

290241-16 
On the rising edge of SYNC and EA is enabled. port data is valid and can be strobed. On the trailing edge of sync the 
program counter contents are available. 
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8742 
UNIVERSAL PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

8-BIT SLAVE MICROCONTROLLER 
8742: 12 MHz • DMA, Interrupt, or Polled Operation 

Pin, Software and Architecturally Supported 

Compatible with 8741 A • Fully Compatible with all Intel and Most 

8-Bit CPU plus ROM, RAM, 110, Timer Other Microprocessor Families 

and Clock In a Single Package • Expandable I/O 

2048 x 8 EPROM, 128 x 8 RAM, 8-Bit • RAM Power-Down Capability 
Timer/Counter, 18 Programmable I/O • Over 90 Instructions: 70% Single Byte 
Pins 

One 8-Blt Status and Two Data • Available in EXPRESS 
- Standard Temperature Range 

Registers for Asynchronous Siave-to-
Master Interface 

The Intel 8742 is a general-purpose Universal Peripheral Interface that allows deSigners to grow their own 
customized solution for peripheral device control. It contains a low-cost microcomputer with 2Kof program 
memory, 128 bytes of data memory, 8-bit timer/counter, and clock generator in a single 40-pin package. 
Interface registers are included to enable the UPI device to function as a peripheral controller in the MCS®-48, 
MCS-51, MCS-80, MCS-85, 8088, 8086 and other 8-, 16-bit systems. 

The 8742 is software, pin, and architecturally compatible with the 8741A. The 8742 doubles the on-chip 
memory space to allow for additional features and performance to be incorporated in upgraded 8741 A de
signs. For new deSigns, the additional memory and performance of the 8742 extends the UPI concept to more 
complex motor control tasks, 80-column printers and process control applications as examples. 

TEST 0 Yee 
XTAll TEST 1 

XTAl2 P27/~K 

mET P2e10RO 

" P2s1iP 

P24/01F 

EA P17 

iUi Pl. 

P15 

P14 

P13 

P12 

01 Pll 

Pl0 

Yoo 
04 PRoo 

05 P23 

De P22 

'21 
P20 

Figure 1. Pin Configuration 
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CONT..oL 
lOOIC 

{ 
V .. --- 'ROIl PlM)QMII *""L" 

POWER Ycc--- +, IUltPLy 

VII --- GROUND 

INTlRHAl 
IUS 

"0 
POAT 1 

DATA 

1--:.";.:':""':"':-:-,--1 R£SIDENT 
128.8 

STACK RANDOM t-____ ---; ACCESS 

l-....J'-r===:-::-.... MEMORY 

'0 
PORT 2 

~==;:=====~~ POttT .~7 

Figure 2. Block Diagram 

M •• ----
UPANDER 
INTERFACE 

• ,IT 
TIME'" 

EVEN' COUNTER 

p .. -p,. 

8742 

PERI'"EMl 
IN""'ACE 

290256-1 
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8742 

Table 1. Pin Description 

DIP 
( 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function 

No. 

TESTO. 1 I TEST INPUTS: Input pins which can be directly tested using conditional branch 

TEST 1 39 instructions. 

FREQUENCY REFERENCE: TEST 1 (T 1) also functions as the event timer input (under 
software control). TEST 0 (TO) is used during PROM programming and EPROM 
verification. 

XTAL 1, 2 I INPUTS: Inputs for a crystal, LC or an external timing signal to determine the internal 

XTAL2 3 oscillator frequency. 

RESET 4 I RESET: Input used to reset status flip-flops and to set the program counter to zero. 

RESET is also used during EPROM prog;amming and verification. 

SS 5 I SINGLE STEP: Single step input used in conjunction with the SYNC output to step the 
program through each instruction (EPROM). This should be tied to + 5V when not used. 

CS 6 I CHIP SELECT: Chip select input used to select o"e UPI microcomputer out of several 
connected to a common data bus. 

EA 7 I EXTERNAL ACCESS: External access input which allows emulation. testing and EPROM 
verification. This pin should be tied low if unused. 

RD 8 I READ: I/O reap input which enables the master CPU to read data and status words from 
the OUTPUT DATA BUS BUFFER or status register. 

Ao 9 I COMMAND/DATA SELECT: Address Input used by the master processor to indicate 
whether byte transfer is data (Ao = 0, F1 is reset) or commanp (Ao = 1, F1 is set). Ao = 0 
during program and verify operations. 

WR 10 I WRITE: I/O write input which enllbles the master CPU to write data and command words 
to the UPIINPUT DATA BUS BUFFER. 

SYNC 11 0 OUTPUT CLOCK: Output signal which occurs once per UPI instruction cycle. SYNC can 
be used as a strobe for external circuitry; it is also used to synchronize single step 
operation. 

00-0 7 12-19 110 DATA BUS: Three-state. bidirectional DATA BUS BUFFER lines used to interface the UPI 

(BUS) microcomputer to an 8-bit master system data bus. 

PlO- P17 27-34 I/O PORT 1: 8-bit. PORT 1 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. 

P20-P27 21-24 I/O PORT 2: 8-bit. PORT 2 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines. The lower 4 bits (P20-P23) interface 

35-38 directly to the 8243 I/O expander device and contain address and data information during 
PORT 4-7 access. The upper 4 bits (P24 -P27) can be programmed to provide interrupt 
Request and DMA Handshake capability. Software control can configure P24 as Output 
Buffer Full (OBF) interrupt, P25 as Input Buffer Full (IBF) interrupt, P26 as DMA Request 
(ORO). and P27 as DMA ACKnowledge (DACK). 

PROG 25 I/O PROGRAM: Multifunction pin used as the program pulse input during PROM programming. 

During I/O expander access the PROG pin acts as an address/data strobe to the 8243. 
This pin should be tied high if unused. 

Vee 40 POWER: + 5V main power supply pin. 

Voo 26 POWER: + 5V during normal operation. + 21 V during programming operation. Low power 
standby supply pin. 

VSS 20 GROUND: Circuit ground potential. 
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UPI·42 FEATURES 
1. Two Data Bus Buffers, one for input and one for 

output. This allows a much cleaner Master/Slave 
protocol. 

INPUT 

df' DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(8) 

00-0, ~ 
OUTPUT 

DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(8) 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

290256-3 

2. 8 Bits of Status 

I ST 71 ST 61 ST 51 ST 41 F1 I Fo IIBF I Of3F I 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 
ST 4 -ST 7 are user definable status bits. These 
bits are defined by the "MOV STS, A" single byte, 
single cycle instruction. Bits 4-7 of the accc~mu
lator are moved to bits 4-7 of the status register. 
Bits 0-3 of the status register are not affected. 

MOV STS, A Op Code: 90H 

11101011101010101 

D7 . Do 

3. RD and WR are edge triggered. IBF, OBF, F1 and 
INT change internally after the trailing edge of RD 
or WR. 

RO or INR 

During the time that the host CPU is reading the 
status register, the 8742 is prevented from updat
ing this register or is "locked out". 

4. P24 and P25 are port pins or Buffer Flag pins 
which can be used to interrupt a master proces
sor. These pins default to port pins on Reset. 

I 

If the "EN FLAGS" instruction has been execut
ed P24 becomes the OBF (Output Buffer Full) pin. 
A :'1" written to P24 enables the OBF pin (the pin 
outputs the OBF Status Bit). A "0" written to P~4 
disables the OBF pin (the pin remains low). ThiS 
pin can be used to indicate that valid data is avail
able from the UPI-41A (in Output Data Bus Buff
er). 

If "EN FLAGS" has been executed, P25 becomes 
the IBF (Input Buffer Full) pin. A "1" written to P25 
enables the IBF pin (the pin outputs the inverse of 

8742 

the IBF Status Bit. A "0" written to P25 disables 
the IBF pin (the pin remains low). This pin can be 
used to indicate that the UPI is ready for data. 

OB. (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

i"EW (INTERRUPT REQUeST) 

290256-5 

Data Bus Buffer Interrupt Capability 

EN FLAGS Op Code: OF5H 

D7 Do 
5. P26 and P27 are port pins or DMA hand~hake pins 

for use with a DMA controller. These pins default 
to port pins on Reset. 

If the "EN DMA" instruction has been executed, 
P26 becomes the DRO (DMA Request) pin. A "1" 
written to P26 causes a DMA request (DRO is acti
vated). DRO is deactivated by DACK-RD, 
DACK-WR, or execution of the "EN DMA" in
struction. 

If "EN DMA" has been executed, P27 becomes 
the DACK (DMA Acknowledge) pin. This pin acts 
as a chip selectinput for the Data Bus Buffer reg
isters during DMA transfers. 

I 
ORQ~ ~: UPl-4l142 8257 

OACK~ 

290256,6 

, DMA Handshake Capability 

EN DMA Op Code: OE5H 

D7 Do 
6. The RESET input on the 8742, includes a 2-stage 

synchronizer to support reliable reset operation 
for 12 MHz operation. 

7. When EA is· enabled on the 8742, the program 
counter is placed on Port 1 and the lower three 
bits of Port 2 (MSB = P22, LSB = P1Q). On the 
8742 this information is multiplexed with PORT 
DATA (see port timing diagrams at end of this 
data sheet). 
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APPLICATIONS 

-
ADDA~~~~~ 

CONTAOLt 

1 
TO 

1 I 
I PERIPHERAL 

DEVICES 
_TO 

_T, 

290256-7 

Figure 3. 8088-8742 Interface 

1742 

DATA IUS 

CONTROL 8US 

290256-9 

Figure 5. 8742-8243 Keyboard Scanner 
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Figure 4. 8048H-8742 Interface 
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Figure 6. 8742 80-Column 
Matrix Printer Interface 
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PROGRAMMING, VERIFYING, AND 
ERASING THE 8742 EPROM 

Programming Verification 

In brief, the programming process consists of: acti
vating the program mode, applying an address, 
latching the address, applying data, and applying a 
programming pulse. Each word is programmed com
pletely before moving on to the next and is followed 
by a verification step. The following is a list of the 
pins used for programming and a description of their 
functions: 

Pin Function 
XTAL1 Clock-Input 
Reset Initialization and Address Latching 
Test 0 Selection of Program or Verify Mode 
EA Activation of ProgramlVerify Modes 
BUS Address and Data Input 

Data Output During Verify 

P20-12 Address Input 

Voo Programming Power Supply 
PROG Program Pulse Input 

WARNING 
An attempt to program a missocketed 8742 will result in severe dam
age to the part. An indication of a properly socketed part is the ap
pearance of the SYNC clock output. The lack of this clock may be 
used to disable the programmer. 

The ProgramlVerify sequence is: 

1. Ao = OV, CS = 5V, EA = 5V, RESET = OV, 
TESTO = 5V, Voo = 5V, clock applied or inter
nal oscillator operating, BUS floating, PROG 
5V. 

2. Insert 8742 in programming socket 

3. TEST 0 = OV (select program mode) 

4. EA = 18V (active program mode) 

5. Address applied to BUS and P20-22 
6. RESET = 5V (latch address) 

I 

8742 

7. Data applied to BUS" 

8. VDD = 21V (programming power) 

9. PROG = Vee followed by one 50 ms. pulse to 
18V 

10. Voo = 5V 

11.TEST 0 = 5V (verify mode) 

12. Read and verify data on BUS 

13. TEST 0 = OV 

14. RESET = OV and repeat from step 5 

15. Programmer should be at conditions of step 1 
when 8742 is removed from socket 

8742 Erasure Characteristics 

The erasure characteristics of the 8742 are such 
that erasure begins to occur when exposed to light 
with wavelengths' shorter than approximately 4000 
Angstroms (A). It should be noted that sunlight and 
certain types of fluorescent lamps have wavelengths 
in the 3000-4000A range. Data shows that constant 
exposure to room level fluorescent lighting could 
erase the typical 8742 in approximately 3 years 
while it would take approximately one week to cause 
erasure when exposed to direct sunlight. If the 8742 
is to be exposed to these types of lighting conditions 
for extended periods of time, opaque labels are 
available from Intel which should be placed over the 
8742 window to prevent unintentional erasure. 

The ~ecommended erasure procedure for the· 8742 
is exposure to shortwave ultraviolet light which has a 
wavelength of 2537A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV 
intensity x exposure time) for erasure should be a 
minimum of 15 w-sec/cm2. The erasure time with 
this dosage is approximately 15 to 20 minutes using 
an ultraviolet lamp with a 12,000 /J-W/cm2 power rat
ing. The 8742 should be placed within one inch of 
the lamp tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a , 
filter on their tubes which should be removed before 
erasure. 
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8742 

~BSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'" NOTICE:· This is a production data sheet The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...... 0·Cto 70·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin With Respect 
to Ground .... .' .................. -0.5 to + 7V 

Power Dissipation .......................... 1.5W 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Abso/ute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and exc 
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = o· to + 70·C. Vee = Voo = + 5V ± 10% 

Symbol Parameter 

VIL Input Low Voltage (Except XTAL 1. XTAL2. RESET) 

VIL1 Input Low Voltage (XTAL 1. XTAL2. RESET) 

VIH Input High Voltage (Except XT AL 1. XTAL2. RESET) 

VIH1 Input High Voltage (XTLA1. XTAL2. RESET) 

VOL Output Low Voltage (00-07) 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage (P1O-P17. P20-P27. Sync) 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage (PROG) 

VOH Output High Voltage (00-07) 

VOH1 Output High Voltage (All Other Outupts) 

IlL Input Leakage Current (To. T 1. RD. WR. CS. Ao. EA) 

IOFL Output Leakage Current (00-07. High Z State) 

III Low Input Load Current (P10-P17. P20-P27) 

ILl1 Low Input Load Current (RESET. SS) 

IDO VoOSupply Current 

Icc + 100 Total Supply Current· 

IIH Input Leakage Current (P10-P17. P20-P27) 

CIN Input Capacitance 

C10 1/0 Capacitance 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS-PROGRAMMING 
TA = 25·C ±5·C. Vee = 5V ±5%. voo = 21V ±0.5V 

Symbol Parameter . Min 

VDOH Voo Program Voltage High Level 20.5 

VOOL Voo Voltage Low.Level 4.75 

VPH PROG Program Voltage High Level 17.5 

8742 

Min Max 

-0.5 0.8 

-0.5 0.6 

2.0 Vee 

3.5 Vee 

0.45 

0.45 

0.45 

2.4 

2.4 

±10 

±10 

0.3 

0.2 

10 

125 

100 

10 

20 

Max 

21.5 

5.25 

18.5 

VPL PROG Voltage Low Level Vee- 0.5 Vee 

VEAH EA Program or Verify Voltage High Level 17.5 18.5 

VEAL EA Voltage Low Level 5.25 

IDO Voo High Voltage Supply Currel"lt 30.0 

IpROG PROG High Voltage Supply Current 1.0 

lEA EA High Voltage Supply Current 1.0 , , I 
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Units 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

p,A 

p,A 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

p,A 

pF 

pF 

Units 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 

Test 
Conditions 

IOL= 2.0mA 

IOL= 1.6 mA 

IOL = 1.0 mA 

IOH = -400 p,A 

IOH = "":50 p,A 

Vss s: VIN s: Vee 

Vss +0.45 
S:VOUTS:Vee 

VIL = 0.8V 

VIL = 0.8V 

Typical = 5 mA 

Typical = 60 mA 

VIN ';" Vee 

Test Conditions 

I I 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to + 70·C, Vss = OV, Vcc = Voo = + 5V ± 10% 
DBB READ 

Symbol Parameter 8742 

Min Max 

tAR CS, Ao Setup to RD .J., 0 

tRA CS, Ao Hold after.RD t 0 

tRR RD Pulse Width 160 

tAD CS, Ao to Data Out Delay 130 

tRO RD.J., to Data Out Delay 130 

tOF RD t to Data Float Delay 85 

tcv Cycle Time 1.25 15 

DBB WRITE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

tAw CS, Ao Setup to WR .J., 0 

tWA CS, Ao Hold after WR t 0 

tww WR Pulse Width 160 

tow Data Setup to WR t 130 

two Data Hold afterWR t 0 

NOTE: 
1. Tey = 15/f(XTAL) 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = 25·C ±5·C, Vcc = 5V ±5%, Voo = +21V ±0.5 
PROGRAMMING 

8742 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

JLS(1) 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

tAW Address Setup Time to RESET t 4tcv 

tWA Address Hold Time after RESETt 4tcv 

tow Data in SetlJP Time to PROG t 4tcv 

two Data in Hold Time after PROG .J., 4tcv 

tpH . RESET Hold Time to Verify 4tcv 

tvoow Voo Setup Time to PROG t 0 1.0 mS 

tVOOH VOO Hold Time after PROG t 0 1.0 mS 

tpw Program Pulse Width 50 60 mS 

tTw Test 0 Setup Time for Program Mode 4tcv 

tWT . Test 0 Hold Time after Program Mode 4tcv 

too Test 0 to Data Out Delay 4tcv 

tww RESET Pulse Width to Latch Address 4tcv 

tr, tj Voo and PROG Rise and Fall Times 0.5 2.0 JLs 

tcv CPU Operation Cycle Time 4.0 JLs 

tRE RESET SetupTime beforeEA t 4tcv 

NOTE: 
If TEST 0 is high, too can be triggered by RESET t . 
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.8742 infel® 
A.C. CHARACTERISTICS DMA 

Symbol Parameter 
8642/8742 

Units 
Min Max 

tACC DACK to WR or RD 0 ns 

tCAC RD or WR to DACK 0 ns 

tACO DACK to Data Valid 130 ns 

tCRQ RD or WR to DRO Cleared 100 ns(l) 

NOTE: 
1. CL = 150 pF. 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS PORT2TA = O·Cto +70·C. Vcc = +5V ±10% 

Symbol Parameter f(tcy) 
8742/8642(3) 

Units 
Min Max 

tcp Port Control Setup before Falling Edge of PROG 1/15 tCY- 28 55 ns(l) 

tpc Port Control Hold after Falling Edge of PROG 1/10tCY 125 ns(2) 

tpR PROG to Time P2 Input Must Be Valid 

tpF Input Data Hold Time 

top Output Data Setup Time 

tpo Output Data Hold Time 

tpp PROG Pulse Width 

NOTES: 
1,CL=80pF. 
2. CL = 20 pF. 
3. toy = 1.25 p.s. 

A.C. TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

2'=X x= 2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < .' 
0.8 0.8 

0.45 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR MODE reCI-' --,.----r-:-'12 XTAL1 

c,--J-- £=::''' 
"r-- =r = , 

f---'---'----::-l XTAL2 
C3 

290256-11 

290256-13 
Crystal Series Resistance Should be <750 at 12 MHz; 
< 180n at 3.6 MHz. 
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, 

8/15tCy-16 650 ns(l) 

0 150 ns(2) 

2/10 tCY 250 ns(l) 

1/10tCy-80 45 ns(2) 

6/10tCY 750 ns 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

290256-12 

DRIVING FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE 

+5V 

470Q 

»--1--__ -"12 XTAl1 

+5V 

4702 

~"""'-"1XTAL2 

290256-14 
Rise and Fall Times Should Not Exceed 20 ns. Resis
tors to Vee are Needed to Ensure VIH = 3.5V if TTL 
Circuitry is Used. 
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LC OSCILLATOR MODE 

L C NOMINAL 
45 H 20 pF 5.2 MHz 

120 H 20 pF 3.2 MHz 

1=_1_ 
21r,f[C' 

C,=C+3CPP 
2 

Cpp '" 5 pF-10 pF 
Pin-to-Pln Capacitance 

290256-15 
Each C Should be Approximately 20 pF, including Stray Capacitance. 

WAVEFORMS 
READ OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

~ K 
-tAfI-

loR -tRA-

AD \ V 
-'''- --'OF 

to. 

WRITE OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

8742 

(SYSTEM'S 
ADDRESS BUS) 

(REA.D CONTROL) 

290256-16 

(SYSTEM'S 
ADDRESS 8US) 

(WRITE CONTROL I 

OATA8US DATA ) -OATAVAlID_W DATA 
IINPUTl _____ M_A_y_CH_A_N_G_' ___ oJ V\.'""' _____ M_A_y_C_HA_N_G_' ____ _ 

290256-17 

CLOCK TIMING 

2.4V 

XTAL2 1.6V 

.4SV ----------

'CYC 

290256-23 

I 
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8742 intel® 
WAVEFORMS 

COMBINATION PROGRAM/VERIFY MODE 

lBV 

EA 5V ____ ~~~---.--
-----------+l--VERIFY-+j.---- PROGRAM---

TESTO 

P20-P22 AD~lss ADDRESS (8-10) VALID 

21V tVDDW1 r1J~~: 
VOO +5 'F'-1'-----.....,-------------

PROG l:: _______________ ~~j~~~:~--________________________ . 

VERIFY MODE 

EA,18V~ 
5V 

290256-18 

5V ~-------------------------------------------TESTO ....../ 
OV 

P20-P22 ____ X"'.....,_A_D_D_RE .... S_S ... C_B-_1_O.;.)_V_AL_ID ____ -'X"' ____ N_E_XT_A_D_D_R .. ES_S_V_A_L_ID _____ ---

290256-19 

NotES: 
1. PROG must float if EA is low or EA is low or if TE;STo = 5V. 
2. Ao must be held low (Le., = OV) during program/verify modes. 
3. Test o must be held high. 

The 8742 EPROM can be programmed by the fol
lowing Intel products: 

2. iUP-200/iUP-201 PROM Programmer with the 
iUP,F87 I 44 Personality Module. 

1. Universal PROM Programmer (UPP 103) periph
eral of the Intellec Developmerit System with a 
UPP-549 Personality Card. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

DMA 

iiACK ---""' 

AD ----f ....... 

WR --------~_t------------------------_t___. 

PORT 2 

DATA BUS --------~_t--""'I 

0'0 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

SYNC 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

-'ACD-

-tc.l'-----

PORT20_lOATA.-

peAT 20-3 DATA 

PORT TIMING DURING EXTERNAL ACCESS (EA) 

SYNC I \ 
P1Q.17 

PORT X PC 
P 2D-22 

DATA X 

8742 

290256-20 

290256-21 

I \ 
PORT X PC DATA 

290256-22 
On the Rising Edge of SYNC and EA is Enabled, Port Data is Valid and can be Strobed on the Trailing Edge of Sync the 
Program Counter Contents are Available_ 

I 
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UPI-C42/UPI-L42 
UNIVERSAL PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

CHMOS 8-BIT SLAVE MICROCONTROLLER 
Pin, Software and Architecturally • One 8-Bit Status and Two Data 
Compatible with all UPI-41 and UPI-42 Registers for Asynchronous Siave-to-
Products Master Interface 
Low Voltage Operation with the UPI- • Fully Compatible with all Intel and Most 
1..42 Other Microprocessor Families 
- Full 3.3V Support • Interchangeable ROM and OTP EPROM 
Integrated Auto A20 Gate Support Versions 
Two New Power Down Modes • Expandable I/O 
-STANDBY • Sync Mode Available 
-SUSPEND 
Security Bit Code Protection Support • Over 90 .Instructions: 70% Single Byte 

Quick Pulse Programming Algorithm 
8-Bit CPU plus ROM/OTP EPROM, RAM, • - Fast OTP Programming 
I/O, Timer/Counter and Clock in a • Available in 40-Lead Plastic, 44-Lead Single Package 

Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier, and 
4096 x 8 ROM/OTP, 256 x 8 RAM8-Bit 44-Lead Quad Flat Pack Packages 
Timer/Counter, 18 Programmable I/O (See Packaging Spec., Order #240800, Package Type P, N, 
Pins and S) 

DMA, Interrupt, or Polled Operation 
Supported 

The UPI·C42 is an enhanced CHMOS version of the industry standard Intel UPI·42 family. It is fabricated on 
Intel's CHMOS III-E process. The UPI-C42 is pin, software, and architecturally compatible with the NMOS UPI 
family. The UPI-C42 has all of the same features of the NMOS family plus a iarger user programmable memory 
array (4K), integrated auto A20 gate support, and lower power consumption inherent to a CHMOS product. 

The UPI-L42 offers the same functionality and socket compatibility as the UPI-C42 as well as providing low 
voltage 3.3V operation. . 

The UPI-C42 is essentially a "slave" microcontroller, or a microcontroller with a slave interface included on the 
chip. Interface registers are included to enable the UPI device to function as a slave peripheral controller in the 
MCS Modules and iAPX family, as well as other 8-, 16-, and 32-bit systems. 

To allow full user flexibility, the program memory is available in ROM and One-Time Programmable EPROM 
(OTP). 

290414-1 

Figure 1. DIP Pin 
Configuration 
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UPI-C42 
UPI-L42 

181920212.2 232.25262'128 

290414-2 

Figure 2. PLCC Pin Configuration 

,I 
il ~ r:r.~~r!';C;-&'&'Q" 
444342 41 40 39 38 37 36 3S 34 

VOD 33 

Pl, 

", 
P17 10 

p2../oer II 

UPI-C42 
UPI-L42 

12 13 1. 15 16 17 18 19 2.0 21 22 

290414-3 

Figure 3. QFP Pin Configuration 
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UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

Table 1. Pin Description 

DIP PLCC QFP 
Symbol Pin Pin Pin Type Name and Function 

No. No. No. 

TEST 0, 1 2 18 I TEST INPUTS: Input pins whi,ch can be directly tested using 
TEST 1 39 43 16 conditional branch instructions. 

FREQUENCY REFERENCE: TEST 1 (T 1) functions as the event timer 
input (under software control) and during the STANDBY power down 
mode, as a method of resuming normal operation. TEST 0 (To) is a 
multi-function pin used during PROM programming and ROM/EPROM 
verification, during Sync Mode to reset the instruction state to S1 and 
synchronize the internal clock to PH1, and during the STANDBY power 
down mode, as a method of resuming normal operation (see 
Powerdown section). 

XTAL1 2 3 19 0 OUTPUT: Output from the oscillator amplifier. 

XTAL2 3 4 20 I INPUT: Input to the oscillator amplifier and internal clock generator 
circuits. 

RESET 4 5 22 I RESET: Input used to reset status flip-flops and to set the program 
counter to zero. 

RESET is also used during EPROM programming and verification. 

SS 5 6 23 I SINGLE STEP: Single step input used in conjunction with the SYNC 
. output to step the program through each instruction (EPROM). This 
should be tied to + 5V when not used. This pin is also used to put the 
device in Sync Mode by applying 12.5V to it. 

~ 6 7 24 I CHIP SELECT: Chip select input used to select one UPI 
microcomputer out of several connected to a common data bus. 

EA 7 8 25 I EXTERNAL ACCESS: External access input which allows emulation, 
testing and ROM/EPROM verification. This pin should be tied low if 
unused. 

1m 8 9 26 I READ: 1/0 read input which enables the master CPU to read data and 
status words from the OUTPUT DATA BUS BUFFER or status register. 

Ao 9 10 27 I COMMAND/DATA SELECT: Address Input used by the master 
processor to indicate whether byte transfer is data (Ao = 0, F1 is reset) 
or command (Ao = 1, F1 is set). Ao = 0 during program and verify 
operations. 

WR 10 11 28 I WRITE: 110 write input which enables the master CPU to write data 
and command words to the UPIINPUT DATA BUS BUFFER. 

SYNC 11 13 29 0 OUTPUT CLOCK: Output signal which occurs once per UPI instruction 
cycle. SYNC can be used as a strobe for external circuitry; it is also 
used to synchronize single step operation. 

00-0 7 12-19 14-21 30-37 1/0 DATA BUS: Three-state, bidirectional DATA BUS BUFFER lines used 
(BUS) to interface the UPI microcomputer to an 8-bit master system data bus. 

P10-P17 27-34 30-33 2-10 1/0 PORT 1: 8-bit, PORT 1 quasi-bidirectional 1/0 lines. P10-P17 access 
35-38 the signature row and security bit. 

P20-P27 21-24 24-27 39-42 1/0 PORT 2: 8-bit, PORT 2 quasi-bidirectional 1/0 lines. The lower 4 bits 
35-38 39-42 11,13-15 (P20-P23) interface directly to the 82431/0 expander device and 

contain address and data information during PORT 4-7 access. P21 
can be programmed to provide Auto A20 Gate support. The upper 4 
bits (P24-P27) can be programmed to provide interrupt Request and 
DMA Handshake capability. Software· control can configure P24 as 
Output Buffer Full (OBF) interrupt, P25 as Input Buffer Full (IBF) 
interrupt, P26as DMA Request (ORO), and P27 as DMA ACKnowledge 
(DACK). 
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UPI-C421UPI-L42 

DIP PLCC 
Symbol Pin Pin 

No. No. 

PROG 25 28 

Vee 40 44 

VDD 26 29 

VSS 20 22 

QFP 
Pin Type 
No. 

43 I/O 

17 

1 

38 

Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Name and Function 

PROGRAM: Multifunction pin used as the program pulse input during PROM 
programming. 
During I/O expander access the PROG pin acts as an address/data strobe to the 
8243. This pin should be tied high if unused. 

POWER: + 5V main power supply pin. 

POWER: + 5V during normal operation. + 12. 75V during programming operation. 
Low power standby supply pin. 

GROUND: Circuit ground potential. 

INTERNAL 
8US 

I/O 
POAT 1 

O'.OUT 

!
~.<;:::!:::>t--K~========~ 

DeelN 

MASTER 
SYSTEM 

IN .. OFAC. WII_ 

IID--_ 
et--.. -

CONTM)L 

DATA 
.. EMOAV 

I---O";.G=.':;'.N";''';'-~ .. ~:O::T 
STACK fIlAHDOIlI r-__ ----j AceDl 

'--'-T=:-:::==-r MEMOfty 
020 

SUPPORT 
LOGIC 

PERIPHERAL 
INTERFACE 

•• ___ LOGIC 

:::-==::j-- I 
1iDIT-~--~ 

CO'STAL{XTA"-B Le, OR TlII'NG 
CLOCK XTAL2-_ 

{ 

V •• --- PIIIOil PIllOORAIl SUPPLY 

~£R Vee --_ + 5 SU"'l Y 

V .. --_ OROUND 
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Figure 4. Block Diagram 

4I(X. 
PROM/ROM 
PROGRAM 
MEMORY 

I/O 
PORT 2 

PORT 4-1 
EXPANDER 
INTERFACE 

• ItT 
TtMERI 

EYENT COUNTER 

290414-4 
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UPI·C421UPI·L42 

UPI-C42/L42 PRODUCT SELECTION GUIDE 

UPI·C42: Low power CHMOS version of the UPI-42. 

Device Package ROM OTP Comments 

BOC42 N,PS 4K ROM Device 

82C42PC N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42 firmware, PS/2 style mouse support 
82C42PD N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42L firmware, KBC and SCC for portable apps. 
82C42PE N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42G firmware, Energy Efficient KBC solution 

87C42 N,P,S 4K One Time Programmable Version 

UPI·L42" The low voltage 3 3V version of the UPI-C42 

Device Package ROM OTP Comments 

80L42 N,PS 4K ROM Device 

82L42PC N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42 firmware, PS/2 style mouse support 
82L42PD N,P,S Phoenix MultiKey/42L firmware, KBC and SCC for portable apps. 

87L42 N,P,S 4K One Time Programmable Version 

N =,44 lead PLCC, P = 40 lead PDIP, S = 44 lead QFP, D = 40 lead CERDIP 
. KBC· = Key Board Control, SCC = Scan Code Oontrol 

THE INTEL 82C42 

As shown in the UPI-C42 product matrix, the UPI
C42 is offered as a pre-programmed 80C42 with var
ious versions of MultiKey/42 keyboard controller 
firmware developed by Phoenix Technologies Ltd. 

The 82C42PC provides a: low powered solution for 
industry standard keyboard and PS/2 style mouse 
control. The 82C42PD provides a cost effective 
means for keyboard and scan code control for note
book platforms. The 82C42PE allows a quick time to 
market, low cost solution for energy efficient desk
top designs. 
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UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

UPI-42 COMPATIBLE FEATURES 

1. Two Oata Bus Buffers, one for input and one for 
output. This allows a much cleaner Master/Slave 
protocol. 

2. 8 Bits of Status 

INPUT 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(8) 

OUTPUT 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(8) 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

290414-5 

IST71sT61sT51sT41 F11 FollBFIOBFI 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 
ST4 -ST 7 are user definable status bits. These 
bits. are defined by the "MOV STS, A" single 
byte, single cycle instruction. Bits 4-7 of the 
acccumulator are moved to bits 4-7 of the status 
register. Bits 0-3 of. the status register are not 
affected. 

MOV STS, A Op Code: 90H 

o 0 o 0 0 0 

07 00 

3. RO and WR are edge triggered. IBF, OBF, Fl and 
INT change internally after the trailing edge of RO 
orWR. 

Ouring the time that the host CPU is reading the 
status register, the UPI is prevented from updat
ing this register or is 'locked out.' 

FlAGS AFFECTED 

Ffo orWR 

290414-6 

4. P24 and P25 are port pins or Buffer Flag pins 
which can be used to interrupt a master proces
sor. These pins default to port pins on Reset. 

If the "EN FLAGS" instruction has been execut
ed, P24 becomes the OBF (Output Buffer Full) 
pin. A "1" written to P24 enables the OBF pin (the 
pin outputs the OBF Status Bit). A '~O" written to 
P24 disables the OBF pin (the pin remains low). 
This pin can be used to indicate that valid data is 
available from the UPI (in Output Oata Bus Buff
er). 

If "EN FLAGS" has been executed, P25 be
comes the IBF (Input Buffer Full) pin. A "1" writ
ten to P25 enables the IBF pin (the pin outputs 
the inverse of the IBF Status Bit. A "0" written to 
P25 disables the IBF pin (the pin remains low). 
This pin can be used to indicate that the UPI is 
ready for data. 

Data Bus Buffer Interrupt Capability 

OBF (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

iBF (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

290414-7 

EN FLAGS Op Code: OF5H 

I I I 0 o 
07 00 

5. P26 and P27 are port pins or OMA handshake 
pins for use with a OMA controller. These pins 
default to port pins on Reset .. 

If the "EN OMA" instruction has been executed, 
P26 becomes the ORO (OMA Request) pin. A "1" 
written to P26 causes a OMA request (ORO is 
activated). ORO is deactivated by OACKeRO, 
OACKeWR, or execution of the "EN OMA" in
struction. 

DMA Handshake Capability 
~------------~ ~------------~ 

ORO 1-----.. OROn 
UPI-C42 8237 

OACK ~I----a OACK 

290414-8 
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If "EN DMA" has been executed, P27 becomes 
the DACK (DMA ACKnowledge) pin. This pin acts 
as a chip select input for the Data Bus Buffer 
registers during DMA transfers. 

EN DMA op Code: OESH 

Do 
6. When EA is enabled on the UPI, the program 

counter is placed on Port 1 and the lower four 
bits of Port 2 (MSB = P23, LSB = P10). On the 
UPI thi~ information is multiplexed with PORT 
DATA (see port timing diagrams at end of this 
data sheet). 

7. The UPI·C42 supports the Quick Pulse Program· 
ming Algorithm, but can also be programmed 
with the Intelligent Programming Algorithm. (See 
the Programming Section.) 

UPI-C42 FEATURES 

Programmable Memory Size Increase 

The user programmable memory on the UPI·C42 will 
be increased from the 2K available in the NMOS 
product by 2X to 4K. The larger user programmable 
memory array will allow the user to develop more 
complex peripheral control- micro·code. P2.3 (port 2 
bit 3) has been designated as the extra address pin 
required to support the programming of the extra 2K 
of user programmable memory. 

The new instruction SEL PMB1 (73h) allows for ac
cess to the upper 2K bank (locations 2048-4095). 
The additional memory is completely transparent to 
users not wishing to take advantage of the extra 
memory space. No new commands are required to 
access the lower 2K bytes. The SEL PMBO (63h) 
has also been added to the UPI-C42 instruction set 
to allow for switching between memory banks. 

Extended Memory Program 
Addressing (Beyond 2K) 

For programs of 2K words or less, the UPI-C42 ad
dresses program memory in the conventional man
ner. Addresses beyond 2047 can be reached byex
ecuting a program memory bank switch instruction 
(SEL PMBO, SEL PMB1) followed by a branch in
struction (JMP or CALL). The bank switch feature 
extends the range of branch instructions beyond 
their normal 2K range and at the same time prevents 
the user from inadvertently crossing the 2K boundary. 

UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

PROGRAM MEMORY BANK SWITCH 

The switching of 2K program memory banks is ac
complished by directly setting or resetting the most 
significant bit of the program counter (bit 11); see 
Figure 5. Bit 11 is not altered by normal increment
ing of the program counter, but is loaded with the 
contents of a special flip-flop each time a JMP or 
CALL instruction is executed. This special flip-flop is 
set by executing an SEL PMB1 instruction and reset 
by SEL PMBO. Therefore, the SEL PMB instruction 
may be executed at any time prior to the actual bank 
switch which occurs during the next branch instruc
tion encountered. Since all twelve bits of the pro
gram counter, including bit 11, are stored in the 
stack, when a Call is executed, the user may jump to 
subroutines across the 2K boundary and the proper 
PC will be restored upon return. However, the bank 
switch flip-flop will not be altered on return. 

I 
Conventional Program Counter 

-Counts OOOH to 7FfH 
-Overflows 7FFH to oaOH 

L-___ JMP or CALL instructions transfer contents 
of internal flip-flop to A, 1 

• Flip-flop set by SEL' MB 1 
eflip-ftop reset by SEL MBO 

or by RESET 

During interrupt service routine 
All is forced to "0" 
All 12 bits are saved in stack 

290414-30 

Figure 5. Program Counter 

INTERRUPT ROUTINES 

Interrupts always vector the program counter to lo
cation 3 or 7 in the first 2K bank, and bit 11 of the 
program counter is held at "0" during the interrupt 
service routine. The end of th.e service routine is sig
naled by the execution of an RETR instruction. Inter
rupt service routines should therefore be contained 
entirely in the lower 2K words of program memory. 
The execution of a SEL PMBO or SEL PMB1 instruc
tion within an interrupt routine is not recommended 
since it will not alter PC11 while in the routine, but 
will change the internal flip-flop. 

Automatic A20 Gate Support 

This feature has been provided to enhance the per
formance of the UPI-C42 when being used in a key
board controller application. The UPI-C42 design 
has included on chip logic to support a hardware 
GATEA20 feature. This feature is enabled by the 
A20EN instruction and remains enabled until the de-
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vice is reset. It is important to note that the execu
tion of the A20EN instruction redefines Port 2, bit 1 
as a pure output pin with read only characteristics. 
The state of this pin can be modified only through a 
valid "01" command sequence (see Table 1). Once 
enabled, the A20 logic will process a "01" com
mand sequence (write to output port) by setting/re
setting the A20 bit on port 2, bit 1 (P2.1) without 
requiring service from the internal CPU. The host 
can directly control the status of the A20 bit. At no 
time during this host interface transaction will the 
IBF flag in the status register be activated. If the 
A20EN instruction is not issued, the UPI-C42 treats 
the "01" command like any other command/data 
sequence. The on chip GATEA20 logic will ignore all 
GATEA20 command/data sequences. Table 1 gives 
several possible GATEA20 command/data se
quences and UPI-C42 responses. 

Table 1.01 Command Sequences 

AD R/W DB Pins IBF A2D Comments 

1 W D1h 0 n(1) Set A20 Sequence 
0 W DFh 0 1 Only DB1 Is Processed 
1 W FFH(2) 0 n 

1 W D1h 0 n Clear A20 Sequence 
0 W DOh 0 0 
1 W FFh 0 n 

1 W D1h 0 n Double Trigger Set 
1 W D1h 0 n Sequence 
0 W DFh 0 1 
1 W FFh 0 n 

1 W D1h 0 n Invalid Sequence 
1 W XXh(3) 1 n No Change in State 
0 W DDh 1 n ofA20 Bit 

NOTES: 
1. Indicates that P2.1 remains at the previous logic level. 
2. Only FFh commands in a valid A20 sequence have no 
effect on ISF. An FFh issued at any other time will activate 
ISF. 
3. Any command except D1. 

The above sequences assume that the GATEA20 
logic has been enabled via the A20EN instruction. 
As noted, only the value on DB 1 (data bus, bit 1) is 
processed. This bit will be directly passed through to 
P2.1 (port 2, bit 1). The A20EN .mode can be used in 
conjunction with both powerdown modes. 
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intel® 
POWER DOWN 

The UPI-C42 will support two new power down 
modes: Standby and S!Jspend. The Standby mode 
will allow the UPI-C42 to conserve power during pe
riods of inactivity. In the standby mode, the oscillator 
will remain running. The port pins will be frozen at 
their last state and the internal CPU operation will 
halt. This mode will reduce power to 6 mA. This 
mode will be exited by writing to the DBBIN (causing 
the IBF flag to be set), a change in the state of the 
TO/T1 input, if an ENTX instruction was executed 
prior to standby, or by RESET. If RESET is used to 
exit the standby mode CPU operation will begin from 
PC = OOOh. This mode is entered by the execution 
of the STANDBY instruction. It should be noted that 
when the A20EN mode is used in conjunction with 
the standby powerdown mode, an A20 sequence 
will not generate an IBF therefore the UPI-C42 will 
remain in the standby mode. 

The Suspend mode differs from standby in that the 
oscillator is not running and the internal CPU opera
tion is stopped. The suspend mode consumes 
40 pA This mode can only be exited by a RESET. 
This mode is entered by the execution of the SUS
PEND instruction. Both powerdown modes are sum
marized on the following page. 

Standby Mode Summary 

• Oscillator Running 

• CPU Operation Halted (No Internal Clocks) 

• Ports Frozen at Last State 

• Low Power Mode (Icc = 6 mAl 

• This mode is) exited by: 
RESET 
I B F Interrupt 
TO/T1 Toggled (If Enabled) 

Suspend Mode Summary 

• Oscillator Not Running 

• CPU Operation Stopped 

• Ports Tristated with Weak (- 2-10p.A) PUll-Up 

• Micropower Mode (Icc :<;:; 40 p.A) 

• This mode is exited by RESET 



Table 2 covers all pin states in both the standby and 
suspend modes. In addition to these two new power 
down modes, the UPI-C42 will also support the 
NMOS power down mode as outlined in Chapter 4 of 
the UPI-42AH users manual. 

Table 2. Power Down Mode Pin States 

Pins Standby Suspend 

Ports 1 and 2 
Outputs Normal Tristate 
Inputs Enabled Weak Pull-Up 

Disabled 

DBB(1) 
Outputs Normal Normal 
Inputs Normal Normal 

System Control Enabled Disabled 
(RD#, WR#, 
CS#,AO) 

Reset# Enabled Enabled 

Crystal Osc. Enabled Disabled -
(XTAL 1, XTAL2) 

Test 0, Test 1 Enabled Disabled 

Prog High High 

Sync High High 

EA Enabled, Disabled, 
Weak Pull-Up No Pull-Up 

SS# Enabled, Disabled, 
Weak Pull-Up Weak Pull-Up 

Icc -6mA <40/LA 

NOTES: 
1. DBB outputs are Tristate unless CS# and RD# are ac
tive. DBB inputs are disabled unless CS# and WR# are 
active. 
2. A "disabled" input will not cause current to be drawn 
regardless of input level (within the supply range). 
3. Weak pull-ups have current capability of typically 5 "A 
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NEW UPI-C42 INSTRUCTIONS 

The UPI-C42 will support several new instructions to 
allow for the use of new C42 features. These in
structions are not necessary to the user who does 
not wish to take advantage of any new C42 function
ality. The C42 will be completely compatible with all 
current NMOS code/applications. In order to use 
new features, however, some code modifications will 
be necessary. All new instructions can easily be in
serted into existing code by use of the ASM-48 mac
ro facility as shown in the following example: 

Macname MACRO 
DB 63H 
ENDM 

New Instructions 

The following is a list of additions to the UPI-42 in
struction set. These instructions apply only to the 
UPI-C42. These instructions must be added to exist
ing code in order to use any new functionality. 

SEL PMBO Select Program Memory Bank 0 

OPCODE 0110 0011 (63h) 

PC Bit 11 is set to zero on next JMP or CALL instruc
tion. All references to program memory fall within 
the range of 0-2047 (0-7FFh). 

SEL PMB1 Select Program Memory Bank 1 

OPCODE 0111 0011 (73h) 

PC Bit 11 is set to one on next JMP or CALL instruc
tion. All references to program memory fall within 
the range of 2048-4095 (800h-FFFh). 

ENA20 Enables Auto A20 hardware 

OPCODE 0011 0011 (33h) 

Enables on chip logiC to support Auto A20 Gate fea
ture. Will remain enabled until device is reset. This 
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circuitry gives the host direct control of port 2 bit 1 
(P2.1) without intervention by the internal CPU. 
When this opcode is executed, P2.1 becomes a ded
icated output pin. The status of this pin is read-able 
but can only be altered through a valid "D1" com
mand sequence (see Table 1). 

ENTX Enable TO/T1 Wake Up Function 

OPCODE 1100 0011 (C3H) 

Enables on chip logic to allow the TO or T1 input pin 
to "wake" the UPI-C42 from the STANDBY power 
down mode. 

STANDBY Invoke Standby Power Down Mode 

OPCODE 0000 0001 (Olh) 

Enables deivce to enter low power (mA range) 
mode. In this mode the external oscillator is running, 
CPU operation is suspended and. the port pins re
main frozen at their last state. This mode can be 
exited via a RESET, a change in state on the TO or 
T1 pin, or an IBF interrupt. 

SUSPEND Invoke Suspend Power Down Mode 

OPCODE 1000 0010 (82h) or 1110 0010 
(E2h) 

Enables device to enter micro power mode.: In this 
mode the external oscillator is off, CPU operation is 
stopped, and the Port pins are tristated. This mode 
can only be exited via a RESET signal. 

PROGRAMMING AND VERIFYING THE 
UPI-C42 

The UPI-C42 programming will differ from the NMOS 
device in three ways.· First, the C42 will have a 4K 
user programmable array. The UPI-C42 will also be 
programmed using the Intel Quick-Pulse Program
ming Algorithm. Finally, port 2 bit three (P2.3) will be 
used during program as the extra address pin re" 
quired to program the upper 2K bank of additional 
memory. None of these differences have any effect 
on the full CHMOS to NMOS device compatibility. 
The extra memory is fully transparent to the user 
who does not need, or want, to use the extra memo
ry space of the UPI-C42. 

In brief, the programming process consists of: acti
vating the program mode,applying an address, 
latching the address, applying data, and applying a 
programming pulse. Each word is programmed com
pletely before moving on to the next and is followed 
by a verification step. The following is a list of the 
pins used for programming and a description of their 
functions: 
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Pin Function 

XTAL2 Clock Input 

Reset Initialization and Address Latching 

Test 0 Selection of Program or Verify Mode 

EA Activation of ProgramlVerify Signature 
Row/Security Bit Modes 

BUS Address and Data Input 
Data Output During Verify 

P20-23 Address Input 

Voo Programming Power Supply 

PROG Program Pulse Input 

WARNING 
An attempt to program a missocketed UPI-C42 will result in 
severe damage to the part. An indication of a properly 
socketed part is the appearance of the SYNC clock output. 
The lack of this clock may be used to disable the program
mer. 

The ProgramlVerify sequence is: 

1. Insert 87C42 in programming socket 

2. CS = 5V, VCC = 5V, Voo = 5V, RESET = OV, 
Ao = OV, TEST 0 = 5V, clock applied or inter
nal oscillator operating, BUS floating, PROG = 
5V. 

3. TEST 0 = OV (select program mode) 

4. EA = 12.75V (active program mode) 

5. VCC = 6.25V (programming supply) 

6. Voo = 12.75V (programming power) 

7. Address applied to BUS and P20-23 

8. RESET = 5V (latch address) 

9. Data applied to BUS 

10. PROG = 5V followed by one 100 !ks pulse to 
OV 

11. TEST 0 = 5V (verify mode) 

12. Read and verify data on BUS 

13. TEST 0 = OV 

14. RESET = OV and repeat from step 6 

15. Programmer should be at conditions of step 1 
when the 87C42 is removed from socket 

Please follow the Quick-Pulse Programming flow 
chart for proper programming procedure shown in 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm 

Quick-Pulse ProgramlTling Algorithm 

As previously stated, the UPI-C42 'will be pro
grammed using the Quick-Pulse Programming Algo
rithm, developed 'by Intel to substantially reduce the 
thorughput time in production' programming: 
, , 

The Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm uses initial 
pulses of 100 p.s followed by a ,~y:te verification to 
determine when the addressbYf6has been suc
cessfully programmed: Up to 25 100 p.s pulses per 
byte are provided before a failure is recognized. A 
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flow chart of the Quick-Pulse Programming ,Algo
rithm is shown in Figure 6. 

The entire sequence of program pulses and byte 
verifications is performed at Vee = 6.2SV and 
Voo = 12.7SV. When programming has been com
pleted, all bytes should be compared to the original 
data with Vee = Voo = SV. 

A verify should be performed on the programmed 
bits to ensure that they have been correctly pro
grammed. The verify is performed with TO = SV, 
Voo = SV, EA = 12.7SV, SS# = SV, PROG = SV, 
AD = OV, and CS# = SV. 

In addition to the Quick-Pulse Programming Algo
rithm, the UPI-C42 OPT is also compatible with In
tel'slnteligent Programming Algorithm which is used 
to program the NMOS UPI-42AH OTP devices. 

The entire sequence of program pulses and byte 
verifications is performed at Vee = 6.2SV and 
Voo = 12:7SV. When the inteligent Programming 
cycle has been completed, all bytes should be com
pared to the original data With Vee = S.O, Voo = 
SV . 

. Verify 

A verify should be performed on the programmed 
bits to determine that they have been correctly pro
grammed. The verify is performed with TO =SV, 
Voo = SV, EA = 12.75V,5S == SV, PROG = SV, 
AD = OV, Il:nd CS = SV. . 

SECURITY BIT 

The security bit is a single EPROM cell outside the 
EPROM array. The user can program this bit with the 
appropriate access code and the normal program
ming procedure, to inhibit any external access to the 
EPROM contents. Thus the user's resident program 
is protected. There is no direct e?C1:ernal access to 
this bit. However, the security byte in the signature 
row has the same address and can be used' to 
check indirectly whether the security bit has been 
programmed or not. The security bit has no effect on 
the signature mode, so the security byte can always 
be examined. 

SECURITY BIT PROGRAMMINGI 
VERIFICATION 

Programming 

a. Read the security byte of the signature mode. 
Make sure it is OOH. 
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b. Apply access code to appropriate inputs to put 
the device into security mode. ' 

c. Apply high voltage to EA and Vee pins. 

d. Follow the programming procedure as per the 
Quick-Pulse' Programming Algorithm with known 
data on the databus. Not only the security bit, but 
also the security ,byte of the signature row is pro
grammed. 

e. Verify that the security byte of the signature 
mode contains the same data as appeared on 
t~e data bus. (If DBO-OB7 = high, the security 
byte will contain FFH.) , 

f. Read two consecutive known bytes from the 
EPROM array and verify that the wrong data are 
retrieved in at least one verification. If the 
EPROM can still be read, the security bit' may 
have not been fully programmed though the se
curity byte in the signature mode has. 

Verification 

Since the security bit address overlaps the address 
of the security byte of the signature mode, it can be 
used to check indirectly whether the security bit has 
been programmed or not. Therefore, the security bit 
verification is a mere read operation of the security 
byte of the signature row (OFFH ,;" security bit pro~ 
grammed; OOH '= security bit unprogrammed). Note 

~hat during t~e ,security bit programming, the reading 
of the security byte does not necessarily indicate 
that the. security' bit has beeh successfully pro
grammed. Thus, it is recommended that two consec
utive known bytes in the EPROM array be read and 
the wrong data shOuld be read at least once, be~ 
cause it is highly improbable that random data coin-
cides with the correct ones twice. ' 

SIGNATURE MODE 

The UPI-C42 has an additional 64 bytes of EPROM 
available for Intel, and user signatures and miscalla

, neous purposes. The 64 bytes are partitioned as fol-
lows: .' , 

A. ,Test code/chec!<sum-This can accommodate 
up to 25 bytes of oode for testing the internal 
nodes that are not testable by executing from the 
external, memory. The test code/checksum is 
present on ROMs, andOTPs. 

B. Intel signature-This allows the programmer to 
read from the UPI-41AH/42AH/C42 the manu
facturer of the device and the exact product 
name. It facilitates automatic device identification 
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and will be present in the ROM and OTP ver
sions. Location 10H contains the manufacturer 
code. For Intel, it is 89H. Location 11 H contains 
the device code. ' 

'The code is 43H and 4;:!H for the 8042AH/80C42 
and OTP, 8742AH/87C42, respectively. The 
code is 44H for any device with the security bit 
set by Intel. 

C. User signature-The user signature memory is 
implemented .in the EPROM and consists of 2 
bytes for the customer to program his own signa
ture code (for identification purposes and quick 
sorting of previously programmed mat~rials). 

O. Test signature-This memory is used to store 
. testing information such as: test data, bin num· 

ber, etc. (for use in quality and manufacturing 
control). 

E Security. byte-This byte is used to check 
whether the security bit has been programmed 
(see the security bit section). 

F.. UPI·C42 Intel Signature-Applies only to 
CHMOS device. Location 20H contains the man
ufacturer code and location 21 H contains the de
vice code: The Intel UPI-C42 manufacturer's 
code is 99H.The device 10's are 82H for the 
OTP version and 83H for the ROM version. The 
device 10's are the same for the UPI-L42. 

The signature mode can be accessed by setting 
P10 = 0, P11-P17 = 1,' and then following the pro
gramming and/or verification procedures. The loca
tion of the various address partitions are as shown in 
Table 3. 

SYNC MODE 

The Sync Mode is provided to ease the design' of 
multiple controller circuits by allowing the designer 
to force the device into known phase and state time. 
The Sy,:!c Mode may also be utilized by automatic 
test equipment (ATE) for quick, easy, and efficient 
synchronizing between the tester.and the OUT (de~ 
vice under test). ' . 

Sync Mode. is enabled when SS pin is raised to high 
voltage level of + 12 volts. To begin synchroniza
tion, TO is raised to 5 volts at leastfourclock cycles 
after 85. TO must bEl high for at least four X2 clbck 
cycles to fully reset ~he prescaler and time state 
generators. TO may then be brought down during . 
low state of X2. Two clock cycles later, with the ris~ 
ing edge of X2, the device enters into Time State 1, 
PhasEl 1. SS is thW'.! brought down to 5 volts 4' clocks 
later after TO. R~T is allowed to go high 5 tCY (75 
clocks) later for normal execution of code. 
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Table 3. Signature Mode Table 

Address 
Device No. of 
Type Bytes 

Test Code/Checksum 0 OFH ROM/OTP 25 
16H 1EH 

Intel Signature 10H 11H ROM/OTP 2 

User Signature 12H 13H OTP 2 

Test Signature 14H 15H ROM/OTP 2 

Security Byte 1FH or 3FH ROM/OTP 2 

UPI-C42 Intel Signature 20H 21H ROM/OTP 2 

User Defined UPI-C42 OTP EPROM Space 22H 3EH ROM/OTP 30 

ACCESS CODE 

The following table summarizes the access codes required to Invoke the Sync Mode, Signature Mode, 
and the Security Bit, respectively. Also, the programming and verification modes are included for 
comparison. 

Access Code 
Control Signals Data Bus 

Modes Port 2 Port 1 

TO RST SS EA PROG Voo Vcc 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 012 3 0 1 234 567 

Programming 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee Address Addr ao a1 XXXXXX 

Mode 0 1 1 HV STB VOOH Vee Data In Addr 

Verifica1ion 0 0 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Address Addr ao a1 X X X X X X 

Mode 1 1 1 HV 1 Vee Vee DataOu1 Addr 

Sync Mode STS 0 HV 0 X Vce Vee X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXXXXX 

High 

Signa1ure Prog 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee Addr. (see Sig Mode Table) 0 0 0 0 1 111XX1 

Mode 0 1 1 HV STB VOOH Vee Data In 0 0 0 

Verify 0 0 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Addr. (see Sig Mode Table) 0 0 0 

1 1 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Da1aOu1 0 0 0 

Security Prog 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee Address 0 0 0 
BillByte 0 1 1 HV STB VOOH Vee Da1a In 0 o 0 

Verify 0 0 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Address 0 0 0 

1 1 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Da1aOut 0 0 0 

NOTE: 
1. ao = 0 or 1; a1 = 0 or 1. aO must = a1' 
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SYNC MODE TIMING DIAGRAMS 

XTAL2 

PHASE1-------------

PHASE 2- - - - - - - - - - - - -

TIME STATE 2 3 4 
SS 1:~~r-------------------------------------------,~ _______________________________________ _ 

OV 

TO ~---------------~---------I .... ---------------------------------------------OV 

SYNC 

5V _________________________________________ ~------~ 
OV L..-__ 

~ OV------------------------------------------------------------------__________________________ _ 

Minimum Specifications 
SYNC Operation Time, tSYNC = S.5 XTAL 2 Clock cycles. Reset Time, tRS = 4 Icy. 

NOTE: 
The rising and falling edges of TO should occur during low state of XTAL 2 clock. 

APPLICATIONS 
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UPI-C42 
PORT 

2 

cs 
AO 

TO 

Tl 

KEYLOCK 

KBCLK 

KBDATA 

A20GATE 

IRQ 1 

KBDATA 

KEYBOARD/SYSTEM 
CONTROL/INTERFACE 
SIGNALS 

KBCLK } SERIAL DATA 
1+-"';"""';""___ FROM KEYBOARD 

Figure 7. UPI-C42 Keyboard Controller 

. I • TO 

I :~:~::RAl -TO 

_T, 
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... 
AOORE~~LJ 

CONTROLr-_----,nYI 

Figure S. SOSS·UPI·C42 Interface 
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APPLICATIONS (Continued) 

liD liD · I W1\ W1\ • TO .... H 
UPI·C42 1--' POAT COfI OL 

CS TO DEVICES '. aus A • OIl _T, 

290414-10 

Figure 9. S04SH-UPI-C42 Interface 

UPI-c42 

DBa 

DATA IUS 

CONTROL IUS 
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Figure 10. UPI-C42-S243 Keyboard Scanner 
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Figure 11. UPI-C42 SO-Column Matrix Printer Interface 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias .... O·C to + 70·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
. Respect to Ground .............. -0.5V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ......................... 1.5 W 

NOTICE: This data sheet contains preliminary infor
mation on new products in production. The specifica
tions are subject to change without notice. Verify with 
your local Intel Sales office that you have the latest 
data sheet before finalizing a design. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto +7Q·C. Vee = VDO = +5V ±10%; +3.3V ±10% UPI-L42 

UPI-C42 UPI-L42 
Symbol Parameter Units Notes 

Min Max Min Max 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 -0.3 +0.8 V All Pins 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee 2.0 Vee + 0.3 V 
(Except XTAL2. RESET) 

VIHl Input High Voltage 3.5 Vee 2.0 Vee + 0.3 V 
(XTAL2. RESET) 

VOL Output Low Voltage (Do-D7) 0.45 0.45 V IOL = 2.0 rnA UPI-C42 
IOL = 1.3 rnA UPI-L42 

VOLl Output Low Voltage 0.45 0.45 V IOL = 1.6 rnA UPI-C42 
(Pl0P17. P20P27. Sync) IOL = 1 rnA UPI-L42 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage (PROG) 0.45 0.45 V IOL = 1.0 rnA UPI-C42 
IOL = 0.7 rnA UPI-L42 

VOH Output High Voltage (Do-D7) 2.4 2.4 V IOH = - 400 p.A UPI-C42 
IOH = - 260 p.A UPI-L42 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 2.4 2.4 IOH = - 50 p.A UPI-C42 
(AU Other Outputs) IOH = - 25 p.A UPI-L42 

IlL Input Leakage Current ±10 ±10 p.A Vss :0;: VIN :0;: Vee 
(To. Tl.' RD. WR. CS. Ao. EA) 

IOFL Output Leakage Current ±10 ±10 p.A Vss + 0.45 :0;: VOUT :0;: Vee 
(Do-D7. High Z State) 

III Low Input Load Current -50 -250 -35 -175 p.A PortPins 
(Pl0P17. P20P27) Min VIN = 2.4V 

Max VIN = 0.45V 

ILil Low Input Load Current -40 -40 p.A VIN:O;: VIL 
(RESET. 55) 

IHI Port Sink Curreht 
5.0 rnA 

Vee = 3.0V 
(PlOP17. P20P27) VIH = 5.0V 

100 VOO Supply Current 4 2.5 rnA 
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UPI·C42/UPI·L42 

DC CHARACTERISTICS 
TA = QCG to + 700 G, Vee = Voo = + 5V ± 10%; + 3.3V ± 10% UPI-L42 (Continued) 

UPI·C42 UPI·L42 
Symbol Parameter Units Notes 

Min Max Min Max 

Icc + 100 Total Supply Current: 
Active Mode @ 12.5 MHz 30 20 rnA Typical 14 rnA UPI-C42, 

9 mA UPI-L42 
Standby Mode @ 12.5 MHz 6 4 mA Osc. Running Typical 

3 mA UPI-C42, 
2 mA UPI-L42 

Suspend Mode 40 26 IJ-A Osc. Off(l, 4) 

100 Standby Power Down 5 3.5 mA NMOS Compatible 
Supply Current Power Down Mode 

IIH Input Leakage Current 100 100 IJ-A VIN = Vee 
(Pl0-P17, P20-P27) 

CIN Input Capacitance 10 10 pF TA = 25°C (1) 

CIO 1/0 Capacitance 20 20 pF TA = 25°C (1) 

NOTE: 
1. Sampled, not 100% tested. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-PROGRAMMING (UPI-C42 AND UPI-L42) 
TA = 25°C ±5°C, Vee = 6.25V ±0.25V, Voo = 12.75V ±0.25V 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

VOOH Voo Program Voltage High Level 12.5 13 V(l) 

VOOL VOO Voltage Low Level 4.75 5.25 V 

VPH PROG Program Voltage High Level 2.0 5.5 V 

VPL PROG Voltage Low Level -0.5 0.8 V 

VEAH Input High Voltage for EA 12.0 13.0 V(2) 

VEAL EA Voltage Low Level -0.5 5.25 V 

100 Voo High Voltage Supply Current 50.0 mA 

lEA EA High Voltage Supply Current 1.0 mA(4) 

NOTES: 
1. Voltages over 13V applied to pin Voo will permanently damage the device. 
2. VEAH must be applied to EA before VOOH and removed after VOOL. 
3. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Voo and must be removed simultaneously or after Voo. 
4. Sampled, not 100% tested. 
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UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

AC CHARACTERISTICS 
T A = ooe to + 70oe, Vss = OV, Vcc = Voo = + 5V ± 1 0%; + 3.3V ± 10% for the UPI-L42 

NOTE: 
All AC Characteristics apply to both the UPI-C42 and UPI-L42 

DBB READ 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

tAR es, Ao Setup to AD J, 0 ns 

tRA es, Ao Hold After AD t 0 ns 

tRR AD Pulse Width 160 ns 

tAO es, Ao to Data Out Delay 130 ns 

tRO AD J, to Data Out Delay 0 130 ns 

tOF AD t to Data Float Delay 85 ns 

DBB WRITE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

tAW es, Ao Setup to WA J, 0 ns 

tWA es, Ao Hold After WA t 0 , ns 

tww WA Pulse Width' 160 ns 

tow Data Setup to WAt 130 ns 

two Data Hold After WA t 0 ns 
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infel~ UPI·C42/UPI~L42 

AC CHARACTERISTICS 
TA = Q·C to + 70·C, vss = av, vee = VOD = + 5V ± 10%; + 3.3V ± 10% for the UPI-L42 (Continued) 

CLOCK 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

·tcv UPI-C42/UPI-L42 Cycle Time 1.2 9.20 II-s(1) 

tcvc UPI-C42/UPI-L42 Clock Period 80 613 ns 

tPWH Clock High Time 30 ns 

tpWL Clock Low Time 30 ns 

tR Clock Rise Time 10 ns 

tF Clock Fall Time 10 ns 

NOTE: 
1. tcv = 15/f(XTAL) 

AC CHARACTERISTICS DMA 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

DACK to WR or RD o ns 

tcAC RD or WR to DACK o ns 

DACK to Data Valid o 130 ns 

tcRQ RD or WR to DRO Cleared 110 ns(1) , 

NOTE: 
1. CL = 150 pF. 

AC CHARACTERISTICS PORT 2 

Symbol Parameter f(tcV)<3) Min Max Units 

tcp Port Control Setup Before Falling Edge of PROG 1/15tcv-28 55 ns(1) 

!Pc Port Control Hold After Falling Edge of PROG 1/10tcv 125 ns(2) 

tpR PROG to Time P2 Input Ml,lst Be Valid 
I 

8/15tcv- 16 650 ns(1) 

tpF Input Data Hold Time 0 150 ns(2) 

top Outp~t OataSetup Time 2/10tcv 250 ns(1) 

tpD Output Data Hold Time 1/10tcv-8O 45 ns(2) 

tpp PROG Pulse Width " 6/10tcv 750 ns 

NOTES: 
1. CL = 80 pF. 
2. CL = 20 pF. 
3. tc;v = 1.25,,;s. 
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UPI"C42/UPI';U2 

AC CHARACTERISTICS-PROGRAMMING (UPI-C42 AND UPI-L42) 
TA = 25°C ±5°C, VCC = 6.25V ±0.25V, VOOL = +5V, ±0.25V, VOOH = 12;75V ±0.25V 

(87C42/87L42 ONLY) 

Symbol, Parameter Min Max 

tAW Address Setup Time to RESET t 4tCV 

twA Address Hold Time after RESET t 4tcv 

tow, Data in Setup Time to PROG J,. 4tcv 

two Data in Hold Time after PROG t 4tcv 

tpw ' Initial Program Pulse Width l:l5 105 

trw Test 0 Setup Time for Program Mode ' 4tcv 

tWT Test 0 Hold Time after Program Mode 4tcv 

too Test 0 to Data Out Delay 4tcv 

tww RESET Pulse Width to Latch Address 4tcv 

tr, tf PROG Rise and Fall Times ,,'. 0.5 100 

tcv CPU Operation Cycle Time 2.5 3.75 

tRE RESET Setup Time before EA t 4tcV 

topw Overprogram Pulse Width 2.85 78.75 

tOE EA High to VOO High 1tcv 

NOTES: 
1. This variation is a function of the iteration counter value, X. 
2. If TEST 0 is high, too can be triggered by RESET t . 

AC TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM AC TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

INPUT IOUTPUT 

' 2.0' 2.0 ,DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

• +:....:. In-e-® 

Units 

,""s 

,""S 

,""S 

ms(1) 

,.,.,==>( , x= ,> TEST POINTS <, ' , 

' 'u U 
0.45 

290414-16 

J,c..=.50PF, 

290414-17 
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DRIVING FROM AN EXTERNAL SOURCE 

~
2) '001\ 

ICTAL! 

XTAL2 

290414-18 

NOTE: 
See XT AL 1 Configuration Table. 

LC OSCILLATOR MODE 

L C NOMINAL 1 

'''" '''''-'- n:: ': n~. 
. XTAL2 

f = 2w,f[C' 

C·=C+3CPp 
2 

Cpp .. 5-10 pF 
Pin-la-Pin Capacitanca 

45H 20pF ,5.2MHz m 
29il414-20 

Each C Should be Approximately 20 PF. including Stray Capacitanca. 

XTAL 1 Configuration Table 

XTAL 1 Connection 

1) to Ground 
2) 10 KO Resistor 

to Ground 

Not reCommended for CHMOS Recommended configuration for 
designs. Causes approximately designs which Will use both 
16 rnA of additional current flow NMOS and CHMOS parts. This 
through the XT AL 1 pin on UPI- configuration limits the additional 
C42 and approximately 11 mA of current through the XT AL 1 pin to 
additional current t,hrough XT AL 1 approximately 1 mA, while 
on the UPI-L42. maintaining compatibility with the· 

NMOS device. 

UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

+5Y 

470Q 

»-+-----..,XTALI 
+SY 

290414-19 
Rise and Fall Times Should Not 
Exceed 10 ns. Resistors to Vee 
are Needed to Ensure VIH = 3.5V 
if TTL Circuitry is Used. 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR MODE 

~C'! I ;.:'~: XT ... ' 

co ;----t-: ;=b,;=r= 
= I 

f-~----L-""'7'I XTAL2 
C3 

290414-21 
C1 5 pF '(STRAY 5 pF) 
cli (CRYSTAL + STRAy) 8 pF 
C3 20-30 pF INCLUDIN(3 STRAY 

, Crystal Series Resistance Should 
be Less Than 300 at 12.5 MHz. 

3) Not Connected 

Low poWer configuration 
recommended· for CHMOS only 
designs to provide lowest 
possible power consumption. 
ThiS configuration Will not work 
with the.NMOS device. 
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UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

WAVEFORMS 

READ OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

cS OR AO =x 
-IAM-

' .. -IHA-

AD \ 1/ 
-'RO- _'Of 

tAli 

WRITE OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

K 

intel® 

!SV$TEM'S 
AOO"ESS BUSI 

(READ CONTROL: 

290414-22 

~ r (SYSTEM'S 
~ OR A. AOORE$SBUSI 

WR 

- ... -) 1-'- 1 r-'- ----.,~ 
. ~ ¥1' (WRITE CONTROLI 

-.ow-II-.wo 
OATA8uS OATA ) -OATAVAlID_W DATA 

HNPUTl ____ M_A_y _CH_A_NG_' ___ J ~,-____ M_A_Y _CH_A_NIl_' ____ _ 

290414-23 

CLOCK TIMING 

2.4V 

XTAL2 1.6V 

.4SV ---------

• 'CYC 

290414-24 
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UPI-C42/UPI·L42 

WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

COMBINATION PROGRAM/VERIFY MODE 

PROGRAM 

VEAH(12.75V} 

EA VIH(5 v} 

VIL(OV} 

I-- I-taE ., 
- --' 

~'rw-

TO 
VIH(5V} 

VIL(OV} 
- ~ 

RESET 
V,Hl(5V} 

VIL1 (OV} 

---, 

I--IAW":'" -'wA-

DIIo-D~ 
VIH(5V} 

VIL(OV} 
::> ... ADDRESS 

", END OF 
VERIFY -+ PROGRAM .. PROGRA 101 

FY OR VERI 

\ . 
-'wri-

'\. 

~-=-r -
'"" tt '00 

OATA IN .. IOATA OUT }. < NEXT ADDRESS 
-I 

P20 -PU 
VIH(5V} 

VIL(OV} 
ADDRESS X NEXT ADDRESS 

VOOH(12.75 v} 
VOD 

VDQL(5V} 

-IoE ~ 'oE~ -
I \... 

-Ipw'" 

PROG 
VIH(5V} 

VIL(OV} '---J 
'ow- -- :--'wD 

290414-25 

NOTES: 
1. Ao must be held lOw (OV) during program/verify modes. . 

.2. For VIH. VIH1. Vllo VIL1, VOOH, and VOOL, please consult the D.C. Characteristics Table. 
3. When programming the 87C42, a 0.1 ,...F capacitor is .required across VOO and ground to suppress spurious voltage 
transients which can damage the davice. . 

VERtFY MODE 

EA VEAH ~TRE-I ~\~ =::t==':::J~ 
I 

\\,.----TO 

RESETI 

OSO-DB7 

P20-P23 
VIH--~ ,..-------------v== 
VIL __ ...IX ~ESS 

290414-26 

NOTES: 
1. PROG must float if EA is low. 
2. PROG must float or = 5V when EA is high. 
3. P10-P17 = 5V or must float. ' 
4. P24-P27 = 5V or must float. 
5. Ao must be held low during programming/verify modes. 
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UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

DMA 

. WlI 

DATA BUS 

ORO 

PORT 2 

SYNC 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

OUTPUT 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

.tNPUT 

PROD 

\ 

-

J 

\ 

tACC - - CAC -

VALID . 

-tACD~ 

Jl 

PORT 20-3 DATA 

PORT TIMING DURING EXTERNAL ACCESS (EA) 

SYNC I \ 
P1o.17 X PORT PC 
P2CJ.22 

DATA· 

. '\' 

, 
~ 

- tACC - -tCAC~ 

VALID 

, 

~tCR. 

290:414-27 

290414-28 

I \ 

X X PORT PC DATA 

29.0414-29 
On the Rising Edge of SYNC and EA is Enabled, Port Data is Valid andean be Strobed. On the Trailing Edge of Sync' 
the Program Counter Contents are Available. 
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intel® UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

Table 4. UPllnstruction Set 
r--M-n-e-m-o-n-ic----o-e-s-c-rj-Pt-io-n---e-y-t-e-II-C-y-e-'e-8"'1 

ACCUMULATOR 
ADD A, Rr 
ADD A, @Rr 

ADD A, #data 
ADDCA,Rr 

ADDCA,@Rr 

ADDC A, # data 

ANLA, Rr 
ANL, A@Rr 

ANLA, #data 
ORLA,Rr 
ORL,A,@Rr 

ORLA, #data 
XRLA, Rr 

XRLA, @Rr 

XRLA, #data 

INCA 
DEC A 
CLRA 
CPLA 
DAA 
SWAP A 
RLA 
RLCA 

RRA 
RRCA 

INPUT/OUTPUT 
INA,Pp 
OUTLPp,A 
ANL Pp, #data 

ORL Pp, #data 

INA, DBB 

OUT DBB, A 

MOVSTS,A 

MOVDA, Pp 

MOVDPp,A 

ANLD Pp, A 

ORLDPp,A 

Add register to A 
Add data memory 
toA 

Add immediate to A 
Add register to A 
with carry 

Add data memory 
to A with carry 

Add immediate 
to A with carry 

AND register to A 
AND data memory 
toA 

AND immediate to A 
OR register to A 
OR data memory 
toA 

OR immediate to A 
Exclusive OR regis-
terto A 

Exclusive OR data 
memory to A 

Exclusive OR imme-
diate to A 

IncrementA 
Decrement A 
Clear A 
Complement A 
Decimal Adjust A 
Swap nibbles of A 
Rotate A left 
Rotate A left through 
carry 

Rotate A right 
Rotate A right 
through carry 

Input port to A 
Output A to port 
AND immediate to 
port 

OR immediate to 
port 

Input DBB to A, 
clear IBF 

Output A to DBB, 
setOBF 

A4 -'-A7 to Bits 4-7 of 
Status 

Input Expander 
port to A 

Output A to 
Expander port 

AND A to Expander 
port 

OR A to Expander 
port 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 
1 

2 2 

1 
'1 

2 
1 2 
2 2 

2 2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Mnemonic Description Bytes Cycles 

DATA MOVES 
MOVA, Rr MOlle register to A 1 1 
MOVA,@Rr Move data memory 1 1 

toA 
MOV A, #data Move immediate to A 2 2 
MOVRr,A Move A to register 1 1 
MOV@Rr,A Move A to data 1 1 

memory 
MOV Rr, #data Move immediate to 2 2 

register 
MOV@Rr, Move immediate to 2 2 

# data data memory 
MOVA,PSW MovePSWtoA 1 1 
MOVPSW,A MoveAto PSW 1 1 
XCH A, Rr Exchange A and 1 1 

register 
XCHA,@Rr Exchange A and 1 1 

data memory 
XCHDA,@Rr Exchange digit of A 1 1 

and register 
MOVPA,@A Move to A from 1 2 

current page 
MOVP3,A, @A Move to A from 1 2 

page 3 

TIMER/COUNTER 
MOVA, T Read Timer/Counter 1 1 
MOVT,A Load Timer/Counter 1 1 
STRTT Start Timer 1 1 
STRTCNT Start Counter 1 1 
STOP TCNT Stop Timer/Counter 1 1 
EN TCNTI Enable Timer/ 1 1 

Counter Interrupt 
DIS TCNTI Disable Timerl 1 1 

Counter Interrupt 

CONTROL 
'ENA20 Enable A20 Logic 1 1 
ENDMA Enable DMA Hand- 1 1 

shake Lines 
ENI Enable IBFlnterrupt 1 1 
'ENTx Enable TO/Tl Wake 1 1 

Up Function 

DISI Diable IBF Inter- 1 1 
rupt 

EN FLAGS Enable Master 1 1 
Interrupts 

'SEL PMBO Select Program 1 1 
memory bank 0 

'SEL PMBI Select Program 1 1 
memory bank 1 

SELRBO Select register 1 1 
bank 0 

SELRB1 Select register 1 1 
bank 1 

• UPI-C42/UPI-L42 Only. 
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UPI-C42/UPI-L42 

Table 4 UPI Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Description Bytes Cycles 

CONTROL (Continued) 
'STANDBY Invoke Standby Power- 1 2 

down mode 
'SUSPEND Invoke Suspend Power- 1 2 

dQwn mode 
NOP No Operation 1 1 

REGISTERS 
INCRr Inc~ment register 1 1 
INC@Rr Increment data 1 1 

memory 
DECRr Decrement register 1 1 

SUBROUTINE 
CALLaddr Jump to subroutine 2 2 
RET Return 1 2 
RETR Return and restore 1 2 

status 

FLAGS 
CLRC Clear Carry 1 1 
CPLC Complement Carry 1 1 
CLRFO Clear Flag 0 1 1 
CPLFO Complement Flag 0 1 1 
CLRFI Clear Fl Flag 1 1 
CPLFI Complement Fl Flag 1 1 

·UPI·C42/UPI·L42 Only. 

REVISION SUMMARY 

The following has been changed since Revision 
-002: 

1. Added information on keyboard controller prod
uct family. 

2. Added IHI specification for the UPI-L42. 

The following has been changed since Revision 
-001: 

1. Added UPI-L42 references and specification. 
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Mnemonic Description 

BRANCH 
JMPaddr Jump unconditional 
JMPP@A Jump indirect 
DJNZ Rr, addr Decrement register 

and jump 
JCaddr Jump on Carry = 1 
JNCaddr Jump on Carry = 0 
JZ addr Jump on A Zero 
JNZ addr Jump on A not Zero 
JTOaddr Jump on TO = 1 
JNTOaddr Jump on TO = 0 
JTl addr JumponTl = 1 
JNTI addr JumponTt = 0 
JFO addr Jump on FO Flag = 1 
JFl addr Jump on Fl Flag = 1 
JTFaddr Jump on Timer Flag 

= I, Clear Flag 
JNIBF addr Jump on IBF Flag 

=0 
JOBFaddr Jump on OBF Flag 

= 1 
JBb addr Jump on Accumula-

for Bit 

intel® 
. Bytes Cycles 

2 2 
1 2 
2 2 

2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2-
2 2 
2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 
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UPI-4S2 
CHMOS PROGRAMMABLE 110 PROCESSOR 

83C452 - 8K x 8 Mask Programmable Internal ROM 

80C452 - External ROM/EPROM 

• 83C452/80C452:3.5 to 14 MHz Clock • Two 16-Blt Timer/Counters 
Rate • Boolean Processor 

• Software Compatible with the MC8-51 • Bit Addressable RAM 
Family 

128-Byte BI-Directlonal FIFO Slave • 8 Interrupt Sources • Interface • Programmable Full Duplex Serial 

Two DMA Channels 
Channel • 

• 256 X 8-Bit Internal RAM • 64K Program Memory Space 

34 Additional Special Function • 64K Data Memory Space • Registers • 68-Pin PGA and PLCC 

• 40 Programmable I/O Lines 
(See Packaging Spec" Order: '" 231369) 

The Intel UPI-452 (Universal Peripheral Interface) is a 68 pin CHMOS Slave 1/0 Processor with a sophisticated 
bi-directional FIFO buffer interface on the slave bus and a two channel DMA processor on-chip. The UPI-452 
is the newest member of Intel's UPI family of products. It is a general-purpose slave 1/0 Processor that allows 
the designer to grow a customized interface solution. 

The UPI-452 contains a complete 80C51 with twice the on-chip data and program memory. The sophisticated 
slave FIFO module acts as a buffer between the UPI-452 internal CPU and the external host CPU. To both the 
external host and the internal CPU, the FIFO module looks like a bi-directional bottomless buffer that can both 
read and write data. The FIFO manages the transfer of data independent of the UPI-452 core CPU and 
generates an interrupt or DMA request to either CPU, host or internal, as a FIFO service request. 

The FIFO consists of two channels:the Input FIFO and the Output FIFO. The division of the FIFO module 
array, 128 bytes, between Input channel and Output channel is programmable by the user. Each FIFO byte 
has an additional logical ninth bit to distinguish between a data byte and a Data Stream Command byte. 
Additionally, Immediate Commands allow direct, interrupt driven, bi-directional communication between the 
UPI-452 internal CPU and external host CPU, bypassing the FIFO. 

The on-chip DMA processor allows high speed data transfers from one writeable memory space to another. 
As many as 64K bytes can be transferred in a single DMA operation. Three distinct memory spaces may be 
used in DMA operations; Internal Data Memory, External Data Memory, and the Special Function Registers 
(including the FIFO IN, FIFO OUT, and Serial Channel Special Functions Registers). 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
November 1990 
Order Number: 231428-005 5-1 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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8231A 
ARITHMETIC PROCESSING UNIT 

Fixed Point Singlean~ Double • Compatible with all Intel and most 
Precision (16/32 Bit) other Microprocessor Families 

Floating Point Single Precision (32 Bit) • Direct Memory Access or Programmed 

Binary Data Formats I/O Data Transfers 

Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide • End of Execution Signal 

Trlgnometrlc and Inverse Trigonometric • General Purpose 8·Bit Data Bus 
Functions Interface 

Square Roots,. Logarithms, • Standard 24 Pin Package 

Exponentiation • + 12V and + 5V Power Supplies 

Float to Fixed and Fixed to Float • Advanced N·Channel Silicon Gate 
Conversions HMOS Technology 

Stack Oriented Operand Storage 

The Intel 8231A Arithmetic Processing Unit (APU) is a monolithic HMOS LSI device that provides high per
formance fixed.· and floating point arithmetic and floating point trigonometric operations. It may be used to 
enhance the mathematical capability of a wide variety of processor-oriented systems. Chebyshev polynomials 
are. used in the implementation of the APU algorithms. 

All transfers, including operand, result, status and command information, take place over an 8-bit bidirectional 
data bus. Operands are pushed onto an internal stack and commands are issued to perform operations on the 
data and the stack. Results are then available to be retrieved from the stack. 

Transfers to and from the APU may be handled by the associated processor using conventional programmed 
1/0, or may be handled by a direct memory access controller for improved performance. Upon completion of 
each command, the APU issues an end of execution signal that may be used as an interrupt by the CPU to 
help coordinate prOgram execution. 

231305-1 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 

~ 4 

SVREQ S 

DO=-': 1 6 

eLK 

RESET 

231305-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or cal! 1,800=548-4725. 

September 1983 
5-2 Order Number: 231305-003 
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8237A 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
PROGRAMMABLE DMA CONTROLLER 

(8237A-S) 

• Enable/Disable Control of Individual • Directly Expandable to Any Number of 
DMA Requests Channels 

• Four Independent DMA Channels • End of Process Input for Terminating 

• Independent Autoinitialization of All Transfers 

Channels • Software DMA Requests 

• Memory-to-Memory Transfers • Independent Polarity Control for DREQ 

• Memory Block Initialization and DACK Signals 

• Address Increment or Decrement • Available In EXPRESS 
- Standard Temperature Range 

• High Performance: Transfers up to 
Available In 40-Lead Cerdip and Plastic 1.6M. Bytes/Second with 5 MHz 8237 A-5 • Packages 
(See Packaging Spec. Order '" 231369) 

The 8237 A Multimode Direct Memory Access (DMA) Controller is a peripheral interface circuit for microproc
essor systems. It is designed to improve system performance by allowing external devices to directly transfer 
information from the system memory. Memory-to-memory transfer capability is also provided. The 8237A 
offers a wide variety of programmable control features to enhance data throughput and system optimization 
and to allow dynamic reconfiguration under program control. 

The 8237Ais designed to be used in conjunction with an external8-bitaddress latch. It contains four indepen
dent channels and may be expanded to any number of channels by cascading additional controller chips. The 
three basic transfer modes allow programmability of the types of DMA service by the user. Each channel can 
be individually programmed to Autoinitialize to its original condition following an End of Process (EOP). Each 
channel has a full64K address and word count capability . 
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82C37A-5 
CHMOS HIGH PERFORMANCE 

PROGRAMMABLE DMACONTROLLER 
Pin Compatible with NMOS 8237A-5 • Address Increment or Decrement 

Enable/Disable Control of Individual '. High performance: 5 MHz Speed 
DMA Requests Transfers up to 1.6 MBytes/Second 

Fully Static Design with Frequency • Directly Expandable to any Number of 
Range from DC to 5 MHz Channels 

Low Power Operation • End of Process Input for Terminating 

Four Independent DMA Channels Transfers 

Independent Autoinitialization of all • Software DMA Requests 

Channels • Independent Polarity Control for DREQ 

Memory~to-Memory Transfers and DACK Signals 

Memory Block Initialization • Available in 40-Lead Plastic DIP 

The Intel 82C37A-5 Multimode Direct Memory Access (DMA) Controller is a CHMOS peripheral interface 
circuit for microprocessor systems. It is designed to improve system performance by allowing external devices 
to directly transfer information from the system memory. Memory-to-memory transfer capability. is also provid
ed. The 82C37 A-5 offers a wide variety of programmable control features to enhance data throughput and 
system optimization and to allow dynamic reconfiguration under program control. 

The 82C37A-5 is designed to be used in conjunction with an external 8-bit address register. It contains four 
independent channels and may be expanded to any number of channels by cascading additional controller 
chips. 

The three basic transfer modes allow programmability of the types of DMA service by the user. Each channel 
can be individually programmed to Autoinitialize to its original condition following an End of Process (EOP). 

Each channel has a full 64K address and word count capability. 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Type Name and Function 

Vee POWER: + 5 volt supply. 

VSS GROUND: Ground. 

ClK I CLOCK I.NPUT: Clock Input controls the internal operations of the 
82C37 A-5 and its rate of data transfers. The input may be driven at 
up to 5 MHz for the 82C37 A-5. 

CS I CHIP SELECT: Chip Select is an active low input used to select the· 
82C37 A-5 as an I/O device during the Idle cycle. This allows CPU 
communication on the data bus. 

RESET I RESET: Reset is an active high input which clears the Command, 
Status, Request and Temporary registers. It also Clears the first/last 
flip-flop and sets the Mask register! Following a Reset the device is 
in the Idle cycle. 

READY I READY: Ready is an input used to extend the. memory read and 
write pulses from the 82C37A-5 to accommodate slow memories or 
I/O peripheral devices. Ready must not make transitions during its 
specified setup/hold time. 

HlDA I HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE: The active high Hold Acknowledge from 
the CPU indicates that it has relinquished control of the system 
busses. 

DREQO-DREQ3 I DMA REQUEST: The DMA Request lines are individual 
asynchronous channel request inputs used by peripheral circuits to 
obtain DMA service. In fixed Priority, DREQO has the highest priority 
and DREQ3 has the lowest priority. A request is generated by 
activating theDREQ line of a channel. DACKwili acknowledge the 
recognition of DREQ signal. Polarity of DREQ is programmable. 
Reset initialIzes these lines to active high. DREQ must be 
maintained until the corresponding DACK goes active. 

DBO-DB.? I/O DATA BUS: The Data Bus lines are bidirectional three-state signals 
connected to the system data bus. The outputs are enabled in the 
Program condition during the 110 Read to output the contents of an 
Address register, a Status register, the Temporary register or a 
Word Count register to the CPU. The outputs are disabled and the 
inputs are read during an 110 Write cycle when the CPU is 
programming the 82C37 A-5 control registers. During DMA cycles 
the most significant 8 bits of the address are output onto the data 
bus to be strobed into an external latch by ADSTB. In memory-to-
memory operations, data from the memory comes into the 
82C37 A-5 on the data bus during the read-from-memory transfer. In 
the write-to-memory transfer, the data bus outputs place the data 
into the new memory location. 

lOR I/O I/O READ: I/O Read is a bidirectional active low three-state line. In 
the Idle cycle, it is an input control signal used by the CPU to read 
the control registers. In the Active cycle, it is an output control signal 
used by the 82C37 A-5 to access data from a peripheral during a 
DMA Write transfer. 

lOW I/O 1/0 WRITE: I/O Write is a bidirectional active low three-state line. In 
the Idle cycle, it is an input control signal used by the CPU to load 
information into the 82C37 A-5. In the Active cycle, it is an output 
control signal used by the 82C37 A-5 to load data to the peripheral 
during a DMA Read transfer. 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Type Name and Function 

EOP I/O END OF PROCESS: End of Process is an active low bidirectional 
signal. Information concerning the completion of DMA services is 
available at the bidirectional EOP pin. The 82C37 A-5 allows an 
external signal to terminate an active DMA service. This is 
accomplished by pulling the EOP input low with an external EOP 
signal. The 82C37 A-5 also generates a pulse when the terminal 
count (TC) for any channel is reached. This generates an EOP 
signal which is output through the EOP Line. The reception of EOP, 
either internal or external, will cause the 82C37 A-5 to terminate the 
service, reset the request, and, if Autoinitialize is enabled, to write 
the base registers to the current registers of that channel. The mask 
bit and TC bit in the status word will be set for the currently active 
channel by EOP unless the channel is programmed for 
Autoinitialize. In that case, the mask bit remains unchanged. During 
memory-to-memory transfers, EOP will be output when the TC for 
channel 1 occurs. EOP should be tied high with a pull-up resistor if it 
is not used to prevent erroneous end of process inputs. 

AO-A3 1/0 ADDRESS: The four least significant address lines are bidirectional 
three-state signals. In the Idle cycle they are inputs and are used by 
the CPU to address the register to be loaded or read. In the Active 
cycle they are outputs and provide the lower 4 bits of the output 
address. 

A4-A7 0 ADDRESS: The four most significant address lines are three-state 
outputs and provide 4 bits of address. These lines are enabled only 
during the DMA service. 

HRQ 0 HOLD REQUEST: This is the Hold Request to the CPU and is used 
to request control of the system bus. If the corresponding mask bit 
is clear, the presence of any valid DREQ causes 82C37 A-5 to issue 
the HRQ. After HRQ goes active at least one clock cycle (TCY) 
must occur before HLDA goes active. 

DACKO-DACK3 0 DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: DMA Acknowledge is used to notify the 
individual peripherals when one has been granted a DMA cycle. The 
sense of these lines is programmable. Reset initializes them to 
active low. 

AEN 0 ADDRESS ENABLE: Address Enable enables the 8-bit latch 
containing the upper 8 address bits onto the system address bus. 
AEN can also be used to disable other system bus drivers during 
DMA transfers. AEN is active HIGH. 

ADSTB 0 ADDRESS STROBE: The active high, Address Strobe is used to 
, strobe the upper address byte into an external latch. 

MEMR 0 MEMORY READ: The Memory Read signal is an active low three-
:?tate output used to access data from the selected memory location 
during a DMA Read or a memory-to-memory transfer. 

MEMW 0 MEMORY WRITE: The Memory Write is an active low three-state 
output used to write data to the selected memory location during a 
DMA Write or a memory-to-memory transfer. .. 

PIN5 I PINS: This pin should always be at a logic HIGH level. An internal 
pull-up resistor will establish a logic HIGH when the pin is left 
floating. It is recommended, however, that PIN5 be connected to 
Vee· 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The 82C37 A-5 block diagram includes the major log
ic blocks and all of the internal registers. The data 
interconnection paths are also shown. Not shown 
are the various control signals between the blocks. 
The 82C37A-5 contains 344 bits of internal memory 
in the form of registers. Figure 3 lists these registers 
by name and shows the size of each. A detailed 
description of the registers and their functions can 
be found under Register Description. 

Name Size Number 

Base Address Registers 16 bits 4 
Base Word Count Registers 16 bits 4 
Current Address Registers 16 bits 4 
Current Word Count Registers 16 bits 4 
Temporary Address Register 16 bits 1 
Temporary. Word Count Register 16 bils 1 
Status Register . 8bils 1 
Command Register 8 bits 1 
Temporary Register 8 bits 1 
Mode Registers 6 bits 4 
Mask Register 4 bils 1 
Request Register 4 bils 1 

Figure 3. 82C37 A-5 Internal Registers 

The 82C37 A-5 contains three basic blocks of control 
logic. The Timing Control block generates internal 
timing and external control Signals for the 82C37 A-5. 
The. Program Command Control block decodes the 
various commands given to the 82C37 A-5 by the mi
croprocessorprior to servicing a DMA Request. !t 
also decodes the Mode Control word used to select 
the type of DMA during the servicing.' The' Priority 
Encoder block. resolves priority contention between 
DMA channels requesting service simultaneously. 

DMA Operation 

The 82C37 A-5 is designed to operate in two major 
cycles. These are called Idle and Active cycles. 
Each device cycle is made up of a number of states. 
The 82C37 A-5 can assume seven separate states, 
each composed of one full clock period. State 1. (S 1) 
is the inactive state. It is entered when the 
82C37A-5 has no valid DMArequests pending. 
While in S1, the DMA controller is inactive but may 
be in the Program Condition, being programmed by 
the. processor, State· 0 (SO) is the first state of a 
DMA service. The 82C37 A-5 has requested a hold 
but the processor has not yet returned an acknowl
edge. The 82C37 A-5 may still be programmed until it 
receives HLDA from the CPU. An acknowledge from 
the CPU will signal that DMA transfers may begin. 
S1, S2, S3 and S4 are .the working states of the 
DMA service. If more time is needed to complete a 
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transfer than is available with normal timing, wait 
states (SW) can be inserted between S2 or S3 and 
S4 by the use of the Ready line on the 82C37 A-5. 
Note that the data is transferred directly from the 
110 device to memory (or vice versa) with lOR and 
MEMW (or MEMR and lOW) being active at the 
same time. The data is not read into or driven out of 
the 82C37A-5 in I/O-to-memory or memory-to-I/O 
DMA transfers. 

Memory-to-memory transfers require a read-from 
and a write-to-memory to complete each transfer. 
The states, which resemble the normal working 
states, use two digit numbers for identification. Eight 
states are required for a single transfer. The first four 
states (S11, S12, $13, S14) are used for the read
from-memory half and the last four states (S21 , S22. 
S23, S24) for the write-to~memory half of the transfer. 

IDLE CYCLE 

When no channel is requesting service, the 
82C37 A-5 will enter the Idle cycle and perform "S1" 
states. In this cycle the 82C37A-5 will sample the 
DREQ lines every clock cycle to determine if any 
channel is requesting a DMA service. The device will 
also sample CS, looking for an attempt by the micro
processor to write or read the internal registers of 
the 82C37A~5. When CS is low and HLDA is low, the 
82C37 A-5 enters the Program Condition. The CPU 
can now establish,change or inspect the internal 
definition of the part by reading from or writing to the 
internal registers. Address lines AO-A3 are inputs to 
the device and select which registers will be read or 
written. The .IOR and lOW lines are used to select 
and time reads or writes. Due to the number and size 
of the internal registers, an internal flip-flop is used 
to generate an additional bit of address. This bit is 
used to determine the 4Pper or lower byte of the 16-
bit Address and Word Count registers. The flip-flop 
is reset by Master Clear or Reset. A separate soft
ware command can also reset this flip-flop. 

Special software commands can be executed by the 
82C37 A-5 . in the Program Condition. These com
mands are decoded as sets of addresses with the 
CS and lOW. The commands do not make use of 
the data bus. Instructions include Clear, First/Last 
Flip-Flop and Master Clear. 

ACTIVE CYCLE 

When the 82C37 A-5 is in the Idle cycle and a non
masked channel requests a DMA service, the device 
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infel~ 
will output an HAQ to the microprocessor and enter 
the Active cycle. It is in this cycle that the DMA serv
ice WIll take place, in one of four modes: 

Single Transfer Mode - In Single Transfer mode 
the device is programmed to make one transfer only. 
The word count will be decremented and the ad~ 
dress decremented or incremented following each 
transfer. When the word count "rolls over" from zero 
to FFFFH, a Terminal Count (TC) will cause an Auto
initialize if the channel has beer;. programmed to do 
so. 

DAEQ must be held active until DACK becomes ac
. tive in order to be recognized. If DAEQ is held active 
throughout the single transfer, HAQ will go inactive 
and release the bus to the system. It will again go 
active and, upon receipt of a new HLDA, another 
single transfer will be performed, in 8080A, a08SAH, 
80C8S, or 80C8S system this will ensure one full ma
chine cycle execution between DMA transfers. De
tails of timing between the 82C37 A-S and other bus 
control protocols will depend upon the characteris
tics of the microprocessor involved. 

Block Transfer Mode - In Block Transfer mode 
the device is activated by DAEQ to continue making 
transfers during the service until a TC, caused by 
word count going to FFFFH, or an external End of 
Process (EOP) is encountered. DAEQ need only be 
held active until DACK becomes active. Again, an 
Autoinitialization will occur at the end of the service 
if the channel has been programmed for it. 

Demand Transfer Mode - In Demand Transfer 
mode the device is programmed to continue making 
transfers until a TC or external EOP is encountered 
or until DAEQ goes inactive. Thus transfers may 
continue until the I/O device has exhausted its data 
capacity. After the 1/0 device has had a chance to 
catch up, the DMA service is re-established by 
means of a DREQ. During the time between services 
when the microprocessor is allowed to operate, the 
intermediate values of address and word count are 
stored in the 82C37 A-S Current Address and Current 
Word Count registers. Only an EOP can cause an 
Autoinitialize at the end of the service. EOP is gener
ated either by TC or by an external signal. 

Cascade Mode - 'This mode is used to cascade 
more than one 82C37 A-S together for simple system 
expansion. The HAQ and HLOA signals from the ad
ditional 82C37A~S' are connected to the DAEQ and 
DACK signals of a channel of the initial 82C37A-S. 
This allows the DMA requests of the additional de
vice to propagate through the priority network cir
cuitry of the preceding device. The priority chain is 
preserved and the new device must wait for its turn 
to acknowledge requests. Since the cascade chan
nel of the initial 82C37 A-S is used only for prioritizing 
the additional device; it does npt output any address 
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or control signals of its own. These could conflict 
with the outputs of the active channel in the added 
device. The 82C37A-S will respond to DAEQ and 
DACK but all other outputs except HAQ will be dis
abled. The ready input is ignored. 

Figure 4 shows two additional devices cascaded into 
an initial device using two of the previous channels. 
This forms a two level DMA system. More 
82C37 A-Ss could be added at the second level by 
using the remaining channels of the first level. Addi
tional devices can also be added by cascading into 
the channels of the second level devices, forming a 
third level. 

MICROPROCESSOR 
1STLEYEL 

J-- HHQ DREO 

r--- HLDA DACK 

82CS7A-/i 

DREQ 

DAC. 

, INITIAL DEVICE 

1-
r--

I--
r--

2ND LEVEL 

UCS7"-li 

HHQ 

HLDA 

HHQ 

HLDA 

fiCa7"·. 

ADDlnONAL 
DEVICES 
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Figure 4. Cascaded 82(:37 A-58 

TRANSFER TYPES 

Each of the three active transfer modes can perform 
three different types of transfers., These. are Read, 
Write and Verify. Write transfers move data from and 
1/0 device to the memory by activating MEMW and 
iDR. Aead transfers move data from memory to an 
1/0 device by activating MEMA and lOW. Verify 
transfers are pseudo transfers. The 82C37A-S oper
ates as in Aead or Write transfers generating ad
dresses, and responding to EOP, etc. However, the 
memory and 1/0 control lines all remain inactive. 
The ready input is ignored in verify mode. 

Memory-to-Memory - To perform block moves of 
data from one memory address space to another 
with a minimum 6f program effort and time, the 
82C37A~S includes a memory-to-memory transfer 
feature. Programming a bit in the Command register 
selects c~anne.ls 0 to 1 to operate as memory-to
memory transfer channels. The transfer is initiated 
by setting the software DAEQfor channel O. The \ 
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8.2C37A-5 

82C37 A-5 requests a DMA service in the normal 
manner. After HlDA is true, the device, using four 
.state transfers in Block Transfer mode, reads data 
from the memory. The channel 0 Current Address 
register is the source for the address used and is 
decremented or incremented in the normal manner. 
The data byte read from the memory is stored in the 
82C37A-5 internal Temporary . register. Channel 1 
then performs a four-state transfer of the da~ from 
the Temporary'register to memory using the address 
in its Current Address register and incrementing or 
decrementing it in the normal manner. The channel 
1 current Word Count is decremented. When the 
word count of channel...!...9.oes to FFFFH, a TC is 
generated causing an EOP output terminating the 
service. 

Channel 0 may be programmed to retain the same 
address for all transfers. This allows a single word to 
be written to a block of memory. 

The 82C37A-5 will respond to external EOP signals 
during memory-to-memory transfers. Data COlT!para
tors in block search schemes may use this input to 
terminate the service when a match is found. The 
timing of memory-to-memory transfers is found in 
Figure 12. Memory-to-memory, operations can be 
detected as an active. AEN with no DACK outputs. 

Autoinitialize ~ By programming a bit in the Mode 
register, a channel may be set up as an Autoinitialize 
channel. During Autoinitialize initialization, the origi
nal values of the Current Address and Current Word 
Count registers are automatically restored from the 
Base Address and Base Word count registers of that 
channel following EQl5. The base registers are load
ed simultaneously with the current registers by the 
microprocessor and remain\Jnchanged throughout 
the DMA service. The mask bit is not altered when 
the channel is in· Autoinitialize. Following Autoinitial
ize the channel is ready to perform another DMA 
service, without CPU intervention, as soon as a valid 
DREQ is detected. In order to Autoinitialize both 
channels in a memory-to-memory transfer, both 
word counts should bE&rOgrammed identically. If in
terrupted externally,' P pulses should be applied 
in both bus cycles. 

Priority - The 82C37 A-5 has two types of priority 
encoding available as software selectable options. 
The first is Fixed Priority which fixes the channels in 
priority Order based upon the descending value of 
their number. The channel with the lowest priority is 
3 followed by 2, 1 and the highest priOrity channel; O. 
After the recognition of anyone channel for service, 
the other channels are prevented frOm interfering 
with that service until it is completed. 

The second scheme is Rotating Priority. The last 
channelto get service become~ the lowest priority 
channel with the others rotating accordingiy. 
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With Rotating Priority in a single chip DMA system, 
any device requesting service is guaranteed to be 
recognized after no more than three higher priority 
services have occurred. This prevents anyone 
channel from monopolizing the system .. 

Compressed Tlming·- In order to achieve even 
greater throughput where system characteristics 
permit, the 82C37 A-5 can compress the transfer 
time to two clock cycles. From Figure 11 it can be 
seen that state S3 is used to extend the access time 
of the read pulse. By removing state S3, the read 
pulse width is made equal to the write pulse width 
and a transfer consists only of state S2 to change 
the address and state 54 to perform the read/write. 
S1 states will still occur when A8.LA15 need updat
ing (see Address Generation). Timing for com
pressed transfers is found in Figure 14. 

Address Generation - In order to reduce pin 
count, the 82C37A-5 multiplexes the eight higher or
der address bits on the data lines. State 81 is used 
to output the higher order address bits to an external 
latch from which they may be placed on the address 
bus. The falling edge of Address Strobe (ADSTB) is 
used to load these bits from the data lines to the 
latch. Address Enable (AEN)is used to enable the 
bits onto the address bus through a three-state en
able. The lower order address bits are output by the 
82C37A-5 directly. Lines AO-A7 should be connect
ed to the address bus. Figure 11 shows the time 
relationships between ClK, AEN, ADSTB, DBO
DB7 and AO-A7. 

During Block and Demand Transfer mode services, 
whiCh include multiple transfers, the addresses gen
erated will be sequential. For many transfers the 
data held in the external addrl;lss latch will remain 
the same. This data need only change when a carry 
or borrow from A 7 to A8 takes place in the normal 
sequence of addresses. To save time and speed 
transfers, the 82C37A-5 executesS1 states only 
when updating of A8-A15 in the latch is necessary. 
This means for long services, S 1 states and Address 
Strobes may occur only once every 256 transfers, a 
savings of 255 clock cycles for e~ch256 t~ansfers. 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION 

Current Address Register- Each channel has a 
is-bit Current Address register. This register holds 
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the value of the address used during DMA transfers. 
The address is automatically incremented or decre
mented after each transfer and the intermediate val
uesof the address are stored in the Current Address 
register during the transfer. This register is written or 
read by the microprocessor in successive a-bit 
bytes. It may also be reinitialized by an Autoinitialize 
back to its original value. Autoinitialize takes place 
only after an EOP. 

Current Word Register - Each channel has a 16-
bit Current Word Count register. This register deter
mines the number of transfers to be performed. The 
actual number of transfers will be one more than the 
number programmed in the Current Word Count reg
ister (Le., programming a count of 100 will result in 
101 transfers). The word count is decremented after 
each transfer. The intermediate value of the word 
count is stored in the register during the transfer. 
When the value in the register goes from zero to 
FFFFH, a TC will be generated. This register is load
ed or read in successive a-bit bytes by the micro
processor in the Program Condition. Following the 
end of a DMA service it may also be reinitialized by 
an Autoinitialization back to its original value. Auto
initialize can occur only when an EOP occurs. If it is 
not Autoinitialized, this register will have a count of 
FFFFH after TC. 

Base Address and Base Word Count Registers 
- Each channel has a pair of Base Address and 
Base Word Count registers. These 16-bit registers 
store the original value of their associated current 
registers. During Autoinitialize these values are used 
to restore the current registers to their original val
ues. The base registers are written simultaneously 
with their corresponding current register in a-bit 
bytes in the Program Condition by the microproces
sor. These registers cannot be read by the micro
processor. 

Command Register - This 8-bit register controls 
the operation of the 82C37 A-5. It is programmed by 
the microprocessor in the Program Condition and is 
cleared by Reset or a Master Clear instruction. The 
following table lists the function of the command 
bits. See Figure 6 for address coding. 

Mode Register - Each channel has a 6-bit Mode 
register associated with it. When the register is being 
written to by the microprocessor in the Program 
Condition, bits 0 and 1 determine which channel 
Mode register is to be written. 

Request Register - The 82C37 A-5 can respond to 
requests for DMA service which are initiated by soft
ware as well as by a DREQ. Each channel has a 
request bit associated with it in the 4-bit Request 
register. These are non-maskable and subject to pri
oritization by the Priority Encoder network. Each 
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register bit is set or reset separately under software 
control or is cleared upon generation of a TC or ex
ternal EOP. The entire register is cleared by a Reset. 
To set or reset a bit, the software loads the proper 
form of the data word. See Figure 5 for register ad-

Command Register 
7 8 5 4 3 2 1 0 4--BII Numbe, 

I I I I II I I I 

Y 

I 
I 

o Memory-to-memory disable 
1 Memory-Io-memory enable 

o Channel 0 add,ess hold disable 
1 Channel 0 address hold enable 
X If bit 0=0 

o Controller enable 
1 Controller disable 

o Normal timing 
1 Compressad timing 
X If bit 0=1 

o Fixad priority 
1 Rotating priority 

o Late write selection 
1 Extended write selection 
X If bit 3= 1 

o DREQ sense active high 
1 DREQ sense active low 

o DACK sense active low 
1 DACK sense active high 

Mode Register 
76543210_BIINumbe, 

I 1111111 -- -~L{ 

I 
I 

I 
I 

( 
l 

Request Register 

00 Channel 0 select 
01 Channell select 
10 Channel 2 select 
11 Channel 3 select 

00 Verify transfer 
01 Write transfer 
10 Read transfer 
11 Illegal 
XX If bits 6 and 7= 11 

o Autoinitialization disable 
1 AutOinitialization enable 

o Address I ncnsment select 
1 Address decrement select 

00 Demand mode select 
01 Single mode select 
10 Block mode select 
11 Cascade mode select 

'----I 0 Reset request bit 
1 Set request bit 

231202-5 
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dress coding. In order to make a software request, 
the channel must be in Block Mode. 

Mask Register - Each channel has associated 
with it a mask bit which can be set to disable the 
incoming DREQ. Each mask bit is set when its asso
ciated channel produces an EOP if the channel is 
not programmed for Autoinitialize. Each bit of the 4-
bit Mask register may also be set or cleared sepa
rately under software control. The entire register is 
also set by a Reset. This disables all DMA requests 
until a clear Mask register instruction allows them to 
occur. The instruction to separately set or clear the 
mask bits is similar in form to that used with the 
Request register. See Figure S for instruction ad
dressing. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ___ Bit Number 

I I I I I I I I I --.-- L{ 00 Selecl channel 0 mask bil 
Don't Care 01 Selecl channel .' mask bll 

10 Selecl channel 2 mask bll 
11 Selecl channel 3 mask bll 

L.-_~f 0 Clear mask bil 
I 1 Sel mask bll 

231202-6 

All four bits of the Mask register may also be written 
with a single command. 

Register 

Command 
Mode 
Request 
Mask 
Mask 
Temporary 
Status 

o Clear channel 0 mask bil 
1 Sel channel 0 mask bit 

Clear channel 1 mask bit 
Set channell mask bit 

"--_----! 0 Clear channel 3 mask bil 
1 Set channel 3 mask bit 

231202-7 

Operation 
Signals 

CS lOR lOW A3 A2 AI 

Write 0 1 0 1 0 0 
Write 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Write 0 1 0 1 0 '0 
Set/Reset 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Write 0 1 0 1 1 1 
Read 0 0 1 1 1 0 
Read 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Figure 5. Definition of Register Codes 

S-12 

AO 

0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 

Status Register - The Status register is available 
to be read out of the 82C37A-S by the microproces
sor. It contains information about the status of the 
devices at this point. This information includes which 
channels have reached a terminal count and which 
channels have pending DMA requests. Bits 0-3 are 
set every time a TC is reached by that channel or an 
external EOP is applied. These bits are cleared upon 
Reset and on each Status Read. Bits 4-7 are set 
whenever their corresponding channel is requesting 
service. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ___ BII Number 

I I I. I I I II I 

II L= 
1 Channel 0 has reached TC 

Channel 1 has reached TC 
Channel 2 has reached TC 
Channel 3 has reached TC 

1 Channel 0 request 
Channel 1 request \ 
Channel 2 request 
Channel 3 request 

231202-8 

Temporary Register - The Temporary register .is 
used to hold data during memory-to-memory trans
fers. Following the completion of the transfers, the 
last word moved can be read by the microprocessor 
in .the Program Condition. The Temporary register 
always contains the last byte transferred in the previ
ous memory-to-memory operation, unless cleared 
by a Reset. 

Software Commands - These are additional spe
cial software commands which can be executed in 
the Program Condition. They do not depend on any 
specific bit pattern on the data bus. The three soft
ware commands are: 

Clear First/Last Flip-Flop: This command is exe
cuted prior to writing or reading new address or 
word count information to the 82C37 A-S. This ini
tializes the flip-flop to a known state so that subse
quent accesses to register contents by the micro
processor will address upper and lower bytes in 
the correct sequence. 

Master Clear: This software instruction has the 
same effect as the hardware Reset. The Com
mand, Status, Request, Temporary, !'lnd Internal 
First/Last Flip-Flop registers are cleared and the 
Mask register is set. The 82C37 A-S will enter the 
Idle cycle. 

Clear Mask Register: This command clears' the 
mask. bits of all four channels, enabling them to 
accept DMA requests. 



Figure 6 lists the address codes for the software 
commands; 

Signals Operation 
A3 A2 A1 AO iOR R>W 
I 0 0 0 0 I Read Status Register 

1 0 0 0 1 0 Write Command Register 

I 0 0 1 0 1 Illegal 

I 0 0 1 1 0 Write Request Register 

1 0 I 0 0 I Illegal 

I 0 I 0 I 0 Write Single Mask Register Bit 

I 0 I 1 0 I Illegal 

I 0 I 1 I 0 Write Mode Register 

I I 0 0 0 I Illegal 

I I 0 0 I 0 Clear Byte Pointer Flip-Flop 

I I 0 1 0 I Read Temporary Register 

I I 0 I I 0 Master Clear 

I I I 0 0 I Illegal 

I 1 1 0 1 0 Clear Mask Register 

1 I I 1 0 I Illegal 

I I I I I 0 Write All Mask Register Bits 

Figure 6. Software Command Codes 

Channel Register Operation 

82C37A-5 

PROGRAMMING 

The 82C37 A-5 will accept programming from the 
host processor any time that HLDA is inactive; this is 
true even if HRQ is active. The responsibility of the 
host is to assure that programming and HLDA are 
mutually exclusive. Note that a problem can occur if 
a DMA request occurs, on an unmasked channel 
while the 82C37A-5 is being programmed. For in
stance, the CPU may be starting to reprogram the 
two byte Address register of channel 1 when chan
nel 1 receives a DMA request. If the 82C37 A-5 is 
enabled (bit 2 in the command register is 0) and 
channel 1 is unmasked, a DMA service will occur 
after only one byte of the Address register has been 
reprogrammed. This can be avoided by disabling the 
controller (setting bit 2 in the command register) or 
masking the channel before programming any other 
registers. Once the programming is complete, the 
controller can be enabled/unmasked. 

Signals 
Internal Flip-Flop Data Bus DBO-DB7 

CS lOR lOW A3 A2 A1 AO 

0 Base and Current Address Write 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO-A7 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 A8-A15 

Current Address Read 0 .' 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 AO-A7 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 A8-A15 

Base and Current Word Count Write 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 WO-W7 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 W8-W15 

Current Word Count Read 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 WO-W7 
0 0 1 0 0 0 I 1 W8-W15 

1 Base and Current Address Write 0 1 0 0 '0 1 0 0 AO-A7 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 A8-A15 

Current Address Read 0 0 1 ,0 0 1 0 0 AO-A7 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 A8-A15 

Base and Current Word Count Write 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 WO-W7 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 W8-W15 

Current Word Count Read 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 WO-W7 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 W8-W15 

2 Base and Current Address Write 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 AO-A7 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 A8-A15 

Current Address Read 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 AO-A7 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 A8-A15 

Base and Current Word Count Write 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 WO-W7 
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 W8-W15 

Current Word Count Read 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 WO-W7 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 W8-W15 

3 Base and Current Address Write 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 AO-A7 
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 A8-A15 

Current Address Read 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 AO-A7 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 A8-A15 

Base and Current Word Count Write 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 WO-W7 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 W8-rW15 

Current Word Count Read 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 WO-W7 
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 W8-W15 

Figure 7. Word Count and Address Register Command Codes 
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82C37A-5 

After power-up it is suggested that all internal loca
tions, especially the Mode registers, be loaded with 
some valid value. This should be done even if some 
channels are unused. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 

Figure 8 shows a convenient method for configuring 
a DMA system with the 82C37 A-5 controller and an 
8080Al8085AH microprocessor system. The multi
mode DMA controller issues a HRQ to the processor 
whenever there is at least one valid DMA request 

from a peripheral device. When the processor re
plies with a HLDA signal, the 82C37 A-5 takes con
trol of the address bus, the data bus and the control 
bus. The address for the first transfer operation 
comes out in two bytes - the least significant 8 bits 
on the eight address outputs and the most signifi
cant 8 bits on the data bus. The contents of the data 
bus are then latched into the 8-bit latch to complete 
the full 16 bits of the address bus. After the initial 
transfer takes place, the latch is updated only after a 
carry or borrow is generated in the least significant 
address byte. Four DMA channels are provided 
when one 82C37A-5 is used. 

ADDRESS BUS AO~A15 

1"- ~ 1- , 

AI-A1S 

r--- ....... !!I! 

I 
..... 

8·IITLATCH 

STI 

~ )7 I 
AO-A1S AEN AO-A3 A4MA7 CI ADST8 ~ 

IUSEN !---
..lI 

HLilA HLDA IIC37A-S 010-

~ 
~ 017 ... 

II I ~ I' 
, 

HOLD HRQ w 

~ :5 '" e w " w '" c 

" '" Q Q 

CPU 

1 J rr CLOCK 

RESET 

iffiilj 

iiEMW 100
.-11l1I IUS 

10w 

010-017 ,.. 

~ )7 ~ )7 

I SYSTEM DATA IUS .> , 
231202-9 

Figure 8. 82C37 A-5 System Interface 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature under Bias ...... O°C to 70°C 

Case Temperature ................. O°C to + 75°C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 55°C to + 150°C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respectto Ground .............. - 0.5V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ....................... 1.0 Watt 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

82C37A-5 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations aie subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

TA = O°C to 70°C, TeASE = O°C to 75°C, Vee = +5.0V ±5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

VOH Output High Voltage 3.7 V IOH = -1.0mA 

VOL Output LOW Voltage 0.40 V IOL = 3.2mA 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.2 Vee + 0.5 V 

VIL Input LOW Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

III Input Load Current ±10 IJ-A OV s VIN s Vee 

ILO Output Leakage Current ±10 !LA OV s VOUT s Vee 

Icc Vee Supply Current 10 rnA (Note 1) 

Ices Standby Supply Current 10 IJ-A HLDA = OV, VIL = OV, 
VIH = Vee 

Co Output Capacitance 4 8 pF 

CI Input Capacitance 8 15 pF fc = 1.0 MHz, Inputs = OV 

Cia 1/0 Capacitance 10 18 pF 

I 5-15 



82C37A-5 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS-DMA (MASTER) MODE 
T A = O°C to 70°C, T CASE = O°C to 75°C, VCC = + 5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol , Parameter Min Max Unit 

TAEl AEN HIGH from ClK lOW (S1) Delay Time 200 ns 

TAET AEN lOW from ClK HIGH (SI) Delay Time 130 ns 

TAFAB ADR Active to Float Delay from ClK HIGH 90 ns 

TAFC READ or WRITE Float from ClK HIGH 120 ns 

TAFDB DB Active to Float Delay from ClK HIGH 170 ns 

TAHR ADR from READ HIGH Hold Time TCY-100 ns 

TAHS DB from ADSTB lOW Hold Time 30 ns 

TAHW ADR from WRITE HIGH Hold Time TCY-50 ns 

TAK DACK Valid from ClK LOW Delay Time (Note 3) 170 ns 

EOP HIGH from ClK HIGH Delay Time (Note 4) 170 ns 

EOP lOW from ClK HIGH Delay Time 170 ns 

TASM ADR Stable from ClK HIGH 170 ns 

TASS DB to ADSTB lOW Setup Time 100 ns 

TCH Clock High Time (Transitions~ 10 ns) 68 ns 

TCl Clock lOW Time (Transitions~ 10 ns) 68 ns 

TCY ClK Cycle Time 200 ns 

TDCl ClK HIGH to READ or WRITE lOW Delay (Note 2) 190 ns 

TDCTR READ HIGH from ClK HIGH 190 ns 
(S4) Delay Time (Note 2) 

TDCTW WRITE HIGH from ClK HIGH 130 ns 
(S4) Delay Time (Note 2) 

TD01 HRO Valid from ClK HIGH Delay Time 120 ns 

TEPS EOP lOW from ClK lOW Setup Time 40 ns 

TEPW EOP Pulse Width 220 ns 

TFAAB ADR Float to Active Delay from ClK HIGH 170 ns 

TFAC READ or WRITE Active from ClK HIGH 150 ns 

TFADB DB Float to Active Delay from ClK HIGH 200 ns 

THS HLDA Valid to ClK HIGH Setup Time 75 ns 

TIDH Input Data from MEMR HIGH Hold Time 0 ns 

TIDS Input Data to MEMR HIGH Setup Time 170 ns 

TODH Output Data from MEMW HIGH Hold Time 10 ns 

TODV Output Data Valid to MEMW HIGH 125 ns 

TOS DREO to ClK lOW (SI, S4) Setup Time (Note 3) 0 ns 

TRH ClK to READY lOW Hold Time 20 ns 

TRS READY to ClK lOW Setup Time 60 ns 

TSTl ADSTB HIGH from ClK HIGH Delay Time 130 ns 
Tl"'Io.,..-r 
1,.;:)11 ADSTB LOV'; from eLK HIGH qelay Time 90 ns 
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intel~ 
A.C. CHARACTERISTICS-PERIPHERAL (SLAVE) MODE 
T A = O·C to 70·C, T CASE = O·C to 75·C, VCC = + 5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter 

TAR ADR Valid or es LOW to R'EAD LOW 

TAW ADR Valid to WRITE HIGH Setup Time 

TCW CS LOW to WRITE HIGH Setup Time 

TOW bata Valid to WRITE HIGH Setup Time 

TRA ADR or CS Hold from R'EAD HIGH 

TRDE Data Access from R'EAD LOW 

TRDF DB Float Delay froin READ HIGH 

TRSTO Power Supply HIGH to RESET LOW Setup Time 

Min 

50 

130 

130 

130 

0 

0 

500 

TRSTS RESET to First IOWR 2TCY 

TRSTW RESET Pulse Width 300 

TRW R'EADWidth 200 

TWA ADR from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 20 

TWC CS HIGH from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 20 

TWO Data from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 30 

TWWS Write Width 160 

NOTES: 

82C37A-5 

Max Unit 

ns 

ns 

nil 

ns 

ns 

140 ns 

70 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

1.lnputfr~cy 5 MHz, when RESET, VIN = OVlVee, CL = 0 pF. 
2. The net lOW or MEMW Pulse width for normal write will be TCY -100 ns and for extended write will be 2TCY -100 ns. The 
netlOF[or MEMR pulse width for normal read will be 2TCY-50 ns and for compressed read will be TCY-50 ns. 
3. DREQ·and DACK signals may be active high. or active low. Timing diagrams assume the active high mode for DREQ and 
active low,for DACK.. ' . 
4. EOP is an open collector output. This parameter assumes the presence of a 2.2K pullup to Vee. 

A.C. TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

TESTPOINTS... ~ 
231202-11 

A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a Logic "I" and 0.45V 
for a Logic "0." All timing measurements are made at 1.5V. 

5-17 
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82C37A-5 

WAVEFORMS 

SLAVE MODE WRITE TIMING 

!-------TCW ------1 

I------TWWS------I..i~---

!-------TAw-------1 

AO-A3 INPUT VALID 

TWD 
I-------TDW -------1 

DBO-D87 INPUT VALID __ -J.~------------------------~ 
231202-12 

Figure 9. Slave Mode Write 

SLAVE MODE READ TIMING 

~ =t,..-------.,.-,..--A-DDRESSM,..--UBTBEV-ALID -~ r-----
~TARj 

Figure 10. Slave Mode,Read 
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82C37A·5 

WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

DMA TRANSFER TIMING 

eLK j~t~rtH~rl~rtrlr~t ~~ · 1,-~->-- . ;l-- ~ ---~ >--
LL/I ~\ l\ .\ \ \ \ \' (NOTES) 

TeM 

T~-F 
TDO_ 

~ 
f-

MOO 

THS_ -
III, ,\ ,\\~\\\\\\ 

TAELf--H 
TA"~ 

~ - .....!!TT 

"LOA 

.E. 
TSTl I- . - -- flEPS 

r t"\ AOSTI 

:~~r-,T." ~ TFADe f-- f=~r 
" 

~l¥frt· - us .. - _TAF". 
TFAAI I-- - , TAHW I- -t--TAHW 

't ADDRESS VALID AODREIS VAUD 

~ I- ·TAHA t--TAHlit 

OAek , 
T'AC I-- ~ TOCTA ~ TDCT" -1- ~T""C 

iii.iiiii ~ ~ Ir-" 

;t -=:~ 
TOCT. TDCTW 

\ 

~ 
...J'--;. 

fo- Vl~-
~FO"~NDlDWIfII'~ ~ 

" 

1 ~T'=-"" .... 
\ 

\\\\\\\\\\\ (I I I I I I I I I I I I 

lIfTIII' 

...... 
231202-14 

Figure 11. DMA Transfer 

I 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

MEMORY-TO-MEMORY TRANSFER TIMING 

ADSTB 

AO-A7 

oaO·087 

TFAC 

EXT EOP 

TAK 

TEPS-_I --

Figure 12. Memory-to-Memory Transfer 

READY TIMING 

eLK 

R!;ADY 

Figure 13. Ready 
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82C37A-5 

WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

COMPRESSED TRANSFER TIMING 

elK 

AO-A7 

READY 

INT TAK- .- TAK 

EOP 

~ ~l ___ ~ 
EOP----~~\~~ v.~J~ 

231202-17 

Figure 14. Compressed Transfer 

RESET TIMING 

p 

VCC __ ~/~ __ -----TRSTO---------! 

}

----TRSTW -----\ 

RESET ________ --J ~----------

lOR OR lOW 

231202-18 

Figure 15. Reset 

DATA SHEET REVISION REVIEW 

The following list represents key differences be
tween this and the -004 data sheet. Please review 
this summary carefully~ 

1. The "PRELIMINARY" markings have been re
moved from the data sheet. The 82C37 A-5 is no 
longer a preliminary part. 

I 
2. A section of the Functional Description describing 

82C37 A-5 operation with the 8085 CPU has been 
deleted. 
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8253/8253-5 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER 

• MCS-85 Compatible 8253-5 • Count Bi~ary or BCD 
• 3 Independent 16-Bit Counters • Single + 5V Supply 

• DC to 2.6 MHz • Available in EXPRESS 

• Programmable Counter Modes - Standard Temperature Range 
- Extended Temperature Range 

The Intel 8253 is a programmable counter/timer device designed for use as an Intel microcomputer peripheral. 
It uses NMOS technology with a single + 5V supply and is packaged in a 24-pin plastic DIP. 

It is organized as 3 independent 16-bit counters, each with a count rate of up to 2.6 MHz. All modes of 
operation are software programmable. 

Rri---~ 

AO---~ 

A,----+t 

DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 

READI 
WRITE 
lOGIC 

CS-----.... 

COUNTER 
=0 

COUNTER 
=1 

ClK 0 

GATE 0 

J---OUTO 

ClK 1 

GATE 1 

I---OUTI 

ClK 2 

0 1 

0 6 

0 5 

D. 
0 3 

O2 

0, 

DO 

Vee 

iNA 
Rf> 
ES 
A, 

Ao 

CONTROL 
WORD 

REGISTER 
COU~TER 1---- GATE 2 

ClK 0 

OUTO 

GATE 0 

GNO 

ClK 2 

OUT 2 

GATE 2 

ClK 1 

GATE 1 

OUTI 

1--- OUT 2 231306-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

INTERNAL BUS / 

231306-1 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Oata-on-Oemand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
8 copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technica; distributor or caii 1-800-548-4725. 

November 1986 
5-22 Order Number: 231306-001 



8254 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER 

• Compatible with All Intel and Most • Six Programmable Counter Modes 
Other Microprocessors • Three Independent 16-Blt Counters 

• Handles Inputs from DC to 10 MHz • Binary or BCD Counting 
- 8 MHz 8254 
-10 MHz 8254-2 • Single + 5V Supply 

• Status Read-Back Command • Available in EXPRESS 
- Standard Temperature Range 

The Intel 8254 is a counter/timer device designed to solve the common timing control problems in microcom· 
puter system design. It provides three independent 16·bit counters. each capable of handling clock inputs up 
to 10 MHz. All modes are software programm~ble. The 8254 is a superset of the 8253. 

The 8254 uses HMOS technology and comes in a 24·pin plastic or CERDIP package. 

CLK 0 D7 Vee 

D7·Do 
COUNTER _GATE 0 De WR 

0 
Ds iii) 

OUTO 
D. cs 
D3 A, 

D2 Ao 
D, CLK2 

Rl! 
CLK 1 Do OUT 2 

W1I READI 
WRITE GATE 1 GATE 2 

Ao • LOGIC aUTO eLK, 

A, OUT 1 GATE 0 11 GATE 1 

GND OUT, 

e! 231164-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

_CLK2 

OUT 2 

231164-1 

Figure 1.8254 Block Diagram 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data·on·Demand" CD·ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your loeallntel field sales office, Intel technica/distributor or caI/1·800·548·4725. 
September 1993 
Order Number: 231164-005 5·23 



82C54 
CHMOS PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER 

• Compatible with aU Intel and most • Three independent 16.bit counters 
other microprocessors • Low Power CHMOS 

• High Speed, "Zero Walt'State" -Icc = 10 mA @ 8 MHz Count 
Operation with.8 MHz 8086/88 and frequency 
80186/188 • Completely TTL Compatible 

• Handles Inputs from DC • Six Programmable Counter Modes 
-10 MHz for 82C54·2 

• Available in EXPRESS • Binary or BCD counting 

- Standard Temperature Range • Status Read Back Command 
- Extended Temperature Range • Available in 24-Pin DIP and 28-Pin PLCC 

The Intel 82C54 is a high-performance, CHMOS version of the industry standard 8254 counter/timer which is 
designed to solve the timing control problems common in microcomputer system design. It provides three 
independent 16-bit counters, each capable of handling clock inputs up to 10 MHz. All modes are software 
programmable. The 82C54 is pin compatible with the HMOS 8254, and is a superset of the 8253. 

Six programmable timer modes allow the 82C54 to be used as an event counter, elapsed time indicator, 
programmable one-shot, and in many other applications. 

The 82C54 is fabricated on Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology which provides low power consumption 
with performance equal to or greater than the equivalent HMOS product. The 82C54 is available in 24-pin DIP 
and 28-pin plastic leaded chip carrier (PLCC) packages. 

Dr"Oo 
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ClK 0 

elK' 

GATE' 

OUT' 

GATE 2 

OUT 2 

231244-1 

Figure 1. 82C54 Block Diagram 

INDEX Ds D6 D1 Ne Vee WR iffi 
CORNER /7 7 '7 7 Q g '211 

82C54 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

OUTO GATEa GND Ne OUT1 GATE1 eLK1 
231244-3 

PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

Vee 

De WR 
lis Aii 

cs 
D, A, 

D:! Ao 
D, CLK2 

Do 

231244-2 
Diagrams are for pin reference only. 

Package sizes are not to scale. 

Figure 2. 82C54 .Pinout 

September 1993 
Order Number: 231244·006 



82C54 

Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol 
Pin Number 

Type 
DIP PLCC 

[q-Do 1-8 2-9 I/O 

ClKO 9 10 I 

OUTO 10 12 0 
GATE 0 11 13 I 

GND 12 14 

OUT 1 13 16 0 
GATE 1 14 17 I 

ClK 1 15 18 I 

GATE 2 16 19 I 

OUT2 ' 17 20 0 
ClK2 18 21 I 

Alo AO 20-19 23-22 I 

CS 21 24 I 

RD 22 26 I 

WR 23 27 I 

Vee 24 28 

NC 1,11,15,25 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

The 82C54 is a programmable interval timer/counter 
designee! fpr use with Intel microcomputer systems. 
It is.a general purpose, multi-timing element that can 
be treated as an array of I/O ports in the system 
software. 

The 82C54 solves one of the most common prob
lems in any microcomputer system, the generation 
of accurate time delays under software control. In
stead of setting up timing loops in software, the pro
grammer configures the 82C54 to match his require
ments and .programs one of the counters for the de-

.1 

Function 

Data: Bidirectional tri-state data bus lines, 
connected to system data bus. 

Clock 0: Clock input of Counter O. 

Output 0: Output of Counter O. 

Gate 0: Gate input of Counter O. 

Ground:' Power supply connection. 

Out 1: Output of Counter 1. 

Gate 1: Gate input of Counter 1. 

Clock 1: Clock input of Counter 1. 
Gate 2: Gate input of Counter 2. 

Out 2: Output of Counter 2. 

Clock 2: Clock input of Counter 2. 

Address: Used td select one of the three Counters 
or the Control Word Register for read or write 
operations. Normally connected to the system 
address bus. 

A1 Ao Selects 

0 0 Counter 0 
0 1 Counter 1 
1 0 Counter 2 
1 1 Control Word Register 

Chip Select: A low on this input enables the 82C54 
to respond to AD and WR signals. AD and WR are . 
ignored otherwise. 

Read Control: This input is low during CPU read 
operations. , 
Write Control: This input is low during CPU write 
operations. 

Power: + 5V power supply connection. 

No Connect 

sired delay. After the desired delay, the 82C54 will 
interrupt the CPU. Software overhead is minimal and 
variable length delays can easily be accommodated. 

Some of the other counter/timer iunctionscommon 
to microcomputers which can be implemented with 
the 82C54 are: 

• Real time clock 
• Even counter 
• Digital one-shot 
• Programmable rate generator 
• Square wave generator 
• Binary rate multiplier 
• Complex waveform generator 
• Complex motor controller 
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82C54 

Block Diagram 

DATA BUS BUFFER 

This 3-state, bi-directional, 8-bit buffer.is used to in
terface the 82C54 to the system bus (see Figure 3). 

231244-4 

Figure 3. BIQck Diagram ShQwlng Data Bus 
Buffer and Read/Write Logic Functions . 

READ/WRITE LOGIC 

The Read/Write Logic accepts inputs from the sys
tem bus and generates contr~1 signals for the other· 
functional blocks of· the 82C54. A1 and Ao select 
one of the three counters or the Control Word R~ 
ter to be read from/written into. A "low" on the AD 
input tells the 82C54 that the CPU is reading one of 
the counters. A "low" on the WR input tells the 
82C54 that the CPU is writing either a Control Word 
or an initial count. Both RD and WR are qualified by 

.~; R15 and WR are ignored unless the 82C54 has 
been selected by holding es low. 
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CONn:tOL WORD REGISTER 

The Control Word Register (see Figure 4) is selected 
by the Read/Write Logic when A1, Ao = 11 .. If the 
CPU then does a write operation to the 82C54, the 
data is stored in the Control WOrd Register and is 
interpreted as a Contro,l Word used to define the 
operation of the Counters. 

The Control Word Register can only be written to; 
status information is available with the Read-Back 
Command. 

Dr-Do GATE 0 

OUT 0 

elK 1 

GATE' 

OUT 1 

eLK 2 

OUT> 

231244-5 

Figure 4. Block Diagram Showing Control Word 
Register and Counter Functions 

COUNTER 0, COUNTER 1, COUNTER 2 

These three functional blocks are identical in opera
tion, so only a single Counter will be described. The 
internal block diagram of a single counter is shown 
in FjQure5. . 

The Counters are fully independent. Each Counter 
may operate in a different Mode. 

The Control Word Register is shown in tile figure; it· 
is not part of the Counter itself, but Its contents de
termine how the Counter operates. 

I 
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Figure 5. Internal Block Diagram of a Couoter 

The status register, shown in the Figure, when 
latched, contains the current contents of the Control 
Word Register and status of the output and null 
count flag. (See detailed explanation of the Read· 
Back command.) 

The actual counter is labelled CE (for "Counting Ele· 
ment"). It is a 16·bit presettable synchronous down 
counter. 

OlM and Oll are two 8·bit latches. Ol stands for 
"Output latch"; the subscripts M and l stand for 
"Most significant byte" and "least significant byte" 
respectively. Both are normally referred to as one 
unit and called just OL. These latches normally "fol
low" the CE, but if a suitable Counter latch Com
mand is sent to the 82C54, the latches "latch" the 
present count until read by the CPU and then return 
to "following" the CEo Qne latch at a time is enabled 
by the counter's Control logic to drive the internal 
bus. This is how the 16-bit Counter communicates 
over the 8·bit internal bus. Note that the CE itself 
cannot be read; whenever you read the count, it is 
the Ol that is being read. 

Similarly, there are two 8-bit registers called CRM 
and CRl (for "Count Register"). Both are normally 
referred to as one unit and called just CR. When a 
new count is written to· the Counter, the count is 

I 
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stored in the CR and later transferred to the CEo The 
Control logic allows one register at a time to be 
loaded from the internal bus. Both bytes are trans
ferred to the CE simultaneously. CRM and CRl are 
cleared when the Counter is programmed. In this 
way, if the Counter has been programmed for one 
byte counts (either most significant byte only or least 
significant byte only) the other byte will be zero. 
Note that the CE cannot be written into; whenever a 
count is written, it is written into the CR. 

The Control logiC is also shown in the diagram. ClK 
n, GATE n, and OUT n are all connected to the out
side world through the Control logic. 

82C54 SYSTEM INTERFACE 

The 82C54 is treated by the systems software as an 
array of peripheral 1/0 ports; three are counters and 
the fourth is a control register for MODE program
ming. 

Basically, the select inputs Ao, A1 connect to the Ao, 
A1 address bus signals of the CPU. The C5 can be 
derived directly from the address bus using a linear 
select method. Or it can.be connected to the output 
of a decoder, SUch as an Intel 8205 for larger sys
tems. 

231244-7 

Figure 6. 82C54 System Interface 
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OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

After power-up, the state of the 82C54 is undefined. 
The Mode, count value, and output of .all Counters 
are undefined. 

How each Counter operates is determined when it is 
programmed. Each Counter must be programmed 
before it can be used. Unused counters need not be 
programmed. 

Control Word Format 

A1, Ao = 11 CS = 0 RD = 1 WR = 0 

07 06 05 04 

Programming the 82C54 

Counters are programmed by writing a Control Word 
and then an initial count. The control word format is 
shown in Figure 7. 

All Control Words are written into the Control Word 
Register, which is selected when A1, Ao = 11. The 
Control Word itself specifies which Counter is being 
programmed. 

By contrast, initial counts are written into the Coun
ters, not the Control Word Register. The Aj, Ao in
puts are used to select the Counter to be written 
into. The format of the initial count is determined by 
the Control Word used. 

03 02 01 Do 

I SC1 I scal RW1 I RWO I M21 M1 I MO I BCD I 
SC ,.- Select Counter: M-MODE: 

SC1 SCO M2 M1 MO 

I 0 I 0 I Select Counter 0 I 0 0 0 Mode 0 

0 1 Select Counter 1 0 0 1 Mode 1 

1 0 Select Counter 2 X 1 0 Mode 2 

1 1 
Read-Back Command X 1 1 Mode 3 
(See Read Operations) 1 0 0 Mode 4 

RW - Read/Write: 1 0 1 ModeS 

RW1RWO 

0 0 Counter Latch Command (see Read BCD: 

Operations) 0 Binary Counter 16-bits 

0 1 Read/Write least significant byte only. 1 Binary Coded DeCimal (BCD) Counter 

1 0 Read/Write most significant byte only. (4 Decades) 

1 1 Read/Write least significant byte first, 
then most significant byte. 

NOTE: Don't care bits (X) should be 0 to insure 
compatibility with future Intel products. 

Figure 1. Control Word Format 
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Write Operations 

The programming procedure for the 82C54 is very 
flexible. Only two conventions need to be remem
bered: 

1) For each Counter, the Control Word must be 
written before the initial count is written. 

2) The initial count must follow the count format 
specified· in the Control Word (least significant 
byte only, most significant byte only, or least sig
nificant byte and then most significant byte). 

Since the Control Word Register and the three 
Counters have separate addresses (selected by the 
A1, Ao inputs), and each Control Word specifies the 
Counter it applies to (SCO, SC1 bits), no special in-

A1 Ao 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 0 0 0 
Control Word - Counter 1 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
MSB of count- Counter 1 ' 0 1 
Control Word - Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count- Counter 2 1 0 

A1 Ao 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
Counter Word - Counter 1 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
LSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
MSB of count- Counter 2 1 0 

NOTE: 
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struction sequence is required. Any programming 
sequence that follows the conventions above is ac
ceptable. 

A new initial count may be written to a Counter at 
any time without affecting the Counter's pro
grammed Mode in any way. Counting will be affected 
as described in the Mode definitions. The new count 
must follow the programmed count format. 

If a Counter is programmed to read/write two-byte 
counts, the following precaution applies: A program 
must not transfer control between writing the first 
and second byte to another routine which also writes 
into that same Counter. Otherwise, the Counter will 
be loaded with an incorrect count. 

A1 Ao 
Control Word - Counter 2 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 1 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count- Counter 2 1 0 
LSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
MSB of count ~ Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count - Counte'rO 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 0 0 0 

A1 Ao 
Control Word""- Counter 1 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter. 1 0 1 
Control Word - Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 

.. 

In all four examples, all counters are programmed to read/write two-byte counts. 
These are only four of many possible programming sequences. 

Figure 8. A Few Possible Programming Sequences 

Read Operations 

It is often desirable to read the value of a Counter 
without disturbing the count in progress. This is easi
ly done in the 82C54. 

There are three possible methods for reading the 
counters: a simple read operation, . the Counter 

I 

Latch Command, and the Read-Back Command. 
Each is explained below. The first method is to per
form a simple read operation. To read the Counter, 
Which is selected with the A 1, AD inputs, the CLK 
input of the selected Counter must be inhibited by 
using either the GATE input or external logic. Other
wise, the count may be in the process of changing 
when it is read, giving an undefined result. 
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COUNTER LATCH COMMAND 

The second method uses the "Counter latch Com
mand". Like a Control Word, this command is written 
to the Control Word Register, which is selected 
when A1, Ao = 11. Also . like a Control Word, the 
SCO, SC1 bits select one of the three Counters,but 
two other bits, 05 and 04, distinguish this command 
from a Control Word. 

A1, Ao= 11; CS~O; RD= 1; WR=O 

D7 D6 Ds D4 Ds D2 D1 Do 

I SC1 I SCO I 0 I 0 I X I X I X X I 
SC1, SCO - specify counter to be latched 

SC1 SCO Counter 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 Read-Back Command 

05,04 - 00 designates Counter latch Command 

x -don't care 

NOTE: 
Don't care bils (X) should be 0 to insure compatibility 
with future I ntel products. 

Figure 9. Counter latching Command Format 

The selected Counter's output latch (Ol) latches the 
count at the time the Counter· latch Command is 
received. This count is held in the latch until it is read 
by the CPU (or until the Counter is reprogrammed). 
The count is then unlatched automatically and the 
OL returns to "following" the counting element (CE). 
This allows reading. the contents of the Counters 
"on the fly" without affecting counting in progress. 
Multiple Counter latch Commands may be used to 
latch more than. one Counter. Each latched Coun
ter's Ol holds its count until it is read. Counter latch 
Commands do not affect the programmed Mode of 
the Counter in any way. 

If a Counter is latched and then, some time later, 
latched again before the count is read, the second 
Counter latch Command is ignored. The count read 
will . be the count at the time the first Counter latch 
Command :-vas issued. 

With either method, the count must be read accord
ing to the programmed format; specifically, if the 
Counter is programmed for two byte counts, two 
bytes must be read. The two bytes do not have to be 
rsad one right after the other; read or write or PiO" 
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gramming operations of other Counters may be inc 
serted between them. 

Another feature of the 82C54 is that. reads and 
writes of the same Counter may be interleaved; for 
example, if the Counter is programmed for two byte 
counts, the following sequence is valid. 

1. Read least significant byte. 
2. Write new least significant byte. 
3. Read most significant byte. 
4. Write new most significant byte. 

If .a Counter is programmed to read/write two-byte 
counts, the foilowing precaution· applies; A program 
must not transfer control between reading the first 
and second byte to another routine which also reads 
from that same Counter. Otherwise, an incorrect 
count will be read. 

READ-BACK COMMAND 

The third method uses the Read-Back command. 
This command allows the user to check the count 
value, programmed Mode, and current state of the 
OUT pin and Null Count flag of the selected coun
ter(s). 

The command is written into the Control Word Reg
ister and has the format shown in Figure 10. The 
command appiies to the counters seiected by set
ting their corresponding bits 03,02,01 = 1. 

AO, A1 = 11 CS = 0 RO = 1 WFi = 0 

07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 

1111 ICOONTlSi'AfOSICNT21cNT11cNTOI 01 
Os: 0 = Latch count of selected counter(s) 
04: 0 = Latch status of selected counter(s) 
03: 1 = Select counter 2 
02: 1 = Select counter 1 
01: 1 = Select counter 0 
00: Reserved for future expansion; must be 0 

Figure 10. Read-Back Command Format 

The read-back command may be used to latch multi
ple counter output latches (Ol) by setting the 
COUNT bit 05 = 0 and selecting the desired coun
ter(s). This single command is functionally equiva
lent to several counter latch commands, one for 
each counter latched. Each counter's latched count 
is held until it is read (or the counter is repro
grammed). That counter is automatically unlatched 
when read, but other counters remain latched until 
they are read. If multiple count read-back commands 
are issued to the same counter without reading the 
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count, all but the first are ignored; i.e., the count 
which will be read is the count at the time the first 
read-back command was issued., 

The read-back command may also be used to latch 
status information of selected counter(s) by setting 
STATUS bit 04=0. Status must be latched to be 
read; status of a counter is accessed by a read from 
that counter. 

The counter status format is shown in Figure 11. Bits 
05 through DO contain the counter's 'programmed 
Mode, exactly as written in the last Mode Control 
Word. OUTPUT bit 07 contains the current state of 
the OUT pin. This aJlows the user to monitor the 
counter's output via software, possibly eliminating 
some hardware from a system. 

07 1 = Out, Pin is 1 
0= Out Pin isO 

De ,1 = Null CQunt 
o = Count available for reading 

05-00 Counter Programmed Mode (See Figure 7) 

Figure 11. status Byte ' 

NULL COUNT bit 06 indicates when the last count 
written to the counter register (CR) has been loaded 
into the ~ounting element (CE). The exact time this 
happens depends on the Mode of the counter and is 
described in the Mode Definitions, but until the count 
is loaded into the cQunting element (CE), it can't be 
read from the counter. If the count i~ latched oNead 
before this time, the count value will not reflect the 
new count just written. The operation of Null Count 
is shown in Figure 12. 

THIS ACTION: 
A. Write to the control 

word register:[l] 
B. Write to the count 

register (CR);[2] 
C. New count is loaded 

into CE (CR -+ CE); 

82C54 

CAUSES: 

Null count = 1 

Null count = 1 

Null count = 0 

[1] Only the counter specified by the control word will 
have its null count set to 1. Null count bits of other 
counters are unaffected. 
[2] If the counter is programmed for two-byte counts 
(least significant byte then most significant byte) null 
count goes to 1 when the second byte is written. 

Figure 12. Null Count Operation 

If multiple status latch operations of the counter(s) 
are performed without reading the status, all but the 
first are ignored; Le., the status that will be read is 
the status of the counter at the time the first status 
read-back command was issued. 

Both count and status of the selected counter(s) 
may be latched simultaneously by setting both 
COUNT and STATUS bits 05,04=0. This is func
tionally the same as issuing two separate read-back 
commands at once, and the above discussions ap
ply here also. Specifically, if multiple count and/or 
status read-back commands are issued to the same 
counter(s) without any intervening reads, all but the 
first are ignored. This is iflustrated in Figure 13. 

If both count and status of a counter are latched, the 
first read operation of that counter will return latched 
status, regardless of which was latched first. The 
next one or two reads (depending on whether the 
counter is programmed for one or two type counts) 
return latched count. Subsequent reads return un
latched count. 

Command 
D D D D D3 D D1 Do 

Descriptio" Resul~s 
7 6 5 4 2 

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Read back count and status of Count and status latched 
Counter 0 for Counter 0 

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 ' Read back status of Counter 1 Status latched for Counter 1 

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 Read back status of Counters 2, 1 Status latched for Counter 
, 2, but not 'Counter 1 

1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 Read back count of Counter 2 Count latched for Counter 2 , 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 Read back count and status of Count latched for Counter 1 , 
Counter 1 but not status 

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 Read back status of Counter 1 Command ignored, status 
already latched for Counter 1 

Figure 13. Read·Back Command Example 

J 
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CI Ri5 WJf A1 Ao 
0 1 0 0 0 Write into Counter 0 

0 1 0 0 1 Write into Counter 1 

0 1 0 1 0 Write into Counter 2 

0 1 0 1 1 Write Control Word 

0 0 1 0 0 Read from Counter 0 

0 0 1 0 1 Read from Counter 1 

0 0 1 1 0 Read from Counter 2 

0 0 1 1 1 No-Operation (3-State) 

1 X X X X No-Operation (3-State) 

0 1 1 X X No-Operation (3-State) 

Figure 14_ Read/Write Operations Summary 

Mode. Definitions 

The following are defined for use in describing the 
operation of the 82C54. 

ClK PULSE: a rising edge, then a falling edge, in 
that order, of a Counter's ClK input. 

TRIGGER: a rising edge of a Counter's GATE in-
put. " 

COUNTER lOADING: the transfer of a count from 
the CR to the CE (refer to 
the "Functional Descrip
tion") 

MODE 0: INTERRUPT ON. TERMINAL COUNT 

Mode 0 is typically used for event counting. After the 
Control Word is written, OUT is initially low, and will 
remain low until the Counter reaches zero. OUT then 
goes high and remains high until a new count or Ii 
new Mode 0 Control Word is written into the Coun
ter. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. GATE has no effect on OUT. ' 

After the Control Word and initial counf are written to 
a Counter, the initial count will be loaded on the next 
ClK pulse. This ClK pulse does not decrement the 
count, so for an initial count of N, OUT does not go 
high until N + 1 ClK pulses after the initial count is 
written. 

If a new count is written to the Counter, it will be 
loaded on the next ClK pulse and counting will con
tinue from the new count. If a two-byte count is writ
ten, the following happens: 

1) Writing the first byte does not disable counting. 
OUT is set low immediately (no clock pulsere
quired). 

2) Writing the second byte allows the new' count to 
be loaded on the next ClK pulse. 
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infel® 
This allows the counting sequence to be synchroniz
ed by software.' Again, OUT does not go high until N 
+ 1 ClK pulses after the new count of N is written. 

If an initial count is WJ:itten while GATE :;. 0, it will 
still be loaded on the next ClK pulse. When GATE 
goes high, OUT will go. high N ClK pulses later; no 
CL.K pulse is needed to load the Counter as this has 
already been done. ' ' 

CLK 

GATE ----------.;.....---'-

OUT =:J-I-______ ..J 

1 N 1 N 1 N 1 N 1 : 1 : I ; 1 ~ I: 1 ~~ 1 :: 1 

CW_10 LSI.a 
WIIlJLjr-----......;....--

CLK 

GATE 

OUT::J r-
1 N 1 N 1 N 1 N I; 1 n: I; I~ I: I=~I 

WII 

CLK 

GATE """'-:-----:..----...,-----

OUT.:::l r-
1 N 1 N 1 N 1 N 1 : 1 ; 1 ~ 1 : I~ 1 : 1 ~: 1 

231244-8 

NOTE: 
The Following Conventions Apply To All Mode Timing 
Diagrams: 
1. Counters are programmed for binary (not BCD) 
counting and for Reading/Writing least significant byte 
(LSB) only. 
2. The counter is always selected (~ always low). 
3. CW stands for "Control Word"; CW = 10 means a 
control word of 10, hex is written to the counter. 
4. LSB stands for "Least Significant Byte" of count. 
5. Numbers below diagrams are count values. 
Thfillower number is the least significant byte. 
The upper number is the most significant byte •. Since 
the counter is programmed to Read/Write LSB only. 
the most significant byte cannot be read. , 
N stands for an undefined count. 
Vertical lines show transitions between count values. 

Figure 15. ft80de 0 
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MODE 1: HARDWARE RETRIGGERABLE 
ONE-SHOT 

OUT will be initially high. OUT will go low on the ClK 
pulse following a trigger to begin the one-shot pulse, 
and will remain low until the Counter reaches zero. 
OUT will then go high and remain high until the ClK 
pulse after the next trigger. 

After writing the Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter is armed. A trigger results in loading the 
Counter and setting OUT low on the next ClK pulse, 
thus starting the one-shot pulse. An initial count of N 
will result in a one-shot pulse N ClK cycles in dura
tion. The one-shot is retriggerable, hence OUT will 
remain low for N ClK pulses after any trigger. The 
one-shot pulse can be repeated without rewriting the 
same count into the counter. GATE has no effect on 
OUT. 

If a new count is written to the Counter during a one
shot pulse, the current one-shot is not affected un
less the Counter is retriggered. In that case, the 
Counter is loaded with the new count and the one
shot pulse continues until the new count expires. 

CW=12 LSBE3 

~~,------------------

CW=12 LS8=3r--_________ _ 

WI! L.JLJ 
ClK 

GATE -------In----1n----------
OUT =.J r 

INININININI~I~I~I:I:I~I:I 

GATE -------;n--------""1rt== 

OUT 

1 N 1 N IN 1 N I N I: I ~ I: I~~I ~~I: I: I 
231244-9 

Figure 16. Mode 1 
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MODE 2: RATE GENERATOR 

This Mode functions like a divide-by-N counter. It is 
typicially used to generate a Real Time Clock inter
rupt. OUT will initially be high. When the initial count 
has decremented to 1, OUT goes low for one ClK 
pulse. OUT then goes high again, the Counter re
loads the initial count and the process is repeated. 
Mode 2 is periodic; the same sequence is repeated 
indefinitely. For an initial count of N, the sequence 
repeats every N ClK cycles. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. If GATE goes low during an output pulse, 
OUT is set high immediately. A trigger reloads the 
Counter with the initial count on the next ClK pulse; 
OUT goes low N ClK pulses after the trigger. Thus 
the GATE input can be used to synchronize the 
Counter. 

After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. OUT 
goes low N ClK Pulses after the initial count is writ
ten. This allows the Counter to be synchronized by 
software also. 

eW=14 LSB.3 
WI!~r---------

ClK 

GATE ----------,-'------

OUT 

ININININI~I:n 1:1:1 ~I~I 

eW=14 LSB.3 

WI!~-------

ClK 

GATE 

OUT =::J 

WI! 

ClK 

GATE ------------,----

OUT "=.=J u 
ININININI~I:I:I~I:I:I:I 

231244-10 

NOTE: 
A GATE transition should not occur one clock prior to 
terminal count. 

Figure 17. Mode 2 
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Writing a new count while counting does not affect 
the current counting sequence. If a trigger is re
ceived after writing a new count but before the end 
of the current period, the Counter will be loaded with 
the new count on the next ClK pulse and counting 
will continue from the new count. Otherwise, the 
new count will be loaded at the end of the current 
counting cycle. In mode 2, a COUNT of 1 is illegal. 

MODE 3: SQUARE WAVE MODE 

Mode 3 is typically used for Baud rate generation. 
Mode 3 is similar to Mode 2 except for the duty cycle 
of OUT. OUT will initially be high. When half the ini
tial count has expired, OUT goes low for the remain
der of the count. Mode 3 is periodic; the sequence 
above is repeated indefinitely. An initial count of N 
results in a square wave with a period of N ClK 
cycles. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. If GATE goes low while OUT is low, OUT is 
set high immediately; no ClK pulse is required. A 
trigger reloads the Counter with the initial count on 
the next ClK pulse. Thus the GATE input can be 
used to synchronize the Counter. 

After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. This 
allows the Counter to be synchronized by software 
also. 

Writing a new count while counting does not affect 
the current counting sequence. If a trigger is re
ceived after writing a new count but before the end 
of the current half-cycle of the square wave, the 
Counter will be loaded with the new count on the 
next ClK pulse and counting will continue from the 
new count. Otherwise, the new count will be loaded 
at the end of the current half-cycle. 

Mode 3 is implemented as follows: 

Even counts: OUT is initially high. The initial count is 
loaded on one ClK pulse and then is decremented 
by two on succeeding ClK pulses. When the count 
expires OUT changes value and the Counter is re
loaded with the initial count. The above process is 
repeated indefinitely. 

Odd counts: OUT is initially high. The initial count 
minus one (an even number) is loaded on one ClK 
pulse and then is decremented by two on succeed
ing ClK pulses. One ClK pulse after the count ex
pires, OUT goes low and the Counter is reloaded 
with the initial count minus one. Succeeding ClK 
pulses decrement the count by two. When the count 
expires, OUT goes high again and the Counter is 
reloaded with the initial count minus one. The aboVe 
process is repeated indefinitely. So for odd counts, 
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OUT will be high for (N + 1)/2 counts and low for 
(N -1 )/2 counts. 

CW.11 LSI •• WIIl...J"L.Jr----------
eLM 

Gm ---------------

OUT 

CW",1I UB"'5;-__________ _ 

WIIl..JU 
eLM 

.ATE ---------------

OUT 

CW .. lI LSI_. WII"""lJl-.Jr----------
eLM 

GATE 

OUT 

IN 1 N 1 N 1 N I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: 1 
231244-11 

NOT!:: 
A GATE transition should not occur one clock prior to 
terminal count. 

Figure 18. Mode 3 

MODE 4: SOFTWARE TRIGGERED STROBE 

OUT will be initially high. When the initial count ex
pires, OUT will go low for one ClK pulse and then 
go high again. The counting sequence is "triggered" 
by writing the initial co.unt. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. GATE has no effect on OUT. 

After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. This 
ClK pulse does not decrement the count, so for an . 
initial count of N, OUT does not strobe low until 
N + 1 ClK pulses after the initial count is written. 

If a new count is written during counting, it will be 
loaded on the next ClK pulse and counting will con
tinue from the new count. If a two-byte count is writ
ten, the following happens: 
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1) Writing the first byte has. no effect on counting. 

2) Writing the second byte allows the new count to 
be loaded on the next ClK pulse. 

This allows the sequence to be "retriggered" by 
software. OUT strobes low N + 1 ClK pulses after 
the new count of N is written. 

CW",11 LS •• 3i-________ _ 

WII\..J'LJ· 
CLK 

QATE 

OUT =:J u 

CWc11 LSB.3 

WII~--

CLK 

GATE --..,.------' 
OUT =:J 

I N I N I N I N I: I : I: I: I ~ I ~ I ~~I 

CLK 

GATE ---------------

OUT=:J 

I N I N I N I N I: I: I ~ I: I ~ I ~ I ~~I 
l\31244-12 

Figure 19. Mode 4 

MODE 5: HARDWARE TRIGGERED STROBE 
(RETRIGGERABLE) 

OUT will initially be high. Counting is triggered by a 
rising edge of GATE. When the initial count has ex
pired. OUT will go low for one ClK pulse and then 
go high again. 

J 
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After writing the Control Word and initial count. the 
counter will not be loaded until the ClK pulse after a 
trigger. This eLK puise does not decrement the. 
count. so for an initial count of N. OUT does not 
strobe low until N + 1 ClK pulses after a trigger. 

A trigger results in the Counter being loaded with the 
initial count on the next ClK pulse. The counting 
sequence is retriggerable. OUT will not strobe low 
for N + 1 ClK pulses after any trigger. GATE has 
no effect on OUT. . 

If a new count is written during counting. the current 
counting sequence will not be affected. If a trigger 
occurs after the new count is written but before the 
current count expires. the Counter will be loaded 
with the new count on the next ClK pulse and 
counting will continue from there. 

CW=1A LSB:3_------__ 

WIIl...Jl.J 
elK 

GATE -------1 (\---------lfC~_:= 

OUT 

CW:1A Lsa=3i-_________ ~ 

W1i l...Jl.J 
elK 

GATE ---------l~--------..:.---

OUT~ 

I N I N I N I N I N I N I ~ I : I ~ I : I ~ I : I ~~ I 

GATE -- --- ---vr--------- in=.=..::..:: 
OUT ~ U 

I N I N I N I N I N I : I : I : I : I ~~ I ~; I ~ I : I 
231244-13 

Figure 20. Mode 5 
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82C54 

Signal Low 
Status Or Going Rising High 

. Modes Low 

0 Disables - Enables 
counting counting 

1 - 1) Initiates -
counting 

2) Resets output 
after next 
clock 

2 1) Disables 
counting Initiates Enables 

2) Sets output counting counting 
immediately 
high 

3 1) Disables 
counting Initiates Enables 

2) Sets output counting counting 
immediately 
high 

4 Disables - Enables 
counting counting 

5 - Initiates -
counting 

Figure 21. Gate Pin Operations Summary 

MODE 
MIN MAX 

COUNT COUNT 

0 1 0 

1 1 0 

2 2 0 

3 2 0 

4 1 0 

NOTE: 
o is equivalent to 216 for binary counting and 104 for 
BCD counting 

Figure 22. Minimum and Maximum initial Counts 
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Operation Common to All Modes 

Programming 

When a Control Word is written to a Counter, all 
Control logic is immediately reset and OUT goes to 
a known initial state; no ClK pulses are required for 
~& . 

GATE 

The GATE input is always sampled on the rising 
edge of ClK, In Modes 0,2,3, and 4 the GATE input 
is level sensitive, and the logic level is sampled on 
the rising edge of ClK. In Modes 1, 2, 3, and 5 the 
GATE input is rising-edge sensitive. In these Modes, 
a rising edge of GATE (trigger) sets an edge-sensi
tive flip-flop in the Counter. This flip-flop is then sam
pled on the next rising edge of ClK; the flip-flop is 
reset immediately after it is sampled. In this way, a 
trigger will be detected no matter when it occurs-a 
high logic level does not have to be maintained until 
the next rising edge of ClK. Note . .that in Modes 2 
and 3, the GATE input is both edge- and level-sensi
tive. In. Modes 2 and 3, if a ClK source other than 
the system clock is used, GATE should be pulsed 
immediately following WR of a new count value. 

COUNTER 

New counts are loaded and Counters are decre
mented on the falling edge of ClK. 

The largest possible initial count is 0; this is equiva
lent to 216 for binary counting and1()4 for BCD 
counting. 

the Counter does not stop when it reaches zero. In 
Modes 0, 1, 4, and 5 the Counter "wraps around" to 
the highest count, either FFFF hex for binary count" 
ing or 9999 for BCD counting, and continues count
ing. Modes 2 and 3 are periodic; the Counter reloads 
itself with the initial count and continues counting 
from there. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ....... OOG to 700G 
Storage Temperature ............ - 65° to + 1500G 
Supply Voltage ................... - 0.5 to + 8.0V 
Operating Voltage .................. +4Vto +7V 
Voltage on any Input .......... GND - 2V to + 6.5V 
Voltage on any Output .. GND-O.5V to Vee + 0.5V 
Power Dissipation ........................ 1 Watt 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

82C54 

NOTICE: This is a production dat;i sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

(TA=O°C to 70°C, Vee=5V± 10%, GND=OV) (TA = -40°C to + 85°C for Extended Temperature) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOl = 2.5mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 3.0 V IOH = -2.5 mA 
Vee - 0.4 V IOH = -100 p,A 

III Input Load Current ±2.0 p,A VIN = Vee to OV 

lOR Output Float Leakage Current ±10 p,A VOUT=Vee to O.OV 

Icc Vee Supply Current 20 mA 
Clk Freq= 

8MHz82C54 
1 OMHz 82C54-2 

leeSB Vee Supply Current-Standby 10 p,A CLKFreq = DC 
CS = Vee. 
All Inputs/Data Bus Vee 
All Outputs Floating 

leeSB1 Vee Supply Current-Standby 150 p,A CLKFreq = DC 
CS = Vee. All Other Inputs, 
I/O Pins = VGND, Outputs Open 

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pF fc = 1 MHz 

CliO I/O Capacitance 20 pF Unmeasured pins 

COUT Output Capacitance 20 pF returned to GND(5) 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA = O°C to 70°C, Vee = 5V ±10%, GND =OV) (TA = -40°C to + 85°C for Extended :Temperature) 

BUS PARAMETERS (Note 1) 

READ CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 82C54·2 Units 
Min Max 

tAR Address Stable Before RD "- 30 ns 

tSR cs Stable Before RD "- 0 ns 

tRA Address Hold Time After RD l' 0 ns 

tRR RD Pulse Width 95 ns 

tRD Data Delay from RD "- 85 ns 

tAD Data Delay from Address 185 ns 

tDF RD l' to Data Floating 5 65 ns 

tRY Command Recovery Time 165 ns 

NOTE: 
1. Ae timings measured at VOH = 2.0V, VOL = O.SV. 

I 
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82C54 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 

tAW Address Stable Before WR .J, 
tsw CS Stable Before WR .J, 
tWA Address Hold Time After WR t 
tww WR Pulse Width 

tow Data Setup Time Before WR t 
two Data Hold Time After WR t 
tRv Command Recovery Time 

CLOCK AND GATE 

Symbol Parameter 

tClK Clock Period 

tPWH High Pulse Width 

tpWl low Pulse Width 

TR Clock Rise Time 

tF Clock Fall Time 

tGW Gate Width High 

tGl Gate Width low 

tGS Gate Setup Time to ClK t 
tGH Gate Hold Time After ClK t 
Too Output Delay from ClK .J, 
tOOG Output Delay from Gate .J, 
twc ClK Delay for loading(4) 

tWG Gate Delay for Sampling(4) 

two OUT Delay from Mode Write 

tCl ClK Set Up for Count Latbh 

NOTES: 

82C54-2 Units 
Min Max 

0 ns 

0 ns 

0 ns 

95 ns 

95 ns 

0 ns 

165 ns 

82C54-2 Units 
Min Max 

100 DC ns 

30(3) ns 

50(3) ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

50 ns 

50 ns 

40 ns 
50(2) ns 

100 ns 

100 ns 

0 55 ns 

-5 40 ns 

240 ns 

-;-40 40 ns 

2. In Modes 1 and 5 triggers are sampled on each rising clock edge. A second trigger within· 70 ns for the 82C54-2 of the 
rising clock edge may not be detected. 
3. low-going glitches that violate tpWH, tpWl may cause errors requiring counter reprogramming. 
4. Except for Extended Temp., See Extended Temp. A.C. Characteristics below. 
5. Sampled not 100% tested. T A = 25°C. 
6. If ClK present .at T wc min then Count equals N + 2 ClK pulses, T WC max equals Count N + 1 ClK pulse. T WC min to 
T WC max, count will be either N + 1 or N + 2 ClK pulses. 
7. In Modes 1 and 5, if GATE is present when writing a new Count value, at TWG min Counter will not be triggered, at TWG 
max Counter will be triggered. 
8. If ClK present when writing a Counter latch or ReadBack Command, at T CL min ClK will be reflected in count value 
latched, at TCl max ClK will not be reflected in .the count value latched. Writing a Counter Latch or ReadBack Command 
between T Cl min and T Wl max will result in a latched count vallue which is ± one least significant bit. 

EXTENDED TEMPERATURE (TA = -40·Cto +S5·CforExtendedTemperature) 

Symbol Parameter 82C54-2 Units 
Min Max 

twc ClK Delay for loading -25 25 ns 

tWG Gate Delay for Sampling -25 25 ns 
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82C54 

WAVEFORMS 

WRITE 

·0·1 

DATA BUS 

i 

" 

231244-14 

READ 

1---••• ---.; 

DATA BUS---

231244-15 

fECOVERY 

231244-16 
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82C54 intet® 
CLOCK AND GATE 

eLK ----"---"rl 

GATE 

OUTPUTO _____ ~ ________ +-J',....----J'---------

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

INPUT {OUTPUT 

2.4=X x= 2.0 2.0 . ~ > tnT POINTS < . 
0.45 _ 0.8 0.8. 

231244-1B 
A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at2.4V for a logic "1" and 0.45V 
for a logic "0." Timing measurements are made at 2.0V for a logic 
"1" and O.BV for a logic "0." 

REVISION SUMMARY 

The following list represents the key differences be
tween Rev. 005 and 006 of the 82C54 Data Sheet. 

1. References to and sp.ecifications for the 8 MHz 
82C54 are removed. Only the 10 MHz 82C52-2 
remains in. production. 
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231244-17 
• Last byte of count being written 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

231244-19 
CL ~ 150 pF 
CL includes jig capacitance 
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8255A-5 
PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

• MCS·85 Compatible 8255A·5 • Direct Bit Set/Reset Capability Easing 

• 24 Programmable 1/0 Pins Control Application Interface 

• Completely TTL Compatible • Reduces System Package Count 

• Fully Compatible with Intel • Improved DC Driving Capability 

Microprocessor Families • Available in EXPRESS 

• Improved Timing Characteristics - Standard Temperature Range 
- Extended Temperature Range 

• 40 Pin DIP Package 
(See Intel Packaging: Order Number: 240800·001, 
Package Type P) 

The Intel 8255A is a general purpose programmable 1/0 device designed for use with Intel microprocessors, It 
has 24 1/0 pins which may be individually programmed in 2 groups of 12 and used in 3 major modes of 
operation, In the first mode (MODE 0), each group of 12 1/0 pins may be programmed in sets of 4 to be input 
or output. In MODE 1, the second mode, each group may be programmed to have 8 lines of input or output. Of 
the remaining 4 pins, 3 are used for handshaking and interrupt control signals. The third mode of operation 
(MODE 2) is a bidirectional bus mode which uses 8 lines for a bidirectional bus, and 5 lines, borrowing one 
from the other group, for handshaking. 

POWER {_+5V 
SuPPLIES 

_GNO 

"---<4 
"'---<4 READ, 

_n 
.,---!~ 

"---I 
RESET---! 

8-81' 
INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

Figure t. 8255A Block Diagram 

GROUP . 
'OR' . 

,0> 

GROUP 
B 

POll' 
B 

'B) 

231308-1 

231308-2 

Figure 2. Pin 
Configuration 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy. contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4125. 
September 1993 
Order Number: 231308-004 5-41 
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82C55A 
CHMOS PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL INTE.Ri=ACE 

• Compatible with all Intel and Most • Control Word Read-Back CapabiUty 
Other Microprocessors • Direct Bit Set/Reset Capability 

• High Speed, "Zero Wait State" • 2.5 mA .DC Drive Capability on all 1/0 
Operation with 8 MHz 8086/88 and . Port Outputs 
80186/188 
24 Programmable I/O Pins • Available in 40-Pin DIP and 44-Pin PLCC • Available in EXPRESS • • Lo~ Power CHMOS - Standard Temperatur~ Range 

• Co~pletely TTL Compatible - Extended Temperature Range 
The Intel 82C55A is a high"performance, CHMOS version of the industry standard 8255A general purpose 
programmable 1/0 device which is designed for use with all Intel and most other microprocessors. It provides 
241/0 pins which may be individually programmed in 2 groups of 12 and used in 3 major modes of operation. 
The 82C55A is pin compatible with the NMOS 8255A and 8255A"5. 

In MODE 0, each group of 12 1/0 pins may be programmed in sets of 4 and 8 to be inputs or outputs. In 
MODE 1, each group may be programmed to have 8 lines of input or output. 3 of the remaining 4 pins are used 
for handshaking and interrupt control signals. MODE 2 is a strobed bi-directional bus configuration. 

The 82C55A is fabricated on Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology which provides low power consumption 
with performance equal to or greater than the equivalent NMOS product. The 82C55A is available in40-pin 
DIP and 44-pin plastic leaded chip carrier (PLCC) packages. 

POWfll J-+~~ 
SUPPLIES L __ .'" n 

Figure 1. 82C55A Block Diagram 
231256-1 

6 5 " 3 2 1 4-4 4l 42 41 40 

8ZCS5J. 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

231256-31 

231256-2 

Figure 2. 82C55A Pinout 
Diagrams are for pin reference only. Package 
sizes are not to scale. 

The complete.documenf for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your loeallntel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4125. 
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8256AH 
MULTIFUNCTION MICROPROCESSOR 

SUPPORT CONTROLLER 
Programmable Serial Asynchronous • Two 8-Bit Programmable Parallel I/O 
Communications Interface for 5-, 6-, 7-, Ports; Port 1 Can Be Programmed for 
or 8-Bit Characters, 1, 1 %, or 2 Stop Port 2 Handshake Controls and Event 
Bits, and Parity Generation Counter Inputs 

On-Board Baud Rate Generator • Eight-Level Priority Interrupt Controller 
Programmable for 13 Common Baud Programmable for 8085 or iAPX 86, 
Rates up to 19.2 KBlts/Second, or an iAPX 88 Systems and for Fully Nested 
External Baud Clock Maximum of 1 M Interrupt Capability 
Bit/Second • Programmable System Clock to 1 x, 
Five 8-Bit Programmable Timer/ 2 x, 3 x, or 5 x 1.024 MHz 
Counters; Four Can Be Cascaded to 
Two 16-Bit Timer/Counters 

The Intel 8256AH Multifunction Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (MUART) combines five com
monly used functions into a single 40-pin device. It is designed to interface to the 8086/88, iAPX 186/188, and 
8051 to perform serial communications, parallel I/O, timing, event counting, and priority interrupt functions. All 
of these functions are fully programmable through nine internal registers. In addition, the five timer/counters 
and two parallel I/O ports can be accessed directly by the microprocessor. 

ADO-AD4 

D85-DB7 

CI 
iili 

WI! 
ALE 

RESET 
1m 
INT~~ __ ..... 

Figure 1. MUART Block Diagram 

RxD 
TxD 
liiC 
TiC 
m 

230759-1 

ADl 

AD2 

DBI 

De7 

ALE 

iili 
WR 

nm: 
INT 

EXTINT 

elK 

Vee 
Pl0 

Pll 

P15 

Pl. 

P17 

P20 

P2l 

P22 

PO 

P24 

PH 

PH 

P27 

TxD 

~ 

m 
230759-2 

Figure 2. MUART Pin 
Configuration 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
September 1990 
Order Number: 230759-002 5-43 
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8259A 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERRUPT CONTROLLER 

{8259A/8259A-2} 
SOS6, SOSS Compatible • Single +5V Supply (No Clocks) 

MCS-SCI, MCS-S5 Compatible • Available In 2S-Pin DIP and 2S-Lead 

Eight-Level Priority Controller PLCC Package 
(See Packaging Spec., Order #231369) 

Expandable to 64 Levels • Available in EXPRESS 
Programmable Interrupt Modes - Standard Temperature Range 

Individual Request Mask Capability - Extended temperature Range 

The Intel 8259A Programmable Interrupt Controller handles up to eight vectored priority interrupts for the CPU. 
It is cascadable for up to 64 veCtored priority interrupts without additional circuitry. It is packaged in a 28-pin 
DIP, uses NMOS technology and requires a single + 5V supply. Circuitry is static, requiring no clock input. 

The 8259A is designed to minimize the software and real time overhead in handling mUlti-level priority inter
rupts. It has several modes, permitting optimization for a variety of system requirements. 

The 8259A is fully upward compatible with the Intel 8259. Software originally written for the 8259 will operate 
the 8259A in all 8259 equivalent modes (MCS-80/85, Non-Buffered, Edge Triggered). 

DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 

cs--__ ..J 

CASO 

CAS 1 

CAS 2 

SPf.EN ____ .J 

INT 

n 
CONTROL lOGIC 

IRO 

IR1 

IR2 

~INTERNAl BUS 

231468-1 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 

DIP 

231468-2 

PLCC 

SIfr1I;I~ ~ ~1~ 

• 3 2 1 28 27 26 

0 IR7 

IRS 

IRS 

8259A IR. 

IR2 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

E ~ ~ ~ I~ ~ ~ " 
(,) ul~ 

231466-31 

Figure 2. Pin 
Configurations 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Oata-on-Oemand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your loca/lntel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4125. 

December 1988 
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82C59A-2 
CHMOS Programmable Interrupt Controller 

• Pin Compatible with NMOS 8259A-2 • 80C86/88 and 8080185/86/88 

• Eight-Level Priority Controller Compatible 

• Expandable to 64 levels • Fully Static Design 

• Programmable Interrupt Modes • Single 5V Power Supply 

• Low Standby Power-10 IJ.A • Available in 28-Pin Plastic DIP 
(See Packaging Spec., Order #231369) 

• Individual Request' Mask Capability 

The Intel 82C59A-2 is a high performance CHMOS version of the NMOS 8259A-2 Priority Interrupt Controller. 
The 82C59A-2 is designed to relieve the system CPU from the task of polling in a multi-level priority interrupt 
system. The high speed and industry standard configuration of the 82C59A-2, make it compatible with micro
processors such as the 80C86/88, 8086/88 and 8080/85. 

The 82C59A-2 can handle up to 8 vectored priority interrupts for the CPU and is cascadable to 64 without 
additional circuitry. It is designed to minimize the software and real time overhead in handling multi-level 
priority interrupts. Two modes of operation make the 82C59A-2 optimal for a variety of system requirements. 
Static CHMOS circuit design, requiring no clQck input, insures low operating power. It is packaged in a 28-pin 
plastic DIP. 

iii 
WR 

'. 

OATA 
BUS 

BurrER 

cs--_ ..... 

CASO 

CASI 

CAS 2 

5'/Eii_-_ ..... 

October 1988 
Order Number: 231201-004 

INTERNAl BUS 

231201-1 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 

231201-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 
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82C59A-2 

. Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Pin No. Type Name and Function 

Vee 28 I SUPPLY: + 5V Supply. 

GND 14 I GROUND. 

CS 1 I CHIP SELECT: A low on this pin enables RD and WR 
communication between the CPU and the 82C59A-2. INTA 
functions are independent of CS. 

WR 2 I WRITE: A low on this pin when CS is low enables the 
82C59A·2 to accept command words from the CPU. 

RD 3 I READ: A low on this pin when CS is low enables the 
82C59A-2 to release status onto the data bus for the CPU. 

07-00 4-11 I/O BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS: Control, status and interrupt-
vector information is transferred via this bus. 

CASo-CAS2 12,13,15 I/O CASCADE LINES: The CAS lines form a private 82C59A-2 
bus to control a multiple 82C59A-2 structure. These pins are 
outputs for a master 82C59A-2 and inputs for a slave 
82C59A-2. 

gj5/EN 16 I/O SLAVE PROGRAM/ENABLE BUFFER: This is a dual 
function pin. When in the Buffered Mode it can be used as an 
output to control buffer transceivers (EN). When not in the 
buffered mode it is used as an input to designate a master (SP 
= 1) or slave (SP = 0). 

INT 17 0 INTERRUPT: This pin goes high whenever a valid interrupt 
request is asserted. It is used to interrupt the CPU, thus it is 
connected to the CPU's interrupt pin. 

IRo-IR7 18-25 I INTERRUPT REQUESTS: Asynchronous inputs. An interrupt 
request is executed by raising an IR input (low to high), and 
holding it high until it is acknowledged (Edge Triggered Mode), 
or just by a high level on an IR input (Level Triggered Mode). 
Internal pull-up resistors are implemented on IRO-7. 

INTA 26 I INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE: This pin is used to enable 
82C59A-2 interrupt-vector data onto the data bus by a 
sequence of interrupt acknowledge pulses issued by the CPU. 

Ao 27 I AO ADDRESS LINE: This pin acts in conjunction with the CS, 
WR, and RD pins. It is used by the S2(f59A-2 to decipher 
various Command Words the CPU writes and status the CPU 
wishes to read. It is typically connected to the CPU AO 
address line (A 1 for 80CS6, SOCSS). 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Interrupts in Microcomputer Systems 

Microcomputer system design requires that 1/0 de
vices such as keyboards, displays, sensors and oth
er components receive servicing in an efficient man
ner so that large amounts of the total system tasks 
can be assumed by the microcomputer with little or 
no effect on throughput. 

The most common method of servicing such devic
es is the Polled approach. This is where the proces
sor must test each device in sequence and in effect 
"ask" each one if it needs servicing. It is easy to see 
that a large portion of the. main program is looping 
through this continuous polling cycle and that such a 
method would have a serious, detrimental effect on 
system throughput, thus limiting the tasks that could 
be assumed by the microcomputer and reducing the 
cost effectiveness of using such devices. 

A more desirable method would be one that would 
allow the microprocessor to be executing its main 
program and only stop to service peripheral devices 
when it is told to do so by the device itself. In effect, 
the method would provide an external asynchronous 
input that would inform the processor that it should 
complete whatever instruction that is currently being 
executed and fetch a new routine that will .service 
the requesting device. Once this servicing is com
plete, however, the processor would resume exactly 
where it left off. 

This method is called Interrupt. It is easy to see that 
system throughput would drastically increase, and 
thus more tasks could be assumed by the micro
computer to further enhance its cost effectiveness. 

The Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC) func
tions as an overall manager in an Interrupt-Driven 
system environment. It accepts requests from the 
peripheral equipment, determines which of the in
coming requests is of the highest importance (priori
ty), ascertains whether the incoming request has a 
higher priority value than the level currently being 
serviced, and issues an interrupt to the CPU based 
on this determination. 

Each peripheral device or structure usually has a 
special program or "routine" that is associated with 
its specific functional or operational requirements; 
this is referred to as a "service routine". The PIC, 
after issuing an Interrupt to the CPU, must somehow 
input information into the CPU that can "point" the 
Program Counter to the service routine associated 
with the requesting device. This "pointer" is an ad
dress in a vectoring table and will often be referred 
to, in this. document, as vectoring data. 

.82C59A-2 

The 82C59A-2 

The 82C59A-2 is a device specifically designed for 
use in real time, interrupt driven microcomputer sys-

RAM 

ROM 

CftU·DRtVEN 
MULTIPLEXOR 

CPU 

231201-3 

Figure 3a. Polled Method 

231201-4 

Figure 3b. Interrupt Method 
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82C59A-2 

terns. It manages eight levels or requests and has 
built-in features for expandability to other 
82C59A-2's (up to 64 levels). It is programmed by 
the system's software as an 110 peripheral. A selec
tion of priority modes is available to the programmer 
so that the manner in which the requests are proc
essed by the 82C59A-2 can be configured to match 
system requirements. The priority modes can be 
changed or reconfigured dynamically at any time 
during the main program. This means that the com
plete interrupt structure can be defined as required, 
based on the total system environment. 

INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER (IRR) AND 
IN-SERVICE REGISTER (ISR) 

The interrupts at the IR input lines are handled by 
two registers in cascade, the Interrupt Request Reg
ister(IRR) and the In-Service Register (ISR). ,The 
IRR is used to store all the interrupt levels which are 
requesting service; and the ISR is used to store all 
the interrupt levels which are being serviced. 

PRIORITY RESOLVER 

This logic block determines the priorities of the bits 
set in the IRR. The highest priority is selected and 
strobed into the corresponding bit of the ISA during 
INTApulse. 

INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER (IMR) 

The IMA stores the bits which mask the interrupt 
lines to be masked. The IMAoperates on the IRR. 
Masking of a higher priority input will not affect the 
interrupt request lines of lower priority. 

INT (INTERRUPT) 

This output goes directly to the CPU interrupt input. 
The VOH level on this line is designed to be fully 
compatible with the 8080A, 808SA, 80C88 and 
80C86 input levels. 

INTA (INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE) 

INTA pulses will cause the 82C59A-2 to release vec
toring information onto the data bu~. The format of 
this data depends on the system mode (Il-PM) of the 
82C59A-2. 

DATA BUS BUFFER 

This 3-state, bidirectional 8-bit buffer is used to inter
face the 82C59A-2 to the system Data Bus. Control 
words and status information are transferred 
through the Data Bus Buffer. 
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READ/WRITE CONTROL LOGIC 

The function of this block is to accept OUTput com
mands from the CPU. It contains the Initialization 
Command Word (ICW) registers and Operation 
Command Word (OCW) registers which store the 
various control formats for device operation. This 
function block also allows the status of the 
82C59A-2 to be transferred onto the Data Bus. 

CS (CHIP SELECT) 

A LOW on this input enables the 82C59A-2. No 
reading or writing of the chip will occur unless the 
device is selected. 

WR (WRITE) 

A LOW on this input enables the CPU to write con
trol words (ICWs and OCWs) to the 82C59A-2. 

RD (READ) 

A LOW on this input enables the 82C59A-2 to send 
the status of the Interrupt Request Register (IRR), In 
Service Register (ISA), the Interrupt Mask Register 
(IMR), or the Interrupt level onto the Data Bus. 

AO 

This input signal is used in conjunction with WR and 
RD signals to write commands into the various com
mand registers, as well as reading the various status 
registers of the chip. This line can be tied directly to 
one of the address lines. 

THE CASCADE BUFFER/COMPARATOR 

This function block stores and compares the IDs of 
all 82C59A-2's used in the system. The associated 
three I/O pins (CASO-2) are outputs when the 
82C59A~2 is used as a master and are inputs when 
the·82C59A-2 is used as a slave. As a master, the 
82C59A-2 sends the ID of the interrupting slave de
vice onto the CASO-2 lines. The slave thus selected 
will send its preprogrammed subroutine address 
onto the Data Bus during the next one or two con
secutive INTA pulses. (See section "Cascading the 
82C59A-2".) 
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INTERRUPT SEQUENCE 

The powerful features of the 82C59A·2 in a micro· 
computer system are its programmability and the in
terrupt routine addressing capability. The latter al
lows direct or indirect jumping to the specific inter
rupt routine requested without any polling of the in
terrupting devices. The normal sequence of events 

DATA 
aus 

BUFfER 

Ci---~ 

82C59A·2 

during an interrupt depends on the type of CPU be
ing used. 

The events occur as follows in an MCS-80/85 sys
tem: 
1. One or more of the INTERRUPT REQUEST Lines 

(IR7-0) are raised high, setting the corresponding 
IRR bit(s). 

iiiiA INT 
I t 

CONTROl.. uxuc 

231201-5 

Figure 4. 82C59A·2 Block Diagram 

I 

CASCADE { 
LINES 

SLAVE PROGRESS / INTERRUPT REQUESTS 
ENABLE BUFFER 

231201-8 

'Figure 5~ 82C59A-2 Interface to Standard System Bus 
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2. The 82CS9A-2 evaluates these requests, .and 
sends.an INT to the CPU, if appropriate. 

3. The CPU acknowledges the INT and responds 
with an INTA pulse. 

4. Upon receiving an INTA from the CPU group, the 
highest priority ISA bit is set, and the correspond
ing IAA bit is reset. The 82CS9A-2 will also re
lease a CALL instruction code (11001101) onto 
the 8-bit Data Bus through its 07-0 pins. 

S. This CALL instruction will initiate two more INTA 
pulses to be sent to the 82CS9A-2 from the CPU 
group. 

6. These two INTA pulses allow the 82CS9A-2 to 
release its preprogrammed subroutine address 
onto the Data Bus. The lower 8-bit address is re
leased at the first INTA pulse and the higher 8-bit 
address is released at the second INTA pulse. 

7. This completes the 3-byte CALL instruction re
leased by the 82CS9A-2. In the AEOI mode the 
ISA bit is reset at the end of the third INT A pulse. 
Otherwise, the ISA bit remains set until an appro
priate EOI command is issued at the end of the 
interrupt sequence. 

The events occurring in an 80C86 system are the 
same until step 4. . 

4. Upon receiving an INTA from the CPU group;the 
highest priority ISA bit is set and the correspond
ing IAA bit is reset. The 82C59A-2 does not drive 
the Data Bus during this cycle. 

S. The 80C86 will initiate a second INTA pulse. Dur
ing this pulse, the 82CS9A-2 releases an 8-bit 
pointer onto the Data Bus where it is read by the 
CPU. 

6. This completes the interrupt cycle. In the AEOI 
mode the ISA bit is reset at the end of the second 
INT A pulse. Otherwise, the ISA bit remains set 
until an appropriate EOI command i~ issued at the 
end of the interrupt subroutine. 

If no interrupt is present at step 4 of either sequence 
(i.e., the request was too short in duration) the 
82CS9A-2 will issue an interrupt level 7. Both the 
vectoring bytes and the CAS lines will look like an 
interrupt level 7 was requested. 

When the 82CS9A-2 PIC receives an interrupt, INT 
becomes active and an interrupt acknowledge cycle 
is started. If a higher priority interrupt occurs be
tween the two INTA pulses, the INT line goes inac
tive immediately after the second INTA pulse. After 
an unspecified amount of time the INT line is activat
ed again to signify the higher priority interrupt waiting 
for service. This· inactive time is not specified and 
can vary between parts. The designer should be 
aware of this consideration when designing a sys
tem which uses the 82CS9A-2. It is recommended 
that proper asynchronous design techniques be fol
lowed. 

S-SO 

INTERRUPT SEQUENCE OUTPUTS 

MCS®-SO, MCS-S5 

This sequence is timed by three INT A pulses. During 
the first INT A pulse the CALL opcode is enabled 
onto the data bus. 

Content of First Interrupt 
Vector Byte 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

CALL CODE I 1 1 0 0 0 11 
~--------------------~ 

During the second INTA pulse the lower address of 
the appropriate service routine is enabled onto the 
data bus. When Interval = 4 bits A5-A7 are pro
grammed, while Ao-A4 are automatically inserted by 
the 82CS9A-2. When Interval = 8 only Ae and A7 
are programmed, while Ao-A5 are automatically in
serted. 

IR 

07 

7 A7 

6 A7 

S A7 

4 A7 

3 A7 

2 A7 

1 A7 

0 A7 

IR 

07 

7 A7 

6 A7 

S A7 

4 A7 

3 A7 

2 A7 

1 A7 

0 A7 

Content of Second Interrupt 
Vector Byte 

Interval = 4 

06 OS 04 03 02 

A6 AS 1 1 1 

A6 AS 1 1 0 

AS AS 1 0 1 

A6 AS 1 0 0 

AS AS 0 1 1 

A6 AS 0 1 0 

A6 AS 0 0 1 

A6 AS 0 0 0 

Interval = 8 

06 OS 04 03 02 

A6 1 1 1 0 

A6 1 1 0 0 

A6 1 0 1 0 

A6 1 0 0 0 

A6 0 1 1 0 

A6 0 1 0 0 

A6 0 0 1 0 

A6 0 0 0 0 

01 DO 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

01 DO 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

During the third INT A pulse the higher address of the 
appropriate service routine, which was programmed 
as byte 2 of the initialization sequence (Ae - A15), is 
enabled onto the bus. 

I 



Content of Third Interrupt 
Vector Byte 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

I A15 I A14 I A13 I A12 I A11 I A10 I A9 I A8 I 

80C86, 80C88 

80G86, 80G88 mode is similar to MGS-80 mode ex
cept that only two Interrupt Acknowledge cycles are 
issued by the processor and no GALL opcode is 
sent to the processor. The first interrupt acknowl
edge cycle is similar to that of MGS-80, 85 systems 
in that .the 82G59A-2 uses it to internally freeze the 
state of the interrupts for priority resolution and as a 
master it issues the interrupt code on the cascade 
lines at the end of the INTA pulse. On this first cycle 
it does not issue any data to the processor and 
leaves its data bus buffers disabled. On the second 
interrupt acknowledge cycle in 80G86, 80C88 mode 
the master (or slave if so programmed) will send a 
byte of data to the processor with the acknowledged 
interrupt code composed as follows (note the state 
of the ADI mode control is ignored and As-A11 are 
unused in 80G86, 80G88 mode): 

IR7 

IR6 

IR5 

IR4 

IR3 

IR2 

IR1 

IRO 

Content of Interrupt Vector Byte 
for 80C86, 80C88 System Mode 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 1 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 1 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 0 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 1 0 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 1 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 1 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 0 

T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 0 0 

PROGRAMMING THE 82C59A-2 

DO 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

The 82G59A-2 accepts two types of command 
words generated by the CPU: 

1. Initialization Command Words (ICWs): Before nor
mal operation can begin, each 82C59A-2 in the 
system must be brought to a startinwint - by a 
sequence of 2 to 4 bytes timed by WR pulses. 

2. Operation Command Words (DCWs): These are 
the command words which command the 
82C59A-2 to operate in various interrupt modes. 
These modes are: 

a. Fully nested mode 

b. Rotating priority mode 

I 

82C59A-2 

c. Special mask mode 

d. Polled mode 

The OGWs can be written into the 82G59A-2 any
time after initialization. 

INITIALIZATION COMMAND WORDS 
(lCWS) 

GENERAL 

Whenever a command is issued with AO = 0 and D4 
= 1, this is interpreted as Initialization Gommand 
Word 1 (IGW1). IGW1 starts the initialization se
quence during which the following automatically oc
cur. 

a. The edge sense circuit is reset, which means that 
following initialization, an interrupt request (IR) in
put must make a low-to-high transition to gener
ate an interrupt. 

b. The Interrupt Mask Register is cleared. 

c. IR7 input is assigned priority 7. 

d. The slave mode address is set to 7. 

e. Special Mask Mode is cleared and Status Read is 
set to IRA. 

f. If IG4 = 0, then all functions selected in IGW4 are 
set to zero. (Non-Buffered mode·, no Auto-EOI, 
MGS-80, 85 system). 

° NOTE: 
MasterlSlave in ICW4 is only used in the buffered 
mode. 

INITIALIZATION COMMAND WORDS 1 AND 2 
(lCW1, ICW2) 

As-A1S: Page starting address of service routines. 
In an MGS 80/85 system, the 8 request levels will 
generate GALLs to 8 locations equally spaced in 
memory. These can be programmed to be spaced 
at intervals of 4 or 8 memory locations, thus the 
8 routines will occupy a page of 32 or 64 bytes, 
respectively. 

The address format is 2 bytes long (Ao-A1S)' When 
the routine interval is 4, Ao-A4 are automatically in
serted by the 82G59A-2, while As-A1S are pro
grammed externally. When the routine interval is 8, 
Ao-As are automatically inserted by the 82G59A-2, 
while As-A1S are programmed externally. 

The 8-byte interval will maintain compatibility with 
current software, while the 4-byte interval is best for 
a compact jump table. 

In an 80G86, 80G88 system A1S-A11 are inserted in 
the fi.ve most significant bits of the vectoring 
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byte and the 82C59A-2 sets the three least signifi
cant bits according to the interrupt level. AlO-AS are 
ignored and ADI (Address Interval) has no effect: 

L TIM: If L TIM = 1, then the 82C59A-2 will operate 
in the level interrupt mode. Edge detect logic 
on the interrupt inputs will be disabled. 

ADI: CALL address interval. ADI = 1 then inter
val = 4; ADI = 0 then interval = 8. 

SNGL: Single. Means that this is the only 82C59A-2 
in the system. If SNGL = 1 no ICW3 will be 
issued. 

IC4: If this bit is set - 'ICW4 has to be read. If 
, ICW4 is not needed, set IC4 = O. 

INITIALIZATION COMMAND WORD 3 (ICW3) 

This word is read only when there is more than one 
82C59A-2 in the system and cascading is used, in 
which case SNGL = O. It will load the 8-bit slave 
register. The functions of this register are: 

a. In the master mode (either when SP = 1, or in 
buffered mode when MIS = 1 in ICW4) a "1" is 
set for each slave in the system. The master then 
will release byte 1 of the call sequence (for MCS-
80/85 system) and will enable the corresponding 
slave to release bytes 2 and 3 (for 80C8S, 80C88 
only byte 2) through the cascade lines. 

NO (SINGl '" 1) 

NO(IC4·01 

b. In the slave mode (either when SP = 0, or if BUF 
= 1 and MIS = 0 in ICW4) bits 2-0 identify the 
slave. The slave compares its cascade input with 
these bits and, if they are equal, bytes 2 and 3 of 
the call sequence (or just byte 2 for 80caS, 
80C88 are released by it on the Data Bus. 

INITIALIZATION COMMAND WORD 4 (ICW4) 
SFNM: If SFNM = 1 the special fully nested mode 

is programmed. 

BUF: If BUF = 1 the buffered mode is pro
grammed. In buffered mode SP/EN be
comes an enable output and the master I 
slave determination is by MIS. 

MIS: If buffered mode is selected: MIS = 1 
means the 82C59A-2 is programmed to be a 
master, M/S = 0 means the 82C59A-2 is 
programmed to be a slave. If BUF = 0, M/S 
has no function. 

AEOI: If AEOI = 1 the automatic end of interrupt 
mode is programmed. 

p.PM: Microprocessor mode: p.PM = 0 sets the 
82C59A-2 for MCS-80, 85 system operation, 
p.PM = 1 sets the 82C59A-2 for 80C8S sys
tem operation. 

231201-9 

Figure 6. Initialization Sequence 
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NOTE: 

lewl 

lew3 (MASTER DEVICE) 

~,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

l' I '71 ·.1 ·.1 ,.1,.1 02 1 " I So I 

1 ,= lew4 NEEDED 
O-=NO K:W4 NEEDED 

1 = SINGLE 
o = CASCADE MODE 

CALL ADDRESS INTERVAL 
1 = INTERVAL OF 4 
o l1li: INTERVAL or 8 

1 = LEVEL TRIGGERED MODE 
0= EDGE TRIGGERED MODE 

A7 - AS OF INTERRUPT 
VECTOR ADDRESS 

(MCS-IO / 15 MODE ONLY) 

A'5 - Aa OF INTERRUPT 
VECTOR ADDRESS 

(MCS-80 / 15 MODE ONLy) 
T7 - T 3 OF INTERRUPT 

VECTOR AOORESS 
(aoca, / locaa MODE) 

I I I I I I I I 1=IR INPUT HAS A SLAVE' 
L---l_i' _L·~;_...L_.l...--' __ '1 O=~ ~~~ DOES NOT HAVE 

ICW3(SLAVE DEVICE) 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

1CW4 

SLAVE 10(1) 

0123 567 
o 1 0' , 0 
o 0 1 1 0 0 t 
o 0 0 0 1 1 t 1 

1 = BOca6 / BOcal MODE 
0= Mcs-ao / as WODE 

1 =AUTO EOI 
0= NORMAL EOI 

~ NON-BUFFERED MODE 
1 BUFFERED MODE/SLAVE 
1 1 BUFFERED MODE / MASTER 

1 = SPECIAL FULLY NESTED MODE 
L---------IO=NOT SPECIAL FULLY NESTED 

MODE 

Slave 10 is equal to the corresponding master IR input. 

Figure 7. Initialization Command Word Format 

1 

82C59A-2 

i' 

231201-10 
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OPERATION COMMAND WORDS 
(OCWs) 

After the initialization Command Words (ICWs) are 
programmed into the 82C59A-2, the chip is .ready to 
accept interrupt requests at its input lines. However, 
during the 82C59A-2 operation, a selection of algo
rithms can command the 82C59A-2 to operate in 
various modes through the Operation Command 
Words (OCWs). 

OPERATION CONTROL WORDS (OCWs) 

OCW1 
AO D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

CD I M7 M6 M5 M4 M3 M2 M1 MO I 

OCW2 

A SL' EOI 0 0 L2 L 1 LO I 

OCW3 o I 0 ESMM SMM 0 1 P AR RIS I 
OPERATION CONTROL WORD 1 (OCW1) 

OCW1 sets and clears the mask bits in the interrupt 
Mask Register (IMA). M7 - Mo represent the eight 
mask bits. M = 1 indicates the channel is masked 
(inhibited), M = 0 indicates the channel is enabled. 

OPERATION CONTROL WORD 2 (OCW2) 

A, SL, EO! - These three bits control the Rotate 
and End of Interrupt modes and combinations of the 
two. A chart of these combinations can be found on 
the Operation Command Word Format. 

L2, L1, Lo-These bits determine the interrupt level 
acted upon when the SL bit is active. 

OPERATION CONTROL WORD 3 (OCW3) 

ESMM - Enable Special Mask Mode. When this bit 
is set fo 1 it enables the SMM bit to set or reset the 
Special Mask Mode. When ESMM = 0 the SMM bit 
becomes a "don't care". 

SMM - Special Mask Mode. If e:SMM = 1 and 
SMM = 1 the 82C59A-2 will enter Special Mask 
Mode. If ESMM. = ,1 and SMM = 0 the 82C59A-2 
will revert to normal mask mode. When ESMM = 0, 
SMM has no effect. 

FULLY NESTED MODE 

This mode is entered after initialization unless anoth
ermode is programmed. The interrupt requests are 
ordered in priority form, 0 through 7(0 highest). 
When, an interrupt is acknowledged the highest pri
ority request is determined and its vector placed ort 
the bus .. Additionally, a bit of the Interrupt Service 
register (lSO-7) is set. This bit remains set until the 
microprocessor. issues an End of Interrupt (EOI) 
command immediately before returning from the 
service routine, or if AEOI (Automatic. End of Inter
rupt) bit is set, until the- trailing edge of the last INT A. 
While the IS bit is set, all further interrupts of the 
same or lower priority are inhibited, while higher lev
els will generate an interrupt (which will be acknowl
edged only if the microprocessor internal interrupt 
enable flip-flop has been re-enabled through soft
ware). 

After the initialization sequence, IRO has the highest 
priority and IR7 the lowest. Priorities can' be 
changed, as will be explained, in the rotating priority 
mode. 

END OF INTERRUPT (EOI) 

The In Service (IS) bit can be reset either automati
cally following the trailing edge of the last in se
quence fN'fA pulse (when AEOI bit in ICW4 is set) or 
by a command word that must be issued to the 
82C59A-2 before returning from a service routine 
(EO I command). An EOI command must be issued 
'twice if in the Cascade mode, once for the master 
and once for the corresponding slave. 

There are two forms of EOI command: Specific and 
Non-Specific. When the 82C59A-2 is operated in 
modes whiCh preserve the fully nested structure, it 
can determine which IS bit to reset on EOL When a 
Non-Specific EOI command is issued the 82C59A-2 
will automatically reset the highest IS bit of those 
that are set, since in the fully nested mode the high
est IS level was necessarily the last level acknowl
edged and serviced. A non-specific EOI can be is
sued with OCW2 (EOI = 1, SL = 0, A = 0). 

When a mode is used which may disturb the fully 
nested structure, the 82C59A-2 may no longer be 
able to determine the last level acknowledged. In 
this case a Specific End of Interrupt must be is'sued 
which includes as part of the c9mmand the IS level 
to be reset. A ,specific EOI can be issued with OCW2 
(EOI = 1, SL = 1, R = 0, and LO-L2 is the binary 
level of the IS bit to be reset). 

It shOuld be noted that an IS bit thatis masked by an 
IMR bit will not be cleared by a non-specific EOI if 
the 82C59A-2 is in the Special Mask Mode. 

I 



infel® 82C59A·2 

ocw, 

AO 07 0 6 05 04 03 O2 0, DO 

, I M7 M6 I M5 I M4 M3 I MZI M' I MO I 

I I I 

OCW2 

AO 07 06 05 04 03 O2 0, DO 

I 0 I H I SL I EOI I 0 I 0 I LZ I L, I LO J 
IR LEVEL TO BE 

ACTED UPON 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
'-- 0 1 o 1 0 1 o 1 

0 0 1 1 0 o 1 1 

o 0 0 o 1 1 1 1 

~ o 1 NON SPECIFIC EOI COMMAND 
} END OF INTERRUPT 

0 , 1 SPECIFIC EOI COMMAND 
r,O 1 ROTATE ON NON-SPECIFIC EOI COMMAND 

} AUTOMATIC ROTATION r;-O 0 ROTATE IN AUTOMATIC EOI MODE (SET) 
COO 0 ROTATE IN AUTOMATIC EOI MODE (CLEAR) 
r;- 1 1 'ROTATE ON SPECIFIC EOI COMMAND 

} SPECIFIC ROTATION r-;- 1 0 'SET PRIORITY COMMAND 
IQ 1 0 NO OPERATION ..... 'LO - LZ ARE USED 

OCW3 

AO 07 06 05 04 03 O2 0, DO 

l 0 J 01ESMtjSMMJ 01 ' 1 P 1 RR1 RlsJ 

l L READ REGISTER COMMAND 

0 1 0 1 

0 I 0 , 1 

READ IR READ IS 
NO ACTION REG ON REG ON 

NEXT iiii NEXT Rii 
PULSE PULSE 

, = POLL COMMAND 
0= NO POLL COMMAND 

SPECIAL MASK MODE 

0 I 1 0 1 

0 J 0 1 1 

RESET SET 
NO ACTION SPECIAL SPECIAL 

MASK MASK 

231201-11 

Figure 8. Operation Command Word Format 
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AUTOMATIC END OF INTERRUPT (AEOI) MODE 

If AEOI = 1 in ICW4, then the 82C59A-2 will operate 
in AEOI mode co~tinuously until reprogrammed by 
ICW4. In this mode the 82C59A-2 will automatically 
perform a non-specific EOI operation at the trailing 
edge of the last interrupt acknowledge pulse (third 
pulse in MCS-80/85, second in 80C86/88). Note 
that from a system standpoint, this mode should be 
used only when a nested multilevel interrupt struc
ture is not required within a single 82C59A. 

The AEOI mode can only be used in a master 
82C59A and not a slave. 

AUTOMATIC ROTATION 

(Equal Priority Devices) 

In some applications there are a number of interrupt
ing devices of equal priority. In this mode a device, 
after being serviced, receives the lowest priority, so 
a device requesting an interrupt will have to wait, in 
the worst case until each of 7 other devices are 
serviced at most once. For example, if the priority 
and "in service" status is: 

Before Rotate (IR4 the highest priority requiring 
service) 

157 156 ISS '54 153 '52 151 ISO 

"IS" Status I 0 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
Lowest Highest 
Priority Priority 

~ '~ 

Priority Status I 7 1 6 1 5 1 41 3 1 2 11 1 0 1 

After Rotate (IR4 was serviced, all other priorities 
rotated correspondingly) 

157 IS6 ISS IS4 IS3 IS2 IS1 ISO 

"IS" Status I 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 I' 0 j 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Highest Lowest 
Priority Priority 

~ ~ 
Priority Status I 2 11 1 0 I 7 I 6 1 5 1 4 1 3 1 

There are two ways to accomplish Automatic Rota
tion using OCW2, the Rotation on Non-Specific EOI 
Command (R = 1, SL = 0, EOI = 1) and the Ro-
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tate in Automatic EOI Mode which is set by (R = 1, 
SL = 0, EOI =,0) and cleared by (R = 0, SL = 0, 
EOI = 0). 

SPECIFIC ROTATION 

(Specific Priority) 

The programmer can change priorities by program
ming the bottom priority and thus fixing all other pri
orities; Le., if IR5 is programmed as the bottom prior
ity device, then IR6 will have the highest one. 

The Set Priority command is issued in OCW2 where: 
R = 1, SL = 1; LO-L2 is the binary priority level 
code of the bottom priority device. 

Observe that in this mode internal status is updated 
by software control during QCW2. However, it is in
dependent of the End of Interrupt (EO I) command 
(also executed by OCW2). Priority changes can be 
executed during an EOI command by using the'Ro
tate on Specific EOI command in OCW2 (R = 1, SL 
= 1, EOI = 1 and LO-L2 = IR level to receive 
bottom priority). 

INTERRUPT MASKS 

Each Interrupt Request input can be masked individ
ually by the interrupt Mask Register (IMR) pro
grammed through OCW1. Each bit in the IMR masks 
one interrupt channel if it is set (1). Bit 0 masks IRO, 
Bit 1 masks IR1 and so forth. Masking an IR channel 
does not affect the other channels operation. 

SPECIAL MASK MODE 

Some applications may require an interrupt service 
routine to dynamically alter the system priority struc
ture during its execution under software control. For 
example, the routine may wish to inhibit lower priori
ty requests for a portion of its execution but enable 
some of them for another portion. 

The difficulty here is that if an interrupt Request is 
acknowledged and an End of Interrupt command did 
not reset its IS bit (Le., while executing a service 
routine), the 82C59A-2 would have inhibited all lower 
priority requests with no easy way for the routine to 
enable them. 

That is where the Special Mask Mode comes in. In 
the special Mask Mode, when a mask bit is set in 
OCW1, it inhibits further interrupts at that level and 
enables interrupts from al/ other levels (lower as well 
as higher) that are not masked. 

I 



Thus, any interrupts may be selectivity enabled by 
loading the mask register" 

The special Mask Mode is set by OCW3 where: 
SSMM = 1, SMM = 1, and cleared where SSMM = 
1, SMM = O. 

POLL COMMAND 

In Poll mode the INT output functions as it normally 
does. The microprocessor should ignore this output. 
This can be accomplished either by not connecting 
the INT output or by masking interrupts within the 
microprocessor, thereby disabling its interrupt input. 
Service to devices is achieved by software using a 
Poll command. 

The Poll command is issued by setting P = "1" in 
OCW3. The 82C59A-2 treats the next AD pulse to 

82C59A-2 

the 82C59A-2 (Le., RD = 0, CS = 0) as an interrupt 
acknowledae. sets the appropriate IS bit if there is a 
request, and reads the priority level. Interrupt is fro
zen from WR to RD. 

The word enabled onto the data bus during RD is: 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

I I. W2 W1 WO 

WO-W2: 

Binary code of the highest priority level requesting 
service. 

I: Equal to a "1" if there is an interrupt. 

This mode is useful if there is a routine command 
common to several levels so that the INTA se

, quence is not needed (saves ROM space). Another 
application is to use the poll mode to expand the 
number of priority levels to more than 64. 

LTlII.l . BIT 
0= EOGE 
1 = LEVEL 

TO OTHER PRIORITY CELLS CLR ISR 

I 

EDGE 
SENSE 

ISR BIT 

... LA_T_CH_+-__ +-__ -il-_+--<r--,....-t+f-~~~::--t-t SET ISR 

IR 

II.lCS'.aO,85{ INTA~ 
1I.l00E fREEzE 

NON 
II.lASKEO 
REQ 

PRIORITY 
RESOLVER 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

socas/aocaa { INTA"""iLflr-
1I.l00E fREEzE~ 

4 ...... ---+1+--__ -----4"",,,, INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

I~ 

NOTES: 
1. Master Clear active only during ICW1 
2. Freeze/ is active during INTAland poll sequences only 
3. Truth Table for D-Latch 

c 
1 
o 

OPERATION 

FOLLOW 
HOLD 

Figure 9. Priority Cell-Simplified Logic Diagram 

231201-12 
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READING THE 82C59A-2 STA,TUS 

The input status of several internal registers can be 
read to update the user information on the system. 
The following registers can be read via OCW3 (IRR 
and ISR or OCW1 [lMRl). 

Interrupt Request Register (IRR): 8-bit register which 
contains the levels requesting an interrupt to be ac
knowledged. The hJghest request level is reset from 
the IRR when an interrupt is acknowledged. (Not af
fected by IMR). 

In-Service Register (ISR): 8-bit register which con
tains the priority levels that are being serviced. The 
ISR is updated when an End of Interrupt Command 
is issued. 

Interrupt Mask Register. 8-bit register which con
tains the interrupt request lines which are masked. 

The IRR can be read when, prior to the RD pulse, a 
Read Register Command is issued with OCW3 (RR 
= 1, RIS = 0.) 

The ISR can be read when, prior to the RD pulse, a 
Read Register Command is issued with OCW3 (RR 
=1,RIS=1): 

There is no ne~d to write an OCW3 before every 
status read operation, as long as the status read 
corresponds with the previous one; La., the 
82C59A-2 "remembers" whether the IRR or ISR has 
be'en previously selected by the OCW3. This is not 
true when poll is used. 

After initialization the 82C59A-2 is set to IRR. 

For reading the IMR, no OCW3 is needed. The out
put data bus will contain thelMR whenever RD is 
active and AO = 1 (OCW1). 

Polling overrides status read when P = 1, RR = 1 
in OCW3. 

IR 

INT ------+~ 

INTA ----i-----"" 

LATCH" 
ARMED 

EARLIEST 1ft 
CAN BE REMOVED 

EDGE AND LEVEL TRIGGERED MODES 

This mode is programmed using bit 3 in ICW1. 

If L TIM = '0', an interrupt request will be recognized 
by a low to high transition on an IR input. The IR 
input can remain high without generating another in
terrupt. 

If L TIM = '1', an interrupt request will be recognized 
by a 'high' level on IR Input, and there is no need for 
an edge detection. The interrupt request must be 
removed before the EOI command is issued or the 
CPU interrupt is enabled to prevent a second inter
rupt from occurring. 

The priority cell diagram shows a conceptual circuit 
of the level sensitive and edge sensitive input circuit
ry of the 82C59A-2. Be sure to note that the request 
latch is a transparent D type latch. 

In both the edge and level triggered modes the IR 
inputs must remain high until after the falling edge of 
the first INTA. If the IR input goes low before this 
time a DEFAULT IR7 will occur when the CPU ac
knowledges the interrupt. This can be a useful safe
guard for detecting interrupts caused by spurious 
noise glitches on the IR inputs. To implement this 
feature the IR7 routine is used for "clean up" simply 
executing a return instruction, thus ignoring the inter
rupt. If IR7 is needed for other purposes a default 
IR7 can still be detected by reading the ISA. A nor
mal IR7 interrupt will set the corresponding ISR bit, a 
default IR7 won't. If a default IR7 routine occurs dur
ing a normal IR7 routine, however, the ISR will re
main set. In this case it is necessary to keep track of 
whether or not the IR7 routine was previously en
tered. If another IR7 occurs it is a default. 

-- 8OIOIB085 

--
108IIIB085 

'EDGE TRIGGERED MODE ONLY 
LATCH' 
ARMED 231201-13 

Figure 10, IR Triggering Timing Requirements 
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THE SPECIAL FULLY NESTED MODE 

This mode will be used in the case of a big system 
where cascading is used, and the priority has to be 
conserved within each slave. In this case the fully 
nested mode will be programmed to the master (us

, ing ICW4). This mode is similar to the normal nested 
mode with the following exceptions: 

a. When an interrupt request from a certain slave is 
in service this slave is not locked out from the 
master's priority logic and further interrupt re
quests from higher priority IR's within the slave 
will be recognized by the master and will initiate 
interrupts to the processor. (In the normal nestled 
mode a slave is masked out when its request is in 
service and no higher requests from the same 
slave can be serviced.) 

b. When exiting the Interrupt Service routine the 
software has to check whether the interrupt serv
iced was the only one from that slave. This is 
done by sending a non-specific End of Interrupt 
(EOI) command to the slave and then reading its 
In-Service register and checking for zero. If it is 
empty, a non-specific EOI can be sent to the mas
ter too .. If not, no EOI should be sent. 

BUFFERED MODE 

When the 82C59A-2 is used in a large system where 
bus driving b,uffers are required on the data bus and 
the cascading mOde is used, there exists the prob
lem of enabling buffers. 

The buffered mode will structure the 82C59A-2 to 
send an enable signal on SP/EN to enable the buff
ers. In this mode, whenever the 82C59A-2's data 
bus outputs are enabled, the SP/EN output be
comes active. 

82C59A-2 

This modification forces the use of software pro
gramming to determine whether the 82C59A-2 is a 
master or a slave. Bit 3 in ICW4 programs the buff
ered mode, and bit 2 in ICW3 determines whether it 
is a master or a slave. 

CASCADE MODE 

The 82C59A-2 can be easily interconnected in a 
system of one master with up to eight slaves to han
dle up to 64 priority levels. 

The master controls the slaves through the 3 line 
cascade bus. The cascade bus acts like chip selects 
to the slaves during the INTA sequence. 

In a cascade configuration, the slave interrupt out
puts are connected to the master interrupt request 
inputs. When a slave request line is activated and 
afterwards acknowledged, the master will enable the 
corresponding slave to release the device routine 
address during bytes 2 and 3 of INTA. (Byte 2 only 
for 80C86/80C88). 

The cascade bus lines are normally low and will con
tain the slave address code from the trailing edge of 
the first INT A pulse to the trailing edge ,of the third 
pulse. Each 82C59A-2 in the system must follow a 
separate initialization sequence and can be pro
grammed to work in a different mode. An EOI com
mand must be issued twice: once for the master and 
once for the corresponding slave. An address de-' 
coder is required to activate the Chip Select (CS) 
input of each 82C59A-2. 

The cascade lines of the Master 82C59A-2 are acti
vated only for slave inputs, non slave inputs leave 
the cascade line inactive (low). 

AODitESSIUS I'" 

\ 

I 

-- - - - - -- -
-- - - -- -
-- - -f- -- -

r---' 
CI .. DO,' "". INT 

tASO 1-- CAS1 1-.... VlA 

C"'I_ 

Y!ll!iii! l 
I 

CONTROL IUS 

OATA.USCII 

-.... VI • 

I INT'UO 

CAS'I--+-H-iCAS 1 
-.. --C .. ' ..... --+i--iuS2 

P,(R7 • 5 4 ;3 Z 1 0 P,fNMl MIS .5 M4 .,3 M2 M' Me) 

GI·!l!!l!!1 
I 

INTERRUPT REQUESTS 

lLI.I I I.!! I 
I 

231201-14 

Figure 11. Cascading the 82C59A-2 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM" RATINGS* 

AmbientTemperature Under Bias ...... O·C to 70·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Supply Voltage (w.r.t. ground) ........ - 0.5 to 7.0V 

Input Voltage (w.r.t. ground) ... -0.5 to Vee + 0.5V 

Output Voltage (w.r.t. ground) .. -0.5 to Vee + 0.5V 

Power Dissipation ... , ................... 0.9 Watt 

intel® 
NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto 70·C, Vee = 5V ±10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

Ices Standby Supply Current 10 /LA VIN = Vee or GND 
AUIR = GND 
Outputs Unloaded 
Vee = 5.5V 

Icc Operating Supply Current 5 mA (Note) 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.2 Vee + 0.5 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = 2.5mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 3.0 V IOH = - 2.5 inA 
Vee -0.4 IOH = -100/LA 

ILl Input Leakage Current· ±1.0 /kA OV ~ ViN:;;: Vee 

ILO Output Leakage Current ±10 /LA OV ~ VOUT ~ Vee 

ILiR IR Input Leakage Current -300 /LA VIN= 0 
+10 VIN = Vee 

NOTE: 
Repeated data input with 80e86-2 timings. 

CAPACITANCE TA = 25·C; Vee = GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

CIN Input Capacitance 7 pF fc = 1 MHz 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance 20 pF Unmeasured pins at GND 

COUT Output Capacitance 15 pF 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0·Ct070·C, vcc = 5V ±10% 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

Symbol Parameter 
82C59A-2 

Units Test Conditions 
Min Max 

TAHRL AO/CS Setup to RD/INTA J, 10 ns 

TRHAX AO/CS Hold after RD/INT Ai 5 ns 

TRLRH RDIINTA Pulse Width 160 ns 

TAHWL AO/CS Setup to WR J, 0 ns 

TWHAX AO/CS Hold after WR i 0 ns 

TWLWH WR Pulse Width 190 ns 

TDVWH Data Setup to WR i 160 ns 

TWHDX Data Hold after WR i 0 ns 

TJLJH Interrupt Request Width (Low) 100 ns (See Note) 

TCVIAL Cascade Setup to Second or Third 40 ns 
INT A J, (Slave Only) 

TRHRL End of RD to next AD 160 ns 
End of INTA to next INTA within 
an INTA sequence only 

TWHWL End of WR to next WR 190 ns 

"TCHCL End of Command to next Command 400 ns 
(Not same command type) 
End of TNTA sequence to next 
INTA sequence. 

·Worst case timing for TCHCL in an actual microprocessor system is typically much greater than 400 ns (i.e. 8085A = 1.6 
/Jos, 8085-A2 = 1 /Jos, 80C86 = 1 /Jos, 80C86-2 = 625 ns) 

NOTE: 
This is the low time required to cl~a~ the input latch in the edge triggered mode. 
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TIMING RESPONSES 

Symbol Parameter 
8259A-2 

Units Test Conditions" 
Min Max 

TALDV Data Valid from AD/INTA.J, 120 ns 1 

TAHDZ Data Float after AD/INTA t 10 85 ns 2 

TJHIH Interrupt Output Delay 300 ns 1 

TIALCV Cascade Valid from First INTA.J, 360 ns 1 
(Master Only) 

TALEL Enable Active from AD.J, or INTA.J, 110 ns 1 

TAHEH Enable Inactive from AD t or INTA t 150 ns 1 

TAHDV Data Valid from Stable Address 200 ns 1 

TCVDV Cascade Valid to Valid Data 200 ns 1 

• 'Test Condition Definition Table 

TEST CONDITION V1 R1 R2 C1 

1 1.7V 5230 OPEN 100 pf 
2 4.5V 1.8kO 1.8 kO 30 pf 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

I OUTPUT INPUT I I Vl 

VIH+O.4V--:'I.L ~ 2.4V 
VIL- O.4V --..J'I.. _____ 7'I:....-- O.45V OUTPUT TEST POINT ht 

231201-15 
FROM 

DEVICE UNDER TEST ' 

A.C. Testing: All input ,signals must switch between VIL - OAV 
and VIH + OAV. Input Rise and Fall Times must be ,; 15 ns. All 
timing measurements are made at 2AV and 0.45V. 

':' R2 ~ Cl' 

'Includes Stray and 
Jig Capacitance 

WAVEFORMS 

WRITE WR _________________ , 
---TWLWH ----I 1..-__________ _ 

TAHW1. - TWHAX a ____________ ~ v----r---------------~~ r--------
AD __ IUI. 

~ ____________ J '~----r---------------~~ ~-------

DATA.UI 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 
I: 
I' 

READ/INTA 

1115 _______ ""\. t-----TIILII"---
nm: 

TIILIL 

TRHAX 

ei----_""" 
ADDIIE.1U1 

Ao-----.J 

DATA.UI-- ------ - - -----~-::=1"" _______ ....... r_ m __ 

231201-18 

OTHER TIMING 

AD 

J/=TRHRL=4\ II'ITA 

\ / 
Wii 

\ t=TWHWL=!\ / 
1m 

fR'Q 

c_'~ 
WI! \ 

A 
I.!I!.A 

/ WR 
231201-19 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

INTA SEQUENCE 

~ 
t-TJHIH 

IR } C ... 
TJLJH r-------_~-....;-"'\ 

~A \ INT \..!.I"' , _____ ..a.. __ 

iNi'A ------, 

De·············· 

C02------~--~+----~------~ 
231201-20 

NOTES: 
1. Interrupt output must remain HIGH at least until leading edge of first INTA. 
2. Cycle 1 in eoces and eocee systems, the Data Bus is not active. 

DATA SHEET REVISION REVIEW 

The following changes have been made since revision 003 of the 82C59A-2 data sheet. 

1. Preliminary was removed. 

2. A reference to PLCC packaging was removed. 

3. The first paragraph of the Poll Command section was rewritten to clarify the status of the INT pin. 

4. A paragraph was added to the Interrupt Sequence section to indicate the status of the INT pin during 
multiple interrupts. 
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8279/8279-5 
PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARD/DISPLAY INTERFACE 

• Simultaneous Keyboard Display • Single 16-Character Display 
Operations • Right or Left Entry 16-Byte Display 

• Scanned Keyboard Mode RAM 

• Scanned Sensor Mode • Mode Programmable from CPU '. Strobed Input Entry Mode • Programmable Scan Timing 

• 8-Character Keyboard FIFO • Interrupt Output on Key Entry 

• 2-Key Lockout or N-Key Rollover with • Available in EXPRESS 
Contact Debounce - Standard Temperature Range 

• Dual 8- or 16-Numerical Display - Extended Temperature Range 

The Intel 8279 is a general purpose programmable keyboard and display lID interface device designed for use 
with Intel microprocessors. The keyboard portion can provide a scanned interface to a 64-contact key matrix. 
The keyboard portion will also interface to an array of sensors or a strobed interface keyboard, such as the hall 
effect and ferrite variety. Key depressions can be 2-key lockout or N-key rollover. Keyboard entries are 
debounced and strobed in an 8-character FIFO. If more than 8 characters are entered, overrl,Jn status is set. 
Key entries set the interrupt output line to the CPU. 

The display portion provides a scanned display interface for LED, incandescent, and other popular display 
technologies. Both numeric and alphanumeric segment displays may be used as well as simple indicators. The 
8279 has 16x8 display RAM which can be organized into dual 16x4. The RAM can be loaded or interrogated 
by the CPU. Both right entry, calculator and left entry typewriter display formats are possible. Both read and 
write of the display RAM can be done with auto-increment of the display RAM address. 

CPU 
INTERFACE 

_I __ vcc 

IRQ Rlo1 ~ 
~ 

~ DAU 
BUS 

" .. SHIFT . RD 

WR 
CNTl'STB . 

'B 
SLo·] 4 

. AO 

OUT AO-l 4 

• RESET 

ClK OUT 8.3 4 

liD 

~ I 

Figure 1. Logic Symbol 

8 J 

KEV DATA 

"-
SCAN 

v 

... 
) 

V 

) 
V 

DISPLAY 
DATA 

290123-1 

Rl2 vee 
Rl, Rl, 

Cll< Rlo 

CNTLlSTB 

Rl. SHIFT 

Rl, SL3 

RL. SL2 

RL7 SL, 

RESET 9 SLo 

AD OUT 80 

\VIi OUT B, 

OBo OUT B, 

DB, OUT B3 

DB, OUT Ao 

DB3 ,OUT A, 

DB. OUT A, 

DBs OUT A, 

DB, m 
DB7 ~ 

Vss Ao 

290123-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

The complete document for this product is available on Intel's "Data-on-Demand" CD-ROM system. To obtain 
a copy, contact your local Intel field sales office, Intel technical distributor or call 1-800-548-4725. 
September 1987 
Order Number: 290123-002 5-65 
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intel® 
82389 

MESSAGE PASSING COPROCESSOR 
A MULTIBUS II BUS INTERFACE CONTROLLER 

• Highly Integrated VLSI Device 
- Single-Chip Interface for the Parallel 

System Bus (IEEE 1296) 
- Interrupt Handling/Bus Arbitration 

Functions 
- Dual-Buffer. Input and Output DMA 

Capabilities 
- Nine 32-Byte High Speed FIFOs 

• Multiple Interface Support 
- Complete Protocol Support of the 

PSB Bus (Message Passing) 
- Processor Independent Interfac:e 

(S-, 16-, or 32·Bit CPU) 
- Low-Cost S-Bit Microcontroller 

Interface . 
- Dual-Port Memory Interface 

• High Performance Coprocessing 
Functions 
- Offloads CPU for Communication 

and Bus Interfacing 
- 40 Megabytes/sec Burst Transfer 

Speed 
- Optimized for Real-Time Response 

(Max. 900 ns for 32-Byte Interrupt 
Packet) 

• CMOS Technology 

• 149-Pin PGA Package (15 x 15 Grid) 

The MPC 82389 is a highly integrated VLSI device that maximizes the performance of a Multibus II based 
multiprocessor system. It integrates the functions of bus arbitration, data transmit packetizing, error handling 
and interrupt control. Because of these integrated functions, the host CPU can be offloaded to utilize the 
maximum bus performance and subsequently increase the system throughput. The MPC 82389 also supports 
geographic addressing by providing access to the local interconnect registers for reference and control. 

The MPC 82389 is designed to inteiface with an 8-, 16-, or 32-bit piOcessof. The Parallel System Bus (PSB) 
performance is not affected by the CPU buswidth or bandwidth. The data on the PSB is burst transferred at the 
maximum bus speed of 40 Megabytes/second regardless of CPU bus performance. Such performance is 
possible due to decoupling of the CPU from the PSB. 

This data sheet is supplemented by a MPC User's Manual, Intel literature .number 176526-002. The MPC 
User's Manual provides detailed information regarding hardware and software board design information. In 
addition, the IEEE 1296 specification can provide more information regarding the MUL TIBUS II bus architec
ture. 
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infel· 
1.0 MPC 82389 INTRODUCTION 

The 82389 Message Passing Coprocessor (MPC) is 
a highly integrated CMOS VLSI device which inter
faces any microprocessor to the MUL TIBUS II Paral
lel System Bus (PSB). The PSB is defined for easy 
access and sharing of resources in a processing en
vironment which allows the existence of both intelli
gent and non-intelligent add-in boards. The MPC 
complements the MUL TIBUS II environment by pro
viding an optimized interface for the PSS at its maxi
mum bandwidth. The MPC also offloads the host 
CPU, thus increasing system throughput, by provid
Ing the necessary bus arbitration, message paSSing 
protocol, error handling and interrupt control for a 
MULTIBUS II system. Figure 1-1 sho\l\(s an example 
of tj'1e MpC's message passing performance; . 

1.1 Functional Overview 

The MPC 82389 is a bus interface controller which 
offloads the host CPU for interprocessor communi
cation on the PSB. The MPC 82389 features four 
interfaces which support a variety of data transfer 
operations. , . 

1.1.1 MPC 82389 INTERFACES 

The three primary interfaces to the MPC (PSB Inter
face, Host CPU Interface arid Interconnect Inter
face) all' function asynchronously to one another. 
this is accomplished through the use of internal 
latches and' FIFOs that allow references to occur 
simultaneously on all interfaces. In addition to the 
three primary interfaces, the MPC contains a Dual
Port Interface which provides compatibility with past 
system implementations and software. 

82389 

-PSB Interface 
The PSS Interface is the synchronized, shared data 
pathway in the MULTIBUS II system. 

-Host CPU Interface 
The Host CPU Interface is a set of addressable reg
isters and ports that is the private pathway for the 
local microprocessor on the MUL TISUS II board. 

-Interconnect Interface , 
The Interconnect Interface provides a path for add
ed board functionality that is independent from the 
host CPU. 

-Dual-Port Interface 
The Dual-Port Interface supports shared memory 
references. 

1.1.2 MAJOR OPERATIONS 

-Unsolicited and Solicited Message Passing 
The unsolicited and SOlicited message passing pro
tocol is an interprocessor communication protocol 
which allows an intelligent agent' on the PSB to 
communicate with another agent without any CPU 
intervention at full PSS speed. 

-PSS Memory and 1/0 Single Cycle AcceSs 
The MPC performs single cycle readlwrite transfers 
from the host to memory and I/O locations across 
the PSS. The MPC handles bus arbitration, parity 
generation and error detection without CPU inter
vention. 

-Local Interconnect Access 
The host CPU and other agents on· the PSS can 
access local interconnect space via the MPC. 

• An agent is any device with an interface to the 
PSS. 

PSB BUS 

20 MBYTESjSEC SINGLE CYCLE 
40 MBYTESjSEC BURST 

32 MBYTES1SEC FOR MESSAGES 
(32 BYTES IN 10 CLOCKS) 

290145-7 

Figure 1-1. Message Passing Performance Example 
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-Remote Interconnect Access 
The MPC enables the host CPU to access remote 
interconne~t locations. assigned to other PSB 
agents. 

-Dual-Port Memory Access Support 
Other PSB agents can access duai-port memory via 
the MPC. 

-Central Services Module (CSM) support 
The MPC has a minimal set of·built-in CSM support 
features which allow the CSM to' be incorporated 
into any MUL TIBUS II board design. 

. 2.0 MESSAGE PASSING PROTOCOL 

The MUL TIBUS II architecture designates the data 
transfer protocol between agents on the PSB as 
message passing. Message passing allows agents 
to transfer variable amounts of data at maximum 
PSB speed. The MPC fully supports the PSB's stan
dardized message passing protocol. The entire 
handl!haking procedure between agents on the PSB 
is. handled by the MPC without CPU intervention. 

There. are two types of messages that can be trans
mitted from one agent to another: Unsolicited Mes
sages and Solicited Messages. 

2.1 Unsolicited Messages 

Unsolicited mes~ges are short,' fixed-length mes
sages that can arrive unexpectedly. Unsolicited 
messages .can be transmitted without explicit buffer 
allocation and without synchronization between 
sending and receiving agents on the PSB. Unsolicit
ed messages are often referred to as intelligent or 
virtual interrupts, since they can be used as a signal
ing mechanism between boards, replacing tradition
al system interrupts and freeing the CPU from hav
ing to poll for information. In addition, unsolicited 
messages allow for up to 28 bytes of user data. 
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2.2 Solicited Messages . 

Solicited messages are used to transfer large 
amounts of data. Up to 16 Mbytes (less 1 byte) of 
data can be transferred in a Single solicited message 
transmission sequence. Solicited message transfers 
require the receiving agent· to explicitly allocate a 
buffer. Buffer negotiation between sending and re
ceiving agents is handled uSing· unsolicited mes
sages as follows: 

- A buffer request message initiates a solicited 
message transfer. It requests the receiving agent 
to allocate a buffer large enough to hold the s6-
licited data. 

- A buffer grant message must be returned by the 
receiving agent before the solicited data can be 
transferred. The buffer grant informs the sending 
agent's MPC that a buffer has been allocated 
and indicates that the receiving agent's MPC is 
ready to begin the data transfer. 

- A buffer reject message is returned by the. re
ceiving agent if a buffer for the soliCited data 
cannot be provided. In this case, the rejection is 
final, and no .further action is required. . 

If a DMA controller handles the solicited message 
transfer, DMA controller setup is also needed. Typi
cally, the sending agent programs its DMA controller 
immediately before. sending a buffer request, and 
the receiving agent programs its DMA controller im
mediately before sending a buffer grant. . 

Once solicited buffer negotiation is. complete (the 
sending agent's MPC has received abuffer grant), 
the agents transfer the data without further interven
tion. The data is sent as a series of solicited packets 
on the sending agent's local bus •. The MPCs perform 
transfer and routing across the PSB automatically. 
At the end of the SOlicited data transfer, both the 
sending and receiving agents get a completion indi
cation from their local MPC. 

3.0 MPC 82389 INTERFACES 

The MPC 82389 features a total of 4 interfaces. The 
three primary interfaces are the Host CPU Interface, 
PSB Interface and the Interconnect Interface .. The 
MPC also has a Dual-Port Memory Interface which 
provides compatibility with past system implementa
tions and software. Figure ·3-1 shows the four MPC 
bus interfaces. 
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INTERCONNECT 
INTERFACE 

iPsa INTERFACE 

82389 

DUAL-PORT INTERFACE 

290145-2 

Figure 3-1_ MPC Bus Interfaces 

3.1 Host CPU Interface 

The Host CPU Interface connects an 8-, 16-, or 32-
bit processor to the MPC. The Host CPU Interface 
supports direct references to memory, I/O, and in
terconnect address space on the PSB. The entire 
Host CPU Interface is composed of three sub-inter
faces: Register Sub-Interface, Reference Sub-Inter
face and DMA Sub-Interface. 

-Register Sub-Interface 
The Register Sub-Interface is composed of a bank 
of 8-bit registers on the Host CPU Interface, These 
registers provide the configuration, status and com
mand interface for the host CPU. A host register op
eration is independent from operations which may 
be in progress at the MPC's other interfaces. How
ever, some host register operations are dependent 
on the internal state of the MPC. In host register 
operations, the maximum duration is decid~d by the 
strobe .width. Thus, the number of wait states· re
quired at the local interface is under the control of 
the host CPU. 

-Reference Sub-Interface 
The Reference Sub-Interface supports direct refer
ences to memory, 110, and interconnect address 
space on the PSB. Memory and I/O references are 
initiated by the CPU to the MPC. The MPC responds 

I 

to a memory or I/O reference by putting the CPU on 
hold while arbitrating for the PSB. The CPU is held in 
wait states until the reference is complete or until a 
bus exception condition occurs on the PSB. The 
Reference Sub-Interface supports both read and 
write operations to the registers. The local intercon
nect address space is differentiated from the inter
connect address on the PSB by the ,bit pattern 
stored in the MPC's slot address register: 

-DMA Sub-Interface 
The DMA Sub-Interface supports data· transfers be
tween the local memory and the MPC during solicit
ed message operations. The DMA Interface is de
signed to support either two-cycle or fly-by (single
cycle) read/write transfers. For two-cycle opera
tions, the DMA controller performs one cycle into 
memory and another cycle to the MPC; a read com
mand is used to get data from the MPC and a write 
command is used to put data into the MPC. Fly-by 
operations allow data to be transferred during a sin
gle bus cycle; a fly-by transfer will use a write com
mand to get data from the MPC (corresponding to a 
memory write) and a read command to put data into 
the MPC (corresponding to a memory read). The 
higher performance possible with fly-by transfers 
mandates the alignment of data on 4-byte bounda
ries. 
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3.2 Parallel System Bus Interface 

The Parallel System Bus (PSB) Interface is a full 32-
bit interface to other boards in the MUL TIBUS II 
chassis. The PSB Interface supports PSB arbitra
tion, data transfer and error handling. 

-Parallel System Bus Arbitration 
The MPC begins PSB access arbitration upon a re
quest which is generated inside the MPC. This re
quest could be the result of a synchronized PSB 
memory, I/O or interconnect reference request or a 
message packet transmit request from the CPU. 

-Data Transfer 
The PSB Interface contains all the address/data 
lines and necessary control signals for data transfer. 
These control signals provide the control mecha
nism between agents during transfer operations. 

-Error Handling 
The MPC monitors errors generated during data 
transfer operations. The MPC recognizes data integ
rity problems on the PSB and bus timeout condi
tions. 

3.3 Interconnect Interface 

The Interconnect Interface is an independent 8-bit 
communication interface which allows the MPC to 
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be connected to a microcontroller. (It is highly rec
ommended that an 8051 or similar microcontroller 
be used on the Interconnect Interface.) This micro
controller will perform tasks such as board configu
ration at startup and local diagnostics. 

The interconnect space of an agent is the only re
quired bus space by the IEEE 1296 specification and 
has a 512-byte register range. Within this space the 
microcontroller can store the local operating and 
configuration parameters associated with the agent. 
For example, local diagnostics can be executed out 
of the microcontroller and the results posted in the 
interconnect space. 

Local resources on an agent gain access to inter
connect space through the MPC's interconnect bus. 
A microcontroller connects to the interconnect bus 
for intelligent handling of interconnect operations. 
All interconnect bus signals are asynchronous to the 
bus clock and to the local bus signals. 

3.4 Basic Implementation with the 
MPC82389 

Figure 3-2 shows a basic implementation of the 
MPC 82389. Included in this implementation is the 
Interconnect Interface, the Host CPU Interface and 
the PSB Interface. 
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3.5 Dual-Port Interface 

The Dual-Port Interface supports' shared memory accesses between agents on the PSB. In order to fully 
implement dual-port memory. some additional dual-port memory controller logic is required. Figure 3-3 shows 
an example of the MPC implernented with dual-Port memory. 

.290145-4 

Figure 3-3. The MPC Implemented with Dual·Por1 Memory 
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4.0 MPC 82389 OPERATIONS 

The primary function of the MPC 82389 is MUL TI
BUS II message passing. In addition to message 
passing, the MPC performs the following functions: 

- Memory and 1/0 Reference 

- Local Interconnect Reference 

- Remote Interconnect Reference 

- Interconnect Replier Operations 

- Dual-Port Replier Operations 

- Central Services Module Support 

4.1 MUL TIBUS II Message Passing 

The MPC manages the routing of message packets 
as they flow between the interfaces of each MUL TI
BUS II agent in the system. For message traffic on 
the PSB, message decode logic on the PSB input 
bus determines message routing through the MPC. 
For the Host CPU Interface and Interconnect Inter
face, the MPC defines a signal protocol for message 
passing. 

MUL TIBUS II messages, both unsolicited and solicit
ed, are transferred through nine dedicated internal 

Transmit/Error 
nFO 

... ~ 

Receive 
FIFO 
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FIFO buffers between the Host CPU Interface and 
PSB Interface. Unsolicited messages are intelligent 
(also cailed virtual) inteiiupts which notify the receiv
ing agent to prepare for the receipt of solicited mes
sages. Unsolicited messages use the Transmit/Er
rorFIFO and the Receive FIFO. The Transmit FIFO 
holds a 32-byte packet for transmittal across the 
PSB. If there is an error in transmission, the Transmit 
FIFO becomeS the Error FIFO, where. the errant 
message can be read back along with error status. 
The Receive FIFO is a circular queue of four 32-byte 
buffers from which unsolicited messages are re
ceived from the PSB by the host CPU. 

Solicited messages consist of information data 
packets which are transmitted between agents. So
licited messages use the Solicited Input FIFO and 
Solicited Output FIFO. These FIFOs are dual 32-
byte buffers which are used for the temporary stor
age of solicited data packets as they traver between 
the Host CPU Interface and the PSB Interface. The 
solicited output header logic attaches header infor
mation to the solicited data packet before sending it 
onto the PSB. All FIFOs are able to operate inde
pendently and concurrently, thus creating a true mul
titasking message passing environment. Figure 4-1 
shows the nine dedicated internal FIFO buffers. 

t Hos( CPU Bus 

Solicited 
Output FIFO 

Solicited 
Input fiFO 

.. ~ + ___ "PSB 
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Figure 4-1. The MPC Uses Nine Dedicated Internal 32-Byte FIFO Buffers 
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4.1.1 UNSOLICITED TRANSMIT/RECEIVE 

Unsolicited message passing sequences occur be
tween the Host CPU Interface and the PSB Interface 
using FIFOs internal to. the MPC. FIFO status is 
available on the Host CPU Interface and instate ma
chines internal to the MPC. On the Host CPU Inter
face, host register operations write bytes to ~he 
Transmit FIFO and read bytes from the Receive 
FIFO. On the PSB, the MPC manages the emptying 
and filling of the Transmit and Receive FIFOs using 
MUL TIBUS " message passing protocol and the 
Transmit and Receive FIFOs. on another agent's 
MPC. For detailed information about message pass
ing protocol across the PSB, see the 1£££ 1296 
High Performance Synchronous 32-bit Bus Stan
dard. 

4.1.2 SOLICITED INPUT/OUTPUT 

Solicited transfers are pre-negotiated using unsolicit
ed message sequences. Dedicated FIFOs (Solicited 
Input FIFO and Solicited Output FIFO) are then used 
for the transfer of solicited data packets. This allows 
large amounts of data to be moved between agents 
independently of unsolicited messages. In most cas
es, the solicited transfer occurs under DMA control, 
freeing the host CPU to handle other activities. The 
DMA controller uses the input channel DMA re
quest/acknowledge and output channel DMA re
quest/acknowledge Signals- along with the read/ 
write signal to stream the data from/to the soiicited 
FIFOs. On the PSB, the data is transferred in bursts 
using MUL TIBUS II message passing protocol and 
similar solicited FIFOs on another agent's MPC. The 
MPCs add header information to the packets on the 
PSB, indicating source, destination and length. Data 
transfers through the solicited FIFOs can be set up 
for 8, 16 or 32 bits of data width on the Host CPU 
Interface, but occur at full 32-bit width on the PSB. 

4.2 Memory and I/O References 

Remote memory or I/O reference operations are 
Host CPU Interface operations that involve an ac
cess through the MPC to a resource across the PSB. 
This resource can be a dumb memory or I/O board. 
The remote reference can only be done through the 
MPC as a single cycle operation (no block transfers) 
to the remote resource and can involve an unknown 
number of wait states. Many MUL TIBUS " CPU 
boards use an alternate path (such as the iLBX bus 
found on Intel iSBC boards) that is an independent 
extension of the local bus for. full-speed and block 
transfer operations. 

The host CPU initiates a memory or I/O reference by 
activating memory select (MEMSEL t) or I/O select 
(R:5Sa), A<5-2>, B~O>, with a R5 or WR 
strobe. If necessary, LOCK is activated to allow 
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back-to-back accesses across the PSB, holding all 
other agents off the memory or 1/0 resource. The 
MPC activates its WAIT output to indicate that the 
operation is in progress. 

The data for reference operation proceeds through 
the MPC and PSB to a memory or 1/0 address on 
another agent. A data path from 0<31-0> through. 
the buffered addressl data bus (BAD < 31 -0» is 
used for the data transfer. Data is latched internally 
in a reference data latch. Parity is generated to the 
PSB on BPAR <3-0> for the data on each write 
operation and checked on data read. Complet.ion of 
the operation is indicated when the MPC deactivates 
the WAIT output. 

The memory or 1/0 address for the reference opera
tion is routed around the MPC through an external 
reference address latch. This latch is controlled by 
the REFADR signal from the MPC. 

4.3 Local InterConnect Reference 

A local interconnect reference operation is an ac
cess by the host CPU to the interconnect records 
maintained by the local interconnect microcontroller. 
The geographic interconnect address is preloaded 
into a pair of registers internal to the MPC. The up
per 5 bits of the interconnect address. determine 
whether the operation is local or remote. A data path 
from 0<7-0> to the interconnect address/data 
bus (lAD < 7 -0» is used. The microcontroller uses 
the interconnect request (IREQ) output to sense the 
request. The request is serviced by the interconnect 
microcontroller through a sequence of accesses to 
registers within the MPC using the interconnect ~d
dress strobe (lAST), interconnect read (IRD), and In
terconnect write (iWR) strobes, and the lAD multi
plexed bus. The WAIT signal is used as for memory 
and I/O references to indicate completion of the lo
cal interconnect reference operation. 

4.4 Remote Interconnect Reference 

A remote interconnect reference is an access by the 
host CPU to interconnect space on another agent. 
The host CPU requests a remote interconnect refer
ence by writing the interconnect address to the 
same register used in the local interconnect request, 
except that the upper 5 bits of the interconnect ad
dress indicate the slot address of another agent on 
the PSB. The data flows through the MPC as in a 
remote memory or 1/0 reference, except that the 
data transfer occurs only on 0 < 7 -0>. The remote 
microcontroller services the request through an in
terconnect replier operation. 

t* indicates that the signal is active low. 
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4.5 Interconnect Replier Operations 

When another agent performs a remote intercon
nect reference request, it gains access to local inter
connect space through the MPC. The MPC decodes 
an interconnect request on the PSB for a slot 10 
match and signals the interconnect microcontroller 
independently of the local bus interface. The micro
controller then handles the request in the same way 
as a local interconnect request. 

4.6 Dual-Port Replier Operations 

Other agents can access dual-port memory via the 
MPC. A memory access request on the PSB is de
coded by the MPC for an address range match and 
serviced by the dual-port controller (external circuitry 
must be provided). The MPC provides only the hand
shaking path. Data transfer occurs directly on the 
BAD bus. If a bus exception occurs while a dual-port 
memory reference is in progress, the MPC will signal 
the dual-port'controller to terminate the operation. 

4.7 Central Services Modular Support 

The IEEE 1296 specification defines the Central 
Services Module (CSM) that resides in Slot 0 of .a 
MUL TIBUS II system. The CSM is responsible for 
these functions: 

- reset sequencing (generates reset signal on the 
PSB) 

- assignment of card slot and arbitration IDs during 
reset initialization 

- generation of system wide clocks for all agents 
(bus clocks and time of day) 

- generation of bus timeout 

- battery back-up of system constants (host 10, 
. time of day; etc.) '. 

The MPC has a minimal set of built-in CSM support 
features that allow the incorporation of CSM into any 
MUL TIBUS II board design. The MPC, interconnect 
microcontroller, and a small amount of external cir
cuitry can fully implement the CSM automatically 
when the board is inserted into Card Slot O. 

4.7.1 ADDITIONAL CSM REQUIREMENTS 

In addition to the interconnect microcontroller and 
the MPC, the following functions must be provided 
through external logic: . 

- clock generation 

- PSB reset generation 

- colqlwarm start detection 

- PSB timeout generation 
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The clock generatocb0K'des the bus clock (~) 
and central clock ( L) signals to the PSB. The 
rRE~I:"nerator provides the hardware reset line 
( ) to all agents on the PSB. Cold/warm start 
detection circuitry distinguishes between a power-up 
reset and a warm-start reset; on power"up the CSM 
assigns arbitration and slot IDs. The PSB timeout 
function determines when the PSB is hung. 

See the MPC User's Manual (Intel literature number 
176526-0(2) and the CSM\002 Hardware Refer
ence Manual (Intel literature number 459706-001) 
for more information about the CSM. 

5.0 MPC 82389 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

This section describes each signal pin (or group of 
pins) on the MPC. Emphasis is placed on giving as 
much information as possible to ease the task of 
designing hardware associated with the MPC signal 
pins. The pins are described in terms of these func
tional groups: 

• PSB interface 

• local bus (host CPU) interface 

• dual-port memory control 

• interconnect bus interface 

5.1 PSB Signals 

The PSB signals provide the interface to other 
boards in the MUL TIBUS II chassis. Very little sup
port circuitry is required for this part of the board. 
Only high-current drivers and reset control logic is 
needed. SOlTle MPC Signal pins have built-in open 
collector high-current drivers that allow connection 
directly to the PSB. For complete information on the 
PSB, see the IEEE 1296 High PerformaflC8 Synchro
nous 32-bit Bus Standard document. 

PSB signals fall into five groups, depending on func
tion: 

• arbitration operation signal group 

• addressl data bus Signal group 

• system control signal group 

• central control signal group 

• exception operation signal group 

Unless otherwise stated, all,PSB signals are syn
chronous to the bus clock. 
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NOTE: .. 
High current drivers used to drive the· buffered ad
dress/data (BAD) bus should be controlled with 
minimal logic. This is to limit propagation delays 
and avoid possible bus contention problems.En
sure that the· placement of these drivers and the 
MPC Is done as close to the PSB (the P1 connec
tor on a MUL TIBUS II board) as possible to mini
mize signal stub lengths and capacitive loading. 

5.1.1 ARBITRATION OPERATION SIGNAL 
GROUP 

These MPC pins are used by an agent to obtain ex
clusive access to the PSB. They are all high-current 
drive, open-collector signals. Below is a description 
of each signal. 

BREQ (Bus Request). BHEQ is a bidirectional 
open-collector signal that cpnnects directly to the 
PSB. As an input to the MPC, it indicates that agents 
are awaiting access to the bus. As an output, the 
MPC asserts BREQ to request PSB access. 

ARB<5-0> (Arbitration). ARB<5-0> are bidi
rectional, open-collector signals that connect direct
ly to the PSB. ARB < 5-0 > are used (during normal 
operation) to identify the mode and arbitration priori
ty of an agent during an arbitration cycle. During sys
tem initialization. (while reset is active), the central 
services moduie (CSMj drives these signals to initial
ize slot and arbitration IDs. 

5.1.2 ADDRESS/DATA BUS SIGNAL GROUP 

This signal group includes a 32-bit mUltiPlexed ad
d~ess/ data path (BAD < 31-0 » and the byte parity 
Signals (BPAR <3-0». These signals require buff
ering through bus transceivers before connection to 
the PSB. This signal group also includes the bus 
transceiver control signals (ADDIR and REFADR). 

BAD<31-0> (Buffered Address/Data). 
BAD < 31-0> are the 32 bidirectional, multiplexed 
address/data signals that provide the interface to 
the PSB address/data bus (AD) when buffered 
through 74F245 or equivalent bus transceivers. 
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NOTE: 

Do not use pull-up resistors to drive the BAD bus 
high .. If pull-up resistors are present, the MPC can
not guarantee valid logic states with proper timing. 

BPAR<3-0> (Buffered Parity). BPAR are four 
signals that provide parity for the 32-bit BAD bus. 
These bidirectional lines connect to the PSB 
PAR<3-0> signals through a 74F245 or equivalent 
transceiver. These signals are used to receive byte 
parity for incoming data and to drive byte parity for 
outgoing data. 

ADDIR. (Address/Data Direction). ADDIR is an 
output that provides direction control over the bus 
transceivers buffering the BAD<31-0> and 
BPAR<3-0> signals. In the high state, this signal 
causes the transceivers to drive address/data infor
mation along with parity onto the PSB. In the low 
state, this signal causes address/data information 
and parity to be received from the PSB. 

REFADR (Reference Address Enable). REFADR 
is an output used to enable external reference ad
dress buffers during reference operations. Asserting 
this signal places the reference address onto the 
BAD bus. The address path enabled by this signal is 
only used for memory and lID reference operations 
to the PSB. It is not used during message passing or 
for PSB references to interconnect space. 

5.1.3 SYSTEM CONTROL SIGNAL GROUP 

The· system control signal group on the. PSB pro
vides a control mechanism between agents during 
transfer operations. 

BSC<9-0> (Buffered System Control). BSC 
<9-0> is a group of ten bidirectional signals that 
connect to the PSB through 74F245 or equivalent 
transceivers. Agents on the PSB use these signals 
for commands or status, depending on the phase of 
the operation. The function of each of these lines 
during request and reply phases of transfer opera
tions is summarized in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1 Summary of BSC Signal Functions 

Signal Request Phase Reply Phase 

BSrn, Bus Owner in Request Phase Bus Owner in Reply Phase 

BSC1 lOCK lOCK 

8SC2 Data Width End-of-Transfer 

BSC3 Data Width Bus Owner Ready 

BSC4 Address Space Replying Agent Ready 

I3S'e5 Address Space Agent Status 

BS06 Read/Write Data Transfer Agent Status 

BSC7 Reserved Agent Status 

BSC8 Even Parity on BSC <7.,.4 > Even Parity on BSC< 7 -4> 

~ Even Parity on BSC < 3-0 > Even Parity on BSC<3-0> 

NOTE: 
The end-of-transfer (EOn handshake in single-cyc\~rations is indicated by BSC<4,3,2> as follows: the requesting MPC 
drives BSC<3,2> and waits for the replier to drive SSC4; when the replier responds, the EOT handshake is complete. 

SCDIR<1,Q~ (System Control Dfrectlon). 
SCDIR<1,O> are output signals that provide direc
tion control of the 74F245 transceivers driving and 
receiving BSC<9-0>. SCDIRO provides control for 
BSC<9,3-0>, while SCDIR 1 provides control for 
BSC<~-4>. When either signal is high, the bus 
transceiver drives BSC sign~ls onto the PSB. When 
either Signa~S low, signals on the PSB are driven 
onto the BS lines. 

5.1.4 CENTRAL CONTROL SIGNAL GROUP 

The central control signal group provides bus status 
and control information for devices operating on the 
PSB. The CSM, residing in slot 0 of the MUl TIBUS II 
backplane, generates BClK, LACHn, ,and RESET. 

, \ 

BBCLK (Buffered Bus Clock). BBClK is received 
by the MPC to synchronize all operations on the 
PSB. This input should be connected to BClK (on 
the PSB) using a '74AS1804 or equivalent inverting 
buffer. The falling edge of BClK provides all system 
timing references. BBClK normally lias a fixed oper-

, ating frequency of 10 MHz. 

NOTE: 
BClK can be varied from DC to 10 MHz. You may 
use this feature for single-stepping on the PSB dur
ing debugging. 

LACHn (10 Latch). LACHn is an input signal used 
during initialization of slot and arbitration IDs (where 
"n" is the slot number). When the RESET signal is 
active, LACHn indicates when a slot or arbitration ID 
is available and should be latched. LACHn is an ac
tive high input .and should be connected to the 
lACHn signa! on the PSB with a 74AS1804 or equiv
alent inverting buffer. 

RESET. Reset is an input that places the MPCin a 
known state. Only the parts of the MPC involved 
with initialization of slot and arbitration IDs remain 
unaffected. RESET is an active, high input and 
should be connected to the RST signal on the PSB 
with a 74AS1804 or equivalent inverting buffer. , 

If the MPC is used in a CSM implementation, the 
, interconnect microcontroll(iu and some external logic ' 
controls RESET. On power up, the CSM generates 
the R,ESET Signal to the backplane. Within a few 
clock cycles, receiving MPCs complete their internal 
reset Table 5-2 summarizes the states of MPC sig
nal outputs ~hile the RESET signal is active. 
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Table 5·2 Signal States During Reset 

Signal 

BREQ 

BAD<31-0> 

ADDIR 

REFADR 

BSC<9-0> 

SCDIR<1,0> 

BUSERR 

NOTE: 
H = Electrical high state. 
L = Electrical low state. 

; 

Z = High impedance (tri-state). 

Reset State 

Z(H) 

Z 

L 

H 

Z 

L 

Z(H) 

RSTNC (Reset Not Complete). Agents assert 
RSTNC during reset to extend the initialization time 
period beyond the time that RESET allows. RSTNC 
is a bidirectional OR-tied signal on the PSB that is 
low when one or more agents have not completed 
their reset requirements. Agents cannot perform bus 
operations while RSTNC is asserted. However, 
agents may access local interconnect space if your 
firmware implementation allows such access. 
RSTNC is an open-collector signal with high-current 
drive that connects directly to the PSB. 

5.1.5 Exception Operation Signal Group 

The exception operation signal group indicates ex
ception errors on the PSB. 

BUSERR (Bus Error). The MPC asserts BUSERR 
when a data integrity problem on the PSB is detect
ed during a transfer operation. Possible problems 
are: detection of a parity error on the BAD bus or 
BSC lines, or a protocol error associated with the 
BSC lines. BUSERR is a bidirectional, open-collector 
signal with high current drive that connects directly 
to the PSB. 

TIM OUT (Timeout). TIMOUT, as an input from the 
PS~, is used to detecta bus timeout condition .. The 
CSM activates this signal when it determines that an 
agent is taking too much time asserting a handshake 
signal, or if a bus owner has maintained bus owner
ship for an excessive length of time. The exact 
amount of time is a fixed value relative to BBCLK 
that is approximately 10,000 clock cycles (1 ms @ 

10 MHz). TIMOUT is an active high input to the MPC 
and must be connected to the TIMOUT signal of the 
PSB through a 74AS1804 or equivalent inverting 
buffer. 
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Signal Reset State 

ARB<5-0> Z(H) 

0<31-0> Z 

SEL H 

WAIT H 

ODREQ, IDREQ L 

MINT, EINT L 

RSTNC L 

When the MPC is configured for CSM operation, 
TIMOUT becomes an output, generating the timeout 
condition to all agents on the PSB. In this case, the 
TIMOUT pin should be connected to the PSB by a 
74F242 driver or equivalent. 

5.2 Dual-Port Memory Control Signals 

The MPC provides these signals (SEL, COM, ERR) 
to support dual-port memory. In order to fully imple
ment dual-port memory, some additional dual-port 
memory controller logic is required. 

SEL (Select). The SEC output indicates that a dual
port memory access is in progress. SEC' initiates 
dual-port operations and may be used to enable the 
dual-port data buffers onto the BAD bus. When the 
MPC receives the EaT handshake, or ·if the MPC 
detects an exception, it deactivates SEL. 

COM (Complete). COM is an input to the MPC. The 
dual-port memory controller asserts COM to indicate 
completion ofa dual-port access. COM is assumed 
to be synchr6nous to the bus clock. After the memo
ry controller has asserted COM, the MPC asserts 
the replier ready (BSC4) signal on the next bus 
clock. The memory controller cannot deassert COM 
until the EaT handshake is complete on the PSB. 
This requires that the memory controller monitor the 
PSB for the EaT handshake. 

ERR (Error). ERR, an input to the MPC, is asserted 
by the dual-port memory controller to signal a .mem
ory data parity error. ERR must be stable (high or 
low) whenever COM is asserted. The MPC responds 
to this signal by completing the replier handshake on 
the PSB using a data error agent -error code. This 
signal may be asynchronous to the bus clock since it 
is qualified by the COM signal. 
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5.3 Local Bus Signals 

The MPC local bus allows many types of microproc
essors, perhaps with differing data widths, byte 
alignment, and bit ordering, to connect to the 
MUl TIBUS II PSB. This microprocessor is often re
ferred to as the host CPU on the MUl TIBUS II proc
essor board. The MPC has five signal groups on the 
local bus: 

• data bus 
• address/status signals 

• transfer control 

• interrupt signals 

• OMA control lines 

5.3.1 DATA BUS 

The local data bus is the signal path for data trans
fers between the host CPU and the MPC. 

D<31-0>. 0<31-0> is the 32-bit local data bus. 
Although this is a 32-bit interface, the MPC allows 
operation with processors using 8-, 16-, or 32-bit 
data busses. 

NOTE: 
Intel CPU architecture defines bit 0 and byte 0 as 
least significant. When connecting non-Intel proces
sors to the MPC local data bus, it is important that 
this bit and byte ordering be maintained across the 
PSB. This allows agents of differing CPU types to 
work together in a single chassis. If byte-swappIng 
is needed, see the discussion of the byte enable 
(BE<3-0» signal pins. 

5.3.2 ADDRESS/STATUS SIGNALS 

The address/status signals select or identify all MPC 
operations over the local bus. 

A<5-2> (Address). The address inputs select 
MPC registers for message and interconnectspace 
operations. A 1 and AO are omitted to provide a con
sistent register address for all data bus width op
tions.A <5-2> are qualified by RO or WR and 
therefore must be stable within. the specified set-up 
and hold window. 

MEMSEL (Memory Select). This MPC input signal 
tells the MPC that the current operation is a memory 
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reference across the PSB. MEMSEl is qualified by 
RD or WR and therefore must be stable within the 
specijied set-up and hold window. 

NOTE: 
MEMSEl, 10SEl, REGSEl 10ACK, and OOACK 
are mutually exclusive. In order to be valid, no more 
than one should be active during the same set-up 
and hold window. 

10SEl (110 Select). This input signal tells the MPC 
that the current operation is an I/O reference to the 
PSB. 10SEl is qualified by RO or WR and therefore 
must be stable within the specified set-up and hold 
window. 

REGSEL (Register Select). This input signal is 
used to identify MPC register operations. REGSEl is 
qualified by RO or WR and therefore must be stable 
within the specified set-up and hold window. 

LOCK. This input signal allows back-to-back opera
tions to be performed on the PSB or local intercon
nect space. When the bus owner activates lOCK, all 
other agents are held off the PSB or local resource 
until lOCK is deactivated. 

BE < 3-0 > (Byte Enable). These input signals, gen
erated by the host CPU or OMA controller, validate 
bytes on the data bus. BE < 3-0 > are qualified by 
RO or WR and therefore must be stable within the 
specified set-up and hold window. BE < 3-0 > corre
spond to data bytes 3 through 0 on the data. bus 
(where byte 3 is 0<31-24». For remote reference 
operations, only combinations supported by the 
IEEE 1296 specification are valid. 

A 32-bit local bus requires that all byte enable and 
data~nals are used. For 16-bit local buses, BE1 
and BE2 are used to indicate which of the two bytes 
will contain valid data, and only 0< 15-0> are used. 
For 8-bit local bus operations, BE1 and BEO are 
used to select which byte of the PSB will carry the 
valid data byte. This mode uses any 0<7-0> (on 
the local bus). Note that during all read operations, 
the MPC drives all data lines (0<31-0». Consecu
tive accesses to message FIFOs must be in ascend
ing byte sequence 0,1, 2, 3 in any non-overlapping 
combination. 

Table 5-3 shows the valid byte enable combinations 
for both the local data bus (0<31-0» and the PSB 
(AO<31-0> ): 
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Table 5-3. Valid Byte Enable Combinations 

BE3 BE2 BE1 BEO 031-24 

L L L L V3 
L L L H V3 
H L L L X 
L L H H V3 
H L L H X 
H H L L' X 
L H H H V3 
H L H H X 
H H ,....L H X 
H H H L X 
L H L H X 
L H H L X 

NOTES: 
L = Electrical low state (active) 
H = Electrical high state (inactive) 
Vn = Valid data bytes 
X = Active bytes with undefined data 

023-16 015-8 07-0 A031-24 

V2 V1 VO V3 
V2 V1 X V3 
V2 V1 VO X 
V1 X X X 
V2 V1 X X 
X V1 VO X 
X X X X 

V2 X X X 
X V1 X X 
X X VO X 
X X VO X 
X X VO X 

intel® 
A023-16 A015-8 A07-0 

V2 V1 VO 
V2 V1 X 
V2 V1 VO 
X V3 V2 

V2 V1 X 
X V1 VO 
X V3 X 
X X V2 
X V1 X 
X X VO 
X VO X 
X X VO 

For the 32-bit host interface, legal combinations of byte enables form byte laneS: the paths where valid data 
bytes are present during a single transfer on the local data bus (as well as in the MUL TIBUS II environment). 
Non-Intel Microprocessors can use byte lanes 10 perform byte-swapping or other data manipulations in hard
ware. The figure below illustrates the legal byte lanes as they relate to byte enable combinations: 

8-blt 16- bit 24- bit 

BE3· 

BE2· 

BEl· I 

BEO· 

Figure 5-4. Byte Lanes 
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32- bit 

I 

: 0<31 •. 24> 

I 

I 

I 0<23 .. 16> 
I 

I 
10<15 .. 8> 

I 

: .0<7 .. 0> 

290145-18 
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Each shaded box in Figure 5-4 represents a valid 
byte lane for a given combination of BE during a 
single read or write operation. There are four types 
of byte lanes: 8-bit, 16-bit, 24-bit and 32-bit. Bit and 
byte ordering follow the Intel standard of bit or byte 0 
as least significant. Assume that invalid byte lanes 
contain any value of data (Le. non-constant). Ta.ke 
precautions (masking in software, etc.) to ensure 
thlit invalid data does not cause problems. 

When using a DMA controller to handle solicited 
data transfers to/from local memory, misalignment 
of data in memory and resulting partial packets are 
handled using the BE lines. The DMA interface of 
the MPC provides support by only incrementing in
ternal pointers (or detecting completion) when the 
proper ~e-enable signal is active. Table 5-4 shows 
which .BE line the MPC recognizes for partial pack
ets: 

Table 5-4: Byte Enable Usage for DMA Control 

DMA Bytes Byte Enable 
Width ~emaining Recognized 

32-bit >3 .BE3 
32-bit 3 BE2 
32-bit 2 BE1 
32-bit 1 BEO 
16-bit >1 BE1 
.16-bit 1 E3EO 

8-bit >0 BEO 

5.3.3 TRANSFER CONTROL SIGNALS 

Transfer operation control to the MPC over. the local 
bus is provided by two command Signals and a wait 
signal. This handshake provides fully interlocked 
(two~sided handshake) operation. 

RD (Read). This input signal starts a read operation. 
AD must transition cleanly, since it is used to qualify 
other signalS in the read operation. 

WR ~te). This input signal starts a write opera
tion. WR must transition cleanly, s.ince it is used to 
qualify other signals in the write qperation. 

WAIT. WAIT is an MPC output signal used to extend 
a transfer operation. The signal will be used by the 
MPC for all accesses that require synchronization to 
another resource. It is activated when a command 
goes active and de.activated when. the operation is 
completed. 

5.3.4 INTERRUPT SIGNALS 

Interrupt Signals are used to inform the host CPU 
that the MPC requires service. The MPC generates 
two signals: one for message operations and one for 
reference errors. 

82389 

MINT (Message Interrupt). The MINT output signal 
is used for all message-related signaling to the host 
CPU. This includes the arrival of an unsolicited mes
sage, the availability of the transmit FIFO, the com
pletion of a solicited transfer, and an error-on mes
sage transfer. 

EINT (Error Interrupt). The EINT output signal is 
used to signal all errors related to memory, I/O, or 
interconnect space operations. Internal registers in 
the MPC provide exact details of the error via inter
connect space. 

5.3.5 DMA CONTROL SIGNALS 

The MPC provides four DMA control signals that 
connect with an external DMA controller. 

ODREQ (Output Channel DMA Request). ODREQ 
is an output signal that enables DMA transfers to the 
MPC (i.e., output to the PSB). This signal behaves as 
a normal DMA request line during solicited message 
output operations. ODREQ is activated during the 
transfer phase of a solicited message operation 
when the solicited output FIFO is empty. The DMA 
controller responds to ODREQ by moving data from 
local memory to the FIFO for transfer to a receiving 
agent on the PSB. 

IDREQ (Input Channel DMA Request). IDREQ is 
an output signal that enables DMA transfers from 
the MPC (i.e: input from the PSB). This signal be
haves as a normal DMA request line during solicited 
message input operations. IDREQ is activateddur
ing the transfer phase of a solicited message opera
tion when the solicited input FIFO is full. The DMA 
controller responds to ODREQ by moving data from 
the FIFO to local memory. When the FIFO is emp
tied, IDREQ is deactivated. 

ODACK (Output C"annel DMA Acknowledge). 
ODACK is generated by the DMA controller in re
sponse to an ~ut channel DMA request. ODACK 
is qualified by RD or WR and therefore must be sta
ble within the specified set-up and hold window. 

NOTE: 
MEMSEL, TOSEL, REGSEL IDACK, and ODACK 
are mutually exclusive. In order to be valid, no more 
than 'on should be active during the same set-up 
and hold window. 

IDACK (Input Channel DMA Acknowledge). 
IDACK is generated by the DMA controller in re
sponse to an input channel DMA request. IDACK is 
qualified by RD or WR and therefore must be stable 
within the specified set-up and hold window. 
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5.4 Interconnect Bus Signals 

Brief descriptions of the interconnect bus signal pins 
are given here. For more information on using the 
interconnect microcontroller, see the MPC User's 
Manual, Chapter 5, "Interconnect Programming" 
(Order number 176526-002). 

lAD. < 7 -0> (Interconnect Address/Data). 
IAD<7-0> is an 8-bit, bidirectional, multiplexed ad
dress and data bus intended to interface directly to a 
microcontroller. In addition· to the MPC, other inter
connect accessible local resources can be connect
ed to this bus. 

IREQ (Interconnect Request). The MPC asserts 
this output signal when an interconnect operation 
has been requested from either the local bus or the 
PSB. The MPC asserts IREO to the interconnect mi
crocontroller at different times for read and write op
erations. For a read operation, IREO is asserted im
mediately after detecting an address match between 
the requested address and an internal register. For a 
write operation, IREO is delayed until valid data is 
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intel~ 
available (Le., BSC3 is asserted). In either case, if 
the local bus interface has locked the local intercon
nect space, IREO is inhibited. 

lAST (Interconnect Address Strobe). lAST is a 
signal from the microcontroller that tells the MPC 
that a valid address is on the interconnect bus. lAST 
may be directly connected to the ALE (Address 
Latch Enable or equivalent) output of most micro
controllers. lAST must provide clean transitions. 

IRD(lnterconnect Bus Read). The microcontroller 
asserts IRD to perform a read operation to one of 
the MPC interconnect. interface registers. iFiD must 
provide clean transitions. 

NOTE: 
When IRD and IWR are activated at the same time, 
all MPC outputs are disabled. Use this feature to 
disable the MPC in board test applications. 

IWR (Interconnect Write). The microcontroller as
serts IWR to perform a write operation to one of the 
MPC interconnect interface registers. iWR must pro
vide clean transitions. 

I 
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8.0 Package Dimensions 

The MPC 82389 is packaged in a 149-pin Ceramic Pin Grid Array (PGA). The pins are arranged 0.100 inch 
(2.54 mm) center-ta-center, in a 15 x 15 matrix. Please refer to Figure 6-3 for case outlines.' 

A wide variety of sockets are available including the zero-insertion force socket for prototyping. 

J 

2 3 

o o o o 
DO D2 D4 D7 

o o o o 
AS Dl 03 D6 

o 0 0 0 
BU A4 Vss DS 

o 0 o 0 
BE2 A3 A2 Vee 
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ftlim: BEl am 
0, 00 

IDREO MEIISEL iOSEi: 

000 
ODRED iOACK ODACK 

o 
iijj 

o 0 
ViR WAif 

000 
MINT LOCK Vss 

000 
E1NT ' ERR COM 

000 
SEi: iSCii iSCi 

o 0 0 0 
BSC2 iiSC3 ~ Vee 

000 o 
iSCi SCDIRO 1SC5 Vss 

5 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 

o o o o o 0 o o o o o 
D9 D12 D14 D17 020 D23 D26 028 D30 031 IAD7 A 

o o o o o o o o o o o 
DS Dl1 D13 D16 D19 D22 D25 D27 D29 lADS lADS B 

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vss 010 Vee 015 018 D21 D24 Vss IA03 IAD4 iWR C' 

o 000 0 
Vss Vee IADl IAD2 iRD D 

000 
IADO lAST IREO E 

METAL LID 

000 
(TOP VIEW) Vss BAiiO ' BADI f 

000 
BAD2 BA03 ,BAii4 G 

000 
BAii5 BAD6 BAD7 H 

000 
BAD8 BADi BAii10 

000 
Vss BADi'i BAD12 K 

o 
ARii5 

000 
Vss REfADR Vee 

000 
Vss BPARO Vss 

000 
BADI3 BAD'" BADi5 

000 0 
Vee BADii BADi7 BADI8 M 

000 0 
BAD27 ' Vss BAiif9 BAD20 N 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ISC6 BSC7 Aiiii1 ARi3 Aiiii iiRE6 BUSERR LACH" aPAR3 BPARI 8AD30 BAD2e BAD25 BAD23 BADZI P 

o 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 000 
BSC8 SCDIRI ARlO ARB2 iiSffiC ADDIR TlMOUT BBCLK RESET BPAR2 BAD3i BA029 , BAa26 BAD24 BAD22 0 

2 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 '12 13 14 IS 
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FIgure 6-1. MPC 82389 Plnout-:-Vlew from Top Side 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5. 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 
A IAD7 031 030 028 026 023 020 017 014 012 09 07 D4 02 DO 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 11006 11005 029 027 025 022 019 016 013 Dl1 DS 06 03 . 01 AS 

0 b 0 o. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C IWR 1AD4 1A03 VSS 024 021 018 015 Vee 010 VSS 05 VSS 104 BO 

0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 
0 iRii IAD2 11001 Vee VSS Vee 102 103 BE2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
E IREO lAST IADO BEO BEl REGSEL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
.F BADI BADO VSS 10SEL MEMSEL 10REO 

0 0 0 (BOTTOM VIEW) .Q...~ 0 
G BAo.i BAD3 BAD2 OOACK IDACK OOREO 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
H BA07 BAD6 BA05 WAIT ViR Rii 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
J BA010 BAC9 BADS VSS LOCK MINT 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
K BAD12 BADll VSS COli ERR EINT 

0 0 0 0 B~O 0 
l BAD15 BAOi4 BAD13 BSCI SEL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 
II BAD18 BA017 BAiffi Vee Vee 8SCi BSC3 iiSC2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N BAD20 BAD19 Vss BAm Vss BPARO Vss Vee REFADR Vss' ARIi5 VSS BSC5 SCi>lRO , \ BSC9 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P BA021 BA023 BA025 BA028 'BAD30 BPARI BPAR3 LACHn BUSERR mo ARB4 ARB3 ARBI BSC7 BSC6 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 BA022 BA024 iiADU BAD29 iiAD3i BPAR2 RESET BBCLK TIMOUT AOOIR RSTNC Am AflBO SCOIRI iiSC8 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 '4 3' 2 1 
290;45-10 

Figure 6-2. MPC 8238~ Pinout-View from Pin Side 
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Table 6·1. MPC Signal Summary 

Mnemonic Type Pifi# Mnemonic Type I I I Pin# Mnemonic Type Piri# 

Vee D4 REFADR 0 N7 lAST I E14 

A5 I B1 ADDIR 0 06 IRD I D15 

A4 I C2 BPAR3 I/O P9 IWR I C15 

A3 I D2 BAD31 I/O 011 IAD7 I/O A15 

A2 I D3 BAD30 I/O P11 IAD6 I/O B15 

BE3 I C1 BAD29 I/O 012 IAD5 I/O B14 

BE2 I D1 BA028 I/O P12 IAD4 I/O C14 

BE1 I E2 BA027 I/O N12 IAD3 I/O C13 

BEO I E3 BA026 I/O 013 IA02 I/O 014 

10SEl I F3 BA025 I/O P13 IA01 I/O D13 

MEMSEl I F2 BA024 I/O 014 IAOO I/O E13 
~ 

REGSEl I E1 BAD23 I/O P14 Vee D12 

10ACK I G2 BAD22 I/O 015 Vss C12 

OOACK I G3 BAD21 I/O P15 031 I/O A14 

10REO 0 F1 BA020 I/O N15 030 I/O A13 

ODREO 0 G1 BAD19 I/O N14 029 I/O B13 

WR I H2 BAD18 I/O M15 028 110 A12 

RD I H1 BA017 I/O M14 027 I/O 812 

WAIT 0 H3 BA016 I/O M13 026 I/O A11 

Vss J3 BA015 I/O l15 D25 I/O B11 

MINT 0 J1 BA014 I/O l14 024 1/0 C11 

EINT 0 K1 BA013 I/O L13 D23 110 A10 

LOCK I J2 BA012 I/O 1<15 022 I/O B10 

ERR I K2 BA011 I/O K14 021 I/O C10 

SEL 0 L1 BA010 I/O J15 020 I/O A9 

COM I K3 BA09 I/O J14 019 I/O 89 

BSC9 I/O N1 BA08 I/O J13 018 I/O C9 

BSC8 I/O 0.1 BAD7 I/O H15 D17 I/O A8 

BSC7 I/O P2 BA06 I/O H14 016 I/O B8 

BSC6 110 P1 BA05 I/O H13 015 I/O C8 

BSC5 I/O N3 BA04 I/O G15 014 I/O A7 

BSC4 I/O M3 BA03 I/O G14 013 I/O B7 

ARB3 I/O,OC P4 Vss N13 D2 I/O A2 
I 
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Mnemonic' 

BSe3 
§Se2 

~ 

"!mOO 
SCOIR1 
SCOIRO 

Vee 
Vss 
ARB5 
ARB4 

AREi2 
AmIT 
~ 

Vss 
B'Rrn 

'TIMOUT 

~ 

NOTES: 
,I = input 
0= output 

Type 

1/0 

I/O 

1/0 

1/0 

0 

0 

IIO,OC 

I/O,OC 

IIO,OC 

I/O,OC 

IIO,OC 

IIO,OC 

1/0 

0 

I/Q = input/output , 
OC = open-collector 
• = active-low 
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Table 6-1. MPC Signal Summary (Continued) 

Pln# ' Mnemonic Type Pln# , Mnemonic Ty~ Pln# 

M2 ' BAD2 I/O G13 012 I/O A6 
M1 BA01 1/0 F15 011 1/0 B6 
L3 BADO 1/0 F14 010 I/O C6 
L2 BPAR2 I/O 010 09 1/0 A5 
02 §J5AFfi 1/0 P10 08 1/0 B5, 
N2 BPARO 1/0, N10 07 1/0 A4 
M4 Vee N8 06 1/0 B4 
N4 Vss N9 05 1/0 C4 

N5 Vss N11 04 1/0 A3 
P5, Vee M12 03 1/0 B3 
04 Vss F13 01 1/0 B2 
P3 Vss K13 DO 1/0 A1 
03 BBCLK I 08 Vee C7 
N6 LACHn I P8 Vss 08 
P6 RESET I 09 Vss C5 
07 RSTNC IIO,OC 05 BUSERR IIO,OC P7 
E15 Vss 

, 
C3 

I 
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7.0 MPC 82389 ELECTRICAL DATA 

This section provides detailed A.C. and D.C. specifi
cations for the MPC 82389. 

7.1 Maximum Ratings 

Operating Temperature 
(Under Bias) ................. -1 O"C to + 85°C 

Storage Temperature .......... -65°C to + 150"C 

Voltage on Any Pin ....•..... -0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

Power Dissipation .......................... 2.5W 

NOTE: 
Stresses above those listed may cause· permanent 
damage to the device. This is a stress rating only 
and functional operation at tHese or any other con
ditions above those listed in the operational sec
tions of this specification is not implied. 

Exposure to absolute maximum rating· conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability. 
Although the MPC 82389 Cbntains protective cir
cuitry to resist damage from static electrical dis
charges, always take precautions against high stat
ic voltages or electric fields. 

7.2 D.C. Specifications vee = 5.dV ±5%, TA = O°Cto + 70°C 

Table 7·1. D.C. Specifications. 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VIL InputLow Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL1 Output Low VO,ltage 0.45 V 10LMax 

VOL2 Output LowVoltage 0.55 V 10LMax 
Open Collector 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V 10HMax 

ICC Power Supply Current 400 rnA 

IL Input Leakage Current ±10 ,...A OV:s: VIN:S: Vee 

1L1 Open Collector ±100 ,...A ,0.4V :s: VIN :s: 2.4V 

Leakage Current ±400 ,...A OV:S: VIN:S: Vee 

1L2 BBCLK Input Leakage Current ±jOO ,...A OV:S: VIN:S: Vee 

10L Output Low Current 4.0 mA VOL = 0.4SV 

10L1 Open Collector Output 60.0 mA VOL = 0.55V. 
Low Current 

10L2 ADDIR and REFADR . 8.0 mA VOL - 0.45V 
Output Low Current 

10H Output High Current -1.0 mA VOH = 2.4V 

CI Input Capacitance . , 10 pF fe = 1 MHz, 25°C (Note 1) 

CIO I/O Capacitance 20 pF fe = 1 MHz, 25°C (Note 1) 

CeLK Clock Input Capacitance 15 pF fe = 1 MHz, 25°C (Note 1) 

Coe Open Collector Capacitance .20 pF. fe = 1 MHz, 25°C (Note 1) 

NOTE: . 
. 1. Sampled only, no1100% lesled. 
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7.3 A.C. Specifications 

The A.C. specifications for the MPC 82389 are spec
ified in Tables 7-2. 7-3 and 7-4 and Figures 7-2. 7-3. 
7-4 and 7-5. Figure 7-1 specifies the test points for 
measuring the A.C. parameters. Table 7-2 and Fig
ures 7-2 and 7-3 specify the A.C. parameters for the 
host CPU bus. Table 7-3 and Figure 7-4 specify the 
A.C. parameters for the interconnect bus. Table 7-4 
and Figure 7-5 specify the A.C. parameters for the 
PSB; Figure 7-6 defines the test load for the A.C. 
specifications. 

2.4V 

O.4V 

82389 

OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

INPUT WAVEFORhi 
290145-12 

Figure 7-1. A.C. Test Waveforms 

Table 7-2. Host CPU Bus A.C. Specifications (Vee = 5V ± 5%, T A = O·C to + 70·C) 

Symbol Parameter' Min Max Units 
Test 

Conditions 

t1 Address and BE Setup to Command Active 20 ns 

Select and DACK Setup to Command Active 18 ns 

t2 Address. BE. Select and DACK 5 ns 
Hold from Command Active 

t3 Time between Commands 24 ns 

i4 Command Inactive to Read Data Disable 15 ns 
(Note 5) 

t5 Read Data Hold from Command Inactive 3 ns 

ttl Read Data Enable from Command Active 0 ns 

t7 WAIT Active from Command Active 20 ns CL = 50pF 

ttl Command Inactive from WAIT Inactive 0 ns 

t9 WAIT Inactive to Read Data Valid 25 ns CL = 90pF 

t10 Command Active to Write Data Valid 200 ns 

t11 Write Data Hold from WAIT Inactive 0 ns 

t12 Command Active to LOCK Active (Note 1 ) 100 ns 

t13 LOCK Hold from WAIT Inactive (Note 2) 0 ns 

t14 Command Active Time 42 ns 

t15 Read Data Valid from Command Active 42 ns CL = 90pF 

t16 Write Data Setup to Command Inactive 
-Registers 20 ,ns 
-DMA 20 ns 

t17 Write Data Hold from Command Inactive 3 ns 

t18 Command Active to MINT or DREQ Inactive 42' ns CL = 50pF 
(Notes 3. 4) 

t19 Command Active to DREQ Inactive 25 ns CL = 50pF 
(Note 4) 

NOTES: 
1. Required to guarantee locking of resource. 
2. Required to guarantee resource remains locked. 
3. MINT deassertion only if no other sources are pending. 
4. f'or DREQ inactive timing. t19 applies to a normal last transfer deassert condition and t1B to an error deassert condition. 
5. Disable condition occurs when the output current becomes less than the input leakage specification. 
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A5-A2 ::::x VALID x 
BE3-BEO 
~E~SEL 

"\. -f IOSEL 
REGSEl ~tl~ t2l- 1 t3 i 

RD or WR OX- ~ 
~t7:;1 t;= ta ::::::j I 

WAIT 

~t91 . ~~1 
031-00 

~t61 
(OUT OF' ~PC) { I X VALID )Q-

031-00 ~tl0~ -I t,l I-
(INTO ~PC) I VALID I X 

I-- t'2 j :::j t '3 1= 
LOCK \; -f 

Figure 7-2. Host CPU Interface Reference Operation Timing 

A5-A2 ::::X VALID X'-___________ _ 
BE3-BEO 
REGSEL. 

10ACK , OOACK 

031-00 
(OUT OF' ~PC) 

031-00 
(INTO ~PC) 

~INT 
10REQ. 
OROEQ 

Figure 7-3. Host CPU Interface Register and DMA Operation Timing 
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Table 7-3. Interconnect Bus A.C. Specifications (Vee = 5V ± 5%, TA = O·C to + 70·C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 
Test 

Conditions 

I 1 1 1 I 

t31 lAST Active Time 85 ns 

t32 Command Active Time 250 ns 

t33 Command Inactive to lAST Active 25 ns 

t33A lAST Inactive to Command Active 120 ns 

t34 Address Setup to lAST Inactive 40 ns 

t35 Address Hold from lAST Inactive 20 ns 

t36 Write Data Setup to Command 120 ns 
Inactive 

t37 Write Data Hold from Command 5 ns 
Inactive 

t38 Read Data Enable from Command 0 ns 
Active 

t39 Read Data Valid from Command 120 ns CL = 150pF 
Active 

~o Read Data Hold from Command 0 ns 
Inactive 

~1 Read Data Disable from Command 30 ns 
Inactive (Note 2) 

t42 EINT. IREQ Inactive from Command 100 ns CL = 150pF 
Active (Note 1) 

NOTES: 
1. EINT inactive only on write to error register. IREO inactive only on write to arbitration register. 
2. Disable condition occurs when the output current becomes less than the input leakage specification. 

I 

lAST 

IAD7-IADO ---..J--J.l...-tJ--+-1 +1-----+1+-1 --1.,-
(INTO MPC) 

\.18~\39 -.l....-bt:;;.-.~k1-
IAD7-IADO - -

(OUT OF MPC) --------- DATA VALID 

J \42 r-
EINT I -X~_-:---_ 

-I \421-

_____ ~.f 

Figure 7-4. Interconnect Bus Timing 
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Table 7-4. PSB Interface A.C. Specifications (Vee = 5V ± 5%, TA = O°C to + 70°C) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 
Test 

Conditions 

tcp Clock Period 99.9 ns 

'tCL BCLK Low Time 40 ns 

*tCH BCLK High Time 40 ns 

tBCL BBCLK Low Time 38 ns 

tBCH BBCLK High Time 38 ns 

tRB BCLK Rise Time 1 5 ns 

tFB BCLK Fall Time 1 2 ns 

tR BBCLK Rise Time 0.5 1 ns 

tF BBCLK Fall Time 0.5 1 ns 

tSK BCLK to BBCLK Skew (Note 1) -0.5 4.0 ns 

tCD Clock to Output Delay 
BREQ, BUSERR, RSTNC (Note 2) 36 ns CL = 500 pF 
ARB5-ARBO (Notes 2, 3) 36 ns CL = 500 pF 
BAD31-BADO, BSC7 -BSCO 29 ns , CL = 75 pF 
BPAR3-BPARO, BSC9, BSC8 29 ns CL = 50pF 
SCDIRO, SCDIR1 (H to L) 19 ns CL = 25 pF 

(L to H) 21 ns CL = 25 pF 
ADDIR (L to H) 21 ns CL = 50 pF 

(H to L) 27 ns CL = 50 pF 
" REFADR 29 ns CL = 75 pF 

SEL 29 ns CL = 50 pF 

tH Hold Time from Clock 
BREQ,BUSERR,RSTNC 6.5 ns CL = 25 pF 
ARB5-ARBO (Note 3) 6.5 ns CL = 25 pF 
BAD31-BADO, BPAR3-BPARO 5.0 ns CL = 15 pF 
BSC9-BSCO 4.0 ns CL = 15 pF 
SCDIRO, SCDIR1 4.0 flS CL =15 pF 
ADDIR 5.0 ns CL = 25 pF 
REFADR 4.0 ns CL = 25 pF 
SEL 4.0 ns CL = 15pF 

tON Turn bn Delay from Clock (Note 4) 
BREQ,BUSERR, RSTNC 6.5 ns 
ARB5-ARBO (Note 1) 6.5 ns 
BAD31-BADO, BPAR3-BPARO 5.0 ns 
BSC9-BSCO 4.0 ns 

tOFF Turn Off Delay from Clock (Note 5) 
BREQ,BUSERR,RSTNC 36 ns 
ARB5-ARBO (Note 3) 36 ns 
BAD31-BADO, BPAR3-BPARO 29 ns 
BSC9-BSCO 29 ns 

" 'tel and tcH are MUL TIBUS II specifications. 
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Table 7·4. PSB Interface A.C. Specifications (Vee = 5V ± 5%, T A = O·C to + 70·C) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 
Test 

Conditions 

tsu Input Setup Time to Clack 
BREQ,BUSERR,RSTNC 22 ns 
ARBS-ARBO (Note 3) 40 ns 
BAD31-BADO, BPAR3-BPARO 24 ns 
BSC9-BSCO 24 ns 
TIMEOUT, LACHn, RESET 24 ns 
COM, ERR 40 ns 

tlH Input Hold Time from Clock 
BREQ,BUSERR, RSTNC 0 ns 
ARBS-ARBO (Note 3) , 0 ns 
BAD31-BADO, BPAR3-BPARO 3 ns 
BSC9-BSCO 2 ns 
TIMEOUT, LACHn, RESET 2 ns 
COM,ERR 3 ns 

NOTES: 
1. The clock tilT1ings are provided to reference the MPC specification to the PSB specifications. These specifications assume 
a 74AS1804 or equivalent buffer. 
2. The 500 pF load is a distributed load as defined in the PSB specification. The open drain signals are designed such that 
the output delay and bus loss meets the PSB specification requirement. 
3. The ARB5-ARBO signal timings are with respect to the first and last clock of the arbitration period. Details can be found 
in the PSB specification. Also, the arbitration logic has been designed to meet the loop delay specification accounting for the 
full path of input to output plus bus loss. 
4. Minimum turn on times are measured the same way as hold times. Specifically, the logic level driven by another device on 
the previous clock cycle must not be disturbed. 
5. Maximum turn off times are measured to the condition where the output leakage current becomes less than the input 
leakage specification. 
6. All stated capacitances are based on design requirements. Production test limitations may require some parameters to be 
tested under a different condition. 
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NOTE: 

BCLK 
(ASSUMED ON PSBBUS) 

~~L-1~~H=i~trB -It:tRB \ 

--X ;I OX -;I 

tSK -I IE:: tBCH =II tBCLii= tR :=i f tr . 

BBCLK Y NOTE 1 ." .. y. "S. .... __ _ 
----'~ tcp torr.1 

tco1 tH-I 
toN I- I ~~~:':: 

OUTPUTS ANOTHER SOURCE VALID NOTHER SOURCE 

r-tsu~ tlH I 
INPUTS ----------->iX VALID X,.-.-----

intel® 
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1. SAMPOINT point for BBCLK is 1.4V. 
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Figure 7-5. PSB Interface Timing 

290145"-17 

Figure Hi. A.C. Test Load 
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